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PREFACH 

Ix these two volumes is comprised the major instalment of a 

work, which should present at least the last six Books of 

Herodotus, duly annotated and explained. By this issue the 

editor discharges the heavier portion of his covenanted labours. 

The task has been long a-doing, hindered and interrupted, as it 

has been, by sufficient causes, which here to specify further might 

seem to be assuming a too general expectancy of the book. 

Enough now, if some friends, interested in the progress of this 

work, be not disappointed in its execution; and if the public, a 

somewhat critical one, to which it appeals, find it, upon the whole, 

serviceable and welcome. 7 

The increase of materials and the rising standard of method 

will presently render it well-nigh desperate for any one man to 

elaborate a complete edition of Herodotus upon the scale of former 

editors. One must needs be not merely grammarian and historian, 

but archaeologist, anthropologist, philosopher and something more 

to boot, in order adequately to explain and illustrate ‘the Father of 

History, his work. The next commentary on ‘The Muses,’ intended 

for scholars at large, will haply be undertaken by a syndicate, or 

trust, in which each department of the Herodotean Museum may 

be headed by an all-competent sub-specialist. But, even then, 

a controlling mind will be necessary in order to bring consistency 

' and point to the result: meanwhile there is a chance that this 

_ edition may still be in time to invest the middle section of 

the Herodotean Histories with Introduction, Commentary and 

<a 



li HERODOTUS 

Appendices, not all unworthy, having regard to the present state 

of knowledge and research, a place beside the accomplished 

labours of a less exacting age. 

The more precise relations of this edition to those others cannot 

be described in a sentence. Whatever may now be the right 

estimate of works even as recent as those of Larcher and of 

Schweighiiuser, no competent judge will expect to find a claim here 

advanced to supersede the commentaries of Baehr, of Blakesley, 

of Rawlinson, of Stein, each of which has merits, visible, even in 

this very edition, by derivation or deposit. Of any preponderant 

debt to this one or that of his predecessors the present editor 

is scarcely conscious. The extent to which antecedent labours 

support his own, is attested, perhaps too scrupulously, twice over, 

in the Notes passim and in the Index of Authors, sub nominibus. 

Though the references there accumulated betoken not seldom 

dissent or criticism, they are none the less indicative of obliga- 

tions incurred. A similar canon applies to the works of the 

historians, Grote, Thirlwall, Curtius, Duncker, Busolt, Eduard 

Meyer and others, and, in short, to all the modern authorities at ~_ 

all copiously cited. If the writer were conscious of a primary 

nexus to one or other of his many creditors, this would be the 

place to acknowledge it. Let critics, if they please, discover his 

scientific pedigree, if he have one. His first claim is to have 

focussed a good number of results, many of which are virtually 

common property in the Republic of Hellenic Studies, enforcing 

them by methods, to the development of which schools of recent 

and living investigators have contributed. He has taken some 

pleasure in accentuating the English contribution to the common 

stock; but no one using these volumes will accuse him of disguis- 

ing his obligation to foreign sources. Throughout, properties have 

been, to the best of his ability, assigned to the rightful owners, 

after the example of that truly classic plagiary, who plundered 

his friends only to give them back their goods, on the principle 

that men thank you more for restoring to them what is their own, — 

than uf you had never robbed them at all. It would, however, — 

7 ba pl - : nets 
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be an excess of altruism, on the writer's part, to announce these 

volumes as the mere exploitation of other men’s labours. So far 

as he is aware, no previous commentary has applied so completely 

the methods of analytic and discriminative criticism to the work 

of Herodotus. Consequently, this edition should exhibit more 

fully than others the structure and composition of the Herodotean 

opus, should discover more systematically the problems of origin 

and source, and should appreciate more nicely the varying values 

of the different parts, paragraphs, and items, of the multifarious: 

and complex whole. Two cases, exempli gratia, may here—not 

without some risk—be named in support of this claim. Though 

the geography of Herodotus has been discussed again and again, 

the composite and unsystematic quality of the Herodotean world 

has not been so distinctly presented as it is in this work. 

Again, though scholars and historians might seem by this time 

- to have said the last word about the battle of Marathon, the 

genesis and progress of the story itself appear never to have 

been so fully considered as in the present work. That considera- 

tion, though in the first instance a literary exercise, is none the 

less an essential preliminary to a definitive solution of the real 

problems at issue. And so forth, in other cases. 

This work makes no claim to multiply paradoxes. It was no 

slight satisfaction to find, in the fourth volume of the collected 

and posthumous Kleime Schriften of an illustrious savant, Alfred 

von Gutschmid, published only in 1894, an Index Fontiwm and an 

Ockonomie to the work of Herodotus, anticipating to some extent, 

and confirming, observations and methods advocated in the 

_ Introduction to these volumes, which was then already in type. 

_ The laureate work of a well-known French Hellenist, M. Hauvette, 

_ appeared after the second of these volumes was already in the 

| printer’s hands, or account would naturally have been taken of 

his labours. It is some comfort to reflect that his masterly 

_ support may be utilised in the production of the portion of this 

_ work still remaining to do. An identical remark applies to the 
researches of an American scholar, Professor Herbert Weir Smyth, 
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iv HERODOTUS 

upon the Ionic dialect, to which here appeal can be made only 

in support of observations upon the Herodotean style printed on 

pp. exvil, cxx of this volume. It is matter for congratulation 

that no results, however startling, brought by Mr. Arthur Evans 

from Krete, or by Professor Flinders Petrie from Egypt, are likely 

to invalidate the utterances in these volumes in regard to the 

problems of Hellenic origines, or of Libyan ethnology. 

It remains to acknowledge gratefully assistance given from 

time to time towards the production of this work, Professor 

Ramsay, Professor Perey Gardner, Mr. Mackinder, Mr. Walker, 

and other Oxford colleagues, have kindly replied to inquiries, 

or afforded light, on points of detail. Other scholars (whom the 

editor is proud to claim, in one sense or other, as ‘old pupils’) 

have laid him under various obligations. Professor Titchener, now 

of Cornell University, made an observation embodied in a note to 

5. 55, 8. A large debt to Mr. Hogarth is fully set out in 

Appendix XIII. § 9. Without a suggestion, volunteered by Mr. 

Arnold C. Taylor of Uppingham, the last Appendix would 

probably never have been written. Mr. Tracey of Brasenose _ 

College kindly read some of the earlier proofs of the Greek 

text. The first and second Indices are mainly the work of Mr. 

A. 8. L. Farquharson of University College. Other services, 

not here specified, are had in grateful remembrance. The 

revision of the proof-sheets, as a whole, was a labour too long 

and exacting to be inflicted upon any friend, however willing. 

In a work, the mere printing of which has occupied upwards of 

twenty months, and which combines a very large number and 

variety of types and symbols, some allowance will be granted for 

an occasional lapsus calami that may have kept its place in type. 

A few Corrigenda will be found after the Table of Contents in 

each volume. 

If irregularities in the Englishing of Greek words and names 

cause any offence, let them be taken for experimental evidence of 

a desire to attain the unattainable, to wit, a satisfactory trans- 

literation of Greek forms. For the rest, there has been nothing 
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ict up to date, to mislead a competent reader. This result 

‘is mainly due to the admirable work done in the printer's office ; 

and if, in other respects, the work issues well-equipped, that shows 

} again the high standard and the ready goodwill of a long-suffering 

; publisher. 
¥ R. W. M. 

-Untversrry CoLLEGE, Ox¥ForRD, 

April 1895. 
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INTRODUCTION 

$1. To appreciate the importance of the Greek text, herewith 
printed and annotated, its relation to the work of Herodotus as a 

whole must be duly considered. To understand the whole, it is 

necessary to discover its general structure, and the sections into 
which it may most usefully be sub-divided. A successful Analysis 
of the full text is an essential preliminary to a just conception of 

-the problems connected with the sources and the composition of 
the work, and with the character of the author, whether as historian 

or as hero. The full exhibition and discussion of those problems 
should only be attempted when the analytical criticism of the work 
has been accomplished: this criticism, however, in its progress 
incidentally tends to define canons and conclusions, which affect 
the appreciation of the several parts of the work. Thus, although 
no more than the fourth, fifth and sixth Books of Herodotus are 

here immediately under review, they must be considered in the 
light of principles which are to be gathered from all the nine 

Books, and cannot be fully verified except by reference to the 
whole work, and its every part. To enumerate or to discuss these 
principles in this place would be to open up the whole mass of 

_ problems and arguments, which should be reserved as Prolegomena 
_ to a complete edition of the work. It must suffice to make such 
ee options or statements as may be easily verified by a general 

acquaintance with the whole work, in order to concentrate 
_ attention and criticism upon the three Books here printed, and to 
_ elucidate their position and import, intrinsically and in relation to 

e antecedent and succeeding portions of the text. The intrinsic 
significance of these Books it is the more especial function of the 

Notes and Appendices to elucidate: this Introduction aims at 
_ emphasising the relative bearings of the middle section of the 
= 6VOL I b 



x HERODOTUS $1 

text upon the two remainders, which it separates, or connects. The 
distinction between intrinsic and relative importance or interest is, 

of course, itself arbitrary and artificial: many points might be 
brought equally well under either head, and a satisfactory judg- 
ment, even in particular problems, whether literary or historical, 
cannot be reached until the whole work and the particular 
passage in question have been surveyed from every profitable 
point of view: but with this large caveat to control his results the 
practical student may courageously proceed on his way. 

§ 2. The work of Herodotus (the unique and authentic char- 

acter of which inter alia is here assumed) has come down to 
us with a ready-made division into nine Books. These divisions 
hardly any one now supposes to be primitive, or made by the 
author himself!: they may be dated to the Hellenistic period, and 
may have been made in Alexandria? But when, where and by 
whomsoever made, they were made with great skill and judgment; 
they correspond to the grand argument of the work; they are 
dictated or justified by the natural divisions of the story or subject 
matter, nature in this case being indistinguishable from art. In 

short, the nine-fold division of the work of Herodotus, though not 

formally his doing, is so obviously just and reasonable, that it 

might fairly be taken to suggest, to a greater or less extent, even ~ 

the secret history of the composition of the work. At any rate, 
there was, so far as is known, no rival division made or suggested 

of Hdt. 7/8, a similar division originated 
in the other cases mentioned by him, 
viz. Thucydides 3/4, Xenophon, Anabasis 
5/6, Hellenics 3/4, 6/7. It seems probable 
that the older historical prose works 

1 A. Wiedemann, Herodots zweites 

Buch, Leipzig, 1890, p. 13, seems to argue 

that the existing division into nine Books 
is from the hand of the author. The ex- 
pression 6 rp@ros Tay Néywv, 5.36, does not 
support the argument, see note ad/. The 
division is, indeed, Herodotean, inasmuch 

as it corresponds to the best Analysis 
of the work, but that is another matter. 

2 This is A. Bauer’s suggestion : Hnt- 
stehung des herodotischen Geschichtswerk, 

Vienna, 1878, p. 5. His other suggestion, 
that the Egyptian Zogi led to the sub- 
division of the work, is almost superfluous, 
if the tripartition below given be rightly 
grounded. Wiedemann (/. c. supra) 
may be left to explain how and why, 
if a‘Grammarian’ could not have been 
guilty of the anti-grammatical division 

were not subdivided into ‘ Books’ until — 

later writers had begun to compose in 
‘Books.’ As the summaries in the 
Anabasis (Bks. 2, 3, 4,5, 7 ad init.) are 
obviously spurious, it is probable that 
no author previous to Ephoros had 
written prose works in ‘ Books.’ (See 
Diodor. 16. 76, BiBdous yéypade rpidxovra, 

mpooluov éxdorn mpobels, cp. 5. 1). 
Herodotus and Thucydides do not quote 
even the Iliad and Odyssey by reference 

to Books ; the d:6p@wors in this case was 
certainly Alexandrine. Cp. Susemihl, 
Gr, Lit. i. 330 ff. 
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in antiquity,' a fact which is in itself some guarantee of the correct- 
ness of the existing divisions: nor has the ambition of modern 
editors aspired to improve on the received division into nine Books. 

§ 3. It may, however, fairly be doubted whether the full 
significance of the nine-fold division, and of the reasons underlying 

it, have always been duly apprehended. ‘The practice of most 

editors points rather to an adverse decision, and the debate on the 

question whether the work of Herodotus is finished and complete, 
from the author’s point of view, could hardly have run to such 
lengths, or ended so indecisively, as in the case heretofore, had due. 

stress been laid upon the considerations now to be urged. It is 
not enough to observe that the work of Herodotus lends itself 
easily and obviously to the division into nine Books, each of these 
Books being more or less a literary unit in itself, with a natural 
beginning and end. A broader, a more fundamental, primary, and 
significant division presents itself, when the nine Books are 
regrouped into three successive and sharply-contrasted sections, 

The three-fold division of the one great united and 
complete story is in truth more obvious, indisputable and convin- 
cing than the nine-fold division, which stands in a subordinate and 
derivative relation to the other and simpler. Convenience of 
reference, for literary and historical purposes, demands indeed the 
division into Books of moderate dimensions, in this as in other 

cases; and the particular division into nine has almost everything 
in its favour. But among the considerations which justify the 
nine-fold division, it can hardly be an accident that the nine parts 
may have been reached by the tripartition of three original parts, 
and that they constitute a division of a division, suggesting a 
ground-plan for the whole work of extraordinary and memorable 

symmetry, with a mutual correspondence and balance between 
_ divisions and sub-divisions, going far to assure any reader, who 
_ has possessed himself of this clue, that the work is finished as it 

1 The case was otherwise with the 
works of Thucydides and of Xenophon. 

Cp. Marcellinus, vita Thucydidis 58 
“Thy mpayyarelay airod of pev karé- 

Teuov els rpets Kal déxa loroplas, &ddo 

6¢ Gdws. Diogenes Laertius 2. 6, 
| cuvéypape 52 [sc, 6 Revopdv] PiBra 

_ stands, and incapable of addition or appendix, without the de- 
7 struction of its literary form and artistic finish.” 

mpos TH TeTTapdkovra d\\wy dddAws 

StarpotvT wy, 

2 Even Ed. Meyer’s Jst Herodots 
Geschichtswerk vollendet ? Rh. Mus. 1887, 
p- 146 (now reprinted in his Forsch- 
ungen, 1892, p. 189), does not take the 
above-given point into account, 
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§4. In order to realise the three-fold plan underlying the work 
of Herodotus it is convenient to compare the two extreme members 
of the triple unity, before considering the nature and character of 
the intervening elements, which serve, according to the critic’s 
point of view, to connect or to separate them. Even the briefest 
and most general comparison (undertaken with adequate know- 

ledge) would serve to show that the points of contrast between 

the first three Books of Herodotus and the last three Books are so 
great and startling as to make it difficult to comprehend the two 
sections as equal parts of a single literary work. ‘True, in respect 
to dialect, vocabulary, style and so forth, the two sections, here 
hypothetically in juxtaposition, give evidence of a common author- 

ship; but if material considerations be taken into account, the 
two sections might well belong to different works, even if by one 
and the same author. The last three Books (7, 8, 9) form by 
themselves an obvious unity both materially and formally. On 
the one hand, the seventh book is clearly marked off from the 

sixth: on the other hand the seventh passes into the eighth, the 
eighth into the ninth, without grammatical or stylistic break and 
without material interruption. The three Books, taken together, 
contain, in an almost unbroken and continuous narrative, the story _ 

of the great Invasion in the time of Xerxes. The subject is a — 
single war, complicated indeed in virtue of its magnitude and 
the variety of arms and operations comprised in it, yet confined ex 
hypothest to a couple of successive campaigns, and requiring for 
the action of the story neither a very extensive theatre, nor a long- 
drawn chronology. ‘The scenes of the story are laid, in the main, 
within an area familiar to Greeks in the fifth century, and requiring 
little description. For the most part the geography is incidentally 

involved in the action of the story, and but little treated as a — 

matter of interest in itself; while the time required for the events 

as narrated is reckoned by seasons, or years, or at most by a — 
decade from the date of Marathon,’ or of Paros,” to the return from 
Sestos.® If, indeed, the continuous story of the single war, which fills — 

the main bulk of the last three Books, be taken, as it fairly may be 

taken, for the real back-bone of this section of the whole work, the ~ 

time-condition for the connected story and subject is fully supplied — 
by two or three years of our notation, to wit, from the mustering of _ 
the forces in the year 4814 to the capture of Sestos in the early — 

halite 26. 185. 3-9. 121. 4 7. 26-36. 
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spring of 478 B.c. The general character of the narrative corre- 
sponds to these simpler and more easily fulfilled conditions. The 

narrative, which is continuous and comparatively free from digres- 
sions, is historical, that is, truthful in character, and the history 
is tothe author recent history. Criticism has indeed shown that 

the traditions of the great Invasion as preserved by Herodotus have 
not escaped transfiguration by the mytho-poetic faculty :! fiction 
is largely blended with fact; interests, humours, fancies, pieties, a 

dozen various powers have contributed to the record, and the result 

is far from being the truth exacted by the historical standards of 
to-day. Still, for the actual history of the war with Xerxes, and 
much connected therewith, the last three Books of Herodotus 

remain to us a primary and invaluable authority, a golden treasury 
of evidences. But the case stands very differently with the 
histories contained and offered by the first three Books. From 
almost every material point of view the first volume of the work 
affords truly marvellous contrasts to the last volume. Mere 

_ general propositions are here indeed, as usually, misleading. ‘To do 
proper justice to the matter many distinctions must be introduced. 
The historical value of the matter found in Herodotus’ work 
varies not merely from volume to volume, or from Book to Book, 
but from paragraph to paragraph, from sentence to sentence, 
from line to line. Every separate story, every individual 
statement is to be tried on its own merits. Distinctions must 
be drawn between matters of fact of which Herodotus is the 
unconscious witness, and the information which he explicitly 
and professedly bequeaths to posterity: between matters of which 
he had, or might have had, the express evidence of his senses, or 

the testimony of good witnesses, and matters which were of 
remoter evidence or origin: between traditions derived from good 

_ Hellenic or foreign sources, and traditions in which interests 
_ of one kind or another are latent or patent. Tried by careful 
_ and discriminative methods a great deal, even in the first three 
_ Books of Herodotus, remains of almost infinite value for the 
_ modern historian—independently of the secondary value, as litera- 
3 ture, in itself illustrative and evidential, which even the most harsh 
_ or the most careless criticism allows that part of the work. In 

f- = 

1K. W. Nitzsch’s paper, Rh. Mus. der Perserkeriege, Munich, 1876, were 

N. F. xxvii. 226 ff. (1872), and N. ‘epoch-making’ in this respect. 
Wecklein’s tract, Ucber die Tradition 
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the marvellous second Book the extremes of value meet. There 
are matters of fact of almost every shade of meaning to be found 
in it. Evidences in regard to the mind and character, the adven- 

tures and life of the historian himself: evidences in regard to the 
state of knowledge and ignorance in the cultivated society of his 
time: evidences in regard to the physical facts in the writer’s own 
present: traditions of widely varying value in regard to the past, 
from the comparatively accurate record of the last native dynasty 
in Egypt, to the grotesque and laughable substitutes for history 
connected with the memory of ‘ Rhamsinitos’ and the Pharaohs of 

the three empires. What is true of the second Book is true, mutatis 
mutandis, of the first and of the third Books also. Still, when due 

allowance is made for the special merits of each particular case, 
for the fictitious elements in the last three Books and the historical 
elements in the first three Books, a broad general difference in 
regard to the respective character of these two primary sections 
in the work as a whole cannot be denied or much diminished. 
In historic character and truth, in chronological conditions, in the 

geographical elements implied or explicitly introduced, in the 
subject matter and connexion or argument underlying the details, 
there is a sharp and a far-reaching difference between the first and © 
the third volumes, or major sections, of the work. The first three 

Books do not form so much a single continuous story, as a mass 
of stories concerning nations and generations of men, sometimes 
but very indirectly related to one another. The second Book 
introduces, indeed, a colossal excursus, almost like a separate and 

substantive work, upon Egypt and the Egyptians. This Book is 
sometimes regarded as unduly breaking the unity and cohesion of 
the whole story told by Herodotus: but from the present point 
of view the matter contained in it, or something equivalent, is 
absolutely necessary in order to preserve the balance and harmony 

_ of the work in its three-fold division, and further to point com- 
pletely the contrast between the first and the third volumes. An 
excursus or digression would be no digression, if it did not inter- 

rupt an otherwise continuous argument; and a unity, both material 
and literary, does undoubtedly pervade the heterogeneous elements, 
out of which the first three Books are composed, especially when 

the second Book is temporarily withdrawn; but a first perusal 
leaves many students too much bewildered and overcome by the 
masses of details to detect the unities of interest and of action. The 
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subject is not a single short war for freedom, issuing in the secured 
liberty of Hellas, but a secular struggle, or series of struggles for 
empire, issuing in the triumph of Persia, and the unification of 
the civilised world, outside Hellas proper, in the hands of the 

Persian king. This story, however, is so buried under the mass 

of digressions and excursus, larger or smaller, of one kind and 
another, that the reader is sometimes at a loss to decide whether 

the Father of History is himself conscious of the art which conducts 
the stately yet multifarious pageant of the nations through his pages. 
The scenes for this great argument are not, for the most part, laid . 

- in Greece proper, nor in Greek territory. Such episodes as are 
located im Sparta, or Athens, or Samos or Corinth mark digres- 

sions from the principal narrative: the interest, the point of view 
are, on the whole, non-Hellenic, within a civilised but a ‘ barbarian ’ 

world. The history is the history of Lydia, of Media, of Persia, 
of Egypt, above all of Persia ; Sardes and Ecbatana, Babylon and 
Memphis, and, above all, Susa are the centres of interest; the 

_ Greek history which enters, as synchronous or ancillary to the 
main story, is made, so to speak, a function of the non-Hellenic 

history. Not but what every considerable passage, almost every 
detail, is thoroughly hellenised in tone, colour, ethos and senti- 

ment ; but it is not the history of Hellas that is in the main 
narrated: it is an Hellenic version, or number of versions, of non- 

Hellenic history. From the nature of the case the chronological 
conditions are large and indefinite; an immense retrospect, a 
number of vast chronological parallels are driven back into the 
past. The authentic history is carried a century, two centuries 
back before the writer's time: up to the age of Kroisos and of 
Peisistratos,’ of Anaxandrides and Ariston in Sparta, up to the 
age of Gyges in Lydia, Deiokes in Media, Psammetichos in Egypt.” 
Behind these epochs looms a vast antiquity in Egypt, in Asia, 
not to say in Greece itself. It is small wonder if these partially- 

_ apprehended parallels, this dim and vast perspective, grow more 
_ dubious and questionable as they recede, and if the systematic 
_ order into which they are worked by the historian’s art, is rather 
literary than scientific. The historical here is less historic, 

_ persons are more doubtful, actions are less politic, morality and 
mythology have made more free with tradition. In all these 

1 Circa 560 B.c., ep. 1. 6, 29, 59, 65, 2 Circa 650 B.0., cp. 1. 14, 16, 78, 96 ; 
67 (5. 71). 2, 152, 
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and some other respects the contrast between the first three 
Books and the last three Books can hardly be exaggerated. 
There is, indeed, one material point of community in the observa- 
tion that the main theme of the first volume is the rise of 
Persia, and the main theme of the last volume is the failure 
of Persia; but the themes are handled on widely different 
scales, from points of view almost opposed to one another, and 
with results correspondingly different. This is not the place to 
pursue the analysis of the first and last divisions of the work of 
Herodotus into further detail. But, in short, viewing the six 

Books (1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9) as two separate groups we see that, if now 

they stood alone, it would be difficult to understand how they 
came to be members of one literary whole, so different are the 
chronological and geographical conditions, in the two groups 
respectively, so sharp the contrasts between their historic quali- 
ties and materials. In the first three Books Greek history is so 
to speak an accident, the non-Hellenic, the barbarian history is 
the essential factor in the argument: in the last three, the 
history is the history of the Hellenes, though the barbarians are 
of necessity present as the opposite of Hellas. In the first three, 
enormous times and large spaces are demanded for the narrative ; _ 

the known world is displayed, or traversed by the actors in the 
story ; generations, centuries, even millenniums are taken as time- 
units: in the three last Books, the shores of the Aegean, the lake- 
like Mediterranean waters, the notorious passes, bays and islands 

of Hellas are enough for the action of the story. In the first 
three, the pageant of barbaric civilisations is unfolded in: the 
splendour and magnitude of its works of peace, its deeds of war: 
in the last three Books, the narrative concentrates upon the course 
and issue of a single war, a war great and significant, but brief 
and recent. In the last three Books we have a fairly historic 
tradition, or treasury of traditions amalgamated, ‘contagminated, or 

left in the raw state, but always fairly manageable and responsive 
to criticism: in the first three Books is contained a bewildering 
mass of traditions, legends, myths, memories, imaginations, theories, 

hypotheses, in which to separate the credible from the incredible, 

the serviceable from the unhistoric, the fictitious from the true, is 

a veritable labour of Psyche, only to be accomplished by the 
co-operation of a multitude of specialists, many of whom owe little 
or no allegiance to Hellenic studies. 

“ 
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§ 5. Such are the leading aspects of the patent contrast between 

the first and the last volumes of Herodotus ; a contrast so extreme 

as to leave us doubtful whether the volumes could be essential 
parts of one literary whole. The connecting links between the 
two extreme members of the one great work, though not perhaps 
the complete clue to their incorporation in one and the same 
work, are supplied by the intervening group of three Books, 
numbered 4, 5, 6, and named, without any obvious or special 

appropriateness, Melpomene, Terpsichore, and Erato; with which, 
collectively and severally, this present edition is concerned. The 
characteristics and details of these three Books must, of course, be 

here pursued and noted throughout with all practicable minute- 
ness. But for the immediate purpose of the present argument it 
will be sufficient to emphasise the salient characteristics of this 
triad, or group of three Books, in comparison and contrast with 
the preceding group, 1, 2, 3, and the succeeding group 7, 8, 9, in 

order to establish the relative importance of the middle group 
in the general scheme of the work. 

§ 6. So little have students in general, or even apparently 
expert editors, been accustomed to regard the fourth, fifth and 
sixth Books of Herodotus, sub specie wnitatis, as forming a unity 
in themselves,! that it will here not be labour wasted to revive the 

argument for so regarding them. The argument is a double one: 
it rests, first, upon the break between the third and fourth Books, 

and between the sixth and seventh; it rests, secondly, upon the 
positive continuity and absence of material break between the 
fourth and fifth Books, and between the fifth and sixth. The 

three Books are thus detached from their predecessors, and distinct 
from the sequel, while in themselves, despite important digressions 
and asides, they are bound and fused into one by a clear and 

_ continuous unity of action and of narrative. This point is univers- 
_ ally recognised in regard to the fifth and sixth Books, the story of 

the Ionian revolt being obviously told partly in the end of the 
_ fifth Book and partly in the beginning of the sixth. The undoubted 

_ 1 The Tauchnitz edition, 1853, cur. has frequently been treated as swt generis, 
F. Palm, presented the text of Herodotus as by Kenrick (1841), Wiedemann (1890), 
in three volumes; and the third and and A. Lang, in his edition (1888) of the 

fourth volumes of Rawlinson’s transla- English translation of B. R. (1584). A 
_ tion contain, respectively, the two last sound instinct led Kenrick to include 
_ triads of Books. Prof. Sayce segregated Bk. 3. 1-67 in his volume. 
_ the first triad (1883). The second Book 

’ 
Ls fe 

} 
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pause created by the story of the end of Aristagoras, while affording 
a legitimate excuse for the division between Book and Book, is 
obviously not so great as to dissolve the continuity of the main 
narrative. The break between the fifth and sixth Books is, 

indeed, far less abrupt, structurally or argumentatively, than 

breaks occurring inside the fifth and sixth Books themselves 
respectively; as, for example, the breaks occasioned by the 

digressions on Athenian and Spartan affairs, which override the 
chronological conditions of the direct narrative in a highly disturb- 
ing fashion.? The unity or continuity of the fifth and sixth Books 
is, In fact, easily and universally conceded, and even exaggerated ; 
for the point more generally overlooked is the continuity, the 
solidarity, so to speak, between the fourth Book and its successor. 

§ 7. At first sight, indeed, the fourth Book may seem insulated 
in the work of Herodotus, and endowed with a physiognomy as 
distinctive and peculiar as that which belongs to the second Book. 
The fourth Book is undoubtedly, from some points of view, marked 
with a character of its own: but this character is but the exaggera- 
tion or apotheosis of elements present in several of the other Books, _ 
and among them the fifth. 1. The fourth Book is the Book anthro- _ 
pological par excellence. The ethnography and ethnology of the _ 
uncivilised barbarians contained in the Scythian and Libyan Logi° 
would in themselves be enough to constitute Herodotus one of 

- the fathers of anthropology, as now-a-days understood. But these 
passages are not the only passages of the kind in Herodotus. Not 
to dwell upon the ethnography furnished under the form of army- 
lists in Bks. 7-9,* there are in the first three Books a number of 

passages ° similar in kind though smaller in bulk as compared with 
the ethnography of Scythia, and of Libya, presented in Bk. 4. But 
the special ethnographical text is, so to speak, incomplete in Bk. — 
4; its natural context and complement is to be found in Bk. 5. 
The fact that the ethnography of Thrace and the Thracians is 
begun in Bk. 4 (ec. 93-96) and continyed in Bk. 5 (cc. 3-8) serves 
to emphasise the connexion between the two Books. 2. A similar 

1 5, 89-48, 55-96; 6. 35-40, 51-98 5 eg. 1, 98, 94 (Lydians). 125, 
passim. 181-140 (Persians). 178-187, 192-200 a 

2 Op. notes to 5. 89; 6. 85, 92 et al. (Babylon and the Babylonians). 215 

and Appendices VII, VIII. (the Massagetae). 2, 35-99 et passim 

8 Particularly cc. 46, 59-75, 102-109, (Egyptians). 3. 98-116 (the ends of the 

168-199. earth, their products and inhabitants), 
4 7. 61-80, 84-86, 89-95. et al. my 
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remark applies to a second point on which one of the main 
characteristics of the fourth Book depends. None of the other 

Books, as they stand, is so elaborately geographical as the fourth 
Book. Not merely are the geography of Scythia and the geo- 
graphy of Libya introduced more or less under cover of the 
narrative, or subjects proper to the Book: excuse is found for 

a display of the author’s conception of the whole earth, inhabited 
and uninhabited, with its divisions natural or artificial, albeit to 

complete the outline, or picture, of the area terrarwm Herodoto 

nota, recourse must be had to the account of the Hnds of the 
_ Earth in Bk. 3,1 while the details intervening can only be filled 

: 
' 
¢ 

in by observation of the whole work passim. To such observation 
the fifth Book offers some notable materials direct and indirect, 

and although it would hardly be possible to found on these 
correspondences a strong plea for the continuity of Bks. 4 and 
5, yet it is fair to see in the passage on the parts beyond the 
Istros (ec. 9, 10) a designed appendix to the geography of Scythia 

-and its neighbourhood given in Bk. 4, and to suggest some 
relation between the pinaz exhibited by Aristagoras at Sparta 
as recorded in Bk. 5 with the maps of the earth, according to 
the Ionians, over which Herodotus makes merry in Bk. 4.3 

§ 8. But it is not on the solidarity of the anthropology, eth- 
nography, and geography in Bks. 4 and 5 that the main inner 
argument for the unity of the ‘ Books’ rests, but upon the obvious 
or easily ascertainable continuity of the main narrative, whether 
viewed chronologically or viewed as a series of related actions. 
Apart from episodes and digressions, in which the author places 
himself more or less arbitrarily at various dates above and below 
the period proper, so to speak, to the standpoint of these three 
Books, the events recorded may be said to extend from the capture 

_ of Babylon about 518 B.c.,* or the invasion of Europe in 512 B.c., 
to the battle of Marathon in 490 B.c.,° or the failure of Miltiades 

at Paros in 489 b.c.,’ and his trial, condemnation and death 

i 1 : ec. 98-116. 
me 7 ¢.g. cc. 9, 16, 17, 117-122, More 
@specially, however, 52, 53 (the road 
from Sardes to Susa). 
iz 55.49; cp. 4. 36. 

Ss * 8. 150- 158. Sayce (note ad 7.) dates 
the second revolt of Babylon mentioned 

on the Behistun inscription 515 x.c. 

co acini = wa 

Ed. Meyer, Geschichte d. Alterthwms, i. 
615, dates it 519 Bo. In any case the 
Behistun inscription as nearly as possible 
covers the period represented by the 
Persian history in Hat. 3. 

5 For this date ep. Appendix III. 
6 Cp. Appendix X. 
7 6.182 ff. 
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subsequently. A lower or later date as a terminus ad quem 
cannot be brought into the direct narrative, for the seventh Book 

takes the battle of Marathon as its chronological point of 
departure." Thus references to later events, though intrinsically 
valuable, and also important as factors in determining the date of 
composition and other problems, are not included in the present 
argument. The year 490 or 489 B.c. is, therefore, the chrono- 

logical finale for the middle volume, so to speak, of Herodotus, 
just as the year 480 or 479 Bc. is the end of the third. It 
may with more reason be sought to push the chronological start 
for the narrative behind the date of the invasion of Europe, or of 
the capture of Babylon. Some of the excursus, or episodes, in the 
Books under review carry the broken chronological perspective into 
a dim and distant antiquity ;” but it can hardly be contended that 

these passages should constitute the chronological framework of the 
whole, nor do they affect the argument immediately. For such 
passages are evenly distributed over all the three Books here grouped 
together, and indeed over the two other groups or triads likewise. 
More pertinent to the matter in hand are the passages which, 
though digressions from the point of view of the mere literary 

structure of the Book or Books in question, are essentially proper _ 
or ancillary to the general stream of the continuous narrative. 
Thus, although it cannot be disputed that a capture of Babylon, or 
an invasion of Europe by Dareios in person, be the express or struc- 
tural terminus a quo for the period treated in these Books, yet the 
digressions on matters essential to the main story, and virtually 
contemporaneous, carry the date some years higher up. From 
the death of Hipparchos in 414 B.c. at least the fuller stream. 
of narrative flows fairly continuous.® If the conventional date 
for the alliance with Plataea could be maintained, the point of — 
departure might be pushed back to 519 B.c., but that convention 
is no longer maintainable.* That date involved a chronological 
overlapping between the third and the fourth (fifth and sixth) 
Books; nor is that overlap in any wise removed by the revision of 
the date of the Atheno-Plataean alliance ; for the story of the acces- 
sion of Kleomenes is related in Bk. 5, and carries back in any case 
to 519 u.c. or thereabouts, and Kleomenes is already king in 

ilocos the Aigineto-Athenian quarrel); 6.137 
2 ¢.g. 4. 5-18 (origin of the Scyths); (Pelasgi in Attica). 3 5. 55. 

145 ff. (the Minyae) ; 5. 82 ff. (origin of 4 6. 108. See notes ad Z. 
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Sparta at the coming of Maiandrios, as related in Bk. 3.1 Thus 
it might be fairly argued that, while the explicit chronology of 

the direct narrative in these Books starts with the invasion of 

Europe by Dareios (variously dated from 508 B.c. up to 516 B.c.’), 
the implicit chronology of the continuous narrative is by an 
afterthought, or by a retrospect essentially organic in the direct 

narrative, carried back to 519 B.c., the three Books thus covering 

some thirty years. There is nothing foreign in such a device to 
Herodotus’ methods of historiography; quite the reverse. It is 
strictly parallel to the method exemplified in the first Book, where 
the age of Kroisos and of Peisistratos is taken as the express 
starting-point, only to be superseded by retrospects which carry 
back the Lydian record to Gyges, and the Medo-Persian to 
Deiokes the contemporaries of Psamatik, a century before 
Kroisos. But a hitch, or rather a lacuna, occurs in the tra- 

ditions preserved by Herodotus, between the final usurpation 
of Peisistratos and the murder of Hipparchos. Several decades 

of Athenian tradition are all but lost to Herodotus, and the 

years from 529 to 519 B.c., and again from 519 to 514 Bc, are 

sparsely represented by such fragments as those on the fortunes 
and misfortunes of the Philaidae (6. 34-39, 103), or the expulsion 
of the Alkmaionidae (5.62). It is, indeed, the sixth Book, not the 
fifth or the fourth, that supplies the links between the Athenian 
traditions in the first Book concerning the age of Peisistratos, and 
the traditions in the fifth Book which concern the expulsion of the 
Peisistratidae. The digression in Bk. 5 on Spartan affairs seems 
to refer expressly back to the digression on Sparta in Bk. 1,3 
irrespective of the notes on Spartan history that occur in the 
intervening text. But the case is different with the greater 
digressions on Athens and Athenian history, in Bk. 5; they are 

_ not expressly referred back to the digression in Bk. 1, and it is 
_ but an accident, to all appearance, that Bk. 6 supplies, to some 
_ extent, the missing links. Had due weight been always allowed 
_ to this observation, it would not have been the fashion to present 

. 
{ 

opie oe i. wy a 

the two digressions on Sparta and on Athens, in Bk. 1 and in 
Bk. 5, as respectively continuous, and forming exact parallels. 
The treatment of Sparta and the treatment of Athens in the two 

eases are not strictly co-ordinate. The Spartan traditions are 

1 5, 39-48; ep. 3. 148. 3 See note 5. 39. 
2 Cp. Appendix III. 4 3. 45-47, 54-56, 148; 4. 145-149. 
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ostensibly taken up in Bk. 5 where they had been dropped 
in Bk. 1; nay, they are made to overlap and cohere the more 
by the retrospective account of the marriages of Anaxandridas 1 
and the fortunes of his sons. The Athenian traditions are not 
taken up in Bk. 5 where they were dropped in Bk. 1. There 
is a gap, partially filled in less by the story of the Alkmaionidae 
in Bk. 5 than by the stories of the Philaidae in Bk. 6. The 
imperfect observation of these peculiarities in the structure of 
the fifth and sixth Books may in part be accountable for the 
editorial practice of treating these two Books, divorced from the 
fourth, as something of an isolated unity in the work of Herodotus, 
and of dividing the whole work for practical purposes into two 
volumes instead of into three. 

§ 9. In one respect, indeed, there is a conspicuous breach in 
the unity of the actions comprised in the chronological period 
(519-489 B.c.) determined for these Books. This breach has 
likewise contributed to detach the fourth Book from its immediate 
successors, and to disturb the natural divisions of the whole work. 

The Libyan Logi obliterate, to some extent and at first sight, the 
continuity of Bks. 4 and 5; not because they contain a large 4 

amount of digressional matter in the form of ancient history, or ~ 
contemporary ethnography, but because they introduce an inde- 
pendent and separate series of events, a different action, to all 

appearance but loosely connected with the main stream of the 
story, by the feeble accident of a reputed or real synchronism. 
Thus, the whole of the Libyan Zogi (which form about one-third 

of the fourth Book) present the appearance of a digression, and 
the strictly continuous action in the narrative is resumed in Bk. 
5, ec. 1 from Bk. 4, ec. 143—the intervening text being, so to 

speak, ignored. Even for this structural device there is analogy 
in the other portions of the work. On a smaller scale the 
Libyan JZogi afford in the second volume a parallel to the 
Egyptian excursus in the first, which fills the whole of the 
second Book; while, if it be remembered that in the last volume, 
and particularly in Bk. 9, Herodotus narrates in succession two 
series of actions, the operations of the Greek army and the opera- 
tions of the Greek navy, which are synchronous ea hypothesi? ; 
while in Bks. 7 and 8 he treats in similar fashion two series 
of actions, which were not merely synchronous, but strategically 

1 6. 39-48, 29. 90, 101. 

“>. 

—_—*- s 
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interdependent?: it may be admitted that there is nothing abnormal 
in his method of presenting synchronous series of events in Bk. 

4. The question, therefore, may here be postponed, whether 

there was in fact any strategic or politic relation between the 

expedition into Europe and the expedition into Libya, and 

whether Herodotus is right in his notion that the bournes of the 
one and of the other were virtually identical, a universal Persian 
empire. Nor need the question here be raised whether the 
story of the Libyan expedition is largely and conspicuously 
prejudiced and pragmatic in itself. Its pragmatic purpose, in the 
work of Herodotus, the literary intention with which the Libyan 
Logi are introduced in this place, is what has here been the 
point of the argument. They are in their nature somewhat of 
an episode, and a breach of continuity, whatever their historical 

value may be. But still, judged by the hypothesis of their in- 
troduction, and considered in the light of analogies suggested by 
the structure of the first volume and of the last volume, they 

~ are far from justifying the practice, or the view, which isolates 
the fourth Book from the fifth and sixth Books, ignores the 

essential continuity of the narrative throughout, and thus 
destroys the artistic balance and congruity of the whole work. 
As will appear subsequently the Libyan Zogi have, indeed, a 
remarkable and special function in the lesser unity of the fourth 
Book taken by itself; but although the fourth Book gains here 
a strong characteristic, its organic relation to the fifth Book 
is not thereby destroyed; and though the analogy above 
suggested, between the second Book or Egyptian Zogi and the 
Libyan Zogi in the fourth Book, is capable of further elabora- 

tion, and may be in part a result of some community in the 
origines for Egypt and for Libya, the Libyan Logi are less of 
a breach, both in bulk and in character, in the unity and con- 

i 

tinuity of Bks. 4, 5, 6, than the second Book is in the unity 

of Bks. 1, 2, 3. However the matter be looked at, the percep- 
tion will probably deepen and grow that the three middle Books, 

__ if not so conspicuously and transparently a whole within the whole 
as Bks. 7, 8, 9, are yet more of such a minor whole than the 

first three Books, the unity of which, from the author’s point 
of view, can hardly be gainsaid; nor is this unity and continuity 

' The defence of Thermopylae (7. 202-225) and the naval engagements off Arte- 
_ mision (8, 1-21). 
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invalidated either by the recognition of the distinct and individual 
structure of each of the three Books in question here (as likewise 
of the six here passed over), or by the discovery of the multitude 
of subordinate members, or tributaries, which go to make up 
each of the numerous acts, or series of acts, descriptions or 
narratives, which have been incorporated by the author in this 
volume of his text. 

§ 10. To display in detail the individual structure of the 
fourth, fifth and sixth Books, and to emphasise the remarkably 
diverse and heterogeneous elements, or materials, of which this 
volume of the text is composed, or conglomerated, is the function 
of a subsequent analysis. The unity of structure which under- 
lies and pervades the extraordinarily complex material of these 
Books having been provisionally indicated, it will be next in 

order to characterise this second volume, or section, of the whole 

work in comparison with the other two, already described in 
general terms. or this purpose the four canons or tests, pre- 
viously employed, the conditions, namely, of place, time, subject, 
and truth may be re-applied. In other words, we are to con- 
sider the geographical and chronological framework, or antecedents 
of the story, or stories, involved ; the national or political interests © 
and points of view implied in the narrative, and its general char- 
acter or quality as history, or true story. In regard to these 
canons, speaking generally, the character of the fourth, fifth and 
sixth Books, viewed as a whole, is ambiguous, and not so clearly 

defined as the characters of either of the other two groups of 
Books. The middle Books are in fact intermediate and transi-— 
tional in character. They present a dissolving view, or a series, 
nay, a large amphitheatre, of dissolving views. They partake of 
the characteristics of each of the extreme groups, and in a 
manner combine them. ‘The ‘barbarian’ interest in the middle 
Books is more extreme than in the first three Books, for the 

second triad deals largely with the outer and utter barbarians ; 
yet the Hellenic interest is more special and intense than in the 
more exclusively Hellenic Books (7-9), for the second triad deals 
largely with the inner history of the Greek states, and their 
relations to one another, irrespective of the non-Hellenic in- 
terests. Here too, still speaking generally, the fourth Book 

may seem to lean towards the ‘barbarian’ interest in Bks. 1, 
2, 3. The main story is still told, as it were, from the non- 
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Hellenic standpoint, and nominally, to a large extent, from non- 
Hellenic sources; while the sixth Book, containing, as it does, 

the record of Marathon, may seem to lean towards the latter 

Books, which pile the fuller records of Thermopylae, Salamis and 
Plataea upon the scantier story of the first Athenian achieve- 
ment. Meanwhile, the fifth Book, the centre of this group, and 

of the whole work, focusses the Hellenic interest twice over: first 

in the anti-medism of the story of the Ionian Revolt, and, 
secondly, in the positive and centripetal tendency of its great 
passages of pure Spartan and Athenian history. 

. § 11. Apart from these passages the Books may be said to 
carry on the story of the advance of the Persian power ; its approxi- 
mation to the great centres of Hellenism; its absorption of 
Hellenic colonies; its gains at the expense of barbarous Europe ; 
its reconquest of rebel Ionia; its spread over the Aegean; its 

assault on Attica. 
The geographical conditions presupposed in this theme are 

remarkable as compared with those presented in the preceding 
Books. Speaking generally, the scene is transferred from non- 
Hellenic to Hellenic soil, and in the fifth and sixth Books the 

geographical assumptions are similar to those in Bks. 7, 8, 9, 
especially Bks. 8,9. The actions are laid in familiar regions, the 
description of which the story-teller may, for the most part, take 
for granted. With Bk. 4 the case stands differently ; here, indeed, 

as above recognised, we have geography 7n excelsis, but the fact has 

been sufficiently discounted, and must not be allowed to destroy 
the hardly-won recognition of the continuity of the fourth and fifth 
Books, but should rather be employed to emphasise the special 
character of this volume, into which, apparently, the author has 
thrown many a thing for which he found no lodging elsewhere. 
The geographical overweight is, in fact, but a further evidence 
of the composite character, the transitional purpose, of this part 
of the finished work. That character is not less conspicuous 
when the chronological scale of the narrative is considered. In 
this, his middle passage, the historian is out of the dim illimitable 
‘Vistas and labyrinths of Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian, Lydian, 
Median, Persian history; but the chronological scale is not yet 
/teduced to the narrow and exact proportions which obtain in the 
‘Jast three Books. The continuous and advancing narrative but 
U carries us, as above shown, over a period of thirty years at most; 
ey VOL. 1 c f 

i 
‘a 
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the retrospects take us, however, much farther back towards the 
beginnings of things. Not to treat the literary introduction, on 

the origin of the Seyths, over seriously, the passages on the 
Hellenic states present early conditions of Sparta! and of Athens ? 
to view; something more than a glimpse is given into the 
colonial diffusion of the Hellenes,? into the age of the Tyrants :4 
the ever-growing communion and union of Hellenic stocks and 
states are shadowed forth through the centuries. Still, even in 

these matters it is at most with generations, or with centuries, 

that the narrator deals, in contrast with the millenial conditions 

of the historic perspectives in the first three Books, and in dis- 
tinction from the brief and all but contemporary vision of events 
presented in the three last Books.° 

1 4, 145-149; 6, 52 ff. 
3 (Gh, BYE ic 

3 On the Euxine (4. 8, 18, 76 ff., 95, 

103, 108; 6. 38); Hellespont (4. 14, 85, 

95, 144; 5. 1, 65, 94; 6. 34-39); the 
West (4. 15, 99, 152; 5. 9, 43-47, 124; 

6. 17, 22-24); Libya (4. 150 ff., 179, 
197; 5. 42); to say nothing of Kypros 

(5. 118), or of the Aegean at large. 

4 In Corinth, 5. 92; Sikyon, 5. 67; 

Kyrene, 4. 159 ff.; Athens, 5. 55 ff. ; 

Ionia and Hellespont, 4. 138, etc. ; 

5. 87, etc. ; Kypros, 5. 104, 113; Italy 

and Sicily, 5. 44 ff. ; 6. 28 ff., etc. 
5 Cp. the celebrated text, 8. 144 7d 

‘E\dqvixdy dy xrd. with the illus- 

trations afforded by this volume, ¢.g. 
consanguinity (éuamov) in Sparta, 4. 

145-149; 5. 72; 6. 53 ff.; in Kyrene, 

4, 161. Ionian phylae in Sikyon and 

Athens, 5. 66 f., etc. Language and 

literature (dudyAwooov), 6. 119 (rip 

dpxalny yGooav), 6. 188 (yA@ooar 

thy ’Arruv); 4. 155; 6. 98; 4. 87 

(ypdmuara “Eddnvixd); 5. 57 f. (ypdp- 

para “Iwvixd), 6. 27 (ypdpuara didd- 

oxecOa) ; for the literature see §§ 16, 20 
infra. Religion (Gedy idpipard re 

Kowa kal Ovolac), in Delos, 4. 33 ff. ; 6. 

97; Delphi, 4. 150 ff. ; 5. 92; 6. 19, 77, 
etc.; Olympia, 5.71; 6.103; 5. 22; 6. 

70. Hellenic deities (@eol of “EXdjv101), 

5. 92, 98, 49. Hero-worship, 5. 47, 

115 ; 6. 88. Common culture and cus- 

toms (#ea oudtpora), 4. 77, 78, 95, 

108 ; 5. 42, 58, 67 f.; 6. 27, 43, 86, 137, 
etc. See, further, notes on the list of 

Agariste’s suitors, 6. 127; the use of 

the term ‘EAAds, 5. 32, 49; 6. 106, 

138. The very interest in barbarian 

states and tribes, including the uncivil- 
ised, implies the growing consciousness 
of a common Hellenism. Excommuni- 

cations (5. 67, 72, 88; 6. 38) are less 
to the point in this connexion than 

the growth of ‘great friendships,’ as 
between Kyrene and Thera (4. 152), 

Chalkis and Samos, Eretria and Miletos 

(5. 99), Miletos and Sybaris (6. 21), etc. 
In estimating such passages it is im- 
portant to consider how far the highly 
stimulated patriotism of the Persian wars 
may have reacted on the records of the 
earlier period (cp. § 17 infra); but 
even after all due allowance has been 

made, there remains a substantial con- 

trast between the tone and effect of the 
last three Books and the three middle 
Books in the work of Herodotus ; the later 

achievement and spirit have not by any 
means wholly destroyed the perspective 
of a developing Hellenism. 

6 In 6. 98 Herodotus appears to draw 
a distinction between the period be- 
ginning with Dareios and the twenty 

generations preceding. See note ad /. 
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Concerning the historic quality, credibility, or truth, of the 

matters in these Books it is harder to frame any general pro- 
position that can be of use. The truth (as distinct from the 
honesty) of the Histories of Herodotus cannot be adequately 
measured from volume to volume, nor even from Book to Book ; 

every story, every sentence must be separately weighed. Still, 
with this caveat entered, and looking at the question in the 

broadest way, it may fairly be expected that the three middle 
Books will hardly be found to report the objective series of 
events in a manner so full, coherent, credible and authoritative as 

that of the last three Books; while, on the other hand, it may 

be expected that the historic truth will be found less involved in 

myth, legend, fiction and error than in Bks. 1, 2, 3. More 

than this admission cannot be extorted from a critical observer, 

nor will such an one ever relax his vigilance over any page of 
this author without disaster, for there is no page on which fact 

and fiction—if so crude a distinction may be admitted for the 
sake of argument—are not to be found lying side by side, or 
indissolubly interpenetrated, mutually affected, not as oil and 
vinegar, but as water and wine. And, when the fourth, fifth 
and sixth Books of Herodotus are critically studied, they are 
found to contain facts solid and objective as those preserved in 
any other Books, or passages, of the work (or in any other work), 
and fictions romantic, droll, purposeful and pragmatic, as comedies 
of Aristophanes,’ fables of Aesop,’ orations of Perikles,® or oracles 
of Bakis.* 

§ 12. The argument as given so far is sufficient to show that 
in truth the main narrative in the three Books here under discussion 
is a continuous and united whole, if less obviously, yet hardly less 
essentially, than the continuous narrative in Bks. 1, 2, 3 (or rather 

| Bks. 1 and 3) on the one hand, or Bks. 7, 8, 9 on the other. 
This chronological unity must be conceded in regard to the simple 
and obvious story, which may be said briefly to comprise the 
invasions of Europe, the Ionian revolt, the Marathonian campaign. 
Considerations above urged tend to show that, even if the narrative 

be complicated by the introduction of digressions and retrospects 

1 ¢.g. 6. 125. elements may be found in the story 
= eg. 4,132 f. of Phronime, 4. 154; of Dorieus, 65. 

3 ¢.g. 4. 118 f.; 5. 49; 6. 109. 42-48 ; of Demaratos, 6. 61, 62, 67, and 
$2 * 4.178; 5. 438. Notably romantic others. 
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on Spartan and Athenian affairs, the main stream hardly recurs 
to a point before that marked by the opening of Bk. 4, and in so 
far as earlier dates are reached (in relation to the main stream of 
events), they are not reached at the expense of Herodotus’ ordinary 
methods of composition, or in such a way as to take the fifth Book, 
or the fifth and sixth Books, out of organic relation to the fourth. 

If, on the one hand, the advance of the Persian power be con- 

ceived as the main subject of the continuous narrative in these 
Books, it is abundantly clear that the organic connexion between 
the fourth and fifth Books is as close and strong as that between 
the fifth and sixth. If, on the other hand, the parallel or syn- 

chronous evolution of affairs in the Greek states, in particular 
Sparta and Athens, be conceived as only second in importance 
from the structural point of view, it must still be conceded that 
no sufficient case can be made out for detaching the fifth and sixth 
Books from the fourth; on the contrary, to do so is to exhibit 
and propagate a wholly inadequate understanding of the literary 
structure of the work of Herodotus, and to destroy the elaborate 
and classical harmony of its parts. Moreover, it is observable 
that the main stream and structure of the narrative in the fourth 
Book sets towards the coming two Books, and breaks with the 
preceding. The story of the expedition of Dareios into Scythia 
is told less as an adjunct or sequel to the history of the first 
years of his reign in Bk. 3, than as the first stage in the great 
movement which culminates thrice: first, in the Scythian ex- 
pedition, again in the Jonian revolt, its suppression and sequel, 
and again in the Marathonian campaign." . 

After this summary of the argument in favour of the unity 
and detachment, within the work of Herodotus, of the fourth, fifth 

and sixth Books, taken together, it is next in order to present the 
results of analysis applied to the Books individually; such a 
process being essential to any critical discovery of the sources, 
composition and credibility of the many and various materials 
brought together, and more or less completely fused into an 
artistic whole, by the genius of this prince of old Ionian researchers,” 
greatest of the Logographers.’ The exercise is, of course, confined 

1 Oversight of this important point 2 "Iddos dpxalns loropins mpirarw. 

may have led Blakesley, and others, to Epigram apud Steph. Byz. sub v. Oovpwot. 

discard the reading avrod Aapetov in 4, 1. 8 Or ‘Logopoeers,’ Arrian, Anabd, 3. 

See note ad /. 30. 8. 
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to the volume here reprinted. The Analyses, which follow, aim 

at representing the materials collected in these Books from several 
points of view. ‘The literary structure of each Book is exhibited 

in such a way as to bear witness at once to the skill of the author 
in composing his work, and to the appreciative intelligence of the 

scholar, who marked the three existing divisions. Passages, which 
contain the record of events for the period proper to the chrono- 
logical scheme of these Books (519-489 B.c.), are re-grouped, within 
the table for each Book, in sequences which exhibit the author’s 
contribution to the history of those three decades. Passages, which’ 

_ from the point of view of that chronology are digressions and 
out of the scheme, are brought into juxtaposition under pro- 
visional titles. Special emphasis is laid upon the detachment 
of passages primarily geographical, or ethnographical, as also of 
passages which present legendary, mythical, or otherwise unhis- 
torical materials. It has not been considered necessary to reprint 
in immediate sequence, and without regard to the division of the 

Books, these various groups of sub-divisions and references: any 
one who uses these tables of contents will be able, without much 

trouble, to recompose their elements or items so as to obtain from 
them the contexts in which the main narrative is presented, and 
likewise those in which digressions of various kinds are to be 
found. To pursue the classification of the traditions, preserved 
by Herodotus, into still further ramifications, without regard to 
evidence from other sources, whether literary or monumental, would 

be to foster exaggerated ideas respecting the exclusive authority of 
the Herodotean work. The primary purpose of these Analyses is 
fulfilled, if they serve to elucidate the problems of the sources 
and composition of this portion of the text. But one class of 
notices or memoranda, those concerned with events and objects 

later than the fall of Miltiades (489 B.c.), is of such supreme 
importance for the determination of those very problems, that 
_ the analytical tables of contents are to be followed by a special 
{ discussion of all that class of memoranda, as found scattered 

Bahrough this triad of Books. The elucidation of these notices 
~ leads naturally to a consideration of the part played by after- 
thought in these records of the past, and the actual historic value, 

_ or values, of the various elements displayed by analysis. Some- 
_ Where in the course of the argument the personal equation of the 
_ author, and his relation to the events he records, and the objects 

' 
*: 
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he describes, must be approximately stated and discussed. The 
chief gain from this methodical analysis is, perhaps, realised 
when we perceive an infinity of values in the work of Herodotus, 
and a critical absurdity in any single or general proposition 
regarding the whole, based upon the prevalent character of this 
or that part, or section of a part. The curve of credibility drawn 
by the higher criticism of these Histories moves from horizon to 
zenith ; the degree appropriate to each of the author’s stories, or 
statements, is a distinct and individual problem. 

Book 4 

§ 13. The fourth Book falls clearly, like the first, second, 

ninth, and perhaps the seventh, into two main parts, the division 
being not merely involved in the difference of subject matter, but 
clearly and formally marked by the author himself. The first 
part comprises cc. 1-144, and may be denominated, for the sake 
of brevity, the Scythian Logi: the second comprises the remainder 
of the Book, cc. 145-205, and is apparently by Herodotus him- 
self named the Libyan Logi." Two or three considerations may 

have prohibited the erection of these two parts into separate 
‘Books’: (1) The second part is hardly of sufficient bulk to form 

a separate Book, yet from the nature of the subject matter defies 
incorporation with the next succeeding passages, which now form 

the beginning of Bk. 5. (2) The second ex hypothesi contains a 
record of events synchronous with the main course of events 
recorded in the first part. (8) A curiously exact parallelism, more 
pronounced than in any other of the Herodotean Books, may have 
been detected underlying the literary structure of the two parts. 
For, without much violence, each of the two main parts falls into 
three sub-divisions or elements: I. An historical, or legendary, 
retrospect or introduction (mpodiujynous).” II. An excursus, or 
series of digressions on lands and peoples in question, in other 
words, a geographical and ethnographical element. III. The 
direct historical narratives, in the one case, of the invasion of 

Europe, in the other, of the invasion of Libya, ex hypothesi 

synchronous, even if independent. The following Analysis em- 
ploys these observations :— 

2e2y, Gi 2 Cp. mpodurynodmevos 4. 145. 
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Bk. 4. A. The Scythian Logi, or the story of the expedition of Dareios, 
and cognate matters, cc. 1-144, 

I. Introductory retrospects. 
i. Causa bella, ce. 1. 

ii. Previous history of the Scyths, ce. 2-12. 
1. The Scyths and their slaves, cc. 2-4. 
2. Origin of the Scyths: various accounts. 

a. Native legend, cc. 5-7. 
B. Local Greek legend, ce. 8-10. 
y- Combined Graeco-barbarian legend, cc. 11 f. 
6. The version of Aristeas, c. 13. 

(Notes on Aristeas, cc. 14-16.) 
(Cp. Notes on Anacharsis, cc. 76 f. Skyles, cc. 

78-80. Salmoxis, cc. 95 f.) 
[iii Story of the Amazons, and their wedding with the Scyths, 

or, the origin of the Sauromatae, cc. 110-117.] 
II. Geographical and ethnographical excursus. 

i. Geography : (a) descriptive, (b) physical. 
a. : General description of the earth, cc. 36-45. 

. The Pontos and adjacent seas, cc. (46), 85, 86. 
‘ The rivers of Scythia, cc. 47- BT. 
4. The land of Scythia, cc. 99-101, (17-20). 

b. Physical geography ; notes on tie fauna and flora, et 
sim. ec. 28-31, 58, et passim. 

ii. Ethnography (local and anthropological). 
1. Various tribes and nations, cc. 17-27, viz. :— 

a. Of Scythia, cc. 17-20. 
$B. Beyond Scythia, ce. 21-27. 

2. The Scyths, ce. (17-20), (46), 59-75 (-82). 
3. Thracians, cc. (89-92), 93-96 (cp. 5. 3-8). 
4. Tribes bordering on Scythia, cc. 103-109, (110-117). 

iii. Various notes, digressions, et sim. 
1. Legends of the Hyperboreans, ce. 32-35. 
2. Story of Anacharsis, cc. 76-77. 
3. Story of Skyles, cc. 78-80. 
4. Numbers and marvels, cc. 81, 82, et passim. 

Ill. The story of the expedition of Dareios in person against the Scyths 
(ce. 1, 83-98, 102, 118-144). 

(1. Causa belli, c. 1.) 
2. The march from Susa to the Istros, cc. 83-98. 

i. In Asia, cc. 83, 84. 
ii. At the Bosporos, cc. 85-89. 

} ; ili. In Thrace, cc. 90-98. 
y 3. The Kings (of Europe) in council, c. 102. 

: 4. The Scythian campaign, cc. 118-144. 
Ps i. From Istros to Oaros, cc. 118-123. 
Y ii. From the Oaros to the Agathyrsi, ec. 124, 125. 
} iii. The fighting in Scythia, cc. 126-134. 

iv. The flight of Dareios, ce. 135-142, (148). 
Pause or Colophon—Two anecdotes of Meyabazos, ce. 148, 144. 
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B. The Libyan Logi, or the story of the great expedition into Libya, and 
cognate matters, cc. 145-205. 

I. Introductory retrospect. 
i. Story of the colonisation of Thera from Lakedaimon, cc. 145- 

149, 
il. Story of the colonisation of Kyrene from Thera, cc. 150-158. 

iii. History of the Hellenes in Libya down to the death of 
Arkesilaos III, and the application of Pheretime to Aryandes, 
ce. 159-167. 

Il. Geographical and ethnographical excursus. 
i. The coast, and ‘nomadic’ tribes from Egypt to lake Tritonis, 

ce. 168-180. ; 
iu. The Desert, Oases, and their six tribes, cc. 181-185. 
iii. Manners and customs of the ‘nomad’ Libyans, cc. 186-190. 
iv. Libya west of Tritonis, cc. 191-196. 

Notes on the zoology, ethnology, climate, etc., of Libya, cc. 
191, 197-199. 

III. Story of the Persian expedition in Libya, cc. 200-205. 
i, The siege and capture of Barke, cc. 200-202. 

ii. The deliverance of Kyrene, cc. 203 f. 
ili. The divine judgment on Pheretime, c. 205. 

The preceding Analysis is enough to show the extreme 
artificiality patent in the composition of the fourth Book. This 
artificiality could not be disguised by divorcing the two strictly 
parallel structures now combined under one number. It may 
be taken to support the hypothesis that these parts of the work, 
and the whole volume or section into which they are incorporated, 
were designed as a connecting link between the extreme members 
of the larger trinity, into which the whole work of Herodotus, as 
above shown, naturally divides. The indications of place, and to 
some extent those of time, to be collected subsequently from this 
Book (see § 16 infra), tend to show that the author was in con- 
tact with western sources before this Book assumed its present 
form. The Analysis itself suggests a considerable number and 
diversity in the sources here laid under contribution. It is, 
indeed, on the face of things unlikely that matters so disparate 

as the histories and geographies here presented side by side had 
previously been brought into juxtaposition or intimacy. The 
story of the Scythian expedition is one thing; the geography and 
ethnography of Scythia another. The description of Libya is out 
of all proportion to the story of the Persian mission to recover 
Barke. It may be doubted whether the stories of the early 
colonial adventurers, and the early history of the Greeks in Libya, 
stood in any connexion with the story of the Persian mission, 
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until Herodotus put those as a preface to this, It is possible 
that the expedition against the Scyths and the expedition into 
Libya may have been mentioned together in a Greek source before 
Herodotus ; it is probable that the geography of Scythia and the 

geography of Libya had been described in more than one 

work previously. But the literary scheme and rationale of the 
Seythian and Libyan Logi, together with an infinity of details, 
are almost certainly due to the idiosyncrasy of Herodotus. For 
the further evaluation of the contents of this extraordinary. 
Book the reader. is referred to the concluding sections of this 
Introduction, to the notes on the text, and to the appendices, in 
which the problems immediately connected with it are discussed. 

Book 5 

§ 14. The main lines of literary structure in the fifth Book are 
_ less clear than those in the fourth, and are certainly not laid down 
on the same highly-artificial plan. From one point of view the 
Book is divided between a narrative of events which carries on 

the general course of the Herodotean argument from the point 
reached in the fourth Book, and a narrative, or set of narratives, 

recounting the history of the leading Greek states, speaking 
roughly, in the period covered by the Persian history in the third 
and fourth Books, and a part of the fifth. If these two elements 
in the fifth Book be separately envisaged, the matter may be 
distributed as follows, neglecting for the immediate purpose 
some other major and minor digressions :— 

A. The connected chronological narrative of the continued 
advance of the arms and power of Persia, until checked by the 
Ionian revolt, together with an account of the origin and early 
course of this reactionary movement (cc. 1-38, 49-51, 97-126). 

B. A dual excursus, inserted into the main structure of the 

narrative, and breaking it up, as just above shown, into three 

_ Stages: the first digression (cc. 39-48) dealing with Sparta, or 
‘rather with two Spartan stories (a. the story of the accession of 
Kleomenes, ce. 39-41; }, the story of the adventures of Dorieus, 
ec, 42-48); the second digression (cc. 55-96) on a much larger 
and more complex scale, dealing with Athens, or rather, stringing 

| together a number of stories, enh main current of which is an 

_ important contribution to the history of Sparta, during the period, oat a a 

, 

iG 
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broken in turn by a number of digressions within the digression, 
which demand further analysis. Provisionally, however, and in 
the first instance the structure of the Book may be exhibited as 
falling into five divisions, or stages :— 

I, The advance of the Persians continued, and the immediate cause or 
occasion of the Ionian revolt, cc. 1-38. 

II. Digression on Spartan affairs, cc. 39-48. 
ITI. Aristagoras in Sparta, cc. 49-51 (-54). 
TV. Digression on Athenian affairs, cc. 55-96. 
V. The alliance of Athens with the Ionians, and the conduct of the 

revolt, down to the flight of Aristagoras, cc. 97-126. 

From this tabulated statement it is obvious that the three parts 
or divisions of the Book numbered L., IIL, V. make up a record of 

events ex hypothesi in time successive, in causation more or less 
closely connected: while parts II. and IV. contain respectively 
two records of two series of events (neglecting digressions), more 
or less strictly synchronous with each other, and with the main 
course of the continuous narrative in the preceding Books.’ But 
this five-fold sub-division of the fifth Book is so far from exhibit- 
ing adequately the extreme complexity of its structure that it 
may well be supplemented from a second point of view. There 
follows, accordingly, an Analysis in which the two main elements 
in the Book are treated severally, and each sub-divided into the 
smaller parts or sections which seem naturally to suggest them- 
selves, without any attempt to carry the process of analysis to a 
point where the wood might become invisible, by reason of the trees. 

A. The connected or continuous narrative. 

a. The continued advance of the Persian empire. 

i. The reduction of Thrace, cc. 1, 2, 12-15. 
ii, The surrender of Macedon: or, the story of the young men in 

women’s apparel, cc, 17-21. 
iii. The incorporation of the Propontine states and islands in N. 

Aegean, cc, 26, 27. 

8. The Ionian revolt. 

i. The immediate cause and antecedents. 

1. The affair of Naxos, cc. 28-38. 
2. Aristagoras in Sparta, cc. 49-51. 

1 With this arrangement may be three of continuous narrative (cc. 1-38, 
compared the structure of Bk. 3, as we 61-97, 118-160), and two great excursus 
have it, which consists of five parts, (39-60, 98-117), dividing the narrative. 
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3. Aristagoras in Athens, c. 97. 
4. The return of the Paionians, c. 98. 

ii. Outbreak and conduct of the Ionian revolt down to the flight 

of Aristagoras, cc. 99-123. 

iii. The defection and end of Aristagoras, cc. 124-126. 

iv. The intrigues and end of Histiaios, and suppression of the 

Ionic revolt, 6. 1-32. 

It will be observed that the three sections into which the first 
main division of the continuous narrative is sub-divided are not. 
continuous in the text. They are in fact separated by a number 
of small digressions, or notes; and in the first of these sub- 
divisions, dealing with Thrace, the historical narrative is further 
interrupted in such a way as may be most easily exhibited in the 
following table :— 

A. a. Continued advance of the Persian empire. 
i. The reduction of Thrace, cc. 1-27. 

a. The Perinthians, and others, cc. 1, 2. 
(racav ToAw Kal wav €Ovos TOV Tatty oiKypEVOY, ©. 2.) 
b1. Ethnographical excursus, cc. 3-10. 

1. Thrace and the Thracians, cc. 3-8. 
2. Country beyond Istros, cc. 9-10. 

a”. The sea-coast (N. of Aegean), c. 10. 
(7a rapafardoora, c. 10 ad f.) 
b?. Digression on Dareios at Sardes, cc. 11-13. 

1. The tyrants’ rewards, c. 11. 
2. Story of the Paionian belle, cc. 12, 13. 

[3. The mission of the spies, 3. 135-138.]! 
a’, Paioni, cc. 14, 15. 

6, Digression on the Lake-dwellings, c. 16. 
ii. The surrender of Macedon, and the story of the young men in 

women’s apparel, cc. 17-21. 
Excursus, or notes, on 

1. The Hellenic descent of the kings of Macedon, c. 22. 
2. Dareios at Sardes, cc. 23-25 (anecdotes of Megabazos, ¢. 23, 

Otanes, c. 25). 
iii. Incorporation of the Propontine states, etc., by Otanes, son of Phar- 

aspes, cc. 26-27. 

_ May, as Duncker (Hist. of Antiquity, placed at Dareios’ first coming to Sardes : 
_ E. T. vol. vi. p. 270 n.) suggests, belong _ the king gets him rather too easily from 
_ chronologically to this place, and might Susa to the Bosporos, 4. 85. 
; have come in here, or below, cc. 23-25. 

ty 1 The story of Demokedes, 3. 129-138, It might, however, pace Duncker, be 

9 
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by the author himself at the opening of ¢. 28, wera dé err. The 
short aside on the previous history of Miletos (c. 29), which 
immediately follows, is treated in the Analyses above as a quantité 
négligeable ; but it might be marked as a digression, and the 
main narrative resumed in c. 30. The story of Naxos and the 
immediate results of the failure there is told continuously 
(ce. 80-38), and the next two stages in the continuous narrative 
(Aristagoras in Sparta, cc. 49-51; Aristagoras in Athens, c. 97) 
are separated as clearly as possible from what precedes, and 
from each other, by the two notable digressions on Sparta 
(cc. 39-48), and on Athens (cc. 55-96), to be further considered 
below. At first sight the division and titulature of the re- 
mainder of the Book, and of the continuous story of the Ionian 
revolt, from the appearance of Aristagoras in Athens down to 
his defection and death, might be left unbroken; but the sub- 
divisions, above given, seem so strongly marked in the literary 
structure of the Book, that, quite apart from their practical con- 
venience, they can hardly be ignored. What is here exhibited is, 
indeed, not more but less than may be deemed essential. A fuller 
analysis is desirable from two points of view. It is as necessary 
to a discussion of the actual course of events, as to a discovery of 
the sources. But these two points being considered elsewhere, 
the broad titles of the above Analysis may be taken as sufficiently 
displaying the bare literary anatomy of the direct narrative in 
this Book. The two considerable digressions (B. and IL, IV. 
pp. xxxili f. swpra) on Spartan and on Athenian history, require, 
however, further analysis in this place. Of the two the first, 
on Sparta (ce. 39-48), is much the simpler, and is in fact in 
itself an utterly inadequate sketch of Spartan history during 
the period ex hypothesi under review. In consequence it fails 
to supply any sufficient reason for the policy of Sparta in the 
crisis here actually reached by the main narrative. In this 
respect the excursus compares unfavourably with the greater 
excursus on Spartan affairs, more than a generation earlier, in 
Bk. 1. 65 ff. The passage here under review substitutes for the 
history of the state biographical anecdotes of its kings. This sub- 
stitution may be in part an homage to the personality of Kleomenes, 

the greatest figure in Spartan tradition since the era of Lykurgos ; 

but it may also in part be due to the discreet silence in which 

the Spartans wrapt their political and military actions, at least when 
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those actions were little to their credit. It is fortunate, and in 

many ways significant, that the shortcomings of this brief sketch 
of Spartan affairs are, to some extent, made good by Herodotus 

himself in the context. Some knowledge of Spartan action and 
policy during the last two decades of the sixth century, previous 
to the application of Aristagoras in 499 B.c., may be recovered from 
the second and larger excursus, ostensibly on Athenian affairs, 

supplemented by other digressional passages in these Books, such 
as the story of the Argive war,’ of the Plataean alliance,’ not to. 

_ speak of the earlier application of Maiandrios recorded elsewhere.® 
But all these references are beside the question here immediately 

considered, viz. the literary anatomy of the fifth Book. From 
this point of view the express digression on Spartan affairs 
resolves itself simply into two sections :— _ 

II. Digression on Spartan affairs, ec. 39-48. 
i. The story of the succession of Kleomenes, cc. 39-41. 
u. The story of the adventures of Dorieus, cc. 42-48. 

The material or historical aspects of these stories are more fully 
discussed in the notes and appendices, and need not here be 
anticipated. 

Separated from the anecdotal or biographical traditions, which 
do duty for Spartan history in this Book, first by a section of 
the continuous narrative (III. Aristagoras in Sparta, cc. 49-51), 
and secondly by a geographical appendix (on the king’s highway 
from Sardes to Susa, ec. 52-54), comes the larger and more con- 
siderable excursus on Athenian affairs (cc. 55-96), which is in 
itself compacted of various elements, direct narrative and digres- 
sion, covers or illustrates a great variety of subjects, and calls for 

_Ininute analysis. The direct narrative in this passage consists 
of a sketch of Athenian history from the year 515/14 B.c. to 
_ the year 500/499 B.c., or thereabouts ; in other words, from the 
date of the arrival of Dareios at Sardes, for the ‘Scythian’ 
Bx pedition (4. 1), to the date of the arrival of Aristagoras at 
Athens (5. 97). But this sketch is complicated by a siimabes of 
‘Iinor digressions, or inserted notes, to an extent which almost 

defies clear analysis. Nevertheless, in the following tables the 
rt i is made to exhibit the structure of this portion of the 

1 6, 76-84, pe GpelOS; 2 By lids. 
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Book, without prejudice to the problem, how such an admirable 
disorder may have originated. 

TV. Digression on Athenian affairs, cc. 55-96. 
i. Main story, or series of stories (515-499 B.c.). 

1. The dream and death of Hipparchos (414 B.c.), cc. 55-56. 
2. The expulsion of Hippias (411/410 B.c.), cc. 62-65. 
3. History of the Athenians from the date of their liberation to the 

coming of Aristagoras (neglecting digressions), 510-499 B.c., 
ce. 66-96. 

The first and second sections of this main narrative are 
plainly separated by the digressions on the Gephyreans, and 

Phoenicians in Boeotia, ec. 57-61. The second and third sec- 

tions are plainly differentiated by the pause, or title, introduced by 
the author in the words o¥tw pév xTr. c. 65 ad fin. So far 
the analysis is plain sailing. But the third section of the main 
narrative is traversed and shattered by a variety of sub-sections 
digressions, asides and what not, constituting an almost desperate 
chaos of pieces, the pattern of which is well-nigh inextricably con- 
fused. At one point, indeed (ec. 92), an oracle is needed to decide 

whether the passage with which we have to deal is an article in 
the main narrative, or a digression in the form of such an article ; 
while at other points (c. 9; ec. 89, 90; cc. 94, 95) main narra- 

tive and digression alternate with bewildering rapidity. We have 
a very Proteus in hand, but it is necessary to retain a firm hold 
of this body of dissolving episodes, if the secrets of its composi- 
tion and origin, credibility and authority, are even to be adequately 
stated and discussed. With that prospect in view the following 
table may be submitted, as a fairly sufficient Analysis of the 
literary structure of the passage here immediately in question. 

3. History of the Athenians from 510-499 B.c., cc, 66-96. 
a. Main story. 6. Digressions. 
(1) a. The constitution of Kleisthenes, c. 66. 

b, Digression on Kleisthenes of Sikyon, cc. 67, 68. 
(2) a. Attempts of Sparta and other states, including Aigina, to over- 

throw Athens, cc. 69-81. 
b, Digression: origin of feud between Athens and Aigina, cc. 82-88. 

(3) a. Project for restoring Hippias, and its failure. His retirement 
to Sigeion, cc. 89-94. 

b. Digression : how Sigeion came into the possession of Hippias, 
ec. 94 f. 

(4) The medism of Hippias, and the quarrel between Athens and the 
Persians, c. 96. 
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Even this Analysis of the passage, elaborate as if may appear, 

insufficiently exhibits the full complexity of the construction. 

Two sub-divisions in particular require further elucidation, those 

numbered (2) @ and (3) @ respectively. Further Analyses are 
therefore here subjoined. 

(2) a. Attempts of Sparta, etc., to overthrow Athens, cc. 69-81. 
i. Appeal to Sparta against the democracy ; expulsion of the ‘ accursed ’ 

legislator, cc. 69, 70. 
Note.—Origin of the curse: the Kylonian ayos, c. 71. 

ii. The interference of Kleomenes, and his discomfiture: appeal of Athens ° 
to Persia, ce. 72, 73. 

iii. The great invasion of Attica by Kleomenes and its collapse, ¢ ce. 74-76. 
Nike —On the Dorian invasions of Attica, c. 76. 

7. Victory of the Athenians over Boeotians and Cine st The anathema 
and epigram, ¢. 77. 

Note.—On the excellence of democracy, c. 78. 
v. Alliance of Thebes and Aigina against euaen; and hostilities, cc. 

79-81. 
[Eacursus. (2) b supra, with 

Notes 1. On the adoption of Ionic dress in Attica, 
2. On certain customs in Argos and Aigina, c. 88.] 

(3) a. Projected restoration of Hippias, etc., cc. 89-94. 
i. Reprisals of Athens on Aigina, c. 89. 

ii. Alarm of Sparta, c. 90. 
ili. Congress of allies at Sparta, cc. 91-93. 

a. Project of restoring Hippias, c. 91. 
b. Opposition of Corinth, based upon memories of the Tyrants of 

Corinth, c. 92. 
a. Story of Kypselos and his salvation. 
8. Stories of Periandros. 

1. The advice of Thrasybulos, 
2. The ghost of Melissa, 

c. Failure of the project, c. 93. 

In regard to the somewhat confused elements which make up 
_ the whole section denominated here 3 (a) it is elsewhere argued 
that ce. 81-89 probably involve some anachronism, and it is 
obvious that the speech put into the mouth of Sokles (ec. 92), 
which is a colossal ignoratio elenchi and in itself also obviously 
 Inconsequent, from a more general point of view must be regarded 
as a valuable contribution to the conventional legend of the 
Tyrannis, current in the author's day. On the legitimate 

‘inferences to be drawn from the passage, and the context, as to 
' the sources, and the date of composition, or collection of materials, 

1 Op. note ad 1., and Appendix VIII. 
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by the historian, it would here be premature to enlarge. But it 
is difficult for an attentive reader to apply the method of pure 
literary analysis to the text of Herodotus, in this important 
excursus, without detecting the presence of many valuable clues 
and suggestions for the statement of those problems respecting 
sources and composition, upon the solution of which the historical 
authority of the work, line by line, in the plain sense of the terms, 
must largely depend. 

Book 6 

§15. The literary structure of the sixth Book is almost 
indescribably complicated. At times the narrative might seem 
to have little more unity than a batch of anecdotes, the memorial 
stream of events to break into a shower of spray. The unity of 
Herodotus’ work, as a whole, the inner unity of the second of the 
three greater sections, or volumes, into which it may best be 
divided, seem to be here in jeopardy. For something more than 
a moment or two the unities of action and of interest are all but 
lost in a maze of cross purposes, a mass of details, a confusion of 

memoranda. Jor this result the nature of the historian’s subject 
in the stage here reached is in part responsible. The sixth Book 
brings him and us, as it were, in due course face to face with the 
Hellenic aggregate, whose turn to do and suffer at the hands of 
the Persians is come. In the progress of ecumenical history 
the moment arrives for the Persian to assault. the liberties 
of Hellas, and this Book records the results of the first encounter. 

But, in attacking the Greeks, Dareios was not opposing a single 
and united system, political and military: he was invading 
a nebulous infinity of autonomous states. This fact, once a 
source of strength and of weakness to the Greeks, in war and 
in peace, must ever be a source of difficulty and confusion 
to historians of Greece. That the Greeks formed not a single 
sovran state, but a host of mdependent political communities, 
made it very difficult for Dareios to conquer them, and for 

us, as for Herodotus, to relate their fortunes, and misfortunes, 

in a coherent story. So long as the course of pre-Hellenic 

antiquity could be depicted as a succession of great monarchies 

or empires, the last of which, the Persian, gave unity to the 

civilised Asiatic world, and looked at one time almost capable 
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‘of comprehending the whole Mediterranean basin in one political 
‘scheme, the unity and continuity of the story could be substantially 
ipreserved.' But at the point where, from the nature of the case 

‘(or from the nature of the evidences), the system of ancient civilisa- 

‘tion resolves itself into a number of co-ordinate states, the unity 

‘of action and interest, necessary for successful literary treatment, 
‘disappears, until the empire of the Romans for a while restores 

iit. It can of course be replaced in the meanwhile, to a greater 
or less extent, by various devices, more or less corresponding to 
tthe reality of things. For the actual history of the Greek states 
imay be substituted an abstract scheme of typical forms or stages 
cof social and political development, more or less true of each 

state generally: but that is not history. Or a unity may be 
imparted to the treatment of Greek history by elevating one or 
‘other Greek state into leading or representative prominence, and 
making a history of the many a function of the history of that 
cone. There is much, doubtless, in the condition of the literary 
ssources which has encouraged these devices; but scientific history 
yprotests against them, as inadequate and misleading in view of 
tthe objective order of events, and even in presence of the accu- 
maulating evidences, of one kind and another. Or, again, a 
ttranscendental unity is communicable to Greek history, when it 
‘becomes, for a time, the record of a struggle between a league of 
Greek states, relatively a Pan-hellenic union, and a single non- 

iHellenic power. But every such union was partial and brief: 
ppartial, for the forces of Hellenism were divided, scattered, pre- 

iecupied, and opposed ;? brief, two or three years, three or four 
noattles exhausting the genuine unity of the action.* In short, 
the treatment of Greek history must alternate between a bundle 
bt monographs and a philosophic abstraction; for “only the 
me te has a history,” and Hellas was never a state. The genius 
if Herodotus seized the opportunity afforded by the traditions of 
She great Armada‘ for the historical treatment of an ecumenical 
episode, which exhibited the highest instance of Pan-hellenism 

+ This view, however, of oriental 8 Thue. 1. 23: r&y de mpdbrepov epywv 
mistory is dissolving in the light of  péyorov émrpdxOn 7d Mndikdy, kal rodro 
uller knowledge. Cp. Ed. Meyer, Gesch.  6uws Svoiv vavuaxlaw kal mefouaxlaw 

Ul. Alterthums, i. § 516. Taxelav Thy Kplow eorxe. 
_ 4 Even the defence of Hellas did not 4 Cp. 7@ peydrAw orbdrw, Thue. 1. 
mnite Hellas. See especially Hdt. 7. 18, 2. 
45-174. 

VOL. I d 
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on record, and lent itself to literary treatment in the common 
interest, almost as though it had been the achievement of a 
single state. To have complicated the story of the last invasion 
by any adequate review of the antecedents and acts of the Greek 
states severally, might have ruined all unity in the work. His 
art or a happy accident saved Herodotus from any such blunder, 
Still less could such a review have found adequate expression 
in the first volume of his work without destroying the unity 
proper to the history of the barbarian civilisations, which is 

certainly the predominant interest of those Books. But in the 
course of the intervening Books, and particularly in the course 
of Bk. 6, opportunities arise, nay, a necessity is laid on the 
historian, of sketching the antecedents and characteristics of the | 
several Greek states opposed to the Persian and attacked by 
him. The multiplication of these opportunities, the growth of 
this necessity, till a sort of climax is reached in the sixth Book, 

are not hard to explain, on objective grounds, connected with the 
general scheme of the work, and with the natural or primary 
sources of the narrative. As the Persian power becomes more 
and more deeply implicated with Hellas, the Greeks not forming 
a single state or power, but a number of states and powers, 
many more or less independent lines of action have to be 
brought together and focussed, so to speak, on the Greek side, 
in order that the action may be coherent and memorable. 
Moreover, this complexity is increased by the relations of the 
Greek states to each other at the time, or in the immedia 

past; as well as by the necessity, or at least the opportunity 
of introducing matter to illustrate the special character 0 
antecedents of particular city-states. Thus, although as above 
indicated, a substantial and a chronological continuity underli 
the three Books (4, 5, 6), the general stream of Persian histo 

being carried onwards systematically from the invasion 0 
Europe to the battle of Marathon, yet there is an imme 
increase in- the amount of Hellenic matter, in the materials fo 

Greek history, supplied by Herodotus in these three Books, an 
a strongly-marked change in the tone and character of hi 
narrative and the standpoint from which the tale is tol 
These characteristics reach their highest intensity in the sixt 

Book, and render the analysis of this Book specially diffieul 

The main narrative does, indeed, continue after a fashion, but 1 
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is compounded of very disparate elements; it loses almost every 

pretence or appearance of sustained or intrinsic authority, and 
becomes now a mere string of unrelated adventures, now a bald 

ehronicle of annalistic jottings; it is buried for a time and en- 

-compassed by masses of purely episodic matter, which have little 

or nothing to say to the Persian and his doings; it emerges at last 
‘into fuller view, in the story of the Marathonian campaign, only 
‘to disappear again, as if down a katavothra, under a final pile of 

_Athenian anecdotes and self-interested memories. In short, the 

‘digressional element in this Book is more conspicuous than the 
eelement of direct narrative, and stands in a variety of relations 
‘thereto. There are digressions involved in the direct narrative, 
cor at least fairly introduced as explanatory of the relations of 
ithe Greek states to Persia." There are digressions, the object of 
ywhich is to explain the relations of Greek states to each other. 

There are digressions in which the internal affairs of Greek 
sstates are treated on their own merits;* and there are purely 

sanecdotal items, or at least stories, for the introduction of which 

mit is hard to find any excuse, except the all-sufficient one that 
tthey are far too good to be omitted* This classification may 
mnot be exhaustive, and its members are certainly not rigidly 
vexclusive. The first two classes of excursus are obviously and 
generally more closely related to the main narrative than the 
two last classes, but it is not always easy to draw hard and fast 
ines between them, or to say into which class a particular 

ypassage should be inserted; nor is it always easy to draw the 
iline between the main narrative and the excursus in this Book.® 
The general effect is to make the literary or structural analysis 
extremely difficult, and a satisfactory or convincing scheme 
wnardly attainable. It is, however, reasonable to maintain the 
listinction between the continuous narrative and digressional or 
exeursional matter, as far as possible; although it may have 
© be admitted that even the consequent or advancing narrative 

#} * Perhaps the digression on the 2 ¢.g. 6. 108 (Athens and Plataea), 
Athenian occupation of the Chersonese, 3 e.g. ce. 56-60, on the privileges of 
€. 34-39, or the passages on the the kings of Sparta. 
medism of Aigina and the Spartan in- 4 ¢.g. ¢. 86, story of Glaukos; ¢c. 125, 
erference, cc. 48-50, 61, 73, may be Alkmaion’s wealth. 
gegatded as specially connected with 5 eg. the story of Paros (cc. 132-185), 
he continuous theme, the advance of on which see further, pp. xliv., 1. f. 

/ { 
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is made up of very disparate elements, while the excursus are 
heterogeneous in the extreme. 

A. The direct, or continuous narrative in Bk. 6, even if not 
quite so conspicuously tripartite as in Bk. 5, still falls without 
much straining into three sub-divisions. The first concludes the 
story or stories of the Ionian revolt (cc. 1-32); the last contains 
the story or stories of the Marathonian campaign, or expedition 
of Datis (cc. 94-120). The structure of each of these two 
passages is, however, very imperfectly displayed by the bald 
references just given, and it is desirable to pursue the analysis 
farther. The process is not, however, plain sailing. In the case 
of the sixth Book more than in the case of any other single Book in 
the work of Herodotus, the major sub-divisions, and still more the 

minor, may have to be drawn with some appearance of free-will, 
and the results will lie open to contentious alternatives. For 
example, the first sub-division above given (cc. 1-32, end of the 

Ionian revolt) is obviously exposed to more than one objection. 
It may be urged that it imecludes matter (the adventures of 
the exiled Dionysios in the west, c. 17; adventures of exiled 
Samians in the west, cc. 21-25), which hardly belong to the 
history of the Ionian revolt, and certainly suggest a difference 
in origin or source. Again, it may be urged that the break or 

_ point of sub-division is not correctly placed at the end of ec. 32. 
Chronologically, it might be argued, c. 31 begins a new narra- 
tive, and this apparent chronological break coimeides likewise 
with the literary structure of the work, the fate of Histiaios (ce. 
26-30) serving as a finale to the story of the revolt, even as the 
fate of Aristagoras has properly served as a finale to Bk. 5. In 
regard to the last section of the connected narrative in the Book 
a similar objection may be taken. It must, indeed, be conceded 
that the story of the Marathonian campaign flows on in almost 
unbroken continuity from c. 94 to c. 120, inclusive, the only 
digression (on the origin of the Plataean alliance, c. 108) being 
at once short and pointed. But a difficulty arises in regard to 
the sequel. The story of the Parian expedition (cc. 132-136) 
may be regarded as carrying the connected and chronologically 
continuous narrative one stage farther on; if so regarded, it spoils 

the symmetry of the tripartition above. To deal with these obj 
tions in reverse order: the story of the Parian expedition appea 

in the text of Herodotus not as a section of the general story, bu 
sag | gg itt ae eee” ee ee eee 
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rather as an excursus or a sequel to the story of Marathon. It is 
not so much the story of an expedition to Paros as the story of the 
divinely ordained fate of Miltiades. Its object is less historical 
than ethical. Herodotus himself shows little or no sense of its 
political or military significance. In short, structurally the story 
is not a contribution to the chronological and continually advane- 
ing narrative which runs through these Books, but one of a 

number of heterogeneous appendices, tacked on to the story of 
Marathon, forming a rather complicated finale to the sixth Book, 

.and emphasising all the more effectively the pause or breach 
between the second and third volumes of the work. These 
observations justify us in maintaining the tripartition of the 
continuous narrative in the sixth Book, which is accordingly here 
subsequently observed in the tables. 

Bk. 6. Continuation of the main narrative. 

A. I. The intrigues and end of Histiaios and the suppression of the Ionic 
revolt, cc. 1-32. 

i. The intrigues of Histiaios in Ionia, ce. 1-5. 
ii. The battle of Lade, cc. 6-16, a note on Dionysios, c. 17. 
iii. The capture of Miletos, cc. 18-21, including a note on the 

Sybarites and on the MiAjrov aAwors, c. 21. 
iv. The fortunes of the exiled Samians, cc. 22-25. 

The last adventures of Histiaios, cc. 26-30, with a note on 
Divine Providence, ¢. 27. 

vi. The recovery of Chios, Lesbos, Tenedos, and the punishment 
of the rebels, cc. 31, 32, with a note on the cayjv7, c. 31. 

a 

In regard to the first section of the Book (ce. 1-52) it must be 
admitted that ce. 17, 22-25, relate matters not immediately proper 
to the story of the Ionian revolt, whether from a chronological 
or from a constructive point of view. But on the other hand 
the matters are so short and slight in themselves, and so directly 
‘related to the story, that it is hardly worth while to mark them 
_ by distinct numbers in the table, even if so doing we might emphas- 
ise their probably foreign origin. The first question here must 
_ be as to the conception of the author himself; he plainly regards 
these passages as parts of the narrative in place, or at the worst 

/as mere parentheses. So much may, indeed, be admitted, even 
t while we refuse to shatter the continuity of the text or story in 
' this section: that these manifest asides, or parentheses, serve to 
betray the composite character of the narrative of the Ionian 
“ Tevolt as a whole, and help to explain the chronological inconse- 
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quence, or incompleteness, which is elsewhere the subject of special 
examination in this volume. The last remark has some bearing 
upon the chief objection to the limits assigned in the literary 
analysis of this Book to the first part, and the break between 
Parts I and II. For where exactly does the story of the 
Tonic revolt end, and the next part begin? It must be admitted 
that chronologically the point fixed by c. 32 is unfortunate in 
two directions. On the one hand, as elsewhere demonstrated, a 

later point of time is reached in ce. 28-30 than inc. 32. On 
the other hand, c. 31 opens with a clearly marked principium 
diwisionis in the indication of a date, and this principle is so well 
maintained in the sequel that it forces itself into our literary 
analysis of the Book as the constitutive principle for the com- 
position or recognition of the second part of the direct narrative ; 
how, then, can the break between the first and second parts be 
placed in c. 32 and not in c. 30? Simply because it seems 
impossible to overlook the structural significance of the sentence 
which concludes c. 32 and sums up the three conquests of Lonia. 
It may further be observed that a new point of departure is 
gained in c. 33 by the change of scene from Ionia to the Helles- 
pont. At the same time the inconsequence or anomaly in the 
analysis of the Book here admitted is not without its further 
value. What is clear in the main narrative of the Book is the 
story of the Ionic revolt and the story of the Marathonian 
campaign. What is not so clear is the matter intervening 
between the two. That matter is partly, indeed, conspicuous 
digression ; but in part it belongs to the continuous or advancing 
chronicle. So much of it as belongs to the continuous chronicle 
forms the direct connecting link between the story of the Ionian 
revolt and the story of Marathon. This link is, however, itself 

anything but simple or easily determined. Its delimitation must, 
however, be attempted before the further contents of the con- 
nected narrative in this Book can be profitably exhibited in a 
tabulated form. 

The chief characteristic of the portion or portions of the sixth 
Book, which serve to connect the story of the Ionian revolt with 

the story of the Marathonian campaign, is that they are presented 

in strict annalistic form, and with a chronological severity, 

1 See Appendix V. 
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‘wholly remote from the method of the antecedent Books, and not 
fully recovered even in the story of the great invasion, as told 
iin Bks. 7, 8, 9. We seem, in this passage, to have passed from 

ithe historical methods of Herodotus to the historical methods of 
‘Thucydides. The events are assigned strictly to their proper 
‘years. The years are apparently campaigning or war years; and 
‘even the distinctions of season are not wholly wanting? On this 
‘wise the annals of three years which separate the suppression of 
ithe Ionian revolt from the expedition of Datis and Artaphrenes 
‘are systematically given in this Book. In the case of the first 
‘two years the method is clear. The annals of the first year (493- 
2 B.c.) are indeed broken or interrupted by a digression (ce. 34-40, 
‘on the Athenian acquisition of the Thracian Chersonese), but the 
‘digression is so obvious as not to obscure the chronological sequence, 
‘and the acts of the year are given in ec. 31-33, 41,42. The annals 

‘of the second year (492-1 B.c.) are continuously and concisely 
given ince. 43-45. The annals of the third year (491-0 B.c.) are in 
‘yarlous ways more problematic. Down to a certain point, indeed, 
ithey proceed with consistency (cc. 46-51). But then and there the 
imarrative becomes involved and confused with digressional matter, 
‘and matter anachronistic, to an almost desperate extent. An 
‘attempt to re-establish the true sequence of events is made else- 
‘where *; here it is sufficient to remark that Herodotus places in 
‘a confused and tentative fashion previous to Marathon—as is 
‘shown clearly by the transition from ec. 93 to c. 94—a good 
tmany events which must have occurred after that epoch. With 
(these provisions and observations the following table may be 
taken as fairly representing the Analysis of the second part of 
tthe connected narrative in the sixth Book. 

1Bk. 6. Continuous narrative. 
A. II. Matter connecting the history concluded in c. 32, with the 

history resumed in ¢. 94. 
1. Annals of the year 493-2 B.c., cc, 31-42. 

i. Complete reduction of Ionia, cc. 31, 32. 
by ii. Recovery of the Hellespont, c. 33. 

ili. Escape of Miltiades ; capture of Metiochos, c. 41. 
iv. The ordinances of Artaphrenes, c. 42. 

=z 

1 This observation is made on the 2 xemeploas c. 81; 7H tape. 43. 
| Books as they stand, without prejudice to 3 See Appendix VI. 
‘the order of their composition originally. 

een 
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2, Annals of the year 492-1 B.o., cc. 43-45. 
The work of Mardonios. 

i. Democracies in Ionia, c. 43. 
ii. Naval and military operations in Europe, cc. 44, 45. 

3. Annals of the year 491-0 B.0., cc. 46-514 (or cc. 46-93, minus 
digressions). 

i, Reduction of Thasos, cc. 46, 47. 
ii. Mission of the Heralds, cc. 48, 49. 
il. Medism of Aigina, cc. 50-51. 

Appeal of Athens to Sparta, cc. 51, 61, 65 f. 
Intervention of Sparta, cc. 73, (85-86). 

(iv. Subsequent hostilities between Athens and Aigina, cc, 87- 
93.) 

(Annals of the year 490 B.c. Expedition of Datis and Arta- 
phrenes, c. 94 ff.) 

Here may conveniently follow at once the Analysis of 

A. III, The expedition of Datis ; stories of Marathon ; or chronicles of 490 
B.C. cc. 94-120, (-124). 

In this passage the narrative as a whole is continuous, and the 
sub-divisions, which naturally suggest themselves, turn rather on 

the objective course of events, and upon changes of scene in the 
action, than upon the character or structure of the narrative 
itself. From both points of view the record of the actual battle 

of Marathon (ce. 110-116) stands up as the most important 
and substantial block of the story or commentary: before and 

after it the passages are apparently more composite, the structure 
most disputable. Small digressions occur at three points: (1) a 
note on the Delian earthquake, c. 98; (2) a longer note, on the 
antecedents of Miltiades and his Strategia, cc. 103, 104; (3) a 
very important note on the origin of the Atheno-Plataean alliance, 
ce. 108. If these digressions in the narrative proper were to be 
taken as determining its structure, the following analysis might 
serve as sufficient : 

i. (ec. 94-98, Aiodéas). Story of the expedition down to the visit to Delos. 
Note on the unique earthquake, c. 98. 

ii. (ce. 99-103, jv McAriddys). Story of the expedition down to the meeting 
at Marathon. 

Note on the antecedents, etc., of Miltiades, cc. 103, 104. 
iii, (cc. 105-108, ravdnpet). Preparations for battle. Note on the Plataean — 

alliance, c. 108. 
iv. (cc. 109, 110-116). Decision. The battle. 
v. (cc. 117-124). Sundry notes and addenda. 

The above table is, however, far from exhibiting the variety of 
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the matters included in the passage as a whole, and it may be 

doubted whether in this case the short digressions or notes 
should be taken as the fixed points even for the literary analysis. 
It seems well to supplement an imperfect and disputable Analysis 

by a fuller one, based upon sub-divisions, into which the story 
naturally falls, when account is taken of the course of action and 
events as here recorded. 

Bk. 6. Direct narrative continued. 
A. III. The Marathonian campaign, cc. 94-124. 

i. The commission of Datis and Artaphrenes, c. 94. 
i. From Kilikia to Samos, c. 95. 

ili. From Samos to Naxos, ce. 95, 96. 
iv. Delos ; with a note on the earthquake, cc. 97, 98. 
v. From Delos to Karystos. Persian conquest of the Kyklades, 

c. 99. 
vi. Siege and capture of Eretria, cc. 100, 101. 

vii. The landing in Attica (Hippias), c. 102. - 
viii. The Athenian defence. Note on Miltiades, cc. 103, 104. 

ix. Summons of the Spartans. Philippides, Pan, cc. 105, 106. 
x. The dream of Hippias, c. 107. 
xi. The coming of the Plataeans. Origin of the alliance, c. 108. 
xu. The Athenian council of war, c. 109. 

xii. The battle. Retreat and return, cc. 110-116. 
xiv. Losses, c. 117. 
xv. Wonders, ec. 117. 
xvi. The dream of Datis: the Delian statue, c. 118. 

xvii. Fate of the Eretrian captives, c. 119. 
xvill. The arrival of the Spartans, c. 120. 

xix. Problem of the shield; defence of the Alkmaionidae, cc. 
121-124. 

The above Analysis, in some nineteen articles or numbers, ex- 
hibits at once the action and the story, as they appear in the pages 
of Herodotus ; and probably may suggest, when traced in the text, 

_ directions in wick observations must be sought for the elucidation 
of the problems of source and authority. Even such an Analysis 
cannot but be somewhat arbitrary and incomplete; and in particular 

_ the passage on the actual battle (cc. 110-116), and its immediate 
_ Sequel, may seem too summarily disposed of. But in the structure 
of the Book, and of this sub-division of the main narrative, the 

"description of the actual battle emerges in unmistakable contour. 
Moreover, the problems connected with it and the immediate 
context are hereafter discussed with no lack of minuteness 

: 1 Appendix X. 
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Here, therefore, further discussion of this topic may be postponed ; 
nor can the problem of the authenticity of the text, containing 
the defence of the Alkmaionids, be raised within the limits of 

this Introduction.1 
B. It remains to consider, in further detail, the excursus, 

digressions, asides, notes or similar elements, which remain in the 
sixth Book, after the three organic sections or stages of the main 
narrative have been detached. It has, however, already been 
observed that the elements of direct continuous narrative and of 
digressional interest are almost inextricably combined in this 
Book. This contagmination is especially obvious and especially 
perplexing in two sections or possible sections of the Book, viz., 
that dealing with the annals of the trienniwm (say, cc. 31 (33)- 
93), and that dealing with the sequel to Marathon (say, cc. 121 
(125)-140). In the other two sections of the Book, which 
would exist on this hypothesis, viz., the end of the Ionian revolt 
(ce. 1-52) and the Marathonian campaign (ce. 94-120), the digres- 
sions or notes are comparatively short and easily enumerated. As 
whatever may be the most acceptable arrangement for the 
exhibition of the fundamental literary structure of this labyrin- 
thine Book, these two passages must in any case be recognised as 
substantial items or entities in the Analysis, it may be worth while 
here to recapitulate the short digressions which they contain. 

I. The end of the Ionian revolt, cc. 1-32, with short digressions, notes, or 
parenthetical remarks upon— 

a. The adventures of Dionysios, c. 17. 
. The capture of Zankle by the Samians, cc. 23 f. 
y. The divine warnings to Chios, ¢. 27. 

III. The Marathon campaign, cc. 94-120, with digressions, etc., upon— 
a, The earthquake of Delos, c. 98. 
8. The antecedents of Miltiades, cc. 103 f. 
y. The Athenian cult of Pan, c. 105 ad fin. 
6. The Atheno-Plataean alliance, c. 108. 
e. Losses, etc., c. 117. 

a 

But this table leaves two other passages (II. Annals of the 
Triennium, cc. 33-93 ; IV. Sequel to Marathon, ce. 118 (121)- 
140) unanalysed. The second passage, indeed, may seem to 
offer less difficulty, though it is not easy to decide where exactly 

it begins, any one of the following chapters 117, 118, 121, 

_ 1 See notes ad 7. 
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125 being possible points of departure. Taking c. 125 as perhaps 
the least unsatisfactory, the finale of the Book resolves itself into 
a series of appendices as follows :— 

1. Stories of the Alkmaionidae, cc. 125-131. 
2. The Parian expedition, and the end of Miltiades, cc. 132-136. 

3. The Athenian occupation of Lemnos, cc. 137-140. 

But the long and important section, cc. 33-93, remains and 

defies analysis, the continuous narrative being represented by ~ 
‘ec. 33, 41-(46, 48-)51, 61 ad iit., 73, the remainder (cc. 
34-40, (47), 52-72, 74-93) being devoted to digressions, in 
which it is almost impossible to maintain chronological order, and 
not easy throughout even to distinguish between what is Spartan 
and what is Athenian history. In regard to the chief passage 
(ce. 52-93), it is, indeed, clear that it begins by being purely 
Spartan history, and ends by being Athenian or Aigineto- 
Athenian history, but where the one passes into the other it is 
not easy to determine. The turning point seems to lie in the 
record of the appeal of Aigina to Sparta, c. 85, with the visit of 
Leotychides to Athens, and his reputed speech to the Athenians, c. 
86. Speaking roughly, the matter and stories are mainly Spartan 

‘from c. 52 to c. 86, and mainly Athenian from c. 87 toc. 93. 

Bk. 6. B. Analysis of the Excursus or Digressions, esp. cc. 51-93 (cc. 34- 
40, on the Philaidae, break the annals of 493 B.c.) 

Digressions on the affairs of Sparta and Athens. 
i. Story of the origin of the dual kingship, c. 52. 

Note.—On the non-Hellenic origin of the Herakleids, ec. 53, 54. 
ii. Excursus on the privileges (yépeo) of the Spartan kings, cc. 55-58. 

Note——On non-Hellenic analogies to Spartan institutions, ce. 
59, 60. 

[A short passage of the continuous narrative, ¢. 61 ad init.] 
iii. Story of the birth of Demaratos, cc. 61-64. 
iv. Story of the deposition of Demaratos, cc. 65, 66. 

(This story belongs ex hypothesi to the chronicle of the year 491-0 
B.C., ae. the direct narrative. It also contains a retro- 

spective note on the origin of the feud between Demaratos and 
Leotychides. ) 

y. Story of the exile of Demaratos, cc. 67-70. 

(This story might seem to belong, in Herodotus’ conception, to the 
chronicle of the year before Marathon: but this may be 
anachronistic. The story includes a \éyos which goes back 
ex hypothesi to events 30-50 years earlier. ) 
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vi. The accession of Leotychides, with notes, cc. 71, 72, 

1. On Archidamos, 
2. On the disgrace and death of Leotychides. 

[The intervention of Kleomenes and Leotychides in Aigina is a 
recurrence to the main narrative of the events of 491-0 Bc, 
¢e. 73.] 

vii, The exile, restoration and awful death of Kleomenes, with various 
theories to account for his fate, cc. 74-84 ; 

including an inset : Story of the Argive war, cc. 76-82, 
with a note: On the servile régime at Argos, and its over- 

throw, c. 83. 
viii. The appeal of Aigina to Sparta: Leotychides at Athens. His 

speech (the story of Glaukos), cc. 85, 86. 
ix. Renewal of hostilities between Athens and Aigina, cc. 87-93. 

The chronology, or the anachronisms, of this passage, or 
series of passages, need not here be discussed ; suffice it to say that 
with the exception of the obvious notes in ce. 71, 72, 83 we are 
not justified in concluding that Herodotus reckons any of the 
events recorded in this context as having occurred subsequently 
to Marathon. On the contrary, the only fair inference from his 
arrangement of the facts, or traditions, is that he conceives them 

all as belonging to a date before Marathon. This conception is, 
however, almost demonstrably erroneous. The observations upon _ 
which this judgment is based, and indeed the point now reached 
in this expository Analysis, suggest the elucidation, in the next 
place, of those express notices of post-Marathonian affairs which ° 
occur in these Books. The detection of such notices will prepare 
the way for the recognition of those anachronisms and after- 
thoughts, which, if they diminish or obscure the historic value of 
the work in one direction, serve to heighten its interest and 
evidential value in another. 

§ 16. The passages, excursus, sentences or notes in the fourth, 

fifth, and sixth Books, which assert or imply post-Marathonian 
dates, are not all of one kind. It is convenient to distinguish the 
principal classes into which such notices fall : 

I. A chronological difference is given and implied by every 
passage of an autobiographical kind, for obviously the author 
throughout his main narrative is writing of matters which are 
remote from his own day. He is not a contemporary authority 

for the things which form the bulk and the razson Wétre of 

his work. There is a difference between the times about 

1 See Appendices VI., VII., VIII. 
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which he is writing, and the times in which he is writing. 

Explicit references to his own times,’ his own experiences,? occur 
throughout the Books, independently of the many passages in 
which a personal observation, an autobiographical reference, is 
latent and problematic.® Even passages expressing a personal 
opinion or view are of similar significance in this connexion.4 

To determine the exact dates involved in these particular 
references is one of the last and most abstruse attempts of con- 
structive criticism. In the final-resort these passages contain 
the most important evidences for the solution of the problems of 
the time and place, or times and places, of the composition of the 
work, as a whole, or in its several parts. The dates given or 
implied in such passages are not, of course, the same, except so 
far as the author’s age or lifetime be regarded as a single period 
or epoch. An expression of opinion by the author carries us 
down to the actual moment of composition. A statement of an 

_actual personal experience implies a precise day and hour in his 
lifetime, if only it could be ascertained.? Other references may 
be less precise, and suggest some chronological margin within the 
limits of the author’s lifetime.’ But no such passage can be 
pushed back so as to overcome the chronological interval every- 
where implied between the author’s present and the past, about 
which he is writing. There is not, however, in the whole of these 
three Books any autobiographical passage which serves to determine 
with any precision the extent of that interval, or even to what 
generation the author belongs.® There is, in short, no exact 

parallel to such passages as occur in the first’ and in the last ® 
volume of the work; nor even any clear proof that the author 

1 [In the formulae ért kal és 76de, Kal 

viv éort, ert Kal és ue, wéxpt epéo, et sim., 

But 

_ 

t 

and, indeed, all verbs in the present, 

other than the strictly ‘historic’ pre- 
sent (ypdde ypdppara, 5. 14), 

24.14; 5. 59. 
3 Cp. § 21 infra. 
* éuol uev ob mora Aéyorres, TO pd- 

Mora Neyouevy airds mpboxepat, T40¢€ olda, 

Goxéew éuol, et sim. passim. See further 
§ 22 infra. Still more, expressions of 
intention: ¢g. 4. 81 Gde dytdow: 82 
dvafhooua. 52 és rov Kar’ dpxas Hua déEwv 

Abyov (cp. 5. 62), et sim. 

5 4, 124 ray re és €ué ra Epelmia oba 
iv : 6. 4208 (sce. Pépor) kara xubpny diare- 

éovar Exovres €k Tov’Tov ToD xpévou alel 

ére Kal és éué ws érdxOnoay €& “Apradpé- 

VEOS. 
6 Even the interview with Tymnes, 

4, 76, and his connexion with Aria- 

peithes, Skyles and Sitalkes is incon- 
elusive. Anexception might be claimed 
for the ‘240 years after the second dis- 
appearance of Aristeas,” 4. 15. But ep. 
note ad /. 

7 8. 65. 
COOP alc 
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had conversed with the Marathonomachae.!. Other classes of 
passages or references to post-Marathonian events make it plain 

that he might have done so; the absence of any clear evidence 

that he did is therefore all the more remarkable. The chrono- 
logical hiatus suggests an important gap in the sources or 
tradition.? 

II. A second group of references to the author’s own days, as 
distinguished from the times about which he is writing, is created 
by the numerous notices of the sources from which he is pro- 
fessedly drawing. It is but seldom that a reference to a source, 
or authority for the writer’s statements, is made otherwise than 

in the present tense. Where the reference is made in the past 
tense, either the case will clearly fall under the class of passages 
above noticed (1.),? or the author is quoting a previous written 
authority,* or the passage gives rise to a further problem.® As 
a rule, indeed, Herodotus cites his sources in the present tense ; ° 
his living authorities are his own contemporaries and not the 
actors or contemporaries of the events which he records; or if 

dead, they are still speaking. This practice of citing in the 
present must not, indeed, be made the basis of a narrow inference : 

it is artificial, literary, unscientific, or inexact. At most it brings 

the author within his own experience into more or less direct 

relation with a living tradition, or with an authority ex hypothesi 

verifiable at the time of writing. The phraseology of Herodotus 

incidentally confirms this impression, which would stand even 

without confirmation; for he does not draw substantial distinction 

between the Aoyos he has heard at some time or other, and the 

Aéyos he is writing down,’ nor between the moment of inquiry 

and the moment of composition or record.$ The fundamental 

distinction which remains intact throughout is the chronological 

1 6, 117 is, if anything, against it. (Neyduevos); Aéyovrac 4. 26. 184, 191; 
2 See further, § 20 infra. 5.113; 6. 14; Aeyduera 6. 53; elot ol 

345116, 76, (4.8L Aéyovtes 4, 27. 

44. 13 dpm: 16 &pnoe, @reye: 6. 137 7 4, 14 rdv 68 rept atrod #Kxovoy dbyor 
. . AéEw. é\eEe, 

5 éheyov 4. 81; 6. 98. 

SE \cycuc MAb he 8 ,aillds alo moe aalODy 
150, 154, 155, 173, 184, 187, 195, 196; 
5. 10, 22, 44, 49, 57, 85, 86, 87; 6. 52, 
54, 134, 187; dMyerar 4. 45, 184, 194, 
195; 5.87; 6. 54; &ore Abyos 4, 11, 179 
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interval separating the author’s own date, whether of investigation 
or of composition, from the dates of the events, which form the 

principal material of his narrative. But the exact determination 
of that interval is not ascertainable from his notices of the sources 
from which this portion of the work is derived. 

III. A third class of references to the author’s Present, or of 

passages which involve dates subsequent to the battle of Mara- 

thon (or to the Parian expedition), may conveniently be made 
out of a large number or mass of statements referring to existing 
objects, whether natural or artificial, or existing institutions: 
and customs, or even the present state of nations, tribes, and 
cities. 

From the nature of the case this class includes a prodigious 
amount of matters, but all with the common quality that they 
were ex hypothesi observable, verifiable by the historian himself 
and his contemporaries. Not, indeed, all equally verifiable ; and 
so various and separable are the matters to be included in this 
class, that it is expedient to sub-divide it. One sub-division 
may contain the geographical and ethnographical passages which 
form a considerable feature in the literary Analyses of these Books. 
These passages contain, indeed, theory as well as fact, and errors 
as well as accurate knowledge; but this criticism does not affect 
their classification in the present connexion. The _ historical 
element in them is very small, from the author’s point of view. 
He does not conceive himself as having to record changes in 
geographical fact, or events in the physical history of the 
earth... In the Books here in question he treats the physical 
environment and conditions of history as permanent and un- 
changing. Land and seas, mountains, deserts, rivers and lakes 
are regarded as always the same, or as not altering sufficiently to 
make the present-day description of them inapplicable to any 
previous time. Climate, flora and fauna are similarly regarded. 

1 The earthquake in Delos, 6. 98, isa is not a physical problem. There is 
portent. The great convulsion of Thera nothing like the passage, 2. 11, on the 

_ (Santorin) is unknown to Hdt. See physical history of the Nile Valley. 
note to 4. 147. There are no eclipses Hdt. does not ‘harmonise’ his account 
recorded in these Books. Dareios’canal, of the Scythian campaign with his 
4. 39, is hardly an exception, much less description of the great rivers by the 

_ Neco’s, c. 42. The tyvos ‘Hpaxdéos, 4. supposition that the rivers have made 
_ 82, is more like one, but not important. their appearance since the time of 

The origin of geographical names, 4. 45,  Dareios. 
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In describing all these matters Herodotus speaks in the present, 
on the implied hypothesis that in these respects there has been 
no historical change. 

It is, of course, immaterial for the present purpose, whether 
the Herodotean descriptions are scientific or not. It may, how- 
ever, be observed, in passing, that we are to go to Herodotus not 
so much for information in regard to the actual physical history 
or condition of the globe as for information in regard to the opinions 
held on the subject by himself, and those whom he represents or 
reports. Respecting the flora and fauna, something more may be 
due to Herodotus. His statements in regard to the area covered 
by the sephiwm,* and in regard to the animals of Libya,? deserve 
attention, even though the silphium has disappeared or degenerated, 
and the camel, now the chief beast of burden in northern Africa, 
does not figure in his Libya. All, however, that immediately 
concerns the present argument or classification is the observation 
that, if Herodotus makes no difference under this head between 
past and present, describing the facts or features as they existed, 
or as he believed them to exist, in his own day, it is because he 
assumes the facts of his present as valid, in this connexion, for 

the past, and not because his sources of knowledge for the past. 
history or events, of which the places described were the scenes, 

contained the geographical descriptions, which form the bulk of 
the digressions. 

It is, perhaps, more remarkable that Herodotus should describe 
the ethnography, institutions, manners and customs of the natives 
in Scythia, Thrace and Libya with hardly a hint of any historic 
perspective. He recognises, indeed, some changes or attempted 
changes arising from the influence of Greek settlements in 
Scythia,? and in Libya,* as also the influence of Egypt upon the 
Libyans,’ since the historical period has begun ; and the movements 
or disappearance of some tribes recorded may be thought to affect 
the political geography or the tribal frontiers of these non-Hellenic 
lands.® But it is obvious, for the most part, that the habitations, 

14, 169. But the statement in the Thracian). It is to be regretted that 
regard to the olive, 5. 82, is pragmatic, Hdt. did not sketch the history of the ~ 
and Hdt. himself evidently suspects it. Greek settlements in Scythia, as in 

24,191, 192. Libya. 
3 4, 17, the Kallippidae ; 78 f., story coy IU AUa ly ire sh), 

of Skyles ; 108, Hellenism in Gelonos ; 5 4, 168, 180, 186. 

108, Iphigeneia in Tauris ; (95, Salmoxis 6 4, 11, 12, the prae-Scythian popu- 
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ithe institutions, manners and customs of the uncivilised barbarians 

sare described as they are, or are supposed to be, in his own time. 

Wirtually the whole of the ethnographical and anthropological 
ppassages and notes may be segregated from the materials for 

ppast history, and classified, with the geographical excursus and 

aotes, as material for the description of the world in the historian’s 

own time, or in the historian’s own mind. The exception here 
oroves the rule: the record of change is the exception. The 
ease is widely different with the notices of Greek states, societies, 
rmstitutions and laws. Here the historical note is uppermost, and | 
the contrast between the historian’s own time and the times he 

ss describing almost everywhere expressed, or obviously to be 
mmderstood. The constitution of Demonax,’ the Parian settlement 

»f Miletos,? the tyrannies of Ionia,’ or of Peloponnesos,‘ are all 
mere described as things of the past. Though Kleisthenes counts 

s the founder, or establisher, of the Athenian democracy,’ it 
ss indicated that changes have been effected even since his day in 

(\thenian institutions,® and what is recorded here of that period 
1519-489 B.c.) must not be taken as a description of existing 
nstitutions. Among Greek states Sparta furnishes an exception. 
Herodotus does, indeed, record a new departure in Spartan 

ustom, or law,’ but whatever inferences may be drawn from 

vents as recorded by him, the implied assumption in regard to 

parta is that its customs and institutions are fixed in his own 
“ime as from the beginning, and where he goes out of his way to 
-escribe them, he treats them as matters of present observation.® 
hus, embedded in a legend of the prime, is to be found the 

memorable note on the Spartan practice of executing the death 
venalty at night.? More general notices of Hellenic customs of 
ncient times, still in force, are involved in the remark on the 

ult of Stesagoras,’° in the mention of the common gods," and of 

the fixed rate of ransom among the Peloponnesians.’? Historic 

stior of Scythia; 99, % dpxaln Zkv- véduos rére elye ol'rw); 5. 71 contains a 

h: 22, the Scythian apostates; 105, still earlier contrast; 6. 116 carries 

ie Neuri; 110, the Sauromatae; 173, implicitly a political difference, 

ie Psylli. Lal yards) 8 6. 56-60. 
'? 4, 161. 2 5.29. 9 4, 146 Krelvovor 5é rods dy xrelywor 
- 4. 138; 5. 38; 6. 43, ete. Aaxedaipbyior vuxréds, wer’ huépny dé ovdéva. 
'* 5. 67, 92; 6. 126. 10 6, 38, 
)* 5. 69; 6. 181. 1 §, 49, 92 ad fin. 
+ . 6. 109 (7d madady); 111 (6 yap FG) ie SeuOHE IOs itis 
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differences are implied in the remarks on the origin of Greek 
writing,’ the changes in dress,” the institution of slavery.? These 
contrasts le outside the limit of the direct narrative in these 
Books (519-489 B.c.) Speaking generally it may be said that, 
where no express notice of change occurs, Herodotus may be 
assumed to hold that Hellenic customs, religious and political, 
have not undergone appreciable change between the day of Mara- 
thon and his own time.* 

IV. Fourthly, in this class of references may be placed the 
list of passages in which Herodotus notices monuments, works of 
art, or similar objects still extant in his own day, though not, as 
a rule, works of his contemporaries. In some cases explicitly, 
in others at least implicitly, the notices of such objects contain the 
note of contrast between ‘now’ and ‘then.’ Among these notices 
it is hardly necessary to include the names of cities, except, indeed, 
where Herodotus asserts or implies the rebuilding of this or that 
city in the interval between the time of which he is writing 
and the time at which he is writing: as for example Gelonos,® or 
Barke,’ or Sardis, or the Ionian cities generally,® and Miletos with 
its temples in particular? or again Sybaris,° or Athens itself.7 
But short of cities, or their walls and buildings as a whole, works 
of less magnitude are even more in evidence. Thus Herodotus 
notices expressly as still extant and visible, and therefore verifiable, 
the tomb of the Kimmerian chiefs,’ as well as some Kimmerian 
fortifications in Scythia,’ perhaps merely earth-works; likewise 
the remains of the eight forts ascribed to Dareios on the river 
Oaros.* A very explicit passage asserts the existence of a huge 
bronze bowl at Exampaios in Scythia” at the moment of writing, 

and the same passage records a krater set up by Pausanias at 

= 15}, las}; TOA? Al GOS by abO2: 

2 5. 88, cp. 4. 180. 8 6, 32 ras wéNas éverlumpacay avroiot 

(55 i Totat tpotor. 
4 The Persian method of netting a CeOnaSits 

population is described in the present 1" 5 .e4t gs (6S 215 
(caynvetovot) & propos of operations be- EPO S ie 
longing to the year 493 B.c., cp. note 

ad 1. 

12 4. 11 Ere S9Nbs ore 6 Tadgos. 
13 4, 12 cal viv ore pev &v TH SxvOucz 

5 4. 160 (rére kal viv); 5. 62 (viv 

ébvra rére dé otKw) 3 5. 67 (Fv Kal éort), 

etc. iy 

8 4, 108, cp. with 123. But Hdt. 
seems hardly conscious of this instance. 
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‘the mouth of the Pontos as an object which any one might still 
ego and see+ Other passages, without actually asserting the exist- 

eence of the objects or monuments named, may be taken to imply 

sso much. The inscribed stelae of Dareios used by the Byzantines 
ffor the altar of Artemis, and the one stone left lying by the temple 

of Dionysos, were surely in existence in the writer’s time, though 

bhe does not happen to say so explicitly.2 In regard to the 
limscription on the Tearos we may the more admire his reserve.® 
NIt will be generally conceded that it is more probable that there 
were artificial mounds of stone on the Arteskos, in the territory 

»of the Odrysae, than that it was Dareios who erected them ;* but 
tthe description of the lake-dwellings in Lake Prasias° must rank 
was one of the most valuable contributions made by Herodotus to 
‘the description of antiquities extant in his own time, whatever 
he origin of his knowledge in the matter may have been. 

hether the wall across the isthmus of the Thracian Cherso- 
aese was in existence in his time Herodotus does not expressly 
sionify.© It was a structure with a long and interesting history, 
mand Miltiades was probably not the first and certainly not the 
fast to be busy with it. The bridge over the Bosporos had 
nitterly disappeared long before the historian’s time,’ but who 
an doubt that the picture and epigram of Mandrokles were 

to be seen in the Heraion at Samos, even though Herodotus 
merely records the historical fact of the offering having been 
made ?*% More explicit is the notice of the krater adorned with 

rriffins’ heads, and supported by three kneeling colossi, offered 
»y Kolaios and his crew, and still to be seen in the Heraion as 
Herodotus wrote. In the Agora of Samos stands, the historian 
ecords, a stele, on which were inscribed the names of those eleven 

wrierarchs who had not betrayed the common cause at Lade,’° 
hough they may have been afterwards among the treacherous 

eebooters who seized the fair city of Zankle* At Metapontion, 
n the Agora, was still standing, the historian notes, a statue of 

\risteas side by side with that of Apollo, amid a bower of laurels.” 
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On the Krathis stood the shrine of Athene, dating but from the 
time of Dorieus, or the Sybarites, in the historian’s own time, 
could not have been appealing to it as evidence! against the 
grants enjoyed by the Iamidae at Kroton.2 At Egesta the 
Heroon of Philip, a man of divine beauty, is in honour The 
shrine of fair Helen may still be seen in Therapne above the 
shrine of Phoibos;* the Adrasteion is where it was, in the 
Agora of Sikyon.2 The temple of Delphi had been consumed 
by fire, but it stood in the historian’s time as completed by 
Kleisthenes the Athenian. Hard by, in the Corinthian treasury, 
was lying a work of art well worth seeing, the censer presented 
by Evelthon of Kypros.’ At Thebes there were still to be seen 
inscribed offerings, which the historian thought might throw some — 
light upon the early history of writing and help to connect the 
Greek alphabet with the Phoenician: at Athens separate shrines 
attested the presence of the Kadmeian strangers, not less surely 
than the huge heap of refuse in Thasos, the work of early 
Phoenician explorers.’° 

In regard to the Athens of his own day these books of 
Herodotus are, indeed, remarkably important. The conflagra-— 
tion in 480 B.c. had made of Athens and of its Akropolis a 
new city.” This great event and its consequences Herodotus 
takes for granted: the wonder for him is, perhaps, that any 
remnants or monuments of the older Athens survive. It is not, 

indeed, clear whether he conceived Marathonian, or Peisistratid, 

Athens to have been a walled town,” nor has he occasion to notice 
specifically the Themistoklean walls, unless indeed the description 
of the burial place of Kimon involve such a reference.” The tomb 
of Anchimolios at Alopeke hard by the Herakleion in Kynosargos, 
leaves the problem undecided.'* It is on the Akropolis that 
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‘attention is concentrated by the natural course of the story. 
The ‘Pelasgic wall’ is mentioned as something that requires 
no explanation,’ but the grotto of Pan, in which ever since 

‘the day of Marathon the Arkadian god has been worshipped 
‘year by year, is located under the Akropolis.2, The temple and 
‘statue, mentioned in connexion with the sacrilegious attempt of 
ithe Spartan Kleomenes,’ cannot have been in existence in the 
‘\historian’s own time, and the temple behind the walls, which 
«still showed traces of the Medic fire, must have been a restora- 

‘tion,* like the walls themselves. Herodotus may have seen the 
‘fetters in which the Boeotian prisoners had erst been bound,® 
‘though the notice of them does not fix a date for his sight of 
ithem: nor does he seem to have asked himself how these and 
‘other monuments had escaped the effects of the Persian inva- 
‘sion: and in particular the Quadria standing on the left hand 
iimmediately as you enter the Propylaea with the epigram (of 
‘Simonides) on the base® The importance of this reference 
‘ean, indeed, hardly be exaggerated. The monument seen by 
)Herodotus is probably a Periklean restoration, perhaps a replica 
‘of the older one, but not dating earlier than the Thirty Years’ 
ttruce.’ The Propylaea can hardly be any other than the 
}Periklean Propylaea, finished in the year 433 B.c8 Even so, 
this notice does not supply the latest date recorded or implied 
iin the work of Herodetus, but it fits in with other passages to 
give precision to the date of the composition, or revision of his 
ywork. Finally, in the holy island of Delos are monumental 
cobjects, as Herodotus writes, which serve to keep alive or to 
‘confirm traditions which he records: the tomb of the Hyperborean 
maidens Hyperoche and Laodike,® the coffin of the maidens Arge 

VArricfjs "AXwrexjat, dyxo0 rod ‘Hpaxdelou 
0 &v Kuvocdpyei: cp. 6. 116, a passage 

which also marks the difference between 
old and new Athens in respect to the 

ge of arsenal (Padhpov, roto yap jv 
etov Thre TOV ’AOnvaluy). 

1 5, 64, but cp. 6. 187. 
* 6. 105, but cp. p. lxiv infra. 

me 5. 71, 72. 
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and Opis, who had come to Delos from the same region still 
earlier ;' the great altar, whereon Datis had made a lordly 
offering,” not many weeks before Marathon. 

It is impossible to review this last batch of references without 
suspecting that the objects recorded or described in them were 
pregnant with historic associations, and must be taken into 
account, when the sources from which Herodotus drew his know- 
ledge come to be reckoned up. The same remark applies with 
even more force to a further batch of references, which might 
here be brought into view, but may still more conveniently be 
postponed. Yet, in enumerating the monuments of the past, 
extant in the time of Herodotus, of which he was cognisant, 
and made use, while they marked for him a difference between 
the past and the present, the schedule would be incomplete 
without notice of the literary documents, tangible and material 
evidences in their way, which had come down to him from 
earlier authors. The line between the inscribed stone or metal 
and the book is a fine one, and it might be a mere accident 
whether a saying of Simonides were quoted from the one or 
from the other.* But economy and convenience dictate here 
the postponement of the passages illustrating the use made by 
Herodotus of books, and such written documents. They may be 
more conveniently considered under the head of his sources. 

V. Events * subsequent to Marathon, and most of them subse- 
quent even to the siege of Sestos in 479-8 B.c.,° are mentioned 
incidentally in these Books, and serve to determine with some 
precision the date of their composition or revision. From the 
date of Marathon to the date of the last of the events, so noticed, 

is a period of about sixty years. It is not possible to fix each 
of them to a particular year, or even in all cases to a particular — 
decade, and in no case does the date of the event decide in itself 

the date of the passage in which it occurs; but as such references 
are historical, not prophetic, they fix an upward limit, and they 
tend to fix a lower limit for the collection of materials, and for 

the actual composition of the work. 
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The Median war, that is to say, the invasion of 480 B.c., is 

iitself referred to explicitly in more than one passage,! and less 
expressly in some others.” And certain passages refer to events 
‘which occurred between the dates of Marathon and the invasion 
cof Xerxes. If the Parian expedition belong to the continuous 
marrative of the sixth Book, yet the notice of the payment of 

tthe fine of 50 T. by Kimon must belong to a somewhat later 
ypoint, though probably in this decade*® The exact age of 
}Perikles at his death is unknown, but his mother’s dream, or 

yat least his own birth, may fall after Marathon.* The estab- 
tlishment of Nikodromos and his fellow-exiles at Sunion appears 
tto be dated by Herodotus after Marathon,? even though the con- 
sspiracy which resulted in his exile is dated before. The Olympiad 
cof Alexander® is not easily determined, but might conceivably 
ffall as late as 488 or 484 B.c. The rebellion of Aryandes’ can 
thardly be identified with the revolt of Egypt after Marathon ;* 
sand therefore, although expressly post-dated in the text, where 
iit occurs, probably belongs to the period within the express 
ttermimi of these Books, though the mention of the Aryandic 
ssilver, still in circulation, brings the event down to the moment 

‘of composition. In regard to this group of eventful notices there 
iis not one that can be very precisely dated. About ten or twelve 
ireferences occur in these Books to occurrences between the Persian 
cand the Peloponnesian wars. In regard to some of these, dealing 
}primarily with Persian affairs, we must be content to date them 

jwithin the limits of the reign of Xerxes, viz., the mission and 
‘end of Sataspes,’ perhaps the death of Skythes at the Persian 
‘court,’° and even the upbringing of the sons of Metiochos.* Still 
tmore precisely is it possible to date the suit of Pausanias the 
‘Spartan for the hand of an Achaemenid princess, whether the 
lady was daughter of Xerxes, or of Megabates,’”” while Herodotus 
himself defines the period for the restoration of the gilded statue to 
'Delion.’ The accession of Archidamos is involved in the notice 
of the end of Leotychides,'* and the passage therefore carries 

me? 5. 77, 102. 10 6, 24 és & yhpat péya 8rBios édv 
- 7 29. 6. 98. * 6.136. — érededrnoe ev Méponor. 
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us down into the ‘sixties’ within which decade also fall the 
destruction of Tiryns.'| The sack of the Lepreatis can hardly be 
dated before the close of the third Messenian war, and approaches 
the middle of the fifth century B.c., a date which Herodotus ex- 
pressly regards as falling in his own times.2 The establishment 
of the Pan-cult on the Akropolis may fall after the Medic war * in 
the days when Kimon, son of Miltiades, was the leading man in 
Athens, while in the implied expulsion of the Pelasgi from Lemnos 
and Imbros might lurk a reference to the Athenian kleruchies 
established by Perikles after the Thirty Years’ truce. The most 
precise and interesting passages are those that may be more or 
less plausibly referred to the Peloponnesian war and its immediate 
circumstances. Of these cases there are at least three in the 
present Books. The expulsion of the Aiginetans from their island ® 
can scarcely be referred to any other event than that recorded by 
Thucydides, and dated precisely to 431 B.c.,° a time when ideas 
connected with sacrilege were in the air.’ If the Delian earth- 
quake recorded by Herodotus® be identified with the one recorded by 
Thucydides,? the same epoch may be reached ; and in any case the 
reference in the passage to the Persian kings, and to the struggles 
of the Hellenic Koryphaci for supremacy, even though Artaxerxes 
be not dead, nor the Ten Years’ war already half over when the 
passage was first writ, still brings us within measurable distance 
of its outbreak. To the same period has by some scholars been 
referred the passage recording the fate of Skyles, and the com- 
position effected on the Danube by Oktamasades and Sitalkes.” 
But Sitalkes was an interesting personage some years before the 
Peloponnesian war, and the historical and chronological require- 
ments would be satisfied even if the extradition of Skyles were 
dated 12-15 years before the revolt of Potidaia; though, doubt- 
less, elsewhere in Herodotus we have indubitable evidence of the 
mportance of the Thracian king at that precise moment.” 

§ 17. There remains to be noticed a number of passages, in 
which events are recorded belonging to dates subsequent to 

1 6. 83. SThUCH 227. 
2 4, 148 é’ éeuéo, 7 Thue. 1. 126 ff 
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Marathon, though Herodotus has anachronistically ante-dated 
them. The oracle, which presupposes eight Battiad princes, 

may be taken to belong to this class,’ and with it may rank the 
oracles foretelling the subjugation of Aigina by Athens,? and the 

prophecies of Hippias touching the days when Corinth should 
suffer grievously at the hands of Athens.* The verifications of 
these oracles all fall well before the middle of the century, for even 
the last did not wait its fulfilment till the quarrel over Korkyra ; 
but belonging, as they do, to the main texture of the narrative, 
and having less the air of subsequent additions, they are of» 

' especial weight in determining the date of composition ; unless, in- 
deed, they are to be regarded as genuine prophecies. A more subtle 
anachronism may lurk in the figure assigned to the total number 
of Athenian male citizens at the time of the visit of Aristagoras.* 
In three other cases Herodotus has apparently dated before 
Marathon events in Spartan history, which should have been placed 
thereafter: (1) the flight of Demaratos from Sparta to Asia; ° 

(2) the death of Kleomenes, with its immediate antecedents ; ° 
(3) the visit of Leotychides to Athens.’ To these must be 
added (4) the records of the warfare between Aigina and Athens 
growing immediately out of them.® The occurrence in the latter 
context of a notice which must be dated to 431 B.c., does not 

necessarily carry the whole story down to that date ; but, in any 
ease, as all these events may be dated to the decade between 
Marathon (490 B.c.) and Salamis (480 B.c.), ample time is allowed 
for the distortion of the true sequence and perspective, before the 
date at which Herodotus compiled the narrative in these Books. 

The greatest and the subtlest anachronism of all still remains 
to be discovered ; it is the anachronistic spirit, or tone, which 
pervades the whole story, or series of stories, forming the con- 

_ tinuous narrative of the Persian campaigns, and even the Hellenic 
record for the years 519-489 B.c. as given in these Books. This 
tone is traceable in the main to two closely related causes: (1) 
the tendency to review the memories, the traditions, the whole 
bequest of that generation in the light of later events, especially 
‘in the light of the ‘Medic war, and the final victory of the 

1 4, 163. 5 6. 67-70. 
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Greeks ; (2) the tendency to impart a moral or quasi-religious 
meaning to the story, or stories, of the past. Both tendencies 
combine to substitute afterthoughts for the simple record of 
facts. In some cases even more immediate interests, of a per- 
sonal or political kind, may have to be reckoned with. No 
critical student can cite any story, or even any statement from 
these Books, as historic or authoritative, without having satisfied 
himself whether, and to what extent, the passage betrays the 
influence of this subtle pragmatism. It is much more obviously 
present in some cases than in others, and where least apparent 
is, of course, most detrimental. Every one can see that the 

story of the Scythian expedition is largely a romance to illustrate 
amoral; that the sin (w@pis) of Dareios is there pilloried, even 
as the sin of Kyros, of Kambyses, of Xerxes elsewhere: but it 
is not always perceived that the story of the defeat of Xerxes 
is, perhaps, the older story, and even Grote accepted the account 
of the conduct of the Ionians at the Danube, without inquiring 
how far it was a fiction framed in the interests of Miltiades, 

and of Athens. It has not generally been considered to what 
extent the accounts of the Ionians and their conduct throughout 
these Books have been affected by later situations and later 
interests. The unfavourable judgment upon them, put into the 
mouths of the barbarous Scyths, is not seriously qualified by 
their subsequent struggle for liberty against Persians and despots ; 
Dareios took their measure,” and the story of the revolt, and 

specially its finale at Lade, exhibit their weakness and incapacity. 
Whether the ill-will shown to the Jonians is to any extent due to 
the personal animus of the Dorian writer, who leaves the treat- 
ment and behaviour of the Dorian Greeks in Asia out of account 
throughout this story, is not an unfair question. It is at the 
expense of Jonians, if at all, that Herodotus betrays a little 
malice. Otherwise he might have found a better reason for the 
reforms of Kleisthenes at Athens than the one which he assigns 
as his own deliberate judgment.? It is at the geography of the 
Tonians that the Dorian laughs,* and against his own greatest 
predecessor, an Ionian statesman and historian, that he seems to 
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bear a somewhat special grudge." Yet, after all, Herodotus pays 

Tonia the compliment of writing in Ionic,” and of going to Ionic 
sources for a good deal of his history, which is, moreover, to some 

extent a not unfriendly history of Ionian states.2 Even here the 

discoloration of his narratives is arguably due more to the 

condition of his sources than to personal bias or ill-will. The 

eonduct of the Ionians on the Danube comes from a tainted and 
interested source, and in any case the discredit, such as it is, lay 
primarily with the tyrants, whose political dependence on the 
Persian it is one of the merits of the story to exhibit.© The - 

' story of the Ionian revolt looks, in part, like a justification of the 
Athenian hegemony and empire. The Athenians could insist 
upon their ‘metropolitan’ relation to the Ionians, when it suited 
them.’ Grote, in his politic way, drew a parallel and contrast 
between the battle of Lade and the battle of Salamis, and pointed 
the moral, that it justified the subsequent overlordship of Athens :° 
he forgot, however, to ask how far this moral had already been 
at the making of the story. Of a truth the moral of the three 
enslavements of Ionia? was that the Ionians were incapable of 
liberty, and had but a choice of masters. This judgment is 
historically verified; but the particular stories which illustrate 
it may have been affected in the telling by the foregone con- 
clusion. Moreover, it was difficult to do justice to the almost 
unaided and all but successful effort of Ionia to emancipate itself 
from foreign and domestic lords, without seeming to censure the 
policy and inaction of Athens and of Sparta during the revolt.”® 

The anachronistic spirit, the element of afterthought, are no- 

where more conspicuously present than in the story of Marathon. 

15. 36, 125 f.; 6. 137 f. (2. 148). 
_ The absence of any clear acknowledg- 
_ ment of the works of Hekataios among 
_ his own sources (notwithstanding 2. 123) 
_ is not a proper indictment against Hero- 
_ dotus ; but the omission of the name of 
Hekataios in 6. 42 (ep. Diodor. 10. 25) is 
suspicious. 

* Ionic of one sort was his native 
language, cp. Hicks, Manual, No. 21. 
But Hat.’s style is literary not lapidary. 
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_ Chios 6. 27. 
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In spite of the consciousness that things have changed in Athens 
since then, even the constitutional position is misconceived, and 
in other respects there is hardly an element in the later Mara- 
thonian legend which is not already present in the story as told 
by Herodotus. One legitimate conclusion from this observation 
is in favour of assigning a relatively late date to the compilation 
of that story. This topic is, however, so fully discussed else- 
where* that it is needless to pursue it farther in this place. It 
is not, however, merely in the three great subjects, which occupy 
respectively the fourth, fifth and sixth Books of Herodotus, that 
the influence of late reflection upon the story of the past may 
be detected supplying elements of moral and literary motive, as in 
the story of the Scythic campaign; of political bias, as in the 
accounts of the Ionian revolt and the Ionians generally; of 
patriotic exultation, as in the story of Marathon: the same 
influence is to be discovered, here more strongly, there more mildly, 
in almost every compact and complete story in these Books, 
whether belonging to the direct narrative, or to one or other of 
the numerous asides. If the story of Pheretime’s revenge suggests 
a pious moral,’ the story of the escape of Kyrene from the 
Persian yoke is a transparent apology for the unpatriotic attitude 
of that state in the Medic wars.2 ‘The story of Alexander and 
the young men in women’s apparel lies under similar suspicion.* 
The story of the Naxian expedition can hardly be taken aw pred 
de la lettre.’ The story of the reception of Aristagoras at Sparta 
is largely a suppressio veri and a suggestio falsi.© The account of 
the first campaign of Mardonios is plainly coloured by the desire 
to discredit one of the most brilliant enemies of Hellas.’ In his 
account of the Parian expedition Herodotus has almost demon- 
strably gone out of his way to prefer a less historical version in 

the interests of a moral theory.° 
The case is not very different with the stories which have 

little or nothing to do with the Persian wars. Afterthought of 
one kind or another has been at the making of them, and has 
diminished their historical authority. They are not pure tradi- 

tions or memorials, they are inversions, or perversions, of the 

facts to an extent varying from case to case. The story of the 

1 Cp. Appendix X. 4 5. 18-20. 7 6. 43-45. 

2 4, 205. 5 5, 32-34. 8 6, 132-135. 

3 4, 208. 6 §. 49-51. 
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Minyae at Sparta inverts the actual facts in the political interests 
of the existing situation. The stories of the colonisation of Thera 

and of Kyrene are similarly, if not to the same extent, affected by 
existing interests.” The story of the origin of the dual royalty 
is manifestly an aetiological fiction. The records of Sparta, in 

the reign of Kleomenes, form a series of stories, in which the 

pragmatic or fictitious elements vary from comparative innocence 
and obscurity in the account of Dorieus,* to the astounding 

impositions to be detected in the stories of the Argive war,’ and of 
the death of Kleomenes.° It is comparatively well with us, when © 

instead of a rationalised history we have good anecdotes, the 
saving of Kypselos,’ the advice of Thrasybulos’ the necromancy 
of Periandros,’ the wealth of Alkmaion,’ the wedding of Agariste,4 
the horrors of Lemnos: for in these cases the reader, who could 
fail to suspect the presence of the ‘ well-born falsehood, is capable 
of accepting the story of the Clever Thief as sober history, and 
must be left to provide his own canons of historic probability. 

§ 18. A very erroneous impression would remain if the detec- 
tion and exposure of the large element of fiction, of afterthought, 
the sport of fancy or the more calculated result of local interests, 
were to be taken as depriving the tales told by Herodotus of 
substantial historical value, or denying to Herodotus the possession 
of a critical faculty. The true appreciation of the historical value 
of the work of Herodotus does not le simply in the substitution 
of one point of view for another. Doubtless the damage under- 
gone in depreciating his work regarded as history of a past 
that was past to him, is compensated to a greater or less extent 
by the gain which accrues from discovering in it traces, evi- 
dences, influences of his own times, which are past to us. But 
the historical value of the work of Herodotus is very far from 
exhausted by that consolatory substitution of a history of the 

_author’s present for the author’s history of the past. It must, of 
course, be remembered that there is much in the work which 

_professedly deals with matter open to the writer’s own observa- 
tion, either actual or potential; all that must rank now as his- 
torical, in the first degree, saving so far as exception is taken 

1 4, 145 ff. 5 6. 76-82. 5 5. 92. 1 6, 126-180. 
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successfully, on the score of deliberate and wilful misstatement— 
of which in these three Books there is little or none established : 
or so far as allowance has to be made for scientific error, as in 
geographical measurements and so on—in which cases the matter 
falls into the second degree, and remains valuable as a contribu- 
tion to the history of science and of literature. But over and 
above all matters belonging professedly to his own time, or 
reducible to a value of that kind, the historical value of the work 
of Herodotus must be sought in the results of two applications of 
critical method. In the first place, it is but seldom in the work 
of Herodotus that we are dealing with mere myths, even mere 
legends, against the utilisation of which, for historical purposes, 
Grote brought a heavy, perhaps an irrefutable, indictment.t In 
the stories told by Herodotus we are dealing, almost invariably, 
with historic persons and with historic conditions. It is 
doubtless partly due to this cause that in a large number of 
cases, even where other evidences, literary or monumental, direct 

or indirect, are not forthcoming, the attempt may still be made, 
not without success, to sift the fact from the fiction, and to deter- 

mine, with some probability, the actual course of events. Not 
very much reflection is required to show that our knowledge to- 
day of the course of Greek history and affairs for the generation 
that closed the sixth and opened the fifth century B.c. is based 
mainly upon the work of Herodotus; and the period (519-489 
B.C.) covered by these Books may be extended with no less 
assurance at least ten years later, and may be run back at least 
to the age of Peisistratos,? if not to the age of Gyges and Psam- 
metichos, when the whole work is taken into the account. Beyond 
that epoch an indefinite vista opens back into the origins of 
Hellenic and non-Hellenic societies, to which the contribution of 

Herodotus is not inconsiderable. The one simple test of the 
transcendent value of the work of Herodotus as a substantial 
basis and source for ancient history is the question: What 
would the world now-a-days know of the subject if the work of 
Herodotus had never been written? The one fatal error is to 

1 The historical value of myths and useless, yet taken in connexion with other 
legends, by the way, is distinctly on the evidences, archaeological and anthropo- 
rise again. Recentresearch seems toshow _ logical, they yield a valuable deposit. 
that although myth and legend, taken 2 raira mpd ris Ileowrpdrou HAuKlys 
by themselves, are almost worse than éyévero, 5. 71. 
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treat the work, in each of its three parts, in every Book, in each 

natural sub-division, in each particular story, or anecdote, as 

equally historical or unhistorical, as equally valuable or valueless, 

for historical purposes. The historical value of the work varies 
from volume to volume, from Book to Book, from chapter to 

chapter, almost from sentence to sentence. But if the time is 

gone by when the work could be dismissed as a ‘pack of lies, 
the time is equally gone by when the mere citation of a Book 
and chapter of Herodotus can be taken as definitive. The 
nature of the statement in itself, the nature of the context, agree- 

ment or difference with other statements, or with alternative 

versions, the source, obvious or probable, the interest, if any, and 

the general probabilities of the case must all be reckoned with 
before positive authority is conceded; doubtless with the result 
that, in a large number of cases, the version, account or statement 

of facts preserved by Herodotus will be dismissed as untrue, or at 
best admitted as possible. 

In the second place, itis worth while to observe that there is 
a mass of particular statements of fact in the work of Herodotus, 
which may pass almost unchallenged into the historical order. 
The work of Herodotus is an artful maze or labyrinth of partic- 
ular stories, held together by a master plan: many, perhaps the 
majority, of these stories are artistically complete, each in itself. 
But such art is suspect. It is the mcomplete story, the casual 
reference, the statement of fact, which has little or no relation to 

its context, which is most likely, caeterts paribus, to be historical. 
Where no other purpose is to be served by a statement, the pur- 
pose served is the purely historical interest. Where a statement 
occurs, not as part of a more or less obviously pragmatic story, 

but simply because it is in itself known to the author and worthy 
of mention, the probability is that the statement is true. For 

_ example, the very fact that the notice of the Phoenician circum- 
navigation of Libya occurs in the fourth Book,' and not as an 
item in a systematic account of the maritime policy of Neco in 
the second Book, is an additional argument in favour of its 
f historic reality. Again, the story of the Scythic expedition is 
Mainly fictitious, but the casual notice that Dareios recrossed 
into Asia from Sestos,? an action apparently inconsequent and not 

1 4, 42. 24, 143. 
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explained, is eminently credible on that very account. The story 
of the interview between Kleomenes and Aristagoras’ is open to 
many adverse criticisms; but who will doubt the mention of 
the pinax exhibited by Aristagoras to be based upon a genuine 
Spartan memory?’ The story of the Plataean alliance makes 
Kleomenes a chief agent;* this detail, and indeed the whole 
story, 1s all the more authoritative seeing that Herodotus has not 
rationalised the matter by bringing it into chronological conformity 
with the expeditions of Kleomenes recorded in the fifth Book. 
Conversely, it seems more probable that the conspiracy of Niko- 
dromos in Aigina* is genuine history than that it is correctly 
chronologised, for it occurs in a context where Herodotus seems 
to have lost his way in an inconsequent attempt to systematise 
the history of the Aigineto-Athenian feud. 

§19. As hardly anything is known of Herodotus apart from 
what is to be learnt from his work,” it is small profit to argue from 
his character or reputation apart from the work. But the analyt- 
ical estimate of the historical authority of the work in its various 
component parts, divisions, elements and factors may seem unsatis- 
factory to two classes of students: those, on the one hand, who 

have appraised the whole work in every part at the value to be 
set upon its best elements; those, on the other hand, who haye 

involved the whole and every part in a condemnation, hardly 
justifiable even if limited to its weakest spots. But the times are 
now favourable for a discriminative verdict, and the methods in- 

dicated in the preceding pages, and applied in those which follow, 
will probably commend themselves to scholars and historians as 
sound, however great the difference of opinion may be on the results 
in detail. Perfect agreement cannot be expected im regard to 
particular cases and passages. It should, however, be universally 
recognised that the most stringent application of historical and 
critical methods to the text of Herodotus leaves the work 
irremovably and irreplaceably at the head of European prose 
literature, whether in its scientific or in its artistic character. To 

those capable of realising intelligently the conditions under which 

15, 49-51. 5 The external evidences are pur- 
2 See Grote iii. 497. The map _ posely excluded from the purview of this 

made more sensation at Sparta than at  néroduction to the three Books contained 

Athens. in this volume ; the internal evidences, 

3 6, 108. so far as they are obtainable from these 
4 6. 88-90. Books, are considered § 21 infra. 
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Herodotus collected and composed his materials, the growing 
wonder must be the triumphant issue of his labour in a work 

which is not merely a monument of his own genius, a mirror of 

his own times, but an almost inexhaustible treasury of knowledge 
respecting times that were to him, as to us, past and gone. 
It must be admitted that a writer capable of offering readers 
or hearers such a story as the story of the Scythian expedition 
for a sober or serious version of actual events, does not compose 
history on our principles, and falls far short of the standard 
announced by his junior contemporary Thucydides.’ On the other - 

_hand, it may be easily perceived that a premature application of 
the methods of Thucydides to the subject, or great series of sub- 

‘jects, which form the theme of Herodotus, might only have led 
‘to a result of far less historical value and authority than the 
‘actual work now in our hands. Herodotus might have gained 
‘consistency and forfeited truth: exterminated the evidences and 
‘obtained a personal verdict: established his own authority by 
‘obliterating his authorities. His method of telling stories has pre- 
‘served more history for us than would otherwise have survived 
ithe later and more systematic pragmatism of the fifth and fourth 
‘centuries B.C. He is for us the first historian because he is the 
Hast, or at any rate the best of the Logographers. He preserves the 
thistoric material even where he does not use it historically. His 
merits as a writer, as an artist, as a prose-poet are generally recog- 
mised. It is something to have written the best story-book in 

(Greek literature, perhaps in European literature. No other Greek 
ywriter has covered so large a world with so full a population of 

Hiving and immortal men and women as Herodotus (no, not even 
is master, Homer). The work of Herodotus is a prose Iliad and 

Odyssey in one, rich in episodes and details, and more indis- 
utably one and indivisible than either Epos. Had occasions or 
shions served, Greek playwrights might have gone to Herodotus 
to an almost inexhaustible mine of plots and subjects for 
gedy and comedy. His pathos is profound: his humour 
nite. Neither the superstition nor the sophistry of his age affects 

im so deeply as to distort irremediably the mirror which he holds 
to the ages and generations of the world as he knew it. 

Jpon the whole, he is not merely the most delightful but the 

PN) Mah (oe Pe Pa 
VOL. I 16 
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most instructive of the Hellenes. The mind reflected in his pages 
is sane and sage. We moderns are baffled by his art and genius: 
the results look more like the voices of many peoples than the 
utterance of one man. We can hardly understand how an early ad- 
venturer accomplished so much. We can hardly tell whether the 
wonderful effects are due to design or to accident. The work is 
a problem, a store-house of problems, in art as well as in history. 
It is enough to engage the attention of many students and com- 
mentators from many points of view. Each generation looks at 
it in something of a fresh light, finding new interests in it, and 
new solutions for its problems. No consideration of it has been 
final, and none has been complete. Nor is any commentary 
superfluous, or unserviceable, which succeeds in asserting fresh, or 
forgotten, aspects of the work as a whole, and in elucidating the 
character and value of its component parts or elements. In 
regard to the portion here immediately under view, three problems, 
or groups of problems, remain to be discussed, albeit their fuller 
solution may require the exploration of the whole work. There 
remain for discussion problems concerning the sources from 
which these Books have been drawn; concerning the evidences 
afforded by these Books in regard to the author’s researches and 
autopsy ; concerning the materials contained in these Books for 
an estimate of his own conscious mind and methods. With these 

three groups of problems severally the remainder of this Intro- 
duction deals. Only when the two former have been, at least 
provisionally, described, can we be in a position to complete, 
provisionally, our estimate of the genius of Herodotus, by in- 
cluding therein his qualities, as critic and philosopher. 

§ 20. In regard to the Sources from which Herodotus derived 
so much of these Books as cannot be matter of his own creation, 

mere general statements, or a mere abstract classification, cannot 

be of much service. Here, as with every important problem con- 

cerning the composition of the work, it is essential to distinguish 
between part and part, element and element, story and story, 
sometimes almost sentence and sentence. The old-fashioned 
view that the work of Herodotus, as a whole, was the product, or 

redaction, of oral tradition has been much discredited of late ;* 

yet it may be found, on further examination, to be the most prob- 

1 Op. especially, H. Panofsky, de Historiae Herodoteae fontibus, Berlin, 1884. 
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able and reasonable account to be given of the last three Books.! 

Further, if coupled with the hypothesis that the last three Books, 

the third volume of the Histories as we have them, formed 

originally a substantive work, or at least were substantially com- 
plete, before the previous volumes assumed their present form, 
that view would go some way towards explaining the semblance 
of oral tradition, which the work undoubtedly wears in every 
part. The predominant nature of the sources for the last part of 
the work, which first engaged the author, has, on this hypothesis, 
deeply affected the form and character of the work as a whole, 

.and in every part. At the same time it will be generally recog- 
nised that the mere occurrence of the formulae of oral tradition is 
far from justifying the inference that the passage in which they 
occur is based wholly and solely on bare word of mouth. There 
is an extreme ambiguity in the employment of such formulae in 
Herodotus’ diction, as in the usage of our own language at the 
‘present day, and the formulae proper in the first instance to the 
word spoken are freely used of the word written. The word may 
have been written in order to be read aloud and heard; it remains 

legible but inaudible, or only potentially audible. A few crucial 
‘eases will prove that the formulae of the living voice occur in 

|) passages not derived by the author from oral tradition : 
(1) Herodotus applies the terms of oral tradition to his own work, 

‘which is manifestly and explicitly a written work. He ‘speaks’ 
-—one ‘says’ it naturally—of his whole work as a Ndyos,” and of 
|portions of it as Xdyou,* and in referring from one part, or passage, 
‘in the written work to another, he uses the phraseology of audible 

‘speech.* He also naturally uses the more precise term applicable 
to written words,’ and he uses terms which are ambiguous and 

indifferent.’ Thus, although similar phraseology is undoubtedly 
‘used of spoken speech,’ it is obvious that the formulae in them- 

_* Op. § 21 infra. 
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selves carry little weight in deciding whether material introduced 
under them has come to Herodotus from a strictly oral source or 
not. 

(2) He cites in terms proper to oral statement, sources, or authori- 
ties, which were undoubtedly not living voices, but manuscripts, in 
prose or verse. Thus Hekataios, the only prose-writer whom he 
expressly names, is an av7p Novyorrovos,! and in quoting from one 
of the written works of Hekataios, Herodotus uses most emphatic- 
ally the phraseology of oral speech.2 Exactly similar terms are 
used of the manuscript of the Arimaspea, attributed to Aristeas, 
side by side with references, in the same terms, to genuinely 
vocal statements. It is therefore obvious that Herodotus not 
merely applies the terminology of oral speech to his own work and 
writings, but cites the written works of other writers in similar 
formulae. 

(3) The point here asserted is further established by the 
observation that Herodotus, in referring to documents, which he 

may or may not have seen, but the existence or contents of which 
he reports, uses in regard to them language proper to living 
voices. The oracles found by Kleomenes in the Athenian 
Akropolis and carried to Sparta are vocal.* The tripods at 
Thebes say their say in incised hexameters,’ and the inscriptions 
of Dareios tell their own story... Two notable documents are 
unfortunately silent, or indifferent, in the pages of Herodotus, 

the despatch of Dareios to Megabazos, ordaining the transporta- 
tion of the Paionians,’ and the ‘bible’ of Histiaios, which came 

into the hands of Artaphrenes.® Similarly indifferent is the term 
used of the word or words tattooed on the head of the trusty 
messenger from Histiaios to Aristagoras®; but it will hardly be 
contended that in any of these cases the language of audible 

1 5. 36, 125 (cp. 2. 143). 
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speech, if applied to the written message, would have been sur- 
prising, or anomalous, judged by the practice of Herodotus, or 

even by our own. If, then, in regard to his own written work, 

in regard to the manuscripts of his predecessors, and in regard to 
written documents, which he has occasion to cite or mention in the 

course of his narrative, Herodotus freely uses the language of 
oral speech, it is obvious that the use and prevalence of such 
formulae in respect to his sources, or authorities throughout, is 
very far in itself and by itself from proving that he did not em- 
ploy written authorities to a considerable extent. In short, so 

freely are the terms Dédyos, Aéyewv, pact et sim. used of written 
authorities that, except where Herodotus expressly notifies oral 
communications, it is difficult to be sure that he is not using a 
written source in regard to matters which certainly, or probably, 
had been committed to writing before his time. This conclusion 
may serve at least as a corrective to exaggerated assumptions in 
regard to the place of the vox viva among Herodotus’ sources. 

A second corrective to exaggerated views of the extent of 
Herodotus’ oral sources is supplied by a canon, to be expressed as 
follows: the nominal citation of authorities by Herodotus cannot 
be taken, without further criticism, as proof that he himself had 
the statement, or passage, so introduced, from the authorities so 
named, much less from those authorities im loco. It cannot 

safely be assumed that, when Herodotus names any nation, tribe 
or corporation as authority for a story, or a statement, he has him- 
self had the matter from the lips of men of that nation, tribe or 
city, still less that he has visited and conversed with them in 

their native place. There are several other possibilities, which 
are not excluded by the methods and standards of Herodotus. 
As the story, apparently based on oral information, may be 
derived by Herodotus from a written authority, so the nominal 

authority for the story may have been taken over by him from 
his written source.’ Or again, authorities quoted nominally to 
him in conversation may reappear in his text at first hand. 
_ Even in cases where he may be quoting information given to him 
by word of mouth, and by the men named in his text, he may 

1} Cp. Wiedemann, Herodots zweites Aegypter als Gewihrsmiinner genannt 
_ Buch (1890), p. 25 (following Diels), sind, ist die Quelle Hekatiios, dem diese 
| Sogar an einzelnen Stellen, an denen die Ursprungsangabe mit entnommen wurde. 
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have encountered his informants elsewhere than in their native 
places. Thus, for example, when Carthaginians are cited, we are 
not justified in concluding that Herodotus had been in Carthage, 
for he might have met Carthaginians elsewhere, in Sicily, in 
Egypt; nor in concluding that he had conversed with Cartha- 
ginians at all, for he might have found the Carthaginians quoted 
as authorities in a book, or might have heard them so quoted in 
conversation. Nor is this all: another and less obvious possi- 
bility must be contemplated. The nominal citation of an 
authority may be due to an inference, an act of judgment, on the 
historian’s part. Thus, for example, after narrating the end of 
Kleomenes, Herodotus records no less than five explanations of 
the king’s awful doom, four of them agreeing in one point, that 
the end of Kleomenes was a divine judgment for a crime, but 
differing as to the particular crime for which it had been divinely 
ordered. The Argives, the Athenians, the Hellenes generally, 
each had their own theory of the particular crime in question ; 
Herodotus himself differed from all three on this point; the 
Spartans raised the previous question, and explained the madness 
and death of the king on purely natural grounds.? For his own 
theory Herodotus is, of course, himself responsible. He had cer- 
tainly been in Sparta ;* and the nature of the account in itself — 
makes it probable that he reports the Spartan view at first hand. 
But how did he arrive at the Athenian, the Argive, the general — 
Hellenic views? It cannot be denied that Herodotus may have 

questioned Athenians in Athens, Argives in Argos, and Hellenes 
generally, either in Hellas generally or at Delphi in particular: 
but neither can it be denied that the report and assignment of 
the views severally might be, to a greater or less extent, the 
result of inference on the part of Herodotus himself, or of his 
informants, or authorities. The actual facts as accredited must, — 

of course, have been first published or made known by Spartans. 
Once the Spartan statement of fact was accepted, any Greek 
might infer without much hesitation the view which Athenians, 
or Argives, or Hellenes would take of its significance: the — 
Athenians would see in the Spartan king’s doom the expiation of © 
a crime on Attic soil, the Argives would transfer the motive to — 

1 4, 43 Kapynddviol efor of Aéyovres: 195 Aéyovor Kapyxnddvior: 196 A€youor dé ; 

Kal rdde Kapxnddvio. 2 6. 75, 84. 3 3. 55. val 
oe 
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Argos, while Hellenes in general would turn with more pious 

satisfaction to the crime against the common sanctuary. Even if 
any statements made by the historian were due to inferences, or 
combinations of his own or of others, they might have some truth 

in them. In the present instance, however, there are two special 

reasons for doubting whether the nominal authorities introduced 

by Herodotus, for the various views reported, would have stood in 
every case the test of verification on the spot. In the first place, 
Herodotus is here, to some extent, ‘improving the occasion,’ having 

his own particular theory on the subject to ventilate ; something is 
gained for the main issue by the widespread consensus as to the » 
supernatural significance of the event, something is gained for the 
historian’s own hypothesis by the conflict among three other rival 
hypotheses. In the second place, the story, though necessary in 
order to bear out the alleged theory of the Argives, is not an 

Argive but a Spartan story. We are in possession of the Argive 
version of the war with Kleomenes, and it differs materially from 
the story in Herodotus.’ The particular outrage on the grove of 
Argos is not, indeed, excluded by the Argive story, but the purely 
Spartan account of the war, given by Herodotus, seems to make 

it doubly improbable that Herodotus had consulted Argives, 
whether in Argos or elsewhere, touching this whole matter. Had 
he done so, he could hardly have remained ignorant of the Argive 
version of the affair, some points in which are almost necessary 
to explain inconsequences or obscurities in the Spartan story, 
which he follows; and ignorance is here the sufficient explanation 
of their omission. It is not, however, on this or any particular 
instance alone that the case stands for allowing room for inference, 
judgment, hypotheses in the nominal citation of authorities by 
Herodotus. Other considerations supervene. It has been generally 
allowed that Herodotus was not acquainted with any language but 

_ Greek.? Though he cites Scythians,* Libyans,‘ Persians,’ Lydians,° 
Carthaginians,’ and other ‘ barbarian’ authorities, he cannot have 

conversed with them in their own languages. If he is not quoting 

1 Op. notes to 6. 76-82, and Appendix < 4S W887, LOM 
pay It. 

2 Op, Ed. Meyer, Forschungen (1892), 5 6. 54 (ws 6é 6 [rapa] Iepréwy Abyos 

pp. 192 ff., for “die entscheidenden  €Y¢74): 

Belege.” Hy 6 4, 45 (Avdol, pduevor xrX.). 
3 4. 5, 8, 79, 103 (adrol Taiipor), 105, 

142, ete. 7 Ul.cit. supra. 
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interpreters, or written authorities, or barbarians who spoke Greek, 
or Greeks who named the barbarians cited, he is giving the 
ultimate source inferentially, How easily such inferences are 
made, and with what good show of reason, may be demonstrated 
by our own methods in dealing with the text of Herodotus itself. 
Herodotus does not always nominate his authorities or sources, 
immediate or ultimate; but we can generally supply the omission 
with a greater or less assurance from self-evident or internal 
indications. Thus the origines of the story of the battle of Mara- 
thon are not specified ; but who can hesitate long to ascribe it to 
Athenian traditions ?4_ The speech put into the mouth of Leoty- 
chides might have been heard in Athens, or in Sparta; but is a 
Delphic source to be regarded as inadmissible ?? The conjec- 
ture of Schweighauser, which actually introduces nominatim the 
Lakedaimonians instead of the Athenians as authorities in the 
story of the liberation of Athens, is based upon a consideration of 
the subject matter and the method of the story itself? It is 
a legitimate exercise of critical discrimation to assign, upon the 
evidence of such internal indications, various portions, longer and 
shorter, in the work of Herodotus to the sources from which he 

derived the matters in question, immediately or mediately ; and 
this operation he may himself have already practised upon his 
raw materials. In fine, some room must be allowed, in the 

nomination of authorities by Herodotus, for the play of inference 
on his part; although the practical result is not so much to invali- 
date the evidence of his nominees as to restrict the supposed area 

of his travels, and the activity of his conversation.* 
On the other hand, if the dependence upon oral information 

were to be restricted to the passages wherein it is expressly cited 
by the historian, or implicitly ascertained, it would be all too 
much diminished and denied. Herodotus but seldom expressly 
notices that a statement, anecdote, or story has been imparted 
to him by word of mouth; and the statements so introduced 
are not always of much historical importance.° For the most 

1 Cp. Appendix X. 5 4. 16 dxon éétxécOac geographical 
25GreoOs information, cp. c. 24. Similar formula 
3 5. 68, note ad l. in c. 192 (animals of Libya) without dxo7 : 

4 For further exercises of the his- 4. 183 dxovowev (swiftness afoot of the 

torian’s own judgment (yrvwun) cp. § 22  ‘Troglodytes) not perhaps quite con- 

infra. clusive. The formula 4. 105 ad fin. 
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part the express signals of this evidence occur in connexion with 
relatively trivial matter and anecdotes. It is also observable 
that they occur chiefly in the fourth Book. The geography, 

ethnography, and anthropology of Herodotus are largely matters 
of hearsay:* historical subjects which fall within his own life- 
time, or shortly before, are presumably reported from oral or 

visual sources; doubtless also a large and indefinite amount of 
what goes to make up his main narrative is drawn or reinforced 
from oral tradition, conversation, anecdote, not infrequently 

heard and gathered in connexion with visible monuments and 
memorials of the past. But an examination of the actual 

‘phraseology of Herodotus throws us back, in the main, for the 
delimitation of the portions or elements based exclusively on 
oral testimony, of one kind or another, upon considerations other 
than the express guarantee of the writer himself. 

A similar remark holds in regard to the matters reported on 
ithe evidence of the writer’s own eyesight. From the nature of 
ithe case it could only be geographical and ethnographical facts, 

jand so-called archaeological evidences, which Herodotus might 
‘owe to this source. It is again remarkable how little is expressly 
‘and explicitly referred thereto. In the three Books here im- 

mediately in question there are only three express appeals to the 
author's own eyesight.? There are, besides, half-a-dozen passages 
sat most, in the fourth Book, where the actual phraseology may be 
ttaken to imply autopsy on the writer’s part. These passages 
fare again comparatively unimportant, and their chief interest les 
iin the light they throw upon the problems of the writer’s life and 

“esp. the words duvfor 6é AéyorTes) looks 
ery like a personal reminiscence ; yet it 
ight be based on second-hand authority. 
en the term rv@éc0a, which frequently 
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ed as absolutely unambiguous. 4. 
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well indicated in 4. 27. 
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4, 74 (cannabis), 81 (the krater of Pau- 

sanias) suggests a similar experience on 
the writer’s part, as also the words és uy 
mapamrém\wke in c, 99 (Sunion). On 
the other hand dwrépawéy mor és byw c. 
81 (krater at Exampaios) and datvovot 
ec. 82 (the footprint of Herakles) are 
less conclusive: while the ére és ue c. 

124 can only refer to hearsay. 
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travels. If we are prepared to extend largely, and indefinitely, 
the range of autopsy as of oral tradition, or intercourse, among 
the sources from which Herodotus drew his material, it is less on 
the strength of express phraseology than upon implicit or uncon- 
scious indications, and upon what may be called the general 
probabilities of the case. Thus, although it cannot be admitted 
that Herodotus visited all the places he describes, and even 
describes well, or reviewed all the tribes and tribal institutions on 
which he reports, or saw all the monuments and works of art 
which he mentions, yet it is quite certain that he had seen such 
objects in the principal centres of Hellenic life} and morally 
certain that he had seen a vast number, which he does not happen 
to mention. The importance of this observation in regard to the 
Histories of Herodotus, and their sources, lies less in establishing 
the authority of these notices for the service of archaeology than 
in suggesting that every such monument was a nucleus for oral 
tradition, ad that the effect of temples, tombs, sacred and state 

buildings, public and private monuments, in preserving indirectly, 
as well as directly, the records of the past for Herodotus and his 
contemporaries can hardly be exaggerated. The appeal to these 
evidences by Herodotus is often direct, though not always critical ; 
but, in estimating the sources from which his information is derived, 
it is necessary to make large allowance for a mass of tradition, 
which he acquired by hearsay, in view of such monuments, material 
objects and evidences.” : 

Kiss 

1 Samos 4. 88, 152; 6. 14. Delos éxpjoavro) ; and the same story furnishes 

4, 34, 85. Athens 5. 77, 89 (5. 63; 6. ina note the explanation of such trans- 

116); 6. 108. Sparta (8. 55); 6. 61. fers (6. 111 dad radrys ogi THs udxns 
Thebes 5. 59. Delphi 4. 162. Thasos  xr\.). To matters of ritual and cult 
6. 47. Byzantion 4. 87. Metapontion 
4.15. Sybaris 5. 45. (Sicily 3. 47 2) 

2 Blakesley in his Introduction pp. 

xxv. ff. laid just emphasis upon the im- 
portance of temples, and temple-meet- 
ings (ravnytpes), as sources of myths, 

traditions, chronicles. Later criticism 

has pointed out the probable transfer of 
points, acts, features from cult-practice, 

or ritual, to the historical record. To 

such a source has been traced (see A. 
Mommsen, Heortologie p. 211) one of 
the strangest exaggerations in the story 
of Marathon (6. 112 dpéum és modeulous 

may be ascribed not a little in the story 
of the Atheno-Aiginetan wars, even if 
the inferences have come to Herodotus — 
ready-made (5. 82-88, 89); from that 
source may have been borrowed details 
in the stories of the Minyae (4. 146), and 

of the Macedonian reception of the Per: 
sians (5. 20). To this source has been 

traced some elements in the story or 
stories of the Argive war (6. 77, 81, an 
Plutarch, Mor. 245). The extent to 
which historical events have been com- 
memorated by rites, and ritual in turn 
has affected historiography, even in ue 
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From the inscribed monument or object to the written 

authority is but a step, or rather a mere change in terminology, 
for it is hard to say where the monumental evidence ends and 

‘the documentary or manuscript evidence begins. After the com- 
“paratively scanty evidences of autopsy and of hearsay expressly 

‘recorded, or implicitly afforded, by these Books, the large 
‘number of references to literary evidences or documents is the 

‘more striking. Even omitting the inscribed offerings or objects, 
‘we encounter throughout these Books a mass of references, or 
‘citations, explicitly or implicitly based on literary documents, or 
‘written authorities. Some of these cases may be more or less 
problematic: the general result, however, compels the conclusion 
tthat the text of Herodotus is to a large and indefinite extent 
based upon literary sources of one kind or another. It would be 
sa mistake to recognise among these sources only poetical works : 
iand it is important to observe that Herodotus (like Thucydides), 
ywhile referring only to one prose-writer expressly by name, uses 
jphraseology which assumes a command of all existing Greek 
lliterature, whether in verse or in prose. Herodotus will com- 
tmemorate of the kings of the Dorians what no other writer has 
recorded.” The phrase covers prose-authors as well as poets. A 
llittle before he uses terms which imply a control over the whole 
{poetic literature of Hellas.’ 

The incidental references to poetic writers by name bear 
cout the general assumption. Herodotus was not writing a 
thistory of Greek literature, but his incidental citations are 

pportion of the work of Herodotus, is 
probably far from exhausted by the above 

tinstances. The following reff. may be 
erviceable: 4. 7, 33 ff., 95, 105, 180, 189 ; 

55. 1, 12, 22, 47, 57, 61, 66, 67, 83, 88, 
92n, 114; 6. 16, 38, 61, 68, 105, 137f. 

1 Stele of Dareios at Byzantion 4. 87 
at Tearos 91); picture of Mandrokles 
& Samos 4. 88; inscribed tripods at 

¥We now know that the altar of the 
Ntwelve gods was inscribed 6. 108, cp. 
‘Thuc. 6. 54. But besides these, the 
Kraters and other anathemata, tombs, 

ete. mentioned by Herodotus were prob- 
ably inscribed (e.g. 6. 103). 

26. 55 ra dé dAdNoe od KaredaBovro 
ToUTWY pvhunv Tojooua. This phrase 

applies to the particular matter in hand, 
and cannot be generalised into a maxim 
for Herodotus’ whole work. In the 
preceding passage 6. 53 Td Neybueva 
im’ ‘ENAjvwv obviously includes written 
genealogies. 

3 6, 52 Aaxedaiudvioe yap duoroyéov- 
res ovdevi moinry Aéyouot. The Lake- 
daimonian Adyos which follows is 

not necessarily a mere oral tradition, 
nor necessarily derived by Herodotus 
himself from a Lakedaimonian source. 
He may have had it from a Logogra- 
pher. 
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numerous, and imply a background of further possibilities, 
Even in these three Books he cites by name Homer, Hesiod,? 
Aristeas,? Solon, Alkaios,> Simonides* and his reference to Olen? 
may fairly be taken to imply an acquaintance with poems in 
writing, ascribed to the Lykian seer. The references to Aristeas, 
Solon, Alkaios, and Simonides are of especial importance here, as 
they are made in connexion with matters which belong essentially 
to the scheme and subject matter of these Books. The same 
remark governs the reference to the Drama of Phrynichos,’ the 
loss of which leaves us free to conjecture that there is more in 
the text of Herodotus due to that work than appears at first 
sight. The reference to one son of Euphorion® would in itself 
carry an inference to the works of the other, even if Aischylos 
were not elsewhere named ;"? and Aischylos probably had some- 
thing to say to the making of the story of Marathon." Herodotus’ 
acquaintance with the poets may on the whole have had more 
influence on the form, style, and mechanism of his history than 
on its materials and subjects: but his knowledge of the poetic 
literature makes it additionally improbable that he was un- 
acquainted with the prose-writers, such as there were; and if 
his own style was different from theirs, and showed a recurrence — 
to the ideas and principles of literature as a fine art, this very 
reaction, or advance, in itself implies a knowledge of the actual ~ 
state of prose-writing, which particular references further confirm. 
If Herodotus mentions the geographers, the Ionian geographers, 

mainly to ridicule them,” yet it is almost a matter of course that 
he used their materials and knowledge, wherever it seemed to — 
him sound: even as he accepted the genealogies of the. great 
houses, which were certainly in writing.’ It would be difficult to 
exaggerate the importance of such writings for the earlier chrono- 
logy and perspective of Greek history as presented by Herodotus. — 
The loss of the works of Hekataios, and other contemporary 

writers, deprives us of the one complete and satisfactory method 
of determining the exact extent of the actual debt of Herodotus 

1 4. 29, 32 (5. 67). de Bye - (4. 95) does not necessarily involve the 

SrA Sos abe dill: recognition of any writings. 
555190: SIGE Qik 2RO us. 

65. 102. p10u9% 156; ll Cp. Appendix X. 

7 4,35. The description of Pythagoras 12 4,136. : 

as ‘H\Ajvav ovK 6 dobevéoraros copioriys 18 6. 53 (ep. 7. 204; 8. 131). 
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to Hekataios and the Logographers: but to deny it altogether, or 

to reduce it to the bare minimum involved in the explicit or 
demonstrable references,’ is unsound and illogical, and would 
involve, by analogy, the reduction of the oral traditions in the 
work to the passages where the formulae were conclusive, and the 
limitation of the area of Herodotus’ journeys and sightseeing by 
‘the express and indubitable evidence of his autopsy and travels. 

The written authorities, or documents, employed by Herodotus 

‘in the composition of these Books were by no means limited to 
‘authors, whether in verse or in prose. ‘The smaller the element 
recognised as derivable from actual authors the more material 
jremains to be ascribed to other documentary sources. Perhaps 
ithe most indubitable class of documents which reappear in the 
itext of Herodotus is to be found in the oracles, whether in verse 

‘or in prose, whether Delphic, or from some less august revelation. 

‘It is little short of incredible that the isolated oracles, given 
‘originally ex hypothes: to divers persons at divers times and 
‘occasions, and preserved by Herodotus ipsissimis verbis, were simply 
‘reported to him orally. They were certainly preserved in writing 
sat the centres of inspiration, and probably in copies by the cities, 
thouses, or persons immediately concerned.2 The question is 
twhether Herodotus took these oracles over from historical works, 

cor from other documentary sources.2 That collections of oracles 
existed, other than Delphic oracles, in Herodotus’ time is probable, 
sand is supported, out of these Books, by the references to the 
coracles of Laios‘ and others.” That Pythian utterances were less 
«carefully treated seems improbable. In regard to their frequent 

currence in the Herodotean text, there is no necessity for one 

ling and one only: in some cases Herodotus may have had 
ecourse in person to the written source, in others he may 

1 6, 137; 5. 36 (cp. 4. 87); 5. 125; 
8 (2. 21, 22, 36, 143). Grote did 

t hesitate to ascribe to Hekataios’ 

56); 5. 92 (ter); 6. 19, 77, 85. Prose 
An LOR WOL GS, L/S Os Cl0 19) nos 

6. 34, 135 (139). Cp. Scholl, Philologus, 
thority some elements in the story 
the Ionian Revolt (Grote iii. 512). 

his geography Herodotus owed to 
Hekataios probably more than will 

rer be ascertained. Cp. further Diels, 
, xxii., and Ed. Meyer, Forsch- 

en, pp. 153 ff. 
2 Cp. 5. 90; 6. 57. 
% Verse oracles 4, 155, 157, 159; (5. 

x. 43 ff. (1855); Schubring, De Cypselo 

(1862), pp. 54 ff.; Benedict, De oracudlis 

ab Herodoto commemoratis (1871). F. 
Studnicza, Kyrene (1890), pp. 97 ff., 
supports Schéll’s view that the Battiad 
oracles are fragments of an epic narrative 
in oracular form, 

45. 43. 
5 5. 93 (cp. 7. 6; Bakis, 8. 20, etc.). 
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have taken over the divine utterance with the human tradition, 
oral or written. Where the oracles are quoted in prose, 
where the scriptural verse has been obviously dissolved, there the 
intervention of a medium becomes additionally probable. 

Indications in the text of Herodotus seem to suggest the 
hypothesis that he, or his authorities, may have had, among docu- 
mentary sources, copies or abstracts of speeches delivered, or 
reported to. have been delivered, upon certain occasions. Not, in- 

deed, in the speeches inserted as such,! which have sometimes very 
little the appearance of authenticity ; but rather in certain stories, 
which appear to go back to speeches, at least for their raw material. 
The story of the Ionians on the Danube was told, in some shape 
or other, at the first trial of Miltiades, as we may infer with all 
but certainty.2 Herodotus expressly affirms that the stories of 
Marathon and of the taking of Lemnos were articles in the defence, 
on the second trial. It is self-evident that stories used for such 
purposes were not scrupulously accurate. It is not to be supposed 
that political or forensic argument, even in the pre-sophistic age, 
took the child-like form of a string of good stories,* and speakers 
in Herodotus’ pages can reason closely upon occasion ®; but there is 

no inconsequence in maintaining that Herodotus may have owed 
materials for his accounts of historic events, directly or indirectly, — 

Important passages in the story of the Spartan © 
war with Argos are directly traceable to the trial and defence of ~ 
to such occasions. 

alte, 

; 

A 

os 
$ 

j 

1 A large part of the Herodotean text 
is devoted to reporting the words of 
various speakers on various occasions, 

in direct or indirect ‘oration.’ Some 
of these speeches are short, pithy, laconic 
sayings, bon mots, apophthegms, proverbs, 
et sim. (érn, priuara), of which there is 

a very large number. There may have 

been collections of such sayings already 
in manuscript (cp. 4. 148, 149; 5. 28, 

105; 6. 1, 50, 67, 107, 189). In other 
cases the speeches form a dialogue, con- 

versation, deliberation, of a private or of 

a public nature (cp. 4. 79, 97 f., 113 ff, 

118, 126 f., 134, 136, 137, 189; 5. 17, 
23 f., 39 f., 49-51, 106, 108, 111; 6. 
9, 11 f., 68 f., 106). It would be rash 

to suppose that Herodotus had scriptural 

or even oral authority for every such 
case. Another class of cases appears 
somewhat more public and notorious (5. 
49, 79f., 91, 109, 130). Perhaps the ~ 

class of examples most open to suspicion 
is that containing the longest set speeches 
ascribed to individual speakers named, 
e.g. the speech of Sokles, 5. 92; the 
speech of Leotychides, 6. 86 (cp. the 
Aéyor cited 6. 48=3. 80f.). Just for 
these it is most likely that Herodotus 
had written authority or materials, 

2 4, 137 ff., epd. w. 6. 104. 

3 6, 186. . i 
4 As with Sokles 5. 92, or Leoty- 

chides 6. 86. 4 
5 5, 49, speech of Aristagoras (cp. 5. | 

97); 6. 109, speech of Miltiades. 

t 
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Kleomenes, as recorded by Herodotus.t A legal process led to 

‘the deposition of Demaratos, and the pleadings have probably left 
‘their mark on the traditions.” To the prosecution of Phrynichos 

‘might perhaps be traceable this or that item in the story of the 
Ionian revolt.* The Alkmaionids had supplied occasion for 

‘more than one verdict in Athenian history; and it is just 
ipossible that the version of the Kylonian sin (dyos) given by 
Herodotus* may have formed part of the defence on one or 

‘other of these occasions.? It is not clear whether the Athenian 
‘ambassadors to Artaphrenes, who had ‘medized’ first of all 

ifree Greeks, were actually brought to trial or not®; but in any 
«case there were probably speeches in the Lkklesia on the subject, 
ithough it might be rash to assume that any documentary report of 
ithem has reached Herodotus. Acts of the Lkklesia at Athens, or of 

tthe corresponding bodies in other states, are recorded by Herodotus 
‘explicitly, and still more frequently implied, such as alliances, 
ttreaties, declarations of war, legislations, and so on; but whether 

the had written evidence in any of these cases is not obvious. 
TEpigraphic evidence is more probable in such cases than official 
manuscript, and perhaps the source, so far as present in the text, 
iis present in a diluted form, filtered through the medium of oral 
ttradition or literary authority. The phraseology of Herodotus 
lends but slender support to the hypothesis of his having employed 
‘official documents to any considerable extent. We can hardly 
uppose him to have used the Royal Parchments,” and the Ionian 

ocuments referred to by him may have been private documents, 
or is there express mention of his using them.® He had hardly 
een the king’s despatch to Megabazos,? or the papers of 
istiaios.°° In any case the Persian wars doubtless made great 
avoc of such evidences in Athens and in Ionia; and in Sparta 

1 6. 82. 2"6. 65. . the temple of Apollo had been glorified 
me 6. 21. oo ey (alls in literature long before Herodotus told 

5 The Alkmaionid stories (6.125-130), 
hich furnish a set-off to the (Philaid) 

ion of the battle of Marathon, have 

er the appearance of a poetic origin, 
d it seems unlikely that such an event 
the wedding of Agariste was un- 

lebrated in literature and song until 
erodotus arose to commit the story to 
iting ; certainly the completion of 

the story (5. 62, ep. Pindar, Pyth. 7). 
6 5. 73 dareNOdyres és Thy éwuTdv airlas 

peydanas elxov. 

7 Baoirixal dipbépar, Ktesias apud 

Diodor. 2. 32. Op. Hdt. 5. 58. 
OL te De toyy ale 

10 BuBNla, 6. 4. The émiorod of 
Demaratos, 6. 50, may have been a verbal 
message, 
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such documents are less likely to have been accessible or existent. 
It is not, therefore, to any great extent from such sources that 
Herodotus records state acts, though here again the direct 
indications in the text are probably an imperfect measure of 
the extent to which he had such evidences to employ. 

To convert the restrictions above imposed upon the presence 
and importance of direct oral testimony or tradition, among 
the sources of these Herodotean Books, into an attack upon 
the authority and value of the work, would be a strange or per- 
verted exercise of criticism. Here again methodical discrimination 
is, before all things, necessary. It is no doubt satisfactory to be 
as near as possible in time and place to the evidence of the 
senses, to be in direct contact with the eye-witness and the ear- 
witness. We joyfully detach from the work of Herodotus any 
and every fragment which is, or may be, derived from the direct 
evidence of his own senses. But these grains of gold are of 
necessity, as has been shown,? comparatively scanty. In regard 

Be ee eo Ba 

; 
4 
3 

e 

to events they are, from the very nature of the subject, almost 
out of the question. For his historical materials, properly so — 
called, Herodotus was of necessity dependent upon other men. — 
In regard to the main subject of his last volume (Bks. 7, 8, 9), — 
he was able to draw still to a very large extent upon the living © 
voices of contemporaries. For the history of the world previous ~ 
to Dareios this was less and less possible. The history of the 
generation contemporary with the reign of Kleomenes (¢. 519- — 
489 B.c.) in this, as in other respects, occupied an ambiguous 
position. But in any case, if Herodotus had scriptural evidence ] 
for his story, so much the better; for such evidence was nearer 

ee ee eee 

uf oe, 

ee ee eee 

to the events. If he was not the first prose-writer to recount the — 
story of the Ionian revolt, but was the first to attempt the reduction ~ 
of the story of Marathon to writing, the hypothesis might help 
to explain why the earlier story is, in some respects, the better. 

In regard to all those records in these three Books, which . 
carry back the history before the date of the continuous story, | 
the case for literary authorities is proportionately stronger. 
Other things being equal, the earlier the written evidence or 
tradition goes back the better. The case may seem, at first sight, — 

1 #.g. at Athens, 5. 77 (dof); 5.97 Sparta 6. 66, 106, etc. Ionia 6. 
(eynploavro); 6, 21 (émiratay), etc.  (&doge), etc. 2 See § 16 supra. 
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‘to stand differently, in regard to all matters, for which Herodotus 

rmight ex hypothest have had the direct evidence of his own 
ssenses. These matters fall, speaking broadly, into two categories : 

cevents, and facts of geographical, anthropological, or archaeological 

‘interest. For events during his own lifetime Herodotus must 

srank as a first-class witness, even if his knowledge of them was 
‘due as little to immediate observation as to documentary evidence. 
1The other category may seem, at first sight, to stand on a wholly 

‘different footing. But even here further discrimination is de- 
ssirable. Precise archaeological observations may be all the 
better guaranteed if based upon the writer's own senses'; but 
ywith the mass of geographical and ethnological materials 
tin these Books the case stands otherwise. There is nothing 
(derogatory to the authority of these records, as preserved by 
THerodotus, in the supposition that they are based but to a 
ssmall extent upon his own direct observation, and to a con- 

ssiderable extent upon other authorities. The weight of those 
sauthorities is not diminished, but augmented, by the further 

ssupposition that Herodotus is not preserving merely travellers’ 

ttales, commercial or temple traditions about foreign parts, but 
ypopularising, not perhaps altogether without recourse to the arts 
mecessary to make such things acceptable to a wider public, a 

ertegests of Libya,a Periplus of the Pontos, or other works of 
tthe great geographers of Miletos.?, In such works the digested 
esults of generations of travellers and of natural philosophers 

were probably incorporated: Herodotus’ own adventures might 

supply brilliancy or force to his descriptions, but could hardly 
have added much to the actual science of the best men of his 
day in these matters. 

It is not within the scope of this Introduction to attempt 
minutely to determine the space filled by one or other of the 
yarious sources above enumerated in each chapter of these 
Books. Further light is incidentally to be shed on such 
uestions by the succeeding sections, which state and discuss the 

‘urther problems of the composition and contents of the work ; and 
m the Notes and Appendices the principles here obtained are ex- 
mibited in application to the cases of special importance. But to 

1 4, 84, 35, 87; 5.77; 6. 47, ete. 

* Cp. H. Berger, Gesch. d. wissensch. Hrdkunde d. Griechen, i. (1887). 
VOL. I g 
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attempt in a tabular form to determine the provenance of each 
passage or portion of the text would be to transgress all limits of 
probable agreement. The attempt, where made, is doomed to 
speedy wreckage, for want of sufficient evidence, of a decisive | 
nature, internal to the text, and for want of external material to — 
furnish comparisons. We are not, indeed, so completely bound to 
the personal authority of Herodotus as, for example, to the personal 
authority of Thucydides; for Herodotus does afford copious in- 
dications of the sources of his materials: but the indications are 
not sufficiently precise to supersede the personal authority of the 
writer, or to enable us to recover his materials throughout in the 
raw state. From the strictly scientific standpoint nothing less 
than such a result would be completely satisfactory; but such 
a result is beyond attainment. It is, however, worth while to 
carry the elucidation and evaluation of the sources to a point 
where a general agreement may still be obtainable, without going — 
so far, in the way of speculative analysis and reconstruction, as 
to challenge opposition or scepticism at every further stage. . 

§ 21. The problem of the place or places, and date or dates, of 
the composition of the work is twofold. Questions touching the ¥ 

acquisition of the material in the first instance must be dis- — 
tinguished from questions touching its subsequent, or final, ~ 
elaboration into the work as we have it. Probability and m 
internal evidences are in favour of the hypothesis that the 
collection of materials by Herodotus was a work of many years, and ~ 
conducted in many places.’ There is also something to be said for 
the hypothesis that the work in its present form is the result of 
a final and comparatively late redaction by the author himself, 

in which literary unity has been imposed upon or infused into — 
traditions, testimonies, evidences, opinions, which were not all” 

originally contemplated as forming parts of one and the same 
opus. If so much be admitted, nothing compels us to assume that 

1 Dahlmann’s work, Herodot. Aus the direction of exaggeration (pp. 8 ff.). 
seinem Buche sein Leben (Altona, 1824, 

Eng. tr. by G. V. Cox, London, 1845), 
was ‘epoch-making’ for the study of 
the question, and is still worth consult- 
ing. Rawlinson’s first chapter (i.* pp. 
1-34, 1875), while admitting that ‘‘the 

quantum of travel has indeed been 
generally exaggerated,” still errs in 

Stein, even in his last edition of the 

work (vol. i.> 1888), sends Herodotus” 
forth on Forschungsretsen in all den 

Liindern mit deren Beschreibung A 

Geschichte das Werk sich beschaftigt 

The evidence for such journeys is purely 
internal ; their greater extension depends 

upon a less critical interpretation. 
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the various sections, parts, Books, or component parts of Books, 

came into existence in the order which they now occupy in the 
work.! We are free to argue that larger or smaller parts of 

the work, as we have it, were in the first instance projected, and 

to a greater or less extent composed and elaborated, as separable 

stories, before the author conceived and applied the great idea of 

fusing all into a continuous and highly artistic unity. Six such 
well-articulated groups, or systems, of traditions, or histories, can be 

easily detected in the work, even neglecting the masses of material 
concerned with, and presumably drawn in the first resort from, 
local Greek sources: (1) the traditions of the great invasion, as - 

. given in Bks. 7, 8, 9; (2) the Egyptian Zogi, as presented in Bk. 
(3) the Libyan Logi, and (4) the Scythian Logi, together 

forming the fourth Book; (5) the Persian Logi, which fill consider- 
able parts of the first and third Books, and seem to supply, and 
‘ultimately to suggest, the framework and system for the work as 
a whole; lastly (6), the Lydian Zogi, which furnish the bulk of 
‘the first part of the first Book.2 The final redaction or incor- 
poration of these diverse and originally independent materials, in 
whatever condition of relative finish and completion, is approxi- 
‘mately dated by the references to late and contemporary events, 
which are especially frequent in the second ® and third triads of 
Books, and which point conclusively to the opening years of the 
Peloponnesian war as the time when Herodotus laid the last 
‘touches upon his work, though the idea of its complete structure 
‘and final form may have been conceived a good while sooner, 
;and even more or less accomplished. A single passage, the con- 

1E. Ammer’s attempt, in a tract, Hero- 

tdotus Halicarnassensis quo ordine libros 
ssuos conscripserit (1881), to vindicate the 

ffinal order as the original order of com- 
}position, may be taken to show that it 

for those who think different portions 
the work to have been once them- 

selves separate entities, to prove it; and 
ch proof can hardly be forthcoming. 
t that L. Cwiklinski, who has thrown 

much light upon the problems of the 
position of the work of Thucydides, 

ihould be found on the other side, in 
rd to the problems of the composition 
the work of Herodotus, is slightly 

oxical. See his review of Bauer 

(op. c. infr.) in Zeitsch. f. osterr. Gym. 
1879. 

2 Op. A. Bauer, Die Entstehung des 
herodotischen Gteschichtswerkes (1878). 
The unfulfilled promises in regard to the 
"Acctpror Aéyor, 1. 184, ep. 1. 106, may 

fairly be adduced in support of the above 
hypothesis. The unfulfilled promise in 

7. 213 may be regarded as an oversight. 
Whether Herodotus ever contemplated 
monographic treatment of the history 
of any individual Greek state is very 
doubtful ; the monographic appearances 
in his text can be explained by his 
‘contagmination’ of various sources. 

3 Cp. § 16, pp. lxii ff. supra. 
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cluding words of the third Book,’ carries the latest revisory and 
unifying process back over the first volume or triad of Books. 
That process has indubitably made the secret history of the 
genesis and creation of the work, which stands before us as an 
almost perfect whole, difficult, perhaps impossible, to discover. 
But some theories are more probable or luciferous than others. 
It is here assumed that the first great section of the work of 

Herodotus, for which materials were acquired, and to which some 
degree of finality was given, was the story of the great invasion 
in Bks. 7, 8, 9,2 even though, in the present and perfect work, 

these Books are specially rich in references to the events of the 
Peloponnesian war. The date of the visit to Egypt may be fixed 
with approximate certainty to the period between 449-445 B.c., 
or at least between 454-443 B.c.2 That would be the date at } 
which the bulk of the matter in the second Book was obtained, 

and its elaboration might have succeeded before the final revision 

1 3. 160. Cp. Rawlinson ad J. (vol. 
ii.? p. 536). In the first three Books 
there are only some half dozen allusions 
to events later than 478 B.c. ‘This cir- 
cumstance may arise in part from the 
nature of the subject (cp. § 4 supra). In 
the three middle Books there are a 
dozen or so. In the three last Books 
about a score. 

2 This view was suggested, as far back 
as 1854, by Blakesley (see notes 1. 477 
to Bk. 7) and endorsed by Rawlinson 
(iv. p. 1). A. Scholl, Philologus x. (1855) 
pp. 29 ff., also apparently originated it. 
A. Bauer, op. cit., has enforced it ; and 

the arguments of §§ 4, 5 supra, seem to 

tell in its favour. 
3 Hdt. visited Egypt (1) after 460 

B.c., for he mentions the battle of 

Papremis 3. 12; (2) probably before 438 
B.C., for in 2. 148 he mentions, as the 

greatest buildings of the Greeks, the 
temples of Ephesos and Samos; the 
Parthenon was finished in 438 B.c. 
This point is not conclusive, but accept- 
ing the tradition of his settlement at 
Thurii circa 443 B.0., this date may be 
taken as limit. (3) Hdt. visited Egypt 
during a period of Persian supremacy, 

between 460-4438 B.c., and therefore not 

during the period of Athenian supremacy, 
460-455 B.c. His visit therefore falls 

between 455-443 B.c. (4) But from 455- 

449 p.c. Amyrtaeos maintained himself 
in the marshes, and fighting was going 
on ; in 449 B.c. Pausiris was established 
by the Persians in succession to his 
father, 3. 15. Therefore the visit of 

Herodotus may be dated between 449- ; 
443 B.c. The conclusion thus reached 
would be voidable on the hypothesis that 
the notices combined were insertions 4 
on the final redaction of the work ; but the 

combination numbered (3) is especially — 

strong evidence, and the conclusion fits — 
in remarkably well with external proba- 
bilities. The obvious parody on the — 
opening of Herodotus in Aristoph. ~ 
Acharn. 523-529 (425 B.c.) makes it | 

more likely that this part of Hadt.’s — 
work had been recently published, or was _ 
just then notorious, in Athens. Bauer’s 

notion (Herodot’s Biographie, 1878, pp. 

4, 29), that the work of Herodotus was 
quickly antiquated, is hardly reconcilable 
with the reference(s) in Aristophanes, | 

the elaborate, though veiled, polemic of | 
Thucydides, the attack of Ktesias, the | 
respect of Aristotle (including the ’A@yrv. 
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of the work. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the story of 
the revenge of Pheretime and some parts at least of the Libyan 
Logi were obtained in Egypt, but internal evidences in the second 

part of the fourth Book point also strongly to western sources 

and influences, as will appear below. The Scythian Zogi have 
been brought into connexion with the significant expedition of 
Perikles in 444 B.c.1 A more plausible suggestion has never 
been made to account for the visit of Herodotus to Scythia, and 
his interest in the Scyths. The Persian and the Lydian Logi 
remain. It may seem a violent hypothesis to see in them 
materials gathered, or adapted, comparatively so late in the day. | 

_ But there are several considerations which soften the violence. 
Some amount of material may have been in the hands of Hero- 
dotus before he left Halikarnassos for Samos, or Samos for Athens, 

or Athens for the west. The material in the Books here in 
question (1-3) is not by any means indubitably drawn from 
sources accessible only or mainly in Asia: (a) there is consider- 
able room for literary sources which Herodotus might have had 
with him. (0) The Lydian Jogi are saturated with Delphic 
authority ; it is hardly conceivable that Herodotus wrote the first 
part of the first Book before visiting Delphi. (c) Western sources 
are visible in the first volume, notably in the story of Demo- 
kedes ;7 and Kirchhoff, even Kirchhoff, was not strictly accurate 
when he wrote that in the first three Books (or 1-3. 117) there 
is no trace of Herodotus’ residence and journeys in Magna Graecia 
and Sicily ;? but the slight correction necessary only leaves the 
conclusion of Kirchhoff the more unassailable, viz. that the redaction 

of these Books was only undertaken when Herodotus’ travels were 
all but concluded. Assuming, as has here been assumed, that 
the last three Books were the first substantial portion of the work 
projected, and worked out (subject to the modifications subse- 
quently introduced, on the final incorporation and revision of the 

whole), the other six Books of Herodotus are virtually a proem 

1 Duncker, Des Perikles Fahrt in den 
Pontos, Abhandlungen pp. 148 ff., ep. 

_ Geschichte, ix. pp. 95 ff. 
2 3. 129-138. 

* Von seinem Aufenthalte und 
seinen Reisen in Unteritalien und Sicilien 
findet sich in diesen Biichern noch keine 
Spur,” Lntstehungszeit?, p. 7. There are 

not demonstrable traces in the portion 
delimited by Kirchhoff, but 1. 28 f., 94, 
145, 166 f. may count for something ; 
while if we add the remainder of Bk. 3 
the story of Demokedes, as Kirchhoff 
himself, of course, fully recognises, is 

almost inconceivable except as a western 
story. Cp, p. xxxv. supra. 
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to the story of the great invasion, composed out of several more 
or less independent parts, of which the second Book is the most 
obvious, while the fourth Book contains two other parts, only one 
degree less obvious ; but, whether any of these parts ever actually 
existed independently, much more was promulgated before others, 
are questions which the internal evidence will never decide 
authoritatively : for Herodotus’ object never was to write his own 
life, or the history of his travels, or of his work; and his final 
revision of the work has given it such a substantial unity that the 
decisive traces of its genesis are almost hopelessly obscured. 
Thus, for example, the reference in the second volume to criti- 

cisms on a passage in the first’ can never be made to prove that 
the passage in the first volume was written and published before 
the passage in the second, for two reasons: (1) the passage in 
the first volume itself replies to such criticisms, and proves that 
the story told by Herodotus was adversely criticised, and that 
he defended it, either in the first instance, or in the last 

revision; (2) even if the passage in Bk. 6 be taken as a 
reference expressly to the passage in Bk. 3 it would only prove 
that the second passage was written after the first, and not that 
the first had been published and circulated previously. To en- 
counter incredulity, it would have been enough for Herodotus to ~ 
have told the story, or to have read the story aloud, as he might ~~ 
have done at Thurii as well as at Athens. If, however, as is 

equally possible, the assertion in Bk. 3 is directed against critics, 
not of the story as told by him, but of the story as found by 
him, itself perhaps already a more or less notorious story, 
then the critics to whom he replies in Bk. 6 may be-critics not of 
the story as told by him in Bk. 3 but simply of the story; and 
against their incredulity the passage in Bk. 3 already contains a 

protest. 
It remains to review certain passages in these Books which 

point to solutions of the question regarding the time and place, or 
- times and places, in which Herodotus amassed and arranged the 

materials which form the contents of this his second volume, so 

to speak. These Books contain, expressly and explicitly, evidence 

that Herodotus visited Thasos,”? Kyzikos and Prokonnesos,* Thebes,* 

“Cas, 

pilates ii ing Dim ats 

1 6. 43, ep. 3. 80. 34, 14. 
2 6. 47. * 5. 59. 
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Zakynthos,! Metapontion.? Such fixed points involve many others 
intermediate. It may here be taken for granted that Herodotus 
had visited Samos, Delos, Sparta, Delphi, Athens; and the 

general character of the traditions in these Books fully bears out 
these assumptions, which are also supported by particular points 

or phrases in regard to those places.* It is not so easy to carry 
Herodotus in person to Marathon,‘ or to extend his travels in Pelo- 
ponnese to Sikyon*®and Argos.® It is not easy to make out much 
of a case for his autopsy in Asia Minor,’ and only an uncritical 
use of his terminology can carry him into Bactria,’ to Ampe,® or 
to Arderikka.° If it is to be admitted that he may have been in 

_Kypros, and at Amathus, it is not on the strength of the phrase — 

wéxpe ued in the fifth Book.” | 
But in regard to the stories and descriptions in these Books, 

the main problems, under this head, resolve themselves into 
the question of the extent of Herodotus’ travels in the Pontos, 

in Libya, and in the west. 
The Pontos——Passages already quoted, just above, guarantee 

visits to Thasos, the ‘ Hellespont,” as, en route, towns on the Pro- 

pontis, to which may be added with confidence Byzantion.” How 
far Herodotus’ excursions inland into Thrace extended can hardly 

be made out. No critical reader will cite the inscription of the 
Tearos,* or the description of the Lake-dwellings,” as evidence in 
this connexion; nor argue from the course of the Danube,” or the 
geography or ethnography of the Thracians,"’ that Herodotus had 
ever penetrated beyond the coast. A casual phrase on Thracian 
ritual’ carries a stronger suggestion of autopsy without determin- 
ing its area. Nor will any critical reader argue from the de- 
scriptions and measurements of the Pontos, and adjacent waters,!® 
that Herodotus had in person traversed the length and breadth of 

1 4. 195. tainly been to Tyre (2. 44) he may very 
2 4, 15. well have been in Kypros. 
3 For reff. see p. Ixxxii. supra. 12 Cp. 4. 95. 
4 Cp. Appendix X. TEAS Ole Otis 
5 5. 67. 144, 91, 

66. 76. Add Elis (?) 4. 30, 5. 22 1 5, 16. 
| (92 4), 6. 127, ete. 16 4, 48-50, 
7 5, 100 and note ad 1. 7 4, 89-98; 5. 8-10. 

8 4, 204. 18 4, 33 olda 6¢ adrds . . ras Opnixtas 
9 6. 20. kal rds Ilavovldas yuvatkas rd. : ep. 4. 74 
0 6. 119. on kannabis. 
™ 5, 115. As Herodotus had cer- Be th) 90 
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the Euxine, or ever set eyes upon the sea of Azof. ‘The heart of 
the problem is reached when the point arises, whether Herodotus 
ever gat him farther than Byzantion? There is but one passage 
in the fourth Book, and not any elsewhere, which is at all difficult | 
to explain on the supposition that Herodotus stayed his voyage 
at Byzantion. The description of Exampaios, and of the krater 
there,* might seem hardly consistent with candour and honesty, 
if Herodotus had not at least been as far as Borysthenes (Olbia). 
The indication of the site of Olbia, or Borysthenes, would suit 
autopsy, but is not inconsistent with an oral or written source.” 
The supposition that he reached Olbia, however, once granted fits 
in so well with the character of much of the Scythian Log, 

especially the parts descriptive of the land, rivers, manners and 
customs of the people, that it can hardly be resisted. No one, 
however, will carry Herodotus beyond the Tanais on the strength 
of the ruins he reports as extant in his own day,® much less to 
the city of Gelonos even though he corrects ‘ Hellenes’ for an 
error in regard to its inhabitants ;* albeit the misdescription of the 
Crimea® is not conclusive proof that he never sighted its shores, but 
proves at most that he did not approach it on the land side. The 
attempt to construct a map of any country, or district, by simple 
autopsy is one of the grossest fallacies of inspection that can be 
perpetrated ; but it is more likely to be committed by an actual 
visitor than by a mere literateur. Neither the description of the 
Emporion of the Borysthenites as the middle of the Scythian coast® — 
nor the references to other natural or artificial objects’ can prove — 

much; but bearing in mind the obvious principle that Herodotus is _ 

14, 81. See notes ad J. sentations of Scyths with cups at their — 
2 4, 53 mépnv rod lpod émt ro ‘Trane 

Bopuodevetrar karolknvrat. 

SHAD 4s 

44, 108 f. 

F457 99} 

OS AE 

7 The remarks on the blindness of 
the slaves (c. 2) is very far from implying 
a visit to Scythia. The remarks on the 
Enarees (ce. 67, ep. w. 1. 105) are more to 

the point. One might almost fancy that 
Herodotus had heard the Scyths howling 
in the vapour-bath (c. 75). Herodotus 
might easily have seen pictorial repre- 

girdles (c. 10), or have met Scyths else- 

where than in Scythia proper. Those 
who think Herodotus must have goneto ~ 
Scythia to see snow (c. 31, cp. 50) may ~ 
infer from his account of the climate 
(c. 28) that he spent a whole year in the — 
land. The native pottery (c. 61) hasa — 
flavour of autopsy about it; but pottery — 
is portable. Tymnes (c. 76) may have — 
met Hdt.inOlbiaorelsewhere. TheKim- — 
merian remains (cc. 11, 12) are no more 

conclusive than the forts of Dareios (c. 
124). The same canon applies to other — 
geographical and ethnographical details. — 

. 
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not writing a book of travels but a work on history and geography, 
it is reasonable to conclude in this region that the absolutely con- 
vineing evidences, if taken alone and interpreted strictly, would 
lead to an under-estimate of the range of his personal observa- 

tions, and that a margin should be allowed over and above the 
bare necessities of the case: though in regard to the breadth of 

that margin an exact agreement is hardly to be expected. 
Libya —the difficulty of establishing a visit by Herodotus to 

Kyrene, or any travel in Libya, is very great. ‘The citation of 
Libyans,’ of Kyrenaeans,? of Carthaginians, certainly does not 
prove it. The clearest proof that Herodotus had in person con- 
versed with men of Kyrene is supplied by a passage in the second 
Book,* but there is nothing in the passage to suggest that the scene 
of the interview was foment the context ol rather suggest 
Egypt. If another passage in the second Book,? which has been 
relied upon to prove a visit to Kyrene,’ is conclusive, then the 
passage in the fourth Book, describing the forts on the Oaros, 
may also be held to prove autopsy, or a passage in the sixth 
Book? to prove a visit to Arderikka and the Eretrians. The com- 
parison between the size of Plataea and Kyrene® may suggest that 
Herodotus had not seen the island, but cannot prove that he had 
seen the city. The hint of the elevation of the Kyrenaean plateau® 
is suggestive of vision: but the statement might be based on hear- 
say, as the passage which follows on the eight months’ harvest of 
Kyrene most probably is, unless we are prepared to keep Herodotus 
nearly a year in the place. The descriptions of Aziris,’° and of 
Kinyps,” are graphic, but cannot prove more than that Herodotus 
has lively sources to follow. The localisation of the Silphium 
cultivation” no more proves autopsy than the mention of the 
weasels which infest it closely resembling those of Tartessos :' 
such creatures Herodotus might have seen without going to Spain 

A24, 178, 191. § Bunbury, Hist. of Ancient Geo- 
2 4, 154, graphy, i. p. 262. 
3 4, 43, 195, 196. 7 6. 119, op, 4. 204; 6; 20. 
4 2. 32 rade pev Hxovea dvipdv Kupn- 8 4. 156 Névyerac dé lon ely H vfjoos 

valuy papévwv Kh. Tq viv Kupnvalwy én. 
«5 2. 181 4% be Aadlen drédwxe rhv 9 4, 199. 
eaxiy 7H Oe@* ronoapévn yap dyahua 104, 67. 
\ drémeppe és Kuptyny, rd &rt wal és éue 11 4, 175, 198 (cp. 5. 42). 
‘Fw choy, tw rerpaypévov rod Kupnvatuy 12 4, 169. 
| doreos. 1S" Ay 182: 
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or Libya. If the general account of Kyrene and the adjoining 
regions is relied upon as furnishing proof that Herodotus visited 
Kyrene, it must be remembered, on the other hand, that the 
general account is what Herodotus might most easily have ob- 
tained at second hand, and that in some respects the general 
account is misleading, or distorted. Thus, it is generally admitted? 
that the description of the Zones applies less accurately to the 
eastern part of Libya (which would be familiar in Kyrene), than 
to the western part (which would be known in Carthage, or from 
Carthaginian sources). It is practically beyond doubt that 
Herodotus cannot have visited the Oases which he describes 
with complete confidence, for he makes them hills instead of 
hollows, and he blunders at the start to a matter of some 400 
miles. The account of the parathalassic Libyans* begins from 
Egypt; the tribes are not based or centred on Kyrene, as is the 
case with the Scythian tribes in relation to Olbia. It might 
from this contrast be argued that for the Libyan ethnography 
Herodotus is not even following a Kyrenaean source. In 
regard to the historical portion of the second part of the 
fourth Book no one will maintain that Herodotus must have 
gone to Kyrene to acquire any part or elements in it. In 
regard to the geography, however, a different impression prevails. 
Even assuming that, for the Libyan geography, Herodotus had ~ 4 

no scriptural source—a large assumption—enough allowance 
has not been made for some other possibilities. A good deal 
was known of Libya in Thera, in Samos, in Delphi: but still 
more in Egypt, and not a little, we may conjecture, in Sicily 
and Magna Graecia. The presence of the Egyptian (Helleno- 
Egyptian) sources seem specially strong in the account of the 
coast, in the account of Libyan tribes, between Egypt and the 
Syrtes, and in the account of the Oases. The presence of the 
western sources may fairly be suspected in the account of the 
Zones and in such passages as are ascribed to Carthaginian 

- authority. The story of Dorieus, the adventures of Philip,® suggest 
channels along which information reached Sicily and the West. — 
The southward connexion between the western Greeks and Africa 

1 Bunbury, i. 263. 4 4, 168-180 dm’ Alyirrou dptduevor. 
2 Thid. 276. 5 Op. p. lxvill. supra. 
3 Tbid. pp. 276 ff. Cp. Appendix XII. 8 5. 42-47. 

q 
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has perhaps not been sufficiently taken into account. The 
well-ascertained route from Tripoli inland was probably known 
to Sikeliots! It might even be suspected that the artificial 

African honey, or sugar,” came across to compete with the genuine 

Hyblaean product in the home-market. The correspondences 
between the Egyptian and Libyan Logi * suggest a large community 
of origin. The obvious evidences in the fourth Book, and through- 

out the second volume, of Herodotus’ migration to the west before 
the materials of the fourth Book were brought into their present 
form, give ample room for additions from western sources. In any 
case, if Herodotus ever set foot in Kyrene, it would probably have 
been in connexion with his voyage to and from Egypt. . 

The West.—lt is not merely the Libyan Logi which betray the 
influence of western sources, and therefore support the view that 

the western migration of Herodotus was an important factor in 
the composition of his work, and in particular of this second 
volume of his work. His knowledge and opinions of Europe 
and European matters, outside Hellas, are apparently affected by 
his visit to the west. The dominant instance is the comparison 

between Attica and the Iapygian promontory :* but it may fairly 
be considered that the unique reference to Massalia,? if not the 
mention of the Veneti,® is attributable to contact with western 

information. It may also fairly be asked whether the statements 
and theory of Herodotus respecting the Danube’ are not coloured 
by western information, startling as it may be to find the Danube, 
‘in his pages, pursuing a course which silently intersects the actual 
‘course of the Rhone. It is, however, in the narrative portions of 
‘the fifth and sixth Books that the western sources flow most 
‘freely. The story of Dorieus,’ as told by Herodotus, is almost 
‘inconceivable except as due in part to local authorities. The 
‘same remark applies with equal force to the account of the 
‘Samian adventurers at Zankle,® and to the note on Dionysios.° If 
4 

1 4, 183. 2 4, 194, Danube is better known than that of the 

$4, 159, ep. 2. 161; (4.165, cp. 3. Nile, 4. 48f., 2. 88). 4, 42, 48 is a re- 

$91). Add 4. 181, 186, 204f. The markable supplement to 2. 158. Cp. 
sabsence of a cross reference from 4.172 also 4. 39, 

tto 2. 32 is no great difficulty. The 2 409; 
erences to Egypt in the Scythian Logi 5 5. 9. 

do not prove much, though it is observ- S59 
able that Egypt is cited as better known 7 4. 49, cp. 5. 9. 8 §. 42-48 
4. 47 (conversely the course of the 96. 22,28, UGH 7 
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the appearance of Smindyrides of Sybaris, with the intercalated 
note on the acme of Sybaris, and of Damasos son of Amyris 
the sage of Siris, among the suitors of Agariste,) need not be ex- 
plained as a compliment to the émigré historian’s new surroundings, 
yet the citation of the Sybarites who occupied Laos and Skidros, 
after the destruction of their own city,? has an almost unmistakable 
ring of local knowledge in it. The whole evidence verificatory 
of Herodotus’ acquaintance with western sources at first hand is, 
of course, not confined to the three Books here considered; and 
such stories as the tale of Demokedes,? or the account of the battle 
of Himera,* supply important evidences in this connexion. But 
it is the fourth Book, significantly enough, which contains the 
irrefragable evidence of an actual movement by the historian in 
person to the west, in the proof of his presence in Zakynthos? 
and in Metapontion,® and in the implicit appeal to a western 
audience by the introduction of the Iapygian promontory as a 
natural feature better known than the Attic Sunion.? And the 
distribution of the Italo-Sikeliote influence and materials over 
all three volumes of his work, points strongly to the conclusion 
that Herodotus gave the work its final form and unity in the ~ 
comparative retirement and detachment of his western home. — 
Internal evidences hardly justify the attempt to trace more ~ 
minutely his movements on Italiote, or on Sikeliote ground. 

Whether Herodotus ever revisited Athens, after his traditional 

settlement at Thurii, there is no clear evidence to show. No other 

hypothesis, however, so well explains the presence, the presumable ~ 
insertion, of the numerous references to events in the early years — 
of the Peloponnesian war. The chief bar to the theory—apart from — 
the absence of positive testimony—s raised by the conflict between — 
the testimony of Thucydides and the testimony of Herodotus — 
concerning the shaking of Delos. According to Herodotus there 
was a unique earthquake there just after the invasion of 490 B.c§ 
According to Thucydides there was a unique earthquake there 

_ just before the outbreak of war in 431 B.c.° The two statements 

ns hic | ae ee 

(i UAL Saab. 

CuGonzale 7 4,99. The remark on the relative — 
33. 129ff., cp. also 3. 115. positions of Attica and Lemnos, 6. 139 © 

4 7. 165-167. ad fin., would hardly have been necessary — 

5 4.195. The visit to Dodona (2.52) _ east of Adrias. 4 

might belong to the same period. 8 6, 98. ® Thue, 2. 8. 
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are irreconcilable. The contradiction has to be explained. It 
seems most improbable that, if there had been an earthquake in 
431 B.c. and if Herodotus had been in Athens then, or shortly 

afterwards, he should not have heard of it; or hearing of it, 

should have left his statement uncorrected. Even bringing the 

date of Herodotus’ last revision down to 425/4 B.c—a date so 

late as to be hardly tolerable—the supposition is inadmissible that 

an earthquake in 431 B.C. had been thrown back sixty years, and 

relegated to the region of ancient history to please an interested 

visitor.’ The first alternative is to suppose Thucydides in the 
wrong. If there were two earthquakes, Herodotus has not heard 
of the one in 431 B.c. Thucydides has, wittingly or unwittingly, 

- denied the other. If there was only one earthquake, Herodotus is 
in the right, Thucydides in the wrong. How the error in Thucy- 
dides is to be explained is another question; but it must be 
remembered that Thucydides was at work on his history at least 
twenty-eight years, and possibly thirty years or more, after the 
allesed earthquake of 431 B.c., and that there is nothing to show 
at what time he was informed of the earthquake, or inserted the 

information in his work. Without any insinuation of mala fides 
against Thucydides, it is just conceivable that, before he wrote the 
passage in question, the earthquake of 490 B.c. had been carried 
down to do duty in connexion with the Peloponnesian war. 
That hypothesis is less violent than the alternative that an 

earthquake in 431 B.c. had been antedated forthwith sixty years. 
It is to be feared that the vigilance of Thucydides somewhat 
relaxed when he had to deal with allegations which tended to 
magnify his own proper subject.2, No critic is bound to exalt 
the authority of Thucydides at the expense of Herodotus, least of 
all on a point where the later historian has an interest adverse to 
the credit of the earlier. One other conceivability should be faced. 
Both historians may be in error to this extent, that there had 

been no earthquake at all, either in 490 Bec. or in 431 Be. 
Earthquakes unfortunately cannot be verified like eclipses. An 
invention at Delos is not impossible. A fiction might be more 
easily a movable or multiple point. Of all these possibilities 

1 All the more inadmissible asin that remarkable that Thucydides does not 
very year took place the great Purifica- connect the Purification with the earth- 
tion and institution of the Penteteris, quake. 
Thue. 1. 8, 3. 104, cp. 6 1. It is 2 Thue, 1. 23, 1-3; 5. 26, 3, 4. 
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the least probable is surely the transfer to 490 3.c. of an earth- 
quake belonging to 431 Bc, There is therefore nothing in the 
situation to bar effectively a visit by Herodotus to Athens after 
431 8.0. The mention of the Propylaea! favours the supposition. 
Later than 425 B.C. it cannot be brought, even by pressing the 
evidence.” Further speculation were easy but idle.® 

§ 22. Upon the materials which reached him one way or another, 
at various times and various places, the mind of Herodotus seems 
to have exercised a two-fold action, for the one part critical and 
selective, for the other presentative and creative. A very large 
part of the text of Herodotus is occupied with the express state- 
ment and exposition of his own opinions, views, judgments, while 
indirectly and inferentially this element is largely reinforced by 
his methods of historiography. The presence of a large reflective 
element, as distinguished from strictly descriptive and strictly 
narrative elements, in the text is, indeed, more obvious than the 
extent to which the reflective element is to be ascribed to the 
proper action of the historian’s own mind. Certain opinions, 
judgments and afterthoughts are so closely implicated in the 
historic matter reported, and are so highly characteristic of 
popular modes of Greek thought, that they may have come to 
Herodotus ready-made, in tradition, or in his scriptural sources. — 

Even his own most conscious essays in the philosophy of life and | 
history are hardly original creations, but rather exhibit the pre- ~ 
cision and application of certain ethical and theologic ideas, 
constantly present in Greek literature, from Homer and Hesiod 
to Aischylos and Pindar. But what he found ready to his 
hand, Herodotus made his own by adoption; and so far as 
the estimate of the historian’s mind, methods, and authority 
is concerned, the distinction between his own judgment, reason 
and understanding of the matters recorded in his work, and the 

Sp Ulle 
; 2 Artaxerxes is not for certain dead in 

6. 98 (cp. notes ad l.), and the death of 

Zopyros has been plausibly dated 428 or 
427 B.C. (cp. Ktesias, ed. Gilmore, p. 165), 

so that his desertion to Athens (3. 160) 
might fall some time earlier. 

3 As, for example, whether Herodotus 
survived Perikles (cp. 6. 181); whether 

Herodotus came back to Athens with 

Gorgias in 427 B.c.—of which there is 
absolutely no evidence ; whether Hero- 
dotus died of the plague from which 
Thucydides recovered, and soon. Once 
for all, Herodotus did not attempt to | 
write an autobiography, and the inde- 
pendent evidences are scanty, late and 
untrustworthy (cp. Bauer, Herodot’s 

Biographie, 1878). 
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judgment of others, his contemporaries and predecessors, is mainly 
important where he obviously records an opinion or theory in 
order to express his own dissent therefrom; or emphasises the 
expression of his own opinion in such a way as to imply that it 
is more or less peculiar and original. It is, indeed, evident that 
Herodotus was very far from believing everything that he had 

heard and read. ‘The conflict of evidence and opinion, natural to 

a multitude and variety of sources, forced upon him a certain 
degree of criticism, and even an uncontradicted report was not 
acceptable to him if it conflicted with his general conceptions 
of probability. It is easily intelligible that critical expressions 
of dissent, or disbelief, should be most frequent in regard to 
natural as distinguished from historical facts, or at least in regard 
to facts involving directly the appeal to natural probability.’ It 
is rarely that a purely historical statement is reported and dis- 
credited by Herodotus as false or calumnious.2 In general the 
historical doubt is exhibited by the conflict of authorities, the 
exhibition at least implying that Herodotus had not definitely 
made up his mind in favour of one or other.® For the rest, 
where a statement is given without express comment, or with 
only so much criticism as is implied in the citation of an 
authority, it must be taken as the version of facts, or of affairs, 
adopted by Herodotus, and as the expression, so far, of his own 

understanding. It is important to observe that Herodotus, 
though plainly implying the distinetion between the credible and 
the incredible, the probable and the improbable, the uncertain and 

the certain, does not base the said differences on differences in his 

sources of information, or on distinctions between observation 

and inference, inference and testimony. Such differences and 

1 4, 42, the sun on the right hand (él underground chamber is itself an open 
ev ob miard, d\dKw dé 64 Tew) ; 4. 24, exist- question, the story is discredited on 

other grounds ; 4. 36, incredulity rises 
to ridicule. 

2 6. 121, the responsibility of the Alk- 
maionids for the shield episode (@dua dé 
for Kal ovK évdéxoua tov Adbyov . 

GGya Sv por kal ob mpocleua thy dia- 

Bodjv). Op. 4.77, 105, 155, 195; 5.10. 
3 6. 14 7d evOedrey ovk exw arpexéws 

ovyypawat. . dddjous yap KarauriOvrat, 
héyovrat 6¢ kTN. Cp. 4. 8, 11 fi, 154; 5. 
44 f., 5/7, 85 ff.; 6. 52 ff, 184, 187. 

ence of goat-footed men ; 5. 10, a country 

full of bees (ovx olkéra) ; 4. 25, that any 
human beings sleep six months on end 
(rotro 5é ob évdéxouar Thy apxnv) ; 4. 5, 

that the first man in Scythia was a son 
of Zeus and the daughter of Borysthenes 
(€uol uév ob micrd) ; 5. 86, that wooden 
statues fell upon their knees (éuol pév ov 

_ mista Néyovres, GXAw Oé Tew); 6. 82, a 

portent in the Heraion excites his strong 
suspicion; 4. 96, the existence of an 
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distinctions are implied in his formulae, but they are not made 
the basis of a scale of probabilities. Herodotus has plainly some 
ideal of knowledge and historic certainty ; but the truth, as he 
conceives it, may be obtained by various ways from various 
sources in various degrees. Knowledge is not with him different 
in kind from opinion, and certainty is equally attainable by testi- 
mony, by the evidence of his own eyes, by inference and com- 
binations. He knows, by his own inferential conjecture, that 
Aristeas appeared in Metapontion 240 years after his final 
disappearance in Kyzikos.* He has no knowledge of any man 
of erudition, except Anacharsis, who has ever arisen among the 
Scythians.2 He has an absolute certainty in regard to the 
Hellenism of the Macedonian royal house,* which he offers to 
demonstrate, and he subsequently fulfils the promise by 
a transparently pragmatic legend.* But he does not always 
accept a family’s history at its own valuation; for he corrects the 
Gephyraean tradition in the light of his own personal investiga- 
tions.© He has personal knowledge of the employment of wheat 
by Thracian bacchanals but whether such knowledge is based 
upon the evidence of sight,’ or of hearsay,’ his formulae do not 
in themselves enable us to determine. 

The canon that Herodotus does not, as a rule, draw a hard and 

fast distinction between hearsay and autopsy, autopsy and infer- 

ence, avoids the error of arguing, from the standing formula trav 
nets Lopev,? the presence of anything more than a tradition, or 
an inference. In some cases, indeed, the phrase occurs in regard 

to matters which might have come actually under the writer’s 
own observation ;'? but in others such a possibility is excluded 
by the reference to a particular event in the past.’ The turn of 

1 4, 15 rdée dé ola . . ws éyw oup- ovdevds yap 67 airérrew elddvac dapévov 

Baddbpevos . . elipicKov. dvvapat mubéc Oa. 

2 4, 46 otre dvdpa Abyiov oldapev yevd- ® This formula is originally but a 
pevov. modest limitation of an otherwise ab- 

3 5, 22 atrés Te Tuyxdvw emioTdpevos. 
4 8.137 ff. ‘subsequently,’ ze. in the 

present order of the work. 
55. 57 ws péev avrot déyovor . . ws 

6¢ éya dvamuOavéipevos evploxw. 

6 4, 83 f. olda 6€ airds . . 
pev On Tavras olda rovevoas. 

7 Cp. 4. 81 doris. . elde, olde 7d Néyu. 
8 Op. 4. 16 ovdels olde drpexéws . . 

Les 

TAUTOQ 

solute superlative; mp@ros, 4. 42; 6. 

112; wéyioros, 4. 46, 48, 152; podvos, 

4. 148; 5. 119; émiyodwrdrn, 4. 58; 

vyinpbtara, 4. 187. 
10 The Danube, 4. 42; the Scythian 

grass, 4. 58; Libyan health, 4. 187 ; 
absence of proper names, 4. 184. 

U Circumnayigation of Libya, 4. 42; 

charge at Marathon, 6, 112. 
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the formula in itself tends to reduce it to a mere form, implying 

very little deliberate limitation. When Herodotus wishes to 
mark the limits of knowledge, whether personal or general, he has 

more explicit methods.* The occurrence of such formulae, whether 

conventional or charged with a personal significance, goes some 

way towards constituting Herodotus, for us, the father of criticism, 

as he is the father of history. Such a title, however, cannot be 

construed into the statement that he was the only, or even the 
best, critic of his time; in this, as in some other respects, he was 

probably rather behind than ahead of some contemporaries. It 
is a happy accident that his work remains to represent much that 

has perished of better and of worse. 
Even larger than the space filled by express statements of 

disbelief, doubt, or conflicting opinions in the text, is the room. 

assigned to expressions of constructive personal opinion, directly 
or indirectly at variance with tradition, or with rival hypotheses. 
Here again, from the nature of the case, the most obvious examples 
concern natural facts, as distinguished from historic events or 

occurrences, but examples of inference or theory, in regard to the 

latter class of facts, are not infrequent. Herodotus has his own 

‘theory to account for the absence of floods in the Danube,” the 
‘relation between climate and inhabitants,’ the relation between 

‘climate and growth,* the great superiority of Europe to Asia and 

lLibya in size,° and of Europe and Asia to Libya in fertility.® 
lHerodotus passes more distinctly into the region of historic 
ttheory, or construction, when he expresses an opinion that the 
WHellenes learnt the art of writing from the Phoenicians,’ that 

jEgyptian armour was used in the Libyan ritual before Greek,® 
hat the Allelu-cry was invented in Libya,® that Salmoxis lived 
ong before Pythagoras,’ that the men of Thera and Kyrene were 
istaken in reporting that their founder’s name was Battos.” 
erodotus allows himself some liberty in the ascription of motives 

1 Scov nueis lOuev, 4. 197 (ep. 4. 20) ; 2 4, 50, but ep. notes ad 7, 
ocbvde dé ert exw elreiv, ib.; otKx exw AN NG), 4 4, 29. 
tpexéws elreiv, 4. 187 (bis); ode exw 5 4, 42. 

porwrépw elreiv robrwyv, 6.124; ovdK exw 6 4, 198, 
arhécba, 4.45; potvou 6é rovrou Tob PDWDS: 

orapod Kal NelXNov otk éxw ppdoat ras 5 4, 180. 

ds, doxéw dé, ode obdels ‘EAN Qvwr, 4. 9 4, 189, 
3; émirdpevoe rotro evar ddtvarov 104, 96. 

evéc Oa, 6. 139 4; 166, 
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for historical acts,’ or possibilities,? but the express motivation of 
actions or explanations of conduct is so seldom qualified by any 
formula, that the introduction of a formula rather seems to suggest 
alternative theories, or accounts of the action. In general Hero- 
dotus assigns, or reports, motives for personal conduct without 
apparent misgiving.® Such motivation may have been taken 
over from his sources, or may be an inference of his own, 
so obvious, perhaps, as to seem almost self-evident. But the 
judgments implied are not always indisputable, or even adequate. 

The motivation of action in such cases may, or may not, be as 
historically true as it is psychologically natural. In some cases, 
indeed, the anecdotal or biographical details present improbabilities 
or inconsistencies more or less considerable; and it would be too 

much to say that the action of individuals, when explained by 
Herodotus, is always explained in a satisfactory or convincing 
manner. There may not be an absolute contradiction between 
the motives and objects for the Scythian expedition as stated 
in the opening of the fourth Book, and the account given in 
the third ;* but there is a discrepancy sufficient to justify the 
hypothesis that the two passages belong to different cycles, or : 
sources, of tradition, or that one of them is a tradition or anecdote, 

which Herodotus would not forego, while the other is his own 
more rationalised explanation. The contrast between the incor- 

ruptibility of Kleomenes, in his interview with Maiandrios,> and ~ | 

1 5. 67, 69, motives of Kleisthenes 

(doxéew éuol bis); 5. 48, the reason 

given by Hdt. for the hypothetical suc- 

32; etc., ete: 

similarly accounted for: ¢.g. 5. 77, 78, 
79, 81 (evdaimovly Te pweyddn éraepbévTes 

A volonté générale is also a 

cession of Dorieus; 5. 118, the course 

that would have been the best. 
2 6. 30, Dareios would not have put 

Histiaios to death (doxéew éol). 

3 Hdt. allows himself great liberty 
in explaining the psychological motiv- 
ation of actions, eg. in the case of 

Dareios 4. 1 émeOUunoe . . bru KTr. 3; 88 

hodels . . €dwphoaro (ep. cc. 91, 97); 44 
Bovrépuevos eldévae (a purely scientific 
curiosity !); 5. 11, 12, 24, 105; 6. 30, 
48, etc. In the case of Aristagoras, 5. 

30, 35, 98, 124. In the case of Histiaios, 

4, 187; 5. 11, 28, 35, 106 f. ; 6. 1-5, 29. 

Other persons, Theras, 4. 147 ; Dorieus, 

5. 42; Kleomenes, 5. 74; Pausanias, 5. 

KT.) 3 83 (adyrwuootvyn xpnoduevor); 91 | 

(vdm \aBdvres ws Krr.), etc., ete. .From 

another point of view Hdt.’s motivation 
may be tabulated differently. Desire ~ 

for revenge (rlows), 4. 1, 139; 5. 74, 79, | 

91; 6. 84. Gain, 6. 100 (tia xépdea 
mpoodexduevor), 182. Ambition, 4. 166; | 

5. 12, 30, 82, etc. Patriotism, 6. 109 5am 

Jealousy, 6. 61, etc. Scorn, 6. 67. Pity, 
4. 167 (xarouxrelpas) ; 5. 92 y (olkrés 71s), 
Fear, 5. 124; 6. 29. Affection, 4. 146; | 

5. 49; 6. 21. Gratitude, 5. 91; 6. 30.5% 
Ignorance, 5. 19 (dre véos re dy Kal KaxGy 
dma6ys). Curiosity, 4. 44, and so forth, | 

44.1, ep. 3. 184. E 
5 3. 148. 
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his facility in yielding towards Aristagoras,’ might be explained 
by a degeneracy in his character, or by a superiority in the arts 
of the Milesian adventurer over those of the Samian; but the 

simpler explanation is found in assigning the anecdotes to 
different sources, and in detecting the ‘pragmatic’ character of 

the second: though it is significant of Herodotus’ methods that 
he should seem wholly unconscious of the difficulty. Of course 
the madness of Kleomenes would account for almost anything 
related of him; but the madness itself has still to be proved.” 
The motive for the exile of Theras from Sparta might have been 
taken from the story of Dorieus, or of Demaratos; but the veri- 
similitude of the psychological motivation is in this case probably 
a substitute for historical truth.? The contrast between the aged 
and wise Amyntas and the inexperienced and youthful Alex- 
ander* adequately accounts for the difference in the action 
ascribed to them, but cannot guarantee the historic reality of the 
story of the young men in women’s clothes. In short, it is very 
seldom, if ever, that individual conduct is explained by Herodotus 
in a way which is unnatural, or psychologically untrue; but it is 
not seldom that the explanation he gives is unsatisfactory, at 
least where he is dealing with political characters and with actions 
of historic importance. The materials for correcting or completing 
his rationale of affairs are not seldom supplied by himself, but 
they are apparently supplied, to a large extent, unconsciously. 
Thus, in accounting for the different reception accorded to Arista- 
goras in Sparta and in Athens, Herodotus betrays an exemplary 
want of political circumspection ; but his own text, in its narra- 
tive of events, supplies us with full materials for the correction of 
the error.’ His ascription of motives to Kleisthenes the Athenian 
reformer seems prejudiced and superficial; it requires at least to 
be translated into more political language before it is rendered 
acceptable.® It is difficult to understand how an author could 
have written the defence of the Alkmaionidae’ in oblivion of the 

Ab. G1. 34. 147 6 Onpas Sewdy movevmevos 
25.42 qw re od ppevhpns axpouavis xKrd.: cp. 5. 42, 6 Awpeds Sewdy re 

‘te. The words ws déyerar suggest a  smovedpevos KTH. aa 
‘doubt, which disappears in 6. 75, 84, 4 bi 19) 
‘though the words ébyra kal mpédrepov 5 5. 69, ep. Appendix VII. 
| Urouapyérepov look rather like an har- 8 5, 69, ep. § 17 supra. 
} monistic suggestion. aX fen erlep ley. 
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alliances with Peisistratos,’ which he elsewhere records, and with 
Kleisthenes of Sikyon, which he immediately relates. 

Thus, a modern critic may fairly be tempted to charge Hero- 
dotus himself with a failure of political insight, remarkable in a 
contemporary of Perikles and Thucydides, to say nothing of the 
Comedians; and to ascribe the profounder glimpses of policy and 
political causation, which traverse or illuminate his pages, either 

to a better source, or group of sources, or to the irresistible logic of 
facts honestly narrated, and recoverable or replaceable in chrono- 
logical order, The natural and profound identity of interest 
between the Mede and the local despotisms in the Greek states 
could not anywhere be more conspicuously and convincingly dis- 
played than in the pages of Herodotus ;? but he makes himself 
doubly responsible for the story—which no apologetic attempts 
can effectively save—of the proposed institution of democracy in 

Persia in the year 521 B.c. It is difficult to understand how the 
author, who penned the praise of democracy in the fifth Book,‘ 

should have committed himself to the amazingly superficial judg- 
ment involved in his comments on the Atheno-Ionian alliance a 
few pages later ;> unless we catch echoes, in the one passage, of 
an Athenian judgment, in the other, of a Laconian jest. The 
verdict upon the strength and weakness of the Thracian folk 

(€Ovos) is one of the most pregnant in the pages of Herodotus, 
and he expressly claims it for his own ;° and the general cause of 

migrations is detected amid a medley of fabulous traditions.’ Two 

other passages, in which the selfish, yet shrewd, policy of Sparta is 

‘placed in an unusually clear light, exhibit a political penetration 

which goes beyond the normal standard of Herodotus’ own 

rationale of affairs, the account of the proposed restoration of 

Hippias’ and the account of the refusal of the Plataean alliance.® 

8 5. 91 rods ’A@nvalovs pwr avéo- 
pévous kal ovdapds érotwous édvras melGe- 

cbal ogicr, vdw AaBdvTes ws EXeVHEpoy péev 

11, 60 f. 
24. 187, cp. 4. 165; 5. 11, 12, 32, 

37; 6. 9, 13, 25, 94, 96, 104, 107, ete. 
3 6, 43. édy 7d yévos 7d ’Arrixdy lodbpporov av 

S lay, eh T@ éwutay vylvoiro, Katexduevov 5é dd 

2 lig OG tupayvldos daobeves Kat mebapyéerbar 

6 5, 3 el dé bm’ évds dpxorro H ppovéor  ETotmov, KTH. 

: 

| 

; 
' 

Kara Turd, duaxdy 7 av ely Kal mod\h@ 

Kpdtiorov mavrww ebvéwy Kara yyouny Thy 

éujy. Did Hdt. intend to insinuate a 

parallel, a warning? See note ad /. 
7 4, 11. 

9 6. 108 raira cuveBovdevoy of Aake- 
Sayidvioe ov Kara Thy evvolny oilTw 

Trav IWdaraéwy ws Bovddpuevor rods “AOn- — 

valous éxew mévouvs ocuwvectedras Bow- 

Totot. 
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These cases suggest an Athenian Machiavelli in the background. 
In other instances Herodotus seems to have fallen a victim to 
local sources, concerned to give an explanation, other than political, 

for political actions. The expulsion of the Peisistratids by the 
Spartans was due purely to religious piety—as we may suppose 
Spartans themselves, or philo-Laconians at Athens, to have 

averred.| The Athenian expedition to Paros—for which it is 
not difficult to find good reasons in policy and stratery—is 

ascribed by Herodotus, or his sources, to motives of mere personal 
revenge in the commander, and mere avarice in the citizens.? 
The Eretrians went to Miletos to repay an old benefit—as 
Eretrians themselves were, perhaps, careful to record.? That the 
friendship of Corinth for Athens was dictated, or affected, by com- 
mercial motives, it does not become Herodotus, or his sources, to 

suggest. This superficiality in the rationale of action is the 
more remarkable, inasmuch as Herodotus knew well enough that 
the real and the apparent reasons do not always coincide in 
political affairs.© But this knowledge is but rarely applied by 
him to the explanation of human action, and upon the whole it is 
evident that his own conscious explanation of public actions fell 
far short of the policy and statecraft of the ages which he describes 
and represents. 

The indifference shown by Herodotus, in his rationale of 
human conduct, whether in peoples or in individuals, for the 
merely utilitarian motives may be traced, at least in part, to two 
principles : 

i. Herodotus loves a good story, and writes for lovers of good — 
stories, for the many rather than the few: he was a logograph, 
not a sophist, and took Homer rather than Anaxagoras for 
his master. Science and philosophy are abstract, and eliminate 
details essential to good story-tellmg. There may, indeed, be 
more truth in well-told stories than in half the systems of 

philosophy, but it is a truth, so to speak, held in solution, and 
unrelated to other truths. Its charm lies in its indefiniteness: it 
is not in a teachable form. It gives delight but not instruction. 
It preserves the memory of men and deeds; but it carries no 

1 5, 63 ra yap Tro Oeod mpeaBirepa Ly) 1Aiy WPA ast) 
| érovetvro 4 ra Tey dvipay. © 4, 166 alrlyy of &ddny érrevelkas: 4. 

? 6, 132, 133, 167 atlrn wév vw airin mpboxnua rod 
3 5. 99. arédou éylvero, Cp. 5. 24; 6. 8. 
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advice, and formulates no maxim. It rests in the simple and 
immediate intuition that anything and everything which men and 
women do or suffer is interesting to their fellows. ‘This naive 
yet noble sense of humanity was the first instinct of representa- 
tion for Herodotus, and leaves him for the most part free to take 
the past at its own valuation. 

i. It is not inconsistent with this observation to admit that 
the characteristic defects of Herodotus, from the point of view of 
the scientific or philosophic historian, are also due, in part, to his 
preference for a particular theory, a certain rationale of events 
and affairs. Herodotus too often and too easily has recourse to 
the supernatural for the reason, cause, or explanation of the doings 
and sufferings of men. Not that the regions of the natural and 
of the supernatural were divided, or disintegrated, in the time 
and thought of Herodotus, and of those for whom in the first 
instance he was writing. But the very indefiniteness of the 
frontiers between the human and the superhuman, as. conceived 
by Greeks five centuries before Christ, opened the door, on the 
smallest provocation, to the deus ex machina, to the special and 
direct intervention of the superhuman agent. A comparison 
between the stories of Herodotus and the stories of Homer, from 

this point of view, exhibits a difference of degree rather than a 
difference of kind. In two respects there is a development — 
observable in passing from the Hpos to the Logos: (1) Direct 
intervention of gods is not, indeed, absent from the pages of 

Herodotus, even when he is recording events of yesterday ;? but 
in general the gods are farther withdrawn, nor does the historian 

2 Cp, Hdt. 1. band Dhuc, 1; 2254) so to speak, ‘ without prejudice.’ If he 
2 Pan, 6. 105; Helena, 6.61; Astra- records a flagrant myth, or harmony of 

bakos, 6. 69. These are but second class myths, in regard to the paternity of 
deities. The visions of Epizelos, 6.117, Athene (4. 180, ep. 188), it is plainly 

and Miltiades, 6. 135, are scarcely in not that he believes it. His scepticism 

point. Aristeas, 4. 15, is not identified in regard to the inspiration of Aristeas 

by Herodotus with Apollo, and the  (do8dapumros, 4. 18) may be due to the 

historian appears to have some doubt as _ higher faith: a similar influence may be 
_ to the epiphany of the god in Meta- traced in the practice, almost invariable 
pontion. The apparition of Triton, 4. with him, of making the Pythia, rather e 3 
179, is ancient history. than the god, technically responsible for 

3 Herodotus disbelieves the story of the oracular response. Even the Euhemer- 
the marriage of Zeus and the daughter ism, before Euhemeros, which appears in 
of Borysthenes, 4. 5, and even removes _his pages, is evidence of the tendency to ~ 

Zeus from the pedigree of the Hera- remove the genuine gods farther from 
kleids (706 Oeo6 dzreévros, 6, 53), though, the immediate sphere of mortality. 4 

7 

4 
; 
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pretend to reveal them in their Olympian or celestial home.’ 

Corresponding to this change there is a double development. (a) 
On the one hand what may be called the secondary causes, agencies, 

or channels of divine revelation and will, play, positively and 

relatively, a larger part in the narrative.” (0) On the other hand 

the unity, the continuity, and the ubiquity of the supernatural 

agency, are presented under more abstract, less personal and less 

frankly polytheistic formulae.® 

Though Damia and Auxesia, 5. 82, are 

still gods in the eyes of Herodotus 
(rav OeSv Tovréwy c. 88), he quietly 

accepts the process which has dethroned 
Arge and Opis (4. 33-35), Aristeas (4. 15), 
Adrastos (5.67) ; the identification of the 

Tauric Virgin with Iphigeneia (4. 103) 
finds less favour in his eyes, and he 
applies, with considerable misgiving, 
on his own account the same process to 
the divinity of Salmoxis (4. 96). 

1 The actual habitation of the gods 
is a problem upon which Herodotus 
ean scarcely be cross-examined. Sokles 

turns the world upside down without 
reference to the question (5. 92 ad init.). 
The symbolical act and prayer of Dareios 
(5. 105) in no way commits Herodotus. 
His account of a performance of the 
Getae (mpds Bpovrjv re Kal dorpamrny 

TokevovTes dvw pds Tov ovpavdy amethéovat 

T@ Ge@, 4. 94) points more clearly to an 
assumption, and a hint of the same 
assumption is involved in his report of 
the disaster to the palace of Skyles (és 
Tatrny 6 Oeds evécxnye Bédos, 4. 79). 

Even if such phrases came to Herodotus, 
ready made in his sources, his adoption 
of them would justify inference to his 
own opinions: but the materials are 
slight. 

2 ¢.g. Oracles: for reff. see § 20 supra. 
Dreams: of Hipparchos, 5. 56; Hippias, 
6. 107 ; Datis, 6. 118 ; Agariste, 6. 131. 

Omens, or Portents: the Delian earth- 
quake, 6.98; the swarm of bees, 5. 114; 

the flash in the Heraion, 6. 82; the 

kneeling statues, 5. 86. Natural events 
may have divine significance: onuja 

peydda, 6. 27 ; the sign of the hospitable 

man, 6.35. Mere accident (rvx7) may be 

divine: (4. 9); 5. 92y. Cp. 4. 152. 

3 Herodotus was a polytheist. It 
would, of course, be an tgnoratio elenchi’ 

to cite passages which simply illustrate 
the common Greek polytheism, without 
dissent on the historian’s part, as such 
passages might all claim privilege ; but 
certainly the onus probandi lies with 

those who consider Herodotus to have 
been emancipated from the average 
theology of his time and folk. In 
speeches, the polytheistic formulae might 
be regarded as dramatically appro- 
priate: ¢.g. OeGv Ta ica vepdvTww 6. 11, 

109 ; Aeotct re kal XKvVOyor elddres yapu, 

4, 186; mpds eGv Tv “ENAnviwy 5. 49; 

cp. 92 ad fin., 93. (In 5. 106 a mono- 

theistic formula might have been more 
appropriate.) In alarge number of cases 
a monotheistic, or ‘kathenotheistic’ 

expression occurs, but can nearly always 
be reduced to a particular denomination : 
thus 6 eds in 4, 1575; 5. 67; 5. 79) (és 
Gedy), 80, plainly means Apollo ; in 6. 53 

Zeus. In 5. 63 (ra Tot Geot mpecBirepa 
éroedvTo 7) Ta T&v dvdp&v), Apollo is 

almost certainly meant ; the reference in 

the following passages may not be so 
indisputable: 4. 79 (6 Oeds évéoxnpe 
Bédos), Zeus? 5. 1 (xphoavros rod Geoi) 

Dionysos? 6. 98 (répas paiwe 6 Geds) 
Apollo? In 6. 27 (ratra pév oft onuia 

6 Beds mpoédeee) Herodotus comes nearer 

to a monotheistic formula than any- 

where else, perhaps, in these Books. 
7 ddurov ris Geod, 5. 72, may be taken 
to imply the deity of Athene ; rd réuevos 
Tay Gedy, 6. 75, that of Demeter and 
Persephone ; ryv Oedv, 6. 61, that of 
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If dreams, omens, oracles, and other works of divination? 
play a large part in the narrative of Herodotus, belief in them 
played a large part in the actual life and action which he depicts. 
Still we are bound to remember that some of his contemporaries 
were looking for natural causality, where others saw more or less 
direct intervention of the superhuman will, or wills; and that 
Herodotus in his attitude on this matter represents rather the 
popular than the critical spirit of his age. This reaction, or 
survival, in his mind seems to leave him satisfied with the more 

edifying version of many events and acts where a more scientific 
one might have been forthcoming, or to lead him even to prefer a 
story, or a version of affairs, which introduces the miraculous or 
supernormal element, even if it be in the humble form of an 
undesigned coincidence.” If from one point of view the result 
presents to us a more lively and instructive picture of the 
mind and morale of Hellas in the historian’s own day, still, on the 

Helene ; tpdv émixwplns Oeod KuBnBns, 5. 

102, that of the goddess named: and 
even if such passages were written 
‘without prejudice,’ what could be said 
of 6. 912 Speeches, again, may be 
dramatic (cep. 4. 119, dcov xpdvov 6 Beds 
mapedldouv . émel opeas wurds Oeds 

éyelpee «TAX. 6. 86  6é€ Ilvbin en 

TO TeipnOjva. Tov Geod kal 7rd morjoat 

tcov Sivacba. Cp. 6. 385, 82, 98, 

80); but Herodotus, speaking propria 
persona, lays down the rule of moderate 

vengeance mpods Gedy, 4. 205, and seems 

to pass a censure on the monotheistic 
Getae, ovdéva &Xov Oedv voulfovtes elvac et 

un tov odérepov, 4. 94. Moreover, such 

a passage as the correlative lists of Greek 
and Scythian divinities, 4. 59, goes far 

to commit Herodotus to the current 
polytheism of his age. Whether he 
endorsed the ‘Scythic’ criticism on a 

- detail of Hellenic religion, 4. 79, does 
not appear: nor can we determine the 
relations in which he conceived various 
deities, or divine personifications of one 
and the same deity, to have stood to one 

another (cp. 4. 181, 203; 5. 46, 105, 
119; 6. 58, 56, etc.) : nor is there much 
evidence, in these Books, of any effort on 

the part of Herodotus to carry on the 
theologic process which he ascribes to 
Homer and Hesiod, 2. 53. Onthe other 
hand, signs are not wanting that. the 
tendency towards a more abstract and 
monistic conception of supernatural 
actions and providences had affected the 
sources, and the mind, of the historian : 

to this tendency may be traced the 
fatalistic formula déew et sim., 4. 79; 5. 

38, 92 y; 6. 64,135; the divinisation of 

Chance, 4. 8, ete. ; the divine potpa, 4. 
164; the fatal picAds, 4. 166; the ap- 

pointed days, 5. 93, ep. 6. 86—for, though 
such formulae are easily reconcilable 
with theism or with polytheism, they still 
tend towards the elimination of caprice, 
free-will, and special interventions. 
The same remark holds good of any 
philosophy of history, however crude: 
see further, the text above following 

(2). 
1 The apparition of Melissa 5. 92  ; 

the madness of Kleomenes, 6. 84; the 
panic of the Persians, 4. 203 ; the fright 
of Miltiades, 6. 134. 

2 6. 116, to this class might also be 
referred the curious or ironical fulfilments 
of prophecy: 5. 72; 6. 80, 139f. 
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whole, it can hardly be contended that the professed history 
recorded by Herodotus has not suffered by the idola fort, which 
intrude upon it at every turn. The result may be all equally 

historical to us; but the history is not exactly the history as the 
writer himself conceived it. 

(2) The above argument is not substantially modified when 

we turn from the particular and secondary manifestations of 
the divine purpose, and causality, to the metaphysical and 
ethical design underlying or pervading the world of human 
history, as conceived by Herodotus. To Herodotus human 
history as a whole, and in its parts, is a fable, or book of 

fables, with one moral, verifiable in the fortunes of the State, 

revealed in the cases of the Family and the Man. Human life 
to Herodotus is a sphere for the realisation of Divine Judg- 
ments. The rise and fall of communities, the fates of individuals 

alike proclaim themselves manifestations of an overruling 
interference and providence. The judgments are not, indeed, 
mysterious, but intelligible. Explaining, rather than paraphras- 
ing, the thought of Herodotus, one might say that the judgment 
is human, the power which fulfils it is divine. Doubtless 
this view of human affairs tends at times to trivialities. It 
becomes a substitute for hard thinking. It furnishes an easy 
exit to every moral problem. It does duty instead of an 
investigation into the actual circumstances of an obscure case. 
It encourages ethical and devout intuition as a substitute for the 
discovery of intrigue and policy, the lower and higher springs of 
human action. It eliminates accident; it tends to eliminate pity 
and pathos. Though it begins in poetry, it ends in the flattest 
commonplaces. But it has one great merit—it appeals to the 
wide public, not to this or that school or clique; it preserves, to 
a wonderful extent, facts which are significant, and leaves the 

philosopher or critic to place his own interpretations upon the 
facts which have been preserved by their very apotheosis. 
Herodotus was not, of course, in any sense the inventor of that 

philosophy of life which meets us in his pages. On one side the 
doctrine of divine feeling and judgment and their exhibition in 
human history is but the application of the common Greek 
Standards of character and conduct to the fortunes of states and 
‘nations, of great persons and families. The principles of the 
divine justice are but the maxims of popular ethics writ large, 
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and applied on a large scale. In literature this application had 
a long history before the time of Herodotus, beginning at least 
with the Homeric poems, and passing, through lyric and tragic 
poetry, to the creators of prose literature. If originality is to be 
claimed for Herodotus in this connexion, it must be sought rather 
in his application of the doctrine to the fortunes of nations, and 
in the enlargement of the sphere and operation of this poetic 
justice by its introduction as a principle of artistic creation into 

logography. 

Bien 

the purely moral judgment.* 

1 Cp. the reason given for the ‘pro- 
miscuity® among the Agathyrsi: wa 

Kaolyynrol te addjAwy Ewor Kal olkjroc 

ébvres mavres pente POdvm pyre ExOet 

xpéwvrar és adAdjdous, 4. 104. Add, 

pOdvov tre kal tuepov THs yhs, quoting 

Hekataios, 6. 137; 0dvm Kal dyn 

xpeduevos, 6. 61. In xpvods &pOovos, 6. 

132, the compound has lost its primary 

force. The only passage in these Books 
where the term is predicated of the 
divine beings is 4. 205, but the doctrine 
underlies the prejudice against the 
evdaiyiovia of Naxos and Miletos, 5. 28, 

and other passages. 
* The absence of dfkn marks a savage 

lawless condition : "Avdpopdryor 5¢ dypud- 
Tata wdvTwy dvOpwruv exovor HOea, ore 

Olknv voutfovres obre vouw ovdevl xpEwuevol, 

4,106. Justice demands the avoidance 
of aggression by states as by individuals 
(Uarnpéay déixins, 4. 1; ep. 119), the 

respect for contracts, 5. 84, cp. 4. 196, 

scrupulous honesty, 6. 86, and in 
general respect for the rights of persons, 

family, property, and so on; cp. 4. 114; 

It here especially concerns us to observe the variety 
of the formulae employed by Herodotus for its expression, and 
their incidence in the fourth, fifth and sixth Books. 

principal terms, with their cognates, occur for the expression 

of the doctrine, as verifiable in history: bOovos, VEe“ETS, TLOLS, 

A consideration of these terms, and an examination of 

their employment, can leave little room for doubt that the first is 
the most emphatically anthropopathetic,’ and the last the most 
purely moral and objective,? while the second inclines to the 
region of human feeling,? and the third to the greater austerity of 

It is also clear that in the usage of 

‘the 8pxouv mdis dvdvuuos of the ‘oracle’ 

Four 

5. 92 (the injustice of tyranny, cp. 6. 

127, Pheidon): and as the truly just 
man is blessed (Skythes, 6. 24, d.cacérarov 
. . Yyhpat péya drBios édv éErehevTnoe), 

so the unjust man is surely punished (6. 

86, Glaukos). To be punished or. to 
make atonement for wrong-doing is the 
law of this world (ray mpérepov ddixnudtov 

dodvat dixas, 6. 87), and has the highest 

sanction (7 6¢ Ilv@in ogéas éxédAeve © 

"AOnvato.or Sikas did6va, 6. 189), and well 

is them that recognise this law (cp. 6. 92). 

The corruption of human justice (dixyy 

ddixov Suxdgfev, 5. 25) is deservedly — 

punished with condign severity. 
3 The term véueots does not occur in © 

these Books as it happens; though we — 

are within measurable distance of that — 

idea in the myth of Adrastos, 5. 97, see — 

notes ad J., and perhaps not far off, in — 

put into the mouth of Leotychides, 6. 86. — 

4 The term ziois and its cognates — 

might appear in some respects the most ~ 

purely objective, supplying, as they do, 

a formula for the Zea talionis as a fact, 
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Herodotus the first two terms are more distinctly religious, the 

last two more ethical. It can hardly be a mere accident that 

in the three Books here in question the formula of d@ovos, 

véyweois, almost disappear, giving way to the more abstract and 

colder formula of riots and dixn, or even to the indifference of a 

purely fatalistic principle’ It may be that the change is due, 
at least in part, to a difference in the date and mood in which. 

Herodotus compiled this portion of his work. Without endorsing 
the theory that his visit to Egypt produced any sceptical develop- 
ment, or tendency, in his mind,” it is still possible to argue that 
the various portions of the work of Herodotus were not all 
composed in the same vein, and that in the course of thirty 

years or so his mind underwent some development and readjust- 
ment in the light of his ever-growing experience. But anything 

like a radical change or conversion in the mind of Herodotus 
cannot be discovered in his work. In any case he left all the 
passages, in which the lower anthropopathetic and least defensible 

descriptions of the divine nature are to be found, standing in the 
last and mature revision of the whole work; and the elements 

for a sceptical education were much more efficient in the 

philosophic schools of Ionia, or of Magna Graecia, than in the 
temples of Egypt. Nor could it be mere chronological differences 

in the subject that account for the differences in the formulae, 
which express the judgment of Herodotus on the course of 
affairs; for in regard to the most recent section of events, the 

invasion of Xerxes, the doctrine of the divine #Oovos is formulated 

not less explicitly than in regard to the more remote. Something 
plainly depends upon the scale of action, the elements of contrast ; 

without the intervention of the act of 
_ judgment implied by dfx. Butsuch an 
_ appearance is illusory. For, in the first 
| place, riots, ricacOa, et sim. are more 
nearly related to human feeling than dix, 

and, secondly, the risis only becomes 
part of the divine order when it is 
related to dixn and the judgment therein 
contained. The following reff. will 
| show that a real riois implies a real, or 
| Supposed, ddlknua, ddixia, as antecedent, 
4.1, 118, 139; 5. 77,79, 91, 105 ; 6. 72, 
75, 84, 87, 92, 101 (ep. 5. 102). The 

and if Artabanos applies for the benefit of Xerxes® the same 

most perfect expression of the law is 
found in the divine verse 5. 56, ovdels 

avOpbruv adicav rlow odK drorice. It 
may be added that the term U8pis, or an 
equivalent, is not infrequently found to 
express, or explain, the wrong, 4. 146, 
159; 5.74; 6. 87, 127, 187, cp. 4.98 f. ; 
5. 88; 6. 92; 6. 10, ete, 

1 déew et sim. Cp. note 8, p. exi. 
supra. 

2 A suggestion of A. Bauer's, Die 

Entstehung, etc., p. 47 ff. 

37,10, 46, 
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doctrine, in almost the same words, which is put into Solon’s 
mouth for the benefit of Kroisos,’ one reason may be that Kroisos 
and Xerxes supplied the two greatest and most thrilling examples 
within Greek memory to illustrate this strain of Greek thought. 
Something also may turn upon the state and condition of the 
sources available for Herodotus. The story of Xerxes, the story 
of Kroisos, as surely as the story of Periandros or the story of 
Glaukos, had been ethicised and pragmatised before Herodotus 
undertook to narrate them. The story of Marathon was still in 
the making, and more a matter of private interpretation; the 
supernatural ornaments were not wanting to it;? but the 
Athenian sources followed by Herodotus, pragmatic though they 
were, could not wholly obliterate the historic significance or even 
the immediate causality of that victory.? The story of the 
Ionian revolt is curiously free from the supernatural deposit, 
whether as a constituent, or as a reflective, element.t The lesson ~ 

of the story as told by Herodotus is an almost purely political ~ 
and historical lesson. So far as his sources were not affected by 
later political imterests, they seem to go back to authentic and 
contemporary testimony of one kind or another. That the 
historical element is not always in inverse proportion to the 
amount of gupernaturalism in a story is proved by the case of 
the Scythian campaign, where the element of fiction is patent 
and preponderant, and the supernaturalism is conspicuous only by 
its absence, The story as a whole may have been calculated to 
exhibit a case of human pride and ambition foiled and punished by 
divine will;’ but the lesson is not explicitly enforced, and the 
story is largely an illustration of military, rather than of ethical, 9 

leso2s 
* It is observable that Hdt. is very 

far from restricting the significance of 

the Delian earthquake to the campaign 
which, according to him, it immediately 
preceded, 6. 98, The epiphany of Pan, 
6. 105, the dream of Hippias, c. 107, 
the vision of Hpizelos, c. 117, the dream 
of Datis, c¢, 118, the coincidence, ce. 

108, 116, exhaust the marvels of Mara- 
thon in the Herodotean record. But the 
miraculous element is still far larger 

3 See further on this subject, Appen- q 

dix X, 

4 ob yap ee xrd. 5. 838. The burning ~ 
of the temple, 5. 102, the prayer of 
Dareios, 5. 105, the oath of Histiaios, 
5. 106, can hardly be reckoned. But — 
5. 114; 6. 16, 27, are more to the © 

point. 

5 4, 88; 7. 10,18. In the last pas- — 
sage it ranks with the disastrous expedi- 
tions of Kyros against the Massagetae 

than in the stories of the Scythian cam- 

paign and Ionian revolt. 

and of Kambyses against the Aithi-— 
opes. } 
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maxims. Stories of Mardonios,’ of Dorieus,? of Kleomenes,® of 

Miltiades * had all been ethicised and pietised, that is rationalised, 

in terms acceptable to the feelings of good Hellenes, before they 

reached Herodotus. How much his own art or piety added in 
such cases it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to determine. In the 

ease of Kleomenes, the actual variant of the historian himself 

involves but a distinction without a difference.® The story of 

Glaukos® likewise points to the source of such implicit morals; for 
it cannot be supposed that Herodotus simply invented that story. 
Neither in these, nor in other cases, have we the means of de- 

termining the exact limits of Herodotus’ creative energy as an 
author. His style is his own,’ as much as any word, thought, 
language or method can ever be the proper and sole work of one 
individual mind. His materials are all but invariably worked up 
into the forms and phrases of his own style;® it is very rarely 
that he presents his materials raw, or just as he obtained them.® 
The speeches, as they stand in his work, can hardly be authentic, 

however much of traditional matter they may directly, or indirectly, 
preserve. It is not likely that any story or anecdote, as a rule, 
loses in the telling, as Herodotus tells it; but that he deliberately 
fabricated anecdote, legend or narrative is an hypothesis beyond 
proof. All but the greatest achievement of his art is the work as 
a whole, the wholeness of the work. But this wholeness can best 

1 6, 43-45. 

2 5. 42-45. It was the men of Sybaris 
‘who reasoned: ef 69 wh wapémpnie undev 
| xrX., that is, who argued that the fate of 
'Dorieus was a divine judgment. But 
| Hdt. only differs by exaggerating the 
talternative, c. 48. 

5 6. 75, 84. 

_ 4 6, 135 makes the Pythia responsible 
| for the moral. 
— Flic, éuol 6@ doxée riow rtatrny 6 

1 Eycouévns Anuaptry éxricat. 
5 6. 86. 

_7 We have, indeed, practically almost 
nothing of the Logographs with which 
to compare it; but the verdict of an- 
tiquity comes in; cp. Dionys. Halikar- 
nass. De imitatione 3 (ed. Usener, 1889, 
pp. 22 f.), Ep. ad Pomp. 3 (Usener, pp. 
49 ff.), Hermogenes, De gen. dicendi, 2. 

12 (ed. Spengel, ii. p. 421). The conscious 
and deliberate contrast of style pre- 

sented by Thucydides might suggest an 
analogous relation between Herodotus 
and Hekataios, who was by no means 
devoid of style; cp. Hermogenes, op. 

cit. (Spengel, ii. pp. 423 ff.). Herodotus’ 
‘first style’ (cp. Scholl, Philologus, x. 
p- 76), or other styles, may be sufficiently 
accounted for by the varieties of his 
subjects and sources. Op. § 20 supra, 
and p. Ixvii. 

8 But cp. notes to 4. 18; 5. 86; 6. 
137. 

® Express quotations, of course, ex- 
cepted. The poetical source sometimes 
shimmers through the prose ; ep. 4. 163 ; 
5. 92; 6. 126. The official document 
sometimes shows through the more artful 
texture ; cp. 5. 52; 6. 58. 
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be understood when the work is regarded as a result of growth, 
revision, reflection and time, almost a lifetime: not a product, 
conceived as it stands, and worked out, at one time and one place, 
in accordance with that single preconception. The summit of 
the writer’s art is to have all but completely obliterated the 
evidences of that process by which his work reached its relative 
perfection, rendering any and every hypothesis on the subject 
apparently beyond the conditions of absolute verification. So 
far as reasonable hypotheses go, they are to be reached almost 
solely by a simple yet searching analysis of the work into its 
constituent parts and elements, and a critical observation of the 
general and special qualities and characters of the materials, 
or elements, out of which the work, as a whole, has been created. 

In the present edition that method is exhibited in application to 
a good third of the work, in accordance with the initial principle 
of division expounded above.t That the exhibition is complete, 
or exhaustive, is not here insinuated; nor is it to be denied that 

its results, in regard to any given portion of the work, must 
depend, in the final resort, on its application to the work from 
beginning to end. 

1 gg 1 ff. 
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Tue Greek Text printed in this edition is taken, not without corrections, from 
Stein’s smaller edition, Herodoti Historiae. Ad recensionem suam recognovit 
Henricus Stein. Berolini, apud Weidmannos. A. MDCCCLXxxIV. 'That edition 
presents a more conservative result than would be generally acceptable now-a- 
days, or than Stein himself, perhaps, would now endorse, as appears from the 
later issues of his annotated edition of Bks. 7 (1889), 8, 9 (1893). That 
result, however, represents an average of the codices, as good, perhaps, as any 
other, and therefore, apart from certain practical advantages, lends itself con- 
veniently to the purposes of the historical commentator. In the Notes, 
however, some space has inevitably been devoted to various readings, emenda- 
tions and conjectures, and a few contributions to the ideal text have 
been attempted. The textual criticism of Herodotus has, indeed, for some 
time past been largely and justifiably exercised in conjectural emendation. 
The condition and classification of the MSS. appear to have been fairly 
well ascertained, and the statement of the case, as given by Stein in his 
larger edition (1869), still, in the main, holds the field. Of some six 
and forty codices Stein rejected five and thirty, as critically useless ; of the 
eleven remaining codices he took five, as the basis of his text, using the others 
as subsidiary or illustrative. Having regard merely to the actually extant 
and best MSS. it is generally agreed that they are ultimately derived from 
two main types: I. A text represented by the three oldest MSS., the 
Medicean, Mediceus (A) saec. X.. a Roman, Passioneus (B) saec. XI, and a 
Florentine, Florentinus, or Laurentianus (C) saecult, ut videtur, XT., now, 
like A, in the Laurentian Library. II. A text represented by a Roman, 
Vaticanus (R) saec. XIV., a Parisian, Parisinus (P) saec., ut videtur, XIIT., a 
Viennese, Vindobonensis (V), and the Sancroft MS. in Emmanuel College, 
Cambridge (S, or s), this last having a special interest for English scholars, 
as its collation formed the characteristic of Gaisford’s text. These two main 
types are indicated in A. Holder’s edition by the symbols a (=A +B), and 

_ B (=R+V+S8), which symbols have been occasionally employed in the 
following Notes. Speaking broadly, Stein’s texts incline in favour of the first 
class, a, and especially of A, while the tendency of later editors has been to 
increase the authority of the second, £, and especially of R. (See C. G. Cobet, 
Mnemosyne, 1882, pp. 400 ff, M. Wehrmann, de Herodotei codicis Romani 
auctoritate. Halle, 1882.) The whole of the fifth Book, however, happens 
to be wanting in this Roman MS. It would be rash to assert that the last 

_ word has been said upon the authority of the existing codices ; but, mean- 
while, criticism has been busy, on the strength of the approximate agrec- 
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ment above indicated, in restoring the original text, not merely upon the 
basis of the MSS. readings, but by the aid of copious conjecture. There are 
three directions in which this work has been carried on: first, towards the 
removal of glosses and interpolations, mostly short ; the only ong passage, in 
the books here immediately under consideration, open to grave suspicion being 
6, 122, a chapter actually omitted in a (ABC). Secondly, in the direction 
of marking, and supplying lacunae, a class of corruptions which editors are 
tending to enlarge more and more. In the third place, an effort is being 
made to purify and restore the true Herodotean dialect, not alone from the 
literary sources, but also from epigraphic evidences. Whether this last device 
can result in a genuine restoration of the Archetype, from which ex hypothesi 
all existing MSS. are descended, much more in the sure restoration of 
genuinely Herodotean forms, are problems involving some previous questions, 
as, for example, the relation of the dialect of inscriptions in evidence to the 
literary forms adopted by Herodotus, which cannot here be pursued. 
Remarks upon the constitution of the text have been introduced in the Notes 
following, mainly where they seemed to be demanded by material or 
historical considerations. It is assumed that every student of the text, as 
such, will have at his command the larger edition of Stein (Herodoti 
Historiae. Recensuit Henricus Sten. Berlin, 1869), exhibiting the testimonia 
as well as the MSS. readings, together with the indispensable edition of 
Holder (Herodoti Historiae recensuit Alfred Holder. Leipzig, 1886, 1888), 
the apparatus criticus of which includes the principal emendations up to date ; 
and it were well not to overlook the strictly castigated edition of van 
Herwerden (HPOAOTOY ICTOPIAI recognovit Henricus van Herwerden, 4 
vols. Utrecht, nN. D.), which, though designed, perhaps like the archetype of 
class 8 above described, in usum scholarum, is a monument of critical 
courage, not less acceptable to the historical student than exemplary to the 
textual reformer. Cobet’s recension of the text of the three Books here in 
question is to be found in Mnemosyne, 1884, pp. 77 ff., 129 ff The Index 
Lectionwm, at the end of volume IL, omnipage the enced apparatus of this 
edition in a continuous form. 



HPOAOTOT 

MEATIOMENH 

Mera 8 tHv BaBurdvos aipecw éyéveto éml XKvOas avtod 
Aapeiov édacis. avOevons yap ths “Acins avdpact Kat ypnud- 
Tov weyddov cuviovtor, éreOtunoe 0 Aapetos ticacbar {KvOas, 
Ore éxeivoe mpoTepot éaBarovtes és THY Mnouxyy Kal viknoaytes 
payn Tos avriovpévous UTApEav adixins. THs yap avo ’Acins 
Rptav, ws Kal mpotepov poe eipntat, SKvOar érea Sudv Séovta 
tTpinxovta.  Kupueplous yap émidv@xovtes éoéBadov és HV 
*Acinv, xatarravcavtes THs apyis Myéous* otto. yap mpl 7 
XnvOas anixécOar pyov ths “Acins. Ttods b& LKvOas aodn- 
pncaytas oxT@ Kal elkoor érea Kal bia ypovou TtocovTou 
KaTlovras és THv odetépny é&edéEaTo ovK éXdocwy roves TOD 
Myéixod* etpov yap avtiovpévny odhiot otpatiny ovK odLynv. 

e \ rn / lal ef id BA > n / 

ai yap Tov LKvOéwv yvvaixes, ds ope of avdpes arhcav ypovov 

1. 1. pera «rd. For the Chronology, 
see Appendix III. 

érl 2ZKiOas atrot Aapelov acs. 
Of the king in person, as of Kambyses 
against Egypt (3. 1), and against the 

| Aithiopians (3. 25), or Xerxes against 
Hellas. Compare 7. 10 6; 7. 20; cp. 
Isokrates 4. 88 werd 6é radra yevouerns 
Tis torepov orparelas, tv airds Réptns 
tyayev k.7.X. atbrod, which is the read- 

_ ing of the codices, is preferable to a rod 
| (Schweig. and Blakesley), or to avrixa, 
suggested by Stein, or the bald rod 
_(Cobet). Cp. airds Aapefos 5. 82, and 

¢. 83 infra. Introduction, § 12, p. xxviii. 
» 2. Khacrs, 7. 37. 

avOebons . . *Aclns. On the 
motives and object of the Scythian 

_ Expedition, see Appendix III. 
vipdor, But compare 7. 210 . . 

_ FONNol vev dvOpwror elev, dNyou 5é vdpes. 
Here dvipdor denotes the fighting 

VOL. I 

population of Asia: there the fighters 
of Hellas as compared with Asiatics. 

5. ths dvw’ Actns. EE. of the Halys, 
epiads Ohad byali/iva 

6. ws kal rpdétepov. 1. 103-107. The 
phrase proves nothing concerning the 
original order of composition. 

Though nomad hordes had swept over 
civilized Asia, an dpy} of the Scyths 
is hardly to be admitted (pace Guest, 
Origines Celticae i. 17). The idea 
illustrates a pragmatic tendency towards 
artificial combinations and perspective 
in historiography. There are other 
misconceptions in the passage. That 
the Scyths entered Asia ‘in pursuit 
of’ the Kimmerians is very doubtful ; 
that the Median overlordship preceded 
the invasion of the nomads is certainly 
not true. The number of years (28) is 
also suspect. On these three points see 
further Appendix I. 

B 

1 
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2 moor, Epoiteov Tapa Tovs dovdovs. 

igo) 

statement that the 

2 HPOAOTOY 

mavtas TupArovat TOD yddaKTos elvexev TOD Tivovor oeby TES 
ereav huvonthpas NaBwor doreivovs avAoic mpoceuepe- 

atdtous, Tovtous éabévres és Tav Ondéav immav ta apOpa 
5 putdou Tolow oTopact, dAdAor 6€ GrArAwv dvcwVTwOY apédyovEL. 
paci O€ Todee elvexa TodTO Trovéew: Tas préBas Te TiprrAacba 
gpuowpévas THS immov Kal To odOap KatiecOar. 
apérEwor TO yadda, éoyéavtes es EvAWa ayynia Koida Kal 
TEeploTigavTes KATA TA aryYynLa TOUS TUPAovs Sovéoval TO yada, 

@OE. 

\ \ \ bd n > / 4 rn Kal TO pev avTov émioTadpevoy amapvoarTes ayedVTaL Eivat 
/ \ ? / n 

TyuwTEpoV, TO O UTLaTapEvoY Haocov Tod éErépov. 
/ \ x rn elvexa drravta TOV av AaGBwor of YvOar éxtuprodar: ov yap 

2. 1. rods 8 SovAous. This chapter 
comes in awkwardly, the matter it 
contains is suspicious, and the logic 
(rod yddaxros eivexev) questionable ; but 
these considerations are not sufficient 
to call its authenticity into question. 
Stein supposes it a later insertion by 
the author himself; and attempts have 
been made to diminish its harshness 
by emendation and rearrangement. That 
mare’s milk was a principal item in 
Scythian diet is certain, and that the 
yield was increased by some such strange 
operation as is here described is probable 
(see Rawlinson, ad locwm). It may be 
further argued from the passage that 
even the nomad Scyths possessed slaves, 
and Rawlinson apparently accepts the 

slaves were all 
blinded. But in c. 20 infra we are told 
that the Scyths between the river Gerrhos 
and ‘the Trench’ consider all the other 
Scyths their slaves. We are evidently 
dealing with inexact terms and ideas. 
Blindness is said to be common in South 
Russia (vide Baehr ad /.), and blind men, 

whether bond or free, could make them- 

selves useful in preparing the kowmiss, 
though they could not guide a plough, 

or look after droves of cattle. Slaves 

were of course largely exported from 

Scythia to Athens, but koumiss was 

apparently not generally known to the 

Hellenes, or this passage would, perhaps, 

not have been inserted. aot does not 

prove that Herodotus saw the process or 

its result, or even that it was explained to 

him personally by native Scyths (cp. In- 

troduction, § 20, pp. Lxxvii ff.) Neumann, 

Die Hellenen im Skythenlande, p. 279, calls 

the story eine abgeschmackte Hrzihlung, 

and is shocked by Hdt.’s logic, or want 

IV 

Tous 6€ dovAOUS of SKvGar 

3 A \ 

émeav 6€ 

/ \ 

TOUT@V [LEV 

of logic : Rawlinson thinks the blindness 
adapted to pastoral life, an opinion 
directly traversed by Stein, who thinks 
there is some etymological confusion at 
the base of the story: the Scyths gave 
slaves a name which Greeks mistrans- 
lated ru¢doi —hine illae lacrymae (ep. 
Schol. ad Aristoph. Hg. 959 Saecvds 
poryov dv7l tod tupddv. ‘“Hpbdoros dé 
isropet Tovs Modyovs rovrTous érdvw Tis 
Zkvdlas evar. On which Dobree: 
Phainus videtur transtulisse ad Hippe- 
molgos quae tradit Herodotus de Ari- 
maspis. Phainos seems also to have 
misunderstood the word podyés, Lobeck, 
Aglaophamus ii. 966, but that does 
not here concern us). Anyway, as 
Hansen (Ost-Hwropa §§ 16-202) points 
out, Hdt. is guilty of an inconsequence, 
in not explaining the connexion between 
the blindness of the slaves and the 
preparation of the milk: and no re- 
arrangement of the text cures this 
defect. ‘‘Fabula perobscura,” van Her- 
werden, 

8. kotka. Tr. ‘capacious,’ ‘roomy,’ 
or ‘deep’ (Kriiger). 

9. weptorifavtes. The MSS. vary; 
mepiotitavres a (AB), mepiorjocavres B 
(PR) which seems to make Dobree’s 
conjecture wépié orjoavres almost certain. 
mepiéoriée in c, 202 infra militates — 
against meporléavres here. 

12. od . . vowddes. Stein transfers — 
so as to follow mlvovo. supra. The 
transposition may obviate the inconse- — 
quence of the remark, but does not 
diminish its inconsistency with sub- — 
sequent passages, cc. 17, 18 infra. — 
The whole chapter must be limited — 
to the ‘ Royal’ Scyths, ec. 20 infra. 4 
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/ / 

a@potat eiol adda vouddes. 
\ a a ? / / ‘Vis / 54 6 \ I Kal TOV yuvarxdv étpadn veotns: ot émelte Ewabov tiv opeTepnv 

fal ial n lal / \ lal 

yéveowv, HYTLODYTO avToloL KaTLovot Ex TAY Miydov. Kal TPATA 

MEAITOMENH 

/ > / > / 

wey Thy yopnv ameTamovTo, Tappov opvEawevor evpéay KaTa- 
an a > / > a An / an 

telvovoav éx Tov Tavpixdv opéwy és tHv Maijrw Riurny, TH 5 
/ 

m<ep é€oTl pmeyioTn: 
= 50 b) £0 > fe 0 

=KU nob QVTLKATLOOMEVOL EMANOVT . 

/ a 

peTa O€ Telp@pévotct eo Bddrew Totct 
ywomévns S€ wayns Tod- 

/ yf a / 

Adxis Kal od Suvapévov ovdSéev mréov exew TOV XKvOéov TH 
pedyn, els avtav édefe Tad. “ola movedpev, avdpes YKvOar* 

a / > / / 
SovAotoe Tolar HmeTépoict payouevor avTol TE KTELVOMEVOL 

/ / \ \ 

éXdoooves yivopeba Kal éxeivous KTEWovTES EXATTOVMY TO NoLTrOY 
apEomev. a \ \ \ / a 

vov @v pot OoKéeL alypmas pev Kal Toga pereivat, 
a J \ / 2/ 9 > n 

NaBovra Sé Exactov Tod tmtov THY pacTLYya LéEval GoCOY avTOD. 
° / ty 

péxpe mev yap @pav nuéas Stra eyovtas, of Sé evopsSov Opovol 

3 

éx Tovtwv 8) av oft TOV Sovdrov 3 

a \ Vy / b) \ 

Te kal @& opolwy july eivar: éreay Oé idwvTa paotuyas avi 15 
/ 4 / na \ / 

bday éyovtas, pafovTes ws eiou nuéTEpor SoDAOL KaL TUYYVOVTES 
rn / 33 

TOUTO, OVK UTrojevéouc. 
2 rNéa of S€ exTAaryée D YyLVOMevm TH ayns TE €7e- emiTehéa* ol O€ exTrAayEeVTES TO YLVOMEVO THS ayn 

NaPovtTo Kai Epevyov. ovTw of LKVOae THs Te “Acins HpEav Kal 
\ n / 7 3 \ 

efehacbértes avtis UTO Mydav KatHdOov Tpor@ ToLvovT@ és THY 

oeTépny. Tavoe elvexa o Aapeios ticacBat BovNopevos acvvy- 
\ yelpe eT avTovs oTpdTevpa. 

3. 2. vedryns. The notion ofa kindred 
but inferior clan, or stratum, as being 
the offspring of free-born women and 
base or servile fathers is common. 
Well-known instances are those of the 
Partheniae at Sparta, see the foundation 
legend of Tarentum, Strabo, 278 (ed. 
Teubn. 1, 382), Aristot. Pol. 8. 7, 2, 
1306 the Argive ‘slaves’ at Tiryns 
(6. 83 infra), the Pelasgo-Athenians in 
Lemnos (6. 138 infra). A legend could 
only have incorporated such a motive 
after society had entered the patriarchal 
stage. The story here is inconsistent, 
as Stein points out, with the view 
taken in c. 11 infra, and 1. 103, as it 
implies that the Scyths settled in 
Europe for a time before pursuing the 
Kimmerii into Asia. Hdt. seems un- 
conscious of the inconsistency. Further, 
the report of the ipsissima verba of 
the Scythian orator, and the formulae 
used by him (specially 8uool re Kal é& 

), do not render the story more 
probable. It has a flavour of Greek 

litical philosophy about it: a moral 
or Greek slave-states, 

4. racbpov. Cp. c. 20 infra. This 
trench is a puzzle to the geographers. 
Did it run E. and W. across the isthmus 
of Perikop, and divide the Crimea from 
the mainland, or did it run N. and §. 
within the Crimea, cutting off the 
Eastern portion of the peninsula? In 
after times at least there was a trench 
in the former situation; the mention 
of the mountains favours the latter 
supposition, and the majority of com- 
mentators adopt it, the rather as in 
c. 20 infra this ra¢pos is represented as 
forming part of the E. frontier of the 
Scyths royal, and so seems to run N. 
and S. The misconception of the situa- 
tion and lie of the Crimea, c. 99 infra, 
renders this supposition tenable. But 
there was probably more than one 
tag¢pos in Scythia, and Hdt.’s igno- 
rance of the true site and shape 
of the Crimea, and the questionable 
character of the tradition about the 
tupdol and their sons, discredit any 
fixed identification, 

4. 5, r&vde elvexa. On the freedom 
which Herodotus adopts or allows him- 

n id 4 / 

Tavbta aKkovoaytTes of YKvGat érrolevy 4 

5 
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5 ‘Os 8€ SxvOav réyovor, vedrarov mdvrov eOvéwy elvar Td 
aétepov, TovTO dé yevéoOar be. 
TH yn TavTn €ovon épjuw TO ovvoua elvar Tapyitdov: Tod 8&é 
Tapyttdov trovTou tovs ToKéas Néyovor elvat, éwol pev od TicTa 

5 NéyovTes, Neyouct & wv, Ala te Kal Bopvabéveos tod rorapod 
Ouyarépa. yéveos pev TorovTou by Twos yevécOas Tov Tapyirdoy, 
tovTov S€ yevécOat matdas tpeis, Aurdkaiv nal ’Aprotaiv Kab 
veotatov Konrdéaiv. 

/ 

pepoweva ypvoea Troimpara, 

n \ / S / / rn 

TpOTov Tov TpeaBvTaTov accov tévat BovrAopevoy avTa afer, 
\ be \ > / / > lA \ 4 

Tov 0€ xpvcov émLovTos KaiecOa: atradday Pévros 6€ ToUTOU 
/ \ 7 \ \ 9 mpoovévat Tov SevTEPOV, Kal TOV aUTLS TAaUTAa TroLéeLW. 

\ / \ \ n 
67 Kalomevoy TOV xpvoov aracacbat, Tpitw b& TO vewTaTo 

/ a la r 15 émeAOovTe KaTacBhvat, Kai pu éxetvoy Kopicat és éwuTov* Kal 
\ / \ \ n / 

Tovs mpeaBuTépovs adeApeovs Tpos Tav’Ta cuyyvovTas TIV 
6 Bacirninvy macav 

y , / n > / ma > / / 
Aumo€duos yeyovévar tovtovs Tov XKvbéwv of Avydtat yévos 

/ > \ \ nr / ) / my tf / \ 

KandéovTal, amo Oe Tov pécov ApmroEdios ot Kariapoi te Kat 
\ n rn a 

Tpdomes Kadéovtat, aro 6€ Tov vewTaTov avTav Tod Bacidéos 

self in the motivation of actions, see 
Introduction, § 21. - 

5. 1. as 8 BKvOar A€yovor. 
troduction, § 20, p. lxxix. 

On the Scythian Legend (cc. 8-13), 
see Appendix I. 

veotatov. Cp. Justin 2. 1, 5 
Scytharum gens antiquissima semper 
habita, quamquam inter Scythas et 
Aegyptios diu contentio de generis 
vetustate fuerit. Herodotus knows 
nothing of this dispute, though he 
records a philological experiment made 
by Psammetichos by which the priority 
_of the Phrygians to the Aegyptians was 
thought to have been demonstrated, 
PPh, 

4, ésol . . dv. An even more tolerant 
formula is found elsewhere, e.g. 42 
infra ; a more decisive rejection, c. 25 
infra. Op. Introduction, § 21. 

9. twoufpara, These four may be 
regarded as the prime instruments of 
the local culture ; their inventors’ names 
had been forgotten. The golden models 
were objects of worship (fetish). (On 
the worship of gold ep. Prof. Paley, in 
Contemp. Review, Aug. 1884. Very 
quaint, deriving the use of gold from Sun 

See In- 

\ / / r r 

é€ml ToUT@V apKYovT@Y €kK TOD ovpavov 
/ 

dpotpov Te 
/ \ / n \ n / 10 cayapw Kal diddrnv, meceiv és tTHv YevOucnv: Kal tov idovra 

n an / 

Tapadcovval TO VEWTATO. 

yA / fal .) 

avopa yevécOat mpatov. év 

kal fuyov kal 

\ TOUS Lev 

> X \ \ 
amo pev 67 

worship.) A humorous case of Gold 
worship in Tylor, Prim. Culture ii. 154. 
Gold was native in Scythia, and ex- 
ported ; it is chiefly found in the Ural 
district, and, be it observed, to the east 
of the mountains. See Stanford’s 
Compendium of Geography: Europe.p. 
184; Schrader, Prehistoric Antiquities 
of the Aryan Peoples (transl. by F. B. 
Jevons, 1890), Part iii. ch. iv. pp. 
LO 7.9. 

6. 4. tod Baotdéos. Holder reads rods 
Baowéas, Wesseling rods Bactdylous. 
Would it not be better to cut out 
the first 7. 8. altogether? The omis- 
sion of the proper name Kolaxais is 
observable, after the introduction of the 
two other proper names, Lipoxais and 
Arpoxais. Could it be that Hdt. felt 
a misgiving about the derivation of the 
name Skoloti from the king’s name? 
Or did the text originally run (omitting 
the first rod Bacidéos) ZkoAbrouvs Lkodédrou 
Baowdéos érwvuulny, as Abicht and Stein 
suggest? But Skoloti might come of © 
Kolaxais: or rather, perhaps, Kolaxais 
of Skoloti. Stein favours the derivation — 
of Scyth from a word meaning to shoot — 
with the bow: Rawlinson takes Exv@ns — 
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t / \ S / 
ob karéovrar Ilapaddtas: ovprrace dé elvat ovvoya YKororovs, 5 

cal / 

Tod Bactréos érr@vupiny. S«vdas S& “EXAnves wvdpacar. 
@ U4 ¢€ / yeyovévar pév viv adheas wde Aéyouct of LKVOa, Etea SE chicas 7 

/ / “3 n 

éreite yeyovacs Ta oVpTaVTAa Néyovot elvat ato TOD TpwTOU 
\ / / \ / 

Baciréos Tapyerdov és tiv Aapeiov didBaow tHv érl ohéas 
\ a 

YiAlL@v ov TA€M GAAQ TOCaUTA. 
\ \ \ a \ 

TOV oY XPugov TOUTOV TOV 

/ > \ , \ 

ipov dvddooovet of Bacidees €s Ta padiota, Kal Ovainot 
/ / aN ca) f 

peyaddyot ihacKopevot METEPKOVTAL ava TAY €ETOS. os & av 
an ¢ ry 

éyav Tov ypucoy Tov ipov év TH opTH UmaiOpios KataxowwnOn, 
ae , ¢ \ > bé > 5 / 3 PAS) 6 56 € 8 \ 

obtos AéyeTar UO LKvOéwv ov dteviavTi—eww: SidocPar Oé of Sua 
rn ° 4, lal / / 

Toto boca av immw év nmépn pin Tepteddon avTos. 

= Saxdéns = Saka, the Persian name 
(perhaps connected with skyta, schiitzen, 
shoot). 

The tripartition of the Skoloti or 
Scyths is implied in this legendary 
pedigree, and perhaps also a sense that the 
Paralatae (Royal, Nomad) Scyths were 
the last comers. Compare the Hellenic 
pedigree of Aeolians, Dorians, Ionians 
and Achaians, in which, however, the 
tribes are classified rather in the order 
of Hellenic dignity, than in the order 
of chronological precedence. 

In the next chapter a tripartition of 
the Paralatae, or of their territory, is 
ascribed to Kolaxais (sic), so that he, 
like his father Targitaos, is supposed 
to have had three sons. These three 
kingdoms reappear in c. 120 as the 
kingdom of Skopasis (to which the 
Sauromatae are joined), the kingdom 
of Idanthyrsos, the largest, and the 
kingdom of Taxakis (with which the 
Geloni and Budini are associated). 
From c. 10 it might be inferred that 
a tripartition lay between Agathyrsi, 
Seyths and Geloni: that being in a 
story from another source. 

7. 4. xtAloy may be merely a round 
number for an indefinite number of 
years, or may be based upon royal 
enealogies, probably imaginary, going 
ck thirty generations. Van Herwer- 

den deletes Tapyirdov. 
xpucdv. This passage on the 

‘sacred gold’ and its cult is very 
Mysterious. (1) It comes in to break 
the immediate connexion. (2) It is 
incomplete and obscure in itself. (3) 
No reference is made to this cult in 
the subsequent passages where Hat. 
dilates on the religion of the Scyths, 
cc. 59-63. (4) The xpvcds=the xpicea 

THS O€ 

Tmoupara c. 5 supra, which include an 
dporpov, surely a strange implement to 
be worshipped by the Nomads. (5) The 
exact nature of a cdyaps is doubtful: 
7. 64 seems to identify it with délyy. 
The cult of the golden cdyapis contrasts 
with the better authenticated cult of 
the iron dKkwdkns c. 62 infra. (6) 
Private property in land among the 
Nomads is improbable; and the enor- 
mous scale upon which it is granted—— 
as much as he can ride round in a whole 
day (sunrise to sunset ?)—does not make 
it more credible. That the Scythic 
kings had gold cups is certain (ep. ce. 
8, 71 infra): for the rest, we seem 
to be in contact with a genuine gold- 
myth, or treasure-saga: though it might 
be rash to assert that in the annual 
feast and sacrifice, the sleep sub Jove, 
the day’s ride, and the death within 
the year, we have indications of the 
source and symbolism of the supposed 
cult. There is nothing to show that 
Hdt. himself had seen the sacred gold 
treasure, guarded so jealously by the 
‘kings,’ and fraught with such dire 
fatality to its guardian; there is no 
reason to believe that he had his direct 
knowledge of it from other than a Greek 
source, though the fable has a genuine 
native and primitive ring in it, worthy 
of the dda. 

8. 81a rotro, For going to sleep? 
or for guarding the gold and taking 
the risk of being overcome by super- 
natural sleep? If he went to sleep it 
was feared, perchance, that the Niflings 
would come and steal or recover the 
gold. <A ‘griffin’ would have done 
the service on lower terms or even 
perhaps a one-eyed man, like Hagen— 
vide cc, 138 and 27 infra, 
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10 XYopys €ovons peyadns tpipacias tas Bacirnlas Toto. match 
Toit éwvTod Katactycacbar Kordéaiv, xal rovréwv lav 
Tora, peyiorny, ev TH Tov ypvodv dudrdccecOa. Ta 8é 
katvTrepOe mpds Bopénv Aéyouor dveuov Tov brepolkav Tis 
Kops ovK old Te civar és mpocwrépw ove Opav ode biekrévar 

15 UTO TTEPOV KEXUMeVOV' TTEPaY Yap Kal THY Yyhv Kal TOV Hépa 
eivat mhéoV, Kal TadTa elvar TA arroKNHloyTa THY rbW. 

8 LKevbar pev bSe UTép odéwv Te avTov Kal Ths yopns Tihs 
KatuTepOe Néyouct, “EXAjvov Se of tov Ilévrov oixéovtes be. 
‘Hpakréa édatbvovta tas Inpvovew Bods amixécbar és yhv rabrny 
éovoav épnuny, ivrwa viv YKvOar véwovtar. Inpvovea 8é oikéeww 

5 €€w Tod ovrov, Kkarorxnuévov tiv “ENAnves éyouor "EpvOecav 
vncov THY mpos Vadelpovcr Tolar é€w “Hpakdéwv ornréov érl TO 
‘Oxeave. Tov && Oxeavoyv Noym pev Aéyovor ard Arlov avaro- 
Néwv apEdwevoyv yhv wept wacav péew, epyw Oe ovK atrodeLKVOCL. 
évOedrev tov “Hpaxréa amixécbat és tiv viv XKvbinv yopny 

10 Kadeowévny, Kal KaTadaPely yap avTov yeywava Te Kal KpUpor, 
eTELpUTAaMEVOY THY NEovTEnY KaTUTIY@CAL, TAS O€ of tmmous | Tas | 
ec \ iy ier: / 7 a / a 
UTO TOU apwaTos vEe“omevas ev TOVTH TO Xpove adavicOjvas Dein 

11. €wvrod. Kolaxais, himself the 
youngest of three brothers, after ex- 
cluding his two elder brothers from 
the kingdom, divides it among his 
own. three sons. 

15. wrepGv. Cp. c. 31 infra. 

8. 2. “EAAfvav. A list of the principal 
Greek cities on the Pontos is given by 
Rawlinson in /., cp. Kiepert, Manual of 
A. Geography §§ 184, 190, or Grote, iii. 
60, Ed. 1872, Pt. ii. c. xvii. The expres- 
sion used by Hdt. would of course cover 
Greeks on all coasts of the Pontos, but 
it is not to be supposed that the Greeks 
were unanimous in preferring this 
Heraklean legend. Possibly the story 
would be especially popular in Herakleia 
Pontica. It is characteristically Greek. 
A Herakleid lineage is provided for the 
Seythic kings, and an Hellenic claim 
to the soil thereby established. Cp. the 
Herakleid legend in Peloponnese (6. 55 
infra), the MHerakleid genealogy in 
Lydia (1. 7), and the story of Dorieus 
and the projected colony in Sicily (5. 48 
infra). Certain touches in the native 
legend and custom are preserved; the 
number (3) of sons, the preference to the 
youngest, the bow, the drinking cup. 

5. €or. I... tw ‘AH. oc. Arather 

clumsy description, due perhaps to the 
fact that only the first vague indication 
was contained in the source, the second 
and fuller specification being an addition. 
This is the only mention of Gades in 
Herodotus (ep. 5. 9 infra). 

The Herakles whose pillars were at 
Gades was the Tyrian, and this legend, 
intended to satisfy Hellenic feeling, 
suggests (to us) the idea that the 
Phoenicians were in the Pontos before 
the Greeks. Cp. c. 82 infra. The version 
in Diodorus, 2. 43, substitutes Zeus for 
Herakles, perhaps an improvement from 
a Greek point of view (cp. 2. 21, 23, 
and c. 36 infra). 

Hdt.’s rejection of the ocean-stream 
theory probably fortified him in his 
rejection of this legend, which took 
that theory apparently for granted. 
Hekataios had previously rejected it: 
Arrian, Anab. 2.16. Herakles was per- 
haps supposed to return from Erytheia 
by ocean, or its shore; otherwise it would 
be difficult to justify the introduction in 
this place of the ocean. . In this advent 
of the Tyrian Herakles to Scythia from 
the land side (N. or N.W.), have we ¥ 
a confession or confusion of old trade- 
routes from the Baltic to the Euxine? — ‘ 
(Cp. ce. 33 infra.) 

pi. Sane, ee ia BS eae 



711 MEATIOMENH 7 

/ ¢ Ss, a \ ¢ / / , \ lal 

Tuyn. as © éeyepOijvac tov ‘Hpaxréa, dinobar, mavta dé Tis 
/ / >? / > \ ¢ / 

xapns émeEeNOovta TENOS amtkéoOar és thy “Trainv Kareopéevnv 
a o a / 

yhv: evOadta Sé avrov evpeiy év dvtpm pi~oTdpOevoy Tia, eyLovav 
a A nA 5 / 

Supvéa, Tis TA Mev dv@ ATO TOV YAoUTaY Elva yuVaLKOS, TA OE 
v yy A / \ \ @ / > / ” 

évepbe ddios. idovta d€ Kal Gopacavta evrerpécOar pw el Kou 
” “¢ / \ \ / ¢ \ 54 \ > 
So. tarmous tAav@pévas: tiv Sé hdvar éEwuTiy eyew Kal ovK 
> , ? / \ 4 € An - \ be ‘H XE ayes 
amodacew éxeive tply 7} ot puyOn: Tov dé “Hpaxréa py Ojvac 

ért TO wic0@ TovTM. Kelvny Te dy UTEpBadrAEoOat THY aTrodocLW TL T@ LLoUG Ds U/] 7 P 4! 
fal 4 / e a / ° ac / 

tov immwv, Sovrdopévnv ws TAELaTOV YpovoY cuVeivar TO Hpaknréu, 

Kal Tov Kopuodpevoy eOérewv atradddocecba: Tédos SE arrobu- 
Sodcav adtiy eimety “ tmmous ev 8) TavTas amiKopévas évOdde 
tcwod Tor eyo, THOTPA TE OV TrapéayEs: ey@ yap EK GED TPEls 

° yg / ei \ / 
maidas eyo. TOUTOUS, ETrEeayv YEVMOVTAL TpOdLES, 6 TL YP7) TroLéELY, 

a n \ / 

éEnyéo ov, elite avTod Katoukifm (yaépns yap Thode Ey TO KPaTOS 
\ la n 

avTn) cite aTroTéuTr@ Tapa oé. THV pev 61) TadTAa érElpwTar, 
\ \ / \ a >? Cas cc? \ b] / lo \ Tov d€ A€yovat Tpds TadTa elmeiv “éTedv avdpwlEvTas On TOS 

cal lal \ \ ¢ e fal 

Taidas, Ta0€ ToleDoa OVK AV apapTdvols* TOV meV Av Opas avTaV 
/ \ ts @ / \ a an lal \ / 

T0de TO TOEoy Mbe SraTeLVopevoy Kal TO CwoTHpt TOE KaTA TAOE 
fovvvpevov, TodTov ev THade THs YwOpNs oiKNTopa Tro“ed* ds O 
dy TovTay TaY épyov THY évTEANOMAaL AElTrNTaL, EKTrEWTE EK THS 
xopns. Kal TadTa ToLeDoa avTH Te Edppavéat Kal TA évTEeTAAMEVA 

/ n / 
Tomes. Tov pev On eipvoavta Tov TOEwY TO ETEpov (vO yap 
én / / °‘H / \ \ a bé » hopéew Téws “Hparréa) kali tov Cworhpa mpodéEavta, Tapa- 

rn \ / \ n n dodvat tO Tokov Te Kal Tov fwoThpa éyovta ém aKpns THs 
fal / 

cupBoras diddrnv xpuvcény, Sovta S€ aradrAdocecOa. Thy 8, 
a a a / 

emrel of yevomevous Tovs Traidas avdpwOjvat, ToUTO Kél' oft ovVO- 
A ? a A / 

pata Gécba, TO pev AydOupcov aitav, TS 8 éErropévm l'edXwvor, 
4 nr nr a a 

LevOnv 58 TH vewrdt@, TodTo S€ THs emicTOAHS pmeuynwéevny 
? \ a an 

auTHY ToWoat Ta evTeTadpeva. Kal dn dvo pév of TOY Traldwr, 
/ / 

tov te “AydOupcov kat tov LT'edkwvov, odK olovs TE yevopméevous 
b / \ \ fo] eEixécOat pos Tov mpoKkelpevov deOrov, olyerOar Ex THs Yyopys 
éxBX bé tnd, a / \ Se a Ses Ss 50. noevtas bro THS yewapévns, Tov Sé vedTaTov a’tTav YKvdnv 
? / a a a eritehécayTa KaTapeivar ev TH yoOpn. Kal amd pev LKVOEw Tod 

€ / / Hpaxdéos yevécOar tods aiel Baciréas ywvouévous Yxvbéwv, azo 
lol 4 4 / lal 

8€ ris puddys ere kal és rode piddras ex TdV CwaoThpwv dopéew 
/ \ \ la) \ n LKiOas: 7d 81) podvov unyavicacbar Tv pntépa YKtOn. radra 

be *EXX?} CN lié / L € nvov ot Tov Ilovrov oixéovTes NEyovat. 
” lA / / a A / Kors 6€ Kal ddXos NOyos eyov Ode, TH pddioTa Aeyouévo 

11. 1. tots 8 xal. This fuvds ‘EAAfvwvy commends itself to the mind of to- 
Te kal BapBdpwv Neyduevos Myos certainly day, as to Hdt., in preference to the 

<> 

20 

10 

1 



8 HPOAOTOY IV 

abros mpookepat, LKVOas Tods vouddas olxéovras ev tH ’Acty, 
Tongue meclevtas tmd Maccayeréwv, olyerOar SiaBdvras 
motapov “Apatny él yay tv Kippeplnv (rv yap viv véuovrac 

SSxvOar, atrn Aéyeras Td rarawyv elvar Kippeplov), rods 8é 
Kippeplous érivrav XKvOéwv BovrevecOas ds otpatod émidytos 
Meyarou, Kal O17 Tas yvapuas opéwv Keywpiopévas, évTovoUs eV 
aupotépas, auelvo Se tiv Tov Baciéwv: Thy pev yap 6 TOD 
Sypov hépew yyounv os aradrAdocecOa mphywa ein pode mpo 

10 o7r0dod mévovtas Kivduvevew, THY dé TOY Baciéwy Svapayer ba 
TEepl THS ywpns Tolot émLodat. ovKav On eOédew TelOecOar ovTE 
Total Baciredar Tov Shwov ovTEe TO SHpuw Tovs Baciréas* TovS Mev 

07) amradrdocecOar BovrevecOas auayntl Ty yopny TapadovTas 
Tolot émover' Tolar b€ Baciredor doEar ev TH éEwvTaV KeicOaL 

15 amoavovras unde cupdevyery TH SHuw@, oytcapévous Goa TE 
ayala merovOacr Kal dca devyovtas éx Ths matpidos Kaka 

‘Scythic’ or ‘Helleno-Pontic’ tradi- 
tions, One is tempted to make the 
Greeks responsible mainly for the form 
of the tradition, reproducing as it does 
the terminology and motives of Greek 
politicians, and to refer the matter 
mainly to the barbarians ; and further, 
to understand by ‘barbarians’ in this 
passage the Kimmerian refugees, and by 
Greeks, those of Sinope. In accepting 
this tradition as in the main the 
historical one we are not committed to 
the belief that the Kimmerians volun- 
tarily vacated their territory, and that 
all the fighting was confined to the 
heroic duel between the chieftains. 
It is hardly likely that the refugees 
at Sinope were drawn wholly from ‘ the 
masses, or reached their new home 
without chiefs, and told a story there 
so much to their own discredit. 
(Rawlinson is wrong in translating 
Baowdéas ** Royal tribe.”) 

Hdt. makes himself responsible for 
the geography of this tradition, but 
it involves a grave difficulty. Whether 
the Araxes, here taken as the boundary 
between Asiatic Scythia and European 
Kimmeria, answer to the great river 
usually understood by that name, or 
to the Wolga, or to some other, in any 
case it must be sought far eastwards of 
the Tyras (Dniestr), beside which the 
last resting-place of the Kimmerians 
is set. This consideration drives us, in 
rationalising the legend, upon Niebuhr’s 
hypothesis (apparently favoured by 

Rawlinson), that the Kimmerians quitted 
Europe and made their way to Sinope, 
not by the Caucasus, but by the 
Thracian Bosporos. Or, might they 
not have found their way across the 
sea? The real point of this tradition 
remains that the Scythians superseded 
and drove out the Kimmerians in South 
Russia, coming themselves from Asia, 
and further East. Cp. Appendix I. 

9. mpd o7rodod is an emendation of 
Stein’s on the MSS. which read zpéds 
moddovs (3) or mpd moddod (a), and he 
compares 8. 74 mpd xapys dopiadwrov 
pévovtas pwdxeoOa. The parallel is not 
extensive or exact. It justifies mpd = 
vrép, but nothing further. The territory 
of the Kimmerians is not in the hands 
of the Scyths as Attica in the hands 
of Xerxes, and omodod for xwpys or 
xXapns adwrod or such expression, is 
without other example. o7odés=pulvis 
c. 172 infra of course proves nothing. 
In c. 35 infra the word is used in its 
strict meaning. Kallenberg, Holder, 
and others read pds modXovs. 

10. pévovras is another difficulty. The 
MSS. give deduevor, dedueva and ywépeva. 
Reiske emends deouévwy, which Holder 
and van Herwerden adopt. Valckenaer 
reads ovdév d¢ov pévovtas, Buttmann déou 
pévovras, Bredovius pévovras (omitting 
dé01), and this last is adopted by Kallen- 
berg, ed. Teubn. Stein in his annotated 
ed.? 1877, reads and defends deduevov = 
Béov : op. Soph. 0, C. 570, Plat. Men. 79 
deicPax for dety. 

pct SA calle Age ec = 

Reon Vereen wl 
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emiooEa KataNauBavew. 

modus ‘EAXas olkicrat. 

20. &rt BiAds &. 0. tr. For this remark 
Hdt. is personally responsible, and it 
may be based on autopsy, or information 
gained on the north side of the Pontos. 
Taken in connexion with the local 
archaeology adduced in c. 12 infra 
as external evidence in support of the 
tradition preferred by Hdt., it seems to 
make for the hypothesis that this barbaro- 
Hellenic tradition was local in Sinope. 

22. épfhpnv. The Scyths have no credit 
in this tradition for anything but 
numbers (crparof peyddou supra). The 
Kimmerian chiefs are heroic. 

12. 1. kal viv. This chapter consists 
_ of four sentences, or, including the re- 

capitulation at the end, of five. The 
_ first sentence contains some valuable 
local archaeology. The second adds 

a statement which may be accepted as 
historical. The third is probably a 
| mixture of truth and error, which is 

_ Taised, in the fourth, into a complete 
_ misconception, by a pragmatic combina- 
_ tion of unrelated events, 

The Kimmerians to avoid the Scyths 
; Asia are represented as flying 
| eastward into Asia! The Scyths who 
| entered Media, or rather Assyria, were 
| probably not European but Asiatic 
' nomads. See Appendix I. 

MEATIOMENH 9 

as dé d0€ar ode tadta, SvactayTas Kal 
b) \ ¥ , 4 fal \ > / 
apiOmov iaovs yevopwevous mayerVat mpos adAzAOUS. 

bev aro0avovtas mavtas tm éwvtdav Oda tov Simov TeV 
Kiupeplov mapa trotapov Tipny (kat opewy ete dhd0s éoTs 0 20 
rados), Oavavtas Sé ottw tiv eEodov ex Ths ydpns Trovéer Oat: 
ys , als 06 x a M / b] i 

Devdas dé érreNOovtas AaBety THY yoOpny Eepnunv. 
\ > a <S a K / / 54 be Q / K / 

bev ev TH YevOiKn Kipépia teiyea, éote dé TopOunia Kippépra, 
, 5) / 

gore dé kab yopn ovvowa Kippepin, éote 6€ Boorropos Kippéptos 
/ \ ? : 

Kadeopevos* paivovtat dé of Kippépsoe puyovtes és ty ’Acinv 
rovs SKvOas Kal THY yepoovncoyv KTicayTes, ev TH viv Ld" 5 

davepol Oé ctor Kal of SKvOar SidEavtes 

\ 
Kab TOUS 

n / 

KaL VoV €oT 

> an / n 

avtovs Kal éoBarovtes és yhv tiv Mndixnv, apaprovtes Tis 
0d0d* of méev yap Kippépsor aiel tiv Tapa Oddaccay epevyov, ot 
d€ LevOas ev deEvp Tov Kaveacov éyovtes édiwxov és ob écéBadov 
és yhv thy Mydixny, és wecoyaray THs 0d00 TpapOévtes. 

/ 

dros Evvds “EXAnvav te kal BapBdpav Neyopevos Noxos elpynTat. 
"Edn 6€ ~Apicténs 0 KavotpoSiov avip Ipoxovynccos 
/ ” b] / b) ) / / / 

Tovewy émrea, arrikécOar és “Ioondovas howBoraptrros yevouevos, 

ouTos o¢€ 

5. Lwey m.“E. Sinope was perhaps 
more, or less, than ‘ Hellenic’; it was 
already Athenian, when Hdt. wrote (or 
revised) this passage (cp. Plutarch, Per. 
c. 20). In any case the phrase illustrates 
Hdt.’s Hellenic feeling. His sense of 
the contrast between Hellas and Bar- 
barism is always deeper than his per- 
ception of the divisions of Hellas. 

13. 1. py 8é. The version of Aristeas 
has two points in common with the 
tradition just given: it is at variance 
with the native Scythic legend, and it 
ascribes the advent of the Scythians to 
a general pressure and migratory move- 
ment of tribes, a vera causa. With 
Aristeas the pressure originates in the 
N.E., not in the east, a view which 
some, with Stein, may prefer. The 
story is based on Issedonian tradition, ec. 
16 infra, and supported by the existence 
of the Skoloti east of the Thyssagetae ec. 
22 infra. Hdt. rejects a legend, which, 
though committed, or supposed to be 
committed, to writing and vouched for 
by a well-known name, incorporated 
one-eyed men, griffins, Hyperboreans, 
and the ocean: four things which he 
cannot digest. But he uses it as a 
negative argument against the ‘Scythic’ 
story. Cp. Introduction, § 21. 

2. On the Issedones ep. c. 26 dnfra. 

12 



10 

14 

on 

10 

? / \ ig / ,’ Ioondovey d€ imepoixéew Apipacrods dvdpas povvopbdrpovs, 
c \ \ / \ la) umep S€ ToVTwY TOds ypvcodiAaKas Ypdras, TovTwY be Tods 

€ / 5 “TrrepBopéovs KatyKovtas éml Oddaccay. 
\ ¢ / 5) / an na Try TrrepBopéwv, apEavrav “Apipacrav, aiel toiow mdnovwo- 

@potot émritidecO ) wo ev ’ my e&wbe Nepotoe enitiverOar, kal wvro pev “Apiywacrov é&wbéec Oar 
> fol / b) / ex THS xopNS Ioondovas, bd 6é “loondovev XKvOas, Kippepious 

\ Se a 6€ otixéovras él tH votin Oardoon brd SKvOéwv mveCopévors 
exhelTrely THY YyoOpny. 
xapns tavtTns YvOnor. 

Kvufikw, réEo. 

ovdevos yévos wirodcéotepov, éceAOovTa és Kvadyov év Lpo- 
Kovynow amrodaveiv, Kat Tov Kvapéa Katakdynicayta TO épya- 

aTnpioy olyecOat aryyeAéovTa Tolct mpoonKovot TO vEKpO. 
eoxedacpéevou dé On Tod AOYyoU ava THY TOALW ws TEOVEWS EN 

3. On the Arimaspi and griffins ep. 3. 
116 and ce. 27 infra. 

5. On the Hyperboreans cp.c. 32 infra. 
9. The vorin 0addoon is here of course 

the Euxine, as compared with the (north) 
sea mentioned above; the relation of 
that ‘northern sea,’ on which dwelt 
the Hyperboreans, to the Okeanos river 
does not clearly appear. 

10. éxAelrewv. Cp. cc. 105, 118 infra, 
6. 100. 

14, 2. rov Séaepl avrod krA. The two 
chapters 14, 15 contain a remarkable 
digression upon Aristeas, under which 
name are combined and confused the real 
or supposed author of the Arimaspeia, 
extant in Hdt.’s day (Bergk, Gr. Lit- 
Gesch. ii. 99), and a mythical figure, which 
may be taken as at once the son and the 
double of the god Apollo himself. To 
rationalise such stories as are here and 
elsewhere told of Aristeas into ‘‘the 

alternate appearance and disappearance 
of an enterprising traveller” (R.) may 
safely be pronounced d-ypoukds Tis copia. 
To deny all historical reality to Aristeas 
(with Crusius, Roscher’s Lexikon 2814), 
is perhaps the excess of scepticism, at- 
tributable to an exaggerated ‘solarisa- 
tion’ of myths and legends. The date 
of the historical Aristeas cannot, how- 
ever, be fixed with any certainty. 
Sinxooloot here is the reading of a (=A 
+B) supported by ancient citations: B 
(=R+V’) read rpinxoctowot, The text 
would make the date of Aristeas’ poem 

HPOAOTOY 

/ 27O\ a fel oUTM OVE OUTOS ouUmpPépeTaL TrEPL TS 
\eere/ \ a > , c A kat o0ev pev jv “Apioténs o TadTa 

sy) 7 \ Oe \ b an of / 3 / \ elas, ElpNKa, TOV O€ TEpl avTOV HKoVOoY Aoyou ev IIpoKovyna@ Kal 
> / \ / / rn val 

Aptoténvy yap Réyovot, éovta TOY aoToV 

IV 

/ 9 

TOUTOUS WY TayTas 

about 690-680 3.c., which may be 
accepted as an approximation, pace 
Suidas, who makes Aristeas contem- 
porary with Kroisos and Kyros. The 
poem of Aristeas may have been among 
the firstfruits of Ionic adventure in the 
Pontos before any actual Greek colony 
was established on the northern coast. 
The settlements are dated to the 
beginning of the eighth century B.c. 
Foundation of Kyzikos, c. 756 B.c, 
Refoundation, c. 680 B.o. See Busolt, 
Gr. Geschicht. i. 321 f. But cp. Grote, 
iii. 61, who dates ‘‘the mystic poet 
Aristeas” about 540 B.c. On Aristeas 
see further Smith, Dict. Biography 
i, 292, the excellent article in Pauly, 
R.-E. i. 1581, and Roscher, Lexikon 547 
ff. s.vv. ARISTAIOS, HYPERBOREER. The 
historical reality of Aristeas is accepted 
incidentally by Flach, Gesch. der Gr. 
Lyrik (1883-4), and expressly by Bergk, — 
1. c. supra. The passage before us — 
here, if it proves anything, proves that 
Hdt. visited Prokonnesos and Kyzikos, — 
and at some subsequent time Meta- — 
pontion. (On the first two, Kiepert, — 
Man. § 66, on Metapontion § 235.) 
It is also valuable as illustrating Hellenic 
ideas in religion, and the action of — 
Delphi. Artake, a little to the N.W. — 
of Kyzikos. The passage is of the 
highest importance as a simple and 
candid revelation of the principles and — 
method of research employed by Hdt. — 
Cp. Introduction, § 21. ; 
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a / / v 

6 “Apioténs, és audicBacias Totcr Néyovot amixvéecOar avdpa 
/ / a / ¢ 

Kufianvov jxovta && “Aptaxns modtos, Pavta ovvTvyxeiv TE ol 
2/ et r / \ > / > / \ a \ 

tovte émt Kuficov cal és ANoyous amixécOar. Kal TovTOV eV 
/ \ \ / an fal \ 

évterapéevas audicBaréew, Tovs S€ TpocnKovtas TO vexp@ ert 
a v \ / ¢ f 

TO Kvad yoy Tapetvar EyovTas Ta TpoTphopa ws avatpnaopévous: 
a / lal lal 

avoxdévtos Sé Tod olKknuaTos ovTe TeOvedTa ovTe CavTA 
, ? / \ \ ¢€ / BY - / TaN bd 

daiverOar “Apicrénv. peta O€ ERdoum éTet havévta adtov és 
fal \ 4 n \ a ¢ ? ¢ / 

IIpoxovyncov rowjoat Ta émea TavTa Ta vo vr EXAnvoy 

TADTA MeV al TOALES aUTAaL Néyouat, Tae 5é oi6a MetaTovTivoct 
a \ iL rotor év “Itadin ovyxupjcayta peta THY apdviow Thy SevTépyy 

> A / ” / \ PS) l ¢ ? \ AAG Apicréw étect TecoepdxovtTa Kal dinkoctotct, ws éyo TuuBadro- 
pevos év IIpoxovyvnom te cal Metazrovtip etpicxov. Merarrov- 

tivot pact adroy “Apiorénv pavévta oe és THY YoOpnY KEdedoaL 
Bopov “ArodAXwvos Sptcacbar cal “Apictéw tov Ipoxovynciov 
erovuniny éyovta avopiayvta Tap avTov totdvary davar yap 

\ > / ? / / 87 b VA Q BI \ 
ogt Tov AmroX\XNova Itadiwtéewy povvoics On amixecbat és THY 

/ rn / 

xoepnv, Kal avTos ot erecOar o viv éav “Apioréns: tote Oé, bTE 
a tal 4 / a 

elmeTo TO Oed, civat xopak&. Kal Tov pev eltovTa TavTa 

adavicOhvar, odéas dé Merarovrivor Aéyovot és Aedrdods 
A \ rn méurpavtas Tov Oedy éretpwTay 6 TL TO hdcpa ToD avOpwmov 

v \ \ / / / / tal / 

ein. THY be IlvOinv odéas Kerevew reiOecOar TH Pacpate, 

mevOouévorot Se aewov cuvoicecOar. Kat odeas deEapévovs 
TaUTa Toujoat émitedhéa. Kal vdv EotnKe avdpias éeTovupiny 
54 =e / ? > lal a > / (oY aed / / 
eyov Apiotéw Tap avT® TO ayddpate ToD “AmroAN@VOS, TEpLE 
be ON, ba e a Re \ be ” x, > an > a io € avtov dagpvat éotaow TO O& dyadwa év TH ayoph tOpuTas. 
? / / Apioréw pév vuv rrépt Tocadta eipncbo. 

Tijs 6€ ys, THs mépt b5e 0 Novos Gpuntat NéyerOau, ovddels 
78 ’ / A \ / he iS) 1) \ \ yy b) / 010 aTpEeKews 0 TL TO KaTUTEPOE éotL oOvdSEVOS yap 5n avTOTTEW 
9D/ 

eidévar hapévouv dSvvapar tubécOat: ovdé yap ovdé ’Apioréns, 
na >] / 7 

ToD Tep ONY TpOTEpoY ToOUT@V pYHUNY EerroLEvpHY, OVE OUTOS 
/ ? / a lal \Tpocwrépw lIaondovay év adtoiot toiot erect Trovéwy epnoe 

16. 1. 88e 6 Adyos . . A€yeoOar. Of 
‘written words, and so elpjoera ad fin.— 
fand perhaps é\eye, Upyoe, pas infra. 
| The \4yos as it stands is not easily de- 

81), defined by the elpjoerac c. 16, and 
the elpnrac c. 31, and succeeded by the 
Delian dyos cc. 33 ff., and the (rejected) 
Abyos mepl ’ABdpios c. 362 The geogra- 

' fined. It is certainly not identical or co- 
extensive with Book 4 (Melpomene). Is 
f even co-extensive with the Scythian 
portion of the book? Or is it not, 
rather, to be reduced to the merely 
geographical passage following (cc. 17- 

phical account of Scythia is a Aéyos not 
merely as told by but as received by 
Herodotus ; aed mainly upon hear- 
say, or script, and little, if at all, upon 
his own eyesight. See Introduction, 
§ 20. 

— 5 
a \ / R 

"Apiwaorea KadéeTal, Toimoavta S€ adavicOhvat TO Sevrepov. 
15 

Ia 

15 

16 
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12 HPOAOTOY IV 

> / 2 \ \ / n amikécOat, adda Ta KaTiTEpOe EXeye axon, pas “loonddvas elvat 
\ a 

Tovs TavTa NéyovTas. 

17. 1. awd. In the passage which 
follows (cc. 17-31) Hdt. attempts a sketch 
of the geography and ethnography of 
Scythia and its surroundings. The 
relation of this sketch to the subse- 
quent sketch of Scythia (cc. 99-101) is 
problematic: cp. Appendix II. The 
method pursued by Hdt. here is 
apparently to enumerate the tribes in 
four or five groups from W. to KE. and 
the subordinate members of each group 
in order from 8. to N. as follows: I 1 
Kallippidae (Helleno-Scyths), 2 Alazones, 
3a Scythic dporjpes, 4 Neuri (c. 17), 
II 3b Scythic yewpyol, 5 Androphagi (c. 
18), III 8c Scythic vouddes (c. 19), 3d 
Scythic Baowdjior, 6 Melanchlaeni (c. 20), 
IV 7 Sauromatae, 8 Budini, 9 Thyssa- 
getae, 10 Iurki, 3e Scythie émigrés, 11 
Argippaei (ce. 21-23). We may add asa 
fifth group V 12 the Issedones (ce. 25, 26), 
13 the Arimaspi (c. 27). The descriptive 
passage is broken by reviews of the 
sources, or by similar criticism (cc. 24, 
25, 27), and succeeded by an essay in 
the physical geography of the region 
(ce. 28-31). 

It is further evident that the whole 
passage is composed of three successive 
flights of somewhat diverse matter and 
authority, A (cc. 17-20) giving the 
geography of Scythia proper, 6 tribes, 
groups I-III., fairly intelligible. B 
(ce. 21-23) geography of five tribes: 
Group IV, closed by a review of the 
sources, and an assertion of their trust- 
worthiness. OC (cc. 25, 26) the more 
or less fabulous tribes round the 
Issedones and Arimaspi. This last 
flight lands us fairly in the world of 

' myths. The discussion of one-eyed- 
men and griffins (ce. 27) leads insensibly 
to other marvels, of climate, and to 
the rationalisation of the story of the 
feathers (ce. 28-31). And while in 
this vein Hdt. adds a discussion of the 
legend of the Hyperboreans (cc. 32-35), 
who, if existent, would have crowned the 
ethnography of the north. This dis- 
cussion opens up the wider question of 
ecumenical geography (37 ff.) from which 
he ingeniously returns via the Pontos 
(46) to the rivers of Scythia. 
A (cc. 17-20) gives the geography of 

b) > e/ \ c al ? / > 

GXX Ocov pev nels atpexéws éml 
/ / BI / al ta) faxpoTrarov oloi Te éyevoueOa axon é&ixécOa, wav eipnoerar. 

> \ an ” la) a il Amo Tod Bopvobeveitéwy éeurroplov (roiTo yap TOV Tapa- 

Scythia proper in three stages. The 
first group of tribes between the 
Hypanis (Bug) and the Borysthenes 
(Dniepr) The northern limit, north 
of the Neuri, is desert. ‘The enumera- 
tion closes with a confession of 
ignorance : épnuos dvOpHrwy, bcov jpeis 
t6uev. The second group, east of the 
Borysthenes, is similarly bordered on the 
north by a desert, and the enumeration 
closes with the same confession of 
ignorance : @0vos dvOpHruv ovdév, bcov 
jets lOuev. Similarly the third group 
terminates on the north by a desert: 
épnuds éoTt avOpamwv, Katbcov “pets 
iduev. The core of the first group is 
formed by the Zkv@ar dporjpes, of the 
second by the 2. yewpyol (apparently a — 
distinction without a difference), and of 
the third by the Noydées, or rather the 
Royal horde. Each Scythic division is ~ 
bordered on the north by a non-Scythic 
tribe, which intervenes before the 
desert ; these three tribes are the Neuri, 
the Androphagi, and the Melanchlaeni. 
This is all beautifully symmetrical, but its 
architectural symmetry does not render 
it more plausible. Nor is the ethno- 
graphy made satisfactory by the omission — 
of the Auchatae Katiari-Traspies and 
Paralatae of c. 6 supra: or, at least, by 
the neglect of those appellatives. 
Herodotus is not greatly concerned 
to harmonise the varying nomen- 
clature employed in his various 
sources or authorities: yet it is surely 
an inconsequence, in a passage professing — 
to give an exhaustive account of the 
geography of the land, to omit all re- — 
ference to the native ethnography 
(c. 6). Itis also evident that in this © 
passage he has not in view the abstract 
scheme of Scythian geography given 
below, cc. 99-101. 

The éumédpiov ,here is to be identified © 
with the dorv c. 78 infra and the més — 
of c. 79 infra. There is no ground, as” 
Rawlinson says, for a substantial dis- 
tinction, and all three terms denote 
Olbia. The variation in the terms, 
however, and the omission of the actual — 
name of the place here, seem to support 
the view that the passages are taken 
from various sources, and to augment 
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/ / / > / a >e / b) \ / 
Garacciwv pecaltatov éots Taons Ths YKvOins), amo TovTov 

a a / / 

apatoe KadNurmidae vémovtar éovtes “EXAnves SxvOat, trrép dé 
« 4 e 

TovTwy dArXo eOvos of "Adafoves Karéovtar. obdTor Se Kal ot 
\ “al 

KadNurridae ta pev GdAAa Kata Tav’Ta YevOnor érackéovet, 
o / / / 

citov Sé Kal omelpovot Kal otTéoyTat, Kal Kpompva Kal oKopoda 
/ 

Kat daxods Kal Kéyypous. wmép dé ’AXalovar oixéovar Lebar 
apothpes, ob ove él ouTnot oTelpovet TOV ciTOY adn él Tprer. 

4 \ / > Ny / an de \ \ 
TovTwy S& KaTvmepOe oixéovot Nevpoi. Nevpady dé To mpods 

Bopénv dvepov épnuov avOpdrav, dcov jpeis tdpev. Tadta pev 
/ / \ / an 

mapa tov “Trav rotapov éott eOvea mpos éomépns Tod 
\ 

Bopucbéveos: atap SvaBavte tov Bopvobévea amo Gaddcons 
a \ (ak yj 2 eN. \ / YA a/ OT E>, 50 

mpatov mev » “Train, aro S€ TavTns avw iovTe oixéeovat YKvOar 
AS / lal 

yewpyol, tovs “EXAnves of olikéovTes ert TH “Trrdv rotape 

the doubt whether Herodotus ever set 
foot in Scythia proper. Cp. Introduc- 
tion, § 21. 

Rawlinson considers this passage 
“conclusive against Niebuhr’s scheme of 
Scythian geography, on the strength of 
the word wdoys. If the word mrdons be 
thus unduly pressed it will result that in 
this chapter Hdt. places Olbia at the S.E. 
corner of Scythia, between the Pontus 
and the Maeotis! Inc. 101 infra Hdt. 
clearly places the mouth of the Borys- 
thenes (and therefore virtually Olbia) 
exactly half-way between the Ister and 
the Maeotis, i.e. bisecting the line of 
the S. coast. R.’s map, moreover, con- 
tradicts his note. 

If the word wdons is rightly to be 
pressed, it would be better to recognise 
that this passage may have been written 
when Hdt. was not thinking of the 

_ geographical scheme of Scythia found in 
ec. 99-101, so that in ra mapafaddoowa 
he need not have included the coast 
| of the Marjris Muyyn. Scythia as con- 
| ceived or implied in this passage is 
different from Scythia as conceived, 
/ much more clearly, in cc. 99-101. (See 
Appendix II., on the geography of 
| Scythia. ) 

3."EdAnves ZxiOar can hardly mean 
| Seyths that had adopted Hellenic 
customs (so Stein), for Hdt. goes on to 
say that the Kallippidae only differ from 

‘Seyths in growing wheat and certain 
‘ vegetables, cp. c. 76. Still less could 
the words mean Hellenes turned Scyths. 
Baehr quotes a psephism of Olbia, 0... 

ii. p. 122, No. 2058, for juté\Anvas who 
' might represent a mixed race. 

7 

ys 

4, ’Adafdves is the reading of a (A+ 
B). *Adcgaves of B (R+V+S) is sup- 
ported by Strabo, and adopted by Kallen- 
berg and Holder. Baehr reads ’AdafGves. 
Cp. c. 52 infra, where some additional 
geographical facts are given. 

8. mpjor. On the Athenian corn 
trade with Scythia see Rawlinson, ad J., 
Boeckh, Staatshaushaltung, i2% 99 ete., 
Buchsenschiitz, Besitz wu. Erwerb, p. 422, 
etc. The Neuri are more fully described 
in another connexion c. 105 infra. 

18. 4. #‘YAatyn. ‘‘The Bush” (Blakes- 
ley), which however no longer deserves 
the name. That a colony of Greeks 
dwelling upon the Hypanis (Bug) should 
bear the name of the Borysthenes 
(Dniepr) is to be explained by the fact 
that the latter river is the more impor- 
tant. Kiepert, Manual, § 190, describes 
Olbia as situated ‘‘on the estuary of 
the Hypanis, which joins the larger 
estuary of the Borysthenes.”’ Rawlinson, 
iii? p. 208, gives a still more exact 
description of the site. Cp. note to 
ce. 53 infra. The colonists may have 
changed the name of the settlement 
as it rose from a mere éurépiov to the 
dignity of a més, but it continued to 
be better known outside the neighbour- 
hood by the old title, applied to it by 
Hat. in ec. 78 infra ; ep. Steph. Byzant. 
sub v. Bopuobévns. The coins of Olbia, 
‘in all three metals,’ recognise only the 
new name, but there are apparently none 
extant of the 5th cent. The bronze 
coins, however, show a head of the river- 
god Borysthenes. Cp. B. Head, His- 
toria Numorum, p. 233. They would be 
especially for local use, 

U1 
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6€ avtovs "“Od.oroXlras. 
® § e \ > 40 / \ \ \ \ IA ee OUTOL WY Ol YEewpyol BKvGar vewovTal TO meV TPOS THY Ha é€ml 

a ¢ / ¢ rn / \ lal an Tpels Hpépas 000d, KaTHKOVTES éml ToTAaLOV TO ovVoma KelTaL 
/ \ \ \ / / Tlavtixamns, To bé€ mpos Bopény dvewov mdoov ava tov Bopv- 

/ ¢ / yA 10 oGévea npepewy Evdeka. 
\ / 

él ToNXOv. 

7 \ / / 6 a/ / > 
non O€ KaTvtrepOe TovTwY 1 Epnuos éate 

\ \ \ yA > / Pedy »/ peta O€ THY Epnuov “Avdpoparyor oixéovar, eOvos 
2\ 7 \ > a / 

éov tovov Kal ovdapas LKvOcKov. \ \ / ip 

TO O€ TOUTM@V Katomrep be 

épnuov 70n arnOéws Kal €Ovos avOpeTav ovdév, dcov pets 
\ \ \ \ bal n fal / / 

TO O€ TpoS THY NO TOV yewpyav TovTwv YKvbéwv, bia- 
/ \ / / a + 4 / 

Bavte tov Wavricarny rotapov, vouddes 46n LKvOar vépovras, 
/ / rn 

oUTe TL omreipovTes ovdev OUTE apodYTES* 

Taca avtTn wAnY THS “Trains. 
irn O€ devdpéwv 7 

e \ / a \ \ \ 

ol O€ voudoes ovTOL TO TpOS THY 
In / / \ / £Q\ 

570 nwepéwy Tecoépwv Kal déka odov vé“ovTar yopny KaTarel- 
mépny O€ Tod Léppov tadta 67 Ta 

/ / \ / i a 
Karevpeva Bacirnia éote Kal LKvOar of dpiotol te Kal wretoToL 

6. BopvoGevetras. a reads Bopv- 
obevelras. Breads Bopvodeviras. 

7. The name of the yewpyol DkvPar seems 
to cancel one of the distinctions between 
Scyths and the tribe above mentioned 
of Kallippidae, viz. agriculture. And 
the terms dporfpes and ‘yewpyol both 
applied to ZkvGa seem to involve a 
distinction without a difference. 

9. The Pantikapes has not been identi- 
fied ; cp. ec. 54 infra. 

11. Androphagi is obviously a descrip- 
tive epithet, and not a substantive tribal 
name; as such it might have been 
applied to the Issedones ; c. 26 infra. 

19. 6. The Gerrhos cannot be identified 
with any certainty ; cp. c. 56 infra. 

20. 2. ol dptorot. The eastern bound- 
ary of this division of Scyths appears to 
be a line drawn from the trench (cp. c. 3 
supra) through the emporium called 
Kremni on the Lake Maeotis, to the 
river Tanais. From this it appears that 
the trench is conceived as running 
rather N. and S. than E. and W. (The 
form and position of Taurike (the 
Crimea) beyond the trench are elucidated 
c. 99 infra.) From the next chapter 
(21) it appears that the end of this 
line touches the Tanais at its mouth, 
where it empties into the inner corner 
(uux6s) of the Palus Maeotis (cp. c. 100 
infra). 

The Melanchlaeni who march with 
these Royal Scyths on the north are, 
like the Androphagi, rather described by 
an epithet than named, Dion Chrys. 

p. 489 (cp. Stein c. 107) speaks of a yévos 
DKvdaGv tev MedayxAalywy, and of the 
descriptive name as due to Greeks, But 
cp. Rawlinson’s n. to c. 107, who thinks 
it may be a translation of the native 
name. ; 

B (cc. 21-23) gives us the geography 
of five or six tribes beyond the Tanais — 
in a territory which has no collective 
name, but which is divided into several 
plots (7 mpwrn Trav dakiwy . . . devrépnv 
Adéw . . . €v Totot avrolot TOToLCL) OCCU- 
pied respectively by the Sauromatae, the 
Budini, the Thyssagetae (and the Iurki), 
Scythian émigrés, and Argippaei; both 
the physique and situation of these 
districts being given with confidence, 
the grounds for which are put forward 
in c. 24. Herodotus does not pretend 
to speak as an eye-witness, but it can- 
not be denied that he was correctly 
informed of the broad features of the 
territory, though the symmetrical suc- 
cession of bare steppe and woodland 
is somewhat exaggerated. Cp. Stanford’s 
Europe, pp. 165 ff. where three zones 
are recognised on the tableland to the 
north of the Black Sea, a southern 
district or steppe proper, succeeded to 
the north by a ‘black earth’ region 
(op. c. p. 169). ‘‘ Higher up the course 
of the streams thin oak plantations serve 
as a transition from the steppes to the 
region of the woodlands” (op. c, p. 171). 
The exact limits, however, of these 
successive regions are not defined by 
any hard line, 

‘tp Os Pe, | 

athena Te Oe ne Te TE ee 

nis 
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Kal tos ddAouvs vouitovtes YKvOas Sovrous aderépovs evar: 
\ \ / / \ 

KaTyKovat dé odToL TO mev POS feTauBpinu és THY TavpiKny, TO 
a \ \ ¢ an fal / 

88 apds 7O emi te Tadpov, THY Oy Of Ex THY TUPrAdY ryevopevor 
v \ 3) oe Did, Be M / Py \ > / \ 

aputav, cal emt ths Aluvns THs Maridos To éusopiov To 
r a / ” 

karéetar Kpnpvoi: Ta 6€ avTav KatnKovor éxt morapov Tavaiv. 
N / / a 

Ta 58 katirepGe pos Bopénv avepov trav Baciinliav XKvOéov 
/ 

oixéovor Medrdyydauvor, ddro eOvos Kal ov YKvOiKdv. Meday- 
/ \ / / 

yraivev S€ TO KaTUTEpfe Aipwvar Kat Epnuos éoTL avOparor, 
KaTOGOV Hels LOmeEV. 

- / / > 

Tdvaiv 8& rotapov SiaBavte oveéts YevOtKn, GAN 1 pev 
a \ an n 

mpotn Tov Aakiwv Lavpopatéwy earl, of éx Tod pvyod apEduevor 
a / \ \ / / / 

cas Maunjridos Aiuvyns véwovtar TO Tpos Bopényv avewov nwepéwy 
nr lal \ / 

TEVTEKALOEKA OOOV, TAaTAaV EovcaV AiAnY Kal aypiwy Kal nwépwv 
/ ¢ / \ 14 VA E / 7 

SevSpéwv: drreporxéovor Sé TovTwy devTépny AdEW éyovTes Bov- 

divot, ynv vewopevo. Tacav dacéav Udy Tavtoin. Bovdivav 6é 
\ > / 

xatuTrepOe mpos Bopény eat mpaTn ev Epnwos er MEepéwv éErTa 
cos \ \ \ v > / 5 \ 5) , 
odov, pera S€ THY Epnuov amroKNivoyTL faAXOY TPOS aTnLwTHY 

: - / 4 \ \ Yj n \ 

avepov vépovtat Ovocayérat, EOvos Toddov Kal idiov: Gao O€ 
\ / an an / 

amo Onpns. cuvexyées S€ TovTOLaL év ToioL avToior TOTOLoL 
fal lal >) / R 

Katorknpevot eiol Toit ovvowa Kettar ‘lupKxat, Kal ovToL amo 
6 , lal / ay) 3 a 2eeeN } / 8 > / \ PY npns COvtTes TpoT@ ToLmde: Aoya emi Sévdpeoy avaBas, Ta Sé 

lal \ / WA \ / 

eoTl TUKVA ava Tacayv THY yapnV: tmos bé ExdoT@ Sedidaypévos 
ra / 7 iA / / 

em) yaotépa KeloOar TamrewvoTnTos elvexa ETOLMOs éoTL Kal KU@V" 
\ / J \ n / / \ émeav 6€ amidn To Onpiov amo Tov Sevdpéov, Tokevoas émiBas 

4. Ovecayérat. KR. interprets ‘Lesser 
Getae” in contrast with ‘‘ Massagetae ” 
or ‘‘Greater Getae.” Stein compares 
Mupyérat, Tupayérat. The Thyssagetae 
are mentioned again, c. 123. Of the 
Iurki we hear no more. Their method 
of hunting, with trained horse and 
hound, is far from primitive: it is 
unfortunate that Hdt. does not specify 
the wild animals hunted. Though the 
measure of the desert journey is given 

21. 1. wrorapdv SiaBdvtr. To cross 
the Palus is not thought of ; but we learn 
incidentally that the territory yonder 
was oceupied by the Sindi, c. 28 infra. 
The Tanais is the Don, c. 57 infra. 

2. Lavpoparéwv. See infra ce. 110 
ff. Fifteen days’ journey is given as 
the measure of their territory. 

5. Bovdtvor. See infra c. 108. No 
Measure is given for the journey through 
their territory. 

6. tAy twavtoly, Oak, white beech, 
and further north birch, juniper and 
| pine are given by modern authorities as 
_ the prominent trees of the woodland. 
__ 22. 3. drroxXlvovtt. The traveller who 
has hitherto been moving, hypotheti- 
| eally, northward, is here supposed to in- 
| ¢line in a north-easterly direction. This 
| conception may very probably correspond 
| to the direction of an ancient trade-route 
. in those parts. 

rf 

no estimate is added for the territory of 
these tribes. In the Scythian settlement 
beyond the Iurki it is natural to suspect 
rather a remnant left behind on the 
migration S. or S.W., than a band of 
emigrants from the W. or S.W., if 
indeed any positive value is to be 
attached to so vague an authority. No 
account, it may be observed, of the 
dméoracts is recorded, 

10. émBas, Holder reads Kal émiBds 
after f. 

nr 

21 
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gull Pe'N 7 5 / VG / »/ 
€7b TOV LTTTTOV OL@MKEL, KAL O KU@YV EN ETAL. 

c \ \ / \ 
UTrEp dé TOUT@Y TO 

\ \ bal b) / Ses pee A a Mpos TV ® aToKXWovTL olxéovat YKvOat addAoL, aTd TOV 
/ / b) / \ / a Bacinlov LxvOéav droorayres nab obrw dmixdpevor és TodToV 

TOV Y@pov. 
/ \ \ a la} 23 Meyps pev 69 Ths TovTov Tov XKvOéwv yopns orl % KaTa- 

NeyGeioa aca medidas Te yh Kal Babvyatos, TO & dro TovTOV 
AOwdns 1 orl Kal Tpnyéa. 

Sevdpéwv. 

+ an \ y 

10 iaov, muphva o€ exer. 

a / 15 OU TOAAG €oTL* OV yap TL oTroVoalaL ai Vomal avTOOL Eict. 

23. 4. dv@pwroi ktA. In the hairless 
snub-nosed tribe, the Argippaei, described 
in this passage, one is tempted to see 
a Mongolian type of Central Asia. The 
food described answers to a species of 
cherry, still used and prepared by the 
Kalmucks; but the similarity of food 
does not justify an inference to an 
identity of race, and the length of their 
chins, or beards, and the sanctity of their 
morals are puzzling characteristics in 
the Argippaei. Perhaps a negative has 
dropped out, and we should read yéveva 
exovres ov peydda, but in any case we 
seem to be approaching the neighbour- 
hood of the idealised Hyperboreans ; 
or to be in sight of a substitute for 
them. 

The high mountains here mentioned 
Rawlinson identifies with those men- 
tioned c.25 infra, and both with the Ural ; 
and he places the Argippaei to the east 
and the Issedones to the west of the Ural 
mountains. Herodotus, however, in c. 
25 clearly places the Issedones to the 
east of the Argippaei, and puts no 
mountains between them. He is, more- 
over, moving from south to north when 
he encounters these mountains which 
bar further progress and knowledge ; 
the mountains therefore he conceives as 

/ \ rn 

dueEeNOovTs O€ Kal THs TPNXENS 
/ \ a) pp] XOpPNS TodOV olKéovat VIrw@peav opéwv trpnrov avOpwrrot reryo- 

Ss / n / 5 Mevol eivat TravtTes hadaKpol é€x yeveThs yLvopevot, Kal Epoeves - 
\ / ¢ / \ \ \ / kat Ondeat opoiws, Kai o1pol Kal yévera éyovres peydra, doviy 

be Lol c/s b) An be / an na \ > \ é loin tévtes, éoOjTe Sé ypewpevor YKvOunhn, COvtes Sé€ dro 
\ \ BA n / > > ea n TOVTLKOY fev ovVoMa TO Sevdpéw am ov LCoact, 

/ ra) be \ / / / 4 \ be / / 

Beyabos O€ KaTa ouKEnv padioTa Kn KapTroy bé hopéee KUaLO 
n 5) \ / 

TOUTO €7TEaY YEVNTAL TéTTOV, TAKKEOVCL 
€ / > / Oe > ’ > n \ \ lh 4 s\ “a aTlolol, aTroppeet O€ am avTOU Tay Kal pédav: ovvoMa dé TO 
5) / / V4 fal 

aToppéovTlt €oTL aoyU* TOUTO Kal Nelyovat Kal yadaKTL cUppI- 
If \ n rn rn ayovTes Tivovol, Kal amo THs TaXUTHTOS avTOD THs Tpuyos 

/ nan 

Tanabas ovvtibetot Kal TavTas oiTéovTal. mTpoBata yap ode 
c \ 

UTrO 

running HE. and W. This would suit 
the Altai (with which Heeren identified - 
the mountains mentioned in ec. 25), 
better than the Ural. But it seems an 
error to attempt any such identifica- 
tions in these outlying and misty 
regions of Hdt.’s geography. It is 
of course possible that some vague 
rumour of a great chain of mountains ~ 
N.E. of Scythia carried-to Hdt. should 
refer to the nearer chain of the Ural, 
but all accurate perspective and orienta- 
tion have disappeared, and it is not im- 
possible that these mountains in the 
extreme N.E. of (Herodotean) Europe 
are an imaginary set-off to the mountains 
in the extreme W. of Libya, c. 184 infra. 
If the river Araxes in c. 11 were 
correctly identified with the Wolga (by 
Rawlinson) and a knowledge of that 
river ascribed to Hdt., it is strange that 
the Araxes-Wolga is not encountered 
upon this journey from the Tanais 
(Don) to the (Ural) mountains. These 
mountains, be it remarked, are not of an — 
imposing elevation, rarely rising above — 
5000 ft., and though ranging N. and S. © 
for a distance of 1200 miles, they sink — 
at their southern extremity gradually to 
the plain, and leave a wide gap towards — 
the Caspian. 4 
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/ \ ¢ / \ \ lal ? \ \ bé Sevdpéw SE Exactos KaToiKnTal, TOY pev YEyLdva émeav TO dév- 
a an \ / 

Speov wepixartyyn Tikw ateyv@ AevK@, TO dé Oépos avev Tidov. 
/ > \ b) , ? Q Ud ‘ ¢ \ \ / 9 WOE 

ToUTous ovdels adixéer aVOpeTaV* pol yap AéyovTat eivaL: OSE 
e \ a tal / 

TL apiov omAov exTéaTat. Kal TOUTO pev TolaL TEpLoLKéovGL 
e 2 \ e \ bY \ P) A a Se a BY / ovToL celal of Tas Suadopas SiatpéovTes, TodTO Se ds av hevrywv 20 

/ > , ¢ , > \ > / 7 / / 

katahiyn és TovTovs, Um ovdevos adixéeTat. ovvoua é cdi 
éote Apyimmatot. 

a a / \ 

Méyps wéev vuv tov padaxpadv TovT@y oA) Tepidavein 24 
a a / \ \ / 

Ths yepns éotl cal Tov éumpooUe eOvéwv: Kai yap Lxubéwv tives 
a / / 

amuxvéovtat €s avTovs, TOY ov yaderroy éatt TuOécAar Kal 
: a / / \ la) / 

“BAAjvoav tdv é« BopucGéveos te eutropiov Kal THY addov 
: o \ \ 3 b) / 5) 

Tlovticav eutopiav: XxvOéwv Sé of av EXOwar és avtovs, Sv 5 
> \ / / / 

\émta épunvéwy cal 80 értad yAwooéwv StaTrpyocovTa. pexpe 2 
\ \ la) na / ? \ 

spev 82) ToOvT@V ywocKeTat, TO dé TAY haraKkpav KaTUTrEpOe ovdels 

C1 

Yi 

dpea yap wndrta amroTdpver aBata Kai 
¢ \ \ e / > \ s ot O€ dadakpol ovTOL Néyouat, Emol peév 

H / / 

aT peKéws olde Hpacar. 
> / ¢e / 

covdeis ohea UrrepBaiver. 
bd \ / bees NE peed } + PS) ¢ 4 (ov TicTa NEyoTES, OiKéELY TA pea aiylmodas avdpas, UTrEepBavTL 

ea\ / > s YA a \ Ce / yO 
(0€ tTovTouvs avOpwmovs addovs of THY EEduNvoy KaTeEvdovOL. 

a \ ? 2 / \ b / bY \ \ \ \ IA a 
‘TodTO 5é ovK evdéxomat THY apynY, GAA TO péY TPOS NO TOV 

r / N 3 / >] / \ 

‘haraxpov yiwocketat atpexéws U0 “Iocndovwy oiKeomevov, TO 
4 > if rn 

spévtoe KaTuTepOe mpos Bopénv avewov ov ywooKeTal ovTE TOV 
fal rn 2 / Nee, an / / 

iharakpov ovte ThV loondovar, et pn boa avTOY TOUTMY AEYOVTMOV. 

UL 

Lal oO 

24. 2. kalydp. We have here againa 
ypause in which the sources of Hdt.’s in- 
Mformation are reviewed. These author’s 
mnotes (cc. 24-27) on his sources advertise 
the mythical character of the tribes 
senumerated on the authority of the 
ssedones : the existence of the Issedones 

iis, however, guaranteed, probably on the 
authority of Aristeas, c. 18. Some of 

dt.’s information, whether oral or 
itten, comes down, as appears from 

'this passage, through Greeks of Olbia or 
other mercantile colonies, who owe their 
knowledge to Seythian travellers, who 
lave to employ interpreters to the 

mumber of seven on their way between 
JOlbia and the Argippaei. 

3. Tay aruléo Par. There is 
nothing in this passage to prove that 

widt. ever set foot in Olbia ; or will it be 
contended that he visited ‘all the other 
Fontic emporia’? Nor even to prove 
iat his statements are based simply 

on oral information. See Introduction, 
§ 20. 

raiune 

wopovct 5€ “Ioondoves Tovcide NéyovTar ypacbat. émreav avopl 

6. érta4. How the number seven is 
arrived at is not easy to see. Rawlinson 
includes Scythian, for which Scyths 
would require no interpreter. 

25. 3. dpea tndd. The same as men- 
tioned before c. 23, on the skirts (swpea) 
of which dwell the Argippaei. 

5. aiylrrosas. There seems nothing 
incredible in the statement, rightly 
understood, that ‘ goat-footed’ meu dwelt 
on the mountains: it is even curious 
that Hdt. himself should not have 
‘rationalised’ the phrase; cp. c. 31 
infra. 

6. &dpynvov. In this statement, so 
utterly incredible to Hat. in his ignorance 
of the sphericity of the earth (ep. c. 42 
infra), it is natural to see a distorted 
tradition of the long polar winter ; as in 
the Homeric account of Laistrygonia (Od. 
10. 82-86) a dim notion of the midnight 
sun may be enveloped. 

10, et pa) boa. yudoxerac subauditur. 
26. 1. vépoirr. The savage custom here 

described as practised by the Issedones 

C 
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amobdvn TwatHp, ol mpoonkovres wdvres mpoodyovor mpdoara, 
Kal €reita TavTa OvoavTes Kal KaTaTapovTes TA Kpea KaTATap- 
vovot Kal TOV TOD Sekopévov TeOveata yovéa, dvapulEavres be 
TavTa Ta Kpéa Satta mpotibevtar: tiv O& Kehadryv avrod 
yiiecavtes Kal éxxaOnpaytes Kataypvoodo. Kal érevra are 
ayahpatt ypéwvrat, Ovalas peyadas érretelous érruTeAéovTes. 
mais 6€ matpl TodTo Trovéer, Kata mep “EAAnves Ta yevéowa. 
adrws bé Slkavor Kal odTOL NéeyovTas civat, icoxpaTtées 5é opolws 
ai yuvaikes Tolot avopdct. ywooKovTat pev 6) Kal ovTOL, TO bé 
amo TovTay TO KaTUTepOe “Ioondoves cial of AéyovTES povV- 
oparpous avOparrovs Kal ypucopvAaKas ypiTras eivat: Tapa é 
TovtTwy {KvOat TaparaPovres Aéyouct, Tapa be YKvOéwv Hpeis of 
aNNov vEevomikamev Kal ovowalouey avTovs oxvOtoTl Apiactrovs: 
dpyua yap &v Karéovor YKvOat, crrod dé 6>Oarpov. 

Avoyeipepos b€ attn 7 KaTarexOeica Taca yaépn ovT@ 67 Ti 

is not without parallels: 1. 216 of the 
Massagetae, 3. 38 of the Kallatiae, 3. 99 
of the Padaei ; and on the subject of such 
feasts of—and on—the dead, see J. G. 
Frazer, The Golden Bough ii. 89, ‘‘It is 
now easy to understand why a savage 
should desire to partake of the flesh of 
an animal or man whom he regards as 
divine. By eating the body of the 
god he shares in the god’s attributes 
and powers.” ‘The Hyperboreans (ep. 
c. 82 infra) were said by Hellanikos to 
destroy sexagenarians. 

7. ayad\patr. Not ‘ornament’ 
(Schweig. and Rawlinson), but ‘object 
of reverence,’ almost ‘ fetish.’ 

8. mats matpl and marhp supra might 
- lead to the inference that the Issedones 
were in the patriarchal status, which 
is hardly borne out by the position 
assigned to women, the latter rather 
pointing to a matriarchal society, or 
gynaecocracy. 

Tra yevéo.w. A birthday festival in 
honour of the dead; ra -yevé@\ia in 
honour of the living: but the distinction 
is not always rigidly observed, cp. L. 
& S. sub vocab. (vextovw on the anni- 
versary of death). 

9. kalodrot. As well as the Argippaei. 
27. 2. ot A€éyovres. Stein explains as 

referring back to the Arimaspeia of 
Aristeas (c. 16 supra where the Issedones 
are expressly given as the poet's 
authority). ‘The passage however before 
us here seems to trace the common 
Greek rumour (jets of dor) through 

the Scyths to the Issedones, ep. ¢. 32 
infra. For the formula cp. c. 43 infra. 

6. d&pysa yap. Rawlinson recognises 
the scientific character of this philo- 
logical excursus and admits arima and 
spu as two genuine Scythic words the 
meanings of which are certainly known. 
Eustathios and the Scholiast to 
Aischylos, Prom. 804, dpl pév yap Td ~ 
€v oxvOtorl, paces dé 6 6pGadpuds (apud 
Stein). Neumann, Die AHellenen im 
Skythenlande, p. 195, explains the word 
by the Finnish vuozin-maa ‘ Bergland,’ 
Highland ; and supposes that Aristeas 
had called them figuratively Kyklopes, 
and that Herodotus (and of course 
Aischylos) took the trope for a’ trans- 
lation, and so on. 
have other etymologies. We seem to 
be in the region of etymological specula- 
tion, which ‘‘is apt to be misleading” 
(Rawlinson, iii. p. 5, n.3). Cp. Appendix I. 

28. 1. 8voxelpepos. From such mar- 
vels as one-eyed men and griffins Hdt. 
glides to the portentous climate of 
Scythia and the European north-east. 
Scythia supplied the place in the ancient 
imagination filled by Siberia in ours, 
Ovid, ex Ponto 1, 3, 37 Scythico quid — 

Hippokrates, de Aere 95 — 
(quoted by Stein as 19), describes it. — 
The Herodotaean description does not — 

frigore peius ? 

appear to be a gross exaggeration, 
but lacks discrimination. Rawlinson 
(note® ad 1.) supposes a change in the 
climate for the better in modern times ;_ 
but the trade and products of the 

‘ 

a4 
‘A 7 

x - 

Other philologists — 

‘a 
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a a / / / 

éott, évOa Tods per KTH TOV UNVaV apopnTos olos yiveTat KpUsLOS, 
a \ / a / / 

év Toicr Udwp éxyéas TAOV Ov TroLnceLs, Tp SE avaKaiwy ToLNTELs 
/ ¢ \ / / Wat B / an ¢t K / 

[wnAov |: 1) de Oddacoa mHyvuTar Kat o Booropos ras 0 Kippepsos, 
Oe eee n , e-.3 \ , s 46 

Kal él Tov KpvoTaddXov ol EVTOS Tappov AKvVOat 
/ / > 

otpatevovtar Kat Tas dpakas émehavvouct Tépny és 
a \ 

otTa piv 8) Tods OKT@ pivas SvaTedéer yewpwov 
/ / \ 

értrolrous Técoepas Wiyea avTots éori. Kexwpiotar dé obTos 
a a / / / 

(0 YElmwv Tods TPOTOUS TACL TOtCL EV aAOLTL YwploLot YivomévoLct 
A A / / >O/ \ \ 

yea, ev TS THY WEY Hpalnv odK er oyou akvov ovdev, TO dé 
an / > an ” / 

(Oépos tov ovK aviet: Bpovtat Te Huos TH ANAH YlvoVTAL, THVL- 
nr fi > / Xx \ nn 

ixadra péev ov ylvovtar, Oépeos Sé audiradées: Hv dé yetpmorvos 
U , A \ aN 

‘Bpovth yévntat, os Tépas vevoywotar Owpafecbar. ws dé cal 
4 , yA a 5) fal nr 

Gy cevopos yévntae fv te Oépeos Hv Te yeywavos év TH LKvOcKhH, 

/ 

KATOLKNLEVOL 

Tovs >lvdous. 
») \ >) 

€wv, Tous 6 

/ 

1Tépas vevopuwoTat. 

t / 

puiovor aveyovTar. 

iidistrict mentioned by Hdt. himself 
eem to show that the eight months 

©f winter and four months of cold are 
sn overstatement. Hdt. is not speaking 
rom personal experience. ‘‘ The summer 
ss now intensely hot” R. And it was 
on antiquity likewise. Cp. Aristot. Prob. 
15, 6, Strabo, p. 307 (quoted by St.) ; see 
murther, Stanford’s Hurope, p. 185. 
Mblakesley says that the extension of 
bhe winter to eight months is ‘‘due 
ntirely to the circumstance that the 
fommercial season lasted only four.” 
mt why should the commercial season 
ave lasted only four months, if six 
r more had been available? 

4, q 8t Oddacca. ‘The sea freezes to 
considerable distance from the shore” 

6d4Xacca need not be confined to the 
but covers the salt water outside. 

| 6. otparebovrar. Not necessarily 
like expeditions.’ R. ‘‘Pass in hosts 

eross,” ‘‘in Schaaren ziehen” (Stein). 

) Tas Gpdtas. Drawn by oxen, ep. ce. 
9 infra and 29 infra, : ie 

. we ee ee 

‘ 

i 
i 
i 

7 \ ? / / \ n immor O& avexopevot Pépovat TOV KeELlpava 
a) / / A \ f srodTov, rptovor dé ode dvor ovK avéyovTaL apyHV: TH O€ AAV 

wer fal a / Yj \ \ 

limmoe pev év Kpuud éote@tes aroacdaxedifovor, dvor S€ Kal 
fal lal \ 

Soxéer O€ por Kal TO yévos TOV Boay TO 
rn / / / KOKov Sia TadTa ov dvew Képea avToOt- pwaptupéer 5é poe TH 

’ , Tore £ 4 > "08 / ” AY) yyveépn Kal “Opunpou eros év vocein Exov WOE, 

kal AiBinv, 604 T dpves apap Kepaol TedeOovor, 

pOas eipnuévov, év Totar Oeppoicr Taxv Tapayiver Bat Ta Képed, 

XtvSous. An undesigned but valu- 
able addition to the geography of ce. 
21 supra, supplying us with the tribe 
east of the Palus and south of the 
Sauromatae. c. 86 infra their territory 
is named 7 Duwdicn. 

14. €v +. &. tépas cannot be taken 
to mean that earthquakes were not re- 
garded as portentous in Hellas. The 
words év 7. Zk. are perhaps misplaced, 
and might better follow the previous jv 
dé xeLpavos. 

29. 2. képea. Hdt.’s speculation on the 
effects of the cold is not altogether 
happy ; elk and reindeer refute it (vide 
Rawlinson). But these cases are un- 
known to him. His remark on the 
ass seems questionable. Cp. Burton’s 
Pilgrimage to Mecca, iii. 339, n. It is 
more important to observe that we see 
here a recognition of physical causation, 
and of a relation between fauna and 
environment, which is one of the 
beginnings of science, as contrasted 
with mere astonishment or superstition. 

3. "OSvemely. 4. 85. 

O | eI 

29 
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al >] a 

év 5€ Tolce iaxupotos Wiyeor 7) od pvew Képea TA KTHVEA apynv 
) pvovta puvew pois. 

> al / r KvOadra pév vuv dia ta ~iyea yivetar Tada. Owapato oe 
(rpocOnkas yap 6% por 0 Aoyos €& apys editnro) bru ev 7H ’Hrely 
maon xepy od Suvéarat yiverOar rpylovor, ote rpuypod Tod 

7 s/ / f nr / / 
YOpov €oVvTOS oVTE Adov daveEepod aitiov ovdEVos. gaol 88 

> >) a / 

5 avtol “Hyetou x Katapns tev ov ylverOar odiow nusovous, GAN 
2 \ / 7 A 7 émeav mpocin n wpn KvicxecOar Tas tmmous, éEeXavvovaL és TOUS 

/ / lal nr lal TANTLOXMpOVS aUTaS, Kal ErELTa ot ev TH TOV TéAaS érrLEict 

31 

unr 

\ 7 > Ca ta) fa ty > / + \ > 
TOUS OVOUS, €S OU AV TXWOL Qt li7TOl EV YyaoTptL° ETTELTA de ATrE- 

7 

Aavvovct. 
\ \ a) n a 4 / / \ 

- Ilepi dé trav mrepav Tov YKvOat Néyovot avdTeov Elva TOV 
/ \ 7 vA / vad / tal 

népa, Kal TOVT@V ElvEKa OUK olol TE EivaL OTE idEly TO TPOTW TIS 
> / + t / ” \ oh te) 4 \ 
nmetpou ovTe dueEvéval, THVSE Exw TeEpl avTaY yvounV: Ta 

a / nr 

katuTreple TavTns THS YopNS aiel videTar, EXdooovs dé Tod Hépeos 
x a an ef \ / 
7) TOU XELUWVOS, WOTTEP Kab OLKOS. 

yA > e/ b) / / 

ON OV OGTLS ayxobev Y“Lova 
a \ t 28 75 \ Ne pee \ € \ ae 
Qopnv TlLTTOVOAV ELOE, OLOE TO NEYM* EOLKE yap 1) XL@v TTEPOLOl 

‘ \ \ a n / a \ \ 

Kal Oud TOV YElL@Vva TOUTOY €ovTAa ToOLOVTOY avoiKnTa TA TpOS 

30. 2. mporOykas. . S({nTo. A passage 
that has been too generally taken as rais- 
ing the whole problem of the times, places, 
and methods of composition hetrayed by 
the work of Herodotus, as if this passage 
must needs have been an additwm to the 
‘first edition’ or draught of the whole 
work (cp. 7. 171). But the déyos here 
specified is not the whole work, but is the 
déyos about Scythia, ep. ec. 16 supra ; and 
the dpxv is the apy referred to in c, 82. 
infra. To speak of this short note as an 
addition to the whole work would be out 
of all proportion. 

There is, in any case, nothing here to 
prove that this passage was ‘‘added at 
Thurii” (R.). Supposing indeed that Hdt. 
gleaned his facts at Elis, he may have 
touched there going, or returning, be- 
tween Athens and the West, cp. c. 195 
infra ; or he may have visited Elis from 
Sparta (3. 55); or he may have visited 
Elis at some other time for an Olympiad ; 
or he may never have visited Elis at all: 
for the mere formula gaol 5é atrol’HXetou 
does not prove that Herodotus was ever 
in Elis, or even that he ever discussed 
the matter with men of Elis. Cp. 
Introduction, §§ 20, 21. 

6. éedavvovor wtA. Of this fact 
there need be no doubt as it is vouched 

further by Pausan. 5. 5, 2, Plutarch, 

Mor. 303, and is not without parallels, 
e.g. the case of the women of Delos 
(Thue. 3. 104, 2) and an Alsatian legend, 
quoted by Stein, connected with the story” _ 
of S. Deodatus : from Zeitsch. f. d. Philol. 
ili. 337. That the immediate reason of 
the custom was a religious one need not 
be doubted, though the design may have 
been to encourage horse-breeding (consult 
Plutarch, /.c.). Hdt. however being in 
the vein for physical explanations ap- 
parently discredits the Elean account 
without hitting upon the sufliciently 
obyious economic reason. 

31. 5. Sots KTA. It appears that Hdt. 
has in his mind readers, or hearers, who 
had never seen a heavy fall of snow close~ 
by ; who had never been out of doors 
in a snow shower. This condition may 
have been realised by some fine gentle- 
men in Hellas from Sicily to Cyprus, 
from Athens to Naukratis ; but, as doris 
is feminine as well as masculine, it may 
include here the fair sex, among whose 
ranks Hdt. even in his own day may 
have numbered many admirers. 

7. avolknra. The extreme north is 
thusin Hdt.’s opinion rendered uninhabit- 
able by the cold just as the extreme 
south by the heat. He would have 
smiled to hear that the south was as cold 
as the north. Cp. c. 36 infra. 
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doves. 

” / 

ETEA ETTOLNCE. 

8. The concluding words ra dy wrepa. . 
éyeww are a crux to the translators. 
** And the Scythians, with their neigh- 
bours, call the snowflakes feathers be- 
eause, I think, of the likeness which 
they bear to them” Rawlinson. ‘‘The 
feathers then is a name which the 

| Scythians, in my opinion, give to the 
‘snow, indicating the _ similarity” 
Blakesley. The following version might 

‘do: ‘In speaking of (the) feathers the 
| Seyths and their neighbours are in my 
/ opinion speaking of the snow under a 
figure.” Larcher ad J. cites Psalm 
147. 5 dat nivem sicut lanam. (Mr. 

| Macaulay translates: ‘‘I think there- 
‘fore that by the feathers the Scythians 
,and those who dwell near them mean 
: symbolically the snow.”) 

9. teptofkous, sc. mAnotoxwpous (c, 33 
| infra et al.). 

32. 4. AAG. Blakesley endorses Wolf's 
‘suspicion that the sentence dd)’ ‘Hoiddw 
- —ézoinge is the insertion of a late gram- 
‘marian. If that were so the following 
ssentence mod\d\p dé xr. would be an 
i} inconsequence (as if Hdt. wrote—‘‘ The 
| Seythians say nothing, but the Delians 
ssay most”’ !). 

5. “Howd8. Perhaps in the lost work 
1 Djs repiodos. Stein however argues that 
sas Hdt. does not name the work there 
i must have been a Hesiodic poem specially 
eon the Hyperboreans. 

6. ‘Opfpw. Hdt. questions the 
Homeric authorship of the Epigoni as 
in 2.117 of the Cypria. Mahaffy, G.L. i. 
67, sees in this scepticism the result of 
**the critical labours of the commission 
of Peisistratus” (cp. Bergk, Gr. L. i. 508). 
The Epigoni, a poem belonging to the 
Theban cycle, he ascribes to Antimachos 
of Teos (cp. Bergk, ii. p. 42). It was 
a poem of 7000 lines of which only one 
has come down to us, not concerning the 

« 
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MEATIOMENH 

/ n / / 
Bopénv éote Ths nreipouv TAaUvTNS. 

, \ , \ \ / 8 / / 
yiova Tods XKvOas Te Kal TOUS TeEpLoikous SoKxéw RévyeLV. 

L4 ” 
pév vuv TA AeYETAL MAKPOTATA ELpNTAL. 

/ 

‘YarepBopéwy dé mépe avOperav ovte Te YKvOa éyouos 
75e v \ XX fal / > / ? Noon 297 a ovdév ote Tuvés AAAOL THY TAUTH oLKNMEVaY, Ef yn apa “loon- 

? @ , 

as S€ éy@ Soxéw, 0VS obToL éyouor oddév: EXeyov yap 
a / / 

dv cal SxvOar, os Tepl Tov povv0Plddpwv Réyovar. 
\ ¢ / >? / / 

‘Howddm pév éote wept “TrepBopéwy eipnuéva, éote Sé Kal 
e / , > J > oP a af, ’O an \ 

Opunpo év “Emvyovoict, e& 69 TO €ovTs ye “Opnpos radta ra 
ta) va) \ nn / 

TOAN@ O€ TL TAElTTA TEpt avTaY AnduoL Aéyouct, 

21 

\ be \ > / \ 
Ta MV TTEpa eiKabovTas TV 

TAUTA 

GaXN’ 

Hyperboreans. ‘To the Homeric pseud- 
epigrapha containing allusion to Hyper- 
boreans is to be added Hym. 6. 28 
Erropat  Atyumrov adpléerac 7 dye Kimpov 
| 7) és ‘LarepBopéous 7) Exacrépw (ed. Gemoll. 
p- 80). And to the poetical authorities 
might have been added Pindar, Ol. 3. 

' 16 (where the Hyperboreans seem to be 
located about the Danube), Pyth. 10. 30, 
Isth. 5. (6.) 28, Frag. 257 (156), and 
Aischylos, Choeph. 365. 

Hdt. does not here expressly refer to 
the Arimaspeia of Aristeas, though the 
potential exception in favour of the 
Issedones is presumably due to the 
utilisation of their authority in that 
poem (cc. 18, 16 supra). Niebuhr 
(Geography of Hdt. p. 6) regarded 
Hadt.’s disquisition on the Hyperboreans 
as a polemic against Hekataios: but the 
passage in Diodoros 2. 47 is now gener- 
ally ascribed to Hekataios of Abdera. 
The elder Hekataios, however, had pre- 
sumably mentioned the Hyperboreans, 
and it is a curious coincidence that the 
passage in Diodoros adds a tradition 
about Abaris (c. 36 infra). The tra- 
ditions in Hesiod and ‘Homer’ (Zpi- 
gont) probably reproduced the Delphic 
version of the Hyperborean myth, 
to which Herodotus evidently prefers 
the Delian. 

33. 1. AqAuvor. The Delian myth of the 
Hyperboreans (cc. 33-35). Whatever 
else we have in this legend we seem to 
have an indication of a great trade-route 
from the north to the religious and 
commercial centre of the Ionians of 
early times (cp. Thuc. 3. 104) in the 
Aegean sea. Some of the stations on 
this route are indicated. It goes back 
from Delos to Tenos, Karystos, u 
through Euboean waters (the Hasigon) 
to Malis: from Malis overland to 
Dodona: northward again along the 

Io 

32 e 
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pdpevor ipa éevdedewéva ev Kaddun rupav e& ‘TmrepBopéov depé- 
peva amixvéecOar és XKvOas, ard b& YxvOéwv Hdn Sexopévous 
aiel TOvS TANTLOYa@poUS ExdaTous Komllew a’TA TO Tpos éEorépns 
éxactat@ éml tov ‘Adpinv, évOedrev Sé pos pecappinv mpo- 
TewTomeva moetous Awdwvalovs “EXAjvov béxecbar, and 8é 

TovTov KataBalvew él tov Mndéa Kodmov Kai Svatropevec bar 
és HvPovav, wodw Te és modW Téwrew peéexpt Kaptorov, ro 8 

amo tavTns éxdureiy “Avdpov: Kapvariovs yap elvar rovs 
KoulCovras és Thvov, Tnviovs dé és Afjrov. amixveccOar perv 
vuv ovTM TavTa Ta ipa Aéyovor és Affrov: mpaTov Se Tovs 
‘LrrepBopéovs méurvar hepotoas ta ipa Svo Kopas, Tas dvopa- 

i > / tal Covor Anrzor eivar “Trrepoynv te kal Aaodixnv: dua be avTjot 

Adriatic coast. A route connects the 
head of the Adriatic with ‘Scythia.’ 
Thence the journey fades away to the 
north. It was along this line, or along 
these lines, probably, that the great 
amber trade was conducted from the 
Eastern (Baltic) source. But of stations 
north of Adria no hint has reached 
Herodotus, or his informants: and it 
may be doubted whether there is not 
underlying the saga an unconscious con- 
fusion between two routes, from the 
Baltic to the southern sea, one reaching 
its waters in the Adriatic, the other in 
the Pontos. (On the amber trade and 
its routes see F. Waldmann, Der Bern- 
stein tm Alterthwm, Fellin. 1883.) 
Whether Phoenicians and ‘ Karians’ (cp. 
Thue. 1. 4, 8) preceded Ionians in the 
occupation of Delos or not, probably 
this trade between Delos and the Baltic 
dates from times long before Ionian and 
Hellenic occupation. We therefore need 
not see in the story (with Attinger, 
Delos, 1887) any memorial of the 
Hellenic invasion of Delos from the 
north. 

Kallimachos, Hymn. Del. 283 ff. (ed. 
Meineke), is presumably indebted to 
Herodotus for the stations mentioned 
on the route. Pausan. 1. 31, 2 (77) 
follows a different tradition, according 
to which the offerings from the Hyper- 
boreans pass to the Arimaspi, Issedones, 
Scyths ; are conveyed by the Scyths to 
Sinope, and from Sinope to Attica, to 
the temple of Apollo at Prasiae: the 
Athenians pass them on to Delos. 
This story Rawlinson discredits as an 
invention of Athenian vanity: Crusius 
(Roscher’s Lexikon, 2820) traces it to 
Phanodemos and recognises its Athenian 

motive. It is on the face of it less 
primitive than the other, but of course 
utilises real facts and trading stations. 
Schubart’s emendation, Awédwyny for 
Zwornv, may be dismissed, with 
Crusius, as a mistaken effort to har- 
monise Pausanias (Phanodemos) and 
Herodotus, inter alia because it estab- 
lishes a connexion between the Hyper- 
borean myth and the cult of Apollo, 
and deduces the former from the latter. 
See the admirable article by Crusius 
in Roscher’s Lexikon, sub voc. HyPER- 
BOREER. 

6. AwSevatovs. Etym. M. sub v. 
9. ”AvSpov. This boycotting of An- 

dros by its nearest neighbours, Karystos 
and ‘T’enos, may have been due to 
commercial or to religious rivalry. An- 
dros was connected by its colonies 
Akanthos, Sane, Stageiros, Argilos, 
with Thrace, and specially addicted to 
the cult of Dionysos. It pursued at 
times an independent policy, cp. 8. 111. 

11. Aéyovot. We here tap one of 
Hadt.’s sources. That he visited Delos 
is morally certain (6. 98 infra). Intro- 
duction, § 21. The Delians probably 
got their information out of their hymn- 
books. Cp. Introduction, p. lxxxiv. 

12. 800 képas. There was a certain 
dualism in the cult at Delos which dated 
back to the prae-Hellenic days (Hirsch- 
feld, Deutsche Rundschau, Oct. 1884), but 
the sex of the divinities was different as 
with Apollo-Artemis. The virgins here, 
like the still more primitive pair c. 35 
infra, seem to be Hellenic personitica- 
tions, or aspects of Artemis. 

13. ‘Yaeodxy, praestans, eminens. 

AaoS{kn, populi jus: Baehr. 
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\ ¢ / A al " 

achanreins eivecev Tréurpat tous TrrepBopéous tay acray avopas 
“ a / \ / 

mévTe Toumous, TovTous ot viv Ilepdhepées KadéovTar Tiymas peya- 
\ a ¢ \ 

Aas év Anrw EyovTes. émrel dé totor “TrrepBopéotot tods arro- 
, \ 

Twendhbévtas dTicw ovK atrovorTéew, Sewa Trovevpévous ef opéas 
/ \ / \ 

aiel KatadapwerTat atrooTédNovTas fut) aTrodéxecOar, ovTo 67 
\ SeN / n 

dépovtas és Tovs ovpous Ta ipa évdedepéva ev TupdY Kadapun 
/ 4 / 

Tovs TANTLOYMpoUS ETLGKNTTEL KEheVOVTAS TpoTéuTEW ohéa 
> \ e a > ” a] 

@TO EWUTOV €S ANXO EUVOS. 
/ a 

amixvéecbat Néyovot és Axov. 
e a ; 4 4 \ e / \ \ if / 

potas Tode Trovevjevov Tpoadhepés, TAS Opnixias Kai tas Ilacovi- 

\ an \ ; 
Kal TAVTA MEV OVTW TpPOTrEWTrOMEVA 

5S \ \ / rn 

oida O€ avTos TovTOLGL TolcL 

PS z sreav Ovwor TH “Aptémidte TH Bacireln, ovK dvev as yuvatkas, éreav Ovwmor TH Aptéemide TH ”; avev 
A / b f NT Cre ahs \ le) \ \ / > 

Tupav Kadauns éyovoas Ta ipd. Kal TadTa pév On TavTas oda 
a / A ¢ } 

movevoas: That dé mapOévorot TavtTyot Thor €& ‘TrrepBopéwy 
/ / \ ¢€ tal 

tereuTnodonat ev And@ Kelpovtar Kal ai KOopat Kal ot Traides 
/ : / 

of Andiwv: ai pév Tpo yadov TAOKaMoY aTroTamVOmEVal Kai 
St bs pIREAS \ A Ua) \ \ a EOS) jept atpaxtov eiNlEacat ert TO ona TiEtcr (TO dé oOHud éoTt 

/ a / 
gow és TO “Aptepiovoy éovovTs apiotephs yetpos, érimépune Sé 

a a / 

of €Xain), boot Sé Tatdes TOV Andiwv, wept y~ronY TiVa etNiEaVTES 
a a a a ®& \ / 

TOY TpLyav TiWElct Kat ovTOL él TO Ohya. avTar wéev On TAavTHY 
\ y \ n / > / \ \ e > \ Tiny éxouct mpos TaV Andou oikntopav. daci dé of avTol 

® \ \ ” \ \ S Sethe / b] ovtoe Kal tiv “Apyny te Kat tHhv “Orr éovoas mapOévous é& 
‘YrrepBopéwy Kata Tovs avtTovs TovTovs avOperrovs Tropevopévas 
> , ? 2 4 / ¢€ hi \ / 
amtkéoBat és Afjrov étt mpotepov “Trrepoyns te Kai Aaodikns. 

15. Ilepdepées* @ewpol Hesych. Ac- 
cording to some _ etymologists this 
word contains the key to the mystery. 
Llephepdes = itrephepérns or vrépdopo, the 
‘Bringers of the offering.’ baépdopor 
becomes wrépBopo.  (‘TrepBéperos a 
spring month in Krete: ‘TzepBeperatos 
a harvest month in Macedonia.) A 
Volksetymologie connects the word with 
Boreas and creates a mythic land and 

ople ‘‘beyond the north-wind” 
Ahrens). This is to be preferred to 
G. Curtius’ suggestion that ‘TzepBdpeo 
='Trrep(F)dpero, the men beyond the 
mountains (uwltramontant). 

19. ipa. . rupv can only mean ‘ offer- 
_ ings tied up in wheaten straw.’ What 
the offerings were is not here said 
_ clearly, but they may have consisted in 
' or included firstfruits and offerings in 
Kind. Pausanias 1. 31, 2 pragmatises, 
| Fis 62 drapxas KexpipOa pev ev xaddug 
_ Tupav ywickecOa be br’ otdd&vwv. In 
| any case they were unbloody offerings, 
| offered to Apollo as a god of agriculture. 

22. ol8a «rd. seems to imply that 
he had not seen the straw in use at 
Delos. Cp. Introduction, p. lxxxi. 

34. 5. rd St offpa KrA. reads like the 
result of autopsy: as also the de- 
scription of the O4xn c. 35 infra. Cp. 
Introduction, § 21 and J.c. supra. 

35. 3. “Apyn and *Qaris may also be 
taken as epithets and duplicates of Arte- 
mis. For Arge Pausanias 5, 7, 8 (Pseudo- 
Platon, Awioch. 371 A) has ‘Exaépyn, an 
unmistakable title, which it has been 
proposed to substitute here: but dpyos, 
swift or bright, is perfectly intelligible 
as applied to the moon-goddess, ”Aprepis 
7 Baowdnin, c. 33 supra (= Lucina, Stein). 
7Qms or Ofmis is an epithet of Artemis 
Lucina as Kileithuia, Kallim. Hymn. 
Del. 204, Pseudo-P. J.c. Cicero, de 
Nat. Deor, 8. 23, 58, represents Upis 
as the father of Diana, and adds: 
eam Graeci saepe Upim paterno nomine 
appellant. In Ps.-Plat. Zc. “Qmis is 
perhaps masculine (7.e. not Artemis but 
Apollo). . 

34 

35 
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tavtas pwév vuv TH KireOuln amodepovoas avr rod oKvToKov 
Tov érdtavto hopov amixécOau, tiv d& "Apynv te Kab thy "OQmw 
Ga avtotot toiot Oeoiow amixécbar réyovor Kai ode Tipas 
Gras ded0c0a pos chéwv: Kal yap ayelpew odu Tas yuvaixas 

10 €movopatovaas Ta ovvopaTa ev TH tuvw Tov ofu ‘Ory avip 
Avtuos érroince, mapa dé oféwv pabovtas vnoitas Te Kal “lovas 
¢ / a / NS. vpveety “Orriv te Kal “Apyny dvoudlovtas te Kal dayelpovtas 

#. SW Gs) \ \ \ ¢ (obTos dé 0 OAV Kal Tods addovS TOs TraXaLOvs Kuvous érolnce 
éx Avkins Mev todls aewdopuévovs év Andro), Kal Tov pnpiov 

oe / Oe A n \ b0 / ee’ \ 6 / 

15 KaTayiComevoy emt TO Bawa THY oTrodoV TavTHY él THY OnKHY 

THs “Onrtos te kal "Apyns davarcwodacbar ériBarropevny. Ae 
@ / > / 3 Nine, 0 Try») / \ In / 

nKn avTéwy éotk Omtcbe Tod “Aptepmiciov, mpos 7® TeTpaypéevn, 

ayyotatw Tod Kniwy tatinropiov. 
Kai tatra pev “TrrepBopéwy répi cipnoOw: tov yap mepl 

/ n 

"ABapios Royov Tov Reyouévou eivar “TrrepBopéov ov Réyo, 
\ n an 

[Aéyor] os TOV oLtoTOV TepLéhepe KaTA Tacay yy ovdEY cLTEO- 

6. Tod akuTéKov. ‘‘It is undoubtedly 
their own @xvuroxla that is intended” R. 
What must really be intended is the 
@kuroxla of Leto, in the birth of Apollo 
and Artemis. Aristot. Hist. Animal. 
(jy Bis, apie Me aE ae 

7. tov érdfavro dédpov has a curi- 
ously official ring about it. One sees 
how easily religious precedent might be 
utilised for political purposes. (Cp. 3. 
13 pbpov re érdéavro Kal dpa ézeproy, 
and the rubric in the Athenian lists: 
moves avral ratamevac, Hicks, No. 35, 
C.I.A. i. 244.) 

8. rotor Seotor. Apollo and Artemis 
naturally suggested: but as they did 
not come to Delos (according to the 
Delian legend here presupposed) but 
were born there, we must consider 
earlier divinities to be here meant, 
though these earlier divinities are only 
Apollo and Artemis in earlier forms, 
perhaps Phoenician as distinguished 
from Hellenic. (Crusius, op. cit. 2811, 
understands it of ‘‘ Eileithyia Leto and 
the twins.’’) 

10. "OAH. Avpatos 7 ‘LrepBoperos 7 
Avxwos émomows* paddov dé AvKios amd 
EdvOov ws Snot KadAlwaxos cal 6 IoXv- 
larwp év rots wept Avxias, Suidas. ‘These 
variations were probably inferences from 
the internal evidences of his Hymns. 
Pausanias is our best authority, and 
explains the article in Suidas. Paus. 
Lc. supra; add 5. 7, 8, 8. 21, 3, and 9. 
27.2. A Delphic tradition represented 

Olen as a Hyperborean, and one of the 
founders of the oracle, and inventor of 
the hexameter, 10. 5, 7 f. See further, 
Mahaffy, Gk. LZ. i. 14, 15, Bergk, ii. 
111, and Pauly, #.-Z. sub v. 

17. mpds 4 seems to prove that this 
was a Carian or Phoenician tomb. 
Miiller, Dorians, 11. iv. 3, n.# 

36. 2. “ABdptos. Cp. Harpokration, 
Suidas sub v. Where Hdt. heard or 
read the story of Abaris, which he 
rejects, he omits to mention; perhaps 
in Sparta, where the Hyperborean dis- 
puted with the Thracian Orpheus the 
honour of having founded a temple to 
Képn Zwrelpa Pausan: 3. 13, 2. (That 
he was worshipped in Sparta I cannot 
discover. Schreiber in Roscher’s Lexikon, 
sub v.) Perhaps in Pindar’s works, 
who made Abaris contemporary with 
Kroisos (g.v. Harpokration). Cp. 
Bentley, Dissertations, ed. Bohn, pp. 
109, 110. lLobeck, Aglaoph. 313 f., 
assigns as a date for the verses circulated 
in his name c. Ol]. 42=612-8 B.c. (cp. 
article in Pauly, &.-#. i? p. 7). Neither 
is it obvious why Hdt., who admits the — 
story of the ecstatic journey of Aristeas, 
should reject that of Abaris, unless it be — 
that the one is a Greek and the other — 
a Hyperborean. % 

8. roy éiordv. Later tradition im- 
proved on this, and made the arrow 
carry Abaris. Iambl. vita Pythag. 19. 
28: but perhaps we should boldly read — 
here dicrds and otredpevor. 
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\ / 
pevos. et dé eioe brrepBopeot Ties dvOpwrrot, cial Kal bTEpVvOTLoL 
aNXor. 

\ >O/ P > 4 mY "20 / Cas 
Kal ovdéva vooveyovtas &eEnynoadpwevov: of ’Qxeavov te péovTa 

a a / \ / \ 

ypahovor mépiE THY yijv €ovoav KUKAOTEpéa WS ATO TOPOL, Kal 
\ > / Lal > / / BA 

Tv ~Aoinv tH EKvpern tovevytov tony. 
b] e] / \ > \ 

€v OdLYOLaL yap eyo 

Smtoow péyabos Te Exdotns avtéwy Kal oily Tis éote és ypadny 
¢ / 

€xXaoTy. 

Ilépcae oixéovor KatyKovtes él Thy votinv Oddaccay Thy 
"Epu@pny Kadeouévnv, tovtav d& wtmepotxéovor mpos Bopény 

dvewov Mido, Mydav S& Ldoreipes, Yaomeipwov 5é Koryou 
xatnKovtes él tiv Bopninv Oaraccar, és tHv Paaows ToTapos 

EKOLOOL. 

4. éoixatl. On principles of symmetry 
valid for Hdt. The intense heat of the 
south makes such an hypothesis inadmis- 
sible, and the argument is a reductio ad 
absurdum. A very powerful form of 
ratiocination, when the facts are correctly 
ascertained. 

5. yeAo. Herodotus’ merriment at 
the expense of Hekataios and others 
his predecessors, though not altogether 
amiable, has fortunately led him to 
develop further his own geographical 
notions. Cp. 5. 49 ff. infra. 

6. voovexévrws. An emendation by 
Stein (=é€u¢povws) upon Dobree’s védov 
éxovTws. The MSS. read vdov éxovras 
eEnynoduevoyv. Blakesley proposes ov’ 
va vbov éxovra neut. pl. Baehr brackets 
éinynoduevoy and reads ovdéva voor 

€xovras. The MSS. reading is not 
‘unintelligible, taking the words in 
the following order: kal éyovras ovdéva 

_vbov éinynoduevov (not, however, ‘‘to 
| guide them” R., which would be ééyy7- 
| Gbpevov). voovexdvrws is rather Platonic 
| than Herodotean Greek. 
__ 7. kukdotepéa os a. 7. Would Hat. 
‘have laughed, had he been acquainted 
| with the idea that the earth was actually 
spherical? Or had this “‘ Pythagorean” 
| (Berger, Geogr. d. Ionier, p. 28) notion 
crossed him and reinforced his contempt 

| for the science of the Ionians ? 
, 37. 1. Hépoat. Schweighiuser reads 

"Aciny Wépoar xrX. Even so the transi- 
tion is somewhat abrupt. iy ev 

Aciny might be admitted (ep. 4 dé 
+ MBin, c. 41, after roatry per). 

vy voriny @. Here of course the 
' Persian Gulf or Indian Ocean (r. "Epvd phy 

k. ep. 1. 1; Hdt. not making any dis- 
tinction between them); while the 
northern sea is here the Pontos, ep. 
c. 13 supra. 

The mention of the four nations 
(Persians, Medes, Saspeires, Kolchi) 
Blakesley, n. 116, explains as due to a 
commercial route. In 1. 104 the Sa- 
speires are expressly said to be the only 
people between Media and Kolchis. In 
3. 94 with the Matieni and Alarodii 
they make up the eighteenth satrapy. 
They may be located in Eastern Armenia, 
but cannot be identified. (Bunbury, 
Anc. Geogr. i, 245.) Their arms are 
described in 7. 79, where they appear 
in company with the Alarodians. 

3. Hoe According to Hdt. 2. 104 
of Egyptian origin, which, if anything 
more than a false inference from the 
evidence there adduced, may again be 
taken as indicating commercial relations 
(through Phoenicians %). 

There is no reason to doubt that 
Hdt. conceives these tribes in a line 
due north: he could signify N.W. if 
he wished to do so. 

38. 1. dxral Sid. L. & S. take of the 
N. and 8. coasts of Asia Minor. Hadt.’s 
meaning is plain. One dxri is made 
up of Asia Minor with thirty nations 
(c. 38), the other, as he conceives it, is 
made up of Persia, Assyria, and Arabia, 
containing only three nations (c. 39). 
ax7} as thus used by Hdt. seems to mean 
a process or elongation of the continent 
larger than a yepodynoos, and perhaps 
pra aclear isthmus. But see Baehr 
ad l, 

am’ adbrfis, sc. ’Aclys. 

yr SE dpéav yijs TepLodous ypdvyavtas Todos 167 5 

Io 
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Teivovor és OddNaccay, Tas ey darnynoowar: evOev pev % aKTH 
n eTépn TA pos Bopénv ard Pdoros apEapéevn Tapatératar és 
Odracoav mapa te tov Ilévrov Kab tov ‘EXXhomrovTov pex pl 

5 Luyelou ToD Tpwixod: ta Se Tpos VOTOV  avTH aUTN aKTH ato 
To0 Mupiavdixod Kodrrov Tob mpos Powlen Keysévov telver Ta és 
Garacoav péxype Tproriov axpns. 
rsa) > / / 

efvea avOpwrav TpinkorTa. 

ree yf \ ’ fal 5 rn / 

OLKEEL Oe €V TI) AKT?) TAVUTY) 

ef / ¢ / a] 

avuTn “ev VUV 9 ETEDN TOV AKTEOD, 
¢ \ \ 5) 9 0€ 8» érépn amd Lepcéwv apkayévn maparératar és ray 

b) \ ¢ EpvOpiy Odraccav, } te epoxy kal aro ravrns éxdexopévn 
> 

» Acoupin Kal amo ’Acoupins 7% ’ApaBin: dMpye Se airy, ob 
rn > \ / > \ / \ > / bf x ta) 5 Anyovea el 7 Vom es TOY KONTOV Tov “ApaBuov, és Tov Aapetos 
ex Tod Neidov Sim@puvya éonyaye. péxpe pév vuv Powixns 
> \ / n \ / \ ato Ilepcewy yapos mAatTvs Kal toddOs éoTL: TO O& amo 
Dowikns wapyKe dia Thode 

Te Lupinv tv Uaracorivny 
™ €0ved éott Tpia podva. 
€ / a ? / 4 / 
eoTepnv THS Acins exovTa 

kal Mydwv kal Lacrreipwv 

3. Ta mpds B. The north side of the 
first adxr}) extends from the Phasis to 
Sigeion. Can it be that Hdt. places the 
Phasis too far south, and on the north- 
east corner of the peninsula? Sigeion is 
situated at the S. exit of the Hellespont, 
which, as Stein points out, includes here 
the Propontis and Bosporos (ep. 1. 57, 
4, 76, 96, 138, 5. 103, 6. 26, 33, 7. 137). 

5. ta mpds vérov. The south coast 
extends from the gulf of Myriandos to 
the Triopian promontory, 8. of Hali- 
karnassos. 

8. tpijkovta. It is possible to 
bring together 30 names from the list of 
satrapies 8. 90 or from the Army list 
7. 72-80, 91-95, but the names will not 
exactly coincide. 1. 28, called in to 
elucidate, is of doubtful authenticity. 
See Rawlinson for a probable list. But 
the method of systematising the geo- 
graphy or geographical passages and 
remarks in the work of Herodotus, 
without allowing for the differences of 
source and interest, is unsound. 

39. 2. 882 éréon. Hat. had plainly 
no conception of the existence of the 
Persian Gulf, no knowledge of the true 
lie of the Arabian peninsula, or he 
would not have included 7 Ilepouxh in 
this second dx7rj, nor would he have 
projected the dxr) as running along 

a / e > \ e/ 4 Ths Oaradcons 7 akTn avTn Tapa 
\ by > \ lol * kal Atyurrov, és THY TeNeVTa* EV 
n \ 

tavta ev aro Ilepcéwy Ta pos 
€oTL* ta de KatuTepbe Ilepcéwv 

\ / \ \ bial \ 
Kab Kodyouv, Ta Tpos n@® Te Kal 

towards the west. The Arabian Gulf 
and Egypt conventionally terminate 
this dxry ; yet Hdt. seems to propose 
that Egypt and Libya should be in- 
cluded init. It is obvious by the way 
that he has no conception of the real 
shape of Africa, and probably conceives 
it as resembling Asia Minor, cp. c. 42 
infra, and Appendix XII. 

5. vopo. Hdt. then is following 
some authority and will not quite break 
with convention in his geography. The 
authority is perhaps Jonian, his dissent 
in part a product of his Egyptian 
tour. Cp. Introduction, § 21. 

tov KéAtrov t. “A. The Red sea of 
to-day, the size of which Hdt. greatly 
under-estimates, see 2. 11. 

Aapetos. 2. 158. 
10. €@vea tpla. Obviously Persians, 

Assyrians, and Arabians. Rawlinson 
substitutes Phoenicians for Persians, 
and Blakesley agrees with him, but then 
B. wants to cut out the words # te 
Tlepoixy) . . ’ApaBln supra as spurious. 

40. 2. td Karvqepbe=7d mpds 7 are 
bounded on the south by the Erythraean 
sea, on the north by the Caspian sea 
and the river Araxes, on the east by 
Indi, or rather the unknown desert 
beyond, "Ivdav yap 7d mpds Thy RO éEpnuly 
éorl dia Thy Wapmov 3. 98. 
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Hdwov avatérXdovta, évOev péev % “EpuOp) apne Odracca, 

mpos Bopéw dé %) Kaorin te Oddacca kal 6 “Apakns TOTALOS, 
/ 

péwv mpos HALov avioyorTa. éypt b6€ ths “Ivdunhs olKéerat Mex p ) ] 
\ \ b] 

"Acin: 1rd 88 ard TadTys Epnpmos dn TO Tpods Tv 7d, oddé Exer 

ovdels dpdcat oloy Sy Ti éeote. 

Torattn pev cat tocattn 7» ’Acin éori, 7 Sé AtBin ev tr 
axth tH étépn eotl amo yap Aiyorrov AiBin Sn éxdéxerar. 

kata pév voy Alyurtov % aKT) avTn ore éote: ard yap 
Thode tis Oardoons és thy “EpvOpriy Oddaccay Séxa pupiddes 

cial dpyuiéwv, avtat S dy elev yidvor atadiow: TO Sé amo Tov 
A , , / / pen ears \ Pik oTewod TovTOU KapTa TAAaTéa TUYKXaVEL EovTAa 1) aKTH HTLs ALBon 

a / / 

Oouato av Tov SwovpicavTav Kal diedovtToy AiBony KEKANTAL. 

5. } Kaomin. Hdt. must have full 
credit for the assertion that the Caspian 
is an inland sea, but it must also be 
admitted that he appears to think its 
greater length lies E.and W. OftheSea 
of Aral he knows nothing. To suppose 
that in his day the two formed one is 
violent. Time was undoubtedly when 
the whole ‘Aralo-Caspian Depression’ 
was part of a greater inland sea extend- 
ing from the Euxine to the Frozen 
Ocean (cp. Stanford’s Compendium, 
Europe, p. 168, Asia, pp. 400, 408-9), but 
one might almost as well suppose that 
those geographers, who made the Cas- 
pian an arm of the ocean, followed an 
historical tradition, as that the separa- 
tion of the Caspian and the Aral occurred 
in historic times, and indeed since the 
days of Herodotus, as some commen- 
tators appear willing to do. Aral is 
apparently more in the nature of a 
great lake, being fed by the Oxus and 
the Sir, while the Caspian, which lies 
nearly 250 feet lower, is a real relic of 
the ocean. 

o ’Apdéns is here a river east of 
the Caspian, and flowing towards the E. 
away from the Caspian. In 1. 202 it is 

| @river rising in Matiene and having one 
_ mouth emptying into the Caspian, and 

thirty-nine others, which lose them- 
selves in marshes. It forms the 
southern frontier of the Massagetae. It 
is said to be both greater and smaller 

than the Danube. The simplest 
hypothesis which explains these incon- 
Sistencies is the supposition that under 
the same name are confounded two (or 
more) totally different rivers, the Kur 
which rises in Matiene and flows E. into 
the Caspian, and one of the great rivers 

of central Asia E. of the Caspian, the 
Oxus, or Jaxartes, which however flow 
north-westwards into the Aral. To 
suppose that Hdt. meant here to write 
westward and wrote eastward by a slip, 
is to assume that Hdt. was accurately 
informed on the region, a thing not 
probable. In ec. 11 supra an Araxes is 
the boundary between the former land 
of the Secyths and Kimmeria. It is of 
course possible that the errors or incon- 
sistencies arose, in the first instance, 
from the confusion of various streams 
under one generic name, as might 
happen with our own Avons and Ouses. 

41. 1. 4 8 AtBdy comes in for fuller 
ethnographical description é€v rots AcBvu- 
kotot Aéyous which form the second part of 
this Book. Cp. Introduction, p. xxxii. 

év ty &kry. Hat. first represents 
Libya as comprised in the second pro- 
longation of Asia ; a few lines lower as 
being an individual or third d«r7j. If 
he has a geographical system, it is not 
completely articulated. Cp. c¢. 44 infra. 

2. amd excludes Libya from Egypt 
and Egypt from Libya. Cp. 2. 16. 

5. xf\vor. The direct distance across 
the isthmus of Suez is less than 700 (R.). 
Hdt.’s estimate is probably based on the 
journey. 

6. mwAatéa. The breadth of Libya is 
apparently conceived by Hat. north and 
south: its length as east and west. 
‘Broad’ as it is, however, it does not 
extend, in Hdt.’s conception, so far south 
as the tropic of Capricorn. Cp. c. 42 
ad fin. 

42. 1. Owpdto. Hdt. expresses aston- 
ishment that any persons should have 
adopted a tripartite division of the 
earth, seeing that one of the divisions, 
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te kat “Acinv kal Kipamnv: od yap opikpa ra dvaépovra 
avréwy earl pnKei wer yap map’ apporépas trapicer » Kvparn, 
eUpeos O€ Tépt ode cuuBddrrcw GEin dalveral pou elvar. ArBdn 
pev yap Snrot [éwutiv] otca replpputos, mjv boov adbrhs 
mpos thv “Aotny ovplf&er, Nexd tod Aiyumriav Bacidéos TpoTou 
TaY nels Omer KaTradcEavTos: Os émelte THY Simpuya émratoaTo 
dpvocwv tiv é« Tod NelAov duéyovoav és Tov “ApaBiov Kodzrop, 
améreprve Doivixas dvdpas mrolowws, évreindpevos és TO brrlaw 
dv “Hpakréov orndéov éxmr€ew Eas és tv Bopninv Oddaccav 
kat otw és Aiyurrov amiuvéecOa. oppnbévtes dv oi Poles 
ex THS “EpuOphs Oardoons émdeov tiv votiny Oddaccav: bKas 
dé yivorro POworwpov, mpoocxovtes av omelpeckov THY yh, 
wa éxaorote ths AvBins mréovtes ywvolato, Kal péverKov Tov 

duntov: Oepicavtes & av Tov citov émdeov, bate dv0 éTéwv 

dueEeNOovTav Tpitw érei kaprpavtes “Hpaxdéas otndas arlxovTo 
és Aiyuttov. Kal édeyov euol pév ov micTd, ddAw dé OH TEM, 
@s TepiTAwovTes THY AiBUnv Tov Hduov Ecyov és Ta Sekia. 

Europe, is vastly greater than the other 
two, Asia and Libya, put together ; so 
extensive indeed as to have been only 
partially explored. Europe is separated 
from Asia by the line of the Pontos, 
Phasis, Caspian, and Araxes. 

Hdt. disregards alike the boundary 
laid down by Hekataios, viz. the Tanais 
(c. 45 infra) and the modern boundary 
of the Ural mountains and river, which, 
however, is neither physically nor 
politically defensible (cp. Stanford’s 
Europe, pp. 2 ff.): Siberia and central 
Asia, so far as known to him, are 
reckoned to his Europe. In this again, 
there is a certain accidental anticipation 
of modern geography, which views the 
geographical boundary between Asia and 
Europe as purely conventional. Re- 
garded from a strictly geographical view, 
“Kurope is after all only a peninsula of 
Asia” (Stanford’s Europe, p. 1, and 
pass.). If Hdt. had only made Europe 
instead of Libya an dxry of Asia! 

6. Nexd. See 2. 158-9. It is 
characteristic of Hdt.’s methods that 
this important act of Necho’s reign, 
which was no doubt a piece of his policy 
of maritime aggrandisement, should come 
in here by a side wind: but the record, 
for that very reason, is the more trust- 
worthy. Cp. Introduction, p. lxxi. 

7. thy Sidpvxa, 2. 158, and c. 39 
supra. 

9. dolor, ‘ galleys.’ 
évrekdpevos. This injunction of 

Necho’s does not in the least prove 
that the form of Libya was then already 
known, or even the fact of its pen- 
insularity and therefore that this was 
not the first circumnavigation (pace ~ 
G. W. apud Rawlinson). The terms 
of the direction, if authentic, might 
have been hypothetical. 

10. riv Bop. @éAaccav. The Mediter- 
ranean. 

12. tis “EH. 8. seems here to stand for 
the Arabian Gulf: the whole for the 
part. 

13. omelperxoyv. This is not incredible, 
see Rawlinson’s note ad 7. 

17. épol péy xrA. Cp. c. 5 supra and 
Introduction, § 22. 

18. rdv HAvov. This assertion that the 
circumnayigators of Libya had the sun 
to the north of them (for a time), has 
generally been taken as a conclusive 
argument of the reality of this voyage, 
the rather because Hdt. disbelieves it. 
Blakesley, in a highly ingenious note ?*, 
disputes the argument, and represents the 
statementas an inference made by analogy 
from the northern hemisphere. Against 
the incredulity of Blakesley we may set 
the fact that Africa is cireumnavigable, 
and the consideration that an actual cir- 
cumnavigation even in Necho’s time was 
a possibility. 

i 

— 

= 
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Hat., be it observed, does 
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ei a / / 

ote pev atitn éyvaoOn TO mpa@Tov, wera Sé Kapyndovioi clos 43 
e , > oS lA c ry 4 S58 2\ ap iS 

of Néyovtes* eel Latdomns ye 0 Tedomrios avnp “Axatpevions 
’ > \ n fs 

ov mepiemAw@oe AvBinv, rm avTo ToiTO TeupOels, adda Seloas 
a r / \ \ an > 

TO TE pKoS TOU TAOOV Kal THY Epnuiny amANOe dricw, ovd 
> / \ > / / ¢e e / YA Ax Q / \ 

émetéNece Tov eméTake of 4 pnTnp deOAov. vyaTépa yap 5 
A / 

Zortipov trod MeyaSufou éBinoaro wapQévov: érevra pédXovTOS 
avtod Sia tavtnv THY aitinv avacKoroTLEic0a, bro Bépkew 
Baciréos, % pytnp ToD Satdoreos éodca Aapelov adedder) 

a / ¢ > \ / / > / / 

Tapaitycato, paca of avtTn pelo Cnuinv emiOnoew  Trep 
> a / lA ¢ > / y Q XW > A A 

éxeivov: AwBinv yap ob avayKny éoecOat repimr@ety, és 0 ay 10 
> / . / > \ > \ AN / sr, , 

arixntat TepiTAEwv auTny és Tov “ApdBiov KodTrOV. ovyywpn-. 
¢ / / 

cavtos Se RépEew él tovTow1, 0 Yatdomns amuKdpevos és 
/ \ / Yj \ Aiyutrrov kal NaBov véa Te Kal vavTas Tapa ToOUT@Y éTrEE erl 

\ \ / Noe: 4 / 
“Hpaxdéas otndas: SduexmAdoas S€ Kal Kaprapas TO aKpwTHpLoV 

a a / / Yj N a 
ths AvBins TO ovvopa Yoroas ori, éwrAce Tpos pecapBpinv: rs 

\ a / n 

mepnoas 6€ OdrXaccay ToAAHY év ToAXOIoL pnol, éEelTE TOD 
al Ny > / >? / > / > Ai >? 

mTreEdVOS aiel dee, ATooTpE Was OTicw amémAee és AiyuTrTov. éx 

_ not disbelieve the circumnavigation to 
have taken place. His authority for the 
story was perhaps Aegypto - Hellenic. 
Herodotus, by the way, evidently con- 
eeives Libya as a sort of parallelogram, 
the longer sides of which run Ei. and W. 
Cp. c. 41 supra etal. The plain meaning 
of this passage has been frequently mis- 
read. So e.g. [G. W.] apud Rawlinson 
thinks what Hdt. discredited was an 
assertion that in sailing to the north 
the sailor had the sunrise on his right: 
so, too, P. Gatfarel, Hudoxe de Cyzique, 
etc. Besancon 1873, p. 40. 

It is to be observed that Hdt. is unac- 
quainted with the Periplus of Hanno. 
Cp. 7. 165, Miiller, Geogr. Min. vol. i. 
pp- Xvili-xxxili., 1-14, Bunbury, vol. i. 
ce. ix. and note infra c. 43. 

43. 1. Kapxrdévior. The voyage al- 
Iuded to may be that of Hanno; it is 
curious that Hdt. gives no details. Cp. 
c. 42 supra. 

2. Zardomnys 6 T. &.’Ax. A Teaspes 
is named, 7. 79, 9. 76, as father of 
a Pharandates, described as a Persian 
(but not Achaemenid), ‘Teispes appears 
pee cane in the Achaemenid pedigree 
mb 
6. Zawipov tr. M. This might be 

either one of two men: Z. és és 
"APhvas niroubdryoce éx Iepoéwv 3. 160, 
¢. 428-5 B.c. ‘* probably the latest event 
recorded by Hat.” (R.). Cp. Ktesias, Pers. 

§ 43. (The deserter may have brought 
this and other stories into Greece. But 
see infra.) Or Z. the grandfather, 3. 
155. Cp. Sayce’s note to 3. 150. If the 
elder Zopyros was governor of Babylon 
under Xerxes, he was probably the 
father of this unhappy lady. 

8. A. a. Both father and mother 
were of the royal family. 

13. véa. He was better off than the 
Phoenicians had been, who sailed in 
mdota, c. 42 supra. 

15. Doddeas. Cp. 2. 32. The only 
spot on the Atlantic shore of Africa 
named by Hdt. He makes it the most 
westerly point of the continent: this 

‘would lead us to identify it with Cape 
Verde. On the other hand the voyage 
of Sataspes steers south from Soloeis, 
after passing Gibraltar: this would lead 
us to identify Soloeis with Cape Spartel, 
near Tangier (see G. W.’s note in 
Rawlinson, vol. ii. p. 49). But again 
Soloeis in Hanno, Skylax, and Ptolemy 
is undoubtedly Cape Cantin (see Bun- 
bury, i. p. 329), the importance of 
which was exaggerated in antiquity. It 
seems therefore that we must return to 
Rennell’s view that Soloeis is Cape 
Cantin, but add, with Bunbury, that 
though Hdt. was acquainted with the 
name he had no definite idea of its true 
geographical position (op. cit. p. 288). 
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dé TavTns amikopevos mapa Bacihéa Bépkea treye has ra | 
TpocwTdra avOpwrovs puxpods maparrcew éeaOAre howienin 

20 Ouaypewpévous, ob bxws odels Katayolato Th vi devryeoKov 
mpos Ta dpea Aeltrovtes Tas ToAIas' avTol bé abdixéew odbdév 
éovivtes, Bpwra 88 podva e€ adréwv rapBdvew. 
repiT@ra@cat AiBvnv ravtedéws altuov TOde eye, TO TAoloV TO 
mpoow ov duvarov ere eivar mpoBalvew aAN évlaxecOat. Fépens 

25 0€ OV Ob cuYyyWooKwY eye adnO~a ovK émiTEedoayTad TE TOV 
Mpokeiwevoy adeOdov averKorOTice, THY apxalny Olkny éruTar. 
TovTou O€ Tod LaTdoreos evvodyos amédpn és Ldyov, ézrelre 
émvdeTo TayicTa Tov SeomdTea TeTENEUTHKOTA, ExoV YoNLaTa 
peyara, TA Ydpwos avip Katéoye, Tod éemicTapevos TO ovvoua 

30 éx@v éerridnOopar. 
44 Ths 6é “Acins Ta moda bro Aapetou é£evpéOn, 05 Bovdopevos 

‘Ivdov trotapov, 0s KpokodelAous SevTepos ovTOS ToTaLaY TdVTeV 
TApEXETAL, TOUTOY TOV TroTamov eidévar TH és Oddaccay éxd.60i, 
méumrel Tolotolt ANAovS TE TOlaL émriaTevVE THY AANOeiny epéewy Kal 

5 69 Kal YKtraxa avdpa Kapvavbdéa. of 8€ oppnbévtes éx Kaorra- 

TUpou Te TOALOS Kal TAS IlaxTvixhs yas erAcov KaTa TroTamoV 

TOD O€ pr) 

19. howiknly. Hdt. uses the word in 
two senses: (1) of the date palm 1. 194, 
2. 86, 3. 20; (2)=owrxixés, Phoenician. ° 
Here the word must be taken in the 
first meaning. His word for scarlet is 
powwlkeos. 

21. médvas. We might have expected 
Kouas. 

24, évloyxerOar. Xerxes and apparently 
Hdt. disbelieved this statement ; but it 
also furnishes an undesigned confirma- 
tion to us of the truth of the report, 
as we may reasonably refer this trait in 
the story to ‘‘ the well-known southerly 
trade wind” (R.). Cp. c. 42 supra. 

Whether Hdt. heard this story of 
Sataspes in Athens, or in Egypt, or in 
Samos, may reasonably be questioned : 
probably in Samos, or from a Samian 

source, as the finale suggests. 

29. Td otvona é. émid. Is it a case of 
‘de mortuis nil nisi bonum’? Op. 1. 51, 
and De Joinville, S¢. ZLowis, Hutton’s 
Tr. ed. 1868, p. 63, ‘‘I could easily 
name them [some cowards], but abstain 
from doing so, seeing that they are 
dead.” If the anonymous Samian was 
Hadt.’s authority he had not stipulated 
for the suppression of his name (€xwy). 

44, 2. kpoxodelXous. Two species of 
alligator, the harmless ‘sharp-nosed,’ 
and dangerous ‘snub-nosed,’ frequent 
most of the large rivers of India, and even 
the tanks. Stanford, Asia, p. 284. 

Sedrepos otros. Second of two, ep. 
1. 25, c. 113 infra. The other in this 
case of course is the Nile. The river 
mentioned 2. 32, he forgets, or considers 
fabulous, or identifies with Nile. 

5. Ltda of Karyanda (in Caria,, N. 
of Halikarnassos). Though Hdt. does 
not say that Skylax was an author as 
well as a discoverer it seems probable 
even from this passage. Aristot. Pol. 4. 
14, 3, 1832 quotes Skylax on the Indians. 
The Periplus which has come down to us 
is certainly a pseudepigraphon of much 
later date. (Miiller, Geogr. Minores, 
ed. Didot, i. pp. xxxili-li., 15-96.) 
Kacratipov. See Sayce on 3. 102, 

who identifies it, as do most authorities, 
with Kabul. Rawlinson questions this 
(note® to 3. 102) on the ground that 
Hadt. places the city on the Indus: as if 
Hdt. were incapable of a geographical — 
error! Baehr, indeed, argues that Hdt. — 
does not expressly locate the start on — 
the Indus. 
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a \ / \ 

mpos HO Te Kal jrLov avatoras és Oddaccav, Sia Baragons Se 
‘ ; s 

mpos éamépny TA€ovTES TPLNKOTTO pnvi amiKvéovtar és TOUTOV 
a ° \ \ \ 

Tov yapov dOev oO Aiyurriov Bacirels tos Polvikas Tovs 

ira aTéoTein Awew ArBv %» S€ Tov mpotepoy elma améoteire TepiTAwEY AvBunv. peta d€ TOUTOUS 
, > / / a \ al / 

TepitrwcavTas Ivdovs Te KaTerTpéeYrato Aapeios Kat TH Gadacon 
A \ an > / \ \ \ 7 

TavTn éxypdto. ovTw Kal THs Acins, myv Ta Tpos HALOV 
/ ¢ / a / 

avicyovTa, Ta GAG avevpnTat Omora Trapeyouweryn TH AcPuy. 
a / / 

“H S& Edporn mpos ovdapav pavepn eats ywv@oKopern, ovTE 
\ \ 4 >? / A \ \ / > / / 

Ta Mpos HALoY avaTehoVTa OVTE TA TPOS Bopénv, et TepippuTos 
- >] / / 730) » 

dot pjxei dé ywvdoxeTar Tap apdpotépas Tapnkovoa. o0vd exw 

45 

NécOar er’ 6 7h €ov f ovvopata Tpipacia KéeTaL cupBarécbat er Stev pin €ovon Yi} ovvOMaTa TP | 

_érevupulas éyovta yuvaikav, Kal otpicpata aith Neidos re 6 
Alyimrios motapmos éréOn Kat Pacis 6 Koryos (ot d€ Tavaiv 

rotamov Tov Mainrny Kal ropOunia ta Kippépra Néyovor), ovdé 

Tov Swoupicavtov Ta ovvopata TrvbécOat, Kal bOev EOevTo Tas 
éravupias. dn yap AtBin pev él AiBins Aéyerar bro Tov 

To\rAav “EXAjveav éyew 7d ovvopa yuvaikos avToxOovos, 7 dé 
"Acin él ris Lpopnbéos yuvarkds THY éra@vupinv. Kai TovToU 
pev petarauBavovtas Tod ovvouatos Avdol, pPapyevor evil “Aciew 

tov Korvos tod Mavew xexd\jobar thy “Acinv, GAN ovK ért THs 

7. ™mpds 76. As R. admits, the real 
course of the Indus is rather west of 
south, nor is it easy to relate this 
‘sea,’ east of the Indians, into which 
the truthful Skylax sailed, with the 
sandy desert east of the Indians 3. 98, 
except by allowing that Hdt. is not 
eyen systematic in his geography. 

10. mpdorepov. c. 42 supra. 
11. *IvSotskareotp. Cp. 3. 94, 98-105. 

The conquest included perhaps only the 
Panjab. The account of the campaign 
is not preserved : it is inferred from the 

epigraphic evidence that it took place 
‘before the Scythian expedition, but 
| after the inscription at Behistun was 
‘eut. See Rawlinson, iii. p. 37 n. 
+45. 2. ra m. Bopénv. Maps to illus- 
\ trate Hdt.’s geography therefore should 
} not represent ocean on the N. of Europe 
'(Rennell, Baehr), but should shade off 
‘into space. The earth of Hdt., like our 
‘ own world, goes off into indefinity. 

__ 3, mapfhkovca. See c. 42 supra. 
’ The pcos runs east and west. 

4. én’ brev, “for what reason,” St. 
Pty. . tptpdiow, In his search for 

physical causes Hdt. overlooks practical 
convenience. 

7. tov Maiyrnvy seems to distin- 
guish it from some other ‘Tanais: 
but all the rivers here mentioned have 
local appellations added. Stein suggests 
that Hdt. takes the expression from an 
author he is quoting: is that Hekataios ? 
(Van Herwerden obelises the words and 
adds expectes kat Niuwnv rhv Marjrw.) 

Later writers, including those of In- 
perial times, recurred to the Tanais as 
the boundary (cp. Polybius, 3. 37, 3, 
Pomp. Mela, lib. 2, ad init.). We 
have here a reminiscence of the river 
frontiers, perhaps of the island-theory, 
of the continents. Cp. Berger, Gesch. d. 
wissenschaft. Erdkunde, pp. 65 ff. 

mropOunia Ta Kippépia. c. 12 supra. 
8. 80ev=adm7’ drewy, Stein. 

10. yuvatkds. According to some 
Prometheus was the son of Asia, 
Eustathius read uyrpds in this passage : 
ep. Baehr ad 1. 

13. Kérvos. In 1. 94 Atys is the son 
of Manes, and in 1. 7 Lydos not Asias 
the grandson (Manes—Atys—Lydos : 
Manes— Kotys—Asias). It is likely 
enough that it was in Lydia (’Acla 
mos Avilas mapa r@ Tuddrdp Steph. 
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UIpopnPéos “Acins: am’ brev Kal tiv év Ldpdioe hud Kekdjabae 
15 Acidoda. id \ \ pyle) / > 7 0€ 6) Edpamn obte ef meplppurds éote ywooKeras 

\ iT) a ’ ‘al / A < / \ ” + nr Tpos ovoaLwv avlpwrwy, ovTe oKoGev TO ovvoua eae TodTO, 
A e/ ¢ 4 ¢ / n ouTEe OoTLS ob HY O Oéwevos halverat, eb yr) aro THS Tupins dycopev 
SeA/ a e A Kupwmrns AaBety TO obvowa tiv yopnv: mpoTepov Se Av dpa 

> / 7 

aVOVULOS WOTTED al ETEpat. aXr avtTn ye é« ths ’Acins Te 
/ Ve fa) \ na rn 20 haiveTat €ovoa Kal ovK amikomévn és THY YAY TavTnY rus voV 

ig Nes / b] / / ¢ vmo EAAnvev Kipdan karéerat, aXN bo ov éx Powlens és Kpyrny, 
ex Kpnrns 8é és Avxinv. nr yi r 

TaUTA mév VUY emt ToTOvTOY cipnoba 
Tolot yap voulCouévoics avTav Ypnoopmeba. 

¢ \ / ¢ > a) 

46 O de Ilovtos 0 Kvfewos, éx dv éaotpatevero o Aapeios, 
/ / / n a 

YOpéwv Tacéwv TapexeTar Ew Tov YkvOiKod COvea apabéarara. 
BA \ e0 n b) \ a I16 >Q\ oY / ovte yap €Ovos Tav evtos Tod Ilovrov ovdév eyouev TpoBarécbau 

/ / rn 

coins Tept ovTE avdpa AoyLov oidapev yevouevov, TapeE Tod 
5 SxvOixov €Oveos Kat “Avayapotos. TO O€ YKvOue yévet ev pev 

\ / nr b) / 

TO péylotov Tov avOpwrniov mpnyuatav cofwtata TavT@Y 
> / an ¢ n oy, \ / + > BA \ A 

e€evpnTar TOV Hels iOwev, TA MEeVTOL ANAA OUK ayapal TO O€ 
/ e > / ef b a / 3 / [éyloTov oUTM oi avevpnrat WaTE aTropuyety TE pwyndéva ere DOTA 

ILE / \ / n nr / 

emt ohéas, 1) BovNopévovs Te éEevpeOjvar KatadaBeiv pn oiov 
10 TE ElVAL. 

n \ / By / / re) / > \ 
TOLOL YAP PNTE ATTEA MITE TELYEA Y EKTLOMEVA, AAG 

/ 2/ 4 4 ¢ I a A Nepes Pies Veen oe of 
PEepeotKot EovTEs TaVTES Ewou UTTOTOEOTAL, CaVTES LN aT apOTOU 

Byz.) or on the banks of the Kayster 
(il, 2. 461), that the Hellenes first 
heard the name, which was gradually 
extended to the whole continent. 

17. Tuptys. 1. 2, Europa is the 
daughter of the King of ‘Tyre: the 
King’s name Agenor may be obtained 
from c. 147 infra; and from 1. 173 
it may be inferred that if Europa 
went from Krete to Lykia—then called 
Milyas—it was in company with her 
son Sarpedon. ‘This version differs from 
the Homeric, and is perhaps traceable 
to Hesiod. Cp. Stein, note to 1. 173. 

23. Toto. voptf{opévoror. That is, 
Hdt. adopts for practical purposes the 
tripartition of the earth, and the current 
nomenclature, though regarding them as 
arbitrary. Cp. c. 39 supra. 

46. 1. éw dv... xwpéwv. The Pontos 
must be taken to include the €6vy évrds 
Tiswplils 

o Aapetos. For a moment the 
thread of the narrative is resumed, only 
to be dropped again immediately: the 
chapter perhaps belongs to the first 
dratt, or stratum, of the Book, or 
rather of the ZkvOiKol Ad-you. 

2. tw rod Lk. del. Gompertz. 
3. évrds Stein takes as equivalent _ 

to ‘west’ of the Pontos. Cp. 1. 6, 174, 
4, 28. But in 6. 44 it means east (of 
Macedonia) and here the sense demands 
that the shores of the Pontos itself 
should be understood. Cp. 6. 33 ésw 
és Tov HvEewvov mévtov, 7. 36 éowbev. 

4, Adytov, v.l. Adyuov. Hdt. has 
abandoned part of the theory of the ~ 
idea] savage, but not the whole. Cp.c. — 
32 supra and c. 82 infra. Anacharsis, 
ce. 76 infra. 

11. depéorkor. Not literally, but as 
he explains just below émi fevyéwv. gg. 
is Hesiod’s word for a snail. Cp. L. & ; 
S. sub v. | 

immotofétat. Scythian archers are , 
represented on foot (cp. Baumeister, 
Denkmadler, Ab. 315, utter Antig. du 
Bosph. Cimmeérien, pl. 33); but we can 
hardly doubt that they were also 
mounted. ‘There were immorogé7a in 
the army of Mardonios at Plataea 
9. 49. . Cp,. Thue. 2... 96: ele? om 

EY Ca RG 3s of Térac xal olf ravry B8uopol re ois — 
DVKvOas Kal dudcKevor wavtes immorokbrat. 

t@vres TA. Cp. Aristotle's (Goa 
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/ > / lal 

GAN ard KTnvéwr, oixnwara TE chi H éeml Cevyéwv, KdS ovK av 
\ ” / 4 / 

elnoav obtor duayol Te Kal aTopor Tpocployew ; é€etpnrar dé 
an A A 4 ] / An A / 

ode tadra Tis Te ys eovans émiTndéns Kal TOY TwoTapay eovT@V 
ods cumpayov. 

¢ \ A éove oT 8 \ A 58 \ 
%) TE yap YY vaoa EOLAS AUTYN TTOLW NS TE Kab 

, ] > fal c/s > A \ 

eudpos ete, ToTamol Te Ov aUTHS péovat ov TOANP Tew aprOpuov 
e > 4 / 

éidocoves Tov év Aiyirt@ Siwwpiyor. 
al i > \ 4 / 

eiot av’tav Kal mpooTA@Tol ard Gaddoons, TovToOUs dvopavéw 
4 \ \ 4 ents 

. .lotpos méev TevTagToM“os, META dé Tupns te kal “Travis 

ita \ > / / Ooot S€ dvopacrol Té 

Kal Bopvabévns cal Uavtixdmns kat “Trdxvpis Kal Téppos kat 
Tavais. 

~yewpyla Pol. 1. 8, 6, 1256%. Hdt.’s ad- 
;miration seems to condemn the dporipes 
gand -yewpyol, who must be supposed to 
lhave had settled habitations. 

47. 3. medias. For the general truth 
cof this description ep. Stanford’s Hurope, 
ce. vi. 

5. Stwptxov. Cp. 2. 108. It may 
tbe inferred that the visit of Hdt. to 
jEgypt preceded the journey to the 
1 Pontos, cp. Introduction, § 21. After 
iévozavéw Stein would insert elol dé éxrw 
solde. Hdt. is correct in giving promi- 
mnence to the river system of Scythia, or 
SSouth Russia, a region which not only 
irincludes some of the greatest rivers of 
Europe, but also has common features, 
arising from the large scale and homo- 

egeneity of the country drained by those 
rivers. But Hdt.’s statements reveal 
he limitations of his knowledge. Three 

pof the rivers cannot be identified: and 
though the Wolga does not belong to 
tthe Scythia of Hdt., the absence of any 
slear reference here, or elsewhere, to the 
argest Russian or European river can 

only be put down to blameless ignorance 
iP. ce. 124, 125 infra). In regard to six 
bf the rivers Hdt. adopts what may be 
walled a Lake-origin theory. That he 

ejects the rival theory of the Rhipaean 
nountains, to which even Aristotle 
lapses (Meteor. 1. 13, 350° bx’ atriy be 

) dpxrov imép rhs éoxdrns ZkvOlas al 
GXotpevas ‘Pirat, rept dy Tod peyébous 
dav eiciv ol eybuevar Abyou. pvOdders* 
Néovor 5° ofy of metoro Kal wéyroro petra 

ov “lorpov tév A\wy rorapay évretOev 
% pacw) may be put down to his 
redit: but though Russia contains the 
wrgest lakes in Europe, they have 
othing to do with the rivers of the 
outh, most of which, however, ‘‘ agree 
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péovae 5é olde Kata Tade. 
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in having their sources in comparatively 
low-lying regions amid a labyrinth’ of 
waters” (Stanford, Huwrope, p. 177). 
Some are anxious to see in these 
marshy labyrinths the Lakes of Herodo- 
tus, and even suppose physical transfor- 
mation scenes since his day to enhance his 
credit: it is more natural to recognise that 
his information is imperfect or incorrect. 

48. 1. “Iorpos pév. The Istros and its 
tributaries (cc, 48-50). To complete the 
Herodotean conceptions of the course of 
the Danube 2. 33, 34 must be read in 
connexion with the present passage. 
From that context the following items 
may be added: (1) the rise of the Dan- 
ube, by the ‘city’ Pyrene, in the land 
of the Kelts, beyond the Pillars of 
Herakles. (2) The course of the river 
through the whole length of Europe 
(dia madons Evpwrns), bar the territory of 
the Kynesii west of the Kelts, dividing 
the continent into two (equal) parts 
(uéony oxlfwv Thv Hipwanv, a statement 
which, if pressed, conflicts with the ignor- 
ance of north Europe ec. 45 supra, but 
béonv may be fairly taken as a loose ex- 
pression: cp. uécov oxlfwr Tov Alor c. 49, 
l. 8infra). (8) The exact location of the 
embouchure of the river beside the Mile- 
sian colony of Istria in the ‘meridian’ 
of Sinope (sic), Kilikia aspera and Egypt. 
Whether these data are more remarkable 
for the knowledge than for the ignorance 
displayed in them is a fair question. 
The sources of the Danube, which rises 
in the Black Forest, are located much 
too far west: the ignorance of the 
Rhone, not to mention other streams, 
implied in Hadt.’s description of the 
course of the river, is surprising. It is 
aan that Hdt. rightly conceives the 
anube as running from W. to E. and 

D 
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he apparently conceives it as bending to 
the south (so as to form the W. boundary 
of Scythia, cp. 5. 3 infra) though it 
bends again to the E. (cp. c. 99 infra). 
The final bend eastwards is correct 
enough. The previous bend, if Hdt.’s 
conception is rightly interpreted, is 
wholly misconceived: a confusion be- 
tween the Danube and the Pruth per- 
haps underlies the misconception. (4) 
The observation of the absence of flood 
on the lower Danube is correct, but the 
explanation is not according to know- 
ledge. The true cause is to be sought in 
the action of that monster Strid, ‘ the 
Iron Gates,’ which serve as a valve 
and equalise the flow of water by flooding 
the plain of Hungary. Cp. ¢. 50 infra. 

2. mp@tos 8é And so forms the 
western frontier of Scythia: cp. és 7a 
mrdyia THS DkvOlys éoBadrex c. 49 infra ad 
jin. ov also note infra on the Pruth, 
and 5. 3. For peév oi p. Schenkl suggests 
puev ob cuppéovres. Stein peyddor péovtes. 

Of the five Scythian tributaries the 
Ilépara may be identified with the Pruth. 
The identification of the other four is 
quite uncertain. 

9. mpds 4 péov. The Pruth flows 
south, ag this misdescription supports 
the view that according to Hdt. the 
Istros forms the western frontier of 
Scythia. 

€& “Drvpiav 

49. 2. Mdpis. If this is the Marosch 
it is not a tributary of the Danube. 

3. Atpov. Extended by Hdt. to in- 
clude the whole chain of mountains N. 
of Macedon, as well as the Balkan proper. 

4, peyddor. An easy way of recon- 
ciling Hdt. with the facts is to read od 
peyddor, but it rests on the erroneous ~ 
supposition that Hdt. must have had 
accurate information even on such out- 
landish points. The six rivers next men- 
tioned cannot be satisfactorily identi- 
fied. Hansen, Ost-Hwropa, §§ 99, 100, sug- 
gests the rearrangement of the passage, 
so that ésBdddovor . . TiBiots should — 
follow"Io7pw. avrdv then refers to the 
Maris, and instead of six there are only 
three tributaries of the Danube to be 
accounted for, the Maris and its tribu- — 
taries representing “the system of the 
Theiss.” On this theory the text must — 
further run: é« dé rod Aiuouv . . . péovres 
dua Opylkns x7. and the displacement, 
as Hansen suggests, may have been 
facilitated by the resemblance of “A7vAas 
and “A@pus. Ingenious rather than con~ 
vincing, this suggestion again is open ‘g 
the same objection as the former. 

7. Klos. The “Ooxcos of Thue. 2. 96, 
now Isker. Xxlos is read here by most 
editors. i 

8. oxltov rdv Atpov. 
true” Rawlinson, 

“This is un= 
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10. TprBadAckéy. The Triballi oc- 
eupied the modern Servia and perhaps 
extended into Hungary (7edlov), But 
the two rivers are again not to be iden- 
tified with certainty. The tribe was 
strong enough to resist the Odrysian 
power, and Sitalkes met his death in an 
expedition against them, 424 B.c. Thuc. 
4.101, 5. This event perhaps brought 
the name forward at Athens, and ten 
years later Aristophanes has his laugh at 
their expense (Birds, 1533 et al.). 

In the Carpis and Alpis which swell 
the Danube from the region ‘north of 
Umbria’ most persons will be content 

| to see a strange dissolution of the Car- 
| pathians and Alps from mountains into 
‘rivers. The waters from those ranges 
‘do augment the Danube; but Hadt.’s 
‘statements can hardly rank as real 
| knowledge. 

14. dia méons tis Hiporns. Cp. 2. 
133 peony oxifwr rip ’E. 

kal ILupyvns médos 2. 33. 
_ Aristotle knew that Pyrene was the 
‘name ofa mountain, Meteor. 2. 13, 350», 
so that Guest, Orig. Celt. i. p. 87, was 
pty quite accurate in describing his 
tknowledge as ‘‘equally limited” with 
tthat of Herodotus; but he too makes 
Pyrene the source of the Danube. 

Kivnrtes. In 2. 33 Kuvjoron. If the 
readings are right Hdt.’s sources were per- 
haps different. Stein puts the Kynetians 

in Spain south of the Pyrenees ; and the 
Kelts in Gaul, north of the Pyrenees. 

17. ta mAadyia. Hdt. knew that the 
mouths were to the east, c. 99 infra, 

50. 1. tr. katadex@évrwy. Seventeen in 
number: &\\wy wo\NGv may be supposed 
to be a saving clause with no exact know- 
ledge behind it. Cp. c. 53 infra. 

4, és yap xrA. The statement is 
true of the Nile upwards to Khar- 
toum: Hdt.’s knowledge does not reach 
so far. 

5. Yros alel. This statement is not 
correct, as the Danube and its principal 
tributaries are subject to great and dis- 
astrous floods. It is however approxi- 
mately true of the main stream below 
Belgrade, for a reason given infra. 

8. terat. This statement is true of 
Scythia, and the modern Moldavia, 
Galicia, and Bukowina (Hurope, p. 186), 
but not of the whole ‘catchment basin’ 
of the Danube. The rea] cause why the 
lower Danube preserves its volume un- 
augmented is, as stated c. 48 swpra, the 
obstructions in “the bed of the stream be- 
low Belgrade, which regulate the stream at 
the cost of deluging the country above ” 
(see Stanford’s Hurope, p. 155). These 
obstructions are now in process of re- 
duction: and presumably in future the 
floods will be carried off by the channel 
instead of inundating the Hungarian low- 
land, Cp. Geogr. Jowrnad, i, 248 ff. (1898). 

-_ 5 
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péyav. 

51. 2. Tipys. Tyras is the Dniestr 
‘‘which rises on the Galician slopes of 
the Carpathians.” When Mrs. Guthrie 
performed her journey (1795-6) the 
Dniestr was the frontier of the Russian 
Empire. (See Guthrie’s Z'owr, London, 
1802, p. 14.) 

3. Nevpiga. Cp. cc. 17 supra, 105 
infra. 

4, Tupirar. Tyras was a colony of 
Miletos (Periplus, 62), Like the people 
of Borysthenes the men of Tyras perhaps 
had a second name for their city, Ophiussa 
(Steph. B. sub v. Tupas). Strabo 306 
seems however to place Ophiussa some 
miles up the river. On a coin of Tyras 
the form Tyrani (TYPANON) occurs: B. 
Head, Hist. Num. p. 234. 

52. 1. “Ymavis. The Bug rises within 
the limits of Scythia. 

2. ». p. On the ‘Lake theory,’ cp. 
note c. 47 supra. The Bug is still 
navigable (Hwrope, p. 179). 

3. pytnp. Cp. c. 86 infra. 
4, pée. The movement is down 

/ be Ane) \ ¢ a \ by n 
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stream; the whole distance is but nine 
days’ journey. 

5. Bpaxds, ‘shallow’; cp. év rotor Bpd- 
xeo c. 179 infra. 

7. «kpqvyn. Rawlinson supposes that 
this fountain was a reality, and that 
Hdt. penetrated to it; but admits that 
there are no traces of it now, nor any- 
thing peculiar in the water of the Bug. 
The waters of all the rivers are brackish 
to a considerable distance from the sea: 
prob. (as Stein suggests) the bitter 
fountain is a hypothesis to explain this — 
fact observed in the Hypanis. But if so, 
what becomes of Hdt.’stravels in Scythia? 
Cp. c. 81 infra. Introduction, § 21. 

8. év éAlyourt péyav, ‘inferior to few 
in size,’ cp. 9. 41. 

11. *E€aprratos, c. 81 infra. It was 
perhaps a cross-roads, or Carfax, with or 
without a conduit. Some Etymologists 
see in the word two roots connected with 
Sansk. accha, Gk. dya, Lat. Sage, 
Germ. Hexe, Engl. Hag; and patha, 
maros, pfad, path. (Rawlinson, li. p. — 
193.) But ep, Appendix I. 
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13. kata *AdXafdévas. Not ‘‘in the 
country of the Alazonians” (R.), but ‘‘as 
far inland as the Alazonians,” for they 
were between Hypanis and Borysthenes 
c. 17 supra, north of the Scythic dporijpes 
and south of the Neuri. The Hypanis 
is a tributary of the Borysthenes or, as 
Hdt. says in the next chapter, empties 
into the same liman. ; 

53. 1. Bopuvobévns. To the Dniepr 
Hdt. assigns the third place of honour 
among the rivers of the earth. His ad- 
miration for it is of the strictly utilitarian 
order. But the passage is still a poem: 
perhaps from a pestioal source. 

2. rokvapkéoratos, ‘plurima praebens 
commoda’ B. So of Italy yf zodvap- 
keotdrn, Dionys. Halic. 1. 36; of Alex- 
andria mé\s roAvapkeordrn, Plut. Alex, 
26; cp. L. & S. 
yopas. Not adroyia, which may or 

may not be the basis of ywwun. Cp. the 
_ locus classicus 2.99. Introduction, § 22, 

6. evkopiSeordras. evxomdys L. & S. 
Tender ‘‘well cared for.” Stein sug- 
| gests zutriglichste, i.e. most digestible. 
Mela 2. 6 has: alit laetissima pabula. 
| The reading is not above suspicion, 6 
; giving elvoudecraras. 

7. SvaxpBdy. 7. 12. 103, 15. 108. 
8. mapa Godepoior can only refer to 

| the other rivers, even though the state- 
| ment is not accurate, 

10. &Aes. An important staple of com- 
merce (Dio Chrys. p. 437) specially use- 
ful for preserving the fish. 

11. avdkavOa. Mela, Z.c., alit magnos 
pisces quibus et optimus sapor et nulla 
ossa sunt. (Quoted not to confirm the 
fact, but to suggest the meaning, or 
legitimate inference. ) 

12, taépixos dvtrakatoy, caviar, men- 
tioned in the Parasite of Antiphanes 
(Com. Frag. ed. Bothe, p. 390), may have 
been another important article of com- 
merce. 

ddAa . . d&ia. A convenient saving 
clause (cp. c. 50 supra), under which 
we may insert the islands, woodlands, 
and cataracts, which form important 
features in the scenery and economy of 
the Dniepr. Cp. Appendix II. § 7. 

13. Teppéwv. Baehr, Kallinberg, 
Holder, van H. read Téppov. Stein con- 
jectures Teppiwyv. The river and the 
xGpos have the same name, c. 56 infra. 

TexoepaKkovTa. Teccepaxaldexa which 
has been proposed here would bring 
Gerrhos inside Scythia, ep. cc. 71, 127. 

14. ywaokerat cannot be taken to 
mean that Hdt. speaks from autopsy, 
if only by reason of the very next 
sentence. Nor do the words ovx &xw 
g¢pdca. just below imply that he had 
visited the sources of all other rivers 
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he mentions except the Nile and the 
Borysthenes. Cp. Introduction, § 22. 

17. Séka, c. 18 supra evdexa. But 
here perhaps he is going down stream, 
or following another authority. 

21. &os. The Dniepr liman is one 
of the shallowest. ‘‘A peculiar feature 
of this region is the longitudinal water 
basins filling the outlets of all even the 
smallest valleys, and known as ‘Jimans,’ 
a term taken from the Greek language, 
at one time prevalent in this region. 
These lakes, though they have all been 
cut off from the sea by the deposition 
of alluvial matter, are yet mostly fresh, 
but are in some cases largely charged 
with salt, so that their neighbourhood 
is specially favourable to the growth of 
saline plants” (Stanford’s Hurope, p. 
168 f.). 

22. &Bodov. The beak of a ship. 
‘Has the author's memory played him 
false or are we to suppose that the form 
of the land has changed since his time?” 
R. There is a third alternative. Yet 
the particularity of description here is 
remarkable. Cp. Introduction, § 21. 

“Immédkew dkpn. Of Hippolaos (cp. 
Pape, Worterbuch, iii. p. 565) nothing 
seems known. The point is identified 
with Cape Stanislaos. 

23. Anpntpos. A deity proper to a 
population cultivating cereals. The read- 
ing of a is Myrpos which Baehr prefers, re- 
garding Ajunrpos asa gloss, The worship 
of Kybele was widespread on the shores of 

Pontos, An inscription of Panticapaeum 
has Mnrpl Ppvyia C. I. G. ii. No. 2107, 
and Rawlinson prints a coin of Olbia which 
shows a mural crown, emblem of Kybele : 
but oddly enough the wreath of corn, 
emblem of Demeter, is combined with it. 
The mural crown is found on representa- - 
tions of the Aphrodite of Askalon and 
Kypros, vid. Perrot and Chipiez, A7t of 
Phoenicia, ii. 43. B. Head, Hist. Num. 
p. 238, gives the head of Demeter as the 
principal type of the gold and silver 
coinage of Olbia. We are perhaps in 
presence of a ‘contaminated’ cult. Cp. 
Strabo, p. 469, and c. 76 infra. 

54. 2. Ilavriuxéryns. The name is 
plainly connected with Panticapaeum 
(Kertch) : but the river defies identifica- 
tion, as do the Hypakyris and Gerrhos. 
It is conceivable that these difficulties 
may be due to great changes in the 
physique of the country, and that Hdt. 
may be unimpeachable : it is also possible 
that ‘‘ Hdt. may have been completely at 
fault’’: considering his circumstances, 
the latter is the less violent hypothesis 
of the two—which are not, however, 
mutually exclusive. Hdt. has made many 
mistakes, and physical changes have 
made it doubly difficult for us to correct 
those mistakes. Perhaps there were 
three streams to be crossed by the com- 
mercial travellers between the Dniepr 
and the Don. 

8. Atuvns. Vid. c. 47 supra. 
5. “YAatyny, cc. 18 supra, 76 infra. 
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55. 1. “Yadxvpis. The Hypakyris not 
identified. See note on previous chapter. 

Afpyys. See note on ce. 47 supra. 
2. Kapiti, c. 99 infra. 
3. “AxtdAqvos Spdpos. Acovticros 6 

"AN Btavds loropet Tas evpeias tdvas éye- 
gGat “AxtA\éws Apduous Schol. Apoll. Rh. 
2. 658 qu. by Neumann, lc. infra. 

' This, which was the most celebrated, is 
a narrow strip of land (now broken into 
two, or more, islands) extending about 
80 miles, between the mouth of the 
Dniepr and the Crimea (vid. Smith, 
Dict. Geogr. p. 20), and connected with 

' the Hylaea (c. 76 infra) by an isthmus. 
(Neumann, Die Hellenen im Skythenlande, 
pp. 365 ff.) It may have looked like a 
‘colossal stadium, fit for the swift-footed 
‘hero, whose cult was popular on the 
‘ coast. m: especially Strabo, 307. 

66. 1. Téps0s. The Gerrhos is the 
| most bewildering of the Scythian rivers. 
It is an off-shoot of the Dniepr, which 
leaves that river forty days up from the 
sea, flows to the east and south, forms 
‘the boundary between the Nomad and 
‘Royal Scyths, and then empties itself 
‘into the unknown Hypakyris, instead of 
| finding its way to the sea, or the Tanais. 
| It has the same name as the land, and 
| the people are Gerrhii. Stein suggests 
‘that the name may mean ‘Border,’ 
‘Borderland,’ ‘Borderers’: that the 
‘border may have followed, at least in 
| parts, the course of a stream or streams 

(the Donetz, Syrgis, in the east), and 
that in this way a confusion and error 
arose. Anyway the inference is plain that 
Hat. is neither a first-hand nor a first- 
rate authority on the rivers of Scythia, 
although that be his best chapter on 
Scythian geography. Cp. Appendix II. 

57. 2. Tavats. The Tanais or Don, 
“more than half as long again as the 
Rhine” (Zurope, p. 179), formed with 
Hekataios the frontier between Europe 
and Asia (cp. ce. 45 supra), but with 
Hdt. only a part of the eastern or N.E. 
limit of Scythia, c. 21 supra. (But ep. 
Appendix II.) 

A(uvyns. As the Wolga flows from 
a lake some have wished to make the 
Tanais of Hdt. into the Wolga. But 
cp. c. 47 supra and ce. 123, 134 infra. 

3. H ovplta. This is a statement 
which we might have expected c. 21 
supra, where the Tanais is given as 
the boundary between Scythia and the 
Sauromatae, as also c. 115 infra. The 
sub-contradictions belong to various geo- 
graphical strata or sources, 

5. "Ypys, c. 123 infra, appears as 
the Zvpys (perhaps the Donetz: cp. 
previous c.). 

58. 3. émlxodos, ‘apt to generate bile.’ 
That the reading is correct seems proved 
by the method of verification adduced 
just below. The fact was disputed, some 
authorities asserting that the animals 
grew fat, well-liking and free from gall 
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pévoiot S€ Tolow KTHveot ott cTaOpocacba, OTL TOTO obTw 
¥ 
EXEL. 

Ta pev 6) péytota ottw odu ebropd eats, Ta Se Rourrd 
vopwata Kata Tade ods Siaxéerar.  Oeors pev povvous tovabe 
iNdoKovtat, ‘loriny péev pwddora, émt S¢ Ala cai Viv, voultovres 
Tv Vv rod Aus etvar yuvaixa, pera 68 TovTous ’ArréAx@va Te 
Kal ovpaviny “Adpodirny cai ‘Hpaxdéa kal "Apea. Tovrous pev 
mavres LKvOar vevoulkact, of Se Karedpevor Bacidyjvor YKbOar 
kat TO Mlocedéwve OUovor. dvoudberar Sé oxvOiaTl “Lorin pev 
TaBirl, Zeds 6 dpOoraTa Kata yvapuny ye THY éuny KadEopeEVOS 
Ilamratos, If 6€ "Ai. "ArroAXwv 8é Tourocupos, ovpavin oe 
"Adpoditn “Apyliumaca, Iocevdéwv 5¢ Oayywacdbas. dayddpara 
dé kal Baopods Kal vynors od vowifovcr roe mAnv “Ape: 
TOUT@ O€ 1q vT@ O€ vomuifouct. 

upon the Scythian grass (Theoph. Hist. 
pl. 9. 17, 4 qu. by Stein). Hence perhaps 
Hdt.’s appeal to the post mortem demon- 
stration ; which, by the way, does not 
prove that he had assisted at a dissection, 
or sacrifice. Cp. Introduction, § 21. 

59 sAliamde péyora can hardly 
refer to the river system : cp. ce. 46, 47. 

2. vépata is taken in apposition to 
Ta Nord, as, More commonly, with dAXos, 
cp. c. 61 infra. This is ingenious, but in 
any case the sense and even the terms of 
the sentence carry back to c. 46, before 
the excursus on the rivers. Ta péyiora 
here resumes 70 péyiorov there, and even 
eUmopa here may be an echo of dopo ec. 
46 ad fin. The observation confirms the 
suspicion that cc. 48-57, more or less, 
are an interpolation, or at least from a 
distinct source. Op. Appendix II. 

3. tAdokovrat. More usually of cult 
of heroes 5. 47 infra, but the Homeric 
use is as here. Cp. L. & S. sub voc. 
and céBopa, 

‘Ior(ynv. Hestia had a certain primacy 
with the Greeks themselves in ritual. 
See Preuner, Hestia-Vesta, 1 ff. and 
Schol. to Aristoph. Av. 865. Thes- 
moph. 299. The Scythic Tabiti was 
probably the goddess of the tent, or 
tent-fire, and offered an analogy to the 
Greek Hestia. Cp. cc. 68, 127 infra. 

vop.{Lovres. That had probably 
been the view of the Greeks themselves 
at one time, ere Zeus had been dis- 
tinguished from Uranos: but it was 
already long passed in the days of the 
Homero-Hesiodie theology (ep. 2. 53), 

in which Ge ranks with the elder deities, 
prae-olympian, and even at times anti- 
olympian. 

4,’Amdd\dov, *“Adpodlty. The sun 
and moon deities. The mention of 
Aphrodite Urania, the Tauric Artemis, 
again suggests the presence of the 
Phoenician in the Pontos prior to the 
advent of the Greek. 
Hdt. knows no Scythic name, and he 
may possibly represent the Tyrian (ep. c. 
8 supra). Rawlinson gives a representa- 
tion of a Scythian god who carries cup, 
bow, club, and shield ; but hesitates to 
identify him with Herakles. 

5. “Apea, Ares c. 62 infra. 
has dépa here. 

8. ép0dtata. In MHdt.’s opinion, 
because doubtless he connects zazaios 
with raryp or mamas (Od. 6. 57). Could 
it be connected with the Phrygian god 
Papas ? oe Preller, Gr. Myth. i.° 536. 

9. Tq 8 ’Aml. Cp. Hom. €& azins 
yalns, Id. 1. 270, Od. 7. 25. 

Towrdovpos xtA. The forms of these 
Scythic names vary considerably. Toirdé- 
cupos is taken from Hesychios ; Celsus ap. 
Orig. 6. 89 has Toyyécupos. The MSS. 
olrécupos. 
one or two MSS. (PR Stein) supported 
by Celsus. The other MSS. vary between 
dpriumaca and dplrmraca. Hesychius 
has ’Apripjaca. Oaymacddas is an 
emendation by Stein, the MSS. vary- 
ing between @aypmacdda, Oarimacdia, 
Oauimacdins, and the MSS. of Origen 
between day.wacdda and Gariwacdda. 

10. &yaApata, Cp. c. 26 supra, 

One MS. 

For Herakles — q 

’Apyiuraca is the reading of _ 

‘ 

a ace ional 

he 
tte ta? as el a 
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> \ / \ > 
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, \ 2 \ a / A / be 
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Tov tpniov émixadéer Tov Oeov TH av Ody, Kal érevta Bpoxp 
\ / \ 

mept av &Bare Tov avyéva, cxvtarida é éeuBarov Tepiayer Kal 
a / / ’ 

amorviyet, oUTe Tip avakavoas oUTe KaTapEdpevos ovT émt- 
/ / \ / 

otelcas: amromvitas dé Kal amrodeipas tpametat mpos énow. 
A a a a lal / San (: & / > \ 

ris 88 yAs THs LevOixhs aivds aEvrov eovons w5é odu és THv 61 
a a \ > / Necks Ohes, 

Abnow tov Kpedv ékevpntar: emevddv arodeipwou Ta ipnia, | 
a fal [al / b) / x \ 

_yuuvoto. Ta dotéa TOV KpEewv, ETretTA eoBaAdovoL, HY meV 

unr 

/ / / 

TUy@ot éxyovTes, és AEBnTas emvywplovs, padtata AecBiowcr 
n \ n / b] / 

KpnThpat TpocetKédXous, Ywpis 7) OTL TOAA@ péeCovas: €s ToUTOUS 5 
\\ > / an ¢ / x \ 

éoBadrXovtes Houot UroKaiovtes Ta doTéa TOY ipniov. Hv dé 
/ an e / c \ b] \ / an c / pn odt raph o réBys, of S€ és Tas yaoTeépas TAV Iipniov 

> / \ / / \ / i ig / 

éeoBadXovtes TA Kpéa TaVTA Kal Tapapi—ayTes VOWP VTTOKAioVaL 
\ ? / \ \ y he ¢ \ 3 / / Ta ootéas Ta O€ aideTar KadANOTA, al 5é yaoTEépEs YwpéoVaL 
> UA \ / > / n > / \ ce fe) EUTETEMS TA Kpéa Erilopéva THY OTTéwWV' Kal ovVTw Bods TE 

‘ \ Nae A 

éwutov e&épes kal Tada ipHia EwvTO ExacTov. érreay O€ EWnOH 
e / lal a a / b] / 

Ta Kpéa, 0 Ovoas Tov Kpedy Kal TOY oTayyVOV aTrapEapeEVoS 
N / \ 

pimtes és TO Eumrpocbe. Ovovor 5é Kal Ta ANA TpoBaTa Kat 
irmous paduora. 

r \ ” n al / \ n 

Toioe pev 67 addoL1ot TOV Gedy ovTw Ovovor Kal TadTa TaHV 62 

60. 1. 6voly. Sacrificial rite: differ- 
ing from the Greek uses. 

mwayvta. Except for Ares, c. 62 infra. 
ipa. Offerings, c. 33 supra; cp. L. 

& 8S. sub v. III. 
2. aird, ‘by itself.’ 
4. tiv apxiv tr. o ‘the end of the 

| rope’ (with which the victim is bound). 
6. wep. ov eBare. A tmesis fre- 

'quently used by Hdt. with the aorist 
indicative (2. 172 with participle) to 
‘emphasise a sudden or vivid action: 
‘very forcible, if he was reading aloud. 
Cp. 1. 194 dm’ dv éxhpvtav, 2. 39 dn’ 
| Gy Z5ovro, 2. 40 €& dy el ov, 2. 47 an’ Gv 
| &Bave etc. Cp. Stein’s note to i.5 194, 

ep , sc. ‘into the noose.’ 
7. otre karaptdpevos, ‘not beginning 

‘ with consecration.” Cp. 2. 45. 
61. 4. AeoBloinr. The shape of the 

| Lesbian krater is not known. As Hat. 
(does not say anything about putting a 
* cover on these boilers, they were per- 
haps pot-bellied and narrow-necked. 

12. dmapfdpevos, c. 188 infra. By 
Homer used with accusative: tplxas Z7.19. 
254, Od. 14. 422, or absolutely Od. 3. 446. 

13. ta GAAa mpdBara. Like ra Nowra 
vouaa c. 59 supra. 

14. trmovs. Perhaps to Poseidon c. 59 
supra as wellas to Ares c. 62infra. On 
the pre-eminence and solemnity of the 
sacrifice of the horse cp. Grimm’s 
Teutonic Mythology (tr. Stallybrass) i. 
47 ff.: at Rome, to Mars: Frazer, 
Golden Bough, ii. 64. At Rhodes, 
horses cast into sea as sacrifice to the 
sun, Robertson Smith, Religion of the 
Semites, p. 275. These sacrifices not 
quite the same as those recorded ce. 71, 
72 infra, where see notes. 

62. The cult of the Sword, Dirk, or 
Sabre is remarkably like customs of the 
Alani (Ammianus Mare. 81. 2, 28) and 
of the Huns, Jordanis, de reb. G. 85 

* (Hansen, § 248), “ This word (Akindkes) 
is erroneously translated ‘Scymitar,’ a 
weapon which, in its present shape, 
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/ > \ an € \ n / tal 

Coypnowot, aro TOY ExaToY avdpav avopa Ovovet TpoTH Ov TO 
> a \ \ / 
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/ \ an 
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/ \ an 
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dates from about the rise of El-Islam,” 
R. F. Burton, Zhe Book of the Sword, 
p- 227. In this passage (cc. 62-66) 
Hdt. takes for granted a political 
organisation of the Scyths which 
unfortunately he nowhere describes in 
detail. There are apxy7a, perhaps to be 
identified with the Baowjua, and if so, 
probably three in number, subdivided 
into vouol (like Egypt 2. 4, 42, etc.), 
number not stated, each under a voyapyns, 
c. 66 infra. As each voyuds has an image 
of the war-god it was perhaps connected 
with the military organisation and 
mobilisation. The Bacudeds reserves the 
distribution of the spoil and jurisdiction. 
Cp. c. 64 infra. All thisimplies consider- 
able local settlement and organisation, to 
a degree inconsistent with the merely 
nomadic Scythia of the ensuing narrative. 
It would be an excess of rationalism to 
argue to a political development in 
Scythia between the dates of the invasion 
of Dareios and of the visit of Herodotus, 
a development of which the historian 
betrays no consciousness ;: it is altogether 
simpler to add the inconsistency to the 
evidence in favour of a ‘contamination’ 
of sources, and against the historic 
character of the narrative. 
duction, § 16, III. 

3. tpdv. A temple, or holy place. 
Cp. cc. 60 ad init. and 59 ad fin. 

ETEPOLO. 
b) / \ > / > 
atroapavovat Tovs avOparrovs €s 
/ \ n avw él Tov dyKov TOV ppuvyavav 

Cp. Intro-— 

2 \ \ 3 2 
ETTEAV yap OLVOV €ETTL- 

oy \ \ / rn 
ava pev 67 popéovat TovTO, 

to.dvbe. Canon Rawlinson’s note ad 
zd. runs: ‘‘These measures are utterly — 
incredible. We gather from them that 
Herodotus had not seen any of these — 
piles, but took the exaggerated accounts ~ 
of certain mendacious Scythians. How — 
a country alvy@s dév\os was to furnish 
such enormous piles of brushwood, he 
forgets to ask himself.” O si sic omnia! 
But there is no sufficientreason for think- 
ing that Herodotus had these accounts — 
from Scythians. Cp. Introduction, § 20. 

9. oidypeos. ‘The sword in_ the 
great tomb at Kertch was [sic] of iron, 
so that Herodotus is perhaps not mis- 
taken” R. Cp. Schrader (tr. Jevons), 
Prehistoric Antiquities, p. 203, Antigg. — 
de la Russie mérid. p. 182. 

10. &yoApa, ‘fetish,’ cp. c. 26 supra. 
11. row’ %r. mAéw. Baehr follows 

Wesseling in taking row (or totais 
with Stein) to mean acinacibus, ‘to 
the aforesaid sabres.’ Kriiger suggested 
tentatively um folgendes mehr, i.e. with 
the following, or, ‘as follows.’ This — 
is endorsed by Stein and Abicht, who 
adds that towid’ is a ‘Dative of 
Difference’: whatever that may be. 
Perhaps Herodotus means : ‘they sacri- 
fice to Ares, though not to the other 
gods, victiins in great nuinbers as 
follows.” Wine must have been im- 
ported. Cp. c. 66 infra. 
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¢ \ 

vob 

63. 1. tol 8é. Ifa xal stood here before 
so0roe we should have a plain reference 
to the Egyptians and their horror of 
sswine, 2. 47, and an indication that 

othat. Stein thinks cal has dropped 
cout here, and compares c. 76 infra. 
PReaders of Strabo will realise what an 
important réle was played by the pig in 
the political or domestic economy of 
he ancient larder, irrespective of its 

mreligious value (cp. Strabo, 192, 218). 
In Greek ritual the pig is specially 
sacred to Demeter, and was a mystic 
and magic animal. Cp. Aristophanes, 
Ach. 765 et al., Lang, Myth, Ritual 
md Religion, ii. 269, Frazer, Golden 
} ii. 44 ff., Grimm, Teutonic 
Wythology, i. 50 ff., Robertson Smith, 

HReligion of Semites, p. 272, Ramsay, 
{sia Minor, pp. 31 ff. 
64. 2. éumlver. No doubt with the idea 

of imbibing his strength: a common 
lavage notion, see Frazer, Golden Bough, 

85 ff., Tylor, Prim. Culture, ii. 381. 
4, Pacthke. See c. 62 supra. It 
i$ a system of payment by results 
bably ; the more heads the more spoil. 

"On the prevalence and significance of 

tthis passage was written with reference ° 

head-hunting et sim., cp. H. Spencer, 
Ceremonial Institutions, § 350. 

6. jepitapmy.  amocKkvOlfew is ex- 
plained by Hesychius mepireuety, which 
in general means to circumcise. Steph. 
Byz. has a gloss, T@ otdjpw tas tplxas 
Teuetv, and this is the sense in which the 
word is used by Euripides and Athenaeus, 
524 f. The Scyths wore their hair long, 
vid. Rawlinson, c. 71, n. 7. Suidas 
however explains: 7d émvreueiv TO émike- 
gpariov dépua odv Opéiv: and the wide- 
spread and notorious practice of scalping 
makes Hdt.’s report probable. 
Scalping, H. Spencer, Ceremonial Jnsti- 
tutions, § 352. 

9. rotrov, We might have expected 
rolrwy. Op. Ta dlvea, rod 7. 36. 

12. Balras. Sheep- or goat - skin 
cloaks. “Arriucol 6€ ravrny Kal oiotpay 
pact, Schol. Theocrit. 5. 12. Books 
have been bound in modern times in 
human skin: but it would hardly have 
been a good protection against a Scythic 
winter. ive arrows make a quiverfull 
among the Mongols (Neumann, p. 305) 
and this was the number presented to 
Dareios, c. 181 infra, perhaps one for 
each finger. 
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44 HPOAOTOY IV 

15 Oéppa S& avOpmmrov Kal mayd Kal dapmrpov hv dpa, oyedov 
/ / / / Sepudtov ravTov NapTpoTatov NEvKOTNTL. mToAXol O€ Kal bXouUsS 

/ b] / \ 

avepas éxdeipavtes Kat Siarelvayres él EdNa@v em’ brmav Tepl- 
65 hépovar. na \ \ / 

TavTa pev 67) ovTw cht vevomioTat, avTas be Tas 
/ 7 / rn nr Kehadas, ovTL mavT@V aAAA TOV éyOlatav, tovedor tdde: ~ 

b] / / nr \ nr arotpicas [éxactos] mav TO évepbe Trav ofpptav éxxabalper: Kab 
x \ Ss / ¢ \ / Ly nv mev 7 Tmevns, o dé &Ewbev wpoBoénv potvny trepitelvas oTH 

a \ Ns / \ F 5 Xparat, nv dé 7 mrovaLos, THY Mev wMoBoénv TepiTeiver, Erwbev 
\ A 

dé KaTaxpva@cas ovTW ypataL TroTHply. Tolevalt O€ TOUTO Kal 
1 

. 
b) la ? / f / : EX TOV oiKniov nv adi Suddopot yévwvTat Kal Hy émiKpaTnon — 

€ 
> n na 

avTov Tapa TO Baciré.. Ecivov S€ of éXovtwy Tav av oyov 
/ \ \ / TovenTal, Tas Keparas TavTas Tapadéper Kal érideyer ws ol 

a/ yee, / 
10 €0VTES OlKNLOL TOAELOV TpoceOnKaVTO Kal ohewyv avTOS éTeE- 
66 kpatnoe, TavTnv avdpayabinv déyovTes. cf \ nr > le) ama&é Oe Tov éviavTod 

Y 3) 9. we / n / ta) oivov, am ov mivovor Tav YKvOéwv Totar dv avdpes Torépuwot 
> / / la) > x \ Le apatpnuevor éwott Toiot 5S ay pn KaTEepyacpévovy 7 TOUTO, ov 

4 an / 

5 yevovTas TOV olVvoV ToUTOU, aXn 
/ / / a 6€ adi éote péyiocroyv TovTo. 

\ BA b / 
TOoNKOUS avdpas ApalpnKores 
i ¢ an 

EXOVTES TriVOUGL Opmod. 
67 Mayptues 66 YKvOéwv eict 

15. qv. Hdt. does not actually say 
that he had seen any such quiver, with a 
cover of human skin, and the jv dpa need 
not suggest at most more than ‘is as 
I was told.’ 

16. wool Rawlinson mistranslates 
‘some,’ feeling perhaps that the custom 
cannot have been very common ! 

65. 3. tkacros Kriiger brackets as a 
gloss. : 

éxxaSalper, sc. the remainder, or skull. 
4, 8€. Jn apodosi, very common with 

Hdt. Cp. Madvig, Syntax, § 188, Monro, 
Homeric Gr. § 334. 

7. iv émxparioy avrot, ‘if the one 
get the better of the other,’ the chief 
acts as judge, or umpire. 

8. Eelvwv krA. One need not argue 
from this that Hdt. had gone among the 
Scyths or been made much of and seen 
these cups: it might all be from mere 
hear-say, or other authority. 

66. 2. d vopdpxys. See c. 62 supra. 
8. olvov. o doubt Greek: Lesbian, 

Thasian, Samian, or what not: ep. ec. 62 
supra. It might be conjectured that 

e 

(¢ / ¢€ / “/ n a na a) fol 

EXATTOU 0 VoMaPYNS EKATTOS EV TH EWUTOD VOU@ KipVa KPNTHpa 

wal, ovtTot d€ auUVvdUV0 KUALKaS f 

/ \ / 
Todnol, of pavTevovTar pasdo.ct 

HTLLOMEVOL ATTOKATEATAL* GVELOOS 
c/ \ x > an \ / ? daot b€ ay avTav Kal KapTa — 

this annual drink was connected with the 
sacrifice there described. It was perhaps — 
these drinking bouts which earned the 
Scyths a bad reputation, especially with 
each hero drinking from two cups at the 
same time! cp. 6. 64 infra. All the 
more remarkable is the doctrine or 
criticism on Bacchos ascribed to the 
Scyths, c. 79 infra. 

7. cvvSvo kvAukas. . opod. Schweig. | 
originally followed Valckenaer in render- | 
ing juncta bina pocula habentes, but after- | 
wards adopted the version above given, | 
which has been followed by Baehr, — 
Kriiger, Stein, and others. The state- | 
ment, then, cannot be accepted quite 
literally. Could the meaning be that 
the drinkers in question have cups twice — 
as big as those of the others, which ~ 
are filled and emptied just as often ? ; 

67. 1. pdvries. This passage on the 
Scythian mantic and oaths might have _ 
been expected to follow immediately on — 
the religion, from which it is now” 
separated by the notice of ra és ré\euor — 
éxovra. The separation marks, though 
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a. A / Cis / b] / 

Wirelvnor jwoddjor @be* ervreay hakédovs paBdwv peyddovs éveiKav- 
> 4 5.) / 

rat, Oévtes yapat dueEeiAlocovat avTovs, Kal érl play éxaoTny 
mce / / / ¢ / a / 

WioaBSov riOévtes Oeaorifovet, dua Te NEéyovTEes TadTAa cuVELNEoVGL 

\ / ? / 
cot 7) mavTtKn TATPwLN EOTI. 

av 87 Néyoor. 

”? / 

O[LVUVAL. 

nr 

cat, Kal SdewvoroyéeTat. 

paot perhaps by Hat.’s conscious design, 
ithe difference between theologic ritual 
and divination. The rhabdomancy of 
he Scythians approaches witchcraft, 
and had probably nothing to say to 
heir @voln. It is not described in 
perfectly clear language, and it may 
easonably be doubted whether Hat. 

ever assisted at the performance. 

kara play infra Stein 
akes as a mere variation for éml plav. 

ihe obvious sense required by the per- 
yormance is that the diviners undo a 
boundle of rods, use the rods one by one, 
end then do up the rods into one bundle 
gain. Transposing émi and card might 
nend the passage. 

5. émlow seems here = rdw and not 
behind their backs’! (Neumann, p. 
265.) os ce. 71 infra. 
| 6. of Evdpees. Cp. 1. 105. 
_ of dv8pdyvvor looks like a gloss, 
_ There are three chief theories in regard 
to the Area voicos, that it was a vice, 

hat it was a malady of the body, that it 
‘was a mental affliction. The three are 
me. ‘The whole question is exhaust- 

\ / rn 

mas paBdous dricw Kal adtis Kata play cvyTibeior. 
e/ / 

aUuTN [ev 

ot 6€ ’Evdpees of avdpoyuvor tay 
YAdpoditny adpice éyovot pavtixiy Sodvarr girdvpns 8 av 
rod pavtevovta éredv THv Pirvpnv tpiya oxlon, SiaTrAEéKwv 
Sv toict SaxTvAoLot Tolar EwvTOD Kal diarvov ypa. 
Baciteds 0 XKvOéwy Kaun, petatréurretar THY pavTiwy dvdpas 
pels Tods evdoxyséovtas padiota, ol TpoT@ TO eipnuévp pav- 

‘TevovTat’ Kal Néyouot OUTOL @s TO érriTray padLoTA TAbe, WS TAS 

\ \ 

éemreav 6é 

/ e / J , a NG OY, / la) > n \ Bacirnias iotias émimpKnKe Os Kal bs, NéyovTes TOY AoTAV TOV 
\ / / CAN 

tas 8€ Bacirnlas tatias vopos LKvOnor Ta 
/ / > > y 4 / > \ \ / c/ 20 aN uddtotd éoTt Opyvvat TOTE éTEaY TOY péyLoTOY SpKov eGéXwor 

ey \ 8 / v e \ x yy avtixa S€ SvareXappévos ayerat ovTos Tov av 6H 
fal a . ¢ / e ibdou ervopKijoa, amriypévov Sé €déyyovar of dvTles WS émrLOp- 

x ix ean \ \ noas daiverar év TH pavtTiKn Tas Bacidnlas totias Kal did 
fal > / ¢ / c \ > / > / b] 

avTa adyéet 0 Bacidevs: o O€ apvéetat, ov pdpevos érriop- 
/ ¢ \ apveouévou dé TovTov o Bacinreds 

/ ” / / Neen \ \ fe. 
TaTé“TeTal aNrous SiTANnTlous pavTLas: Kal HY pev Kal OUTOL 

ively treated in Rosenbaum’s Gesch. der 
Lustseuche im Alterthume, pp. 141-219. 
Bouhier, Recherches, etc. (1746), c. xx. is 
still worth consulting. Hansen, Ost- 
Europa, § 223, suggests that Hippokrates 
(de Aere, §§ 107 ff.) in his polemic against 
the superstitious (supernatural) explana- 
tion of the Scythian impotence has Hat. 
(l= 105) in memory, But at is not 
certain that Hdt. was the only or the 
earliest authority for that story, aud 
the combination of facts implied in it. 

68. 2. 6 Xkv0éwy. Curious, as there 
were three kings, cp. cc. 65 swpra, 102, 
120 infra. 

5. torlas. The plural here is ex- 
plained by Stein as referring to the poly- 
gamy of the king, who might have as 
many hearths as wives: or is it not 
rather due to there being several kings ? 
Or is it, perhaps, connected with the 
worship of the dead kings? (R. renders 
it as singular: and so too Macaulay.) 

8. Biareappévos = éxardpwev Nehap- 
pévos. Cp. diadaBetv 1. 114, certainly 
more explicit than the commoner ovA\a- 
Bey. Aristoph. Eccles. 1090 has éa- 
AeAnuuévov of a person held by two 
others, one on either side. 

68 



4G HPOAOTOY Iv 

evopavres és THV payroeny Karadjowat emvopKhoat, Tou oe 
15 WOéws = TV Kepanayy aTOTaMVOUcL, Kal Ta xpnpara avToo 

Suahayxdvovor ol Tp@Tor Tov pavrioy: yy O& ob émehBovres 
payries drodowat, GAOL Taperor pavTves Kal para adAXoL. qv 
@UY Ol WAEDVES TOV avOpwrov arovawat, déd0KTaL ToICL TpaOTout 
TOV Reem avTolot amToANvaOaL. aTroddDot dire avTOUS TpoT@ 

69 rowwde: érreav apatay Ppvyavov WHO wo! Kab vmobei5aoe Bods, 
Bina arenes Tovs pdvTias Kal xelpas dricw SnoavTes Kal oTOMe- 
TAVTES KATEpyVUCL &5 wéca TA Ppvyava, UToTpHcayTes be avTa 
amueiot poBnoavres Tovs Bods. TodAol wev 8 cvyKaTaKkalovTaL 

5 Totot pdvtice oes, moAXrol dé TepiKexavpévor arrodedvyouor, 
eTeay avTaV O pusos KaTaKkavOy. KaTaKaiovot O€ TpoTM TO 
elpnuéeve Kat Ov addXas aitias Tols pdvTias, evdopdyrias 
KahéovTes. Tors & ay amoxtelvn Bacwre’s, ToOVT@Y ovdé TOS 
maidas delet, aAdNa TavTAa Ta époeva KTelvEL, Ta Sé OyrEea OUK 

10 GOLKEEL. [ 

70 “Opkia S& rovebvTar LKvOar de Tpds Tors dv TroléwvrTas: és 

KUNUKAa Leyadnv Kepaulvnv oivoy éyxéavTes awa cupploryover 
TOV TO OpKioy Tapvouévov, TUpavTes UréaTe 7 émiTamovTES — 

payaipn ou.Kpov Tod cdpmaTos, Kal errevta aToBa artes és THY 
5 KUNKA aKivaKny Kal dLoTOds Kal cayaplw Kal aKovTLov: émeay OE 

nq / / 

TAVTAaA Preseiue: oe thir aa 

aUTOL iG ot TO OpKLOV TOLEUJLEVOL Kab TOV ETOMEVOV ol TAELT TOU © : 

a tol. 

71 Tadal 5é rav Bacirtéav év Téppouct eit [és 6 0 Bopucbévns — 

69. 1. Bots. Horses, of which there 
Were so many (c. 28 supra), were only 
used for riding, cc. 122, 129 infra, and 
for sacrifice, c. 61 supra. 

9. tpoeva. Cp. 1. 155, where no 
doubt Kroisos (Hdt.) is thinking of the 
proverbial line of Stasinos: vos ds 
matépa Krelvas matdas Karaelre, Arist. 
Rh, 3. 21. This was a wisdom widely 
a nised in antiquity (ep. 3. 119). 

ea. Were the Scyths endogamous ? 
aa patriarchically organised? Cps xe: 
76 infra. 

70. 1. 8px.ia. The method of plight- 
ing faith by drawing, exchanging, or 
drinking each other’s blood, was not 
confined to the Scyths (op. 1. 74, 
3. 8), and is still common in Africa. 
Two ideas may be detected in it: the 
recognition of the blood as the life 
(Blut is ein ganz besondrer Saft! 
Mephistopheles to Faust), and the purpose 

TOAAG Kab €TeLTa aTroTrivovct 

of memorialising the act of troth by a | 
vivid ceremony. Cp. Robertson Smith, — 
Religion of the Semites, pp. 296 ff. and — 
esp. Trumbull, The Blood Covenant (New 
York, 1885), cited ibid. 

2. Kepaplyny, Was it broken after 
the ceremony ? 

olvov, c. 66 supra. 
3. tméart. An Acolic form not recog- | 

nised by L. & 8S. Attic éreas anawl. 
5. éurrovs. Perhaps to the number | 

of five, cp. c. 64 supra. a 
71. 1. és.. mpoomAwtds. Thesentence © 

is bracketed by Stein on the grounds (1) 
that mpoorAwrds implies that there are 
obstacles to navigation in the Bory- — 
sthenes (higher up) which Hdt. nowhere 
[else] recognises: had he known of them 
he would have mentioned them, c. 53. | 
(2) That Gerrhos is placed 40 days up ~ 
the river, whereas the Dniepr is only | 
navigable 14 to 15 days up. This argu- 
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éoTt mpootAwTos|: évOadTa, eredvy oft arobavyn 0 Bacirevs, 
Opvypa yijs wéya opvocovar TeTpadywvor, Erouwov Sé TovUTO ToLN- 
cavTes avarapBavovot Tov veKpov, KaTaKeKnpwpévov pev TO 
cHpa, tiv S€ vynddyv avacyicOeicay Kal KxabapOeicav, wrénv 
KuTrépou Kexoppévouv Kal Oupinwatos Kal cedivov oméppatos Kal 
dvynoov, cuveppappéevnv omicw, Kal Koplfovor év apatn és 

GdXo eOvos. of d€ av TapadéEwvtat Komicbévta Tov veKpor, 
movedor Ta Tep of Bacidnior YKvOar: Tod wTOS amroTduvoyTat, 

tpiyas TeplKeipovTat, Bpaxlovas Tepitadpvoytar, pétTwrroyv Kab 

piva Kataptvocovtat, dia THs apiotephns yeupos dtoTovs SvaBv- 
évOedrev Sé€ Koplfovor ev TH auatn Tod Bactdéos Tov 

ot 6€ ods Erovtas és Tovs 
véovTat. 

n U \véxuv és Addo EOvos THY apyovor: 
/ > 2 \ \ / Li \ / / 

‘mpotepov AAOov. émeay O€ TadVTas TeptéeNOwot TOV VvEKUY Kopi- 
14 / / > n / 

Govres, év te Léppowor éoyata Katoixnpévoict eior Tov éOvéwy 
cal A al \ lj \ / \ 

‘TOV apyouct Kal ev That Tadjor. Kal émevta, érreav Oéwou Tov 
, > ° / SN . / / > \ ” 

ivéxuv ev THot Onknot emt oTtBddos, TaparnEavtes aiypas evOev 
al fal \ Yj \ 

kal évOev Tod vexpod Evra brepTeivovet Kal eretta pul Kara- 
a 5 n / : a / 

coteyafovat, ev bE TH NovTH Evpvywpin THS OnKHS TOV TaddaKéwV 
\ \ / \ Te piav avotvitaytes Oamtovat Kal Tov oivoxooy Kal payeLpov 

, / \ t Ni ‘Kal imToKomov Kal dinKovoy Kal ayyedundopoy Kat immovs Kal 

tment is not quite conclusive, seeing that 
tthe second ground implies accurate know- 
Hledge, and the first implies systematic 
(exposition, two characteristics which 
)}Hdt. does not possess. There is also 
tthe possibility of reading reocepaxaldexa 
ifor reccepdxovra in c. 53 supra. Never- 
ttheless the phrase comes in here very 
tunnecessarily, the passage reads better 
‘without it, and it may very well be a 
{ grammarian’s insertion. 

2. o Bacwdets. Cp. c. 68supra. This 
troyal raptyevors is enough to transport 
ithe reader back to Egypt, 2. 86. 
) Rudimentary embalming may not be be- 
ie the resources of primitive culture. 
Cp. Helbig, Hom. Zpos, pp. 41f. Were 

‘the ingredients native or imported? 
‘Cp. note c. 75 infra. 

7. ovv. 6m. Cp. 2. 86 cuppdrrovor 
( brricw, i.¢. wad. 

9. of B. 2. Presumably the same who 
fare called c. 20 supra Zk, ol Apicrol re Kal 
§ wheiorot. 

tot wrds. Not the whole of it. 
10. tpfxas. The Scyths wore their 

hair long, vid. c. 64 supra. On such 
mutilations ep. Spencer, Ceremonial 
Institutions, ¢. iii. 

13. ot . . AAVov. So that on each 
stage they are accompanied by two é6y7. 

Dr. M‘Pherson found skeletons in 
graves at Kertch ‘‘ enveloped in seaweed ” 
and Rawlinson suggests that the mat- 
tresses at Gerrhos (40 days inland !) were 
of this material. For plans and descrip- 
tions of Scythic tombssee Dubois de Mont- 
péreux, Voyage autowr du Caucase, vol. 
v. and Atlas Iv. xvili. Cp. Antigg. du 
Bosphore Cimmeérien (1854), re-edited by 
S. Reinach, 1892, and Antigg. dela Russie 
méridionale, now publishing (1891 ff.). 

16. tév &pxovor. Really, or only in 
their own conceit? Cp. ¢c. 20 supra. 

18. publ. The tombs found in the 
south have stone walls and roof. 

19. téy wTaddaKkéov.. xpvoéas. Such 
practices based upon animistic beliefs are 
widespread, cp. Tylor, Prim. Culture, i. 
458 ff., H. Spencer, Sociology, i. § 84, 
103, 104, etc. ; cp. c. 94 infra. They 
may be distinguished from human 
and other sacrifices offered to immortal 
deities, the motive or theory of which is, 
or becomes, different. (For, according to 
one theory, ‘‘the oldest form of sacrifice 
is the worship of the dead,” Schriider- 
Jevons, op. cit. p. 409.) On Sacrifice see 

20 
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48 HPOAOTOY IV 

TOV G\\wv mdvTov amapyas Kal diddas xpuctas* apyipw &é 
ovdev ovd€e YAAKO ypéwvtar, Tadta Se TouoayTes yovot mavTes 
YOwa méya, auiAropevor Kab TpoOupedpevor WS pLeyLoToY Totoat. 
eviavtTod O€ mepupepopevou abris mrovedor ToLbvde: NaBovTES TOY 
Aovrrav GeparrovtTwv rods émurndeotdrous (of Sé eiow SKbOau éry- 
yevées* ob Tot yap Oeparreviovar Tors dv adTos 6 Bactreds KeNEUCN, 
apyupwvntor d€ ovK cial ad Oepdrrovres), ToUTaY dv TOV SinKovev 
émeay amomviEwo. mevtixovta Kal tarmovs Tov’s Kaddlorous 
mevTnKovTa, é€edovTEs avTaV THY KoINnY Kad KaOnpavres ep. 
mimhadot ayvpwv Kal cupparrovar. dvidos 8é tywov. él S00 
EvAa oTHoavtes Umtioy Kal TO Erepoy Hpuov Ths davidos er’ &repa. 
dv0, katarntavtes TpoTr@ TOLOUT@ TOAAM TadTa, erelta TOV ir- 
TOV kaTa Ta pnKea EVLA Taxéa biehdoayTes péeypL TOV TpAXnAOY 
avaBiBalovor avtovs él tas drpidas: tév 8€ ai pev mporepas 
arises tmréyovat Tovs wuous TOV immov, ai dé dmrucbe Tapa TOUS 
pnpovs Tas yaortépas trodauBdvover- cxédea Sé dpydhdrepa 
KaTakpéwatar petéwpa. yadsvors dé Kal ordpia éuBardvtes és 
Tous imrmovs Katatelvovot és TO poche avtav Kal érevta ex 
Tacoddwy dSéovor. Tov dé 61) vEenvicKov TOY aToTETVUypLeveV 
TOV TevTHKOYTA eva ExacTov avaBiBdlovor éml Tov tamov, bbe 
avaBiBalovres, érreay vexpod éxdotov mapa THv axavOay Evrov 
opOov dvehadowor méeypt TOD Tpayndouv: KadTwbev SE UrEepéyer Tod 
EvAou TovTov TO és TOpwov TnyviovcL Tod érépov EvAOV Tod Sid 
Tov immov. émrictncavtTes O€ KUKAW TO Ohwa ImTéas ToOLOvTOUS 
ATENAVYOUCL. 

remarkable parallel in the description of 
a Patagonian funeral reported by Fitzroy, 
Narrative of the Beagle, ii. 155. 

esp. Robertson Smith, op. cit. cc. (Lec- 
tures) vi. ff. 

22. &pytpw. When Blakesley says 
that ‘‘this must mean that they do not 
use either silver or bronze in commerce, 
for their arms would doubtless be of the 
latter” he acquits Hdt. of an error by 
making him guilty of an inconsequence— 
commerce not being here on the tapis. 
The obvious meaning is that silver and 
bronze (cups) were not included in the 
royal tombs. 

72. 1. éviavtod. How nomads measured 
the year Herodotus does not directly or 
indirectly indicate. (Cp. ce. 98 imfra.) 
That the ghastly description which fol- 
lows is not all a mere traveller's tale is 
proved inter alia by S. Lee, Ibn Batuta, 
London, 1829, p. 220. Blakesley, note 
ad i., quotes (without references) the 
Arabian traveller’s report of the burial 
of the Khan of the Tartars, and also a 

It is interesting to compare the quiet — 
way in which Hdt. reports this spectacle 
with the rhapsody in which Neumann, 
op. c. pp. 234 f., repels indignantly the 
horrible suggestion that the Scythian 
custom here described has some analogy 
with primitive German practices. 

It is not to be ‘supposed for one~ 
moment that Hdt. himself beheld either 
this rite or its objects. Unfortunately 
we do not know exactly when the last 
Scyth ‘King’ died before Hdt. wrote 
the Scythian Logi, or how long it was 
since a proper opportunity had been 
afforded of celebrating a King’s obsequies, 
or getting a special report of them. 

5. d&mromvl~wor. There was no blood- 
shed as of enemies: and the performance 
is apparently not propitiatory. 
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/ 4 / / 

Obra pev Tos Bacidéas Odrrover tos Sé dAXouS YKvOas, 73 
¢ / \ 

\ereav aro0dvwct, Tepidyovot ol ayYoTaTw TpoanKovTES KATA 
/ A / 

:Tovs hirous év apdEnor Keywévous: Tav dé Exactos brodeKxopevos 
\ A tal / 

cev@yéer Tods éropévous, Kal TO vEexpO amdvTwv TapaTAnTiws 
al / \ 

vrapatlOnor boa Toiot adroit. rmépas SE TEcTEpdKoVvTA oUTM 5 

soit iSi@tas Tepiayovtat, émetta Oamrovtar. Odrpavtes 6€ oF 
A / i BY) 4 \ \ evOar cabaipovrar tTpoT@ Tor@de. cunodpevor Tas Kepadas 

le} \ n / 

al éxmAvvdpevot Tovedot Tepl TO cama Tade: éreav Evra 
/ / > wv / \ n aN > / 

jaTHTwMCL Tpia €s AAANAA KEKALMEVA, TEPL TAVTA TriAOUS ELpLVEOUS 
\ / / 

wrepitelvover, cundpadgavtes S€ ws padiota AiMous éx Tupos 10 
~ / / rn 4 

Wvadavéas éoBddrovor és cKadny KeLtpevny ev péow TaV Evo 
v / yy / 3 A / 

éote O€ oft KavvaBis pvouevn ev TH yopn 74 
ey 4 \ 10 a Ni > / ‘ / be Ti TayvTnTos Kal peydbeos TO AWM EuhepecTaTH* TAaUvTH 

a ¢ / e Lf, ef \ > / \ / 
OAA® UrrepPéper 7) KavvaPis. avTH Kal aVTOMATH Kal OTTELPOMEVH 

a ¢ a a ibvetat, kal é& adtHs Opyixes prev Kal eiwata TrovedyTal Tote 

rt / 

“Te Kal TOV TiA@DV. 

; e fs 2% ee \ / / BY Jey WAuvéoros OporoTata* ovd ay, doTIs pn KapTa TpiBwv Ein avTHs, 5 
INN / / x / / > aA be \ 156 \ {§ Bvayvoln Nivov 7 KavvaBios éaote: Os S€ pu EldéE KM THY KavvaBiba, 

\ / LD e ie an / \riveov Soxnoes elvat TO elua. TavTns wv of YKvVOaL THs KavvdBtos 75 
/ \ \ / Pro oTrépua étreav NABwot, Vrrodvvovaet Uo TOUS TiNOUS, Kal ETrELTA 
\ / n / \ BariBardover TO oTréppa él Tovs Siahavéas AiMovs TH Tupi: TO 

y\ 6 tal > / \ =) ‘8 / / 4 Jé Ovupuarar ériBaddopevov Kai atwida Tapéyetat TooavTHY waTE 
\ / \ / 

[EAAnvixn ovdepia av pv mupin amoxpatyncere. of dé YKvOa 5 
A / n_/ \ la) 

dpevol TH Tupin @pvovTat. TovUTO ot avTL NovTpOD éoTL: Ov 

73. 4. kalt@ vexpo. A genuine touch 
f animism, but not of course proving 
that Hdt. had ever assisted at these 
vakes. How the forty days were 
neasured is unfortunately not indicated: 
p. c. 72 supra. 
7. ka8alpovrar, It was surely not 

mnly when a death had occurred in the 
amily that the vapour bath was used : 
sut it is obvious that Hdt. himself had 
ever indulged in the Scythian form of 
his luxury. 
as xebadds. Perhaps they contented 
hemselves with putting dust on their 
eads, without cutting off their hair for 

sir relatives. 
74, 6, 8s Bt pr 8é kw. Upon this 
vanon Rawlinson remarks that Hadt. 
gaks like an eye-witness. But if so, 
hat did Hdt. see? To have seen 
€ mp, or flax, growing in Scythia would 
pot have helped any one to distinguish 
_ hempen from a linen garment, worn, 
1oreover, by a Thracian, Hdt. had 

VOL. I 

apparently seen one or more of these 
Thracian Himatia, and perhaps not 
being a connoisseur had mistaken it 
for linen, until the difference was 
pointed out to him. Thracians were 
to be found out of Thrace, and the 
Scythian cannabis was presumably 
exported: in any case the passage 
proves nothing in regard to Hdt. in 
Scythia. On the formula cp. cc. 81, 99 
wmfra, and Introduction, § 20, 

75. 6. aydpevor tH muply adptovrar. 
The words are saner than the behaviour 
they describe. Desperate attempts to 
amend the text seem to proceed from an 
oversight of the consideration adduced in 
the note next but one below. We need 
not, however, infer that Hdt. had heard 
Scythians howling. Cp. c¢. 189 infra. 

mup(y, On Greek bathing consult 
Becker's Charikles, Scene 8, Excursus 
3 (vol. iii. pp. 98 ff. Calvary’s ed. 1878). 

avtl Aovtpod, ‘‘Hdt. appears in 
this instance to have confounded to- 

10) 
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yap 61) Novovtay bdaTe TO Tapdray TO cHpa. 
avtav Udwp mapaxéovoa Katacwyovor mepl AiOov Tpnydv Ths 
KuTaplocou Kal Kédpov Kal AuBdvov Evrov, Kal &revtra TO KaTa- 

10 cwXOpMEVOY TODTO Tad edbv KaTaTAdCOOVTAL TAY TO cama Kal TO 
Mpocwmov' Kal dua pev evwd(n odéas did TovToU layer, awa oe 
amaipeovaas TH Sevtépy Hyucpy THY KaTaTacTUV yivovTar KaMapal 

\ / 

Kat NapTrpal. 

76 =| 

ta 

gether two things in reality quite dis- 
tinct, viz. intoxication from the fumes 
of hemp-seed, and indulgence in the 
vapour bath’ Rawlinson. There is 
in fact nothing in this chapter from 
first to last that betrays the eye-witness. 

9. kutaplooov. Cypress grows in 
the Crimea, but cedar and frankincense 
must have beenimports. Cp. c. 71 supra. 

To kaTagTwXdpevov.. Td cGpa. The 
two accusatives are irregular. 

76. 1. kal otro. seems a clear refer- 
ence to 2. 91, cp. c, 63 supra. 

2. pate Téwv (reGv St.). The reading of 
the MSS. is pyre or wy Te or wy Tol ye Oy 
which Stein corrects as in the text, and 
explains that ovx é@éNovo. may be sug- 
gested by gevyouor. Locus insanabilis 
van Herwerden. 

3. “Avdxapots. Baehr and Holder 
read ’Avaxydpo. and ZkvAn not without 
MSS. authority, and certainly with 
literary force. Anacharsis (cp.c. 46 supra) 
became to the Greeks the type of an 
intelligent foreigner, and (like Gold- 
smith’s Chinese citizen, et simil. mutatis 
mutandis) the mouth-piece of a great 
deal of criticism on things Hellenic, 
His figure has had a long life in litera- 
ture from Herodotus and Plato to 
Lucian, Stobaeus, Suidas and—Ahbbé 
Jean Jacques Barthélemy (Voyage du 
jeune Anacharsis en Gréce, Paris 1788). 
He was represented as a contemporary 
and friend of Solon, Periandros, and the 
Laconian Myson (ep. Plat. Protag. 343), 
as one of the visitors to Kroisos, as a 
poet, letterwriter, and inventor (see 
esp. Suidas, sub v., Cicero, Tusc. 5. 
32, Diog. L. 1. 105). A number of 

a \ rn lal 

Sewrxoior d€ vopalosor kal otro. hevyovor aivas ypacbar, 
/ / 7 ¢ lal 

entre tewy addov, ENXnvixotor b€ Kal hevota, ws d1éedeEav 
iN / / \ fy i + vayapois te Kal Sevtepa avdtis LKvrs. 
3 / / a 

Avayapows éreite yiv trodAnv Oewpynoas Kal amodeEduevos Kar 
> \ / \ 

avuTnv copinv Toddnyv éxomiteto és HOca Ta XKvOéwv, mréav bv 
‘Edrnorovrou mpoclicyes és Kitixov: Kal ebpe yap Th L TOV : poolox pe yap Th wntpl 7B 

e \ lal 

at O€ yuvatKes 

TOUTO ev yap 

more or less authentic sayings of his 
of a Laconic character were preserved, 
Diog. L. 1. 102, and elsewhere. Op. 
Smith’s Dict. Biogr. i. 157, where A. 
is erroneously called a Thracian. 

LkvAyns, c. 78 infra. 
6. “EAAnomévrov. In an extended — 

sense. He was in the Propontis, on his — 
way homewards, ep. c. 14 supra. ; 

Anacharsis was still perhaps remem- — 
bered and spoken of in Kyzikos as was — 
Aristeas (c. 14 supra), but Hdt. would 
not have had to go to Kyzikos to hear — 
his romantic story, and Kyzikos might © 
have been introduced into the story as 
the place where Anacharsis would pro- 
bably have seen the ritual of Kybele—— 
in his time therefore unknown in 
Scythia (cp. ce. 53 supra), even though 
the Phoenician Aphrodite had reached ~ 
that shore, c. 59 supra. Kyzikos was — 
one of the chief centres of the worship 
of the Mother, who had a temple on ~ 
Mount Dindymon close by the town — 
(Strabo, 575): not to be confounded with 
the greater mountain of the same name, © 
in Galatia, or ancient Phrygia, by Pessinus, ~ 
the chief seat of the Asiatic Mother 
(Agdistis or Dindymene, cp. 1. 80). 
Doubtless at Kyzikos the cultus was of 
a highly orgiastic kind. The Myzp@e 
at Athens was dedicated to the same 
goddess, and Preller, Gr. Myth. i2 p. 
587, very plausibly suggests that the 
introduction of the cult at Athens may 
be connected with the age and poli¢ 
of Peisistratos: any way it was not at 
Athens that Anacharsis was initiated 
Perhaps the more orgiastic rite was not 
popular at Athens until after the Pelo 
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o \ i ‘ . s { Pedy avdyovtas tous Kulixnvovs optny peyaompeTrews Kapta, Fe e , Xx a \ \ f 4 evbEato TH pntpl o “Avaxapors, iv os Kal Uys atovorTnoy €s . A \ 5 rk AME & \ \ 9) éwutod, Oicew Te KATA TAVTA KaTA Mpa Tos Kulixnvods TroLedv- 
/ / 

Tas Kab twavyuyida oTnoeLy. 
\ / 

os 88 aixeto és tiv SxvOexny, 
¢ / c >? ” AN 

catadds és THv Kareouévnv “Trainy (7 & gore pév rapa Tov 
? , / / \ a > Vn / / 

Ayrdpov Spouov, ruyxaver 6é Tasca éodca Sevdpéwv mravTotwv 
ay : , \ \ 29 , \ ¢ \ 3 / 

arén), és tavTnv 61) Katadvs o “Avayapows TI optny émerédce 
a a A / / v \ > / ’ / 

Tacav TH Ged, TUuTavoy Te Exwv Kal éxdnoduevos ayddmara. 

| dveypyoaro. 

jponnesian war, when the rift between the 
rreligions of the Few and of the Many was 
ffully developed or revived, and coarser 
ecults again became prominent. (Cp. 
4Aristophanes, Pax 420, Lysistr. 389 ff., 
PPlato, Rep. ad init., Demosthen. de Cor. 
$322 ff.) 

10. wavvuxfda. In later days he 
mmight have assisted at such a celebration 
tin Athens, ep. Aristoph. Frogs 371, 
W445, and Plato, Rep. 328; and for a 
similar night-watch cp. the Egyptian 
elebration described 2. 62 and the 

\Naumradnpopla 8. 98. 
ll. 48 éort. It iscurious to find this 

myeographical excursus here, embedded 
sn the story of Anacharsis, after cc. 55, 
18 supra, if we suppose that the whole 
Bjcythian Néyos was written continuously 
end in one vein. This geographical 
sside suggests a variety of sources, 
14. ripravov. These orgiastic drums 

ere of two kinds, one like a tambourine, 
she other like a small kettledrum (ep. 
smith, Dict. Antig.2 p. 1180 and L. 
e 8. sub we. tvpravifeyv, ruuranopds 
i a” ). Baumeister, Denkméler, p. 

; dyddpara. **Tmagines suspensas sibi 
ecerat’”’ Baehr. Little images of the 
pddess or of Attis, such as those worn 

yy the Galli (Polyb. 22. 20 mpoornOliia 
al rious) or found in Attic graves 

yapow Toebvta TadTa, Tokevoas avTov aeKTeLve. 
ris elpntat tept Avayapotos, od pact pw ZKv0a ywoonew, Sia 
-todTo OTe é&ednunoé Te és tHy “EXAAba Kal Eewwixoior eer 

e PO SENS > / nr? / b) 
as 8 éya HKovoa Topvew Tod “AptatreiGeos érrutpo- 

lal \ fa) a 

eat tov Tis LKvbéwv Katappacbels avTov TadTa TroLedYTA éonunve 
A ¢ \ / s \ ? 

TO Bacirés Vavdri@: 0 dé Kal adTos ariKopevos ws Eide TOY Avd- 
\ A ” 

Kalb VUVY nV 

vrov, elvar avtov “SavOvpcov tod SKvOéwv Bacidéos mwatpar, 
a \ oe / na / an / 

imaida 8é civar Tvovpov tod AvKcouv tod Xrrapyareleos. > 4 
€lL WV 

/ > fo pment d (ee) / + ¢ \ rn b] na 

1TaUTNS NV THS OLKINS O Avayapos, t‘oT@® vUTmO TOV aden peod 

(Preller, op. c. p. 539), hung round his 
neck. The construction is the not un- 
common Greek idiom (cp. Aischines 3, 
164 émicrodas é&nprnuévos, Aristoph. 
Eccl. 494 mdywvas e&nprnuévac) copied 
by Horace, Sat. 1. 6, 74 suspensi 
loculos tabulam que. 

18. o8 gdacl pw Xiba, It is 
evident, therefore, that Hdt. did not 
get the story from a Scythian source, 
and evident further that Tymnes was no 
Scyth. The name occurs twice again 
in Hdt. as that of the father of a 
Histiaios of Termera in Karia (5. 38, 7. 
98), very near Halikarnassos Hdt.’s 
native city. Where Hdt. met and con- 
versed with this Tymnes, he does not 
say, but it need not have been in 
Scythia: it is not even certain that 
the éirporela of Tymnes involved 
residence in Scythia, or was exercised 
there, although a probability to that 
effect may exist. Op. Introduction, § 21. 

21. watpwv. Here again we have 
evidence, such as it is, that the patriar- 
chal family was developed among the 
Scyths, though no doubt polygamous, 
ep. c. 69 supra. 

23. torw, The dead man is regarded 
as conscious and capable of being ad- 
dressed. Stein compares Pausan. 1. 6, 
8, which seems an imitation of this 
passage, not an independent parallel. 

_ oO 
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amobavev: "l8av0upacos yap tw mais Lavrlov, Yavrvos 88 Fv 6 

TT aroxrelvas "Avayapow. 

> / / \ \ 

Te atrovoaoTnaas palin mpos Tov amoméupavta “EXAnvas tavtas 
> / s > la) / \ / / 

5 aaxyoXous eivar és Tacav codinv mdjpv Aakedatpovioy, TovToiot 
s 7 / A S€é elvar povvorct cwppovas dodval te Kal déEacbar royor. 

e ¢ / nr 

OUTOS fev 0 NOYOS GAAWS TéTAATTAL UT avTaV “EAAjVaV, 0 & 
C JN 4 / Seas: / 
@V avnp woTrEp TpoTEpovy eipeOn SvepOapn. 

/ \ Yj ’ 

78 Oiros pév vuv ottw 6n émpnte Sia Eewixd Te vopata kal 
moArndotar b& Kapta éteat toTepov LKvANS “EAAnviKas opinias. 

0 ApsarreiOeos erable tapardjota TovTO. 

Levéwv Bacirée ylverar per ddrwv 

5 lotpinvis 5€ yuvarkos ovtos yivetar Kal oddapads éyywpins: Tov 

24, "I8dvOupaos, c. 120 infra. 
If Anacharsis was his father’s brother, 

and so a contemporary of Kyros, he 
might possibly have been a friend of 
Solon’s. Diog. L. 1. 101 and Suidas 
give the name of the brother as Kadovidas. 
Lucian makes the father’s name Aavuxérns 
(Scyth. 4) -yévous rod doximwrdrou bvra 
kal év Trois mpwros ZKvoGv. Hdt. seems 
to have a doubt whether Saulios was 
really his brother. 

77. 1. Hkovoea. Hat. does not actually 
say that he heard this anecdote in 
Sparta, but internal considerations point 
to a Spartan origin. There was some 
tradition at Sparta of a visit from 
Scythia in the days of Kleomenes (cp. 

6. 84 infra); and Greeks had a way 
of making foreigners the vehicles of 
their criticisms on one another, cp. 1. 

153, 2. 160, and perhaps ce. 79, 142 

infra. Hat.’s visit to Sparta is certain. 

Cp. Introduction, pp. lxxviii, lxxx f. 

2. ds . . aromeppbels . . yévotto. 
Mistranslated by R. (and Baehr) ‘‘sent 
to make acquaintance... . 

Hellas here not 3. THs ‘“HAdBos. 
a geographical term. Cp. 5. 49. 

5. &oxddous elvar és Tacav coptny, 
‘‘oceupied in the pursuit of every kind 

of knowledge” R. ; ‘‘busied about every 

kind of cleverness” Macaulay (‘“beflissen 

nach jeglicher Art von Weisheit” Baehr). 

These translations must all be wrong, 

the point of the anecdote being to 

exalt the wisdom (dodval re kal défacPac 

Aéyov) as well as the virtue (cwppédvus) 

of the Spartans. doxddous elvar means : 

KalTroe Twa HOn HKovTa OYoV AAXov 

vo enorovynciwv rAeyopevov, ws bro ToD YKvbéwv Baciréos 
? / a 

Avayapow atomeupbels THs “EXAAdos palhtns yévoiTo, bricw 

GAN’ 

"ApiatreiOei yap TO 
maidov XKUAns: €& 

‘to have no leisure.’ The Greeks were 
all too busy to attend to higher (un- 
practical) matters, sofia and swdpoctyn, 
with the exception of the Lacedae- 
monians. (Cp. L. & S. sub wv. acxonia, 
&axoos. ) 

6. Sodvat..Adyov. Plutarch’s ’A7o- 
pbéyuara Aakwyixa and Aakalywy ’Arodé. 
are monuments of Spartan powers in 
this line, and Hdt. himself supplies 
us with not a few examples: ¢.g. 5. 51, 
72, 6. 50, 67-76 infra. Spartan ability 
did not extend to making set orations 
(cp. Thue. 4. 84), although Thucydides 
has put a long speech or two into the © 
mouths of Spartans (1. 80-86, 4. 17-21, 
85-88). Cp. 6. 86 infra. 

78. 2. moNXotow KTA. One cannot but — 
regret the indefiniteness of this date, for — 
an event which belongs to Hdt.’s own © 
time: cp. Introduction, § 16. 

5. ’Ilorpunvis. Of Istria. No 
doubt from the Istria mentioned in 
2. 838 ad f. as a colony of Miletos 
at the mouth of the Danube (Istros). 
It was on the S. or Thracian side. 
From the particularity with which the 
wives of Ariapeithes are distinguished 
from one another (this Greek lady, the 
Scythian wife Opoie, and the Thracian), 
one might argue that Hdt. is correcting 
some popular error on the subject, the 
rather as Opoie and Orikos have nothing 
to do in the story. The taking to wife 
the deceased king’s wives or one 
them, might have a political significance. 
Cp. 2 Sam. 16. 20 ff. 
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) eNTHp a’tn yAOooay Te ‘EXddba cal ypduparta édidake. peta 

Sé ypove totepov ’ApiarrelOns ev TedevTa ddr bd Vrapyaret- 
Oeos Tod “Ayab’powv Bacidéos, LKvAns Se tTHv Te Bacidninv 
mapéhaBe Kab tiv yuvatka Tod TaTpos, TH ovvowa Hv *Oroin: 

Av Sé adrn % Oroin aor, €& Hs Hv “Optxos "AptarelOei mais. 

Bacirevav S& Sxvdéor 6 XKvAns Svaity ovdauads HpécKeTo 

SxvOcKj, GANA ToAXrOY pos Ta “EAANViKA pAaddOV TeETpappmévos 
Av amd traidevotos THS éremaidevTo, érroleé TE ToLovTO* EdTE 
aydyo THY oTpaTiny THY XKvOéwv és TO BopvoUeveitéwy aotv 

La ® \ 

(of 8 Bopvo@eveitar ovror Réyovor ohéas avtovs eivar 
Muarncious), és trovtous bxws EXOot 0 YKUANS, THY ev TTPATUAY 

/ b) A / SoaaN \ @ 54 > \ ta) 

_xatanritecke ev TO Tpoactel@, avTos Sé bKkws ENOou €s TO TEtYoS 
\ \ / \ \ cal Tas TUNAaS eyKAnlceELe, THY oTOMY aTroHewEVOS THY LKUOLKIY 
a 3 / ? / by, AdBeoke dv “EXAnvida écOfta, Eyov 8 av TavTnv nyopale ovTE 

/ BA / Ni \ Tf b] 4 

Sopuddpwrv Errouévav ote adAov ovdevds: Tas dé mUAAaS édv- 
, / , y 4 / \ / Naccov, pn Tis piv XKvOdwv ior eéyovta tadtTny THY TTOA}Y: 

a ¢ \ la) CON > / Kal Ta Te AANA expato Sialty “EXAnviKH Kal Oeoios ipa érroiee 
/ \ / a x / KaTa vopous Tovs “EAAjvav. Gre dé dvaTpiveve pjva 7 mEoV 

/ 2 / > \ \ >; \ / 
TOUTOV, aTaNAdoceTo évovS THY KUOLKNY = =oTOAHV. 

/ / \ >] / > / 3 We - \ 

jTouerKe ToddaKis Kal oikia Te édeiuato év Bopuobévei Kat 
oy \ / \ / / e la) yuvaixa éynue és avTa émuywpinv. érelte Sé edeé of KaKds 

/ \ A yevér Cat, éyiveTo ato Tpopacvos Tolnode. 

TAUTA 

érreOvpunoe Aroviiow 
Baxyelo terecOfvar- péddovte S€ of &s yYelpas ayecOar THY 
TeheTHV éyéveTo ddcpa péytoTov. Hv ot év Bopvobeveitéwy TH 
TON oikins peydAns Kal moAuTEAéoS TepLBoAr, THS Kal drdLy@ TL 

TpoTepov TovT@Y pynunv elyov, THY mépLE NevKOD ALOov odhiryryes 

6. yAdooav . 
Religion ? 

15. oi 8. . MtAnolous (cp. c. 17 supra) 

But not 5. éAly@ tu mp. 7%.é. five lines, cp. c. 
16 supra. 

6. odlyyes Te kal ypdres. The same 

. Ypappara.. 

comes in as a curious after-thought 
if we suppose the story an original 
and integral portion of the Zk. dédyou. 
The remark is not a gloss, as the con- 

_ struction of the context shows. Cp. c. 
76 supra. 

18. tiv orodtv tr. & Oddly enough 
_Hdt. nowhere describes the Scythic 
dress, It included trousers (dvatupldes) 
Dio Chrys. p. 439, qu. by Stein: and 
is figured in Rawlinson, and others, 
| after the Crimean finds. Cp. Baumeister, 
Denkméiler, Figure 315 (vol. i. p. 299). 

79. 1. erelre. . yevér@ar. On the for- 
| mula, cp. Introduction, § 20. 

3. & x. & Op. 7. 8 és x. dterOar 7d 
| orpdrevua, Cp. 1, 126, 

combination occurs upon the celebrated 
Francois- vase (original in Florence) 
Baumeister, Denkmdler, Tafel Ixxiv. 
vol. iii. 1799 (dated 550-500 3.0.), 
and a sphinx, with griffins, lay on the 
helmet of the Chryselephantine Athene 
of Pheidias (Pausanias, 1. 24,5). (The 
modern archaeologists convert these 
griffins into Pegasi: ep. C. Waldstein, 
apud Baumeister, op. c. sub v. PHEIDIAS. 
For clear representation see Antig. de la 
Russie mérid. p. 233, after M.D.1. 1883, 
Pl. xv.) Sphinx and griffin alike, in 
relation to temples, served as guards. 
Morphologically the chief difference be- 
tween the winged monsters is that the 
Greek sphinx has a human head and 

to (2) 

25 
79 
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\ n iva 5 i re \ TE Kal YpUTES EoTaTAaY’ €> TaUTHY O Feds évéonn ie Béros. Kal 
t \ / la) / / ) pev KaTeKan Taca, Kins 8 ovdeyv TovTov elvexa aocov 

/ \ 
EMETENETE THY TEAETHY. LvOar Sé rob Baxyevew répr"EdAnot 
> / > / 

r averdifovar od yap dace oikds elvar Oedv é£evploxew Tobrov 

upper body (female), while the griffin has 
a bird’s head (eagle): in each case the re- 
mainder being supplied by the lion. The 
sphinx was originally at home in Egypt: 
where the colossus at Gizeh, though 
perhaps ‘ older than Menes,’ still excites 
the astonishment of travellers. A vast 
number of sphinxes, dating from the 
time of Amenophis I, formed, and forms, 
an avenue from the gate of Luxor to the 
great temple. The Egyptian sphinx is, 
however, not female (Egyptian Neb= 
the Lord, cp. 2. 175), and not winged. 
In both these respects the Greek differs 
morphologically from the Egyptian, and 
the difference is presumably due to 
Asiatic influences, at least in part. 
The sphinx appears on the coinage of 
Chios, in especial, as symbolical of the 
cult of Dionysos (cp. Gardner, Types, iv. 
6, x. 18, B. Head, Historia, p. 518). The 
sphinx of Thebes is a more distinctly 
mythological creature, but her part in 
the story of Oedipus may possibly not be 
older than the Dramatists (Baumeister, 
p- 1688). The name sphinx is pure 
Greek (cp. L. & S. sub voc.): the 
Boeotian monster proper, ®€ (Hesiod, 
Theog. 326) may have been originally 
quite unlike the later sphinx. 

Griffin, yp’, is probably like sphinx 
a good Greek or Indo-German word, the 
derivation from Hebrew kerdb being no 
longer admitted (A. enon in 
Roscher’s Lexikon, pp. 1742 ff., from 
whom what follows is mainly taken). 
Morphologically the griffin is a com- 
posite of lion and eagle (generally the 
head and wings of eagle on lion’s body). 
Originally it is a distinctly Asiatic 
monster, not Egyptian : its elements are 
found in Chaldaea and Assyria, and 
above all in ‘Hittite’ art. In Greece 
it is seen distinctly in the works of 

' Mykenaean art, apparently used for 
purely decorative purposes. At a later 
time the figure is associated with Apollo: 
and it’is to be inferred, from later 
Athenian coins, that the ancient temple 
figure of Apollo at Delos had two griffins, 
rampant, one on either side (op. ¢. 
1761). In the coinage of Teos, and of 
its colony Abdera (founded 544 B.o. 
Hdt. 1. 168), the griffin appears in 

especial connexion with Dionysos. 
Gardner, Z’ypes, xvi. 9, 10, B. 
Historia, pp. 511, 219. 

Cp. 
ead, 

The griffin may 
signify divine power, and may be 
supposed to guard divine places, 
treasures, etc. Mythologically the 
monster was poorly treated, and had 
no such story as the sphinx. Hesiod 
appears to have introduced the griffins 
into Greek poetry, and Aristeas (cp. c. 18 
supra), perhaps working upon some 
native Scythian legend of gold-guarding 
monsters (Furtwingler, op. c. 1769), 
located the griffins in the far north 
(Hdt. 3. 116, 4. 13), and made their 
function the protection of the gold 
against the Arimaspi. 

As when a Gryfon through the Wilderness 
Pursues the Arimaspian, who by stelth 
Had from his wakeful custody purloind 

The guarded Gold. paradise Lost, 2. 948 ff. 
This is the story rejected by Hdt. 

Ktesias thought to improve matters by 
transferring them to India, Zndica 12, 
where he describes the animals: épvea 
TeTpamoda, uéyeOos Boov A’Kos* KEAN Kal 
dvuxes, oldmrep Néwy. TA Ev TH GAAW Hyatt 
mrepd, édava, Epudpa dé ra &v TO oT7HGe. — 3 
This may be in the main an alternative 
to the story in Hdt. 3. 102 ff. and is 
chiefly valuable as showing Ktesias at 
work. A ‘variety’ of the griffin also 
appears on the gold coins of Panti- 
kapaion : “ griffin holding spear in jaws 
treading on ear of corn,” Gardner, Types, 
vii. 42; cp. B. Head, Historia, p. 239. 
His index describes this as a ‘‘gold- 
guarding” griffin. The date is c. 350 B.c. 

9. éweréXeoe. This conduct betrayed 
an imperfect acquaintance with Hellenic 
use, according to which such a contre- 
temps would have suspended a ceremony 
whether secular or religious. 

10. dact. This might have been put — 
down as one of the Apothegms of Ana- 
charsis were he himself not open to — 
the same charge. Considering, how- ~ 
ever, the reputation of the Scyths for — 
dxpnrorocta and their addiction to — 
hemp-intoxication, this remark reads 
more like the criticism of a sophistic 
Greek than a genuine Scythic comment 
gleaned by Hat. at first hand in Scythia. — 

éevploxey. It would have been 
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botis palverOar évdyer avOpdrrous. eémeite Sé éredéoOn TO 
a Pr / \ 

Baxyelo 0 XKvdys, Sierpyotevse THY Tis Bopuabeveitéwv pos 
\ s / , Co Leo \ XG 5 s A) tad 

Tovs LKvdas Aéyouv “iv yap KaTayed\ate, @ LkvOat, OTe 
/ CaS / ¢ \ / ra) e ¢ § / \ 

Baryevopwev Kal meas 0 Qeds NapBaver: viv ovdTos 0 daipwv Kat 
/ \ 

Tov vpérepov Bactréa NeAaByxe, kal Baxyever te Kal bro TOD 

@cod paivetat. 

a a \ y TH oTpatin Ta tOotev. 

-T@® Devry. 
4 & 

\Aéyor Tordde. 

| better according to them to have ignored 
tthe existence of such a deity. 

12. S&erpyotevoe. An dat dey. (vox 
inihili, L. & S.), but almost certainly 
ithe true reading, the MSS. giving 
| dterphoreve, empnoteuae, dtewicrevoe, and 
| Stein’s emendation being far the happiest 
((Al. Gtedpjoreve, dredpnrérevoe, duerré- 
tomevce, Siédpn evreibey <évOctrev ?>), 
‘Stein explains the word as a popular 
‘expression (‘‘aus der derben Volks- 
ssprache”) meaning probably ‘taunt,’ 
‘“chaff’ (hohnen, spotten). 

19. @lfacos, ‘ procession.’ 
80. 3. Thpew. It isa little curious that 

‘Teres and Sitalkes should be named here 
sas though they were well-known persons 
‘who required no introductions, their 
i speaking for themselves. When 
Thucydides (2. 29) has occasion to men- 

‘tion Teres he adds: 6 6¢ Typns obros 6 
t700 Lirddxov warnp mp&ros ’Odpicas thy 
peyarnv Bactrelay él mrelov ras &dAns 
Opdxns érolnce. Thuc, indeed has so 
little confidence in his readers that he 
thinks it necessary to guard against a 
eh confusion between Teres, father of 
italkes, and Tereus, husband of Prokne! 

Blakesley, referring to 7. 137, argues 
that 7. 137 was written before Sitalkes 

8 Pe >? / 4 > \ © / 
Ot HY éTroleeTO, KaTadevyer és THY Opnixny. 
1? la) / \ “ / 

Oxtapacddys tadta éeotpateveto éml tHy Opnixny. 
A" aw 2. 7 > / / ¢ / / \ 

‘emi TO “lotp@ eyéveto, nvTiacay uw ot Opnixes, weddrovTwy OE 
AD EN e 4 SS / \ \ 0 10 

\avuTay auvarew éeTreurye YwTAaAKNS Tapa Tov KTAaLAcaony 
(73 / Pac, / > / An G) / 

tt del npuéas aGAAnAOY TrELpNUHVAaL ; ELS [LEV EV 

> , 5) , ¢ Nee IA sie N\ / ” 
et O€ poe amrioTéeTe, ErreaOe, Kal div eyo déEo. 

a a \ > \ \ ¢ 

elovto tav SKvOéwv of mpoectedtes, Kal avTovs avayaywv oO 
4 \ / nr 

Bopvobeveirns AdOpy el TUpyov KaTeice. 
A s ¢ Ss / \ 786 / € >; 50 / 

TS Ordow 0 VKvANS Kal eidoy pu Bakyevovta ot XKvGat, Kapta 
\ 4 ’ / > 66 de b) / / 

cuppopiy peyadnv érroimoayTo, éEeXOovres dé eonpawov trdacn 
a / ¢ / as 8€ peta tadra éEnravve 0 YKvrAnS 

a / \ b) \ > an 

és Oca Ta EwuTOd, of YKvOar TpooTHnaapevor TOV adEeApeEeov aUTOv 
1 / n / / >’ / "Oxtapacddnyv, yeyovota éx ths Tnpew Ovyatpos, émavictéato 

> / \ / \ 
émreite O€ TapHle ovV 

> Oe 0a ° SMEVOV €T EWUTO KAL THY aLTinv 0 5é palav TO yivopevoy ém’ éEwvTe a) n 

muOopmevos S€ 6 
> / \ évreite O€ 

became notorious; that this notoriety 
was acquired after Sitalkes joined the 
Athenian alliance, which he did in the 
first year of the Peloponnesian war; and 
that this passage was written after 7. 
137. If that were so, this passage would 
be one of the last additions to the work 
of Hdt. by the author, though, as Si- 
talkes cannot be supposed to be dead, it 
would have been added lefore 8. 160. 
But the notoriety of Sitalkes and Teres 
dated long before the Peloponnesian 
war: it would be strange if this passage 
inserted here, referring to events certainly 
prior to the extradition of Nikolaos and 
Aneristos, had been obtained and inserted 
by Hat. after the passage in Bk. 7, and 
Blakesley’s argument overlooks the 
possibility of the two stories being from 
different and independent sources, the ter- 
minology of which Hdt. has adopted. 

7. ért t® "Iorpw. Inferentially the 
boundary between Scythia and Thracia. 

9, els pév pev ths dSeAdefis sats. 
Sitalkes, son and successor of Teres, 
was mother’s brother (avunculus) 
to Oktamasades, the Thracian mother 
of Oktamasades being apparently full 
sister to Sitalkes. In any case his con- 
nexion with Skyles was remote, the 

20 

80 
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a J a a 10 THS adehdens mais, eves bé peu adedpedr. 
a \ > PEI \ \ \ n TOUTOV, Kal éy® Gol Tov cov LKUAnY Tapadlowp: oTparuy be 

/ \ pynte ov Kivdvvedons pnt éyd.” 
/ 

ETEKNPUKEVETO* HV 
LuTarKew mTeheuyds. 

SKvXnpv. 

latter being son of a Greek lady. (Stein 
oddly makes Sitalkes ‘‘miitterlicher 
Oheim Beider, des Skyles und des Okta- 
masades.’”’) He died in 424 B.c. Thue. 4. 
101. 

10. adedpedy. Possibly as Stein sug- 
gests Sparadokos, Thuc. 2. 101, whose 
son Seuthes succeeded, 4. 101. 

18. ottw. Hdt. we may suspect draws 
hardly the full and correct moral of this 
story. Oktamasades is a near relative to 
Sitalkes. The two relatives are each 
holding a throne, the one as pretender, 
the other against a pretender, both any- 
way against possible rivals: and each 
by an exchange of prisoners has it in 
his power to secure his own possession. 
In the dethronement of Skyles there is 
much apparently of dynastic intrigue 
and personal quarrel, though prejudice 
may have been raised against him as 
‘Hellenic.? Even this feeling may 
have had as much policy as religion in 
it. Cp. Introduction, § 22. 

81. 1. éyevdpny, z.e. when I was making 
my inquiries ;—when, where, and from 
whom he made inquiry, Hdt. unfortu- 
nately doesnot say. Such omissions are 
to be ascribed not to a wish on the his- 
torian’s part to exaggerate his own 
authority, but rather to a certain laxity 
in his canons of evidence: ep. Intro- 
duction, § 20. 

3. @s BkbOas evar, ‘genuine Scyths,’ 
‘Scyths properly so called.’ In 2. 
8 ovxért moddOv xXwplov. Ss elvar Al- 
yomrov is exactly parallel, cp. 2. 135 
where ay is added. As to the matter 

yap mapa te “Oxtapacdoy 

0 6€ "Oxrapacdédns Katawéer Tadra, 
15 €xd0vs O€ Tov éwuTOD pujtpwa LiTdden edraBe roy ddeddedv 

kal Suradkns pev TwaparaBov rov aderdeov amrnyero, 
LKvrAew 88 "Oxrapacddns adrod TaUTN améTape THY KEhadjy. 
oUTm pev TepicTérAAoVvoL Ta odhérepa vopwata LKiOat, Toicr bé 
Tapaxt@pévorot Eewvixovs vouovs ToradTa éritipia SiOodTL. 

8] TIhHO0s Sé TO LevOdwv ovK olos Te éeyevouny atpeKéws 
Tvbécbat, adda Stapdpous Aoyous ep) ToD apLOpod Hxovov* Kab 
yap Kdpta todXovs elvai odeas Kal dréiyous ws YKiOas eivar. 
TogoVveE pévTOL amépawwov jou &s drpwv. 

av 6€ pot ambos 

TadTd of Téuabas 0 LuTadKns 
adedpeos 

/ 

gots petaev BopuaGéveos 

Thuc. 1. 97 commits himself to the 
former view: and oddly enough Hdt. 
commits himself similarly in regard to 
the Thracians, 5. 3 infra. See note 
there: and in regard to the Indi 3. 94. 
A reconciliation of the two statements ~ 
here is not difficult, if the population 
of the territory, more or less subject 
to the Scyths, be distinguished from the ~ 
Scyths proper, or nomad Scyths, or even ~ 
royal Scyths, who were not perhaps — 
‘the most numerous’ but the only ~ 
genuine Scyths. Cp. cc. 19, 20 supra, 
and Appendix I. 

4, roosvSe pévror airéhatvdy por és 
dw. A good deal depends on the exact ~ 
meaning of this sentence. It has gener- 
ally been taken to prove that Hdt. — 
visited this spot Exampaios, and had ~ 
seen the bronze krater described below. 
But grammatically the words fully admit — 
of another interpretation. Hdt. uses the © 
imperfect of actions which were projected 
but not performed or accomplished : so e.g. 
éutcOodro map’ ovk éxd.ddvTos Thy avAjy 1. 
68; méuparres .. és Ddpdis xpuody wvéovTo 
1. 69 ; éreOUunoe THs xAavldos Kal abrip 
mpocehOwy wréero 3. 139 ; of dvTiBevodbpevor 
“Eddie e&etpyov pv 5. 22; dvérebe mdv- — 
ras Kumplous cwarloracba 5.104. Add 
galvovot in c. 82 infra, which certainly — 
does not mean ‘‘they succeeded in show- 
ing me.” It is obvious, then, that in this — 
passage Hdt. does not clearly say that 
he saw the krater at Exampaios. He 
only says: ‘They were for showing “— 
‘offered to show me.’ The point of his 
assertion is not his autopsy, but their 
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argument, and the form of his expression 
is also remarkable. (He does not put it 
as elsewhere avrds és dye dmixduevos aut 
sim. ep. c. 195 infra, Introduction, § 20. ) 
His expression discredits their argument, 
not the existence of the krater of Exam- 
paios: Hdt., while accepting what he 
heard of the existence of this vast krater, 

‘ apparently does not think much of it 
as an optical demonstration of the num- 

_ her of the Seyths, nor commit himself to 
the story of its origin. But he does not 

doubt its existence in situ at the moment 
of writing (xéerac) nor assert that it was 
there when he visited the place (ékeiro). 

| Stein explains the subject of drépawov as 
| of émcxwproe from 1. 13 infra, but supplies 
| of Tuptrac as the subject of ¢alvovat, c. 82. 
This is inconsequent. If Tuptra: be the 
subject of galyover it may just as well be 
‘the subject of dwrégaivov, or amépawwov 
jmay have a different subject from @eyov 
sand from ¢alvover. Even if of émeydpror, 
(or émixwpio, be supplied as subject to 
‘dwépawvoy it would not be necessary to 
‘conclude that Hdt. visited Exampaios, 
tor saw the krater. 

If it be argued that the natural way of 
tunderstanding this passage is the way in 
‘which it has been generally understood, 
Il admit so much. But the question is 
‘whether the view here advanced is not 
ttenable as a grammatical and logical ex- 
position of the passage, and materially 
ecoherent with the general evidences in 
rregard to Hdt.’s visit to the Pontos. 
lif the passage implies a visit to Exam- 
ppaios, which yet is not directly asserted, 
mit raises the question of Hdt.’s honesty 
and character as a historian: but if 

ait is conceivable that he might have 
penned this passage without having been 
to Exampaios, and without wishing it 
to be supposed that he had been to 
FExampaios, cadit quaestio. Op. Intro- 
duction, § 21. 

6. tod . . elxov, ac. in c. 52 supra: 
compare with this the use of the same 
iphrase in c. 79 of a statement made 
ive lines higher, and it is difficult to 
believe that the four passages were 
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. a / n / n 

peydbe’ xa EEarAHoLOY TOD ert oTopats Tod IlovTou KpnTHpos, 
/ 

tov Ilavoavins 0 KXeou8porouv avébnxe. Os O€ pn El0e K@ 

originally in the relation in which we now 
find them to one another: the first rod 
kat é\lyov xr. referring to a statement 
five lines up; the second referring back 
over this statement to a statement up- 
wards of 400 (404) lines before (reckoned 
in Stein’s ed. 1884). 
ec. 78-80, may have been inserted after 
the original composition of the passages 
+52, 81. But the mystery of the original 
order of composition is well-nigh in- 
soluble. Cp. Introduction, § 21. 

8. xadkhiov, a bronze. Cp. ¢. 152 
infra. 1. 68 it is used ina different sense 
(‘asmithy’). This Scythian krater is six 
times the size of one at the Bosporos 
(which held therefore only about 100 
amphoreis). Assuming the dpudopeds 
here to be the same measure as the 
Attic werpnrjs (see Hultsch, Metrologie?, 
p. 101) which was= 39-89 litres, or about 
9 gallons, 600 would = 239-37 hektolitres, 
or upwards of 5000 gallons. It has been 
calculated that this krater would have 
weighed upwards of 40,000 (41,000) old 
French pounds, and that no modern 
cast could be compared to it except the 
great bell in the Kremlin at Moscow, 
vid. Baehr. On the Bosporos, in the 
third century B.0., this krater was still to 
be seen: the story then ran that it was 
older than the time of Pausanias, and 
that he had appropriated and rededicated 
it in his own name. So Nymphis of 
Herakleia apud Athenaeum, p. 536 (7. 9). 
Cp. the story of Pausanias and a 
similar act at Delphi, Thuc. 1. 132 
(which might be regarded as a con- 
firmation or as a source of the story 
in Athenaeus); or the conduct of the 
Lacedaemonians in the case of the golden 
meptppavThpoy 1. 51. Such plagiarisms 
were common with the Pharaohs, Cp. 
Wiedemann, Aegypt. Gesch. i. 87. 

It is curious that Hat. should not refer 
to the silver krater, dedicated by Kroisos 
at Delphi, 1. 51, which so many of his 
readers or hearers would have seen, and 
which was as nearly as possible the same 
size as the Scythian bronze. 

10, 8s 88 pr eS. Cp. formula, cc. 74 

fal A V4 / / 9 ta) 8 

Te ToTamnov Kal “Tardis yapos, ovvoua Sé of éore “KEapratos: 5 
a / / / / 3 

Tod Kal ONiy@ TL MpOTEpoY TOvTWY pYHuNY elyov, PapeEvos EV 
> a / ¢ n a > > on. \ eo 5) / \ avuTe xpnvnv vdaTos mLKpov elvat, dm’ is 7 dp arroppéov TOV 

? lal , / €v TOUTM TO YOpw KéeTAL YaKNLOY, 

~ 

The story of Skyles, ~ 

Oo 
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A ® / € TodToV, Hde Onroow' éLaKxoolovs audopéas ebmeréws yopéer TO 
b) / / / A \ lal év LKvOnor yarunvov, mayos S& ro LKvOvKdyv rTodTo XONKN OV 

fa) @ /- 
TOUTO wy éeyoV ol emLYM@pLOL ATO apdlov 

Bovopevoy yap tov ohérepov Bacihéa, TA odvoma 
3 NA cb a O/ \ A \ ae / 15 eivat Aptavrav, rodToy eldévas TO TAHO0S TO LKvOéwv Kerevew 

/ / / 4 \ n la) puv wavras XKvOas apdw Exacrov plav [amd Tod dcT0d] Koploa: 
a EN \ 
Os 0 ay ur Kopion, Odvarov arelnee. 

\ b / / / ToAdov apdiwy cai of doEar é& adtéwy pvnwoovvoy TomoayTt 

éore SaxTinwv é€. 
yevéo Oat. 

Numéc Oat. 

TOD SKvOéwv HKovov. 
82 Oapdova dé » yop adTn ovK yet, yopls 7) bTt ToTapoUs TE 

TOM@ peylotovs Kal apiOuov mAéeiatous. 
n rn n n a&vov Kal mapeE TOV ToTaayv Kal ToD peydeos ToD Tediov 

mapéyeTa, elpnoetat: tyvos “Hpaxréos daivovar év mrétpn éveor, 
\ + \ / > / 7 \ \ / / \ 5 TO ove prev Bnuate avdpos, éots dé TO péyalos Simnyv, Tapa 
\ / / 

tov Tupny mrorapov. 

83 Ilapackevafopuévou Aapetou émt trols YxtOas nat émiméeu- | 

supra, 99 infra (ds dé. . uh maparreé- 
mAwke). The implication is strongly in 
favour of Hdt.’s having seen the krater 
of Pausanias. Cp. Introduction, § 21. 

15. “Aptavrav. Gutschmid (£ncl. B. 
xxi.9 578 n.+) dates the florwit of this 
king to the time of the Scythian embassy 
to Sparta, 6. 84 infra: obscurum per 
obscurius. As bronze arrow-heads are 
found in Scythian tombs, the story of 
the ‘primitive census’ has verisimilitude. 
The number of arrow-heads to a pound 
(old French) x 41,000 would give the 
number of the Scythians, though only 
presumably adult males (archers). 

17. Xpfjpa. 1. 36, 3. 109, 180. 
20. ratra may cover all back to 

roobvbe pevro., or even to kal yap Kdpra. 
In either case the #xovoy militates against 
the inference that Hdt. had been to 
Exampaios or seen the krater of 
Ariantas. 

82. 1.  Xepq atryn must obviously be 
used in the widest sense to include all 
Scythia at least; but Hdt.’s negation 
carries no inference as to his travels in 
the land. The size of the plain has 
nowhere been insisted on: were it not 
hinted in ¢. 23, one might suspect kal 
Tod peydbeos 7. medlov for an insertion. 
On the plain vid. quotations in Rawlin- 
son, iii. p. 41 n. 8, and note to dc. 

/ / \ n la) €x TovTéwy b7 [iv TO YAaAKHLOV TroVnTAaL TOTO Kal 
? tal \ lal n 

20 avabeivar és tov ’Kéaprraiov rodrov. 

rn / fee tL 

TOUTO [LGV VUVY TOLODTO éoTL, avaBnoopat 
bea b) \ eh) \ BA / / é €5 TOV KaT apyas hia NEEwY oyov. 

KoprcOnval re 6 yphya 

TadTa dé Tepl ToU mAnOeEos 

TO 6€ aTobapdacat 

The rivers and the plain were certainly — 
two broad features which might well 
astonish a Greek accustomed to the ~ 
streams of Hellas proper, or even of Ionia, — 
and their mountain-valleys. The tyvos — 
‘Hp. seems rather a bathos thereafter. ~ 
Hdt. by no means says he has seen this 
wonder, and Stein is divided between of — 
émixwptot and of Tupira: as subject for — 
galvovct. As Herakles was not a © 
Scythian divinity, and as his mark in ~ 
the rock would have the same moral as ~ 
the Herakleid legend above cc. 8-10, viz. — 
to establish a claim for the Greeks, we — 
may be pretty sure that it was Greeks, — 
of Tyras or elsewhere, who acted as show- 
men in this case, though the presence of — 
Herakles may signify a Phoenician trade- — 
route. Cp. cc. 8, 59 supra. 

5. Strnxv. Same size as the shoe 
of Perseus in Egypt 2. 91. He pede 
Herculem: it follows that the one hero ~ 
was about the same superhuman size as 
the other. A foot of two cubits would — 
give a height of about twelve cubits: or 
upwards of 18 feet. . 

7. Aéyov. The story of the Scythian 
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al / r \TovTos ayyédous émitaEovtas Tolot pév melov oTpaTov, Totct 
rS\ t / a dé / ‘al \ e / Bo 168 véas mapéyew, Totor Sé SevyvvcPar tov Opnixiov Booropor, 

> \ / 

"ApradBavos o ‘“Yordotreos, adedhdeds éewv Aapelov, exypnuite 

ndapas adbrov otpatniny éml XKvOas rovéecOar, Kataréyov TOV 5 
; \ / xvOéwv tHv arropiny. 

| ¢ 

aTroNcAvcOat* oO 

supra, and on the story of the Scythic 
expedition see Appendix III. 

emuréstrovTos, ‘sending on.’ 
_ 2. toto. 8 véas. Apparently Ionians 

bor Hellenes only: but see c. 87 infra. 
PPhoenician vessels do not appear in the 
Aegean until the Ionian Revolt. Cp. (5. 
(08) 6. 6 infra. But their absence on 
she preseut occasion is curious. 

3, Totot 8 fetyvucfar. Probably 
Hiellenes, as appears cc. 87, 88 infra, 
hough Phoenician engineers were after- 
ards employed, in conjunction with 

ireeks, by Xerxes on the canal at 
ithos 7. 23, and Phoenicians and 
tgyptians on the bridges over Helles- 
sont 7. 34. The Bosporos (wrongly 
osphoros) still bears the name 

ipnixcov, to distinguish it from the 
-immerian Bosporos (straits of Yenikale): 
pp. ce. 12, 28 supra, 100 infra. 
4. *ApréfBavos has already an old 
sead on comparatively young shoulders. 
thirty years afterwards he reappears to 
uamp the military ambition of Xerxes, 

10, where he is represented as re- 
ing to the advice he is here reported 

‘have given to Dareios. Cp. also c. 
i3 infra. Such advice comes better 

som the uncle to the nephew, than from 
€ younger to the elder brother. 
5. airdy, ‘in person.’ Cp. ¢. 1 supra. 
karahéywv. Used here in a some- 

what remarkable way, as only one single 
ular is specified : perhaps Hdt. had 

ready robbed Artabanos of his items 
_ the passages quoted below. In 7 

beion waca xwWpy c. 28 supra the 
scount embraces many particulars, as 

i more obviously in cc. 50, 95, 114, 
58. Cp. specially 6. 36, 6. 53. 
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6. tiv daroplyv. In 7. 10 Artabanos 
explains this: dvdpas ovdapdie ys doru 
véuovras. Cp. ¢..46 supra roto yap mre 
dorea pare Telyea . . Auaxol te kal 
dmopo. mpoomicyet. Op. also the re- 
marks of Gobryas c. 134 infra. (From 
another point of view the Scythians 
were remarkable for a certain evzopla, 
c. 59 supra.) 

8. Yotowy. The capital of Elam had 
been adopted or retained as one of the 
royal residences by Dareios, if not by 
Kyros. Cp. note to 5. 49 infra. We 
hear little in the Greek authors before 
the age of Alexander of Persian capitals 
proper. It does not seem probable that 
the orpards started from Susa : a rendez- 
vous would have been appointed : cp. 6. 
95, 7. 26. 

84, 2. OidBaftos  eey0y  Aapelov. 
Xerxes on a similar provocation at Sardes 
(see the anecdote of Pythios, 7. 38, 39) is 
content to execute one out of a family 
of five sons: but then he gives Pythios 
‘a bit of his mind’; which is perhaps 
necessary, in order that proper emphasis 
should be laid upon the conduct of 
Xerxes, who was bound to leave nothing 
undone in the despot’s réle. Other 
circumstances in the anecdote of Xerxes 
may be taken to subserve the same 
unconscious purpose. But the action of 
Dareios is the more savage, though not 
on that account the more probable. It 
is even possible that it is a replica of 
the anecdote of Xerxes. (Cp. Introduc- 
tion, pp. lxy. ff.) 

6. tods érl tottwy érertedtas. Op. 
7. 39 roto. mpoceréraxro Tatra mphocew : 
7. 36 rotor wpocéxerro atrn ) dxapis Timi}. 
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8. avrod ratty. In Susa. 
85. 2. Kadxndovlys. Cp. c. 144 infra. 

The journey from Susa to the Bosporos is 
lightly regarded here: did not the king 
winter on the way, as Xerxes at Sardes in 
481-0 B.c.? Cp. Introduction, p. xxxv. n. 

3. véa. Presumably a Greek ship ; 
but whose ? 

4, Kvavéas. mdarykras 64 rou rds ye 
Oeol pdkapes Kadéovow Od. 12. 61, alias 
ZuuwAnyddes, EHurip. Medeia 2. Hdt. 
appears to doubt their former mobility. 

5. érl plo. An emendation for ip or 
7@ lpm. No temple has been mentioned. 
Some would emend ip@ into ixplw the 
deck or poop of the ship. But tkpia (rd) 
is the only form recognised : the singular 
here would be unique (ep. 5. 16 infra) 
and the remark in any case feeble. The 
temple of Zeus Urios must be meant, 
if the reading r@ ip@ be retained. 

6. awavrwv. Hdt. evidently does 
not think of the Mediterranean as one 
méhayos but as made up of several rehdyy. 
Cp. the last words of the chapter. 
The Pontos is made more than twice 
too long in this estimate, the straight 
line from the Bosporos to the Phasis 
being only about 630 miles (5500 stades) 
instead of 1280 miles (11,100 st.). It may 
be said of course that Hdt. is following 
the coast line, and bases his estimate 
on the time occupied by sailing, cp. c. 
86. In that case he must have vastly 
overrated the way made under sail, as the 
distance ‘‘ even following the sinuosities 
of the coast” does not exceed 7000 stades 
(800 m.). These figures are taken from 
Rawlinson, who asserts that Hdt. ‘‘ had 
probably been himself fromthe Bosphorus 
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(sic) to the Phasis in a sailing ship.” If 
that were so, how did Hdt. come to take 
the Phasis as the eastern boundary of 
the north coast of Asia minor, and 
apparently to think of that coast as — 
much straighter than it is? Cp. c. 38 
supra. 

7. td 8 edpos instead of being 3300 — 
stades (380 miles) is about 2340 stades ~ 
(270 miles). . 

9, rd ordpa is now rather more than ~ 
six, but the passage may have been — 
widened by the current. 

10. 6 adxHv looks like a gloss specially — 
with 76 following, and might have been 
supplied frome. 118 infra. Stein suggests © 
that the Pontos was regarded as the © 
trunk and the Propontis as the head, ~ 
and so the Bosporos becomes the neck: 
but the parallel of the Danube disposes 
of such exact analogy, c. 89 infra. The 
120 stades, an understatement ; thelength © 
being about 16 miles (140 st.). 

12. IIpotrovriSa. As a rule Hdt. 
does not distinguish the Propontis from 
the Hellespont, vide c. 38 supra. So, for 
example, he calls the inhabitants of 
Perinthos Hellespontians 5. 1 infra. 
This passage may have been written 
with fuller knowledge of the character 
of the waterway between the Aegean 
and Huxine, gained by his own voyage. ~ 

13. ebpos . . pikos. R. corrects the 
breadth to 440 st. (c. 50 m.) taking the 
line from Perinthos to Plakia; and the 
length to 1000 st. or{115 m. 

The length of the Hellespont is “‘a 
nearly as possible 40 miles (about 34 
stades)”: its breadth is now about one 
mile (82 stades). 
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14. karadiSoi és, ‘opens down into...’ 
15. The accusative ora8lovs is curious. 

EKriiger proposed én’ érra o., Stein the 
ggenitive. 

86. 1. pepérpnrar. Cp. infra, wor pe- 
péarat. The expression does not in 

any way carry with it the inference that 
dt. had performed the voyage ; it only 
asserts that he has made a calculation, 
bbased on certain data which he indicates. 
He is probably correct in estimating the 
voyage from the Bosporos to the Phasis 

as nine days and eight nights (not 
allowing for obstruction or delay) and 
the passage from the Thermodon to 
SSindike at three-days and two nights: 
bie goes astray in taking the distance 
performed by a sailing ship in twenty- 
cour hours as equal to 13,000 fathoms, 
bor 1300 stades (2. 149), nearly 150 
miles. Generally 1000 stades (115 miles) 
ems to have been reckoned as a twenty- 
our hours voyage. Cp. Smith, Dict. 
Antig.? p. 755. 
_ 2. For paxpnpeply there is good MSS. 
suthority. 
4, mem. An error; the great- 
st length being from bay of Burghaz 
Apollonia) to the Phasis, about 700 

es (over 6000 stades). 
. ZwvSixAjs is an obvious emendation 

my Wesseling for ivducjs. Cp. c. 28 supra. 
12, Van H. brackets the first otros 
nd drops the second. The apparatus 
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of the editors here leaves something to 
be desired, but the passages cited by van 
H. and quoted by Stein ed. maj. from 
Cramer, Anecd. Oxon. i. 287, Htym. M. 
p. 578, 43 suggest some doubt as to the 
ultimate source of this chapter. 

13. mwapéxetat.. IIdvrov. Stein thinks 
this last sentence is a later addition: 
what, only the last sentence? Perhaps 
the whole passage from rpicxidvor supra 
or from éxarév éort, in c. 85. 

15. Mavfris. At present the Sea of 
Azof is not much more than one-twelfth 
the size of the Black Sea. It is 
reasonable on such a matter to suppose 
that Hdt. made a mistake rather than 
enlarge the Palus Maeotis in the time of 
Hdt. to ‘‘an area four or five times as 
great as it has at present” (Rawlinson), 
an enlargement which would still leave 
the Palus much too small for the position. 
How should Hdt. have had accurate 
knowledge of its size? The name has 
been derived from the tribe of Moeetae 
or Maeetae, whom Rawlinson would 
connect with the Sauro-Matae. Maeotae 
a quibus lacus nomen accepit, Plin. 
4. 26, 10. Inscriptions of the Bosporane 
kingdom give the form of the name as 

_ Matra, cp. Dittenberger, Sylloge, Nos. 
103, 104 (C.7.G. 2118, 2119). The folk 
is mentioned ec, 128 infra. 

prtnp. Strabo 214 ad fin. quotes 
Polybios as saying that the Timavus was 
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locally called ryyiv kal unrépa THs Oadde- 
ons (Adriatic). The ‘large’ lake from 
which the Hypanis was said to rise is 
called c. 52 supra pajrnp ‘Trdvios. In 
the case of the P. Maeotis a popular 
Greek etymology (ata) may have 
suggested, or enforced the metaphor. 

87. 1. @s @efhoato, ‘when he was done 
beholding .. .’ 

3. orndas. Perhaps one (in cunei- 
form) on the Asiatic and the other on 
the European side? Or were both on 
the European side, as we might infer 
from the action of the Byzantines 
described just below? One might have 
expected bilingual inscriptions, 7.¢. both 
languages on the same stone. In any 
case such inscriptions would furnish 
information to Hdt., or to his sources 
(cp. 5. 86, and Introduction, p. lxxxiii). 

4, Alov Aevkod. Marble, c. 79 supra. 
*"Acoipia, ze. cuneiform, Persian. 

‘‘Hdt. is no doubt inaccurate when he 
speaks here of Assyrian letters” R. 
How, when, and where was the numbering 
effected? Obviously before these in- 
scriptions were cut. The record in ec. 
92 infra looks like a rude attempt at 
enumeration. The passage before us 
here is perhaps part of an addition 
made after Hdt. had visited the Pontos. 

5. hye 8¢ mdvra xrd. Like Xerxes. 
This generality should imply that 
Phoenicians, Egyptians, Cyprians were 
serving: how if not on the fleet? But 
in any case the phrase is a patent 
exaggeration. 700,000 including the 
cavalry is given as the number realised 
by the general Levée of the Persian 
empire at this time. This is a mere 
trifle compared to the Jlevée en masse 
effected by Xerxes Bk. 7. The number 
of jships is here 600. In the Mara- 
thonian campaign there are also 600 
ships, triremes, 6. 95 infra. Cp. note ad 
l.c. No nation or people is named in this 

THO’ [Lev 

story as contributing ships to the fleet ~ 
except the Greeks (lonians, Acolians, 
Hellespontines). The Ionian fleet at 
Lade some eighteen years afterwards 
numbered only 353. See 6. 8 infra. © 
It is very improbable that the 600 
vessels employed on the Scythic cam- 
paign can have been supplied exclusively © 
by Greeks. Cp. c. 89 infra. Phoenician ~ 
and perhaps Egyptian vessels were in- — 
cluded, cp. 3. 19 for Phoenician fleet 
under Kambyses, 7. 89, 8. 90 under © 
Xerxes, Aegyptians 7. 89, 8. 17. But 
the sources used by Hdt. ignored all © 
but the Greek vessels, for the Scythian © 
expedition. 

8. torepov. How long after? Hdt. 
apparently does not know, or he would, we © 
may suppose, have been more exact (cp. ~ 
6. 118): nor is he apparently aware of 
the tradition that a similar act of defiance ~ 
was perpetrated by the Kalchedonians ~ 
on the Asiatic side. Ktesias § 17 (ed. 
Gilmore, p. 151). Stein suggests on the © 
strength of this passage that the date was 
immediately after the failure of the ex- — 
pedition. (But was it a failure?) Cp.” 
however c. 143 infra ; and Appendix III. 

9. Ths “OpSwolns “Apr. Stein, n.- 
ad 1., connects the worship of Artemis 
Orthosia at Byzantiony with the 
Dorian colonisation from the metro- 
polis Megara, and appears to regard this 
deity as popular with Dorians. Schreiber, 
in Roscher’s Lexikon 585, contents him- 
self with describing Artemis Orthia as 
of purely Hedlenic origin (‘‘eine . . .~ 
ihrem Ursprunge nach rein hellenische 
Gestalt”). The identification of Artemis 
Orthia with Iphigeneia (ep. ec. 3 
infra) and her connexion with Orestes” 
and Agamemnon disprove a specifically 
Dorian character, though no dont the 
cult was found and adopted, with more 
or less of modification, in Sparta and 
Megara, and other places where the 
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1Dorians pushed in. The primitive 
localisation of the cult at Lemnos (old 
yname of Lemnos, Taurike, Schreiber, op. 
ec. 586) may be safely taken back to a 
yprae-Hellenic epoch. The idea that 
}Byzantion was genuinely Dorian because 
)Megara was its metropolis is on a par 
wwith the theory that Kyrene was Dorian 
tbecause Thera was its metropolis, vide 
\infra ce. 147 fi. 

If the Phoenicians penetrated into 
tthe Pontos before the Greeks, it is 
pprobable that they carried their cults 
of ‘ Artemis’ and ‘ Herakles’ with them 
(ep. notes c. 82 supra). When colonists 
om Hellas arrived, they found cults 

already established, which they rightly 
identified with cults they had left 
hbehind, the religions in Peloponnese, 
bin the islands, on Hellespont and 
EBosporos comprising elements that 
mvere there established long prior to the 
advent of the Dorians, and foreign, if 
nnot anterior, to the Hellenic settlement. 

Orthosia: the cult was ascetic and 
ensual. Schreiber, op. c, 586, suggests 

i phallic origin for the title, comparing 
onysos Orthos, the dp@la UBpis of the 

Ass, Pindar Pyth. 10, 32, and Aristoph. 
ysistr. 944 (cp. dp8a 2. 51). We may 

uid that the dvodopBds Astrabakos was 
aid to have found the lost image of 
Artemis Orthia, and to have gone out 

f his mind thereon. Pausan. 3. 16. 
See for Astrabakos 6. 69 infra. Yet the 

ypothesis looks awkward in regard to 
emale title, though it may be preferred 

© Preller’s suggestion (Gr. Myth. i.8 
90) that the title was derived from the 
ff columnar character of the archaic 

ges of the goddess, a characteristic 
was not confined to the fava in 
n. 
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Rawlinson understands ’A. 6. to be 
**Diana (sic) who had established or 
preserved their city. (Compare the 
Latin ‘ Jupiter Stator.’)” As a matter 
of fact Dionys. Halic. uses Op@cv0s Leds 
for the Latin Jupiter Stator, 2. 50. Jup. 
Stator however is not the founder, 
establisher, or preserver of cities, but 
a god of battle. Livy 1. 198. Op. 
Preller, Rom. Myth. vol. i. p. 351, 
and vol. ii. p. 198 (where Stator item 
Conservator and item depulsor are given 
from C.I. £.). 
May we not venture to regard A. 

Orthosia as a later and more ethical 
form of A. Orthia? ‘he tirst place 
where the title occurs is in Pindar, OJ. 
3. 30, B.c. 476. The derivation of the 
title from a mountain in Arcadia named 
Orthion (Schol. to Pindar) is worthy 
of a Scholiast, and is refuted by the 
alternative : #ro Tp dp0ovcn Tas yuvatkas 
kal els owrnplay éx T&v ToKETaY ayovon, 
an alternative which has at least the 
merit of a reference to recognised 
functions of Artemis. 

12. 6 x@pos. The description reads 
very like autopsy, ep. Introduction, § 21, 

14, ipod. Op. c. 85 supra. 
88.1. ho Gels. Dareios’ progress through 

Thrace is a succession of delights: the 
Despot was in excellent humour: see 
further c. 91 infra, hodels TS rorapd, 
and &. 97 Kdpra dé HoOn rp yap. 

2. mao. Séka. Stein compares 9. 
81, and warns against taking the words 
literally (as R. does). 

5. ypaypapevos. Can any one doubt 
that Hdt. saw this picture in the Heraion, 
or that stories connected with it have 
found their way into his narrative? How 
much of the story of the campaign may 
be due to Samian sources it is impossible 

xopis evds NOov: ovTos dé KaTEerelhOn mapa Tod Atovicou Tov I0 
vnov év Bufavtio, ypaypatov ’Acavpiwv mréos. 
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cupBarropévo, pécov éott Bufavtiov te Kal tod éml cropate 
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to determine exactly: but this picture 
has to be reckoned with. Samos had 
passed first of the islands into the Persian 
empire, 3. 1389. On its engineers cp. 3. 
60. The greatest work at Samos, the 
water tunnel and duct, so accurately 
described by Hdt. dc. (cp. H. F. 
Tozer, Islands of the Aegean, pp. 168 
ff.), was the work of a Megarian, by 
name Eupalinos, son of Naustrophos, of 
whom we know nothing further. The 
work may have been executed under 
Polykrates. Rhoekos (3. 60), Telekles 
(3. 41), Theodoros (1. 51, 3. 41), or the 
two Theodori (see K. O. Miller, 
Ancient Art, E. Tr. p. 31, Overbeck, 
Schriftquellen, §§ 273 ff.), Mandrokles 
were native Samians, Was the remark- 
able painting, here put on record, the 
work of a Samian? Hdt. unfortunately 
omits the painter’s name. It was not 
from the hand of Mandrokles (ypawdpevos 
mid. ), though he may have himself com- 
posed the epigram (€mypapas, but cp.c. 91 
infra) as well as the pontoon. Whether 
the picture was a wall-painting or a 
iva is not definitely stated : presumably 
the former. The Heraion was a treasury 
of votive offerings 1. 70, and ce. 152 
infra. In Strabo’s time it was a veritable 
arvaxodykn, the collections indeed having 

overflowed the temple proper (p. 637). 
89. 2. Swpnodpevos. . SiéBarve. This 

would seem to imply that the session or 

review of Dareios took place on the 
Asiatic side. The passage of the Great 

King on to European soil for the first 
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time is an historic moment of the ~ 
highest interest, and a modern historian — 
would be likely to improve the occasion: 
but Hdt. is too good a story-teller to 
overdo such situations. Besides, he was 
reserving, if he had not already expended, 
his strength for the nearer and more 
thrilling parallel in the case of Xerxes. 

4. és tov “Iorpov. One might sup- 
pose the mouth of the river was meant. 
Cp. ec. 97 infra. 

5. fryov. Not by any means neces- — 
sarily ‘‘furnished the chief strength” — 
(R.), though they may have ‘‘ formed the 
leading members” of the navy. Cp.c. — 
87 supra. 

7. Kvavéas. Two rocks to the north 
of the exit from the Bosporos. Cp. c. 85 
supra. . 

16%, local: cp. c. 120 infra. Hdt. 
knows elsewhere that there is a bay to 
the south of the mouth of the Danube, 
c. 99 infra, but hardly realises the full 
sweep of the coast, or he would not have 
measured the greatest length of the Pon- 
tos from the Bosporos, c. 85 supra. In 
any case the fleet apparently was to- 
make straight for the Ister. Cp. c. 99° 
mfra. 

9. tov adxéva. Not so called be- 
cause you can make a head on one 
side and a trunk onthe other, cp. c. 85 
supra, but because it was a narrow place 
which admitted of being ‘yoked’ or 
‘collared.’ On the topography see ¢. 
infra. 

11. Tedpov. See note next chapter. — 
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o 6€ Téapos réyeras 
G \ 4 / 3 A 5 / yA \ > 
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ldxeow dhépovta cal dn Kal avepace Kal immoiot Woépnv axécacbar. 
fal Lat , fs 

celal 8 adtod ai mnyat Sudv Séovoat Teccepdxovta, éx wéTpns 
a. 2 A es \ e \ rhe 4 bee \ e \ / 

‘THs avTHAS péoveat, Kal al pev avTewy elol Wuxpal ai dé Oepyai. 
, ¢ / / A 

050s 8 ém avtds éote ton €& “Hpaiov te modus Ths Tapa 
a a / rn 

‘TepivOe cal €€ “AroddXwvins tis ev TO Kvkcive rovre, dvdv 
L c 

uepéwv ExaTépn. éxdid00 dé 6 Téapos obtos és Tov KovrdSdecSov 
strotapmov, 6 S& Kovrddeados és tov “Aypidvnv, o dé ’Aypiayns 

90. 2. rv meptolkwy. These words do 
pnot prove that Hdt. himself visited the 
source of the Tearos: a local assertion 
probably reached him in Heraion, or 
PPerinthos, or Apollonia, if indeed it be 
mnot derived from a literary source, or 

e more than an inference. Cp. Intro- 
lduction, § 20. The geography of this 
poassage has hardly received in some 
Wyuarters the attention that might have 
boeen expected. The Geogr. Journal, 
11854, vol. 24, pp. 36 ff, contains a paper, 
Wotes on a Journey into the Balkans, or 
Wount Haemus, in 1847, by Lieut.-Gen. 

. Jochmus, in which the routes of 
Mareios, and of Alexander, 335 B.c. 
JArrian, Anabasis, 1, 1 ff.) are discussed. 
ffhe route of Dareios through Thrace 
eed him down to Perinthos, and then 
bnorthward to the ‘neck’ of the Danube. 
ide would have to pass the Balkan 
fHaimos), but of that Hdt. says nothing. 
‘ochmus claims to have made out the 
®8 sources of the Tearos near the 
jillages of Yene and _ Bunarhissar 
eeasily,’ in which case the Tearos 

3 the Simerdere, which has lost its 
aedicinal properties, though keeping 
he number of its springs, and 
mpparently its name (Dere, Deara). 
“ene is more than two days’ journey 
om either Erekli (Perinthos) or 
izeboli (Apollonia), being 70 miles 
om the former, and rather more 
om the latter. Plainly Hdt. can 
ardly have visited the springs. 

VOL, I 

. \ > / 

és tov “EBpov, o d€ és @ddaccav tHv wap Aivm mons. 
a \ / (J a ¢ 

|-rodtov @v Tov ToTamov amixopwevos o Aapelos ws éotparto- 
; an A / i \ an 

Ierredevcato, naOels TO ToTawe oTHnAnV EoTnoe Kal évOatTa, 
/ >? / / / vypdpuata eyyparpas Néyovta Tabe. 

° v / a 

Udwp apictov Te Kal KaddOTOY TapéyoVTaL TaVTwOY TOTALOV: 
. es eS | 2X Dit /f fe 5 ONAN DY / \ 5) \ x. / 
«al ér adtas atixeto éXatvvwv érl YKvOas oTpaToV avnp apLaTos 

\ / / b} 4, a ¢ ¢ / 

€ kal KadAdoTOS TavTav avOpdrav, Aapeios o “Cordorreos, 

pie AN 
€7Tb 

“'Tedpov trotamov Keharat Pp be 

6. “Hpalov. A Samian settlement 
(Etym. Mag.) west of Perinthos. 

9. “Aypiavns = Epyives or ‘Eplywr, 
the modern Ergene or Erkene. The 
Kontadesdos is apparently not identified 
(Jena? Forbiger, Alte Geographie, iii. 
1075). Hebros, modern Maritza, ‘‘ the 
greatest of the southern rivers” (of the 
Balkan peninsula). Stanford’s Hwrope, 
p. 312. 

10. Atve. Its site more exactly 
described 7. 58. Strabo 319 says its 
old name was Poltymbria. Cp. c. 93 
unfra. “Thue. 4.°28;°7.57; 

91. 3. Aobels. Cp. c. 88 supra. 
4. ypdppara éyypdwas. The active 

in such cases can only be on the principle 
qui facit per alium (cp. émvypdwas c. 88 
supra). Some persons fondly believe 
that this inscription or ‘‘a portion of 
this inscription” was in existence “a 
few years ago” (Rawlinson ad 1., Joch- 
mus, op. ¢.). That Dareios set up one 
or more inscriptions in Thrace is not 
unlikely: but that any Persian in- 
scription contained the lines preserved 
by Hat. is less likely. Cp. 1. 188 o7pa- 
Teverat 6€ OH PBacireds 6 péyas Kal 
girloe ed éoxevacuévos €& olkov Kal mpo- 
Bdaroot Kal dn Kal YOwp dard rod Xod- 
orew moranod dua dyerar Tov mapa Lovca 
péovros To} povvou mlver Bacideds kal d\Nov 
ovdevds morauo. The believers will also 
have it that the inscription was in cunei- 
form, though Hdt. does not say so (cp. 
c. 87 supra). 

F 
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Ilepcewy te Kal maons ths Hmelpov Bactreds.” 
évOadra éypadn. 

a \ > fal ¢ Aapetos Sé évbedrev opynOels amixero ém@ addov ToTapov 
fal v >A / b] A 8 \ "08 / ny. T® ovvowa “Aptnakos éaTt, 0s bia pvoéwy péer. 
\ \ \ > / / - On Tov ToTapov amLKopevos érrolnce ToLoVde’ atrodé~Eas ywpiov 
a LAY eb) UE / 7 / / / / TH oTpaTWn éKédeve TravTa avdpa iOov Eva trapeEvovTa TiWévar 

\ / fo) 

és TO amodedeypévoy TovUTO ywpiov. 
/ n n 

émreTéNece, EvOatTa KoAwWVOIS peyddous TaV ALOwY KaTadITOV 
2 / \ / 
ATNAAVVE THY TTPATLNV. 

8. amelpov is explained to mean Asia 
(cp. 1. 4), the King apparently not 
being aware that he was in Europe ! 

92. 2. "Aprnoxds. If the Artiskos 
were correctly identified by d’Anville 
and Gattener with the Arda or Arta (see 
Larcher viii. p. 52), Dareios would have 
had to cross the Maritza (Hebros) before 
coming to it. This would destroy the 
eredit of Hdt. Jochmus followed by 
Rawlinson identifies it with the Teke- 
dereh which is crossed several tvmes on 
the present high road to the Balkan. 
Of the maps some place the Artiskos on 
the W., others on the E. of the Hebros ; 
owing to the above difference among the 
geographers. 

Sid OSpvocéwv, Thue. 2. 96. Adrian- 
ople (Uscadama) now stands about 
the centre of the great plain which 
formed apparently the territory of the 
Odrysae, probably separated from the 
Getae by the Balkan, until their frontier 
was pushed forward to the Danube by 
Sitalkes, c. 80 supra. But it is possible 
that the Odrysae at this period (512 B.c.) 
lay wholly west of the Hebros, in which 
case Dareios did not march through their 
territory. It is certainly curious that 
no notice is taken of their fate. 

3. roidvSe. This performance looks 
like a rude attempt at a count of 
the army, else why the ‘one man one 
stone’? Cp. cc. 81 supra, 98 infra, 
160: 

93. 1. mptv. It is curious that Hdt. 
does not mention the Balkans or specify 
by what pass Dareios crossed from the 

territory of the Odrysae to that of the 

Getae. If Dareios crossed as far to the E. 

as Jochmus supposed, with a view to 

getting him to Apollonia, it is strange 

HPOAOTOY 

\ \ > / > arn \ oo mpl 0€ amiKxéoOar él tov “lotpor, 
mpotous aipéer Létas trols da0avarifovtas. 

Larpvdnooov eyovtes Opnixes nal brép “AmroAdwvins te Kab 

by 

TavTa 6é 

él ToUToV 

ig \ n id \ 

@s 0€ TAaUTA 7 oTpaTL 

e \ \ \ 

ol pev yap Tov 

that the fleet should have been sent id 
to the Danube c. 89 supra, and that we 
hear nothing of the king’s presence in the 
Greek cities on the Thracian coast of the 
Pontos. Hdt. indeed knew at some time 
in his life that there was a block of moun- 
tains between the Danube and Thrace 
called Haimos, cp. c. 49 supra, but his © 
geography and geographical excursus 
are independent of his history, and his 
history of his geography: the sources he 
follows here for Dareios’ campaign made ~ 
no mention of mountains or passes. Cp. — 
Appendix II. S 

2. Téras. The Getae, here first men- ~ 
tioned in history, are identified with ~ 
the Goths by Rawlinson who compares 
Massa-getae, Thyssa-getae, Tyri-getae, 
Visi-goths, Ostro-goths. The identifica- 
tion is very doubtful. See Miillenhoff, © 
Deutsch. Alterthumsk. iii. 162. Their 
home lay apparently. between the ~ 
Balkans and the Danube. Bulgaria 
after the treaty of Berlin, 1878, repre- 
sented the territory of the Getae of 
Hdt. Cp. Fyffe, Mod. Europe, iii. 518. 

3. Darpvsnoody. The name is per- 
haps connected with that of the Thracian — 
deity Zddpu-ofs, the termination -assos, — 
-essos, -issos being prae-Hellenic. Por- 
phyry, Vit. Pythag. 14, preserves a Thra- 
cian word faduds= dopa. : 

Salmydessos, Apollonia, and Mesam-- 
bria are all on the W. coast of Pontos. 
They are mentioned in order from S. to 
N. Mesambria the most northerly is 
south of Haemus, south of which there 
fore the Kyrmianae and Nipsaei must be 
placed. Salmydessos was a wild coast 
where ‘wrecking’ was organised, seé 
Xen. Anab. 7.5.18. Athenians did not 
know much about it, if it be this Salmy- 
dessos that Aischyl. Prom. 726 locates 
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tTéANovtae Se ere Cove. 
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(aTretNéovat TH Oew, ovdéva 

tin Asia, and the names of the tribes here 
given are doubtful. Apollonia, see c. 90 
supra. 

Mesambria is not to be confused with 
he town mentioned 7. 108. Oddly 
enough Hdt. appears in 6. 33 infra to 
date the colonisation of this Mesambria 
after the Ionic revolt, though he here 
seems to imply that it was in existence 
when Dareios went by. He ascribes it 
o fugitives of Byzantion and Chalke- 

idon: in later times it was traced to 
WMegara the metropolis of those cities, 
pStrabo 319. -bria was Thracian for a 
yown : Steph. Byz. who gives Selymbria, 
Poltymbria as further examples. Cp. 
BStrabo 319. It has been thought that 
Mesambria formed one member of a 
yentapolis, the others being Apollonia to 

Nhe south, and Odessos, Kallatis, Tomi 
9 the north. C.LG. ii. p. 79, 2056 c, 
ote. 
7. Suxatéraror. These Getae had 
ome virtues, dvdpla, dixaoctvn, but they 
acked cogia or they would not have 
een guilty of dyvwyoctvn. Cp. 2. 172 
opin . . ovK dyvwyootvy. Add 7. 9. 
94. 1. Gbavart{over, Cp. Grimm, Z'ev- 
onic Mythology (tr. Stall me ce, XXVii. 
m Death, ad init. ‘To the olden 
mime death was not a being that 
silled, but simply one that fotolia 

>/ > / \ ) / 

eovtes avdpniotatoe Kal diKaLoTaToL. 
\ / / \ 

Tpdmrov: ote aroOvyicKELW EwUTOLS Vomifovat Léval Te TOV aTrON- 
, \ a \ \ fal 

Avuevov rapa Larwokw Saipova: of d€ avTav Tov avToy TodTOV 
/ / \ / / 

dvoudtovar VeBerérfiv: Sid mevternpidos te Tov Tadw dayovTa 
la / yo \ \ / 

aick chew adtav amoméurovet dyyedov Tapa Tov Ydrpokw, 
a 3 / / Nee ¢ \ 

evTeANOpmevoe TOV av ExdoToTe SéwvTal, Téwrrovar O€ WOE" of meV 
e / \ / ra) 

adtav tayOévtes axdvtia tpia éxouot, arrow dé duadaBovtes Tod 
. \ / \ rn \ \ / 

aroreutouévou Tapa Tov Yddrpmokw Tas xelpas Kal Tovs modas, 
\ / c/ > \ / 
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MecauB8pins Todos olKNmévol, KaNevpevor Oé Kupptavar xal 
/ 

Nuaior, dwayntl odéas avtovs tapédocav Aapeio: ot 6€ Vérau 

Tpos ayvopoouvnv Tpamomevor avtixa édovAdOncav, Opnixav 

adavarifovar dé Tovde TOV 

NV pev 

papevol piv avdpa 

Opyixes Kal pos 
Tpos TOV ovpavov 

away and escorted to the underworld.” 
And so elsewhere (op. cit. i, 145) 
Grimm quotes the phrase lévac mapa 
Ddduokw as parallel to the Northern 
phrase ‘‘ faring to Odin.” 

3. LéApofv. The name is variously 
given as Zdduoks, Zddpwoks, Zduoréts, 
Zdduworés (Stein). 

4, 81a mevrernp(Sos looks rather 
Hellenic. Savages seldom, if ever, 
have regular festivals at such long 
intervals, which imply a developed 
ealendar, 

wadw. This method was democratic 
and just ! 3. 80. 

7. SvadaBdvres. Cp. c. 68 supra. 
10. roto. 8 tAeos. dé in apodosi. 

Cp. ce. 68 supra. eos 6. 91. 
15. t@ Oem. As the Greeks considered 

it. This primitive monotheism is 
almost unintelligible to the tolerant 
Greek polytheist, and is apparently not 
reckoned to the credit of the Getae, 
who showed perhaps in religion as in 
policy a certain dyvwuoctvn, At the 
same time the absurdity to Hdt. is 
rather in a Thracian god being the only 
deity, than in the idea of there being’ 
but one God ; as he was not altogether a 
stranger to the monotheistic tendency of 
his own age and people (ep. Introduction, 
§ 22), even though there is nothing in 

94 
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HPOAOTOY IV : 

¢ \ Sig \ / val \ a ws b€ éym ruvOdvoyar Tov Tov “EXXjomovTov 
> / ¢ / \ / r oixeovtoy “EAXnvav [kab Iovrov], tov Ydrpokw rodrov édvra 

avOpwrov dovreboar ev Lau, Sovredoar Se IvOayopy 7h 
Mvycapyov, évOedrev Sé avrov yevopevov édetOepov ypnpata 
KkTyncac0ar peydra, Krnodpevov Sé amedOeiv és THv EéwvTod. 
Gre 5€ kaxoBiov te édyvtav tov Opnixwv Kal vrappovertépor, 
Tov Sdrpokw rodrov émicrdmevov Siavrdvy te “Idda Kal Oca 
Babvrepa 7) Kata Opyixas, ola “EXXnot Te opidjoavtTa Kal 
‘EXAjvav ov TO aobevertatm codioctH IlvOayopyn, Kata- 
oKxevacacbat avdpedva, és Tov TavdoKevoyvTa TOY acTaY TOS 

TpeTovs Kal evwxyéovTa avadivdoKEl WS OUTE AUTOS OTE Ob 
TULTOTAL avTOD oUTE Of ex TOVTWY alel yiVOpevoL aTrOOavEéoYTAL, 

his ideas that can be put beside the 
utterance of Xenophanes of Kolophon: 

els Deds év Te Deolot kal dvOpumovor méy.oTos 
ot Te Oéuas Ovnrotoww dpolios ovde vinua. 

Clem. Alex. Strom. 5, p. 601 0. (Ritter 
and Preller, § 133.) 

95. 1. ‘EAAnorovrov. Evidently used 
here rather of the Propontis. Cp. c. 85 
supra. 

2. ‘EAAjvev. These Greeks were 
Euhemerists before Euhemerus, at least 
in regard to this particular case. The 
‘historicising’ method had been intro- 
duced presumably by the first Logo- 
graphi, Genealogists, Historians, perhaps 
partly as an adaptation of the wisdom 
of the Egyptians (2. 43, 143), and is 
illustrated by Hdt. himself (2. 44, et 
al.) as well as by Thucydides (1. 3, 4, 
2, 15, esp. 2. 29). After much discredit 
it has been revived in a somewhat 
extreme form in our own day by Mr. 
Herbert Spencer (esp. in his Heclesiasti- 
cal Institutions). That within certain 
limits it is a genuine method in accord- 
ance with facts has been virtually demon- 
strated by Sir A. Lyall’s Asiatic Studies. 

6. tradhpovertépwv. It is likely 
enough that the sharp-witted Greeks 
often got the better of these Getae in 
their bargains. So “ Large quantities [of 
gunflints !] are annually exported from 
London to the Gold Coast for the 
interior of Africa, where a brisk trade is 
still done with the confiding aborigines ” 
Mag. of Art. Oct. 1887. (African 
travellers do not all seem to find the 
aborigines confiding, but rather cunning 
and hard bargainers, see W. M. Kerr, 

The Far Interior, ii. 121, 283 et passim. ) 

¢ 

7. HOea. It may be doubted © 
whether his morals had been improved 
by contact with Hellenes, especially 
Ionians. Some commentators here find 
a deliberate hit at the Ionians. Stein © 
sees intentional irony in this passage, 
and argues from it that Hdt. disliked 
the Pythagoreans: comparing 2. 123 ad_ 
jin. In regard to Pythagoras and his = 
doctrines and rule of life, there is very- 
little to show that Hdt. understood, or: 
knew much about them: otherwise we ~ 
might have expected more information — 
concerning the position and infiuence — 
of the Pythagoreans in Italy than he 
affords. In regard to the passage 
2. 123: admitting that there is a 
reference to Pythagoras, the way it is 
made shows consideration and respect, 
rather than dislike. Cp. c. 43 supra. 

Hdt. has a slight anti-lonian feeling 
(cp. Introduction, p. Ixvi.), but in the- 
passage before us here I can see no in- 
tentional irony. Stein finds it in #@ea 8. 
and dla:ra "Ids. What then is to be said 
of “E\\no.? The word cogiorjs, which 
a few years later would perhaps haye 
shown malice prepense, has no dyslo- 
gistic force in Hdt.; ep. 1. 29. There 
is indeed irony in this passage, but it 
is unconscious, the self- exposure 
those Greeks whose mouth-piece for 
the moment is Hdt., though he himself 
does not credit the tale, and charges 
them with an anachronism. And ther 
is also malice in the story, which must 
be put down to these Greeks of Pontos, 
among whom Samos and the Samiami 
were no doubt unpopular, they them- 
selves mostly hailing from Miletos of 
Megara. 
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19. oftw. The absurdity lay not in 
their accepting his doctrines upon the 
‘ strength of a miracle, but in their being 
‘taken in by a sham miracle. The way 
} in which these Pontine Greeks rational- 
i ised away the traditions, or beliefs, of 
i their Thracian neighbours, on the im- 
; posture hypothesis, resembles in more 
i than one respect some of the rational- 
jistic paradoxes of the last century. 

Strabo 297 f., 303 f. tells the story of 
i Zamolxis (sic) without any malice or 
jirony. According to the version followed 
| by him this Geta, Zamolxis, had been in 
{ the service of Pythagoras, and had visited 
| Egypt and other places. On his return to 
bhis native land he rose to great power, 
pe oded the king to associate him with 

imself in authority, became priest of 
tthe deity most honoured among the 
( Getae, withdrew himself from the public 

0 a cave, and was by and by recognised 
sas a divinity. It is the same story told 
sin a kindlier vein, and revived perhaps 
in the days of Strabo in the interests of 

hat Byrebistas who seemed likely to be 
proublesome to the Romans, and who had 
an dvip bys, Dekaineos, in his train, 
who had been in Egypt and learnt its 
isdom, and re-enacted the réle ascribed 
Zamolxis. The ‘total abstinence’ 
the Getae, which in Strabo is re- 

presented as a result of local option 
th them under the influence of the 

wizard, may have been long a matter of 
fact; the Pontine Greeks indeed seem 

> insinuate that it was hardly a matter 
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GXN Hover és YOpov TovTOY iva aiel TepteovTes EEovaL Ta TaVTA 
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\ ¢ \ ¢ > > a \ Sea \ aT > ra) a 8 
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of choice (kaxéBro), but though in 
Strabo the abstinence of the Getae is 
traced back to the influence of Zamolxis, 
in the passage before us a contrary 
influence is ascribed to him. 

(Stein sees a possible allusion to this 
passage in Soph. ZU. 62.) 

96. 3. 8oxéw. Otherwise (perhaps Hdt. 
thinks) there would not have been time 
for the development of the rite described 
in c. 94, as actually practised by the 
Getae. The death of Pythagoras at an 
advanced age is variously dated 499 B.0., 
472 B.c. See Clinton, Fast. H. ad ann. 
But cp. Ueberweg, Hist. of Philosophy, 
p. 45 (E. T.), Burnet, Zarly Gk. Phil. 
598; 

a 4. ere. The alternatives are not 
really exclusive of each other: the 
apotheosis and diyvinisation of men (and 
women) being a genuine and wide- 
spread process. See Spencer, Lyall, 
opp. cit. supra, note, c. 95 1. 2. 

97. 2. elrovro. The numbers above 
given, ¢c. 87, would thereby have been 
augmented, or at least maintained: but 
no notice of this result is taken. 

3. Gy atrd. The position of the 
words is peculiar, as we hear of no land 
forces beside those with the king, unless 
Toy éx T&v veby otpariv infra be so 
understood. 6 (PRYS) omit the words. 

\ tov “Iorpov. Where did Dareios 
and his forces cross the river ? 

The ee words of c. 89 supra 
might naturally be taken to mean that 
the fleet was ordered to sail to the 
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bd Lepocéwv, efrovto TS GAXM oTpaT@. Aapetos dé ws amrixeTo 
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/ / ta aes / Yj Bavrov mavtov Aapelos éxédevoe rods te “lavas tiv oyediny 
a 7 > val rn lal SAvoavtas emecOat Kat Hreipov éwuTm Kal TOV éK TOY vEdr 

/ 
OTPQaTOV. 

éCevEav. 

mouth of the Danube, throw a pontoon 
across the river there, and await the 
king’s arrival. So Rawlinson translates. 
If so, the king’s orders were disobeyed, 
for the fleet advanced two days up the 
river to ‘the neck,’ and there con- 
structed the pontoon. This point is 
now reached by Dareios ; and as every- 
thing goes smoothly we must suppose 
that the rendezvous was according to 
orders. We might conjecture that the 
king was ignorant of there being more 
than one channel, or mouth, if it were 
worth while to harmonise such dis- 
crepancies: and was easily satisfied 
that the Ionians had obeyed the spirit 
of his orders. Where is the neck to be 
located? Stein and Blakesley do not 
raise the question. Rawlinson practi- 
cally gives it up as insoluble (vol. iii. pp. 
79, 80). Was the passage effected at 
the mouth or mouths by ship? or up 
the river at ‘the neck’ on a pontoon? 
or elsewhere, higher up? or was it ever 
effected at all? Is the bridging of the 
Ister a reduplication of the bridging of 
the Bosporos? Such questions may 
legitimately be raised, especially in the 
light of the improbabilities of the story 
which follows. (Cp. Appendix III.) 

- But on the whole it seems credible that 
Dareios crossed the Ister, perhaps in the 
vicinity of Galatz, possibly much higher 
up than two days’ row, a small con- 
tingent of the fleet being sent up the 
stream to throw a bridge across, while 
the greater portion of the fleet remained 
at the mouth. The majority of the 
eraft sent up the river must surely 
have been used for the bridge itself, and 
perhaps the Greek ships were specially 
employed on this service. Cp. ce. 83, 
87, 89 supra. 

HPOAOTOY 

HeAdovTov O€ Tov "Idvav dvew Kal troveew Td 
Kerevopeva, Kons 6 “EpEdvdpou otparnyos éov Murtidnvalav 
édeEe Aapely rade, muOdpevos mporepov el of hirov elm yvdpumv 
amrodéxeo bat Tapa Tov BovNopévou arobelxvucbat. 
ert yhv yap wéAXELs oTpareverOar Ths odTE apnpomevoy havyceTaL 
ovdev oUTE TOALS oiKeomévn? GU vuY yédupay TavTHY 4a KaTa 
XOpnv Eeotdvat, huddKovs avThHs AuT@VY TovTOUS olTeEp LY 

Kal Hv Te KaTa voov mpnEapev ebpovTes XKUOas, eore 
dmrodos juiv, nv Te Kal un oheas evpely SvvapeOa, ye amodos 

Ly 

ef rn 

“ @ Bactred, 

5. Miaavras. Is it to be supposed 
that the bridge was to be broken up 
and the whole fleet abandoned? Or 
were the ships to be sent down stream 
and home? Or what was to be the 
service of the fleet? This command to 
the Ionians is unintelligible, except on 
the supposition that Dareios was going 
round by the Kaukasos. Cp. Appendix 
III. 

7. Kéys. This name was remembered 
perhaps from his fate in the Ionian revolt 
afterwards. He was only orparnyés at 
this time: the trupayyls was understood 
to have been the reward of his services 
on this occasion 5. 37. Cp. c. 137 injra. 
Morinvalov. The reduction of Lesbos 

has not been previously specified. 
8. mu@dpevos mpdtepov. A charming © 

touch, full of verisimilitude, and just 
what a Greek story-teller would in- 
troduce as characteristic of oriental 
court-life. Rawlinson compares the in- — 
quiry of Kroisos 1. 88, an item no doubt 
equally true or equally fictitious. 

10. dpnpopévov. Are we to suppose 
that the plough was introduced among 
the Scythian Georgi and Aroteres sub- 
sequent to the expedition of Dareios? 
or that Dareios was not going against © 
the district where the Aroteres and 
Georgi were to be found (ep. 7. 10), 
or that Koes was ignorant of the 
existence of agriculture in Scythia? or 
that the story is a free creation ? 4 

Mutatis mutandis, the same remarks 
apply to the assertion that there were — 
no médes in the land to be invaded: — 
there were at least the Greek colonies — 
on the Scythic coast; to say nothing 
of Gelonus (rédXcs EvAn c. 108) which 
Dareios is represented as taking (¢. — 
123). 
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a \ / ig \ / 

hulv adodharis: od yap Gerd Kw pn Ecowbéwpev bd LKvOéwv 
a / e / / 

payn, GAA madXov pr) ov Suvapevot oheas ebpeiv ma0wpEv TL 
: Yi n ¢/ e 

aXomevot. Kal Tade Néyerv hain Tis av we EwEewuTOD ElvEKEV, WS 
\ \ / / A 

KaTapéeva* ey Oe yveunv méev THY evpLoKoY apioTnY col, Bactned, 
\ x / > 

és pécov hépw, adTos pwévtoe EYrouat tot Kal ovK dv revhOeiny. 
a n > / / 

Kapta te noOn TH yveOun Aapeios Kai pv apeirato Tovotde. 
an a ( \ > \ / / 

“ Eeive Aéa Bre, cwOévTos eued Orricw &s oixov Tov emov éripavyOi 
\ a / a 4 

pot TavTes, va oe avti xpnoThs cuPovrins ypnaTotae Epyouct 
> / » A \ y eee) / cf id / b] 

apeinrw uae. tadta 6€ elmas Kal amdvpas aupata éEnKxovta év 
¢ 4 / b / \ lf , / Er a) 
imavrTt, Kadécas és AOyous Tovs ‘Idvwy Tupadvvovs Ereye Tade. 

ec ¥ ” ¢ \ / : , > § fa) a 5) \ 
avdpes “lwves, 7) pev mpoTepoy yvaun amodeylcioa &s TH 

\ \ ¢ / / / 

yédupav petelcOw jot, Eyovtes O€ TOY (udvTa TOVOE TroOLEETE 
t oy SN / SIN 

Tdde* éredy eve idnte TaytoTa mopevopevov él YKvOas, ard 
rn / 7 uu a € / e / \ 

TovTou apEduevot TOD ypovov AvEeTE Appa EV ExaoTHS HmEpNS’ HV 
\ > / a / \ / s) \ I e an € 

dé éy TovT@ TO ypovme pn Tapéw ara SueEEAOwor Luiv al 

19. otk Av Aadbefnv. Rawlinson 
tremarks that ‘‘after the punishment 
'of Oiobazos (c. 84 supra) it was im- 
} portant to guard against this suspicion.” 
/No doubt the two anecdotes serve to 
‘set each other off admirably: this 
‘ observation partly explains them : but it 
jis paying their verisimilitude too high 
ta compliment to make the contrast a 
| basis for such material inferences. 

98. 1. &ppara cefKxovra. These sixty 
}knots, or days, play a considerable part 
iin the sequel: cc, 133, 186 ff. But so 
much the worse for the whole story. 
1That the knotted cord (Peruvian, Quip) 
iis an authentic method of reckoning 
ue primitive folks cannot be doubted. 
Cp. Tylor, Harly History of Mankind?, 
pp. 156 ff. There are some strings of 
this character in the Pitt Rivers col- 
lection at Oxford, one in particular, 
connected with observances after a 
great man’s death, in which the knots 
are reinforced by bits of tortoise-shell 
for the ‘red-letter days’: and an exact 

. a to the story here recorded is to 
found in the action of the naked but 
tle savage, Abba Thulle, described 

‘by Keate (Pelew Islands, London 1788, 
p- 223): ‘Between the hours of two 

a J \ / Sane “pEPAL TOV AupaT@v, aTroTTAEETE &S THY UMETEPNV AUTOV. 
x / 5) / e aS , \ M a 6€ tovTou, éreite otTM peTédoke, PuddooeTe THY OYEdINY, TacaY 

/ n / ‘mpoOuminy owrnpins Te Kal urakhns Tapeyopmevot. 

20. kdpta te Ho8m. Cp. c. 88 supra. - 

HEXpL 

TavTa 6é 

and three a messenger from the north- 
wards arriving, the king was thereupon 
awakened by one of his attendants, who 
brought in a lighted torch ; he instantly 
arose and ordered the messenger to be 
introduced ; after holding some con- 
versation with him, the king delivered 
to him a piece of cord, on which he had 
tied as many knots as there would be 
days before our people purposed to sail.” 
The number of days was apparently only 
six or seven, cp. op. ¢c. p. 216 for a second 
instance. But that the Great King deal- 
ing with Ionian Greeks at the close of the 
sixth century, had recourse to so simple a 
device for assisting them in counting two 
moons and four days is hardly credible. 
As well suppose that Kleisthenes of 
Sikyon reckoned time by so primitive a 
device, when he invited the Suitors to 
Sikyon 6. 126 infra: or that Hadt. is 
satirising the Ionians. The device is 
poe geographically true: %.e. it may 
ave been employed by the Greek traders 

in their intercourse with the natives of 
the steppes, or by the natives among 
themselves. 
What inference they were to draw 

should he not reappear within the sixty 
days the king left the Ionians to guess ; 
nor has Hat, enlightened his readers on 
this point. 

15 
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TOveVYTES EMOL meyadws yapteiobe. 
b \ / 
és TO TPOTW érrelyeTo. 

99 

pévos. 

99. 1. Tis 8t BkvOucfjs yfis. We revert 
to geography (99-101) and ethnography 
(103-117), connected or _ separated 
by narrative (c. 102) A modern 
historian would have proceeded more 
systematically ; first saying all he had 
to say on land and people, and then 
giving an unbroken narrative of events. 
This is not Hdt.’s manner. But whether 
his method is determined entirely by free 
choice, or does not betray the eclectic 
character of his work, the variety of its 
sources, and the discontinuity in its com- 
position, are questions not to be hastily 
answered in favour of free choice. See 
Introduction, § 20, and Appendix II. 

Stein suggests that in the original 
MS. a map was here inserted. But it 
would be a map without rivers: the 
Scythia of the narrative portion needs 
no map. The map would have been 
more in place in illustration of cc. 16- 
20. But there is no evidence, or hint 
of such cartography, on Hdt.’s part. 

mpoxerar. Stein compares 2. 12 
which proves that Hdt. here means 
that Thrace projects farther into the 
sea than Scythia: that there is any 
reference to the Mediterranean I cannot 
see. Hdt. knows that the east coast 
of Thrace is hollowed into a bay (xéA7rou 
de dy. T. y. 7.) succeeded by a projection, 
succeeded by Scythia. How the river 
can be said to empty itself into the land 
instead of into the sea is rather obscure. 
Stein makes éxé.do? refer to the whole 
distance for which the river is to be 
conceived as forming the boundary be- 
tween Thrace and Scythia, and compares 
c. 49 és Ta mAdyLa THS DKvOicHs eo Baree. 
Rawlinson boldly translates ‘‘into the 
sea.” Hdt.’s language is obscure because 
his ideas are confused. 

3. roordépa, Hdt. thinks of the Ister 

Ths 8¢ SavOcchs yhs 7 Opnixn Oo és Odd\accay TpoKerTat: 
KoMou O& ayouevou TAS yhs rabrns, } LKvOukn re éxdéxerar Kal 
0 “Ilorpos éxdid0t és avriv, mpos edpov dvewov TO oTopa TeTpap- 

TO 5é amd "Ilorpov épyouar onuavéwy TO mpds Oddaccay 
SauThs Ths LKvOuchs ydpns és pwérpnow. 
» apxain XKvOln éori, mpos pecapBpinv Te Kal vorov avepov 
Keywevn, péxpt modos Kapxuvitidos Kxadeopéevns. 
TavTns THY pev etl Oddaccav THY avTHY pépovcay, eodcaV dpeEt- 

. the tip of Attica, or the heel of Italy. 

Aapetos péev Tadta elas 

> A Sh: ef o 

amo “lotpov avrn 4On 

\ \ > A 

TO b€ aTvro 

higher up as forming the frontier prac- — 
tically parallel with the (imaginary) ~ 
coast of Maeotis and the Tanais boundary, 
The correct lie of the mouth was however ~ 
known to him. In c. 47 supra he has 
described the river as having five mouths © 
(like the Nile, 2. 10). 

6. dpxatyn. If this meant ‘original’ © 
from which the Kimmerians had been ~ 
longest driven out, as Rawlinson holds, 
then it would appear that the Scyths © 
entered Scythia from the west. Stein ~ 
explains it as meaning merely ‘Scythia © 
proper’: but in the four parallel 
passages quoted by him 1. 75, 2. 24, 7. © 
184, 9. 48, there is a contrast between © 
two conditions temporally removed from 
each other (of river, sun, fleet, army), 
and though his term urspriinglich is 
applicable, the term ezgentlich is ques- 
tionable. 

I suggest that here the word is used 
not from a Scythian source but from a 
Greek: ‘Old Scythia’ is the part of 
Scythia where corn was cultivated, and 
society comparatively settled, and with 
which the Greeks had longest had deal- 
ings. 
7. KapxwitiSos, c. 55 supra, rods K. — 

=Kdpxwa or Kapxivn. See Smith, Dict. 
Geogr. sub v. (i. 515 b) and Forbiger, 
Alt. Geogr. iii. 1118. (Kdpxwa sic apua 
Ptol. 3. 5, 27. The word xapxtvos has 
a heteroclite pl. xapxiva, ep. L. & S. 
sub v.) 3 

7rd 8& Grd tains. Hdt. is de 
scribing the Crimea which forms in his 
mind a sort of prolongation of the south 
and east coasts of Scythia, resembling 

It is evident that he does not know the 
correct shape of the Crimea, nor the 
fact that it is attached to the mainland 

by a narrow isthmus. Rawlinson (ii 
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yyy Te XOpHY Kai TpoKetevnv To és Llovrov, vémetas To Tavpixov 

1€0vos péype yeprovncou Tis TENXENs Kadeopevyns’ av’TH 6€ és 

'O@draccay THY Tpos aTNAUOTHY AvE“ov KaTHKEL, EaTL yap THs 

\SevOieis ra Svo wépea TOV ovpwv és Odraccav Pépovta, THY TE 

smpos wecapBpinv Kal THY Tpos THY 7@, KaTad TEp THs “ATTLKAS 

yepns' Kal wapardijowa tavtn Kal ot Tadpor véepovtas Tis 
SScvOiefs, ds ef THs “Artixfs GAXo EOvos Kal pn “AOnvaior 

-vewolato Tov youvoy Tov LouviaKov, wadrov és Tov TovToy [Thy 
ldxpnv] avéyovta, Tov amd @opixod péxpe “AvaddvoTov Sijpou: 
Néyo 88 ds elvas TadTa opiKpa peydrovot cupBdrreELWv* ToLodTOV 
) Tavpixn éott. Os O€ ths “ArtiKis TadTa wn TapaTéTAOKe, 

Séya 5€ GAws Syraow: as ef THS Inmuyins Gro EOvos Kal py 

“Inmvyes apEapwevor éx Bpevteciov Aywévos arrotapolato péexype 
\Tadpavtos Kal vepolato thy dxpnv. dvo dé Aéywv TadTa TOANA 
héyo Tapomova, Tolot adrXowoe Eovxe 7) Tavpixy. Too amo THs 

Tavpixns non LKvOar Ta KatiTepGe THV Tavpwv Kal Ta pos 
Gardcons ths joins vémovtat, ToD te Boardpou Tov Kippepiou 
“Ta Tpos EoTrépns Kal THS Aluvns THs Maujridos péexps Tavasdos 
prrotapmov, Os éxdidot és puyov THs Aluvyns TavTns. 5n oY amo 
pev “lorpov Ta KatuTrepbe és THv pecoyalay Pépovta atroKkAnieTat 
i) XKvOiKn bd Tpetov “Ayabipowv, pera S& Nevpdy, erevta 

§d€ “Avdpodaywv, Terevtalwy dé MerayxAaivov. ects ov THs 
LKvOics ds eovons tetpayovov, Tav dvo0 pepéwv KaTnKdVTaV és 

N83) suggests, as usual, that Hdt. is right 
‘for his own day, and that the Putrid Sea 
whas come into existence since. 

is inhabited by Scyths. The length of 
the K. Bosporos he does not specify. 

5. amd “Iorpov. That must be from 
That Hdt.’s illustration which applies 

wto Attica can only have been written 
after a visit to Athens, and that referring 

sto the Iapygian promontory after a visit 
‘to Italy, is almost self-evident. What 
.8 not so generally remarked is that both 
illustrations may be insertions, that the 
second looks specially like an addition, 
and that in any case the passage is not 
zaleulated in the first instance for an 
Italiote audience, or the order of the 
ee would ft been reversed. 

100. 2. ta mpds Dardoons o(ns. 
Explained by the words pai tee 

including parts on the Kimmerian 
Bosporos (cp, cc. 12, 83 supra) and 

he Palus Maeotis, It would therefore 
fappear that Hdt. in this place conceives 
the corner inhabited by the Tauri 
isextending below the Kimmerian 
Bosporos, the western shore of which 

the north-west corner of Scythia where 
the Ister first strikes ra mAdyia Tijs 
ZkvOlys c. 49 supra. 

6. Ta KaTUrepOe és Tv perdyatay 
épovra, z.¢. the parts inland and north 
of a line drawn from the (hypothetical) 
bend of the Ister, parallel with the south 
coast of Scythia, and extending to the 
Maeotis, or to a point on the Tanais 20 
days (4000 st.) inland (upstream) from 
the (open) sea, outside the Kimmerian 
Bosporos. Those parts are occupied by 
four tribes, enumerated from W. to 
Hie atte Neuri, Androphagi, 
Melanchlaeni. This tribal order is one 
of Hdt.’s fixed ideas, ep. cc, 102, 125, 
though the Agathyrsi do not appear 
with the Neuri, Androphagi, Melan- 
chlaeni in the geography, ce. 17-20. 
Cp. Appendix II. 

101. 2, ds éotons Terpaydvov, ‘assuin- 

100 

5 

LOI 
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, / 7 / ’ \ / Odracoav, twavtTn tcov TO Te és Thv pecoyatay dépov Kal Tod 
> \ \ / 

amo yap “lorpou ert Bopua bévea déxa 
e / tq/ bY \ / / \ rn nuepéewv 0603, ard Bopuabéveds re ert rv Myuvnv tHY Mavrw 

mapa TY OdrNaccav. 

¢ / / 

érepéwy O€Ka' 

¢ / ¢ / 

NLEPEWV O000S. 

oupBéBrAnTat por. 

péyabos tocavrn. 
/ 

Of dé ZKvOar Sovtes chice Royov ws ovK ool TE eicu TOV 
/ rn Aapeiov otpatov iOupayin Sidcacbar podvor, éreumov és TOUS 

ing as he may that it is quadrangular’ : 
the words which follow (rdvry toov) and 
the measurements there detailed, and 
the total absence of any further specifi- 
cations in regard to the two sides not 
here described, leave no doubt that Hdt. 
in this passage represents Scythia as 
practically a square of 20 days’ journey, 
or 4000 stades (c, 460 m.), each way. 
Of these sides the south is formed by 
the sea coast from the Istros to the 
Palus (excluding Tavpixy just described, 
e. 99); the east by the coast of the 
Palus, and, presumably, the lower part of 
the Tanais; the north side, by a row 
of four non-Scythian tribes (the natural 
frontier on that side would have been 
the desert or lakes elsewhere specified, 
cp. Appendix II.), while the west side of 
Scythia is formed apparently by the 
Istros and Thrace. That the lower 
course of the Tanais forms part of the 
E. frontier of Scythia is suggested by c. 
122, cp. c. 21. Stein’s map is therefore 
not correct in drawing the ideal north 
frontier line from the mouth of Tanais : 
except indeed that Hdt. expresses him- 
self in terms hardly consistent with 

one another, see infra, next note and 
Appendix II. 

tay Svo pepéwy, ‘the south and east, 
being bordered by salt water,’ 7.e. by 
Pontus and Palus. Hdt.’s employment 
of the terms 7d és Thy pecdyarav pépor, 
Td) dd Oardoons és pecbyaay, 7d Tapa 
Tiv Oddaccav, and Ta KarvmepBe és Ti 
pcobyaiay pépovra (c. 100 supra) leaves 
a good deal to be desired. There are 
here four terms employed, but onl 
three sides of Scythia clearly indicated, 
the western side remaining here un- 

\ N b) \ / 

kal TO amo Oaddoons és pecoyaay és Tovs 
MerayyAal } smrepbe LKvbé LK [Le U YXAaWwous Tovs KatuTepfe YxvOéwy olxnuévovs elkoacs 

(0 be 190 id ¢ / > \ 6 / / 

n 0€ 0005 7 Huepnoin ava SinKocla oTdova 
/ x n a 

o’Tw adv eln Ths YevOunns Ta emiKapova 
/ 

TETPAKLCYINloY oTadlov Kal Ta bpOia Ta és TiY pecoyatay 
/ ¢ / / 

PepovTa ETEPWY TOTO’TMY TTAdIOY. bev vuv yh avtTn éath 

specified. The two first terms here cited 
plainly refer to the same side, the 
eastern, which might consistently with 
Hdt.’s conception have been also de- 
scribed as mapa @d4daccay since he con- 
ceives the Palus, which he also describes 
as 0é\acoa, to form (in part) its limit, — 
and has indeed just asserted that Scythia 
is bounded by salt water on two sides. 76 
mapa 0. is plainly the south side. 7a 
katimepOe és 7. wu. gb. as plainly the 
parallel northern side. The western side 
which would also have been rightly de- 
scribed as és Thy mecoyaay pépov is not — 
specified. It is, however, to be con- 
ceived as bounded by the Ister, ep. 
Appendix II. | 

102. 1. Sdvres ola Adyov, c. 77 supra, — 
6. 138, etc. How Hdt. came by all the © 
exact information that follows regarding 
what passed in the councils of ‘the 
Scyths, it does not fall within his 
province, as he conceives, to specify : 
how much in the form of the story is 
Hdt.’s own work it is perhaps impossible © 
to determine: only one thing is clear, — 
that we are not dealing with historical - 
details. Not merely is there too little © 
evidence that these matters did so 
happen as here described ; there is con-— 
vincing argument that they could not 
have happened. See Appendix III. 

2. vpaxla. The word found here 
and c. 120 infra. The best commentary 
in Plutarch, Sertor. 10 ampds per 
edOuuaxlay obdevds drodubrepos Trav Kall 
éaurov frycudvav Boa S& kKdAwrelas & 
monéuos épya kal meovetlas wept rémous 

éxupods kal diaBdoers rdxous Seopévas 
amarns Te Kal Wevddy év déovT. copiers 
dewbraros. To have attempted lévuaxy 
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er notoyepous ayyéAous: Tav Sé Kal 5) of Bacidées cuvedOovTes 
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QUPOLATEOYV. 
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rovTayv Tatpor pév voporor rovorcide ypéwvTat: 
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POvover ev TH IlapOéve rovs te vavnyovs Kal Tovs dv AaBact 
” f A / 

VEX Wvev éeravayGévtes TpoTm Toimde: KatapEduevor poTrdr@ 
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alovot THY Kepadny. 
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fal > / / > an \ a 18 NE Cres: \ 

Ikcpnuvod @0éovet KaTw (é7l yap Kpynuvovd LdpuTat TO Lpov), THY 
: AA\ \ > fal ‘ c be IN \ \ nv ¢ 

Se Keharnv avactavpoder: ot dé KaTa pev THY Kepharny opo- 
Ta) / b] \ a a / 

WAoyéover, TO pévTOL THpa ovK wOEecOaL aro TOD KpHEVOD NéyouTt 
AXA YF KpvTrec Oar. 

: a \ / 5) Ipavrol Tadpot Iduyéveray thv “Ayapéuvovos eivar. 

/ U , Thy d€ Saipova TaUTnV TH Avovct rEyouct 
moNepious Oé 

vw \ x VA an f b) \ ¢ pivopas Tovs av yelpoowvTat Trovedot TAade* aTroTamwwy [éxacTos| 

Hevould have been to abandon their own 
wreatest invention, c. 46. Yet this 
zouncil implies that they contemplate 
o doing, ep. c. 120 infra.  Subse- 
quently a remnant of the Scyths offer 
poitehed battle, c. 134 infra. 

Tovs mAnoioxepovs. Tauri are in 
bhe south-east, c. 99 supra: the four 
ribes next named recur as usual in 
erder from west to east, and form the 
orth boundary of Scythia, c. 100 supra: 

the Geloni, Budini, and Sauromatae 
ire east of Tanais, cc. 21, 22 supra. 
[fhe Scyths are apparently excluded 
rom this congress, which takes place 
tt a time and place unspecified. The 
maention of it, however, affords the 
arrator opportunity for an anthro- 
ological excursus, which would hardly 
zave been in its proper place here, if the 
seographical portions above cited (cc. 
1 ff.) had formed originally an integral 
: of the ZkvAtxol Abyou, or Tov Kar’ 
oxas Hie NEwy Noyor (c. 82 supra). 
8. kal 8 = 75n Stein, who compares 
- 196, 8. 94, 9. 6, ete. 
103. 1. Tatpot péy. Hdt.’s informa- 

on about the Tauri is not to be regarded 
3 the result of a personal visit to the 
Mountry, nor is there anything that im- 
slies that he saw the coast, rather the 
everse, cp. c. 99 supra. He indicates 
yntl of hearsay authorities (of wey 

H Néyovor . . of 5é), and the dubious 
ssertion below made upon the authority 
f the Tauri themselves (A¢youcr aro 
avpot) is a good illustration of the fallacy 

of inferring from this formula that Hdt. 
is himself drawing directly and im- 
mediately from every fountain-head of 
tradition which he names. Cp. Intro- 
duction, p. lxxix. 

The Tauri were wreckers and pirates 
who found a religious sanction for 
profitable but inhuman and unhellenic 
practices: worse in fact than the 
Thracians of Salmydessos described by 
Xen. Anab. 7. 5, 18 (c. 93 supra). 

3. “EAAjvov. The only persons they 
would find on the high seas. 

éravaxGévres, ‘on the high seas.’ 
The word has MS. authority, and is 
restored by Stein for the ézravaxOévtas 
mistranslated ‘ delatos illue,’ or the con- 
jecture of Schweighauser deverybévras, 
which would be rightly so rendered, 
but gives a sense very much inferior to 
the MS. reading. For éravdyw see L. 
& 8. sub v. LY. and correct V. 

KaTapgapevor. Cp. c. 60 supra. 

9. "Igtyévecav. This would be very 
small consolation to the Hellenic victims 
or their friends. On the probable ante- 
cedents of this Virgin, see note ec. 87 
supra. The cult was un-Hellenic and 
prae-Hellenic, going back to old Lemnos 
and the Lemnians, a trace perhaps of 
Phoenician influences in the Aegean and 
Pontos, though of course it is not im- 
probable that the Semitic rituals found 
some native elements or cults with 
which to coalesce, just as in the case of 
Hellenic worships, 
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\ BJ / b] \ 3 Keparny amopepetar és ta oixla, érevra emt EvXov peyddov 

b) / (Y lal ¢ \ n Ly / : AVATELPAS OTH VITEM THS olKins VIrEepeyovoay TroANOV, wddLoTa 
dé brép THs KamvodoKns. 
Taons vmreparwpécc Oar, 

105 OpnuE T poo keXwpHKact. 

11. kehadhv. On these head-trophies, 
cp. c. 64 supra, and H. Spencer, Cere- 
monial Institutions, § 350. The Tauri, be 
it observed, have houses, with chimneys 
or smoke-vents, according to Hdt. 

14, brepatwpéco Oar, 6. 116 infra. 
104. 1. “Ayd8uvpoo.. A remarkable 

contrast to the Thracians just across the 
Danube (cp. c. 95 supra), whom they 
nearly approach in all other customs 
except those next specified ! 

Stein argues that afpés here seems 
to apply only to externals, at least if it 
is to be reconciled with the spirited 
conduct of the Agathyrsi described in c. 
125 infra. But this ingenious argu- 
ment assumes that Hdt. is conscious and 
careful of such latent inconsistencies. 
Moreover the word was used in the poets, 
especially Pindar, without any con- 
demnatory sense : nor in 1. 71 does Hdt. 
appear to use it in such a sense (otre 
aBpov ovre ayabdv ovdév), Here perhaps 
he uses the word in a poetical way 
or even from a poetical source. On the 
gold ep. c. 5 supra. It is a suspicious 
circumstance that it should be so common 
with the Agathyrsi. 

2. émlkowov. The extent and 
evidences of this promiscuity require 
definition before the anthropologist can 
make much of it: nay, it is doubt- 
ful, notwithstanding the frequency with 
which such conditions have been reported 
by outsiders, whether they ever or any- 
where have existed. (Cp. Westermarck, 
History of Human Marriage, ce. iv. v. 
vi., and ec. 172, 180 infra.) 

3. Kaolyvnro.. We have here an 
illustration of ‘‘ the classificatory system 
of relationships.” Cp, L. Morgan, Systems 
of Consanguinity, ete., Washington, 1871. 
A result of certain social arrangements 
very different from the patriarchal system 
seems here ascribed to moral and senti- 

pact dé TrovTous puddKous THs olKlys 
na \ b \ / \ / 

Ciow O& amo Anns Te Kal Todépou. 
5) / \ c / n f 104°AydOupaor 8&8 aBporaro. dvdpav ecior Kab Xputopopol Ta 

/ > / \ n n tal r Kadota, eixowov d€ TaY yuvaiKav THY piEw TovedvTat, Wa 
/ / b) / / KaouyynTol TE GAANKMY Ewot Kal oiKNLoL EoVTES TaVTES pTE 

/ / / ” / pOovm pire éyOei ypéwvrar és GddAsrovs. 
/ 5 Nevpol 6€ vowotcr pev Ypéwvras 

/ : 

Ta 0€ GANG Vopaia — 

mental intentions, though the rationale 
of such things is to be sought rather in — 
economic and social causes, than in the ~ 
spiritual motives which led Plato to pro- 
pose a reversion to Communism, in the — 
Ideal State. We have here in fact another © 
example of the ordinary Greek rational-— 
ism of the day, which resembled some 
modern rationalisms in explaining 
primitive man’s action by motives or 
ideas, good and bad, drawn from the 
experiences of civilised society. In this 
case the motive is ideal. (In the story” 
of Salmoxis above, the reverse.) This — 
explanation was from an Hellenic 
Rousseau. It is unhistorical. (Cp. 
for a modern instance of the same sort 
note to 6. 65 infra.) : 

4, Odyos is an eminently political 
or civil vice (cp. 7. 2387 aodwjrns pe 
mohinrn €0 mphocovTe POovéer), but the 
abolition of the family, or even of 
property, will hardly eradicate it, so 
long as society gives more honour, or God 
more ability, to one man than to another, 

105. 1. Nevpol. The wizard Neuri 
separate the wealthy and well-inten- 
tioned Agathyrsi (c. 104) from the un- 
just and inhuman Androphagi (c. 106). 

This story of an evacuation of the 
country before a plague of serpents looks 
as though it had some sort of histori¢ 
fact behind it (cp. c. 173 infra). Hdt. 
must be understood to mean that the 
Neuri returned after the serpents dis- 
appeared, for the Neuri, not the serpents, 
are in possession at the time of Dareio 
and in the historian’s own day. The 
comparative exactness of the date is ré 
markable. It might be conjectured that 
the story really records the advent of the 
Neuri to their historic district on the com 
fines of Scythia, which is represented (b 
implication) asa return, and reoccupatiol 
of territory rightly their own: thougl 
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SxvOixoior, yeven S& pup mpotepov odeas rhs Aapetou otpatn- 

Nacins KatéXaBe éxdurrely THY YOopHy Tacav bd ddiwv: dias 
yap ode TroAXods meV 7 Yop avédawve, of d& mredves avwblev 

the ex Tov épypwv érémecor, &s 0 meComevoe olknoav peta 

Boudivey thy éwuTav éxAuTrovTEs. Kivduvevovat Sé of avOpwrrot 

bodTou yonres elvat. DA€yovtar yap bro VKvOéwv cal ‘EXjvov 

rav év tH YKvOicp Katoixnuévov ws ETeos Exdotov anak THY 

Nevpav éxactos AUKos yiveTar HMEépas OAlyas Kal adTis dricw 

23 tavtd katictaTar. ewe pév vuv TadTa NéyorTeEs Ov TrEeiPovat, 

"Avdpoparyou 

Se aypiétata Tadvtov avOparwyv éxovat 70ea, ovTE Sikny vop- 

fovres ote vouw@ ovdevl ypewpevor: vouddes S€ Eiot, eoOHTAa TE 

> al \ / 

Aéyouoe Sé oddey iocor, Kal ouvdot O€ éyovTes. 

A Ait na \ 3Q/ > / 

popéovet TH LKvOtKy opoiny, yAdooay dé idinv, avdpopayéouce 
a &£ 

5é podvot TovTwr. 

tt might be rash to say that the snakes 
fepresent the previous inhabitants 
sat6xOoves) or their ‘totems.’ 

4. dvwbév od ek TOV Eptpwv. Cp. 
» 17 supra Nevpdv dé 7rd mrpods Bopény 

biveunov Epnuov av@pwmrwv bcov nuets tdmev. 
6. BovStvev. Stein objects that the 

SBudini were according to Hdt. (c. 21 
vupra) beyond the Tanais. What of 
hat? The Budini were in any case the 
mext people to the east of the Neuri of 
whom the Greeks had any real know- 
wedge. See notes on Androphagi (c. 106) 
mnd Melanchlaeni (c. 107), names which 
mre perhaps only descriptive epithets 
mypostatised and inserted between the 
‘Yeuri and the Budini, to enrich the 
merspective. 

7. éyovrar. The Scyths told the 
idellenes living in Scythia, who told 
iderodotus? At least the swearing looks 
s though he had heard strong language. 

))id the Greeks swear that the Scythians 
old them? On the formula cp. In- 
oduction, § 22. The belief in were- 
rolves is wide-spread. Cp. Tylor’s 
"rim. Culture, i. 118, 308 (Werewolves) 
nd ii. 191 ff. (Vampires). 
_ 106. 1. ee you. Androphagi had 
he Neuri tothe W. and the Melanchlaeni 
po the E. of them: N. and S. of them 
mwo deserts, c. 18 supra. Here, their 
lothing is said to resemble the Scythian: 
mc. 18 supra they are described as 
Ivos titov cal obdauGs SKvOicdv. We 
aust not say in such cases that Hat. 
ontradicts himself: better say that 
idt. omits to reconcile the discrepancies 

MedayxAauvor Sé elwata pey pmédava 

in yarious accounts and narratives col- 
lected by him. 

4. yAa@ooav Stein explains with ¢o- 
péovor as a zeugma. Holder (following 
Reiske) inserts éyovo1, van Herwerden 
(following Dobree) letox after ldinv. 

avSpomayéovor. Holder reads, with 
B (=R+(V+4S8)),  dvOpwrodpayéover. 
Whatever their title, it is not likely that 
these cannibals restricted their appetite 
to the one sex. (On Cannibalism, ep. 
Oscar Peschel, Races of Man, E. tr. pp. 
161 ff. Peschel endeavours to establish 
three points: (1) that cannibalism is not 
a necessary stage in evolution, (2) that it 
is unconnected with the custom of 
human sacrifice, (8) that it is not 
peculiar to inferior races, but ‘‘is 
most frequently encountered exactly 
among those nations and groups of 
nations which are distinguished from 
their neighbours by their abilities and 
more mature social condition.” Cp. c. 26 
supra, 3. 99, 1. 216—all cases in which 
the cannibalism seems to have a religious 
significance, 3. 38 gives the philosophy 
of the question, /’esprit des lois, in the 
form of an anecdote. ) 

107. 1. MeddyxAatvor. dAdo ZOvos cal 
ot DkvOixdv c. 20 supra. If the Scyths did 
not wear black (skin) coats, one or more 
of the tribes inland did so. Rawlinson 
suggests that the name may be a transla- 
tion of the native name, citing parallel 
cases from India and America. It is 
certain that these Blackcapes have a long 
literary history from Hekataios, who 
calls them a Seythic tribe (#7. 154, 

wn 
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popéovor wavtes, er wv Kal Tas emavupias eyovar, vouoror BE 
108 SxvOixotor xpéwvrat.  Bovdtvor ¢ &Ovos édv péya Kal troddoy — 

Yhavaov Te mav loyupas éote Kal muppdv. modus 68 év abtolo, 
meTomaTa, EvAlvn, oivopa S& TH modu oT Tedwvds: Tod be 
Teiyeos péyabos KdAov Exartov tpinkovTa cTadiov éorl, inrnrdoy 

56& Kal may EddAwov, Kab al oixiar abtav EvAwar Kal Ta ipd, ~ 
€ote yap 61) avTobe “EXXnvixdv Oedv ipa “EXXAnviKds KaTecKev- 
aopéva ayddpaci te Kal Bopoior Kal vyotor Evdtvovor, Kal TH 
Avoviow tpietnpidas avdyouo. Kal Baxyevoucr. 

Miller, i. 10) to Pliny (6. 5, 1) and a little 
later Dio Chrys. (p. 439) the latter of 
whom describes the black Himation and 
other clothing worn bythe Borysthenites 
as borrowed did yévous Tivds ZKv0v Tov 
MedayxAalvav ws éuol doxotc. kara TotTo 
dvomacbévray brd THv EN\jvov. 

2. tas érwvuplas. The plural here is 
embarrassing: the text is not above 
suspicion, for the words dydpodayéovar 
or avOpwropayéovot potvor TOVTwWY Occur 
here in the MSS. after €xovo., and were 
transferred to the previous chapter by 
Reiz (after Wesseling), whom the rest 
have followed. 

108. 1. Bov8tvo.. In c. 21 supra 
the Budini are placed E. of Tanais. 
Nothing is here said of the Tanais, but 
asin c. 100 supra the Melanchlaeni are Te- 
Nevrato, farthest east, of the tribes form- 
ing the north boundary of Scythia, the 
map-maker may be justified in represent- 
ing the Tanais as the boundary between 
the Melanchlaeni and Budini-Geloni. 

2, yAaukdy, ‘blue-eyed.’ Cp. J. H. H. 
Schmidt, Synonymik, i. p. 585. 

amuppds is darker than tav6és, Plato 
Tim. 68 c, and generally refers to the 
hair. If Stein is right in taking it here 
of the skin on the strength of Hippokr. 
de Aer. 20 (cp. Neumann, p. 155), 
where certainly it is so used and applied 
to the whole Scythic race, then Hdt. 
is here guilty of making a distinction 
where none existed, the Budini in his 
conception plainly offering a physical 
contrast to the Scyths. But there is no 
need to divert the word from its usual 
application by reference to Hippokrates 
a junior contemporary of Hdt. whom 
it is not to be supposed that. Hdt. is here 
quoting. Larcher takes the terms to refer 
to painting the body red and green: 
citing Verg. Georg. 2. 115 and Heyne’s 
note. To see in these red-haired blue- 
eyed Budini ‘‘the ancestors of the 

9.4 \ . be 
€loL Yap OL 

German race,” as Rawlinson does in one 
sentence, or ‘‘a remnant of the Cim- © 
merians,” as he does in the next sentence — 
but one (vol. iii. p. 92, n.#): or in their 
city, the Asgard of the Scandinavian © 
mythology, with Lenormant (Manual, — 
li. p. 184), or to identify them with 
Buddhists, as did apparently the great 
geographer C. Ritter, Vorhalle, p. 381, 
or indeed to adopt any one of the 
numerous hypotheses in respect to their” 
ethnology, is to go beyond the evidence, ~ 
which is too imperfect to lead to any 
determination. The article in Smith, 
Dict. Geogr. 1. 455, is worth consulting, © 

modus . . Tedwvds. It is not 
for members of a modern ‘nation of 
shopkeepers,’ with experience of the 
zeal of commercial (and missionary) 
enterprise and settlements, to question 
the possibility of such an Hellenie 
colony or outpost as is here described. 
Still one cannot but feel that such a 
well-organised and permanent establish- 
ment as is implied in this description 
seems improbable, located, as it is, 
in the heart of savagery. It cannot 
be supposed that Hdt. speaks as an 
eye-witness, though he speaks with the 
assurance of one. Nor should the fi 
that the description is correct ecclesiast 
cally, dyd\uara, Bwuol, vnol being the 
three essential requisites for Helleni¢ 
temple-service (Stein), and the orgiastic 
Dionysos festivals being biennial, in any 
way mislead us into believing that Hdt 
ever set eyes on the wooden walls of 
Gelonos. If such things were evidences 
there would be an end to all story-tell- 
ing, and one might as well argue to the 
truth of the Amazonian adyenture, c. 110 
infra, from the nautical correctness of 
the terminology there, rndddva, lorla, 
elpeoln. 

8. tprernplSas.  Diodor. Sic. 4. 
Cicero, de Nat. Deor, 3. 28, Ovid, Fast 
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wal KaNawos TEPL AUTNV. 
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ONTLLOL ES VTTEPEWY AKECLY. 

.. 393 f., Schdmann, Gr. Alt. ii? 501 f. 
B3est of all, Ed. Greswell, Origines Kal. 
dell. vol. v. pp. 4 ff. 

9. &avacravres. From Olbia, Tyras, 
hte. Stein, who wishes to find room for 
she Budini west of the Tanais, upon the 
Borysthenes, sees in this tradition a 
wonfirmation of his localisation. But 
ven Hdt. can hardly have forgotten his 
wn assertion in c. 21 supra, that the 
isudini lived east of the Tanais, beyond 
‘cythia : and Neumann (op. c. p. 91) long 
ego pointed out that they form a link or 

ation in the great trade-route that ran 
J. E. from the Pontos to the Ural 
egions. 
| 109. 2. p8aporpayéovor. ‘‘ Qui man- 
sent dela vermine” Larcher ; ‘‘they eat 
e” Rawlinson. C. Ritter (Vorhalle, 

sc. Berlin 1820, p. 154) was the first 
) suggest that POetpes here meant < fir- 
yes,’ and he is followed by Stein, who 
»tes Strabo and Arrian for the existence 
‘a tribe on Caucasus named ¢decpodd- 

near a town named IIirvois, and 
Ids Phot. lex. @Oelp, 6 tis mlrvos 

yipros. The real or at least the first 
estion must be: What did Hdt. under- 
and by the word? ‘The practice as- 

Nibed c. 168 infra to the women of the 
idyrmachidae, cp. note ad l., in the 
sence of any clearer indication of his 
eaning, may be taken as a fair com- 

ary on the word here. If it be said 
at the xdpmros mirvos was edible, it may 

® replied that so is the @éelp, nor is it 
lite obvious why ¢éelp, vegetable, is 
better antithesis to otros than pOelp, 

kat Verwvol, ovdé Siata 1) avry. 

adToxOoves vowades Té clot Kat POeipoTpayéovor podvor Tov 
ravtn, Tedwvol dé vis te épyatas Kal ovtodpdyor Kal Kyrrovs 

eetnuévot, ovdev THv idénv Gpuotoe ovSE TO Ypapa. 

‘Ejvev Kadéovtat kal of Bovdivos Tedwvoi, ov« op0ads Kandeo- 

» Se ydpn chéov macd éott dacéa idnoe TavToinow év 

58 rh i8n rH wreloty éotl Nipvn peyady Te Kal TOAAH Kal Eros 
év 6€ TavUTn evbdptes adXloKovTaL Kal 
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a A fa) \ 

Tedwvol ro dpyatov “ENAnves, €x TH d€ éurroplwy éEavacraytes 
os \ , \ \ a \ \ 

olxnoay év Tota Bovdivorct: Kal yooon Ta pev TKvOiKH Ta dé 
a \ bf] fal A 

Bovdivos dé ov TH abtH yAwoon ypéwvTat 
e \ \ a a/ 

ov pev yap Bovdtvou éovtes 

ig \ / 
UTO MEVTOL 

s Lee / / a \ / 
«doTopes Kal adda Onpia TeTpayovoTpocaTa, TOV TA dépuata 

Tapa Tas olcvpyvas Tapappadmtetat, Kal ol dpyLes avToict eior 

animal. Finally, vermin-eating is a 
not uncommon practice (Oscar Peschel, 
Races, p. 159). 

4, TO xpdpa. We cannot argue from 
this that zuppds in c. 108 must refer to 
the colour of the skin, for the contrast 
is not fully drawn out—-yAavxds there 
and (dé here being left unrelated. 

tard kadedpevor. ‘There are 
Greeks who make the mistake of calling 
the Budini Geloni’—perhaps Hekataios? 

8. & 8 ratty. On this passage 
Stein quotes Neumann pp. 92 f. as show- 
ing that on the upper courses of the 
Don otters and beavers and elk (Hlend), 
not to say wolves and bears, were found 
as late as 1380. If any stress were to be 
laid on the locality the fauna would make 
against his transfer of the Budini to the 
Borysthenes. But no doubt these 
animals were formerly spread over a 
wide area, and this passage affords in 
reality a poor argument for the identifica- 
tion of Gelonus, and its site, either way. 

9, Terpaywvorpdcwma, Neumann and 
Stein think, points toa distorted descrip- 
tion of the elk: Rawlinson hints at 
‘seals.’ Is it anything more than a 
judicious et caetera? Cp. for such a 
saving clause c, 191 infra. 

10, ovrtpvas. See L. & S. sud v. 
and cwcvpa. 

Bpxves. The kacrépiov is probably 
meant, an item in the Hellenic pharma- 
copoeia not to be confounded with the 
vegetable product, castor oil, and erro- 
neously supposed to have the utility 
here ascribed to it. 
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/ 110 Lavpoparéov S& méps Hde Aéyerar. 

? / ( \ be ly / / cae i, a/ éuayécavto (Tas 6é palovas Karéovor YxvOar Oidprara, 
/ Sete gi sf n dvvatat € TO ovvopa TOTO Kata ‘EAAASa yAOaoaV avOpoKTovot: 
3\ \ / yA \ olop yap Kad€ovor avdpa, TO 6é Tatra KTelveW), TOTE Rédyos 

\ / / n tous “EAAnvas vikjoavtas TH éml Oepywdovre ayn amomhéew 
7 \ / n > / Y r ayovtas Tplot TAOloWL TOY Apalovwy boas édvvéato Coyphoa, 

\ > > n oo tas 0 vy TO Teddyei emiBeuévas exKorpar Tods dvbpas. 
\ > / > \ \ va) dé ov ywooKew adras ovde mydadlovcr ypacbar ovdé farlovor 
»Q\ b) / ? Ji? \ , oude eiperin: adr ered ébéxotbav tods dvbdpas ébépovto Kara 
n \ f \ a n 10 KUMLA Kal avE“oV, Kal amiKVEoVTAL TAS Aimyns Ths Mawjrib0s éa} 

/ e \ \ >} ok an n la) Kpnpvovs: ot d€ Kpnuvol eicl ys ths SKvOéwv trav éXevbépar, 
b) @ lo) > ny 2 \ la) / (4) / id / > evOavta aroBdcat aro Tav mrolwy ai “Apatoves odolTropeoy és 

> n \ rn evtuyodcat b€ mpdt@ immopopBio ToiTo Sunp- 
Nar aN / ¢ / a ; 

TAacav, Kal el TOVT@Y ImTalomevat eXniCovTO Ta TOV YKvOé@v, — 
¢ \ / 3 n E Ill oi 6& YxvOav ove eiyov cvpBarécba 7 mphryya: ovte yap 

\ yA 2 67 of \ 4) ae, > Seid] , 5 povnv ovte ecUnta ovtTe TO EOvos éyivwoKov, arr ev Oopate 
5 CP ah, » UA noav oKoOev édOovev, édoxeov 8 avtas eivar avdpas Thy adThy — 
id / Yj \ rn HALKINY EXoVTAS, Maynv TE 6) TpOS avTas érroLedYTO. 

/ na [al / 5 wayns TOV vexpOv éxpdtncay of var, Kat otto &yvwcay © 
/ an / 49 na €ovoas yuvaixas. Bovdevopévorcr Ov avrotou eboke KxTelvew pev 

Lon 4 

\ THY OLKEOMEVNDV. 

110. 1. Zavpoparéwv. The Sauromatae 
were south of the Budini, east of the 
Palus Maeotis, or rather of the Tanais, 
vide cc. 21 supra, 116 infra. 
the two statements are not quite con- 
sistent, is only a fresh illustration of the 
fact that Hdt. draws on varying sources 
without always harmonising them. It 
might appear that ‘“‘a custom of the 
women,” in which they differed widely 
from the Scyths, whom yet they in 
many respects resembled, suggested to 
the Greeks this entertaining fable of 
their origin, which Hdt. here inserts 
according to his wont, quite oblivious 
of the inconsistency in which he hereby 
is involyed. For according to this 
story the Scyths are in possession of 
Scythia in the time of the Amazons, 
and of Herakles ; whereas, according to 
the view to which Hdt. has previously 
committed himself, the Scyths had 
immigrated into Scythia in compara- 
tively recent times, c. 11 supra (Neu- 
mann, p. 327). 

héyerat, By whom? OC. Fries, 
Quaestiones Herodoteae, Berlin 1893, 
argues that Herodotus is combating 
a story which Hekataios had drawn 

That 

Ore “EXAnves “Auatoor 

TOA 

€x O€ THS 

from a poetical source, with a version — 
which he himself had heard from 
‘Pontine Greeks.’ ; 

2. Oidprara. On the Scythian tongue ~ 
cp. upon 18 

3. “EdAdBa. 
cp. ¢. 78 supra. 

5. él Ocpywdovr.. The battle on 
the Thermodon took place between 
Theseus-Herakles and Antiope-Hippo- - 
lyte, and their respective followings. — 
Cp. 9: 27. 

6. 80as. The remainder lived to 
fight another day, 9. 27. On the 
Amazonian Sagas cp. Roscher, Lexikon, 
267 ff. ; 

11. Kpnpvots. Having passed the 
Thracian Bosporos under cover of 
night? The Thermodon, Bosporos and 
Kremni are on the same meridian, 
all but: 36 E. Greenwich. Hdt. seems 
to forget that he has located Kremni 
c. 20 supra. The ‘free’ Scythians 
there appear as rods d&\Xous voulfovres 
ZKvOas dovdAous operépous elvan, 

111. 1. cupParéo@ar. : 
sub v. III. C. (p. 1457), and on the 
significance of the terminology in this 
passage cp. Introduction, p, lxxx. 

‘EAAds is an adjective, | 
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> \ / v b) / e a de \ / b / 

odder) tpor@ ete adds, éwuTay S€ ToOUvs vewTaToUS aTroTrEeuYrat 
i 14 al / \ 

és abtds, TAHO0s elxacavTas boat TeEp Exeivat Hoav, TOUTOUS Oe 
/ / / x \ 

raTparoTredever Pat mrnolov éxewvéwv Kal rovéey Ta TEP AY Kal 
\ / \ / ¢ 

éxelvar trovéwot' iv Sé adrodvs SibKwor, wdyerOas ev pH, VIrO- 10 
/ / 3 / 

idevyew 56: éredy 5€ Tavowvtat, édMovtas adtis mdyotov 
/ 

roTpatotredever Oa. 
7] o 5) / 

BE airéwy raidas éxyevnoer Bau. 
9 , Yes L ae eae ’ \ CRLIN / 
erolevy Ta évTeradpéva. émrel O€ Eualov avtovs at ‘“Apaloves 

. A / l4 / / \ ovdeuun Sndjor arriypévous, Ewv yalpew: mpocexwpeoy dé 
/ A / Ge my A CL, 

mAnciaitépw TO oTpaTOTEboy TO oTpaToTEdH ET HMEPH EXaoTN. 
. / ee C9 / Len \ 
lelyov 58 ovdév odS of venvicxol, BomEep ai Apaloves, eb pun) Ta 
4 ‘ \ ¢ > \ / oY \ oye ? / 
Sada Kab Tovs (immous, GAG Conv eCwov THY avTHnVY EexeEwWNot, 5 

\ / 

Ynpevovtés Te Kal AntCopevor. 
/ / \\ / \ {2 

uecauBpinv towovde: éyivoyvto omropddes Kata play Te Kat ovo, 
/ / A 

rpocw 61) am addndéav és edpapetny atocKidyduevar. palovTes 
Ni a / / 

$2 «al of SKvOar érrolevy T@vTO TovTO. Kal Tis pouvM@lercéwv 
> \ > / b) \ 

rit adtéov éveypivmteto, kal 4 “Aualov ovK amwbéeTo adra 5 
ral an \ s \ i 

epteide xpyjcacbat. Kai dwvijcat wey ovK elye, OV yap cuviecay 
» lal \ / Ta) > \ 

DAnrov, TH SE yeipl eppate és tHv votepainy €dOeiv és TwUTO 
/ / \ PaaaN 

yoplov Kal Erepov adyew, onuaivovoa dvo yevéoOat, Kal avTy 
e bi \ n /- na \ 

‘réonv akew. o S€ venvioxos, érel amhdOe, EdeEe TadTA TpOS 
\ 7 Ses a 52 8 / 20 b) \ 7; Jacail NTO 

ovs Nowtrovs: TH dé Sevtepalyn HAGE &s TO ywploy avTos TE OUTOS 
4 2 \ \ > L/ e / oy oN € al étepov aye, kal thy “Awafova ebpe Sevtépny avtTny wvrro- 

4 nr 

vouoav. of 6€ Rotrol venvickos ws eérvOovto Tata, Kal 
M \ i 2 f \ \ / bTol extiAw@oavTo Tas NowTras THY “Apafoverv. peta de cupmpl- 

E / ¢ na lal 4 / aVvTES TA OTPATOTEdA OiKEOY Omod, yuvaiKa EywVv ExacTOS TAVTHY 

a ¢ / / 

rabtra éBovrevcavto of YKvOar Bovdrdpevoe 

atroTreubOévtes 5é of venvickot 

érroteuy Se at “Awatoves és tv 113 

114 

| 7. €wvray, ‘ warriors.’ 
| 8. wAH80s. Three boat-loads of 
irisoners, some of whom had since 

en slain, would not have amounted to 
ery many; say 150? Anyway the 
yths were pretty far advanced in the 

tt of counting. (Cp. Tylor, Prim. 
ture, c. vii., Anthropology, c. xiii.) 

112, 2. mpocwexapeov. A striking in- 
ce of a construction not uncommon 

a Hadt., ¢.g. 5. 112 ws owe ra 
pardreda cuumrecivra éudxovro. 
5. Lonv e{wov. Op. épya . . épydtov- 

ce. 114 infra, 
113. 6. dwvfica, Cp. puri, c. 114 
fra. One cannot expect Hat. to be as 

as Aristotle, Pol. 1. 2, 11, 1253 
bev otv puvh rod Avrnpod Kal fdéos éorl 
petov, 51d Kal rois Addows brdpxer Lots. 

and NJyos are not always distinct 

VOL. I 

to Hdt. (ep. ec. 114 infra) though he 
elsewhere uses yA@ooa for speech, and 
gwvh for donkeys’ braying, c. 129 infra. 
Cp. further the use of Adyos c. 127 infra. 
There follows a fine illustration of 
gesture language. (On which in general 
ep. Tylor, Harly History of Mankind, 
ce. ii. iii. iv., and on this passage and 7. 
233, Sittl, Die Gebdrden der Gr. u. Rom. 
p. 1488.) 

13. ékttAdoavTo, Pindar uses the 
form xrirevew mansuefacere. éevba ot 
motuvat KTt\eVovTar Kdmrpwy Nedvrwy Te 
Fr, 238, and the adj. xri\os, lepéa xridov 
"Adpodlras Pyth. 2. 17, on which the 
Schol. olovel rdv ouvrePpaupévov Kab 
ow On éyer Kal elOicuévov TH xexpl. 

114. 2. &kartos tatrny. It seems 
going far to infer from this phrase a 
strict monogamy among the historic 

G 
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82 HPOAOTOY Iv 

TH TO mpaTov cvveulyOn. rhv b& haviv tiv pev TOV yuvarKdy 
oi avdpes ovK éduvéato pabeiv, tiv 5& TOv avdpdv al yuvaixes 
cuvéhaBov. émel dé cuvhnKavy dAd)AaD, éheEav mpos Tas 
"Apatovas rade of avdpes. “piv elol pev toKées, elod de 
KTnoLeS* Viv OY pnKéTL TEVA ypovov Conv Tou)vbe ey oper, 
ar’ amedOovres és Td TAHOOS SvarrdpeOa. yuvatcas bé E£ouev 
tueas Kal ovdauas dddras.” al 6€ mpos radra edrgckav rdbe, 
“nets ovk av dvvalueba oixéew peta Tov tperepéwy yvvatKov: 
ov yap Ta avTda vopaia nuiv te Kaxelvnot éorr. *hyels pev 
Tofevouev Te Kal axovriCoper Epya 6e 
yuvaiknua ovK éudOouev: ai bé tyérepar yuvaikes Tovtav 
pev ovdev TOV imels KaTeréEapev rrovedor, epya S& yuvaixia 
épyafovrar pévovoat ev tHov apaknot, ovr emt Onpny lodca 
ovTe GAH ovdawyH. ovK ay av duvaipeba éxeivnor cuudéperbar. 4 
GXN et Botr\gcobe yuvaixas éyew ijpéas Kab Soxéeww civar Sikavor, 
éXGovres Tapa Tos ToKéas aToNdyETE TOY KTHUATY TO [épos, 
Kal érevta éNovTes oiKéwpev el Huewv ad’tav.  émre(Oovto Kal 
émoinoay TavTa ol venvicKol. ; 

Kat (nmaloueba, 

b] / \ > / a = 

emeite O€ amroNayovTes TOV 

- € a \ > \ / / : 

edeEav al yuvaixes Tmpos avtovs Tdade. “ ruéas Eyer PoBos TE 
NZ / NG ts aay?) n A / A i Kal d€05 OKwS xXpn olKEeWW Ev THOSE TH YOPH, TOUTO péev Tueas 

/ a a \ oa 
aTooTepnadcas TaTépwy, TovTO Sé yHv THv byweTrépny SnAnca- 

/ / 5) 9453 / 5) n cures, a ” ae 
pevas Toda. GX eErretTe akLovTE nuéas yuVatKas éyeLy, TAOE 

/ nr / / na fol an a 

TovueTe ana nuiv' pépete eEavactéwpey ex THS yhs Thode Kab 
/ . \ / bb) rn 7 

mepnoavtes Tavaiy trotapmov otkéwpev. érreiOovto Kal TavTa 
€ / / \ \ / - ¢ / \ iA pg ot venvickot, SvaBavtes dé Tov Tavaiv odovropeov mpos HALOv 

Sauromatae: but the historic fact of a 
primitive pairing season inter alia may 
fairly be read in this legend. A charm- 
ing story has been told by Addison, 
Spectator, No. 433, in which he more 
than hints at the said ‘pairing season,’ 
of which Westermarck, History of Hu- 
man Marriage, c. ii., has made a good 
deal: in justice to Ed. Greswell, it 
should be observed that he long ago 
collected a vast amount of evidence on 
the matter, see Origines Kal. Hell. vi. 
SyfAl ati 

8. dovyv. One might have expected 
yr@ocav, cp. c. 108 supra, but cp. Pindar’s 
pwvdevra cuveroiow and gwvjca ce. 112 
supra, 117 infra. 

4, ot &vSpes. With their character- 
istic stupidity, c. 46 supra. 

116. 2. rbv Tdvaiv. The geographical 

position of the Sauromatae at the d 
of the story is here very exac 
indicated; yet it is not quite pla 
whether we are to conceive them 
three days’ or as six days’ journ 
beyond the Tanais, which appears, if 
either case, as the eastern boundary of | 
Scythia. Probably the former. In ¢ 
21 supra the territory of the Sauromatae 
begins immediately beyond the Tanais, — 
and extends fifteen days [8000 st., 378 
mill. pass.| north from the Palus. 

Hippokrates who agrees with He 
in the description of the manners 
customs of these ladies limits 
martial performances (cp. Plato, Rep. 
ff.) ws dv rapGévor Ewor, Hippokr. de A 
17, and the limitation might be infe 
from the next chapter, though 
does not clearly express it. Han 



114-118 MEATIOMENH 83 

wi Dy pev pepe imo Tov Tavaidos adov, Tprav oe avicyovta Tplav pev imepéwy aro Tod Tavasdos » Tpb 
amd Ths Auvns Ths Maujridos mpos Bopénv dvepov.  amikopevot 

5é és todrov Tov yOpov €v THO vov KATOLKNYTAaL, OlKnOaVY TOUTOD. 

cal Sialrn amo TovTov Ype@VTaL TH Taaup TOV Lavpopatéwv 

ai yuvatces, Kal ert Onpnv er imrmav éexpoitdcar awa Toict 

dySpdor cal yopls Tv avdpav, Kai és Torewov horTacar Kal 

orodiy tiv adthy Toict avdpdor dopéovaa. dary S€é of Lavpo- 

padrat voultovor XKvOiKh, corouxiSovres avTH amo Tod apxaiou, 

érel od ypnotas é&fuafov adtnv at "Apafoves. Ta rept 

yamov S& dé odt SwaxéeTar od yapéetar TapOévos ovdenia 

-rplv dv tav Todeuiov dvSpa amoxtetvy al S€ TuvES avréwy 
kal TeXeuTooL ynpatal Tply yypacOat, ob Suydwevat TOV vomov 
éxTAjoat. . 

‘Emi rovtav av Tov KatadexPevtav eOvéwy Tovs Baciréas 
\dducpévous amiKkopmevor TOV YkvOéwy of ayyedor EXeyou EKbid4- 
scxovtes ws 6 Ilépons, éresdy of Ta ev TH HrrElpw TH ETépN TayTA 
Katéotparrat, yédupav fevEas él TH adyévs Tov Boomopou 
MSvaBEBnxe és THVSE THY Hrreipov, SiaBas Sé Kal KaTacTpEeYrapevos 
Opyixas yedupot totapov “Iotpov, BovAopevos Kal Tade TavTa 
tm éwvTe Toujcacbar. “tpels ov pndevi TpoTm éx TOU pécov 

/ / ¢ / / > \ > \ / KaTnpevoe trepildonre nuéas StapOapévtas, GANA T@VTO vonaarTES 

Wst-Europa, § 293, suggests that Davpo- 
aréwy is a lapsus calami for ’Apafiywr. 

The same result would be achieved by 
aking rv Z. al yuvaixes together. 
117. 1. davyg. Op. c. 114 supra. 
Zavpopdrar, Sauromedes. North- 

stm Medes = Sauromatae = Sarmatae = 
Slaves, Rawlinson n.° toc. 117. If this 
were so, in the conquest of S. Russia, 

sand the Danubian region, these ‘Medes,’ 
senturies after, fulfilled the intentions 
with which Dareios, according to Hadt., 

et out, viz. to punish the Scyths for 
their invasion of Media, c. 1 supra. 
In the Sarmatae see Smith’s Dict. Geogr. 

b v., and Forbiger, in Pauly, Real- 
Eneyclop. sub »v., Pape’s Wérterbuch 
1. gr. Eigenn. 1347, 1354, Miillenhoff, 
Deutsch, Alt. iii. 101 ff., and Appendix 
L. infra. 

118. 1. dy. Narrative resumed from 
102 supra. With some very trifling 

verbal changes the speech which follows 
have done admirably in the 

mouth of an Athenian addressing 
he congress at the Isthmos, before 
né invasion of Xerxes, It is difficult 
© suppose that the parallel was not 

latent in the historian’s mind, or in 
his sources: it is not unreasonable to 
conjecture that the later situation has 
coloured the narrative of the earlier and 
remoter campaign. (A similar situation 
upon a smaller scale is sketched in the 
Corinthian speech, Thuc. 1. 120.) It 
must be admitted that the Scythian 
envoys very skilfully refute the view 
put forward by Hdt. in c 1 supra. 
The harmonist may, however, say that 
the one passage gives the respectable, 
the other the real, reason: thus both 
are admissible! The Scythian view 
is rejected in favour of the Herodotean 
by a majority of the council, c. 119. 
Such likewise to a certain extent was 
the practical maxim of the Peloponnesians 
in 480 B.c. In fact why the Scythians 
should appear in the guise of petitioners 
before this congress of kings it would 
be hard to say, unless it be because their 
case is analogous to the Athenian atti- 
tude towards the Peloponnesians at a 
period, subsequent indeed to the date 
of the events here narrated, but prior 
to the date at which this narrative came 
into being. Cp. Introduction, § 17. 

118 



84 HPOAOTOY IV 

b] / \ 5] / 
avrTtatmpev Tov émrLovra. 4 / rn nr OUK@Y ToWNTETEe TavTa* Hels fev 

10 MueCOmevor %) exAelropwev THY KOpnv 1) WévovTes omoroyin ypnod- 
peOa. / \ 10 \ / e / / c “A Te yap Talaper wn Bovropévov vuéwov tYysmpéew; tiv 

\ »>O\ San / 7 b] / / \ ¢ dé ovdev eri TovT@ éorat eXadhporepov’ Heer yap o llépangs 
>Q/ ta) b ies} / x > \ ? / ovdéy TL MadAOV em’ Huéas 7) ov Kal er’ ipuéas, OSE of KaTaypHnoer 
éas KaTacTpeWapéve tuewv daréyerO aye peirapev vuéewv arréyer Oar. 

15 TOVOE papTUpLov épéoper. 
peya O€ wiv AOyov 

el yap ém iuéas povvous éaotparn- 
/ ¢ / / n / rNatee o Mepons ticacbar ths mpocbe dovroc’vyns Bovrdpevos, 
na aN’ / fal / / ¢ Xphv avrov TavTwv TOV addNov atreyopevoy iévat oUTw emt THY 

¢ / \ x / nr nueTepny, Kal av édnrov Tact ws etl YKvOas éXNavver Kal ovK 
él tovs aAXous. vov € eémelte TayioTa OiéBn és THVdE THY 
4 \ >) AN \ / rn 20 NTELPOV, TOUS Alel euTrodwWY yLVoMévoUsS HmepodTaL TavTAas: TOUS 

’ Nes, ” Chan ne a / \ \ \ rn 
Te 61 Gddovs exer Ur EéEwvTH Opyixas Kal bn Kal rors Hpty 

119 éovras mAncLoydpous Téras.” 

i 

10 €mpnooopev. 

IVAN ee an) 2 / ¢ \ ra} \ enews \ ¢ Y 
TTAPEOLOOV, KAL EKELVOL, ETTEL opeas @UTOS UVEOS EVELPEL, TV OLOLHnV 

Upiv atrodLoovat. 
/ >O\ 7 a t / b) / i _ ToUTOUS oUdey OUTE VOY TMpoTEepoL Trelpnoouela adiKéety. TV 

\ YU a- 15 évTot erin Kal él THv nweTtépny apEn Te adiKéwy, Kal wels 
/ la) a an ; 

ov Trevaopeba, expt d€ TOUTO idwpev, evéomer Trap Huty avTotoL 
ef \ t > Sks89) seg, /. Tlé 2 2 UES \ 3, 
Hew yap Soxéopev ovK em nuéas Ilépoas adn eri Tovs aitious 

THS AdiKins yevopévous. 

120 

119. 3. at yvGpar. The division of 
opinion is geographical, though the Tauric 
king, as an isolated factor, might have 
sided with either party. But had he 
joined the trans-Tanaites there would 
have been an even vote! That would 
have been awkward for the story. 

16, ot macdpeba. S. has ovk olcdpueda : 
various other emendations haye been 
suggested, particularly od mepopdueba, 

n / 

tatdTa YKvOéwv éraryryedAopevov 
4 ¢ / ( \ rn 

éBovrevovto of Bacirees of amo TOV eOvéwy HKovTes, Kal ohewv 
> / e an ¢ \ \ \ \ ¢ lal 

éayicOncav al yvapat: o pev yap l'ekwvos Kal 6 Bovdivos Kab 
ig / \ > \ / 

6 Lavpowarns Kata TOUTO yevomevoe Uiredéxovto TKVOnor Tipo- 
/ ¢ \ > / 

Spynoew, o S¢ “Ayabupaos kat Nevpos Kal “Avdpodayos Kai ot 
Tov MedayyAaivov Kat Tatpov rade YKbOnou wimexpivayTo. 

\ \ a Yj ¢ / / 7 
“ec pev pr vets Eate ol mpoTepot aduxnoavtes Ilépcas Kal — 
BA VA 4 8 / n a bé / x 
apEavres Trodéuov, TOUTM@Y OEopeEevor TMV VOY Séecbe NéyeLY Te GV 

/ a >) A n 

édaiverbe nuiv opOa, Kal ets bTaKovoavTes TOUTO av Lpiv 
lal \ la) \ / an. 

vov dé welts Te és THv éxeivav éoBarovTes yHV 
U4 / / / na (? i 

avev nuewy eérexpatéete Ilepcéwy Ooov xypovov viv o Geos — 

id na \ BA / > / \ y 

nets O€ OUTE TL TOTE NOLKNTAapLEV TOUS avdopas 

Tadta &s ameverybévta ériOovto of LKvOar, éBovdrevovt 

LOvpayiny pev pndewlav troéecOar éx Tod éuhavéos, bre 81 opt 
eee Ee Eee SS 

4 

h = 

al 

and of éreodueOa, epic for érimev or 
éredevoouecba. To this last Stein (1877) 
gives the preference, on the ground of - 
other epicisms or archaisms in Hat. ; 
keobueba is the reading of Stein's” 
editio minor. Gompertz (Stud. Hen 
ii. 64) defends, and van Herwerden 
approves, the vulgate. 

120. 2. t@vpaxlny, c. 102 supra. 
é« Tod éucavéos is superfluous. 
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@ , , ’ / ( / be Vee aN / 

odroé ye ctppayor od TpoceyivovTo, UmeEwovTes S€ Kal vmefehav- 
> \ \ \ / a 

vovtes Ta dpéata Ta TapeEiovey aVTOL Kal Tas KpHvas cUYXODdY, 
\ , fol a / na / / \ 

Ti toiny te ek THS yAs exTpiBew, Suyod odéas SuedovTes. Kal 
a / a > t “a , 

Tpos Mev TIY Lav TOV LOLPEWY, TS éBacireve LKoOTTACIS, TPOTYO- 
Ny \ ¢ / xX bd] \ nr / 

péeww Savpopatas: Tovtous pév O1) UTayerv, Hv emt TodTO TpaTN- 
nr \ \ fol / 

rat 6 Ilépans, i00 Tavdidos wotapod rapa thy Maihrw Nipyny 
/ a / / 

_ brrodevyorTas, amenavvovTos Te Tov Ilépcew Errvovtas Si@dKew. 
al fal / / / \ 

airy pév ods pla hv potpa THs Bacidyins, TeTAypEvN TaUTHY THY 
fay ca v x \ be bu n NV / / X, 

Oddv H wep elpntar: Tas dé dv0 Tv Bacidniov, THY TE peyadnv 
fol > > / \ \ / n > I, ‘a0 LE 

ths hpye [davOupcos Kal thy Tpitny THs eBacireve Tagaxis, ovv- 
n \ / / 

-edOovcas és TauTO Kal Ted@vay Te kal Bovdivwy mpocyevomevor, 
4 CNA / a / € / 

ijwépns cal rovtovs 066 mpoéyovtas tav Ilepoéwy vieEayeu, 
lol NN / nr / . 

\imiovras Te Kal trovedyTas Ta PeBovdAevpeva. TPATA meV VuUY 
a fe Tal > / \ / 

trayew odhéas (00 TOY Ywpéwv TAY aTEeLTapLEvoY THY ThETEPHY 
/ , > \ Wee i 

eouppaxlnv, iva Kal TovUTOUS ExTTrOAE“wTwWOL* EL Yap MI EKOVTES YE 
5 e / \ / \ \ / > ’ ~) If 3 

ibréducay Tov TONEMOV Tov Tmpos Ilépcas, GAN aeKoVTAS ExTrONE- 
a / > \ / \y? 

pe@oeiv’ peta dé TOUTO UrroaTpédewy és THY ThETEPHY Kal ETTLYEL- 

4. ra péara .. Kal Tas Kphvas. 
Leaving all the rivers however (cc. 47- 

) 57 supra) for the benefit of the Persian. 
This plan of campaign is rather calcu- 
mlated for Greece, where there were no 
‘rivers to speak of, than for Scythia: at 
sleast it could hardly have been devised 
sby any one acquainted with Scythia, 
hough it is consistent with the bare 
emap of Scythia, sketched above, cc. 99- 
(Lol. 

5. tiv trolnv. Cp. c. 58 supra. But 
what of all the products enumerated 
% 17 supra? 

6. €Bact\eve as a permanency: ep. c. 
28 infra. There were three territorial 

divisions in 7 Bactdyin, each under its 
jwn king, the greatest under Idan- 

yrsos, who has a sort of superiority 
wer the others: the next probably that 
tnder Skopasis: the third under Taxakis, 
p. ¢. 6 supra. The liegemen of Sko- 

§ together with the Sauromatae, 
» 116, are apparently thought of as 

equal to the following of Idan- 
reinforced by the contingent 

axakis, and the Budini+Geloni. 
7. Zavpopdras ought to include 

/ 

spéev, iy 57) BovArevopévoicr Soxén. 
fal lf \ / 

Taira of Sxv0at Bovrevodpevos vrrnvtiafoyv tiv Aapelov otpa- 
an e / \ > v) 

“TINY, Tpodpopous atroaTeiNavTEsS TOY ITTEWY TOS apLoTOUS. \ 
Tas 

men and maidens, cc. 116, 117 supra, 
but the story of the campaign takes 
no account of women combatants: this 
is a great opportunity lost, and a fresh 
evidence that the legend of the Sauro- 
matae above is an insertion from a 
different source, and no part of the 
original narrative of the campaign. 

16. 183 rév xwpéwv. Cp. c. 89 supra 
100 rod “Iorpov and 0) Tavdidos, 1. 8 
above. 

Toy aremauévey, sc. Tov ébvéwr. 
This would take them either to the land 
of the Agathyrsi N. W. of Scythia, or to 
the land of the Tauri, S.E., two very 
different directions. The former seems 
intended ; but in the sequel this is the 
last thing they attempt. In fact, as 
Rawlinson points out cae iii, p. 100) 
‘*the Sauromatae, Budini and Geloni are 
even the first sufferers. (Jnfra chs. 122, 
123.)” This only shows how inconse- 
quent the narrative is. To explain 
such inconsequence is not easy. Dareios 
had to be taken all over Scythia: on 
the other hand good Hellenic strategy 
might have commended the plan here 
indicated, for application to ‘ Medizers.’ 

15 

20 

121. 
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be ¢ LE > Lal / Py a] \ / \ e val / € auatas ev THoL ot OvalTaTo Ta TéKVAa Kal ai YUVAaiKeEs Tdcas 
\ \ / / \ ¢ > \ € alte an Kal Ta TpoBata TavTa, TMV boa ot és popByy ikava hv Tocaira 

¢ / \ 7 2 A / 

5 vrrohuTropevol, TA AAA awa THoL apaknor mpoéTepryay, évTed- 
/ \ 

122 Adpevor aiel TO Tpos Bopéw éXavveww. 
A de > bé ¢ 45 c R \ Tié ¢ rn 

TOV O€ ~KUEwY 01 Mpodpopot ws Eebpov Tovs Ilépaas Boov Te TpLOV 
¢ / id \ > / rn 

nLEpEwY OOOV amréxyovTas amo tov “lotpov, ovTou pev TovToUS 
¢ / id / ¢ nan / rn 

EUPOVTES, HMEPNS 00@ ™ poeyovTes, €oTpatoTredevovTO Ta eK THs 
id be Tlé id gS 5 rn 

ot 6€ Ilépoat ws eidov émipaveicay 
nr / \ i 

Tov YKvbéov tiv tamov, éernicav Kata oriBov aiel UrayovTov: 
NOY, \ \ \ an 

Kal érretta (pos yap THY play THY potpéwy LOvcav) oi Llépoas 
30 7/ \ n \ [ 

€di@xov mpos 7@ Te Kal LOY Tavdidos: diaBavtwy Oé TobTwY Tov 
/ ie \ rn : 

Tavaivy motapov ot Iépoar éridiaBavtes ediwKov, és 0 ToY 
/ \ 7 / nr 

Lavpouatéoy thy yopnv SveEeAOovtes amixovto és Tiv TOV 

yhs puopeva Aeaivortes. 

121. 3. apdtas. Cp. c. 114 supra, and 
especially c. 46 supra. 

Siairaro, One might have ex- 
pected the plural verb: but the more 
important word carries the construction. 
Slaves are not here specified at all. Cp. 
8, 40 and 41. 

4, wdtv 8oa. This looks like a bit 
of rationalism: all sent away except 
what they wanted for food ; as if they 
knew just how many that would be: 
yet afterwards they have enough and to 
spare. Cp. c. 130 infra. But perhaps 
they were not sent very far! The gen. 
with mpés is noticeable. Some twenty 
days or less would have taken them out 
of Scythia, c. 101 supra. Were they 
not to go right away north, but to keep 
moving along the north line, inside their 
own frontier, or perhaps on the edge of 
the deserts? This grammatical refine- 
ment is difficult to maintain in the light 
of the recurrent phrase, c. 125 infra 
alel 7d mpds Bopéw édavve, “immer in 
nordlicher Richtung zu ziehen” Baehr ; 
‘to keep marching, without change 
of course, to the north” Rawlinson ; 
‘‘ proceed continually towards the north 
wind” Macaulay. Such direction 
would have landed them in deserts, or 
in the lands ray dreirapévwv tiv cUppa- 
xlav, through which the Persians were 
to be led. Obviously there is here an 
inconsequence in the story, or between 
the story and the geography. 

122. 2. tpidv tepewv. These three 
days would have taken the Persians on 
to the steppe between the Danube and 
the Dniestr, into Bessarabia. To this 
region, as Stein here points out, Strabo, 

HPOAOTOY IV 

n \ \ / 

TAUTA eV 61) TpoeKoulleTo* 

305, confines the trans-Danubian adven- ~ 
tures of Dareios: misled, we may add, 
by an excessive rationalism. Nor is it © 
easy, while admitting fully the contra- ~ 
dictions and improbabilities of the Hero- — 
dotean narrative, to describe it with © 
Stein as a fabulous creation of Scythian ~ 
vanity (Ruhmredighkeit). Greeks had 
more to say to this fable than Scythis, 
to judge by the internal evidences, and 
even perhaps the general probabilities. 

3. ovToL, sc. of DKvGat. 

7. play. The one under Skopasis, 
which included the Sauromatae. ql 

8. mpds HG re kal tod T. is MSS, 
reading. One preposition with two 
different cases is rather startling. Stein 
therefore suggests that Hdt. wrote i@0” 
Tavdcdos, cp. c. 120 supra. May it not be 
that there is a combination of an ab- 
solute direction (pds 74) with a relativ 
direction (pds tod Tavdidos)? Cp. c. 121 

Scyths and the Persians would have had 
to cross, on the historian’s own showing 
(ec. 51-57 supra) at least six rivers, Of 
which this story takes no account. The 
distance on the most favourable com> 
putation for a single traveller may bé 
reckoned, on the historian’s own show- 
ing, at twenty days, c. 101 supra ; for 
huge armies such as are here in motion at 
least twice as much time is to be allowed 
The territory of the Sauromatae ex 
tended fifteen days’ journey from 
mouth of the Tanais (c. 21 swpra) north- 

. What was the extent of the term 
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Bovditvev. Secor pev Si) xpovov of Iépoaumucav dia Ths LevOcK‘js 

cad ris SavpoudriSos yowpns, of 8 elyov oddey civerOar are 

Ikris xopns éovons xépoou" éreite O€ és THY TaV Bovdivar 

Teyopny écéBarrov, évOadta 8) evtvyovtes TH Evdiv@ Teixei, 

HekXcrordtav Tov Bovdivey Kal Kexevmpévov Tod TEelyeos TavTaD, 

. evérpnoay avTo. TovTo dé Toijcavtes elrrovto aiel TO Tpocw 

cata oriBov, és 5 SteEeNOovTes TavTny és THY Epnuwov amiKxovTo. 

iy Se Zonmwos arn v1rd ovdapav véuetas avdpav, Kéetar dé imép 

WLavais Sdpyis. 

what is to become of Dareios’ return 
within sixty days (c. 98 supra) ? 

123. 2. of 8€, in apodosi, c. 94 supra 
and passim. 

3. xéprov, ‘dry, barren,’ L. & S. 
) Yet they must have passed through the 
wland of the Georgi and Aroteres. Cp. 
ec. 17, 18 supra. 

4, 7d —. Tetxos, c. 108 supra. 
9. mA780s. Used similarly of space in 

regard to Caucasus, the trans-Caucasian 
‘region, 1. 203, 204 dpéwy mA7Oet péyioror. 

edtov mAHOos azetpov és Eroyrw. 
érra. This statement agrees with 

“he statement on the same subject, c. 
22 supra, which proves only that state- 
»ments drawn from different sources do 
ot always contradict each other. 

10. Ovecayérar. Cp.c.22 supra. The 
geography introduced here is like an 
fifterthought, probably from a_ fresh 
source. The Maietae must be located 
vetween the Sarmatae on the north, c. 21 
upra, and the Sindi on the south, cc. 28- 

36 supra. 

__Syrgis has appeared before as the 
‘Hyrgis, c. 57, the two passages being 
bviously independent. Hansen, Ost- 

Europa, § 85, suggests that the final s in 
Pdvais is the source of an error here. 
Jaros se pass for the name of the 
Wolga which flows into the Caspian. 
The identity of the Lykos is lost. For- 
piger, Alte Geogr. iii. 1115, is worth 
onsulting. 

A A an \ / ¢ an 

ris Bovdivev yoépns éodca TAHO0s Era Hwepéwv odod. 
\ \ > > lal / 

Tis épjwov Ouecayérar oikéovct, wotapol € &€ avTaY TécceEpes 
/ Qs \ / > ie) > \ / \ 

yeeydror péovtes Sia Maintéwv éxdudotor és tHv AimYNY THY 
, / a a oes fd 10 Ad ”O 

«wareonevnvy Maririv, rotor ovvomata Kéetar tTade, AvKos “Oapos 

UTEp dé 

e a \ Y4 / rn 

"Exel @v o Aapetos AGE €s THY Epnuoy, Tavaapevos TOU 
j 4 \ \ sy CV J) / popoumov idpuce tiv otpatiuyy emi Trotau@ ‘Odpy. 

i Jt > \ / D] / fy y > tt aS) / b] / 

OLNTAS OKTW TELYEA ETELYEE MEYAAA, \oOV AT ANANAWY aTEXOVTA, 

TOUTO 6¢ 

124, 3. relxea érelxee. Hven those pre- 
pared to extend Hdt.’s travels liberally 
draw the line at these forts (ep. Rawlin- 
son ad Jl.) and notwithstanding the 
remarkable formula, r@v ére és eué Ta 
épelria cba qv, deny that he can have 
seen the remains which he here describes. 
Two further questions arise: whether 
Dareios built these, or any such, forts ; 
and whether the forts described in the 
text ever existed at all. In regard to 
the first question: ‘‘it is extremely un- 
likely that any forts were built in 
Scythia by Darius” (Rawlinson). It is 
of course still more unlikely that Dareios 
built any forts far beyond Scythia, be- 
yond Sauromatae, Budini, on the edge 
of the desert, on the banks of the Oaros. 
It is in fact absolutely incredible. But 
did these erections exist in Hdt.’s own 
day? ‘hat ‘ruined barrows’ existed 
within and beyond the confines of 
Scythia is indeed highly probable ; but 
that there existed on the banks of the 
Oaros eight such ruins at regular dis- 
tances of about sixty stadii, or seven and 
a half R. miles, seems less probable. 
Hdt. does not mention the material of 
which these remains consisted. It may 
perhaps be that some confusion between 
tumuli or barrows, and some stations 
on a trade-route, underlies the suspicious 
symmetry of these distances (cp. the 
Libyan oases, c. 181 infra). Anyway 
these archaeological remains, which 

124 
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atadious ws éEnxovta uddiord Ky+ TOV ert és ewe Ta epelmia oda 
év ® 6€ obT0s Tpos Tatra érpdrero, of SimKdpevor LKiOa, 

Ta KatimepOe wméatpepov és Tv TKvOiKny. aba- a 
TOUTMY TO Tapamay, ws ovKETL ebavTdtovTd od, 

odTw 67 0 Aapeios telyea pev éxeiva tplepya perhe, avtos be 
brootpéwas ue pos éomrépny, Soxéwv TovTOUS Te mavTAS TOs 

125 SKvOas elvan kal mpos éomépny ohéas hevyer. 
taylotny Tov otpaTov ws és tiv YKvOucny darlkero, évékupoe 
auporépnar tor polpnor trav LkvOéwv, évrvyav 6é diwxe 

kal ov yap avier érrumy 0 Aapeios, of 
5 Kv0ar kata Ta BeBourevpéva tréhevyov és tov amrevrrapévoy 
Thy odetépny cuppaxinv, mpwTny dé és Tv Medayydaivov Thy 

as 6€ éoBadovtes TovTous érdpatay of te YKVOar Kal of 
Ilépoas, karnyéovto of [xvOar és Thy “Avdpopdywv tovs yapous* 
tapayévtoy O€ Kal TovTwY brhyov éml tHv Nevpida: tapacco- 

10 pévov 5€ Kal ToUToY Hicav trodevyovtes of YKvOar és Tors 
"AydOupao. O€ opéovtes Kal Tovs opovpovs dev- 

yovtas tm LKvOéwv Kal tetapaypévous, mpw } odu euBare 
Tovs LKvOas méurpavtes Kypuxa amnyopevov LKvOnou pa) emt 
Baivew tTav ochetépwy ovpwv, mporeyovTes ws eb TELPHTOVTAL 

15 eo BarovTes, ohict TPOTa SiapayyncovTat. 

mpoeiravres tadta éBonOeov él tods ovpous, épvKe ev vo 
Merdyyrauvor Sé cal ’Avdpopdayos Kab 

Neupol écBarovtwy trav epoéwv dua LKvOnou od'te mpos adKHD 
érpatrovTo émiAabomevol Te THS atrevAns edevyov aiel TO pos 

5 1. 
/ 

mepleNOovTes 
/ \ 

viobévTmv oé 

ig / ¢ / ¢ n 

UTEKPEPOVTAS 7)KLEPNS 00. 

yy. 

"Ayadupaous. 

\ / 
*ENOVTES TOUS eTrLoVvTas* 

would be such admirable evidence, if 
only they were genuine, throw some 
light upon the character of Hdt.’s 
materials and methods, not altogether 
to his credit: and the personal formula 
here (rap éru és éué ra epelmia oba Fv), 
which suggests autopsy, and yet is dis- 
allowed even by the least sceptical 
Herodotean critics, may justify scepti- 
cism in other less clear cases. Cp. Intro- 
duction, p. xcvi. 

125. 3. dpdorépyor. The two divisions 
of the Scyths must be supposed to have 
joined, though this is the first intima- 
tion of their junction. 

5, tov amrerapévov. The tribes are 
here given in order from E. to W. c. 102 
supra. The rhetoric of the passage is 
remarkable, and may be exhibited in a 
diagram as follows : 

- Fraternity and equality are also theif 

éXavvov be Thy 

oe 

"AyaOupooe pev 

umépevyov. «- |éstav MeAayxAat- | ws rovTous€ 
vov mV ynv. .-| pagay ; mb oes 2 2 

kamyéovTo .\|és tov Avdpoda- |tapaxGevTwvd fs 
yovTovs xdpous | Kal ToUTwY Gan ay ofek Z 

UmNyOV « . |€mt my Nevpiéa . |tapaccopevar 
b€ Kal TOUTE 

nroav wropev- \és tTovs “Ayabvp- } 
yovTes COUSi2 «ee 

13. kqpuka. Thoroughly Greek: not 
a mere dyyedov, cp. c. 131 infra. = 

The Agathyrsi, like the Getae, c, 92 
supra, whose neighbours they were, are 
prepared to stand up for their libe 

watchwords, cp. ¢c. 104 supra. They 
were better worth attacking than thet 
neighbours, having gold galore, but the 
defence of their frontiers would have 
been facilitated by the mountain ram- 
part of the Carpathians, which Hdt 
omits to mention. a 

19. altel rd mpds Bopéw és Thy Epnpov: 



5 / 

“oT To éeuov éxet, @ Llépoa. 

MEATIOMENH 89 

Bopéw és rv Epnuov Tetapaypévor. of b& LKvOar és pev Tods 20 

"Ayalupaous ovKéeTe arrelmavTas amiKkvéovTo, of dé éx« THS Neupidos 

yopns és Thy ohetépny KaTnyéovto Totor Iépanor. 

‘Os 88 roddXOv TodTO éyiveto Kal ovK érraveTo, Téuras Aapetos 126 

inméa Tapa Tov XKubéwv Baoiréa ‘lddvOupcor édeye Tadd. “ Sat- 

povie avdpav, TL devryers aiel, éEedv Tor TOvbe Ta Erepa Trovéewy ; 

ei pev yap akioypeos Soxéets eivat TewvT@ ToicL Emoior TpHYyyacL 
dvtimbOjvat, ov dé oTds Te Kal Tavodpevos TAAYNS payer Oat: 
et 88 cuyyiwwecKeat eivat Hocwv, od € Kal OVTW TavVodmEVOS TOD 

, / fal a lal / an \ e/ > \ b] 

Spouou deordtn TH oO SHpa épwv yhv te Kal Vdwp EOE és 
Néoyous. mpos Tadta 0 LKvdéwv Bacirevs ‘ldavOupaos réyer TAde. 

éy@ ovdéva Kw avipdmav 

wn 

127 

Qo / »” 7 / ” a \ / WOE / / 
/ o€l0aSs epuyov OUTE TPOTEPOV OUVTE VUV OE pevyo, OUOE TL VEWTEPOV 

| Taxvrepoy av viv cuppioyoimev és pmayny. 
t 

> / fa x \ b) >) / b] 50 / 
| €bf4b TTOLNTAS VUV 1 KAL EV €LP7)V7) EWUVUEA TOLEELV. 

e/ \ > & TL O€ OvK 
> / / / > \ \ la) / ¢ n BA A 5 

auTika payoual Tol, éy® Kal TOUTO OnuavEewW. HyLlv OVTE aoTEA 
A / / lal / / \ ¢ lal \ lal ovTe yn TeduTevpéevn éori, TOV Téps SelcavTEs pn AAO 7 Kap7 

\ / / 

el 66 S€06 TaVTwS 
2 a \ / > / Ih Cea) s/ / 
és TOUTO KaTa Tayos aTiKVéeTOaL, TUYYaVoUaL Huly EovTEes TadpoL 

/ / a bd) / 
\Tatp@tot’ pépete, ToUTOVS avevpovTes cvyxéelv Treipacbe avTouUs, 

/ \ cvppiEopév Toe. 

, tal / \ la) / if 

Kal yvooerOe Tore elite twiv pwaynoowela Tepl Tav Tapwv éEiTeE 
/ / / \ / / Caneel, > 

kal ov paynoopeba. mpotepov Sé, Hv fu) tuéas AOYos aipén, ov 
a / / \ 

aul wev ayn Tocavta eipnobw, Secmotas Se 
> \ 2 \ / / \ SEN / AP aC / \ 

© enous éyw Aia Te vouifm tov ewov mpoyovoy Kal ‘lotiny thy 
- \xvOéov Bacirevav povvous elvar. 

fal fal / a \ 1 te Kai vdaTos SHpa Tero ToLadTa old coe Tpérrer EdXOEY, avTl 
\ na ef / ” 9 Sen / / ”? 16€ Tov dtu Seotrorns Ednoas ecivar éuos, Kralew REéyO. 

\ \ > \ \ / an 

col de avTl pev Sdpwav yns 

15 
meek 

[ rovuTO 
6 €o7 9 ad LKvbéwv poss. ] 

( Cp. c. 121. The meaning here can only be 
* “northwards into the desert.’ 

21. otxér, with amixvéorto. 
126. 2. I8avOuprov. Seec. 120 supra. 
Saipdvie, not ‘miserable’ (Schweig- 

hauser), but ‘ marvellous,’ extraordinary. 
Cp. 7. 48, 8. 84. 

6. ov 5€, dé in apodosi, bis, cp. c. 94. 
127. 6, mwepvrevpévy. Planted with 

frnit-trees, cp. L. & S. sub v., cp. 
c. 19 supra, 

8. rao. in Gerrhos c. 71, the 
Teridian of which Dareios had twice 
crossed in his wild chase. There is a 
hint of Ancestor worship in the epithet. 

Il. Adyos, Cp, 1. 132 ad f. 8 Te my 
Abyos aipée, 7. 41 Skws pw Abyos alpéo. 
Popular terminology as illustrated in Hut. 

had not reached the stricter philosophic 
distinctions between dyos and gdwy7) on 
the one side, and Adyos and Ouuds or 
érOuula on the other. Cp. c. 113 supra. 

13. Ala... Tov éudv mpdyovov. Cp. c. 
5 supra where, according to the Scythian 
account, Targitaos the father of the 
three original Seythians, is son of Zeus. 

‘Ior(ny tiv 2k. Bacldeav. For 
Histia Basileia see c. 59 supra, and ep. ec. 
68, Appendix I, 

16. kAalew. Cp. cdew xerevwv Adua- 
xov tov Lopydcov Acharn. 1131 and 
Aristoph. passim. 

17. % Grd Zkvdlwy ffjors was a 
proverbial expression, or became such, 
for any rough and ready answer, as 
appears from Diog, Laert. 1. 101. 
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‘O pév 61) KipvE oiydxee ayyedéov Tadra Aapeiw, oi bé 
Lkv0éov Bacirées axotcavres rhs Sovrdocbvns Td odvowa opyhs 
erdjaOncav. THv pwéev 6 pera Lavpopatéov polpav rayGeican, 
Ths Npye XKomacw, méwrovor "Iwor Kerevovtes és Noryous 
imiKés Oat, TovTovs ot Tov "laorpov eLevypévov eppodpeov: adrdv 
dé Toicw brronevTropévowce edoke mravav pev pnkérs Uépoas, otra 
be ¢ / ? / bd / € €KaOTOTE avalpEeomévotor émitiOea Oar. 
> / \\ 

avatpeomevovs tovs Aapetov érolevy ta BeBSovdrcupéva. 
5? i \ 7 5) / ¢ a > / € OX lal n lmrTos THY immov aiel TpaTecKe % TOV YKvOéwy, of dé TOV 

/ ¢€ / / / ¢ llepoéwy tmmoras hevyovtes éeoémimtov és Tov mebov, 0 dé melos 
NN 2 / - c be SS 50 b) / \ WA ee, av émekoupee* ol O€ KVGar écapdkavtes THY lamov bTrécTpEpov 
Tov mebov poBedpevor. 
mpoaBoras of YKvOa. 

TO €1005]. 

be 5 / b} \ \ / \ c/ > Wf c Fy 

€ é€TeNavvovTwy é7t Tovs Ilépoas petaEd OKwS aKovoELaY Ob © 
¢/ n Yu aA n / / / 4 
imToL TOV OvaYv THS hwvis, ETapdoocovTo TE UTroaTpEepopevot Kal 
5) , / NC ce / Bi 
év Oapate écxov, op0a iatdvTes TA WTA, ATE OVTE aKOVTAVTES — 

It was apparently derived from this 
passage, or from this story. Cp. Bekk. 
Anecd. p. 305, quoted by Stein: 7 dd 
Dkvd dy pots rl éorw ; "LddvOupcos DKkvdav 
Baoreds Aapelov méupavtos ws avrov 
mpéoBers Kal KeNevcavTos 7 vmraKovew 7) 
Umoueivat TO Kivduveve dmekplvato oluw- 
few Aapelw, xr». The words have been 
bracketed by Valckenaer, Dietsch, Stein, 
and others. But all the MSS. exhibit 
them: the phrase may very well have 
become notorious and proverbial long 
before Hdt.’s time, and we are not to 
assume that the later authors all took the 
anecdote from him, indeed the variations 
in the phraseology seem to show that 
they are not quoting him. 

128. 2. Sovhocivys. Strictly speaking 
they had only heard the correlative 
Oecmbrns, c. 126 supra. 

4, THs ApXe Bkdracts. The first 
potpa of c. 120 supra. Fpxe, he not being 
Baovdeds of the Sauromatae. Cp. /.c. 

"Iwot with és Adyous dmixéoOa, cp. 
ec. 133 infra. 

6. roto. troderopévoror, The two 

> / \ \ \ uA / éTrovéovTo O€ Kal TAS VUKTAS TapaTrAnalas 
\ \ a / 

To O€ Totot Iléponol re Av cvppayov 
\ nan vA / n 

kal tolos XKvOnow avri€oov émitiepévorcr tH Aapelov otpato- 
/ a / i. lal \ an # 

TES, OHpwa péytatov épéw [TOV TE dvwV 1) hav?) Kal TOV HuLOVOY — 
o \ o of QT n 6 >) \ / ¢ ovTE yap dvov ovTE Hulovoy yA 7 XKuvOcKH PépeEL, OS 

\ / / / \ n A Kal mpotepov por dedyrAwTat, ovde gots ey TH UkvOiuKH Tacy 
/ \ / XO TO Tapamav ovTE vos OTE Hulovos Sta TA Wiyea. 

ey Lae lg \ / la) / > Covtes @v of vou érdpaccov THy tamov TaY YKvOéwv. ToANGKIS 

VOMLOVTES OV Cita 
c \ 

ty pe 

bP pi- 

divisions of Scyths under Idanthyrsos and ~ 
Taxakis, together with the Budini and © 
Geloni (c. 120 supra), which last, it may © 
be observed, had taken the destruction © 
of their city very quietly (c. 123 supra). — 

7. vopnavTes observing. L. & S. 
sub v. II. 3. p. 1015. ; 

ll. érapdtavres tiv tarov, ‘ After 
driving the cavalry in upon the foot,’ 
cp. 5. 116 écapdtavrés opeas és Tas véas. — 

129. 4. ds kal mpdrepdv por SeByA@TAL. — 
The reference is to c. 28 supra where 
the assertion is made: trou 5é dvex6-— 
pevor pépovot Tov xeyuGva TodTov julovor 
dé obdé Syor ovK dvexovra apxyv, which 
may be taken for proof that oire dvov 
ore nulovoy yn 7 DKvOckh péper KT. § 

6. bBpl{ovres, letting off steam, 
‘praying’; though not because they 
were ‘over-fed’ (as L. & S. say, p. 1594). 
The word is not usual of sound, but- 
the next sentence makes the meaning 
here plain, and the conjecture Bpwyc~ 
pevor (van H.) unacceptable. 

9. dwviis. See c. 114 supra. 
10. dp0atoravres Ta Gra. This is very 
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nm / 

Wiosotovs mevTe. 

sgraphic, but does not prove autopsy, at 
sleast on the occasion ostensibly described. 

130. 1. ratra. . wodguov. This short 
wsentence has occasioned the commen- 
tators a good deal of trouble. Larcher 
renders: ‘‘Mais c’étoit un _  foible 
javantage.” Rawlinson: ‘‘it was not 
without some little influence on the 
‘progress of the war.” Bachr gives 
‘practically the same in his German 
translation: ‘‘ Es hatte diess immerhin 
seinen, wenn auch geringen Einfluss 
auf die Fiihrung des Kriegs.” These 
renderings all take rafra as nominative 
wand as the subject of é¢épovro. Schweig- 
whauser, Gaisford and Bachr, ed.? n. ad 
i., take radra as object and ol Ilépca 
t(understood) as subject of the verb. 
“**Atque hoe, leve quidem, sed aliquid 
tamen ad belli successum Persae adepti 
sunt.” So apparently L. & S. “this 
ithey received as a small help towards 
ithe war,” p. 1663. Stein also takes this 
view of the grammar, but understands 
éml cutxpov Tod roXeuod of time: ‘these 
were the advantages which the Persians 

r ii, for quite a short time (for the 
orses soon grew accustomed to the 

noise).’ Stein also would transfer the 
Sentence mo\dxs (om. 62)... eléos so 
as to take the place of the sentence 
bracketed in c. 129 supra. Mr. Macaulay 
tenders: ‘‘So far then the Persians had 
the advantage for a small part of the war” 

id gives as an alternative: “with some 
t effect on the course of the war.” 

: ere are two objections to taking 
srafra as the subject of épéporro : (1) 
the neut. with the pl. verb, (2) the use 
of the middle voice. The second seems 
insuperable; otherwise we might in- 

MEAITOMENH 

L4 a 4 ” 20 / Mul mpotepov havns ToravTns ovTE LdovTes TO Eldos. 

‘érl cptxpov te ebépovto Tov TrodEmov. 

Wlépcas Worev tePopuBnpévovs, iva trapapévoey te él TrAEw 

xpovov év TH XKvOiKn Kal Tapapévoytes avimato TOY TavTOV 

éridevees eovTES, emoleov ToLdde: 

Ieoderépwr abtdv KataNiroey peta TOV vopwéwy, avtol dy brekN- 
}Aavvov és Gdrov yYapov: of Sé av Ilépcas érerOovrTes AdBecKov 

Ta mpoBata Kat AaBovtes emnelpovto av TS TeTonpéeve. 

TodrdKis 5&8 TovovTou ywopévov, TérXos Aapelos te év amropinae 
‘elyeto, kab of LxvOéav Bacirées wabovres TodTo Ereurov KHpuKa 

Pdapa Aapelwo épovta dpviOa te Kat pbv Kal Batpayov kat 
Ilépcas 5é tov dépovta Ta Spa érretpwTeoy Tov 
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A / 

TAUTa péev VuUV 
/ / \ 

of 6¢ SxtOat 6xws Tovs 

v4 ry / A 

oKos TOY TpoBaTav TaV 

terpret this passage in the light of 8. 
62 7d wav Huty Tov wodéuov Pépovor ai 
vies. But this passage may serve to 
show that opuixpdv tt Tod modémou is not 
here to be taken temporally. I suggest 
therefore as the sense: ‘The Persians 
gained very little in (by) these feats 
towards deciding the war,’ 7.e. it was 
little that the Persians gained for the real 
issue by the braying of their asses and 
mules. This interpretation seems to add 
a rhetorical to the grammaticaladvantage. 

5. towddSe. They must have starved 
themselves to feed the Persians, for they 
had only kept just enough for their 
own wants, c. 121 supra, to say nothing 
of the inconsequence of their action, in 
keeping their enemies’ table supplied. 
Larcher defends the passage against 
Wesseling who wanted to amend it on 
some such rationalistic grounds, and 
Baehr* supports Larcher. Such rational- 
ism is indeed misplaced. The passage 
wants no amending ; it is perfectly of a 
piece with the whole story of the 
campaign : it is necessary to fill up to the 
brim the cup of folly and confusion which 
is here presented to the Great King, for 
the edification of the Hellenes. 

6. vopéwv. Presumably slaves. The 
indication accords imperfectly with the 
rationale of Scythian slavery given c. 2 
supra. 

131. 1. wodAdkis. Larcher makes a 
great point of the partitive genitive 
Tav mpoBdrwv, but is judiciously silent 
over this wro\\dxts, 

2. kfpuvka. Not a mere dyyedos, cp. 
c. 125 supra. Everything must be done 
correctly. 

4, dvorovs mévre, Cp. c. 64 supra, 

130 ¢ 

131 
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ry > / > n \ lal el Topol eiol, yvavar TO OérXer Ta SOpa Réyew. 
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/ Ta) / ¢ \ voov Tav didopévwv: 0 dé oddev Edy of érreatddOat Addo 4) Sdvta 
\ / by / by \ \ \ / Ser!) THY TaXLOTHY aTarAaccecba: avTovs Sé Tors Ilépoas éxéeve, 

TAUTA aKov- 
¢ / / / = cares ot Ilépoar éBovrevovto. Aapelov pév vey 4 youn fw 

/ € tal / / n « SvOas éwvt@® Siddvar odéas te adtods Kal yhv te kal vdwp, 
> / a id n \ A eixaloyv THde, @s pds pev ev yh ylverar Kaprov tov abroy 

ave / / 4, be > DO ” be / poT@ avTeouevos, Batpayos oe év VoaTt, dpvis O€ padioTra 
»” t/ \ \ lal n E0lKE ITT, TOS Sé dLTTOS WS THY EWUTOY AAKIV Tapad.bOdCL, 

7 \ / avTn pev Aapelo amedédexto 1) youn. ovvertyiKee O€ Tabry 
A / id 1B / a > 5 lal la) € AL cat r A / TH yvoun n LoBpvew, Trav avdpav Tav émta évos TOY Tov Mayov 

/ a / KAaTENOVT MV, eLKaloVTOS Ta OOpa NEéyerv “Hv pr) GpviOes yevopevor 
5) a \ / 5 / 3 t 3 avatThnade €s Tov ovpavoy, ® Ilépca, 7) pes yevopevor Kata 

a a / BY / ws THS yns Karadinte,  Batpaxor yevouevor és Tas Aluvas éomry- 
/ / n Tal 

Snonte, ovK aTovorTnaeTe OTlaw WTO TaVSe TaV ToFevmdToDY 
/ 

Banrdopevot.” 
/ \ \ \ a o Z Tlépcat pev 8% Ta Spa eixafov, 1 d€ YKvOéov pia poipa 

¢ ta / \ \ a n TayGetoa mpotepoy pev mapa THY Maprw rAipvnv dpoupéc, — 
/ be pee \ ff eal 5) / 5} 6 ray G ees, > 

TOTE O€ ETL TOV loTpoy wat es AOYouS EEiVY, WS aATTLKETO €TrL 
\ / Yj 

Thy yepupav, Edeye Tade. “‘advdpes “Iwves, eAevOepinv HKopev 
(ot / bY / IQ/ BI / / \ up pépovtes, nv mép ye €OéAnTE Ecaxovely. mTuvOavopyela yap 

(a) / ta) / / / / Aapetov evteiiacbat viv éEnxovta nuépas povvas ppoupycavtTas 

132. 2. Aapelov .. ekdtwv. Cp. 2.15 and the father of another, whose name © 
*"Idvov . . éyovres . . NeyovTwv, and was familiar to every Greek, 6. 43 and 
contrast ToBSpvew . elxdgovros just 7-9 passim. According to 7. 2 Dareios © 
below. had married a daughter of Gobryas be- ~ 

“The Steppes of South Russia swarm 
with rodents, to all which the Greeks 
applied indiscriminately the general 
term mice.” Neumann, p. 287, quoting 
Hippokrates de Aer. 19. 

5. 8pvis. Explained as a symbol of 
the Air would obviously have been 
both logical and sarcastic, but have ill- 
suited the King’s moral. The bird 
resembles the horse in rapidity, and 
the horse might be taken as the most 
valuable possession of the Scyth. 
Dareios is not yet out of his optimistic 
vein (cp. c. 88 supra) : but he might have 
realised that if the Scyths had meant 
a horse they would have sent a horse. 

7. cuvertykee. See L. & S. sud v. 
B. II. 2. p. 1494. Gobryas was some- 
thing more than one of the Seven ; he 
was the one who, if the story in 3. 78 
be true, in the supreme moment had 
nearly given his life for Dareios. He 
was the son of one Mardonios (Mar- 
duniyahya: Behistun Inscr. col. 4, § 18), 

fore he came to the throne. 
138. 1. ta Spa elxatov. Rather 

slovenly grammar for rév véov Tay Swpuv 
c. 181 supra (St.) or 7d OéXec Ta 5. Névew. 
But such slips are not uncommon in any 
language (e.g. ‘‘The embassy sent by 
the Greeks . . . as told by Hdt., is so 
lively and dramatic etc.” Freeman’s 
Sicily, vol. ii. p. 515, meaning ‘the 
sur of the embassy’). Cp. c. 134, 

5 @, 
pla eteee Under Skopasis, c. 128. 
4, eye, sc. 7 ula poipa: they cannot 

all have spoken at once, though some 
of them may have spoken Greek. 

6. e€Ejxovra. Sixty days must have 
passed and gone long before, if the 
previous narrative were anything like 
correct. Cp. note c, 122 supra. How the 
Scyths had come by this information 
there has been nothing to show. One 
can hardly suppose that the horseman 
sent by Dareios to Idanthyrsos in G 
126 had betrayed the fact. 
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-cecbe.” 

/ 

Iexal trrowct @S cupPBadéorTes. 

‘edl@xov. 

pop0as. 
>> 

© pos tadta ToBpins eizre 

/ ¥ > / ” 
bolov Te éotar éeLepyacacPat. 

134. 1. pera ta SHpa AOdvra = werd 
iriy dmitw tov dopwv. 

2. ot trrodebévtes. The two divi- 
sions of Scyths under Idanthyrsos and 

with the Budini and Geloni, c. 
id 

meta. Was this force, as Stein 
Suggests, supplied by the Budini? If 

30, they must have been good walkers. 
{fs it worth while to rationalise such 
details in a legend? If there was to 

a battle-array infantry was needed : 
the Herodotean legend does not 

wcall upon the Scythian efés to fight. 

4, €. 

Sey ~ 
| acrot, each group (or troop). 

MEATIOMENH 

| : 
oTicwm THY TaxloTHnY éTrEvtyoVTO. 

¢ ¢ / / n 

dOdvta Aapelo avteraxOnoav ot VrrorerpbEvTes LKvoat rel 
\ tal 

TeTaypmévotot dé Tolar XKvONCL 

ToBpins pév tatta cvvePovrcve. 

«al Aapetos éypato TH yvdpun Tav’Tn: Tols pev KapwaTnpods TOV 
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a \ / b] / A / 

brhyv yébvpav, avtod pr) Tapayevouevov €v TovTm TO KXpove, 
b \ ¢ / 

atranNdaoocecbat €s THY VmETEPNDY. 
az \.¥ eee: By ay. same Oe <2. icy \ 
éxros pdtv @recbe mpds exeivov aitins, éxTos b€ pds juéwv' TAs 

\ fi / 

mpoxeyméevas meas TapamelvayTes TO amo TovTOUV amadddo- 
/ >] Is rn 

obTo. mév vuyv vmrodeEauévov “Idvav roujoew TadTa 

vov @v vpmels Tae TOLEDVTES 

Iléponot 5é peta ta Sdpa 

\ > \ / / n be ¢ vA v4 \ \ 

Nayos és TO pécor dunrées Tav S€ ws ExacTOL @pwv TOV ayov 
\ an / \ A / 

rapayOéevtav S& Tov LKvOéov Kal Boj ypewpévor, 
v ¢ fr a > mt / \ 6 ' AG dé 

Ipetpeto o Aapetos THY ayTiTTOAELiOY TOV opuBov: mu0opevos dé 
% Ya \ / Sef? \ 

Ieodeas Tov Aaydv Siwkovtas, ele Apa Tpos Tovs Tep ewOEE Kal 
'a / \ / 
Te adda Déyeww “odTOL @vdpes MéEwV ToAdOY KaTadppoveovdL, 

rn / \ na n / : 

«ai wot vov daiveras ToBpins eitras rept Tav SKvOcKkav ddpav 

ds OV ovT@ Hon SoxKeEO 1 avT@® pot eye, Bovarns @S @Y OUTW On SoKEOVTMY Kal @ por EXELY, q 
A a fod > / ¢ \\ ¢ a ” \ b) / bP J 

ayabis Set, Gxas aodadéws 7 Kopldn nuiv Eotal TO oOTioe. 
6S fal > \ 66 \ } / 

@® Bacinred, eyo cyedov pev Kal Koyw 
/ / an > 8 lal \ > f) > Oa be n 

NTLOTaLHnY TOVUT@Y TMV AVOPWV THY aTrOpLNY, eXM@yv O€ “adXOV 
H3e/ € / > \ b) f) e a 

PeEeuaPov, opéwy avtovs éuTratCovtas tv. 
aia. \ , \ au ) / \ Neae 37 

Teav TaxioTa VDE éTENOy, ExKAVTAYTAS Ta TUPA ws é€oOapev 
rn / \ / \ 

al adNoTE TrOLéELY, TOV TTPAaTLWTEWY TOUS acMEVETTAaTOUS &s TAS 

vov @v pot Soxéet, 

/ / 

taratwpias éEaratnoavtas Kal Tods dvous TavTas KaTaby- 
5) / \ x \ PNY N ” IMA 

pravTas amadddocecOat, Tply H Kal ért Tov “Iotpov iPdcat 
/ / \ / x / ” / \ id / KvGas AVGoVTas THY yépupay, H Kal TL "Iwou doEaL TO méas 

Ni / poeta O€ VUE Te éyiveTo 

6. elpero . . Tov OdpuPoy, sc. dru el: 
ep. c. 1383 ra d&pa elkagor. 

7. ere ktX. This incident lowers the 
pride of Dareios, and he comes to his 
senses: thus are great conversions 
effected upon small occasions! Dareios, 
like Xerxes, gat him safe home after his 
act of Ups, and this was unfortunate 
for Hellenic theories; but at any rate 
he could be made ridiculous,’ and he 
was. There is the comic as well as the 
tragic Nemesis: Xerxes and his father 
alike incurred it, 

13. droplyv. Op. c. 83 supra. 
16, tots do8everradrous. The Persians 

have as little regard for their feeble folk 
as the Scyths for their herdsmen, o. 180 
supra. 
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avdpav Kal Tav hv éhayiotos wroddupévav Adyos, Kal TOUS 
dvous mdvTas KaTadjoas KaTédurre adTodD év TO oTpatoréde, 
KatéduTre O€ TOUS TE dvoUs Kal Tods dabevéas THs oTpaTLNs rOual 
elvexev, iva of pev dvor Bony TapéyovtTat’ ol O€ avOpwrror 
aabeveins pev elvexey KaTedelmovTo, mpopdatos b& Thabe dndaoy, 
@S avTos pev adv TH KaDape Tod otpaTod émiOjcecOar pédrov 
toiot XKvOnor, obtor S& TO OTpaToTedov TovUTOV TOY Povey 
pvolato, radTa Tolou trode ywpévorcr Umobéuevos 6 Aapelos 
Kal Tupa éxkavoas Ty Taxylotny érelyeto emi tov “lotpov. of 
d€ dvow épnwwbévtes Tod dpuirov ottw 8) paddov OAR lecav 
THS povis: axovoavtes Sé of YevOar Tay dvav wayyy KaTaA 
xopnyv Hrmfov Tous Ilépcas eivar. puépns dé yevomevns yvovTes 
oi vroderpOévTes ws Tmpodedopévot elev 70 Aapéiov, yeipas Te 

MpoetetvovtTo Totat YKvOnou Kal ~deyov Ta KaTHKoVTA of b& os 
HKovoay Tad’ta THY TaxloTny cvoTpapeTes, al te dvo0 potpar 
TOV SKvOéwv Kal » pla Kal Lavpoudtar «al Bovdivor xab 
Dedwvol, édimxov tos Iépcas i@v rod “Iotpov. are 8€é Tod 
Ilepovxod pév Tov TwoAXOD eovtos melod otpatov Kal Tas ddovs 
OUK ETLTTALEVOU, WATE OV TETUNMEVEWY TOV OdaV, TOD be XKu- 
Oixod immotew Kal Ta otvTOMA Ths Ob0d éTLcTAapévov, duapTovTEs 
adAynrov, EfOncav ToAA® of LKvOat tors Ilépcas emt ry 
yépupay amrixopevot. 
peévous édeyov pos tovs “lavas éovtas év That vnuci 

/ \ \ / BLA > padovres de tovs Ilépcas ovKw amiy- 

avdpes 
” ~ ¢ / CASRN n > n / \ > / 4 

lwves, at Te nuépar vuiv Tov apiOuod SvolynvTat Kal ov TroLéeTE 

ee 

But Hat. is at home, day and night, in 135. 4. katadyoas. Applies only to 
both camps, in the councils of the Great the évous, not to the avdpas. 

6. Bohy. St r than cp. King, and in the heart of Histiaios: 
é Pal heen Pe this ubiquity enhances the charm, but 

7. mpdpacis by itself does not depreciates the credibility, of his narra- 

necessarily imply deception. Cp. c. 165 InN AD, 
136. 3. Ta KaThkKovTa=7d KabecTOra 

asin 1. 97, 5.49; rd karyKovra rots Sarap- 
TinTnot, 7. 104, is obviously different. 

10. of XxvGar, All three divisions of 
Scyths and the Sauromatae, Budini and 
Geloni. In ec. 120 supra 7 wia with the 
Sauromatae make up onearmy underSko- 
pasis, while ai 6vo uw. the great one under 
Idanthyrsos and the third under Tax 
together with the Budini and Geloni 
make up a second army. Here the ye 
armies are massed, and the second offer 
and appeal to the Ionians is, with utmost 
dramatic skill, no mere repetition of 

infra, 6. 49, 2. 161, Thuc. 1. 28, 6. 

8. In 1. 211 6 KaSapds orpards is 
opposed to 6 dxeyos, and the sense is 
practically the same here. 

10. puolaro. Cp. 6. 7 Ta relxea 
pvecbar avrovds Midnotovs. 

11. ot 8& . . davis. This seems 
rather overdone, as there were plenty of 
animals and men about ; nor is solitude 
known to have this effect upon the ass. 
The genitive, however, shows that they 
had some voice left: it was their being 
tied up, not their being deserted, that 
made them noisy. Moreover, this extra 
noise might have excited suspicion. 

the first, but an enlarged and altogether 
more impressive scene. 
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Sixara ETL TAapapevovTEs. 

14. S{kava. Their conduct involving 
sa breach of faith—to the Scyths. 

The Ionians by their refusal are to 
ssome extent made responsible for the 
s subsequent invasion of Greece ; though 
t to be quite accurate Dareios apparently 
» made no subsequent expedition in person 
| (adrév cp. c. 1 supra). But the whole 
»moral is obvious: had the Ionians acted 
eon the advice of the Scyths, repeated 
vwith every circumstance calculated to 
» make it impressive and acceptable, there 
mnever would have been a Persian in- 
yvasion of Greece, cp. c. 142 infra. To 
| be sure it was the Despots who were to 
ae: the cities preferred Democracies, 
¢c. 137. 

mais, ce 
Cp. Introduction, p. lxvi. 

16. Qeotol re kal TktbOyor. Is there 
nothing intentionally humorous in this 
juxtaposition ? 

137. 1. MuridSem pév. Thirlwall 
(Hist. of Greece, vol. ii. App. 2) long ago 
pointed out the pragmatic tendency of 
this story, and traced it to its probable 
source. It was, one may almost say, 
doubtless, used on the occasion of the 
trial of Miltiades for ‘tyranny’ in the 
Chersonese, to which he was subject on 
his return to Athens in 493-2 B.0s, cp. 
6. 104 infra, That he should nalty 

MEATIOMENH 

have taken the line here ascribed to him 

95 

GX érel mpotepov SetpaivovTes 

guévere, viv Waavtes TOV TOpoy THY TaxloTnY dmLTE yalpovTes 

edevepor, Oeoict te Kab LKvOnor eidotes yapwv. 

“Tepov eovTa vpLéwv SeomoTnv ruts wapactncoucba oUTwW wWaTE 

él pndapods ete avOpérrous avTov otpatevoac bau.” 

II pds tadra “leves éBovrcvovto. Mirtiddew pév Tod AOnvaiou, 

otparnyéovtos Kal TupavvevovTos Xepoovnartéwy Tadv év “EAAqo- 

Iaovte, Fv yroun trelOecOar XKVOnor Kat EdevGepodv “lwviny, 

‘Ietialov S& tod MiAnciov évavtin ravTn, NéyovTos ws viv pév 

1 8ea Aapetov éxactos avTdv tupavvever rodtos: THs Aapeiov oé 

Ii Suvdpuos xatarpebelons ote attos Midnciay olds te écecbar 

|i dpyew ove GAXOY ovdéva ovSapav: BovdrAncecBat yap éxdoTny 

‘trav trodl@y Snuoxpatéec Oar wadAov 7) Tupavvever Oar. 

188 yvdunv tadbrny aroderkvupévou avtixa TavTEs Hoa TETPALMEVOL 

smpos TavTny THY yvdunv, TpoTepov THY Mudriddew alpedpevot. 

ijoav S& obroe of Siadépovtés ‘re Tv Whpov Kal édvTes NOyou 

\ \ / 

Tov 0€ Tpo- 

€ / 

lottaiov 

at the Ister in 512 B.c. and remained 
still undisturbed for twenty years in 
possession of the rupayvis in the Cher- 
sonese, is well nigh incredible. Upon 
this subject see further notes to 7.c. Intro- 
duction, p. lxxxvi. Appendix III. § 14. 

*ASnvatov. If the advice of the 
Athenian had been taken the liberty of 
Ionia would have heen secured there 
and then, without all the subsequent 
trouble. Athenians had ever been the 
champions of Ionia: it was well that 
this should be renembered. 

5. Sia Aapetov. It was to their 
interest to maintain the king’s power 
upon which their own depended. The 
dependence of the Greek tyrannis in 
the Asiatic towns upon the foreign 
supremacy, and not in the Asiatic towns 
alone, was a familiar truism of Greek 
thought at the time, and no doubt con- 
tributed to the unpopularity of the 
tyrannis, which this whole story was 
well calculated to augment and main- 
tain. See further, c. 165 infra, 5. 87, 
96, 6. 102. 

8. SypoxparéerOar. Hdt. will have 
it that they afterwards had their wish 
(cp. 6. 43 infra), and that from the 
Persians. See note ad J. c. 

138. 1. Stadépovres tiv Wijdov, ‘ vot- 
ing in the division.’ Stein suggests that 
Hdt, wrote: diapépovrés re thy Whpov 
mpos Baowéos (on the king’s side) xal 
cdvres Aoyimmraro. or dyou mdAelorou 

~ 5 

137 

wn 

138 
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mpos Baciréos, “EAAnotrovriav pev tUpavvor Adduis Te "ABu8Snvog 
kal “Imokos Aapaparnvos Kal ‘Hpodavros Ilapinvos Kal 
Mntpodwpos Wpoxovyyiavos nat “Apioraydpns Kutixnvos ab 

un "Apiorav Bufavtuos. 

évavtin tH Muirriddeo. 

139 “Apiorayopns Kupaios. 

On 

€v 1O0VN. 

/ 

UVINPETEETAL. 

140 

(cp. Adyios podvos infra). That 
certainly makes a more forcible and 
consequent clause ; but it is difficult to 
account for such a corruption, the MSS. 
showing practically no trace of it; and 
we must remember that Hdt. is not 
always as consequent or forcible in his 
thought, expressions, and grammar, as 
he might have been. Perhaps Hdt. 
wrote Noyy. 

2. “EXAnorovrlwy. The term here 
includes all from the Chersonese to 
Byzantion, cp. c. 85 supra. 

8. Aiodéov. No Dorians: the 
Dorians are blameless. (Not so thirty 
years later, 7. 93.) 

139. 5. tmeipoaro. 
ep. dviugaro ec. 130. 

kal. . yépupav seclusit Stein. The 
words involve a material non sequitur. 

13. @debOepor. The Scythians not 
being republicans did not realise the in- 
compatibility of freedom and monarchy. 
The éAevdepla here is only freedom from 

With this form 

ovToL pev Haoav of €& “EXAnomovrov, dr 
? / \ / va] Twvins S& Xrparris te Xios wal Aldkns Sdpuos Kad Aaoddpas 

\ \ ¢ nan / lal Poxaeds Kal ‘lotvatos Midjovos, rod fv yvdpn 7 TT POKELLEVH 
bd / a / n 

Aiorkéwy 5€ maphy Roryiwos podvos 
fa 9 / \ ¢ 

ovtor wy émelte THY “lotialov aipéovro 
7 ES / \ / 10 ” AN 67:9/. rn yvopunv, edo€€ abt pos TavTn Tae Epya Te Kal errea Tpocbetva, 

A \ , / \ / , THS pev yedvpns Wew TA KaTa TOs YKiOas éovTa, Mev be bcov 
/ / 7 / n Togevpa éEvxvéetat, wa Kal trovéew Te SoKéwor TrovedyTes pmbev 

\ id / \ / / nr kal ot SKvOar py Tespeato Bidpevor [nat Bovropevor SiaBjvan 
\ v \ \ / ta fo) tov "lotpov kata tiv yédupav |, eimety te AWovTas Tis yedupns 
WH) \ \ if 

TO és THY LKvOLKHY exov ws TavTAa ToUcovor TA LKVOnoL éote 
a \ / fn \ O\ ‘ TAUTA ev TpoTéOnKay TH yvoun* peTa Oe ex TaVTOV 

¢ / ¢ a vmrexpwato ‘lotuaios Tdde Réyov. 
of / \u \ Lay, \ Y Sate neha : 10 nKeTE épovTes Kal és Kalpov érrelyecOe: Kal Ta TE aT vpéeov 
Ct) lal ¢ a \ \ 2 / nuiv “pnoTos odovTa, Kal Ta am Huéwy és teas emiTndéws 

\ Con \ / \ / 5 

@S yap opate, Kal Nvopev Tov TOpov Kal TpoOvpin» 
a (4 / 5 / macav éfowev OédNovTes eivar édevOepor. 
/ Gk f > / b) / Comey. Niguce, t .= ANvopev, Upéas KaLpos éote OlGnabar exeivous, evpovtas dé bTrép TE 

ie n 15 NMEwV Kal Vuewv avTaV TlcacbaL oUTw ws KEivoUS TPéTTEL.” 
> 50 \ \ BS / ” / L 2 | 7 Kv0ar ev TO SevTEpov “lwat TucTevoavTes eye adrnOéa 

“avdpes XKvOar, ypnota 

év @ 66 Hmels TAbE — @ 8& tyels Ta 

the foreign despot ; toa Greek, however, 
it meant republicanism, cp. 7. 104. In- 
the mouth of Histiaios it was, if not 
an absurdity, at least a satire. 

140. 1. 2Kv@ar. The whole forces” 
under the three kings, with their allies, 
are present on this occasion. As the more 
impressive demonstration, and in fact 
the climax of the narrative, the author 
has shown his art in enlarging at this 
point upon the Scythian offer: but 
surely debate and discussion, if there 
ever was any on the question, must hay 
taken place on the first occasion, where 
nothing of the kind is hinted, Mil- 
tiades and everybody remaining silent, 
ce. 133 supra ad fin. . . . (A somewhat 
similar situation is shown in the unre- 
ported and reported councils at Salamis: 
8. 56, 59 ff.) q 
"Toot mioretioavres. The (Doric) author 

seems to think the Scyths rather simple 
to believe Ionians, at least after one 
breach of faith. Cp. Introduction, p. lxvi 
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\iméotpedov ert &jtnow Tay Ilepoéwv, kal jpdptavoy macs Tijs 

Véxeivov SucfdSov. altioe S& TovTov adrol of Kida éyévovto, 

-Tas vouds Tov trmav tas TavtTn SiapOeipavtes nal ta dara 
: ei yap TadTa pr) érrolnoav, Tapeiye av opt, eb 

éBovrovro, edretéws eEevpety tos Hépcas. viv dé Tad ode 

eddxee dprata BeBovrcda bar, Kata tadta éopdrdncav. YKvdat 

péev vuv Ths oderépns XOpHS TH XAOS Te Toice lrmowce Kal data 

Gv, tain SieEvovtes ediEnvto rods avtimodeplovs, Soxéovtes Kal 

éxelvous Sid TovovT@y THY amodpynow TrovéecOat: of Se by Llépoas 

tov mpoTepov éwuTav yevouevov atiSov, TovTov huAdocorTes 

Vijicay, Kal ob poyis ebpov Tov Topov. ola dé vuKTOS Te amLKO- 

evot Kal Nerupévns THs yehUpns evtuyovTes, és Tacay appwdinu 

je ovyx@oarTes. 

4, ra tara. Cp. c. 120 supra. The 
adverse criticism on the Scyths is 
aecessarily unjust, the supposed facts of 

she case being impossible, but the 
amatic situation and moral are charm- 

mg, and have presumably helped the 
moroduction of the story. Anyway the 
sLonians alone were not to blame for the 
sescape of the Persians: a Greek strategist 
~yould have managed things better (cp. 
xe. 46, 95 supra, Introduction, pp. lxvi. 
E, exvi.). 

ll. tov mpdérepov krA. This is an 
mconsequence. According to the story 
whe Persians left the Danube and 

llowed the one division of Scyths 
astward and across the Tanais, returned 
ong the north side of Scythia as far 

§ the frontier of the Agathyrsi (the 
Jarpathians) and now retreating due 

(or even from the north-west), they 
@ back on the same track as they 

ad made going east (or north-east). If 
Jareios returned by the way by which 
je had gone, he did not go eastward: 
f he went eastward he did not return 

the same way: at least if he went to 
e Carpathians, after all the most prob- 

VOL. I 

Wdrixovto un odeas of “loves Ewou amrodeXovrroTes. 

Aapeiov avyp Aiyiatios povéwy péyotov avOpemav: TobTov 

erov avdpa xatactavta én) tod yeldeos Tod “Iotpou éxédeve 
WAapeios xaréew ‘Iotiaiov Mursjouov. 
Wlortiaios 8é éraxovcas TO TpOT@ KENEVTpPATL TAS TE VEaS aTracas 5 
| apeiye SvatropOpeverv THY otpatuyy Kal THY yépupay eev€e. 
Tlépcas ev @y ovTw éxpevyovor. 
Sevtepov Huaptov Tav Ilepcéwv, kal TovTo wev ws eovtas “lwvas 
NevOépovs KaxlaTous Te Kal avavdpoTatous Kpivovot eivar amdav- 

\ mv € Trept 

¢ \ : \ 3 / n 

0 pev 61 érrolee Tava, 

SKvOar dé SuEnmevoe Kat ro 

able terminus ad quem. See Appendix 
III. § 16. 

141. 1. Fv 8 wept Aapetoy krA. Are 
there many finer situations in historic 
literature than this? The fate of the 
King of Kings, and of the flying rem- 
nants of the Asiatic host trembling in 
the balance ; vengeance behind, the im- 
passable river in front, the great cry of 
the Egyptian rending the night : and the 
wakeful Milesian, on the watch for his 
Lord ; no need to call him twice ! 

2. hovéwy. . Kadéew. Generic, specific. 
Men with loud voices were much 
esteemed in antiquity: Artachaees the 
Persian, who thirty years afterwards had 
the loudest voice in the world, was 
worshipped by the Akanthians 7. 117. 
One misses the name of this Egyptian 
Stentor. He was perhaps of the class 
of Interpreters, 2. 154. 

3. xXélXeos. If such metaphorical 
words were to be pressed, the anatomy 
of the Danube, Hellespont, etc. would 
become very puzzling. Op. c. 85 supra. 

142. 3. kplvovor. For this literary de- 
vice of making the intelligent foreigner 
a mouthpiece for home truths, see ce. 

H 

_ ie) 

141 

142 
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98 HPOAOTOY IV 

> , n / / Tov avOpwrav, TovTo bé, ws SovAwY eovTwY TOV AOYyoV TroLELpeEvoL, 
’ / / 

5 avoparroda pidodéotrord pact eivar Kal ddpnora pddvora. Tabdra 
\ \ ~~) / 

bev 6n KvOnor és “lwvas améppumrar. 
a) \ \ 2 / / 143 Aapetos dé dua tis Opnixns mopevopevos amixero és Snarov 

TH NG / : > Q fa} be > \ \ rs) / a \ ’ \ Hs Nepaovncov: évOevrev dé avTos pev SiéBN THov vnvol és THY 
> / / \ lal Acinv, retrrer b€ otparnyoy év 7H Evpomrn MeyaBatoy dvbpa 

/ A al / Iléponv: 7@ Aapeios kore &mxe yépas, Tovovde eltras év Iléponon 
i ¢ / 5 émos.  oppnuévov Aapelou poas tpdyew, os avorke TayvoTa THY 

/ n ORE, / 9:30N es) \ > s oa ay 
TP@THNV TOV polewy, EipeTo avTov Oo adeddeos “ApTaBavos 6 TL 

/ la} n lal fal 

Bovrour’ av of TooodTo TAOS yevérOar Goor ev TH Poth KOKKOLE 
Aapetos dé eirre MeyaSafous dv of tocovTovs apiOmov yevécbat 

Bovr\xeoOat wardov 7) THY “EAXAOa UrHKoov. ev pev 67 Lépono 
a / : lo TAUTA pu Elrras éTYua, TOTE Oé avTOV UTéhUTTE OTPATHYOV ExovTAa 

144 Tis otpatifs THs éEwuTOD OKT@ pupidoas. ovTos 5é 0 MeyaBatos — 
” / Sy + / 2Q/ / Nuke , 

elmras TOE TO ETFs EdiTreTO ADavaToV pynuny pos ENAnoToyTioV, — 

77 supra, 144 infra. The remark may 
have been current in Sparta: at least it 
has a Dorie ring. But the sneer was 
singularly unjust, as the Ionic revolts 
proved. What is not found in Hdt. 
is the story of the surrender of the 
Asiatic Dorians to the Persian. 

5. dpyora padtora, ‘least given to 
running away from their masters.’ 
Stein’s editio minor drops pddora. 
‘*Operarum errore”” van Herwerden, 

6. LxvOyor. There is perhaps some 
humour in putting this taunt into the 
mouth of the very men who have just 
before been themselves taunted as 
runaways, c. 126 swpra. But they 
were masters of the art (c. 46 supra), 
as indeed the whole campaign showed. 
Scythian slaves were not unknown in 
Greece: but there seems no conscious- 
ness of their presence in the narrative. 

143. 1. 81a THs Opynlkns. Why Dareios 
who had retraced his track to the 
Danube struck out a fresh way through 
Thrace, neither Hdt. nor his sources 
here reveal. The reason perhaps was 
that the bridge over the Bosporos had 
been destroyed (cp. Ktesias, Persica, 17, 
ed. Gilmore, p. 151), and Byzantion and 
Chalkedon were in revolt, together with 
other of the ‘Hellespontine’ towns, 
Cp. 5. 26 infra. Stein argues from 6. 
40 that the Scyths pursued the king as 
far as the Hellespont: see note ad l.c. 

Znords would be under the authority 
of Miltiades, whose loyalty to the Persian 

cause was presumably unquestioned. Cp, 7 
ce. 137 supra. 4 

3. MeyaBatov, 5. 1 infra. Hdt. in 
accordance with one of his methods 
closes the record, or marks a pause, by 
introducing these biographical Ana. % 

4, kore. Whether before or after this 
commission does not appear: but & 
Tléponot (‘‘before all the Persians,” 
Rawlinson; better, ‘‘in the land of 
Persia,” Macaulay) would at least sugges 
that it was not on this occasion. ; 

9. thy ‘“EAAGSa betrays the Greek 
provenance of this anecdote: probably 
from the same source as the next: viz, 
Byzantion (EdAnomorvtiey next c.)— 
80,000 men, a respectable corps d’armé 
to be in fighting trim after the Scythian 
fiasco! 80,000 is the figure at which 
Ktesias, Pers. 17, and Trogus Pomp. 
(Justin. 2, 5) put the king’s losses im 
Europe. . 

144. 2. dbdvarov pvqpnv. Could any- 
thing indicate more strikingly Hdt,’ 
passion for a bon mot? One would supposé 
that the subsequent operations o 
Megabazos in Thrace (5. 1 ff.) might 
have contributed to keep his name it 
remembrance. The Persian must hav 
made this remark on the way to Scythia 
as Byzantion was not recovered by hin 
but by his successor Otanes 5. 26 infra. 
The bon mot was afterwards appropriate 
by the Delphic oracle (for one canno 
suppose that Hdt. would have trans 
ferred an immortal witticism from the 
god to a barbarian): Strabo, 320. 
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ie Ni / 
PerécOas, ef pr) Hoav Tudo. 

] s 
pxatreotpedeto. 

| 145. 1. tov atrov 8% xpdvov. These 
words open the Ac8vxol Aéyor referred to 
). 161. 
Artificial synchronisms are part of 

she machinery of Hadt.’s history, ep. 7. 
» 66, 9. 101, and Introduction, § 9. 
2. ért AiBinv. The subsequent 
sarrative makes this view appear a great 
exaggeration of the objects of this expedi- 
mion: but cp. Append. XII. ~The ex- 
ggeration is, in any case, necessary to 
weep up the parallel with the Scythic 
sxpedition, and to justify the geographical 

Cp. c. 135 supra. 
) 3. mpodinynoapevos. The relation 
f this wpodiyynos to the narrative, its 
murees and significance, are discussed 
4 Appendix XII. 
14. &« rijs “Apyots. Cp. 7.193. In 

. 2 it is simply called a vyevs 
ph. In Apollodoros, Biblioth. 1. 9, 

3 mevrnkbvropos vais. The ancients 
mused themselves with making lists 
the Argonautae, fifty or so; a com- 
arison of these lists gives twenty-eight 
ynstant names (K. Seeliger, in Roscher’s 
€ p- 508). Hdt. names Jason 
179 i Herakles 7. 193, the Tyn- 

e (here), 
erBaréwy must not be pressed 

®, though in 6. 12 ef al. it is con- 

greed, in those days, a’repéra: 6¢ bre 
Fav Kal udxipor wdvres Thuc. 1. 10, 

MEATIOMENH 

Odros pév vuv Tadta érpyoce. 

ylveto él AuBinv adros otpatifs péyas oTOXos, dia Tpodpacw 
Thy eyo arnyiocomat mpodinynodmevos mpotepov Tae. 

cx ths “Apyods émiBatéwv raidov aides éEeXacbévtes vd 
Uearacyav tdév é« Bpavpdvos Anicapévav tas “AOnvaiwr 5 
yuvaixas, b7O TovTav é€edacOévtes ex Anpvov olyovto mAéovTES 

35 Aaxedaipova, (fowevor S¢ ev te Tnivyérm mip avéxaioy. 
MAaKxedauovioe Sé iddovtes ayyedov erreutrov Tevoopevor Tives TE 

99 

yevousvos yap év Bufavti érv@ero értaxaidexa EText TpOTEpo 

KarynSoviovs xricavtas tHv yopnv Bufavtiov, muOopevos 6é 

Hedy Kadtyndovious todrov TOV Xpovoy TUyyavew eovTas TUdAovs* 
Ihov yap dv Tov KadXiovos Tapeovtos KTikew yepov Tov aioylova 

ovtos 5) av tore 0 MeydBatos 
otpatnyos NerhOels ev TH YOpy “EAXAHoTrovTiov Tods yr wndifovTas 

\ > \ \ a / 

TOV QUTOV dé TOUTOV XPovov 

TOV 

matSwy matdes. Not to be taken 
literally: just below they call them- 
selves maides npdéwv. Cp. Pindar, Nem. 
7. 147 raldwy dé matdes exorev alel yépas 
76 mep viv Kal dpecov omiev. Add I. 
20. 308. Hdt. 1. 2 puts the voyage 
one generation before the Trojan war. 
Here he conceives the ‘sons’ sons’ 
of the Argonauts as coming to Sparta 
after the Dorian conquest and Return of 
the Herakleidae, just in fact at the 
majority of the Twins. 

Hekataios had dealt with the saga 
of the Argonauts if the Schol. on 
Apollon. Rhod. be trusted. Hdt. may 
have him in view here, cp. Hecataei 
Frag. 187. (Miiller, # 2. G. i. 132.) 

5. trav é« Bpavpdvos. Cp. 6. 137 
infra. The words trav . . é&edacbdvres 
are not unlike a gloss. Van Herwerden 
amends by inserting 67 after rovrwr. 

7. & T@ Tyvyéra, sc. dpe. It was not 
necessary that Hdt. should specify that 
Taygetos was a mountain, but it is not 
obvious on what point or part of 
Taygetos the fire is to be located. The 
highest summit of the mountain, anc. 
Taleton, mod. St. Elias (7902 ft.), is 
above Sparta: oddly enough the district 
between Taleton and Evoras (Mount 
Paximadhi, the highest summit next 
to St. Elias) was called Theras. Taleton 
(St. Elias, still the scene of an annual 
pulgriniege) was sacred to the Sun. 
ausan. 3. 20, 5. Cp. Smith, Dict. 

Geogr. sub v. LACONTA, 
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\ e sO pee a ¢ be n b) / ’ rn »/- ¢ ” Kal oxolev eloi* of d€ TO ayyérAw elpwTavTL edeyov os elnoay 
eA / a \ Ss a rn rn 10 ev Muvvat, matdes dé elev tov év th “Apyot mrebvtwr Npoov, 

/ \ / ’ a r mpocayovtas 6€ TovTous és Ajpvov putebcai odeas. 
/ > / \ / n a r Aaxedamoviot aknKooTes Tov AOyov Ths yevehs tov Muvuéwr, 

/ \ ry / DiS. / / 4 / > \ meprpavTes TO OevTEepov eipdtwv Th OédXovTES HKovev Te és Thy 
(J \ lj cal 

ot o€ épacay viro IleNacyav éxBAn- 
/ 4 b] \ / / C la) 15 Oévtes Heew és Tods Tatépas: SixaoTaTov yap elvat obTw TodTO 
/ / \ / lal yiverOar déecbar Sé oixéew dpa TovToLcr poipdy Te TYéwy 

{ \ lol A / 
HETEXOVTES Kal THS Yyhs amoayovTes. 

/ \ 4 déxec0ar trois Muvtas én’ oict Oédovat avrol. 
SA: (4 / a n / c / 3 evnye oheas WoTe Troveewy TadTa TOV Tuvdapioéwv 4 vavTiALn év 

/ \ \ / a 

deEduevor 5é€ tors Muviias ys te wetédooay Kal és 
€ \ / 

ot 5€ avTika pev yapous éynuav, Tas be éK 
li 146 Anuvov jyovto é&éd0cav adXoLct. 

xopnv Kal mdp alOocev. 

20 7H “Apryot. 
guras SuedacayTo. 

/ / c / 7 an f 

Govtos avtixa ot Muvvar eEvSpicav, ths te Bacidnins pertas- 
TEOVTES KAL GNNG TOLEOVTES OUK dowd. 

\ n / / | 

éd0fe avtovs amoxTeivat, svAdaBovTes 5é cheas KaTéBarov és 
5 EpKTHV. 

9. é\eyov. Speaking Greek of course ; 
so that in their case the mother tongue 
had not prevailed? But Hdt. does not 
think of these things. Cp. ¢c. 133 supra. 

15. Suxaidrarov. They had ajust claim 
on their fathers, though marépas is 
rather straining a point. 

They fail to answer the part of the 
question referring to the fire. Blakesley 
regards it as “‘a symbol of the Hephaistos- 
worship brought from the volcanic island 
of Lemnos.” But not by immigrants 
after the Dorian invasion, surely: be- 
sides, one might light a fire on Taygeton 
without wanting to worship it. Was 
it, however, connected with the Sun- 
worship (see above)? The sense of any 
such connexion has obviously dis- 
appeared in the story as told by Hadt. 

17. Aaxedaovloror., This passage has 
been gravely quoted as an exception to 
the rule of Spartan citizenship stated 
9. 35, as though these Minyae in 
the Peloponnese had really immigrated 
and been admitted into the Spartan 
(Dorian) franchise! For a similar case 
at Athens ep. 5. 57. It is, however, far 
from certain that Spartan civitas was 
restricted to pure Dorians. 

19. trav Tuvdapidéov }vavTiAlyn. The 
motive here cannot be historical, but the 
statement none the less illustrates a kind 

HPOAOTOY IV 

/ Se \ XA / A / s = 
KTELVOUCL € TOUS AV KTELYWOL AKEOALMOVLOL VUKTOS, 

ol oe 

Aaxkedatpoviotct 6 éabe 
pddwota oe 

xpovou 6€ ov modo dueked- 2 

n o 

Tota. ov AMaxedatpoviotce 

of appeal that was popular with Hellenic © 
audiences even long after Hdt.’s day; ~ 
specially when there were sound reasons ~ 
for the line of action demanded on 
mythological precedents or principles. ~ 
Or sometimes the myth served as an 
excuse for inaction. For instances ep.” 
5. 48, 79, 94, 6. 137 ff., 7. 159, 9. 26, 27.5 
Their relationship with the Tyndaridae™ 
would not have given the Minyae a lien” 
on Dorian land, or women, except so far 
as the Dorian conquerors had adopted 
Minyan traditions and institutions. 

21. dvdds. As they were given Dorian 
wives (according to the saga) the word 
might include the Dorian tribes. : 

Tras 8€. Not their wives but their 
sisters? The passage is interesting as 
showing that these early refugees were not 
always thought of as voyaging without 
women (cp. 1. 146): and also as further 
evidence of the mixed descent of Spartan 
citizens. Cp. c. 149 infra. ; 

146. 3. kat ddda. One would at least 
like to know the other charges against 
them : specially if connected with cult 
and worship (cp. 5. 72, 6. 81). It was 
just in the kingship at Sparta that the 
non- Dorian element was nomins ly 
represented. See 5. 72 infra. 7 

5. «telvovor, Nicolas of Damascus 
is the (weak) authority for the state 
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wer rpépnv dé ovdéva. 

, \ 

Muvvar évdvvtes TV | BY 

PTniyerov. 

axedalpovos. 

Wpoxnré. 

pnent that the possession of gold or 
lilver was punished with death. Cp. 
Stobaeus, 44. 40, K. F. Hermann, 
pre Staatsalt. i° p. 141, § 27, n. 10. 
The supreme penalty was (we may 
mssume) rarely if ever enforced against 
Spartiatae. Hdt.’s remark in its own 
way illustrates 76 xpumréy rijs moXtrelas, 
t furnishes also a suggestive example 

fof the necessity of reading a general 
mtatement in the light of its context: 
Plivoreed therefrom, this statement 
syould be absurd. Whether the state- 
ment is taken over by Hdt. from his 

peource, or inserted by him proprio motu, 
3 a curious point, cp. Introduction, p. 
vii. 
7. aoral. . Ovyarépes. The words 
»aply prima facie that the women were 
Vorians, the mpwreia, some difference of 
ank among the Spartiatae. 
| 9. &dorn.. dv8pl. Strict monogamy 
s implied (ep. 5. 40). K. O. Miiller, 
chomenos,” p. 307, believing that the 

Niinyae were immigrants, discredits 
me saga here told, by pointing out 
iat connubiwm between Spartans and 
mangers was impossible. But the 
onnubium is just one of the most 
gnificant traits in the saga, one of 
ae data, so to speak, which the saga 
idertakes to explain; a fact which, 

"Owever, may be thought to prove that 
ne Minyae were not immigrants ad- 

‘uitted to Dorian franchise, but part of 
he prae-Dorian population. on e. 
49 infra. The conduct of these Spartan 

MEATIOMENH 101 

Ss / / / 

€mrel @Y Ewedov oheas KaTaypnoacbas, 
a A / an / \ 

lerapa:tncavTo al yuvaiKes TOV Muvvéwv, éodcat aotal Te Kal 
/ a \ c \ 

bTOv TpeTav Lraptintéov Ouyatépes, eoeNOeiv te és THY EpKTHY 
a / lal ¢ fal > / 

Kal & Aoyous eAOcty ExdoTn TO EwvTis avdpl. 
A > , / / 9 > / vv ‘al 

“mapiKkav, ovdéva Sodov Soxéovtes @& adtéwy écecOat. 
j A ‘ , 

Weere(re eof\Oov, rovéovot Toidde: 
r~ a > 8 / > \ \ n > 5 n EX, € 

mapadodcat Tolar avdpact avtal thy Tdv avdpdv EdaBov, ot 
/ 

yuvatkninv 
rE? » 5) / Se / / ha = 5 \ 

eEjucav é&w, expvyovtes S€ TpoT@ To“vovtTm Covto avis és TO 

oi S€ ofeas 
¢ \ ai 6é 

ca) \ 3 b] fol 
mTacav thy elyov éoOnTa 

n / lal 

éoOjTa ate yuvaiKkes 

an ¢ a 

Tov S& adtov todTov ypovov Onpas o Avteciwvos Tod Tica- 
| fal fal / a / 4 > > / > 

Ihawevou Tov Ocparavdpou tov IloNvveixeos EaTtedXe €S aTroLKinyv éK 
- 5 \ ¢ / & / 2\ K 5 an n jv S€ 6 Onpas obtos, yévos éwv Kadpetos, ris 

~ 
/ oo MS untpos adeA\peds Toto. “Apiotodnpov tratot Evpvobévei ral 

eovtwy O€ éTt TOV Tald@v ToVTAY VnTiwY éTLTPOTTAinY 

(Dorian) wives is a splendid contrast to 
the oxér\uov Epyov of the Lemnian women 
TO €pydoavTo ai yuvaikes Tods dua Odavre 
dvdpas odetépovs admoxretvaca, 6. 188 
infra, Where see note. Plutarch, de 
Virt. Mulier. viii. (Mor. 247), gives a 
tradition differmg in many particulars 
from the Herodotean, but betraying 
similar motives and results. 

147, 2. toredde és Gtroulny. Osten- 
sibly an independent and fortunate coin- 
cidence ; historically, perhaps, a trans- 
figured reminiscence of the discontent 
of the prae-Dorian inhabitants with the 
new situation. 

3. THs pntpss adeddeds. Theras 
stood in the relation of Avunculus to 
the fatherless family. The importance 
of the mother’s brother, which is, of 
course, not adequately explained by 
the death of Aristodemos, points to 
a matriarchal society: cp. Bachofen, 
Antiquarische Briefe, xix. xlvii. ff, 
When K. O. Miiller, Orchom.? p. 380, 
says that the relation in which Theras 
is put to the Herakleid kings is reine 
Dichtung des Dorischen Nationalepos 
(pure imagination in the Dorian 
national epos), we must qualify the 
term rein (pure) by rememberin 
that the epos will have imitated rea 
situations, claims, and customs; and 
the term Wationalepos, by remembering 
that the Dorians had none of their own, 
but accepted the non-Dorian, and made 
the best of it, from their own point of 
view. 

15 
147 
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102 HPOAOTOY 1 

elye 0 Onpas tHv ev Sardprn Bacirnlnv. adbknOévtov 88 toy 
adeApidéwv Kal maparaBovrwv Thy apxny, oro 6) 6 Onpas 
Sewov toredpmevos dpyerOar vr’ dddwv érelre éyetoato apy, 
ovK én pévery ev TH Aaxedalwovr GAN aromdetcerOar és Tods 

10 cuyyevéas. ioav dé év Th viv Onpy kadreouevyn vijow, mporepoy 
dé Kaddlorn 1H abt radvtyn, droyovor MeuBrrdpov Tod Lorkirew 
avdpos Doivixos. Kadpos yap 6 ’Ayvopos Evparny Sifjpevos 
Mpooéaxe és THY vov Onpnv Kareopévnv: mpoocxovre Oé elre by 
ol ) xapn Hpece, elite Kal AddrAwWS HOEANTE ToLAoaL TODTO: 

15 KaTANElTEL yap ev TH vow Ta’TH addous Te TOV Powwikwy Kal 
69 Kal TOV EwuTOD cuyyevéewy MepBrlapov. obTou evépovTo Tip 
KadXorny Kadeouévny emt yeveds, mplv % Onpav édOciv ex — 

148 Aakedaipovos, dxT® avdpdv. él rtovTous 67 dv 6 Onpas reay — 
éyov aro TaY duAewy EoTEAXE, TUVOLKHTwY TOUTOLCL Kal OVdaLOS ; 

10. rq viv Ofpy x. What remains of 
it is mow called Santorin: see H. F. 
Tozer, Islands of the Aegean, c vV.; 
Theodore Bent, Zhe Cyclades, c. vi. ; 
though there is a tendency to revive 
the ancient name. 

11. Koddlory. Mr. Bent (op. c. 
p- 114) describes this volcanic island 
as ‘‘hideous” but ‘‘fascinating in its 
hideousness.”” Mr. Tozer (op. c. p. 108) 
suggests that the old name was ‘‘a 
euphemistic expression,” but adds that 
the vineyards and the harbour of the 
island might supply an explanation. 
The utilitarian seems more probable 
than the aesthetic reason. Op. c. 157 
wmypfra. 

16. ovyyevéwv. It was a similar 
motive which had guided the Minyae 
to eae c. 145 supra. 

epBAlapov. There is an island 
of this name near Thera. Prehistoric 
remains, buried under volcanic matter, 
in Thera and Therasia attest the 
antiquity of its occupation: in Hdt.’s 
time the memory of the eruption which 
had overwhelmed them, and which may 
be dated even before Kadmos, had 
apparently been forgotten. Cp. Fouqué, 
Santorin et ses éruptions, Paris 1879. 

18. oxrd dvipdv. K. O. Miiller, 
Orchom.” p. 319, makes out nine: 1 
Kadmos, 2 Polydoros, 8 Labdakos, 
4 Laios (see Hdt. 5. 59), 5 Oedipus 
(Hdt. 5. 60), 6 Polyneikes, 7 Thersan- 
dros, 8 ‘Tisamenos, 9 Autesion, 10 
Theras. Stein follows him. Nine 
generations would be just 300 years. 

Rawlinson ad 7. defends the discrepancy — 
by observing that there might be ten ~ 
(nine) generations at Thebes and only 
eight at Kalliste-Thera. This would 
be odd, Hdt.’s allowance being three 
generations to the century (2. 142): but 
it is possible that there is the frequent” 
confusion of reigns and generations at 
the bottom of the anomaly, and it may 
be observed that there were eight Batti 
adae in Kyrene, Thera’s colony, covering 
a period of less than two centuries, 
632-460 B.o. Cp. ce. 163 infra. a 

148. 2. pvdéwv. Rawlinson remarks: 
“‘The three old Dorian tribes, Hyllaei, 
Dymanes, and Pamphyles, must here be 
meant”: of that there can be little 
doubt. But whether this meaning 18 
according to facts, or consistent with 
the context, are further questions. 3 
it conceivable that the Dorian element 
in Sparta was thus weakened in the 
presence of hostile Minyae, Arcadians, 
etc. by a levy for a colony, long before 
the Dorians had really made themselves 
masters of Laconia !—To say nothing ot 
their taking refuge together with the 
Lemnians, with whom they have jus 

been quarrelling, under a discontented 
Kadmeian, and expecting a welcome u 
a Phoenician island! Of course whi 
Hdt. is writing, Thera passes for 4 
Dorian settlement, and Dorian Spart 
for its metropolis; and no doubt ti 
gudal here mentioned are ex hypothes 
the Dorian tribes: but the statemem 
is pragmatic, a part of the Dorial 

(Spartan) claim to Thera. , 
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léw év AvKoLcL. 

8, tpicl tpinkovtrépoiot. Three trie- 
» konters would not have held many men, 
even if room be made for a few 

» passengers: Theras takes éAlyous twas. 
} Even so, there is little space for the 

News ard Téyv pudvéwv. 
The Minyae in the Peloponnese, 7.e. 

the representatives of a culture which 
had been traced in Boeotia, Lemnos, 
Thera, and other islands, were perhaps 

Wi descendants of immigrants, in regard 
t to whom it was perceived that they did 
snot constitute the most primitive and 
» subordinate stratum in the population 
_(Kaukones, Paroreatae), while they were 

» equally distinct from the Dorians. 
13. Aérpeov «rd. These citylets 

‘formed the Triphylian Hexapolis. Cp. 
f Busolt, Die Lakedaimonier, i. pp. 149 ff. 
who notices that they composed a sort 

»of Amphictyony, the centre of which 
was the sanctuary of ‘the Samian 

) Poseidon,’ in charge of the Makistii. 
he 343. Cp. Busolt, Gr. G. i? 

14. & éuéo. A lamentably vague 
idate. The small local iainas ae 
'the W. of Peloponnese here recorded 
would hardly have obtained special 
notice if it had been an old story at 

| the time of Hdt.’s visit to Sparta where 
he perhaps heard about it: the Spartans 

‘concealing any part they themselves 
had in the matter. Stein would date 
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it 460 b.c. after the third Messenian war 
(assumed to have lasted not ten but 
only four years: Thue. 1. 103). It 
was surely not unconnected with the 
Synoekism of Elis, and the establish- 
ment of the Eleian democracy about 
the year 472 B.c. (cp. Busolt, Gr. G. 
ii, 371 ff.): and certainly marks a 
moment when Spartan influence and 
power were depressed. Cp. Introduction, 
p. lxiv. 

149. 5. Aiyei$ar. There were Aigeidae 
in Thebes, in Kyrene, in Thera, in 
Akragas, as well as in Sparta, all 
professing to be hereditary priests of 
Karneian Apollo (Orchom.? p. 821): yet 
according to Hdt. the name was derived 
from Aigeus son of Oiolykos son of 
Theras. This is the local Spartan 
version (Pausan. 3. 15, 8) and at 
variance with the tradition in Pindar, 
Isth. 6. (7.) 15 (not himself a member of 
the clan, Pyth. 5. 75 notwithstanding : 
vide ¥. Studniczka, Kyrene, pp. 78 ff.), 
and with Hdt.’s own record of Aigeidae 
in Thera. Blakesley, from overlooking 
this latent contradiction, wants to 
relegate réuTd . . yeyovdor to the margin 
as a plore 
vA} is used inexactly: ¢parpla 

would probably have been a_ better 
word: the addition of peyé\n shows 
that Hdt. is not using ¢vA} in the 
technical sense (Orchom.? p. 328 n.). 

_ O 
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6. év Lwdpty. Pindar, who perhaps is 
following the local Kyrenaean tradition, 
makes the Aigeidae accompany the 
Herakleidae into Lacedaemon. This 
according to K. O. Miiller (op. c. p. 325) 
is grundfalsch. According to Miiller’s 
reconstruction, the Aigeidae came into 
Lakonia a generation before the Dorians : 
on the invasion of the latter they took 
refuge with Achaeans and Minyans in 
Amyklae, entered into special relations 
with the Herakleids, and after the con- 
quest of Amyklae became a (Dorian) 
phratry in Sparta. The ‘Minyan’ 
colonisation of Thera he places before 
the Dorian invasion (pp. 327, 8). 

8. tdauTé. Stein suggests cuvéBy dé 
tauT6, Cobet cuvivexe 6€ which Holder 
puts into his text. 

150. 1. péxpe pév. A possible dis- 
crepancy has been indicated between 
Spartan and Theraean versions in note 
to 1. 5, previous chapter. 

2. podvo.. The Lakedaemonians 
having no story on the subject, and the 

_ Kyrenaeans a different one c. 154. 
There is even now nothing to prove 
that Hdt. heard this version in Thera, 
or even from Theraeans at first hand: 
he would give it in the same way 
(Blakesley points out) if he had heard it 
from a Samian, who professed to have 
heard it in Thera, or from Theraeans. 
Nay, he might give it, on grounds of 

Totoe be €v TH pudy tavTy avopacr ob yap bre. 
peway Ta TEeKva, optoavtTo éx Oeorporiov ’"Eputav tov Aatov 
te kal Oldurdbew ipov: Kab werd trodro varéuewav . 
todTo Kal év Onpy toicr ard tov dvbpav TobTwY yeryovdct. 

Meéype pév vuv todtov Tob Aoyou Aaxedaipovioc Onpalovar 
KaTa TAVTA Néyouol, TO Se amd TovTOU pwodvor Onpator de ryevé- 

Tpivvos 0 Aicaviov éov Onpa tovrov arréyoves 
cai Bacievov Onpns ris vicou amlkero és Aeddovs, dyov amb 
THs Todos éExaTouBnv: elmovto 8é 06 Kal dAdoL TOV TodALnTeoy 
Kal 67) Kat Barros 6 odupyyiorov, éov yévos Evdhnuldys rév 

xpewpevp O€ TO Lpivvp TH Baciées Tov Onpalav 
mept adrov ypa n IvOin xrifew év AvBdn modw. 
Néyov “éyw pev @vaE mpecBbTepos Te %On elwt Kal PBapds 
aelpecOar: ov é Twa THVSE TOV VewTépav KédEVE TadTa TroLéeLV.? 

> \ 
T@UTO 

0 O€ dpeiBero 

/ \ r a 

TOTE MEV TOCAUTA, 

internal evidence, or of external 
authority, as the Theraean story, no 
matter how he came by it. (Cp. Intro-~ 
duction, pp. Ixxvii. ff.) Cobet omits” 
Onpns. q 

3. Tpivvos. The name, with one », is” 
found in a (late) Theraean inscription ~ 
(the will of Epikteta)) CLG. 2448,” 
Cauer, Delectus*, No. 148. 

6. HidnpiSns is an  emendation 
borrowed (by Palmer) from Pindar, Pyth. 
4. 455. The MSS. have Evduuléns” 
(one HvOupyéns). Blakesley protests 
against the alteration. K. O. M. calls” 
it: ‘‘ Palmerius’ unbestreitbare Emenda- 
tion” (Orchom.” p. 335 n.). The emenda- 
tion may be incorrect in the sense that 

ignorance) and wrote Evduuléns. 
does not appear to know Pindar’s ode, ep. 
c. 154 infra. But that he ought to have 
written Hignuldns is beyond question. 

Grinnos and Battos (Ol. 35, K. O. Muller) 
are represented as knowing nothing of 

be following a different tradition from 
that which led him in 2. 50 to derive 
Poseidon from Libya. That indeed 
would be manifest without the contra- 
diction: what this proves is how little 
Hdt. concerned himself to eliminate 
inconsequences and inconsistencies from 
his work as a whole. Cp. c. 152 infra. 
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151. 1. éréwv. On the genitive see 
foodwin, Gk. Gr. $179, Monro, Hom. Gr. 
#150. Seven, a conventional number, 

@ may suspect. 
povk de (d Qeds) Thy Onpny, tera 
missive, c. 50 supra. In this visitation 
) might perhaps be fanciful to see a 
*storted reminiscence of an early, or a 
ehistoric, eruption. It cannot how- 
wer be said with accuracy that from 
».€ colonisation of Memblianos onwards 
we have a consecutive account of the 
habitants” (Bent, op. cit. p. 106). 
2. whiv evés. Santorin is described 
'** favourable for the growth of nothing 
tt the grape.” Was this one survivor 
“generic vine? 

v. An early home of navi- 
uc. 1. 4, Aristot. Pol. 2. 10, 

. So Odysseus in Ithaka gives 
emself out as a Kretan Od. 14. 199. 
fit could the Cretans be trusted to tell 
em? Kpijres del Yetora. Cp. Antholog. 
' 275. It is, by the way, remark- 
le that the ‘ Dorians’ of Thera made no 

) plication to those Dorians of the Hexa- 
is, or of Aigina, who probably were 
eady trading with Egypt (cp. 2. 178). 
srotxwy. The use of the word here 

ses several problems. The date of 
© application of the Theraeans to the 
vetans is long after the Dorisation 

‘ both islands. The question- arises, 
are to be understood by the Metics ? 

% Athens, or in an Athenian story, the 
saning would be technical, but metic 

28 Not ap asa Kretan term. Are 
4y identical with the -eploxa of 

wistot. Pol. I.c. whom he describes with 
sme inaccuracy (ep. Hoeckh, Kreta, iii. 

ff.), or with the daéraipo. of the great 
rtynian inscription? It is evident 
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pata ov TodAot: KaTtnynoapévou dé Tod KopwBiou és tHv vijcov 

/ 

havrny 6) tiv Waréav, rov pév KopeéBiov Neltrovet, ovria Kata- 

that they are persons who may be engaged 
in commerce, and it will be safe to assume 
that the word is used here, without pre- 
judice, to include any residents who were 
not ‘Kretans.’ L. & S. seem to take 
the word here in the more definite sense 
of ‘immigrants.’ If that were pressed, 
the ‘ metics’ would include the Dorians ; 
the ‘Kretans’ might be the aboriginals 
(Perioikoi etc.). The word does not 
occur elsewhere in Hdt. On the Laws of 
Gortyn, see H. J. Roby in Law Quarterly 
Review, ti. 135 ff., J. W. Headlam, J... 
xiii. 48 ff. 

7. “Iravov. Itanos: ‘‘the most 
easterly town of Krete,” Hoeckh, op. c. 
i. p. 17—the foundation ascribed to 
Phoenicians, Steph. Byz. sub v. 

tmoppupét, Not a common word (cp. 
L. & S.), probably a murex - fisher. 
Platea has been identified with Bomba. 

12. Aeltrovor. Why they should have 
left Korobios, or what he was to do, all 
alone on a desert island, we are to 
ascertain by conjecture. The particular- 
ity with which names are given in this 
story cannot disguise the pragmatic 
character of the tradition. Whether 
Korobios was a ‘ Kretan’ or a ‘ Metic’ 
is not expressly stated, but cp. Appendix 
XII. It seems improbable that the 
Kretans and their metics should not 
have been well acquainted with Libya 
long before this time, but like other 
ancient monopolists they perhaps kept 
their knowledge as much as might be 
to themselves: and possibly Korobios 
the metic was bribed rather than hired 
to give the coveted information. Hoeckh 
(iii. 420) sees in the difficulty with 
which information about Libya was 
procured an evidence that the commerce 

n ®@ \ / 
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of Krete was at this time (c. 620 B.c.) 
decayed. It may, indeed, be supposed 
that the Jonians had damaged ig) 
Samian ship presently (ec. 152). makes its 
appearance at Platea, en route for Egypt. 

152. 3. vadKdnpos. Probably he was 
onboard sale bye hucwle lice as 
was a fortunate accident for Korobios, but 
it is difficult to understand how a Samian 
ship sailing towards Egypt (from Samos) 
should find itself at Bomba, the usual 
route being via Rhodes (Kypros), ep. 2. 
182, Thue. 8. 35, 2, unless indeed the 
strong E. or N.E. wind was blowing 
which afterwards drave the Samians all 
the way to Tartessos: in which case it is 
difficult to understand why they put to 
sea again if they really wished to make 
Egypt. Blakesley suggests that Kolaios 
touched at Bomba not on his way to 
but on his way from Egypt, his line 
being from Egypt to Krete and then to 
Samos. This saves one point in the 
narrative at the expense of another. 
The whole stands or falls together as 
far as the credit of Hdt. and his sources 
for the particular story are concerned, 
though, of course, as usual in such cases, 
real relations have been incorporated in 
more or less fictitious records. The 
probability is that these trade-routes 
were very much older and known much 
longer to the Greeks of Asia than Hat. 
seems here to recognise. Not to raise 
remoter problems, since 650 B.c, at 
least a regular Greek settlement had 
been maintained in Egypt, and people 
in Samos at any rate, if not in trees 
must have known where ‘ Libyans’ were 
to be found: viz. to the west of Egypt. 
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8. “Hpakdéas aortas. On the original 
oTnAa 2. 44, x 

9. Taprncodv. Cp. Meltzer, Ges. J, 
Karthager, i. 35; Kiepert’s Manual, 
§ 247, the Tarshish of Scripture by Hat. 
used apparently of a city, or perhaps 
a district (Baetica) 1. 163, by other 
writers sometimes used of the ee 
Guadalquiver (¢.g. Stesichoros apil 
Strab. 148) and cp. the use of Aigyptos, 
Borysthenes, Istros, ete. Tartessos 738 
long in the hands of the Phoenicians, 
prae - Carthaginian and perhaps anti 
Carthaginian, the rivalry facilitati ng 
the intrusion of third parties. 

9, Gely ropag. For no Phoeniciar 
would have shown them the way, @ 
Korobios the metic had done to the 
Theraeans. For the formula see Intro 
duction, p. exii. 

10. akyparov. Inaccurate, seeing tha 
the Phoenicians had long held it. Th 
story may be not literally inconsistent 
with the assertion in regard to the 
Phokaians, 1. 163 f., seeing that the 
adventure of Kolaios may be regardé 
as an isolated one, preceding by some 
thing like a quarter of a century # 
foundation of Massalia, and the Phe 
kaian friendship with Arganthonios. All 
the same, the point of view and spill 
of the two traditions are not harnnil I 
ous: they ignore if they do not 
tradict one another. Of this Hat. ¢ 
not appear conscious. Cp. c. 150 supr 

12. Zéoerparov. Where and wh 
Sostratos made his money is unfo 7 
ately not stated: perhaps in 
2. 178, though trade with the uncivills 
is as a rule the more profitable. Ont 
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aperlative formula, cp. Introduction, 
as. civ. 
i 14. rhv Sexarny. ‘The entire profit 
Heas therefore between £14,500 and 
15,000,” Rawlinson. But this of course 
}ieans immensely greater value, owing 
#} > the high purchasing power of money 
Hen. On the mines in Spain cp. 
Hlidgway, Origin of Currency, pp. 97 ff. 
W) 15. érowfcavro, middle. Cp. ypayd- 
pevos c. 88 supra, ABC have the poorer 

roineay liere. 
Hy XaAKHiov, c. 81 supra. Hdt. un- 

ortunately does not preserve the artist’s 
ame; no doubt they employed local 
alent. Was it Theodoros? 1. 51, 38. 
1. Cp. K. O. Miiller, Ancient Art 
ing. Tr.), § 60, A. S. Murray, Greek 

lpture, i. p. 78. 
*ApyoXukod, c. 61 supra. 
116. ypurav kepadal, c. 79 supra. 

Kporoo.. Rawlinson, ‘“‘stand- 
gig out in high relief.” L. & S. 

- 1289 render: ‘‘placed at regular 
patervals.” But battlements (xpdccac) 
ind tassels, ora fringe (xpoocol), are con- 
!nuous, and so perhaps was the row of 
iviffin heads around this Argolic krater : 
srobably on the body. The word occurs 
zain 7. 188 of ships at sea, and in 
omer, //, 14, 35, of ships on land. 

117. 1d “Hpatoy, 3. 60 and c. 88 supra, 
here no doubt Hdt. saw it and heard, 

wae can hardly say how much of the 
receding story. Cp. Introduction, pp. 
x. Ixxxii. 
1 18. Kvpnvatoirt 8 kal Onpatorcr és 
mptouvs. Kyrene, Thera, Samos: Thera 
ting as half-way house, though they 

would hardly pass Krete without touch- 
ng probably at Itanos (c. 151 supra). 
19. &pyov. Not the work of art but 

he work of mercy just narrated. 
tXlar p t does not necessarily 
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/ a > a / 

‘dNavta érroijcavtTo xYadKynLlov KpynTipos “ApyodtKod TpoTrov: 
eo ro \ / / \ / 

ptE 88 adtod ypuTay Keharal mpoxpoocol eicu Kal avéOncay 
a a / \ 

> To “Hpatov, vrroctyicavtes avT@ Tpels yadxéous KoAoTcOUS 
al / ? / 

rraryyeas Toloe youvace épynpercpévous. 
: \ / a lal 

Dnpaiovcr és Laplovs amo TovTov Tov épyou mpata diriat 
c \ a > / \ / 

ot d¢ Onpaior éweite tov KopwéProv 
. , > a / > / ? \ @Qy} > / \\ Se. 

umovtes év TH VNTw aTrixovTO és THY Oxnpnyv, amnyyedrdrov os 
/ > / 

AuBun éxticpévn. 

Kupnvaiotce 5é Kal 

Onpaioucs Sé Eade 

mean an ‘alliance’ (Rawlinson, note). 
@peG. ai. 

153, 3. tade, placwit, cp. c. 145 supra. 
Three points in the colonial decree may 
be distinguished: (1) Brothers were to 
draw lots which should go, families 
wherein there was only one son not 
being touched. (2) No women accom- 
panied the expedition: a definite 
nuniber of men were selected from the 
seven parishes. What the number was 
is not stated, at least in our text. 
Stein suggests that it has fallen out 
after dvdpas. o =dinxoctous (Mahaffy and 
Cobet) is accepted by van Herwerden, 
The pentekonters have been made 
the basis of a calculation. Rawlinson 
allows 200 men as a maximum to a 
pentekonter, ¢.e. the complement of 
a trireme, and is not content with 400 
men for a colony : 80 is nearer the mark, 
ep. 7. 184. This would give 160 
men. But the two pentekonters dwindle 
to one vessel and its bare complement, 
‘insignis paucitas,’ ap. Justin 13. 7, 4. 
The smaller the number the better the 
moral. K. O. Miiller by a slip transfers 
the pentekonters to Theras and his 
advent to Kalliste, Orchom.? p. 334. 
He has confounded two pentekonters 
with three triekonters, ec. 148. Rawlin- 
son well observes: ‘*The numerical 
accuracy affected by the Theraean 
narrative is remarkable,” ¢.e. fictitious. 
Whatever the number of men, they 
obtained wives in Libya by one or 
another means, ¢c. 186 infra. (Op. 
Pindar’s record of Barke (Alkeis) given 
as an athletic prize by Antaios, native 
King of Irasa, and won by Alexidamos, 
ancestor of the Pythian victor Telesi- 
krates, perhaps an Aegeid, Pyth. 9.) 
(3) One ‘Battos’ appointed oekist- 
monarch. In Pindar is proper name 
is given, viz. Aristoteles, Pyth. 5. 87. In 

153 
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adehpeov Te am adedpeod méurew war Layyavovta Kal dard 
5 TOY XwOpwV amavToY érTa éovTwv dvdpas .. , elvar bE opewy q 
Kal nyenova Kal Baociiéa Badrrov. 
mevTnKovTépous és tiv IIharéav. 

Tatra 8€ Onpaiow rAéyover, Ta 8 eridoura ToD rbyoy 
ouppépovtar dn Onpaio. Kupnvalosor. 
Barrov ovSapads dpuoroyéover Onpalovor: A€yovor yap otro, 
éote ths Kprrns “Oakos modus, ev tH éyévero "Eréapyos f 

5 Bacwdeds, ds rl Ouyatpl aunrops TH odvowa Hv Ppovin, em) 
TAUTN eynwe ANANY yuvaiea. 

\ / 4 n n 

yuvatkos épyov ovK bavoy éunyavato émt TH Ouvyarpl. 
697 Ocuicwyv avip Onpaios é vy th ‘Oakd: Tod ) ee NP IEIOS, GEIRILOS ICD 4) aE@* TovUTOV oO 

3 / b) an i 5 

Eréapxos twaparaBov éri Ecivia éEopxot 7 pév of dinxovncew 
b] / \ n 

érreite 67 eEdpKwoe, ayayev of Tapacidol THY 
ec la) / \ / UL a ] 

éwuTov Ouyatépa Kal TavTnY eKédNeVE KATATOVTHCAL aTAyayovTa, 
id / a an : 

0 6€ Oewlowy Trepinuexticas TH amaTy TOD OpKov Kal diadvod- 
\ / > / aS \ \ A ee! } pevos Thy Eewinv étrolee Tordde* TapadaBav THy Taida aréT)ee 

e \ > / a - 

@s O€ éyiveto év TO TerdyEi, ATrocLEvpEVOS THY éEOpKaTW TOD 
5) , \ / a ‘ Ereadpyou, cxotviowsr avtny diadjoas KaThKe és TO TédAaYOS 
> / Sy Bef, 2 \y 7 5 Oe3 Sea / avaotracas d€ amrixeto és THY Onpnv. evOedTev dé THY Dpovipmp 

6 Te av SenOy. 

Justin (/.c. swpra) this appears as Aris- 
taios (v.c. Apollo, cp. ce. 15 supra) son 
of Kirnos. ‘ Battos’ may be regarded 
as the native (Libyan) title, cp. c. 155 
infra. That monarchy was the form 
of government from the first seems to 
show that the foundation did not proceed 
from a republican movement at home, 
and helps to explain its long or late 
maintenance in Kyrene. 

154. 1. ta ém(AXoura. Not given till c. 
156. Hdt. proceeding first with the Kyre- 
naean variant for the story of Battos 
(154-156) which connects Kyrene with 
Krete. The Kretan connexion in the 
former story is supplied by Korobios 
the ‘metic’ of Itanos. 

4, *Oatss. Town situate on a rapid 
river (Virg. Zc. 1. 66) of the same name, 
at some distance from the sea. It was 
connected (like Kyrene) with the wor- 
ship of Apollo. (Hoeckh, Kreta, i. p. 
19.) It was also connected in legend 
with the name of Minos (vid. Steph. B. 
sub v.”"Oakéos) and Hoeckh suggests that 

HPOAOTOY wi 

n 0€ érrecedOodca ebixalov Kal To 
epy@ elvat pntpum 7H Ppoviwy, wapéyouod te kaka kal wav em 
avuTH pnyavamevn, Kal TéeNOS paydooYnY érreveikacd of TelbEL 
Tov avopa tadta éyew ovTo. 

Jy \ 

oUTw 01) oTéAXOVCL Bb 

Kupyvaios yap ta mepl 

¢ \ b) ‘ ¢ \ a= 
0 6€ avayvacbeis tro THE 

2 \a 
nV yap” 

it was the last seat of the ancient 
‘Minoan’ monarchy, an inference based 
apparently upon this passage. For the 
form ’Agds given here by 8 (=RVS) ep. 
Cauer, De/ectus”, no. 122, Head, Historia, 
p- 387. j 

«‘The names Phronime and Themison 
are obviously merely allegorical.” . K. 0. 
Miller, Orchomenos*, p. 336 n. he 
names are significant: but every signi 
ficant name is not necessarily unhistori¢ 
Even the name “Eréapxos (real ruler, 
is however suspicious. (Cp. “Ereoxpyres, 
Od. 19. 176.) 4 

7. wav. Cp. may él rotor Mewourrpa 
rldnot unxavdpevor 5. 62. 3 

15. Tq ardry Tod Spxov. This bond 
age to the letter and the casuistry of 
evasion thereby generated is her 
illustrated ec. 201 infra. Cp. the stor 
of Kleomenes, Plutarch, Apoth. La 
Kleomenis, 2. 3 (Afor. 223). ‘ 

18. Siadqoas. Cp. diaredapmévos C. © 
supra. 
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aparaBSav Lorvpvyotos, cay TeV Onpaiwy aunyp Soxtpos, 

caddaxevero. xpovou Sé mepuovtos éFeyeveto of mais loxapo- 
-¢ kal Tpavdds, TO ovvOpa éréOn Barros, as Onpaiol te hat 

vpnvator Néyouet, @S [éVTOL éy@ Soxéo, ado te: Badtros 6¢€ 

Tavondacdn, éreiTe €s AuBoiny arixeto, aro TE TOU xpnarnplov 
WD yevouévou ev Aerdoicr avTe Kal amo THs Tyhs THY Eaye THY 

/ 

S@VULINY TOLEVLEVOS. 

Ipovny 7Oes.” 

& 6 
, 

AiBves yap Baciiéa Badtrov radéovor, 

1} rovrov ewexa Soxéw Ocorifovoay thy Iv0inv Karécas pw 
: ps , OA ‘ \ ” > A / 

Buen yhooon, eidviav was Bacirevs eotar ev ArBvy. 
= \ a a > 

up mvdpeé0n odtos, Ge és Aeddovs mept ths pavis: émei- 
° al / / 

etavre 5é of xpd  IlvOin rade. 
lal / 

Barr’, érl dovnv prOes: dvak& bé ce DotBos ’AmoANwv 
> / / , ? a 
és AuBinv réurret pnroTpodov oiKrcTHpa, 

2 / 
ETT ELTE 

mep ei clot “EXAASL YAdoon ypeopévn “@ Bacwred, emi 
0 © apeiBeto Tocide. 

wpa of ypnodpevos Tepl Ths povijs, ad Sé pou adda advvata 

ods, cerevov AuBinv aroikifew Tém Suvdpt, Koln yeipi ;” TadTa 

“vat, éyo pmev HAOor 

a / 

‘you ovKl éreGe adXra oi Ypav: ws Sé KaTa TaUTA EéoTLEE oF 
4 ¥ We) \ ¢ B f > \ @) / : sb mporepor, olyeto petatd arrodur@v o Barros és thy Onpny. 

55. 2. Ilodtpvyoros. The Theraean 
“sion recognised Polymnestos as the 
her of the founder, c. 150 supra. 
3. éwadAaxetero. He could not 
ke her his wife, she being a foreigner. 
t the result is a shadow over the 

ith of the founder, as so often in 
s foundation legends of the colonies, 
sich was deepened by his physical 
wects (loxvég@wvos and rpavNés). These 
ysical defects are probably an 
erence from the misinterpretation of 
title (Battos) and are not to be 
fionalised away into a charge against 
| Kretan mother. 
j. GAAo m1. Hat. is no doubt right, 
wugh it is strange that he should 
; know the name (Aristoteles, c. 
5 supra), and incredible that the 
renaeans should not have known 
That his informants, or his docu- 

3, may have made the assertion is 
' course possible. That Aristoteles 
8 called Battos prophetically by the 
thia can hardly be regarded as im- 
sible, but if true, seems to imply 
at something was known in Delphi 
out Libya and the Libyans, cp. c. 150 
ora, however ignorant the Theraeans 

s e ‘Kyrenaean’ version of 

the visit of Aristoteles Battos to Delphi 
differs from the Theraean previously 
given in the following points: (1) He 
goes to Delphi on his own account to 
ask about his voice (gwy7s): there 
simply in the train of Grinos. (2) The 
interview with the Pythia is quite 
different. (3) In the former (Theraean) 
version it is the universal ignorance of 
Libya which leads to disobedience of 
the god’s mandate: here simply the 
humility or impotence of Battos. 

8. Baotkéa Barrov. For the passage 
of a title into a proper name cp. cases 
of Augustus, Pendragon, Arthur, etc. (F. 
Wise’s Letter to Dr. Mead concerning 
some Antiquities of Berkshire, Oxford 
1738, cites Baxter, Glossariwm Antigq. 
Brit. sub vv. ARVIRAGUS, PENDRAGON = 
caput gentis). It is curious that the name 
Battos occurs in the myths of Arkadia 
and Messenia, cp. Ovid, Metam. 2. 705, 
cp. Grasberger, Gr. Ortsnamen, p. 18, 
E. Curtius, Peloponnesos, ii. 198 (note 
49 to Landschaft Messenien). Thuc. 4. 
43, has it as a proper name. 

15. domep FAVes. Van Hz. 
follows Valckenaer in bracketing as a 
gloss, and suggests that the verses were 
originally in Doric. Cp. ¢. 157 infra. 

i] 5 

20 



156 pera d€ avT@ Te TovT@ Kal Tolar dddroLcL Onpalo.or ouvedépeto 
TANLYKOT@S* ayvoebV TEs bE TAS cuupopas of Onpaios erreumrov eg 
Acrhovs Tept TOV TapedvTwY KaKdv. 
auyxtifover Barre Kupnvny tis AvBins dpwewov m™pneew, 
aTETTENXNOY peTa TaUTA Tov Badrrov ol Onpaiow dvo revtnKov- 

TAw@caVTEsS Oé &s THY ALBUnv obTOL, od yap elyov 6 TH 
Touewat ado, Olaw amadddocovTo és Tip Onpnv. 
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nN / / al lal Onpaiot Katayouevous &Bardov kal ote tov TH yA Tpoalayvew, 
> > > / / > / Pe GXX omicow mrwew €KEdEVOV. 
? / WV enh n Isa / , a A t améemNeov Kal exticay vicov emt AiBvn Keywevny, TH ovvoma, dy 

\ 4 \ t r 
Kal mpotepov eipeOn, éott Idatéa. 

a n an / 

vnoos TH vov Kupnvaiwv mor.. 
2O\ / \ , tein / a ovdey yap oft ypnotov auvedépeTo, eva ad’Tav KaTadiTOVTES Of 

/ / / 4 Nowrrol mavTes améteov és Aeddhovs, amixopevor 6 én) TO 

156. 1. ovvedépeto in the Kyrenaean 
version represents the fuller details 
given in the Theraean, c. 151 supra. 

5. Sto amevtnkovtépoicet. cc. 153 
they appear in the ‘lheraean version, 
but at a later, and less likely point: 
here they correspond prima facie to the 
émeov KaTdoKkoro. Gvopes Ta pra ov 
mooi of c. 151; but no addition is 
made to the two pentekonters in this 
passage, on their return to Thera, and 
so a substantial agreement is re-estab- 
lished between the two versions upon this 
point. 

8. tBaddrov. In this hostile passage 
between the Theraeans and the émigrés 
Stein sees a hint of the real reason of 
the adventure, for according to Menekles 
of Barca (c. 120 B.c.) Battos was head 
of a political faction, and was driven out 
of Thera, consulted the oracle whether 
he should attempt a return or found a 
colony, and was recommended to adopt 
the latter course. Schol. Pindar, Pyth. 
4, 10, and Miiller, Frag. H. G. vol. iv. 
p. 449. 

ll. mpétepov. That is, in c 151 
supra, in the Theraean \dyos. 

TIdaréa. The occupation of Platea 
is another point common to the two 
versions, but in the Theraean Adyos 
Platea is occupied from the first, c. 
151 supra, while here Platea is first 
occupied on the return of the colonists. 

héyerar. It may be argued from 
this expression that Hdt. had not seen 
both Platea and Kyrene, though it does 
not follow that he had seen either, cp. 
Introduction, p. xcvii. , 

ene 

n 0€ UvOin oft eypnae 

ot be 

e \ > / > / : ol 6€ avayKalopevor dricw 

/ re 
NeyeTar dé ton eclvar 
/ ttf 

TAUTNV OLKEoVTES OVO €éreEa, 

12. wédv. Acropolis ? 
157. Somewhere in this chapter 7a 

émloura Tov Néyou (c. 154) may be taken 
to begin: 7.¢. the Theraeans do nog 
contradict the Kyrenaean story of what 
happened in Libya, though they con 
tradict ra mepl Bdrroy, ec. 154-156. 

2. tva avtdv. Does duty for Korobiog 
the ‘‘metic” ¢c. 151, who is however 
put at a different stage of the proceed. 
ings. The harmonist might say there 
were three visits: (1) Korobios and hig 
Theraean companions od zoddol c. 151 
(2) The colonists’ first visit and departun 
leaving another man. (8) The colonist 
for final occupation. But such attempts 
do not even reconcile the particulars, e.g 
the points at which Platea is occupied 
in the two stories, much less account for 
the variation, or detect the moral or 
Tendenz. In any case this one man wa 
to be regarded no doubt as sufficient tf 
assert the proprietary rights of occupa 
tion. Cp. passage in Maine, Ancie 
Law, ¢c. viii. on ‘The Roman principl 
of Occupancy as the source of th 
acquisition of sovereign rights in newl 
discovered countries’ (pp. 244-250). 

It might be argued from the way i 
which Hdt. arranges the pieces that h 
considers the Theraean story (150-153 
the more probable. Hdt. has no 
however, indicated clearly whether 1 
begins after dvo0 revrnxovrépo.ct, c. 15) 
or at ID\aréa, ep. closing words of ce. 15: 
or whether it begins here at daém)eov 
Aedgovs or at dmixdmevor, KTr. 

3. Grucdpevot, This visit of 1 
colonists to Delphi is a fresh fact, besit 

‘a 

tT 



WeS8e. 

adrny AvBunv. 

» battle with the Theraeans, and was 
paced by Menekles, who may have been 
fationalising harmonist rather than a 

}storian with better sources, before the 
Hitlement at Platea. Here again the 
Hpries can be reconciled by multiplying 
> visits to Delphi (visit to Delphi: 
Hctle off Thera: occupation of Platea: 
Heond visit to Delphi); but such 
Hprempts are misplaced ingenuity, where 

a are dealing with unauthoritative 
ditions obviously belonging to 

Heciant cycles. It is far more likely 
hat such stories, each of which 
fesses to be the whole story, and is 
» a way complete in itself, should be 

Heonsistent with each other, and with 
ts, than that a complete and consis- 
t and true narrative is to be extracted 

‘ combinations and permutations in 
* details of them all. 
coak. +0. The oracle contains 
‘risms on the strength of which K. O. 
Viller (Orchom.? p. 339) argues that 
emust be derived from the local oral 
‘dition and not from a Delphic source : 
if Attic poets could write Doric on 

easion, and the Delphians in a 
irian affair could not produce dialectic 

ities! (Sua Dialecto Cyrenaei vel 
erant vel etc., Valckenaer.) Diodor. 

#29 preserves a longer variant, which 
pgests a poetic version of the Founda- 

-legend (ep. Introduction, p. Ixxxv.) ; 
> it is as likely that the poem was an 
yansion of the oracle, as that the oracle 

3 distilled from the poem. Miiller 
ist, however, be right in arguing that 
oracle dates after the development of 

® local myth of Apollo and Kyrene, so 
wmingly utilised by Pindar, Pyth. 9: 
t Theraean and Kyrenaean dialects cp. 

et, Delectus*, nos, 141-153). 
mAotpdéhov. The trade with Libya 

MEAITOMENH Ly: 

\ omatnpiov éypéwvTo, Papevor oikéeww te THY AuBvnv Kal ovdéev 
fal \ / \ ro A 

sewov mpnacew oixedvtes. 1 O€ Ilv@in ode rpos tadra xpa 

a / / a Y 
ai TY éued AvBunv wnrotpodov oldas amecvor, 

Nee \ ? / LY 4 / a pty ENO@v ENOOVTOS, ayav ayapuat copinv ced. 
, \ , Cux'3 \ \ ine ree, \y ey é 

sovcavtes 58 TovT@y of audi Tov Barrov amétXwov drricw 
\ , > / e fal \ a ? / \ & b) / 

yap 8 adeas armies o Geos THs atrotKins, mply 61 aTikwvTaL 
\ a \ / 

amuKomevot O€ &s TV VHTOV Kal avadaBorTes 
> an a / a 5] ih Tol / 

y €durrov, éxticav avThs THs AvBuns y@pov avtiov tis vycov 
. y aust sh, ; \ , i, See9) 9, / 
} ovvoua Av “Afipis* Tov vaTrat Te KadNCTaAL em apudhoTepa 

may have included wool, or may have 
been expected to do so: but sheep 
do not appear among the celebrated 
products of that favoured region (cep. 
Dict. Geogr. i. 732 b), nor does Kyrene 
figure among the well-known staples of 
the wool-trade. The flocks of the 
Nasamones, however, are mentioned, 
c. 172 infra (cp. Biichsenschiitz, Besitz 
und Erwerb, 220 ff.). Plutarch, Mor. 
408, quotes this oracle, with uadorpddov 
olaBas d&pevov. 

The epithet fndorpddos is applied to 
Asia by Archilochos, Fr. 26 [89] 
(Bergk, ii.* p. 890) and Aischylos, Pers. 
763 (cp. Ppiryes modumpoBarwraro 5. 49 
infra). Biichsenschitz, op. c. p. 228, 
converts the Demeter Melophoros of 
Megara (Pausan. 1. 44, 3) into a Demeter 
Melotrophos, a title for which there 
appears to be no evidence: L, & S. 
make the goddess bear them apples, 
perhaps rightly (cp. Preller, Gr. Myth. 
1.4 769), though the passage in Pausanias 
runs: to’s mpwrovs mpbBarta év TH yn 
Bpéyarvras Ajunrpa dvoudca Madodpédpor. 
Pausanias has, however, just before: 
Néyerat 6€ kal dda és Thy éwikAnow. 

13. “Afipis. The name of this district 
(xGpos) has a thoroughly native sound : 
sometimes softened into “Agids, then 
rationalised into “AévNs, by the Greeks. 
A definite settlement (€ricav) is im- 
plied. In Ptol. 4. 5, 2, a village of the 
name is the first mentioned in the 
Mappapixy vduos. The name does not 
occur in Strabo, where it might be 
expected (838), nor in the extant works 
of Sallust, notwithstanding the passage 
in Sealy Byz. which may here con- 
veniently follow: “Agidss, dds AcBiins. 
ol 6€ rept Lahovariov od rbdAw adda Témrov 
gacl kal moraudy elyar. rwes de [e.g. 
Hat.) “Agipw pera tod p réyoucr dv 
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158 cvyxAniovar Kat motapwos ta él Odtepa mapappéer. Todroy 
olkeov Tov y@pov &E rea, ERdopm bé adeas erei Tapautnodpevoy 
ot AiBves as és apelvova yadpov afoul, avéyvaoay éxdurelpy, 
Hryov 6é odeas évOedrev of AlBves avacrthcavtes mpos éomrépny, 
kal Tov KddAdoTOY TaY Yopov wa SueELdvTes of “EXAnves py 
iOovev, TUMMETPNTAaWEVOL THY Bpny THs huepns vueros maphyow, 
éote O€ TH YSpw TovT@ ovvoua “Ipaca. dyaydvTes 8é oeas 
éml kpyynv Neyouévny eivas Amroddwvos eimav “ avdpes “EXXqves, 
evOadra wpiv érirndeov oixéew* évOadTa yap 6 ovpavos rérpnraL. 

"Em pév vey Bartov te rod oixictéw ths Cons, apEavros 
éml Teccepaxovta erea, Kal Tob matdos avTod ’ApKecihew dp. 
Eavros éxxaidexa étea, olkeov of Kupnvator éovtes tocodro 

doo. apyiy és THY atrotKinv éotdd\noav. em 6 Tod tplrow, 
5 Barrov tod evdaiwovos Kadeopévov, “EXAnvas mavras opynoe 
xpnoaca % IvOin mréeww cvvoixnoovtas Kupnvaiovcr AvBinu 
évexahéovTo yap ol Kupnvatos emi ys avadacu@’ éypnce 5é cn0E 
éyovTa. 

Os 6€ kev és AvBunv modunpatov UaTepov EO 

yas avadatopévas, weTa of TroKd hayes medjoewy. 
auAnNEKYGévTos 5é opidov todAd0D és THY Kupnynv, repute 
pvopmevor yRV TONAnY of Teplorxor AiBves Kal 6 Bacireds adtov 

x@pov. Xdpaké dé ~Aétpov Névyer adrjv. It 
was near but not identical with the 
‘¢ Harbour of Menelaos,” ep. c. 169 infra. 
There is nothing in Hadt.’s description 
or reference to justify the conclusion 
that he had visited the spot. On the 
beauty of Utility cp. c. 147 supra. 

158. 2. &€ érea. On the date: Clinton, 
Fasti H. ad ann. 639-637 B.c.} 

€B5dp.o looks conventional, cp. c. 151 
supra. Platea, Aziris (Irasa), Kyrene 
form successive stations, probably in 
time as well as space, of the Hellenic 
immigration. The natives are here 
represented as on friendly terms with 
the settlers (cp. note c. 153 infra), but 
the anecdote looks suspiciously like a 
reply to critics, who wondered that the 
Greeks had passed by the best spot and 
chosen an inferior one (cp. anecdote c. 
144 supra). Irasa is named by Pindar, 
Pyth. 9. 106, as mwéds ’Avratov. The 
Kpjvn ’Aré\X\wvos (cp. Pindar, Pyth. 4. 
294) was called xuph or xipn Bekker, 
Anecd. p. 1173, and gave its name to 
the town. 

9. 6 ovpavds rérpytar refers of course 
to rainfall. The expression seems to 

imply that the welkin is solid. Stei 
compares Gen. 7. 11, Malachi 3.10. Se 
ec. 184 infra rov klova Tod ovpavod. 4 

159. 1. {éns. Instead of Bios: ep. c. 11 
supra. 

2. rexoepdkovta. The forty year 
may be spread over the three settlement 
Platea two years (c. 157), Aziris six year 
(c. 158) leaving thirty-two years i 
Kyrene. This chronology is exact 
whether it is true is another question, 
ep. Appendix XII. q 

3. rorodro.. That the original numbe 
of Kyrenaeans remained for fifty-sia 
years without increase, or diminution, 
a statement so absurd on the face | 
it that the author must be supposed } 
have meant something other than h 
says: perhaps merely that the @ 
remained without ézowxo, fresh if 
migrants: 7.¢. that the number of «7p 
remained unaltered. 

6. 4 Ilv0lm. The oracle was set it 
motion by the Kyrenaeans, and they, pr 
sumably, made its favourable respoi 
known, perhaps at Pythian or Olympi 
festival (wrdyras"E\\nvas), ep. 6. 126. ~ 

12. yfv wodAhv. The land tot 
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onvny O€arnv cvvéBarov te Toior Aiyumtiovs Kal évixnoav 

dite yap ov Temrevpnuévoe mporepov ot Aiyvrrruoe 

DAjvev cal mapaypedpevor SvepOdpncav ovTw wate dréiyou 

ewes adtav arevdotnaay és Aiyurrov. 

a) radra éripephopevor Amplin aréotncay am avrod. 

Tovrov S& tod Bdrrouv mais yivera “Apxecinews* ds Bact- 

svoas TpOta Toler éEwuTod adeAgeoion eotaciace, és 06 pw 

Srou amodrovtes olyovto és GAAOVY YOpov THs AvBuys Kat 

0 O6€ 

> \ / > / 

avtt tovtwy Aiyvrrvot 

iyided is taken at the expense of the 
jtives, and a breach in the relations 
sherto friendly (c. 158) is thereby 
ide 

Libyans had long had 
tations with Egypt: they appear 
song the conquests of Amenophis II. 
sth Dynasty) and Ramses II., and con- 
‘buted by their invasions to the fall 
ithe ‘Middle Empire.” (See Wiede- 
wenn, Aegypt. G. 374, 430, 473 ff., and 
ithe present episode, p. 637.) Adikran 
ems a genuine name. 
6.5. "Amply, 2. 161. In that passage 
+. promises to recount at greater length 
M¢évws) év rotor AiBuKotor Noyouor the mpd- 
ws which led to the downfall of Apries. 
~kesley asks whether this promise can 
said to be fulfilled in the meagre ac- 
nt of the affair here given. The diffi- 

sty has struck many, and the answer 
sen has often been in the negative, 
ious inferences in regard to the sources 

composition of the work following 
scefrom. But it must be remarked that 
real question is whether Hdt. under 

‘ circumstances could have thought 
} promise made in 2. 161 to be re- 
med in this place. Now in 2. 161 
% does not state the reason of the 
edition of the Egyptians against 
rene at all: here it appears as the 
lication of the Libyans. Further 
meulars are here given, the name of 
Libyan king, the name of the battle- 
and we might add the more remote 

se which led to the application of the 
yan king. Unless then we press per- 
3 unduly the word yetévws in 2. 161, 

VOL. I 

we may suppose that in revising his work 
Hdt. might allow this passage to pass as 
a sufficient discharge of the debt in- 
curred in 2. 161, the more so, as on 
other grounds it may be plausibly 
maintained that this passage was written 
before that, though it takes a later 
place in the final form of his work. 
(Cp. Bauer, die Hntstehung, pp. 66-69.) 

17. "Ipaca, c. 158 supra. 
18. Oérrnv. PRhave décor. Steph. 

Byz. has déoris, modus “ApdBwy kal &AXn 
ABuns. 

19. od tmerepnpévor. This statement 
has presumably been taken over from 
his authorities, or allowed to stand by 
Hdt. as originally written, for he could 
hardly have penned it deliberately for 
the first time after his researches in 
Egypt had taught*him the position and 
achievements of Hellenic mercenaries 
there. Cp. 2. 152. But though he 
would hardly have written this passage 
after those, he may have allowed it to 
pass, in a reyision, seeing that ezeipn- 
pévor might be taken to refer to aggres- 
sive measures, or at any rate that 
‘EAAjvev might be restricted to free 
Greeks, Greeks acting on their own 
account, not mercenaries, like the Ionians 
and Karians. Yet that Egyptians 
would have ‘despised’ Greek soldiers at 
that date is incredible. 

The absence of any reference to 2. 161 
would be remarkable, if that passage had 
been composed before this. 

160. 1. Bactdedoas, ‘After coming 
to the throne,’ or ‘on becoming king.’ 
The ordovs is transferred to the royal 

I 

15 

20 

160 
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house, but was perhaps a larger move- 
ment, of the native Libyans against the 
Greek colonists. 

4, ém ewutdv Baddpevor. Cp. 5. 73. 
Bapxyn. Presumably a native name, 

a fact which may be in Hdt.’s mind 
when he says réte kal viv. The iden- 
tity with the surname of the great 
Hamilkar (Barak) is presumably a mere 
accident. The seceders evidently had 
a Libyan following, and the town no 
doubt was mixo-Libyan. The site of 
Barke is ascertained to the west of 
Kyrene:. being accurately indicated in 
Skylax (Miiller, Geogr. min. i. p. 83. 
Cp. Dict. Geogr. i. 378). In the Middle 
Age the name was applied to the whole 
district. Kiepert, Manual, § 122. 

10. Aecixwvi Stein suggests may be 
identified with the Aevxdy of Ptolemy 
4, 5, 28, the most westerly of the inland 
villages of Marmarica: Leukoe must be 
placed well to the east of Kyrene (as on 
the map, xix. Tabulae in Geographos 
minores). The relation between the 
foundation of Barka on the west and 
this battle with the.Libyans on the 
east of Kyrene is obscure: but the 
carnage of Leukoe is presumably a 
genuine memory. This tp@ua may be 
compared with the losses of Argos 
(6000) 6. 83, 7. 148, of the men of 
Rhegion and Taras (3000+a) 7. 170. 
The number of Sybarites slain by the 
men of Kroton (6. 21, 5. 44 f.) is not 
given by Hat. 

16. "Hpv&. This chapter (160) has 
all the points from which a stirring and 
tragical drama might be composed. The 

HPOAOTOY E 
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scenery and savage environment: the 
Hellenic contrasts: the quarrel in the 
royal family: the battle and slaughter? 
poison, suicide, treachery and murde 
by princes and princesses. It is a pity 
that the Hellenic playwrights never 
utilised such material. Cp. story of 
Lykophron (3. 50-53). And yet did 
they not? Perhaps stories like these 
coming over sea from Asia and Libya, 
or preserved among the tradition 
of the Greek Tyrants, may have given 
Aischylos and Sophokles, poets of 
democratic republic, a livelier compre 
hension of legends which for pious oF 
practical reasons they revived out of 
the ancient and common stock of al 
Hellenes. The influence of the Greek 
Drama upon the Historians has bee 
often emphasised, but the influence of 
the Greek Historians upon the Dramatists 
has not been sufficiently considered 
Cp. Introduction, p. xxiii. 

The relations between Haliarchos (Li 
archos) and Arkesilaos were different 
described in the sources followed 
Plutarch, de mulier. virt. xxv. Eryx0 
(Mor. 260). Laarchos is not his brother 
but a treacherous friend, who usurp 
the tyranny, nominally as guardian 
Battos, and intrigued with Eryxo, = 
was by her entrapped to his deat 
According to Hdt. himself the broth 
of Arkesilaos had retired to Barca. — 

The sequel of the story, after the deat 
of Laarchos, is told by Plutarch 1 ¢ 
very differently from Hdt. There i 
mention of Demonax or his legisla 
Battos is proclaimed king émi 70 
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catapticthpa ayayéoOar. 
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arpias, and Polyarchos, the eldest 
vother of the late king, who has con- 
sired with Eryxo to overthrow Laarchos, 
stores the original constitution (ri 
‘i dpxis woXrelay 6 ILo\vapyos arédwxe 
ets Kupnvatous), Shortly afterwards 
sey effected a reconciliation with 

asis, who, according to Plutarch, has 
ported Laarchos. (Cp. 2. 181, where 

Story is preserved which, quite in 
scord with Hdt.’s methods, finds no 
vace nor echo here.) The history of 
»yrene, as told in Dict. Geogr. i. 734 f., 
‘kes no account of the material in 
sutarch. With the version in Plutarch 

. the shorter (but earlier) accounts 
yen by Polyaenus 8. 41 (ed. Woelfflin, 
1318 f.), Nic. Damase. Fr. 51 (ed. L. 
ndorf, i. p. 36 f.). 
M61. 2. xwAds looks like the translation 
‘0 physics of the political situation. 
. oracle on the xwdh Bacirela Xen. 
71. 3. 3, 3, and the myth of Oedipus. 
4. karactyocdpevor. The 1 aor. mid. 
te is something of a crua. The 

5. 92, 6 infra bvTwa av rTpdrroy 
badécratov karactynoduevos TOY Tpny- 
rev kdd\Nora Thy wordy émiTporevor 1s 
; exactly parallel. Kriiger supplies 
cuupopyy (die ungliicklichen Verhilt- 
), Baehr and Stein however take 

» word of the xardoraots ré\os as in 
, in which case it might be as well to 

7a mpdyuara, or tiv mwodw here. 
transitive force of 1 aor. mid. is 

8.105. (But there van H. reads 
aro after Cobet. ) 

Mayriéns. This would 
inly have been strange, if Kyrene 

really made up of genuine 
: but neither the legislator 
work is Dorian nor philo- 

: ep. Busolt, Lakedaimonier, i. 
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yaiot mpos THy KatadaBodoav cupdopiy émeumov és Aeddous 
Y 4 x 
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fal ? / 

88 Ilv@in éxédXeve é« Mavtivéns tis ’ApKddov 
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of 6€ Kupy- 

lal id 

Kupnvato.r, Kal ob 

Mavrivées GSocav avdpa Tav aotay SoKimetatrov, TS ovvoma 

odTOS @Y OVP amLKomEevos és THY Kupyyny Kal 

abov &xacta ToUTO mev TpLpAOUS Eerroinaé oheas, Tide Siabels’ 
Mpalov pév Kal Tdv Teptolkov pilav potpay eroince, adv Sé 
Tedorovvnciavy Kal Kpntdv, tpitny 8€ vnowrtéwy Trdavtov. 

6. kataptiotipa. Cp. 5. 28. The 
Kyrenaeans apparently ask for a con- 
stitution, and are given a legislator, 

The Kupnvatwy modtrela is virtually lost 
(cp. V. Rose, Arist. Frag. ed. Teubner. 
p. 328), but perhaps it is to the work 
and policy of Demonax (zrept Kupjy nv oi 
Tov Onuov Kkabiordvres) that Aristotle 
refers Pol. 7. 4, 19, 1819 as similar in 
policy and utility to that of Kleisthenes 
at Athens, gudal re vyap Erepac mornréar 
melous kal gparplar, cal Ta Tay ldiwy 
lepGv cuvaxréov els dNiya kal kawd, kal 
wavTa copisréov Smws ay bre pddwora 
dvapuxOGo. mavres addjAots al dé cuv- 
HOevat diagevx@@ow al mpdrepov. 

9. tpipvAovs. The number is the 
Dorian number, but the members are 
colluvial. ofpa below seems = @udt, 
not a part of a guy. The first tribe is 
not Dorian, being composed of Theraeans 
and their clients, whether brought from 
Thera (Niebuhr) or native Libyans (K. 
O. Miiller). The Phylae are in fact 
geographical, though not localised. 

10, ameptofkwy. Did they cease to be 
dependent, and receive the franchise 
(Niebuhr) or remain villeins (Miiller, 
Rawlinson)? It seems more natural to 
suppose that zeploixoc refers to local 
relations in Kyrene: in which case 
a full franchise can hardly have been 
accorded. On the other hand there is 
no sense in their being mentioned unless 
they had some political status. It is 
possible that this first tribe of Theraeans 
formed something of a Eupatrid class, 
and were in possession or were assigned 
possession of the soil, and that the text 
is only a clumsy and obscure way of 
saying that the first or Theraean tribe 
formed a landed aristocracy. 

11. ILeAorovynotwy Kal Kpnrav. 
Neither is the second tribe orian, 

5 
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"Apkecinews yap 6 Badrrov te tod yorod 
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va& érake, adda atraitee TA THY TpoyoveY ryéped. 
ataciatov écow0n Kal épvye és Ldpov, 7 Se pujtnp ob és 

Ths 8 Ladrapivos rtodrov Tov 
xpovov émexpdtee EvédOav, os To év Aeddoior Oupuntypiov ov 

THMeaV éryeveTO. 

Larapiva ths Kumpov éduye. 

akvobénrov avéOnxe, TO év 

oTpaTiny. 

though there might be a few Dorians 
among them. Still less is there any- 
thing to show that the tribe of Nesiots 
was Dorian. Rawlinson boldly makes it 
Ionian. 

18. és peoov. Cp. 3.142. The case 
of Maiandrios is an interesting and 
perhaps not accidental parallel; cp. c. 164 
mfra. 

Shpo. Nor does this make a Dorian 
(Spartan) interest prominent. 

162. 5. yépea. Royal honours, ep. 6. 56. 
6. Bdpov.  Polykrates was at the 

time (c. 530 B.c.) tyrant of Samos. 
Blakesley obviously exaggerates in sug- 
gesting that this visit of Arkesilaos might 
have caused ‘‘the whole [szc] history of 
Cyrene to be brought to the common 
[sic] knowledge of the Samians” (n. 
424): but there are some curious coin- 
cidences in the stories of the Samian 
and Kyrenaean tyrants; cp. cc.161 supra, 
164 infra. _ Evelthon need not have 
been stricken in years at this time even 
if his grandson Gorgos is on the throne 
thirty years afterwards, 5. 104 infra. 

ot. In his interests, by concert. 
Blakesley. 

9. &€voPénrov. Hdt. had presumably 
seen the said censer in the Corinthian 

HPOAOTOY IV 

T® Kopwvdiov 
amikouéevn S€ Tapa TovToy % epetin edeTo otpatins Hh 
Kataker odéas és Thy Kupnyny. 

nH otpatunv ot édidov: 7 5é AapBdvovca Td Sid0pevov Kadov 
peev €py Kal TovTO elvat, KaXdLOV b€ éxetvo, TO SodVal of Seomevy 

TOUTO é7l TavTl yap TO Sidopévw Edeye, TeNevTaloy 
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evOedrev 

Onoavpe® KéeTat, 
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treasury at Delphi, with the offerings of 
Gyges 1. 14, cp. Introduction, § 16, IV. 
Delphi owed the treasury properly 
speaking to Kypselos. On the ove 
throw of the tyrannis, the title no doubt 
was changed. Delphi rather than 
Samos appears throughout as the focus 
of these traditions (cp. c. 163), but the 
applications of Arkesilaos to Polykrates 
and of his mother to Evelthon suggest 
interesting problems of commercial and 
political intercourse between the states 
named (cp. c. 152 supra), and it is not 
likely that these matters were forgotte 
in ae or even in Zankle (6. 22 ff.).. 

é(Sov . . Td SiSdpevov. . 
BiBonéve. It is not meant that any actu 
gift passed except the golden spindle and 
distaff: this point is much plainer if 1 
read kal rodro yap émi mav7l 7@ didoper 
eye krd. Perhaps Pheretime’s missi 
to Evelthon might have been more st 
cessful if her son had not been intrigt 
ing at the same time in Samos. Th 
omission of Egypt from their couns 
and of the previous neporiatigy a wit 
Amasis, from Hdt.’s narrative are obs 
able (vide c. 160 supra), specially i ig 
light of c. 165 infra: had Amasis ¢ 
Polykrates already broken ? 
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) 163. 1. rotrov rbv xpdvov. It may be 
monjectured that Arkesilaos and Phere- 
ime went together as far as Samos, and 
Where parted, he for Delphi, she to 
jalamis, perhaps to meet again at 
amos before their return to Kyrene 

The men enlisted would not 
secessarily be all Samians. 
| Rawlinson’s contention that dvadacpuds 
seed not mean a new re-division is 
pported by the use of dvadaouévas in 

ie oracle c. 159 supra. The land was 
» be taken, as in the former case, from 
ne Libyans. This oracle is in part, 

fssuming the authenticity of the text, a 
icinium post eventum. If such an 

racle had been extant in 466 B.C. 
ndar would hardly have written in 

lat year: maiol rovros Gydoov Odddee 
pos Apxeci\as, Pyth. 4.115. Arkesilaos 

Y. must have been deposed about or be- 
wre 460 B.c., see Appendix XILI., Introduc- 

+ $17, and Hdt. cannot have acquired 
$ material until some time after that 

; The oracle has been reduced to 
Tose again, but the hexametric termina- 
sons are easily detected: Kupjyns Bact- 
Jeww—Fovxos elvar.—dmrbreumre kar’ obpov 

Thv dudippyrov EXOns—ralpos 6 Kan- 
orevov. These tags do not touch the 

\ a ¢ / ” 

uh arroBavéat Kal adTos Kal Tadpos 0 KadMoTEVw?. 
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TaUTA 
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**four Batti and four Arkesilai,” or the 
eight generations. On the confusion of 
reigns and generations cp. c. 147 supra. 

164. 3. émuxpatyoas. Cp. rijs Zada- 
puivos émexpdtee Cc. 162 supra, the differ- 
ence of sense is not solely due to the 
difference of tense. 

Tov payryfov. Given in the preced- 
ing c. 

5. ot pev. Others going no farther 
than Barka. Cp. 1. 18 infra. 

6. és Kimpov. Although Evelthon 
had not supported him. Zdyuov would 
offer no difficulty. ‘The captives might 
have been destroyed without being sent 
to Kypros. Perhaps he sent them 
away from Kyrene without intending 
that they should arrive at Kypros. 
Anyway they were released at Knidos 
and despatched to Thera, Stein ascribes 
the action of the Knidians to their 
Dorian kinship with the Kyreneans, 
Knidos being a colony from Lakedaimon 
1. 174, like Thera, the metropolis of 
Kyrene: but is the kinship certain ? 
It was remote, if not fictitious: and 
even the recognition of a common 
metropolis would not have counted for 
much against diverse political interests. 
Opposition to the dynastic intrigues 
between the tyrants of Samos and Kyrene 
might help to explain the rescue. 

163 
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9. mipyov “Ayhopaxov iBtwrikdy. 
For private persons to have fortified 
houses was perhaps an _ aristocratic 
‘note’: Aristot. Pol. 4. 11, 5, 1830». 

ll. ém’ éepyacpévoror, 8. 94, 9. 77. 
18. pyero. As in 7.197 ad jin., ep. 

épyerOar 5. 57. 
14. apdlppuytov. Whether he was 

mistaken in his interpretation Hdt. does 
not say: the sequel would rather incline 
us to suppose that Barka, or the 
market-place in Barka, must have been 
intended; but Barka had even less 
claim than Kyrene to be regarded as 
dudippuros. Cp. Rawlinson. In ec. 156 
supra Kyrene is compared to an 
island (in size). 

15. yuvaika . . “Addfeip. The com- 
mentators make a difficulty out of 
Alazeir’s daughter being a ovyyevzjs of 
her husband Arkesilaos, and Rawlinson 
infers from the name that Barka was 
under a native dynasty, and _ that 
Alazeir’s daughter was related to 
Arkesilaos on the mother’s side. This 
is unnecessary. Alazeir, or Aladdeir (cp. 
Baehr, ad /.), though a Libyan name, 
or title, may have designated an Hellenic, 
a Battiad prince; and there were 
certainly Battiadae in Barka, as we see 
from c. 202 infra. Reconciliation had 
been effected between the two branches 
of the Battiadae, if there had ever been 
a quarrel. 

165. 1. €ws pév. Some time was occu- 

“H 8 pentnp Depetipn, Ews pev 6 ’ApKecirews ev tH Bapeg 

pied by the transactions just narrated, 
ec. 162-164. At the date of Arkesilaos’ 
exile (c. 162), Polykrates was alive, and” 
Egypt probably still independent: at 
the time of Arkesilaos’ death, Egypt 
had been conquered by Kambyses, and 
Kambyses was perhaps already dead, 
having meanwhile received the sub- 
mission of Arkesilaos, and of Kyrene, 
This ‘medism’ must have taken place 
during the interval covered by the 
narrative in c. 164, and this considera- 
tion shows us how artificial and 
incomplete the narrative is, and how 
much Hdt. is at the mercy of his 
pragmatic sources. As often happens, 
however, Hdt.’s text contains in itself 
a possible solution of the difficulty. 
Pheretime pleads in Egypt that her som 
has perished 6:4 roy pndiopdy. Hat. 
himself asserts that Arkesilaos IIL 
surrendered Kyrene to Kambyses and 
paid tribute. Have we here then one 6} 
the true reasons of his death, and of the 
death of his father-in-law Alazeir im 
Barka, if not the true reason of his 
flight from Kyrene, ascribed in c. 164 
to his superstition ?—That Pheretime 
applies to Aryandes proves that 
Kambyses had already left Egypt: the 
expedition presently despatched by 
Aryandes, in answer to the prayer 
of Pheretime, is ex hypothest synchro- 
nous with the Scythian expedition of 
Dareios (c. 145 supra). i 
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1 166. 2. ds torépw xpdvw. Digression 
n the subsequent fate of Aryandes. 
~he appointment of Aryandes is not 
mentioned in Bk. 3. The unfortunate 
sbsence of chronological exactitude pre- 
ments our fixing a date for the fall of 
“tyandes. Cp. Appendix XII. 
'7. &képaro. The Middle in full 
orce : cp. ypaydyevos c. 88 supra, etc. 
4 Atytrrov. Egypt had no native 
minage: and ‘‘it was not until after 
he conquest of that country by 
llexander the Great (330 B.c.) that 
pioney was there struck for the first 
ume,” Ridgway, Origin of Currency, 

. 219 (where this reference should be 
dded to the note on the Persian issue). 
* 8. viv. Undoubtedly at the date 
shen our author was writing this 
sussage: but what was that? Cp. 
fatroduction, § 16, I. 

9. alrtnv. The offence of Aryandes 
fas apparently a double one (1) coining, 
2) disturbing the relations of the im- 
tial coinage by the extreme purity of 

1s Silver. Rawlinson argues that there 
vould be no need of any other charge ; 
mt as Blakesley points out the posi- 
ion of Dareios was long insecure, 
d the story of Oroetes 3, 197 f. sug: 

"sts that roundabout methods were 
imployed for suppressing formidable 
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jira yépea év Kupyvn Kal TAXA vewowéevyn Kal év BovAyH Tapifovca’ 

“relre 58 uabe ev TH Bapen amo0avovta of Tov traida, pevyovoa 

hoav yap ol €k Tod ’ApKecinew evepyeriar 

b's KawBvcea tov Kuipou remoinpuévat: obtos yap jv 6 “ApKecinews 
is Kupijynv KapBion axe kal fopov érakato. 

's tv Aiyurtoy 1 Pepetiun "Apuavdew ixéris ifero, TLpLOpHaat 

s@uTh Kedevouea, mpoicyouevn Tpopacw ws bia Tov pndvrpov oO 
6 8é “Apuavdns jv obtos Tis Aiyvmrou brrapyos 

urd KapSiccew xatecteds, Os totépm xpovm Tov’T@Y mapicod- 
muOouevos yap Kat idwv Aapetov 

> / \ amikomevn O€ 

, , / ¢ nr / Q fal \ Ware 7 

“riOvpéovta pynpocuvoy éwuTov ALTécOas TOdTO TO pH adArAW Ely 
if a > ® +f \ / 

. Bacihé& Katepyacpuévon, émipéeto TodTOV, és ov EhaBe Tov pLcOov. 5 
4 

if - 5) / 2 \ t 
HAapeios wév yap xpuciov KaSapwtatov ame ynoas és TO SuvaTo- 

/ 22 WAS / 5 be v ING / > / FS 
waTov vouiopa éxorato, Apuvavdns de apywv AiyuTtou apyupLov 

if lol a \ 4 , \ 

t@uTO ToUTO émoice, Kal viv éotl apyvpiov Kalapdratov To 
a n rn > ¢ 

pabov Sé piv Aapetos Tadta TrovevyTa, aitinv ot 
/ \ ¢ 

TOTE O€ OUVTOS O 

satraps. However the dy airin was 
probably the true one, as the mere 
coinage of si/ver was probably not an 
offence, though the coinage of gold 
would have been high treason. (Cp. 
Gardner, Types, pp. 8, 26, B. Head, 
Historia, 699 f.) As usual Hdt. is 
complete master of the king’s mind (cp. 
ce. 1 supra), but the logic of the passage 
is not very close: the coinage might 
have been taken as a symptom of a 
rebellious intention. In Hdt.’s con- 
ception, perhaps, Dareios was jealous 
of the purity of the satrap’s silver. No 
Aryandics have been as yet identified 
by the numismatists, B. Head, /.c. 

167. 1. tote. Opposed to tarépw xpdvy 
previous c. ad init. 

2. karourtelpas. There was _ pro- 
bably as much of policy as of pity in it : 
nor is it likely that the mission of the 
Herald was confined to the bare question 
given below ; anyway our author quickly 
enlarges the project of Aryandes into 
a wholesale conquest of Libya. In this 
consideration he finds an excuse for the 
excursus on the Libyans, their land and 
life, which follows (cc. 168-199). Cp. n. 
ce. 145 supra, and Introduction, p. xxxii. 

otparov . . dmavra. That Egypt 
was left literally denuded of soldiers is 
not likely, but the supposed scale of the 

166 
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Aiyirrov dravra Kal tov mefov Kal Tov vavTiKdv' aorparnyov bé 
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10 dua TH Pepetipun. 

KaTacTpody. 

Tite [Aapelov] ovdév. 
168 

expedition swells the triumph of the 
Greeks in Libya. 

3. vautiukdv. The employment of 
the fleet, if indeed there was a fleet, is 
noticeable: information as to its com- 
position would have been interesting ; 
the rather, as another fleet was ex 
hypothest serving against Scythia. The 
ships may have been manned by native 
Egyptians, cp. 7. 89, or the vessels may 
have been Phoenician, cp. 3. 17, 19. It 
isnotinconceivable that some Greeks may 
have served ; in any case the command 
is in the hands of a Persian, cp. 7. 97. 
Such divided and coequal commands 
were not calculated to ensure success, 
cp. the anecdote c. 203 infra, and the 
case of the Naxian expedition, 5. 32, 
33. Were there other Persians in 
the force beside the commanders? Cp. 
200 infra. Both commanders are 
Persians, though one has an Egyptian 
name, which is remarkable, and even sus- 
‘picious. On Maraphii and Pasargadae, 
cp. 1. 125. Polyaenus, 7. 28, reports 
a siege of Barke by a Persian Arsames, 
who may be the Amasis of this passage, 
but the circumstances are different (see 
Appendix XII.). 

8. méoxev. Yet according to the 
obviously imperfect story of his conduct 
(cc. 162-164) the Barkaians had nothing 
much to complain of. Aap. secd. Stein. 

168. 1. olkéovort 8¢xtA. There follows 
here an excursus (cc. 168-199) on the 
ethnography and geography of Libya. 
It falls obviously into three main parts, 
the first (cc. 168-180), on the coast- 
tribes between Egypt and. ‘‘ Lake 
Tritonis”: the second (cc. 181-190), on 

HPOAOTOY IV 

attn pév vuv aitln mpooxnua Tod oTodov ~ 
éylveTo, ameTréumreTo O€ 1) oTpaTin, ws ewol Soxéew, emt AvBins 

AvBvov yap 6n éOvea Toda Kal TravTOid éoTt, 
Kal TA pev avTaV ddlya Bactréos Hv UNKoa, Ta be TAéwW edpov- 

Oixéovor d& Kata trade AiBves. 

. remarks, and bring the historian back” 

mpl O€ % amrooTeiAaL Ty 

m 4 

ot 6€ Bapxaior avrol wredé- — 

3 b] 3 / 3 / 

an Atyurrrov apEapevov 

the parallel belt of Oases inland: the ~ 
third (cc. 191-196) on Western Libya, © 
The remaining passages of the excursus 
(cc. 197, 198, 199) contain some general _ 

to Kyrene. What relation this ex-~ 
cursus, which is apparently from a 
source or sources other than the 
preceding and succeeding history of 
Kyrene, bears to other parts of Hdt.’s 
work, and whether all portions of the 
excursus were composed and inserted at 
the same time, are questions which must 
be raised, even if no definite answers 
are forthcoming, cp. Appendix XII 
Blakesley has suggested that Hdt.’s 
information is based on ‘‘ merchants” 
stories,’ and further discriminates be- 
tween the information gained by 
coasting traders (cc. 168-180) and the 
information based on caravans (ct. 
181 ff.). This suggestion obviously 
corresponds to the character of the 
material. It does not follow that 
Hadt. collected information or compiled 
results from these different sources at 
one time or in one place, nor that this 
ethnographic excursus was part of his 
original draft of the Persian dealings 
with Kyrene. It appears on internal 
evidence to’have been written (or revised) 
not merely after his visit to Egypt (cc.168, 
180, 181, 186), but also after his settle- 
ment in Thurii (cp. c. 195 infra). If the 
passage (cc. 168-180) might have been 
composed from information collected in 
Egypt (cp. 2. 82, 833), the last portion 
of the excursus (cc. 191-196, or 199) hai 
the appearance of being derived from 
western (Italiot, Sikeliot) sources. The 
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massage on the Oases (cc. 181-185), start- 
thang as it does from Egypt, may be thought 
Io be due toan Egyptian (Graeco-Eg.) 
Heource: but the great geographical 
under by which the parallel of Thebes 
#3 substituted for that of Memphis, the 
excessive symmetry in the oases and 
fpones, and the zone-theory itself point 
po western ideas. (Cp. Appendix XII.) 

yas not the first author who described 
}ibya in prose. 
1. am Atytrrov (cp. c. 17 supra ard 
00 BopycBevecréwy kTi.). dp&duevoris here 
e trop. The Adyrmachidae are men- 

pioned by Skylax, Strabo and others, and 
aced by them in substantially the same 

mositionas by Hdt. As Hdt. however does 
wot mention the Marmaridae, the chief 
tribe in these parts according to Skylax, 
wtrabo, and Ptolemy, Rawlinson would 
lentify them with the Giligammae. 
ee next c. 
12. ta mAéo Alyutrfoior. Skylax 
wiaces the Adyrmachidae within the 
rgyptian frontier (Geogr. min. i. p. 
1), making Libya begin from the 
anobic mouth of the Nile: even so, 

2@ may suspect that the Egyptian 
fluence is overstated, if the habits 
scribed were really still in force. 

13. éc@fjra. In 7. 71, Hdt. mentions 
jat the Libyans wore skins: V. de 
mint-Martin, Ze Nord de V Afrique, p. 
E n. cites Pomp. Mela, 1. 8, primores 
egis velantur, vulgus bestiarum pecu- 
imque pellibus, 
5. Kopdoar. Hair-dressing had 
me national and political significance 
en for Hellenes. Op. Becker and 

ikles, xi. iii. (vol. iii. pp. 
ff.), and ec. 175, 178, 180, 191 infra. 

' kve... 6lrrre, ‘ Bites them 
efore throwing them away.’ On lice- 
mung cp. c, 109 supra. 

MEATIOMENH 
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patoe "Aduppayidar AvBiov Katoixnytat, of vopows pev Ta 
¢ 

. > ¥ / \ ¢ n ¢ fi > / \ ef 

Pb0cipas éreav XaBace Tods EwuTs Exaotyn avTidaxver Kal ovVTw 
e \ a / an > / \ lal 

odtoe Oe podvot AuBvmy TovTo épyafovTal, Kal TO 
: fa) / / > UA 

Bacihés podvor Tas TapBévous pedovaas cuUVOLKEEW ETTLOELKYVOVGL 
a \ / / 

b) 58 dy 7H Bacidée apeot) yévyntat, vo TovTOU SvaTrapOeveverat. 
, \ ® € »ASd {8 Sind, Aé / / NY / 

TapyKovot S€ ovTor of ’Aduppaxidas am AiyuTrrou pexps ALpévos 
/ 

rovtoy Oé éyovtar Viruydmar, vewopevor 

8. Baotdé, ‘chief.” With his reputed 
privilege Baehr and Rawlinson com- 
pare the mediaeval Droit de cuissage or 
de culage (ius primae noctis). See 
references in Baehr: Saint-Martin adds 
that the custom still obtains among 
Berbers south of Atlas, op. c. p. 43. Cp. 
also Westermarck, History of Human 
Marriage, pp. 72 ff., p. 589. 

11. IlAvvés. There is some doubt 
about the identity of this place. Skylax 
(op. c. p. 82, § 108), places it two days’ 
sail west of Apis, which with him 
marks the western limit of Egypt and 
of the Adyrmachidae. Rawlinson 
admits the identification with the 
Panormos of Ptolemy=Port Bardeah. 
(Ptol. 4. 5, 4). R. Neumann (Nordafrika 
nach Herodot. 1892) remarks that the 
great Katabathmos (Akabet el Kabira) 
would form a natural frontier and 
support Hdt. against Skylax, but is 
also prepared to allow that each may 
have been right in his own time. 
(Hdt. does not in general allow for 
any changes between his own time 
and the time of the story, cp. Introduc- 
tion, p. lv.) 

169. 1. TwAvydpar is a form restored 
from Steph. Byz. The MSS. vary between 
TINLyappal, yeydpat, ynydwar (yeydmat, 
as quoted in note to Steph. B. ed. 
Berkelio). One editor of Steph. B. 
ives TivyduBa. ‘Pour un nom dont 
a synonymie est encore inconnue, il 
est bon de recueillir les variantes” 
(Saint-Martin). The name is not found 
except as apparently quoted from Hdt. 
The locality corresponds to the 
Marmarica of Ptolemy, occupied by 
several small tribes. The Periplus of 
Skylax places the Marmaridae next 
the Adyrmachidae and extends them 
to Hesperides. Rawlinson identifies 
the Giligamae with the Marmaridae: 

169 
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Saint-Martin suggests that in the word 
Marmaridae we have the name of the 
Berbers. KR. Neumann suggests that 
Adyrmachidae and Giligammae (sic) are 
subdivisions of Marmaridae (op. c. p. 
13)—a remark favoured by the state- 
ment regarding their véuot, infra. 

2. & tO petafd. Between Plynos 
and Aphrodisias. xapyy bis secl. Stein. 

The island Aphrodisias is identified 
by Rawlinson with Leia, a small island 
due north of Kyrene, off Apollonia. 
To the east lie Aziris, Platea, Portus 
Menelaos. According to Skylax, 
Menelaos is two days’ sail west of 
Plynos: from Menelaos to Platea 
(IINare?ar) upwards of two days. 
Whether Hdt. correctly conceives the 
order of the places named is not 
apparent, owing to his mentioning 
first the islands, and then the places 
on the mainland. Menelaos, Platea, 
Aziris, Aphrodisias represents the order 
from E. to W. On Aziris cp. c. 157 supra. 
The name Menelaos suggests a tradition 
which would carry the acquaintance 
of the Hellenes with Libya back 

Cp. 2. 118, Od. 4. 
351 ff. 

5. 7d ol\hrov. Too well-known 
in the historian’s time to require 
description, hence the article; as we 
might say ‘the potato,’ ‘the tobacco- 
plant.’ The wealth of Kyrene and the 
Battiads was largely due to the export 
of this simple, valuable as a drug and 
as a condiment. Cp. the proverb 710 
Bdrrov othpiov Aristoph. Plutus 925, 
and Schol. ad 7. It appears on the 
coins of Kyrene and Barka (vid. Gardner, 
Types, P. iii. 27, ix. 29, 80). In Pliny’s 
time it was extinct at Cyrene though 

- Neumann, op. c. pp. 146-151. The name 

/ 

vomotot O€ ypéwvTaL ovToL Tapatdyclowcs Told | 
/ \ ; Doruyapéov d€ éyovtas to mpos éorrépns “Ac Biaras' 

él Oddhaccay S€ ov KaTiKoVEL 
Odraccay 

TeOpurmoBdatrar Sé ovK HKictTa adAdKa pdrdiota AiBiov eict, 

vopovs S€ Tovs TAEbvas pupcecOar emritndevovar Tos Kupnvaioy, 

Kupnvator véwovrar, 

a 

still found elsewhere (Nat. H. 22. 48), 
Strabo mentions its malicious destruction 
by the nomads 837. It is believed to” 
exist now in the Cyrenaica as drias, in 
a degenerate form. See further notes 
ad 1. in Baehr and Rawlinson, Ry 

was probably Libyan (sliph), cp. Stud= 
niczka, Kyrene, pp. 7, 12. j 

6. Tot orépates T. &. What can ‘ the 
mouth of the Syrtis’ mean? Rawlinsor 
(ad 1.) recognises that Hdt. knows of but 
one Syrtis, the Greater; the expression 
here used generates an idea that Hdf. 
thought vaguely of the Syrtis as 4 
river. The phraseology here and in € 
173 infra, lends colour to the suggestion 
The gender of Zvpris (7) is against such 
a notion, but might be paralleled by: 
Drvé. 

170. 1. xovrar. Cp. 5. 49. y 
2. tmép, ‘to the south of ’—mark 

the writer’s point of view, as that ¢ 
Greeks, it might be in Kyrene, or 1 
Europe. The form ’“AcBicrar is sup 
ported by Kallimachos’ (of Kyrene 
Hymn to Apollo, 766 “AcBvoris -yatt 
and by Steph. Byz. Saint - Marti 
suggests that the tribe survives in th 
Gezbida, a division of the Tibou, in tk 
desert east of Fezzan, to which the 
were presumably driven by the Am 
conquerors. In the historian’s tin 
the Asbystae appear as the tribe mos 
affected by the Hellenic colony: the 
perhaps supplied the Perioikot me 
tioned cc. 159, 161 supra. § 

4, reOpirmoBdrar. Hdt. does 1 
say here that they learnt the practt 
from the Greeks, and in c. 189 infra. 
makes exactly the opposite statemen 
see note ad 1. 
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a71. 1. Avoxloat. The sites of Barka, 
Huhesperides, Tauchira and Kyrene 
Wich are all ascertained, and exhibited 
}\ the proper maps, define the position 

_ the Auschisae (Auschitae, Steph. 
). V. de Saint-Martin compares the 

etchtata, a berber tribe located on the 
irtes by the Arabian historian Ibn 

fialdoun. 
3. Baxares. There is a respectable 

Hciant KdBaXes (which Holder adopts) : 
Wewlinson identifies them with the 
Hbyles of Algeria: Ptolemy 4. 7, 35 

s a district BaxaXéris in Aethiopia. 
#5. xpéwvtar. Subject is Avoxloa. 
172. 2. Nacapdves. The Nasamones 
re evidently one of the most im- 
ctant and best known of the Libyan 
mbes, and the ancient geographers 
see generally in the position assigned 

hem. (See Rawlinson ad 7.) The 
mans, however, appear to have 

ished to push them inland, or at 
st to chastise them for their ‘ wreck- 
‘s’ practices. (Vastae Nasamon 
wpulator Syrtis, Sil. Italic. 1. 408. 

- Lucan 9. 432 ff.) Josephus and 
sebius record Roman expeditions 

inst them (Bell. Jud. 2. 16, 
rom. p. 378, ed. Maio). Saint- 

in (to whom the above references 
due) argues from Ptolemy 4. 5, 
80 that in Ptolemy’s time the 

samones were diminished and con- 
2d to the interior. They are men- 
med (he adds) in the middle of the 
1 century in the Johannis of Corippus 
| mising against the dominion of 
istantinople with numerous other 

oyan tribes under native chiefs, A 
@ later they pass under the Arab 

“Minion, and Saint-Martin finds them 
im in the Nefzdwa of the writers, 
sclally Ibn Khaldoun (end of 14th 
ity), & name comprising a number 

t 

a \ \ 2 / / ‘edvTes Tos Hoivikas: of dé TOANOL Kal aupiriadées TepiKact, 
, f / \ be > XE bY \ fa} / dvres eovtes KapTropopot. Tovs dé atTedéBous émreav Onpetowar, 

of berber tribes south and west of the 
Syrtes. 

3. Atyira, one of the best ascertained 
spots in the Herodotean geography of. 
Libya, the name and place remaining 
unchanged to the present day. Horne- 
mann was the first European who 
visited the Audjelah, in 1798, apparently 
without describing it in detail; Pacho 
visited it in 1825 and guarantees the 
fidelity of Hdt.’s description ; Hamilton 
(Wanderings in North Africa, 1856, ¢. 
xiv.) describes Angila (sic) and thinks 
that the name formerly included a 
group of oases, the most important of 
which is Jalo, 28 miles or eight hours 
E.S.E. from Augila (op. c. p. 191). 
The date is still the staple of the 
country. 

émwpretyres, future. c. 482 infra. 
5. atrtedéBous, Attic drréd\aBos, ‘Sa 

kind of locust without wings” L. & S. 
Cp. Pliny, Nat. H. 29. 29 locustarum 
minimae sine pennis quos attelabos 
vocant. Locusts are specified as law- 
ful food for Muhammadans. (Hughes’ 
Notes; on Muhammadanism?, p. 144.) 
Arrian, Indica, 29, describes a pre- 
paration of dried fish similar to that 
here described (cit. apwd Baehr). én 
seems superfluous, and inelegant (érera 
éml émimdooovres). If it is retained with 
6 (Holder) against a it is of course to be 
understood im tmesi. The marriage 
customs are probably not quite accur- 
ately described by Herodotus: in fact 
the passage which follows is not free 
from confusion. Polygamy and Pro- 
miscuity are hardly reconcilable, and 
the ceremony, paralleled from the 
practice of the Massagetae (1. 216), 
suggests rather polyandry than poly- 
gyny. The marriage custom further 
specified (rp@rov uev xrd.) also resembles 
a polyandrous custom. Strabo 783 (apud 
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Baehr) mentions a similar practice 
among the Arabians. Cp. Robertson 
Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early 
Arabia, p. 1338. The three particulars 
mentioned by Hdt. reduce themselves to 
a misconception of a community of wives, 
or of a wife, among a (small) number of 
kinsmen, instances of which are common. 
It is possible, however, to combine 
practices of polyandry and polygyny : 
‘‘a Nair may be in one of several 
combinations of husbands” : see further, 
H. Spencer, Principles of Sociology (vol. 
i, pt. iil. ce. iii.-vill.) and Westermarck, 
op. cit. cc. iv. v. and esp. p. 72. 

9. TpooThowvrar, sc. olkias, kahvBys. 
In 1. 216 mpd ris audéns. The absence 
of the concrete in this passage betrays 
perhaps the indefiniteness of Hdt.’s 
authority. Or are the words éwedy. . 
plovyovrat a mere gloss ? 

13. dpklorot 8 kal pavrucy. Their 
oaths and mantic seem to point to 
Ancestor worship, or its rudiments, 
and to belong to a higher stratum of 
‘custom than the marriage institutions 
just described. The Awugilae had the 
credit with the ancients of worshipping 
only the Manes or Jnferi: Augilae 
manes tantum deos putant, Mela, 1. 
8, 55; Augilae inferos tantum colunt, 
Pliny, Nat. H. 5. 8 (Baehr). 

opxioure dé Kal pavTiKh Xpeovrar Toupee” opvvovat 
TOUS Tapa opiot dvSpas SikaLorarous Kab dpiorous Aeryopevous 

y ; 
TTLOTULOL 

. : ovTot €€aTroAwaat 

18. & ts xeipds. Shaw, Voyage, i 
393 (Baehr) records a similar custom 
obtaining in the marriage ceremony 
in Algiers. 

20. ooS0d. ‘‘The Mahometan lay 
of ablution allows sand to be used where 
water cannot be procured,” Rawlinson, 

173. 1. mpoodpovpol eiot and éfam 
AddAaor constitute a contradiction: thi 
the fault lies with the latter term seems 
demonstrated by the frequent mentio 
of the Psylli in subsequent authors, es 
Strabo: and that Hdt. himself does 1 
believe in their extermination u 
indicated in his quasi-reference to th 
source of the statement Aéyw dé ratr 
Ta Aéyouat AlBves. Cp. Introduction, § 2 
According to Pliny (7. 2) it was the 
Nasamones (not the Notos) whith 
nearly exterminated the Psylli. Rawliz 
son rationalises the story by combini 
the wind and the Nasamones. 1 
tribe of Psylli was specially renow 
for snake-charming. Pliny, local 
Aelian, de nat. an. 16. 27. 

3. évrds Tis Zprios. Cp. évrds “AX 
morauod 1. 6, péxpt Tov crduaros 77 
Lvprios c. 169 supra and note. 4 
gender of Zvpris would forbid the addit 
of morauds here. In any case 
equivalent to ‘East of ...’ int 
passage: the writer is proceeding W 
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yh / ‘ 
otxéovaot Nacapodverv 

‘s ¢ / / 

mpos eamepns Maka, 
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dita Oe 

Iitds. The Psylli are placed east of 
_ Nasamones by Strabo, 838. Maps 
mneously place them to the west, as 
ugh évrds here merely meant south, or 

Wehaps ‘‘not extending (W.) beyond...” 
. Aéyo «td. This phrase is no 
wrantee that Hdt. had not read the 

in the Periodos of Hekataios, 
‘ch less that he had conversed with 
ibyans’ on the subject: or with 
ser Greeks, who cited Libyans as 
vir authority. Buteven ‘Libyans’ 
t. might have met in Egypt, or in 
aly, or the west. Cp. 7. 165. The 
Meification of the source here in- 
idates the testimony. Cp. c. 187 

a. Introduction, § 22. 
ipavtes. These Garaman- 

are a truly pacific folk, who though 
telling &v r@ Onpiddet do not know how 
defend themselves except by flight. 
fortunately a tribe of Garamantes 

sears in c. 183 infra with very 
‘erent qualities: are they the same, 
the reading correct? Eustathios and 
»ph. B. both read Garamantes here. 
“cher supposes two tribes of the same 
ne but different habits! Pliny and 

a ascribe the pacific peculiarities 
predicated of the Garamantes to a 

e of Gamphasantes. R. Neumann 
boldly read Gamphasantes here 

cit. PP. 21 ff.). Blakesley con- 
ures that Hdt. draws from two 
erent sources, and his authority 

re mistook the Troglodyte Tibboos, 
>in ¢. 183 are said to be hunted by 

s Garamantes, for the hunters. Saint- 
m suggests that the Garamantes 

te referred to are to be sought in the 

Wady Gadéma three or four days south 
of Tripoli. Even if we could make 
Gadamantes out of this, we should not 
save the credit of Hdt.’s description of 
the people, which appears to fit only 
the Troglodytes c. 183 infra. See note 
ad i.c. The conclusion to which we are 
driven is that Hdt. could make or leave 
contradictory or inconsequent statements 
in his text, almost in juxtaposition, 
without becoming conscious of the 
trouble he was providing for his friends. 
No one has ventured to reconcile Hdt.’s 
statements about the Garamantes by 
the supposition of a wholesale degenera- 
tion, such as the Lydians underwent (1. 
79, 155 f.), or by the hypothesis that 
they are described in this passage from 
the Greek point of view and in c. 183 
from the Troglodyte point of view: such 
subtleties are less probable than the 
simple conclusion that Hdt. sometimes 
blundered, or slumbered. 

175. 2. Td St mapa OddrAaccav. The 
Makae come next to the Nasamones on 
the littoral. 

3. Addous Kelpovrar. A sort of telic 
predication : ‘so as to produce crests.’ 

5. otpov0dy Katayalwv,  orpoidos 
karay. =aTpovdoxdundos, an _ ostrich: 
not now found north of the desert. R. 
Neumann, op. c. p. 160. 

6. Kivup. The extraordinary fertil- 
ity of the Kinyps is celebrated c. 198 
infra, cp. 5. 42. There is however 
some difficulty in identifying the river 
or the Hill of the Graces with any 
modern features. The Gharian range 
of mountains is only four or five miles 
from the sea: the only stream answer- 

Un 
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ing to the Kinyps is the Wady Mghr- 
Ghrin, an insignificant brook. Has the 
face of nature changed, or was Hdt. ill- 
informed? The simplest solution is the 
hypothesis that Hdt. was mistaken, or 
misinformed, as to the length of the 
stream. Cp. R. Neumann, op. c. p. 25. 

176. 2. [fvSaves. With the practice 
of the Gindanes may be compared certain 
customs in Thibet as described by Marco 
Polo, Bk. 2, c. 45 (vol. ii. p. 35, and 
note’, Yule, ed.?). 

3. Os éyeror. Hdt. appears to have 
doubts in regard to his information. 
Cp. c. 173 supra. Introduction, § 22. 
It is obvious that the wearing of 
leathern anklets, or bracelets, may be 
a fact, though the reason given may be 
a fiction. Anyway metal would presum- 
ably have been worn, if the wearers 
could have afforded it. Cp. c. 168 supra. 
The Gindanes must have been a poor 
folk: or was it only the poor among 
them who wore leather rings ? 

177. 2. Awtopdyor. Lotophagi is ob- 
viously only a Greek epithet as old as 
Homer (Od. 9. 84) derived from the 
staple food of the tribe: the native 
name is generally supposed to be lost. 
Pliny, indeed, gives Alachroae as the 
name of the lotos-eaters (Hist. nat. 5. 4), 
and this has been identified with the 
name of the next tribe mentioned by 
Hdt., the Machlyes or Machryes (V. de 
Saint-Martin, op. c. p. 54), who also eat 
the lotos. May we not infer that Hdt. 
or his authority here has duplicated 
the lotos-eating Machlyes? Rawlinson, 

é 

_ 

however, seems to identify the Lotophagi 
with the Gindanes, about whose identity 
there is some doubt.- In any case an 
epithet has been raised into a separate 
tribal appellative, cp. cc. 106, 107 supra. 
The country of the Lotophagi is to by 
recognised in the promontory of Zarai 
near the lesser Syrtis (Rawlinson), 
Neumann’s objections, op. cit. p. 26, de 
not touch the topographical identifica 
tion, but only the supposition that thi 
Lotos-land is to be restricted to tk 
peninsula, of which neither Rawlinsow 
nor even Hdt. is guilty. In 2. 96 the 
Kyrenaean lotos is described as resemblinj 
a thorn-tree: in 2. 92 the Egyptian 
lotos is described as an edible water 
lily. Rawlinson’s note enumerates si 
different plants to which the name w 
applied : the lotos here referred to hi 
identifies with the Rhamnus Zizyphus, 
which ‘‘looks and tastes rather like 
bad crab-apple.” Hdt. says it is sweé 
as a date. Perhaps it has degenerate 
even as the silphium. The passage ¢ 
the lotos in Rennell, Geogr. Syst. 
Hdt. ii.* pp. 288-299, is worth consulting 
Also Excursus I. to Pliny, Nat. His 
xili. ed. Lemaire, curante L. Desfontaines 
Paris, 1829. j 

4, ox(vov, lentisk-tree. 
6. kal olvov. Pliny 13. 32 

describes a paste and a wine, made fro 
the lotos, a description based perhaps 
in part on the authority of Polybio 
direct, or through Cornelius Nepo 
Cp. Athenaeus, 651 (=Polyb. xii. ii. ed 
Didot, p. 502), who remarks that 
Polybios had seen the Lotos. 

i 
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a7s. 2. Mdxdves. Saint-Martin iden- 

ses the Machlyes with ‘‘ the large and 

portant Berber tribe of Maghila ie 

Horesented in the history of the Arab 

aquest on the west side of the great 

Hvtis (op. cit. p. 54). Rennell (op. cit. 

! p, 286) ingeniously suggests that 
2 Machlyes ate less Lotos because 

fey were the folk so clever at catching 
i} b as described by Strabo, 835. 
3. xarqkovor 8 xKrtA. The geo- 
Haphical details of this c. give rise to 
sasiderable difficulties: the first, as to 
: identification of ‘‘Lake Tritonis.” 

Weis difficulty is obviated by the sup- 
sition that the so-called Lake includes 

this lake is given as Shibk-el-Lowdeath 
awl.), Sibkha-Laoudiah (Saint-Martin), 
‘ Chot el-Kebir. A parallel case, of 
inland sea called Niuvn, we have 
tthe Aiwwn Maris. An alternative 
position must be reckoned with, viz. 

mit this passage in the geography of 
lt. is still in the speculative and 
aginary stage, and that there is a 
te in Libya because a lake is wanted 

| the procession in c. 180. The second 
ficulty is more serious, yet more 
ily disposed of. There is no ‘great’ 
eam or river in those parts to-day: 
e are only rivulets losing themselves 

t the sands of the lake. Rawlinson 
lorses Rennell on the subject. (Cp. 
mnell, ii.? pp. 335 f.) The river again 
y be a mythical river, or it may be 
jated to divide the Machlyes and 
sees. A third difficulty is created by 
Soracular island. ‘The island of Phla, 
mit ever existed, is now part of the 

y tract between the lagoons and 
+sea. K. Neumann, op. c. pp. 28-59, 
eusses the above problems at length, 

1 though he considers that the data 
Hat. (and Skylax) are too precise and 

(eingehend) to be mere invention, 
proves that the Triton Lake and River 
mot be satisfactorily identified with 
2 actual features, that they are bequests 
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of the strictly mythological period, and 
that the later and better-informed geo- 
graphers move the Lake on to the 
Atlantic (Diodoros) or back to Kyrene 
(Strabo), though Ptolemy, most precise 
and misleading of all, gives latitude and 
longitude for Lake and River, very much 
where Hdt. seems to place them. 

6. daot, who? Delphic authorities ? 
Or men of Thera, or of Kyrene, who 
were concerned to push their interests. 
under Lakedaemonian auspices? Or 
Sikeliots, who might be dreaming of 
attacking Carthage on its native soil? In 
any case the tradition of such an oracle 
carries us back to the days of Lakedae- 
monian expansion (cp. 1. 69, 70, 3. 
47), before the Spartans were open to 
the taunts current in Hdt.’s own day, 8. 
132 infra, for it is hardly explicable as 
satire. 

ktloat is mistranslated by Rawl. 
‘‘were to have colonised.” ‘The aor. 
inf. xricac represents the direction of 
the oracle in the imperative (ep. 
Goodwin, Afoods and Tenses, § 28, note 
2). Tr. ‘They say the Lacedaemonians 
were bidden by an oracle colonise this 
island,’ or, ‘an oracle, they say, bade 
the Lacedaemonians colonise this island.’ 

179. 1. é&te 8E Kal &8e Adyos Aeyd- 
pevos. Rawlinson who begins with a 
mistranslation (‘‘The following is the 
story as it is commonly told ”) is content 
to show, following Grote, from the variety 
of-the modes of bringing Jason to Lake 
Tritonis, ‘‘the unreal and _ poetic 
character of the entire narrative.” 
This however does not suggest the 
ee uceures the moral, of the poem. 
Blakesley, n. 463, sees that the mythical 
story was used to justify actual policy ; 
but he stops short of suggesting that 
the myth was invented to justify the 
occupation of Libya. The story of 
Jason’s visit to Libya is told by Pindar, 
Pyth. 4, as of course afterwards by 
Apollon. Rhod. Cp. infra. In Pindar’s 
version of the myth there are two im- 
ortant variants from the version in Hdt. 
1) the visit is paid on the way home, 
whereas in Hdt. the visit is involuntary, 
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paid on the outward voyage, or rather 
on a voyage to Delphi. (2) In Pindar 
Triton gives the Argonaut Euphemos 
(ancestor of Battos) a clod of Libyan 
earth, while in Hdt.’s version Triton 
receives from Jason a tripod, and 
promptly puts it to its Delphic use, 
divines on it, and foretells to Jason and 
his crew the whole story, 7.e. truth (rdv 
mavrTa débyov), Had the exaggerated 
hopes of Hellenic colonisation in Libya 
ever been more nearly realised doubtless 
the old tripod of Jason’s would have 
been forthcoming. An unfulfilled 
prophecy is specially precious to the 
student as showing that all oracles are 
not to be dismissed as vaticinia post 
eventum. Where Hdt. got this story 
it is not easy to say: Rawlinson indeed 
remarks, ‘‘Hdt. is here only reporting 
the story as it was told by some poet” : 
but the bourne of Jason’s voyage suggests 
a Delphic source. In Diodor. (4. 56) 
Triton is euhemerised into a king of the 
country. The symbolical clod of earth re- 
appears in one of the foundation legends 
of Thera: according to which Euphemos, 
after receiving the clod from Triton, 
threw it into the sea where it became 

Kalliste (Thera). Apollon. Rh. Argo 
naut. 4, 1549 ff., 1753 ff. ; 

180. 1. Avoées. The Ausees are algo 
untraceable. Rawlinson suggests 
possible identity with the Ausurians of 
Synesius: Saint-Martin finds them 
again in the Johannis of Corippus 2. 58 
Autileten patriis non mollior Aust 
(patris non mollior ausis, Bekker). 

4. opty 8 éviavoly. There follows 
a description of the annual festival with 
which Athene Tritonis is worshippe 
by the Ausean maidens, consisting 0 
(1) a procession, (2) a worry between tw 
companies. The words 7@ avéryevéc Oe 
éyouoa 7. mw. &. stand here as if @ 
confute K. O. Miiller’s idea that w 
have in the passage merely a Libya 
reproduction of the worship of th 
‘* Boeotian’”’ Athene, introduced into 
Libya by the Minyan colonists. Isi 
not more probable that the deity and 
ritual were of native and local origi 
and that, if the details are correct 
given by Hdt., there was some religiot 
syncretism after contact with the Greeks? 
There was, perhaps, in Hdt.’s time @ 
theory current that the Libyan cult 
was of Hellenic origin, supported 10 
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) ¢ a \ > ar e J / , 

wWOTALY EXAnvixcn Kab eT appa avaBiBacaytes TEPLayovot 

vy Alwyn KvKNO. 
eg: Nie nN , april \ , 
OTéotot S€ TO TaNAaL EXOT LEOV TAS mapOévous 

dv % ot” EXAnvas TapoixtcOnvat, ovk exw eitrety, SoKxéw S av 
, ? hep Fase 

Lyurrtioust Omdotot KoopéecOas avTas 
Ni es > Nf, y aotida Kal TO Kpdvos pyul amixy@as és Tous “ENAnvas. 

2 \ \ yee \ 

amo yap Aiyurrou Kal 
\ THY 

PAPnvainv dact Ilocedéwvos eivar Cvyatépa Kal ths Tpitwvidos 
ins, Kat pov pewdhOeiody te TO Tratpl Sodvar éwuTnv TH Ati, 

fal / 

1 88 Ala éwvTod pv Trorncacba Ovyatépa. 
- la) la) / 
fw &€ érixowov TOV yuvatKOY ToléovTal, OUVTE GUVOLKEOVTES 
qundov TE juLoryopevot. 

bt by the evidence of the ‘ Corinthian 
n’ and ‘Hellenic panoply,’ with 
teh the belle, chosen to personate 
» goddess (ep. story of Phya, 1. 60), 
sequipped. This theory Hdt. appar- 
y sets himself to combat. If the 
was native and primitive, the 

*stion arose, what arms were employed 
wre the advent of the Hellenes? To 
}e this difficulty Hdt. expressly offers 
monjecture of his own: the damsel 
sequipped in Egyptian armour. For 
| belief he gives a very unfortunate 
on, viz. his own theory that the 

kek domls and xpdvos were introduced 
1 Egypt. The evidence of the 
wuments is against this theory 
wlinson and Stein ad 1.), and it is 
nsistent with the story of the 

mzemen which Hdt. himself tells 2. 
It may be observed that Hdt. 

| the two terms xvvén (galea) and 
(cassis) as equivalent: had he 

them with a consciousness of their 
nally distinct meanings, he might 

} hit upon a theory that would have 
red with the theory c. 189 infra 
_ the snakes of the aigis were 
nally /eathern thongs. Why Hadt. 

that the Libyan goddess had 
pan armour before she had Grecian 

clear: not, surely, by such a 
gist: Greek armour originally 

* from Egypt, this is Greek armour, 
it was originally Egyptian! More 
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probably he supposes that Egyptian 
influences once extended as far as Lake 
Tritonis; for he nowhere betrays 
any knowledge of the Libyan regime 
in Egypt. (Cp. Appendix XII.) Any- 
way, if a native war-goddess was 
worshipped by the Ausees she was 
no doubt armed with native weapons. 
But on the shore of the lesser Syrtis we 
are already within the limits of the 
Carthaginian influence, and it may be 
conjectured that in this daughter of 
Poseidon and Tritonis we have a Liby- 
Phoenician deity not to be distinguished 
from Astarte. (This appears to be 
Baehr’s view too: cp. his German 
translation, note ad /.:) or at least 
that there was a syncretism between a 
Punic and Libyan cult, before the Greek 
influence, if ever, was added. If a 
Corinthian helmet was used on the 
lesser Syrtis the probability is that it 
was imported via Syracuse. 

12. ktKAw. How the procession could 
go round a lake, which, according to his 
own showing, is an arm of the sea and 
has a large river flowing into it, Hdt. 
omits to explain. The account of the 
ritual may have come from one source, 
and the geography from another. 

19. iby é. On the supposed customs 
ep. note c. 172 supra. Aristotle may 
have had this passage in mind when he 
criticised Plato’s Communism, Pol. 2. 3, 
9, 12624. 

K 

na / . 

TAUTA peV NEYOUGL, 

> \ \ \ AY / ¢ \ 

émreay O€ yvvatkl TO TraLdiov adpoV 20 
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yévntat, cuppoiTdat &s TwUTO ob avopes tplrov pmvos, Kal rai 

adv olkn TOV avdpav TO TaLdlov, TovTOU Tais voplterat. 
Odrot pev of Tapabardoow tov vouddov AiBbov eipéarau, 

umép 6€ TovTwY és perdyacay 1) Onpiwdns éort AcBin, Umrep O& Tig” 

Onpr@deos odpm Wdapypns KaTnKer Tapatelvovca amd OnBéov rap 
Aiyumtuéwy ér’ “Hpaxdéas orndas. év 6€ Th Obpiy Taryn padworg 

181. 2. 7 Oypiwbys ArBiyn. The shy 
and peaceable Garamantes have been de- 
scribed as dwelling in the Onpiddns AcBin, 
ce. 174 supra. ‘There are according to 
Hdt. (or the authorities followed by 
him) three or rather four belts in Libya: 
n mwapabaraccia (AtBin), 1 Onpiuddns, 
éppin Wauyns extending all across the 
continent, and finally % &pynuos. The 
most northern or seacoast belt is divided, 
by the river Triton, into an eastern 
section inhabited by Nomads, and a 
western, inhabited by Husbandmen, c. 
191 infra. In the present chapter Hdt. 
(having described the population of the 
Nomad section of the northern belt, cc. 
168-180, and of the second belt so far 
as inhabited c. 174) proceeds to describe 
the chain of Oases in the sandy ridge, 
from Thebes to the Pillars of Herakles : 
oddly enough he does not use the term 
Oasis, except once as a proper name, 3. 
26. Almost every feature in this 
geographical scheme is an exaggeration 
or a defect. Rawlinson, indeed, defends 
Hdt. from Niebuhr’s criticism, and 
asserts that there are in fact three (sic) 
tracts which stretch across the continent 
from Egypt to the Atlantic ocean, first 
the coast tract, comparatively fertile ; 
next, the hill-region (sic), ‘‘ which 
especially in its more western (sic) parts 
is greatly infested with wild beasts” ; 
thirdly, the Great Sahara. But Rawl. 
admits that these distinctions are to a 
great extent fanciful, and the most to 
be said for Hdt. is that his artificial 
scheme had some relation to natural 
facts. For a description of the Libyan 
desert, or eastern portion, see Keith 
Johnston’s Africa (Stanford) pp. 104- 
107, from which it will be seen that the 
apologetics of Heeren and Rawlinson go 
too far. As a matter of fact the zone- 
theory suits western Libya (esp. Algeria) 
better than the region from Egypt 
to Carthage: and might have been 
thence derived. Rawlinson appears 
also to go too far (with Heeren) in ex- 
tolling the virtues of Hdt.’s description 
of the caravan route, and in defending 
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Hdt. on the ground that he only gayg” 
the stations are separated by ‘‘about™ 
(uddora) ten days’ journey each from the 
next, Rawlinson overlooks the fact thag 
in the details Hdt. separates the stationg 
by exactly ten days. Cp. infra. * 

3. dd OnPéwv trav Alyumritav ef 
“Hpakdéas orfdas. The terminus @ 
quo and the terminus ad quem het 
mentioned are both puzzling. ‘ot 
Thebes but Memphis should be fhe 
point of departure (cp. note below), and 
the Pillars of Herakles suggest a voyagr 
rather than a desert journey. 
passage looks as though it were based 
on the information gathered by Hanno 
who touched the desert a day’s voyag 
short of Kerne, Periplus 8 (Geogr. Mi 
i, p. 6), cp. c. 195-2nfra. Did ae 
conceive the line here indicated as 
diagonal? Or had he no very clear eo 
ception in the matter at all, and did 
use the ‘Pillars’ simply to suggé 
the far west? The phraseology in ec. I 
infra seems to show that by the Pill 
he means the meridian of the Pilla 
But even so, the chain of Oases is ft 
far extended, and this description tak 
no account of the mountains of Algei 
and Marocco. This é¢p%n Wauuns 
be a combination, or inference, bas 
upon several particulars, starting ff 
the sandy desert bordering on Egy 
perhaps connected with the ‘hill-regi¢ 
mentioned by Rawlinson as cor 
sponding to Hdt.’s @npuw&édys, but 
exaggerated and systematised, 1 
other features in Hdt.’s Libya. — 
a matter of fact the oases of Siweh 
Aujila are not on a sandbank but € 
ina hollow. Cp. K. Johnston’s 477 
p. 106. ‘ 

4, padtora. Rawlinson emphas 
this word, as though Hdt. did not 
tend to make the intervals exactly 
days, overlooking the fact that 
historian separates the particular pl 
named infra by exactly ten days’ jou 
each from the next. Should not 
pddtora here then be taken with te 

preceding words év 6¢ rp dppiy Tau 
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1 déxa Hepéwv 0500 dos eats TpUhea KaTa Yovdpous peyddous 

1: codwvoict, cal ev Kopupfot éxdorou Tod KoNwvod avaxovTi€er éx 

}4cou Tod ddds bSwp Wuxpdv Kai yAvKU, Tepl Sé adtov avOpwTroL 

Iexéovor éryatou pos THs épyyou Kal b7rép THs Onpiddeos, TpATOL 

ae Gard OnBéwv dia Séxa Hpepéwv 0600 “Auporvios, EYOVTES TO 

ov ard Tod OnBaréos Accs’ kab yap [ro | év OnByor, os Kal 

o0TEpov eipnTat pol, KptoTpocwmov tov Ads Té&yadpa éott. 

ryxavel Se cal GAN ode VOwp Kpnvaior €Ov, TO TOV [ev 6pOpov 

verat yuapor, ayops Sé mAnOvovons aux porepor, pecapSpin 

him this sandbank roughly speaking, 
intervals of ten days’ journey.’ 
5. adds. Salt is found in patches, 
pmetimes in extended tracts, in North 
rica, and springs occasionally rise in 
sir midst, but as Rawlinson admits 
whe general character of these salt- 
‘cts is rather of plains than of hills.” 
3 have in fact here apparently again 
confusion and an exaggeration, the 
mes are identified with salt patches, 
1 the salt patches are endowed with 
vi and the springs are elevated on 
ispicuous hills at intervals of ten days’ 

ney. KR. Neumann, who remarks 
it Hdt. can never have set eyes on 

) oasis, suggests that Hdt. placed the 
"ings on hill-tops for two reasons : (1) 
st situation is common in Greece, (2) 
+ sand had to be kept out of the 
wings (Nordafrica, p. 86 f.). 
j. mp@ro. pev ard OnBiwv bia Seka 
péwy 0800 “Appovio.. The Ammo- 
m is identified with the oasis of 
yeh. Siweh is at least twenty days’ 
tney from Thebes. The ordina 
favan route is from Memphis, whic 
min the same latitude as Siweh, and 
lve days’ journey. Hadt.’s description 
"thus apparently in double error. 

sbes was not the natural point of 
arture, and was at least twice as 
# off as he states. Saint-Martin has a 
»-fetched explanation of Hadt.’s error. 
observes that the great oasis is seven 

7s from Thebes, and that three days 
ond the great oasis is the oasis of 

! gore Kal TO KapTa yiverar uxpov’ THYLKAadTA Oé dpdovar Tors 

Iejrrous* arroxduvomévns Sé THS Hmépns Vrrieras Tod wuypod, és ob 
Ieral Te 0 HALos Kal TO dap ylverat yLapov" éml dé waAXov tov 

I-73 Oeppov és wécas viKTas TeAaEEL, THVLKADTA Oé Céer auBorXdonv* 

apépyovtal te wéoas vixtes Kal riyeras pwéypt és 7@. éTrikknow 
airy  Kpivn Karéerat 7diov. 

Dakhél. He argues that there was a 
sanctuary of Ammon at Dakhél. He 
supposes that it was against Dakhél, 
and not against Siweh that Kambyses 
directed an expedition from Thebes, 
3. 26. He infers that Hdt. has confused 
the Ammonium of Siweh with the 
Ammonium of Dakhél, which is twenty 
days’ journey distant. He thus recovers 
twenty days for the Itinerary of Hdt. 
and leaves Thebes as the starting point. 
But it is easier to believe that Hdt. 
was in error in making Thebes the 
point of departure. He might more 
naturally have done so as the god 
Ammon was from Thebes. R. Neumann 
(op. c. p. 99) explains the error in Hdt. 
by the hypothesis that he had enquired 
of the priests in Thebes (sic) the distance 
of the oasis of Ammon (meaning Siweh), 
and that they gave him the distance to 
the temple of Ammon at Dachel (sic). 

10. ws kal wrpdrepov, 2.42. 7d secl. Stein. 
14. reat. For the co-ordination, ep. 

199 infra. : 
19. 4 Kphvn k. HAlov. ‘‘The supposed 

variation in the temperature of the 
water is an illusion of the senses 
produced by the changes of the atmo- 
spheric temperature” (Saint-Martin). 
This, however, will hardly account 
for the ¢ée duBordénv, which Wilkinson 
apud Rawl. explains as a mistaken 
inference from the numerous bubbles 
which rise in these sulphureous ponds. 
The bubbles would presumably rise at 
all times: it seems unlikely that the 

5 
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\ ae) / \ a a a4 2 Mera dé ’Appoviovs Sia ths odpins ths Wappou SV adréop 
/ ¢ / ¢ an / / lal ‘ déexa mepewy odo) Kodwvds Te dos éare Suovos TH Apupovi Kah 

/ Nie OV. \ rn Pa bdwp, Kal avOpwrrot Tepl adrov oixéovar’ TH O€ Yop TOUTH obvoA 
Avyira éore. 

a 7 1p / / > 7 / 3 an Ove 2K \ o 

Tolar ovvoya Lapapavrés eats, EOv0s pérya toxupas, ol em) Tov dha 
an 5) / / 

5 yay émupopéovtes oUTW o7rElpovoat. 
/ 5 an / / c / 

Awtopayous, €k THY TpLnKOVTA pwepéwy &s avTOS 0605 éaoTL’ & 
n \ (25) 6 / / / reat) 6 ly \ \ 1 

Tolat Kal ob omcOovopoe Boes yivovrar* omucOovopor é Oia TObE 
\ / ” / Ney, aa 

Ta Kepea Exovot KeKupoTa és TO ewmpocbe’ Sia TodTO 
/, / Vi 4 \ ’ 
OTicw avaywpéovTes véwovTar’ és yap TO ewmpocbe ovK oloi 

ee, 
E€lol. 

gardens were watered at the hottest 
moment of the day. 

In marking the subdivisions of the 
day (or night) Herodotus does not 
avail himself for narrative purposes 
of the twelve subdivisions which, he 
tells us, 2. 109, the Greeks borrowed 
from the Babylonians (pn, 8. 14, 
9. 52, points of time). He employs a 
more poetical terminology (sometimes 
even thrillingly graphic, e.g. wept Wxvwv 
apas 7. 215) taken over from the daily 
life of the people. There are seven 
divisions of the day and night (4+3) 
here employed. With rdv &8pGpoy cp. 
dua 5é€ dpOpw 7. 188, 7d dpApioy 2. 178 
(jrlov dvarelhavros 7, 223, e& nots 7. 
167); with dyopis mdnOvovons cp. 
mrnbovons (v.l. tAnD&pns) aryopfs 2. 173, 
ayopys tANOwpyy 7. 223 (rpwt Tis nuépns 
9. 101); with daoxdwvouévns Ths Nuépns 
cp. dmokrAwauévns Tis pmecauBplys 3. 
104 (defn 9. 101, detdn mpwtn 8. 6, 
dyin 8. 9, 167); with dverar 6 7rLos 
cp. dvvtos HAlov 7. 149, pecauBpln 3. 
104, c. 118 supra, jws 7. 217. 

182. 4. Atyra, c. 172 supra. Augila 
or Aujila is a comparatively im- 
portant spot, marked on the modern 
maps, and well described by Hamilton, 
Wanderings, c. xiv. Hamilton describes 
Jalo, 28 miles or eight hours E.S.E. 
from Aujila, as by far the most important 
in this group of oases. The distance 
between Siweh and Aujila is stated by 
K. Johnston as twelve days’ journey ; 
Hornemann accomplished it in nine days, 
at high pressure: ten days is given by 
Rawlinson, Saint-Martin and others as 

the usual local computation. 
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5 n \ rn lal r és ToUTOY Tov yopov of Nacapdves OT wpLedvres 
\ , a : 183 Tovs howwixas fowtdot. aro dé Adryinwy bia déxa Hyepewv Géoy 

‘5 no ey \ \ \ eo \ / / f 0000 ETEpOS aAOs KONwVOS Kal Udwp Kal holviKes KapTropopoL TOKO, 
/ \ n J 

KaTad Tep Kal év Tolot ETépoLcL’ Kal avOpwrot oikéovot ev avrg 

yo 

/ . 9 Acs nm 
TVYTOLOTATOV © éoTl és TOE 

ot Nacapaves, cc. 172 supra, 
mpra. 

183. 4. Tapdpavres. On the tribe, se 
below. The station described in th 
chapter is generally identified with th 
modern district Fezzan (see Rawlinson 
but the ten days’ journey is again a crm 
or rather a manifest error. ‘“‘ It takes si 
teen days at the least to cross the dese 
between Augila, which is at the ed 
of the Oasis, and Yemissa, the fir 
village in Fezzan” (Rawlinson). T 
supposition that Hdt. has simp 
omitted a station, and that the distar 
from Augila to the headquarters of t 
Garamantes should be estimated 
twenty days, two stages of ten da 
each, seems to ascribe too high a yal 
to the decimal computation upon whi 
Hadt.’s itinerary is based. 

6. Awrodpdyous, c. 177 supra. 
086s. A caravan route, in all pi 

bability, crossing Fezzan from the 
terior, and terminating at the mode 
Tripoli. (Cp. K. Johnston’s Ajr 
pp..70, 99, and Rawlinson, note ad 
It is apparently thirty days’ journey ff 
Murzuk, the capital of Fezzan, to 1 
coast ; but Murzuk is far to the s¢ 
of Augila, and a caravan coming im 
Augila westwards would presuma 
strike this route at Sokna, about hi 
way between Murzuk and Tripoli. _ 

7. ot dmicBovdpor Bdes. Ba 
collects the passages in ancient wm 
which support this traveller’s f 
Heeren suggested that the pe é 
was artificially produced by the hu 
Rawlinson finds it difficult to assig 
motive for a practice so inconvenient 
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A a \ 

. mpoepBaddovtov és TY viv TOV Kepéwv. GAO Se ovdEY 10 
f a Ys A ¢ \ fa) \ \ / b) 

adépovet Tav addov Body OTL pH TodTO Kal TO Séppwa é€s 
a ® \ 

vyutntad te Kal tpi. of Lapdwavres 87 ovrou Tous 
wyroditas Aidioras Onpevovor rotor TeOpimmoice’ of yap 

/ \ 

woyrodita. Aidiores Todas TaxvoTto avOpdTav TdvTwY éict 
bv Hueis mépe Oyous arropepopévovs aKovoper. 

| 2-184 

| 
. 
‘ 

/ \ 

olTéovrat O€ 15 

oP G AN 
Ta TEP Ql VUKTEPL €s. 

ot Tapdpavres 8) ofror resuming 
fen Dapduavres supra ad init. cap. 
fd not be referred back to c. 174. 

Wappears in fact from a comparison 
whe two passages that the Garamantes 
. 174 are the Troglodyte Aethiopians 
-c. 183. The Garamantes of the 
sage before us may be identified with 
| population of Fezzan, the ancient 
tital of which was Garama (Djerma). 
; *Aethiopians’ here referred to 
t to be no less certainly found in the 
bus, still the victims of man-hunting 

3, the slave-trade being the principal 
ce of wealth in Fezzan. (K. Johnston, 

wica, p. 100, Saint-Martin, op. c. p. 
| The four-horsed chariots are out 
ffashion. ‘Troglodytes’ or cave- 
ilers here may suggest the Tibbus 
fade, ‘Tibbus of the Rocks’ 
voi Réchadéh, Saint-Martin), who 
ever have been described by Nachti- 
‘a8 rapacious, treacherous, and cruel, 
aracter due perhaps to six centuries 
uffering in the slave raids. The 
dus are still described as fleet of foot, 

_ their language compared to the 
ing of birds: cp. references in 

‘viinson and Saint-Martin. , 
b4. 3. "Ardpayres is an emendation 
salmasius from Rhianus, apud Steph. 

vy the MSS. all reading “Ardayres. 
+ name in any case looks suspiciously 
ie 8 duplicate of the “Ar\avres infra 
bal Mavres, Taupdcavres). It has 
n suggested that the name 

as (Atlantes, Atarantes) is a softened 
n of Adrér, mountain, the chain 

/ \ a n Are 

“tTpaydodita: dis Kal cavpovs Kal Ta ToLadTa TaY EpTEToY 
“7. lal / / > \ / 

\Acoav Sé ovdeuty AaAAH Tapopmoiny vevomixact, GANA TEeTpiyact 

> / / / e rn f- 

Amd € Tapapdvrwy 80 adréav déka jpepéwv 000d adXos 184 
v \ 5 f 

4s Te KoN@vos Kal Vdwp, Kal avOpwrot epi avdTov oiKéovor 
. ot4 / a > / 

aot otvoud éott Atdpartes, of avevupot eict povvor avOpwrwv 
Scie iS Cesc \ / ie 8) 2 Meas of Se y jets iduev* drdéoe pév yap oft éotr ATdpaytes ovvopa, évi dé 

ro \ / 

ioT@ avTaV ovVoma ovdEeY KéeTAL. 
a / OUTOL TO ALM UTTEepBadXovTe 5 

of mountains still called by the Berbers 
Idraren, Adarérén, in the _ plural. 
(Saint-Martin, p. 60.) 

avevupor. Other ancient authorities 
are quoted by Baehr, but a total ab- 
sence of proper names is unparalleled 
and inconceivable. Rawlinson therefore 
concludes that Hdt. ‘‘ probably mis- 
understood his informant.” Stein 
quotes Od. 6. 552 ob pév ydp tis 
maumrav avovunos éor avOpwrwv. May 
it not be that the report rests on a 
misconception of a savage taboo, or 
custom of silence, in regard to proper 
names (cp. 1. 146 custom of the 
Karian women pi Kore Opmooirjoa Toler 
dvipdot unde otvduart Boa Tov éwuTijs 
dvdpa): for instances and explanation 
of which, see Tylor, Harly History of 
Mankind, pp. 141 ff. 

5. trepBdddovtt. Some of the com- 
mentators halt between two opinions 
here, viz. between II. and III. in L. & 
8.7 sub voc. Stein’s nimis wrenti seems 
best : in which case the passage should 
be placed in L. & 8S. under II. Rawlin- 
son's ‘‘ when the sun rises high in the 
heaven” is ambiguous: does it mean 
midday, or midsummer, or midsummer- 
midday? Strabo 822 desoribes an 
Aethiopian tribe, rpds 7p\'Siaxexavpévy, 
as cursing the rising sun. -. ‘* When one 
really feels, the high temperature is 
when down with fever; or when fever, 
unknown to one, is coming on. Then, 
indeed, the heat becomes maddening 
and insupportable; nor has the victim 
words to express his feelings towards 
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KaTapO@VTat Kal Tpos TovTOLGL TdVTA TA aiaxpa ovdopéovrar, bre E: 
ahéas Kaiov émitpiBer, adtods Te Tos dvOpwrous Kal THY yadpyy a 
avTrav. peta dé 8 adr€éov Séxa nLEpewV AOS KOAWVOS GOS Kal 
Dowp, Kal avOpwrros ep avrov oixéovor. eéyerar dé Tod ddos ToUToU 

10 dpos TH ovvoua éaotu” Arras, gore Se oTEwov Kab KUKNOTEPES TdvTy, 
inpnrov 8€ otrw 8H Tu NéyeTar ds Tas Kopupds adTod ov old Te 
civar idécOar' ovdéKore yap abtas arrodetrew vépea ote Oépeos 
UTE YELLOVOS. TOTO TOV Kiova TOU ovpaVvoD NéyovaL oi éerLyY@pLOL 
eval. él TovTOU TOD dpeos of avOpwrot ovTOL éravUjoL éyévovTO" 

Néyovtar Sé ovTEe eurbvyov ovden 
/ \ 15 KanEovTar yap on “ArAavres. 

/ COTA 

ovTéecOar ovTe éviTrvia Opa. 

the glittering ball, whose daily march 
across the burnished and veilless zenith 
brings him untold agony.” Drummond, 
Tropical Africa, p. 109. 

10.”Ardas.  Hdt.’s last oasis or 
station lands us at the foot of Mount 
Atlas, somewhere south of Carthage, or 
of Tunis. This description of Mount 
Atlas in no respect corresponds to the 
local facts. If there be any more than 
fancy in it the description might have 
arisen from some distorted account of 
the Peak of Teneriffe, combined with a 
knowledge of mountainous ground in 
the west of the mainland. The region 
of the Atlas embraces the whole district 
between the Atlantic and the Syrtis 
minor, comprising roughly speaking 
Marocco, Algeria, and Tunis, and 
bounded on the south by the Sahara. 
The Atlas proper, or Great Atlas, is a 
lofty mountain range wholly within 
Marocco: there are however two lesser 
mountain ranges in Algeria, parallel to 
the coast, to which French geographers 
give the names of lesser and middle 
Atlas. The highest points attain an 
elevation of about 6000 feet. A third 
chain to the south is called by some 
French geographers the Great Atlas: 
the term Sahara Border range is to be 
preferred. (K. Johnston’s Africa, c. 
ii.) From a comparison of these facts 
with Hdt.’s statements it is plain that 
he is quite ignorant of the true 
orography of the country, and in 
articular moves Mount Atlas 15-20° 
ong. to the east, and converts it into 

a single peak. 
11. Aéyerar. . A€youet of emixdpror. . 

U, \ \ ne / / / a @ Méyps pev 6) Trav “AtAdvtav tovTav exw Ta ovvopaTa TOY 
BI) lal Q) / / / \ > \ 

év TH oppvn KaToiKnpéevov KaTtadétal, TO S ato TOUTwY OUKETL, 

-eat no flesh is obviously improbable. 

q 

héyovrat, Hdt. makes no pretence to 
have seen the column of Heaven, nor 
should it be inferred that he claims to 
have conversed with the natives, ep. 
Introduction, p. xxvii. The metaphor 
is due to Greek poetry (Aischyl. Pr 
Vinct. 357) and not to local fancy, which 
could not have applied such an hyperbole 
to the Algerian ranges: but it need not 
be original in Aischylos, and it has @ 
Semitic ring about it (cp. Job 26. 11, 
‘*The pillars of heaven tremble, and are 
astonished at his reproof.”’ See also 
Exodus 18. 21). We seem in this 
chapter to come more clearly withit 
range of western sources: it is nob 
likely that traders and men of science 
in Magna Graecia and Sicily were 
without their ideas on western Libya, 
filtered through Liby-Phoenician sources 
perhaps. Cp. c. 181 supra, and Intro 
duction, pp. xevii. ff. j 

16. évirvia dpav. The Atlantes ar 
vegetarians and never dream: caus 
and effect? That mountaineers shoult 

Clouds, indeed, rest upon Atlas and the 
Atlantes, and if not dreamers them 
selves, they still are the cause of dreamt 
in others—of which the last specime 
is Knotel’s Atlantis und das Volk dé 
Atlanten, Leipzig, 1893, one of thos 
works in which much learning amt 
little judgment have combined to pr 
duce wondrous visions. 4 

185. 2. rd 8’ dad rotrwayv. The oas 
(koAwvds adds Kal Udwp) of the Atlante 
carries us no farther than the easter 
frontiers of modern Algeria, if so far: 
would be rash to identify Hdt.’s 



Wation with Ghadames, or with any of 
He oases of the Algerian Sahara (on 

ese, see K. Johnston’s Africa, pp. 

8 ov. The ddpin is 

ath of Algeria and Marocco is only 
Heunded on the west by the ocean, 
hd is crossed north and south, east 
id west, by caravan routes (see K. 
whnston’s Africa, c. vili.), with stations 

We very irregular intervals. 
HE@ rovréwv. <A legitimate infer- 
pce from this phrase is that Hdt. 
wiceives of Libya as projecting beyond 
2 meridian of the straits. The ex- 

sision of the desert to the ocean was 
mown to Hanno. Cp. ec. 181 supra. 
4. rr... olxéovres. Do these words 
sroduce a fresh oasis-station, or simply 
as Rawlinson takes it—resume the de- 
iption of the whole line of stations ? 
s translates: ‘‘ throughout the whole 
isitance, at the end of every ten days’ 
mrney, there is a salt-mine, with 
mple dwelling round it.” It is not 
feed quite clear whether ‘‘the whole 
wtance”’ means ‘‘ the whole remaining 
stance,” or the whole distance from 
ebes to the Pillars of Herakles (c. 
1 supra): apparently the latter. In 
8s ease Rawlinson identifies uéraddov 

eds here with kodwvds adds in cc. 181, 
2 supra: and to make his translation 

we should require péradd\a not 
aXtov. Oddly enough in his note, 

1. iii. p. 160, he writes uéradda. The 
oot waot and the ray ar. xbvdpwv 

e latter recalling c. 181, supra) seem 
support, or to have suggested, R.’s 

. Stein, Blakesley and Baehr all 
lerstand the words here to refer to 
ther (sixth) station beyond the 

ites, and so grammatically the 
$ must be taken; but the remark 
short of what we might expect. If 

e extends beyond Mount Atlas, 
d beyond the Pillars, would Hat. be 
mtent with one single station in all 
at remaining distance? It looks as 
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1700t Kal NevKds Kal ToppupeEos TO Eldos dpvcceTar. Urép dé THS 

though what he was for saying, when 
his heart failed him, was that through- 
out the remainder of the d@pin the 
same rule held good as. obtained as far 
as Atlas, viz. that at regular intervals 
of ten days’ journey, as far as ever the 
sand-ridge went, were oases; or salt 
and fresh-water stations: he has only 
courage for one more station explicitly. 
The result is some obscurity and clumsi- 
ness : a falling between two stools. Cp. 
the still more conspicuous instance, 6. 57 
infra. 

év airy. In the é¢pin, to wit, in 
that part of it beyond Atlas. 

5. rovrowrt mao. Obscure: does it 
refer to the inhabitants of the single 
station west of Atlas, just mentioned : 
in which case maou seems jejune and 
superfluous: or to all the inhabitants 
of all the salt-stations, which seems 
suggested by rév ad. x. repeated from 
ce. 181% As matter of fact the houses 
built of salt-blocks are genuine, and have 
been seen by modern travellers in the 
Libyan desert and in Fezzan (see Raw- 
linson) though not apparently in the 
western Sahara. 

6. 45m. Even so far north. Op. 
c. 191 infra. tatra may be taken to 
apply to the whole parallel of the é¢pun. 
The remark looks suspiciously like an 
inference from the argument introduced 
by the yap following. Cp. c. 189 infra. 

7. 088 Gs. Three different coloured 
salts are found, reddish, white, bluish : 
see authorities quoted by Rawlinson. 

8. tmép ktA. This is an exageerated 
account of the Sahara. Cp. K. Johnston, 
Africa, ce. vii. vili., though Tristram, 
The Great Sahara, See I. (On the 
physical geography of the Sahara), using 
Sahara in a restricted sense for the 
sandy pasture land, distinguishes from 
it the Desert to the south “arid, salt, 
affording no sustinence to cattle or sheep, 

. excepting in its rare oases, groully 
inhospitable to man.” The camel how- 
ever snatches a scanty subsistence, and 
there are the rare oases. 

ihe, 
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186. 1. otrw pév. There follows, rather 
abruptly, an account of the culture of the 
Nomad Libyans between Egypt and Lake 
Tritonis (cc. 186-190) : geographically and 
ethnographically the scene shifts back 
to where we were in c. 180: or perhaps 
to the close of c. 183. As already 
observed ce. 184 f. seem to belong to 
a somewhat different stratum, and to 
carry us, though vaguely, far beyond 
the ‘Lake Tritonis.’ Moreover kpeo- 
gpdyo. is inapplicable to the ”ArAavres 
of c. 184, and bears out the suspicion 
that cc. 184 f., if not the whole passage 
on the Oases (cc. 181-185), are an ad- 
dition, or contagmination. The descrip- 
tion following is presumably intended to 
apply generally to the tribes previously 
enumerated (omitting c. 184): but it 
is inapplicable to the Lotophagi de- 
scribed c. 177. Flesh and milk are the 
proper food of ‘ Nomads,’ so Hippokr. 
de aer. et locc. § 94, avrol 58 écAlovar 
Kpéa €f0a kal mlvovor yada tmmwv (apud 
Baehr). 

3. Sidr. The Egyptians abstained 
for a theological reason, 2. 41. As milk 
was so important to the Libyans they 
may have had a good economical 
reason. In Kyrene and Barka, how- 
ever, the cult of Isis may have been 
established, as well as among the Libyan 
tribes. The women in the Greek 
colonies would be native Libyans to 
some extent. Barka was more Libyan 
than Kyrene (cp. c. 160 swpra) and the 
women of Barka were more puritan than 
those of Kyrene. On pigs, see 2. 47: 
and c. 63 supra. The flesh of swine 

was extremely popular with Hellenes: 
ep. Od. & (14) 18-20, et al. 

187. 1. rd 8&xrA. R. Neumann (op. 
c. p. 10) suggests that Hdt. borrows the 
distinction between E. and W. Libya 
from Hekataios. Cp. Frag. 305. This 
may be so, but Hdt.’s visits to Egypt 
and Italy if not to Kyrene itself 
would at least have confirmed the 
borrowed idea. The first sentence of 
this chapter prepares us for further con- 
trasts, to be resumed c. 191, between§the 
ethnography of eastern and that of 
western Libya, 7.e. the spheres of Aegypto- 
Hellenic and of Carthaginian influence 
respectively. 

2. obkért vowddes elol = otxére is 
virtually locative, cp. #5 previous c. 
It is difficult to reconcile Hdt.’s state- 
ment that west of the Lesser Syrtis 
there were no Nomads, with the well- 
grounded geography of the later and 
Roman authorities, which designated 
the western portion as Numidia par 
excellence; and though the Cartha- 
ginians are known to have promoted 
agriculture (cp. Dict. Antig. i.° 55), the 
nomad life of shepherds and herdsmen 
never died out in the west (cp. Capes, 
Sailust, Introduction, pp. 38, 39). The 
view of Hdt. points to purely paratha- 
lassic sources of information, and it was 
just about his time that a decided 
effort was made by the Carthaginians to 
promote husbandry, cp. Mommsen, Rom. 
Hist. Bk. iii. c. i. (E.T. ii. p. 9), Meltzer, 
Gesch. der Karthager, i. 82. 

8. toto. avrotot. Same as the 
Nomads. 
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5. e& pty mavres . . ovxvol. This 
appearance of statistical accuracy is 
somewhat disconcerting, especially as 
it might seem to imply that other 
general statements in Libyan ethno- 
graphy are based upon an_ exhaus- 
tive analysis of evidences. But what 
evidence could Hdt. have to justify 
him in asserting that none of the 
tribes west of Tritonis practised the 
cautery here described, or anything like 
it (oldv rx) ? 

7. olomy, v.l. olcvry, but the same 
word, meaning apparently grease: thus 
pa olgurnpad Aristoph. Acharn. 1177. 
olcurts is a tuft of greasy wool: and 
that seems the sense here required. 
Cp. L. & 8S.” sub voc. and add olcraérn 
(Aristoph. Zys. 575). 

Cauterisation is a wide-spread remedy 
for various maladies, and was not peculiar 
to the Libyan nomads, nor confined to 
the object here specified. Aethiopians, 
Seythians, Ostiaks, Arabs, Beduins, 
Moors, Negroes are stated by Baehr, 
on various authorities, to have em- 
ployed this method. Rawlinson quotes 
from Denham a description of the cure 
as ‘‘the sovereign Arab remedy for 
almost every disorder.” But it might 
surprise Greeks, who favoured milder 
methods. Cp. 3. 180. 

ll. tavrwv tyinpérator trav tpets 
Wyev. On the formula, cp. Introduc- 
tion, p. civ. The healthiness of the 
Libyans is a fixed maxim with Hadt., 
ep. 2. 77. ‘Tristram in his preface 
speaking of the northern Sahara (of 
Algiers) says: ‘Here an atmosphere 

bright, dry,.and invigorating convinced 
me that I had found the true sanatorium 
for any one sufficiently convalescent to 
dispense with the luxuries of city life.” 
(Op, c. p. Vv.) 

13. oracpds. The convulsion happens 
to the infant not to the operator, as 
we infer rather from the nature of the 
case than from the form of the expres- 
sion. Van H. suggests caévrwv. 

14. AéywktA. Cp. c. 173 supra. His 
scepticism apparently extends only to 
the two points: (1) the reason alleged 
for Libyan health: (2) the dos asserted 
as good for convulsions. 

188. 1. @volat. Sacrificial rites, one 
of Hdt.’s standing categories in ethno- 
graphy. Cp. c. 60 supra. 

2. tov Sdpov. As Nomads they are 
scarce entitled to houses: Reiske sug- 
gested duov. Op. ce. 190 infra. 

3. atrootpépew is used of turning 
back the hands so as to bind them 
behind the back, dmroorpépere ras xetpas 
atrév, @ ZkvOa, Aristoph. Lysistr. 455, 
Here we may take it of turning back the 
neck so as to cut it. avxyév’ dmoorpéwas 
occurs in Theognis 858 with a different 
intention : avxév’ droorpéas ovd’ écopav 
e0€Net. 

ArAlw kal ceAfvy potvoiot. If they 
offered sacrifices to sun and moon alone 
it would follow that sun and moon 
were the only divinities recognised by 
them. This is not likely, by analogy, 
and the words following qualify it for 
the Libyans on the shores of Lake 
Tritonis. ¢. 172 supra to some extent 

15 
188 
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suggests a qualification for the Nasa- 
mones, though that passage does not 
concern @volar. The Atarantes of c. 184 
could hardly be described as sun- 
worshippers. 

5. “A®nvaly. Athene as worshipped 
in Libya was hardly, perhaps, to be 
distinguished from the Moon- goddess, 
Triton is the River-god, Poseidon the 
Sea- god. Op. c. 180 supra. The 
qualification here added after the strong 
statement (uwovvoror) just made looks like 
a later correction, inserted perhaps from 
a different (western) source. 

189, 2. Trav dyaAparoyv TAs’ ABnvalys. 
There are two archaeological questions 
raised in this chapter and answered by 
Hdt. in favour of Libya. (1) Were the 
snakes on the aigis of Athene originally 
leather thongs? (2) Was the qwigis itself 
derived from Libya? That the snakes 
of the aigis were originally leather 
thongs, forming a sort of tasselled 
fringe round the aigis, may be regarded 
as no less probable than that the aigis 
was itself originally a skin. (2) That 
the aigis, and indeed the whole vesture 
(crodn) of the statues of Athene, were 
derived from Libya is by no means so 
probable. In Homeric poems the aigis 
is not confined to Athene, but proper 
to Zeus and Apollo likewise. The use 
of skins, undressed and dressed, for 
clothing and defence, was not confined 
to the Libyans. Hdt. asserts that the 
Quadriga was introduced among the 
Greeks from Libya, which is at least 
disputable, and hazards an opinion 
that the édo\vyh was also of Libyan 
origin, which is even less probable. 
The theory of the Libyan origin of the 
aigis hardly deserves more favour, even 
if aigis originally meant ‘goat-skin,’ 
unless we are to suppose that there were 
no goats but in Libya. Cp. Pauly, 
R.-E. 1893, i. 970 ff. or (as a devrepos 
mods) Dict. Antig.® sub v. ILLUSTRA- 

TIONS, Baumeister, Denkmdler der Klass. 
Alterth., s. v. ATHENE. See further injr. 

éx, ‘after the fashion,’ a la mode: 
but no other examples of this mean- 
ing are produced, nor do L. & S. 
notice it. In any case the statement 
of fact here made is plainly an (errone- 
ous) inference from the following ob- 
servation which is introduced by dp. 
Cp. c. 185 supra. 
ABuooéwy. ‘Native Libyan women’ 

is generally understood. 
eroujoayro. The natural force and 

meaning would be that the Hellenes 
in the first instance got the women of 
Libya to make them the dress for 
Athene. 

3. whtv KtA. The exception here 
is everything. The commentators seem 
to overlook the fact that the éc@%s is 
not the same as the aiyldes. Hat. 
goes so far as to say that the whole 
éoOys, the whole crody of the statues of 
Athene, was of Libyan origin: this 
cannot be treated as a serious archaeco- 
logical problem now. Whatever may 
be said in regard to the alyis, the rest of 
Athene’s attire, whether archaic or 
later, has nothing in common with 
Libyan leather. Cp. 5. 88 infra. 

5. ra GAAa advra. Very vague. 
Are we to understand that the Libyan 
women wore leathern éc6ys under their 
alyldes, or that they wore nothing at all 
but the alyldes with the leathern fringe ? 
In Ethiopia (teste Wilkinson apud Rawl.) 
the alyls has dwindled to a mere apron 
of thongs: see illustrations in Rawlin- 
son. The use of such fringes is largely 
exemplified in Westermarck, op. c. c. 
ix., according to whose theory such 
things are not defensive but decorative. 

6. 7d otvowa. The argument, even 
if etymologically correct, does not prove 
the point : Hdt. should first have proved 
that alyls is the native Libyan word. 
The derivation of alyls is doubtful. 
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Kal Técoepas immovs aulevyvuvat Tapa AuBvov 

Its connexion with até may be an early 
Volksetymologie, and the false etymo- 
logy, the ‘disease of language,’ may 
have led to the investiture of Athene 
with a goat-skin breastplate. The fact 
that leathern armour was in common use, 
and the belief that the war-goddess would 
need her lorica as much as helmet or 
spear, would facilitate the artistic repre- 
sentation of the alyls or (Cloud) shield of 
Zeus, or of Athene, by a lorica, or skin 
doublet. Whatever may be thought of 
meteorological mythology in general, 
the association of the alyls with the 
weather seems incontrovertible (see 
Roseher, Lexicon, p. 150), and it looks 
as though the cloud became a breast- 
plate in passing from poetry to 
sculpture. 

8. épev8eSadvw. The archaic statues 
of Athene found on the Akropolis (ep. 
Rhomaidés, Les Musées d’ Athénes, Livr. 
le, 2°) were touched with vermilion : 
now alas! rapidly fading from exposure. 
Vermilion is still the favourite colouring 
in Tripoli and Marocco, see Rawlinson, 
note adi. But such analogies do not 
prove causal connexion. The dye here 
mentioned is vegetable. Cp.c. 191 infra. 

9. Soxéer ks This sentence con- 
tains an hypothesis of Hdt.’s own in- 
vention, it may therefore be inferred 
that he had authority for the antecedent 
ascription of the Palladian costume and 
the Quadriga to Libya. The droAvyh 
was proper to the worship of Athene, 
and presumably as ancient as the cult 
itself. Hom. J/. 6. 301. If introduced 
into Greece from outside, it was surely 
from the East. It is a ery of triumph 
or exultation (opposed to cwxurds Eurip. 
Med. 1176, cp. L. & S.): perhaps 
connected with the Semitic allel 
(which appears in Hallelu-iah). 

ll. tésoepas «td. This state- 
ment has been generally sacrificed by 
commentators even the most loyal (cp. 
Rawlinson, note ad 1., R. Neumann, 
op. cit. p. 141), but on insufficient 
grounds. The four-horsed chariot is 
now no longer to be found in the 

genuine Homer, for J/. 8. 185 is ob- 
viously spurious, and 7. 11. 699 probably 
a late insertion (ep. W. Leaf, Jziad, note 
ad l.), 15. 679 is not a case in point, and 
Od. 18. 81 is a late insertion. That 
the Quadriga was used at the games 
of the 25th Olympiad=680 B.c., ep. 
Clinton, Fasti ad ann. israther morethan 
Pausanias 5. 8, 3 expressly asserts, and 
in any case the statement (by Africanus 
apud HKuseb.) must rest on inferences 
and combinations far from indisputable. 
It is even questionable whether the 
Olympian dyav itself was in existence, 
or at least of Panhellenic significance, 
as early as 680 B.c. (Cp. Bury, Vemean 
Odes, Appendix D, p. 258.) All that 
can be said against Hdt. on this score 
is that, assuming him to mean that the 
TéOpir7mros was introduced to the Greeks 
through Kyrene (cp. c. 170 supra), this 
statement conflicts—not with ascertained 
facts—but with the statement that the 
TéOpirmos was used at Olympia in 680 
B.C. This conflict is an argument 
against the chronologists rather than 
against Hdt., for if the quadriga was 
introduced at Olympia after the founda- 
tion of Kyrene, so much the worse for 
the chronology of the early Olympiads 
(cp. Mahaffy, On the authenticity of the 
Olympian Register, J. H. S. vol. ii., 
reprinted in Problems in Greek History, 
1892). But Hdt. does not expressly 
say when the Greeks took this hint 
from the Libyans, or what Greeks first 
took it. The Libyan example was, 
it might be argued, borrowed either 
directly, or through Egypt, before the 
foundation of Kyrene, and even perhaps 
at avery early date, in the time of 
Libyan Pharaohs (cp. Appendix XII.). 
Clearly the statement in Hdt. is an 
inference, not a tradition: but it may 
be a sound inference, even though he 
was hardly entitled to make it. The 
assertion (Smith, Dict. Antig.3 sub v. 
Currus) that the Lydians drove four- 
horsed chariots appears to repose on a 
mistranslation of Aischylos, Persae, 47. 

190. 1. tods drobvaorkovtas. ‘The 

Q@amrovat dé Tovs amobvycKovtas of 190 
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To 65é mpos éorépns rod Tpitwvos morapod Aicéov éyovra 
apotinpes 6n AiBves Kat oixtas voultovres éxrhcOar, Toicr ovvopwa 

present, not meaning ‘the dying,’ 
those im articulo mortis, but denoting 
a series or succession of acts, covered by 
Odmrover. Cp. ras darodvyncKkotcas c. 
180 supra. 

2. kard mep ot “HAAnves, without 
thereby implying that the practice of 
recumbent burial was borrowed on 
either side. It is only this one point 
which is in view, presumably. 

The Nasamones practised Divination 
at the tombs of their ancestors, c. 172 
supra, and the peculiar posture of the 
dead may be connected with their 
necromancy. Others, including the 
ancient Britons, have used the sitting- 
posture (Rawlinson ad /.). 

3. ary, sc. 6 drobvicKwy, ‘the dying 
man.’ 

4. oixhpara. Cp. Verg. Georg. 3. 
340 with Conington’s note.  Sallust, 
Jug. 18, ceterum adhuc aedificia 
Numidarum agrestium quae mapalia 
ili yocant oblonga incurvis lateribus 
tecta quasi navium carinae sunt. The 
original form of the word was perhaps 
magaria. See Capes, Sallust, note in 
Z. c. The resemblance to an inverted 
ship seems to have given rise to the 
story related in Sallust. For these 
tabernacles (mepiupopyrd) cp. pepéorkor 
c. 46 supra. 

191. 1. Atoéwv. The Ausees, separated 
from the Machlyes by the river Triton, 
still belong to the Nomad Libyans, 
according to Hdt. Beyond the Ausees 
lie the Maxyes, with whom Agriculture 
begins. The situation of these tribes 
would be west and north of the Lake 
Tritonis, as the land here projects again 
in a way which Hdt. does not appear 
to realise. The Maxyes seem to occupy 
the district afterwards named Byzacium. 
They were mentioned in the Periegesis 
of Hekataios as Mdfves, Miller, Frag. 
Hek. 304 (vol. i. p. 23). Saint-Martin 
op. ¢. p. 58 identifies them with the 
Maxitani of Justin, 18. 6, in whose 
territory Carthage was built. The 

establishment of the Tyrians there would 
naturally press the tribe down south. 
Aegyptologists see in the Maxues of Hdt. 
(or in the name) the descendants of the 
Maschuascha (MaSauaSa, E. Meyer) 
who from the days of the 19th 
dynasty onward play a réle of growing 
importance in Egyptian history, until 
finally they become the dominant power 
in the land (cp. Wiedemann, Aeg. 
Gesch. §§ 37 ff. and Appendix XII.). 

2. 45n. Cp. c. 185 supra. This 
chapter carries us into the country west 
of the Lesser Syrtis, 7.e. into the modern 
Tunis and Algeria. Physically and 
politically the region was in the days of 
Hat. as it is in the present day separated 
and divided from the eastern parts of 
Libya. We pass here, so to speak, into 
the sphere of Carthaginian influence. 
Geographically the whole area between 
the Gulf of Cabes (Lesser Syrtis) on the 
east and the Atlantic on the west, and 
bounded by the Mediterranean on the 
north and the Desert on the south, is 
the Region of the Atlas, and is virtually 
a huge island, belonging rather to Europe 
than to Africa. Cp. Tristram, The Great 
Sahara, p. 3860, ‘‘To the naturalist 
North Africa is but an European island” 
etc., and especially Grant Allen, in Con- 
temp. Review, vol. 53 (1888), pp. 526 ff. 
Legend connected the population of the 
region with the Iberian peninsula, pro- 
bably correctly (cp. Sallust, Jug. 18). 
The Arab conquest long obliterated the 
earlier relations of lands and peoples in 
the western Mediterranean, but the 
natural frontiers are now reasserting 
themselves. 

This region is the true island of 
Atlantis, if the Greeks had only 
known it. A very remarkable fact is 
this, that the three zones, which are 
sought for in vain in eastern Libya, 
are found in Algeria and this region to 
perfection. See K. Johnston’s Africa, 
ce. ii. This scheme of parallel belts is 
specially conspicuous in Algeria; there 
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a / 

xéerar Md£Eves' of ta él Seiad TOv Keharéwv Kopowat, Ta O er’ 
rat / / 

apistepa Kelpovot, TO O€ Gama xXplovTa pity. 
\ a 

n O€ x@pn ai'Tn TE Kal 7 NOLT) THIS elvac Tov ex Tpoins avdpar. 
acl dé ovTot 

AwBins % mpds Eorrépnv TOAAG Onpiwdectépy re Kal Sacvtépn éotl 

THs TOV voyadav yopns. mh pev yap &n Tpos THY HO THs AcBuns, 
\ ¢ / / v / \ D8 / TY of vomades vé“ovel, EoTL TaTEWn TE Kal ~raupodns péxpt 

a a \ BJ \ / \ \ / n Tod Tpitwvos Trotapod, » dé amo TovTOV TO TpOos EaTrépnY 4 TOV 

** three belts may be clearly distinguished 
—the Tell, the region of uplands or 
steppes, and the Algerian Sahara,” op. 
c. p. 18. The Jedi is the arable and 
cultivated land. Cp. Tristram, op. c. 
p. 52, ‘‘it was needless for those who 
were masters of the Tell to invade the 
Sahara. As the southern nomads say 
of themselves, ‘We are the subjects of 
our stomachs.’ The Tell is their only 
granary, whence they procure corn by 
barter for wool, hides, dates, ostrich- 
feathers etc.” 

Could it be that Hdt.’s conception of 
Libya and its zones (c. 181 supra) is an 
extension and generalisation of the 
characteristics of that part of Africa 
under Carthaginian supremacy or in- 
fluence, a knowledge of which. he may 
have first acquired after his migration 
to Sicily? Or a dim vision of which 
may have been passed on to Egypt by 
Phoenicians or Hellenes ? 

4, ptXros (4) is red ochre, mineral : 
and so different from épev@édavor, c. 189 
supra. 

gaol xr. A few years ago this 
statement might have been dismissed 
as a purely Hellenic theory, resting 
on some merely fanciful or pragmatic 
combinations. Even now it can hardly 
be allowed to take rank as _ literal 
truth: but the fresh evidences and new 
methods of the last decade or two have 
very much modified the attitude of 
scholars to such statements, and we are 
disposed to see a larger and sounder de- 
posit of historic fact in them than our 
predecessors were able to admit. 1. The 
Asiatic origin of a part of the population 
of ‘Libya’ is a tenable hypothesis. Cp. 
Appendix XII. 2. Whether a direct racial 
connexion existed between tribes of 
Libya and tribes of Asia Minor or not 
(cp. Wiedemann’s denial of the identity 
of the Asiatic Schakalscha and the 
Libyan Schekelscha, op. cit. p. 499), 
it will be generally recognised that the 
Egyptian evidences open up possibilities 

of intercourse and contact between 
Libyans and minor-Asiatics, some tra- 
ditions of which may very well underlie 
the theories regarding Trojan colonies in 
the west. That Hdt. had this particular 
statement from natives is less likely than 
that he had it from Graeco- Egyptian 
or Sikeliot sources, if indeed it was not 
due to Hekataios. 

5. St xopyn krTA. Hdt. here 
commits himself to a description of the 
rest of Libya, 7.e. the modern Tunis, 
Algeria, and Marocco, or Region of the 
Atlas. Blakesley thinks the account 
of the country and its terrors an exaggera- 
tion due to Carthaginians, who wished 
to keep the region to themselves. 
Rawlinson regards the passage as an 
accurate description of the general differ- 
ences between the eastern and western 
regions of North Africa. It is, however, 
obyious that although Hdt. has an idea 
of a strong contrast between Libya east 
and west of ‘Lake Tritonis,’ he has no 
clear idea of the character of the west, 
nor does he suspect that the description 
which he has given of eastern Libya, 
applies much better to the west. There 
is, moreover, a slight inconsequence in 
his employing % @npiwdns of the inner 
belt of his eastern Libya and here going 
on to describe western Libya as mo\\@ 
Onpiwdecrépn. 

The Fauna and Flora of the Algerian 
Sahara are very fully described in 
Tristram, op. c. App. IV-VIII., and for a 
more general description of the products 
of North Africa, K. Johnston’s Africa, 
pp. 28, 29. 

The Ye@d is described now as planted 
with numerous forests as well as con- 
taining luxuriant pasture lands in ad- 
dition to its fertile and arable settle- 
ments (Africa, p. 19). The second 
belt, behind the Tell and the Algerian 
range, is sandy, but supplies fodder, 
and in some favoured spots corn (ib. p. 
20). This second belt as steppe land is 
succeeded by the Sahara. 
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5) af > / / \ / \ / : \ \ e 10 apoTypwy open Te KapTa Kal dacéa Kal Onpiddys* Kal yap oi 
v c ig / \ ¢ / c Odes ol Umeppeydbees Kal of éovTes KaTa TOvTOUS Elol Kab oi 
> / / \ 7 ehepavTes TE Kal apkToL Kal aomides Te Kal vo oi TA Képea 
v \ ¢ / \ id ] / € ] val / EXOVTES Kal Ol KUVOKEparOL Kal ot aKépadol ol ev Tolar aTHOect 

\ ? \ 4 ¢ \ \ £ Tovs 0parpous eyovres, ws 61 AéyovTal ye Ure AvBvav, Kal ob 
” ” \ n / ” 

aypuot avdpes Kal yuvaixes | &ypuas|, Kal adda TAHOE TOArA Onpia 15 
192 > / 

akatawevoTa. 
\ \ / / 

KaTa TOUS vopaoas Oé éaoTL TOUT@Y OVOEV, GAN’ 
/ / 4 \ adda Todde, Tvyapyor Kal CopKades Kal BovBdrtes Kal vol, ovK 

e \ / ij b > f / , Ol Ta Képea ExovTES ANN AAXov atroToL (ov yap 61 Tivovert), Kal 

12. ehéhavres. Elephants are not now 
found in the north of Africa, but no 
doubt existed there in antiquity, cp. 
testimonies apud Baehr. The elephant’s 
days in central Africa seem numbered 
now, cp. Drammond, Tropical Africa, 
pp. 19, 61. 

&pxrot. Whether bears were ever 
found in Africa is disputed: see Baehr’s 
note ad 7. Hdt. 2. 67 mentions them 
as rare in Egypt. The ‘ Dardanian’ 
Akestes, at Eryx, wears the skin of a 
Libyan she-bear, Verg, Aen. 5. 37. 

dorms, an asp, ‘‘ Egyptian cobra,” L. 
&8. 

évor. Baehr suggests that the oryx, 
a species of antelope with one horn, 
is meant. See references in his note, 
But if Hdt. had been thinking of uni- 
corns he would hardly have written of 
Ta Képea ExovTes. 

13. Kvvoxépadou are described by 
Diodor. 8. 35 among the wild beasts 
of Aethiopia, next after the sphinx. 
They have ugly human bodies, and 
very savage tempers. One characteristic 
there noted might seem to suggest the 
Kangaroo. 

axébador «tA. This description is 
too much for Hdt.’s credulity, as is 
shown by his adding the ultimate source 
(ws 6m rd.) of the description, cp. c. 
187 supra. , 

14. of &ypror &vSpes kal yvvatkes. 
Few will hesitate to identify these with 
the large apes of Africa, some report of 
which might easily have reached Magna 
Graecia, Egypt, or the Levant, for their 
skins had been seen at Carthage, Hanno, 
Peripl. 18 (Geogr. Min. i. 13 f.). Baehr, 
however, disputes this identification, 
and is so much offended by the harshness 
of the text (dvdpes . . kal d\\a. . Onpla), 
that he is strongly disposed to regard 
the words ol dypio. avdpes' kal yuvatkes 

dyptat kal as an interpolation. They 
are read in all the MSS. and even if 
diddka and Onpla were not separated in 
the text, &\\a would not necessarily 
imply that Gvdpes and -yuvatkes were 
Onpia (cp. ayovro dé Kal érepor dvo 
KakoUpyo. ov atr@ dvaipebfvar Luc, 23. 
32, with Alford’s note). See 5. 32, 67, 
6. 121 infra. dypia secl. Stein. 

15. GAAa mAAPed moka covers a 
long catalogue, Hdt.’s list of authentic 
beasts being very short, and a marked 
contrast to the fuller details that follow 
in the next c. for eastern Libya. 

Kriiger follows Reiz in reading 
karawevord. The MS. reading is 
defensible; Hdt. has indicated his 
scepticism just above. But van Her- 
werden’s suggestion xal xarawevord kal 
axardwevora avoids the dilemma. 

192. 1. toirwy ovdéy. The contrast 
between the fauna east and west of 
the Triton is certainly exaggerated. 
Foxes, jackals, and other beasts here 
confined tu the east are, and probably 
were, found west of ‘Triton’: while 
among the d)\\a moAda Onpla axardWevora 
of western Libya would surely be in- 
cluded some not unknown to the Greeks 
of Kyrene, Naukratis, or Thurii. 

2. mbyapyos is mentioned by Aristot. 
Hist. Anim. 618 as a kind of eagle. 
Here it appears to be a kind of antelope. 

topxases. Baehr reads dopxddes (cp. 7. 
69), not without MSS. authority (dopxées 
Holder 8). R. tr. “* gazelles.” 

BovBddAtes. R. renders ‘‘ buffaloes.” 
Buffaloes are found in .N. Africa, but 
there is some doubt whether the BovBadis 
was not a variety of antelope. 

3. Umorov. 4. 81 supra in a passive 
sense ; here it is active (cp. dmuaxos 
et al.). That any mammal should liter- 
ally never drink seems incredible. 
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Vv a \ / val / e / af / @ be 

pues, TOV TA Képea ToLar holwEs of Miyees TrovedvTaL (wEyaDos dE 

TO Onpiov todTo Kata Body éott), kal Bacodpia Kal tawvat Kat 
» / a 

Datpuyes kal Kpiol aypior Kal OixTves Kal Pes Kal mavOnpes Kal 
Bopues, kat KpoxddevAor Ooov Te TpLTNXEES YEPTAioL, Ti}ct cavpyoe 
eupepéotato, Kal atpov0ol KaTayatol, Kal dues puxpol, Képas Ev 
e rn \ / a 

éxaortos éyovtes* TadTad Te O17 avToOu etl Onpia Kal Ta wep TH 
A \ / \ CoN > / eee: \ \ ® 7 

adn, TAY éXahou TE Kal VOS aypiou' Ehados dé Kal ts aypLos 
> / / / > 4 

ev AvBvn tapymav ovK €oTL. pvav oe yévea TpiEd adToOu éoti’ 

of pev Sisrodes Kadéovrat, of dé Ceyépues (TO O€ ovvopa TodTO éott 

4. Spves. Also a species of antelope, 
ep. Baehr’s note. 

dolvé is named by Athenaios 636 
(14. 38) among stringed instruments of 
music, in immediate conjunction with 
anxtis and payadls (udyadis L. & S.). 
It is mentioned in the same connexion 
p- 183 (4 80), and in 687 (14. 
40) golvixa dé Td Bpyavov “Eqopos kal 
Uedpowv (Dkapvwv) év tots wept Hipnuarwv 
trd Dowikwv evpePévta Tav’ryns TuxEl THs 
mpoonyoptas. 

myxess. The arms, or uprights, of 
the said Phoenician lyre. The cross- 
piece connecting them was the {vydv 
(L. & S.). The construction ra képea 
ol myxees movetvrac is remarkable. Cp. 
8. 27 7 dexdrn éyévero of dvdpiavTes. 
The voice and number in the verb are 
also noteworthy. 

5. Baccdpia, vulpeculae. Bacoa- 
pets is a title of Bacchos in the wolf- 
skin: see Baehr ad J. 

6. torpixes.  Hystrix cristata, por- 
cupine. 

S{xrves. Not identified. Van Herwer- 
den suggests Uxrides. 

Qaes. Canis aureus, jackal. In J. 
11. 474 the Tp&es are compared to 
AGes. 

mav@npes. According to Baehr’s 
authorities used here incorrectly for 
mdpdakts. Panthers are not found in 
Africa : leopards are common. 

7. Bopves. Not identified. L. & S. 
compare dpues. 

Kpoxdderkor.. This animal is appar- 
ently not a small crocodile but an 
‘immense lizard’ (Wilkinson apud Raw- 
linson). 

8. Sues. No one apparently takes 
otfence at these small horned-snakes. 
_9. Kal td mep tH MAA is an emenda- 

tion. The general MSS. reading is daep 
7] 4NNg. has &\\a 7H GAAn. ddAdAa 
tdrep 7H 4XXy would do fullest justice 

to the MSS. rp adAq (sce. yn, xd&pn) 
means ‘elsewhere.’ Cp. ce. 192 supra, 
1. 1 e al. 

1l. ovk torr. This statement must 
be regarded as exaggerated. The stag 
did not, however, occur perhaps in the 
Libya of Hdt. and the wild boar proper 
(Sus scrofa) is not found there, though 
cognate kinds are forthcoming. Author- 
ities in Baehr and Rawlinson. 

Tptd, 7. g. Tpla, cp. 1. 171. 
12. 8lrodes. Perhaps from _ their 

habit of standing on their hind-legs, 
which are longer than the fore-legs in 
the jerboa. 

{eyépes interpreted by the author, 
if the following words 1d. . fBovvol 
are genuine, as equivalent to Povvol. 
In c. 199 infra where the author 
is describing, not three kinds of mice, 
but three seasons of the year, the 
words occur: Tv depfadacodlwy 
Xepwv Ta peoa opya ovykoulfecrOar Ta 
Bouvol’s kadéovor. Povvds which is here 
mentioned as a familiar Greek word is 
there introduced as a local Kyrenaean 
term. Blakesley has a _ suggestive 
excursus on the word, which he is 
inclined to regard as a primitive Greek 
or ‘Pelasgian’ term for Mother Earth, 
and ventures to trace it in Gaelic, 
Latin, Old English and other tongues. 
The word has more usually been regarded 
as having been introduced from Africa 
into the Greek language. Whatever 
its origin it was not Attic, and was 
foreign or archaic in Hellas proper in 
the time of Hdt. But it was used at 
Kyrene (c. 199 infra), it was used in 
Sicily, and it is found in later Greek, 
LXX., Polybius (Sowdédys), Diodorus 
Siculus (Sovvoedjs), Strabo and Pau- 
sanias. It was ridiculed as a foreign 
word by the comic poet Philemon. 
(1) Meineke, #. G. ©. ed. mi. p. 880= 
Eustathios ad Hom, 880. 30. (2) 
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\ / A pev AiBvorixov, Svvarar 6 Kar “EAAdSa yAOooay Bovvol), of be 
/ 

EX LVEES. 
, ¢ / 

15 olyol OmovoraraL, 

en \ \ ars A / / n elol dé Kal yadai év TS oirAdl@ ywopevar Thor Taprno- 
lal / / fal TocavTa péev vuv Onpia 7 TOV vowddav ArBiav 

a rd id a ¢ / / YN EXEL, OTOV NMELS LoTOpEOVTES él aKpoTaToY oloi TE éyevoueba 
éEvxéoOan. 

UA \ / rn va r Magvav 5€ AiBiav Zadinkes éyovrat, roiot ai yuvaixes NVLOXEDEL 
Nee > \ / vad 194 Ta appara és Tov modewov. TovTwv bé I'Wavres eyovrat, év Tolar 

Meineke, p. 850=Phrynichos, sub v, 
(cp. Rutherford, Zhe New Phrynichus, 
pp. 459 ff.). Aischylos used the word 
Botus after his visit to Sicily (Supp. 
109, 756) where the word was probably 
early in vogue, perhaps through the 
connexion with Libya. Assuming this 
passage now before us, which occurs 
in all the MSS., to be genuine, we might 
see in the use of the word Bovvds a 
further evidence of Sici/ian influences 
on this portion of Hdt.’s text. 

14. €xvées, ‘prickly mice,’ so 
called from the stiffness of their hair : 
dgelas axdvOas éxovras ovamep ovv ol 
émtxwptor KaNovow éxevaras. Theophrast. 
ap. Baehr. 

yadat. yadtéac van H. Rawlinson 
states that the weasel appears on coins of 
Kyrene below the silphium, apparently 
after Baehr, after Wesseling, after Haym 
(Thesaur. Brit. ii. 124). Gazelle, jerboa, 
lion are given by Head (Hist. Num.) and 
Gardner (Zypes of Greek Coins), but no 
weasels. 

thot Taprnoolyor. We need not 
infer from this comparison that Hdt. 
was ever in Tartessos. It would be 
easier to bring a Spanish weasel to 
Thurii than the Greek historian to 
Spain. But it is not even necessary 
to suppose that Hdt. had seen either 
the weasel of Tartessos or that of Kyrene. 
It was enough that he had authority for 
the statement. Cp. Introduction, § 20. 

15. tooatra. Among the beasts 
enumerated by Hdt. as inhabiting 
Africa the modern traveller would 
certainly miss the camel: it appears 
that the camel was not known in Libya 
until after the Arab conquest. Cp. Ene. 
Brit. iv. 737. 

16. cov xTA. That his inquiries 
were conducted an Ort und Stelle is not 
asserted by Hdt., nor should we be 
justified in excluding written authorities 
from the range of his icropla. Rather 
must it be admitted that, if there were 
any written authorities in existence, the 

claim advanced in these words would 
be exaggerated, unless the historian 
had consulted them too (e.g. Hekataios). 
Moreover, whether this passage was 
written or was left standing after Hdt. 
migrated to the west, we must suppose 
that he did not neglect to make himself 
acquainted in the west with those sources 
of information about Libya, which would 
certainly have been available there. Op. 
Introduction, pp. xevii. ff. 

193. 1. Magtov 8€é, c. 191 supra. The 
preceding excursus on the fauna has 
interrupted the ethnography.  Saint- 
Martin, op. cit. p. 58, maintains that 
the Maxues are here spoken of in a 
more restricted sense than in ¢c. 191, 
where the term is used generally for 
the Libyans west of the Syrtis Minor 
and would include these Maxues as well 
as the Zauekes and Gyzantes. 

Zatykes is the reading of a (A 
+B). B (R+YV’) has DdBuxes (Holder). 
They were mentioned by Hekataios, 
Frag. 307 (Miiller, i. 28). Saint-Martin 
p- 58 identifies them with the Zeugi of 
the Romans, who gave their name to 
Zeugitana, and Baehr note ad 7. inclines 
to the same view. They reappear in the 
Zouaga who are found in the neighbour- 
hood of Cabes at the date of the Arab 
conquest. 

ai yuvaikes. Diodor. 3. 52, 4 yé 
yove pev oty mrelw yévn yuvatk@v KaTa 
thy AiBinv pdxya Kal rebavpwacuéva 
peydhws én’ dvdpela. Diod. proceeds to 
relate a legend of Libyan Amazons. Cp. 
c. 180 supra. 

194. 1. Tvtavres, v. 2. gvyavres PR. 
Steph. Byz. has Bvfavres- AlSues zrepl 
Kapxndéva ris ArBins €6vos . . wap 
“Hpodérm 8é Kaxds did rod y, Tvgavtes. 
Baehr accordingly identifies them with 
the tribe that gave its name to Byzacium. 
Saint-Martin however finds them again 
in the Zeggaoua, tribe tres -distincte 
des Zowaga (Zeugi) bien qu au temps 
de la conquéte musulmane elle habitat 
aussi le pays de Tripoli (op. c. p. 59). 
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tal / 

pede Toddov pev pédtcoas KaTepydfovTa, ToAA@ OS Ett TAEoV 
Néyeras Snpsoepyovs avdpas qoréev. 

lal / 

piNToDvTaL © @V TaVTES 

odto. Kal miOnxodayéovar’ of 5 oft apOovor bcou ev Tota. dpect 
/ / a rn n 

yivovrar. Kata Tovtous Sé Néyovot Kapyndovios xeicOar vacov TH 195 
a \ / / \ 

ovvowa elvae Kupauiy, pijkos pev dSunkociwy atadiwv, mAraTos Oe 
a / hy \ 

otewnpy, SuaBarov x Ths HIElpov, éXatéwy TE peoTIY Kal auTrédov. 
A a / lal / n 

Aiuvnv Sé ev adrH elvar, Ex THs ai TapOEévor ThV éeTLywpiwv TTEpotat 
/ >] a > / fal > / nr 

opvidev Kexpipévorot Tican Ex THs LMvos  Whyya avapEepovar xpuCoD. 5 
lal \ / / cs >) 

rabta ef pév éott adnbéws ovK olda, Ta Oé éyeTar ypadw* ein 5 
x o ¢ Ny vs / Q b] Wi \ i) / > 

dy ray, bxov Kal év Zaxvv0e éx Nipwns Kal VdaTos Ticcay avadepo- 

In this case they must have been dis- 
placed between the Roman time and 
the Musulman conquest. Their geo- 
graphical situation (see next chapter) 
suits with the former identification. 

2. p&Xt. Genuine honey was all 
the more important in antiquity from 
the scarcity and inferiority of sugar. 
Other instances of the manufacture: 1. 
193, 7. 31. Had this artificial honey a 
bad or a good name in Sicily and Magna 
Graecia? Cp. Steph. Byz. sub v. Zvyavtis. 

3. pidrotvrar. Cp. c. 191 supra. 
4. miOnxodayéovor. Oddly enough the 

apes have not been expressly mentioned 
among the fauna of Libya, c. 191 supra. 

ot S€ se. of ridnKot. 
év toiat dpeot. This phrase is aston- 

ishing, as Hdt. makes no use elsewhere 
(in his geography) of these mountains, 
which are, nevertheless, much needed on 
his map. 

195. 1. Aéyouot. Kapyxnddvior. The 
expression suggests that Hdt. had not 
visited the country; but it does not 
prove that he had conversed with 
Carthaginians, cp. next c. If he held 
any such converse, it might have been 
in Sicily: or the ‘ Carthaginian’ account 
might have been gathered there. See 
Introduction, p. lxxviii. 

2. Kipavy. Now generally identi- 
fied with the island Cercina, modern 
Kerkenna or Kerk’na, in the gulf of 
Cabes, just opposite Sfaks, which fixes 
the district under review as identical 
with Byzacium. Meltzer, Gesch. d. 
Karthager, i. 77, 231, argues that a dim 
knowledge of the island of Kerne in the 
Atlantic is combined with a better 
knowledge of Cercina, to produce the 
Herodotean Kyrauis. From this point 
of view the description of the situation 
of Kerne, in the meridian of Carthage, 
is remarkable: cp. Hanno, Periplus 8 

VOL. I 

(Geog. Min. i. 7). KR. Neumann (WNord- 
afrika, 64 ff.) argues that the wine and 
oil are taken from Djerba: and con- 
cludes that the description of Kyrauis 
is a combination of points taken from 
Karkeneh, Djerba, and Kerne, or one 
of the other West African islands (gold). 

3. SiaBardy ek tT. 7. is translated 
by Rawlinson : ‘‘soon reached from the 
mainland.” Hdt. appears to mean that 
the passage between the land and the 
island is fordable. Cp. 1. 75 ad fin. 

6. tatra pév. Hdt.’s scepticism is 
here much to the point, as there appears 
to be no evidence of any gold in the 
island, though gold perhaps was found in 
the interior of Africa. A more or less 
misunderstood method of procuring the 
gold dust may have been transferred to 
the site of exchange. 

ely 8’ Gv may. Cp. 5. 9, and Intro- 
duction, § 22. 

7. 8kov, ‘since,’ ‘seeing that,’ cp. 1. 
68, 192, 7. 160. 

ZakivOw. The tar springs of Zante 
are guaranteed by many authorities, 
ancient and modern: Ktesias, Jndic. 10, 
Pliny, 35. 15; Chandler, Dodwell, Haw- 
kins, among the moderns. Cp. quotation 
from Chandler, apud Rawlinson. Bur- 
sian, Geogr. der Griechenl, ii. 380 f., 
locates the chief tar well close to the 
S.W. coast, near Cape Chieri, and men- 
tions a second curious phenomenon, an oil 
spring, rising in a grotto, or cave, only 
approachable from the sea, north of the 
east coast of the island. Hdt. may 
very well have visited Zante, en route 
for Thurii and the west. This allusion 
is a fresh confirmation of the hypothesis 
that the AcBuxol éyo betray western 
influences and were not compiled in 
Egypt and Kyrene (merely). Cp. Intro- 
duction, pp. xevii ff. 

Athyns Kal #aros, There might 

L 
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/ NN 

Lévny avdTos éy@ wpav. 

HPOAOTOY IV 

VEN \ \ an elol prev Kal TAEdvES ai ALwvar avToOs, 
¢€ 2 / Desks € / a 7 S dv peyioTn avtéwv EBdouyKovra Today mdvryn, Bdbos bé 

/ / > > / \ tal 10 dvopyvios ears és TavTyY KovTov KaTielor em’ aKpe pupolvny 
/ Vn 9, ) , A mpoodncavTes Kal érevta avadepovor TH pupolvyn miccav, ddpiy 

\ 4 > ir, \ on y, a n / b) / bev e€yovoay acdadtov, Ta 6 adra THs Ivepixfs ticons apelvo. 
> / Nine / > / nr na Eoxeovar O€ > AdKKOY dpwpuypévoyv ayyod THs Aipvns: ered be 
b / / 4 > \ b / n aOpoicwar cvxviv, otTw és Tols aupopéas ex TOU AdKKOV KaTA- 

/ cf > xr ? , 2 \ / \ a \ 15 Xeovoelt. 0 TLS av eatréon és THY ipyY, UO YyHV lov avahaiverat 
b an / ¢ b) / rn 

év Th Oardoon: 7 dé améyer ws Técoepa oTddLa aro THs Aipvys. 
A i) \ \ J \ fal / n 

OUT WY Kal Ta ato THS Vicov THS emt ALBUn KEeLpévys olKoTA 
éotl adnbein. 

Aéyouor 8 kal rade Kapynddomor. elvat ths AsBins yepov 
\ bd / 7 ¢€ / 

te kal avOpwmovs &éw Hparréwv ornréov Kxatouxnpévovs: és 

have been no water in the Aluv7n, hence 
the word is added. Aluvy is a curious 
word to apply to the object which other 
travellers have described as a ‘well,’ 
or ‘spring.’ ‘‘The spring most distinct 
and apt for inspection” is described by 
Chandler as four or five feet in diameter. 
There may have been seventy feet square 
of water or marsh-land round the well 
referred to by Hdt. The ground has 
apparently undergone change since his 
time, as the tar springs are now close 
to the coast (cp. Bursian, op. cit. supra). 
The tar is very poor, and there is no 
communication between the wells and 
the sea. Blakesley suggests that Hdt. 
was perhaps misled by the sight of the 
tar floating on the sea off the island. 
In 6. 119 a still more wonderful well is 
described, but Hdt. makes the more of 
the Zante springs, because he has seen 
them with his own eyes. Besides, he 
introduces this experience to confirm a 
Carthaginian story, feeling perhaps that 
Carthaginian authority did not rank high 
with Hellenes. 

12. dpelvw. Didymus, Geopon. 6. 5 
Thy mlogav of dpxator Nuiy mapadedwKact 
kadXlornv elvac thy dad Tis “ldns, wera 
rairny thy éx Ilepias. The former was 
preferred in Asia, but the latter in 
Greece. Plin. Nat. Hist. 14. 20 (24). 

13. AdKkkoy, cistern: ep. Aristoph. 
Ekk. 154; for waterfowl, 7. 119. 

épwpvypévov. The so-called Attic re- 
duplication, dpépvyua, is more common 
than dpvypyac. Cp. adddnuat, apalpnka. 

14. ott» «th. The fact that there 
were tar wells in Zante, an island off 

Peloponnese, hardly goes far to prove 

that there was a gold well in Kyrauis 
an island off Libya, nor if a branch of 
myrtle was used to catch the pitch does 
it follow that a bunch of feathers would 
draw the gold. Speaking generally, 
however, it is a wonderful world, and 
one ought to be ready to believe a good 
deal about it (elm 6 av wav). Cp. 
Introduction, § 22. 

196. 1. Aéyovor. Hadt. discounts the 
story by adducing the authority. 
That he had it direct from men of 
Carthage he does not assert (as for 
example Meltzer op. cit. p. 235 infers: ~ 
der Umstand, dass MHerodot diese 
Nachrichten nach eigner Angabe aus 
dem Munde von Karthagern erhalten 
hat u. s. w.). The reality of a ‘dumb 
commerce’ of the kind described in this 
chapter is fully borne out by modern 
authorities, instances being adduced 
from the Sudan, 7.e. the region of Africa 
between the desert of Sahara and’ the 
Equator. Senegambia or the Gold 
Coast would answer to the geographical 
indications in the Carthaginian story, 
which inter alia goes to show that the 
Carthaginians had more extensive deal- 
ings with native Africa than was always 
suspected. The Periplus of Hanno 
(Miller, Geogr. Minor. i. pp. 1-14) 
points to the same conclusion. Modern 
authorities are cited in Baehr and Raw- 
linson. Meltzer (op. cit. p. 234) speak- 
ing of Hdt.’s knowledge of the further 
west observes that it is not to be sup- 
posed that Hdt. had the Periplus of 
Hanno in his hands: but none the less 
his information may be ultimately due 
to Hanno’s expedition. 
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rods émedy amixwvta. cal é&éXwvtTar Ta goptia, OévTes avTa 

éreEs Tapa THY KupaTdyny, eoBdvtes és Ta Troia TUpew 

rods 5° émvywpious idopévous Tov Kamvov iévas éml THY 

Oddaccav kal érecta avtl tav doptiwy xpvooyv TiWévar Kal 
KQTTVOD. 

éEavayopéev Tpdcw amo TaV hoptiwv. Tovs dé Kapyndovious 
> S) \ / / 7 ¢ \ 

éxBdvtas oxémtecOar, Kal iy pev paivntat oft a&vos 0 ypuaos 
a / > / > / X be \ BA 

Tov doptiwv, avehopwevot atadddooovTa, jv oe pn aékvos, 
al / 

éoBdvres oricw és Ta TAola Katéatar: of 5é mpocedOdvtes 

abixéeww Sé 
> / ” \ > \ ta) a Cf @ \ 7 

ovdetépous* UTE yap avTovs TOD ypvood amTecOaL ply av ode 
a a an > / a / 

amica0h tH a&in Tv gopTiwy, oT Exeivous TAY opTiwY 
/ x 

amtecOa TpoTepov 7) avtol TO ypvatov AaBawor. 
® n / Oiror pév eice Tovs aes exopev AtBiav dvoudcat, Kat 

a) an / : ‘ 

ToUT@VY of TOAAOL Bacidéos Tod Mydwv ore TL viv ovTE TOTE 
? / 2»Q/ / \ 5y4 vy >? n \ a / éppovtifov ovdév. Tocovde Oé ETL EY ELTTElY TEpl THS YopNs 

/ / 

tavTns, btt Técoepa eOvea véwerar avTiy Kal ov TAEW TOTP, 
a / la) / \ / boov nets iduev, Kal Ta pév dvo avToyPova Tay eOvéwy Ta dé Svo 

/ N \ \ / 

ov, AiBves pév cal Aidiores adtoy@oves, ot ev Ta Tpos Bopéw ot 
a 7 

dé Ta Tpos vorouv Ths AvBins oixéovres, Doivixes 5€ Kal “EXAnves 

/ @ GdXov Tpds av eOnKay xpvodv, és ob adv TeiOwor. 

emnAvoes. 

12. avrots. Bekker suggests adrol 
which would be the normal construction, 
as in c. 137 swpra déyovros ore adros KTH. 
The converse case is found as Stein 
points ont in 1. 56 odd dy adrds ovde 
oi (instead of rods) é& at’rot maicecbal 
kote 77s dpxjs. The whole chapter 
before us is an interesting example of 
the sustained oratio obliqua, and a slight 
grammatical lapse towards the end 
would not be un-Herodotean. 

197. 1. otrot pév. The words do not 
refer to the passage immediately pre- 
ceding, but to c. 194, or even c. 191 
supra. Cp. ec. 167 supra ad fin. viv 
again was a challenge to the commentator. 
Can we be even quite sure that the viv 
here was of date strictly contemporaneous 
with the viv there? 7.¢, belonged both 
originally to the same draft or stratum 
of the A:Buxol Néyor, Certainly a revision 
or second edition would synchronise the 
two, by bringing both down to a common 
later era. ‘The composition of this part 
is highly problematic : ep. Introduction, 
p- xcvii. 

A:Biov. The Libyans of Hat. 
may be taken to represent the whole 
Berber stock of North Africa, though 
the name Libu originally denoted only 

one powerful tribe or group in the 
neighbourhood of Egypt. The Aethio- 
pians represent the dark inhabitants of 
the Sudan. Hdt. does not think it 
necessary to multiply his native races 
in order to classify such tribes as he 
has mentioned 2. 32, or c. 191 supra. 
Egyptians he does not mention, as Egypt 
is not with him strictly speaking a part 
of Libya 2. 17, cp. c. 41 supra, albeit 
the statement, c. 42, that Libya is 
circumnavigable, involves the inclusion 
of Egypt in the continent. The 
Phoenicians are of course represented by 
Carthage, and the Hellenes by Kyrene, 
or the Pentapolis. The ethnography 
of this passage agrees with that of 2. 
32; the Aethiopians must be supplied 
from 3. 17 ff. (Macrobii), 8. 97 (oi 
mpdcoupor Alyurrw, cp. 7. 69), and c. 183 
supra (Troglodytae). (Asiatic Aethio- 
pians are included in the army list of 
Xerxes 7. 70, cp. 8. 94.) On the modern 
Ethnology of Africa, see K. Johnston, 
Africa, Appendix I. 

5. bo0ov tpets prev. Cp. Intro- 
duction, p. civ. The words are some- 
thing more than a mere form here, Hdt. 
plainly holding that the continent was 
not fully explored. Cp. cc. 41-43 supra. 

io) 

19 
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198 Aoxées 5é poor 008’ aperny elval ris ) AuBin orrovdaty 
‘Aoin 1) Evpwrn tapaBdOivar, rriv Kivurros podvns: 
5) avTo oivowa 1 yh TH ToTape éyer. avTn dé ouoln TH apiorn 
yéov Anpntpos kaprov éxpépew ovde eorxe ovdev Th Gry ArBin. 

5 medayyatos Te yap éote Kab émvopos mibakt, Kal ovte avypod 
dpovtifovca ovdev ove buBpov mréw Tiodca Sed/AnTaL: erat 
yap 6 Tadra TAS AuBins. Tav 88 éxhoplov Tod Kaprrod rabra 
peéetpa TH BaBvrwvin yh Katictrara. ayabyy b& yh Kal thy 
Kveorepira, véwovra: ém’ éxatoota yap, émedy avTy éwuris 
apiota évelkn, expéper, » Sé ev TH Kivure éml tpunkooia. yer 
dé Kal 7) Kupnvain xopn, éotoa tnrordtn tavrns ths AvBins 
THY of vopdoes véwovtat, Tpeis w@pas év éwuTH aklas Oaparos. 
TMpOTa pev yap TA Tapalardco.a [TOY KapTav| opyd ayacOai Te 
Kal tpvyac0a tovTwv te 8 ouyKeKopicpévav ta imeép Tov 
Paraccoidiov yopwov Ta péca opya ocvyKopiterOar, ta Bovvods 
Kad€ovel* TUYKEKOMoTAL TE OUTOS 6 péTOS KapTOs Kal 6 &y TH 
KATUTEPTATH THS YAS TeTatveral TE Kal opyd, Mate exTéToTat TE 

e/ x OOTE 7) 
\ 

TO yap 

199 

Ut 

198. 1. Soxéer 8€ pot kTrA. The tri- 
continental system is here endorsed by 
Hdt. for practical purposes. Cp. c. 45 
supra. 

2. Klvutos. Described above c. 175 
as in the territory of the Makae, flowing 
from the ddos Xapitwyv. The district 
is just, so to speak, between the Greater 
and the Lesser Syrtis. Cp. note ad J. 
The utterances here on the Kinyps 
region seem an afterthought, an addition, 
to the remarks on the river there. This 
effort in comparative geography may 
have been suggested to Hdt. after his 
visit to the west, Sicily and Magna 
Graecia and the Pontos regions being 
the best corn-growing regions of Hwrope 
known to him, while the references to 
Babylonia seem to justify the inference 
that this passage was written or revised 
subsequently to 1. 198, the very language 
of this passage reproducing the language 
of that: Anunrpos kaprov éxpépew. 

6. gpovritovea ovSév. A careless 
_ echo from ec. 197 supra. 

terat, passive. Hdt. of course knew 
nothing of the heavy rainfall of tropical 
Africa. Cp. Keith Johnston’s Africa, 
Appendix II. on the Distribution of rain 
in Africa. ‘‘In Marocco and Algeria 
. .. the west winds of the north 
Atlantic provide the winter rains;... on 
the coasts of Tripoli and Egypt the 
scanty winter rains seem to be supplied 

from the vapours of the Mediterranean 
itself,” op.c. p. 571, and cp. pp. 572-574. 

9. Hveoteptrat, cc. 171 supra, 204 
infra. It is now Benghazi (Berenice) 
the second town of Tripoli. 

199. 2. tndrordrn. Here again we 
have a postscript, which corresponds well 
to the facts, the Kyrenaica being a high 
plateau of rocks ‘‘ projecting in a solid 
mass into the Mediterranean. . . . This 
plateau gradually descends towards the 
Egyptian frontier.”” The height of the 
upper plateau is estimated at 1700-1800 
feet. Hdt. does not, however, appear to 
be aware that higher points existed even 
within his nomad Libya in the ranges of 
the Black Mountains, or Jebel es Soda, 
and Harutsh, which attain an elevation 
of 2800 feet (Johnston, Africa, p. 69). 

3. tpets dpas. Modern travellers 
confirm the general truth of this state- 
ment: Baehr cites Pacho, Beechey, 
Russell, Barth; Rawlinson adds a 
quotation from Hamilton. The three 
‘seasons’ correspond to three ‘steppes’ 
or levels rising from the sea inland, 
a characteristic of the country not 
previously noted by Hdt. (1) 7a mapa- 
Oardooww or Oadaccldia, (2) Ta péoa, or 
Bovvol, (3) 7 xarumeprarn. 

4, tév Kdprev de]. Gomperz. 
6. Bovvots, cp. c. 192 supra. 
8. exmérotat. The wine would have 

been quickly made and consumed if 

j 
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ro \ \ ¢ A 

kal kataBéBpwrar 6 mp@Tos KapTros Kal oO TedeUTAlos TUpTapa- 
’ \ a r , ) , / 

yiverat. oUT@ em dxT@ whvas Kupnvatous orapn éréyet. 
fa) > / 

peév vuv ert TtorovTov eipjabw. 
\ / 4 n 7 

Oi S& Deperiuns typwpot Ilépca érreire ex rhs Aiyvarou 200 
/ c \ ? / b / > \ / b) / 

oranévtes wd Apudvdew amixato és tiv Bdpxny, émodcopKeov 
\ / b) / ? / \ js a / a 

Thy Tod émrayyeANOmevor ExdLdovar Tos aiTtious TOD povou TOD 
> } a \ a \ i \ an / > O07 

Apwecinew: Tay Sé Tay yap hv TO TAHOGoS peTaitiov, ovK edéxovTO 
? a \ ? / \ / Sy, n 
evOadra 6 émrodvopKeoy TiHv Bapkny émlt phvas 5 

TAUTA 10 

TovsS NOdyous. 
> / ee / A ¢ / / b) \ a \ évvéa, dpvocovTés TE Optypata wroyaia pépovta €s TO Tetyos Kal 

/ > / \ 

mpocBoras KapTepas Trovevmevol. TA MEV VU OpvyHaTa avip 
\ > fa) ? tn, > id ay) ? @ fon ga / 

yarxeds avedpe ériydrKp aaoTidi, Bde érippacbels: TEpipépwv 
a r \ N a / 

avtny évtds TOU Telyeos Tpociaye pos TO Samredoy THs TONS. 
\ \ \ + ” \ \ \ lal \ Oe \ Ta pev On) GdrArXNa EoKe Kapa TPOS TA TpoTicye, KATA O€ TA 10 

¢ fal ig > dpvccomeva HnyYeerKE O YAaXKOS THs aomidos. avTopvocorTes 6 
a fal \ VA av tatty of Bapxaiow éxtewov tay Lepcéwy tovs yewpvyéovtas. 

a / 

TodTo pev 52 oUTw éEeupéOn, Tas Sé mpocPBoAas ameKpovovTO ot 
a / 

Bapeaior. ypovov d€ 6 moAdOv TpLBowévav Kal mimrovt@y 201 
> a \ > @ a / SAN ¢ 
audotépwv To\A@y Kal ovK Hooov tov Ilepcewy, “Apwacus o 

a a a \ \ / otpatnyos Tod tTefod pnyavarar Toidde. palwv tos Bapxaious 
/ / / 

@s KaTa pev TO ioyupoyv ovK aipeTol elev, SoAM OE aipeTol, TroLéer 
/ \ / > 4 > / > / A J a) / € \ Towdde* vuKTos Tadpny opvEas evpéay erréTewe Evra acbevéea wUrrép 5 
fal a a a a / avTis, catitrepOe Sé éritrodns Tav EvAwY yodv yhs émepopyce, 

er 

an a / Tovewv TH ANAn YH loorredov. 

none of the first was left when the last 
vintage was ripe. Hdt. seems to 
exaggerate somewhat with his _pre- 
positions éx, card. 

9. kal. With the form of construction 
ep. ec. 181 supra pecapBpln ré éore kal 
To Kdpra yiverat Wuxpdv Kr. c. 53 supra. 

200. 1. ot... Tlépoat. The narrative 
is resumed from c. 167 supra. Hadt. has 
not previously specified any as Persians 
except the two commanders: unless 
otparoy tov é& Aly’rrov dravra c. 167 
supra were to include the Persian 
garrisons: but cp. 1. 12 infra. 

3. érayyeAAdpevor, commanding, or, 
perhaps, demanding: cp. c. 119 supra, 
5. 98 infra, and the gloss in Suidas: 
émayyé\eTar* tmapakarel, déot. ob'rws 
“Hp5doros. (Cp. Dem. Or. 19. 193.) 

_5. @rodtépxeov. The nine months’ 
siege of Barke (c, 512 B.c. ?) was appar- 
ently memorable for the mining opera- 
tions still at that time unfamiliar to 

dua nuépn de és Noyous mpoe- 

Greeks in warfare. Mining was the 
Assyrian alternative to Battering as 
practised by Greeks and Romans 
(Rawlinson, who refers to Livy 4. 22, 
5. 19), and is frequently represented on 
Assyrian sculpture. Op. 5. 115, 6. 18 
infra (Bl.). Aeneas Poliorceticus c. 37 
relates the story here told as illustrating 
one of the ways of hindering mining, 
without hinting that the Amasis, whom 
he names, was a Persian. 

8. émuxddkw. One would suppose 
that a shield entirely of metal would 
have answered the purpose best and the 
word is so understood here. Hadt. 9. 80 
speaks of kNivac émlypuoco Kal émdpyupo 
which he speaks of in 9, 82 as yptoea 
kal apytpeat. 

12. Ilepoéwv cannot be pressed so 
as to mean that the soldiers were genuine 
Persians: it is enough that they be 
Persian subjects. 

201. 1. xpdévov 8 84, viz. the nine 
months specified in preceding chapter. 
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KaNéETO TOUS Bapkatovs: of 88 domacTas UirnKove ay, és 6 oe 
&ade opororyly vpnoac ba. my bé oporoyiny erovevvTo TOLNVOE 

10 Tuva, émrl THs eur: Tabpov Tapwoures Spkia, gor av h yh auTn 
ovT@ EXIM pévew TO bpKiov Kard yopnv, Kab Bapkaiovs te 
Umorenéew havat abiny Bacener kal Ilépoas pndev ado veox poby 
KaTa Bapratous. pera O€ TO Sprcov Bapiaioy pev TLTTEVTAVTES 

TOUTOLGL avToL TE ejay ék Tov doTE0S Kal TOV Trohepioy éov 
15 waplévar és TO Telyos Tov Bovdopevor, Tas Wdoas TvAasS avot- 

favres: ot S€ Hépoas Katappntavres rhv Kpuirrny yequpay éOcov 
éow és TO TELYOS. Katéppntav bé tobde elvexa Ty emoinoay 
vepupar, iva SPTEO Op Ke OUey, Tapovres TOICL Bapratovoe x povov 
pévery aiel TO Opkcov daov av H yi peg KATA TOTE elie: 

202 pigace dé ovKéTe Eueve TO OpKLov KaTa Xepny. 
KaTap- 
/ 

TOUS pév vu 
QAlTL@TATOUS TOV Bapkatov » Uy) Depetipn, €TTELTE ot eK TOV Ilepoéwv 

mapedolnoay, AVETKONOTIGE KUKNO TOD TUXEDOS; TOV O€ ode ryuvae- 
K@V TOUS patous drrorapobca mepuearige Kal TOUTOLGL TO TELYOS* 

5 Tous dé Novtrovs TOV Bapkaiov Aninv éxéreve GécOat Tods llépoas, 

TAnV boo avTov joav Barriddat Te Kab Tob dovov od peTalTvoL 
TovToics S€ THY TrOALY emréTpeWe 7) DepeTipn. 

Tods ov 5%) Rowrods tHv BapKaiwv of Ilépcar avdpamosdicd- 
pevot amrnicav oTriaw: Kal érrette emt Th Kupnvaiwy mon éréorn- 
aav, of Kupnvatos Noytov te atroctevpevor bieEHKav avTovs Sia TOD 

18. Wa épreSopkéorev. To Greek and, 
if we believe this story, Persian ideas 
perjury was not perpetrated if the letter 
of an oath were observed, however com- 
pletely the spirit might be disregarded. 
Cp. c. 154 supra. That Spartans were 
sometimes given to this sort of scrupulous 
duplicity may be seen not merely from 
the well-known case of Kleomenes and 
the Argives (cp. 6. 76 ff., notes) but from 
the anecdotes of Derkyllidas and Thibron 
preserved in the Haxcerpta Polyaeni 39. 
2, 3 (Biblioth. Teubner. ed. Melber, p. 
477). See further L. Schmidt, Die thik 
der alten Griechen, ii. 5 ff. 

202. 6. wiv boo. This is the first 
clear mention of any of the Battiad family 
or party in Barke: but it implies that the 
record of the proceedings is anything but 
complete, cp. c. 164 supra. What there 
was left of the city to entrust to them 
after the murderers of Arkesilaos had 
been atrociously penalised and all the 
rest spoiled by the Persians hardly 
appears: perhaps the extent to which 
the common folk of Barke sympathised 
with the anti-Battiad, anti-tyrannic, 

anti- Medic, and presumably aristocratic 
or oligarchic party, has been exaggerated 
in the traditions (cc. 167, 200 supra). 

203. 3. ot Kupnvator. This story of 
the deliverance of Kyrene from the fate 
of Barke is ‘‘exceedingly improbable ” 
(as even Rawlinson iii. 175 has observed), 
not to say, transparently fictitious. It 
is likely enough that the Persian ex- 
pedition was not directed against Kyrene, 
that city being the humble servant of 
the Persian king (c. 165 supra): it is 
likely enough that Kyrene opened its 
gates to the Persians, and supplied them 
with provisions. Itis not likely that any 
attack was made on Kyrene. If Kyrene 
had been in rebellion against the Persian 
king, or Egyptian governor, its reduction 
would have been included in the com- 
mission of Amasis and Badres. The 
appearance of the admiral on the scene 
is suspicious: but he is wanted to help 
out the action, and his presence is prob- 
ably as fictitious as the oracle (Adéydy 
Tt), the panic (Avxetos= Pan), and the 
special messenger. The story in short is 
a fraud on history, due to the pragmatic 
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dateos. SueEvodans Sé THs otpatuis Badpys pév o Tod vavtiKod 
otpatod otparnyos éxéeve aipée tiv ToduW, “Apacs b€ 0 TOD 
metod ov ga: ert Bapxny yap amooctanhvat potvnv “EXAnvida 

modu: és d dive€eAOodor Kal ifopévorcr emt Ards Aveaiov dyOov 
peteuéernoé ods od cyodoe THY Kupyynv. Kal éreipovto TO 
Sevtepov trapiévas és adtiy: of dé Kupnvator ob Tepimpov. 

8 Iépanot ovdevds paxopévov PoBos evérece, arodpapovtes Te 

bcov te é€jKxovta otaddva (ovo: idpudévte S€ To otpatorrédm 

tavTn HAGE Tapa Apudvdew ayyedos amoKxadéwrv avtovs. of 6é 

épaa Kupnvaiwv Senbévres érrodid ogi Sodvar étvxov, LaBovres 

5¢ radta aradddooorto és THY Aiyurtov. maparaBovtes dé Td 

évOedrev avtovs AiBuves tis te éoOfros elvena Kal THs oKEvAs 

rods troNetropévous avTav Kal éreAKopévous epovevor, és 0 és 

thy Aiyumrov amiKovto. 

TOLOL 

Odtos 6 Llepoéwy otparos ths AuBins éxactatw és Kveorepi- 
Sas #AOe. rods S€ nvdparrodicavto THv Bapxaiwy, Tobrous 6é éx 

a 2 24 ? / b] / \ / \ 
THs Aiyirtov avacrdotous éroincay twapa Baciréa, Bacirevs 

dé ode Aapetos édwxe THs Baxtpins yopns K@unv eyKxaToiKhoar. 
of 6€ TH KOpn Ta’Ty ovvowa eOevTo Badpxny, } wep éTu Kal és ee 
: > / > fal rn / 

Hv oiKeomevn ev yn TH Baxrpin. 

fancy of the Kyrenaeans, or their friends, 
and devised long after the events, at a 
time when it was to the credit of Kyrene 
to believe and get it believed that she 
had not medised, but had had her own 
brush with the Persian, even before the 
days of Marathon and Salamis. Accord- 
ing to Polyainos 8. 47, the expedition 
of Pheretime was directed against the 
“Kyrenaeans,’ but the passage is in 
general terms, and insufficient to over- 
ride the facts implied in the Herodotean 
story. 

7. Avds Avealov. Avkdwy dé 6 
IHedacyot rocdée etipev 7} 6 rarip ol copw- 
tepa* Avkdcoupdy Te yap modw @kicev ev 
T~e Oper TG Avealw, xal Ala dyduace 
Avkatov, kal d-yava €0nxe Avcaa. Pausan. 
8. 2,1. The presence of the Arkadian 
deity or deities at Kyrene speaks volumes 
for the ethnic character of the population, 
and would lead us to expect the presence 
of other than Dorian véuia. Cp. c. 
161 supra. On Zeus Lykaios, cp. W. 
Immerwahr, Kulte u. Mythen Arkadiens, 
i, 1-24. On Pan cp. n. 6. 105 infra. 

204. 1. és Kveorep(Sas. This state- 
ment, perhaps a genuine reminiscence, 
militates against the idea employed in 

the previous c. that Barke was the only 
goal of the expedition, and betrays the 
imperfection of the record. 

Some Greek captives from Libya may 
have been an encouraging and appro- 
priate offering to Dareios, after his own 
expedition into Europe. The king’s 
treatment of these Barkaians anticipated 
the treatment accorded to the Eretrians, 
some two or three and twenty years after, 
6. 119 infra. This chapter also in the 
words é7t kal és éué Fv suggests problems 
similar to those raised by the parallel 
passage: viz., whether our author had 
visited the place in Bactria referred to 
here ; if so, at what date; whether é7: 
krr. refers to the date of any such visit, 
or the date of composition, or more 
generally the author’s birth, and so 
forth. But in all such cases it will be 
found that the autobiographical date 
carries with it no conclusion as to the 
autoptic or other character of the evi- 
dence (cp. ¢. 124 supra), a problem to be 
decided on other grounds: see Introduc- 
tion, § 21, and this passage does not 
justify the inference that Hdt. was ever 
at Barke in Baktria. With edwxe xaéunv 
eykarokfoat cp. 6. 90 infra. 

15 
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HPOAOTOY MEATIOMENH Iv 205 

@S yap 61 
/ > a A / / \ / > / , TaxioTa ex THS AtBuns ticapévn tos Bapkatiovs amevoornge és 
\ Al b] iQ a a \ > / 9e/ c yA 

THv AvyuTTov, ameVave Kaxds: Cioa yap evrcwv é&éCece, ws dpa 
>’ / ( / rn avOpwmocr ai Amv icyvpal Tipwplar mpos Oedyv émidOovor 

5 ylvovrat. éx« pev 61 epetiuns ths Barrou tovavTn te Kab 
4 / / 

TocavTn TYyLwpin éyeveto és Bapxaiovs. 

205. 2. és tiv Alyurrov. If Phere- 
time really returned to Egypt and died 
there shortly (circa 510 zB.c. 2) her fate 
and story may have been told in Egypt 
with the appropriate Greek moral which 
concludes it (cp. Introduction, § 22). 
But she left a grandson, Battos, on the 
throne in Kyrene, of whom these prag- 
matic traditions take no account (except 
implicite in the oracle c. 163 supra). 
She can hardly therefore have been 
‘afraid of remaining in the Cyrenaica” 
(Rawl.). Perhaps she looked to Egypt 
not merely for political but for medical 
aid. She died worm-eaten (ckwdnké6- 
Bpwros), and an end so disgusting implied 
(to a pious Greek) a divine judgment, 
a previous transgression. The tale of 
the riows, or Tyuwpln és Bapkatous, supplied 
what was wanted. Blakesley ad J. 
gives a list of illustrious victims of the 
loathsome malady. 

5. ths Barrov.. She was the wife 
of one Battos and the grandmother of 
another. Baehr suggests that she may 
have been the daughter of a third. Stein 

supplies -yuvaikds and compares das 
homerische “Eixropos ’Avdpouaxn. I have 
not been able to discover the expression 
in Iliad or Odyssey. Wesseling’s note 
ad l, runs: Id nollem, turpem Vallae 
errorem, quo Peperluns THs Barrew Phere- 
timae Batti filiae, per omnes editiones 
sine animadversione propagari... Ver- 
tenti Lawrentio non observabatur “Exro- 
pos ’Avdpopaxn, etc., etc. WVergil seems 
to be the author of the phrase Hectoris 
Andromache, Aen. 3. 319.  Bouhier, 
who was the first to take exception to 
Valla’s filiae (Recherches et Dissertations 
sur Herodote, Dijon 1746, p. 146), only 
gives a reference to “‘ the grammarians, 
among others Lambert Bos, JMyster. 
Hillips. Graec.,” to prove that in such 
cases yuvy is to be supplied. But ep. 
R. Kiihner, Ausf. Grammatik d. gr. Sp. 
§ 414. 2, who only gives the Vergilian 
instance. It looks as if Wesseling had 
started this hare by a dapsus memoriae. 
The genitive in Hectoris Andromachen 
(sic) is better taken as possessive, not as 
elliptical. Cp. Conington, note ad /. c. > 



TEPYIXOPH 

Oi 8 & TH Evporn tay Llepcéwy xatarapiévtes tro 
Aapeiov, Trav 6 MeyaBatos tipxe, mporovs pév IepiwOiovs “EXXyo- 

movtiov ov Bovropévous wmnKoous etvar Aapeiov Kateotpéayto, 
mepiepOévtas mpotepov Kab bro Iladvav tpnyéws. of yap ov 
amd Xtpupovos Iatoves ypyjoavros tod Oeod atpatevecOau emt 
IlepuvOious, Kal jv pev avtixatifopevor érrixarécwvTai opeas of 
Ilepiv@co. dvowactt Bacavtes, Tovs dé emuxyerpéerv, nv dé py 
eTiBoowvrar, pn eTrUyerpeey, ETroLEeoV ob Ilatoves tadra. 

Katilomévav 

avTt- 
dé tov Llepwhiwv ev 76 Tpoacteiw, évOadta 

povvomayin tpipacin éx mpoKxAjovds ode éyéveTo: Kal yap 
avopa avédpl cal immov trm@ cuvéBadov kal Kiva Kuvi. viKOV- 
tov dé Ta dv0 Tadv LlepiGiav, ws eravdbvifov KeyapnKores, TUVE- 
Barovto ot Maioves to ypynotypiov avTo TodTO civar Kal eitray 
Kov Tapa ohict avtoic. “viv dv ein 0 xpnopos émuTeAcopeEvos 
nuiv, vov jwéeTepoy épyov. ovTw Toticr IlepwvOiouws mavwvicace 

1. 1. of 8 xtA. The material reference 
is back to Book 4, c. 144: the gram- 
matical to the last sentence of Bk. 4 
(€x wev On xrXd.). The Persians in Europe 
are contrasted with the Persians in 
Libya. The continuity of Bks. 4 and 5 
is thus fully established. On the division 

Miltiades. Cp. c. 2 infra. On the 
king’s route through Thrace, cp. 4. 89 ff. 
and Appendix IV. § 4. 
“EdAnotrovtlwy here includes all west 

of Byzantion, cp. 4. 38, 89, etc. 
5. rod Qe0d. Dionysos had an oracle 

among the Bessi of Delphic lucidity, ep. 
Gelade ep. 6. 1 note, and Introduction, § 2. 

Ileporéwy, 80,000 strong, 4. 143 supra, 
but of course not all Persians proper, 
4. 200 etc. 

2. mpdétovs. This passage appears 
to imply that Perinthos and the Helles- 
pontians had not been previously 
reduced by Dareios: the priority might, 
however, be taken to refer to the 
operations of Megabazos. Byzantion 
was the base of operation against Thrace 
and the west: yet the fleet of Dareios 
had passed freely through the Hellespont 
proper, thanks no doubt in part to 

The rracav might rather suggest 
Apollo: but see infra. 

9. évOatra. It looks as if a friendly 
and athletic contest had resulted in a 
free fight: such things happen. If so, 
the incident has been exaggerated. But 
cp. note infra on dAlyous. 

11. troy . . «dva. Paionian horses 
and hounds were celebrated. Pollux, 5. 
46, Mimnermos, Fr. 17 (Stein). 

12, éravévitov. The Perinthians were 
not mocking the Paionians but shouting 
the Apolline cry of victory: the clients 
of Dionysos apparently did not like it. 

1 

5 
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? l € / \ / 
émuyerpéovot ot Ilatoves, kal moAdov Te expatnoav Kal édurov 

2 odewy orbyous. \ iN \ b / 

Ta pev 61) amd Ilavovwv mporepov yevopueva mde 
7 ‘ / be ) 8 n > fal \ an / / eyéveTo’ TOTE O€ avopav ayaldy mepl THs EdXevOepins ywwoméevov 

a / ig / 
Tov IlepwOiwv ot Ilépcas re nat 0 MeyadBatos émexparnoav 
TAnOEL. @s 6€ éyeipbOn 1% IlépwOo0s, jravve MeyaBatos tov 

\ \ a / val / an an Sotpatov dua Ths Opnixns, wacav Todw Kal wav eOvos TOV TabTn 
olknpévav awepovpevos Bacirée. la) / 4 > / > 

TAVUTAaA yap OL €VETETANTO EK 
/ / 

Aapeiov, Opnixny catactpépec Oar. 
/ \ 4 / Opnixwv 6é €Ovos péyrotov éote petra ye Ivdovs mavrov 

> 0 / 2 3 be c > ERT GSN yA A / \ > / LA / avOpeTav: ei d€ UT EvOS apxouTo } ppovéot KaTa TMUTO, apwayov 
7 oN \ A 

T av eln Kal TOANG KpatLcTOY TavTaV eOvéwv KaTa YyYopNY THY 
ELNV. > \ \ la) Y / aka yap TovTO aropov adi Kal apryavoy pm KoTE 
> / bee \ la) 5 éyyévntat, elol 51 Kata TovTO aabevées. eh Dar: ovvoyaTta 6 &yxovat 

\ \ / 7 / TONNA KATA yYoOpas ExaoToL, vopsorct. Sé ovTOL TapaTANnctloLoL 

17. é6dfyous. Yet the Perinthians 
offer a stout resistance to the Persian. 
Rawlinson makes mpérepov long before, 
vol. ili. p. 211. If this massacre of 
‘Perinthians’ took place before the days 
of the Greek colonisation it may have 
facilitated the Greek occupation. Un- 
fortunately Hdt. does not precisely date 
the event. Perinthos may have been 
occupied by Samians about B.c. 599. 
Cp. Smith’s Dict. Geogr. sub voc., Busolt, 
Gr. G. i.2 470. The Samian connexion 
may perhaps explain the introduction 
of the tradition. The distinction be- 
tween the original Perinthians and the 
Samian ézrovxo. has been obliterated. 

2. 4. mAnOet, 80,000 strong, 4. 148. 
&s 8é corresponds to mpwrous peév c. 1 

supra. 
5. wédw, Hellenic. ¢@vos, non-Hel- 

lenic. 
Toy TAUTY olknpévoev. Cp. 6. 33. 
How Miltiades and the Chersonesos 

could be excepted from this general 
statement does not appear, save on the 
supposition that their loyalty was sans 
reproche. Op. c. 10 ad jin. where the 
concluding sentence resumes the narra- 
tive. 
8. 1. péytoroy. One misses the quali- 
fication roy ‘pels tower. Cp. Intro- 
duction, p. civ. The area of Thrace 
was much enlarged for Hdt. by his mis- 
conception of the course of the Danube. 
Cp. 4. 99. Even so, it is difficult to 
understand his putting the Thracians 
before the Scythians. 

*Ivdots. Cp. 3. 94, 98. 
2. im’ évds, monarchy. 

dpovéot k.7., like good republicans 
(federation). 

Monarchy in Hdt.’s opinion might be 
a good thing—for Thracians. Sitalkes 
made the attempt in Hdt.’s own day to 
found a united Thrace, and it was re- 
peated by Byrebistas long after. : 
4, 80. Was this passage written before 
that excursus on Sitalkes ? 

3. yvounv Thy épqv. But not in the 
opinion of Thucydides, who perhaps 
knew more about the Thracians and less 
about the Scythians than Hdt. It is, in- 
deed, difficult to avoid the inference that 
Thucydides had the statement of Hdt. 
in view when he wrote: tavry 6é 
ddtvara eé&icotcbac ovx sre Ta ev TH 
Eipémy ad otd’ ev rH Acia @6vos &v 
mpos év ovk éorw 8 te duvarévy DKvGats 
OmoyvwpLovodat Tacw avtioTHvat, 2. 97, 
6. Asia covers the Indians of Hat. 
Aristotle leaves no obscurity about 
the implicit moral when discussing the 
characteristics of a free and imperial 
race: Pol. 4. 7, 8, 1327> 7d dé ray 
‘E\Ajvev yévos Ouvdpevov apxew 
mdvTwv, pias TuyxXdvov mocTelas. 

4, beeper, Cp. 4. 46 supra. 
5. ovvépata . . mwoddkd. We know 

the names of 50 tribes (R.). Hdt. names 
19 (wide Stein ad /.). 

The customs of the Thracians in 
general are specified c. 6 infra. 

The customs of the Getae have been 
described 4. 98 supra, and are therefore 
here omitted. 

Those of the Trausi are given c. 4, 
and those of ‘the Thracians beyond 
Kreston,’ c. 5 infra. 
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/ / \ / xr 1B, / \ sl Dy fa 4 fal 

mavTes ypéwovTar Kata TavTa, TAnY Tetéwv kal Tpavody Kal TeV 
> / / \ \ / ¢ 

catiTep0e Kpnotavaiwr oixeovtav. tovrwy dé ta péev Vérae of 
? / a y , at \ de \ \ ¥ 
a0avaritovres Toedot, eipntat pot: l'pavool dé ta pev adda 

a v / / \ \ 

TwavTa KaTa TavTa Tolor AddroLTL MpyE. erriTedXéover, KaTa Oe 
/ a \ \ 

TOV ywvomevov ode Kal aTroyivomevoy Trovevou ToLdde> TOV peV 
/ ¢ / b] / cd a 

yevomevov Tepuouevor of MpoonKovtes ddopvpovTar, doa pw Set 
an / / \ / 

éreite éyévero avaThoal Kaka, avnyeomevor TA aVOpwoTriLa TavTA 
/ / / \ / fal 4 

mdQea: Tov 5 amoyevopevoy taifovTés TE Kal OOmEvoe yh KpUT- 
> / ¢ an > \ ” > / 

Tovot, émidéyovtes Oowv Kaxov éEaTradrayGeis Eats ev Taon 
4 / a / / 

evdaipovin. of d¢ catiTrepOe Kpnotwvaiwy rovedou toidde. exer 
o \ 9 > na bY / / 

yuvaixas €xactos ToANds: émeay OY TIS avTaY aTroOdyy, Kpicts 

On Thrace and the Thracians see 
Kiepert, Manual, §§ 180 ff., Smith, 
Diet. Geogr. ii. 1176 ff., Giseke, Thra- 
kisch-pelasgische Staémme der Balkan- 
halbinsel, Leipzig, 1858. For Greeks, 
especially Athenians, of the Periklean 
age, the interest in Thrace and its 
inhabitants was doubtless augmented by 
the fresh settlements there (cp. 9. 75) ; 
and mythical or prehistoric links were 
revived or established (especially in 
Athenian speculations), cp. Gaertringen, 
de Graecorum fabulis ad Thraces per- 
tinentibus (Berlin, 1886). 

4. 2. dpynrar. 4. 93 supra. 
4. ywvdpevov . . ‘yevdpevov. 

change of tense should be observed. 
5. dAodtpovtat. This Trausic view 

of life as ‘not worth living’ is by no 
means uncommon, specially' where a 
higher culture intrudes. Wholesale 
eases of voluntary extinction by barbar- 
ous nations are not unknown: O. Peschel, 
The Races of Man, E.T. p. 151. The 
pessimistic vein is, however, anything 
but un-Hellenic, cp. 1. 32,7. 46. The 
Sophoklean chorus gives utterance to a 
similar sentiment 0.C. 1225 ff. 

pn piva rov drravra u- 
k@ Nbyov' Td érel ava 
Bivac xetBev b0ev rep Free 
won devrepov ws TaXLOTA. 

The 

An incomplete list of life’s evils 
follows: 0dvos, ordoets, eps, wdxat, 
pivot, yiijpas. The more humane and 
optimistic view, which estimates life as - 
a whole, striking a balance twixt good 
and ill, is embodied in such maxims and 
anecdotes as those reported of Solon and 
the Sages, cp. 1. 30, and nearly repre- 
sents the cheerful common sense of the 
Hellenes from Achilles (0d. 11. 488) to 

' Aristotle (Hth. Nic. i. 9, 15, 1099> etn 
® av kal modvcowor, sc. 7 evdatmovia). 

The old Persians also took a cheerful 
view of birthdays, 1. 133. (Not so Omar 
Khayyam, cp.:Fitzgerald’s translation (?).) 
On the other hand, few beliefs are so 
primitive and general as the faith in a 
better life beyond the grave. See O. 
Peschel, The Races of Man, E.T. p. 258, 
H. Spencer, Principles of Sociology, Pt. i. 
ec. xiv.“ xv., E. B. Tylor, Primitive 
Culture, cc. xil. xili., and specially 
W. R. Alger, History of the Doctrine of 
a Future Life (New York, 1871) (2nd 
Ed., Philadelphia, 1883). 

Blakesley note “ remarks that Euri- 
pides (in his Kresphontes) had a parallel 
to this custom of the Trausi, and thinks 
the poet heard of it ‘“‘at the Macedonian 
court.” Stein suggests that Euripides 
got the idea from this passage in Hdt. 

9. Kpynoravalwy. By ‘ Krestonaeans’ 
must be understood the inhabitants of 
Kpyorovixy which was a district ad- 
joining Iason 7. 124 (cp. 8 116)° 
between the Axios and the Strymon. 
What the relation if any between the 
Kpnorovixy yh (8. 116) and the Kpnoray 
mods (1. 57), between Kpnorwvato 
and Kpnorwrijra, are moot points. To 
change Kreston into Kroton (= Etrurian 
Cortona) in 1. 57 (with Stein) cuts the 
knot, in a way not convincing. Perhaps 
Hdt.’s information is here drawn from 
sources that avoided ascribing city organi- 
sation to the Thracians, or Pelasgi, of 
Krestonike, cp. rddis—€Ovos c. 2 supra. 
Hdt. however below c. 7 uses modifrac 
carelessly of Thracians. 

5. 2. mohAds. Oneis tempted to think 
from this that the Krestonaeans at least 
were monogamous. — 

wn 
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yiverat peyadn TOV yuvaikdv Kal hirwv orrovdal loyupal mepl 
TovOE, Tvs avTéwy epidéero paddicta Ud ToD dvdpds: 4) 8 adv 

5 xpi Kat TipnOh, éyxapiacbcioa imd te avdpav Kal yuvakdv 
opaterar &s tov tdpov bd Tod oixniordrov éwuTis, chaybeioa 
6€ cuvOdrrerat TO avopl. ai d€ dddat ouppopHy peyarnv 

A 4 £ a 
TTOLEVYTAL* dvevdos yap ope TOUTO péyLorov ryiveras. 

Tov 6€ 67) ddAdov Opnixwv éarl bde vopos. TWAEDOL TH 
/ pee 49 fal AN \ / rie Texva em éEaywyn, Tas Oé€ mapHévous ov duAdocovaeL, adr édat 
na by \ / b) / a Totot avtal Bovrovta avdpdot ployecOar: Tas bé yuvaixas ioyv- 

a / od) / \ a rn pas purdccover al ovéovras| Tas yuvaixas | Tapa TOV yovewv ypn- 
/ / 

5 paT@OV peyadXov. 
/ / 

QOTLKTOV ayevves. 

\ \ \ b) / 
Kal TO ev éatiyvOar evryeves KEeKpiTal, TO 6é 

) \ ( / a teed / 3 
apyov ¢ivat KadMaTOV, yHs bé épyaTny att- 

t \ A Sia ca\ / a 
7 potatov: to hv amo moNésou Kal AnioTVos KaALCTOV. 2 

OUTOL 
/ CR J} / 

pév chewy ot emupavéotator vojror cict, Beos dé céBovtar pov- 
/ 

vous tovabe, “Apea kal Avovucov cat “Aprepww. oi b€ Bacinrées 
> n / a I / ¢ 

avTov, TapeE TOV ANAwWY TOdLNTéwV, GéEBovTaL “Eppyényv pwadiora 
na \ 5) / n rn 

5 Oe@v, Kal opuvvovaot povvoy TodTOV, Kal Réyovo” yeyovévat ato 

6. opdterar. This sacrifice of the 
favourite wife is as good a proof of belief 
in a future life as the practice of the 
Getae 4. 94, or Scyths, 4. 71. Cp. O. 
Peschel, Races of Man, p. 259. On the 
wide prevalence of suttee, cp. Wester- 
marck, History of Human Marriage, p. 
125. The practices of polygamy and 
suttee would show that these highlanders 
had male-descent. 

6. 1. vépos. This and the two follow- 
ing chapters exhibit the use of three of 
the standing anthropological categories 
of Hdt.—véuo, deol, radal. 

2. ras 8 mw. ‘A great many races of 
mankind are quite indifferent to juvenile 
unchastity, and only impose strict con- 
duct on their women after marriage” (O. 
Peschel, op. c. p. 220). But cp. Wester- 
marck, op. c. 61 ff. One advantage 
of the icxupa pvdaxn would be that 
paternity and male kinship might be 
ascertained and peradventure prevailed 
among the Thracians. On marriage 
by co-emption see O. Peschel, op. c. pp. 
227 ff. Stein appropriately quotes 
Xen. Anab. 7. 2, 38 where the Thracian 
chief Seuthes says: col d& & Revoday 
Kal Ouvyarépa Swéow Kal el tis col ort 
Ouydrnp wvjcowat Opakly vduy. 

4, ras yuvatkas secl. St. 
5. ebyevés. Tattooing was of course 

an abomination to the Hellene (cp. 7. 

233). The barbarian view of the in- 
dignity of labour was, however, largely 
shared by the Greek, who made some 
exception in favour of agriculture. Cp. 2. 
167, L. Schmidt, Ethik d. alt. Griechen, 
li. 435 ff. 

7. 2. Beods. 
deities is incomplete (vide Rawlinson) 
and even misleading. R.’s view that 
Ares, Dionysos, and Artemis represent 
respectively War, Drinking, and the 
Chase is fanciful. All three deities were 
more probably war- gods, hellenised by 
the Greeks in Thrace. Artemis may 
stand for the Thracian Kotys or Kotytto 
or for Bendis whose cult was not un- 
known in Athens itself (Xen. Hell. 2. 4, 
11, Plato, Rep. 1. 1). Stein happily 
refers to 4. 88. Dionysos had an oracle 
among the Bessi, 7. 111. 

In the royal Hermes Rawlinson sees 
“‘some mythic inventor of the useful 
arts.” But as the Thracians despised 
these labours this conjecture appears 
unfortunate. Perhaps Hermes stands 
for a deity invoked by the chieftains 
in their bargains or treaties (durvovot 
podvoy rodrov) with the Greeks, and 
represented by them (Aéyovc:) as their 
ancestor. That ancestor-worship was 
practised is of course not disputed. 

4, modwntéwv looks like a Jdapsus 
calami, but cp. ec. 5 supra, 15 infra. 

Hadt.’s list of Thracian ~ 
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al > / al aX vA 

tapal dé Toto evdaipoor adtav eiol aide: 8 
Tpeis pev Hyuépas mpotiOeiou Tov vexpov, Kal TravtToia opdtayTes 
ipa evwyéovtar mpoxAavoavtes TpaTov: &mevta 5é Odmrover 
KataxavcavtTes 7) GAAS YH Kpv\ravTes, yOpa SE yéavTEs aydva 
riOeiot Travtoiov, év TO TA péyrota aeOra TiPeTaL KaTa AOyoY 5 

pouvomayins. tapal ev 57 Opnixwv eicl aide. 

To S& mpos Bopéw THs yapns ert TavTns ovdels Eyer Ppdoas TO 9 
> \ ¢ / ? Ya Maes: > / > \ \ / 

arpexés oltwés eiot avOpwror oiKéovTes [ avrnv |, ana [ ra TEPHY 

dn tod “lotpov| epnuos yaopn gaiverar éodoa Kal drreipos. 
povvous dé dvvapas trubécOat oixéovras Trépnv Tod “latpou avOpe- 

o a / >? n \ / n 

mous Totat ovvopa eivar Luydvvas, eoOAtt S€ ypewpévovs MndxuxH: 5 
a / ul \ n >) / 

rovs O€ immous avTav eivat Naciovs aTay TO GOpa éml TéEVTE 
SaxtvAovs TO Babos TOV TpLyOv, puKpors Sé Kal oLpovs Kal advud- 

> /, 

tous avodpas pépew, Sevyvupévous Oé tr appara eivar o€vTarous: 
¢ / \ \ a \ > / dppatnratéeww O€ pos Tav’Ta Tos EemTL’YwpioUs. 

8. 1. roto. edSalpoor. The wealthy, 
ep. ce. 28, 31 infra. 

8. brara. . kpipavres, tr. ‘ they burn 
and bury the corpse, or simply bury it.’ 

5. Ta péytora GeOAa tlBerar Kara 
Adyov povvopax(ys, the single combat is 
awarded the highest prize” (R.); ‘‘in the 
way of single combat” (Bl.); “die grossten 
Preise fiirden Einzelkampf je nach seiner 
Bedeutung ausgesetzt werden” (St.); “die 
grossten Preise ausgesetzt werden, je nach 
Verhaltniss des Zweikampfes” (Baehr). 
The meaning seems to be simply: ‘The 
greatest prizes (given for such things) are 
awarded, the competitors being matched 
in pairs.’ There is no necessary implica- 
tion that smaller prizes were awarded on 
a different system: or that the import- 
ance of the various ‘duels’ varied. The 
contrast implied lies not between the 
several items in the Thracian dywv, but 
between the Thracian dywyv and Hellenic 
Gywves in which the prizes were slight 
(6 didduevos arépavos 8. 26), and more 
than two competitors entered (c. 22 
infra). An example of this Thracian 
Hovvopaxty is given c. 1 supra. 

9. 1. otSels. Cp. the formulae in 4. 16, 
24. Who furnished him with 76 drpexes 
concerning Thrace itself Hdt. unfortu- 
nately does not specify. This chapter 
may have been derived in part from 
western Greek sources. It carries us 
into the Adriatic region. See Introduc- 
tion, p. xcix. and 1, 5 infra. 

2. abrtv' ra. . "Iorpov secl. Stein. 
3. Grepos. There is no Ocean on the 

me ff / \ 

KaTnKew O€ 

north of Europe, according to Hdt. Cp. 
4. 36, 45. 

4. wépnv tv. "I. The Danube with 
Hdt. is the N. boundary of Thrace, and 
as he probably places the Danube in this 
part much too far north, he has the 
more room for Thrace. Cp. c. 3 supra. 

5. Quyivvas. Steph. Byz. quotes 
Ktesias as authority for Dfyuvo in Egypt. 
Strabo 520 places Zlyvvor in the Caspian 
region, and says of them vada pév 
mepolfovow, immaplos dé yp@vrar pKpois 
dacéow xr. The resemblance with this 
passage is obvious. In the ‘ Zigeuner’ 
(gipsies) Bl. sees a survival of the 
Sigynnae. Touching their Medic origin 
there may have been some confusion on 
the part of Hdt. or his sources over the 
Thracian tribe Madol (Steph.: Byz. sub 
v.), whom he does not mention. The 
‘Median’ dress (c. 49 infra, cp. 6. 112) 
may have supported the theory. But 
ep. Strabo 7. c. supra. 

The Eneti on the Adrias (cp. Hekataios 
apud Steph. Byz. swb voc. ’Adpia) are 
probably so described to distinguish them 
from the Paphlagonian ’Everol of the 
Iviad 2. 852. Blakesley suggests that 
the Eneti conducted a traffic between the 
Adriatic and the Euxine by means of 
some entrepot on the Danube. Cp. 4. 
33. We have here again an indication 
of the Amber route from the Baltic, all 
the more valuable if this passage be from 
a different source. 

6. tirovs. Bl. sees in these small 
horses polnische Pferde, i.e. ponies. 
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a. / 
EOL [LEV VuV 

TavTa éyovtTes SoKxéovot Aéyew ovK oiKOTa’ Ta yap Coa TabTa 
5 haiverat eivas SUopuya’ add prow Ta bro THY apKTOV GaolKnTa 
doxéer eivar Sid Ta iyea. TadTa pév vuY THS YoOpys TavTYS TréepL 
NéyeTar: Ta Tapabardoora 8 wv avThas MeydBatos Lepcéwv 

/ / 
KATHKOG eTrolee. 

Aapeios dé ws dvaBas Tadyiota Tov “EX HoToVTOY amixeTo és 
Ya 8 b) i a) a b) aT / a M nN / b) / \ pos, euvnoOn ths €& Lortvatov te rod Midnoiou evepyecins Kal 
THs Tapawéovos tov Mutirnvatov Kaew, petarreprrdpevos 66 
aeas és Lapous €OLOoU aUvTOtoL aipeow. 

¢ \ Ate cr a 

o pev 61) lotiaios, are 
i a / / \ > a / 

Tupavvevov Ths MudrHrov, tupavvidos pev ovdemins mpoceypnute, 
b) an t n 

aitéee 5€ Mupxwvov tHv Héwvav, Bovdopevos ev avth modw 
/ . 

KTLOQL. 
& \ \ / Coes, ¢€ \ / et > ovTos pev 67 TavTnVY aipéeral, 0 O€ Kans, oid te ov 

/ / Ee Sass / a 

Tupavvos Snuorns Te ewv, aitéer Mutirnvns Tupavvedoa. TedEw- 

10. ’A8ply. The river probably, not 
the sea. Cp. 1. 163, Stephx B. 7. ¢. 
supra. Arnold in Thue. 1. 24 takes it 
of ‘‘the country.”’ His note is worth 
consulting. 

12. yévo.ro 8 Av wav. Cp. Sophokles, 
Aias, 646; 4. 195 supra, Introduction, 
§ 22. 

18. ovyivvas . . Sdpata. The last 
sentence of this chapter is suspiciously 
like a gloss. Stein defends it. If 
genuine it is all the more remarkable as 
the only passage where Hdt. names the 
greatest of the Phokaian colonies. It is 
inconceivable, however, that Hdt. should 
have been ignorant of the existence 
of Massalia. This passage would also 
bear out the view that Hdt.’s informa- 
tion here is derived from a western 
source. It is plainly not from a 
‘Thracian’: see next chapter. Cp. 
Introduction, p. xcix. 

10. 2. Opyuxes. He returns to eastern 
sources. ‘The specification of the source 
here accompanies incredulity, ep. 4. 187. 
Hdt. might have rationalised the 
Thracian bees into the sting of cold, as 
the Scythic feathers into snowflakes 4. 
31 supra, but stops short of that. Is it 

possible that the ‘bees’ were gnats or 
mosquitoes ? 

5. thy dpkrov. 
191). “Apkrov @ Av Kal “Apatay érrixdn- 
ow Kadéovra 7. 18. 487. The constella- 
tion Ursa Major. The translation “pole” 
(Macaulay) seems to imply a cosmical 
theory, of which Hdt. betrays no con- 
ception. Cp. 4. 36. 

7. Ta tapaSarkdoco.sr. The Thracian 
Chersonese would have to be included, 
if the loyalty of Miltiades were not above 
suspicion. Cp. c. 2 supra. 

11. 1. StaBdés. Which he could hardly 
have done without the support of 
Miltiades. 
“EdAjorovrov in narrower sense. Cp. 

4. 38. The sentence carries back to 
4. 143. The service of Histiaios 4. 187- 
142, the suggestion of Koes; 4. 97. In 
their rewards the tyrannis here appears 
as the out-post and prop of ‘ Medism.’ 
Cp. 4. 137. 

Myrkinos was not on the site after- 
wards occupied by Amphipolis (Nine 
Ways, 8. 114) vid. Rawlinsonad 7. The 
Edonians recovered the city c. 126 infra, 
and it was in their hands in 424 B.o. 
Thue. 4, 107 (St.). 

The Bear (cp. 4. . 
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Aapeiov $¢ cvvivecxe Tpiyypa Towovde iSopevov émibuphoar évret- 
, ¢ / by a \ 

Aacba. MeyaBdato Ilaiovas €XovTa avacrrdactovs Tovjoas és THV 
a = 9 / \ / / / 

"Acinv éx ths Ediperns. jv Uiypns cat Mavrins dvdpes Ilatoves, 5 
‘ A / b] \ ? / 5) \ twa WA / 

of éeite Aapetos Sié8n és THY Acinv, avtol é0édovres Lasovev 
, > / > SS / 8 ¢ b) / 15 \ / 

Tupavveve amixvéovTas €5 Yapous, awa ayouevor adedpeny peyarnv 
\ > / / be a / , \ 

te Kal everdéa. gvdrdaEavtes dé Aapeiov mpoKxatifopevoyv és TO 
a a / / 

mpodoteov TO Tov Avddy éroincay ToLovde: oKevdoarvtes Tip 
> \ S 5 Bd Sma? 8 ” 7 5) a 

aderdeiy as elyov apiota, er Vdwp EmepTov ayyos emt TH x0 
fol n / vA b] Vi 

Keharh éxovoav Kal €x Tov Bpayiovos immov érédxovcav Kal 
, / ¢ \ / ¢ / ) \ n / 

KAwPovcav ivov. @s dé TapeEjte 1) yuvy, erripedes TH Aapei 
> 3 + \ II Nee yA Avs \ / b) a 
éyéveto: ote yap Ilepouxa Hv ovte Avdva ta Trovevpeva ex Tis 

/ > \ a nan? / > a 2 \ Noe? 
yuvarKos, oUTE Tpos TOV ex THs Acins ovdamav. émipedes O€é ds 

ey eee a / N / / / rd 

of éyéveto, TOv Sopupopav Twas méurrer KeXevov hudaEa 6 Te 15 
/ Lal ¢ ¢ / e \ Py \ v ole elTrovTo s ¢ Py \ xpicetas TO inm@ 1) yuvyn. ot pev 1 Ome n O€ 

\ / 5 \ t/ A \ 

émeite amixeto éml Tov ToTamov, pce Tov immov, dpoaca Sé Kal 
a , \ eS) ON eQ\ / 

TO ayyos Tov UdaTos eumAncapévn THv avTnv odov TapeEnte, 
a a / > an / 

dépovea TO Udwp eri THs Kepadis Kal éTéeXKOvVTA Ex TOV Bpaxiovos 
/ \ V4 / \ ¢ an 

tov trmov Kal otpépovca Tov atpaxtov. Owpyatwv dé o Aapeios 13 
a / x ON ef / \ 

Td TE HKOUVTE EK TOV KATATKOTMY Kal TA AUTOS Wpa, aye avTHY 
\ / na \ . 

@s 6€ ayn, Tapicay Kal ov adeddeol 
> a \ nr 

ELPWT@VTOS O€ TOD 
éxéXeve EWUTO €s Oypiy. 

a / \ lj / 

aQUTHS OU KN TpoTw oKOTLNY EXOVTES TOUTMV. 
c / 5 / 

Aapeiov omodamn ein, Epacav ot venvicxos eivar Llaioves Kal 5 
: QNNOy / / Lee / 

0 5 apetBero, tives dé of Latoves ; / / ss €eivny civai ohéwv adeAdenp. 
” / ? \ a a > / \ / a 2fy/ avOpwrol eiat kal Kod yhs oixnpévor, Kal Ti Kelvor éOéXovTES 

12. 3. Aapetov cuviverke . . emOv- legendary history” (R.). For another 
pijoat. The wordssuggestacoincidence instance cp. c. 20 infra. A local story 
rather than a causal relation. Cp. ére- has apparently been transferred to 
Oipnoe 4. 1. ériOupioa évrethacbar Dareios. Possibly the roidvde betrays a 
wovjoat is an inelegant sequence. The 
charming story which follows, cc. 12, 13, 
seems hardly adequate to account for 
the fate of the Paionians. 

The passage suggests a picture; like 
some other passages in Hdt.’s work: ep. 
4. 88. Had the subject been pictori- 
ally treated? Nicolas of Damascus (apud 
Constantin. Porph. de them. 1. 3, Hist. 
Gr. min. i. p. 73 ed. Teub., Miiller, Frag. 
Hist. iii. p. 413) tells the same story, 
with trifling variations, of a certain 
‘Thracian’ (Mysian) and his wife, 
Alyattes the Lydian king taking the 
lace of Dareios. Though the citation is 
d, it is quite as likely to give the 

earlier version. ‘The repetition of such 
tales is a common feature of ancient 

slight misgiving on the part of Hdt.: 
or a hint that he has touched up the 
material. Cp. Appendix IY. § 7. 

14. *Aolys. In Asia the women 
were kept in confinement. This con- 
trast may have contributed to the elabora- 
tion of the anecdote. The political 
motive suggested (é0édovres Tlacévwr 
Tupavvevew) for the ruse of the brothers, 
and the nemesis which attends them, 
are also observable, in the same con- 
nexion. 

13. 6. tlyes. . AvOpwrol elor Kal Kod 
yijs olknpévor. Cp. the question of Kyros 
respecting the Lakedaimonians 1. 153, 
and of Dareios respecting the Athenians 
c. 105 infra. Even satraps put this 
lordly question, c. 78 infra. 
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e \ \ fa) Sy / cf 

ol 6€ Kal TovTO épacay Tpobtpws obTw 
> a \ 9 / 7 avToU yap wv TovTouv elvexa Kal é7roLéeTo. evOadra 

ta) / / / \ le > a / Aapeios ypager ypappata MeyaBat, tov eure ev TH Opnixn 
b / n oTpaTnyov, evTedopevos eEavacrhaar €E HOéwy Ilaiovas Kal trap’ 

e \ b va) \ \ fy EWUTOV ayayely Kal avTovs Kal Ta Téxva Te Kal Tas YyuVaiKas 
avUTOV. 

Oe \ € \ / \ avtixa Se immedls eOce hépwyv tiv ayyedinv él Tov 
¢ a ca) 

EXAjorovrov, meparmbels b€ S800 rd BuBALov TO MeyaBdto. 6 
d€ émireEdpevos Kal AaBav Hyepwovas ex Ths Opnixns éatparevero 
oy AN \ / 

ert tnv Llavovinv. 
/ 

muGopevor S€ ot Ilatoves rods Ilépoas én 
/ / 

apéas tévat, dduabévtes eEeotpatevcavtTo pos Oaddoons, SoKéovTes 
TavTn eTuxerpnoew Tors Lépaas éuBddXoveTas. ot pev 7 Latoves 

\ 4 \ / 

jhoav roo. tov MeyaBafov otparov émuovta épixew: of Se 
/ / / \ / Tlépcas mudopevor cvvadicba rovs Ilatovas Kal tiv pos 

/ b \ / 54 € / \ ” 
Qaracons éoBornv dudAdooorTas, EXOVTES NYE“OVaS THY aVw 
CQ\ / / \ \ / > / 3 \ 

odov Tparovtar, NabovTes 5é Tovs Ilaiovas éorimtovet és Tas 

9. IIavovln . . memodtcpévn. An ex- 
aggeration no doubt. Cp. modinréwy c. 
7 supra. 

11. Tevkpév. This would be an argu- 
ment for the Persian protectorate, as the 
Persians claimed Asiatics in their own 
right. Cp. 1.4. On Teukrian colonies 
ep. 4. 191. That Troians might have 
found their way to Thrace, after the 
destruction of their city, is surely not 
very improbable. Rawlinson erroneously 
supposes that the Paionians are here 
conceived as an off-shoot of the Teukri, 
before these left their ancient abode in 
Europe. R.’s supposition is disproved 
by 7. 20 which he here quotes in sup- 
port of his mistake. The Strymon was 
claimed centuries after as the western 
frontier of the Persian empire. Cp. 
letter of Sapor to Constantius A.D. 

- 358. ‘‘ As the lawful successor of Darius 
Hystaspis Sapor asserted that the river 
Strymon in Macedonia was the true 
and ancient boundary of his empire,” 
Gibbon, c. xix. (ii. 405, ed. 1848). 

18. épyariBes* epyomrdvous épyddes Te 
Kal xepwvaxras, Nic. Dam. /.c. supra. 

tpacav mpo%iuws, The young men 
overreach themselves, and instead of 

winning crowns involve their own people 
in captivity. avrod rovrov elvexa is 
vague, if not inconsequential. The 
object of the young men has been ex- 
pressly stated above, to establish a 
tyranny in Paionia, supported by the 
Persians: their action was, however, 
better calculated to produce the result 
actually realised. This inconsequence 
is not involved in the story, as found in 
Nicolas, and is another reason for con- 
demning the Herodotean version: not 
but what consistency may be a product 
of reflection. Such inconsequences, how- 
ever, are not rare in Herodotus, and 
betray his constructive methods. Cp. 
Introduction, § 19. 

14, 2. ypdde ypdppara. One cannot 
suppose that Hdt. had documentary 
evidence for this special commission, 
which here comes in to define the more 
general direction Opnixny karacrpédecOat 
c. 2 supra. Cp. Introduction, p. lxxxvii. 

5. tamevs. The Persian courier ser- 
vice, or royal post, is more fully described 
8. 98. But on the present occasion a 
single messenger seems to have performed 
the whole service. 

15. 6. tiv dvw Oddy tparovrat antici- 
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Todas aitav éovcas avdpav épywous: ola dé Kewhou éemimecovTes 
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Tomas, attixa Siacxedacbértes Kat’ éwuTods Exacro. érpdmovTo 
Kal Tapedidocay opéas avtovs Totor Ilépono. 

/ / 

EVITETEWS - KATETYOV. 

ovTw 51) Lavovev 

Xupomraiovés Te Kal TavorAa kab of péype tis Lpacuddos 
Nyvys €& HOéwv eEavacravres Ayovto és tiv Acinv. of dé Tept 
te Idyyasov dpos [kal AdSnpas cat ’Aypidvas cal ‘OSopdvrovs | 

Kal abriy Thy Nipynv THY Ipacidda ovix éyxerpmoOnoav apynv bod 
MeyaBdfou: émevpnbn Sé Kal Tovs &v TH Mun KaToOLKnpEVOVS 

eEaupéery ade. 
éornce TH Aipvyn, Ecodoy ex THS.HTElpov oTewnvy éxyovTa ph 
yedipn. tos S€ atavpods Tors UrecTewTas Toior iKkpiovor TO 
pév xov apyaiov éotncav Kowh TavTes of ToduhTaL, peTa O€ 
voum ype@dmevor toTaar Tougde> Kouifovtes €& dpeos TO ovvomd 
éott “OpBydos, Kata yuvaika Exdotny 0 yapéwy TpEls oTav- 
pods wriotnot: ayerar dé Exactos cuyvas yuvaixas. oiKéovot O€ 
ToLoUTOY TPoTrOV, KpaTéwv ExacTos éml TOV ixpiwyv KadUBns TE év 
TH Statatar Kal Ovpns KataTraxThs Ova TOV ixpiov Kato pepovons 
és THY Aimyyv. 

KatakurcOA Sepaivortes. 

\ be / A bé in 50 / ; \ Ta O€ yATLA TraLdia S€ovot TOV 700s OTAaPTM, }41) 
an \ a A 

Tolot O€ immolot Kal TotoL UTrobUytoLoL 
/ / > a n \ a / b) a A c/ 

Tapexovet yoptov tyOds: Tov dé TAOS Eat TOTOVTO waTE, OTAV 
\ / ta) / / Thy Ovpny THY KaTaTaKTIY avaKkdivyn, KaTLEL oxYolVm omupioa 

\ \ / / A 
Kewny és THY Riwvnv, Kal ov ToAOY TWA yYpovoy éTLTYoV 

pates the strategy at Thermopylae 7. 
213. This same pass was afterwards 
traversed by Brutus and Cassius on the 
way to Philippii The normal pass 
followed the valley of the Strymon. 
Giseke, Thrakisch -pelasgische Stamme, 

» 5. 
: 8. médvas, used loosely for k@pac, 
ep. meroiouen, c. 13 supra. If they 
had been really empty (kewjovr) the men 
need hardly have surrendered. 

12. Luptoratoves. Giseke (op. cit. p. 
4) sees their name in the town Siris 
mod. Seres) 8. 115. A town in Italy 

me the same name, cp. 8. 62 and 
Steph. B. sub voc. 

Li hat. Giseke places east of the 
Siriopaionians. 

péxpt. As far (north) as... 
16. 2. Iléyyatov Spos. The district 

abounded with gold and silver 7. 112. 
The tribes on Mount ‘ Pangaion’ would 
be in the rear of Megabazos when he 
had reached the Paionian plain north of 

VOL. I 

the mountains. The Doberi (to be distin- 
guished from the tribe, Thue. 2. 99) are 
placed (by Giseke) ‘‘between Amphipolis 
and Philippi”; the Odomanti further 
north on left bank of the Strymon ; the 
Agriani still further north, by the 
sources of the same river. ‘‘ The lake 
Prasias is the lake into which the 
Strymon flows” (Giseke op. ¢.). It is 
difficult to believe that Paionia was con- 
quered, or even attacked, until the tribes 
in the region of Pangaion and Prasias 
had been reduced to order. Cp. next 
chapter. Stein brackets the words xal 
. . Odopdyrous. 

5. eEa.péeww @Se.is very harsh. St. 
suggests Karouxnuévous dé de instead of 
de. Abicht simply transposes éacpéew 
KQTOLKNMEVOUS. 
We have in this chapter the earliest 

description of ‘Lake Dwellings.’ On 
the subject in general consult Lubbock, 
Prehistoric Times, c. vi., Encyc. Br. xiv.® 
222 ff., R. Munro, The Lake Dwellings of 

M 

Io 

16 
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ixpia emt otavpav ipndrav eCevypeva ev péon 5 
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Tov O€ ixOvwv éorl yévea S00, Tos 
/ / / \ / 

KAANEOVOL TATPAKAS TE KA TLNwVAS. 
/ ¢ b) Tlasovav peév 5% of yerpwbévres iryovto és tiv ’Aoiny. Meya- 

\ 

Bafos S€ ws éyveipdcato rods Ilatovas, méumet ayyédous és Maxe- 

Europe (London, 1890), and the forth- 
coming Albwm lacustre du Musée de 
Lausanne. Whether there were really 
Lake Dwellings in Lake Prasias, or not, 
has not been ascertained ; and it is at 
least possible that Hdt. may here have 
mixed up some description of such re- 
mains with a report of such a method of 
fishing as that described in Rawlinson, 
note ad J. vol. iii. p. 222. 

17. 2. as éxei_pdoaro. After conquer- 
ing but before carrying them into Asia. 
Cp. c. 23 infra, ad init. The conquest 
of Paionia was by no means complete or 
effective. The Paionians lay out of the 
direct line of advance, and it required a 
special command from the king to bring 
about operations against them, c. 14 sup. 
The direct advance of the Persians is 
now resumed, and brings them into con- 
tact with Macedonia, the E. frontier of 
which, at this date, may be placed on 
the Axios. The invasion of Thrace, with 
the reduction of the Paionians and other 
tribes by the Persians, was no doubt a 
benefit to Macedonian ambition, of which 
it was not slow to avail itself. _Amyntas 
old in years and affairs sees his oppor- 
tunity, and pays homage to the Persian 
king. The story of the patriotism and 
chivalry of Alexander which follows 
would be more credible but for the 
following considerations: (1) his sub- 
sequent conduct and policy were not of 
a piece with what is here set down. 
Not merely does he himself afterwards 
make terms with the Persian (see c. 21 
infra), he also makes, so far as we learn, 
no effort subsequently to repudiate the 
Persian supremacy, though opportunity 
was not wanting, see 6. 44. (2) Similar 
stories, as Rawlinson remarks, are told 
of other persons: of Messenians and 
Laconians, by Pausanias 4. 4, 2. Of 
Athenians and Megaraeans by Polyainos 
1. 20; 2 (= Plutarch; Solon 8), (Of 
Theban exiles and the Polemarchs by 
Xenophon, Hell. 5. 4, 2-6. Add the 
banquet scene in Plutarch, Theseus 30, 
which, however, lacks the Verkleidung ; 
and the story of the Minyae 4. 146 supra, 
which lacks the banquet. Of course 
such things may happen, and may 
happen more than once ; yet the repeti- 

tion of similar stories tends to discredit. 
Cp. c. 12 supra. If it be said that 
there are touches of verisimilitude in 
Hdt.’s story (2g. ddryndbvas 6p0adpGv 
c. 18 infra), it may be answered that 
such touches are not beyond the art 
of the good story-teller, and that there 
are other touches (see c. 18 infra) 
with a contrary moral. There are, 
besides, many small omissions and 
inconsequences in the story: were 
interpreters employed? How many of 
the supposed ladies were there, seven or 
more? How was the massacre of the 
suite managed? Where is the scene 
laid? and so forth. (8) If the story 
were not so easily explained, the motive 
so obvious! The story is a part of the 
general glorification of Alexander and 
Macedon, which is conspicuous in every 
reference to himin Hdt. Cp. c. 22 infra. 

This observation in no way impugns 
the bona fides of Herodotus, who in such 
matters was not hypercritical. Stein 
remarks on the partiality of Hdt. for 
the Macedonian royal house, and credits 
the tradition of his residence at the 
court. (Cp. c. 22 infra avrol \éyoucr airés - 
Te oUTw TuyXdvw émicrdpevos.) Apart 
from this possibility, it would seem that 
Athenian observers in the Herodotean 
age were interested in Macedon, with 
which the Athenians would fain have 
been on good terms, and the traditions 
of the Persian wars in Hat. are largely 
an Athenian product. The friendship 
and fidelity of Alexander to Athens were 
such a wholesome and suggestive memory 
in the days of the shifty Perdikkas! 
Cp. Thucyd. 1. 57. 

Grote (viii. 83 ed. 1872) believes the 
story in Xenophon, although he has this 
anticipation before his eyes, and although 
Xenophon admits that there was another 
account of the affair, afterwards endorsed 
by Plutarch, which omitted the ‘young 
men in women’s attire.’ The fabulous 
character of the Messenian legends pre- 
served by Pausanias make against the 
story told by him. It resembles the 
story of the Athenians told by Polyainos 
(cp. Plutarch, Solon, 1. c. supra), and this 
might be the most genuine of all the 
traditions. Even in this case the ruse, 

; 
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or the story of the ruse, might have 
been suggested by something in the 
ritual at Kolias. But if such a story 
was afloat at Athens, and connected 
with Solon, it is not difficult to see in it 
one source of the story of Alexander and 
his young men. The new element in 
the Atheno- Macedonian version is the 
Banquet. (Cp. Plutarch, Theseus, 1. c. 
supra.) Whatever the source or origin 
of the story, it is hardly credible in the 
light of the inconsistencies, improba- 
bilities, and duplicates above pointed 
out. Cp. further, Appendix IV. § 7. 

3. errd. The number but not the 
names being given, a particularity which 
should not be used as an argument for 
the truth of the story. Kriiger observes 
that Seven is the holy number of the 
Persians. Cp. the number of the con- 
spirators against the Magi, 3. 70, 71, a 
number indubitably authentic, or at least 
official (Behistun), The large number 
of envoys, and the fact that they were 
all true Persians (Ilépcas not as in c. 1 
supra) and of the highest rank, all go 
to mark the dignity of the Macedonian 
court. Apparently only two heralds 
were sent to Sparta, 7. 134 (anno 491 
B.C. cp. 6. 48 infra). 

4. “Apivrny, fifth in descent from 
Perdikkas the founder of the Macedonian 
fortunes. Cp. 8. 137. A few years, or 
it are be months, after this Amyntas 
offered Anthemus, a district near Therme 
at the head of the Thermaic gulf, to 
the exiled Hippias: ¢. 94 infra. Per- 
haps it was not his to give: any way 
Hippias declined the offer, preferring a 
direct application to Persia. 

5. yfiv te kal #8wp. The symbolic 

offerings of subjects or vassals. Cp. 
6. 48. 

7. torepov. At this time the district 
was not yet subject to Macedon: indeed 
in making Dysoros the eastern frontier 
of Macedonia Hdt. is guilty of an ana- 
chronism. The frontier about 510 B.c. 
may be left at the Axios, or at most on 
the east of the Thermaic gulf. Hdt. 
indeed makes the Axios the boundary 
between Mygdonia and Bottiaeis (7. 
123), and the Lydias and Haliakmon 
the boundary between Bottiaeis and 
Makedonis proper (7. 127) in his own 
day. But these are rather political than 
ethnical frontiers. 

8. épolra, Cp. 3. 115 dm’ 8rev 76 
Hrextpov dordv éyos éorl, In the ab- 
sence of any indication of the duration 
of this large output, it seems useless 
to attempt an estimate of the annual 
income, gross or net; it may have 
ceased at the time of writing, and Alex- 
ander was presumably no more. Op. 
Introduction, § 16, v ; Head, Hist. Num. 
Dagon 

18. 2. admlkovro. Hdt. omits to state 
the place at which the scene is laid. 
Blakesley is no doubt right in specifying 
Aigai (Edessa), ‘‘ high up in the moun- 
tains.” Pella was not the Macedonian 
‘Residence’ until the days of Philip II. 

6. vépos. “If this portion of the 
tale be true (the speakers) must have 
presumed greatly upon the Greek 
ignorance of Persian customs” (R.). (Cp. 
1, 188 for Persian drinking bouts.) 
Stein quotes Plutarch, Mor. 613 rods 
Ilépoas 6p0&s pact uh Tals yauerats ddAdAad 
rais mahdaklor cuppedtoxerOat Kal ovvop- 
xeto Oat. 
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10. ENR? seclusit Stein. 
19. ddyndovas. . épbadpay. Blakesley 

suggests that this curious expression 
represents an orientalism ; even if so, 
such touches are not beyond the story- 
teller’s art. Alexander the Great is 
made to return the compliment by using 
the same expression of the Persian ladies, 
Plutarch, Alex. 21. 

19. 3. véos. Young and inexperienced 
but not devoid of shrewdness (codla c. 
21 infra). 

4. katéxew. Cp. 6. 129 xaretxe éwurdv 
followed by ovkére karéxew Suvdpevos. 

7. wavra To émiradea. Not without 
a certain irony. 

8. vebrepa mphypara TpHT rev. A 
very strong eXpresslon : Toléew TL vEwTEpov 
and veoxu@oa below rather milder. Op. 
4, 201. 

12. eepydon: efepydfecbar to finish, 
toundo. ‘ Not used in Attic prose,” in 
the latter sense (Kriiger). Cp. 4. 1384, 
and note on dtepydforro c. 20 infra. 
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20. 7. Aotocacbat, to bathe. N.B. the 
force of the middle voice. In 4. 75 
AotcAa with acc. but in strict middle 
sense. Cp. L. & S. subd v. 

9. yuvatkynlny’ yuvacknin=yuvackay or 
yuvaxwvirts. The ground-plan of the 
palace of Tiryns exhibits the relation of 
the Harem to the dvdpév, which seems to 
be implied in this story of the Macedonian 
Court. Cp. 4. 95 supra and 3. 78. 

10. trovs . . api8udv. What number 
is not stated : presumably not less than 
seven. Cp. c. 17 supra: but perhaps 
many more, if they of the suite (c. 21 
infra) were present at the banquet. 

16. GrBarevdpe0a, a rare word. 
yohuros eridayireton Xen. Cyrop. 2. 2, 
15. Stein suggests the perfect here 
(émvdedaWietpeba). 
17. 0. Again ironical, as like- 
ar ar Sn of the speech. 

‘ mv is perhaps partly the ke 
to the story (ep, e, 22 infra) : 3 

19. Urapxos is an artistic touch, but 
can hardly here be merely equivalent to 
‘satrap.’ ‘ 

22. depyat{ovro. Like é&epydcy above, 
a poetical word, in this sense. Op. 5. 
92. Itis used by Pausanias 4. 4, 2 in 
the same sense, in a context which 
probably contains a reminiscence of this 
passage.  dvepydgec@ar has obviously 
a more concrete sense than éfepyafecOa 
supra, but that is due not to the pre- 
position but to the context. 

21. 2. Were the 6xfpata and mapa- 
oxevy ever restored? Apparently not 
(npdvicro). 

7. I'vyatn. Of this marriage there 
can be no doubt. It was a hard fact, 
making against the reputation of 
Alexander as a patriotic Hellene. But 
H coply (c. 19 supra) is justified of all 
her children. The story of the destruc- 
tion of the seven noble Persians and 
their suite was the best apology for the 
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marriage. Cp. c. 22 infra. As Alex- 
ander, not Amyntas, gives the lady in 
marriage, the wedding of Gygaea should 
be dated after Alexander’s accession (498 
B.C.); xpovw ov modd@ torepov just above 
cannot therefore be pressed. 

This marriage is referred to 8. 136, 
and there can be little hesitation in 
identifying Bubares, the husband of 
Gygaea, with Bubares, son of Megabazos, 
one of the Hpistatai at Athos in 481-0 
B.C. 7. 22, the father Megabazos being 
none other than the commander in 
Europe of the passage now before us. 
Whether the commission of Bubares 
at Athos had anything to say to his 
marriage with the Macedonian princess, 
whether the marriage took place much 
before his appointment, are open 
questions. The idea that the marriage 
was part of the consideration for hushing 
up the murder of the embassy may be 
a pragmatic fancy, and may be the 
ground for the chronological statement 
pera. 5é xpdvw ov oAA@ Uorepor. 

_ The vague and clumsy use of karé\aBe 
bis (cpeas xarédaBe, karé\aBe absolute), 
followed by karadaupbels (c. 22 Odvaros 
karahaupbels) seems to betray a bad con- 
science in the author, or retailer, of this 
story. 

22. 2. “EXAnvas elvar. Cp. dvnp 
“Edy, c. 20 supra, the chief point and 
motive, probably, of the whole story, 

_ which is a glowing vindication of the 
Hellenism of Alexander, in spite of the 
marriage connexion with the Persians. 

3. avrol Aéyovor, It was no doubt a 
family claim, and the family probably in- 
vented the story which justified the claim. 
Cp. 8. 137-9, where the family legend is 
given. For a case in which Hat. rejects 
a family tradition, see c. 57 infra. 

airdés. From contact with the 
family? Cp. ec. 17 supra and Introduc- 
tion, p. civ. There are only two proofs 
below all this verbiage : (1) the ‘ Argive’ 
legend, (2) the Olympian verdict. The 
former may have been the ostensible 
basis of the latter. 

4. & roto. bmiobe Adyourt, 8. 137- 
139. Why the story is not told here 
is not obvious. The most plausible ex- 
planation is to be found in the hypothesis 
that the passage in Bk. 8 was written 
before the passage in Bk. 5. Cp. Intro- 
duction, § 21. It would be interesting 
to know the exact date of this decision. 
It may at least be placed before Alex- 
ander’s accession. Duncker (vii.® 100) 
would put it Ol. 71=496 B.c. two years 
after his accession, but his argument is 
far from conclusive: and on his own 
showing Alexander was not merely king, 
but ‘‘at least” 34 years old! On the 
Hellenodikai, cp. Pausan. 5. 9 (397) and 
6. 127 infra. 

7. dyrWevodpevor . . éEeipyov. The 
pregnant use of the tenses should. be 
observed. 

8. ob BapBapwy. Cp. the story 2. 
160, esp. of d€ épacavy kal opéuv xal 
Tov dd\d\wv “EdAjvwv duolws 7G Bovropevep 
éfetvan aywvlfecbat. 

The ‘tyrannic’ argument might have 
been used against Alexander, cp. 8. 142, 
specially if he had been king at the 
time. (Cp. the attempt to exclude Dio- 
nysios, Lysias Or. 33, Diodor. 14. 109, 3 
(725).) His ‘ barbarism’ would have been 
all the more strongly marked, if Macedon 
was at the time subject, really or 
nominally, to Persia. The proof of 
Hellenism no doubt lay in the story 
given 8.137 ff. But the evidence might 
not have been admitted if policy had 
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not clinched the argument. His Argive 
claims would not have made him more 
welcome to Sparta. 

1l. tO mpdtw can hardly mean 7@ 
vixhoavtt, quite apart from the con- 
sideration that the word would not 
designate his competitor more properly 
than himself. This objection lies against 
Stein’s interpretation which takes ouveé- 
émimre to refer to the final decision of 
the judges. (Stein adds that the im- 
perfect shows that no decision was 
reached: but the imperfect need not do 
that necessarily, and the winners’ names 
in the stadion are recorded, and Alex- 
ander’s is not among them. Cp. G. H. 
Forster, Die olympischen Sieger, Zwickau, 
1891, pp. 10, 11.) It istrue that Krysip- 
pos the Stoic in his tract on the function 
of a Judge droféuevos S00 Spomets ouov 
ouvexrimrey dAdjAos naturally asked 
what was the judge to do in such a case 
of a dead-heat (Plutarch, Mor. 1045 p). 
The meaning in this case is as plain as 
the grammar: not so in the case above. 
The observation that 6 mp@ros can hardly 
designate either of two coordinates bars 
the meaning given by Rawlinson: his 
lot fell out with the first, z.e. it fell to 
his lot to run in the first heat—if dv6pl is 
understood : if k\jpw or some such word, 
the harshness of the personal subject for 
ouwveéémimre is aggravated. Macaulay 
explains: ‘‘he was drawn to run in 
the first pair.” But the foot races at 
Olympia were not conducted kara Néyov 
uovvouaxlns like contests in Thrace (cp. 
c. 1, supra). One would like to know 
whether Alexander ran or not, and with 
what result. Could the meaning be: 
“He dropped out of the competition in 
the first round’ (dpéuw) with the others, 
i.e. he was beaten in the first heat (no 
wonder, if he was 34 years of age) 
though he was not the only one beaten. 
The use of cuvexrirrew elsewhere in 
Hdt. (1. 206, 8. 49, 123) might be 
thought to support the rendering of 

Rawlinson, but for the objections urged : 
the uses of éxmlarew will be admitted 
to render the meaning above suggested 
plausible (5. 72, 6. 121 e¢ ai.). 

23. 1. rods IIalovas. Cp. c. 17 supra 
ad init. 

2. amlkero. Without waiting appar- 
ently to learn the fate of the embassy to 
Aigai! The connexion, grammatical and 
material, of the opening of c. 17 with 
this passage (#yovro . . MeydBagos oe 
. . MeydBagos 6¢ aywy . . ) supports the 
view that cc. 17-22 are an insertion. Van 
Herwerden deletes the second dzixero. 

4, Swpehv. Stein brackets after 
Dobree. Might we not prefer éruxe 
Swpeiy pic Odv or xwpynv? For the matter 
see c. 11 supra. 

6. Td trovetpevov. Not the mere forti- 
fication but the whole political design. 

The notion that in those days Thrace 
might be united, Greeks and barbarians, 
under an Hellenic monarch (cp. c. 3 
supra) and made the seat of an empire, 
which should be a serious danger to the 
Persian, looks more like an anachronism 
(cp. c. 49 infra) than a true prophecy 
(e} mpoopov 7d pédAdNov ylvecOa). If 
Histiaios was so clever and so ambitious 
as Megabazos represents, he might have 
kept out of the lion’s den. Blakesley, 
who makes Histiaios into a sort of 
‘satrap over all the Lonian cities,” thinks 
that ‘‘a man so powerful” only just 
missed the establishment of an empire 
which would perhaps have forestalled 
Alexander. There is a want of balance 
about this: and the student of Hat. 
must allow for the influence of later 
events and interests on the tradition of 
earlier stages. The colonisation of 
Thrace: during the Pentekontaetia may 
have affected the memory of earlier ad- 
ventures in the same region. Duncker 
suggests that the younger Zopyros son 
of Megabazos grandson of the Conspirator 
(see 3. 153, 160) may have been Hadt.’s 
authority for this story. But the whole 
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pevoy éx Tod ‘lortvaiovu, ws FrAOe TaXLOTA €S TAS Zapous a dyav Tovs 
IIatovas, édeye Aapelp Taoe. “@ Basined, Kolov TL xphua 
erroinaas, avopt ‘ “ENque dew@ Te Kal cope Sovs 
TON ev Opnixn, wa idn Te vavTrnryno yo éaTt apOovos Kal 
ToANoL KwTrées Kal péTAArA apyvpea, birds TE Trohos pep 
“EAnv TepLouKeet ToANOS Se BapBapos, ob mpoordred émrtNa- 
Bopevor Tounsovar ToUTO TO dv Kelvos e&nyentar Kar mpepns Kal 
vuKros. 

b] y,! 

eyxTioaa Bat 

av vuy TodToy Tov dvdpa Tavoov TavTa TrovevyTa, wa 
jen otKni@ Tone pep TUVEX 

TAavoOV. 
TpoTm@ dé aHmim petameprapevos 

/ / ¢ / tad éreav 5€ avTov TepiraBns, Toteew bKasS pNKeTL KElvoS 
b 7 / ” n t és “EdAnvas ami€era. rtat’ta Aeyov 6 MeyaBatos edrreréws 
/ rn iD) an emeie Aapetov ws ed mpoopdy TO péAdov yiverOa. 

/ yA b] \ / 
Teprras ayyerov és ty Mupxuvov 

¢ n a 

a lorvate, Baothevs Aapetos TA0E devel. 

\ \ peta O€ 
¢ rn / 

o Aapetos édeye Tade. 
> \ 

ey@ Ppovrivey ebplone 
€mot Te Kal TOLoL epoiaw mpnry pace eivat ovdeva aed avdpa evvoe- 
orepov: TovTO S€ ov AOdyoLTL GAN Epyoucs oda pabesy. VOY OV, 
CTT LVOEW yep Tip Iy era peyara Karepyacacbat, d GTLKEO [LOL TAVTOS, 
wa Tor avta brrepOewpar.” TOUTOLOL TOlaL emEegL TLoTEvCAS 6 
‘lotvaios, kal dua peya Trovevpevos Bacidéos cipBovros yevecbar, 
5 heey/, b) \ > f > ii t Cr bs ral / amixeTo €5 Tas Ydpdus- amixouevm Se of édeye Aapetos tabde. 

¢ a > / / la) of 
“‘lotwate, éy@ oe peteTreuapapymy Tovbe elverev. emeite TayLoTa 
Sole b) \ > bé \ / Dee, b) b) n IO/ 
evooTyca amo XKvGewv Kal oU jou éyeveo €€ OfPadpadv, ovdEV Kw 
/ a A b] / > / ¢ \ >) va) \ > 

adro xphua ovTw év Bpayer émelnrnoa ws cé idely TE Kal és 
/ / 

Noyous po amixécOar, éyvaxas 6TL KTHUaT@V TaVTOV éoTl Tii@- 
\ /- / / 

TaTov avnp pidos cuveTos TE Kal EVVOOS, TA TOL eyo Kal appoTepa 
\ / / na io 

TUVELOWS EYM papTUpeELY es TPHYWaTAa Ta éud. vdV WY, Ev yap 
/ / \ iY eTrolnoas ATLKOMEVOS, TOE ToL eyw MpoTeivouar: Midntov pév éa 

\ \ / b) / / \\ bé id / b] > a Kal THY veoKTLcToV ev Opnixyn TOW, ov Sé jou Erropevos és Lodoa 

had to explain the transfer of Histiaios 
from Ionia to Susa: the explanation is 
furnished in these chapters (23, 24). The 

eareer of Histiaios was richly treated, 
we may be sure, in Ionian, and specially 
in Milesian, tradition, and there are no 
convincing inner indications of a Persian 
source for this part of the story, though 
R. suggests that “‘day and night” is an 
orientalism. 

7. ZapSis.  Dareios is still at 
Sardes on the return of Megabazos. 
This gives time for Duncker’s hypothesis 
that the events narrated by Hdt., 
3. 129-138, should be inserted here, ep. 
Introduction, p. XXXy. 

15. oixynlw modguw. Thuc. 1, 118, 
ep. olkja kad 6. 21 infra. 

24. 1. 6 MeyaBatos evaeréws trrevbe 
Aapetov. ‘Tradition or afterthought 

contrast between the message and the 
speech of Dareios had they been genuine 
would have opened the eyes of Histiaios. 
The peydva mpynyyara of the despatch 
disappear in the speech. The anecdote 
is artistic, e.g. the contrast between avip 
"Env dewéds te kal copés in the mouth 
of Megabazos to Dareios, and dvijp 
plros cuverés Te kal edvoos in the mouth 
of Dareios to Histiaios. Hdt. has no 
misgiving in reporting the very words 
of these intimate interviews, any more 
than in determining the inmost motives 
of his dramatis personae. 
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éye Ta Tep dy eym Exo, éuos TE TVTCLTOS éwy Kal cupBovAos.” 

ravta Aapeios elas, Kal katactnoas “Apradpévea adedeov 

gwutod dpordtpiov imapyov élvar Yapdiov, amijdavve és Lodoa 
da aydpevos lotiaiov, Ordvea S€é arrodéEas otparnyov eivar TOY 
mapabaracclov avdpdv: tod Tov Tatépa Lwcdpynvy Bacwreds 

KapBtvons yevouevov tov Bacirniov dicacréor, Ste él ypypact 
Sicnv adducov edixace, ohd~as amédeipe Tacav THY avOpwrénr, 
oraditas 5¢ adtod TO dépua ipavras €€ avTov érape Kat évérerve 
tov Opovov és Tov iwv édixafe: éevravicas dé 0 KapBuions amédeée 
Scxactiy elvar avtl Tod Ywodpvew, Tov atroKxrelvas aTréderpe, TOV 

maida Tod Swodpvew, évTeiddpevos of peuvncba ev TO KaTifov 
Opovme Sieadker. ovros wv o ‘Ordvns, 0 éyKxarifomevos és TodToy 
Tov Opovov, ToTe Suddoyos yevopuevos MeyaBdfo ths otpatnyins, 
Bufavtiouvs te ede kal Kadyndovious, cire 5€ "Avtavdpov thy év 

25. 1. katacryoas “Aptadpéven . . 
a@rfjAavve. Dareios’ departure from 
Sardes for Susa apparently takes place 
before the expulsion of Hippias from 
Athens, or at least before his application 
at Sardes, c. 96 infra. Dareios may 
have spent the winter of 512-11 B.c. at 
Sardes: or his return to Susa may have 
been delayed by his sickness (3. 129) 
till the spring of 510 B.c. 

Artaphrenes (father of the younger 
Artaphrenes who accompanied Datis 6. 
94) was plainly satrap in Sardes: Oibares 
son of Megabazos (6. 33) may have been 
appointed satrap in Daskyleion at the 
same time. The exact position of Otanes, 
and his exact relation to the satraps 
in Sardes and in Daskyleion, are ob- 
seure points. He is here described as 
oTparnyos Tov mapabadaccluy davdpadv, 
and in the next chapter as diddoyxos 
MeyaBdgw ris orparnyins. The latter 
expression probably explains the former, 
and the rapafaddoowo avdpes here are not, 
as Stein takes it, the émi@addooto oi ev TH 
*Acly of c. 30 infra or the tyiya dara- 
yahyd ‘those which ‘are of the sea’ (i.e. 
the islands, R.) of the Behistun inscrip- 
tion, col. 1, § 6, nor may we see in 
his position an exact anticipation of that 
of the younger Cyrus, Xen. Hell. 1. 4, 
3, Anabasis 1. 1, 6 ff. 9,7 ff., with Grote, 
vol. vi. p. 359; but rather this Otanes 
may be regarded simply as a military 
official without any political duties 
orparnyos . . dvdpav) in succession to 
egabazos, ep. ¢. 123 infra, though his 

exact relation to the satraps may not 

have been very clearly defined. His 
headquarters appear to be on the Helle- 
spont. His name was had in remem- 
brance there, for good reasons, cc. 26, 
123 infra. © Blakesley warns. against 
confusing this Otanes, son of Sisamnes, 
with Otanes, one of the fathers-in-law 
of Dareios, whose father’s name is given 
in 3. 68 as Pharnaspes, and on the 
Behistun inscription, col. 4, § 18, as 
Socris. The name was probably not un- 
common, and is interpreted as = evow- 
patos, cp. Rawlinson, vol. iii.® p. 548. 

4, rod tov warépa «td. This 
grim practical jest was worthy of a mad- 
man: but is hardly a worse jest than 
sane kings might perpetrate (cp. 4. 84), 
and seems to have been approved by the 
Father of English Poetry. Cp. Gower, 
Confessio Amantis, Bk. vii. (ed. Morley, 
1889, p. 375). 

26. 3. Buftavrlovs «rd. If Otanes 
had to reduce Byzantion, Chalkedon, 
Antandros and Lamponion, it is obvious 
that these places had revolted from the 
Persian after the disaster in Scythia. 
Ktesias, Pers. § 48 (ed. Gilmore, p. 151), 
apparently made Dareios burn down 
the houses and temples of Chalkedon. 
Polyainos (7. 10, 5) gives an account 
of a siege and capture of the town by a 
mine, or tunnel. If the Byzantines 
were reduced, it may be supposed that 
their loyal despot Ariston (4. 138) was 
restored. Lemnos and Imbros were 
new acquisitions for the Persian: not 
so Lesbos, where Koes was presumably 
already Tyrant, c. 11 supra. 

bo Or 
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na / a \ TH Tpedo. yi, etre 5¢ Aapwrevov, aBov dé mapa AcoBlav véas 
a / \ 

Seixe Atjyuvov te Kai “luBpov, auporépas ers Tore bard Medacyav 
e \ \ / \ / oi pev on Anurior nal ewayéoavro ed Kal dpvvdpevor 

ae / > 50 rn \ a en, € / ava xXpovov exaxwlnoav, Toor d€ epieovor avTav ot Ilépoa 
WA > n / la) uTapxov emiotaot AvKdpnrov tov Maravdplov rod BacihevoavrTos 
Ldpou adendeor. e id fol 

ovTos o AuKdpntos caipyov év Anpvp TedevTa. 
peels \ 4 Saitin O€ TovTov Oe mdvras nvdpamroditero Kal Kxateatpédero 

\ \ / Tous mev AuTooTpaTins él XKVOas aitidpevos, Tors bé civacbat 
\ / \ \ 

tov Aapetov orparov amd YKvbéwv oricw amoKxopsCopevov. 
Os Oe a > / / 

UTos 6€ TocavTa efepyaocato oTpaTnyHoas. \ \ peta 6€ ov 

5. apdotépas ert téte, As Miltiades 
subsequently drave the Pelasgi out of 
Lemnos (6. 140) they only remained in 
Imbros. Perhaps as Blakesley suggests 
the mention of the Pelasgi may be meant 
as some excuse for the action of the 
Lesbians. Apparently Koes having won 
a tyrannis for himself in Lesbos assists 
the Persians to establish a tyrannis, 
under Lykaretos brother of Maiandrios 
king of Samos, in Lemnos. The word 
tyranny is however avoided (Umrapyov . . 
apxwv) for Lykaretos as for his brother. 
The ‘reign’ of Maiandrios had been 
short, cp. 8. 142. lykaretos had enter- 
tained ambition of succeeding him at 
Samos, 3. 143. If Hdt.’s chronological 
indications are correct Aiakes, son of 
Syloson, was by this time tyrant of 
Samos (cp. 4. 138, 6. 13). The govern- 
ment had been put into the hands of 
Syloson (brother of Polykrates) soon 
after the accession of Dareios, by that 
Otanes who was one of the Seven (3. 
141). 

27. 4. reXevta, probably before the 
conquest by Miltiades 6. 140. 

The text of this chapter is unsatis- 
factory and in disorder: ‘‘locus per- 
versus” Stein. The airlm given in the 
closing lines plainly refers to the re- 
ductions of Byzantion etc. enumerated 
inc. 26. Cp. Grote, vi. 204 note, 207 
nm. Schweig. supposes the words oi pev 

. TedeuTG to be a later addition, by the 
author. Blakesley would be content to 
bracket ofros . . reXevrag as such. Cobet 
supplies puceduevos bd mdvrwy after 
rexeurga: sed plura periisse videntur, 
van Herwerden. 

6. Auroorparln and olvos inflicted on 
the army (cp. 8. 65, 9. 49), doubtless 
genuine and well-deserved charges, and 
in so far conflicting with the criticism 
of the Scythians 4. 142 supra. 

28. 1. rooatra, ‘this was all he ac- 
complished.’ Cp. c. 50 infra. 

pera 8& od odddyv xpdvov vets 
Kakév qv, a celebrated crux (ep. Grote, 
iil. 491 n.). The MSS. read dvews or 
dveos of which no sense can be made. 
kax@v and kaka look a little suspicious. 

Whether we adopt dveots with de la 
Barre, Stein, Holder, and the editors 
generally, or dvavéwois (which better ex- 
plains the corruption, but would require 
Grote’s punctuation) the sense arrived 
at will be much the same, viz., that 
after the campaign of Otanes described 
cc. 26, 27 there was a brief pause or 
interval of peace and recuperation until 
fresh trouble fell upon the Greeks in 
Asia, growing out of the relations of 
Naxos and Miletos. Rawlinson observes - 
that Grote’s proposed punctuation pera 
dé ov modddv xpbvov, aveois KakGv Fv Kal 
gives no sense at all. Can it be that 
Grote understood dyeows to mean ‘a 
letting loose’? (L. & S. sub v. IL.), a 
sense here inadmissible. (aveos, kard- 
mavots Hesychios.) mera here is an 
adverb, though if dvavéwous be read pera 
must be taken as a preposition. 

If the exact material significance of the 
words ov mo\\dv xpévov could be deter- 
mined, the chronology of the period would 
become a good deal clearer. Rawlinson 
even says: ‘‘the chronology of Dareios’ 
reign depends almost entirely on what 
we are to understand by this expression.” 
He approves of Clinton’s ‘‘two years.” 
But it is no use determining first of all 
what a purely indeterminate expression 
means, and then arguing back to the 
chronological perspective. The result 
in R.’s case is that he brings down the 
Scythic expedition to 508 B.c. subsequent 
to the expulsion of Hippias from Athens. 
This vague expression must be inter- 
preted in the light of the general chrono- 
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ToNOV Ypovoy dveris KAKaY Iv, Kal HpxeTo TO SedTEpov Ex NaFou 
/ / 

te kad Mirdsjrou “lwot yiverOar Kad. TodTo pev yap 7» Nd€os 
> / a / / a de \ \ b ha. / 

evdarpovin TOV VITOV mpoepepe, TOUTO O€ KaTAa TOV avTOV YpovOY 

logical perspective: so interpreted it 

must be taken to stand for more than 
two years: probably for four or five 
years. The dpxh xaxdy is the ordots 
in Naxos, or rather the application of 
the Naxian oligarchs to the Milesian 
despot: the date of which is circa 501 
B.c. The operations of Otanes fall a 
year or two after the return of Dareios 
to Susa, circa 510 B.c. Cp. Appendix 

2. xaf. For the paratazis cp. 4. 181. 
Abicht adds ec. 41, 86, 108 infra. 

+d Sevtepov. More precise than dev- 
repa, c. 38 infra. What was the 
first time? Probably the Persian con- 
quest in the time of Kyros (cp. 6. 32), 
not merely the operations of Otanes 
above recorded. The Ionians, in Ionia 
at least, had not been sufferers in the 
recent campaigns: probably very much 
the reverse. 

3. yap seems to have more than a 
temporal or narrative force here: the 
fact of synchronous prosperity is a 
reason for expecting the mutual origin 
of disaster, cp. c. 33 infra. 

4, edSayoviy. Naxos had appar- 
ently thriven under the despotism of 
Lygdamis and the patronage of Peisis- 
tratos (560-528 B.c.). The despotism of 
Lygdamis had made way (with or without 
a helping hand from Sparta, ep. 8. 56, 
Plutarch, Mor. 859) for a (commercial) 
oligarchy, probably of the Corinthian 
type (circa 520 B.c.?). The growth of 
democracy at Athens, and the establish- 
ment of the Kleisthenean constitution 
(c. 508 B.C., cp. c. 66 infra) may have 
stimulated the democratic movement in 
Naxos, culminating in the exile of some 
of the leading ‘men of substance’ (c. 30 
infra, circa 504-3 B.c.) Tradition 
represented the Naxians as able in their 
heyday to put 8000 hoplites in the 
field, to say nothing of galleys (a)ota 
paxpa moXX4), slaves (rowers, c. 31) and 
material (ypnuara moda c. 31). Naxos, 
however, suffered from the Persians in 
490 B.c., 6. 96. Four ships were all they 
transferred to the national Fleet at 
Salamis in 480 (8. 46). As tributaries 
of Athens they paid at most but half 
the assessment of Paros (ep. C.I.A. 
i. p. 234). Their (probable) rivals the 

rose on the ruins of their 
fortunes. Cp. 6. 133. 

T&y vyowv. Paros, Andros, Delos, 
etc., cp. c. 31 infra. 

KaTa Tov airov xpdvov. Hadt. here, 
following probably good authority, per- 
haps Hekataios, makes the prosperity 
of Miletos synchronise with the pros- 
perity of Naxos, and particularly with 
the regime of Histiaios. Later authorities 
placed the @adacooxparia of Miletos 
about 750-730 B.c., and her colonies 
may have been founded in the seventh 
and eighth centuries. Cp. Rawlinson’s 
note ad J. Miletos has previously figured 
as a flourishing place in the days of 
Thrasybulos, Alyattes, and Periandros 
of Corinth, c. 92 ¢ infra, 1. 20 ff. (¢. 
600-580 B.o.). In fact there was ap- 
parently a revival under Histiaios of 
Milesian prosperity, which again coin- 
cides with a ‘despotic’ régime, under 
Persian auspices. How and when 
Histiaios became tyrant we are left to 
conjecture. One vyeve) before the 
Scythic expedition would bring us back 
to the treaty with Kyros (546 B.c.), 
surely a prosperous moment in Milesian 
annals. A second generation would take 
us to 580 B.c. about the date of Thrasy- 
bulos. The story of the Parian arbitra- 
tion and constitution in Miletos is very 
suspicious. Stein quotes Athenaeus 524 
(sc. Herakleides Pont.) to the effect that 
after the fall of the Neleids a struggle 
broke out between the Rich, 7.e¢. the 
Hellenic immigrants, and the Demos, 7.e. 
subject Karians called Tépy:des. It would 
be in accordance with analogy if the 
tyrannis at Miletos marked an upward 
movement of the Tépy#es. The tyrannis 
at Miletos thus appears doubly anti- 
Hellenic, as Karian and as Persian, but 
the first tyrannis was at least a bulwark 
against Lydia (1. 20 ff.). The two 
generations of ordovs may be the period 
intervening between the tyranny of 
Thrasybulos and the tyranny of 
Histiaios, but if so the mediation of 
the Parians can hardly be placed at its 
latter end, or must be regarded as 
singularly unsuccessful. A friendship 
between Paros and Miletos would not 
tend to the prosperity of Naxos, but 
might be thereby explicable. 

Parians 
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51) Midnros avy te éwuris wddora 61) Tore axpdoaca Kal S} Kab 
Ths lwvins hv mpooynua, katvrepOe O& TovTwy él dto ryeveds 
avepav vooncaca és Ta padoTa oTdor, péxpe ob pv Udpror 
KaTypTicav’ TovTOUS yap KaTapTioThpas éx mdévrov “EdMvov 

Un 

10 

/- 

eidovto of Mudnjouor. KaTnrrakav Oé opeas wbe Idpuor. @S 
bf / b) nn bYA ¢ / ty ATUKOVTO AaUT@Y avopes oi apiaros és THY Midnrov, dpwv yap Sy 

n > / / lal / apeas devas oixopOopnpévous, épacav aitav BovdecOar due£er- 
lal \ / fal \ n / val civ tHv ydpnv: movedbvres S& Tadta Kal SuekvbvTes Tacav Ti 

/ 4 \ yi b > / fal / i) \ i Marnoinv, bkws tid iSouev ev aveornxvin Th NYopn aypov ev 
BI / > / \ la) / la) rn eEepyacpévov, atreypahovto TO oivowa Tod deambTew TOD arypoo. 

/ \ ta) \ / dueEeAdoavtes Sé Tacay THY yopnY Kal oravlovs EebpovTes Tov- 
¢ / / \ TOUS, WS TaxyloTa KaTéBynoay és TO doTU, aAinY ToLNodpeEvoL 

> / / \ \ / / a ea amedeEav TouToUS pev THY TOW VEeweLY TOV edpov Tors aypods 
Te 8 UA / N / n o ev eEepyacpeévous: doxéew yap ébacav Kal Tov Snpoctov ottw 87 

> / / lal / aheas émipehjcecbar wotep TOV ohetépwv: Tos be dddovS 
M / \ \ / / By / tknotovs Tous Tply oTacialovTas TovTwY éTakay TreibecOat. 

6. “Iwvins mpdoxynpa. On ‘Ionia’ cp. 
c. 80 infra. mpbcxnwa cp. Soph. #7. 681 
TO KNewov “EAdbos mpdoxna= Delphi. 

7. vooqoaca.. order. Cp. Aristoph. 
Wasps 651 idcacOa vdcov apxalay ev 
TH Woder evTeToKviay. 

9. etAovro. The method of appoint- 
ment is observable. Cp. 4. 161. 

29. 2. dptorot. Paros at the time was 
evidently under the government of the 
Few. 

5. Qveotynkuln. Cp. fovxydoaca 7 
“EANds kal ovxére dvicrauévn Thue. 1. 12. 

6. ameypidovro (mid.). They had 
a secretary with them. To the docu- 
ment Hdt. or more probably his primary 
authority may have had access. It is 
perhaps even possible that this list 
of landlords, and the action of the 
Parians, may have been inscribed at 
Miletos, Branchidae, or elsewhere, 
though the evidence would hardly 
have survived the suppression of the 
Ionian revolt. Cp. 6. 19. 

Seomdtew tod dypod. The expres- 
sion seems to suggest slave labour. Cp. 
Solon’s line on I'M péd\awa (Bergk, 
ii.4 p. 56): mpdcbev 5€ dovrevovoa viv 
éNevbépa. 

8. adtynv’ roefcOar, to convene an 
assembly as c. 79 infra of Thebans, 
1. 125 of Persians. Cp. adlys modddxts 
ovdd\eyouevns 7. 1384 at Sparta (where 
the technical word was perhaps d7ré\)a). 
The word dla is found on the inscrip- 
tions of Korkyra, Sicily, and Magna 

Graecia ; for reff. see L. & S. sub v. 
and more fully, Gilbert, Gr. Staatsalt. ii. 
309 n.1 It is found in a decree of the 
Byzantines, ap. Demosth. Or. 18. 90 (de 
Corona). The term officially employed 
at Halikarnassos, Miletos, and in Ionia 
generally, would probably have been 
dyopd. Cp. 6. 11, and note on names 
in c. 30 infra (éxxd\nola in Xen. Hell. 
1. 6. 8 would not disprove it). Is it too - 
much to suggest that Hdt. may have 
come by this phrase in the west? The 
Sybarites might have traditions con- 
cerning Miletos, cp. 6. 21. 

10. otro. It may be _ inferred 
that the constitution drawn by the 
Parians was too good to last. Hdt. 
has here, in his way, brought in a 
good story which has no obvious bearing 
on the situation. What needs to be 
explained is how the Naxian oligarchs 
found Miletos under a despotism. That 
at some time or other Parian xarapri- 
orhpes were called in at Miletos is 
probable enough. ‘The practice of Arbi- 
tration whether between (a) parties in 
a city or (5) city and city was largely 
resorted to by the Greeks. It is a kind 
of jurisdiction, an alternative to force 
and diplomacy. For examples of (a) 
beside the case of Miletos in the text, 
ep. 4. 161. As examples of (8) ep. 5. 
95, 6. 108, 7. 144. Such precedents 
might have their use for Athens. Cp. 
Thue. 1. 115. See further, Gilbert, Gr. 
Staatsalt. ii. 392. 
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, in , ® ” \ , 5 / > routéwy Tov Todiav w@de HpyeTo Kaka yiverOar TH “lwvin. x 
a / tal 

Ndfou &buyov dvdpes TV Taxéwv Wd Tod Shou, puyovtes Se 
amixovto és Mindnrov. 

fal \ [ / / \ 

THs 6€ Mudajrou ériyyave érritpotros éov 
/ / 

"Apiotayopns 0 Modmayopew, yauBpos te éoy Kal averios 5 
a / \ ec tal / a 

‘lotiatov tod Avoayopew, Tov 0 Aapetos év Lovo. xateiyes 0 
an 9S / an 

yap ‘loreaios tupavvos Hv Mudjrov Kal étuyyave todToy Tov 
, \ > < ‘ 4 ¢ / 9 a \ a/ 

xpovoy éav év Yovgoicl, OTE OL Nagwo. HAOov Ecivor wplv éovtes 

30. 1. rére 5 goes back to rére 
dxudcaca c. 28, all that follows 
mporxnua being probably a digression, 
not found in Hekataios, or in Hdt.’s 
authorities for the story of the Ionian 
Revolt. The sentence somewhat 
clumsily resumes the narrative broken 
by the digression. 

2. *Iwviy more restricted than “Iwor 
c. 28 supra, and used here probably 
in a strictly geographical sense. In 
this sense it is contrasted with Kypros 
e. 109 infra, with Sicily 6. 22, with 
Peloponnesos 6. 86, with the Helles- 
pont 8.109. Naxos is ‘near’ or ‘off’ 
it c. 31 infra, ‘ Aiolis’ is ‘next’ it c. 
123 infra, Teos is in its midst 1. 170. 
Men can sail to it c. 115 infra, march 
to it 1. 162, be im it 1. 170, leave it 
1. 163. It can be devastated, but not 
being an island the Sagene cannot 
sweep it, 6. 31. It is a district with a 
most beautiful climate, 1. 142, made 
up of the territories of twelve city- 
states, enumerated 1. 142, two of the 
number, Samos and Chios, being islands. 
In two passages however ‘ Jonia’ is used 
in other than a geographical sense : 
"laviny macay mv ’APnvalwy 7. 51, and 
Toict “lwvins péra ovdé Tov otvduaros 
ovdév 1. 146. Lonians in fact are not 
confined to Ionia proper. To restrict 
ourselves to Hdt.: the presence of 
Ionians is attested in ‘the Islands’ 
Reel, 72.0 96. ~ Ine aNaxoss (Keos; 
Seriphos, Euboea, 8. 46. In Delos, 
4. 35. In Europe, 7. 9. Athens, 
regarded as the ‘Metropolis’ of the 
Ionians, 1. 143, 146, 7. 95, 9. 106. 
The Dodekapolis however going back 
to Achaia, and the Peloponnese 1. 145, 
where Ionians were still to be found, 8. 
73. Cp. 7. 94, 9. 26. On the Ionism 
of the colonies farther east and west 
Hdt. does not happen to insist. That 
he is no admirer of the Ionians is shown 
by the following passage, 1. 143. The 
lonians form the weakest branch of 

the Hellenic stock: the Athenians and 
everyone else are ashamed of the name 
except the twelve cities, who glory in 
their shame, 1. 143. Kleisthenes of 
Athens set them at naught 5. 69. 
Kyros made no account of them 1. 153. 
Kambyses regarded them as_ slaves 
2.1. The Scythians, utter barbarians, 
gave them the unkindest cut of all 4. 
142. Their bad qualities are conspicu- 
ous at Lade 6. 11, 12,18. Hdt. combats 
the geography of their wise men 2. 16, 
4, 36, makes fun of their dlata 4. 95, 
traces the father of lonian philosophy 
to the abhorred Phoenician stock 1. 74, 
and seems to think little of their great 
lights (4. 95, 96; cp. 2. 123) though 
he has perhaps more kindness for the 
Samian than for the Milesian school, 3. 
60. Cp. Introduction, p. lxvi. 

5. “Aptotaydpys. The names of the 
dynastic clique are noticeable. Histiaios 
is son of Lysagoras, Aristagoras, his 
nephew and son-in-law, is the son of 
Molpagoras, and perhaps latragoras 
mentioned c. 37 infra was, as Stein 
suggests, a relation. The names have 
a popular ring: cp. 6. 11 and c. 29 
supra. 

Aristagoras is here mentioned for the 
first time, but that Histiaios, ‘Tyrant 
of Miletos,’ should be introduced again 
as though he had not already played 
an important réle in Hdt.’s narrative, 
looks a little as though we were here 
on the trace of an originally independent 
source, or story. 

8. fetvor. So the tyrant of Athens 
finds friends at Sparta, ec. 63, 90 infra ; 
in 431 B.o. Evarchos tyrant of Astakos 
is restored by the Corinthians, Thue. 2. 
33. However unnatural the friendship 
between oligarchy and tyrannis (ep. 
the story of Gelon 7. 155) special 
circumstances might lead to a com- 
munity of interests between these 
natural opposites. In this case the 
friendship of the Milesian oligarchs with 

/ \ 
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b) / \ e / \ amuxopevot d€ of Ndkvov és tiv Midnrov édéovro 
a? / n / Tod Apiorayopew, ei Kws avTotor mapdayo. Sivauly twa Kab 

/ a 

KaTéNOovey &s THY EwUTOD. 

n =¢ / 

T® lotiaie. 

0 6€ émireEdpevos ws hy bv abrod 
katéOwar és THY modu, dpEer ths Nd£ou, oxfrw 88 trovedpevos 
Tv Eewinv tiv ‘lorvalov, tovde ode NOyov mpockpepe. “ adros 
pev tpiv od hepéyyuds eiyu Svvapw mapacyelv tooa’rny bore 
KaTayew aexovToy TOY Tiy Tod eyovtav Nakiov: muvOdvopa 
yap oxtakicxyininy aorida Nakiowr elvar Kal mdrola paxpa 
TOMA’ pnyavyncomar O& Tacav orrovony TrovevpeEvos.  émrwoew 
dé 7Hde. “Apradpévns poor tuyydver éov didos: 6 bé Apradpévns 
tpiv “Tordomeos pév éore rats, Aapetov d& tod Bacihéos aben- 
peos, Tay 8 ériBaraccioy trav ev Th ’Acin dpye mdvrov, éywv 
OTpatiny Te TOANnY Kal Todas véas. TovTOY wv bo0Kéw TOV 
avopa Toucew TOV av xpnifopev. Tadta axovoarvres 06 Naf 

mpocéOecav 75 “Apiotayopn mpnocew TH dvvarto apiora, Kal 
tricyerOa Sdpa éxédXevoy Kal daTdvnvy TH oTpaTLA ws avTol 
duadvoovtes, éhrridas Todas eyovTes, Stay emipavéwou és THY 

Nadfov, tavta Touncew tovs Naktovs Ta av avtol KedXevwaot, ws Sé 
\ \ / a / n 

Kal TOUS AdAOUS VHOLoOTAS. TOV yap vVnTwWY TovTéEwy TAY KuKXa- 

the Parians might be an additional might now be over. See rocaira ét- 
reason for a good understanding between 
the Milesian tyrant and the Naxians. 

11. émudeEdpevos. Hdt. shows a 
remarkable assurance in dealing with 
the motives of Aristagoras. Cp. ¢. 85 
infra ; Introduction, p. evi. 

12. coxa. Aristagoras laid stress 
on the obligation, in order to conceal 
his true motive, and then concluded his 
speech as follows. 

15. muvOdvopar, There would have 
been no use in exaggerating the power 
of the Naxians to the exiles, who could 
have put him right immediately, but 
whether the whole 8000 shields stand 
for free men of Naxos may be doubted. 
8000 is the reported number of Spar- 
tiatae 7. 234 in 480 B.c. 

19. tpiv, ‘you know.’ 
Whatever the meaning of émBaddoore 

there must be an exaggeration here, in 
In regard to the 

former word, the question arises whether 
the position of Artaphrenes as here de- 
scribed is reconcilable with the position of 
Otanes described c. 25 supra as orparryos 
Trav mapabadacclwv avdpSv, assuming the 
mapabaddoovo there to be the same as the 
ériaddooto. here. Yes, on any one of 
these hypotheses: (1) Otanes’ command 

epyicaro orparnynoas c. 28 supra: but 
how reconcile this with c. 123 infra? (2) 
The Strategos was subordinate to the 
Satrap, at least in this case. (8) ém6a- 
Adooto. = on the Aegean, rapafaddcoror 
=on the Hellespont. That distinction 
may be materially correct, but the words 
can hardly have such a technical mean- 
ing. (4) Aristagoras was deliberately 
exaggerating or dramatically represented 
as deliberately exaggerating. But as 
above explained, note c. 25, if we under- 
stand Otanes as successor to Megahazos 
in command of an army on the coast 
(ol mapa0. d&vdpes) there is no need for 
an harmonistic attempt to reconcile this 
and that passage, though of course there 
is stress to be laid on the difference of 
the prepositions, and this passage remains 
an exaggeration of the satrap’s authority, 
which probably extended only over the 
first ‘nome’ as described in 38. 90. 

24, Sardvy. Tay dvaicimwudTeY TH 
oTparin c. 31 infra. 

25. édmlSas mwodAds. A phrase curi- 
ously common in the story of the Ionian 
revolt. Op. c. 36 infra. 

27. tév Kuxdddev looks like a gloss, 
cp. tas KuxAddas kaXeupévas next c. 
The name was probably used, perhaps 
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Swv ovdeuta cw iv vd Aapeig. amixdpevos 8é 0 ’Apiotayopns 
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és tas Sdpdus Néyeo mpos tov Aptadppévea ds Na€os ein vijoos 
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levins, xpnwata dé eve TONKA Kal avdpdoda. “avd wv én 

dl 

; \ 4 / / b] > \ \ / 

TaUTHV THY KopnV oTPATHAATEE, KATAY@V €S AUTNV TOUS puyaoas 5 

e€ ats. Kal Tor TadTa TocarTs ToUTO pév éoTL Eroiwa Trap’ 

€uol yxpnuata peydra mapeE TOY AVALoMOpLaToOY TH oTpaTUH* 

Tatra pev yap Sikavoy eas Tos ayovtas Tapéyew éori’ 

Todto dé vijcous Bacidée mpocKTyceat aityy Te Nd~ov Kal tas éx 

ravtns nptnuévas, Uapov cal “Avdpov Kai addas Tas Kuxdddas 

Karevpévas. evOedrev Sé oppm@pevos edrreréws emrvOnoear EKvBoin 

vijow peyady Te Kal eddaiwo, odx éddocow Kumpou Kal xapta 

edrretés aipeOnvar. amoypdou bé éxaTov vées TavTas Tdacas 
» \ / AS? C \ 

xepooacbar. 0 S€ apeiBero avTov Toucide. “ov €s oiKov Tov 
\ / / 5) lal Aaa a > 

Baoiréos éEnyntns yiveat Tpnypatov ayalav, Kal TavTa ev 
/ , \ a n a > 6 fale b) \ be € \ 

TT APQALVveels TTaVTQa, TANV TMV VEWV TOU apt fou aVvTt € E€KATOV 

la / / 4 ¢ (nm) £%¢ 
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/ / / » 

Kal avtov Bacidéa cuvétrawvov yiverOat. 
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Kal wmepOévte Ta €x ToU Aptotayopew Neyomeva ouvETTAWos Kal 

invented, by Hekataios, cp. Bursian, 
Geogr. v. Gr. ii. 348. They were not 
reduced till 490 B.c., 6. 99 infra; there 
was still therefore a field open to the 
ambition of the Naxians. 

31. 3. peyadet. Naxos is the largest 
of the Kyklades, 75 R. miles in 
circumference, 19 miles long by 15 
at the broadest points. On its size, 
beauty and fertility see article in Smith, 
Dict. of Geogr., Tozer, Islands of the 
Aegean, c. iv., Bent, Cyclades, c. xiv., 
Bursian, Geogr. v. Griecheni. ii. 489 ff., 
Lolling in Miiller’s Handbuch, iii. 208. 

ayxod. The distance of Naxos from 
Miletos is about 100 E. miles in a bee- 
line. It is a convenient half-way station 
a Ionia and the Hellenic main- 

4. xpfpatra . . dvSpdroSa. Arista- 
goras wisely omits the 8000 shields! 
“From the 8000 hoplites we may 
conclude that the free population 
amounted to 50,000 souls, to which 
number we may add at least as many 
slaves,” Dict. of Geogr. Perhaps Arta- 
phrenes would regard all the population 
as potentially slaves, 

6. éotu trousa map’ enol, ‘already 
lodged with me.’ 

9. Tas €« TavTns 
Primarily a geographical expression, 
but has a political suggestion in it. 

12. otk €Xdooov. Kimpov. Kypros 
is nearly thrice as large as Euboia, but 
the exact area of these islands, respec- 
tively, is not easy to ascertain. Strabo 
gives the circuit of Kypros as 3420 
stadia (p. 682) (say 425 R. miles). He 
does not give the circuit of Euboia, but 
estimates its greatest length at 1200 
stades and its greatest breadth at 150 
(p. 444). For modern estimates and 
literature, cp. Lolling, op. c. supra, pp. 
190 ff. 273 ff. 

Kdpra evreré. aipeéAvar might be 
an inference, not wholly unjust, from 
the fate of Euboia at the hands of 
the Athenians, cp. c. 77 infra, or the 
Persians themselves 6. 99-101, 8. 20, 
23. 

17. &pa oO apr. The visit of 
Aristagoras to Sardes would be just a 
year before his visit to Sparta, c. 38 
infra. Cp. Appendix Y. 

hpTnpévas. - 
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avtos Aapelos éyévero, Tapecxevdcato pev ounKkootas Tpunjpeas, 
Todnrov dé Kapta dpirov Ilepcéwv te Kal TOY drAdov cuppayeor, 
otpatnyov O€ TovTav amédeEe MeyaBdarnvy avdpa Uéponv tov 
“Ayatpmeridéwv, EwuTov Te Kab Aapeiov aveluov, Tov Llavoavins 6 

KyecouBporov Aaxedaipovios, ef 81 ddrnOyns yé éate Oo RoOyos, 
totép~ ypovm TovT@Y Hpyocato Ouyarépa, Epwra ayav Ths “EX- 
Aaddos TUpavves yevécOau. amodéEas b¢ MeyaBarny otparnyov 
> > / . 

Apradppévns améoteike TOV oTpaTov mapa Tov Apioraryopea. 
maparaBov 5é 0 MeyaBatns Tov te “Apioraryopea éx THs Midyrov 

Kat tv ldda \ atpatujyy Kart tovs Naktous émrdee mpopacw én’ 
¢ / / \ / 

EAdnomortov, éreite O€ eyeveto ev Xip, Erye Tas veas €s Kav- 

32. 4. avrds Aapetos. Cp. 4. 1. 
What interval must be allowed for the 
communications between Sardes and 
Susa? (cp. c. 108 infra). At any rate 
the ships were to be ready &ua 7@ €apr. 

tpinpeas. The 200 triremes were 
presumably levied from the Greeks. 
The number of the Greek fleet at Lade 
was 353, 6. 8, and from the list there 
given it is obvious that Miletos, Samos, 
Chios and Lesbos might easily have 
supplied the whole number on this 
occasion. That the levy was more 
general is however shown by the 
anecdote which follows in c. 33. 

5. dAAwy. Other than Greek? or 
simply ‘allies as well.’ Cp. 4. 191. 

6. oTpatnyoy tovTwv. Otanes has 
nothing to say to the expedition. The 
exact authority of Megabates is in the 
story represented as ill-defined—Hinc 
tllae lacrymae. 

7. Ilavoavins. In this interesting 
reference we have another question in 
debate between Hdt. and Thucydides. 

Cp. Thuc. 1. 128. The chief points of 
difference are two: (1) The story in Hdt. 

represents Pausanias as a suitor for the 

daughter of Megabates. Thucydides 
represents the lady in question as a 

daughter of Xerxes: in Thuc. Megabates 
does indeed figure, as satrap of Phrygia, 
while Pausanias was at Byzantion, and 

is by Xerxes removed and replaced by 
Artabazos, in order that negotiations 
may be the better conducted. This 
looks remarkably like a Thucydidean 

correction of the tradition preserved to 

us by Hdt. (2) Hdt. expresses a doubt 
as to the truth of the story (e 6% 

anys yé éore 6 Abyos). Thucydides 

bases his version upon the apparently 

irrefutable evidence of Pausanias’ own 
correspondence. Hdt. has here perhaps 
simply oral tradition to rely on, and he 
is undoubtedly tender of the fame of 
Pausanias. Cp. 9.64. But had Thucy- 
dides really genuine documents ? 

9. torépw xpdvw toirwv. A vague 
and almost superfluous chronological 
indication if by vtatra be understood - 
simply the Naxian affair. The age of 
Megabates makes it perhaps additionally 
unlikely that it was his daughter whom 
Pausanias sought in marriage. But such 
points do not strike Hdt. (Cp. 3. 1.) 

é€pwra. Pausanias’ love was not for 
the lady but for the throne. There 
is humour in this, cp. 6. 129. Was 
Pausanias already married? Cp. Thue. 
5. 16: 

THs “EAAG80s tbpavvos. A remark- 
able expression. The political unity 
of Hellas could only have been realised 
under a monarchy, and only at Sparta 
could a Panhellenic monarchy have 
been established. But it would have 
been established, like the Roman prin- 
cipate afterwards, upon the ruins of 
the republican oligarchy. Upon a small 
scale the problem of empire was more 
than once presented to Sparta, as on 
a larger to Rome. Sparta clung to her 
domestic institutions, and forewent a 
Panhellenic unity. Rome accepted the 
imperial destiny, and discovered too 
late that it involved the tyrannis. (Cp. 
c. 3supra.) On ‘ Hellas’ ep. c. 49 infra. 

33. 2. rhv Id8a otpatiyyv. Apparently 
distinct from the 6uidos Ilepcéwv re Kal 
Tov d&d\d\wv cupdxwv. Still Megabates 
is represented as commander-in-chief. 

mpopaciv, adverbial accusative, cp. 
4, 136. 
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TovTovar, ws VE éyéveTo, erreurre és Nafov mroim avopas dppa- 

VOLTO. 
a \ \ ”- 

Tay éoeeTo, avTos e€AG@V EAdvCE. 

3. Katxaca is placed by Kiepert’s 
Atlas on the S.E. of Chios, looking 
towards the mainland: presumably on 
the strength of this passage. 

4. SiaBdAou, nautical term. Cp. c. 34 
injra 6:éBarov Tas véas, 

ov yap éSee. See Introduction, p. 
exvi., and c. 28 supra, 6. 64 infra. 

5. rotrw t@ otddAw. The ruin of 
Naxos was accomplished by the next 
expedition, cp. 6. 96. 

6. mepudvtos. Megabates appears an 
active commander bent upon the success 
of his mission. 

7. Mvvims. Myndos, not men- 
tioned elsewhere by Hdt., was situated 
near Halikarnassos, and, like the latter, 
a colony from Troezen (Pausan. 2. 30, 8), 
though not a member of the Dorian 
Hexapolis (1. 144) but to be included in 
the rpécoxoe there referred to. 

Skylax though merely the dpywy of a 
single Myndian trireme must have been 
a considerable person, if he was really 
on terms of fewln with Aristagoras. 
Skylax appears to be a local (Karian) 
name. Cp. 4. 44. 

11. t>c0@pa. Van Herwerden eps. 7. 
107 Kdpn 62 7d cGya cadcet, 

12. Byras Avpalvorro, not a case 
where cessante causa cessat et effectus, 
pe" at this stage the man was still in 

nds. 
13. &Oév, (1) to head quarters, (2) to 

the ship. 

VOL. I 

mapa.téero. N.B. the imperfect. 
His suit was unsuccessful, cp. c. 22 supra. 

19. @s vd éyévero. Cp. Ephesians 4. 
26 6 wduos ph Emidvérw éml mapopyrou@ 
judy. Perhaps a Pythagorean maxim, 
ep. Plutarch, Mor. 488 quoted by Alford, 
Gk. Test. iii.4 p. 125. ‘Three stages are 
indicated in the feeling of Megabates 
(i) dewdv re momnoduevos . . (il) Kdpra 
dewdv émoujoato Kal éomépxero . . (ili) 
OvpwOels. It can hardly be said that 
his action in the first two stages was 
surprising or culpable. In the third 
stage, however, this Persian Grandee, of 
the blood of the Achaemenids, com- 
mander-in-chief of the expedition, 
stultifies his commission, betrays the 
king’s interest, ruins a project which 
had the king’s own express sanction, 
disappoints the satrap of Sardes, and 
prepares a discredit for himself, in order 
to gratify a passionate miaue with the 
vice-governor of a single Greek city, 
who was insolent. Is this likely? Cp. 
Duncker, Gesch. des A. vii.’ p. 34 (1882), 
If the act of treachery had been put 
down to Skylax, or to Aristagoras, it 
wonld have seemed more credible. 
Perhaps the Greek tradition preferred 
to assign the failure to the foreign foe. 
It is to be remembered that this traitor 
Megabates is in high favour afterwards 
(c. 32 supra), although this story of his 
treachery was presumably notorious—if 
true, 

N 
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a N / 7 \ / / t govras toto. Nakioww mdvra ra trapeovta ode tprypara. of 
\ Ss A / > \ / yap av Nagvou ovdev rdvtws mpocedéxovto éml odéas Tov orddov 
an ¢ / , \ 

TodTov oppnoecOar. émel pévtor émiOovTo, avtixa pev éonvet- 
\ > n b lal a e KaVTO Ta €K TOV aypav és TO TELYOS, TapecKevdcavTo O€ ws 

/ \ ral rn ToMLopKnoomevos Kal oira Kal Tord, Kal TO Telyos éodkavTo. 
\ & \ / a Kal OUTOL mevy TaperKevaloyTo ws Tmapecopévov ot TOAELOU* Ob 

> ? / / na d émeite dugBarov ex rhs Xlov ras véas és tv Nd€ov, pos 
low / / n Teppaypwevovs mpocepépovto Kab errodopKeov phvas Téooepas. 

c \ / 54 9S / ep as dé Td Te éxovtes HAOov yphuata of Ilépca, radTa Karededa- 
/ / \ > n an > / 

TavnTo cht, Kal avT® TH Apiorayopn mpocavarciuwto TONG, 
n ray t? / rn a 

TOU wNebvos Te ed€eTo 1) TOdOpKin, evOadTAa Telyea Tolar puydor 
n / > / ie Tov Nagiwv oixodounoavres amadddocovTo és THY HTrELPOY KAKOS 

/ ] / \ n> 

mpnoocovres. Aptotayopns dé ovK eixe THY tmoayerw TH Ap- 
/ a AS) / 4 \ a; Me ¢ Ye a a Tadpévei éxtedecar awa dé emieléE pv 1) daTavn THs oTpaTiAs 

b) fi b) / / n a n 

aTraTeowevn, appodcee Te ToD oTpaTod mpHnEavTos KaKas Kal 
/ / / / \ 2 MeyaBatn SvaBeBrAnpévos, edoxeé Te THY Bacirniny ths Midjrov 

b) An 4) b) bé be / cf > / > / 
atratpeOnoecOar. appwoéwy d€ TovTwv Exacta éBovdAeveTo amo- 

i \ a oTacw: ouverimtTe yap Kal Tov éoTuypévoy THY Keparyny amrixybat 
> / ¢ // 3 

éx Lovoav mapa ‘Iotvatov, onpatvovta arictacba, Apiotaryopny 
> \ / ¢ \ ¢ a / n >) / 

ato Baowhéos. o yap lotiatos Bovdopevos to Apiotayopy 
n a /- la) / a 

onunvar amrooThvat adAdws pev ovdapas eiye aoparéws onphvas 
vA / n tan ig fal @oTe puvdaccomevewv THY OOdV, 0 O€ TOY SoUN@Y TOY TLGTOTATOV 

terms the two were with each other 34. 2, ovdév. Kriiger adds 7 which v. 
during the four months’ siege, it would Herwerden admits. The Naxians are 

represented as little better than simple- 
tons, paying no heed to the intrigues 
of their exiled fellow-citizens abroad, 
suspecting nothing of the two hundred 
triremes at Miletos, taking no thought 
of the fate of Samos, Chios, Lesbos, 
Lemnos ; yet able withal on the shortest 
notice to make all things ready for a siege. 
These improbabilities are necessary to 
the story of Megabates’ treachery. 

5. éodtavro from odrrecOa. Schweig. 
reads mora 7d Tetxos écdéavTo 1.€. és TOT. 
aéavro. Herwerden adopts édpatayro 
from Hoger. 

8. pivas técoepas would carry them 
over most of the summer; looks like 
a genuine memory, but does not make 
the improvisation of the Naxians more 
probable, nor consequently, the story of 
the treachery of Megabates, 

10. mporavatcl(uwro moda. Arista- 
goras being genuinely in earnest in the 
undertaking, the failure of which Mega- 
bates had secured beforehand! On what 

be interesting to know. 
35. 1. tiv imdoyxeo, c. 31 supra. The 

only actual promise Aristagoras made 
to Artaphrenes was to findsupplies. The 
suggestion seemed to be that Artaphrenes 
should himself undertake the annexation. 

4. MeyaBdry Si:aBeBrAnpévos. We 
are left to suppose that the treachery 
of Megabates was not discovered till 
long afterwards, and even then not 
reported to the Persian court, otherwise 
he could hardly have been satrap of 
Daskyleion in 476 B.¢., ep. c. 82 supra. 

There are almost too many (five) good 
reasons here! Probably the message of 
Histiaios would have been enough to 
account for the revolt. This indeed was 
the view taken by Artaphrenes, who 
exonerated Aristagoras, 6. 1. 

6. rov éortypévov referred to appar- 
ently a notorious personage, like ‘‘ the 
man in the iron mask,” etc. There 
seems truth in the tale. 

10. 6 8 ‘sohe.. .’ 
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> , \ \ wv \ ey 2 , A \ 

amogéupyaas TV Kepadnyv éotuge Kal avéperve avapuvat Tas 
, t Nir SP 4 2 f ? Mi b] rd 

tplyas, ds dé avépuoay TayioTa, awémewre &s Midnrov évreida- 
_ 7 \ \ / , 

wevos avTt@ Go pev ovdev, eredy S€é amixnrar és Midnror, 
: / / \ / / 

cereveww “Apiotayopny Evpnoavta uv tas tpixas KatidécOar és 
/ / \ / / 

TH Kepadry. Ta O€ OTiypaTa Eonpmae, MS Kal TpOTEpdY pot 
¥ / 

elpnTal, amooTacw. 
ca) \ \ w / 

Tovevpevos meyarnv THV EWUTOD KaTOYHY THY év Lococo. atro- 
, = / \ 5 2 n>) / ra) , \ 6 / 

oTdcwos @y ywwopevns ToANaS elye EATTLOAS pEeTHTETVaL EeTTL Oa- 
/ / a / > \ 

Naccav, pn Se vewTepov Te Tovevons THs MeryjTov ovdapya és 
/ 

autiy HEew ete EoyiteTo. 
~ a / b) / \ + 

‘lotvaios pév vuv Tadta Siavoevpevos amémepme TOV aryyeXor, 
a fa) / / an 

"Apiotayopn S& cuvérimte Tod avTod ypovou TdvTa TadTa cuVEd- 
Ny a / > / / 

Odvta. éBovreveTo OY pEeTa TOV TTaTLwWTEwY, Expyvas THY TE 
nr ne / 5) eZ c \ \ 

éwuToD yvopunv Kal Ta Tapa ToD lotiaiov amiypéva. ot per 57) 
- \ / / b] / 

a@dXot Tavtes yvoOunv Kata T@uTO é€edhépovTo, KEdEvOVTES AaTrioTA- 
ral ’ id \ an \ > yy / 

Oat: “Exataios 5 0 Xoyotrowos mpata pevy ovK Ea TrOAEpOY 
D a / 2 / Ie Y x0 Y 

Baorrés tov Ilepcéwy avaipécoOa, Katadeyov Ta Te EOvea TavTa 
a fal a > / \ b / 

Tav npye Aapetos Kal tiv Siva avtovd. éreite d€ ovK érrecbe, 
by / / n / devrepa auveBotdeve Troléey Oks vavKpaTees THS Oaddoons 

a \ ¢ ¢ val ? / \ 
ravta € 0 Iotiaios érroiee ocuppopny 

écovTat. 

TOUTO* 

lal / a / 

adros pév vey ovdapas Eby eywv Evopdv écopevov 
n / la] 

érictacba, yap thy Stvamww tov Midrnciwov éotcay 
> / > \ \ / Q / \ b) (ey ack a nen 
acbevéa: ci S€ TA YpHuata KaTaipEfein TA Ex Tod ipod Tod év 

Bpayxidnot, ta Kpoicos 0 Avdds avéOnxe, Todas etye €Amribas 

ll. tore, with his own hand? 
probably. ‘The letters were not branded 
but tattooed (7rd pmev éorlyPar xrXr. ©. 
6 supra). Histiaios may have learnt 
the art in Thrace. Aulus Gellius who 
tells the story (17. 9 ad jin.) with some 
(worthless) variations, from a different 
source, seems to imagine that the com- 
munication was a lengthy one. Dem- 
aratos was credited with a different 
method of sending a dangerous message 
7. 239 (cp. c. 92 infra). 

16. améoractv. Perhaps this single 
word was all that was on the man’s skin. 
However Polyainos 1. 24 knows better, 
‘Iortatos ’Apictaybpa* Iwvlay drbornoov. 

18. moddds elxe ArrlBas, c. 30 supra. 
The Nostalgy of Greek exiles is most 

fully exemplified in the story of Demo- 
kedes, 3.129 ff. The case of Histiaios was 
not one of simple home-sickness: better 
to reign in Miletos than serve in Susa. 

36. 2. révraratra. The five sufficient 
reasons enumerated c. 35 supra. 

6. 6 fy soe Cp. c. 125 infra, 6. 
137, and Introduction, p. lxvii. Heka- 

taios is one of the tyrant’s partisans. 
This circumstance would not recommend 
him to Hdt., nor yet his sacrilegious ad- 
vice infra. Perhaps Hdt. (pace his own 
recorded experience) did not approve of 
historians meddling with politics. 

7. karadéyov. Was this catalogue 
by Hekataios not committed to writing, 
included in any of his works known to 
Hdt. and used by him, ¢.g. in 8. 90 ff., 
7. 61 ff. e¢ al. ? ep. 4. 87. 

Hekataios the prose-wright is at first 
in despair and then full of hope, his 
hopes being bound up with a counsel of 
despair, if not of impiety. However, he 
had reason, for the historic offerings at 
Branchidae apparently suffered the fate 
he prophesied, cp. 6. 19. Hence the 
rather jv just below. 

13. Bpayx(8yor, ai Bpayxlia the 
place, Didyma, 6. 19 infra; of Bpay- 
xtda, cp. 1. 158, the priests and cus- 
todians, ‘Sons of Branchos,’ first founder. 
Strabo, 634, 

7a Kpoioos xraA. 1. 92, 
modhas elxe éAm(Sas. Here from 

Tat 
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2 rts a a) Xd \ e/ ? / / a 
ETT LK PAT1)O ELV TNS a aoONnS, KAL OUTM AVTOVUS TE €&ew TOLOL 

Ta O€ 
/ 5 a) / n lal NPNHATA WY TavVTAa peyara, ws SednrAwTal por ev TO TPOTH ToV 

NOyov. 
e/ \ \ > aE, / ty avTn pev 51) ovK evixa 1) yvopun, eddxee SC Guws aml- 

vA by n / a oracba, eva Te a’Tov TOcavTa és Muobyra és TO oTparbredov 
Nig 92 \ a / by / dN an va) To amo Ths Na€ov aredOor, éov evOadra, cvAAapBavew Teipacbat 

\ Di aN lal fal 
Tous éml THY vedv érimdéovTas oTpaTnyovs. amoTrewpbévros Oe 
‘Intpayopeo Kat’ avto tobro Kal ovdAdaBdvros ddAm "OMarov 
‘TBavarduos Mvraccéa kat ‘Ioriaiov Tiuvew Teppepéa cal Kony 
"EpEdvdpou, 76 Aapeios Murirjvnv eSwphcarto, kal "Apioraryopny 
‘Hpaxneldew Kupaiov cat addovs cuxvovs, otra by &« Tod 
éuavéos 0 “Apiotayopns ameoriKee, mav em) Aapeio pyyave- 
/evos. 

\ na \ / \ \ 

kal TpaTa pev oy peTels THY TUpavvida icovopiny 
bd / a / € x (2 a 
emrolee TH Mudnt@, ws av exovtes atte of Mirjotor cvvart- 

/ \ \ \ b A »S- > / n 

oTaiato, peta Sé€ Kal év TH adAAn lwvin THVTO TodTO érolee, TOUS 
\ b) “2 [al / \ > > A Jie a 

pev efeLavvav THY TUpdvYeY, TOs 6 éEhaBeE TUpdvVOUS ato TOV 

the mouth or pen of Hekataios. 
30, 35 supra. 

16. & TO TPdTw TV Aédywv, 1. 92. 
A remarkable expression, the authenti- 
city of which there is little reason to 
question. Had the words been a gloss, 
the reference would probably have been 
still more explicit. 06 mp&ros rév Nbywv 
can scarcely be identified with the whole 
of Bk. 1 (notwithstanding the use of 6 
Néyos in 1. 95), but may be taken to 
cover cc. 1-94, or the first of the two 
divisions into which Bk. 1 clearly falls. 
év rots Avdloust Aéyouo. would have been 
an expression more in accord with 
Herodotean phraseology, cp. 1. 184, 2. 
161. The employment of the ordinal 
number here is, however, specially in- 
teresting in its bearing on the question 
of the Composition of Hdt.’s work. See 
further, Introduction, §§ 2, 21. 

18. &a . . mepaicGoar. He would 
have the assistance of his ship’s crew at 
least: but he may have had all the ships 
of Miletos at his disposal. Myus 
was not ten miles distant, across the 
Latmian Bay. Its territory bordered on 
that of Priene, cp. 1. 142, and 6. 8. 

37. 2. "Intpayopew, see c. 30 supra. 
What the 66dos was we are left to con- 

Cp. ce. 

jecture : nothing is more probable than a. 
banquet.—Oliatos. An Herakleides son of 
Ibanollis of Mylassa appears c. 121 infra. 
The proper names sound ‘ Karian.’—My- 
lassa (or Mylasa, ep. Forbiger, At. Geogr. 

ii. 232), some 30 miles south of Myus. The 
Karian Zeus had a temple there 1. 171; 
cp. Head, Hist. Num. p. 528, who men- 
tions that ‘‘Mylasa was originally the 
residence of the dynasts of Caria until they 
obtained possession of the Greek town of 
Halikarnassos.’’ Ramsay, op. c. p. 422, 
makes it the seat of a bishopric in Roman 
times (but cp. pp. 416, 417).—Histiaios 
was released, and must have been subse- 
quently restored, cp. 7. 98, and apparently 
succeeded by a son named Tymnes. Cp. 
Head, op. c. p. 532. On Tymnes ep. 4. 
76.—Termera. ‘A small place on the 
promontory between Halikarnassos and 
Myndus” (Head). ‘‘Termera was at 
Assarlik. . .” (Ramsay, p. 424).—Koes, 
4, 97 and c. 11 supra, is a Lesbian (Aeo- 
lian).—Aristagoras son of Herakleides 
of Kyme, 4.138, likewise an Aeolian. 

The short list of tyrants arrested at 
Myus by Iatragoras, under orders from 
Aristagoras of Miletos, is not a little 
remarkable. It includes only four 
names. Two of these are apparently 
native Karian, or MHelleno - Karian 
dynasts: two are Aeolian tyrants. No 
Ionian tyrant ismentioned. The anony- 
mous é&Ado cuxvol remain anonymous to 
the end of the story. 

7. toovoptny. So Miletos follows suit 
to Naxos, as Naxos to Athens, c. 30 supra. 

The rupavyls was identified with 
‘medism’ in the Ionian cities at this 
time. Cp. 4. 137. 
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lal a / 

vedv Tov cuumrevcactwy eri Ndfov, rovrous 5é pita Bovdopevos 
moveerOat THat Todt eEediSov, GXov és GAAHV TOALY Trapacz.oods, 
d0ev ein ExacTos. 

} a 

mapéraBov, eEayayovTes KaTéhevoav, Kupaior d€ tov oérepov 
a a ¢ \ \ Ui ¢ a / 

avitav amixav: @s S€ Kal ado ot TAEdVES aTriecay. TUPAVV@V 
, , ey, SERN \ / ? / Avge 

pév vuv KaTdravows éyiveTo ava Tas Todas, Apiotaydopns oé o 
Marjowos as Tovs Tupdvvouvs KaTérravoe, oTpaTHnyovs év ExdoTn 5 

Tov modlav Kerevoas ExdoTOUS KaTacTHoal, SevTEepa avTos és 

Aaxedaiwova tpunpet arroaToNos éyiveto: dee yap 61 cuppaxins 
Tivos af weyarns eEevpeOjvat. 

Tis 5& Lardprns Avakavdpidys pév o Aégovtos ovKéte Treptewy 
> ls > \ > {ke K VA be ¢ "A 5 id 
éBacineve adda eETeTENEUTNKEE, KAEOMEeVNS OE O vatavopivew 
> \ / > an 3 / \ -) \ \ / 

elye THY Bacidniny, ov Kat avépayabinv TXOV ANNA KATA YEVOS. 

"AvaEavdpidn yap éxovte yuvaixa adeApefs Ewvtod Ovyatépa, Kai 
/ al / covens TavTns of KataOupins, Taides ovK éyivorTo. 

/ \ 
TOUTOU Oe 

, 2/ cm 5 5) / =) oN cc 
TOLOUTOV EOVYTOS, Ol Epopot E€LTT AV ETTLKANET A[LEVOL QUTOV €l TOL 

38. 3. amlecav. The tyrants presum- 
ably retired toSardes. Perhaps they met 
Hippias there. At any rate Sigeion 
remained in his hands. 

Tupavvev.. kardravots. This might 
have been reckoned an dveots kax@v, cp. 
c. 28 supra. 

5. orparnyots. The precedent of 
Athens (c. 69 infra) may have been fol- 
lowed. However that may be, Strategi 
were wanted for the coming struggle 
with the Persians. The old title for the 
chief magistrate in the Ionian cities was 
perhaps mpiéravs, as at Miletos (Aristot. 
Pol. 8. 5, 8, 1305"), where, however, the 
term may have been associated with the 
tyranny, owing to the circumstances 
referred to by Aristotle, /.c. 

6. Setrepa. The event is second 
in numerical order, but it is a distinct 
event, not a repetition of a former event. 
Cp. note on 76 detrepoy, c. 28 supra. 

39. 1. Lardpryns. The digression or 
excursus on Sparta is short (cc. 39-48), 
and biographical. The history of Sparta 
is more fully given as a ‘function’ of 
Athenian history, cc. 55-97 infra. Cp. 
Introduction, pp. xxxvi ff., and Ap- 
pendix VII. 

"Avatav8p(8ns 6 Agovros. For the 
complete genealogy, see 7. 204. 

kért aust be taken to refer back to 
1. 67 (Anaxandrides was no longer King, 
for he was no longer alive) though Kleo- 
menes has been mentioned already (3. 

148) as king of Sparta. There is some 
awkwardness in the words ovxéri mreprewy 
éBaciheve: they seem to imply that 
Anaxandrides was king till his death. 
For the use of the negative Stein cps. 
Th. 1. 12 dore ph Hovxydoacay avéinOFvat. 

3. THY BactAn(ny, ‘the kingly office,’ 
which, though no one would discover it 
from this passage, was dual or collegiate. 

kat’ dvdpaya0(ny, not Kleomenes but 
Dorieus would have been king c. 42 

mpecBuyernlny, priority of 

4, adeAdefis ewvtod Ovyarépa, con- 
sequently his own niece. Op. case of 
Leonidas and Gorgo, 7. 239; Archi- 
damos and Lampito, 6. 71. 

6. émukaderduevor, The five Ephors 
summon the leading king before them, 
as guardians of the Spartan Institutions. 
The extinction of one of the kingships 
might have led to the aggrandisement 
of the other. The Ephors would no 
doubt have been equally solicitous for 
the House of Prokles. Dual Royalty was 
a double safeguard against tyranny. Cp. 
Aristot. Pol. 2. 9, 30, 12718. On the 
kingships ep. 6. 51 ff. Plutarch, KZeom. 
10, reports that king as saying peramep- 
Topeuv Tov Baoitéa tov épdpwv 7d 1pe- 
Tov avrihéyew Kal 7d Sevrepov, 7d dé rplrov 
kadovyTuw dvacrdvra Badlfew mpds avrovs : 
a report which may preserve a genuine 
custom, 

/ ray 

Kany pev vey Mutirnvatos éreite tayiora 38 

39 
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GV TEwUTOD pu) Tpoopas, GAN iuiv rodr gor ob mepiomréov, yévos 
TO Kvpuabeveos yevéoOar e&irmrov. ob vuv Thy pev exers yuvatxa, 
émeite Tow ov Tikrer, eo, adAnv be yhwov: Kal rovov tadra 

10 Sraprintnoy adjoes. 6 8 dpuelBero has TovTrwv obdérepa 
Tounogew, €xelvous Te OV KAAGS cUUBovVrAEvELW TapawéovTas, TiY 
eyes yuvaika €odcay avapaptntov éwut@, TavTnv amévta GAdqv 
ecayayécbar ovdé ogi trelcecOa. mpos tadta of epopo Kal 
ol yépovtes Bovrevodpevor mpocépepov “Avakavdpidy rdbe. 
“eel roivuy Tor Tepiexopevoyv oe Opapev THS exEers yuVvalKos, ov 

\ a / \ \ I A) 
dé Tadta Tolee, Kal pi) avTiBawe rovtowor, wa pn TL addotov 

40 

Smept ced Sraptijrar Bovretowvtas: yuvarKkos pev Ths eels ov 

TpoodeopeOa cev ths é&écwos, od Se TavTn Te TdvTa boa Viv 
mapéyers mapexe Kal AAV Tpos Ta’TH éodyaye yUVaiKa TEKVO- 
Tov.  Tad’Tad Kn AEeyovTwY cVexdpynoce 6 Avakavdpiéns, pera 
6€ yuvaixas éyav b00 buEds iotias olKee, Trovewy ovdapas LXmrap- 
TUNTLKG. 41 x“povou dé ov ToANOD SieAOovTos 7 €ovarepov erreMOodca 

\ / \ \ / a 
yurn tixte. Tov 617 Kyeopévea tovTov. Kai avtn Te Eémredpov 

Xé SS, / 5) / \eaeie, / \ \ / 
Bactréa TTAPTLYTHOL aTrepawve, Kal 1 TTPOTEPH YUVN TOV TTPOTEpOY 

8. é&(rndov, a rare word, 1. 1. Is it 
to be supposed that the house of Hury- 
sthenes had no cadet branches? Cp. c. 
48 infra. 

9. to, Schifer’s emendation for 
€Ko€o. 

10. Daraptunryot, ‘Freemen of 
Sparta’: the citizen body, which might 
yet take action. See next chapter. 

ovdérepa. Neither put away his wife, 
nor take another in place of her. He 
kept his word. 

11. cupBovredew tapatvéovtas. The 
dictum of the Ephors was advice not 
command to the king. 
thy txev yuvatka, article for rela- 

tive: repeated from rip peév éxes supra. 
A variation produced in next chapter by 
attraction: THs exes. 

40. 1. ot €hopor kal ot yépovres. Ap- 
parently, and for obvious reasons, a 
more authoritative appeal than that of 
the Ephors sole. What part the other 
king played, or how far the Ephors could 
combine thus with the Gerusia against 
the kings, cannot be determined from 
the present story. But cp. 6. 82 infra. 

3. od 8€, in apodosi, marks emphasis,, 
perhaps excitement on the part of the 
Ephors. 

4, dddAoioy is a 
meiosis, 

euphemism, or 

5. LarapruArat, in the Apella? There 
was still a trump to play. 

9, Lraptintixé. Such, we must 
suppose, was the general ignorance 
among the Greeks of Spartan usages, 
that the bigamy of Anaxandrides might - 
have been mistaken for lawful custom, 
without this express caveat. HE. Hruza, 
Polyganvie und Pellikat nach gr. Rechte, 
pp. 60 f., questions whether there was 
any express prohibition. But at Sparta 
the rule might hold: @ 6é€ uh Kedever, 
dmaryopeve, Aristot. Hih. Nic. 5. 11, 
1138 4. 

41. 1. o¥ wodAod. It is a wonder they 
did not question the paternity of Kleo- 
menes as of Demaratos, vid. 6. 65. The 
year of his birth cannot be fixed. It 
might be about the date of the fall of 
Sardes (546 B.c.), in which case Kleo- 
menes might have been upwards of 30 
years of age, at the date of the applica- 
tion of Maiandrios 3. 148 (circa 516 B.c.). 
If, however, Kleomenes was on the 
throne in Sparta in 519 B.c. (Duncker, 
vi.© 550) and if the king’s minority 
extended to the age of 30, he must have 
been born about 550 B.c. or earlier. Cp. 
6. 108 infra. 

3. drépacve. 

ony €. 4 

Stein suggests dzé- 
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fal / / 

ypovoy droKos colaa TOTE Kws ExUnoE, cVTUXyn Ta’TH XpnTapéern. 
” \ \ ? / / e Aas / \ oh ve 
eyovoav Se adtny adybér Noy@ ot Tis ErEeNOoVaNS yuVaLKOS OLKHLOL 5 

/ 4 , +N / v / 
TuOomevoe wYAEov, Pawevor aUTNY KopTréey ANAWS BovrXopevnv 

4 lal a / 

imoBarécbar. Sewa Sé TovevvTwy aiTdv, TOD ypovov cuvTap- 
vovtos, tw amirtins ot Epopot Tiktoveay Thy yuvaixa TrepuCopevot 

épiratav. 1) dé ws erexe Awpréa ideas toyer Aewvidny, Kal wera 
r / / 

rodrov i@éws layet KAeopSporov: of b€ Kal dudupovs Aéyovor 

KreduSporov kal Aewvidnv yevéc@ar. 1) 5é KAcopévea texodca 
\ \ Ud b] (al la) BLA TIA 0 / I 10 

cal [rd] Sevtepov érehOodca yuvyn, éovca Ouvyatnp Ipwyrddew 

rod Anwappévou, ovKéte étixTe TO SevTEpov. 
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peev 07) Eopevns, @S éyeTaL, HV TE ov PpEevypHsS aKpo 
pavns te, 0 S& Awpieds Fv Tov HAlkov TdvT@Y TpPwTOS, €v 

> \ / 

te émictato kat avodpayabinv aitos oxnowyv tHv Bacirniny. 
? / / 

date av oto hpovéwy, errevdy 6 te Avaktavdpidns améVave Kai 

5. Fxouray. Cobet would read 
kuéoucavy or add év yaorpl after Adyw. 
With ar. Moy cp. Thy adnPelnv, rls wev 
éorl warnp 6p0@ Adgyw 6. 68. 

ot tis .. olxqor. Family interests 
and connexions counted for a good deal 
in Sparta, ep. 4. 149. 

8. ot ébopo. A fresh evidence of 
the care for the royal family entertained 
by the Ephors: not the same men of 
course as those alluded to cc. 39, 40. 

9. toxe, concipit. 
10. of 8 . . A€youor. Hdt. would 

hardly have mentioned this view, if he 
thought there was nothing in it. His 
authorities then were good: perhaps 
Spartan. Conversely, Spartan tradition 
was not clear upon this point. Hdt. 
however seems to prefer the view put 
first, perhaps as better according with 
the succession of Leonidas. 

12. 1d Sebrepov . . Td Setrepov. The 
awkwardness of this repetition is not 
greatly diminished by bracketing with 
Stein the first 7d, though the grammar 
is improved ; and detrepoy émedotca is 
tautologous. Holder follows Botticher 
in bracketing xal rd detrepov émeNOoica. 
On debrepor cp. detrepa c. 38, 7d devrepov 
c. 28. The difference made by the 
article is well shown in this passage, 
Sevrepov érehOofca applying toa single 
act by a different person: 7d detrepov 
Erinre to a repeated act by the same 
person. (Cobet brackets yuvy also.) 

13. Anpappévov. Stein suggests 
that this Demarmenos was son of the 

. not opposed to each other. 

famous Chilon, 1. 59, 6. 65. Blakesley 
suggests that the mother of Kleomenes 
was of Achaian not of Herakleid blood : 
‘*By his father’s side Kleomenes was 
ure Dorian,” and quotes the pedigree 
. 204, But Achaian and Herakleid are 

On the 
contrary, if Kleomenes had claims to 
Achaian descent (c. 72 infra) it was in 
virtue of his being an Herakleid. 

42. 1. ws Aéyerar. At Sparta? at 
Delphi? in the west? or by the family 
of Demaratos? (Cp. Xen. Hell. 3. 1, 6, 
Anab. 7. 8, 17, Pausan. 3. 7, 7.) Was 
Hdt. the first to commit the Story of 
Dorieus to writing ? 

qv te ov dpevapns aKpopavys Te. 
The position of the re isremarkable. ov- 
dpevnpns coalesce into a single positive 
idea. One might have expected the 
statement to run that Kleomenes, who 
had never been quite ‘right’ (od-ppevjpns) 
went at last utterly mad (dxpouavys). 
On his madness, see 6. 75. 

2. Awprets. The name is certainly 
significant, and its associations perhaps 
added point to the pun of Kleomenes, c. 
72 infra. 

mpOtos, in merit. Cp. L. & S.7 sub 
voc. I. 5. The use is obviously quite 
different in 7@ mpwrw, c. 22 supra. 

3. érloraro . . adrds oxqowv, the 
common idiom. Op. yuu c. 93 » infra. 

kar’ avbpayablny, c. 39 supra. 
4. éreSn, c. 520 B.c.? The passage 

seems to imply that Kleomenes only 
succeeded on the death of this father. 
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5. ot Aakedaipdvio. . . éothoavto 
Bacidéa. Some election or ratification 
(as it were a lex de tmperio) seems to be 
implied; cp. Thue. 5. 16adf. Hdt. seems 
to use the terms Aaxedaiudvioe and Drap- 
TijTa. as equivalent. Cp. G. Gilbert, 
Gr. Staatsa. i.2 41, where, however, the 
statement that in Thue. 1. 128-134 we 
find an exception to the strict use of the 
later historians appears to me incorrect. 

T® vopw. If the ddris 7. 3 is to be 
trusted this véuos was not unqualified. 
The description of the merit and the 
mind of Dorieus seems to imply that 
the claim of primogeniture might have 
been set aside, at least in the case of 
imbecility or imsanity. 

7. Zraptiuptas. Not in apposition 
to Aewy but ace. after alrjoas (airety rid 
me common). The Ovkists may all have 
been Dorians or at least leading citizens 
e. 46 infra, though citizens could ill 
be spared from Sparta in any great 
number. Op. the restrictions on dzro- 
dnuta. Harpocration: kal yap 76 py- 
béva TOv paxluwv dvev THs TOY 
apxdvTrwy yvaduns amodnmetv, KT. 
VY. Rose, Aristot. Frag.” 543. 

8. év Aedgotor. This bad example 
was, we may suspect, well remembered 
in Delphi together with the failure of 
Dorieus. The claim here advanced on 
behalf of Delphi has sometimes been 
exaggerated into an historical record 
(e.g. ‘‘almost all Greek colonies were 
founded with the sanction and frequently 
by the express command of the Pythian 
Apollo” Dict. Geogr. i. 726). Cicero’s 
question is better: quam vero Graecia 
coloniam misit in Aeoliam Ioniam Asiam 
Siciliam Italiam sine Pythio aut Dodonaeo 
aut Hammonis oraculo? de Divin. 1.1, 3. 

9. tTOv vopttopévwv. The conduct 
reported of Dorieus hardly bears out 
the praise bestowed upon him. To set 
religion and law at defiance is hardly 
good evidence of virtue and wisdom. 
Had Delphi, as well as Spartan véyos, 
already decided against him ? 

10. AtBinv. He knew apparently 
what he was about, had a definite goal, 
and chose his guides wisely, cp. 4. 150 
ff. That he omitted to obtain Delphic 
approval of a mission to Libya is the 
more remarkable considering the rela- 
tions between Delphi and Kyrene (4, 7. ¢. 
supra). Perhaps Delphi would have 
urged a site too far west, cp. 4. 178. 

1l. x@pov Kddd\tcrov tav ABiov 
mapa Kivuma, 4. 175, 198. He was not 
working against, or apparently with, the 
Kyrenaeans, 

13. tplrw rei, ‘after two years.’ 
(Not drei Jahre hindurch, Duncker, vi.* 
559.) 

Maxéwy, 4. 175. The native and 
Semitic opposition to a fresh Greek 
settlement is significant. 

43. 1. *EXedvios, from Eleon in Boeotia 
(1. 2. 500). Strabo 405 places Heleon 
(sic) near Tanagra. Cp. Bursian, Geogr. 
Gr. i, 223. 

2. Aaiov xpyopav. One of the col- 
lections of oracles that were coming into 
fashion. 
Introduction, p. lxxxy. 

‘“HpakAelnv. There never was an 
Herakleia on Mount Eryx: but the 
Herakleid legend was located there. 
Cp. Freeman, Sicily, i. 209 ff., 1. 86 ff. 
Stein suggests that yjv has dropped out, 
and would read: ‘Hpaxdénv yhv rv. 

8. pds. On the character of this 
claim and argument cp. 4. 8.. A Boeotian 

Cp. 7. 6, 8 20-e al. and - 
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axovoas Tatra és Aeddous olyeto 

a / a 

TAUTG MEV VUV LuBapira. 

ypnota Ovomévp ext Kpdtava. 

seer is represented as the author of this 
far-reaching argument. Herakles was 
at home in Boeotia (c. 59 infra, 6. 53), 
but to have admitted that (Spartan) 
Herakleids were entitled to all the 
settlements of Herakles would have in- 
volved an ecumenical yfjs dvadacués. 

6. aipyoev. He does not ask this 
time either, és Hytwa yay xrlowy ty. It 
was not Apollo, it was the Oidipodeian 
seer that sent him to Sicily. The 
Pythia responds in the indicative not in 
the imperative. The ironic prophecy is 
fulfilled: Dorieus obtained the place to 
which he was going, verily his own 
place. Freeman’s misgivings (Sicily, ii. 
37 n.) are beside the point. 

44. 1. robv xpdvov totroy. Dorieus 
had been two years in Libya (c. 42), the 
destruction of Sybaris took place 510 B.c. 
Diodoros 12. 9. 

2. as éyove. LvBapirar. We are 
here plainly notified of the source of this 
part of the story: and though it does 
not follow that Hdt. himself had the 
story by word of mouth from men of 
Sybaris, and from men of Kroton, much 
less that he forgathered with them in 
their proper homes (see Introduction, 
pp- lxxvii f.), still the presumption 
ereated by the tone and style of the 
passage is in favour of some such hypo- 
thesis. The ‘Sybaritae’ here named 
can only be the remnant or posterity of 
the inhabitants of the old Sybaris, who 

occupied Laos and Skidros 510-453 B.c. 
(6. 21) till they were transferred or 
restored to ‘Sybaris’ 453-448 B.o., and 
afterwards to Thurii (by the Athenians) 
c. 448 B.c. Cp. B. Head, Hist. Num. 
p. 70. 

3. él. For the full story, Diodor. 12. 
9, Duncker vi.® 639 ff., Lenormant, La 
Grande-Grece, i. 293 ff. As they are here 
called ‘Sybaritae’ it might be argued 
that this passage was first written down 
either during the six years 453-448 B.o., 
or after their expulsion from Thurii. 
But the remnant of ‘Sybaritae’ seems 
to have held so closely together all along 
that the historian might have described 
them as Sybaritae even when inhabitants 
of Thurii. The Sybarites and their 
‘king’ Telys are represented as the 
aggressors, and the men of Kroton are 
terrified (aepideéas). The value of a 
Spartan was not to be reckoned by the 
numbers he brought with him, as the 
notorious cases of Salaithos, Brasidas, 
Gylippos, e¢ a/. afterwards showed. Elis 
was a home of mantic, cp. 9. 38 and 
37, and the Iamidae were the greatest of 
the mantic families: zoNvK\evrov Kad? 
"EdAavas yévos "lausdav Pind. O2. 6. 71. 

10. tupdvvov. The Sybarites used the 
more complimentary term Bacidevs. 

45. 1. papripia. Duncker (vi.® 641) 
decides emphatically for the Sybarite 
contention, Freeman (Sicily, ii, 91) in- 
elines in the same direction : but is it so 
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Tépwevos Te Kal vnov edvTa Tapa Tov Enpov KpaOw, tov iSptoacbau 
cuvedovta THY TOMY Awpiéa Nyovar AOnvatyn éroviup Kpably: 
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pOapn. 
c ] i an an A 9n 
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> / b] a a / 
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/ \ / Y 
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Oévres b7r0 Te Powixov kal Eyectaiwv: podvos bé Eipvréwov toHv 

clear that the Sybarites, when it came 
to evidence, have the best of the argu- 
ment? (1) They asserted that Dorieus 
founded the temple and precinct on the 
Krathis to Athene Krathia, but perhaps 
the assertion was not true (Aéyovst, cp. 
4, 187). Even if that assertion was 
true, it did not prove that Dorieus had 
joined in the destruction of Sybaris. 
(2) Still less did the premature death of 
Dorieus (uapripiov péyiorov) prove their 
point. (3) The onws probandi lay with 
the Sybarites. (4) The motive for 
ascribing the destruction of Sybaris to 
Dorieus rather than to the men of 
Kroton is obvious. (5) The argument 
of the Krotoniates though not absolutely 
final is no sophism. If a man of the 
Herakleid stock of Sparta had lent them 
his aid, he would have claimed and 
obtained his reward. It might be said 
that the temple dedicated to Athene was 
out of his share of the spoil. But the 
connexion of Dorieus with Athene, or 
with this temple, was not established. 
Moreover (6) what of Philip of Kroton ? 
(ec. 47 infra) who would likewise have 
had his reward. It is, however, obvious 
that Hdt. attaches considerable weight 
to the Sybarite argument. Probably the 
péyorov papripov outweighs all others 
with him, as it carries a divine moral 
with it. A ‘mapdpyéis’ must be dis- 
covered to account for the failure and 

fate of Dorieus ; not that Delphi would 
have admitted a non-fulfilment of pro- 
phecy in the case. Dorieus did indeed 
obtain ém’ qv éorédd\eTo xapyy. Cp. ©. 
43 supra. Hdt. himself may have 
wished to side with the Sybarites, his 
townsmen, but he cannot bring himself 
to force the argument. 

10. éfalpera . . moddd. Not all con- 
fined perhaps to landed property. Cp. 
the demands of Maiandrios 3. 142. 

Ta Kal és ent eru évépovro (imperf.). 
The obvious suggestion of this .phrase 
certainly is that Hdt. had been to the 
spot, or district, before he wrote this ; 
yet the inference is not binding, ep. 4. 
124 and Introduction, p. xev. 

46. 1. Lraptinréwv. Cp. c. 42 supra. 
2. of, clumsy, for it apparently in- 

cludes Dorieus but excludes Euryleon. 
3. tavtl orddo. Cp. Kowg oriry 

dmxdpuevor 6. 89, orparins méyas o7ddos 
4, 145, idtw orddr\w c. 36 infra, wéfw 
arbdov oreldavtes c, 64 infra. The word 
carries with it, perhaps, a suggestion of 
official authority or sanction, and is 
used here, not unintentionally, of the 
arrival of the leaders at their proper 
destination. 

4, Powlkov kal “Hyertatwv. The 
‘Phoenicians’ would be men of Carthage 
(cp. c. 42 supra), or of the Carthaginian 
settlements in Sicily, which might of 
course cover older colonies from Phoe- 
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nicia proper. Egesta was a non-Hellenic 
city, a city of the Elymi people of 
supposed Troian origin. (Cp. Freeman, 
Sicily, i. 200 ff., Thuc. 6. 2.) 

6. Mweonv r. 2. ar. ‘‘The town 
at the mouth of the Halykos” (Free- 
man). Presumably ‘ Phoenician’ before 
it passed into Hellenic hands; perhaps 
only acquired for Selinus by Euryleon. 
Cp. Freeman, Sicily, ii. p. 96. 

7. Ile®ayépew. The name must 
not be confounded with Pythagoras. 
*“Monarch’ = tyrant. There is some 
point in his death at the altar of Zevds 
dyopatos, but Hdt. has no consequent 
dyos to record. 

9. ér’ ddlyov, ‘ but not for long.’ 
This story of Western adventure is 

presumably from Sikeliote sources, but 
contains no evidence that Hdt. had ever 
actually set foot in Sicily. 

47.1. kalovvaréGave. Dorieus clearly 
lost his life. Cp. 7. 158, 205. 

2. appocdpevos. Cp. hpudcaro c, 32 
supra. 

4. és Kupthvnv. The connexion or 
route between Magna Graecia and Kyrene 
is significant (Thuc. 7. 50, 2). Cp. In- 
troduction, pp. xcvii ff. It was presum- 
ably in Libya that Philippos made ac- 
quaintance with Dorieus, c. 42 supra, 
and he may have had something to say 
to the subsequent direction of Dorieus’ 
movements, 

5. olxnly. The orédr0s of Dorieus 
was provided at the public expense. Cp. 
ee. 42, 43, 46 supra. 

8. tAdskovtat. This Hero - worship 
of an Hellenic shade at Egesta (Segesta) 
is doubly remarkable, for (1) he has been 
fighting against the Segestaeans, and (2) 
they were not Greeks. The case of One- 
silos in Amathus in Kypros ec. 114 infra 
is similar. Stein remarks that it cannot 
have been his beauty for which Philippos 
was worshipped ; but why not? Free- 
man (Sicily, ii. 95) compares the effect of 
the personal appearance of the Rhodian 
Dorieus upon the Athenians, Xen. Hell. 
1. 5, 19, but considers the Segestaean 
tribute to Philip higher ‘‘as paid to a 
dead man,” and ‘‘more distinctly a 
tribute to beauty as such.”’ The tribute 
of worship was properly paid to dead 
men: it would have been a still higher 
tribute to have worshipped him alive 
(cp. 7. 56). Prof. Freeman makes the 
regnant remark that “it must have 
eon when they came to strip the slain,” 
that the men of Segesta “‘ were overcome 
by the majestic form, noble even in 
death, of the victor of Olympia.” How- 
ever, they might, perhaps, have seen 
him alive in the battle. Cp. the case of 
Leon, 7. 180. (In regard to the proper 
name of the city, Segesta is the more 
correct, but both are found on coins, cp. 
B. Head, Historia, pp. 144 ff. The 
MSS. here vary between éyeoralwy and 
alyerralwy.) 

48. 1. Awpieds . . éredeirnoe. The 
Story of Dorieus (ec. 42-48) looks like an 
episode, and insertion, based by no 
means in the main upon local Spartan 
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authorities or sources. The ‘Sybarite’ 
and ‘ Krotoniate’ authorities are, indeed, 
nominated in general terms: the finale 
(ce. 46, 47) has a strong ‘Sicilian’ colour : 
the first colonial adventure (cc, 42, 43) 
might have been recorded at Delphi: 
for the Spartan situation Hdt. might 
have been indebted to Spartan sources, 
either on the spot, or emigrant. (See 
c. 42 supra.) But few writers were in a 
position to combine or to contagminate 
these various sources as Hdt. has done: 
and the result can hardly have been 
accomplished before his settlement at 
Thurii. Of the general truth of the 
story there need be no doubt: and true 
or transfigured, its significance is not 
small. The desultory efforts to make 
way against the barbarian in Libya and 
the west: the rivalries and mutual de- 
struction of Hellenic states: the canker 
(cp. c. 28 supra) of internal ordois: the 
careers open to the military or political 
adventurer: the position and influence 
of Delphi: the character and spread of 
Hellenic art, religion, ethics: all these, 
and other points, are illuminated by this 
well-told story, which ranks with the 
tale of Demokedes (8. 131 ff.) in historic 
interest, if not in artistic finish. Cp. 
further, Appendix VII. § 4. 

3. ov. . Tiva Todddv Xpdvov. A very 
remarkable observation, for Kleomenes 
must be taken to have been king about 
30 years or so, on Hdt.’s own showing: 
ep. 3. 148, 6. 73. The former passage 
finds him on the throne about 516 B.c. 
(ep. Duncker, vi.° 500 n.). The latter re- 
ference keeps him on the throne till the 
eve of the battle of Marathon, nearly 
20 years after the death of Dorieus ; 
and the exile, restoration and death 
of Kleomenes have still to take place. 
The moral argument has proved too 
much for Hdt.’s chronology. Still the 
fact remains that Kleomenes was suc- 
ceeded by his brother Leonidas, If 
Dorieus had remained in Sparta and 
survived Kleomenes, he would pre- 
sumably have been king, and perhaps 

have wedded Gorgo. He was, however, 
married in Sparta, for he left there a 
son Euryanax (9. 10), who had ap- 
parently no right to the throne against 
Leonidas. Cp. c. 42 supra. On the 
chronology of Kleomenes’ reign, ep. 
Appendix VII. § 3. 

4, &rats. The Ephors had not 
tried to secure him male issue, as the 
succession was provided for in the 
persons of his brothers, ep. c. 39 supra. 
Gorgo became the wife of her uncle 
Leonidas (7. 239), and was presumably 
the mother of Pleistarchos (9. 10). 

49. 1. 8 av. Going back to c. 38 
before the digression cc, 39-48. 

tipavvos. Aristagoras is incorrectly 
and inconsistently here described, for 
(1) he was only vicegerent of the tyranny 
c. 25 supra, (2) he had laid down the 
tyranny c. 37. But the story of Aris- 
tagoras’ visit to Sparta comes perhaps 
from Spartan sources, in which he may 
have been so described. The Ady in 
ce. 37 is probably harmonistic. 

2. apxyv, sc. THv Bacrylny (cp. 6. 
106). The way his colleague is ignored 
is remarkable. Demaratos was still in 
possession of the second kingship. The 
date is very vague, but arguing back 
from the date of the capture of Miletos 
(6. 18) and supposing Aristagoras to have 
visited Sparta (and Athens) in the winter 
before the first campaign, his visit 
would fall at the earliest into the winter 
of 500-499 8.c. or at latest, the winter of 
499-8 B.c. Cp. Appendix Y. 

as Aaxcdatpdvior A€yovor. The 
phrase seems to carry ‘ Lakedaemonian’ 
authority for the whole account of 
Aristagoras’ visit to Sparta, 7.e. (1) the ex- 
hibition of the pinax, (2) the interview, or 
interviews, with the Eurysthenid (Agid) 
king, (3) the speech and arguments 
of Aristagoras. But the historian’s art 
must also be reckoned with. The 
dialect is certainly his: but is that all? 
Cp. eee VII. § 8. 

3. wlvat. This metal map of the 
earth was perhaps a fabrication of 
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/ P a \ iy 
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Opmaimovas. 
> , Ne RAC A a / / 2 / > 

EUVTTETEMS de ULLVY TAUTA ola TE XK @OpPEELV EOTL* OUTE 

\ e / ” / ? ¢ a Nee 53 \ / > \ 

yap of BapBapor adAKtpmot eiot, Upeis TE Ta ES TOV TrOhEMOY es TA 
A / / A. > \ / / 

peyioTra avnKeTe apeTHs Tépl, }) TE ayn avT@V éoTl Toinde, TOEA 

Anaximandros (Strabo 7, Meineke i. p. 
8) and exhibited the great Ionian scheme 
of geography, which Hdt. so heartily 
despised, 4. 36. (Cp. Introduction, p. 
Ixvi.) It does not appear certain that 
Hdt. had himself seen this map, or pinax, 
nor do we know its subsequent history. 
Grote observes (iii. 497) that it 
evidently made a profound impression 
at Sparta. Its construction marks an 
epoch in Greek geography (see Bun- 
bury, History of Anc. Geography, i. 145, 
and more particularly Hugo Berger, 
Geschichte der wissenschafilichen Hrd- 
kunde der Griechen, Erste Abtheilung, 
pp. 1 ff£.). If, however, Anaximandros 
was born 611 B.o. (Ueberweg, i. 34), and 
Aristagoras really brought a map of 
Anaximandros to Sparta, the map can 
hardly have been up to date. Agathe- 
meros, 1. 1 (Geogr. min. ii. p. 471), 
appears to say that Hekataios made 
some much! admired improvements on 
the map of Anaximandros, and it has 
frequently been suggested that the tabula 
displayed by Aristagoras was the work 
of Hekataios. Cp. Forbiger, Handb. d. 
alt. Geogr. i. 58. But the map of Heka- 
taios was a ypauya, not amivat. Strabo 7. 

5. daixvedpevos. Aristagoras, despot 
of Miletos, is represented as interview- 
ing Kleomenes, king of Sparta, as though 
the latter could act in and for Sparta on 
equal terms with him. There is a latent 
Treason for this: see Appendix VII. § 8. 

78e. How the exact words, or argu- 
ments, which passed at a presumably 
secret interview, were divulged, it is not 
Hadt.’s way to state: cp. 4. 137 et al. 
Aristagoras, however, repeated himself 
at Athens, c. 97 infra, and see c, 51. 

7. T& Kartkovra, 1. 97, with =phy- 
para 8. 19, 40, 102, passages in which 
74 Karhkovra are contrasted with 7d 
Tonréov, 

9. iptv. The plural would not be 
inadmissible in a private appeal to the 
king, but both the grammar and the 
argument, addressed to the Spartan sense 
of honour, suggest a larger audience. 

bcm mpoéotare tis “EAddb0s. The 
Spartan mpocracia had been formally 
recognised, perhaps for the first time, 
about the middle of the sixth century 
B.0., by Kroisos 1. 69, on account of 
their power, dvvarwrdrous, c. 56, and 
prominence, mpoéxovras c. 56. Since 
then, the claim had been again and 
again endorsed and acted on: by the 
Ionians and Aiolians (1. 141, 152), by 
Samians (3. 46, 148), by Athenians (6. 
63), by Boeotians (6. 108), to say nothing 
of Scythians (6. 84). The argument is 
strictly appropriate to the time and 
place, though in Hdt.’s own day it 
might have counted—in some places— 
as antiquated. 

10. mpds OeGv t&v ‘EAAnvlwv con- 
tains a fresh argument, and further 
illustration of the unity of Hellas, such 
as it was. Op. c. 92 infra ad fin. Zeds 
“EAAjvios 9. 7. 

&vSpas opalpovas contains a third 
argument. The assertion of a relation- 
ship, a consanguinity, between Sparta 
and Ionia is not to be overlooked, and 
can hardly be explained by an admixture 
of Dorian (Epidaurian) elements among 
the settlers in Ionia, 1. 146, or even by 
the large mixture of non-Dorian elements 
in Sparta. The national pedigree had 
already been invented, cp. 1. 56-58, 8. 
144. The kinship is by male descent. 

11. evmeréws. A negative argument 
combined with a subtle compliment to 
Sparta (bmuets xrdX.) which would have 
been rather thrown away on a single 
Spartan. With the passage which follows 
should be compared 1. 71. 

18, 4 Te paxy. The inferiority of 
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2 fe) 

Sevkvus 
be rN a b) a fal \ / 8 \ 2) Sb SL > ee) / € edeye TaUTA &5 THS Ys THY TeEplodoV, THY epépETO ev TH TivaKt 
> / la} 

evteTpnmevnv. ‘“ Avdav oé” 
lg 

eyovtat Ppvyes of mpos THv 
épn rAéyov o Apiorayopns “ olde 
nO, TokuTpoBaTw@TaTol TE éovTES 

25 TavTOY TOV eyo ol0a Kal ToAVKapTOTaToL. . Ppuyav Se éxovrat 
Karmasdoxat, Tovs iets Zuptovs kadéopev. Tovrovar S€ mpdcoupos 
Kiduxes, katyjcovtes él Oadaccay tyvde, ev tH ide Kudspos 
voos KéeTaL* ob TEVTAKOGLA TddaVTA Bacides TOV éréreLov hopov 
emutedevat. Kidrixwv O€ tavde éyovta “Appévios olde, kal oboe 

30 €ovtes TroAvTpoBator, “Appeviov 6& Matinvol yopny rtivde 

eyovtes. eyeTat € TovTov yA de Kiccin, ev tH Oo Tapa 
ToTapov tovde Xodomny Keipevad éots Ta Yovoa tavra, évOa 
Baowre’s Te péyas Slavtay TovéeTar, Kal Tov ypnuatav ot 

\ la) / \ / Oncavpot évOavra eiau EdovTes S€ Tav’THY THY TOW BapcéovTES 
On to Aut mrovrov tréps épifere. 

the armour and weapons of the Bar- 
barians is recognised by Hdt. as one of 
the causes of the subsequent Greek 
victory, see 9. 62. 

14. avagupidas . 
proper Median vestment. 
7. 61, 62. Cp. c. 9 supra. 

16. aya0a. A utilitarian and economic 
argument, which ought to have been 
thrown away upon the votaries of the 
Lykurgean discipline. Compare the story 
told of Pausanias and the spoils of 
Plataea, 9. 80, also the story told of 
Kleomenes himself, 3. 148. d 

21. modvapyupétrator, Cp. 1. 94. 
24, modkvmpoBatétrarot, Phrygia was 

no doubt rich in flocks: Strabo 568, 
578, Aristoph. Birds 493 (Zl. 3. 185 
horses). 

25. TOv éyo oi8a, though a stand- 
ing formula with Hdt. (cp. Introduction, 
p. civ), may be put here into the mouth 
of Aristagoras to emphasise his re- 
sponsibility for the exaggerations, 

mokvkapTdétarot, Specially the grape: 

KupBaclas. The 
Cp. 6. 112, 

GNA Tepl pev Yapns apa 

On Kat Ppvylynv elondvGov daumedbeccar, 
Il, 3. 184. 

26. Zuplovs. Cp. 1. 72; 7. 72. 
The Kappadokae and the Kilikes offer 

apparently no inducement to the spoiler. 
However, slave-dealing would go without 
saying (dvdpd7oda supra). And cp. 3. 90, 
where the wealth of Kilikia appears. 

27. Kyprosis better known c. 31 supra; 
but on the tribute cp. 3. 91, tested by 
which passage the 500 T. would appear 
a gross exaggeration.—Armenia, Katv- 
mepbe ’Accvpiwy 1. 194, north of Baby- 
lonia ; cp. 1. 180 in Hdt.’s own geography. 
But cp. c. 52 infra.—Matieni must 
stand for Assyrians, whom Aristagoras 
omits, in accordance with Hdt.’s pre- 
dominant use of the term. Cp. c. 52 
infra, and on the geography of the road 
Appendix XIII.—<issia, 6. 119. The 
Choaspes (1. 188) is certainly the modern 
Kerkha.—Swusa, the capital of Susiana 
(Elam), of which Kissia was a district, or 
province. Susa and Kissia were tribu- 
tary (3. 91), not so Persia proper (38. 97). 

35. Au. Cp. 7. 56, 208. There is a 
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frivolous, exaggerated, and ‘hybristic’ 
tone about this speech, which helps to 
explain and justify the rejection of 
Aristagoras’ suit at Sparta. Whether 
the speech is true and authentic is of 
course another question. 

37. pdxas dvaBddder8ar. dvaPdnr- 
Romar itroxpwéec Oar just below: kupwoew 
6. 86 infra: un ob unxavjcacba 6. 88: 
&pn unxavacba Kal uh dvaBddrcoOa 38. 
85: broxpivacba 9. 8 make it extremely 
difficult to take dvaBd\Xecba in this 
passage in any sense but ‘put off,’ 
* postpone.’ 
Meconviovs. If this refers to the 

so-called first and second ‘ Messenian 
wars,’ it is one of two allusions to them 
in the whole of Hdt.’s work, cp. 3. 47. 
It may, however, only be a shadow or 
suggestion, reflected back from the 
‘third’ war. Cp. 9. 35; though Joo- 
mwahéas may be thought against this. 

loorahéas. Cp. 1. 82. Whereas 
the barbarians were eizrerées yetpwO7vat 
supra. The argument, however, would 
have been a curious one to use in order 
to persuade the Spartans to send a strong 
force to Asia: a thing they could only 
venture to do when they had nothing to 
fear from their neighbours, cp. 1. 68. 

38. "Apkd8as. Op. 1. 66, 9. 35. 
Apydovs. A big war with Argos 

was probably inmpending though neither 
Aristagoras nor Hdt. seems to realise 
the fact. Op. 6. 76 ff. 

amadddaceo eK LXTaptns mpd 

39. tay mwépt. The Milesian appeals 
to the basest motives, and this at Sparta : 
these be ‘Ionian’ sentiments. Not 
but what Hdt. shows that a Spartiate 
would do a good deal for filthy lucre. 
Cp. the story of Glaukos 6. 86. Arista- 
goras, however, appeals also to other 
and more respectable motives as well: 
(1) Honour and ambition, (2) Religion, 
(3) Affection. See supra. 

40. ris “Acolys maons. Probably an 
anachronism. That any Greek in the 
year 500 B.c. had such anotion is unlikely, 
though before Hdt. wrote, or gathered 
his materials, the march to Susa had 
loomed up as a possibility, a dream, 
which republican Greece was not destined 
to realise. Cp. Appendix VII. § 8. 

50. 1. és rorotrov, ‘no further.’ Cp. 
c, 28 supra. 

5. StaBdddAwv. Obviously different 
from the use in ec. 96; but identical with 
the use (bis) c. 97. 

7. é tiv ’Aolnv. What Aristagoras 
would have wished was that the Spartans 
should attack not Susa but Sardes. This 
the Athenians actually did. Aristagoras’ 
speech begins with a petition for the pro- 
tection and liberation of Ionia, and ends 
with the offer of an Asiatic empire. 

héyer 8” dy, sc. 7d edy. Op. 6. 50. 
10. amadAdooeo ék Lardprys mpd 

Sévros Alov. Years before when 
Kleomenes wished to employ the xenelasy 
against Maiandrios of Samos, he must 

40 

Lal Q 
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fain call in the Ephors, 3. 148 ; here he 
is represented apparently as enforcing 
it himself. We may well doubt if a 
king had this competence. It is not 
enumerated among the yépea 6. 56 ff. 

51. 4. dmroméwavra ‘after dismiss- 
ing.’ The immortal anecdote of Gorgo’s 
astounding precocity, if true, must 
obviously be traced to the lady herself, 
since neither Kleomenes nor Aristagoras 
can be supposed to have divulged a story, 
the circumstances of which were so 
discreditable to both. The conduct of 
Kleomenes upon this occasion offers an 
interesting contrast to his youthful 
virtue some fifteen years before (3. 148). 
Thus men with age degenerate! Fifty 
talents would be some £12,000. Was it 
a bribe, or a war-subsidy ? Themistokles 
afterwards, according to report, received 
thirty from the Euboeans 8. 4: sixty 
was all the Athenians obtained from the 
Egestaians in 415 B.o. (Thucyd. 6. 8) at 
that time, just enough to keep sixty 
vessels on service for one month. But 
it is hardly worth while to rationalise 
the fifty talents, when the story as 
a whole is discredited. See Appendix 
VAIL ORS EF 

6. Topy#. The description is remark- 

dua ev ye Avdins cal Ppuyins orabpot 

able, coming so soon after c. 48. The 
two passages probably are independent. 

52. 1. d8e. This itinerary from Sardes 
to Susa is introduced on the somewhat 
lame plea that Aristagoras was prevented 
from enlarging further to Kleomenes | 
TEpl THS avodov THs mapa Baciléa. Had — 
Anaxagoras been allowed to continue, he 
would hardly have spent his time on 
such an itinerary, even had he been 
qualified-to expound it. The description 
of the road is a duller replica of the © 
speech of Aristagoras just before: or 
perhaps rather the speech of A. is a 
lively creation based upon the itinerary. 
Cp. notes infra. The use of audi is 
remarkable. 

That the road was well provided with 
guard stations (cp. c. 35 supra) would 
not have been a good argument to induce 
the Spartans to take to it: and so of the 
gates, rivers, etc. But the fact that it 
avoided the deserts (61a olkeowévys) might 
have been an inducement to the spoiler. 
So Aristagoras above indicates the 
countries by their inhabitants. On the 
stations (cra@uol) and Khans (xara- 
dvoves) Baehr’s note should be consulted. 

3. Av8lys. Avid Exovrar Ppiyes c. 
49 supra. 
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retvovres elxoot clot, mapacayyar dé téocepes Kal evernKovta Kal 
Hyuwov. éxdéxerar S& ee Tis Dpuyins o “Adus trotapos, er 6 

muUrae Te errevor, Tas SueEeMdoal Taca avayKn Kal obTw SvexTrEepay 

Tov jotapmov, Kal pudraKtypiov péya er’ adtd. SvaBdvre bé és 
tiv Karradoxinv cal tatty Topevopéve péype ovpaov tov Kuns- 
klav orabwol Svav Séovrés eiot TpinKovTa, Tapacdyyat Oe Téc- 

aepes Kal éxatov. emi d€ Tolct TovTwY ovpovot diEds TE TUdAS 
SucEedas kal SiEa PudraKTiHpia Tapapelrea. Tadta dé bueEEdrd- 
cavte kab Sid ths Kiduxins oddv trovevpév@ tpets eior otabpoil, 
mapacdyyar 5é revrexaideca Kal *ypusov. odpos dé Kurvxins Kat 
Ths “Apuevins éotl rotapos vnvourrépyntos, TH ovvowa Evppyrns. 

év 88 rH “Appevin otaOpol pév eior Kataywyéwy tTevrexaicexa, 
tapacdyyat 5& 8 Kal mevtyKovta Kal Hyuuwov, Kal duraKTHpLov év 
avtoiot. ék dé tavrns [rps “Appevins] eoBaddXovre és tv Marinvyy ynv 
arabpoi ciot Teroepes Kal TpInKOVTA, Tapacdyyat O€ ErTa Kal TPLKOVTO 

xal éxatév. trotapol d& ynvaowrépyto. Téccepes Sua TavTHS péovar, 
Tos Tadca avayxen SiatropOueicat éort, mpaetos pev Tirypys, 

5. 6 “Advs. It is curious that Hadt. 
does not here expressly notice the 
bridge, cp. 1. 75; but perhaps the men- 
tion of the gates (7¢Aac) on the river, and 
the phraseology (defeAdoa dtek- 
mwepav), may be taken to imply a bridge, 
specially when contrasted with 6dcazrop- 
Oucica infra. The fact is the road 
must have crossed the Halys twice: (1) 
between Ankyra and Pteria or Tavium, 
(2) between Pteria and Mazaka, or some 
other town on the way to Euphrates. 
The bridge was presumably at the 
former passage. Hdt. was not accurately 
informed of the course of the Halys. 
See Appendix XIII. § 4. 

8. KarmraBox(ny, Bpvyav exovra 
Karradéxat, c. 49 supra. 
 Kidtklov. rotrot 5¢ apbcovpor Kl- 

kes, Cc. 49 supra. It appears possible 
i Herodotus here refers to the cele- 

ed Pylae Kilikiae, through which, 
tof. Ramsay has said, ‘‘led the main 

toad from all parts of the plateau of 
Asia minor to Cilicia in all periods of 
history ” (Hist. Geogr. of Asia Minor, pp. 
349 f.). But the Royal Road, as described 

Hdt., cannot have gone through the 
lae Kilikiae. A Kilikia, of which the 

Euphrates was a frontier, could never 
have been traversed in 154 parasangs 
from the Gates, Sif4s, 84, cp. c. 40 
supra, and Appendix XIII. § 4, note. 

VOL. I 

/ / \ ? / > ¢ \ 

peta S€ Sevtepos te Kal Tpitos wuTOS dvomatomevos, OK wUTOS 

15. "Appevly. Kidlixwy exovra "Ap- 
Héviot, Cc. 49 supra. €v avrotor is vague, 
but presumably =éy rots ’Apueviors. 

17. &« 8€ tavrys [TAs Appevins] KA. 
Stein has transposed the sentence from 
below, and bracketed r. ’A. as an obvious 
gloss. The transposition redeems Hdt. 
from an extraordinary blunder, on 
which, and on the corruption of the 
text, cp. Appendix XIII. § 2. 

Marinviy yiv. “Apueviwy d¢ Ma- 
tinvol, c. 49 supra. 

18. téooepes. After this word de la 
Barre (1729) proposed to insert the words 
kal TpljkovTa, mapacdyyar dé émta kal 
TpijKxovra Kat éxardv. The emendation is 
certain, for (1) otherwise no Parasangs 
are given for Matiene; (2) the totals 
infra do not agree with the items; (8) 
the measurement suits the region here, 
as in the speech of Aristagoras, de- 
nominated Matiene. Stein completed 

_ the eon of the text by the 
transfer and the brackets above noted. 
The passages have, however, here been 
dittographed, the better to exhibit the 
state of the case. 

21. durds dvopaldpevos, odk durds édv. 
There can be little doubt that the rivers 
in question are the Greater and the Lesser 
Zab. Weissenborn proposed YdSaros 
instead of the first wurds, van Herwerden 
prefers to insert XdBaros after obvouafs- 

O 
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aN \ PAN YING ee an ne n EMV TOTAMLOS OVE Ex TOD aTOD péwv: Oo pev yap mpbTEpoy avToV 

\ > > / t ¢ n Katarexdels €& Appeviov pé, 0 8 tatepov éx Marinvov: 6 
\ / la) lal > nr 

dé TéTAapToS TOV TroTAMLaV ovvoua ever Tdvons, Tov Kipos 61é\a BE 
> / 25 cote €s Oumpuyas éEnKovTa Kal TpunKoctas. > ‘ / al 

ex d€ tatTns THs 
‘Appevins eoBddAovre és tiv Marinviyy ynv orabpoi eto tTéeooepes. EK Oe 
TauTns és THY Kuicoiny yopnv peraBaivovre evdexa orabpol, 
Tapacayyar dé Ovo Kal TecoepdKxovta Kal Hprod éote em) rrotra- 
pov Rodornv, eovra kal todtov vynvovrépnrov: er & Lovoa 

® ¢ 
OUTOL Ob 

\ / 
KaTayoyal ev vuv 

bl > > la) b) / 

t@YV €S Oov0oa avaPaivovte. 
/ a 

Baciwrnin toto. Trapacayynot 

/ / 

30 TWOALS TWeTONLCTAaL. / / > c/ \ mavTes oTaOpmot eiot Evoexa Kat 
oTaOuav Tocavral eiar éx Lap- 

> Wet) a / e ‘OX ¢c el € opOds pewéerpnTar 7) 0605 7 
¢ 

Kal 0 Tapacayyns SvvaTaL TpLN- 
4 / RSS, 4 a KOVTA OTAdLAa, WOTTEP OVTOS ye SUIVaTaL TadTa, éx Lapdiov oTrdoLd 

b] b) \ / \ / / / \ 5éoTt €s Ta Baowyia ta Mepvowa Kkaredopeva tevtaKocta Kal 
/- \ 4 / / ; 

TPLTXINLA Kal mUPLA, Tapacayyewy eovToY TEevTHKOVTA Kal TeTpa- 
/ 

KOOLMY, 
/ \ \ € \ / 5 Jee) (eh lr If, mevTnKovTa 6€ Kal éxaTov oTddia em npépn ExaoTH 

an 5) an VA 5A dveEvcodo avavowuodvTar tuépar amaptl évevnKovta. OUT TO 

Miarnocio “Apictayopn elmavte pos KnXeopévea tov Aaxedaupoviov 

eival TPLOV pnveY THY avodov THv Tapa Bacihéa opOAds elpnTo. 
et 6€ Tus TO atpeKéoTepoy TovTav ett SifnTaL, éyw Kal TOTO 

onpavéw: thy yap €& “Edécou és Yapédus oddv det tpocdAoyicacbat 
, 

TAUT?). 

evos (sic) with Bobrik. The termination 
-fowevos makes this the more acceptable. 

24, roy Kopos. Op. 1. 189, 190. 
Hdt. firmly believed that item. 

25. €«.. Téeooepes. Cp. ll. 17, 18 sup. 
27. Kioolny. exerar 6 rovTwv yh 

Hoe Kiooln, c. 49 supra. 
29. Xodomnv .. Lotca, ev ry dy 

Tapa morauov Tovde Xodomny Kelueva éore 
Tau Lovaoa Tava, c. 49 supra. 

It can hardly be doubted now that 
for the Itinerary Hdt. had written 
authority. That the distances are given 
in parasangs only shows that the road 
has been remeasured by Persian 
authority. The road itself, as Prof. W. 
M. Ramsay (Asia Minor, pp. 27 ff.) has 
demonstrated, was far older than the 
Persian period. The omission by Hdt. 
of all mention of the towns en route be- 
tween Sardes and Susa is very unfortu- 
nate, and shows pretty plainly that there 
is no autopsy in the passage. That 
omission, the corruption of the text, 
and the introduction of the double 
Gates, have made the task of reconstruct- 
ing, geographically, the actual course of 

iy Kal 61) Neyo oradlous eivar Tovs TavTas amo Oaradcons 

the road, a difficult one. Kiepert gave 
the first adequate theory on the subject 
(Monatsberichte d. Berlin. Akad. 1857). 
Ramsay’s more recent attempt (op. cit. 
sup.), where it departs from Kiepert’s, is 
not in all respects preferable. For the 
fuller discussion of the question, and for 
Mr. Hogarth’s argument in regard to the 
passage of the Euphrates, see App. XIII. 

53. 2. op0@s. The total given in this c. 
did not correspond to the items in the c. 
preceding until de la Barre, followed by 
Stein, emended the passage above noticed. 
It is extremely unlikely that there wasany 
arithmetical error in the text originally. 

The Parasang (farsang)=30 stadia=3 
m. 7874 yds. (2. 6). Ramsay reckons the 
Parasang at 24 m. (op. cit. p. 43). 13,500 
stades, or 1500-1600 miles, is probably 
not an over-estimate: this road, how- 
ever, by no means followed the short- 
est available route from Sardes to the 
Halys, or again from the Halys to the 
Euphrates. See Appendix XIII. 

7. mwevtyKovta 8 kal éxardvy. This 
ives about 17-18 English miles to the 
ay’s march. 
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Lovewy (Toto yap Mepvoverov aoru 

Kal TeTpakicyidious Kal puplouvs* of yap 
/ / 

é& “Edécou és Sdpdis cial Tercepdxovta Kai TevtaKdotot oT aOL0L, 
Y c / ¢ / 

cal ow TpLol ruépyoe pnKuvETaL 7 TPlyNvos odds. 
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’Ameravvopevos 5é 0 Aptotayopns é« Tis Saaptns je és Tas 55 

"A@rjvas yevouévas Tupdvvev ade édevbépas. 
5] \ ¢ \ 

€Tr el Immapyov TOV 
a / / 

Tlevovotparov, ‘Immiew O€ Tod TUpdvyvov adeddeov, iSovTa srr 
A r or / 5 / 

évurrviou [r@ éwuTod Tabet] evapyeotatny KTeivovot “Apiotoyeitwv 
\ ¢ / ; V4 2/ \ as fA) ie ral \ a 

kal “Appodsos, yévos €ovtes Ta avexabey L'epupator, peta tadra § 
> 4 coy A Wie hans / Oe & tAXa CaN 

érupavvevovto A@nvaior em éTea TécoEpa OVOEV HOTOY AAG Kal 
bGAXov 7) pO TOD. 

54. 7. Mepvdverov dorv. At one end of 
the Royal Road is the city of Memnon, 
Susa (cp. 7. 151), at the other end are 
certain monuments which Hdt. held to 
be Egyptian, but others ascribed to Mem- 
non, 2. 106. The monuments, incor- 
rectly placed by Hdt. (cp. Ramsay, op. c. 
pp- 30, 60), are ‘ Hittite’ or Syro-Kappa- 
dokian: and as Memnon certainly re- 
presents an Upper Asiatic power (cp. 
Ed. Meyer, Gesch. d. Alt. i. § 256) there 
was more to be said for ascribing the 
monuments to Memnon than for ascrib- 
ing them to Sesostris (ep. Wiedemann, 
note to Hdt. 2. 106). The Akropolis 
of Susa has been the scene of the 
brilliant labours of M. and Mde. Dieula- 
foy. Cp. L’Acropole de Suse, Paris, 
1893 ; Billerbeck, Susa, Leipzig, 1893. 

10, jpépqor. It was the three days’, 
not the three months’, march which 
Aristagoras probably proposed to the 
Spartans. See c. 50 supra. 

55. 1. tas “A@yvas. In the regular 
course of his narrative Hdt. brings Aris- 
tagoras to Athens. He takes occasion 
therefrom to insert a digression on the 
Peisistratidae, and the Liberation of 
Athens (cc. 55-95), which leads him to 
an excursus on the Gephyraeans (c. 57), 
which involves a note on the Phoenicians 
in Boeotia (c. 58), which excuses a remark 
upon the origin of Greek culture, which 
Merges in an appendix on certain Kad- 
Meian “a at Thebes (cc. 59- 
61): after which the main digression is 
resumed (c. 62). This main digression 

orms admirably two requirements, 
of which its author appears unconscious: 
first, it helps to explain why the suit of 
Aris oras was rejected at Sparta; 
secondly, it goes far to explain why it 
was granted at Athens. Both explana- 
tions are contained in the history of the 

ne / 

» bev vuv drvpis Tov Immdpyou éevuTTviov Hy 56 

ten or twelve years preceding the applica- 
tion of Aristagoras. 

3. ‘Immlew rod tupdvvov adeddedv. 
If these words are genuine (and none of 
the previous editors appear to have sus- 
pected them), Hdt. is entirely clear of 
the popular: error, which represented 
Hipparehos as the tyrant, and Hippias 
as his successor. Cp. Thue. 1. 20, 6. 54 
ff., “AO. aod. c. 18. But nowhere does 
Hdt. expressly say that Hippias was the 
elder brother. Cp. c. 65 infra. 

4, TO mabe? seclusit Stein. 
md0os might have been introduced from 
Thue. 6. 55, 4. 

5. ta avéxaev. Cp. c. 65 infra, 6. 
35, 128. 

6. érea téooepa. Cp. Thue. 6. 59, 
4 rupavvetcas 6€ érn rpla ‘Immlas ere 
"AOnvalwy kal mavobels ev T@ TeTdpTH. 
"AQ, rod. 19 érer 0 TeTapTW UddLTTA META 
Tov ‘Immdpxov Odvarov. Cp. the further 
chronological indications in the passage. 
The absolute date for the assassination 
of Hipparchos remains where Clinton 
placed it: Hekatombaion 514 B.c. (ep. 
Fasti, ad ann. So also Wilamowitz- 
Moellendorff, Avistoteles u. Athen, i. 21, 
1893). As the death of Hipparchos 
occurs practically at the beginning of 
the Attic year (Panathenaea = end of 
Hekatombaion: Mommsen, Heortologie, 
pp- 129 ff.) the years here may be treated 
as (Attic) Calendar years: and the date 
of the expulsion of Hippias is fixed for 
511-510 B.o. Ol. 67. 2, ep’ “Apraxrldov. 
"AQ. wr. c. 19. Whether it is to be dated 
511 B.c. or 510 B.c. depends on the 
season to which it may be fixed: anyway 
it takes place before Ol. 67, 8, Hekatom- 
baion 510 B.c. (ep. Marmor Pariwm, ed. 
Flach. $47=01. 67. 2). 

56. 1. dis . . évurvlov. So too in 7. 
18, 47,8. 54. Op. dyis év r@ darvy 8. 80, 65. 
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4 ’ fal / \N nr er) moe ev TH Tpotépyn vuxtl Trov Ilavabnvaiwy éddxee 6 ‘Imrmapyos 
7 pts) / / 

avdpa ot émicravra péyav Kal evevdéa aiviccerOa Trade TH een: 
a / 7 / nr 

TAHOL wv athnta Tabev TeTAnOTL Dupo: 
b} \ 3 / lal 

ovoels avOpatrav adiKaV TioW OvK aTroTic€l. 
fa) 6 () Corey, eee / \ 9 Lg / TabdTa O€, WS NMEpN eyeveTO TayLoTa, pavepos HY UIrepTiOéuEvos 

? / \ \ 

overpoToroLat peta S€ amevmadpevos THY Or erEumeE TiV Trop- 
/ b) an yy a 

TV, EV TH ON TEAEUTA. 
\ a n 

Oi oé€ Tepupaios, rov Aoav ot fovées oi “Immdpyov, as pev 
> \ VA / ? 

avuTol Néeyovar, éyeyovecay €& “Epertpins rHv 
J / / n 

avaTruvOavomevos evpickw, Haav Poivixes TOV 

> / c \ b] \ 

apYnv, Os O& eyo 
avy Kadpu@ atriko- 

/ / b) n \ n 

péevov [Powvikwy] és yhv thy viv Bovwwtiny careopévny, olxeov b€ 
THS X@Opns TavTHS aTrorayorTes THY TavaypiKny jotpav. evOevrev 

dé Kadpetwv mpotepov éEavacravtav wm “Apyeiwv, of Vedupaior 

2. TIava@nvatwv. For the chrono- 
logical importance of this indication, see 
above. The institution or reorganisation 
of the Panathenaea was not improbably 
due to Peisistratos, with whose policy 
such a festival would admirably square. 
(Cp. Mommsen, Heortologie, p. 112, Cur- 
tius, Gr. G. i.® 358, 359.) The religion, 
like the political régime, of the sons 
is of a somewhat darker complexion : 
though the difference is one of degree 
rather than of kind. 

5. dmrortoe. The authorship of 
this epigram is unknown; and it can 
hardly be supposed that it was a creation 
of Hipparchos’ unconscious cerebration, 
or that he made it known. The ethical 
doctrine of the second line is Hellenic, 
even Delphic. Cp. 6. 84, and Intro- 
duction, p. cxv. 

7. Garevrdpevos. dmelmacba is com- 
mon in Hadt. in the sense of to refuse: 
ep. 4. 120, 6. 100, e al. Here its use 
seems peculiar: averruncare, cp. L. & S. 
sub v. dretrov. The force of the middle 
voice in dmeirdpevos and of the imperfect 
tense in éeu7e should not be missed. 

8. év ty BH TeAcvTG, ‘which he did 
not live to accomplish,’ or simply, ‘in 
which the end overtakes him.’ 

57.1. ds pev avrol Aéyouor. They might 
have been thought to be the best authority 
upon the subject. What grounds Hdt. 
had for discrediting the family tradition 
he does not state. Petersen, Qwaestiones 

de Historia Gentium Atticarum, pp. 6 f., 
suggests that a false etymology was the 

basis of Hdt.’s conjecture. In Syria was 
a city yclept Gephyrae and Gephyra was 

an alias for the Boeotian Tanagra. (This 
was to be found in Hekataios, vide Steph. 
B. sub v.) Hence the ‘Gephyraeans’ 
were fabled to have come from Gephyrae 
and settled at Gephyra, before they 
found a home in Attica. But was it 
then an accident that the same name 
occurred in Phoenicia and in Boeotia, 
and for that matter in Attica? Some 
Semitic names in Hellas the etymologists 
will probably leave us (but cp. Busolt, 
1.7 251, 263-271) ; and Semitic names and 
other indications surely point to Semitic 
immigrants. Cp. further, note to c. 
58 infra. Petersen derives the proper 
name from yégupa, a bridge = Pontifices. 
But the derivation of the word yégupa 
itself is uncertain, as indeed its original 
meaning (Grasberger, Gr. Ortsnamen, ap- 
pears to make l'ég¢upa= Dyke or Bridge- 
town, and suggests, p. 297, that the old 
name of Halikarnassos—Hat.’snativecity 
—was Zepipa, which he apparently iden- 
tifies with ['ég¢upa). That the Gephy- 
raeans should in Hellenic times disclaim 
their Semitic origin would not be inex- 
plicable. Etym. Mag. has Te@upets: Ajuos 
’Arrixds, bbev Tedupata Anujrnp (quoted 
in Petersen). Cp. L. & S. s. v. yedupt- 
cubs. The Tedvpato. may have been the 
rivals or doubles of the Tegupeis. We 
should then haye, in the last statement 
in this chapter, an evidence of the early 
independence of the Attic Demes. 

6. Kadpelwy xr. Cp. c. 61 infra, 
which shows that the war of the Epigoni 
is referred to. On the Kadmeian move- 
ment, cp. 1. 56. Powlkov supra secl. 
Stein. 
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obtoe Sevrepa bd Bowwrav éEavacrdvres érparrovto ém’ “AOnvéwv. 
? al 

A@nvaior 
, a \ 

ToNnTas, ToAAw@Y TEWY KAL 

EpyerOau, 
Oi dé 

S¢ odeas éml pytotc. édéEavto chewy aditav civai 
ovK aktatnynTov b] / émruraEavres 

a ¢ \ / / lal 

Polvixes ovTat of cvy Kadue@ amixopevor, Trav Foav ot 58 

Tedupaios, dda Te TOANG OiKNTaVTES TAUTHY THY XOpHY eorryaryor 

SiSackddua és Ttods “EXAnvas kal 6) Kal ypduparta, ovK éovra 

7. Bowwrdv. Thue. 1. 12, 3 dates 
the Boeotian movement sixty years after 
the capture of Troy. This passage in 
Hadt. is in substantial agreement with 
that in Thucydides, and the two probably 
have a common origin (Hekataios ?). 

8. *A®nvator. ktA. The terminology 
is suspiciously recent, and the statement 
seems to imply the synoikism of Attica, 
and a graded franchise. The partial 
taboo, or excommunication, looks like 
the most genuine element in the tradi- 
tion: cp. first note supra and c. 61 
infra ad fin. Madvig’s insertion of ov 
before zro\\Gyr is acceptable. 

58. 1. oi Polvixes odror. Presumably 
in part identical with the Kadmeians of 
e. 57, the other part being the Gephy- 
raeans. ‘Toepffer’s article on the Gephy- 
raeans (Attisch. Genealogie, pp. 293 ff.) 
exhibits the reaction against the ‘ Phoe- 
nician’ theory. But the argument in 
favour of recognising Oriental and 
Semitic elements in the population of 
early Greece is not confined to local and 
gentile names, while the resolution of 
the traditions in its favour into mere 
products of pseudo-etymology is un- 
acceptable. Questions respecting the 
primitive inhabitants of the Greek 
peninsula, or rather of the Aegean region, 
must be kept open, recent archaeological 
evidence tending (1) to push the per- 

tive of diffusion and settlement 
further and further back ; (2) to suggest 

ter complexity and mixture than the 
ollowers of K. O. Miiller, whether old 
or new, have been willing to recognise, 

3. ypappara. Hdt.’s hypothesis in 
regard to the origin of the Greek alpha- 
bet resolves itself into two main proposi- 
tions: (1) It was of Phoenician origin. 
(2) It was introduced or taught to the 
Greeks by the Phoenicians of Boeotia. 
It does not follow from these two pro- 
positions that the distinctively Greek 
alphabet was first used in Boeotia, much 
less in Thebes: rather the statement (3) 
that it was Lonian replocko. who received, 

assimilated, and transformed the Phoe- 
nician elements of culture (d:dackddua), 
points to a different conclusion. It 
must, however, be admitted that the 
appeal in cc. 59 ff.:to Theban examples 
of Kadmeian, 7.¢. palaeo-Hellenic letters, 
goes to show that Hdt. regarded Thebes 
as the cradle of Hellenic letters. Con- 
cerning this theory of Hdt. it is to be 
observed that, whatever be the character 
of ‘Kadmos,’ the ascription of the 
Greek alphabet to a Phoenician original 
is an ‘historical’ theory, as distin- 
guished from a mythological theory (e.g. 
that of Aischylos, who ascribes it to Pro- 
metheus, P. V. 468 f.): secondly, that the 
theory is probably right. (Cp. Roberts, 
Greek Epigraphy, §§ 1 ff., Hinrichs, in 
Iwan Miiller’s Handbuch, i. pp. 359 ff.) 
The same, however, cannot be said for 
the localisation of the primitive Greek 
alphabet in Boeotia, or even on the 
mainland of Greece. So far as evidences 
at present go, it appears that Greek 
alphabets were first employed in the 
Faas of the Aegean, particularly Thera 
and Krete. It is a third point in the 
Herodotean hypothesis that it was the 
Ionians who first adapted the Phoenician 
alphabet to the service of the Hellenes. 
As Hdt. nowhere locates Ionians in 
Boeotia, this statement would tend to 
qualify the inference from his quoting 
only Theban inscriptions, and to suggest 
that he is, perhaps, thinking of Euboea, 
Attica, Peloponnese or the Marathonian 
tetrapolis, as the Ionian centres which 
had dealings with the ‘ Kadmeians,’ 
though he is unable to adduce any 
instance of archaic lettering except 
from Thebes. On Hdt.’s view of the 
lonian mediation it is to be observed that 
the Ionic alphabet was not the first but 
the last state of Hellenic letters, the one 
that survived and displaced a host of 
rival alphabets, as at Athens after the 
Archonship of Eukleides (403-2 3.¢.). 
This Ionian alphabet was that used in 
Asia, where it early asserted itself at the 
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expense of any other, and was employed 
for example in Hdt.’s native city in his 
own day. (Halikarnassian inscription, 
Hicks, Manual, No. 21.) Whether it 
was locally a product and modification 
of the absolutely first Greek alphabet, 
this being neither of European nor of 
Nesiote, but of Asiatic-Ionian origin, may 
perhaps be an open question. In any 
case Hdt.’s statement that the authors 
of the distinctively Greek alphabet (or 
alphabets) were Ionians is probably true ; 
at least as against a ‘Dorian’ claim. 
For, though Thera passed in the fifth 
century for ‘ Dorian,’ the validity of that 
theory is extremely doubtful. See 4. 
147. Hdt. makes two other observations 
on Greek writing: 2. 36 where he states 
that Greek writing went from right to 
left, without noticing the other archaic 
methods; 1. 189 where he seems to in- 
dicate the co-existence of different sibi- 
lant symbols in the older alphabets. Cp. 
Roberts, op. c. supra, p. 9. Whether the 
Hellenes, or inhabitants of the Peninsula, 
even before the coming of the Phoenicians, 
or of the Dorians, had alphabets, is a 
question which the present state of the 
evidence hardly raises, much less solves : 
and even if solved in the affirmative, the 
Phoenician origin of the historic alphabet 
would probably remain unaffected. 

5. gwvy. Their native (Semitic) 
language ; on the word ep. 4. 114. 

6. pvOuds, figure, form = oxjmua, 
Aristot. Metaph. 1. 4, 985, ep. de mirab. 
133, 843. 

qrep.olKeov. In Euboea, Attica, 
Peloponnesos, the islands. Probably 
Hdt. is right substantially: for the 
Tonians were the first of the distinctly 
Hellenic stocks to have extensive deal- 

ings with the Phoenicians, as appears 
from the Semitic name for the Greeks, 7.e. 
Jawan. tv xapev del. Kriiger. 

9, perappvOplcavres. Hdt. on an 
obscure subject sometimes grows obscure 
in his expressions, as here, cp. 6. 57. 
He has just said that the Phoenicians 
who entered Greece changed their lan- 
guage, and modified their letters. Now 
he says the Ionians modified the letters 
they learned from the Phoenicians. It 
is not clear whether he thinks the 
Ionians modified still further letters 
already modified by the (Hellenised) 
Phoenicians, or whether he thinks that 
the Ionians were the first to change the 
letters. 

11. Powijia, as Stein observes, is 
here a substantive. 

KekAfjo0ar may be regarded as re- 
dundant, but idiomatic, cp. c. 68 ira 
ad fin. 

12. ard rod tadatod . . KoTEé. 
Before the opening of Egypt to the 
Tonians c. 650 B.c., 2. 156, the lonians may 
have used skins (pergament, parchment), 
which were afterwards superseded, though 
not wholly, by the cheaper material. 

13. rd kat éyé. It may be inferred 
from this passage that Hdt.’s own work 
was written on papyros. 

14. modAol is perhaps an exaggera- 
tion. Ktesias mentions the Persian 
Archives as di@Gepal Bacirrtixal. See L. 
& S. s. v. On the subject of ancient 
books: see Birt, Das antike Buchwesen, 
Berlin, 1882, Iwan Miiller, Handbuch, i. 
307 ff., Maunde Thompson, Gk. and Lat. 

evidence of a visit to Thebes, cp. Intro- 
duction, pp. Ixxxii, xciv. 
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yeappara. It has generally been 
concluded that these inscriptions were 
unauthentic: for Hdt. seems to as- 
sume that in the days of Laios and of 
Oidipus the inhabitants of Thebes not 
merely spake and wrote good Greek, but 
even composed their inscriptions in 
Hexameter verse. According to his 
own chronological scheme, if we may 
attempt to rationalise one for him, this 
would set the origin of Greek writing 
as far back as 1500 B.c. (ep. 4.147). It 
is of course possible that the objects, on 
which the inscriptions were to be read, 
were much older than the inscriptions 
themselves. As Rawlinson remarks: 
**The inscription can at best only have 
expressed the belief of the priests as to 
the person who dedicated the tripod.” 
Hicks (Manual of Gk. Inscr. p. 2) 
follows Bergk in dismissing these inscrip- 
tions as hardly earlier than the seventh 
cent. But perhaps Hdt. did not mean that 
the very words he gives were inscribed 
or legible on the anathemata: he may be 
giving a proposed version of archaic 
inscriptions, Cp. the story of the ancient 
Stele found at Hypate, the inscription on 
which was interpreted by comparison 
with certain anathemata in the Ismenion. 
Aristot. de mirab. 133, 843», 

év 76 tpg. Of the two rivers of 
Thebes the Ismenos wastheone to the east. 
The temple may have been situate on 
the hill above the stream, and to the 
east of the Kadmeia (ep. Dict. Geogr. ii. 

1151 ff.). E. Fabricius, Theben, Freiburg 
im B. 1890, p. 22 and plan, identifies the 
Ismenion with the hill of S. Luke (after 
ee cp. Baedeker’s Greece, 1889, p. 
175). 

3. tTHot BowrTay. As distinguished 
from Egyptian Thebes. The mention 
of BvBXos just before may have led to 
this particular, rather than the mention 
of the Kadmeians. 

6. Amphitryon, the human father of 
Herakles. Cp. 6. 53. 

éoy is doubtful. The passage has 
been variously emended: idy (bad) ; 
ésvr’ Valckenaer ; véwy Bentley ; vijcwy 
aro Bergk. Stein suggests avé@nke beg. 
Why not dvé6nxe relv, if L. & S. are 
right in marking the iota long ? 

amd, ‘‘e praeda” (Stein). A usage 
not noticed by L. & S. (for I. 6 
will not cover this), but established by 
the instances quoted by Stein. Simonid. 
Fr. 137, Aischines c. Ktesiph. 116, Pau- 
san. 1. 13, 3, 5. 10, 4. 

60. 2. Dkatos. Skaios, one of the sons 
of Hippokoon, apparently helped his 
father to drive Tyndareus out of Lake- 
daimon, before his marriage with Leda, 
and was afterwards slain with his father 
and brothers by Herakles, who restored 
Tyndareus. Apollodor. Bibliotheca, 3. 
5. Hdt. may well have doubts as to 
the donor’s identity with Skaios son of 
Hippokoon. 

61. 2. é&apérpw. 7évw seems to have 
dropped out. Stein® reads it. 
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6. tm *Apyelwv. The Epigoni, 
Laodamas himself being slain by Alk- 
maion, the leader. Apollodor. Bzblio- 
theca, 3. 7, 2. 3. According to this 
authority the Thebans fled and founded 
Hestiaea. 

*Hyxedéas. As 
ad 1, *‘There was a legend that Cad- 
mus assisted them against the other 
Illyrians (Apollod. m1. v. 4). Hence 
perhaps it was thought likely that the 
Cadmeians would take refuge with them,” 
i.e. we have here not tradition but 
rationalism. 

7. Tepvpato. The Gephyraeans at 
Tanagra appear here almost co-ordinate 
with the Kadmeians at Thebes. Origin- 
ally united they are ultimately driven 
apart, north (west) and south. Thue, 
1. 12 dates the Boeotian invasion sixty 
years after the Trojan war. It was doubt- 
less connected with the tribal migrations 
which brought the Dorians into Pelo- 
ponnesos. 

9. kexwpiopéva. The separate cultus 
no doubt points, as Hdt. rightly suggests, 
to a difference of origin and kinship. 
Later political union did not wholly ob- 
literate such traces and survivals, even 
in Attica. Cp. ce. 66 infra. ‘ Achaian’ 
Demeter is Demeter of the Lamenta- 
tions (Etym. M. sub v.): the Hellenic 
Mater Dolorosa: but not necessarily the 
same as Tepupaia Anunrnp (Demeter 
of the Bridge, Et. M. s.v. Tegupeis). 
This shrine of Achaian Demeter was pre- 
sumably in Aphidnae, vide c. 57 supra. 

62. 3. kat apxds refers back merely 
to c. 55 where Hdt. started the Adyos, ws 
Tupdvvwy éevdepwdnoay ’APnvator, arrested 
by two previous digressions: (1) on the 

Rawlinson remarks 

dream of Hipparchos, (2) on the origin of 
the Gephyraeans. On.the formula, cp. 
4, 82, and Introduction, § 20 (1). 

6. yévos édvres “AOnvator. Not like 
the Peisistratidae, who were notoriously 
émjdvdes like the Gephyraeans, cp. c. 
65 infra. However, another tradition 
exactly reversed this view, making the 
Alkmaionidae ér7\vées, and leaving the 
origin of the Peisistratidae at least an 
open question (Pausanias 2, 18, 9). 
Indeed, this tradition traced the Alk- 
maionidae to Neleus and Nestor. A 
unison of these discords may be effected 
in three ways: (1) by supposing that 
both the Peisistratidae and the Alkmaion- 
idae were immigrants, and indeed rela- 
tives: in which case the repudiation of 
the relationship has to be explained. 
(2) By supposing that neither the one 
nor the other were immigrants, but both 
alike native Athenians: in which case 
the theories of their foreign origin re- 
main to be explained. (8) By supposing 
that one was, and one was not, of foreign 
extraction : in which case the false claim 
remains to be explained in each case. 
Petersen, Quaestiones etc., prefers (2) and 
explains away the foreign origin hypo- 
thesis by ascribing it to an ambition to 
connect the great families of Athens with 
the great families of Peloponnesos. But 
he admits that the tradition of the 
Peloponnesian origin of the Alkmaionidae 
is the older tradition, and he dismisses — 
too easily the memories of immigration 
into Attica. Few pretensions are more 
transparent fictions than the claim of 
the Athenians, in the fifth century B.c., 
to be children of the soil, free of all 
foreign taint, Ionian, Pelasgian, and 
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such like. (3) would lead to the con- 
clusion that the Peisistratidae were 
Ionian immigrants, and the Alkmaion- 
idae the native stock. But, as Petersen 
points out, the tradition of the foreign 
origin of the Alkmaionidae can scarcely 
be later than Hdt., rather does our author 
appear to be expressly combating and 
denying suchaview. Weare thusdriven 
back to (1). Both families were foreign, 
z.e. from the Peloponnesos, and perhaps 
related. The Peisistratidae proudly 
preserved this family tradition. The 
Alkmaionidae repudiated it, owing prob- 
ably to their quarrel with Peisistratos 
=a his sons, and put themselves at the 
head of an Athenian movement before the 
end of the sixth century, which involved 
the negation of all foreign claims and 
elements, Peloponnesian, Ionian, Pelas- 
gian, and the assertion of the indigenous 
primitive earth-born character of the 
whole Athenian and Attic population. 
Cp. cc. 66, 69 infra. Thucydides with 
his more systematic rationalism tries to 
be just to the rival views, recognising the 
foreign extraction of the great families, 
yet asserting the autochthonous origin of 
the masses. Nor is this view perhaps 
far from the truth. Thue, 1. 2. 

debyovres, 1. 64, 
8. «droSos de/. Kriiger. 
9. evepoiv tds “AOfhvas. It was 

not left to the moderns, or even to the 
Romans, to perpetrate crimes in the 
name of liberty. The sincerity of the 
passion for ‘liberty’ of the Alkmaionidae 
cn be gauged by their understanding 
and alliance with Peisistratos 1. 60, their 
friendship and obligations to Kroisos 6. 
125 infra, and Kleisthenes of Sikyon, 
6. 126 ff. . 6. 115, 121 infra on the 
charge of Medion against them in 490 B.c, 

10 vov rd TIavov(ns. 
The ’A@nv. wor. 19. 3 (ea. Senge) has 

Aewdprov 7d brép Idpynfos. There was 
no place named Paionia in Attica: 
there was a deme Paiania (Ilaavia) 
east of Hymettos, in the Mesogaea, and 
there was a deme Paionidae (Ilavo- 
vidac) south of Parnes, in the valley of 
the Kephisos. The fort was probably 
upon Parnes, and above Paionidae. 
Hdt.’s description is based on a confusion 
of Iaovidac and Ilaavia, and the text 
of the ’A@. 7. is probably an intentional 
correction, based on more accurate 
knowledge of Attic topography. 

12. "Apduxtudvav. The Amphic- 
tyonic council and the Delphic oracle 
were to be worked against the Peisis- 
tratidae. The temple had been burnt 
down in 548 B.c. on which occasion the 
Golden Lion of Kroisos suffered some 
injury 1. 50. The estimate fixed by the 
council for the rebuilding was 300 T. 
and the money was raised by donations 
from various quarters, including Egypt, 
2. 180. The exiled Alkmaionidae seem 
to have undertaken to complete (é&oikodo- 
whoa) the structure, which may have 
been at a stand for want of funds. As 
gratitude is a short-lived faculty, prob- 
ably this act of the Alkmaionidae was 
not long previous to the expulsion of 
the Peisistratidae. It was still pursued 
with envy (¢0évos) in 490 B.c. when 
Pindar wrote the (seventh) Pythian Epi- 
nikion in honour of Megakles: and half 
a century later it was the chief title of 
his children to fame, 

13. xpnparev. Thanks to their 
relations with Kroisos. But ep. 6. 125. 
The ’A@. od, implies that they made a 
good thing of their contract with Delphi 
(0ev evrrépnoav xpnudrwr 19, 4), 

14, GvBbpes Sdkyor dvéxadey Uri. Cp. 
the words in 6. 125, 

16. Ilapfov, Parian marble was of 

-_ Oo 
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course much more splendid than porine 
(tufa) stone. Cp. 38. 57, 6. 183. 

63. 1. of A@nvatov. Other than the Alk- 
maionidae. Schweighauser conjectured 
Aaxedarudvic. But there were plenty 
of people in Athens who had no illusions 
about the Alkmaionidae, cp. 6. 115. 
Still as we haye now in the ’A@nvaiwy 
monitela, c. 19, what is obviously an 
Athenian version of the whole affair 
(cp. Appendix IX. § 4), the discovery 
supports and verifies the conjecture of 
Schweighiuser. 

2, thy IIv0(mv. The Pythia was 
not above suspicion, cp. 6. 66, though 
whether a douceur to the prophetess 
alone would have had the desired effect 
may be fairly doubted. It may also 
be thought that the Delphic authorities 
would have needed very little induce- 
ment to preach a crusade against the 
Peisistratidae, whose pieties looked in 
other directions, vide c. 56 supra, and 
whose pomps and buildings were not 
calculated to further the special interests 
of Delphi. The ’A@. zrod. seems to sug- 
gest that the Alkmaionids spent money 
at Sparta (apds tiv rv Aakdvwv Bor- 
Oevay 19. 4). 

6. tov aordv UvSpa Sdkipov. Like 
Eurybiades the navarch in 480 B.C. 
Cp. 8. 42. Anchimolios is the first 
Spartan commander, other than the 

kings, whose name we know, although 
the expedition to overthrow Polykrates 
was no doubt under similar command, 

3. 54 ff. The fact that these first ex- 
peditions are by sea may perhaps explain 
the absence of the king. 

7. Eevlous. . Ta padtora. The Spar- 
tans had no objection to an alliance with 
‘tyranny’ when it suited their own 
interests. But ‘tyranny’ at Athens (or 
Sardes, or Susa, or Syracuse) was one 
thing: in Sparta, or even in Peloponnese, 
another. It was not, according to the 
Lakedaimonians, on political grounds 
that they expelled the Peisistratidae, 
but on religious, ‘ putting the god before 
the men.’ Athenian tradition saw in 
the Argive alliance a political motive. 
"AO. mov. 19. Policy indeed afterwards 
led the Spartans to project a restoration, 
cc. 90 ff. enfra. Statecraft was far more 
highly developed in and after ‘“‘the 
age of the Despots” than Hdt. appears 
to realise. 

10. @adnpov. At that time still of 
course the harbour: cp. 6. 116. 

12. cuppax(n. Peisistratos and hissons 
were like most tyrants good politicians 
and paid special attention to foreign 
affairs. The Thessalian alliance was 
only one of a number designed to co- 
operate and secure the régime: as with 
Lygdamis of Naxos, 1. 64, Amyntas 
of Macedon, ec. 94 infra, Hippoklos of 
Lampsakos, ep. 4. 138, Thuc. 6. 59, 
the Argives, ’A@. mod. 19. The con- 
nexion between Athens and Thessaly 
remained a permanent idea of demo- 
cratic Athens: and if the Thessalians 
Kowy yveun had sent to support the 
Athenian tyrant (c. 511 3B.c.) in Hdt.’s 
own time the Athenian democracy had 
attempted the restoration of Orestes in 
Thessaly (B.0. 554, Thue, 1, 111). 
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16. ésnxavavro. Blakesley has pointed 
out, and Rawlinson has admitted, some 
difficulty in envisaging or rationalising 
the military situation and movements 
described in this chapter. it is not easy 
to understand why Anchimolios was 
buried at Alopekai unless he fell there: 
if he fell there, he must have advanced 
off the Phalerian plain, and past the city, 
for Alopekai lay between Lykabettos 
and the Ilissos. (Smith, Geogr. Dict. 
i. 3276, cp. Curtius and Kaupert, 
Atlas v. Athen, Blatt ii.) In that case 
the Thessalian horse would have been 
between the Lakedaimonians and the 
sea, and any survivors who reached 
their ships could only have done so 
by bursting through the lines of the 
Athenians and Thessalians. It is, how- 
ever, very easy to invent hypotheses to 
explain this difficulty, admitting that 
Anchimolios fought and fell at Alopekai. 
To take the most obvious: the Spartans 
Must have left on the strand a force 
to guard the ships. The narrative is 
curt and inadequate, but there is nothing 
self-contradictory or inexplicable in it. 

_ 22. “Hpaxdelov. It was here that 
the Athenians halted after their forced 
March from Marathon, 6. 116. The 
= no doubt commanded a view of 

aleron and the offing, or at least such 
@ view can be obtained from Lykabettos. 
The Herakleion would hardly perhaps 
have been specified here as a topo- 

graphical fixture, but for the notoriety 
it had obtained in connexion with the 
Marathonian campaign. The passage 
suggests, though it does not prove, 
autopsy. Cp. Introduction, pp. Ix f. 
The idiomatic plural radat is observ- 
able. 

64. 1. pera. The Lakedaimonians had 
now a defeat to avenge, or at least 
a disgrace to obliterate, for this ex- 
pedition is marked distinctly as a 
separate and subsequent act, and we 
must not suppose that the troops under 
Kleomenes were intended to co-operate 
with the force of Anchimolios. But ep. 
6, 76, for an instance of such strategy. 

2. amodefavres. Did the king then 
require to be appointed to the command ? 
Such an implication may seem to con- 
flict with the story cc. 74 ff. infra, and 
with the alleged prerogatives 6. 56, but 
it is the regular course of procedure, at 
least in later times: cp. Xen. Hell. 4. 
2579506, 45518; 6505; 105 anid) op. 9.10 
infra. The general rule no doubt was 
to appoint one of the kings to command: 
this passage shows that this rule cannot 
date merely from the quarrel of Kleo- 
menes and Demaratos, ec. 75 infra. 

7. amahAdocovro. The engagement 
would have taken place on the Thriasian 
plain, and the Thessalians may have 
ridden by Eleutherae and Dryoskephalae 
over Kithairon homewards, cp. 9. 19. 
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Kreopévns 6€ darixdpevos és To dotu dua’ AOnvatov rotor Bov- 
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/ a na nan TEVTE Nuépnor exyophaas ex THs ArTiKAs. peta 0€ e€eyopnoav 

8. *AOnvalwv. There was a party 
in Athens working against the Peisis- 
tratidae. 

9, tovs Tupdvvovs. The plural might 
mean simply ‘Hippias and his house,’ 
but there is, perhaps, an element of 
feeling in it: wno avulso non deficit alter. 
Cp. also c. 55 supra. 

10. +o jIlekacyud telxet. The 
old wall round the Akropolis, 6. 
137, within which probably the Peisis- 
tratidae had their dwelling, cp. Pau- 
san. 1. 28, 3 ry 6é dkpowdd\er md 
dcov Kluwy @xoddunoev aris 6 Mud- 
Tiddov, mepiBare 7d Dowdy NéyeTar 
tov Telxous IleXacyovs olkncavrds ote 
brd THv axpdrokw. Op. Curtius, Stadt- 
gesch. v. Athen, \xxvi. p. 68, Harrison, 
Mythology and Monuments, pp. 535 ff. 
(The correct form of the word seems to be 
Iledkapy:xcv.) The question arises: how, 
if Athens was at that time a walled city, 
the Spartans managed to pass the gates ? 
The existence of the party of ‘ Liberators’ 
just referred to might suggest a solution 
of this difficulty : the Akropolis was held 
by the Peisistratidae against citizen and 
foreigner alike. Yet the doubt whether 
Athens was a walled city recurs in 
connexion with the story of Marathon, 
and the story of Salamis, and the ac- 
ewmulated doubts have led Wilamowitz- 
Moellendorff to answer the question in 
the negative, dus Kydathen, pp. 97 ff. 
The problem is described by Curtius 
(Stadtg. p. 90) as one of the most 
difficult in the history of the city. 
There are three arguments for a wall: 
(1) Themistokles is said to have rebuilt 
and enlarged the walls, Thuc. 1. 89 ff. 
(2) Hipparchos was assassinated “in the 
Kerameikos: the assassins entered 

through the Gates: Thuc. 6. 57. (8) 
The Gate of Hadrian marks a point in a 
prae-Themistoklean city-wall. Curtius 
proposes therefore a compromise. He 
ascribes to the tyrants an intention, 
partially carried out, to build a city- 
wall of about 20 stades in circumference. 
But this compromise is hardly satis- 
factory. Why the old ring-wall can 
only belong to the age of the despots 
(ein solcher kann nur der Tyrannenzeit 
angehoren, op. c. p. 90), is not self-evident. 
The despotic family or dynasty would 
be better able to hold a citadel than a 
fortified city, and as likely to destroy 
as to build a wall of 20 stades cir- 
cumference: though they might have 
left old gateways standing. In any 
case, if there was a wall, it might have 
been built before the age of Peisistratos : 
but it can hardly have been effective in 
the days of Marathon. Cp. 6. 109. 

65. 1. dv. The protasis of this sentence 
is not grammatically expressed, but is 
materially contained in what follows 
(el wh ouvtuxln KTA. otk dv €or). 
The narrative gains in rhetorical force 
by the transition out of the conditional, 
effected by viv 6é How Hdt. knows 
so well that but for an accident the 
Lakedaimonians would have failed, does 
not appear. It is presumably an in- 
ference: and might have been qualified 
(Soxéew éuol. Cp. Introduction, § 22). 

6. trexribénevor, ‘in the act of being 
secretly conveyed out.’ 

8. ouvererapaxto, The tense is 
rhetorical. puoc@@ and réxvo.cr are in ap- 
position, and ofc: has nothing to say 
to either. The whole chapter reads as 
if the exciting moment of the Regifuge 
were too much for Hdt.’s grammar. 
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1l. Xlyeov, c. 94 infra, cp. Thue. 6. 
59, 4 2xcpe (‘Iias) és re Dh-yecov kal rap’ 
Alayridny és Aduyaxoy xrd., which would 
seem to imply that Aiantides had by 
this time succeeded his father Hippoklos, 
cp. c. 63 supra. 

12. trea € te Kal tpiqkovra, 7.e. 
thirty-six years of actual power, ex- 
eluding the years of exile. The ’A@. 
moX. c. 19 gives the Archon’s name, 
Harpaktides (which may therefore be 
laced for the year 511-510 B.c.) and the 
uration of the tyranny as seventeen 

years from the death of Peisistratos, 
and forty-nine in all. These figures 
are not based exclusively upon Hdt., 
for they are more precise than his 
data. The forty-nine years include the 

riods of exile: and there is no con- 
ict between the data in Hdt. and in 

the ’A9. wo. Discrepancies only come 
in with Aristotle, Pol. 8. 12, 5, 1315». 
The passage, however, is perhaps inter- 
polated. 

kal ofro:, as well as the Kodridae. 
The connexion helps to explain the 
Ionism of Peisistratos: cp. 1. 147. 

15. él rotrov. . rov Tlaclerparov, 
ér\ tot Néctopos Ilacirrpdrov. . The 
grammar is not as lucid as might be 
wished. rovrov may be taken as neuter, 
and roy Il. as appositive and exegetical 
of ofvoya. With él rotrou cp. éml ropde 
7. 40, 83, émi rotrov 7. 193, éml 
rode 2. 57 (Stein). But the cases are 

not exact parallels to the expression 
here, as in them the neuter genitive 
is followed (or preceded) by a demon- 
strative sentence, here by a repetition 
of the preposition with a personal name. 

18. oa «tA. This sentence marks 
very clearly a stage in the narrative, 
and perhaps a change in the sources. 
dca is a large promise, and should leave 
nothing to be desired. Hdt. offers 
what follows as a complete account of 
Athenian history from 510-500 B.o. 

66. 1. kal amply peyddar. Kroisos when 
directed to form a peyddn cuppaxia 
(circa 550 B.C.) had preferred Sparta to 
Athens, 1. 69, but since the days of 
Peisistratos, his wars (1. 59, c. 94 infra) 
and alliances (c. 63 swpra), Athens might 
be reckoned as one of the ‘great’ 
(Hellenic) powers, though possibly un- 
known to the Persian, ce. 105 infra. The 
kal rply presumably refers to the period 
of the tyranny, and hardly squares with 
1. 59, 65. Anyway the increase or 
revival of fare is antedated: probably 
the immediate effect of the expulsion 
of the Peisistratids was to weaken the 
power of Athens. 

3. KaAeodévys. His origin 
history are more fully set fort 
131. 

Adyov exe. Cp. alrinv eyew cc. 70, 
73 infra. 

viv I1vO(nv, c. 63 supra. 
4. Tirdv8pov. Tisandros is father 

and 
6, 126- 
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5 doxipov, atap ta avéxabev otk éyw ppdoa' Ovovor &é of} 
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10"Omdntos amradddEas tas érwvupias, eEeupwv 6 érépov poor! 

of Hippokleides, an undoubted Philaid, 
who was 7a dvéxaOev related to the 
Kypselids of Corinth, see 6. 128 ; but we 
cannot argue therefrom that this Isa- 
goras belonged to the Philaidae: the 
notice here rather points to an opposite 
conclusion : even though the passage in 
Bk. 6 may be a late addition. The ’A0@. 
mon. c, 20 describes Isagoras as didos ay 
Ta Tupdvywy, meaning the Peisistratids, 
which is unlikely. If by ‘ Karian Zeus’ 
were meant the Zeus Stratios or Labran- 
deus worshipped by the Karians (vide 
c. 119 infra) the statement would go to 
show that Isagoras was of Karian an- 
cestry. It would, however, be astonish- 
ing to find a pure Karian stock at home 
in Athens. We need not go further than 
Megara for the cradle of the family. The 
Megaraian akropolis was called Karia 
(Pausan. 1. 40, 6) and Zeus was there 
worshipped: though in Pausanias’ time 
it was ‘Olympian’ Zeus. 

6. wept Svvdyos, ‘political power.’ 
The struggle was probably over the 
elections to the Archonship, stil] the 
highest office, cp. "A@. mod. c. 18. An 
Isagoras was the Archon 508-7 B.o. See 
Clinton, F. H. ad ann. and to the year 
of Isagoras the Reforms of Kleisthenes 
are dated by the ’AQ@. vod. c. 21. 

7. €rcovpevos. Kleisthenes and his 
relatives must have returned immedi- 
ately upon the expulsion of the Peisis- 
tratidae. Their long absence might 
help to explain their getting the worst 
of the ensuing political struggle. It is 
surely an anachronism when the ’AQ, 7. 
ascribes the defeat of Kleisthenes to the 
‘clubs’ (érapelais), but may have been 
partially suggested by the mpoceraiplferac 
here, For the verb cp. 3. 70, for the 
substantive c. 71 infra. 

Tov Sfpov, not of course his own 
party, with which he was already in 
partnership, much less the party of 
Isagoras, but the headless and dis- 
organised party of the Peisistratidae. 
Cp. 1. 59. 

9. ”"Iwvos. That these divisions are 

‘Tonian’ and not ‘ Attic’ should now be 
recognised. Rawlinson calls them 
‘‘ancient hereditary tribes of Attica” ; 
Duncker definitely regards Attica as 
their cradle, and speaks of them 
habitually as the ‘Attic Phylae.’? But 
unless we are to believe not merely that 
the Ionian cities in Asia, but also that | 
the Ionians of the Peloponnese and else- 
where, really were colonies of Athens, 
we must conclude that this system was 
common to Jonians, and that the abolition 
of the system for political purposes at 
Athens was part of a general anti-lonian 
movement. The weight of tradition or 
ancient theory is in favour of some 
such conclusion. The Phylae are closely 
attached to Ion: they are never called 
‘Attic’ by any ancient writer: but as 
Ion was provided for in Attica, the 
Phylae are there attached to the soil, 
It suited Athens from time to time to 
reassert her solidarity with the Ionians ; 
the ‘metropolitan’ idea was emphasised 
in the fifth century, and Athens took 
the place of Miletos as the mpécxnpua 
Ths ‘Iwvins in the larger sense: but to 

_ regard Attica as the cradle of the Ionian 
stock and the Ionian Phylae as originally 
Attic, generalised by the colonial diffu- 
sion, is to be more Ionian than the 
Jonians or Athenians themselves ever 
were. However, even if it were admitted 
that Attica was the first home of the 
Ionians, and that the four Phylae came 
into existence there first, this would 
not make them ‘ Attic’ as distinct from 
‘Tonian.’ Attica is not a genetic but 
a loca] designation, and cannot be the 
summum genus of genetic divisions. 
Such an expression as Hdt. uses 1. 59 
70 Arrixov €6vos is obviously unscientific, 
and belongs to a time when the political 
unification of Attica had given a sort 
of ‘ethnic’ unity to all Athenians. Its 
application to the Athenians of the age of 
Kroisos is something of an anachronism, 

10. tas éravuplas. The origin and 
meaning of the names is obscure. The 
current Greek view given by Hadt., that 
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they were the proper names of veritable 

persons, sons of lon, ancestors and 

eponyms of the four Phylae, can hardly 

be now advocated. There being no 

positive evidence in favour of the exist- 
ence of the persons, it is probable that 
the names are products of the same his- 

toric imagination as that which created 
an Amphictyon to be founder of the 
Amphictyons, and rationalised the sup- 
posed ethnic affinities of the Hellenic 
stocks into the national pedigree, mark- 
ing the cadetship in Hellenism of Ionians 
and Achaians by making Ion and Achaios 
one step farther removed than Doros and 
Aiclos from Hellen. That the names 
were once significant can hardly be 
doubted ; but their significance is not 
clear. TeAéovres has been connected 
with VTEA denoting brightness. That 
Teéovres not TedéovTes is the correct form 
of the word is proved by inscriptions 
from Teos, Kyzikos, and Attica (C.I.G. 
3078, 3664, 3665, and Ross, Aftisch- 
Demen. S. vit. Stein), a fact of which 
L. & S. take no notice, swb v. TedéovTes. 
Alytxope’s is taken to mean goatherds 
(vide L. & S. sub v.). But who will 
venture to guarantee that etymology in 
view of the aigis and its possibilities, 
ep. 4. 189 supra, and Alyandées c. 68 
infra. “Apyadets (dpyov =épyor, so Stein, 
but this seems violent. ‘Epydées is 
found in Plutarch, Solon 23, probably 
from a conjecture of the copyist to 
give the sense of Husbandinen, L. & 
.) might as well be connected with 

VAPI’ shining, as T'eMéovres with TEA. 
The “OrAnres cannot be the heavy armed 
(= érNras L. & S.) or ‘warriors,’ other- 
wise they would not hold the fourth 
place, least of aJl if the names stood in 
Tank. That the first name should stand 
for ‘Priests’ is well-nigh impossible : 
there were priests in every ‘tribe,’ and 
a “tal caste of priests as such could 
hardly have disappeared. The names 
are apparently co-ordinate: they may 
have something to say to employments, 
or to totems ; but the origin and mean- 
ing of the names were evidently lost to 
the Ionians, or at least the Athenians, in 
Hdt.’s time. On the subject cp. K. F. 
Hermann’s Lehrbuch, i.® § 54, pp. 294 ff. 

> Knreu- 

10. érépwv. Not Ionian, but quite 
different ; local, indigenous heroes, of 
the true Attic stock, the Ionian element 
in Attica being foreign. The Alayrls 
took its name from Alas of Salamis, 
which since its conquest by Peisistratos 
had been an Athenian kleruchy, and 
probably the first of its kind: ep. c. 77 
infra. 

It is remarkable that there is no, hint 
in Hdt. of the method by which the 
eponyms for the new Phylae were selected. 
He represents it as the immediate work of 
Kleisthenes (é£evpav . . rpocéGero, though 
the latter, it may be observed, is middle 
voice), The ’A@. zoX. c. 21 supplies the 
onission with much verisimilitude: rats 
dé gvdais érolncev érwvtmous, ex TOV 
mpokplOevrwv EKaTov apxnyEeT@v, ods dvetdev 
 Ilv6la déka. Cp. further c. 69 infra 
and Appendix IX. § 9. 

67. 1. Soxéev enol. Hdt. makes him- 
self responsible for the curious view of 
Kleisthenes’ policy. The mimetic aspect 
is decidedly far fetched: the contrast 
between the two policies is more obvious 
than the resemblance. Hdt.’s reflections 
on politics are sometimes defective ; cp. 
Introduction, § 22. 

2. pntpoTatwp. The exact con- 
nexion is not cleared up till 6. 126 ff. 
in the story of the wedding of Agariste. 
That the Athenian ‘Liberator’ should 
be grandson and namesake of a Despot 
throws some light on the alleged ‘ miso- 
tyrannism’ of the Alkmaionidae. Cp. 
6. 121 ff. 

Zikvey, one of the great Dorian 
states of the Peloponnesos 8. 43 (ep. 
Pausanias, 2. 6, 7, 7. 1), was not a 
member of the Achaian Dodekapolis 1. 
145, though the time came (251 B.c.) 
when it ‘‘ stooped to ask for admission to 
the franchise of the remnant of the con- 
quered Achaians” (Freeman, History 
of Federal Government, 2nd ed. p. 285). 
The rvpavvis in Sikyon no doubt marks, 
as everywhere in the Peloponnesos, at 
least in the vii.-vi. centuries B.0., a 
reaction and revival of the native or 
prae-Dorian population and interests 
against the Dorian conquerors (cp. c. 92 
infra). In the case of Sikyon this 
movement is complicated by a rivalry 
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abévns yap Apyelourt Trodewnoas TodTO pev parywdods eravce ev | 
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"Adpnatov' 1 6é IIvOin of xpd daca “Adpnotov pev eivas| 
Xuxvoviov Baciréa, Kelvov Sé NevoThpa. 

YOpNS. 

with Argos. It shows how completely 
the Homeric poems had been appro- 
priated by the Dorian conquerors that 
the Achaian representative of the anti- 
and prae-Dorian interests in opposition 
to Dorian Argos surrenders the works, 
which celebrated the Achaian heroes, to 
the men who had usurped their places 
and exploited their traditions. But as 
Blakesley points out, the objection of 
Kleisthenes would hardly apply to the 
Iliad and Odyssey, and so we must 
understand by ‘Ounpeva ern the Thebais 
and Hpigont (with Stein) or the Thebais- 
Epigont (cp. Bethe, Theban. Helden. p. 
38), a view which is borne out by the 
reference to Adrastos below, who is 
barely mentioned in the two former, 
while he must have been the chief hero 
of the latter poem, or poems. Yet Hdt., 
who had doubts as to the ‘ Homeric’ 
authorship of the Kypria (2. 117), would 
hardly have ascribed the TYhebais or 
Epigoni to Homer. 

3. “Apyelovot modepjoas. The date 
of this war cannot be fixed: it is curious 
to find the tyrant of Sikyon doing the 
work of Sparta: Sparta may have been 
still eclipsed by ‘ Dorian’ Argos. The 
rise of Sparta to Hegemony is later, 1. 65. 

travoe . . aywvifterOar. The more 
usual construction would be dywrifouevous, 
which, however, might give rise to the 
false idea that the Rhapsodists were 
stopped in the very act (St.). 

6. tort does not prove that Hdt. had 
been to Sikyon: it only anticipates the 
defeat of Kleisthenes in his attempt 
to exterminate Adrastos. Cp. Intro- 
duction, § 16, v, and p. Ixxxi. 
*ASphorov. Adrastos son of Talaos 

the Argive, to be distinguished from 
Adrastos son of Gordias, the Phrygian, 
1. 35 ff., Bethe in Pauly &.-#.3 But cp. 
Posnansky, Nemesis und Adrasteia, p. 
87. bre “Adpacros épevyey é& “Apyous 
mapa Il6\vBov Oey és Zikvdva «al 
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torepov dmofavovros lodvBou rHv év 
Likv@ve dpxnv toxev, Pausan. 2. 6, 6. 
He is subsequently restored to Argos. 

7. totrov.. ékBadetv. Coupled with 
the Hero-worship is the animistic belief, 
that to retain or expel the corpse is 
to retain or expel the man. Cp. the 
story of the bones of. Orestes, 1. 68, the 
bringing of the bones of Theseus to 
Athens, Plut. Theseus, 36 etc. 
A-drastos would be the last person in the 
world to run away! (Cp. 4. 142.) How 
Adrastos came to be buried at Sikyon is 
not made clear: he was reported to have 
died at Megara, on the way back from 
Thebes (Pausan. 1. 43, 1). Some held 
that the tomb in Sikyon was a cenotaph 
(Schol. to Pindar, Nem. 9. 30). As 
Hero he was specially connected with 
Adrasteia-Nemesis, and was the Avenger 
(‘‘der unentrinnbare Richer” d-dcdpd- 
okw); see Scholl, apud Pauly, i.? pp. 
187 ff., Roscher (totidem verbis), 78 ff., 
Posnansky, op. cit. pp. 82 ff. A tyrant 
might well object to Adrastos ! 

8. Aeddots. If this Gewpla took place 
during or after the First ‘Sacred War,’ 
in which Kleisthenes had espoused the 
cause of Delphi (Pausan. 2. 9, 6, 10. 37, 
6), the reply to a benefactor is the more 
astonishing. It is probably unhistorical. 

10. Likvevloy HaciNese Cp. i. 2. 
572 xal Xixvdv’ 86’ dp “Adpnoros wpGr’ 
éuBact\ever. Delphi had no real hostility 
to ‘tyrants’ as such: witness the 
relations with Kypselos of Corinth 1. 
14, Miltiades, son of Kypselos of Athens, 
6. 34. ff., the Battiadae 4. 155, 162, 163, 
Gelon of Syracuse 7. 163, not to speak 
of foreign potentates, Gyges, Amasis, ete. 
Kleisthenes was a special benefactor, 
ep. Bury, Z.c. 6. 127 infra. : 

Aevotfpa. See L. & S. sub wv 
There was a jingle on facired’s and 
Aevorhp in the Response, which perhaps 
ran fv 6 wev “Adpnoros Bacieds ever Hp 
dé ot y’ Eoou. 

But | 
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dréSeEe, Ovcias te Kal optas “Adpjatov amedopmevos exe TO 
Maravirre. of S& YKvovior eoOecav peyad@otl KapTa Tima 
tov “ASpnatov’ 4 yap xopn iv atrn IloAvBov, 6 dé "Adpnatos 

Fv UlorvBov Ouyatpidéos, amais Sé IlodvBos terevTav dvd02 

"Adpiote tiv apynv. tad te 8) adda of LeKvdvioe éripav Tov 
\ \ Ni / > fa) a n “Adpnarov real o7 mpos Ta madea avrod Tpayinoict xopoios 

eyéparpov, Tov pev Asovvoov od Ttiywaytes, Tov be “Adpnotor. 

O50eds. Prima facie, Apollo: but it 
might stand for Zeus ; cp. 6. 27 infra. 

25. mpés, adverb. xal 6) xal is 
usual, but the previous 67 and the pds 
make the insertion of cal unadvisable. 14. ®ocav. Melanippos, son of 

Astakos, according to Aischylos (Septem, 
408) kdpra éyxwpios. According to Pau- 
sanias 9. 18, 1 his tomb was outside the 
Proitid Gate of Thebes on the road to 
Chalkis. Cp. Fabricius, Theben, p. 22, 
Bethe, Theban. Heldenl. p. 61. The 
Thebans in fact support Sikyon against 
Argos as on a later occasion Aigina 
against Athens, c. 74 ff. infra. It is 
reasonable to suspect in this innocent 
narrative the record of political aims 
and combinations worthy of the ally of 
Solon, the father-in-law of Megakles, 
the founder of the Pythian Games. 
(Cp. Bury, Nemean Odes, Appendix D.) 

15. & atto Te Roe. While 
Adrastos was out in the Agora (é atrp 
TH ayopy, 1. 6 supra). 

17. kal yap totro Set amnyfcacba. 
Every body could not be expected to 
know these historical minutiae. Hat. 
doubtless got them from his poetical 
authorities. 

18. 4s, sc. Melanippos. oi, Adrastos. 
The killing was no murder, being done 

in fair fight in front of Thebes: still, 
it left a blood feud apparently with 
the Inevitable One. 

23. Grass. Without male issue. Cp. 
¢. 48 supra, for Polybos also gave him 
his daughter, according to one tradition, 
and in any case was wnrpordrwp to him. 

VOL. I 

ra maGea. Scholl (U.c.) following 
Welcker sees in Adrastos a primitive 
Nature-god, of ‘Chthonian’  signifi- 
cance, with a resemblance to Dionysos: 
a view supported partly by appeal to 
the mysterious record of his rd6n, partly 
by some problematic etymologies: ddpés, 
adpés, son of Talaos (@4\\w)=the ripe 
PeUMt, "Gps le 17% 

Xopotar. Presumably dithyrambic, 
without getting so far as dramatic 
impersonation, though probably with a 
mimetic element: cp. Bergk, Gr. L.-G. 
il. pp. 252 ff. and Flach, Gr. Lyrik, p. 
309. 

The transfer of the tragic chorus to 
Dionysos was perhaps a ‘popular’ act, 
as the expulsion of Adrastos was ‘anti- 
Argive’ and the tribal readjustment 
‘anti-Dorian.’ The three mark three 
moments in a rational policy, further 
exhibited in the alliances with Athens 
and Thessaly, the service to Delphi, 
the wedding of Agariste. It may have 
been at this period that the myth was 
developed that ‘Sikyon,’ the eponymous 
hero of the place, was an Athenian, 
though Pausanias reports it in Hesiod 
1. 6, 3. The alternative view, supported 
by Ibykos, that Sikyon was the son of 
Pelops tells its own moral, 

ie 
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THS EwvToD hudjs* TavTn dé TO ovVOWA amo THs EwvTOdD apyhs 
éGerTo. 

27. améSmxe. Something turns upon 
the meaning of this word, or perhaps 
the meaning of the word must be deter- 
mined by historical arguments. Does 
it mean ‘restored,’ ‘gave back,’ or 
does it mean simply: ‘duly assigned,’ 
‘rightly gave up’? From the in- 
stances’ (cp; li ’& 8S: p. 109), 1b is 
obvious that it may here mean either. 
Does Hdt. imply that the choruses had 
been taken from Dionysos? If so, 
by whom ? Bergk (op. c. 254) is pre- 
pared with the answer, arguing that 
political motives had led to the transfer 
of the honours to Adrastos, and that 
Kleisthenes ‘‘restored the tragic cho- 
ruses to their original object.” The 
first robbery is put down conjectur- 
ally to the Sikyonian poet Epigenes 
(cp. Bergk, @.c.). This view is en- 
dorsed by Mahaffy, Gk. Lit. i.? c. xiv. 
ad init. But the conjecture seems 
elaborate and superfluous, if Adrastos 
was originally a ‘Chthonian’ divinity. 
Even if Hdt., or his source, had in- 
tended by dmédwxe a ‘restoration,’ the fact 
would not be indisputable, for it would 
have been natural enough to represent 
such an innovation asa restoration : but 
the text of Hdt. does not support the 
view, his statement being that the men 
of Sikyon used to honour not Dionysos, 
but Adrastos, until Kleisthenes, so to 
speak, divided the divine from the heroic 
elements in the cult of Adrastos, as- 
signing the divine to Dionysos and the 
heroic to Melanippos, the one a Theban 
hero, and the other a god, of special 
association with Thebes indeed, but 
as a god not tied and bound to a sepul- 
chre. 

drArAnv. Cp. 4. 191, c. 32 supra. 
68. 3. ovvdpara. A mere change of 

name would not have broken down the 
Dorian phylic system in Sikyon, nor 
could the members of the Dorian Phylae 
have been persuaded to adopt and main- 
tain sixty years after the death of 

ovror pev 6) “Apyédaor éxadéovto, erepor be “Taras, 

Kleisthenes—down to the date of the 
expulsion of the Peisistratidae from 
Athens—mere nicknames or terms of 
contempt. Is it even certain that the 
‘Pig’ and the ‘ Ass’ were contemptible 
animals in the eyes of Adrasteians or 
of Dionysiacs? In the form of a wild 
Boar, pwéya xpiua vds, the Pig might play 
a providential rdle in an Adrastos-Myth 
(cp. 1. 34 ff.), and though not perhaps 
in ‘purely Hellenic’ religion, yet in the 
religion of Hellenes, the Pig was an 
holy animal (cp. Ramsay, Asia Minor, 
pp. 31 f.). The Ass, indeed, was in little 
reverence among the Greeks (cp. Paroe- 
miographi, ed. Gaisford, or Leutsch and 
Schneidewin, Index, sub v.), yet his 
name appears honourably associated 
with the landscape of Hellas in évov 
yvdbos, dvov pax.s, TO “Overoy (a hill near 
Corinth) (cp. Grasberger, Studien, p. 
99), albeit this nomenclature may have 
been a bequest from a people, other 
than Hellenes, that had the Ass in 
more honour. If the Archelai become 
the localised Aigilees, who certainly 
represent a prae-Dorian population, 
the ‘nicknames’ might possibly re- 
present localities, and localisations of 
the Dorian phylae. Cp. ‘Tdprrons, 
Xvecoa, ‘Tdumea, varypos, Bora, at 
Xoupades e¢ al. (Grasberger, op. c. 
101). ‘Pigs,’ ‘Asses,’ ‘Swine’ are 
possible totems, for which however 
parallels can hardly be found.  Per- 
haps names and nicknames existed side 
by side, and were not used by the 
same classes or persons at Sikyon. The 
60 years may mark the duration of 
the anti- Dorian régime at Sikyon, and 
the supposed recovery of the old tribal 
names may signify in reality the restora- 
tion of the Dorian and aristocratic 
régime. (Stein quotes Plutarch, Mor. 
859 =de Herodoti malig. c. 22, where 
the expulsion of a tyrant Aischines from 
Sikyon by the Spartans is mentioned, 
but not dated. ) 

sp + 
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avToict 

11. peréBadov. We might have ex- 
pected mé\w or some word to indicate 
that the change was a restoration, if a 
restoration it really was. Hylleis, Pam- 
phyli, Dymanes were the three ‘tribes’ 
of Dorians: though the first, as descend- 
ants of ‘Herakles,’ and the second, on 
lain etymological grounds, look little 

like pure Dorian kinships. Steph. Byz. 
sub v. Avpdy is much to the point: pidov 
Awpiéwy. joav 5é rpeis ‘TAXets kal Idp- 
dviot kal Avudves é€ ‘Hpaxdéous. xal 
mporeréOn 4 ‘Lpvidia ws “Eqopos a. Alyl- 
fos yap Fv Tv wepi Tiv Olrnv Awptéwv 
Bacir\e’s. axe dé dvo ratdas, ILdudvdov 
kal Auyava, xal rdv Tov ‘Hpaxdéous “Tov 
érowjoaro tpirov, xdpw drodidods av0’ ey 
“Hpakdijs éxremrwxéta xariyayev. ol 
olxotvres Aupaves (sic)* cal Avyavls 76 
Onrucov cal Adpawa. Cp. K. F. Her- 
mann, Lehrbuch, i.6 § 16, for literature 

Hdt. makes himself explicitly respon- 
sible for this theory or pettoctton ; os it 
not one he borrowed or found ready 
made in Athens? But the motive here 

ascribed to Kleisthenes is superficial, 
and misses the full and the true signi- 
ficance of the change described. The 
imitative element (é€uiuyjoaro) in the 
change is not conspicuous: an anti- 
Ionian reform, as such, is not an imita- 
tion of an anti-Dorian reform: and the 
Athenians did not secede from the Ionian 
organisation, or cease to celebrate the 
great Ionian festival (1. 147), much less 
invent nicknames for the old tribes. 
Nay more, it is probable that many 
Ionians in Athens were enfranchised by 
Kleisthenes, among his metic citizens, 
Arist. Pol. 3. 2, 8 (1275>). In so far, 
however, as the reform of Kleisthenes 
was a democratic move, and broke with 
the ancient régime, based on blood and 
genetic associations, it offered some 
analogy to the policy of his grand- 
father at Sikyon. An anti-Jonian 

and reff. character might, indeed, to some extent 
% 12. éml rod, cc. 65 supra, 69 infra. seem to belong to it, inasmuch as the 
: 14. Alywadées was undoubtedly a breach with the foreign policy and 
_ fame for the non-Dorian population relations of the Peisistratidae, and the 
a “along shore.’ Op. 7. 94. On the preoccupation with domestic questions, 
____ hypothetical eponymous ancestor cp. c. might bring about a temporary chill 
66 supra. The non-Dorian, prae-Dorian or estrangement with Delos, Naxos, 
___ character of Adrastos comes out plainly:  Miletos, Euboea. Yet within ten years, 
‘ Whether he was an ‘Jonian,’ Achaian, if Hdt. may be trusted, an Jonian 
_ Pelasgian, Asiatic, or what not, is hard _ alliance was formed at Athens, expressly 

| to say. According to one tradition on the ground of the consanguinity and 
¥ Sikyon was originally called Aigialeia metropolitan connexion, c. 97 infra. 
i and the name Sikyon marked the Attic 6. wdvrwy where it stands makes 
 (lonian) advent : Manan EHO no sense. ‘To insert peradidovs, as Stein 
69. 3. Boxdev euol, Op. c. 67 supra. suggests, is to charge Hdt. with a great 

exaggeration ; to read darwopdévov rdvtwy, 
tére mpds kTX. involves a possible ex- 
aggeration. The best sense would be 
made by reading réré rdvra . . Kleis- 
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thenes gained the whole demos over, 
and joined it to his ranks—cp. ¢. 66 
supra. 

7. Tas vdAds perwvdpace. Misled 
by his false parallel Hdt. mistakes the 
nature of the reform. The four Phylae 
must have remained, or at least the 
pparplac which were their sub-divisions, 
and which appear in post-Kleisthenic 
Athens, in use even for civil purposes. 
Cp. ’A@ny. mond, 21. 6 ra 5é yévn Kal ras 
pparplas kal ras lepoovvas elacev Exew 
éxdorous kara Ta mdrpia, with Sandys’ 
note. But cp. Appendix IX. § 10. 

Seka re 8 wKTrA. The notion that 
in the Kleisthenic phylae there were at 
any time one hundred Demi neither more 
nor less must now be regarded as utterly 
untenable in view of the evidence of the 
"AOnvalwy modirela, which (1) lends no 
support to it, (2) presents an alternative, 
ec. 21. The question remains whether 
Hat. in this passage justifies that notion, 
and shared that error. In commenting 
on this passage, before the discovery of 
the ’A@. m. and at a time when the 
arguments of Schomann and others in 
favour of the 100 Demes, ten to each 
Phyle, appeared to have been raised 
almost to demonstration by the reading 
of the Berlin Fragment (H. Diels, 
Ueber die Berliner Fragmente, etc. Berlin, 
1885, p. 24) I ventured to suggest that 
either the text was corrupt, or Hdt.’s 
own view on the matter was confused, 
for no one wishing to say that 
Kleisthenes distributed the (100) demes, 
ten to each of the Phylae, would have 
expressed himself as in the text: nor 
could the text as it stood be translated 
naturally, except to mean that there 
were ten Demi distributed into the 
Phylae, which of course was nonsense, as 
déxa puddpyxous implied that the number 
of the Phylae was ten. Madvig had 
solved the difficulty by deleting déxa 6é, 
a proceeding at once drastic and in- 
sufficient. Can the text thus produced : 
déka te 6) guddpxous dytl Teccépwy 
émolnce Kal rods Siwous Karéveue és TAS 
gudds be regarded as satisfactory? It 
leaves the number of the Phylae a 
matter of inference, and it puts the cart 
before the horse, the ‘ Phylarchs’ before 
the ‘Phylae’: while it leaves the corrup- 
tela.as great a difficulty as ever. Hat. 

perhaps wrote as follows: rds gvdds 
perwvopace Kal émolncoe mredvas et 
€\acobvwv’ déka pev yap pudrds dyrl 
Tecoépwv émolnoe Oéxa Te On puvdAdpxous* 
Tovs dé Oypous Karéveyse és tas (déxa) 
unas. 

8. gvAdpxouvs. We might have 
expected orparnyovs, whose existence, 
number, and title are implied in the 
narrative of the Marathonian campaign 
(6. 109) and whose institution has in 
general been inferentially assigned to 
Kleisthenes. Nor can the ’A@nv. mon. 
c. 22 be taken to assert that the ten 
strategi were only instituted in 501 B.c., 
nor, if it could, would the case of the 
‘ Phylarchs’ in Hdt. be any clearer. 
After reooépwv must be supplied gram- 
matically @vAdpxwv, but technically 
pudroBaciréwy (cp. AG. m. 8. 41, 57), and 
if pUAapxos can thus stand generically 
for pPvdoBacided’s why not for crparnyés ? 
But the chief material difficulty arises 
from the fact that at the time when 
Hdt. was writing there were not merely 
ten strategi, but there were also ten 
Phylarchs, properly so called, the com- 
manders of the cavalry, as were the 
taxiarchs of the Hoplites, cp. ’A@. 7. ¢. 
61. The same treatise c. 30 carries the 
Phylarchs back beyond the last decade 
of the fifth century (411 B.c.) ; and they 
may be safely carried farther back to 
the period of the creation, or develop- 
ment and reorganisation of the cavalry, 
which amounted at the outbreak of the 
Peloponnesian war probably to 1000 
(100 from each Phyle?), Aristoph. £g. 
225, Xenoph. Hipparch. 9. 3, or 1200 
&lv tmmototéras, Thuc. 2. 13. In the 
time of Kleisthenes they may not have 
amounted to above 100; they have no 
record in the battle of Marathon (ep. 
6. 112). At the battle of Plataea there 
may have been 300 (ep. 9. 21, 22). Ando- 
kides, indeed, appears to give a date for 
these 300, dé Pace § 5—but it is almost 
impossible to base any inference on the 
passage (see Jebb, Attic Orators, i.) p. 
130) even if it be genuine. In any 
case Hdt. writing at a date when the 
Phylarchs are prominent officers in 
Athens, leaves this passage uncorrected : 
the inference is inevitable that he was 
not sufficiently careful or well informed 
in regard to Athenian institutions. 
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70. 1. ércotpevos. Ifthe Kleisthenean 
constitution was really completed before 
the second advent of Kleomenes, the 
defeat of Isagoras may have reflected 
itself in the elections to the executive. 
Unfortunately the list of Archons gives 
no names between Isagoras in 508 B.c. 
and an unknown Akestorides in 504 B.c., 
Clinton, F. H. ii.* p. 20. (The ’AQ@ x. 
does not supply the void, but dates 
the legislation of Kleisthenes to the 
Archontate of Isagoras, c. 21.) 

2. KrXeopevéa . . Eeivov. Cp. c. 63 
supra, on the éewin with the Peisis- 
tratidae, a comparison which may 
suggest in part the origin of the 
statement that Isagoras was a friend 
of the Peisistratidae: added to the 
fact that he was undoubtedly an enemy 
to Kleisthenes. 

4. exe airly. Likely enough 
Alkmaionid scandal. If Gorgo was 
eight or nine years old at the time of 
Aristagoras’ visit to Sparta c. 51 supra, 
her birth would fall about the time of 
her father’s expeditions into Attica. 
Contr. form of expression elyov ailrlny 
infra. 

5. &€€Badre. N.B. imperfect: he did 
not succeed. Cp. c. 22 swpra. Whether 
Kleomenes could have undertaken this 
action dvev rod xowwod (cp. 6. 50), may be 
doubted. See Appendix VII. § 8. 

8. of pév «tA. A clumsy sentence, 
To} ~pbvov rovrov being unintelligible 
before c. 71. This obscurity of language 
betrays the historian’s embarrassment. 

9. airés. Referring apparently to 
Isagoras. 

71. 1. G8 The story of the origin 
of the dyos is told by Thucydides 1. 
126 at greater length and varying in 
some po eter particulars from the 
version of Hdt., and Plutarch, Solon 12, 

of & évayées “AOnvaiwy de wvopdcbncayr. Hv Kirov 

takes sides with Thucydides. The 
Thucydidean version is more complete, 
intelligible, and authoritative than the 
story as here told, and is certainly a 
designed correction if not of the text 
of Hdt. at least of the (Alkmaionid) 
tradition upon which the text of Hdt. 
is based. This will appear from the 
comments following. It may now 
be added that the "A@yvatwy modirela 
lends no support to the Herodotean 
version. ‘True, the new text just misses 
recording the story of Kylon, but (1) 
Plutarch (7. c.) may be taken as evidence 
for the version in the ’A@ 7m. (2) 
The ’A@. 7. knows nothing of Pryta- 
neis of the Naukrari or Naukrariae 
at any stage. (3) The ’A@. 7. in put- 
ting the Naukrari in line with the 
Demarchs of later date (c. 21, a passage 
already known from Harpokration, s, v. 
vaukpapixd), condemns the Herodotean 
version: for if the Naukrari corre- 
sponded to the Demarchs they could 
never have been on a level with the 
‘Archons’ (though their ‘principals,’ 
superior officers, might have been). It 
is important in this connexion to 
remember the respective interests of the 
Sources. Herodotus and Thucydides 
tell the story of Kylon apropos of the 
évayeis, the Alkmaionids: Plutarch’s 
interest in the story arises from Solon’s 
connexion with it, as the trial and 
expiation took place thanks to Solon: 
the author of the ’A@. 7. was specially 
concerned with its bearing on the 
constitutional history: no one tells the 
story merely on its own merits, or in 
the interests of Kylon. 

Ktdov. Thuc. adds that he was 
of ancient lineage and political import- 
ance, and had to wife a daughter of 
Theagenes tyrant of Megara. 

On 

71 
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_ 2, “Odvpmovlkns. The full bear- 
ing of this fact on the story is not 
brought out in the Herodotean version. 
Vide infra. 

ekopnoe. érl 7H Kouds; Aristoph. 
Wasps, 1317 (cp. L. & 8S. sud v. 
koudw). Thue. states that Kylon 
consulted the Delphic oracle and was 
directed to seize the akropolis év ry Tod 
Awds peylory éopr7. Instead of in- 
quiring further whether this phrase 
referred to the Peloponnesian Olympia, 
or to the Athenian Diasia, as an Olympic 
victor he assumed the former interpreta- 
tion and timed his coup accordingly. 

3. Mpoomowunodpevos. Thuc. says 
that beside gaining over his @lAou he 
received assistance from Theagenes. For 
the verb cp. 6. 66 infra, for érapyln ep. 
c. 66 supra. 

4. émepyOn. According to Thue. 
Kylon xaréd\aBe rhv axpdrodu. 

od Svuvdpevos «rd. According to 
Thue. the Athenians en masse (ravdnpel) 
besieged Kylon and his friends and 
supporters in the Akropolis. The siege 
lasted some time, till the majority went 
home, after leaving a force on guard, 
and empowering the Archons to act in 
the matter with full authority. This 
vote of the éxxAyola is a trifle suspicious 
and in the later manner. 

ixéryns. Hdt. says that Kylon 
took refuge as a suppliant at the statue 
[of Athene Polias]. Thuc. says that 
Kylon and his brother made good their - 
escape by flight (éxddpdcxovor): their 
followers took station as suppliants at 
the altar, after some of them had died 
of hunger. 

5. ot mpuTdvies Ttav vauKpdpwy, of 
tep tvenov tote TAS “ABHvas. Thuc. 
says: Tore 62¢.7& Todd THY TodTLKaY of 
évvéa apxovres Exrpacoov. Thuc. is here 
certainly right prima facie against 
Hdt. Even if the Naukrariae and 
Naukrari were prae-Solonian institutions 
the ‘Prytaneis of the Naukraries’ 
cannot have heen superior officers to 
the Archontes. The ‘Prytaneis of the 
Naukrari’ may have been, as Rawlinson 
suggests, ‘the chief military officers’ 

subordinate of course to the Archontes 
(or rather, to the Polemarch #4), a sugges- 
tion to be preferred to his alternative 
that they were a council or court which 
assisted the chief (sic) Archons in the 
decision of criminal causes. Another 
hypothesis is open. By mpurdves ray 
vaukpdpwy may have been meant the 
Archons. Harpokration, indeed, points 
to such a solution (sub v. Navxpapixd) : 
vaukpdpous yap 7d madaidy rods apxovTas 
éheyov, ws ev TH méumTy “Hpddoros Snot. 
But to this article there are three 
objections :. (1) it looks like an inference 
to harmonise Hdt. and Thucydides ; (2) 
the ’A@. mod. identifies the vavkpapo: 
with the dyuapxo: (3) if Hdt. proves 
anything it is not that the vavxpapor, 
but that the mpurdves 7. v. =ol Gpxovres. 
(Reading vavxpapiéwy, indeed, of rpurdvies 
Tov vavKpapiéwy might be=ol vavxpapot.) 
It would, however, hardly be safe to 
argue that the Athenian, Archons had 
ever been known officially as vavxpapor 
or mputdves trav v. Rather in the 
light of the articulate account of the 
origin of the archontic offices and titles 
given by the ’A@. zod. we may conclude 
that this passage in Hdt. is erroneous and 
misleading. The motive and tendency 
are not far to seek. The role assigned 
to the Prytaneis of the Naukrari in the 
narrative looks very like an attempt 
to absolve the (Alkmaionid) Archontes, 
who Thue. distinctly says were re- 
sponsible for what took place (1) in 
virtue of the magisterial authority of 
the Archons at that date, (2) in virtue 
of a special commission ad hoc. If in 
this matter Thucydides had any bias, it 
would presumably be due to his con- 
nexion with the Philaidae. 

6. ‘treyytous mw. @ Thuc. has é¢ 
@ pndéev kaxdy Troujoovow. 

dovedoar, Thuc. says that they 
were taken away and put to death, the 
breach of faith being aggravated by 
the circumstance that some of the 
prisoners managed on the way to take 
refuge at the sanctuary of the Deural 
and were put to death there and then. 
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7. alriy. We must suppose that 
the Head of the House and perhaps 
other members were in office at the 
time. This view although not expressly 
stated by Hdt. or Thuc. is found in 
Plutarch, Solon 12 Meyakdjjs kal ol 
acuvapxovTes. 

mpd THs Ilaciwrrpdrov Atkins. A 
very vague chronological datum. For 
Hdt. indeed the continuous history of 
Athens practically begins with Peisis- 
tratos. ‘The Solonian reforms are barely 
referred to: the Drakonian legislation 
is not mentioned; much less the coup 
@état of Damasippos (Arist. ’A@. mod. 
Berlin Frag. ed. Diels, p. 10=’A@nvalwv 
m. c. 13). It is possible that he thought 
of Kylon’s attempt as shortly preceding 
the more successful stroke of Peisistratos. 
The date in the ’A@. z. is indefinite, 
simply placing Kylon before Solon, or 
perhaps Drakon, though the passage 
on Drakon (c. 4) is in the highest 
degree suspicious. Thuc. gives two 
chronological points in the story: the 
synchronism with Theagenes in Megara, 
and the Olympiad. But these are in- 
sufficient by themselves. The list of 
Archontes also fails us. Clinton, /. H. 
vol. i. dates the attempt of Kylon 620 
B.C. one year after the Legislation of 
Drakon, twenty years after the Olympian 
victory of Kylon himself, and twenty- 
four years before the purification of 
Epimenides and the first expulsion of 
the dyos. It is possible that the coup 
@éat and the Legislation of Drakon 
stood in some causal relation to each 
other: but if so, it is perhaps more 
likely that the attempt of Kylon preceded 
the Legislation of Drakon. So Busolt, 
Gr. Geschichte, i.’ 540 ff. The discovery 
of the text of the AQ. zon. has of course 
confirmed Busolt’s suggestion, which 
has also been endorsed by J. H. Wright, 
The Date of Cylon, Boston, 1892. This 
digression on the dos (ep. 6. 91) may 
possibly have been inserted after the 
pourparlers, recorded by Thuc. (1. 

126), had revived the discussion. This 
hypothesis might explain the stylistic 
inequalities. 

72. 1. é&€Badde, c. 70 supra. 
2. atrés. This voluntary exile 

of Kleisthenes was afterwards perhaps 
improved by tradition into an Ostra- 
kism, the engineer being thus “hoist 
with his own petard.” Aelian, 13. 24, 
ep. Diels, op. ¢. p. 30. The ’“A@nvalwy 
m. says nothing of the acts or fate of 
Kleisthenes after his Legislation, dates 
the first use of the Law zepi rov éorpa- 
kispov to the year 488 B.c. though the 
Law itself is ascribed to Kleisthenes 
(op. c. 22), and places the retirement of 
Kleisthenes before his Legislation, which 
is effected after his return (c. 20). This 
arrangement gives a better ‘ perspective’ 
than the text of Hdt. 

4, éerraxdo.a. The number is large ; 
the expulsion is effected od odv meyddy 
xetpl. 

émrloria =ioriat, 1. 176, 6. 86. 
5. Setdrepa. Cp. cc. 38 supra, 111 

infra. Stein (note c. 70) connects with ra 
pev wp&ra there, z.e. first of all Kleomenes 
proceeded to get rid of Kleisthenes, 
and indeed came to Athens to complete 
the work: secondly he endeavoured 
to overthrow the institutions of which 
Kleisthenes was the author. But is 
not this reference a little far-fetched ? 
dedrepa hardly balances grammatically 
7a pev Oh mp&ra, and materially the 
order of events is (1) a message from 
Kleomenes to expel Kleisthenes and 
his partisans, (2) the retirement of 
Kleisthenes, (3) the advent of Kleomenes 
(ovdév Facov raphy), (4) the expulsion of 
the 700 families, (5) radra 65¢ movjoas 
Kleomenes next (de’repa) attacked the 
Bule. Historically, the order of events 
is to say the least questionable, as it is 
not borne out by the ’A@. 7. 

BovAf. The Kleisthenean Bule of 
500 members, here first mentioned (ep. 
"AQ. mw. 21). That after the actual 
expulsion of 700 (Kleisthenean) anti- 

a \ / / \ 
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oligarchic households, men, women, and 
children, the Bulé of 500 should have 
successfully resisted an attempt at its 
own dissolution would speak volumes 
for the success of the Kleisthenean 
institutions, and suggest the reflection 
that they had been in working order 
some time before the intervention of 
Kleomenes, if only the order of events 
and the figures could be trusted. But 
if the ’A@. m. ce. 20 f. is right, the 
Constitution of Kleisthenes was subse- 
quent to these acts of Kleomenes. The 
conduct of the unpaid Bwlé on this 
occasion is an ideal and undesigned 
contrast to the conduct of the paid 
Buleé in 411 B.c. (Thue. 8. 69, 70). 

KatTadvew éreparo, KarahaBely érret- 
pnon, c. 71. 

6. Tas Gpxds, sc. Tas PovdeuTIKds. 
The places of the 500 were to be taken 
by a council of 3800. The Solonian 
Council had been 400, 100 from each 
of the four Ionian Phylae, AO. 7. 21. 
According to the new text, it would be 
the Solonian Council which was still 
existing at this crisis. 

10, ta atta ppovarayres may cover 
a meeting of the Ekklesia: though, if 
the AQ, mon. be right in its date for the 
expulsion of Kleisthenes, it was the 
Ekklesia of Solon, not that of Kleisthenes. 
That the names of the popular leaders 
on this occasion have dropped out of 
the tradition is much to be regretted. 
Xanthippos, Aristeides probably took 
part in these transactions: Kallimachos, 
Stesagoras, Kynegeiros and others of 
the Mapadwroudya: may have been of 
service. Miltiades was presumably in 
the Chersonese. Hipparchos, the Peisi- 
stratid, who would probably have been 
opposed to Isagoras and his doings, 
by an irony of fate may have worked 
for the restoration of the Alkmaionid. 
But it is dangerous to speculate where 
tradition is so meagre. Political 
jealousy (@0dvos) has too often im- 

mortalised the names of traitors who 
ruined the state, and consigned to 
oblivion the names of the loyal leaders, 
who restored or preserved it. 

ty 5¢ tpity. So also ’A@. 7. c. 20, 
probably on the authority of this passage. 

12.  dqpn. A divine or portentous 
intimation, cp. 3. 153 (coupled with 
tépas) and 9. 100 (with rexunpiov), here 
with krendwv. Cp. 9. 101. 

13. Td dvrov ris Geot. As though 
there had been but one shrine of Athene 
on the Akropolis at this time. There 
were at least two: (1) The (old) Erech- 
theion, occupying the site of the later 
temple, the remains of which are still 
standing ; (2) A temple known as the 
Hekatompedon: for the site of which, 
see further below. The oldest cult of 
Athene was certainly that in the Erech- 
theion, and in that shrine was preserved 
the archaic wooden image of the goddess. 
It seems probable that the shrine entered 
by Kleomenes was the Erechtheion. It 
is not, however, proven that Hdt. had 
that temple clearly in mind in this 
passage. The inchoate condition of the 
restored Erechtheion in his day might 
contribute to the ambiguity of the refer- 
ence in this passage. Had Hdt. defined 
exactly the temple here in question he 
might have specified some other great 
shrine of Athene on the Akropolis. Ten 
years ago that other shrine would have 
been identified as a matter of course with 
an older temple upon the site now covered 
by the Parthenon of Perikles, and that 
older temple with the Hekatompedon. 
But in 1885 Dr. Dérpfeld discovered the 
foundations of an ancient temple close 
to the Erechtheion (see his article Der 
alte Athena-Tempel auf der Akropolis in 
the Mitthetlungen, xi. (1886), pp. 387 ff. 
Cp. Harrison, Myth. and Mon. pp. 496 
ff.). If this ‘central’ temple, between — 
the Erechtheion and the Parthenon, was 
standing down to the Persian wars, it 
would have to be reckoned with in this 
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passage. Mr. Penrose has argued that 
this temple had been destroyed long 
before the Persian wars. (For the con- 
troversy with Dr. Dorpfeld, see J. H. WS. 
xii. xiii. (1891-92), Mittheilungen, xvii. 
(1892).) Fora discussion of Dr. Dorp- 
feld’s further theory that the ‘ central’ 
temple was rebuilt after the Persian war 
(and consequently standing in Hdt.’s 
day), see Mr. J. G. Frazer’s admirable 
article, J. H. S. xiii. pp. 154 ff. The 
old Hekatompedon is identified by Dr. 
Dérpfeld with the central temple (and 
in this respect he is followed by Mr. 
Frazer). But in any case the temple 
here in question was most probably the 
Erechtheion, rightly in my opinion 
identified by Mr. Frazer with the temple 
of Athene Polias, at any rate for the 
period here concerned. Op., further, 
Curtius, Stadtgeschichte, pp.71ff. Lolling 
in Iwan Miiller’s Handbuch, iii. 351 f. 
(Smaller sanctuaries of Athene need not 
be considered. ) : 

14. % ipe(n. Probably a lady chosen 
from the family of the Eteobutadae, who 
supplied the priest of Erechtheus and 
the priestess of Athene Polias for the 
time being (Petersen, op. cit. 140). Op. 
Frazer, op. cit. p. 181, Toeppfer, Attisch. 
Genealog. p- 116. 
€avacraca éx, ‘rose up and left her 

seat.’ 
15. ras ®ipas, folding-doors. 
16. wadw, ‘back’ = éricw. 
ob Oeuirdy Awpteiot. Was there 

_ 4 special excommunication or taboo for 
, or was it more general, covering 

all non-Ionian tribes? cp. c. 81 infra. 
18. That Kleomenes was ’Axacés be- 

cause his mother was an Achaian, as 
esley suggests, is an explanation 

equate and unnecessary. In- 
for the Spartan kings traced 

their descent through their male ancestors 
(see 7. 204, 8, 131) ; unnecessary, because 
those male ancestors were ex hypothesi 
of non-Dorian, of Achaian, origin, exiled 

and restored Herakleids, of a stock alien 
to the Dorian spearmen who fought 
under their orders, ep. 6. 53. Whether 
this hypothesis was true or not is another 
question. See note adl.c. The repartee 
of Kleomenes gains point from the fact 
that his half-brother’s name was Awptevs, 
c. 41 supra. 

19. madwv might be a repetition of 
the word from md\w ywpee just above, 
but looks more like a lax use with rére 
‘then again,’ z.e. after his forbidden act. 

éfémurre, ‘‘auffallend statt étérece” 
(Stein). But ep. Kiihner, Ausf. Gr. ii.? 
123 f. The expulsion of Kleomenes was 
a glorious and immortal memory at 
Athens, not without a comic side. In 
411 ».c. Aristophanes recalled the epi- 
sode, Lysistrata, 271 ff., with humorous 
exaggeration— 

ov yap wa rhy Anunrp éuod fdvros éyxa- 
vouvTat* 

érei ovdé Knreouérns bs atriv karéoxe 
1 p@Tos 

dmnOev awddaxros, dNN 
Ouws Aakwyikdy mvéwy 
@xeTO Oma trapadods éuol 
opixpoy Exwy mdvu TpiBwrcov, 
Two, pur@v, arapariATos, 
€& ér@p ddouros. 
otrws émodibpkyno’ éyw Tov &vdp’ éxeivov 

Wpas 
ép émraxaldex’ domldas mpds traits midaus 

Kabevduw. 

20. thv éml Oavdrw, sc. Séow, cp. 3. 
119. 

21. Aedddv for ddeddedv: an emenda- 
tion by Palmerius (1587-1670) the pupil 
of Casaubon. 
tour dv. The protasis is sup- 

ressed, el Kxacpds eln or sim. Cp. 
asda Moods and Tenses, § 52, 2. 
Presumably if by one of his former 
deeds he had seemed to Herodotus to 
have deserved his fate, the historian 
would have narrated it. Pausanias 6. 
8, 6 supplies the omission. Timasitheos 

— 5 
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peyaras eiyvov. 

had a statue (by Ageladas) at Olympia : 
he had won two victories at Olympia 
and three at Pytho as pankratiast, and 
was also a daring and fortunate man of 
war, until this last adventure in which 
he met his death. 

22. érededrnoav. Presumably after 
some judicial procedure. The ’A@. 7. c. 
20 represents all the men with Kleomenes 
as allowed to depart with him: perhaps 
a pragmatic Athenian version. 

73. 1. >A@nvator marks presumably an 
act of the Ekklesia. According to ’AQ@. 
a. c. 21 it is not until the fourth year 
after the ‘regifuge’ and én’ “Icaydpou 
dpxovros that Kleisthenes carried his 
legislation. If that statement be 
correct, and if the Archon was the 
Isagoras who had driven Kleisthenes 
out, we should have to suppose that the 
rival leaders and factions had come to 
terms again, and that the constitution 
of Kleisthenes was the result of a 
compromise. It would of course have 
to be dated after the events recorded 
ec. 74, 75 infra. 

2. perateppdpevor. Where they 
had taken refuge is not recorded : per- 
adventure no farther off than Leip- 
sydrion, cp. c. 62 swpra, or Delphi. It 
might be too rash to suggest that they 
had found their way to Sardes, and 
prepared the way for the democratic 
ambassadors. But cp. 6. 125. 

3. cvpuaxiyv. It is noticeable that 
the Athenians make the first advances 
to the Persian, and those of a friendly 

& \ Ne / a 
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This tradi!) 
tion is not at all likely to be false 
kind, and against Sparta. 

though it is fragmentary. What in 
ducement they could offer the Persiar 
is not here indicated. At a later tim@ 
there was an oracle in circulation i 
Sparta at least which shows what we 
possible. Cp. 8. 141, and c. 90 infra. 

ampos del. Schweig. 
6. "Aptadpévns 6 ‘Yordomeos Dap 

Slwy trapxos. The full description has < 
fine effect, but would perhaps hardly hav 
occurred here (after cc. 25, 30, 31, 32 
33), if this passage were from the sam 
source as those passages. Chronologi 
cally the situation in this chapter is prioi 
to all the others, except that in c. 25, 

7. tlves. If the inquiry is historica 
and if Artaphrenes really asked for th 
sake of information, it would follow tha 
this embassy preceded the arrival 
Hippias at Sardes, c. 96 infra. Buy 
in any case it is not likely that Arta 
phrenes was quite ignorant of Atheniar 
affairs, and the formula is suspicious, ep 
ce. 13 supra, 105 infra. 

9. dtrexoptdov, ‘ put the point to then 
in a nutshell, as follows.’ 

10. 6 8€, dé in apodosi, cp. c. 40 supra 
el 5¢ answering to el uév. The gramma 
of the passage, combining as it does th 
structures of the recta and obliqua, is in 
teresting. 

cuverGero = cuvTidecbar En, Kriige 
ep. c. 84 infra. 

11. éml odéov adrdyv Baddpevor, 4. 160 
13. airlas peyddas elxov. Whethe 
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matters went so far as a ypad?) wapampec- 
| Betas, or any judicial proceedings, it is 

not possible to say. The experience 
would at least suggest the necessity of 

¥ providing such for future occasions. On 
| alrinv éxew c. 70 supra. 

74. 1. mwepiwBplofar. The account in 
Aristophanes, /.c. c. 72 supra, is obvi- 

» ously exaggerated. On the previous 
_ showing of Hdt. it is hard to see that 
| the Athenians were to blame. A Spartan 
_ king might wish, indeed, to wipe out 

the discredit of a failure, but the purely 
personal motive and personal action here 
aseribed to Kleomenes is not strict or 
adequate history. The establishment of 
Democracy at Athens—even in a form 
which in after days seemed moderate— 
the return of Kleisthenes, and the possi- 
bility of Athenian aggrandisement sup- 
ported by Persia were reasons suflicient 
to set the Spartan Symmachy in motion. 
That the Peloponnesian allies were not 
informed of the destination of the 
expedition is possible, though the 
Boeotians were in arms, dd cuvOjparos. 
Anyway, no superhuman clairvoyance 
surely was necessary to assign a probable 
object and goal. That the one king of 
his own initiative could have set the 
confederate force in motion, and carried 

_ the other king with him, is not to be 
admitted. To quote this story, or the 
_ Story of the interview of Be and 
Aristagoras, as showing the power of the 
Spartan king(s) at the close of the sixth 

_ century, and the story of the interview 
_ of Philippides with the Ephors in 490 
(6, 106) or at least the clearer case in 
479 B.0. (9. 7 ff. infra), as marking the 
“acerieng which even the military 

_ Mobilisation (ppovpay palvew) passed to 
the Ephoralty, is to betray a she naive 

_ ulconsciousness of the problematic con- 
_ ditions under which these stories came 
_ into existence, and found their way into 
_ the work of Hdt., as well as a poor con- 
ception of the working of Spartan insti- 
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tutions. See further on the subject, 
Appendix VII. 

4, répavvov. This is the first hint 
that Isagoras too was aiming at the 
tyranny, and it seems an afterthought. 
Isagoras hitherto represents the oli- 
garchic interest. His views may have 
developed in exile, or the afterthought 
may be proper to the tradition. In 
either case the Spartan king is credited 
with an intention to restore tyranny 
at Athens, first in the person of Isagoras, 
and then in the person of Hippias (ce. 
90 f. imfra). The ’A@nv. rod. makes 
no mention of this expedition, which 
broke up at Eleusis: there is no special 
reason why it should have mentioned an 
event which left the constitution intact. 
But it places the final legislation of 
Kleisthenes at this point 7z.e. after his 
return (=Hdt. c. 73) and dates it to 
the archontate of Isagoras (508-7 B.c.). 
If that representation were correct, 
Isagoras could not have left Athens, 
or must have returned, and the events 
recorded in this chapter would fall later 
still. It is, however, hardly possible to 
harmonise the narratives in Hdt. and 
in the ’A@. mod. If the latter is the 
better authority for the purely con- 
stitutional points, the former may be 
the better for the external policy and 
course of events. Cp. Appendix IX. 

ovveffAGe. The omission of this cir- 
cumstance in c. 72 is remarkable: it 
comes in here as an inference. 

6. of Bowwrol ard cvvOqparos. If 
this be true, the Boeotians obviously 
must have been informed of the object 
of the Peloponnesian movement, and are 
not likely to have acted simply on the 
king’s direction. Chalkis too and per- 
haps Aigina were astir: ep. infra. 
P. Sfpovs. There were two Demi of 

the name of Oinoe: 1 (Hippothoontid. ep. 
Milchhoefer, op. cit. p. 81), on the road 
from Eleusis to Plataea, by Eleutherae. 
The mention of Hysiae suggests this one, 

un 
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2 (Aiantid. Milchhoefer, p. 34), between 
Marathon and Aphidnae. The co-opera- 
tion of the Chalkidians suggests that 
this one is meant. The inference that 
Hysiae was an Attic Deme is doubtful, 
nay highly improbable (cp. Hermann’s 
Lehrbuch, I. ii.® § 77 (117°)): this passage 
cannot be taken to justify it. The Demi 
were older than Kleisthenes (cp. 1. 60), 
so this passage cannot prove that his 
new organisation, dated in ’A@. 7. c. 21 
to 508 B.c., was already in existence: 
even if Hdt. were incapable of an ana- 
chronism. 

éoxarovs. From Athens. Bl. re- 
marks that the order in which Oinoe 
and Hysiae are mentioned looks as 
though the story came from an Athenian 
source. But the order would be the 
same to a Peloponnesian. Anyway, it is 
not from a Boeotian, or Euboean: but 
the argument is hardly necessary to 
establish Athenian provenance. The 
action of the Chalkidians might seem 
to have been unpreconcerted ; but the 
atvOnua was probably passed on to them. 
What meanwhile were the Aiginetans 
about? The situation is a suspiciously 
exact anticipation of the situation about 
446 B.o., and the tactics of the Athenians 
are prophetic. At the later date Aigina 
was quiescent, having been thoroughly 
subdued some ten years before (Thuc. 
1. 108). Is that the reason why the 
Aiginetai are missing here? cp. c. 82 
imfra. 

75. 2. Koptv@.o.. Oddly enough this 
service of the Corinthians is not appealed 
by the Corinthian orator in Thue. 1. 41. 

odlot avroto. Sdvres Adyov. Cp. c. 
68 supra. 

3. Sika, Justice and expediency 
not seldom go hand in hand. Aigina 
not Athens was still the leading com- 
mercial rival of Corinth, and it was to 

the interest of Corinth to favour thd 
rising power of Athens. Cp. 6. 89, and 
c. 92 infra. 

pereBGAAovToO, L. & S. sub oi) 
B. II. 2 understand ‘‘to change one’s) 
purpose.” That would rather be peré4] 
Baroy. ‘‘ Wheeled round,” Z.c. 3, and ref., 
is here preferable. (Cp. c. 68 supra.) | 

5. ovvebayayov. On the simplefi 
initiative of Kleomenes and without) 
knowing the object of the expedition !f) 
The presence of Demaratos is not con-}| 
sistent with the réle assigned to Kleo-}) 
menes. Cp. Appendix VII. §8. Ariston} 
was the predecessor of Demaratos, ep. |) 
1. 67, and for his story 6. 61 ff. infra § 

6. év 1 mpdobe xpdvo. This may 
have been the first open breach between 
Kleomenes and Demaratos (cp. 6. 64), 
but there is some ground for doubting 
the date given here by Hdt. for the 
enactment of the law; cp. 6. 82 infra, 
and Appendix VII. § 5. t 

7. éré8m voépos. On the, Spartan 
legislative procedure we are imperfectly 
informed, The véduo0s may have been 
passed or sanctioned by the Apella, 
on the proposal of the Ephors, or of} 
the Ephors and Gerusia. Op. cc. 39 f. 
supra. That the kings should have 
been thus amenable to the legislature 
and yet, one or both, have been 
to levy war on whom they would, must 
surely seem improbable. On the date 
of this véuos cp. previous note. his 
vouos passed into general recognition, 
but could not be implicitly relied on 
(cp. Xen. Heli. 5. 3, 10 % 84 
Pdraclwy mbdus.. voulfouca 8 Ew 
’"Aynovréd\udos otk ay é&edOciv ex’ avrovs 
"Aynol\aov, oS av yevérOar wore ape 
duporépous Tods Paciiéas tw ap 
elvac kr’. anno 380 B.c., Grote viii. 
Pausanias, the Regent, and Leoty 
were both absent at the same Um 
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‘ 479 B.c. Pleistarchos, however, the 
fant king was at home (9.10). The 
vo kings are despatched on a mission 
gether 6. 73 infra, though not perhaps 
twovens otparijs. In cases where one 
“ng was in exile the other king would 
actically have been confined to Sparta, 
such a ‘law’ had been rigidly enforced. 
he law would favour the employment 
~ citizens in high military commands, 
pecially as the occasions for such 
mmployment multiplied. But one is 
»mpted to doubt whether there was any 
“cpress enactment at this time (or later) 
spon this subject; whether, in fact, it 
ad not always been the rule for one 
ing to command at a time, and the ex- 
»»ption for both to be absent together. 
19. trav Tuvdapidéov. The fava of 
sastor and Polydeukes. The notice 
wreserves an interesting example of 
itichism or idolatry. For further 

amples cp. c. 80 infra, 82 ff. infra, 6. 
2. Stein, indeed, argues that the 
Ww cannot have referred to the statues, 
t twin-statue, as its form would not 

it of the one figure being separated 
gm the other. In this case we should 

e here an instance of simple animism, 
t the invocation of ghosts. But were 
he figures cut out of a solid block? Is 

certain they could not be separated ? 
Jr could the spirits have been detached 

om the idols ? 
* 16. 3. Kopw6lous éxurdvras ri rag, 
the post oceupied by the Corinthians 
eserted.’ Cp. uereBdddovro c, 75 supra. 
4. réraprov is incorrect: see below. 
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5. ér dya0@ tod mdnbeos Tod 
*A@nvatwv. The occasion upon which 
they had come to overthrow the popular 
constitution (c. 72 swpra) and departed 
in disgrace is omitted. 

6. 8te kal Méyapa karolkicay . . 
éml Kddpov. Cp. Pausan. 1. 39, 4, Busolt, 
Gr. Gesch. 1. 72 f., 1.2 pp. 219 ff. 

8. Sebtepov. The expedition under 
Anchimolios, c. 63 supra. 

tp{rov. Under Kleomenes, cc. 64, 65 
supra. 

9. Qmrdpryns. The first expedition 
mentioned having started not from 
Sparta, but from some other Dorian 
stronghold, perhaps Corinth. 

téraprov should be méumrrov. The 
second coming of Kleomenes ec. 72 
supra being réraprov in this schedule. 
But accurate enumeration would have 
spoilt the balance dts éml modéum dis én’ 
ayaa. 

11. *A@jvas loosely for ‘Arrikiy. 
Grote, iii. 385, emphasises this occasion 
as the first recorded instance of the 
action of the Peloponnesian symmachy 
under Sparta. It was not a success. 
The omission in this passage of all 
reference to subsequent invasions of 
Attica, such as that under Pleistoanax 
in 446 B.o. (Thuc. 1. 114) and that 
under Archidamos in 431 B.o. (Thue. 
2. 10 ff.), is all the more remarkable in 
that Hdt. does elsewhere (9. 73) refer 
to one, and has a few references to 
events of the Peloponnesian war. Yet 
it is tempting to suppose that this list 
of invasions was compiled not without 

76 
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reference to the events of 431 B.c., or at 
least to those of 446 B.o. 

77. 1. >A@®nvator. Again we miss any 
indication as of the constitutional pre- 
liminaries so of the intellectual author- 
ship of this active foreign policy. Cp. 
c. 72 supra. 

2. orpaty(ny tovetyrat. A psephism 
of the Kkklesia was presumably passed 
for this vindictive expedition ; but the 
name of the Athenian strategos (or 
polemarch ?) who conducted these opera- 
tious is unrecorded : not so the analogous 
campaign of 446 B.c. associated with the 
name of Perikles. Thue. 1. 114. 

Xadxi8éas. The men of Chalkis 
were Ionians. Their hostility to the 
rising power of Athens might well 
have had the same commercial grounds 
as the hostility of Aigina. They had 
a closer rival in Eretria, a city-state 
on good terms apparently with Athens. 
Cp. c. 57 supra, 1. 61, 6. 100. These 
rivalries and friendships were of long 
standing (cp. c. 99 infra). The expan- 
sion of Athens under the Peisistratidae 
was perhaps not welcome in Chalkis, with 
its interests in Thrace and in the west— 
interests to which Athens succeeded in 
virtue of this conquest. Cp. 8. 62, 6. 21 
infra. 

5. toto. Bowwrotor, The alliance 
with Plataia had probably been con- 
summated just before this time (see 
6. 108 and notes there), although Hdt. 
has not made mention of it, and this 
alliance sufficiently explains the hostility 
of the Boeotians. The battle took 
place presumably close to the Euripos. 
Its result, here recalled, must have been 

ovpBdrroval te 61 Toict Boww- 

consoling to the Athenians after Koro- 
neia. (Thue. 1. 113.) 

9. rerpakirxtdlovs. 4000 kleruchs 
can scarcely have been left there” 
and then in possession. The establish. 
ment of a kleruchy required certain 
preliminaries, a dogma of the Ekklesia, — 
the appointment of a commission, and 
so forth. The number too is suspiciously _ 
large. Aclian, V. H. 6. 1, who tells 
the story from a different source, hag 
ducxiAlovs (unfortunately with a v, > 
Tecoapdxovra) and apparently quotes an 
inscription set up in the Agora to proye — 
that part of the ground was let (ri a 
Aouriy éulcOwoav), It is not clear 
whether the events should be all dated — 
to the same period or divided between 
506 B.c. and 445 B.c. Grote, iii. 38%, 
regarded this kleruchy as the first: but 
the discovery of the now celebrated — 
Salaminian psephism (Mitt. desk. a. L. 
ix. 1884, pp. 115 ff.) has established 
the priority of the settlement in the — 
nearer island. Cp. Busolt, Gr. G. i. 547, 
Hermann, Lehrbuch, i.® 435. - | 

11. ékadéovro. ‘Hippobotae was — 
the name for the men of substance in” 
Chalkis.’ ot mayées, c. 30 supra. Z 

Scovs. That the number of Boeotian — 
prisoners should be given, and not th 
of the Chalkidians, is curious. 

13. Styvews. See L. & S. sub o 
diuvatos. On the accent cp. Chandler, — 
Gk. Acc.” pp. 4, 152. On the sum cp. — 
6. 79 drowa 5€ éore HeXorovynctoit v0 
pwéar Teraypévar Kar’ Gvdpa alxuddwrov 
éxrivew, Cp. Arnold’s note to Thu 
8. 70. The Peloponnesian sum wo 
be reckoned in Aiginetan (heavy) mina 

és méSas secl. Stein. | 
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15. kal és éué. Naturally here taken 
io refer to Hdt.’s autopsy, though the 
bhrase in itself is inconclusive (cp. 4. 
2.24, Introduction, p. lxi.). It would be 
mteresting to determine the date of his 
wisit (or visits) to Athens, for which 
nnfortunately he gives no express indica- 
sion. (Cp. notes infra.) The walls that 
still bore the marks of the Persian 
p tion to the eyes of Hdt., if 

he saw them, can scarcely have 
seen any other walls than the fortifica- 
htion. By the puéyapov turned towards 
he west Stein understands the Cella 

fof the Polias temple, or Erechtheion (ep. 
mote c. 72 supra), and identifies the site 
of the chains with the northern wall, 
which the burning of the former Erech- 
btheion may have scorched, 8. 53. 

It is a wonder the Boeotians did not 
wearry off these trophies in 480-79 B.c. 

18. Sexdrnv. If a tithe of the 
ansom was sufficient to make a full- 

isized quadriga of bronze the number of 
}Chalkidians ransomed must have been 
‘considerable, for the Boeotian tithe 
would only have amounted to 2 T. 20 
WM. But Pausanias 1. 28, 2 represents 
the tithe as taken from the Boeotian as 
well as from the Chalkidic spoil, which 
is probably correct. 
 wowncdpevor, middle, cp. 4. 88. 
_ 19. éernxe, present sense. 

7a mporiAata. As the great Pro- 
pylaea were only completed in 433-2 
B.C. this passage is generally taken to 
have been written after that ates and to 
indicate that Hdt. himself was in Athens 
after the completion of the building. 
)On the other hand the Akropolis un- 
doubtedly had Propylaea of one kind or 
another from time immemorial, and the 
imere expression is not in itself conclusive 

that the work of Mnesikles is here 
tended, much less that the work was 

é 

' crt 
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complete when this passage was written. 
But there is a difficulty in referring the 
word here to earlier Propylaea, seeing 
that Hdt. certainly lived long enough 
to have visited or heard tell of the great 
building of Mnesikles. It is possible 
that as originally written the passage 
referred to an earlier Entrance, but was 
left untouched, as equally applicable to 
the later. It may also be observed that 
Hdt. in describing the siege of the 
Akropolis in 489 B.c. speaks three times 
of the m’\m (8. 51-53), but nowhere 
of Athenian mportv\aa save in this 
passage. The ’A@nv. mod. c. 15 has 76 
mpdmuNov THs akpomdd\ews of the time of 
Peisistratos. On the Propylaea see Harri- 
son and Verrall, Mythology and Monu- 
ments, pp. 353 ff., Curtius, Stadtg. pp. 
147 ff. 

21. €vea. By good fortune a frag- 
ment: of this inscription is extant, C.I.A. 
1. 834, Hicks, Manual, No. 27. The 
character of the letters shows that 
the inscription is not older than about 
445 B.o. It was areproduction of an 
older inscription. Cp. C. Lf. A. iv. 2, 
3344, The whole trophy may have 
been a reproduction: that a bronze 
ae escaped the spoiler and the 
re in 480 B.o., and the ‘restorer’ later, 

seems improbable. The situation in 
446-5 B.o. (Thue. 1. 113) would account 
for a good deal of the interest taken 
in the older story, for its revival, and 
commemoration. That the inscription 
was cut in his own day is not suggested 
by Hadt., still less that he had ever seen 
the Akropolis without the Quadriga, or 
the |Qua ap without the inscription. 
But then the Propylaea are mentioned 
in an equally casual fashion. Hdt. con- 
ceived himself to be writing history not 
compiling a guide-book, 
Bowrév xkal XadkiSewv. The way 
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in which the ‘Chalkideis’ are co- 
ordinated with the Boeotians is a good 
testimony to the importance of the city. 
It was a great metropolis. Bergk reads 
éx moéuou, bello confecto and axvudevre 
(after Hecker) ‘‘nam carcer quidem 
tenebricosus dici poterat, non ferrea 
vineula.”’ Codices AB have ayvuvbévre 
and C has axyvv0évri. axvis=dxos. 

The quatrain is the composition of 
Simonides; see Bergk, Poet. Lyr. iii.* 
477. 

24, rév, without the dé. Cp. c. 59 
SUpTO. ~ 

78. 1. nv&nvro. The tense is remark- 
able. The aténjovs had taken place before 
they could erect such monuments. Cp. ¢. 
66 supra ’AOFvat, éodcat kal mpiv weyddan, 
Tore amadd\axbelcar Tupdvyay éylvovTo 
uégoves. This c. 78 might be expected 
to close the digression, introduced c. 65 
ad fin. boa 5é KTX. 

2. ionyopln, political equality: 
liberty. ‘The symptom for the essence. 
Compare the account of the rise of 
Sparta 1. 66. 

e «td. Hadt.’s logic is a little at 
fault. His argument goes to prove that 
tyranny has everywhere, even at Athens, 
a bad effect, but not directly that 
lonyopla has everywhere a good effect. 
For we cannot suppose him to mean 
that the Athenians were the last men 
in the world of whom superiority was 
to be expected (cp. 1. 60). The argu- 
ment is interesting as (1) positing a 
close relation between the domestic 
institutions and the foreign policy and 
fortunes of a state, (2) ascribing military 
success to the democratic spirit and 
constitution, ‘The first position, which 
is here rather implied in the particular 
instance than expressly formulated, 
became a commonplace of Greek 
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political philosophy, and is well 
illustrated in Polybius’ remarks on 
the Spartan and Roman constitutions: 
Bk. 6. 3 ff. The second is more dis- 
putable: and with the judgment of 
Hdt. may be contrasted the judgment 
put by Thucydides into the mouth of 
Kleon, Bk. 3. 37, though the mrpwrela 
here ascribed to the Athenians is not of © 
course quite the same as the capacity 
for dpxy there denied of them, as a 
democracy. Great military success, or 
at least conquest, has generally been — 
associated with monarchic government, — 
for obvious reasons, cp. c. 3 supra: and 
the success of Rome (not exactly m4 
democracy by the way) is no real ex- 
ception to the rule, regard being had to 
the special circumstances of the case. — 
But success in the petty warfare of the © 
Greek states might well go to the most — 
high-spirited body of citizen-soldiers: — 
whether ionyopia could acquire or main- 
tain an empire was another question. 

5. @0eXoKdkeov xTA. This passage 
reads rather like an economical than — 
like a political formula. It is to be 
remembered that, although here are 
so clearly stated the effects of servitude” 
and freedom respectively on labour, | 
the ancient world never rose to the 
application of this principle to domestic 
and predial slavery. Ancient writers 
tended to isolate the political from 
the economical problem, as some 
moderns have isolated the economic 
from the political. With the judgment 
of Hdt. on the effects of liberty Stein 
eps. Hippokrates de aer. 23. : 

7. Katepyater@ar, ‘to achieve suc- 
cess,’ cp. c. 24 supra. 

8. %rpyooov, imperfect ; the action 
being subsequent to that implied im 
nvénvro supra ad init. 

a 
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) SeecOar ; GAAA pGAXov pH Ov TOVTO 7 TO yYPNaTHpLOV. 
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Odro: pév vuv TadTa eTpynacor. 
% O€ [luOin azro 

a / / / 9 n 

eEevelxavtas éxédeve TOV ayxioTa SéeoOar. amedOdvTwv oY TOY 
| Ocomporrav, é&éepov TO XPHITHPLOV aNinv Toinodpevor* ws émruv- 

' Pdvovto Sé NeyovTav avTav TAV ayyioTa SéecOat, eitav of OnBaior 
lal Yi ¢ / phen s Pate 

aKovoavtes ToUTaY “ OUVKOY ayXLTTA HuéwV oiKeovoL Tavaypaiot 
\ o \ / \ e / ¢/ con STAN 

1 TE Kab Kopavatot Kab Ocomtées ; Kat OUTOL YE ALA ELV ALEL [ha- 
/ tal 

youevor TpoPdpws cvvdiahepover Tov Torepov' Ti det TOUTwY ‘YE 
TOLaAUTA 

a Ie *Acwmod Aéyovtar yevécOar 

OnBaiow dé wera Tadta és7 
/ / ? / 

+ Pedy Erreutrov, BovNopevot ticac0at ’AOnvaiovs. 
, \ On aes. > ” > cal > / b) / be 

-odéov pev avTav ovK epn avTotor Elvar Tiow, és ToAVPNpmoV O€ 

Thebes is not one of 79. 1. OnBator. 
‘ the states most intimately associated 
with Delphi, but the legendary con- 

' nexion went back at least to Oidipus, 
and the Boeotians were one of the twelve 
Amphictyonic peoples. 

ratra. Events narrated c. 77. 
4. tav dyxicta Séer8ar might be 

' the latter end of the oracular verse: 
+ és rohtig@nuov is also a quotation. Stein 
' suggests that the term was borrowed 

from Od. 2. 150. 
5. adtnv. The word may have 

_ been official at Thebes as in Korkyra 
(C.2.G. 1841 ff.), but Hdt. uses it in 

eases where it is certainly not the 
| technical expression, 1. 125, 7. 134; ep. 

_ Means something else.’ 
_ Apol. 39 ddd wh ob Totr’ F xarerdv, 
| Odvarov éxpvyeiv, ddda Todd xXademwrepov 
_ twovnplay, 

ce. 29 supra. 
7. olxéovor. Tanagra, Koroneia, 

and Thespiae, east, west, and south of 
Thebes, and all of great strategic 
importance in the struggle between 
Thebes and Athens (Thespiae 8. 50, 
Tanagra Thue. 1. 108, Koroneia 1. 113). 
Plataia (6. 108) and Hysiae (c. 74 supra), 
already in alliance with Athens, are of 
course omitted. 

10. GAAG paddrov pi od Totro 7, 
‘we must rather suppose the oracle 

Cp. Plato, 

Weber, Hntwickelungsgesch. 
der Absichtssiitze, pp. 129 f., observes that 

_ this case of an independent or absolute 
_ Sentence expressing fear or apprehension 

(selbstindige Befiirchtungssatz) is unique 
in Hdt. Cp. Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, 
§ 265, ed. maj. 

VOL. I 

80. 2. ele 84, cp. 6. 37 pdyis Kore 
pabey r&v Tis mpecBurépwv etre. 

3. O€Xe, cp. 6. 37 7d Oéda 7d erros 
ely au, 

*Acawrod in the mouth of a Boeo- 
tian might be supposed to refer to 
the well-known Boeotian stream ; but 
at least two other historic streams bore 
the same name, and were probably con- 
founded in legend with the Boeotian: 
the Asopos of Trachis 7. 199 et al., 
and the still better known Asopos 
of Achaia: in honour of which last 
no doubt was named Asopodoros the 
Phliasian hipparch at Plataea in 479 
B.c., 9. 69. The Asopides fathered 
upon these streams were numerous. 
Apollodoros, Bibliotheca 3. 12, 6, ascribes 
two sons and twenty daughters to 
Asopos. Beside the two here named 
the most important would be Korkyra. 
This at least was the Phliasian view : 
cp. Pausanias 2. 5, 2, the Phliasians 
claiming all three nymphs for their own 
Asopos. 

Aéyovrat. The anecdote and inter- 
pretation are important as_illustrat- 
ing the utilisation of mythical beliefs 
for political purposes. Cp. c. 67 supra. 

4. OfByn kal Alywa: so Pindar, 
Isth. 7 (8). 35 tf.— 

xph 8 ev éxramv’rowot OFBas rpadévra 
Alylvg xaplrwv awrov mpovéuew, 
marpos olvexa diduuar yévovro Oi-yarpes 

"Acwrldwy 
dmAbrarat Znvi re ddov Bacidéi. 

Here, moreover, Thebe and Aigina are 
twins and the latest-born daughters of 

Q 

80 
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5 nuiv Aiywntéwy Séecbas Tov Oedv yphaar Tiu@pntipav yevéc0a.” 
Kal ov yap TLS TavTHS apelvov yvaun eddKee halverOa, aitika 
Tréppavres edéovto Aiywnréwv emixadeopevor KATA TO YpnoTHpLOV 
ops BonOéew, as éovtav ayyioctav' of bé od aitéovar érixoupiny 
tous AlaxiOas cupréumrew épacav. meipnoapévev dé Tov OnBalov 
KaTa THY cumpayiny Tov AiaKxidéov Kal TpnYéws TeprepOévT@Y 
umd Tv AOnvaiwv, adtis of OnBaior réuapavtes Tods pev Aiaxlbas 

81 

U1 

op. amredidocay, Tov 5é avdpav édéovTo. Aiywhrat dé evdatpovin 
Te peyadn émacpOévtes Kal éyOpns Tarahs avapynobértes exovans 

és “A@nvaious, Tore OnBaiwv Senbévtwv morenov axnpvxtov ’AOn- 

Asopos. Aigina was carried away by 
Zeus to the island previously named 
Oenone (8. 46), where she becomes mother 
of Aiakos, Apollodor. 8. 12, 6. The 
Rape of Aigina was a subject of frequent 
occurrence in art: at Olympia, Pausan. 
5. 22, 4. A bronze Zeus and Aigina at 
Delphi, id. 10. 138, 8: both offerings of 
the Phliasians. 

9, tots AtaklSas. (Images of) the 
sons of Aiakos. Aias and Telamon were 
located in Salamis (8. 64). (Salamis 
indeed was a daughter of Asopos: 
Schol. Pind. O/. 6. 144.) Aiakos and the 
other Aiakidae in Aigina (8. 64, 83, 84). 
On the benefit of images, cp. c. 75 supra. 

81. 2. trav Alaxidéwv after cunpaxlny. 
Aiakos and the Aiakidae were at home 

in Athens too, and could scarcely be 
expected to give efficient aid to the 
enemies of Athens. One of the new 
Phylae already bore the name of Aias, 
cp. c. 66 supra, and its Demi were speci- 
ally thick towards Boeotia; cp. Milch- 
hoeffer, op. cit. p. 34. Miltiades son of 
Kypselos and rival of Peisistratos traced 
his descent from Aiakos 6. 35, and there 
was a Téuevos dedicated to Aiakos during, 
or before, the war with Aigina, c. 89 
infra. Is it possible that the localisa- 
tion of the Aiantis was determined with 
a view to the struggle with Boeotia and 
Aigina ? 

4, wav 8é, sc. Alywyrwv, SdeécOa 
being constructed with a double geni- 
tive, cp. 3.. 157. 

avSp4v. As distinguished from the 
téava. Op. c. 63 supra. 

evSairovin peyady érracpOévres. A 
reason in Herodotean ethics for expect- 
ing a catastrophe. Cp. c. 28 supra. 
An Athenian scandal afterwards traced 
the origin of Aiginetan prosperity to their 
receiving stolen goods from the Helots 
at Plataea, and cheating the thieves, 

9. 80. But the commercial prosperity 
of Aigina was of long standing. The 
Aiginetans had a separate © ‘close’ 
(dedicated to Zeus) in Naukratis (2. 
178). The wealth of Sostratos of 
Aigina was proverbial 4. 152. The 
‘ Aiginetan’ coinage, weights and 
measures, attested the early wealth and 
commercial importance of the island, 
even if at the time in political depen- 
dence on Argos, ep. 6. 127. The 
decline of Argos was accompanied and 
perhaps in part caused by the emancipa- 
tion of Aigina, which may probably be 
connected with the fall of the tyrannis. 
The Thalassokratia of Aigina is dated by 
C. O. Miller (Aegineticorum Liber, p. 
88), following and emending Castor, 
for the twenty years antecedent to the 
psephism of Themistokles (7. 144), but 
the date is artificial The odes of 
Pindar composed for private Aiginetan 
patrons—there are eleven extant, falling 
between 491-450 B.co. (cp. Metzger’s 
Pindars WSiegeslieder, pp. 324-419) — 
attest the wealth of the island before its 
subjugation. by Athens. See further, 
Appendix VIII. 

5. dvapvyocévres. That they had 
actually forgotten it, is not likely. 
However ancient its origin, the feud 
would not have been out of remembrance ~ 
in the days when Peisistratos was 
settling Salamis, purifying Delos, pro- 
moting Naxos, befriending Eretria. 

ovens és. A nautical metaphor, 
specially suitable in this context; cp. — 

Ecxov .. . 
Tiv ’Apyodlda xmépnv, cp. c. 33 supra. — 
Other passages (1. 191, 2. 53, 6. 2) show | 

6. 92 Alywatac vées. . 

that éxew és can be used without the 
metaphorical suggestion—as is natural 
with a verb so abstract as éyew. 

6. mWoAenov axhpuKToy, ‘a war without 
heralds’ may be (1) a war without 

?: 

a 

i 
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/ > / <2 / \ > a B tal ’ NG / < 

VaLolotl emrepepov ETTLKELLLEV MV yap QAUTWV DOLMTOLOL, ETTLTTADOQAYTES 

a at \ > \ \ \ ” / \ paxphoe vnvol és tiv “Artixny Kata péev eovpay Pddypov Kata 
Se tis aAAns Tapadins ToAOVS SrHpovs, TrovedyTes S€ TadTa 

> > / 

peydrws “AOnvaious éavxveorTo. 
‘H 8 éyOpn 1) mpooperropévn és ’A@nvaious éx Tov Aiywnréov 

éyéveto €& apyis Toimjoce. 

avedisov. 

b>} / ¢ n \ > / 

Emudavupiouce 1) yi) Kaptrov ovdéva 

Tepl TavTnS @Y THS cumpophs ot “Emdavpioe éxpéwvTo 

év Aeddoior’ 4 dé Lubin odéas éxédeve Aapins te Kat Adénoins 

formal notice, (2) an implacable war 
' (derovdSos kal dxhpuxtos), (3) an irregular 

guerilla war. The theory, partly based 
upon this passage, that all wars in 
Greek history were formally ‘declared’ 
is exaggerated: a similar theory ob- 
tained in regard to modern times, until 
disproved by Colonel J. F. Maurice’s 
official pamphlet, Hostilities without De- 
elaration of War, London, 1883. 

8. pakpyo vyvot, war-galleys or long- 
boats (ships): ep. 1. 163 (orpéyyvAat). 

Kara éovpay KTA. <A remark- 
able tmesis. Cp. 2. 141, 3. 128, 9. 89 
et al. Kuhner, Ausf. Gram. § 445, 12 g. 

@arnporv. Cp. c. 63 supra, 6. 116. 
9. tmapadtm is technical. Cp. ’A@. 

woX. c. 21. The Demi here mentioned 
are of the Kleisthenic organisation : and 
Phaleron belonged to the Aiantis. 

10. éotxvéovro is more forcible than 
the vulgate éowéovro. Cp. 3. 108 6 
dé Exwv byvxas Onplwy modddy mdvTwv 
éfurdrous duiooe Tas pyrpas, avéduevds 
te 6H wo\X@ wadrov éeorxvéerar KaTa- 
ypagew (v. 1. karayvdgwr). 

82. 2. rowed. There follows the story 
of the origin of the feud between the 
Aiginetans and Athenians (cc. 82-88). 
The feud begins according to Hdt. in afeel- 
she hostility from the Aiginetans to the 
Athenians, és “A@nvalous éx ray Alywy- 
téwy (c. 82), and ends by an é4p7 of the 
Athenians to the Aiginetans, ris mpds 
Alywiras ’APnvatos (c. 89). The dpxn 
7s Ex9pns is obviously conceived as long 
prior to the wéXeuos dxjpuxros of 506 B.C. 
or later. It would be interesting to 
determine its date, if possible. If we 
were dealing with a tradition free from 
anachronisms, and of historical contents, 
we should be taken back to an age when 
statues were made of wood; when no 
olives were to be found save in Attica ; 
when Aigina was still subject to Epi- 
dauros; when Athenian women still 
wore the woollen Dorian tunic @ la 

Corinthienne, not having yet adopted ° 
the xirav modnpys or Alveos. There are 
genuine archaic notes in the story (the 
wooden fava, the primitive divinities, 
and a dim memory of relations between 
Athens and Epidauros): there are equally 
obvious anachronisms (the trireme, the 
system of jurisdiction, the constitutional 
terminology, perhaps the votive offer- 
ings). But the archaic notes are so to 
speak material, while the anachronisms 
concern merely points of expression or 
form. The supernatural touches, the 
motive of which is apparent, enhance the 
value of the story, or rather of the ver- 
sions. Possibly the rivalry of Athens 
and Aigina went back to prae-Dorian 
days, when both were members of the 
Kalaurian Amphiktyony ; and the break 
up of that Confederation, the Dorisation 
of Aigina, of Epidauros, of Argos, and 
the secession and survival of Ionian 
Athens may underlie or colour the 
tradition. Op. Appendix VIII. 

4. ékéXeve. Whether this behest is 
an Apolline response, or carries us back 
to the days when the Pythia was the 
prophet of the rpwréuayris Data (Aischyl, 
Hwmen. 2) is an open question. 

Aaply and Aténoln are food for specu- 
lation, Aaula Blakesley takes as equi- 
valent to A@ wata=Aapudrnp. Rawlinson 
agrees. Stein connects Damia with dap, 
daydw, Auxesia with avéev, and describes 
the two as agricultural deities (of labour 
and increase), personifications of the two 
sides in Demeter: which of course is 
much the same as Rawlinson’s identifica- 
tion of the two with ‘Ceres and Pros- 
erpine.’ Baehr’s explanation of Aaula 
as the people’s goddess seems absurd, 
though no doubt Date tar like Dionysos, 
and other rural deities, is eminently 
popular, and democratic (cp. 8. 65) ; 
etymologically, however, there may 
be a connexion between dfuos and 
Anula (cp. L. & S. sub v. duos) A 
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ayarpata idpicacba kat of. iSpvcapévoror dpwewov cvvolcecbar, 
éreip@teov @v ot “Emidavpiou Kdrepa XaNKOD TolwvTaL Ta 
ayahpata i) MAov" 1%) dé Ivbin oddérepa tovray ea, ddrdd Eddou 
nmepns éedains. ed€ovTo ov of "Exridavpior "AOnvaiwv édainv odu 
dodvar Tapécbar, ipwtadtas 8) Kelvas vopltovres elvar. Déyerat 
dé Kal @s €haiar hoa adroOt yijs ovSapyod Kata ypovov éxeivov 4 
ev “A@jvynot. of d€ ém) Tooide Sdcev ebacav em 6 amd€ovor 
ereos éxdotou Th AOnvain te TH momdbs ipa kab To ’Bpey bes. 
KaTaweoarres O€ él TovTovar of "Emidavpuor Tov Te edéovTO ervyoV 
kal ayddwata ék tov édaéwy TouTéwv Toincdpevor (OpicavTo’ 
kal te yh ou éfepe Kaprov kal ’AOnvalowor émetédeov Td 
auvébevto. Ttodtov 8 éte tov ypovov Kal mpo tod Aiywihras 
"Emidaupioy jeovoy ta Te adda Kal dixas SiaBatvovtes és Exi- 
davpov édidocdy Te Kal éhdpBavov trap adrQrjdov of Aiywhras’ 

more fantastic etymology explains dayula 
(Kretan (nuta) as the destructive, avéecta 
as the productive Demeter. Damia was 
known to the Romans, and identified 
with the Bona Dea, and the cult of the 
latter was probably affected by the 
identification. Paulus, p. 68, damium 
sacrificium, quod fiebat in operto in 
honorem Bonae Deae . . . dea quoque 
ipsa Damia et sacerdos ejus damiatrix 
appellabatur, quoted in Roscher, Lexicon, 
943. There was a festival at Tarentum 
called Adweca, Hesych. sub v. The ety- 
mology of avéyola is pretty plain. In 
any case we have a pair of Chthonian 
divinities, worshipped with - orgiastic 
rites, and particularly connected with 
Epidauros, Troezen, Attica, Old Delphi, 
Krete, Aigina, Tarentum, and the west. 
Cp. further, Roscher, Lexicon, sub vv. 

9. Néyerat. Perhaps by the Athe- 
nians (cp. c. 85 infra) who, not content 
with having the holiest, wanted to have 
the only olive trees. The formula sug- 
gests a doubt, cp. c. 42 supra, 4. 184. 

12. ty “AOnvaly .. ro “HpexOé. In 
the Erechtheion on the Akropolis was the 
olive tree which according to the Athe- 
nians had been set there as a witness or 
protest by Athene against Poseidon, 8. 
55. Hrechtheus (father of Oreithyia and 
so father-in-law to Boreas, 7. 189) once 
king, and specially king of the ‘ Athe- 
nians’ (8. 44), of the earth earthy (8. 55), 
associated with Athene Polias on the 
Akropolis under the form of a snake (cp. 
8. 41), though real history was, doubtless, 
condensed round his name, may well have 

been originally of the Chthonian and 
arval order, or at least have had a symboli- 
cal significance of that kind. Athene too 
upon some sides is undoubtedly a rural 
goddess, or at least has important rela- 
tions to climate and seasons, and especi- 
ally the olive crop. Cp. Curtius, Stadég. 
p- 385, These relations are displayed in 
the Calendar of Festivals: Skirophoria, 
Plynteria, Panathenaea, etc. (Ch A. 
Mommsen, AHeortologie, and Roscher, 
Lex. 683.) But these could hardly be 
the primary or prominent aspects of 
Athene Polias; and offerings to the 
Polias and the King suggest more than 
a merely physico-religious homage. On 
Erechtheus, cp. Harrison and Verrall, op. 
cit. xlvii. ff. Cp. also notes c. 72 supra. 

14, mounrdpevor, c. 77 supra. 
83. 1. Alywirat Eaidavplov qxovov. 

The supremacy of Argos over Aigina 
would be easier to understand. Did — 
Epidauros succeed to some of the Argive — 
power (on the fall of the Temenids)? Or 
is the Epidaurian overlordship a false 
inference from the fact that to get to 
Argos the men of Aigina would go to 
Epidauros? In the days of Periandros 
there was a tyrannis in Epidauros (3. 
50-52) which succumbed to the Corin- 
thian, and this event might have pro- 
moted the growth of Aiginetan power. 

3. tap dGdAfAwy, 7.c. suits between 
two citizens of Aigina were settled before 
the Epidaurian court. The conditions 
anticipate and to some extent justify 
injunctions laid by Athens upon her 
allies, subjects, colonies, in Hdt.’s own — 
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\ a / / \ 

Td 5é ard Todde véas Te THEdpEVOL Kal Ayvapootyn ypnodpeEvor 
> / BI \ a ey 5 / ¢ be / PS / 
aréotncay ato tov ‘“Emidavpiov. are dé eovres Suddhopor 

y. e 

éSnréovTo avTovs, WoTe YadaccoKpadTtopes éovtes, Kal 8) Kal Ta 
ral a yy \ n 

dydhpata tadta tis Te Aapins cal tAs AdvEncins braipéovtat 
a / \ / na 

auTav, Kai ohea exomucdy Te Kal iSptcavTo THs oherépyns ops 
/ fal / 

és THY pecoyacav, TH Olin pev éote ovvopa, oTddia b€ padoTa KN 
a / / rn 

md THS TOLos WS elKooL aTréyeL. ‘Spvacdpevor Sé ev TOIT TO 
/ \ a / 

xXOpe Ovainot TE chea Kal Yopolor yuvatKniovor KEepTopioror ina- 
la / / lal / 

TKOVTO, Yopnyav aTroderKvupévov Exatépn THY Saiovev Séxa 
3yo0@V* Ne Oe Avo e b ave \ NOE Yo Oe avdpav" Kaxds Sé Hyopevoyv ot yopol avdpa pév ovdéva, Tas Sé 

3 t Ney c / t ipoupyiar’ eiol dé ods Kal appntos ipovpyia. KrepOévTwy dé 
a a ? ‘ a) / a ? / eae 

Tavoe TOY ayadpatov ot “Eidavpsoe toicr "AOnvatorot ta 
/ bd > ls / \ Coa) a b / 

cuvebevTo ovK émeTédeov. TéurpavTes S€ of “AOnvaior éunvov 
a b) / ; GUNN Sys, / Cray) 5) / eH te: 

toto. Emidavpioice’ of 5€ amrépaivov Noy@ @s ovK abiKéoLEV’ GooV 
/ A / / pev yap ypovov eiyov Ta aydd\waTa év TH Y@pN, eMLTENEL TA 

an lal / 5S / 

auvebevto, errel Sé eotepjobar avTay, ov Sikaoy eivar aTrodépey 
¥ b) \ \ ” bea. > / / es: 
€Tt, GANA Tors EyovtTas avTa Aiywntas mpnacecPar éxéNevov. 

\ fol e > an > + / 3 / \ 

mpos tavTa ot ’A@nvaior és Alywav méurpavtes amaiteov Ta 
n / aydhpata’ ot 5é€ Aiywhtar épacav odhict te kal ’AOnvaioror 

\ ol a / / \ \ eivat ovdev trpnyya. ~AOnvaior pév vuv Néyouot peTa THY aTrai- 
an / ° na rn / \ 

THOW aTooTaNHvar TPLnpEl fun TOV ATHY TOVTOUS OL aTrOTTEp- 
/ \ rn rn / \ POevtes ato TOV Kowwod Kal amuxopevot és Alyiwway Ta ayddpata 

day, but seem somewhat ‘ advanced’ for 
the date here vaguely presupposed. 

4. Gyvaportvn seems the opposite 
of cwppocivn: cp. 4. 98, 6. 10. 

6. agrcoKkparopes. The ‘ thalas- 
sokratia’ here asserted might be local 
and relative to Epidauros. 

7. trapéovrar. In getting the 
statues they would get the deities with 
the blessings they conferred, and deprive 
their enemies of the same. On this 
rationale of idolatry cp. ce. 75, 81 supra. 

11. iAdokovro. It is plain that the 
Deities were worshipped in Aigina. Cp. 
e. 88 infra. Halikarnassos was colonised 
from Troezen 7.99. Hdt. does not speak 
here as if these rites were observed in 
his native place. The number of xopot 
cannot be inferred with certainty from 
the number of yopryol. The dppyror 
ipovpylae might possibly be ceremonies to 
which men were not eniiteas There is 
no reference in Hdt. to Asklepios and 
his cult. 

84. 3, otk trerédcov, ‘were failing to 

fulfil’ might appear to be the meaning 
of the words; but Palm’s suggestion 
ovxére is less harsh with the imperfect, 
and is adopted by van Herwerden. 

4, 800v . . ékéXevov, With the con- 
struction, cp. c. 73, ll. 9-11 supra. 

7. Aiywhras looks like a gloss; the 
sentence would be stronger without it. 

85. 1. Aéyovot. We have here the clear 
indication of various and conflicting 
sources from which the story has been 
derived: Athenian, Aiginetan, Argive 
(Epidaurian) ; but not of the means by 
which Hdt. arrived at them, or whether 
he was the first to reduce them to writ- 
ing. Op. Introduction, pp. Ixxvii. ff. 

2. tpinpet. The first Greek trireme was 
built according to Thue. 1. 18 at Corinth, 
and if Ameinokles was the first builder, 
the date of the invention might be circa 
720 Bo. or during the last quarter of the 
eighth century. But cp. Cecil Torr, 
Ancient Ships, p. 4 (1894). 

8. dard Tod Kowod. The terminology 
is that of the democratic age, but is no 

\ tal . 

hoav Sé€ Kal Totor “Emidavptioucs ai adtal 
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an t / / / an an TavTa ws adetepav Evov eovta emeipdvTo ex Tov BdOpaor 
> a vA / b) / eEavaorrav, iva ohéa avaxopicwvra. ob dvvapévovs be TOUT® 

a / 2) tal a / / o T@ TPOTY aVTMOV KpAaTHaaL, TepiBadovras ayowia EdKkew TA Ayar- 
/ / / 7 na lel pata, Kat oft EXKovor Bpovriy Te Kal dua Th Bpovth cevopov 

b) / C \ \ / emuyeverOar’ Tous d€ Tpinpitas tods Edxovras bd To’TwY GAXo- 
na / \ a / ppovncat, mafovtas Sé TodTo KTelvew AANjAOVS ate TOdEpLoUS, 

> rat 2 / / / > n by \ I / es 0 €x TavTav eva KepOEvTa avaxopucOAvat avTov és Dadnpor. 
> nN \ / i / a ial AOnvaios ev ota yevécOar réyovor, Aiywhrar b& ob poh vl 
2 / 0 "AO / 6 / \ \ \ 3, / la) a \ atriKecCar NVQALOUS* [lav MEV Yap Kal OAIY@ TAEVVAS MINS, KAL 
v \ BY Pe / eb odiot pn eTvyov éovoat vées, aTraptverOar dv evTeTéws’ GA 

a 3) / / TOAM}OL Vnval eTriTrEEL ohict éml THY yapNV, avTO dé ou Eei~aL 
\ > na > Yj \ la) rn 

Kal OU vaupaynoal. ouK éyovor dé TOUTO SLtacHphval aTpeKéus, 
+ > uA / 5 rn r 

OUTE El IHOTOVES TUYYWwoKOpMEVOL civaL TH Vavpayin KATA TODTO 
5 yo > we n ie Wisse 7 ; / 
eiEav, oUTE eb BovNOpevot Trounaat olov TL Kal éTroinaav. °*AOnvatovs 

/ b) / b \ 

pev vuv, éreite ot ovdels €s paynv KaTtioctato, aToBavtTas amo 
nan n / \ N > / 

TOV veaY TpaTrecOat TPOS TA aydApaTa, ov duVapmévouS O€ avacTa- 
bs) lal \ \ cat €x TOV BaOpwv avTa ovTw bn TepiBadopévous ayowia EdKeEL, 

> ae i¢ / \ / rn 

és ov EAKOMEVa TA AYdApaTAa apPoTEepAa TwUTO TrOLHCAaL, Ewol peV 
> \ / BYE / is 5) 7 / 2 ye s\ al 

OU TLoTa NéyouTEs, AAA SE TEM’ &s yoUVaTAa yap oh. avTA Trevi, 
\ \ > \ / / 8 : VA ef Bg > / Kal TOV amo TovTOU xpovoy SiaTEehéey OUTw ExyovTa. °~AOnvaious 
oS n 1 3 L SA, 2 / L pev On TavTa Trovéewy’ oéas bé Airywwhtar €yovar TuOopEVOUS 

rovs “AOnvaiovs ws péddovev él ohéas otpatevecOar, Eroipsovs ~ 
/ NLS) / b) / > nn 

Tous te 67 “AOnvaious atroBeBavar és THY "Apryetous trovéecOat. 

real indication of the epoch or state of 
the government (note to c. 82 supra). 
Cp. 6. 50. On the story which follows 
Rawlinson remarks that similar stories 
are frequent in Pausanias: see 1. 18, 2 
(madness of Agraulos and Herse in con- 
sequence of an act of disobedience—not 
a close parallel); 3. 16, 6 (sc. 9), madness 
produced by the édavov of Artemis Orthias 
at Sparta; 7. 19, 3 wyviua é€& “Apréusdos 
for a sacrilege. He compares also the tale 
in Athenaeus p. 672 B, the attempted 
rape of the statue (Gpéras) of Hera from 
Samos, and the marvel by which it was 
prevented—a good parallel, though the 
Samian story might be merely a fiction 
to explain the ritualistic washing of the 
image (cp. Athenian Plynteria). R. adds 
the story of the preservation of Delphi, 
8. 37, which offers many points of com- 
parison. Such coincidences explain the 
genesis and discredit the truth of all 
the narratives alike: nor can any higher 
probability be claimed for the eldest 
of the series, when it involves physical 

absurdities. (Cp. the story cc. 17 ff. 
supra in which case no physical inepti- 
tudes are involved. ) 

86. 5. odk Exovor. 
cross-questioned some Aiginetans on the 
subject! He may, however, be repeating 
Athenian criticism. He seems to prefer 
the Athenian version, as he points out 
carefully two weak spots in the Aigi- _ 
netan, and fails to suggest that the other 
had been dictated by Athenian pride, 
which preferred to ascribe a defeat to the 
dacuéviov rather than to the men of Argos 
or Aigina. The case well illustrates one 
canon of Greek history, as made by the 
Greeks themselves. 

11. €pol ktdk. One of Hdt.’s 
tolerant formulae. Cp. Introduction, § 22. — 

12. yotvara. The ava presumably 
were kneeling figures, and their attitude 
lent itself to this interpretation. The 
Bpéras of Hera (Athenaeus, J.c. supra) 
not being a kneeling figure became 
miraculously heavy, and so defeated the © 
intention of the robbers. Cp. ec. 88 infra. 

As if Hdt. had ~ 
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is4 / / \ / a Aiywvainy, cab jeew Bonéovtas oduct Tods ’Apyetovs cal abetv 
/ \ a / val 
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4 / / \ \ a 
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2 2 / ¢ a \ bd / = 1 Tn ) \ ’ \ 
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/ - \ a ta) \ / > Le oa NL \ 
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n y AO , / 2O\ a Naa ) Eye) 

Tov daipoviov’ TepiyevéeoOat mévTor oVdE TOUTOY TOV Eva, GAN aTr- 
sf / a \ bY > \ ? / b) fe 

orécbar TpoT@ Tor@de. KopicOels apa és Tas AOnvas amnyyedre 

87 

\ / . / \ \ a na > he) 7 

70 Taos’ TruOopévas Sé Tas yvvaixas TOV ém Alyiwwav otpatev- 
lal / / a n 

capévay avdpav, Sewov Te Toincapévas Keivoy odvoy é€E amdavrar 
a / \ vy a / \ / | cw@Phvat, wéptE Tov avOpwrroy TovTOV AaBovoas Kal KevTEVTAS That 
/ lal / A / / ¢ a TEepovynst TOV imatiwv elpwrav ExdoTHY avTEwY GKoV Eln 0 EwUTIS 

avn. 
a / / / s \ n a v mdbeos Sewvorepov te doEat civa TO TOV yuvatKaY Epyov. 

lal \ \ pev 61 ov Exe STEW Enpumowor Tas yvvaixas, THY 5é 

18. ¢&’EmBatpov. The Dorian states 
Argos, Epidauros, Aigina appear in 
league against Athens: for, if Epidauros 
had been at the time friendly to Athens, 
the Athenians would probably have had 
news of the Argive movement, if it had 
not been altogether frustrated. 

87. 4. Apyeto.. The appearance of the 
Argives as the authority for the story at 
this point may be due to the fact that 
the destruction of the Attic force on land 
was especially the work of the Argives. 
It might be conjectured that the Aigi- 
netans were engaged at sea, and that their 
Peloponnesian allies undertook operations 
on shore. One survivor in a battle might 
more or less easily make his way from 
place to ee on dry land (cp. 1. 82 
ease of Othryades: and the no less 
immortal case of Dr. Brydon the one 
survivor who reached Jellalabad from 
Cabul in 1842) ; but it would be interest- 
ing to know how the one Athenian made 
his way across the water from Aigina to 
Attica, unless he was actually sent by 
the enemy to bear the news (kowodels 
dpa és ras ’ADjvas). 

11. ipartoy. The himation properly 
so called was an upper garment, for out- 
door wear, and it is doubtful whether it 
was ever fastened with pins or brooches 
(cp. Bliimner in Baumeister’s Denkméiler, 
8s. v.); and, by the way, the reference 
in L. & 8. sub v. wepdvn to Sophokles 

Kal TodTov pev odTw SvadOaphvar, "AOnvaiorcr Oé €TL TOD 
f 

aN 
> n 

eo Onra 

O. T, 1269 is not to the point, seeing that 
the garment or garments (e/uara) there 
mentioned need not have included an 
himation. In any case iuariwy here can 
scarcely stand for x.0éywy, unless Hdt. is 
to be charged with supernormal laxity. 
It is more probable that he slipped in 
regard to the historical evolution of 
feminine apparel than as to the correct 
use of ordinary terms for various articles 
as worn in his own time. But cp. next 
note but one, c. 92 7 infra and 1.9. By 
iwartwy he here in any case probably 
means out-door garments, which he sup- 
poses were formerly secured by brooches : 
and just below he argues, rather loosely, 
that the long linen chiton was substi- 
tuted for the short woollen chiton in the 
dress of Athenian women, in order that 
pins and brooches might be discarded 
altogether. 

88. 2. 7d THY yuvatKdy Epyoy. An act 
worthy of Lemnians (see 6. 188). But 
for the horror of the Athenians, and the 
consequent change of fashion, it might 
have been suspected that this act of the 
women was historical, and even the 
execution of a judicial sentence. In any 
ease the fate of this nameless Athenian 
forms a remarkable parallel, by anticipa- 
tion, to the lynching of Lykidas in 479 
B.C, as narrated 9. 6. For the latter 
only the men were responsible ; and no 
horror seems to have been felt. 

88 
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/ ba I b] \ 7 / pats a n peTéBarov avtéwy és THY ldba* éedopeov yap 69 mpd Tod ai Tov 
"AOnvat al :c0nTa Awpid 7 K f 5 A@nvaiwy yuvaixes éobijra Awpida, 7h Kopw0in trapardno.w- 

/ ‘ / Lo ’ \ / a / \ / \ TatTnv’ peTéBarov wv és Tov Aiveoy KiOdva, va 6H TepovyaL pA) 
VY PEWVTAL. 

/ \ J / / 

€ote dé adnOér Oy ypewpévorcr ovK “las airy % 
éoOns TO Tadavov adrAa Kédewpa, érel ye “EXAnvixt éoOhs raca 
) apxyain Tov yuvarKdv 4 adtn Hv tHv viv Awpida Karéopev. 
Tota dé “Apyetoucs kal tolow Ainuijtyo Kal mpos Tadra [ére T0de 
Toumoat| vouov eivar Tapa odict Exatépovor TAS TrEpovas HyLodias 
moveecba TOU TOTE KATETTEMTOS pétpov, Kal és TO (pov Tov Oeay 

TOvTéwy Trepovas padvoTta avarTilévar Tas yuvaixas, “AtTiKov 6é 

4. ébdpeov. The history of woman’s 
dress here indicated is simple. Origin- 
ally all Hellenic women wore vestments 
of the same stuff and pattern, viz. of 
woollen stuff and fastened with pins, 
clasps, or brooches; subsequently the 
long Karian linen chiton was introduced 
by the lonians (presumably from Asia) 
and adopted by the Athenians ; the two 
types were then contrasted as Ionian and 
Dorian. 

As a native of an Ionised Doric colony 
in Karia Hdt. ranks as a good authority 
on this subject: but it must be ques- 
tioned whether his historical sketch is 
either complete or accurate. Only by 
an undue restriction of the term Hellenic 
could the primitive dress of Hellenic 
women be identified with the Dorian 
chiton: the Homeric Peplos, the repre- 
sentation of the under garment on early 
vases, resembles rather the long (Ionian) 
chiton. Nor is it quite clear whether 
Hdt. is speaking of the upper or under 
garment, or of both: though in ec. 87 
the mepdvac are taken from the tuaria. 
(Bliimner, in Baumeister’s Denkmdler, p. 
786, seems to identify Hdt.’s lono-Karian 
raiment with a costume made up of two 
garments, while evidently sceptical as to 
the correctness of Hdt.’s statement.) 
Nor does it appear that the long (linen) 
chiton always dispensed with repéva:, and 
in any case the statement that the Athe- 
nians adopted the long chiton in order 
to get rid of the mepdvar r&v iwarlwy is 
somewhat inconsequent. It is to be 
observed that Thucydides, a_ better 
authority for Athenian fashions, has a 
complementary note on the history of 
men’s dress at Athens, 1. 6. The men 
had recently given up wearing the old- 
fashioned linen chiton and adopted the 
Dorian. Thucydides seems to imply 
that the so-called ‘Ionian’ chiton was 

properly ‘ Attic’: on this point Hdt. is 
probably nearer the truth. ‘This passage 
has of course extraordinary interest as 
the oldest extant deliberate essay on the 
history of Greek dress, a subject into the 
earlier chapters of which historic light 
has but lately fallen. The evidence now 
available is mainly the archaic pottery 
(Mykenaean and early Attic), and goes to 
show, inter alia, that Hdt.’s account of 
the matter is much toosimple. Norcan 
it well be supposed that it was on a care- 
ful examination of such evidence that his 
account was based. For the recent growth 
of knowledge in this department ep. 
Bliimner, in Hermann’s Lehrbuch, iv.* 
§§ 21, 22 (1882), Helbig, Das Homerische 
Epos, 1884 (2nd Ed. 1887), Boehlau, 
Quaestiones de re vestiaria Graecorum, 
1884, Studniczka, Bettrage z. Geschichte 
der aitg. Tracht, 1886, Evans (Lady), 
Chapters on Greek Dress (1894). 

11. vépov. There are three customs 
here stated to have been instituted in 
consequence of this feud with Athens : 
(1) thegenlargement of the pins, (2) the 
practice of offering these large pins to 
Damia and Auxesia, (3) the exclusion 
of Attic ware from the cult. The last 
may possibly be an understatement and 
pseudo-explanation of a commercial 
measure or custom for the protection of 
native wares from Attic competition. 
The pins or brooches were no doubt 
common offerings to the goddesses per- 
haps before marriage (Stein cps. 4. 34) or 
childbirth. (Hence the kneeling posture 
of the figures. Welcker as quoted by 
Stein refers to the kneeling Hileithyia 
at Tegea, Pausan. 8. 48, 7, and the de- 
scription of Leto, Hymn. ad Apoll. 117.) 
The ritualistic facts are probably correct : 
the reasons given therefor highly sus- 
picious. 

12, mover Sar, middle. Cp. c. 82 supra. 
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ex Maxedatpovior TPHNYKA €yELpOMEVOV éumrodvoy éyéveto. Truo- 

89. 1. & Tdécov, sc. xpévov, but unfor- 
tunately the date is vague. The remark 

_ would be devoid of point unless Hat. 
conceived of the events just narrated as 
long antecedent to his own day. 

2. ru kal és eué One of Hadt.’s 
formulae (cp. c. 77 supra), but not con- 
elusive evidence of autopsy, nor of any 
recent change in Aiginetan and Argive 
fashions. Cp. Introduction, § 16, III. 
™po tod. Hdt. accepts the story 

though it dees not appear what evidence 
he had for the previous or primitive 
enstom. tod is the point of time from 
which récov just above begins. 

4. rére, c. 81 supra, circa 506 B.C. 
5. Gvapipvyckdpevor. It was an old 

story even before the beginning of the 
fifth century. (Recalling the affair of 
the statues is not quite the same as 
ExOpns dvaprnobévres c. 81 supra.) 

ip ow, The phraseology 
is less technical and less Attic than in 
¢. 81 he 

8. 4A0e. Not surely spontanconsly, 
but in answer to their inquiries. But is 
the oracle correctly dated? The cult of 

kos is suggestive of Philaid auspices ; 
_ the actual date of the conquest of Aigina 
_ is 456 8.0. (Thue. 1, 108), Thirty-one 

years from that date carries us back to 
486-7 B.C. the probable date of the great 
Aiginetan war, misplaced by Hdt. infra, 
6. 87 ff. See notes there. It does not 
seem likely that the shrine of Aiakos in 
the Agora, seen by Hdt., was a survival 
from the prae-Persian days. For some 
thirty years after 487 B.c. the Athenians 
and Aiginetans were at peace. The 
oracle here preserved belongs presumably 
to a date just about the time when 
Athens was at war with Aigina (Epi- 
dauros and Corinth), when Kimon per- 
haps was in exile, and his recall being 
agitated. A descendant of Aiakos was 
the proper man to bring the Aiginetans 
to reason. Kimon was probably not re- 
called till after the Egyptian disaster in 
455 zB.o. (C. Peter, Zeittafeln®, ad ann. 
457-6, dates his recall before the fall of 
Aigina) ; but the events and interests of 
that period have tinged the traditions of 
the shit éx Opa. 

90. 2. mpijypa. The Athenians (it 
would seem) were well informed con- 
cerning the movements of Hippias, and 
of the Peloponnesians! As the Spartan 
peoiece proved a fiasco it need hardly 
ave hindered long their attack on 

Aigina. A real impediment may have 
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pevor yap Aaxedaipovior ta éx Tov ’AdKkpewridéov és rhv T1uOiny 
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been created by the relations at Sardes, 
cp. c. 96 infra, and Appendix VIII. § 3. 

3. Aakedarndvio. Kings, Ephors, 
Gerusia, Apella? Kleomenes was _pre- 
sumably in favour of the policy, but Hat. 
unfortunately throws no light upon 
the constitutional procedure. From the 
analogous case in 432 B.C. it might be 
conjectured that the matter was settled 
in the Spartan Apella, before the allies 
were summoned to vote. Op. Thue. 1. 
Gsea 95 Sie 9: 

Taek r. A., cc. 62, 68, 66 supra. 
4, ra ex tT. II., c. 63 supra. 
7. xapus. The ‘ingratitude’ of the 

Athenians consisted in their not conduct- 
ing their affairs in subordination to 
Spartan interests, c. 91 infra. States 
have been guilty of similar ‘ingratitude’ 
within living memory ! 

8. xpyopot. These oracles, if au- 
thentic, would seem to imply that, under 
the Peisistratids, Athens was already 
entering into competition with Sparta, 
or at least looking forward thereto. Or 
were these oracles—‘ left in the temple by 
the Peisistratidae’—intended to alarm the 
Spartans and promote just such a reaction 
as is here described? That they were 
not of Delphic origin is obvious. On 
Peisistratid piety ep. c. 56 supra, and 
as a later example of a prophecy of 
siinilar content cp. 8. 141, later, that 
is, unless the oracle there cited belong to 
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the date of Athenian overtures to the ~ 
Mede (c. 73 supra). 

91. 4. vow AaBdvrTes ds. This sentence, _ 
ascribing a truly Machiavellian policy 
and morality to the Lakedaemonians, is 
more in the mode of Thucydides. Jt 
can hardly be an uninspired observation 
on the part of Hdt., still less one sug- 
gested by a Spartan source. It is, per- 
haps, an Athenian view, and contrasts 
with the taunt of dyuaSia apis Ta eo 
mpayuara brought against the Spartans 
by the Corinthian orator in Thue. 1. 68. 
A small oligarchy, indeed, Sparta pre-— 
ferred to the tyrannis, as she showed 
abundantly in the Peloponnesian war 
and thereafter; but her essential ob- — 
jection to the tyrannis was strictly local, _ 
for Laconia, or at most Peloponnesos, — | 
and did not extend to Attica, Sicily, or — 
Macedon, much less to merely ‘barbarous’ — 
nations. = 

Td yévos To “Artrudy. This phrase — 
may be taken to mark the repudiation — 
of Ionism. Cp. 1. 57, 59 (76 ’Arrixoy 
€Ovos) and c. 69 supra. a 

5. Karexopevov. Cp. 1. 59 Karexd- 
pevov Te kal Sveomacuévoy vrd Ilewurrpa- 
TOU. 

7. Swyelov. Op. cc. 65 supra, 94 
infra. The topographical indication here — 
is less precise than there. There seems 
to have been no other Sigeion. o 

és 6 krA. del. Wesseling. 
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catadevyouar of Ievovrtpatidac]. éreire 5¢ ode ‘Iarmins Kandeo- 

pevos Axe, peTaTrepwrrdpevor Kal TOV AAroV cUppdyeav aryyédous 
Preydv ode Saraptejrar Tade. “ dvdpes cippaxot, cuyywooKopev 
adtoic. Hyuiv ov Towmoace opOds' éraepOévTes yap KiBdydowcr 
pavrnlowcs dvSpas Eeivous eovtas Hiv Ta paddota Kal dvadexo- 
spévous brroyepias wapéEev Tas “AOjvas, TovTous é« THs TaTpidos 
§éEnrdoapev, Kal erecta ToujoavTes TavTAa SHuw ayapioT@ Trape- 
\Sacapev Thy Toru: Os ereite Ov’ Huéas ENeVOEpwOels avéxvYfe, 15 
lijyéas ev Kal Tov Bacidéa tuéwv trepiuBpicas éFéBare, dokay Sé 

idvcas ad&dverat, GoTe expeuabhKacr wdduota pev ol TeEpiorKor 
savTtav Bowwrol cal Xarkid€ées, Taya Sé Tis Kal arog Expabhoerat 
‘émaptov. éreite S€ éxelva TromjoavtTes HpdpTopev, vov Teipnoo- 
speOd oheas dpa vpiv amixopevor ticacbat’ avTovd yap TovToU 
eeivexev tovde te ‘Imrrinv pereremnrducba kal tpéas amo Ta 
‘moNav, iva Kowe Te AOYH Kal KOWG oTOAM ecayayovTES avTOV 

_ oO 

6 és Tas “A@nvas arrodapev Ta Kal arretdopeBa.” 

Of pév TadTa éXeyov, THY 5é cUppayov TO THOS odK evEdé- 
\ / e / /- € / 5 / \ 

| KETO TOUS NoOYyous. of eV VUY AdrOL Hovyinv Hyov, KopivOtos dé 
‘ > / / cc 3? ee > \ oY ” a a Zeaxréns EdeEe Tade. 7 On 6 TE ovpavos EvepHEe EcTar THS Yhs a) 
Kal H yh} petéwpos trép Tod ovpavod, Kal avOpwrros vomov év 

/ 4 ANS / \ / BY c/ € a | Garacon Eovet Kal iyPves Tov TpoTepov avOpwrrot, STE ye vpels 5 
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9. tay GAAov cuppdxev: ‘the allies 
‘aswell.’ Cp. c. 32 supra, 4. 191. 

10. 2raprifirat. The speech shows 
| that the king himself was not the spokes- 
' man: not of course that the speech is 
‘ authentic: it has a clear Attic sound 
| (esp. raxa 6é tis KTH.) 

amt. tloacOac in V’, but against aP 
(Holder). 

92. 1. otk évedéxero Tods Néyous, ‘ was 
for rejecting the proposals.’ Cp. ce. 96, 
98 infra, rov déyov 106 infra, déxerOax 
6. 13. 

3. Ta8e. The contrast between Hat. 
13. trroxetplas wapéEav ras *Abjvas. 

_ Such a condition in Athens never suited 
_ the interest of Corinth, better served by 
' a balance of power within and without 
' the Peloponnesos. Hence the line taken 
_ by Corinth on this occasion, and many 
_ others. Cp. cc. 75 supra, 93 infra. 
«1A. Bjpwdxaplore. Cp. c. 90 supra. 

17. avéaverar. Cp. niéqvro c. 78 
_ supra. The establishment of the demo- 

| eracy and the growth of the power of 
Athens fully justified the apprehensions 

__ here dramatically expressed, which make 
it wonderful, not that Sparta moved re- 
Iuctantly to the help of Athens against 
the Persian, but that she moved at all. 
a ma her aga her action are 

orou. intelligible. See Appendix 
VII. § i. 4 ae 

20. Van H. reads cgea dua tyuiv dxed- 
wevo.’ partially justified by dxeduevor for 

and Thuce., and the types of almost con- 
temporaneous culture which they respec- 
tively represent, is nowhere more con- 
spicuous than in the speeches introduced 
in their several narratives. Even in his 
speeches Hdt. does not always cease to 
be a story-teller (cp. 6. 86), nor his style 
decline from the elpouévyn Néks, least of 
all in this, his longest oration. <A certain 
air of authenticity is lent to the passage 
by the introduction of the speaker’s 
name: but that this device is no final 
guarantee is proved by the parallel case 
of the speeches 3. 80 ff. (Deliberation of 
the seven Persians on the best form of 
government). That Sokles is an histori- 
eal person need not be doubted, ‘still less 
that the Corinthians on this occasion 
led the opposition to Sparta. 

§al. 3. odpavds. The ovpards is here 
apparently conceived as a solid and itm- 
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% A 8 / bd / / / > \ / @ AaKedaimovio, iooxpatias KaTadvoyTes TUpavUloas és TAS TOES 
/ / nr / KaTayew TapacKevalerbe, Tov ore aoiKMTEpoY éoTL OvdeY KaT’ 

> / ” / \ lal / oe avOpwrrovs ovTe puwaupoveTepov. ei yap 5) TovTO ye Soxéer byly 
5 \ ¢/ / / al eal xpnoToV wate Tupavveverbar Tas TOS, avTol mpHToOL 

/ / lal « lal Tupavvovy KaTacTyoapmevor Tapa odict avToio. oiTw Kal Tolar 
AX yA Q / rn \ 5] \ / A ardovot oditnobe Katictdvar: vov O€ avTol Tupdvvwy darepoL 
/ \ / n / nr €ovTes, Kal puAdoooVTES TOUTO SeworaTa év TH YapTn pn yeve 

cAar, Tapaypacbe és Tors cuppdyous. 
Kata Tep pets, elyeTe Av Tepl avTOD yvopas apelvovas cupPané- 

KopwO@lovct yap jv Todos KaTdoTaCLs Tone’ 
my Odyapyxin, Kal otto Baxyiddar Kadeopevor evemov THY TOA, 

A a oat } mep vov. 

movable hemisphere: the yf (here includ- 
ing 64\acca) presumably as a flat surface. 
This may be taken to indicate the con- 
ception of Hdt. himself. Cp. 4. 36. 

6. tookparlar, Free constitutions, 
‘Republics.’ The term would probably 
have included both oligarchy (aristo- 
cracy) and democracy. A Corinthian 
can hardly be supposed to be pleading 
the cause of democracy as such. Cp. 
ionyopln as used c. 78 supra, icovouin 3. 
142, The conduct of the Corinthians 
themselves did not always correspond to 
the liberal sentiments here ascribed to 
them. Cp. their restoration of Evarchos 
at Astakos in 431 B.o., Thue. 2. 33. (The 
Athenians were not in a position to com- 
plain: cp. Thue. 1. 111, anno 454 B.c.) 

tupavvidas és tas modus. A rhe- 
torical exaggeration calculated to alarm 
the silent allies. (To an Athenian the 
expression ai mdé\es would mean the 
Symmachi, as just below.) 

7. Tod, sc. xpyuatos, t.e. Tupavyldos 
out of the plural preceding, not, of course, 
what the grammar rather demands, rod 
kardyew «rd. ‘The speaker’s excitement 
is beyond grammar. Op. c. 65 supra. 

11. tupavvev drepor. The Spartans 
in their own case had almost as little 
(and as late) experience of the Tyrannis 
as the Corinthians of Democracy. Not 
until the days of the usurping adven- 
turers, Lykurgos, Machanidas and Nabis 
(to waive the cases of Agis IV. and 
Kleomenes III.), did the Tyrannis tech- 
nically occupy Sparta. Cp. Plass, Die 
Tyrannis (1859), ii. pp. 171 ff., C. Peter, 
Gr. Zeittafeln®, ad ann. 195-192 BO. 
But the Spartans, of course, knew per- 
fectly well the reputed and the real effects 
of Tyranny, and for that very reason 
were anxious to avoid it at home, and 
to re-establish it in Athens ; c. 91 supra. 

> \ b] an ” 

el O€ aUTOU EuTreipor EaTeE 

12. puvdAdooovres kTA. This was un- 
doubtedly one of the guiding principles 
of Spartan policy, for the danger was 
there. Hence the treatment of Kleo- 
menes, Pausanias, perhaps Leotychides 
and others. Hence, indeed, the very 
maintenance of the dual kingdom. The 
remark of the speaker implies that the 
Spartans had knowledge of the nature of 
the Tyrannis, even if they had no em- 
pirical knowledge, and thus renders his 
subsequent narrative superfluous. But 
the whole argument is beside the point: — 
the Corinthian had to show that it was 
against Sparta’s interests to establish . 
Tyrant in Athens ; this he fails, he does 
not even attempt, to do—except in so 

far as his attitude shows the hostility of 
Corinth to the Spartan proposal. The 
fact probably is that Hdt. takes occasion 
to put on record a good story, or rather 
three good stories (1) the preservation of 
Kypselos, (2) the advice of Thrasybulos, 
(8) the ghost of Melissa. 

§ B 1. 15. qv, and was again in the 
speaker’s own day: but the Bakchiadae 
were no longer in possession, and the — 
hateful name of oligarchy was perhaps 
avoided. The Bakchiad régime supplies | 
a good example of the dvvacrela of Thuc. — 
3. 62. B 
médos KaTaoTacis = Tohirela, SO in 

technical writers (¢.g. “A@. mod. c. 41 _— 
et passim). - 

16. BaxxidSar. The rationalised syn-— 
thesis of traditions on the subject was — 
to this effect. Under Aletes, the Hera- 
kleid, the Dorians had made good their 
position in Corinth. (Cp. Thuc. 4, 42, — 
Pausan. 2. 4.) The fourth king in 
descent from Aletes was named Bakchi 
His power was so great that the clam — 
took his name. After a succession Of — 
four more kings royalty gave way to 

¥ 
= 

“a 
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Ridocav S& cal ryovto é& addjrAov. “Audios Sé eovte ToUTwY 
a > a / / Lan A / Clim / Trav avdpav yiverar Ovydtnp yor)’ ovvowa Sé of Hv AdPéa. 

/ B dé \ i) \ 40 rs ip. ” -H / ¢ 

ravTnv Bakyiadéwy yap ovdels nOede yhua, ioxer "Heriwy o 

[Eyexpateos, Sywou pev ev ex Ilétpns, arap ta avéxabev AartOns 2 

e kal Kawvetdns. 
ra / 

aides éyivovTo. 

loligarchy (rpurdves €x Baxxidav éviav- 
Tov dpxovres Pausan. /.c. Diodoros 7. 9 
‘reckons only one annual Prytanis. 
) Nicolas Damase. 56, ed. Dindorf, v. 1, 

. 43 might be interpreted as implying a 
Paiemarch as well) (c. 747 B.o.). The 

{ Bakchiad oligarchy lasted until it was 
eoverthrown by Kypselos, ninety years 
safter. The two hundred years cxeddv re 
«of Strabo, 378, perhaps=ninety years+ 
‘four reigns (generations), or may have 
« come in from the Baxxldat melous dvres 
| dtaxoclwy, in Diodoros 7.c. See, further, 
!Smith’s Dicts. Biography, i. 450, Geo- 
graphy, i. 675, G. Gilbert, Gr. Staatsalt. 

i ii. 87 ff., Busolt, Gr. G. i, 442 ff., i.2 631 ff. 
17. @&(S0cav xrA. A compressed 

expression for éfedidocay adAjAos Kal 
fyyovro €& a\\jwv. 
*Audlwv. This Amphion apparently 

is not mentioned elsewhere. 
18. AdBSa. Hardly the name her 

parents would have given her, if as the 
Etym. Mag. p. 199 (quoted by Stein) it 
was due to her deformity resembling the 
letter A. The lameness is perhaps only 
political afterthought orsymbolism. Op. 
4. 161. 

19. toxet, has to wife. 
41 supra. Cp. 1. 94 infra. 

20. "Exexpateos. Of this Echekrates 
nothing is known, but the name is 
ignificant. 

pys. Petra is a ‘deme’: an ex- 
pression not confined to Attica, as its 
primary and frequent use in the Homeric 
poems testifies. The place is hypotheti- 
eally located in the mountainous district 
near Tenea, on the N. slopes of the 
Argive mountains south of Corinth, by 
Curtius, Peloponnesos, ii. 597, note 94. 

7d, avéxabev, c. 65 supra. Pausanias 
5. 18, 7 Kupéd\o kal rots mpoydvos 
x Tovotcons tw yévos && dpxis Ths bmép 
Zixuavos, kal mpbyovbs ogisw fw Médas 

Otherwise c. 

/ a 

éx O€ of TavTNS THS yuvaLKds ovd’ eE Adds 
/ 

éotadn av és Aeddovs trepl yovov. 
am \ »f/ ¢ / / / fal yg 

avtov iBéws 7 IluOin mpocayopever Towwide Totce Erect: 

Ny: \ 
EOLOVTA de 

> / 4 / / >/ Heriav, ovtus oe Ties ToNVTLTOY eoVTA. 
AaB8da xver, TéEe 5’ ddNoOiTpoYoV: ev Sé TEecEtTAL 
> / / / \ / 

avdpact mouvapxovos, Suxarwaer dé KopivOov. 

6’Avrdcov' Médava dé kal rov oly atte 
oTparov KaTa TA Mpoeipnuéva jor Kal év 
tT Kopwia ovyypagy (2. 4,.4) ovdk 
HOerev ’Adyrns cuvolkous déEacPat, yeyovds 
ol pdavrevpa éx AedkPdv vpopwevos, és 8 
Oepatrela Te TH Tdon xXpoHuevov Médava Kal 
omwére ameNacbeln oly denoer émapvioyTa 
atOis édéfaro kal dxwy “Adjrns. 

Aariéns tre kal Katvelins. The 
first a generic, the second a specific de- 
signation (Stein). Cp. I[vAcol re kal Ny- 
Netdat c. 65 supra. Aetion was evidently 
of the prae-Dorian population in Corinth, 
as were Kleisthenes and his ancestors in 
Sikyon, cp. c. 68 supra. This relation 
is characteristic of the Peloponnesian 
‘tyrants,’ the tyrannis in Peloponnesos 
marking an anti*Dorian reaction of the 
conquered and subject populations. The 
prae-Dorian population and dynasty in 
Corinth passed as Aiolians (ep. Thue. 
4. 42). The Lapithae are one of the 
roto- Hellenic or prae-Hellenic stocks, 
ocated in Thessaly, with special relations 
to the Kentauri on one side and the 
Dorians on the other, defeating the 
former (cp. Apollod. Bib/. 2. 4) and suc- 
cumbing to the latter (id. 2.7). Kaineus 
is known to Homer, as one of the incom- 
parable heroes of Nestor’s youth, Jd. 1. 
262-272. 

22. éylvovto, 7.¢. ot're éx ra’irns o'r’ €& 
&\X7s. 

23, léws. As a rule the utterances 
of the Pythia were versified after her 
ecstasy, note to l. 67. Cp. 1. 47, and 
the case of Lykurgos 1. 65 saluted ds 
éome és TO wéyapoy, and contra 6. 19. 

24, tle. modtrirov contain a play 
open the word "Heriwy (Stein). Cp. ec. 
67 supra and alerds infra. 

25. doolrpoxov=<dXolrpoxov, 8. 52. 
26. avdpdot povvapxowot = ddvyapyin 

supra, éyyuradrw dé rupdvvov duvacrela 
dvlywv dvdpay contrasted with édvyapxla 

) 

to UL 
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TAavTA xpnodevra To 'Heriav eFayyerrer at kos Tota. Bakyid- 
Ono, Tolot TO pev ™ porepov ryevopevov xpnaThpiov es KopwOopv 
iv aonpov, pépov Te €s ToUTO Kal TO TOD’ Heri@vos Kal Aéyov Hde: 

ateTos év métpnor Kver, TeEe Sé NéovTa 
\ > / n \ / KAPTEpOv M@mNnoTHV’ TrOAAw@Y O° LITO yoUVaTA AUCEL. 

n / i / € TavTa vuv ev ppaecbe, KopivOcor, of mrepl Kadnv 
/ Caters Sa / 1 

Ilevpnvnv oixette Kal dppvdevta KopwOov. 
n \ 5) nr B ,s / / ree ey 2 TodTo pev dn Tolar Baxyiddyou mpotepov yevopevov Av atéxpap- 

A / \ Nei? / aid, Tov’ tore d€ TO Hetiww yevouevov ws émvOovto, avtixa Kal Td 
/ n \ \ a MpoTepov auvyjKkav éov cvvmdov TO 'Hetiwvos. cuvevtes 6€ Kab 

n 5 / / TOUTO elyov ev yaovyin, eVédovTEs TOV pwédrOVTA Hetiww yiverbaL 
/ n / \ yovov dvapGeipar. ws 8° érexe 1) yuvn TaxyLoTa, TéwTrover ohéwv 
> la) / \ n n 

avtav Séxa és Tov Shwov év TH Katotknto 6 Hetiwy amoxrevéov- 
a \ bl ’ / be Le > \ / \ Tas TO TaLoiov. amKopevor Sé ovToL és THY Ilérpyy Kal mraper- 

/ \ \ \ / 
Oovtes és THY avAnV THY “Hetiwvos aiteov To Tradiov’ 7 b¢ Adda 

> n an “/ n 

eldvid Te ovdev THY Elveka exelvor aTriKolaTO, Kal doKéovca cdheas 
if n \ / 

piroppocvyns tod TaTtpos elvexa aitéew, pépovoa éveyelpure 
a \ yA b / ’ ea\ A rn 

Tolar O€ dpa éBcBovrevTo KaT odov TOV TpPATOY 

émrel OY Edw@Ke pépovea 

aUTOV EVL. 
> n / \ / / 

avTov AaBovTa TO TraLdtoy TpoTovdicat. 

7 AdBda, Tov NaBovta Tdv avdpav Bein Tiyn TpoceyédXace TO 
madiov, Kai Tov dpacbévta TovUTO oiKTOS TLS layer aTroKTEI- 

val, KATOLKTELpas: dé Trapacidot TO SevTépw, 0 SE TO rpit@. ~ 
na la) / 

ovT@ 61 dueEMAOe Ova TavTav Tav béKa Tapad.dopevoy, ovdevos 
/ S a 

Bovdopévou Suepydcacba. arrodovtes @Y OTicw TH TeKovon TO 
mavdtov Kal é&eNOovtes Ew, Ectedtes emi TaV OBupéwy aAAjrOV 
GMTOVTO KATALTL@OMEVOL, Kal padioTa TOV mpeTov AaPovTos, STL 

/ 
ovK émroince Kata Ta dSedoypéva, és 0 bn odu Ypovou éyy.vojévou 
By4 5 / / an / / ” ADS. edoke avtis TapeNOovTas TavTas Tod dovou peTioxye. be O€ EK 

icdvouos by the Theban speaker, Thuc. 
3. 62. above the plain” op. c. p. 679. Op. 

broad level rock nearly 200 feet in height” 

Sixardoe, Stein takes = xo\dce and 
cps. 1. 100 édixalev, but the applied 
justice varies with the case. The story 
in Nicolas J. c. supra represents Kypselos 
as specially mild in his administration 
of judgment (as Polemarch), 

30. alerds év métpyo. = Herlwy éx 
Tlérpys. 

33. Ilephynv. The much-celebrated 
well-head of Corinth: reputed to rise 
upon the Akrokorinthos (where there is a 
well to this day): ep. Dict. Geogr. i. 680. 

édpvdevta. ‘Hmbrowed’ by the 
Akrokorinthos and itself situate on ‘‘a 

Strabo, 382. 
§ yl. 39. Tov Sfjpov. Petra: see above. 
46. ely TOXg. Cp. 0. moumy 4. 152. 
47, Voyxe arroxreivat. Might be — 

loxer eh daroxretvar cp. 1. 159, but the — 
omission of the negative is more abrupt — 
and forcible: ep. toxe xwriA\ew, Theog- 
nis, 816. See Goodwin, Moods and — 
Tenses, §§ 807 ff. ed. maj. 
§ 81. 54. We. Cp. c. 33 supra (kal ob 

yap dee TOUT TH oTdAW Naéklous darorécbat 
—where, by the way, the position of the 
yap may be contrasted with its position — 

me. 

here 7 A. yap) and Introduction, p. cxii, 
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KTelvact, pépovea KaTAaKpUTTTEL 

'TavTa. 
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tov "Hetiwvos yovov Kopiv0@ kaka avaBXacrTeiy. 

cal / 

tmoumociay Ta éxelvou eveTetNayTo. 
> , \ \ a Heriwve dé peta TadTa 

239 

§ MdBSa yap 
omdvTa TavTa Kove éotedoa TPOS avThar Thor Odpnor’ Selcaca 
sA\ , 86 \ \ 5 4 / \ YA > Se pn che peTaddeyn Kal To dSevtepov NaBovtes TO Tadioy atro- 

> \ > / / (ibe) / 

és TO appactotatov ot épaiveTo 
rs > t > t ¢ aaene L ; / 
eat, €s KuYednv, eTLcTAapEVN @S eb UToaTpEWrayTES és ENTHOW 

/ / \ \ 

Jdmixveoiato TdavtTa épevynoew péddovev> Ta 51) Kal éyiveTo. 
7 c \ \ / > a ¢ > > / 2Q/ 
§Bodcr Sé Kat Suv&ypévorct avToior ws ovK éedhaiveto, édoKee 

\ \ / rd 

WdooecOa Kal Réyerv Mpos Tovs amoTéuvpaytas ws 

eX- 

aTan- 

TaVvTa 

of pev On amredOovTes edeyou 
0 mais nv&dveto, Kat of Svadv- 

55 

60 

€) 

/ lal \ / ? \ n fe > / 4 

syovte ToUToY Tov Kivdvvoy amo THs Kuiédns eTavupinv Kirredos 65 
/ 

covvoma €TéOn. avopobévts dé Kal wavTevoméve Kuwédr@ éyévero 
lapdidéEvov yxpnotipiov ev Aedrdoicr, Te Ticvvos yevopevos 

b / , \ » / 

\ emrexeipnoé Te Kal Eaye KopwvOov. 0 Oe XPNT [LOS 606 HY" 

dAB.os odTOS arp ds ewov Somov éoxaTaPaiver, 
Ktnredos “Heridys, Bacireds Krevtoto KopivOov 
autos Kal Taides, Taldwy ye wey ovKETL TraAides. 

+7o pev 8 xXpnoTHpLovy TodTO HY, Tupavvevcas Sé Oo Kinpedos 
rn / SN 2) NE 

“tovovtos 5) Tis avnp éyéveTo° 

59. kubéAnv. Cp. Pausan. 5. 17, 5 
' THs wev 6h cwrnplas vexa Tod Kuyédov 
'tddm atrod yévos ol dvouafduevac Kupe- 
| Adar rhv Adpvaxa és ’Odvpriavy avébecav. 
_ tas dé Adpvaxas oi TéTe Exddovy Koply@cor 
kupédas* dd rovrov é kal bvoua Kiwedov 

7@ mwadl Gécbat éyouot.  Pausanias 
_ proceeds to describe the cedarn Ark of 

ypselos, which he saw (as Dio Chrys. 
afterwards Or. 11. 45) with its wonderful 
earving. Cp. K. O. Miiller, Ane. Art, 
(E. T.), p. 29, Overbeck, Gesch. d. gr. 
Plastik, i.* 64 ff. The work at Olympia 
has now been brought down to the 
beginning of the sixth century, and if 
rightly so can have had nothing to say to 

_ Kypselos or the Kypselids. Still Hdt. 
_ may have seen it, and heard the story he 

tells in connexion with it, possibly en 
route for Sicily (cp. 4. 29, 30, 195. Intro- 
duction, p. xcv.). The story in Nic. 
Damase. 56 explains the connexion with 
Olympia; Aetion conveys the child to 
Olympia for safety. There was a statue 
of Zeus at Olympia connected with the 
family, ep. Pausan. 5. 2, 3, Suidas, swb v. 
KuyeddaGy dvdOqua. Mr. H. Stuart 
Jones’ Essay, J. H. 9. xiv. 30 ff. (1894), 
has antiquated previous reconstructions 
of the chest, 

moAdovs pmev KopwOiav édiw€e, 

§ el. 67. dpdiBéftoy, ‘doubly propiti- 
ous.’ The oracle is neither ambiguous nor 
double-edged, save, perhaps, in the last 
line (which looks like a later addition), 
and like that to ‘ Ketion’ above, may be 
conceived as spontaneously and immedi- 
ately uttered (é€cxaraBalve). Kypselos 
was a persona grata at Delphi, 1. 14. 

71. avrds kal matdes kTA. A chrono- 
logical particularity which raises a suspi- 
cion of a prophecy post eventum. Cp. 4. 
163. Delphi was propitious to tyrants in 
their day, cp. c. 67 supra. 

72. tTvpavvetoas, ‘became tyrant,’ 
Madvig, Syntax, § 111 d, Goodwin, Moods 
and Tenses, § 19. The omitted details 
aresupplied by Nic. Damasc. 56. Kypselos 
made himself popular as Polemarch, 
conspired against Patrokleides the king, 
slew him, and was made king by the 
people in his room. The account has a 
suspiciously Attic tone. 

73. towtrds tis. The conventional 
icture of the ‘Tyrant,’ ep. 8. 80. No 
oubt the oligarchy suffered, but accord- 

ing to the tradition in Aelian, V. H. 1. 
19 they deserved it, did rhv rpupiy ri 
tw rod wérpov. The exiles found refuge 
at Sparta, Plutarch, Zysand. 1. and ultim- 
ately perhaps colonised Korkyra, Nic. 

70 
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\ \ a mordovs Sé ypnudtav amearépnoe, TOAAG Sé Te TAEloTOUS THs 
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Damase. 56. What Hdt. here reports 
as a long persecution may be the original 
‘extermination’ of the Bakchiads. 
Polyainos 6. 31 explains how that was 
managed: but the ruse there mentioned 
could only have applied to a few. 

§ { 1. 75. trea. Thirty years. The 
same chronological statement is found 
in Aristot. Pol. 8. 12, 3, 1315 (after 
Ephoros?). During his long reign the 
tradition preserved by Ephoros(apud Nic. 
Damasc.) represents him as a wise and 
popular ruler, specially concerned in 
colonisation (Leukas, Anactorion, Am- 
brakia). Cp. Oberhummer, dxkarnanien, 
pp. 71 ff., Busolt, Gr. @. i2 641 ff. 
The conventional date is 655-625 B.c. 
calculated back from Periandros. See 
Clinton, Fast. Hell. i. 208. Busolt, op. c. 
p. 638, regards 657 B.c. as now established 
for the accession of Kypselos ; 586-5 B.c. 
for the death of Periandros. 

78. OpacvBotrAw. Thrasybulos, des- 
pot of Miletos, seems to have asserted 
the independence of that city in a long 

HPOAOTOY ee 

meurpas 

¢ \ ? 
oca yap 

struggle against the encroachments of 
the Lydian power. His action in this’ 
matter was supported by Periandros, who 
was on good terms with Delphi, and 
perhaps instrumental in obtaining the 
intervention of Delphi on behalf of the 
Asiatic Greeks in their struggle with 
Lydia: 1. 19, 20. a 

79. wépas. The anecdote which — 
here follows incorporates the popular | 
and perfectly true observation that the 
tyranny and the oligarchy were essenti- — 
ally hostile forms and principles. It is 
not the Many but the Few who object to _ 
a ‘one-man’ power. As Periandros was 
a Sage (Diog. L. 1. 24, ep. Pod. 8. 11, 4 
5, 18138> and the maxims Hdt. puts into — 
the daughter’s mouth 3. 53) Aristot. 
reverses the parts of the two despots, Pol. 
8. 10, 18, 13118. Thestory reappears in — 
the romance of Roman history, Livy 1.54. _ 

§ y 1. 96. robs wodujras. It would 
only have been against rods dwrepdxous. — 
Either the oligarchic speaker, addressing: 
the Spartans, takes no account of the 
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) Many, with whom the anti- Dorian 
» tyrants were probably popular enough : 
or, as is more probable, Herodotus has 
» not fully rationalised the situation. 
| Historically, perhaps, Periandros had to 
» contend with a Dorian reaction, which 
» had gathered force under the mild reign 
» of his father, and was encouraged from 
Sparta. 

éca. Acts of slaughter and expul- 
sion. 

98. amédvuee, ‘stripped.’ On Corinthian 
attire cp. c. 88 supra, and next note. 

99. M&tooay. Daughter of Prokles, 
t tyrant of Epidauros. According to the 

story in 3. 50 Periandros himself killed 
her—possibly by accident. Her real 
name was Lyside: Melissa was her 
husband’s name for her, Diog. L. Lc. 

4 Athenaios, 589, quotes Pythainetos of 
/ Aigina as follows: Ileplavépov ri Ipo- 

khéous Buyarépa MéXocav ldévra Hedorov- 
wyciax®s jobepévny (dvapméxovos yap Kal 
povoxlruw hv kal wvoxdbet Tots épyafouevais) 
épacbévra vio. This tradition may 
have been mixed or muddled into the 

oby Te yap Kal elvac yuurh (sic): which 
owever is good Animism. See below. 

The ormance here narrated, if his- 
| torical, is presumably an act of atone- 
ment for the crime (xaxdv cake loOa 
was a way with that family! 3. 53). 

wtt-KTA. The necromantic anec- 
dote, which follows, has a high value, 
independent of the question of its 
literal trnth or historic character, as an 
illustration of one side of Greek belief 

VOL. I 
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and ritual. The Anthropologist will see 
in it a consistent illustration of primitive 
beliefs: what our modern psychological 
researchers may like to see in it, be it 
left to the S.P.R. to determine. That 
Periandros practised necromancy is not 
in itself incredible ; but the story here 
is discredited by its obviously designed 
tendency to damn the tyrant’s memory. 

Ocompwrovs. A religious centre, 2. 
56, geographically defined, 8. 47, and 
still more exactly, Thue. 1. 46. Corinth 
under Periandros had no doubt a political 
and commercial hold in the Adriatic, 
and on the neighbouring mainland: cp. 
Head, Hist. Num. p. 334. Aristot. Pol. 
8. 4, 9, 1804 and 8. 10, 16, 13119 men- 
tions a Periandros, despot of Ambrakia, 
perhaps a relative of his Corinthian 
namesake. Cp. Oberhummer, Akarna- 
mien, p. 79 (1887). 

100. mapaxarabykys. This motif, 
essential in the story of Glaukos 6. 86, 
is rather threadbare here. If Periandros 
really had murdered Melissa one may 
imagine he would have something else 
to say to her ghost than to ‘inquire 
about a deposit.’ 

103. ipartoy. 
ep. ¢. 87 supra. 

107. 8s vexpd. This filth came per- 
haps from Egypt (ep. 2. 89) and was good 
enough to fling on the dead tyrant. 

108. 76 “Hpatov. Presumably the 
shrine of Here Bunaia, Pausan, 2. 4, 7, 
situate apparently on the way up the 
Akrokorinthos, 

Out-of-door garments, 

R 
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113. Karékave. That the garments 
had to be burnt in order to be of use to 
the ghost is an idea entirely consonant 
with animistic beliefs. See Tylor, 
Primitive Culture, i. 491. The sugges- 
tion that Periandros wanted to get the 
gold off the ladies’ clothing (Blakesley 
and Rawlinson) misses this point, and 
sacrifices the unity of the story. It is 
of course possible that various acts of 
Periandros have been ‘contagminated’ 
and confused by Herodotus, or his source. 
The tyrant may have burnt some clothes 
to supply his wife’s ghost with a ghostly 
wardrobe. He may have confiscated 
ornaments and clothing to enrich his 
own treasury. According to Diog. Laert. 
Periandros burnt his addakides, to 
appease his wife, and plundered the 
ladies of Corinth, teste Ephoro, to get 
gold for an ex voto, in honour of an 
Olympian victory. Diog. L. 1. p. 25. 
The notion of extracting gold from a 
funeral pyre recurs in the unworthy in- 
sinuation levelled at Cato’s memory by 
Julius Caesar. See Plutarch, Cat. min. 
11 ad fin. koockivy tiv réppav Tov veKpov 
peréBare kal dunOnoe xpuclov (nTav Kata- 
KEKQUMLEVOY. 

119. @eods trovs ‘EAAnvlovs. Cp. c. 
49 supra. Chronologically this appeal 
to the ‘Unity of Hellas’ (cp. 8 144 
Gedy ldpiuara te kowd Kal Ovola), is ex 
hypothesi the earlier. 

120. otkov xr. The asyndeton is 
rhetorical ; cp. 4. 118 supra. 

That Sokles, or Sosikles, of Corinth 
addressed to the Spartans and Pelopon- 
nesian allies the speech here put into 
his mouth is simply incredible. It con- 
tains little to the point, and it omits 

nearly everything that might have been 
said upon such an occasion. The Corin- 
thians, and others, are opposed to the 
restoration of the Peisistratidae in 
Athens. Their main motive, which 
probably was a desire to have a counter- 
weight to Sparta, or at least to Aigina, 
a reluctance to see Athens pledged to 
Spartan policy and supremacy, could not 
of course be stated openly: but what 
has the story of the childhood of Kyp- 
selos to say to the argument? That 
story is calculated to excite sympathy 
for the hero, and is a non sequitur in the 
mouth of Sokles. Was all that follows 
news to Sparta? Was it to the point? 
It consists of two anecdotes which, 
though not wholly devoid of bearing on 
the speaker’s argument, are not expressly 
related to it, or to each other. ‘The 
inconsistency of Sparta’s hostility to the 
tyrannis at home, and friendship to the 
tyrant of Athens, was a good rhetorical 
point, which the Spartans had already 
ex hypothesi fully discounted in their 
own minds, c. 91 supra. It might have | 
been put much more strongly, if Sparta’s 
own action in the suppression of the 
tyranny at Corinth and elsewhere had 
been mentioned. (Plutarch, Jor. 859 
=de malig. Hdt. 21.) The argument that 
oligarchies would serve Sparta better 
than tyrannies would have required 
clearer statement. Viewed as a dram-— 
atic argument this speech is a failure, 
and an improbability : viewed as a triad 
of anecdotes, each good in itself, it is 
a miracle of ee eeu: = 

93. 1. dd KoptvOov. The services of 
Corinth to Athens are accumulating. — 
The Plataean award 6. 108, the desertion — 
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at Eleusis c. 75 supra, the opposition on 
this occasion, the support against Aegina 
6. 89, are all dictated by one and the 
same self-interest and policy. It was 
the action not the principles of Corinth, 
which underwent a sudden conversion 
in the light of the Themistoklean develop- 
ment, and remained hostile to Athens, 
from before the battle of Salamis (cp. 8. 
59, 61, etc.) until the close of the Pelo- 
ponnesian war (Xen. Hell. 2. 2, 19); 
after which the great commercial oli- 
garchy, alarmed by the expansive ambi- 
tion of Sparta, took side again with 
Athens, and promoted the Athenian 
revival (Diodoros 14. 82, Grote, Pt. 1. c. 
Ixxiv.), not without fresh danger to it- 
self. 

2. rots atrots Qeots, sc. rods ‘EAX7- 
vious c. 92 supra. The Peisistratids 
were specially entitled to appeal to the 
Twelve Gods, Thuc. 6. 54. 

4. pépar ai kipi, ‘the days 
divinely appointed,’ not as in c. 50 
supra. hat the future conflict of 
interests between Corinth and Athens 
might have been foreseen by Hippias, 
even without supernatural aid, who 
will deny? At the same time, con- 
sidering the general character of Hadt.’s 
sources, one is tempted to suspect 
here too a vaticiniwm post eventum, born 
ae not of the troubles which 

mediately preceded the Peloponnesian 
war, but of the quarrel which, begun 
in the days of Themistokles, and de- 
veloping in the struggle before the 
Thirty Years’ truce, culminated in the 
outbreak of political and commercial 
rivalry in 431 8.c. For similar oracles 
ep. ¢. 90 supra, 

6. fon hoe For the  super- 
naturalism of Hippias cp. 6. Lo7, 

Grote iii. 391 seems to put the reply of 
Hippias after the demonstration of the 
Symmachi. 

8. aipéero. It is not very clear 
whether there was a formal vote, or 
any other speech beside the Corinthian. 
(Cp. contr. Thue. 1. 67, 4.) ‘‘The shout 
of approbation and sympathy” (Grote) 
may have been accepted as a sufficient 
indication of the opinion of the 
Symmachi, by the Spartans, who them- 
selves voted Bop kal od Wjdw, Thue. 1. 
87. But the appeal (éreuaprupéorro) if 
not the shout (¢wv7, cp. 4. 129) might 
seem to imply something articulate. 
The political and quasi-constitutional 
significance of the convocation of the 

‘allies on this occasion is well described 
by Grote, iii. 390. 

9. é€mepaptupéovto, So MSS. and 
Editors ; the sense is the same as if we 
read éreuapripovro. Cp. émimaprupdueba 
c. 92 1. 118 supra. 

10. “HAAdBa, adj., ep. 6. 98 infra. 
94. 1. totto. The intrigue at Sparta 

for the restoration of MHippias, the 
mpnywa éurddcov é€x Aaxedatuovlwy éye- 
pouevov of c. 90 supra. As the move- 
ment proved abortive it is not obvious 
why Athens should have completely 
arrested hostilities against Aigina, unless 
Sparta made the cessation of hostilities 
a condition of her quiescence. But cp. 
Appendices VII. §§ 8, 9, VIII. § 3. 

2. é(8ov, imperf., so too édtdocay just 
below. 

*Aptyrns. See c. 17 supra. 
*AvOenots. Thuc. 2. 99 mentions the 
a in connexion with Grestonia (sic), 

isaltia and (old) Macedonia: it was 
presumably on the coast. (Cp. Forbiger, 
Alt. Geogr. iii. 1069.) 

94 
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8. Oecoadol. Cp. c. 63 supra. 
*Twdxov. The reputed starting-point 

of the Argonauts on the Pagasaean gulf: 
és 6¢ *Iw\kdv . . KaTéBa vavTav awros 
Pindar, Pyth. 4. 188. 

ovdérepa, The singular is used 1. 51 
(r@v mepippavtnplwy ovdérepov). 

4, émlow, cp. c. 91 supra. 
5. rov del. Stein. 
6. *Apye(ns.  Timonassa, d._ of 

Gorgilos. The connexion had political 
significance ; cp. AQ. mod. c. 17. v60os 
in Athenian law. Cp. Teélfy, Corp. jur. 
Att. 1341 ff. But the conditions were 
not always rigidly enforced. Cp. 6. 130 
infra. There is no need to suppose that 
Peisistratos was polygamous, 1. 60. — 

8. "AxtAdAnfov, a fort in the neigh- 
bourhood of Rhoeteum, Strabo, 600, Pliny 

5. 80, On this tomb of Achilles a wreath 
was laid by Alexander, Arrian, d4nabd. 1. 

12, cp. Forbiger, Alt. Geogr. i. 138 n. 

10. GmroSexvivtes. This appeal to 
legend as giving a title is common, cp. 

9. 27, and the award of Salamis to 

Athens, Plutarch, Solon, 10. The 

Homeric claim is specially significant 
coming from Peisistratos: cp. c. 67 
supra. It is the Heroic conquest not 

the subsequent occupation which is sup- 

posed to give the title. ; 
The conquest and occupation of a 

stronghold in the Troad by Peisistratos 
was something more than a foreign in- 

vestment against a rainy day: it looks 

like a part of a great policy which aimed 

at converting the Aegean into an 

Athenian lake, or at least an Ionian 

lake under Athenian lead, and runs on 

all fours with the kleruchy in Salamis 

cp. note c. 77 supra), the friendship in 

Eretria (1. 64), the purification of Delos 

(1. 64), the client-monarchy in Naxos 
(1. 64), the founder’s kinship in Miletos 
(c. 65 supra), the connexions with 
Thrace (1. 64); a policy carried on by 
his sons in the colonisation of the 
Chersonese (6. 39), the alliance with 
Lampsakos (Thue. 6. 59), although the 
latter is rather traced by Thucydides to 
the new necessities created by the murder 
of Hipparchos, and the rise of the 
Persian power, as further shown in the © 
next chapter infra. How the alliances 
with Argos, with Sparta, with Thessaly, 
were related, in time and causality, to ™ 
the colonial and maritime ambitions of 
Peisistratid Athens, need not here be 
discussed. Cp. c. 62 supra. 

12. cuverpygavto: cp. cuveterpytavto 
7. 169, which van Herwerden reads 
here too. 

95. 2. “AXkatos. In this chapter Hdt. 
is guilty apparently of a considerable 
anachronism, in making Alkaios and 
Periandros contemporaries of Peisistratos. 
He has transferred an event, his authority 
for which may have been the poem of 
Alkaios, from the first war between — 
Athens and Lesbos in the days of 
Periandros and Solon, about 600 B.c., 
to the second or renewed war, in the 
days of Peisistratos, at least half a 
century later ; and he has concluded the © 
second war, in the days of Peisistratos, — 
or rather of his sons, by the award of 
Periandros, which probably closed the 
first. The first war in fact has dis- 
appeared altogether from Hdt.’s view, 
and its traditions have been utilised for 
the story of the second war, which is thus 
made to appear the only war. The case 
is instructive as showing the way in — 
which the chronological perspective — 

> 
“4 
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may be destroyed by Hdt. and in the 
traditions collected by him, and how 
unconscious he is of its disappearance. 
Conversely, we see in this instance that 
much real matter of fact may be in- 
corporated in traditions, which in their 
actual but accidental form are open to 
suspicion and discredit. Cp. Intro- 
duction, § 18. 

7. MurtAnvatovs. Mytilene must 
have been a considerable place in the 
sixth and seventh centuries B.o. It 
was a member of the Hellenion at 
Naukratis (2. 178), but its power was 
presumably weakened by the civic strife, 
only terminated by the alovurycta of 
Pittakos (Arist. Pol. 3. 14, 8 ff. 1285), 
ce. 590-570 B.c. (Cp. Flach, Gesch. der 
Gr. Lyrik, pp. 465 ff.) It is more 
astonishing to find the Athenians at- 
tempting to colonise the Troad, before 
they were secure of Salamis. Flach /.c. 
regards the colony as undertaken by the 
Attic nobility to indemnify the People 
for the severity of the new (Drakontic) 
code. It is rather to be connected 
with the economic and social condition 
of prae-Solonian Attica, described in ’AQ. 
mor. c. 2. The award of Periandros is 
dated 590 B.c. (Flach). For the frag- 
ment of Alkaios see Bergk, Poet. Lyr. iv.4 
p- 159, and for the ruse of Pittakos, by 
which he overcame Phrynon, the Athe- 
nian, Polyainos, 1. 25, Suidas s.v. Ilur- 
raxos. ‘The famous Sigaean inscription’ 
illustrates relations with Athens on the 
one side and the Propontis (Prokonnesos) 
on the other. It has been very variously 
dated. See Hicks, Manual (1882), No. 
7. Roberts, Greek Epigraphy (1887), 
No. 42, and pp. 334 {f., follows Kirch- 

hoff (Stud. Gr. Alph.*) in assigning it to 
the first quarter or first decade of the 
sixth century B.c. U. Koehler had put 
it back into the seventh century B.C. 
(Mittheilwngen, ix. (1884), pp. 121 ff.). 
In any case the inscription may safely 
be associated with the first Athenian 
occupation of Sigeion. But cp. note, 
6. 121 infra. 

8. 6 Kupédov. Hdt. would hardly 
have given the patronymic spontaneously 
here, after c. 92. He found it in his 
sources, or the passages did not originally 
run as at present. That Athenians and 
Lesbians should refer their differences 
to Periandros would ill square with the 
moral of that speech. 

Starrnry. On arbitration in such 
cases cp. c. 28 supra. The award of 
Periandros was in favour of Athens: 
this would not be viewed with any 
disfavour at Miletos (cp. c. 92 ¢ supra). 

96. 2. émelre. The date might be 
about 504 B.o., z.¢e. about the time of the 
democratic rising in Naxos, c. 30 supra. 

6. Zdpdis. The Athenians had lon 
known the way to Sardes, Solon ha 
been there 1. 29, Alkmaion (?) had been 
there 6. 125 (see note ad /.). There 
had just been a previous appeal to 
Artaphrenes for assistance against 
Sparta, ec. 73 supra, for we need not 
identify the embassies in this and that 
chapter. The application of Hippias 
at Sardes associated his restoration with 
a foreign and oriental overlordship. 
The ‘tyrannis’ was now to be in Athens, 
and in Greece proper, identified not so 
much with the rise of the conquered 
Hellenic or prae-Hellenic masses, as 
with the loss of autonomy, with sub- 
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> / > IA \ a ayyédous, ove eavTes tovs Ilépaas meiOecOar “AOnvaiwy rotor 

/ e Sa 9) y 
puydor. o dé ’Apradpévns éxérevé odeas, ci Bovrolato océbor 
S , > evar, KaTadéxecOar oricw ‘Imminv. ovkwv b) evedéxovTo Tods 

/ b / (it) n 10 Noyous atropepopevovs ot “AOnvaior' ovK évdexopévoror O€ adu €bé- 
3 an la) n doxTo €x TOD havepov Toiar Ilépanou rroreplous eva. 

/ \ an \ Nopifovor S€ tatra nal dSvaBeBrnpévorsr és Tods Uépcas, év 
4 \ tal A ¢ / / ra \ TouTm 6n TH Karp@ 06 Mudnotos “Apiotayopns, imo Knreopéveos 
n / an 4 Tod Aaxedaipoviou é£ehacbels ex Ths Xadptys, amixeto és ’AOHvas’ 

c/ \ ¢ / n / > / / > \ 
avTn yap 1 TOMS TOV owTréwy EdvVaaTEVE péeyLoTOV.. émrEAo@v 

AE SEEN \ fal ¢ / a 5 6€ él Tov Shwov 6 Apiotayopns Tavta édeye Ta Kal ev TH VardpTy 
\ a an a n a lal rn 

Tepl Tov ayalav Tav év TH Acin Kal Tod Trodeuov Tod LlepovKod, 
id / b] / / a 

@s UTE aoTrida oTE Sopu vomitovar evTreTées TE YeLpwOHVaL Elnoay. 
(V2 & er, \ \ Gy) 1D ec € M / a TavTad Te On éEdeye Kal mMpos Tolot Tade, ws of Midrnjovor TOV 

?AO / SNe \ 2) Me yj CY, / nvaiwy elol atrovKol, Kal oiKos oheas ein pvecBar Suvvapévous 
Io péya* Kal ovdey 6 TL ovK UTicxeTo ola KaptTa Sedpevos, és 0 
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> / / 

aveTrelae oeas. 

jection to the Mede, the Barbarian. 
Against such a prospect not merely the 
old aristocratic society but the new 
democratic citizens rallied. The Peisis- 
tratidae, like the Ionian tyrants, had 
put themselves hopelessly in the wrong 
by ‘medising.’ Op. 4. 187 supra. 

10. é5€8oxro. For the tense cp. véqvro 
c. 78 supra. 

97. 1. voplfovor.. The construction 
appears to be somewhat loosely carried 
on from ogi just before. The narrative 
is resumed from c. 55, or rather from 
c. 51 supra. 

SiaBeBAnpevoror, cp. duaBddrwv c. 96 
supra. 

éy TOUTw T@ Katpe, ‘at this crisis.’ 
3. e€edacOels seems a stronger word 

than the occasion warrants (cp. dze- 
Aavyduevos c.55, dmadddocero c. 51 supra), 
and to imply the enforcement of the 
xenelasia: cp. c. 50 supra. This treat- 
ment of the Milesian by the Lakedae- 
monian had an obvious moral. 

4. atrn yap, cp. 1. 56. 
émeXOHv, technical term (cp. L. & S. 

sub v. I. 1. ¢). 
5. Tov Sfpov, zc. the Ekklesia. He 

had no doubt been previously heard in 
the Bovdr7, cela va sans dire, for an 
Athenian. 

ravta. Limited to the two points 
next specified. It was not remembered 
or suggested that Aristagoras at Athens 
had proposed the march to Susa and 
the conquest of all Asia, cp. c. 49 supra. 

\ \ 5 s. / 

ToNNOUS yap oiKE EivaL EvTTEeTéETTEpOY SLvaadreL 

6. todénov, ‘warfare.’ Cp. 4 Te waxy 
avray éorl roinde kTr. c. 49 supra. ; 

7. vopltovort like diaBddr\ew infra 
is a little clumsy after the opening of 
the chapter. Van Herwerden would 
bracket @s . . elnoay as spurious, and 
read tavrd. 

8. of Murqovo trav *ASnvalav ciol ~ 
&mrouxor. Assuming the authenticity of 
the tradition that this statement formed 
one of Aristagoras’ arguments at Athens, — 
we have here the earliest definite recogni- 
tion of the supposed metropolitan char- 
acter of Athens. The conception, how- 
ever, goes back to the time and policy 
of Peisistratos, and the use made of 
traditions for his purposes. Cp. c. 65 
supra. That the idea was, to say the 
least, an exaggeration, a systematisation 
of more or less authentic tradition seems | 
probable, cp. 1. 146. ‘The Jonian city | 
which under Peisistratos had been raised 
to primacy was made the mother of all © 
the rest. Cp. the affiliation of Thera, 
Kyrene, Tarentum upon Dorian Sparta 
(4. 147 supra). (Solon had represented — 
Attica as mpecBurarny yatay "Iaovlas, — 
Ath. Const. 5.) 

10. od8ty 8 te ovdx, including money 
of course, and surely not less than the fifty — 
talents, which he had offered Kleomenes _ 
c. 51 supra. Cp. c. 103 infra. He could — 
not exactly bribe the Ekklesia wholesale, 
but he might offer to guarantee the — 
expenses of the expedition. “a 

11. wod\cds yép KTA. This remark — 
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Ga, ei KrNeopévea péev tov Aaxedaipoviov podvoy ovK olds Te 
rn \ fa) 

. éyévero SuaSadrewy, TpeEls dé puupiadas “AOnvaiwy érroinae TovTo. 
m / 5) / 

"AOnvator pev Sh avatreraBévtes Eyndicarto eixoor véas aTroaTEiNat 

is a glaring instance of the political 
naiveté of Hdt. He evidently regards 

the help given by Athens to the [onic 
revolt as a colossal blunder, and the 

refusal of Sparta as a piece of sound 
policy. He does not, indeed, expressly 
say that the Athenians comtemplated a 
march to Susa, and the terms of the 
psephism (elxoor véas drocrethae Bonfovs 
Iwo) rather imply the contrary. But 
all the same he represents the Athenians 
as puppets in the hands of the adroit 
i plausible Milesian. Yet Hdt. has 
himself already recorded two diplomatic 
passages between Sardes and Athens 
which plainly portended a war: ce. 73, 
96 supra. The Milesian recognition 
of the metropolitan claim of Athens 
here explicitly made was also some- 
thing not to be despised. <A great oppor- 
tunity was indeed offered to Athens. 
Her action anticipated and _ probably 
facilitated the formation of the Delian 
eonfederacy in 476 B.c. (cp. 9. 106). 
It was, moreover, an act of self-defence : 
against Hippias and against the Mede. 

_A Themistokles would certainly have 
approved it. If the Athenians made a 
mistake it was not in supporting the 
Ionian movement but in afterwards 
deserting it. On Hdt.’s own showing 
the conquest of Greece was already 
projected (3. 134), and his whole 
history goes to prove that such an 
attempt was inevitable. Blakesley 
suggests that the passage is ‘‘a note 
from a somewhat later hand.” If we 
are to obelise every sentence in Hdt. to 
which material objection may be taken, 
how much will be left? The remark is 
certainly not Athenian. It is a venture 
of Hdt.’s own, or perhaps a suggestion of 
his Spartan sources: easier to impose on 
thirty thousand Athenians than on one 

edaemonian! For an ill-omened 
Athenian estimate of the value of ‘one 
Lakonian cloak’ cp. Plutarch, Nikias, 
is ay (quoted by Freeman, Sicily, iii. 

13. BaBdddAey, aN ce. 50 supra. 
uptdbas “AOnvalwv. ‘ Thirty 

thousand’ is the conventional maxi- 
mum for the Athenian census in Hdt.’s 
own day. It has generally been re- 
garded as an exaggeration, the census 

for 444 B.c. being fixed—on the strength 
of the Scholiast to Aristoph. Wasps 
716, quoting Philochoros —at 19,000, 
or rather at 14,240 (Plut. Per. 37). 
In regard, however, to this lower 
estimate the consideration has been 
overlooked, that the figure is not the 
total number of citizens, but the total 
number who applied for a corn dole, 
and is exclusive therefore of the first - 
two Solonian tiujuara at least. The one 
positively certain number is the 21,000 
of the year 317 B.c., though even this 
figure looks suspiciously round. Proba- 
bilities are all in favour of a higher 
figure for Periklean, and indeed for 
Kleisthenean Athens, even though 
Kleisthenes did not admit ‘‘all (sic) 
the foreign inhabitants (vor péro.kor) 
and enfranchised slaves of the same 
rank (dofAo pérocko) into the number 
of citizens” (R.). That the number 
30,000 is quite conventional is shown 
by such passages as Aristoph. Lkkles. 
11382 (where it might include the 
women); Plato, Sympos. 3, of the 
audience in the theatre; Hdt. 8. 65, 
of the Eleusinian procession, which was 
not confined to Athenian citizens. 
Stein traces the figure to a confusion 
between the number of Athenian 
citizens (circa 20,000) and the number 
of Athenian soldiers (citizens+10,000 
metics) on the strength of Thue. 2. 13. 
But Thue. is there giving the real number 
of hoplites in 431 B.o. and an allowance 
must be made for those adult citizens 
who were not hoplites. The whole 
question has been most satisfactorily 
treated by Beloch, Die Bevilkerung 
der griechisch-rémischen Welt, Leipzi 
1886, Capitel iii, Beloch regards 30,000 
as roundly correct for the beginning of 
the century, and would augment it by 
5000 to obtain the figure for 431 B.o. 
English readers will find the references 
in Clinton, Fast. Hell. ii.% p 476, cp. 
also Boeckh, Haushaltung i.° pp. 44 ff. 
In any case that 30,000 citizens ever 
supported one psephisma, or even 
attended one meeting, is not likely. 
Even for a véuos én’ dvdpt 6000 stood 
conventionally for mdvres ’A@nvator. 
(Cp. M. Friinkel, Die attischen Gesch- 
worenen-Gerichte, 1877, pp. 14 ff.) 
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\ ” \ b / a Bonfovs “lwou, otpatnyov amobdéEavres abtav elvar MerdvOcov 

” a > a s/ \ avopa TOV aoTay eovtTa Ta mdvTa Bbxipov' abrar be ai vées apy 
la ie 7 1 

KaKkav eyevovto EAnot Te Kal BapBdpoor. 
"A / be » , > re) / > \ / piotayopns O€ TMpoTTAwWCaS Kal atrLKOpmEVvoS és THY MidnrTopr, 

> \ 4 > , @ >! eEevpav Povrevja arr’ ob} "wou pev ovdeuia éuedre wperin éoecbas, 
PND iy +Q\ / / ¢ tal ovd ay ovdé TovToU elvexa érrolee GAN OKxws Baciéa Aapelov 

/ 4 b] \ / AuTTHTELE, ETEUre és THY Dovyinv avopa éml Tovs Ilalovas rods 
b) \ / n >] / amo Lrpupovos Totapod aiypadwrous yevouévous bd MeyaBdtou, 
ts \ a / na if rn oixéovtas dé Ths Dpuyins yapov te Kal Kopny én’ éwvTov’ d5 

> \ b) / \ émrelon amixeto és Tovs Ilaiovas, édeye Tdbe. “ dvdpes Taioves, 
54 / BN / ¢ M / / / ¢€ / emTreprre pre Aptotayopns 0 Midjrou tipavvos cwtnpiny vrobnco- 

We fn) / / n nn 

pevov vpiv, nv mep Bovdnobe reifecOa. viv yap lovin raca 
> / b) \ / an 

ameaTnke amo Baoiéos, Kal wpiv tapéyer calerOar éml TH 
¢ / b) Ques / \ lal ral 

UMETEPHV aUTaY" pmexpt ev Paddoons avToior byiv, TO dé amo 
4 (fe AO Wi) ” n be b) 4 ¢ / / TOUTOU Hi HON meno.  TavTa dé akovoarTes ot Ilaloves KapTa 

2 \ / I ra d a 
TE GOTACTOV eTTOLnTAVTO Kal avadaBovTes Traibas Kal yuvaixas 
> I? J an 

amrediopnakov él Odraccay, of Sé Ties av’ToY Kal KaTéwewaY 
> 6n > an b) / be ‘TL / >) / aN ‘b appwdnoartes avtov. émreite de ot Ilaioves amrixovto éml Oaddaccap, 
b) an / / / / 
evOevtev &s Xiov SvéBncav. éovtwv Oé€ Hon év Xiw, kata rodas 

A i \ \ ernrvbee Iepcéwy trios todd) Su@Kkovea Tovs Ilaiovas. as de 

~ 

15.”Iwo.. The antithesis of Athe- 
nian to Ionian seems implied in the 
terms of the psephism. But “Iwo. has 
here perhaps a locative force. The 
ascent to Sardes, in Lydia, may have 
lain beyond the commission to Melan- 
thios. Cp. cc. 100, 102 infra. 

otpatnyov amrodétavres. This special 
appointment of a single Strategos, 
or commander-in-chief, is of some 
constitutional importance, at a date 
when the ordinary Strategi were still 
probably elected by, from, and for the 
Phylae. Cp.’ A@. mod. c, 22, and Appen- 
dix IX. §13. It can hardly have been an 
accident that the Athenian Strategos on 
this service bore the name of Melanthios. 
A Melanthos is the father of Kodros. 
Cp. c. 65 supra, and the Ionian founders 
of Miletos, like the Peisistratidae them- 
Be were traced to the same ancestry, 
1. 147. 

16. apx} Kak@v, ‘a source of woes’ 
(not with Grote inaccurately ‘‘the 
beginning of the mischiefs,” iii, p. 499). 
In any case the phrase is an exaggera- 
tion, used with epic force to dramatise the 
story. Van Herwerden adopts Cobet’s 

emendation dpxéxaxoc (from Plutarch, 
Mor. 861, supported by Iliad 5. 62 vjas 
éloas “Apxexdxous). With the formula 
cp. c. 28 supra, 6. 67 infra, Thue. 2. 
ISS 

98. 1. “Apirraydpns 8 answering to 
*"AOnvator pev just above. 

2. PotAeupa refers not to the 
Athenian alliance but to the whole 
dméoracts.. Hdt. slightly varies his 
theory 6. 1 infra. 

3. tovrov eivexa. The motives of 
Aristagoras are not hidden from Hadt. 
They are more fully stated c. 35 supra 
from a different point of view. Cp. 
Introduction, p. cyl. 

4, rovs IIatovas, c. 23 supra. 
6. ér éwurdv, ‘by themselves.’ Cp. 

ér’ huéwy atrav 4. 114, and 8. 32, 9.— 
17, et al. Cp. also él o¢éwy atray c, 
73 supra. 

8. 6 Mudjrov tipavvos. The mes- 
senger, or the author, has forgotten that 
there was now icovouin in Miletos, c. 87 
supra, but cp. c. 49 supra. 

cwtnpty is both more and less than 
énevepln (cp. oaferOar ert rhyv duerépny — 
abrav infra). 
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od katéraBov, ernyyédXovTo €s THY Xiov toior Ilaloos bkws av 

omlcow atédGouev. 
\ / / ot de Ilaioves tovs oryous ovK évEedéKoVTO, 

GAN é« Xiov pev Xiot oheas és AéoBov iyayov, AéoBrou b€ és 
fa \ a 

Aopickov éxdpucav, evOedTev dé ef Kourfopevor aixovto és 

Tlavovinv. 
"Apiatayopns Oé, ered) of te AOnvaiot adrixovto elxoot vnvat, 

Gia ayopevor “Epetpiéwv mévte tpijpeas, of ov tHv ‘AOnvaiar 

xapw eotparevovTo ara THY adtdav Midrynolav, dpevrdopeva odu 

amrodidovtes* of yap 82 Mernjovor mpotrepov rotor Kpetpiedou Tov 

18. 8kws dy, ‘they had an order 
conveyed to them, to get them to 
return.” The grammatical distinction 
between érnyyé\ovTo Skws av aéNOorev 
and érolee bxws Baciiéa AuTHoee (‘he 
was acting with a view to injure the 
king’) supra, is observable, éxws ay 
implying a condition (‘occasione data’), 
écws by itself indicating the intention, 
pure and simple. Cp. RK. Heiligenstidt, 
De enuntiatorum finalium usu Herodoteo 
ete., Pars prior, p. 39 (1883). 

21. Aopicxov. Blakesley points out 
that Doriskos was at this time held by 
a Persian garrison. Cp. 7. 59. If 
the fugitives were landed at Doriskos 
they must have been in force. Even so, 
it is surprising to hear nothing of any 
action. Is this story of the escape of 
the Paionians correctly dated? If they 
landed at Doriskos, it was probably after 
the revolt of the Hellespont (c. 108 infra). 
Is it genuine history? A former story 
of the Paionians (cc. 12, 13) is open to 
suspicion, and the wholesale transporta- 
tion (c. 15) perhaps exaggerated. There 
were evidently ‘Paionians’ in Phrygia 
in Hdt.’s own day (oi 6€ rwes a’ray Kal 
karéuewav), but the greater part in 
Europe. Hdt. here implies that the 
Asiatic Paionians were a colony, so to 
speak, from Europe. Elsewhere he 
oo the tradition, or theory, that 

e had been invaded from Asia 
oe 20): a theory for which much may 

said. (Cp. Giseke, Thrakisch-Pelas- 
gische Stiimme, pp. 2 ff.) Yet it would 
be rather too much to suppose that 
the whole story here told is simply 
an effort to explain the appearance of 
Paionians on both sides of the Aegean. 
Whence does Hdt. derive it? There 
seems no internal indication to determine 
between an Asiatic and a European, 
between oral and written sources. The 

mpos Xadxidéas Todepov ovvdujvekav, OTe TEP Kal Nadkwdedor 

story here supplies a neat literary link, 
and perhaps answers or anticipates a 
possible objection to the story of the 
transportation told above. Aristagoras 
himself afterwards ran away to Thrace, 
to Myrkinos on the Strymon, and met 
his end while besieging a Thracian town, 
c. 126 infra. His route is not there 
given, but Doriskos cannot have been 
his point of landing; and for these 
Paionians, who wished to gain the 
Strymon, to land at the Hebros seems 
a curious proceeding. (On the geography 
of Thrace, between these two rivers, 
ep. 7. 108-113.) 

99. 1. éredy. Presumably in the 
spring (498 B.o.), ep. Appendix V. 
Twenty ships was no inconsiderable force 
for the Athens of that day, being nearly 
a moiety of the fleet (50 sail), and the 
same number as was borrowed from 
Corinth for the Aiginetan war, 6. 89. 
On the possible connexion cp. Ap- 
pendix VIII. § 3. 

2. aydpevor. The Athenian Strategos 
had perhaps a superior authority over the 
Eretrian contingent, notwithstanding 
the assertion of independent action (od 
Thy “AOnvalwy xdpw). Eretria supplied 
only seven triremes to the national 
fleet at Artemision and at Salamis in 
480 B.c. Cp. 8. 1, 46. But the town 
had been severely handled by the 
Persians in 490 B.c., 6. 101. 

ov v ~A€nvalwy  xdpi looks 
almost} like an express contradiction 
of an Athenian claim, or at least of 
a claim that would naturally occur to 
the mind at the date when Hdt. was 
writing. The Eretrian Strategos on 
this occasion was one Evalkidas, ec. 102 
infra. 

4. roy mpds XadkiSdas mddenov. 
This is the only clear allusion in Hat. 
to the great war between Chalkis and 

“wn 
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avtia Epetpiéwv cat Mirnolov Sdpuor éBo/Ocov' obro dv éretre 
ope arixovTo Kal of Adrdou cippayor Taphoay, erovéero otparniny 
0 ’Apiotayopns és Sdpois. adbros pev 5) od« éotparevero GAN 
eweve ev Midajr@, otparnyods S¢ &ddovs drédeEe Mirnolov iva, 

10 Tov EwuTOD Te ddeApedv Xaporivoy kal tov dot&v Gdrov “Epyo- | 
100 davrov. amuxopevor 5€ TH oTOAW TO’TH "loves és *Edecov TAOta 

pev katédumrov év Kopnoe ris "Edeoins, abot b& dvéBauvov yeuph | 
TOMAH, Trovevjrevor Eectous iyyeuovas Ths 0500. opevopevor be 
Tapa totapwov Kaviorpuov, évOedrev érelre trepBavres Tov Tuarov 

5 amikovto, aipéovor Ldpdus ovdevds ode dvTiwbévros, aipéovor. be 

Eretria, with their respective allies, 
which according to Thucydides (1. 18) 
rose to Panhellenic proportions, and 
alone of wars deserved mention between 
the Trojan and the Persian. Like the 
Peloponnesian war it was a war of 
divided Hellas, nay, of divided Ionia. 
Hretria, Athens, Miletos and their 
confederates (cp. 6. 21) seem to have 
had the worst of it. The interests at 
stake were probably commercial, but 
the duel between the two principals was 
fought out with cavalry on the Lelantian 
plain, and the Thessalians secured 
victory for Chalkis. (Plutarch, Mor. 
760, after ‘ Aristotle’; cp. Aristot. Frag. 
98 ed. Teub. p. 96.) The geographical 
position of Chalkis, commanding the 
Euripos, may have contributed to the 
issue. The victor reaped as reward the 
great colonial 7.¢. commercial expansion 
which sowed Thrace with Chalkidic 
colonies, and opened Sicily and the west 
(Cumae) to Chalkidic enterprise. Cp. 
Busolt, Gr. Gesch. i.2 456, E. Meyer, 
Gesch. d. Alterthums, li. § 302, Freeman, 
Sicily, i. c. iv., A. Holm, Hist. of Greece, 
1. 271 f. (Hi. T. 1894). 

7. émovgero, middle. He probably 
could not have gone in person. See 
infra. If the text can be trusted 
Aristagoras still acted as t¥pavvos. Op. 
cc. 87, 38, 49, 98. Perhaps Charopinos 
and Hermophantos had been in office 
during the absence of Aristagoras at 
Sparta and Athens, cp. c. 38 supra. They 
were presumably in command of the 
Milesian forces, while Avistagoras re- 
mained in the city to defend it. 

100. 1. “Iwves. Are the Athenians 
lumped with the Ionians? Or were they 
protecting Miletos? See ce. 105 infra. 

2. Xetpl moAAy, a curious and vague 
phrase, mo\Aq = peyddn. In 1. 174 = 

wANGEL XEpav. 
etc. 

3. trovedpevor, ‘getting men of Ephe- 
sos to show them the way.’ This was 
about all the assistance the Ephesians 
gave the rebellion. Cp. 6. 16 infra. 
The route from Ephesos to Sardes 
went up the Kaystros, struck north 
across ‘Tmolos, and went down the 
valley of the Paktolos. But this was 
the regular road from Ephesos to Sardes 
(c. 54 supra) through the Pass of Kara 
Bel, and ‘guides’ can hardly have been 
necessary. Hdt. himself had not been 
over the ground, and does not know the 
roads from Sardes to the coast at first 
hand. (Cp. W. M. Ramsay, Hist. Geog. 
of Asia mt. pp. 30, 60 ff., and Appendix 
XIIL.) 

5. ovSevds avtiwbévros. That Sardes 
should have been taken upon this 
occasion without a blow must appear 
very extraordinary to any one who 
reflects that according to Hdt.’s own 
showing the Persian satrap had months 
of warning of the rebellion, had witnessed 
the expulsion of the medising tyrants 
(c. 37), the flight of the Paionians from 
Phrygia (c. 98), was no doubt acquainted 
with the movements of Aristagoras, and 
had special reason to keep an eye upon 
him (c. 85). The De Malignitate 24 
preserves a tradition that the Persian 
forces were besieging Miletos, and that 
the object of the attack on Sardes was 
to force them to raise the siege. The 
Ionians had begun the campaign by 
defeating the Persian fleet off Pamphylia. 
This story is rational and coherent, 
and cannot be dismissed with the remark 
of Rawlinson that ‘‘the silence of Hdt. 
is conclusive against these statements,” 
as if Hdt. were writing of events with 
which he was contemporary, or as if 

Cp. c. 72 supra, 7. 157, 

av, F 
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his stories furnished a complete and 
eritical record. If a portion of the 
Persian forces were before Miletos we 
can understand Artaphrenes retiring on 
the citadel. We can understand why 
the lonians went to Koresos in boats 
(wXota). We can understand the burn- 
ing and evacuation of Sardes, and one 
or two other points in the next chapter 
otherwise obscure. 

7. Sivapivy otk ddlynv. Another 
vague phrase, which if true would make 
the conduct of Artaphrenes the more 
inexplicable. 

101. 2. rd8e. The Ionians were pre- 
vented sacking Sardes by the conflagration 
of the lower city, which ‘compelled’ 
(jwayxdfovro infra) the Persian garrison 
in the Akropolis, and the Lydians in 
the lower city, who were surrounded 
and could not escape into the country, 
to rally in the Agora, to turn upon the 
Ionian forces, and drive them away! It 
is eee obvious that the facts have been 
* doctored.’ 

5. as tvérpnoe. Hdt. does not ex- 
age say that the act was accidental. 

or all that ae the soldier might 
have acted under orders, or might have 
acted of malice prepense. 

6. &oreos . . wodt. The distinction 
between the dorv and the 7éXs is clearly 
marked: only the former was consumed. 
Yet just above wé\s is used in contrast 
to dxpdroks. There was nothing to 
bring the garrison down out of the 
Akropolis. If the fire seized first the 
outer ring of the city, and if the Lydians 
were hemmed in, that looks all the less 
like accident. 

14. rods pév. . Tods 8. This passage 
looks like a distorted reminiscence of 
the probable course of events. The 
Persians are besieging Miletos: the 
Ionian fleet with the assistance of the 
Athenians defeat the Persian fleet off the 
Pamphylian coast. To raise if possible 
the siege of Miletos Aristagoras projects 
a brilliant dash on Sardes. It is success- 
fully carried out. The Persian garrison, 
indeed, holds the citadel, but the town 
falls into the hands of the Ionians, and 
is fired. Meanwhile Persian forces from 

101 

— O 

102 

before Miletos advance to the rescue ~ 
(civ mdjOei odd), and the ITonians 
are threatened in front and rear, but 
make good their retreat under cover 
of night, not perhaps altogether empty- 
handed, They are, however, overtaken 
and routed ‘‘in Ephesos” (c, 102). 
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102. 2. KuByBys, identified with unrip 
Awdupnvn 1. 89, here treated by Hat. 
(and by the Greeks who burnt her 
temple) as a non-Hellenic divinity. 
The head-quarters of the great Asiatic 
mother were rather in Phrygia, at 
Pessinus, than in Lydia, at Sardes. 
The identification of Kybele, or Kybebe, 
with Rhea may be later than Hdt. or 
unknown to him. The classical tract 
upon the ritual is Lucian’s wept 77s Duplns 
Geov, nor is it likely that the ritual was 
any purer or more wholesome in earlier 
times, though the destruction of 
Kybele’s shrine at Sardes is scarcely 
to be ascribed to Greek puritanism. 
The Atys-myth, which was involved 
with the cult of the Great Mother, is 
virtually localised or connected with 
Sardes in the story told 1. 34-45. 

vo. The Persians hardly required 
an excuse for destroying Hellenic 
shrines, nor did they destroy them 
apparently of set purpose, or whole- 
sale. The sanctity of Delos they re- 
spected, 6. 97 infra, and Delphi was not 
plundered, much less consumed. But 
the destruction of the temple at Sardes 
was, probably, an offence to Greek 
consciences, and Greek ideas of right 
were appeased by the colourable quid 
pro quo. 

4. évrds “Advos, i.e. west of the 
Halys, cp. 1. 6. 

The vopol would be the first three 
enumerated 3. 90. But the ‘ Persians’ 
here referred to were strategi not satraps, 
ep. e 116 infra. 

mpoTruvOavdpevor grates upon the nar- 
rative, and implies that it has been 
incomplete. The Persians had not been 
sitting idle all the winter and spring. 

This indication goes to support the sug- 
gestions made above, cc. 100 f. notes. 

8. tmodhoy eoodOnoav. If the 
Ionians (Athenians) and _ Eretrians 
suffered ‘a great defeat’ on the return 
march from Sardes, it is a wonder that 
Charon of Lampsakos did not say so, 
His account ran: ’A@nvaio. 6é elkoot 
Tpinpecw €mdevoay émikoupjcovTes Tots 
“Iwot kal els Ldpbes éorparedcavrTo, Kat 
elhov Ta wept Ldpdas AmwavtTa ywpls Too 
Telxous TOU Bacidylov’ Tadra dé moujoayTes 
émavaxwpovow eis Miinrov, De Malig. 24; 
Miller, 7. H.G. i. p. 33, Frag. 2. The 
burning of Sardes gave an impulse 
to the revolt (see next chapter) which 
could hardly have been the case if it had 
been immediately followed by a crushing 
defeat. Rawlinson, who suggests that 
the sea-fight off the Pamphylian coast, 
omitted by Hdt., ‘“‘is probably a mere 
misrepresentation of the battle c. 112 
infra,” does not suggest that the great 
defeat at Ephesos here recorded may be 
an anticipation of the battle c. 116 infra. 
The death of Evalkides, which looks 
like hard fact, tends to fix the battle 

‘‘in Ephesos” to the first campaign: | 
but as Busolt (Gr. G. ii. 33) points out, 
the Eretrians probably did not desert 
the Ionian cause with the Athenians. 

10. crepavynddpous here = credaviras. 
Cp. 8. 26, Hermann, Lehrbuch ii.* § 30. 
4, His crowns and poetical lauds did 
not save him nor celebrate him on. this 
occasion: the verses in question were 
Epinikia not Epitaphia. On Simonides 
of Keos (B.c. 566-469) see Mahaffy, Gr. — 
Lit.2 Poets § 148, Bergk, Poet. Lyr. 
Gr, iii.* pp. 882-535 (where this passage 
appears as No. 9), Flach, Gr. Lyrik, pp. 
611-646. Hdt. elsewhere, 7. 228, quotes 
Simonides, and gives his patronymic — 
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» apparently feeble and inconsequent act 
«on the part of the Athenians. 
/ only glaring desertion recorded is this 
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(‘son of Leoprepes’), not as here, his 
birthplace. Keos was the nearest of the 

} Kyklades to Attica. 
103. 1. rd wapdmav drodurdyres TOUS 

Grote (Pt. 11. c. xxxv. vol. iii, 
**some 

to account for this 

The 

very act of the Athenians themselves. 
_ Of course there was a sufficient reason, 

| positive or negative, though Hdt. has 
recorded none. It may be conjectured 

' that the question for the Athenians was 
| not one of staying in Ionia or going 

thing had been accomplished : 

r 

' home, but of staying at home, or 
| returning, next year, to Ionia. The 

Athenians hardly sent out their ships 
with a permanent or unlimited com- 
mission. The ships would return to 
Athens at the end of the season. ee 

the 
Persian fleet defeated, the siege of 
Miletos raised, Sardes destroyed; the 
revolt in Asia was in full swing; the 
Athenians might feel themselves safe 
for the present from the machinations 
of Hippias and Artaphrenes, and turned 
a deaf ear to the solicitations of Arista- 
goras, during the winter and ensuing 
spring (értxadeouévov opéas moddAd dv’ 
dyy\uv). Perhaps the promises of 
Aristagoras, including the 50 talents 
or so (cp. c. 97 supra), had not been 
fulfilled. This change of policy was 

haps shortsighted, and selfish; but 
é twenty ships had not been com- 

missioned in the first instance from 
motives of heroic altruism or ambition. 
It should be considered further that 
there may have been very good excuses 
in the foreign relations of Athens west 
of the A , and in the state of 
parties in the city itself, for keeping the 
twenty vessels and their crews at home. 
Twenty ships could not be engaged 
permanently on distant service, with 
pag on one side and Chalkis on the 
other, each looking out for Athenian 

‘ 
x 

a 

troubles: and there was probably now, 
as later, a party in the city itself 
prepared to suck advantage from any 
fiasco abroad, or straining of the state’s 
resources. It is not to be supposed 
that Aristagoras, who went. into the — 
business a bankrupt c. 35 supra, de- 
frayed the expenses. The ships had 
accomplished their mission. That the 
Athenians would have been well advised 
to have supported the revolt again at 
a later stage is not to be denied. They 
themselves, when too late, seem to have 
taken this view of the matter. See 6. 
21 infra. There was current a similar 
criticism upon the policy of the Spartans, 
cp. c. 50 supra, Thuc. 1. 69, 9. See 
further, Appendices VII. VIII. 

6. wAdoavtTes. This word may mark 
the beginning of the second year of the 
war, and it would be difficult to 
rationalise the Ionian movement except 
upon the supposition that there was 
no immediate danger of an advance of 
the king’s fleet, owing to the great 
victory in the previous summer, off the 
Pamphylian coast. Cp. c. 102 supra, 
and Appendix VY. 
“EAfqorrovrov. Here used in- 

clusively of the whole water-way, 
Hellespont, Propontis and Bosporos. 
It might be suspected that the towns 
on the Hellespont proper had joined 
the revolt earlier, but that Byzantion, 
Chalkedon, and the towns about them, 
only joined on the appearance of the 
Ionian fleet in the second year of the 
war ; ep. ec. 117 infra. 
A regular and necessary preliminary 

to the liberation of the Hellespont was 
an Hellenic victory in the Southern 
Levant; otherwise Ionia was at the 
mercy of the king’s ships. So the prize 
of Mykale is the Hellespont 9. 101 ad 
jin. So Pausanias heads for Kypros 
before blockading Byzantion in 478- 
7 B.o., Thue. 1. 94, and the same 
strategy is pursued by Kimon and the 
Athenians, again and again. Kypros 
was now, indeed, in revolt, but that 
revolt itself is best explained by the 
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supposition of the naval victory omitted 
by Hdt. See next chapter. 

Bvtavriov. The area of revolt ex- 
tends now from Kypros all round the 
coast to Byzantion, for Kypros had 
probably been won by the victory off 
Pamphylia a year before. The burning 
of Sardes added Karia to the cause: the 
siege of Miletos was apparently raised : 
and the first campaign of the new year 
effects the liberation of the Hellespont 
and Bosporos. 

8. tw, with accus. 7. 58. The harsh 
construction is here softened by éxr\w- 
cavres which suggests éxéwv there. 

9. Katvov. The Kaunians were 
hardly Hellenes; see 1. 172. 

11. rote. Hdt.’s chronology and cau- 
sality here are anything but clear, for if 
Kaunos joined (1) after the rest of Karia, 
(2) in consequence of the burning of 
Sardes. then Karia would seem to have 
joined from the first. But (1) Karia joins 
after the ‘Hellespont’ and Byzantion, 
(2) the news reaches Daurises in his 
campaign on the Hellespont, c. 117 
infra. 

104. 2. awéotynoav. The Kypriotes 
had presumably declared their independ- 
ence after the first naval battle (cp. ec. 
100 supra): otherwise, a disaster at 
Ephesos, and the Athenian desertion, 
were hardly good reasons for joining now. 
There were in Kypros nine city-states, 

HPOAOTOY Vv 

Kvrptoe 6é é0edovtai oe 

under royal government. Diodor. 16. 
42, 4 though describing the condition 
about 351 B.c. may be taken to illus- 
trate the time of the Ionian revolt. 
B. Head, Hist. Num. p. 620, enumerates 
the kingdoms: Salamis, Citium, Marium, 
Amathus, Curium, Paphos, Soli, Lape- 
thos, Ceryneia. Of these only Salamis, 
Kurion, Soli on the one hand, and 
Amathus on the other, appear in Hdt.’s 
narrative. Evelthon, who was known 
at Delphi, was king of Kyprian Salamis 
whenas Pheretime fled from Kyrene the 
first time. See 4. 162 supra. His 
great-grandson, Onesilos, is now king: 
the succession seems rapid. It is not, 
however, actually said that all four 
generations sat on the throne. Siromis 
or Chersis may have dropped out. 
Amathus (Hamath) was perhaps the 
head-quarters of the Phoenician interest, 
as Salamis of the Hellenic. 

Kal ovrot, sc. of Kvmpior. 
6. ds . . éri@ero. The news would 

have reached Kypros surely before the 
voyage to Byzantion: perhaps, indeed, 
before the return of Aristagoras to Ionia, 
The information was probably sent, 
and the co-operation of the Kypriotes 
invited, c. 88 supra. Was the doru 
enclosed with a wall, or were the zvAat 
mentioned those of the wéXs ? 

11. dvéreBe . . dvéreoe, the tenses 
used with strict meaning. 
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105. 2. asxrA. The fact would have 
been known in Susa before the end of 
the first year, for it would not take the 
king’s messengers long to bear the news : 
ep. 8. 98 (the Royal Post). 

3. “A@nvatwv. ‘This is the first clear 
indication in Hdt.’s text that the Athen- 
ians marched to Sardes, ep. c. 100 supra. 
The Eretrians have dropped out: in 
ec. 102 swpra their presence on the march 
to and from Sardes seems guaranteed. 

ovddoyis cuvupavOjvar. The 
expression is somewhat obscure, ovA- 
hoyn would seem to refer to the 
combination, conscription, co-operation 
(coitio, Schweig.) of Athenians and 
Tonians: cvvudavOjvac should refer 
primarily to devising, weaving, plans: 
raira would prima facie apply to the 
capture and conflazration of Sardes. 
There is, in short, in the passage a 
confusion of (a) the terminology proper 
to describe the external course of events 
and of (4) the terminology proper to 
describe the internal designs or causality : 
(a) 1 cuNdoyn *AOnvaluov kal "Idvwr, 2 
Bdpdis adovcas eur. bd AO. kai I., 3 rov 
ipyevova yevésbar rhs ovdX. Apiorarydpny. 
(6) rafra cuvudayOqvat bd Tod Midnotov. 
cuvupavOjvac can hardly mean ‘‘ was 
undertaken” (as L. & S.). Cp. 6. 1. 

5. déyerat, not by Ionians: the 
og Pm obviously Athenian. 

“Iévey ot8éva dé6yov mrommodpevov. 
This is the traditional attitude of the 
Persian King towards Ionians, So Kyros 
1. 153, so Kambyses 2. 1 (Xerxes 
otherwise, 8, 90). Hdt. is no admirer 
of the lonians, see 4. 142. Whether he 
or his (Athenian) source is responsible 

for the remark-is not clear, Cp. Intro- 
duction, pp. Ixvi. f. 

6. o¥ Katampolfovtrar. Yet it took 
him five years to reduce them, cost him at 
least one fleet, more than one army, and 
several generals, involved the reconquest 
of Thrace and Macedon, postponed the 
invasion of European Hellas, and in this 
way was of inestimable service to 
European Freedom. But not a word of 
this in Hdt. or his (Athenian) source. 

7. eipérOar. Like Artaphrenes pre- 
viously, c. 73 supra. (There was more 
excuse for Kyros in 546 B.c. asking the 
original question about the Spartans, 
1. 153.)  Dareios (¢.e. Hdt.) has for- 
gotten the wishes of Atossa 3. 134, and 
the mission of Demokedes and the spies, 
3. 136 ff Hdt. takes the story as he 
finds it. The formula is a standing one: 
cp. c. 13 supra. 

8. 7d téEov. A graphic and appro- 
priate touch. The anecdote has an 
oriental colour. There were poets and 
story-tellers in Athens quite equal to 
this (e.g. Aischyl. Persae). Cp. c. 18 
supra, 6. 21 infra. 

haBdvra 8 kal émibévra 8 The 
iteration of the dé separates and accen- 
tuates the actions. 

9. Zed = Ahuramazda, rdv kicdov rdvra 
Tod ovpdvov Ala xadéovres 1. 131 gives 
especial point to the symbolic act and 
prayer of the Persian king. 

exyevér Oar. 
aorist infinitive optative. Op. ZZ. 7. 
179 Zed mdrep i Alavra daxeiv 7) Tvdéos 
vidv, Od. 17. 354 Zed dva, Tydéuaxdv 
pot év dvdpdow bAB.ov evar. Cp. Monro, 
Homeric Grammar, § 241. 

A good example of the. 

un 

49 r >? 

°@ Led, éxye- 
_ O 
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elmreiy ‘‘ déomrora, pepe TOV ‘AOnvalov.” mpooragas 6€ Tavra 
elTre, Kanreoas és dw ‘Toriaiov rov Mirnoror, [Tov o Aapelos 
nareiye xpovor On ‘moAnov,| ‘ ‘ muvOdvopar ‘lorvate é-rporroy 
TOV TOV, TO ov Mingrov emerpeyras, vewrepa és ewe Trem ounKevaal 
mp Hy paT aL” dvdpas yap pou €K THS érépns ameipoy emraryauryov, Kal 
“lwvas ovv adroio. rovs Secovras éuol Sienv rav erroinoay, 
TovTOUS dvayvecas dua éxeivorsr &recbar, Lapdiov pe dmearé- 
pnge. viv @Y KS ToL TadTa haiveTat yew Kaos; KOs be dveV 
TOV COV Bovhevparov ToUTaD TL emi n 5 ; Opa pr &€& borépns 
cewvTov év aitin OXTS. eime Tpos TavTa lotaios “ Bactred, 
Kotov épOéyEao eros, éue Bovredcar mphypa éx Tod col tt #) 
péya 1) opixpov EuedrAe AvTpOV avacyncew ; TLS dv emditH- 
Mevos Trovéouwe Taba, Ted O& evdens eov; TO Tapa pev TdvTa 
doa Tep col, TavTwy o& Tpos céo Pep Neruomay eT aKovEeW 
ated pia. GXN eltrep Te ToLodTov olov av elpnKas ™pnooes 0 

EHO. en inpoTias, iat avtov ém éwuTov Baropevor TTD eV 
apm dé é eyorye ovoé evdeKxopar TOV NOYOV, bKaS TL Midjovo Kal 
0 eHos: émritpomos VE@TEpOY apie Teph TpHyuare, Ta Od. 
el © apa TL ToLovTO TroLeDoL Kal ov TO édoV aKnKoas @® Bacired, 
pade olov mphypa épydoao éué amo Oaddoons avdotactov 
mounoas. “lwves yap olkact éwed €& dfOaruadv ode yevopévov 
Tounoar TOV Tadat twepov eiyov: éuéo O av éovtos év “lavin 

@S TAYOS ares we TropevOHvaL 
és “lwvinv, wa tou Keivd Te TadvTa KaTapTicw és T@VTO Kal TOV 

> / If ig / la) 9 ovdEemla TONS UTEKiVnTE. VV wv 

/ > / an \ an / > f : Maantov éritporov TovTov Tov TavTa pnyavnodpevov éeyyerplOeTov 
la) a \ \ / N / / Thao. TavTa 6€ KAaTa VOoY TOY GOV ap Oboss Oeovs érropvupe 

TOUS Bacirntovs pony peev ™mpoTepov éxdvoacbat Tov exov Kb ava 
KataBnoopar és leaviny, mplv av Tor Lapdo vicov THY peyioTny 

106. 2. tov. . moddbyv seclusit Stein. 
7. BapSlwv pe amerrépyoe. Dareios 

had spent some time at Sardes 4. 85, 

propriety of the speech of Histiaios the 
mere word- -play is an artistic ie 

Dapdo vijcov Thy pey The 
143, 5. 11, and would feel its loss the 
more acutely. A fine literary touch. 

16. ém’ éwvtod Baddpevoy, c. 73 supra. 
19. 1d édv, “the thing that is,’ cp. c. 

50 supra. 7@ édvte xpnodmevos 1. 30, Tas 
Sikas dmoBalvew kara 7d dv 1. 97. 

28. Zapdo. Histiaios presumes too 
far upon the king’s geographical ignor- 
ance, in vowing the conquest of Sardinia 
before Naxos, the Kyklades, Euboea and 
Athens. The passage no doubt was in- 
tended to be Sardonically comic (Zapdiwv 
. . ZapdH), but the satire is crude. 
After the real subtlety and dramatic 

conquest, or the colonisation of Sandie 
is an old idea with the Ionians (cp. 1. 
1705. ¢:. 124. anjfrra; 6s 2)! A's; to: 1s 
size: Freeman (Sicily, i. pp. 2, 241) 
accepts the Herodotean view, which 
is certainly erroneous. Kiepert has: 
‘‘ wrongly supposed by the ancients to 
be the largest island in the Medi- 
terranean,”’ Manual of Geography, § 248. 
Stanford’s Compendium, Hurope (1885) 
p- 297, makes Sicily “the largest island 
in the Mediterranean.” In the excellent 
Epitome of Geography for the use of 
National Schools of Ireland (Dublin, 
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Sacpodpspov mowujow. ‘lotiaios pev réyov tabra SéBarnre, 107 
na \ ? Ma) / =f b) Xd 5) \ \ 

Aapeios dé E€TELVUETO KAL lV QTTLEL, EVTEL QALEVOS, €TTEAV Ta 

= 

 dovea, 

"Ev o 
é 

eee 7 / ¢ ? 4 / / fa] / Cys > \ 

‘UTTETVETO Ol €NTLTENEA 77 0b)07), TAPAYLVET ab Ol OTTLOW ES TA 

Se ) ayyedin te wept TOV Lapdiwy Tapa Baciréa 108 
+ ee \ . \ \ \ / / STE / b) X6 

dvye at Aapeios Ta Tept TO ToEov mromaas ‘lotiaim és Noyous 
= Y ‘¢€ A / ¢ \ A / ’ / ’ \ fa) / 

Are «ab ‘Iotiaios pepwetypevos vo Aapetov éxopiteto emi Oa- 
/ by, 

Raccav, év ToUT@ TavTl TO Ypov@ eEyiveto TdAde. 
/ 

TONLOPKEOVTL 

TO Larapuvieo Ovncir ’Apabovaotous eEayyédreTat vyvol otpa- 

Tuy Tord ayovta Leporxnv “AprvBiov avdpa Iléponv mpoc- 
s / a CT / 

 Sdxyuov és tv Kérpov elvat: rvfopevos dé tadta 0 ‘Ovnoidos 
y / / DS Sf 
< «enpveas Siéreume és tHv loviny émixarevpevos oheas, “lwves 

na / 

) 88 ode és waxpny Bovdevedpevor Kov TOAAP oTOXrY. "lwvés TE 

) 1857) Sardinia is described as ‘‘ con- 
siderably larger than Corsica, being 
about 160 miles long from north to 
south, and 90 miles broad” p. 195, 
while Sicily is given as 180 miles long 

' from east to west, with an eastern side 
' of about 150, p. 181. Mackay’s Elements 
' of Geography, 1867, p. 119, gives the area 
+ of Sicily, ‘‘the largest island in the 

' Mediterranean,” as 10,556 sq. miles, 
‘ and the area of Sardinia ‘‘the second 

—i ee a —_ 1 

largest island in the Mediterranean ” as 
9167 sq. miles. So too Nissen, Jtalische 
Landeskunde, i. 345-353, gives the 
“official’ sizes (1883) Sicily 29,240 sq. 
km., Sardinia 24,250 sq. km. Baedeker, 
Southern Italy (1893), p. 225, mentions 
that some recent estimates enlarge the 
area to 25,800 sq. km. Cp. c. 31 supra. 

107. 1. S:éBaddAe, as in c. 50 supra. 
108. 3. peperipévos. An extraordinary 

formation from weOinuc (uerinun), cp.6. 61. 
éxoulfero is a strict imperfect. 
4. &y totv» tavtl to xpdvw. This 

ehronological indication is more precise 
than acceptable. Nor is it really precise. 
The news about Sardes must surely have 
teached the king before the opening of 
the second year of the war (cp. c. 105 
supra); the episode of the bow, the 
interview with Histiaios, were affairs of 
Minutes merely : the journey of Histiaios 

_ down to ‘the sea’ (Ionia, or Phoenicia) 
_ was a longer business. 

é 
: 

At best, this 
passage cannot be taken to prove more 
than that before Histiaios reached Sardes 
(6. 1) the war in Kypros had been 
econvluded (ce, 116 infra). It might 
farther be argued that the siege of 

VOL. I 

Amathus was in progress during the 
winter (498-7 B.c.). But if the king’s 
fleet had been heavily defeated in 498 
B.C. (vide c. 99. supra) the next year 
(= 497 B.c.) is full soon to see the 
Phoenicians at work again off Kypros. 
Cp. Appendix V. 

Trade. What follows: down toc. 115, 
or even to the end of the Book. 

5. vyvol. Probably Phoenician, 
though the forces are Persian under a 
Persian general. But ep. 6. 6 infra. 

6. ’AprvBiov. This name is omitted 
in the list of proper names given in 
Rawlinson, vol. iii.* 539 ff. 

8. "Iwves otk & p. B. This is the 
first hint in the actual narrative of the 
Ionian revolt of the confederate council 
and authority. The brevity of the 
deliberation on this occasion cannot 
be adduced as a proof of the folly or 
cowardice of the Jonians. They seem 
to have understood the advantage of 
supporting the revolt in Kypros as well 
as the Athenians understood the advan- 
tage of supporting the revolt in Ionia. 
The brevity of the deliberation indicates, 
however, that the confederate council 
was in full working order, and had 
probably been directing affairs hitherto, 
although Hdt. has said nothing about 
it ; nd also that the revolt of Kypros 
had been part of the general and con- 
certed programme. Cp. c. 104 supra. 

9. mokko orddw. Hadt.’s estimates 
in this narrative are nearly all vague, 
ep. ce. 100, or exaggerated, ec. 102, 118- 
mae With the parataxis following, ep. 
4. 199. 

8 
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\ a > \ / 6 Tapicav és tiv Kumpov cal of Llépaar vnvol biaBdvres bx 
THS Kincxlns jicav ert thy Sarapi. ji Nol oe L ob HS NS Hioav eri THY Larapiva Teoh. Thor de vyval ob 

/ / \ li ¢ rn rn fa Poiwixes mepreTAEov THY akpnv abd KadredvTat Krmides Ths Kvarpov. 
/ \ / : a TovTov O€ ToLOVTOUV ywopévov eeEay of TUpavvor Tis Kurpov, 

/ lal > cuyKkarecavtes THY ‘Idvwv tols otpaTnyovs, “ avopes “lwves, 
7 (le ta PYAS) ¢ va e Kv ¢ / / aiperw viv didopev Hpets ot Kumpuor oxotépotor BovdeoOe mrpoc- 
/ 

péperPat, 1) Iléponor % Poles. 
/ tal nr 

TayGévres Iepcéwy Siatretpacbat, dpn av eln bpiv éxBavras ék 
TOV veov TacocecOar Trebh, nwéas 5é és Tas véas éoBalvew Tas 
buetépas Poivies 

8 \ 4 

 TOUT@Y 

» Kdrmpos €édev0épn.” 
amrémepe 

11. ryov 8 vyvol, Did the 
Phoenician vessels’ ship the Persian 
troops across from Kilikia (perhaps 
the Aleian plain, cp. 6. 95 wfra) to 
Kypros, and then proceed round ‘the 
Keys,’ or were not two separate fleets 
employed, transports and men-of-war ? 

12. KAnides. If the text is complete 
Hdt. is wrong in giving the name to 
the dkpy. elol dé ai wev KXevdes vnota dvo 
tpockeiueva TH Kimpw kara ta éwbiwva 
pépn THs vycov, Strabo 682. The plural 
form of the name makes for the islands 
not for the promontory. ‘There are half- 
a-dozen rocks to which the name applies ; 
ep. Hogarth, Devia Cypria, pp. 81, 82. 

109. 1. ot tupavvor . . To’s oTpaTn- 
yous (c. 38). The ‘tyrants’ of Kypros 
here appear as the champions of freedom, 
at least from the foreign yoke, and as 
allies of the republican Ionians. The 
hostility and competition of Hellene 
and Phoenician in Kypros sufficiently 
explain the anomaly. A parallel case 
is supplied by Sicily, where the Hellenic 
tyrant is the champion of Hellenism 
against the Carthaginian. Cp. 7. 165 
ff. and contr. c. 37 supra, 4. 137. 

8. alpesty. This amphibious idea, 
that the same soldiers could fight 
equally well on sea and on land, would 
imply a comparatively rudimentary 
condition of the arts of war at the 
time, if the recorded offer was ever 
made. The offer no doubt is confined 
to the fighting-men: the oarsmen 
presumably were to stay where they 
were, Yet perhaps the anecdote is 

> / 

AVT@Y@VLEVJLEVOUS * 
or 6 8 a fa} / / > Cae, Pens x Bovreobe ovaTretpadcPat, Tovey ypeov eat teas, OKOTEpAa ay 

e/ c/ \ , ig / »” dc > / 

EdXnobe, OkwS TO KaT wpéas Eotar 7 Te lovin Kal 
iy Al \ la) 66 ft / 4 eimayv “lwves mpos tavta “yeas 6€ 

\ \ an >) / 

TO Kowov ToaV ‘lavwv durdaEovtas thy Odraccap, 

el pev yap ely Bovrcobe 

eb 6€ Dowlkov padrrov 

scarcely historical. The patronising 
airs of superiority assumed by Ionians 
towards Kypriotes would amuse an 
Athenian or a Dorian audience. 

5. Ilepréwy Siamepaobar, ‘to put 
Persians to the proof.’ owlxwy 6. just 
below, ‘to make proof of Phoenicians,’ 
Cp. 8. 9 dmérepay abrav movjoacbat 
BovAcpevor THS TE HAYS Kal TOU bLEeKaAéov. 
dom. is presumably less than diaz, ep. 
1. 47, 2. 28 and 77 (rav éym és dud 
Telpay amiKouny). 

bkws . . tora. Cp. Goodwin, 
Gk. Moods and Tenses, § 324 ed. maj. 

11. 7d Kowdy tdv *Idvev, cp. c. 108 
supra. Says Grote, Pt. 11. c. xxxv. (vol. 
iii. p. 502), ‘‘we hear now, for the first 
and the last time, of a tolerably efficient 
Pan-Ionie authority.” But 1. 141 
shows the Pan - Ionic council at work 
fifty years before, though Miletos then 
was excommunicate. The expression 
here may signify that Aristagoras the 
‘tyrant’ had not sent the fleet, either | 
because he had not authority, or because 
he was already off to Thrace. Cp. c. 126 
infra. The historian’s record here is 
anyway not devoid of a certain humour. 
The Jonians look down on ‘ Kyprians” 
much as Athenians upon Ionians, c. 69 
supra. To avoid facing the ae 
infantry (cp. 6. 112) on the plea of 
a strict adherence to discipline (cp. 6. 
12) and to remind the men of Kypros” 
of their servitude to the ‘Mede’ and 
exhort them to courage (cp. 4. 142), are- 
malicious touches in Ionian portraiture, 
as painted by Hdt. Not but w 
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ae eee \ l 56 eR - thé 

GAN od« va Kurpiowce tas véas Tapacoytes avtoi refn Uléponor 
a / ee | A bf / / 

mposdepapeba. tyes mev vuv em ov éTayOnuev, TavTN TeLpn- 
/ \ / 

copeba elvar ypnortol: vuéas O€ yxpeov éote avapynobéytas ola 
? / / \ aA M 16 / ‘al YA Py ? 0 [Po ek} 

erdayere SovrevovTes Tpos TAY Midwv, yiver Oar avopas ayabous. 
/ / \ 

“loves pev TovTowcs apeiravto: peta Sé HKOVTwY és TO 
¢ lal / / 

mediov TO Larapiviov Tov Llepcéwv, SivéTaccov of Bacinrées 
r N 

tov Kurpior, rods péev addovs Kumpiovs kata rods adXous 
\ \ / 

oTpaTiwoTas aVTLTATOOVTES, Larapiviov € Kal YorLlov arro- 
/ / ] / \ fal 

ANéEavres TO apictov avTétaccov Ilépanor: “AptuBip sé Te 
a la / 2 \ > / a6) / Ny 

otpatny® tov Llepoéwy €Bedovtns avretacceTo “Ovnatnos. 
v : \ v4 ¢ bay / ry 8 5 / \ ¢ rE 

Hravve Se immov o “AptuBios dedudaypevoy mpos omdiTny 
a ) / / bo to) € -O / 9S / € 

ietac0ar opGov. muouevos wy tadta o Ovnotros, ny yap ot 
¢ \ / \ Ka \ be re / 66 : : \ 

imactiatis yévos pmev Kap ta o€ modula KapTa OoKYLos Kal 
\ a / \ 

GAXws Anwatos mréos, ele Tpos TovToOY “avvPdvomat TOY 
\ \ \ / 

"AptuB8iov immov iatapevoy opov Kal Toot Kal oTopaTt KaTEp- 
a \ 9 / 

yafecOar pds Tov av mpoceveryOn. od wv Bovdevoapevos 
¢ / a / \ o eimé avtixa oKxoTepovy Bovreat Purdeas wAHEaL, ete Tov immov 

Ionians had proved themselves ‘good perhaps special centres of Hellenic 
men’ 1. 169: but that was long syne, 
in the days of Kyros! The Ionian 
revolt was a mistake in Hdt.’s eyes. 
Cp. c. 98 supra. 

110. 1. qKdvrwy. That the Persians 
should have been allowed to land at 
all seems rather a blunder: the landing 
may have been effected before the 
advent of the Ionians, c. 108. 

vo weSlov. The largest plain 
in Kypros, stretching inland to the 
very heart of the country (Nicosia). 
Cp. Dict. Geogr. ii. p. 877. Or rather 
perhaps stretching right across the 
island from E. to W. from the bay of 
Salamis to the bay of Soli: the larger 
watershed being towards the E. Cp. 
Lolling in I. Miiller’s Handbuch, iii. 

. 273 f., P. Gardner, New Ohapters 
m G. H, p. 159. : 

2. ot Baowées trav Kvutplwv = oi 
Tipavvo. ris Kémpov supra. Against 
Persians they might be kings: compared 
with Greek strategi they were tyrants. 
But Hadt. scarcely uses the terms with 
such fall intent. 

4. Zadapivlwy kal Lorlwv. Salamis 
on the east coast, on the left bank of the 
tiver Pediaeus: Soli upon the north (or 
west) coast in nearly the same parallel at 
the western end of the great central plain 
(cp. previous note), both at this time 

sympathy (cp. cc. 104 supra, 108 infra) 
and more or less Hellenised. Salamis 
from its name and position no doubt 
was originally Phoenician, the notion 
of a colony from Attic Salamis being 
pragmatic (cp. Busolt, Gr. G. i.? p. 
321): nor is it likely that Soli was 
named from Solon (according to the 
etymologising anecdote in Plutarch, 
Solon, 26); there was another Soli on 
the coast of Kilikia, and Hdt. apparently 
takes Solon to Soli in Kypros, ec. 113 
infra. The Greek spoken at Soli was 
proverbially incorrect, even in the time 
of Hdt., ep. 4.117. But the town was 
undoubtedly Hellenic, though whether 
founded from Athens or not can hardly 
be regarded as fully ascertained. The 
temple of Athene might be an evidence, 
or merely an explanation of the legend. 
Busolt, Gr. G, i.? 321, inclines to regard 
the Athenian settlement as historic. 

111. 1. #Aavve, ‘rode.’ See next ce. ém 
Tov tarmov KaTnuevos. One might have 
expected the ‘King of Salamis’ to have 
been in a chariot (rodeuicrjpia dpuara, 
ce. 113), but he appears to be fighting 
a-foot. 

3. twodgu.a KTA., like a true Karian. 
Oprilelik 

5. KarepyaterOar. Cp. dtepydterPac 
c. 19, duepydferOar c. 20 supra. 

15 
110 

Un 
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Me \ fa} e J / > ~ 66% 

ELITE 7 POs TAVUTAaA O OTTAWY AUTOVU @) 
fa) 4 \ b / > / Bacired, Eroupos pev éyd eciys movéew Kal audhotepa Kal rd 

v4 > an \ / \ IO €TEPOY AUTMV, Kal TavTwS TO av av émiTdooNS' ws pévTOL 
»” / is a a Emouye doxéer evar Tolor color mpyyyace mpoodepéatepon, 
ppaca. Baoihéa péev Kal otparnyov xpeov elvat pnus Baciree 
Te Kal oTpaTnyp mporpéperba. / \ / os 

nv Te yap KaTéAns avopa 
oTpaTnyov, méya Tor ylverat, Kal SevTepa, Hv oe exelvos, TO py 

15 yévouro, bro akvoypéov Kal amrobavely huloea cvphopy: hwéas b& 
Tovs vmnpéras érépoicl Te Umnpérnar mpocdhéperOar Kal mpos 
immov: tod ot Tas pnxyavas pmdev oBnOjs: eyo yap Tot 
Umodéxomar wn Ly avdpos ete ye wndevos aTHaecOas éevavTiov. 

Tatra etme, Kal petavtixa ocvvémioye Ta oTpaTtoTreda TebH 
Kab vynuol. \ / / f / 

ynvol pev vuv “Ilwmves akpou yevouevor TavTnv THY 
/ 

nmépny virepeBaddovTo Tovs Poivixas, Kal ToUT@V Yauor HploTtev- 
n / a / P 

cav: mefn 5é, ws ovr Oe TA oTpaTOTEda, TULTETOVTA EuayoVTO, 
5Kkata S€ TOvs aTpaTHYOVS aupotépous Tade eyiveTO: ws Tpoce- 

/ \ \ > / Cae. / SEEN Lyf / 
hepeTo mpos tov Ovnatrov o “AptuBios ért tod immov Katy- 

¢ n a 

pevos, 0 ‘Ovnctdos kata ta ouveOyxato TO bracticTH Tale 
/ SaaN \ ’ / b) / \ ruth 

mpoodepomevoyv avtov tov “AptuBiov: émtBadovtos dé Tod immov 
/ a 

Tovs modas émlt tiv Ovnocirov aoriba, évOadta 0 Kap dperave 
"AptuBuos pev by 

¢ \ a / ¢ n a uy / la) / 

o otpatnyos THY Ilepcéwv ood TO imm@ Timer avTod Tart 

8. émdwv. The form édmrdwy is cer- 
tainly poetical, and to change it here 
into éméwy (with Forstemann, de voca- 
bulis quae videntur apud Herodotum 
poeticis, 1892) would lower the tone of 
the anecdote. 

11. mpoodepérrepov is Stein’s emen- 
dation for mpopepéctepov.  mpoopépns 
means ‘ like.” Why not mpoopopwrepor, the 
mpoopeptorepoy having been introduced 
by mpocdépecOa just below? Stein, 
however, thinks that Hdt. wrote mpoo- 
gopéorepov. Cp. his note ad 7. (1882). 

14. Sedrepa, v.7. Sevrepov, cp. c. 38 
supra. 

15. td adkoxpéov Kal daolaveiv 
hploea oupdopy. This knightly maxim, 
and indeed the whole anecdote, go to 
show how superficial is the view which 
makes ‘romantic’ sentiment a peculi- 
arity of northern nations, or of ‘medi- 
aeval’ times. Hellenic antiquity and 
literature are saturated with romance: 
and among the romantic writers of 

Hellas Hdt. holds a very high place. 
Cp. Introduction, p. xxvii. 

112. 1. mefy Kal wnvol. Like the 
battles of the Eurymedon, Thue. 1. 100 
(c. 465 B.c.), and of Salamis again, Thue. 
1. 112, 4 (c. 449 B.c.), this was a’ double 
engagement, by sea and land. Hdt. 
could hardly have written the story of 
the Kyprian campaign of 497 B.o. with- 
out a thought of the later campaigns, 
in which the Athenians were engaged: | 
and there may be a dim reference to 
those later days in the words vyuai wév 
vuy “Iwves tixpor yevouevor Tavrnvy Thy 
qvépnv. They might however only 
point the contrast with Lade. Cp. In- 
troduction, pp. Lxv ff. 

8. Bdpro. aplorevcav. The Aris- 
teia of the Samians suggest one possible 
source of the narrative, though the 
Karian’s achievement might well have 
been remembered in Karia, at Halikar-_ 
nassos or elsewhere. 4 

9. 6 Kap Speravw. Cp. 7. 93. 4 
10. rods md8as. Only the fore ones. — 
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wayouevayv Sé Kal TOY ddrov, Xrnojvep tipavvos éov Kouplov 

mpodidot éyov Sivapw avdpdv mept éEwvTov od cpixpyy. of dé 

Kovupeées od Tou NéyouTas elvat “Apyelwv drrovkot. mpodovtrwv 6é 

trav Koupiéwy avdrixa Kal Ta Larapiwviov TOAEMLTTHpLA appaTa 

r@utd totor Kovpredou érrolee. ywvopévwv S€é Tovtwv KatutTrép- 

tepor joav of Ilépcar tov Kurpiwr. 

otpatomédou aAXov TE émecov tool Kat 6) Kal Ovnaoidos TE O 

Xépowos, 6s ep THY Kutpiav amootacw émpnte, Kal 6 Yorlov 

Bacireds “Apiotoxutpos 6 Pidoximpov, Pidox’rpouv S€é TovTov 

tov Sdr\av 6 A@nvatos amixdpervos és Kimpov év erect aivece 

TeTpappevov O€ TOD 

Tupavvev padiota. 
> , > / \ \ stk > 7A 6 a 

éqroNopKnce, ATroTamLOVTES THY KEdharny ExomLcay es ApalodyTa 
lal / / \ fol 

kal pw avexpéuacav brép Tav TuAéwy KpEe“apevns SE -THS 
a \ » ee I > \ / > bu 2 SSN 

Keharis Kai 75n €ovons Koldns, ETpos MEedLTTEwWY ETOUS ES aUTHY 

‘Ovncirov péev vuv Apadovavor, 6Tt ohéas. 

113. 3. Zrnchvep. Stesenor, the 
traitor, is a ‘tyrant’: Onesilos and 
Aristokypros, ‘kings.’ But the point 
eannot be pressed, cp. c. 109 supra. 
The name Stasioecus appears at Curium, 
about 420 B.c. (Head, Hist. Num. p. 
622), 
Kodpwv. On the Lykos, some 

16 R. miles to the W. of Amathus, 
one of the nine city-states of Kypros. 
See c. 104 supra. Steph. B. drs 
Kirpov, amd Kovupéws rod Kivtpov macdés. 
Kinyras is a well-known figure in 
Kypros, but his sons according to 
Apollodorus (3. 14, 3) were Oxyporos 
and Adonis: Kureus is not known. 
Is the name connected with the 
Kodpnres and the cult of Zeus ? 

5. Aéyovrax. Hdt. doubts the 
statement (cp. 4. 184). The connexion, 
real or supposed, between ‘Argos’ 
and Kypros is suggestive, whichever 
of the two was the terminus a quo: the 
remark of Mr. Head’s (Hist. Num. p. 
620) that the weight standard of all the 
Kypriote silver money is at first the 
Aiginetic somewhat reduced, may point 
to later commercial relations, but might 
lead to a date too recent for the original 
settlements. But (1) archaeological evi- 
dence, especially ‘Mykenaean’ pottery, 
(2) the resemblance of the Kypriote and 
Arkadian dialects, and perhaps (3) the 
separate Kypriote syllabary (cp. Deeke, 
in Baumeister’s Denkmiiler, p. 51, Hin- 
richs, in I. Miiller, Handbuch, i. 365), 
go to show that Peloponnesian settlers 
were in Kypros before the close of the 

Mykenaean period. Cp. further, Busolt, 
Gr. G. 1.7 318 ff. 

12. Xddrdwv 6 *AOnvatos, cp. c. 110 
supra. The visit of Solon to Kypros 
cannot have been later than 560-559 B.c. 
and might have been 20-30 years earlier. 
Upwards of sixty, it may be upwards 
of ninety, years thereafter the son of 
Philokypros, Solon’s contemporary and 
friend, is killed in battle. The succes- 
sion in this case appears as much too 
slow as in the former case of Onesilos 
(c. 104) too rapid. 

év treot. Plutarch, Solon 26, says 
év rats é\eyelais, and quotes them (cp. 
Bergk, Poet. Lyr. ii.4 47), from 
which it does not follow that Hat. 
knew not an Epos from an Elegy, when 
he saw them, but only that the terms are 
used loosely. érn=poetry, as distin- 
guished from pus (Néyot). 

alvere Tupdvvev pddiora. It is not 
quite clear whether, in the eyes of Hdt., 
the act was a credit to Philokypros or 
a discredit to Solon. Anyway Solon 
may have seen that what suited Athens 
might not suit Soli, and have praised 
Philokypros though he blamed Peisis- 
tratos. The visits of Solon to Kypros, 
Egypt (cp. 2. 177) and Lydia (1. 29) 
may have had a_politico-commercial 
object, at least in part. 

114. 2, bok vapieree ec. 104, 105 
supra. The victory of the Persians on 
land, and the retreat of the Ionian fleet, 
presumably relieved Amathus: even if 
the siege had not been already raised 
(cp. ¢e. 110 supra). teh 

= oO 
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5 Knplov pu évérdnoe. 

HPOAOTOY Vv 

/ \ / / 

TOUTOU 66 WEVOMLEVOU TOLOUTOV, Ex pEwvTo 
\ \ IA (22) / 

yap mepl avrijs ob Apabovoro, éuavrevOn ou riv pev Keharny 
/ / ? va) 

Katerovtas Barat, Ovnoirw b& Ovew ws ipwi ava ray &ros, 
/ an a 115 Kai ot trovedou TadTa dpewov cvvolaccbar. "Apabovovor pév 

/ la) rn vuy erroleuy TadTa Kal TO péypu ened: “Ives dé of év Kimp@ 
/ / / vaupaynoavres eémeite éualoy ta mpnywata ta ‘Ovnoirov bue- 

fa) 4 NinpaN or an K / 4 \ By plappeva Kal Tas mods TOY Kumplwv rodopKeupévas Tas aAdas 
\ a / \ / a / Smdnv Yarapivos, ravtnv b& Lopy~ 1@ mpotépw Bacirrke rods 

/ / / rn Larapwviovs wapadovtas, avtixa pabdytes of “loves tadTa amé 
mNeov és THY “lwvinv. n Wee £) / / 5) / / 

TOV be €V Kurpo TONLMV aVTEONE XPOvov 
> \ n / / 

éml mrelotov TodvopKeupévn Yonrot, THY TéprE wmopvacovtes TO 
ta) / Teiyos TEUTTD pnvi etrov ot Llépaar. 

Kd \ 67; b] \ > / / 93 b] / 

UTTplol LEY ON EVLAUTOY éNevbepor YWEVOMEVOL AUTLS EK VENS 

KATEdEOOUAWYTO. Aavpions dé éywv Aapelov Ouvyatépa Kal 
‘Yuains te kal Ordvns adrdov Ilépoas otparnyot, éyovtes Kat 
obtot Aapeiov Ovyarépas, émidiwEaytes Tovs és Lapdis oTpatev- 

5. €xpéwvro yap. Where? of what 
God? The Kypriotes had a peculiar 
divination by swine, at least in the 
time of Pausanias (6. 2, 2), but the 
response seems to imply that the act 
went beyond a mere divination by 
splanchnoscopy, or such -like means. 
Perhaps one of the Apolline shrines 
in Asia minor was consulted : or possibly 
an Egyptian oracle. Cp. 2. 83. 

7. Otev os Hpwt sounds like the 
direction of an Hellenic oracle, cp. c. 47 
supra. 

8. &pevov ovvolcer Oar, c. 82 supra. 
115. 2. érolevy tatra Kal Td péxpr 

eed looks certainly like a visit of Hdt. 
to Amathus, or at least Kypros: perhaps 
on the way to or from Tyre (2. 44) 
or Egypt. The mere formula, however, 
is not in itself conclusive; cp. 4. 124 
and Introduction, p. liii, and § 20. 

4. ras wédts.. Tas GAAas TARY DBara- 
ptvos must be understood to refer only 
to the towns which had seceded from the 
Persians. Cp. c. 104 supra. All the 
cities of Kypros were apparently walled. 

5. [épyw. Gorgos still king at the 
date of the expedition of Xerxes, 7. 98. 

8. broptccovtes. Cp. the Persian 
operations at Barke, 4. 200, where 
they digged dpiypuara tréyaa pépovta és 
7d Tetxos, in that case unsuccessfully. 

9. méurro pvt, ‘after four months.’ 
Probably late in the autumn of 496 B.c. 
or in the winter following. If strict 

calendar months underlie this date, the 
time might be reduced to something 
just over three natural months. 

116. 1. éviavréy, 497-6 B.c. more or 
less, the revolt of Kypros being dated to 
the close of the first campaign (cp. ce. 103, 
104 supra), and the summons and advent 
of the Ionians (c. 108 supra) falling ~ 
apparently after the operations in the 
Hellespont and the accession of Karia 
(cc. 103, 117), in the summer of the 
second campaign. But cp. 6. 6 infra. 
Whether this ‘year’ includes the ‘four 
months’ just indicated is not quite 
clear: probably not. 

2. kareSotAwvro. The tense’ ought 
to signify that the reduction of Kypros 
was completed before what is next 
described took place: but that is rather 
difficult to believe. 
Ionians who had marched to Sardes 
surely must have taken place long before 
the reduction of Kypros, possibly indeed 
before even the revolt of Kypros (ec. 104 
supra). The tense is graphic. Cp. 
nvénvro c. 78 supra. 

txov, ‘having to wife’ (L. & S. 
sub voc. A. I. 4). The name Daurises 
is omitted in Rawlinson’s list (iii.* p. 
544), but is presumably from the same — 
root as Dareios. Daurises may have 
been the governor of the rplros vouds 3. 
90, cp. c. 102 supra. Daurises has two 
(inferior) colleagues c. 121 infra. The — 
two other ‘strategi’ seem to be more ~ 

ia 

a 

: 

The pursuit of the _ 
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capévous “ldvov Kal écapakartés opeas &s Tas véas, TH wax OS 5 

erekpaTnoay, To évOedrev émrudveNOmevor Tas TOS érropOeov. 

Aavpions pév Tpamropevos mpos Tas év “EXAnorovT@ modus eldA€ 117 

uev AdpSavor, elre S&”ABvdov re kat Mepkdrnv cat Adpuaraxoy 
/ 

kat Llaicov. 
/ \ 5) ’ 

TAUTAS MEV ETT 
¢ / ¢c / ~ > \ \ 

NKMEPH EKATTH AlpEee, ATCO be 
\ / / a 

Tlaccod edatvovti of émt IIdpiov rodw Ade ayyerin Tovs 
/ , \ 

K@pas tavtd “loos ppovncavtas arectavat amo Ilepaéwv. 5 

i : DV é D “EXX , LN \ utee ise 
amootpéwas av €k TOU nomovTov HNaUVE TOY oTpAaTOY emt 

THv Kapinv. kal Kos Tav’ta Toiot Kapol éfayyéXOn mpotepov 
/ a 

}) tov Aavplonv amixécOar: TuOopuevos O€ ot Kapes cvvedéyovto 
/ \ \ / A 

éml Aeveds Te otnAas Kadeouévas Kal totau“ov Mapovny, os 

closely connected together in their 
command. The patronymics unfortun- 
ately are not given. Hymaias is not 
commemorated elsewhere, except c. 122 
infra. Otanes is the son of Sisamnes, c. 
25 supra otpatnybs T&v mapadadacolwy 
avipay, 6 tplros orparnyds c. 123 infra. 

5. *"Iévev. The Athenians and Ere- 
trians have disappeared : but cp. cc. 102, 
103 supra. 
7 paxy seems naturally to refer 

to the Persian victory related c. 102 
supra and placed by Hdt. immediately 
after the burning of Sardes, on the way 
back. After the battle, as appears from 
this passage, the Ionians are driven into 
their ships, and the victorious Persians 
proceed to capture and devastate the 
cities. In the previous narrative, 
however, the battle is followed by the 
revolt of Karia and Kaunos from the 
Persians—a curious consequence of a 
erushing defeat of the revolters !—and 
by the liberation of the Hellespont and 
Kypros (for a year). The narrative of 
Hdt. is evidently incomplete, and 
robably inaccurate. If a defeat was 

inflicted upon the Ionians, Athenians 
and Eretrians on the way back from 
Sardes (c. 102), it cannot have been a 
crushing one. If the Ionians were 
heavily defeated in a great battle by the 
three generals here named for the first 
time it was in a subsequent campaign, 
either next year, when the Ionian fleet 
was off Kypros, or more probably two 
years later, after the return of the fleet, 
and the reduction of Kypros, as is here 
aes indicated. The revolt of Karia 
¢. 103 supra) is mentioned again in 
the next chapter (117), in connexion 
with the operations of Daurises against 
the Hellespontine towns. 

117. 1. tas év “EAAnomdvrw mdXts. 
The Hellespontine cities had joined the 
Ionians, under pressure, apparently after 
the departure of the Athenians, c. 103 
supra. The’ operations of Daurises 
described in this chapter might fall into 
497 B.c. Hdt. seems to conceive them 
as preceding the revolt of the Karians, 
cp. c. 103 supra. Byzantion and all 
the other cities are mentioned there ; 
including, presumably, those specified c. 
26 supra. But the cities enumerated here 
lie to the S. W. on the Asian side of the 
Hellespont, properly so called (cp. 4. 85), 
and are enumerated in strictly geographi- 
cal order from S. W. to N.E. (ep. 7. 43). 
They may have joined the Ionians from 
the first, or at any rate months before 
the revolt of Byzantion. By the 
chronological indications here given the 
recapture of these Hellespontine cities 
should fall after their revolt and before 
the revolt of Karia (cp. c. 103 supra), or 
at least before the news of the revolt of 
the Karians reached Daurises at Paisos. 
This would presumably be the season 
after the burning of Sardes (cp. ec. 108). 

LES) Ls far yeren, The Karians, like 
the Kyprians, c. 108 supra, are well 
informed of the movements of the 
Persians. Hdt.’s silence in respect to 
the Dorian cities in Karia is remarkable. 

3. Leukae Stelae has not been identi- 
fied. Strabo, 658, mentions a quarry of 
specially good marble above Mylassa. 
The Idrian country is the country about 
Stratonicaea, See Rawlinson ad J. 

Marsyas, ‘a river Marsyas’ — not 
the celebrated Marsyas (“‘the mystic 
storied Marsyas”), which, though it 
flowed into the Maeander, did not rise 
in Idrias but near Kelaenae=Apameia 
in Phrygia. Cp. 7. 26. (On the latter 
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Cus. n pT / > cal 

péwv éx Tis “ldpuddos yopns és Tov Malavdpov éx&.607. TvANey- 
/ \ ral a 5 A 

5 Oévrwy 5é TOv Kapdv évOadra éyivovto Bovral dddat Te Toad 
ee os Py 4 3 ? \ / rn / kal aplatn ye OCoKéovca eivar enol IliEwdapov trod Mavowdov 

> \ / A n 1 avdpos Kuvdvéos, 0s rod Kirikav Bacidéos SXvevvéowos elye 
/ / an Ouyatépa* TovTov Tod avdpos % youn edepe SvaBdvTas Tov | 

/ n Maiavépov trols Kdpas nal nara vdrov éyovtas Tov ToTapov 
/ rn 10 oUT@ cup Pardew, iva pr ExovTes OTrlaw pevryew of Kapes avrob 

/ / an 

Te pevery avayKalopmevor yivolato ért apelvoves THS pics. avTH | 
/ ? a 

Mév vuy ovK evika 1) yvOun, adda Toor Lléponor Kata vweToU 
/ n 

yiverPat tov Maiavdpov pardrov 4 odiot, dnradn jv phuyy | 
tov Ilepcéwy yévntar kal écowbéwor TH cupBodh, OS OvK amo- | 

/ > 

119 pootncover és Tov moTapov éomlmrovTes. peta be TapedyTov | 
kal duaBdvtwv tov Malavdpov trav Lepcéwv, évOaidta él To 

/ an / al al 

Mapovn ToTa“@ ouvéBanrov Te TotoL Heponoe ot Kdpes kal 
/ / ) \ \ iy 

Maxnv EeuayécavTo ioxupny Kal emt ypovoyv ToAov, TéA0S OE 
n ] 

Sécow0ncav dua mrHO0s. Llepoéwv pev 5) emecov avdpes es 
8 / na ty ged / > a \ ¢ / wrxtdiovs, Kapav S€ es pupiovs. evOedtev Sé of Siapuyovtes 

see D. G. Hogarth, in J. H. 8. vol. ix. to arise in warfare again and again (cp. 
(1888), pp. 343 ff.) 9. 36, 37). The argument of Pixodaros 

5. BovAal. The Karians are assumed (6y\ady xrX.) is less far-fetched than 
to be acting independently of the Ionians: that put into the mouth of Kroisos 1. 
but the latter come to their support, c. 207. = 
120. Are these operations to be con- 14, ds, ‘that they will be driven ~ 
ceived as contemporaneous with the into the river and stay there.’ Such 
campaign in Kypros ? was the opinion, humorously recorded 

6. Pixodaros son of Mausolos; from or inferred (é7Aad7) by Herodotus. The 
his connexion with Syennesis (cp. 1. 74, negative ovx shows that this is not a 
7. 98) and from the recurrence of the final sentence. Cp. R. Heiligenstadt, 
names, Mausolos as a Karian Dynast, de enuntiatorum jinaliwm usu Herodoteo 
and in Halikarnassos, 377-353 B.o., a  ete., 1883, p. 54. 
century after the time of Hdt. (ep. 119. 2. SiaBdvrwv. Coming from the 
Diodor. 15. 90, 3), Pixodaros 341-335 north the Persians would cross the 
B.C. (B. Head, Hist. Nwm. p. 533), as Maeander... The battle of the lesser 
well as from the way Hdt. here speaks Marsyas, in Karia, is only the first of 
of Pixodaros, it may be conjectured that three great battles, which succeed each 
he was connected with Artemisia of other rapidly in the narrative of Hdt. | 
Halikarnassos (7. 99, 8. passim), and (cc. 119, 120, 121). In the first of these 
though described as a man of Kindys, 10,000 (ste) Karians are slain: the second 
an insignificant place, had a dynastic is a still more crushing defeat: the third 
position. Busolt, Gr. G. ii. 38, remarks is a brilliant victory. The intervals” 
that Karian dynasts (from their heredi- which elapsed between these three 
tary position) were more independent of engagements are not indicated: days, 
the Persian power than Greek tyrants. or months, or years? Cp. Appendix V. 

7. exe, c. 116 supra. 6. SioxtAlous. . puplovs. These are 
11. rHs vais, Which was good the first numerical estimates which occur 

to start with. Cp. c. 111 supra. The in Hadt.’s account of the Ionian revolt, 
question of the advantage and disad- and even these are evidently round — 
vantage of crossing a river under such numbers, and probably exaggerated. — 
circumstances had been discussed before: Five times as many Karians as Persians 
1. 205-207. It was a problem bound fell in the engagement. Cp. c. 100. : 

* 
te: 
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abtav KcateirnOnoav és AdBpavvda és Atos otpartiou ipov, péya 

re kab dywov ddoos TAaTavicrayv. odvor Se Trav rpels per 

KGpés efoe of Avi atpatio Ovaias avayovor. KateinOévtes Oé 

dv obtos evOadra éBovevovTO Tepl cwrnpins, OKdTEpa 1%) Tapa- 
Sdvtes odéas avtovs Iléponoe %) éxderrovtes TO TapaTav TiHV 

"Acinv dwewov mpntovot. Bovdrevopévorcr Sé ode TadTa maparyil- 120 

vovtat Bonbéovtes MiAjovol Te Kal of TOUTM@Y ovppayo. évOadTa 

S88 ta pev mpotepov ot Kapes éBovrevovTo peTHKav, of S€ avdtus 

monreucey e& apyfs aptéovto. Kal érwodol te Toicr Iléponor 

ovp8drrovor kal payerdpevor er) TA€ov 1) TpOTEpov Eca@Oynoav: 5 
mecoytov dé TaV TavT@Y TOAAOY padioTa Mirnovoe erAnYnoav. 
pera Sé TodTO TO Tpayua avéraBov Te Kal dvewayécavTo ot Kapes: 121 
muOdpevor yap as otpateverOar oppéatas of Iépcas emt ‘ras 

/ / ~~ / \ > the ¢o/ bd \ bd / 
mors opewv, eAOYNTAY THY EV IInddo@ odov, es THY EmmrecorTeEs 

of Ilépoas vueros SiePOadpyncay Kat avtol Kal of otpatnyol avTav 
Aaupicns cal Apopyns cal Luoysdens: odv dé ods aréOave Kal un 

Mipoos 0 Duveo. 

‘TBaverruos avip Muraccets. 

7. A&éBpavvSa. Labraunda described 
by Strabo, 659, as a village (xdéun) on 
the mountain pass between Alabanda 
and Mylassa, some 60 stadia distant 
from the latter, of which it was a 
dependency. The MSS. vary in the 
spelling of the name: AdBSpavyda AB, 
AdSpavéa C (adopted by van H.), da- 
Bpvvda Pr. Meineke reads AdSpavvda 
apud Strabonem. 

Avds orparfov. Strabo 7. c. clearly 
distinguishes Zeds orpdrios worshipped 
by the locality, and especially by the 
people of Mylassa, from the Kdpuos Zeds 
(common to Karians, Lydians, and 
Mysians, ws ddepois, cp. c. 66 supra). 
There was also a shrine of Zeus in 
Mylassa itself, under the extraordinary 
title Osogoa (’Ocoyéa indecl.) or Osogos, 
identified with Poseidon. Cp. Preller, 
Gr. Myth. i.* 475. On the formula rév 
%. 13., ep. Introduction, p. civ. 
10. cwrnpins. Safety often involves 

flight, cp. c. 98 supra. The complete 
evacuation of Asia was a frequently 

theme or threat. Cp. 1. 170, 
9. 106 (c. 124 infra, 6. 3). 

120. 2. Muforol re kal of rotrov 
cippaxor. Represents presumably the 
lonians acting under the orders of 
7) Kowdv ray "Tévwy, for it can hardly 
be supposed that the fleet acted under 
orders of the Confederate Council, 

tod b& Oyo TovTOV ryewov Hv “HpakrgeEldns 

while the land-forces were left to act 
independently. Or, are the cvppuaxor 
of Miletos merely some smaller towns 
immediately dependent on, or attached 
to, her? Hdt. unfortunately does not 
locate this battle, in which the most 
crushing defeat was inflicted upon the 
rebels: yet the terms of the narrative, 
if pressed, would serve to locate it in 
Labranda (fovAevopévowcr . . maparylyov- 
rat. The Karian council was being held 
at Labranda. See previous chapter). 

121, 1. pera S€ Unfortunately Hdt. 
does not specify how long after. 

avédaBov te kal dvepaxéoavto. Not- 
withstanding two tremendous defeats, 
ec, 119, 120, in the lighter of which they 
had lost well-nigh 10,000 men, and had 
thereupon contemplated surrender or 
exile as the only alternatives! For 
the construction ep. 8. 109, Themistocles 
loquitur, dvdpas és dvaryKalnv dmreinbévras 
veviknuevous dvaudxecbal re cal dvadap- 
Bdvew rhv mporépny kaxdryra. 

3. év IInSaoc is an emendation by 
H. Stephanus. On the place, ep. 1. 175. 

.6. Myrsos, son of Gyges, was presum- 
ably a Mermnad, ep, 3. 122 and 1. 7. 
Was Herakleides, son of Ibanollis 

of Mylassa, perhaps a brother of Oliatos, 
son of Ibanollis, of Mylassa, mentioned 
ce. 37 supra? 

7. Mylassa is about half-way by 
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Odrou wev vuv Tov Hepcéwv ottw SiehOdpnoav: ‘Tyatys bé 
kai abros éov Tov éridio€dvtTwy Tods és Ldpbus orpaTevoapévous 
‘Iévev, Tpamopuevos és tov Iporovrida etre Klov tiv Muctny: 
tavTny 6 eFedov, ws éeriOeTo Tov ‘EXAjomovTOV éxd€eAovTrévan 

5 Aaupionv Kal otpatevecOat emt Kapins, xatadirav ri Upo- 
movtida emt tov “EAAjorovtov frye Tov otpatoy, Kab etre pev 
Aiodéas mavras 6001 THY Ikuada véwovta, etre be VépyiOas Tods 
UTorepOévtas TOV apyalwv Tevxpav: adtos te “Tuains aipéov 

123 radra ta eOvea votow TerevTad ev Th Tpwadds. odros pev by 
ovTm éredevTyce, “Aptadpévns Sé 6 Lapdiwv bmrapyos Kal 
‘Ordyns 6 tpitos otpatnyds érayOnoav émt tHv lwvinv Kal rip 
mpoceyéa Aiorlda otpatevecOar. “lavins pév vuv Kralopuevas 

5 alpéovot, Aiodkéwy dé Kuvpnv. 
124 ‘AducKopevéwy S€ TOV ToN@V, hv yap ws OvédeEe “Apiorayo- 

pns 0 Midrrjaovos uyny otk dKpos, ds Tapatas tiv “Llwvinv Kat 

éyKepacdpevos TpHyywaTa pweyara dSpnopov éBovrEve opéwy TadTa* 

land between Halikarnassos and Miletos ; 
and was, according to Strabo, 658, one 
of the three principal towns of the 
Karian pecdyaa, Stratonicaea and Ala- 
banda being the other two. There is 
local colour and memory in this record, 
apparently. 

122. 2. tOv émidiwkdvrToy, c. 116 supra. 
The operations of Hymaias on the Pro- 
pontis obviously synchronise with those 
of Daurises on the Hellespont, ec. 117 
supra. 

3. Kios, a city in Mysia, ‘‘like most 
other towns upon this coast was a colony 
of the Milesians” (R.). The name is 
also found upon the European side, 
attached to a river descending Mt. 
Haimos, 4. 49 supra. 

5. éml Kaptns, c. 117 supra. 
6. ‘E\Aqorovros is here obviously 

used in the strict sense, exclusive of the 
Propontis and Bosporos. Op. ¢. 117 supra. 

7. Tépyvbar. Cp. 7. 43. 
8. tav aoxalwy Tevkpay, c. 13 supra. 
aipéwy, imperfect, ‘before complet- 

ing the reduction.’ 
9. €@ven has a slight suggestion of 

barbarism, cp. ¢c. 2 supra. 
123. 2. o}rw. While Daurises had 

met, or was to meet, his fate in battle 
c. 121 supra. Otanes is the only general 
left of the three sons-in-law of the king 
commissioned to quell the revolt, c. 
116 supra. 

3. érdxO@noav. The phrase would 

hardly be correct if Artaphrenes were 
the guiding spirit and highest authority 
in these strategic plans. The campaign 
against Ionia was presumably carried 
out synchronously with the campaigns 
for the recovery of the Hellespont, 
Aiolis and Karia: and the operations 
of Daurises in the Hellespont, and after- 
wards in Karia, of Hymaias on the 
Propontis and afterwards on the Helles- 
pont, and of Otanes in Ionia are to 
be thought of as approximately syn- 
chronous. Why Daurises, rather than 
Otanes, moved down into Karia is not 
very evident. The whole plan of opera- 
tions may have been concerted in Susa 
by the king and his counsellors, including 
the renegade Hellenes, not without 
reference to the operations against 
Kypros, the basis of which was Kilikia. 
See further on the Ionian navy list at 
Lade, 6. 8 infra. 

124. 1. adtoKkopevéwv, imperfect. On 
the chronology cp. c. 126 infra. Arista- 
goras apparently had never quitted 
Miletos after his return (ce. 98 supra) 
in the winter 499-8 B.c. 

hv yap. Cp. qv ydp, as diddete, dpynv 
&xpos 1. 73, of Kyaxares. 

8. éyKkepacdpevos with rapdias is 
rather suggestive of a potion or drug, but 
the metaphor may be vague. Cp. c. 105 
supra. Hdt. adheres to his views that 
(1) Aristagoras was the author of the 
Ionian revolt, (2) the revolt was fore- 

‘es 
va 

£ 

3) 
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doomed to failure. Cp.c. 98 supra, 6. 
1 infra. 

Spyopdv eBovAeve. Like Xerxes 
after Salamis 8. 94, 100; ep. 8. 4, 18, 
75. 

tatra. The progress of the Persians 
who were closing in upon Miletos on 
the land side. 

4. Bacttéa Aapetov. A _ testimony 
to the ultimate and presiding spirit of 
the empire, behind the satraps and 
strategi, who were not invincible. Cp. 
6. 13 infra. 

5. cvetacimras, c. 70 supra. The 
ordots here is a double one: (1) against 
the king, (2) against the other Ionians, 
or even Milesians. Surrender is not 
contemplated, as by the Karians, c. 119 
supra. 

6. Kkpnodtyerov. Used by Hdt. 
always of a fortified place. Cp. 8. 51, 
9. 15, 96. 

7. Zapdo, c. 106 supra, 6. 2 infra, . 
9, érelxee, imperfect. Cp. c. 23 

supra. Histiaios had not completed his 
work. The text in this passage (Aéywy 

+ . AaBdév) seems hardly satisfactory. 
The words riv ‘Iorcatos érelyee mapa Aa- 
pelov dwpeiv aBdw look like a gloss, 
the rather as érefyee is hardly accurate, 
and the remark in any case could not 
have occurred in the speech of Arista- 
goras. The words é« rod rémov rovrov 
are clu Even the report of 
Aristagoras’ argument is open to doubt 
(yur - + Medjrov), for a kpnoddt-yerov 
he certainly had, in Myrkinos, and the 

point which emerges is whether he 
should lead his colony to Myrkinos or 
to Sardinia. Finally, there is in the text 
as it stands, an apparent aposiopesis 
(which would be obviated by bracketing 
Aéywy . . Midjrov). But perhaps the 
objections are to be obviated by the 
supposition that Hdt. is here compressing 
a story which Hekataios had recorded 
more fully. 

125. 1. ‘Ekatafov. Hekataios’ sug- 
gestions, as reported by Hdt., are never 
acted on (cp. c. 86 supra) ; nor his views 
expressly approved (cp. 2. 143, 6. 187). ° 
If Hekataios really merely proposed 
nouxlny dyew év Aépw, to shelter in 
Leros, a small island off Miletos, till the 
war was over, his proposal was indeed 
absurd. The advice of Hekataios seems 
to have a better application to a political 
ordois in Miletos, than to the given 
situation in a war with the Persians by 
sea and land; and it is possible that 
Hdt. has confused two occasions. 
Hekataios may have recommended the 
occupation of Leros: Hekataios may 
have opposed the flight of Aristagoras : 
but the assertion that Hekataios 
advocated the occupation of Leros as 
an alternative to the settlement in 
Sardinia, or in Thrace, may be a 
combination on Hdt.’s own part, 
intended to make Hekataios ridiculous 
(cp. 4. 86). 

126, 3. IIvOaydpy, possibly a near re- 
lative, cp. ¢. 37 supra. 

5. toxe Thy xwpny er’ fv éorddn. A 
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J / > \ / id / 

eoTadyn* €k O€ TaUTHS Oppampevos amorAduTaL bro Opnlkov 
> / (7%) / c \ lal / 

autos Te 0 Apiotayopns Kal 6 orpatos avTod, TokW TepiKar- 
/ \ / n / c / 5) / 

nuevos Kal Bovromevov TOV Opnikwv vroomovdwy éFévar. 

somewhat ironical expression sometimes, 
Cp. ce. 43, 45 supra, 

6. & S& radrns oppdpevos, as just 
above, c. 125. 

7. Tepikarhpevos Kal Bovdopévov. 
The co-ordination is imperfect. 

Thucydides 4. 102 apparently referring 
to this event informs us that Aristagoras 
endeavoured to effect a settlement upon 
the site where Amphipolis afterwards 
stood, then called Nine Ways (ep. 7. 114 
infra), aN bd "Hidvwv ekexpovcAn. 
Thucydides supplies chronological data 
which seem to fix the event to the year 
497 B.c. (cp. Clinton, Fast. Heil. ii.® pp. 
317 ff.). This, according to our recon- 
struction of the chronology of the Ionian 
revolt (cp. Appendix V.), would place 
the failure, and death, of Aristagoras in 
Thrace, before the opening of the third 
campaign against the Jonians. How 
soon after his arrival in Thrace Arista- 
goras was disturbed by the Edonians is 

not stated, but the interval need not be 
supposed along one, If Aristagoras left 
Miletos any time during the year 497 
B.C., it might be in consequence of the 
successful operations against the cities 
ec, 116-117, or even after the great 
defeats on the Marsyas and at Labraunda 
(118-119). It might even be argued that 
he fled before the fleet went to Kypros 
(cp. c. 109 supra). He was gone presum- 
ably before the arrival of Histiaios at 
Sardes 6. 1. It is remarkable that Hdt. 
does not here name the és attacked 
by Aristagoras, much less the subsequent 
attempts by the Athenians circa 465 B.o, 
and 486 B.c. to colonise it (cp. 9. 75, 6. 
92 infra). Nor does he localise the city, 
nor name the Thracian tribe. This pas- 
sage was presumably written after the 
first and probably after the second 
attempt, but it is possible that Hdt. did 
not identify the spot (cp. 7. 114). Hence 
too, perhaps, the precision of Thucydides. 
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1. 1.’Apirtaydpys pév. This sentence 
might be the last of the fifth or the first 
of the sixth Book: ep. the passages from 
the seventh to the eighth, and from the 
eighth to the ninth. The division be- 
tween the fifth and sixth Books is purely 
arbitrary: the narrative is Sisolitely 
continuous. However, it is characteris- 
tic of Herodotus to conclude a narrative, 
or gain a pause, by a biographical or 
anecdotal passage or appendix (cp. 4. 143 
f,, 205, 6. 137 ff., 9. 122): and from 
this point of view the divisions between 
Books 4 and 5, Books 5 and 6 are well 
devised. Cp. Introduction, § 2. 

2. ‘Iorwuios 8. It might appear 
from the sequence of the sentences as if 
the death of Aristagoras preceded the 
return of Histiaios, but the tenses may 
partially correct that assumption (reAeuT¢ 
- . mapyv, but some MSS. read otrws 
érehetra) : though the material considera- 
tions point to the conclusion that Aris- 
tagoras had evacuated Miletos before the 

reappearance of Histiaios: for (1) this » 
conclusion suits the probable chronology, 
ep. 5. 124 and Appendix V.; (2) if 
Aristagoras had still been in Miletos, 
Histiaios would have gone to Miletos, 
rather than to Chios, cp. c. 5 infra. For 
the disregard of strict chronological 
sequence by Hdt., ep. the story of the 
death of Kleomenes c. 74 infra. 

6'M. répavvos. Aristagoras is 6 
Midrjovos 5. 124, or érirpomos 5. 106. 

peperipévos. Cp. 5. 108. 

7. opéwy adrdv texvdtovra. Cp. 8. 
130 karepavn TG Aapelw rexvatew éeriord- 
pevos. 

9, 7d trddypa. Cp. the metaphors 
5. 124, Hdt. calls this epigram the real 
truth about the revolt (rhv drpexelyny ris 
dmoordovos): a different point of view is 
exhibited in the narrative 5. 28, 35, 98 
where Aristagoras is protagonist, and 
the message of Histiaios a mere coinci- 
dence. 
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2. 4. Bapso vijcov tiv peylornv. Cp. 
5. 106 supra. Hdt. here speaks propria 
persona. 

tréSuve, imperfect. He did not suc- 
ceed in obtaining the direction of Ionia, 
though he had succeeded in deceiving 
(€&nmarnkws) Dareios. 

. Toy mavta Adyov. Including 
probably the story of the man with the 
branded pate, cp. 5. 35. Cobet brackets 
ws . . Baowét. Whether Histiaios was 
playing a double game or not, or whether 
he changed his plans opportunely, may 
fairly be doubted. That he was released 
from Susa on the strength of his vow to 
add Sardinia to the empire is not prob- 
able (cp. 5. 106). That he came to 
recover the tyranny of Miletos rather 
than to head the rebellion against 
Dareios is at least possible. If Arista- 
goras (5, 124), if Hekataios (5. 36), if 
Dareios (5. 105), all counted on the 
collapse of the rebellion, is it reasonable 
to ascribe to Histiaios a less intelligent 
forecast? Distrusted and hampered by 
Artaphrenes, shut out of Miletos, sus- 
pected by the men of Chios, the great 
adventurer was equal to the occasion. 
If he knew the strength, he also perhaps 
knew the weakness of the empire better 
than most men: he may have been al- 
ready counting on the king’s death, anda 
palace revolution. The aspect of affairs 
in Ionia may have encouraged him. He 
claimed to be the real author of the 
national movement. He managed to 
reassure the Chians, or at least made 
good his escape from Chios, but he failed 
to secure the hegemonia. With his 
failure the last chance of sufficiently 
capable and authoritative leadership dis- 
appeared, and the separatist tendencies 
in Ionia gained upon the confederation. 

3. 1. td r.’I. Perhaps the Federal 
council surely not merely the Chians, 

HPOAOTOY a 

dvaBas 

/ 

padovres pévTot ob 

or the Milesians: or is it a periphrasis 
for ‘Hekataios,’ who had taken a gloomy 
view of the prospects of revolt from the 
first, 5. 36 supra? 

3. Kakov togotrov. The report of 
this inquiry is barely credible. Even 
Ionians would scarcely have described 
the struggle for freedom in such terms. 
The letter and spirit of the question are 
incompatible with the action of the 
Ionians throughout the struggle. They 
are rid of domestic tyrants, they are 
fighting gallantly, and so far not 
unsuccessfully for their freedom from 
the foreign yoke, and they reproach the 
man whom they acknowledge as the 
author of the movement, and who, ex 
hypothesi, is now prepared to head it, © 
with injuring them! The obvious 
answer of Histiaios would have been: 
Nor I nor Aristagoras could have made 
you revolt from the king against your 
own will and judgment. The anecdote is 
evidently coloured by afterthought and 
knowledge of the event. Hdt. fully en- 
dorsed the shallow view that the Ionian 
revolt was a huge mistake, 5. 97, 98, 124. 

viv p. y. att. aitinv. Hdt. has re- 
vealed it 5. 35. avroto. with é&épawe. 
It is hardly likely that Histiaios betrayed 
it to any one. ’ 

5. Aapetos. Suspectum nomen, van 
Herwerden, who leaves hardly a super- 
fluous proper name in the text of Hdt. 
But cp. ec. 13 infra. 

€Bovletcaro «tA. This supposed 
intention illustrates well the secular 
rivalry and hostility between ITonian 
and Phoenician. For an analogous 
intention reported from another quarter, 
cp. 9. 106. The Ionians were felt to 
be a movable folk, cp. 1. 170. The 
anecdote may represent a genuine and 
constant scare: one which had per- 
haps contributed, and been used, to en- 

# 
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courage the revolt in the first instance, 
and is here post-dated : or it might have 
been suggested not by Histiaios, or not 
by Histiaios alone, but by other dis- 
tinguished exiles ; cp. c. 9 infra. 

7. ov8tv «td. Kriiger pronounces 
the asyndeton intolerable (wnertrdglich), 
puts a comma before ovdév and reads 
decuarSv. Van Herwerden brackets éde- 
pdrov Tr.’ 1. (after Dobree). 

4. 1. pera 8 xrA. The chronological 
indication is slight, but the anecdote 
which follows, though obscure, has the 
very marks of historical fact about it, and 
indicates that there was an intrigue on 
foot in Sardes against Artaphrenes among 
some of the Persians with whom Histiaios 
was acting. The story may be of Chian 
origin : Atarneus belonging to Chios (1. 
160), ep. c. 28 infra, but it can hardly 
be supposed that the correspondence (ra 
BuBNa . . 7a duo:Bata) in question was 
preserved, or ever passed under Hdt.’s 
eyes. Cp. Introduction, p. lxxxvii. 

3, mpoheheoxnverpévav. Op. déEoxn 
2. 32, 9. 71, Arecxos 1. 153, mepirerxh- 
vevros 2. 135 all referring to talk, con- 
versation (but not mere dialogue) ; ep. 
Neoxnvevev. The change to the genitive, 
after ¢oiot, is eased by the ds. Some 
MSS. (8) have the dative singular here. 

5. 1. raitys. Hekataios was a man of 
many hopes (5. 35). But éAmls is here 
used concretely of the thing hoped for 
(améoracts c. 4). 

2. Katfyov, imperfect: they did not 
succeed. Cp. bréduve c. 2 supra, éreide, 
€rewce just below. 

3. ‘Iortalov, deleted by van Herwer- 
den. If this story be true, as it stands, 
it would imply that the Ionian con- 
federacy was breaking down, old rivalries 
and jealousies asserting themselves with- 
in the league, Chian oligarchs ready to 
hand over Miletos to a tyrant, Aeolians 
of Lesbos ready to blackmail lonians at 
the Bosporos. Such things may not be 
incredible, but it is also possible that 
the facts are misdated, or misrepresented, 
in these somewhat incoherent traditions. 
The Chians and Lesbians are in force at 
Lade, c. 8 infra. The Chians and Mile- 
sians were old friends, 1. 18, and both 
must have been represented at the next 
meeting at the Panionion c. 7 infra, yet 
no complaint is heard there, or at least, 
none is recorded. 

5. éevOeplns yevodpevor, The genitive 
is usual with yeverOa. Op. Kiihner, 
Ausf. Gram.” § 417, 3 (p. 805). 

7. tevtdv. Kriiger suggests ray rev. 
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10. Sotval of véas, bracketed by van 
Herwerden. 

11. Bugavriov had joined the revolt 
(497 B.C. spring), perhaps under pres- 
sure (5. 103), and may not have been 
very ardent in the cause (but cp. c. 33 
infra): or Histiaios may have given 
himself out as on the lonian side, or at 
any rate, against the king. 

6. 1. érolevy, imperfect. The story of 
Histiaios is resumed c. 26 infra. 

3. of orparnyol tr. II. Of the 
three generals who had been originally 
entrusted with the task of quelling the 
revolt (5. 116) only Otanes was left. 
Perhaps Harpagos (c. 28 infra) and 
Artaphrenes the younger, or his father 
(5. 123), are now in the field. The dis- 
appearance of the names of the Persian 
generals and admirals at this point is 
noticeable. 

6. mpo0vpdtaro.. The Phoenicians 
had not merely two defeats to avenge 
(5. 99, 112), but the prospect of recover- 
ing their quondam position in the 
Aegaean, c. 3 supra. 

7. Kirpror. It is possible that even 
Greek vessels fought on the Persian side 
at Lade, ¢.g. the men of Kurion, 5. 1138. 
Cp. 7.70. Phoenicians, Egyptians, Kyp- 
rians, Kilikians furnish the bulk of the 
navy of Xerxes afterwards, 7. 89 ff. The 
mobilisation of such a fleet is testimony 

J / \ / a cal 

amiKkopMéevotat b€ ToOUTOLTL és TODTOY TOY YopoV 

to the magnitude and importance of the 
Ionian revolt. 

vewott k., 5. 116. In the year 
496 B.c. probably. The date now 
reached is presumably just before the 
campaign of 494 B.c. which. culminated 
at Lade. The great meeting at the 
Panionion may be dated in the winter 
495-4 B.c. The earliest possible date for 
the reduction of the Kyprians would be 
in the winter of 497-6 B.c. The vewo7t 
here might almost persuade us to bring 
down the year of Kypriote freedom (5. 
416) into the year 496-5 B.c. Cp. 
Appendix VY. 

7. 1. €otpatevovro, imperfect. 
2. muvOavepevor. Cp. 5. 118. 
mpoBovAous, 7. 172. Stein takes 

apéwy avravy here, as “HAAdéos there, 
objectively. 

3. Ilavudviov. 7d dé Ilavudviov écrl 
THs Muxadns xpos ipds mpos dpxrov 
TeTpaupéevos Kown  ékapaipynuévos wv7d 
"Tévwr Tocedéwvi “EXikwviw. 7 6€ Muxady 
éotl THs nrelpov dxkpy mpos féEpupov Gvenov 
KaTHkovca Dduw Karavtloy, és THv cuddeE- 
youevor amd Tay mow “Iwyes dyecKov 
opriv TH ebevro obvoua Ilavuwyia, 1. 148. 
The old religious focus was used for 
political and military purposes. This 
meeting of the Ionian representatives 
to devise a plan of operation was clearly 
not the first during the war: see 5. 
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\ 

_ «ab Bovrevomévoras eSo€e refov pev otparov pndéva cvdréyewv 
\ / 

avtiE~oov Lépones, GAA TA Teiyea PvecOat adTovs Murnaiovs, 
a ¢ / a lal 

7d) Se vavTixdv mAnpodvy UrrodLTromévous pndewlay TOV veEewr, 
, \ , 

TArAnpecavtas Sé curréyer Oar THY TaxioTny és Aaddynv tmpovav- 

paxncovTas TIS MiAnjrov. 

mode TH Midryoior Ketpévn. 

e \ / ? \ a A ee eA lal 
n 6€ Addn éotl vijcos piKp? eri TH 

peta S€ TavdTAa TeETANPOpEeVHCL 
ea \ 2 ¢ | \ 5é \ Aye mvs ef \ 

THot vnvol TWapyoay ol lwves, UY O€ opt Kal AloN€wy ooot THY 
+ 

AéeBov véuovtat. 

109. Probably from the beginning (5. 
37, 38) 7d xowdy Tov “Idvwr had been 

revived to deliberate periodically and 
direct the movement. This meeting, 

however, in the winter or spring of 495/4 
B.C. was perhaps specially remembered, 
as the last, and that one at which the 
desperate resolution was taken, to 
abandon the struggle by land, and 
stake all upon another, a third, great 
naval engagement. 

8. vijwos. Lade was still an island 
in the time of Strabo, 635. The alluvial 
deposit has now converted it into a 

ninsula (ep. 2. 10). Lolling in I. 
iiller’s Handbuch, iii. 256. 
8. 2. 8c00 thy AécBov. This is 

Stein’s text, combined out of dca ri 
aiohida yjv ABCPt (=Holder a) and of 
AésSov P™R (= Holder 8). (The Aeolians 
of the Troad were already reduced 5. 122, 
123.) But it would have been queer if 
the Lesbians had just previously sent 
eight ships to blackmail the Ionians at 
Byzantion c. 5 supra, and now sent 
seventy to the support of the lonians at 
Lade. The Dorians are conspicuous by 
their absence : not a Rhodian vessel, not 
a vessel from Knidos, Halikarnassos or 
any Karian city! Of the members of 
the Ionian Dodekapolis eight are here 
present : what of the absentees ? Ephesos 
seems to have taken little if any part 
in the revolt. Ephesians had acted 
as guides to Sardes 5. 100. Against 
that service may be set the massacre 
of the Chians c. 16 infra. Ephesos 
did not suffer by the revolt: she had 
had her share in the days of Kyros, 
when Miletos had got off scot-free, 
1. 141. Klazomenae was apparently 
already in the hands of the Persians 
5. 123, Lebedos and Kolophon may 
have shared the fate of Klazomenae, 
though Hdt. does not say so. In 
regard to the eight remaining: the 
exact specification of their contingents, 
and of the total, is remarkable. One 

VOL. I 

érdaaovTo b€ Woe. 
\ \ \ \ n 

TO pev TpOS THY HO 

would like to believe that Hdt. had 
some authentic information upon the 

uw 

8 

subject, and was not merely basing . 
an inference upon the maxima ascer- 
tained for the period of Athenian 
supremacy, in his own day. Samos 
had been swept and devastated less 
than twenty years before (3. 149), yet 
is now among the most flourishing. 
It is the former statement probably 
that is exaggerated. Chios sends 100 
ships; Miletos, notwithstanding the 
necessity of defending the town (ra 
telxea ptetOar avrovs Muidrnolous c. 7), 
80 ships; Lesbians (Aeolians) 70, 
but they were not present in full force, 
if eight ships were at Byzantion with 
Histiaios (c. 5); the Samians send 60. 
In their case there was the Record in 
the Agora, which Hdt. probably saw 
c. 14 infra, but it only vouched for 
11 ships, and it can hardly have been 
inscribed and erected before Mykale, 
479/8 3B.c., when the oligarchy was 
restored. At the date of Lade, Athens 
ex hypothesi can only launch 50 triremes 
and yet holds her own with Aigina 
(cp. c. 89 infra). There isa great drop 
from Samos with its 60 to Teos with 
its 17 triremes, Priene with 12, and 
Erythrae with eight. Myus and Phokaia 
close the list with three apiece. The total 
is correctly stated as 353. The 600 
iven as the number of the ‘ barbarians’ 
ooks suspiciously like a round number. 
It is exactly the number of the fleet 
of Datis and Artaphrenes, c. 95 infra, 
and it is not distributed among the 
nations mentioned as supplying the 
fleet in c. 6. Even the contingents 
of Chios, Miletos, Lesbos, Samos, are 
suspiciously round and large, as com- 
pared with the navy lists for Artemision 
(8. 1) and Salamis (8. 48 ff., 82). The 
positions of the Hellenic allies are enume- 
rated in a line running east and west. 
They have their front to the south, 
whence the Phoenicians are approaching. 

Ah 
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Ss / b] \ M / / / > / 
elVOV KEPpas QAuUTOLl I ANT LOL, VEas TAPEV OMEVOL OyOWKOVTA* 

” Se / I / 8 58 \ \ / \ eLyoVvTO O€ TOUTMY Ilpinvees OUwWdEKA Vnval Kal Munovot Tplot 
/ / \ / 

vnvol, Munoiwy dé THiot elyovto érrtaxaldexa vynvol, Thnlov &é 
7 o ¢ \ e ; 

etyovto Xiow éxatov vynvol: mpos dé TovTovcr “EpvOpaiol Te 
> / \ / > n \ ’ \ / / éracoovto Kal Dwxaées, EpvOpaio. pev oxtw véas mapeyopevor, 

/ \ n 

Daxaces d€ tpeis: Dwxaéwv 6é elyovto AéoB.or vnvol éBdopn- 
na \ i 

KovTa* TedevTaior O€ éTaTTOVTO EyovTEs TO Tpos éEomépnY KEpas 
> / te / / 
ator éEnKovTa vnucl. 

a /. ta) \ / / 
EyevETO TpEls KaL TEVTNKOVTA Kal TpLnKOTLAaL TPLpEeEs. avTAL 

\ iI / 93 n be / ‘ nO rn rn > 

bev lovov noav, Tov b€ BapBdpwv to mAnOos TOV vedv Hoav 
€ / ig be } e 5) / \ \ / en. eEakoolat. ws 6€ Kal avtat amixato mpos THY MiAnoiny Kal o 

/ u a n / 

melos oft amas Taphy, évOavra ot Ilepcéwv otpatnyol tuGopevot 
\ n n >) an 

TO TAHOos Tov ‘lddwv vedv Katappodnoav pr ov duvarol 
/ / \ Y > 

yévovrat UTepBarécbat, Kai ovTw ote THY MidnTov olol Te éwot 
rn \ / / / 

éEenely pun ovK eovtTes vavepartopes, mpos te Aapelov Kwovvetcwot 
/ a n b / / a T~7 

Kakov Tt AaBelv. TavTa Eéemideyomevol, cvAEaVTES TOY laovor 
\ ¢ ’ / a 

Tovs Tupavyovs, of) vm “Apiotayopewm pev tov Midrnoiov kata- 
/ fa) b) / 54 > / San/; \ / AvOEevTEs TAY apyewy Epevyov &s Myédous, éetrvyyavoyv 6€ ToTE 

/ 25d N \ I / la) n al 

ovaTtpatevopevor emt THY Midnrov, TtovTwy tadv avipay Tous 
l / ” / / reed or TapeovTas auyKkahéoavtes Edeyov oi Tade. avopes “lwyves, 

n / 9 / / \ / \ \ 

voV TLS UmewY Ev TroLnoas pavnTw Tov Bacidéos oiKoV: TOUS yap 
rn / / lal 

EwUTOD ExacTos tuewy TodinTas TelpdcOw atrocyilwv amo ToD 
°° t > I mpoicyomevot O€ eTrayyeiiacbe Tae, OS 

/ / By 29) Ni \ b) / 2>Q/ YA aX melcovtTal Te ayapt ovdev Oia THY aTOTTACLW, OVE OhtL OTE TA 

XovTrov = cuppayeKkov. 

A 

ip’ ovte Ta ldva ewrempynoetas, ovdé Buaotepov e£ovar ovdev 7 

U \ 4 ¢ / > \ 7 TavT@Y O€ TOVT@Y 0 ovpTas apLOpos | 

1 pOTEpov eLyov. 

9. 3. kal adrat (aivées), sc. barbarorum. 
amikaro, 3rd pers. pl. for dmKvro 

(drlyyny pl.p. tkw, dadlikw, ddiypat), 
amlkxovro, c. 10 infra, imperfect. 

Muryotyy, sc. viv. 
6 me{ds. Op. cc. 6 supra, 11 infra. 
4, ot II. orparnyot. The fleet was 

under Persian officers. Cp. 5. 32, 7. 
97. Their apprehension was justified 
by their previous experiences off Kypros, 
and Pamphylia: and the remark goes 
to justify the revolt, as having had a 
reasonable prospect of success. Cp. 5. 
36, 98, 105, 124, 6. 3 supra. 

5. pr) obv-Suvarol yévwvrat, cp. 4. 
97, a construction not to be confounded 
with paj-otK édvres vauxpdtopes just 
below. Cp. Goodwin, Gk. Moods and 
Tenses, p. 200, ed. maj. § 818, Madvig, 
§§ 211, 296, Kithner, dusf Gr. § 516. 

> \ lal \ > / € \ 4 \ el O€ TaUTa meV OU TroLncoVGL, of dé TaVTwS Oia 

5, and § 589 (ii. 767, 1037 f.). | Weber, 
Entwickelungsgeschichte der A bsichtssatze, 
p. 129, cites this passage as one of four 
in which the Homeric (sic) use of “7H ob 
in dem Befurchtungssatz is revived by 
Hdt. But the carappwdnoav uh ob-Suvarot 
yévwvrat and (uy) ovx-olol re Ewor are, 
so to speak, as spurious examples of the 
idiomatic use of uy od as the passage 9. 
46 dppwhéouev py byuiv odx-Hd€ées yévwvrat 
ol Aéyou (also quoted by Weber). JZ. 
10. 39 shows no coalescence of uy ov, for 
deldw uy Tis would give a contrary sense 
to deldw uh ob tis krX. Cp. c. 11 infra. 

9. tm’ ’Apirraydpew, 5. 37. Cp. & 
13 infra. 

14. mepdoOw drocyxl{wv. Cp. éme- 
paro xariov c. 5supra. (8) had drocxlfew, 

18. & . . od-roifrovor . . (el) ev- 
covrat. . Aéyere. Note the form of 

| 
i 
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, 4 / > / / / 

pays edevoovTat, Tade dn oft éyeTe emnpedfovTes, Ta Trép 
4 , A ? la) \ 

obeas xaréEer, 5 écow0értes TH pbayn eEavdparrodvedyTal, Kal 
. ? / / 

@s opeov rovs Taidas eXTOMlas Toujoopmev, TAS dé TrapBévovs 
\ ‘ / / / 

dvaordotous és Baxtpa, Kat @s THY YwpnY adrANCL Trapade- 
la) >] 

comev. tov Se ‘Idvev of tbpavvor 
, \ ed ? Nee Mee as / rd 58 

duéweutrov VUKTOS EKATTOS ES TOUS EWUTOU eEayyeAAomevos. ot O€ 

“Iwves, és Tods Kal amixovTo adTa al ayyenia, ayvapoctyvn Te 
\ a 

Sieypé@vto Kal ov mpocievTo THY Tpodoainy’ EwuToiar dé ExacToL 
rn \ ; ? / 

eSdxeov povvacr Tavta Tous Ilépaas eFayyérArco Oar. 
a / LOé > / > \ Mir n 

Tadta pév vey iéws arixomévav és tHv Midrnrov trav 
an / \ 

Ilepréwv éylveto: peta S€ tdv “Idvoev cudrdrEXMévT@Y és Tippy. 
, ey > / \\ / / \ ” b] / 

Addnv éyivovto ayopat, kat dn Kov oft Kal adXdoL NyopowyTo, 
\ / / / 

év S¢ &) Kxal 0 Paxaeds otpatnyos Avoviotos Eyov Tad. 

of pev &) edeyou Tdde. 

the conditional sentence ; cp. Goodwin, 
Moods and Tenses, § 50, 1, note 1 (p. 
103), ed. maj. § 447. 

22. és Baxtpa. Cp. 4. 204. Bactra, a 
eity (Baikh), 9. 113; Arrian, Anad. 3. 29. 

oor, sc. Polvié, ep. c. 3 supra. 
10. 1. &eyov rae. Hadt.’s statement 

is as precise as if he himself had heard 
the speech addressed by the anonymous 
Persian generals to the unspecified 
Greek tyrants at an interview obviously 
rivate. The story may come ultimately 
om Samian sources. Cp. c. 18 infra. 
3. dyvapood The word is used 

with a ‘dyslogistic’ implication ; it 
was a mental quality opposed to codia 
(2. 172) and akin to cxacérns (7. 9), and 
rarely, if ever, productive of advantage 
to its possessor; cp. 4. 93, 9. 3, where 
it is the antecedent of defeat. Only 
in the case of the Aiginetan defection 
from Epidaurus did success attend it 
5. 83, if success it could be called, to 
be successful thieves. Cp. Introduction, 
p- cvi. 

4. &acro. eSdxeov. It may fairly 
be doubted whether this remark comes 

_ from any other than a single source ; 
_ Whether these first messages ‘to all the 

states whose tyrants had been deposed 
by Aristagoras,’ dictated in the ipsissima 
verba of the Persian strategi, are much 
More than an afterthought, to soften 
the conduct of the Samians recorded 

below, c. 13. 
; 11. 1. és rhv Mi\nrov. The fleet 
_ drixato mpds rhv Midnolny (c. 9 supra) 
hot quite so close to the city. 

From the opening sentence of this c. 
it might be thought that the offers were 

made by the Persian commanders before 
the muster of the Ionians at Lade. raira 
bev lOéws . . pera dé KTH. 

8. @yopat, on land. The meaning 
(concio) is evident from the context: the 
word is used differently, 7. 23. Op. 
ec. 14, 58 infra. This popular way of 
conducting a campaign, by discussion, 
would be an object lesson and contrast 
to Athenian methods at the time when 
Hdt. is writing, and its results their 
justification. But what of the other 
strategi, of whom no account is made 
in this story? Op. points in the story 
of Salamis, 8. 56, 59, 61, 64, 74, 78, 
on which this story may have been 
modelled. Cp. Introduction, p. lxvii. 

4. 6 Paxaeds orpatnyds. Blakesley 
supposes that Dionysios was really an 
dirohts dvynp in command of the exiles 
of Phokaia, and so obnoxious to the 
taunt levelled at Themistokles before 
Salamis, 8. 61. his point, if it could 
be admitted, would be a gain to the 
striking parallel which Grote has drawn 
between Lade and Salamis (Pt. 1. « 
XAKVNVOellin sp payrol Omttres Ope iCon Le 
infra). But the supposed abandonment 
of Phokaia happened half a century 
before Lade, and Dionysios and his three 
ships would have been rather past 
service by this time. The exiles of 
Phokaia have been already provided for 
in the west, 1. 163 ff. If Dionysios 
and his men were exiles, where were the 
Phokaians of the city? The reproach 
against him is not that he is homeless 
but that he commands the smallest 
contingent. A remnant of Phokaians 
had returned to the city, 1. 165. It 

5 
ith 
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5 “émt Evpod yap axphs éxerau ijuiv Ta mpyypata, avdpes “loves, 4 
elvat édevOépotar 7) Sovdovor, Kal ToUToLTL ws Spnrérynou: vov ov 
tpets iv mev Bovdnabe taraurapias évdéxecOar, TO Tapayphua 
pev moves wmiv éarat, olol te Se areabe vmepBaromevor Tovs 

éevavtious elvas édevOepou ef S& paraxin Te Kal arakly biaypn- 
10 geaOe, ovdemiav tyéwy eyw édmida py ov dwaew tpéas dlenv 

/ n b] / 

Bactret THS atroaTdcLos. 
b] >] 

aXr émol Te TeWecOe Kal épol tpéas 
> \ 5) / Nr Caer eh an Ret y, / € / auTous emitpewate: Kal vty éyo, Oedv Ta ica vewovTwY, Um00é- 

BY > / \ Kopat 7) ov cupplEew tovs moXeplous 1) ocvpployovTas TroAOV 

UA > \ A / opeas avtovs To Atovucig. 

n > / ¢ 

TavTa aKkovoavtTes ot “lwves émitpdarovat 
¢ / 

0 6€ avaywv ExdoToTE emi Képas 
\ / / a / / a 

TAS VEAS, OKWS TOloL EpéTHnaL yYpHaatTO SvéKTAOOY TroLEvpEVOS THOL 
\ ? / \ nr vnval dt adAnréwv Kal Tos émuBatas omAlcELe, TO AOLTOY THS 

i? / \ / lf , > / n / fal 

5 nmMepns Tas véas éyerKE ET GyKUpewV, Tapelyé TE Totot “lwct 
/ > (deen 

jovov ou nmépns. 
/ / ¢ / c \ > / / 

Héypl Méev VUY NuEepewv Eta eTreiMovTO TE 
\ bd / \ / lal Ni Ce / ec oy @ Kal érolevy TO Kedevopevov: TH dé él TavTyat ot “lwves, ola 

2 t 2/ / / D / / 
atragées E€OVTES TOV@V TOLOUVUT@Y TETPUMEVOL TE TAAAITOPINTl TE 

was an insignificant place at the time 
when Hdt. was writing, and its name 
counted, perhaps, for more in the west 
(cp. c. 17 wmfra) than in the east. Is 
Phokaia credited with only three ships, 
because that is the number which 
escaped to the west, c. 17 infra, or is 
there, perhaps, a connexion between the 
three Phokaian ships at Lade and the 
three Talents, at which Phokaia was 
assessed 454-446 B.o.? Cp. CLA. 1. p. 
227. 

5. él Evpod dkufis. This proverbial 
expression is as old as Homer, J/. 10. 
173. For éxerau, ‘balanced,’ toracbas 
seems more usual (cp. L. & S. sub 
v. vpdv), and van Herwerden would read 
icrara here. 

dvSpes, emphatic. Cp. 4. 1, Thue. 
4, 92, 1, 126, 1. 

6. Spyméryor. Cp. 4. 142 supra. 
8. tdmepBadrdpevor, ce. 9 supra, 13 

wmfra. 
10. otSenlay . . ph od Sdcev. Cp. 

Goodwin, § 95, 2 note 1 (b) (p. 200), 
ed. maj. 815, and the reff. given c. 9, 1. 
3 supra. 

tpéwv, objective gen.; ‘you give me 
no hope.’ 

12. Oedv ta You vendvtwv. The ex- 
pression is put again into the mouth 

of Miltiades, c. 109 infra. 

12, 2f. éml Képas, SvéxmAoov mw. These 

expressions show a high state of naval 

tactics among the Jonians, from whom 
the Athenians apparently learned this 
mancuvre. Op. Thue. 1. 89, 3, 2. 
83, 5 et al. Unless, indeed, the state- 
ment is an anachronism. ‘The con- 
struction of the sentence 8kws épérggt 
Xphoeatro ktX. isremarkable. Kriiger ap- 
proves of Schweighauser’s second thought 
ut remiges exerceret (cp. 5. 96 moéwy 
dravra bxws . . yevolaro, 5. 98 ézrolee 
8kws B. A. Avrjcee). But the context 
and the material sense suggest the 
view that 8kws xpijoatto Kal omAlcee is 
practically co-ordinate with éyeoxe 
mapetxé Te, the one sentence describing 
what took place the first part of the day, 
the other what took place 7d Aomrdy ris 
neépns. Schweighauser’s first thought 
postquam remiges exercuisset is not 
happily expressed, but comes nearer 
the sense. Day by day he put out to sea, 
in column, keeping the oarsmen at work, 
as he made them perform the Diekplus, 
and keeping the Marines all the while 
under arms; and when the manewvres 
were over, making the ships cast anchor 
and giving the Ionians no rest all day. 
Thot vnvol &’ addAndAEwv could very well be 
spared : it makes the sentence top-heavy. 

5. ém’ aykupéwv. Instead of allow- 
ing the men to beach the vessels, and 
pass their time on shore, 

6. S80 Fpépyns. At night they were 
allowed to go ashore, 
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kal jrio, @re€av mpds EwuTods Tade. “riva Saipovor Tapa- 

Bavres rade avaripTaper ; olriwes mapadpovncaytes Kal 

eerracavtes ék« ToD voov avdpt Daxak arate, rwapeyouéevo 

véas tpeis, émitpapartes Huéas avTods éyopev’ 0 Sé rraparkaBov 

Huéas AvpaiveTras YMNCE avnkéctotct, Kal 52 TodXol pev Hue@v 

és vovcous memta@xact, TOAAOL O€ érrido£os T@UTO TOUTO Treicec bai 

elo, Tpo Te TOUT@Y TOV KAK@V Hiv ye Kpécoov Kal 6 TL OV 

rr rabeivy éott Kal THY pédAXOVTAaY SovArANinyv bTropeivar Hres 

frrat, waddov 1) TH Tapeovon ovvéxecOar. dhépete, TOD Nowrrod 

un meOopuela avtTov. Tadta édreEav, Kal peta Tadta avtixa 

melbecOar oddels OENC, GAN ola oTpatin oKnvas Te THEdpEVOL. 
> a , > / > / > 219 / 2 \ 

év TH vnTw eoxintpodpéovto Kal éoBaivew ovK e0édecKov és Tas 

véas ovd avatreipacGat. 
t \ a \ / 5) my ey pe ¢ ; \ 

Ma6ovtes 6é TAUTa Ta YLVOLEVa EK TOMY lovev ol OTPaTHYOL 

9. wapaBayres with accusative of 
person is unusual. The Ionians are too 
much excited to be quite grammatical. 
Cp. c. 13 infra. 

10. wapadpovyacavres. The word is 
used c. 75 infra, of the madness of 
Kleomenes, 3. 34 of Kambyses. 

11. ékrAdoavres. A striking and 
suitable metaphor in the mouths of 
Ionians ; less so, perhaps, in the mouth 
of Dareios 3. 155. In its literal sense, 
it is constructed with an acc. 5. 103. 

a@daféve. Properly wanderer, vaga- 
bond, ‘andlouper (L. & S.). If Diony- 
sios was not dros (vide note supra) he 
was the next thing to it. 

21. avatepacbar. Cp. diamrepacbat 
5. 109, dwére:pay . . moeitcAat 8, 9. 

The Ionians were old sailors; their 
colonies studded the shores of the 
Mediterranean, Aegean, Pontos; they 
had memory of endless adventures, from 
Nile to Phasis, from Kypros to Tartessos. 
They had already in this war proved 
victorious once, and perhaps again, over 
the king’s vessels. A few days after 
taking to their tents they engaged the 
Persians, and owed a defeat largely to 
treachery. They fought well at Salamis 
for the king, and at Mykale, on the 
Hellespont, in Egypt and Kypros after- 
wards against him. No doubt their 
ge ae was in Hdt.’s days far inferior 
to that of the Athenians (cp. Thue. 
1. 99); that inferiority was vividly 
present to the minds of the—Athenians, 
who had left their kinsmen to fight 
their battle at Lade, and who afterwards 

_ justified their own usurpation on the 

ground of their superiority (cp. Thue. 
1. 75). The contrast which Grote (/. c.) 
elaborates, apropos of Lade, is consciously 
patent in the Herodotean tradition. The 
moral is already here, and Grote, in taking 
the tradition au pied de la lettre, has, so 
to speak, fallen into the trap which a 
philo-Athenian writer, or his sources, 
has laid for us. Insubordination 
(araéln) and mollesse (uadaxkln) (c. 11 
supra), disease (véco) and treachery (c. 
13) may all have been present, and co- 
operated towards the result; but we 
should have more respect for the veri- 
similitude of the tradition in the former 
particulars, if the Samians, who in the 
next chapter are distinguished from ‘the 
Ionians,’ had not been the traitors. 
The Herodotean account of the conduct 
and collapse of the Ionians at Lade is at 
once a satire on the JIonians, and a 
justification of the Athenian supremacy, 
as necessary to keep them together, and 
to save them from Persia. Afterthought, 
and apparently even after-events, have 
been used in the building of the story. 
More than half a century after Lade 
the Samian secession shook the Athe- 
nian supremacy almost to its foundations. 
(Cp. Thue. 1. 115-117, 8. 76, 4, Plutarch, 
Perikles, c. 28 ad fin.) The story of 
Lade is certainly in part from Samian 
sources (ep. c. 14 infra). Lesbos, Chios, 
and Miletos were arrayed upon the side 
of Athens, in 439 B.o, Byzantion joined 
Samos in the revolt. 

13. 1. of orparnyol Trav Yaplov (ep. 
ce. 14 infra) are here distinguished from 
‘the Ionians,’ as though ‘the Samians’ 
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a / a n \ , n nr Tov Yaplov évOadra 8) map Aidxeos Tov YvArocvTos Kelvous 

\ Ie eid ” / € / rn TOUS TpoTEpoV eTEewme AOYous o AidKns KedevovTwv THY Llepcéwy, 
/ / b) a \ c deomevos opeav éxdureiy tiv “lovey cuppaylnv' of Sdpwor ov 

Cota XA ¢ \ > \ a OpwVTES EovTaY aya wev atakiny ToddAnY Ex TOV lavwV édéKoVTO 
\ / 4 \ / / Tous Noyous, aua O€ KaTepalveTo odu elvar advVaTa Ta Bactréos 

7 / ¢ rE 4) » de , / € ’ \ \ \ pyyHata umepBaréo bar, ed [dé] ériatapevor ws ei Kal TO mapeov 
\ ¢ / \ na vauTiKov virepPadoiaro [Tov Aapeiov], dAdo oi Tapéotras TevTa- 

rn / / S > / ’ / / ef TAHTLOV. Mpopacios wv emihaBopevor, emelTe TayLoTA eEtOoV. 
WS b) / o an tovs “Iwvas ov BovAopévous eivat XpnoTovs, ev Képbei erroLvedyTO 

a / ¢€ ¢€ TEp_TOljoat Ta TE lpa Ta ohEeTEpa Kal Ta lota. Oo Oe AidKns, 
Sea? \ / 20/ € / m \. 2 a 

Tap OTEV TOUS NOYoUS €0€KOVTO OL Lapor, TALS [LEV 4V SvrAocavTos 
an Sy / an tov Aidxeos, tupavvos dé éov Samov tbo Tob Mudnoiov Api- 

/ > / \ \ a OTAYOPEM ATETTEPNTO THY apyYiy KaTa Tep ob ado THS “lwvins 
4 15 TUPAVVOL. 

14 

1 

10 

/ 5 3 >) / e € f fo] 

Tote wy émel érrémAeov of Doivixes, ot “lwves avtaviyov Kal 
> \ \ / >) AW / \ \ Py PIT: , \ / aUTOL Tas véas él KEpas. Ws b€ Kal ayyod éyivovTO Kal cuVE- 

/ \ na pucyov adAjAoLoL, TO EevOEDTEV OVK ExXwW aATpEKEewS TUvYYparrat 

were not to be reproached with draély 
and padakly. ‘The lonians’ in fact 
are made responsible in the first instance 
for the treachery of ‘the Samians.’ 
The Samians like Aristagoras 5. 124 
take the view that ddvvara ra Baordéos 
mpnyuata (=Baciéa Aapeiov 1. c.) vrep- 
BarécOa. Cp. 5. 36. It is observable 
that in this process of whitewashing 
‘the Samians’ Hdt.’s grammar becomes 
decidedly involved, giving rise to cor- 
ruptions of the text. Holder and van 
Herwerden follow Cobet in transferring 
€déxovTo Tovs Néyous so as to precede 
kelvous and in expunging Néyous after 
émreume. Hven so, the sentence remains 
incoherent. Op. c. 25 infra. 

3. ™poTepoyv, c. 10 supra. 
7. 8€ secl. Stein. 
8. mevratAnoov, 7c. 3000. Even 

the navy of Xerxes numbers only 1207, 
7. 89. tov Aapetov ded. Wesseling. 

9. mpopdc.os. Not always a mere 
‘excuse.’ Cp. 4. 185 supra. 

10. xpyorotvs. Cp. 5.109. For ov Bou- 
Aovévous van Herwerden and Holder adopt 
apvevuevous, the reading of RSV (=8). 

1l. ta ipd. Their treachery had a 
pious motive: and its reward, c¢. 25. 
Hence Hdt. could enumerate the Heraion 
among the glories of Samos in his own 
day, 3. 

Aiakes son of Syloson 
(4. 188) younger brother of Polykrates 

(3. 39) had been invested with the 
tyranny by grace of Dareios (3. 139-147). 
It was in connexion with his first 
establishment, presumably, that the 
proverb arose cnr. ZvAocGvros evpuxwply. 
Cp. Rose, Arist. Frag. 574 (ed. 1886). 

13. trd tod Mudnotov Gtre- 
otépyto. Cp. 5. 37, c. 9 supra. ‘The 
constant specification of Aristagoras as 
‘the Milesian’ would hardly have oe- 
curred in a Milesian source. 

14. 2. émi képas, ex hypothesi, intend- 
ing to perform the ééxrdoos. The 
exercises under Dionysios (c. 12) were 
not without result. The first sentence 
of this c. is somewhat of a non sequitur. 
Even if rére Sy mean little more than 
‘well then’ (leitet zur Erzahlung zuriick 
St.) the fact remains that the Ionians 
put to sea meaning business. 

3. otk txyw artpexéws ovyypdaat. 
Oddly enough, Hat. had a similar diffi- 
culty about the battle of Salamis, cp. 8. 
87. This confession and the reason for the 
inability (aAdjAous yap KarairiGyrar) are 
highly significant of the untrustworthy 
character of the Greek traditions, which 
differed widely in regard to the same 
events, according to the interests or par- 
tialities of the states, factions, and 
persons involved. It must not be con- 
cluded from the formulae here that Hat. 
had only oral tradition to deal with. 
Grote (iii, 512) argues from ‘‘the 
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A / v \ A 

ofrives Tav “ldvov éylvovto avdpes Kaxol 1) ayabol év TH vav- 
/ \ a 

payin radTy* GdAjAOUS Yap KaTaLTL@vTaL, RéyovTar BE Yapoe 
. / \ \ 

 &baita Kata Ta cuyKelweva Tpds Tov AidKea deipduevor Ta 
= a / > \ 7 \ nq 

foria amoTA@oat ex THS TAELOS es THY YSapov, wAHV evdexa vedv: 
/ 

|. rouréwy 58 of Tpinpapyoe TWapémevoy Kal évavyayeov avnkovaTn- 
a a / \ \ la) 

cartes Tolot oTpaTnyolot’ Kai ot TO Kowwov TOV Lamiov dwxe 
a a > / > a / 

Sia TodTO TO TpHyHa &v oTNAN avaypadjvar traTpobev ws 
rad / \ / A 

dySpdor ayabolou yevouevowot, Kal ETL AUTN 1) OTHAN ev TH 
x \ \ , \ / 

Gyoph.  iddpevor Sé Kat AecBiot tos mpocexyéas devryovTas 
‘ 

a / ats \ \ a fal 

T@uTO érrolevy Tolat Lapiotocr’ Hs dé Kal of wredves TOV "Idbvav 
\ a 

émrolevy Ta AUTA TAUTA. 
, / a e b / / By4 \ 

mepiepOnoay TpnxvtTata Nios ws amrodecxvipevol Te Epya AapwTpAa 

Qn \ / n 

TOV O€ TapapewavToy ev TH vavpayln 

/ 

kal ove €GeNoKaKéor Tes. TapelyovTo pev yap, woTEp Kal mTpo- 

dramatic liveliness” of the scene de- 
seribed cc. 11, 12 supra, that Hdt. is 
indebted for the description to Hekataios, 
**who was probably present ”’(??). Grote’s 
argument is unsound; Hdt. is the 
prince of story-tellers. But it is not im- 

ible that the recriminations of the 
Bisans may have found their way into 
manuscript before Hdt. dealt with them. 
Cp. Introduction, pp. Ixxxiv. f. 

5. A€yovrat. The majority, Chians, 
Milesians, Lesbians, probably agreed in 
saddling the Samians with the supreme 
act of treachery, and there was the 
further evidence of the or7\7y (infra) and 
of the intact ipa c. 25 infra. Hat. will 
not himself condemn the Samians. 

6. ta iorfa. They should have been 
using their oars, for the dcékadoos (ep. 
Stexdéovres c. 15 infra). 

8. tpifpapxot. Doubtless eleven in 
all, one to each ship, commanders inferior 
to the orparzyol, whose number is un- 
fortunately not stated, cp. c. 13 supra. 

9. Td Kowdy Tédy tov. This 
grace, and the erection of the stele, must 
surely date from days subsequent to the 
battle of Mykale, and the liberation of 
Samos, cp. 9. 90, 103, 106. The 
evidences for Lade were post-Salaminian. 
Hdt. presumably had seen this very 
stele, and it is to be regretted that he 
did not copy or report the inscription, 
which probably contained more than 

re proper names and patronymics. 
The xpiyyua may or may not have been 
set forth in the title (cp. 8. 82). The 
here 7) Kowdy tov Laulov and ws 
vbpdor ayaboior yevouevowst may be from 

the inscription. 

ll. tort attn 4 Oo. & TH GyopT. 
The words convey no clear indication of 
the date of composition, but they sug- 
gest one of Hadt.’s sources of knowledge, 
cp. Introduction, pp. lix, lxxxii. 

12. AéeBrot were not Ionians (ep. ec. 
8 supra), and if they had been the first to 
betray the cause, the story might have 
been more consistent, cp. cc. 5, 13 
supra, 31 infra. 

15. 1. Tv 8 wapapevdavrwv kTA. This 
chapter seems to qualify the statement, 
just above, that the historian cannot 
record who behaved well in the action. 
The 100 Chian ships greatly distinguished 
themselves, and suffered proportionately. 
Forty-nine Samian and 70 Lesbian ships 
had quitted the battle. It is remark- 
able that nothing is said of the conduct 
of the 80 Milesian ships: presum- 
ably they fought, and the same may be 
assumed of the (three) ships of Phokaia. 
There remain only the contingents of 
Teos, Priene, Erythrae, and Myus, 
making 40 ships together. The ships 
of Priene were next those of Miletos: 
those of Teos and Erythrae east and west 
of the Chians. In short, it is certain 
that the 130 ships, or rather 119 origin- 
ally (c. 8 supra) forming the west or 
right wing towards the high sea, and 
subsequently perhaps the head of the 
column (éml xépas c. 14 supra), sailed 
away, and this act was sufficient to ex- 
plain the sequel without supposing that 
their shameful example was followed by 
‘a majority of the Ionians.’ 

2. mepepOnoay, cp. 5. 1. 
3. mpdtepov, cp. c. 8 supra. These 

apologies for repetition within a short 

wn 

ee Or 
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? LQ / e / A ae ef Tees ” Tepov eipEeUn, veas ExaTov, Kal em éExdoTHS a’Téwy AvOpas TETCE- 
id 

opéovTes O€ TOUS 
\ la) / / al TOANOVS TOY TUPLMAaYwV TpodLooVTas OvK edLKalevY yiverOaL Toto~L 

A 3A / ’ \ ’ Kakolol aUTOV Socat, anrra per ONyov UppMaKeov pe nouy oer eG 
OvexTrA€ovTes évaupdyeov, és 6 THY ToAcuiwy EdovTEs véas TUYVAS 
améBaXov tay operepewy Tas TWAeDvas. Xiou pev 62 THTL NOLTHCL 

TOV vedv atropevryouar és THY EwuToV: baoLcr b€ TOV Xiwv advva- 
9 € / ¢ \ TOL 0aVv aL VéES UTO TPALaTwV, OUTOL de WS edLMKOVTO KaTA- 

/ \ \ \ la) guyyavovct mpos thv Muxddnv. véas pev 67 avTod TtavTy 
? / / ¢ \ fo) 4) \ rn b] / 

emToKelNavTes KaTENUTTOV, oF Se Tey exoulEovTo dia THS HrrElpov. 
> \ \ / \ >) / nr / 

érreon Se éaéBarov és tiv Edeoinv KoprSopevor of Xiov, vurros 
\ > / \ / n / Te yap aTiKaTO €s aUTHY Kal éovTwoY THoL yuvaLEl avTOOL Decpo- 

/ > fa) \ (5) Vi yA / c a 
popiov, évOadta dn ot “Edécuot, ote mpoaxnkodtes ws elye TeEpl 

la Xi WYO \ b) \ } 3 / / 
ToV Niwy LoovTes TE OTPATOV es THY yopHny écBEBANKOTA, TAayXU 

/ / nr / n 

opéas KkatadoEavtes eivat KA@Tas Kal iévar él Tas yuvaiKas, 
/ \ Yh \ é€eBonGeov travdnmel Kal éxtewov tos Xiovs. 
& / / 4 4 Odto pév Toivvy TovavTno TeplémiTtov TUYnaL Atovictos 

space might occur in passages intended 
to be heard at one reading: where 
similar phrases, referring backward or 
forward over several Books, occur, they 
imply that the author conceived his 
work on a large scale, and addressed to 
a reading public. Cp. 5. 36 

5. émBarevovras. Amounting to 
2000 picked hoplites in all. 

SiexmAdovtes. Notwithstanding 
ah desertion of the Samians and 
Lesbians, who were heading the column, 
the remainder, headed by the Phokaians 
under Dionysios (cp. c. 8 supra), who 
were posted next, proceeded to put the 
mancuvre into operation. The story 
here omits the Phokaians, to concentrate 
attention on the Chians, who came 
behind the shipsof Phokaia and Erythrae, 
and is perhaps from a Chian source. 
Some one (Ion ?) may even have written 
of the deeds and sufferings of the Chians 
(ca epéav # erabov déidxypea dnyiovos) 
before Hdt. collected his anecdotes. 

9. tas mAedvas. At least 51. But 
the vagueness indicates a weakness in 
the source. 

16. 4. Moxddny. Ths hmelpov akpn mpos 
sete avemoyv KaTHKOVTA Daw KaTayTlov, 

. 148, cp. 9. 97. 
ie darlkaro, pluperf., cp. c. 9 supra. 
kal édvtwv. Cp. 5. 126 ad Jin. for the 

construction. 

Berpodhoplwy. The Thesmophoria were 
an autumn Festival at Athens (A. 
Mommsen, Heortologie, p. 291), and 
presumably elsewhere. Accepting the 
mysterious story in the text as a chrono- 
logical indication, we are supplied with 
an approximate season for the battle 
of Lade. Like Marathon, Salamis, 
Plataea- Mykale, it was a September 
fight. On the origin of the Thesmophoria 
cp. 2.171. It wasa ‘ Pelasgic’ function. 
The Ephesians were remarkable for not 
celebrating the Ionian Apaturia, 1. 147. 
Hdt. supplies evidence of the celebration 
of the Thesmophoria in Aigina c. 91 
infra, and in Attica, cp. 8. 96. Men 
were excluded, Aristoph. Thesm, 633. 
The celebration evidently took place at 
night, outside the city, and probably 
under the full moon. 

8. ot “Edéoror, ‘the men of Ephesos.’ 
Their ignorance of what was going on 
at Lade and Miletos is curious, not to 
say incredible: but it may have served 
as an excuse afterwards, when this 
exploit was remembered against them, 

9. orparéy. It might amount to 
some 2000 hoplites, to say nothing of 
seamen. It is not likely that the men 
of Ephesos annihilated them. A parley 
or self-defence or flight was possible. 
Nor does &xrewov eee: that the butchery 
was wholesale, 
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> fal >] 

| 88 6 Dwxaeds éreire Euabe THV lover Ta mpHypata dvepOappéva, 
, ty, \ a) n ~y / 2 , x 2 \ ra) , ae50/ 

yeas €Xwv TPELS TWVY TTONEMLMV ATTETTAEE ES MEV @MKALAV OUKETL, 

eb ciddas &s avdpatrodiettas ody TH AdXry lwvin: o 6é Héas as 
lye @mree €s Dowwleny, yavrous Sé evOadTa Katadvcas Kal 5 
xpnwara NaBov ToAAA éqree és Lixedinv, opua@pevos Sé évOcdrev 
AniotHs KaTeoTHKEe “EAXAjvav pév ovdevds, Kapyndoviwy dé Kal 
Tuponvav. 

Oi dé Iépoae éreite TH vavpayin évixwv todls “lwvas, Ty 18 
Mirnrov rodopKéovtes €x ys Kal Oaddoons Kal brroptccovTes 

Ta telyea Kal TayTolas pnyavas mpoodépovtes, aipéovor Kat 
axpns ExT éTei ao THS aToTTadoLOS THs "Apictayopem Kat . 

Hveparrodicavto THY TOMY, WoTE TUuTrETElY TO A005 TH yY~PN- 5 

atnpio TO és Midntov yevomévo. xpewpmévorat yap “Apyetoucs 19 
& Aeddoict rep) cwrnpins Tis Todos Ths ohetépys exyprHcOn 
érixolvov xpnoTHplov, TO pev €s avTods Tovs ’Apryelous dépor, 

17. 2. abe . . Ta mptypata Sred- 
éva. Cp. c. 23 1. 9 wfra, Kihner, 

Ausf. Gr. § 482 (ii. p. 613), Goodwin, 
Gk. M. and T., § 884, ed. may. 

3. tpets. One apiece for the three 
ships he commanded; more could not 
be expected. Cp. c. 12 supra. 

Pdxatay. He was not, strictly speak- 
ing, au dros dvjp. Cp. c. 11 supra. 

5. On yatAou, see Cecil Torr, Ancient 
Ships, p. 113. On the accent, Chandler, 
Gk. Accentuation”, § 274. 

6. LikeAtmy. Hdt. may have owed 
his knowledge of the subsequent course 
of the bold buccaneer to western sources. 
Cp. c. 22 wfra, Introduction, pp. 
xcix. f. 

oppdmpevos, 5.125, 126. Cp. c. 5 supra 
vOaira 6é ifopevor. 

7. Ayorela was a comparatively re- 
spectable occupation still (ep. Thue. 1. 
5): practised simply upon Carthaginians 
and Etruscans, it hardly amounted to 
more or less than a legitimate form of 
Warfare, or privateering. 
18, 1. évixwy. Lade was the only 
Mayal engagement in which the ‘Per- 
sians’ ever defeated Hellenes, for the 
defeat in Egypt in 454 B.c. (Thue. 1. 
109 f.) was hardly a naval engagement, 
and the Betory of Konon and the 
Phoenicians at Knidos in 394 B.c. (Xen. 
Hell. 4. 3), and the successful operations 
of Memnon in 333 8.0. (Arrian, Anab. 
2. 1), obviously need not be reckoned. 

‘The defeat at Lade was due to 
_ treachery, and the treachery to the 
_ political and commercial rivalries which 

I a a i eal ie 

divided Greeks, Aeolian from Ionian, 
Samian from Chian, Milesian from 
Ephesian, and indeed Samian from 
Samian, and so forth. The moral of 
this battle was not lost upon the 
Athenians (c. 21 wmfra) nor upon their 
great men, Miltiades, or Themistokles 
(cp. 6. 109, 8. 62 e¢ al.), and seems to 
have reacted upon the memory and 
records of events, cp. cc. 12, 14 supra. 

2. kal Bakicons. Hitherto the siege 
operations had been conducted solely by 
land. 

troptocovtes. Cp. 4. 200, 5. 115. 
Miletos was a walled town, which was 
more, perhaps, than could be said for 
Athens. Cp. 5. 64, c. 105 infra. 

3. tavTolas pnxavas implies a cer- 
tain development of siege artillery ; 
but the description is too general to 
be of much service to the history of 
warfare. Cp. 8. 52. 

kat dkpys, Homeric. Xero raca kar’ 
axpns “Thos, I. 18, 772. 

4, &rw éret. Probably a_ trust- 
worthy and most valuable datum for 
chronology. The exact point of the 
rebellion of Aristagoras seems fixed 
(5. 87) to the seizure of the Jonian 
tyrants on the fleet at Myns, just after 
the return from Naxos. But a good 
deal turns on the interpretation of 
‘the sixth year.’ The whole question 
is discussed, and a chronological re- 
construction suggested, in Appendix V. 

5. oupiecetv, coincide, agree with, 
‘fulfil.’ 

19. 3. érlkowov xpyortpiov, Unfortu- 
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to be sure of fulfilment sometime. 
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\ \ / ” 
THhv de twapevOnkny éypnoe és Mirnolovs. 
’ / »” > \ \ rn lal Apyeiovs éyov, émedy Kata TodTO yévwpaL ToD oyou, TOTE 

/ \ \ lal a) puncOnoopar: ta o€ Toiat Mirnciovcr ov Tapeodor eypyce, eye 
@oe* 

kal tore 6y, Miante Kaxav éripjyave Epyar, 
modotow detrvov Te Kal ayaa Sapa yevynon, 
galt © ddoyxot ToAXotot Todas viyoucs KomnTats, 

vnov © xuetépov Ardvpmous adrAdoLoL peANEL. 

nately Hdt. does not date this oracle. 
Rawlinson’s translation darkens obscurity 
by inserting ‘‘once on a time.” The 
Argive portion of the Response was 
afterwards interpreted as referring to 
the war with Kleomenes (cp. ¢. 77 
infra), and Stein appareutly argues from 
the inquiry of the Argives zep! cwrnplys 
(cp. 5. 119) that the war with Kleomenes 
was in prospect: but the Argives had 
occasion for such inquiries both before 
and after the days of Kleomenes, and 
the divine warning was vague enough 

The 
excursus, or insertion on Miletos, is 
somewhat more definite, and might 
serve to fix a date for the Argive 
Theoria. Blakesley argues from kaxdéy 
émuunxave épywv that the oracle belongs 
to the time of Kroisos and Kyros, when 
Miletos made a separate treaty with 
Kyros of which Delphi would disapprove. 
This hypothesis credits Delphi with 
extraordinary foresight and considerable 
patriotism, or at least loyalty to Lydia. 
From another point of view it may be 
argued that the recognised fulfilment of 
the prophecy in the case of Miletos leads 
us to date the oracle shortly before or 
after the events of 494 3B.o. The 
Delphic oracle already, perhaps, as 
afterwards certainly (ep. 7. 140), took 
the view attributed to Aristagoras 
(5. 124) and the Samians (c. 13 supra), 
that ‘the king’ was invincible. In 
any case the Delphians might regard 
Rebellion, if not Democracy, the assault 
on Naxos, the attempt to involve 
Sparta, or Alkmaionid Athens, in the 
struggle with Persia, the burning of 
the Metroon in Sardes (5. 102) as 
pessimt exempli (cp. 5. 97, 98). Or 
was the kax@v émiuiyavos épywy levelled 
at the Milesian Hekataios, a philosopher, 
who proposed to confiscate the treasures 
of Branchidae? 5. 36. Even if the 
kaka referred to the acts or inaction 
of Miletos in 546 B.o., or included it, 

HPOAOTOY 

\ / 
TO sev VUV &€> TOUS 

the oracle need not be carried back so 
far as to refer the Argive Theoria to 
the days of Anaxandrides 1. 82 (when 
by the way the question was not about 
the safety of the city but about posses- 
sion of Thyrea). It certainly must not 
be assumed that every utterance, which 
fairly figures the event, was a work of 
afterthought: nor does the oracle here 
given commit Delphi so deeply as to be 
beyond the resources of interpretation, 
whatever the event. But anyway the 
association ofthe destruction of Miletos 
in 494 B.c. with the war of Kleomenes 
against Argos, whether due to interpre- 
tation or to inspiration, or simply to 
later contamination, equally points to 
the conclusion that those two events 
were approximately synchronous, what- 
ever the date or dates of the Argive 
Theoria and of Argivo-Milesian Re-- 
sponse. Cp. Appendix VII. 

5. rod Adyov. 6 Adyos here cannot | 
mean ‘the (sixth, or present) Book,” 
though the reference is to c. 77 infra: | 
nor again, is it merely ‘the particular 
story of Argos’ (kara rotrov 7év débyor). 
The word )dyos seems here used more 
vaguely of the whole story, or work. Cp. 
line 16 infra and Introduction, p. Ixxy. 

6. ov mapeotot txpyoe. A remark- 
able display of animus. (Cp. muudatis 
mutandis Kal mapaxadovpevos kal axAynTos 
Dhue, 1: 118; 3.) 

tye. Se. The text of the oracle is 
not above suspicion. Nauck suggested 
émufjpave for émriuhyave. Wan Herwerden 
reads 8pvicw for moddolcw, a clear im- 
provement. 

9. dyad SHpa, J/. 1. 213. 
11. Av8dpors. Branchidae 5. 36. 

Strabo, 634, relates that the temple was 
burnt by Xerzesand that the Branchidae 
delivered up the treasury to the king, 
two statements which look rather like 
alternatives. The Milesians afterwards 
proceeded to build an immense temple, 
which was never completed. Rawlinson 

ee 
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‘TOTE 
fa \ / ¢ / 

8) tadra tos Midrnolovs KatreddpBave, oxote avdpes pev 
a \ a / / a 

‘oi wAedves €xTelvovto tro Tav Llepcéwy eovtwy KopunTéwy, yuVatKes 
/ / 

$8 cal téxva év avdparrodav oy éyivoyTo, (poy dé To év Avdv- 
e / \ \ / 

pois Kal 0 vnos Te Kal TO ypnoTnpiov cvANOéVTA éveTriumpaTo. 
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exTho Cat. 

remarks that ‘‘the statement of Strabo 
+ is of no [sic] weight against the clear 
) testimony of Hdt.” But Strabo knew 
W the work of Hdt.: and Hdt. is not 

uite explicit about the date of the 
Peeing (rére OH . . Oxdte). The last 

) lime of the oracle contemplates not the 
) destruction of the shrine but the transfer 
' ofthe management. On the distinction 
1 between ipdv and vyds cp. K. F. Her- 
* mann, Lehrbuch, ii.2 § 19 (1858). 

_ fidXotor, (not other gods, but) ‘ other 
* men.’ This prophecy can hardly be 
* said to have been fulfilled, and is none 
| the less likely to be genuine on that 
* account. . 4, 178. 

16. modAdkts. Cp. 5. 36 supra, 1. 46, 
| 92, 157, 159, 2. 159. rod Adyov seems 
| here to embrace the whole work: as 
i just above. The remark could only be 
made ina work intended for readers. 
' Cp. c. 15 supra. 
«20. 1. of fwypnOévres +. M. A rem- 
“nant, the majority of the male population 
having been already put to the sword, c. 

_ 19. On such transplantations ep. 4. 204 
| andc.119 infra. But see line 5 below. 
2. GdXo, ‘further.’ 

8. “Epv@pq stands here for the 
Persian gulf, of the distinct existence 
of which Hat. is ignorant. It includes, 
indeed, all the S. ocean, cp. 4. 37 et al. 

_ “Apry: supposed to be the Ampelone 
of Pliny, 6. 28, colonia Milesiorum. 
4. & @Oddaccay eet. That the 

effected a juncture with the 
Euphrates before finding its way to 

the sea is a fact apparently unknown 
_ to Hdt., who here at least avoids any 
ps implying autopsy. Cp. c. 119 

5. ths 8 MidAnoclov xdpns. That 
the Greeks were wholly extirpated from 
Miletos seems an exaggeration. At the 
battle of Mykale the Persians employ 
‘the Milesians,’ who are presumably 
Hellenes and not merely ‘Karians of 
Pedasa,’ to guard the passes, 9. 99, 
and these Milesians did their best for 
the cause of Hellas on that day (9. 104). 
But the greatness of Miletos was past. 
Samos is the leading spirit of the revolt 
from Xerxes (cp. 9. 90. But cp. 8. 
132). The primacy of Ionia passes from 
the mainland to the island (cp. 5. 
28). Under Athenian hegemony there 
was probably a revival in Miletos, but 
it was a tributary (paying, with Leros 
and Teichiussa, but 5 T. at the time 
of its quarrel with Samos, ep. Thue. 1. 
115, 2; C. £. A. 1. p. 227) while the 
name of Samos never appears in the 
Tribute lists. (Kleruchs were not estab- 
lished in the island before 365 B.o. 
apparently. See Hicks, Manwal Gh. 
Inser. No. 90.) 

avrol p. ot II. The Persians prob- 
ably garrisoned the Akropolis, and may 
have appropriated the Plain, but that 
they cultivated it themselves is not 
likely. The Hyperakria would be the 
sheep-runs, on which some at least of 
the celebrated ‘Milesia vellera’ were 
grown. 

6. Kapot IIndacetor. What the 
Karians of Pedasa had done to deserve 
such a reward does not appear. We 
last heard of them as cutting a Persian 
army to pieces, 5. 121, unless indeed it 
was other Karians who did this, while 
pas men of Pedasa were on the Persian 
side. 

un 
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Mev yap SiNov érrolnoay brepaylecbevtes TH Midjrov ddoov TH 

21. 2. tiv opolny, sc. xdpu. 
ZvPapirar, ot «rd. Cp. 5. 44. 

The date of the destruction of Sybaris 
by Kroton is 510 B.o., as Duncker, vi.® 
640, deduces from Diodorus, 11. 90 and 
12. 10. 
Adév tre kal ZKlSpov. Originally 

dependent colonies of Sybaris, which 
may have received the exiles (cp. Busolt, 
Gr. G. i.? 400). Sybaris was on the 
gulf of Tarentum north of Kroton: Laos 
and Skidros across the mountains to 
the west, and on the ‘Tyrrhene’ sea. 
Their losses and the migration might 
have ruptured the commercial relations 
between the Sybarites and Miletos, and 
after 15 or 16 years it is, perhaps, 
not surprising that the old friendship 
had waned. What is remarkable is 
that Hdt. should point so sharp a 
contrast between the conduct of the 
Sybarites, and that of the Athenians. 
The passage may be an addition, due in 
part to western sources, a possibility 
rendered more probable by the asyndeton. 

6. éavdOyocav. (On the formula 
Trav nuets tiwev cp. Introduction, p. civ.) 
The great friendship between Sybaris 
and Miletos previous to 510 B.o. was 
doubtless largely based upon commercial 
interests and exchanges. How long the 
friendship had lasted, and whether it 
was embodied in legal form (c¥uBoda) are 
open questions: it was probably not un- 
connected with the Chalkid-Eretrian war 
(cp. 5. 99) in which Kroton and Sybaris 
followed Samos and Miletos respec- 
tively (Busolt, Gr. G. i.? 456). Sybaris 
was in a position to mediate the traffic 
between Asia and Etruria, and to 
compete with the passage by the Straits, 
which was commanded by Chalkis and 
its ‘friends. As an entrepdt its 
advantages may be compared to those 
of Corinth. The wares of Asia were 
debarked at Sybaris and re-embarked at 
Laos. By this traffic Miletos, the 
greatest of the Ionian cities of the sixth 
and seventh centuries B.c. with some- 
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thing like a monopoly of the Black Sea 
traffic on the one side, and a large share 
of the trade with Egypt on the other, 
found an almost unlimited market for 
her exports. The Milesians might well 
put on mourning for the destruction o 
Sybaris. (See Lenormant, La Grande- 
Greéce, i. 247 ff. Busolt, Gr. G. 1.7 401, 
points out that Grote first noticed the 
importance of the overland route, ep. 
Grote, Pt. II. ¢. xxii. vol. ni p, 208) 
a remarkable passage.) The revival 
of Sybaris under Athenian auspices, and 
probably from the plan of the Milesian 
architect Hippodamos (Grote iv. 507), 
is the more comprehensible from the 
connexion between Athens and Miletos. 
Imperial Athens claimed the heritage 
and exploited the traditions of the old 
Ionian centres of commerce, Miletos, 
Chalkis, Delos, and attempted to merge 
old rivalries in a higher union. The 
revival of Sybaris in particular was an 
idea that went back to Themistokles 
(ep. 8. 62, Plutarch, TZhemist. 32), 
though it was only realised by Perikles: 
not very successfully (cp. Diodor. 12. 
10). Herodotus is here on his own 
ground. Cp. Introduction, p. c. 

ovStv dpolws ktA. The following 
passage Blakesley is ready to bebracket 
as spurious upon two grounds: (1) Strabo, 
quoting the anecdote, 635, gives Kalli- 
sthenes, not Hdt., as his authority. But 
the anecdote was a celebrated one, prob- 
ably told as often before as after Strabo 
(see references in Rawlinson, ad /.), and 
Strabo is not careful to quote the very 
earliest authority. (2) The asyndeton 
—an asyndeton is not sufficient to 
justify obelising a passage in Hat. 
Stein compares 1. 20; cp. c. 3 supra. 

The passage may be a later insertion 
or part of an insertion from the author's 
own hand, but it is thoroughly Hero- 
dotean. 
Mufrov ddoow. “ Haud injuria 

dubitatum est Modjrov dd\wors utrum 
titulus fuerit dramatis an argumentum 

. ait 

Te). 
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Aldwei SovrNeverv. 

Tlepoav quem titulus Suidas v. Ppdvixos 
commemorat” (Nauck, Zrag. Gr. Frag. 

558). The {prohibition recorded by 
Fiat. is perhaps to blame for the fact 
that neither fragment nor argument of 
the drama has survived. The drama 

; of Phrynichos was remarkable as taking 
its plot from contemporary history, a 
new departure in dramatic composition. 

‘Tt was not, however, as a violation of 
_ artistic canons, or precedents, that it 
gaye offence to the Athenians. But 

) was it simply as a memento of their 
* own sorrows? Were the spectators who 
‘ wept the same as the dikasts who 
“punished? Was there nothing more 

| im the affair than Hdt. records? The 
| suggestions that the drama may have 
* contained, or have been interpreted as, 
+ areproach for the desertion of Miletos, 
‘ and the Ionian cause, and that the 
( olka xaxa (cp. 7. 152 ra olkma 
| waKa.. aloxiora memolnra) were not 
’ so much the woe and sufferings of 
_ Miletos as the error and shortcomings 
‘of Athens, are too plausible to 
_ be summarily dismissed (cp. Duncker, 

nf d. Alt. vii.5 88). There may 
have been politicians in Athens who 
rd the retirement from Ionia as 
@ blunder. Even if Themistokles was 
‘ot Archon in 493 B.c., he was old 
enough to perceive the advantage of 
‘Supporting the [onians. On a later 

_ O¢easion he was choragus to Phrynichos, 
when the latter celebrated not the woe 

the victory of Athens in the 
issue (ep. Clinton, Fasti ad ann. 

476 8.0., Plutarch, Themist. 5). The 
trial and condemnation of Phrynichos, 
for his drama of 493 B.c., may have been 
4 political move, or act of revenge, by 
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re GANN TOAAAYT, Kal Sx) Kal ToncavTe Dpvviye Spama Mirijrov 
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/ P| / tal 

plocdy pw ®; dvapyncarvTa oiKknia KaKd yidinor Spaxyyaor, Kal 
rn / A 

érératay pndéva ypaobar TovTH TO Spdpare. 
Méntos pév vey Miadrnolwy jpjuworo. 

\ / A lal lal 

Zyovot TO pév &s Tvs Mndous x Tay otpatnyav TOV oheTépav 
a / \ 

mombley ovdapas Hpeoke, edoxee SE peta THY vavpaylny adtixa 
” \ 

Bovrcvopevorot, mpl H ode és THY YoOpHY amiKécOas TOY TipavyoV 
2/7 > fie , > / \ / / y \ 

\Aldwea, és arotxinv éxmAéew pndé pévovtas Mydoci te Kal 

ZLayrralor yap of amd YxKerins Tov avrov 
fal \ > 

dvov TovUTov méutrovTes és TV “lwviny ayyéXous érexaréovTo 
\ / / / / 

rors “lavas és Kadnv axtny, Bovropmevoe avToOs modw KTicat 

/ anh Laplov &€ rotcl rt 

the persons who were mainly responsible 
for the withdrawal of the Athenians, 
or the repeated refusals (5. 103) to 
continue the support of the movement 
against the Persians: though the with- 
drawal may have been at the time 
inevitable. Cp. notes ad l. ¢. 

9. SiSdEavr.. Technical term (cp. 
1. 23) for teaching the actors and 
chorus, which was done, or super- 
intended, by the author or composer 
(3ro:joay7e). Van Herwerden, however, 
remarks : moujoayte et kal non agnoscit 
seriptor mepl tous c. 24. 

10. oikqja. On the relationship be- 
tween Athens and Miletos, cp. 5. 97 supra. 

22. 1. MwAnolwy, see note on c. 20 
line 5 supra. tphpero, pl.p. 

wotol te. éxovor. It was the 
Samian ‘Have-nots’ who approved of 
what had been done by the (democratic) 
Strategi: it was the oligarchs who had 
most to apprehend from a medising 
tyrant. See c. 14 supra. Van Her- 
werden reads oflox and brackets Aldea. 

5. Mrdourl te kal Aldxet Sovdcder. 
A double, but closely-related servitude : 
cp. c. 5 supra. The ‘Persians’ in this 
story are become ‘Medes,’ a variant 
which sug ests a change in the sources. 

8. K 7 axrhv. <A Sikel foundation, 
Freeman, Sicily, i. 148. On this passage 
ep. Freeman, ii. 109 f., and on the im- 
portance of the place under Duketios, 
2.e. about 446 B.c., 7b. p. 378. It is re- 
markable that Hdt. makes no mention 
of Duketios and his achievements. 
Freeman (after Holm) suggests that 
Dionysios (c. 17 supra) was at the 
bottom of this invitation. The Samians 
had long been friends with the Chalkidic 
Ionians, 5. 99. Zankle was a joint 

_ oO 
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settlement from Chalkis in Euboea, and 4, ‘Pnylov. Rhegion, commanding 
Cumae in Campania, Thue. 6. 4, 5. 
Thue. 6. 5 says that Zankle was 
oceupied bird Yaplwy cal ad\d\wv “Idvwr. 
These ‘other Ionians’ are represented by 
Midnolwv ot éxredpuyédres. 

9. €ore pey BukedXOv. This remark 
holds good of the date at which Hdt. 
is writing, but might have been inserted 
into the story of the Samians by Hdt. 
himself: not, indeed, that the geo- 
graphical indication is so precise as to 
justify us in supposing it the result 
of autopsy, but that the gloss-like and 
clumsy remark is just such an one as 
the author might intercalate, supposing 
him to have been westwards. 

12. é@v @, sc. orodw (if any antecedent 
be required). 

23. 1. Aoxpotot tr. EH. Not elsewhere 
mentioned by Hdt. The epithet dis- 
tinguishes the Italiote city from the 
’Ofdrar (8. 32) and the ’Orovyrin (7. 
203). 

3. UKvOns. Why is Skythes called 
Baovre’s and podvapxos, while Anaxilas 
and Hippokrates are rvpavvo, if not 
because Hdt. had this story from a 
source favourable to Skythes? See next 
chapter: and cp. 5. 109, 110. For the 
co-ordinate construction, cp. 4. 181. 

the straits on the Italian side as Zankle 
on the Sicilian (cp. Thuc. 4. 24, 4), was 
reckoned a Chalkidic foundation. (The 
story in Strabo, 257.) 

*Avatitews. In 7. 165, a passage 
avowedly drawn from a Sikeliote source, 
Anaxilas is given with his father’s 
name (Kretines). 

8. dvSpdv. The women and children 
were of course therein ; cp. 4. 1. 

10. ‘Inroxpétrea +. Tédns t.. Hippo- 
krates son of Pantareus succeeded his 
brother Kleandros, 7. 154. 

TéAyn. Cp.Thue. 6. 4, 3. 
11. ovppaxos. In 7. 154 Hippo- 

krates appears as deczérns of Zankle, and 
he certainly treats Skythes as a de- 
pendent ally not as an equal. But per- 
haps the ‘war’ referred to in 7. 154 is 
the one described here. 

14. Pythogenes is only memorable for 
this misfortune. 

*Ivuxa. At the other side and end 
of Sicily, within the sphere of Akragan- 
tine and Gelaean influence (cp. Free- 
man, Sicily, i. 118, App. v.). The form 
“Ivvé is implied in “Ivuxos c, 24 infra, 
and guaranteed by Steph. Byz. sub v. 
for Hdt. The usual form is “Ivuxoy, 
which all the MSS. have here. 
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Hépanet. 

16. prods . . elpnpévos. 
Op. 368, L. & S. sub v. épéw. 

20. &v dvdparddav Adyw, cp. c. 19 
supra. Abicht takes eye with these words. 

«21. axe. . katacddfar. Cp. eo- 
gay éxtncba c. 20 supra, oikjcar Edocav 

@ 90 infra, xravew éuol vw docay 
_ Enrip. Troad. 874, Goodwin, Moods and 
Tenses, § 97, ed. maj. 770 ff. Hippo- 
krates takes the Zanklean majority to 

_ sell as slaves, and hands the aristo- 
_ gracy, 300 in number, over to the tender 

mercies of the Samians—who were them- 
selves aristocrats, cp. c. 22 supra. 

24. 2. ‘Inépnv. Himera a colony of 
_ Chalkidians trom Zankle (Thue. 6. 5, 1). 
_ Van Herwerden brackets 6 r. Z.*novvapxos. 
3. ’Actnv. Skythes may have found 

_ his way to Asia, and to Susa, in Car- 
_ thaginian or Phoenician vessels. His 
i conduct offered a marked contrast to 

Cp. Hesiod, 

that of Demokedes, 3. 135 ff. This 
Obvious contrast is pointed by Aelian, 

 V. H. 8. 17, who calls Skythes ’Ivixcvos, 
perhaps from a misunderstanding of this 
pisssee, an error which bred others (ep. 

_ Perizonius ad 7, c.). But did Skythes 
ie gs receive the tyrannis in Kos 

m Dareios? 7. 164. If we are right 
in identifying (after K. O. Miiler, 
Dorier, i.2 171) this Skythes with that, 
we see that dica:oovvy was hereditary in 

_ the family, Kadmos the son of Skythes 
giving several notable proofs of it, two of 
Which are recorded by Hat. 7. c. Free- 
iioc, attempt to separate the persons 
Wicily, ii. 109 n.*) is hardly satisfactory. 

8. wokw Kaddlorny ZayKAnv strept- 

Lapior S€ amaddrayOévtes Mydav amovntt modu 
kadNictnv Zayxrnv tepreBeBrEaTOo. 

eBeBX€aro. For the pl. cp. 5.78. Van 
Herwerden brackets the proper name 
here. According to the story told 7. 
164, Kadmos, son of Skythes, resigned 
the tyranny in Kos and went to Sicily, 
and there received a city from the 
Samians, to wit Zankle, the name of 
which was changed to Messene. (That 
Hdt. forgets in one place (here) what 
he had said in another (there) is not 
so very strange. Cp. Introduction, p. 
Ixxii.) Thue. 6. 4, 5 mentions the seizure 
of Zankle by the Samians described by 
Hdt., but adds that the Samians were 
shortly afterwards expelled by Anaxilas 
tyrant of Rhegion, who refounded the 
city with a mixed population and re- 
named it Messene in honour of his own 
original country. As may be conjec- 
tured, it was upon this occasion that 
Kadmos the son of Skythes took Zankle 
from the men of Samos: though Free- 
man (Sicily, ii. p. 112) unfortunately 
reads pera Dapulwy instead of apa 
Dapulwy in 7. 164, and makes Kadmos 
help the Samians to take Zankle from 
Skythes! Thucydides, who had good 
authority for his Sicilian Archaeology, 
by design or accident, corrects and 
supplements the hints in Hdt. who 
appears ignorant of the subsequent fate 
of the Samians, or else eldws éxdy mapép- 
xera, though he mentions incidentally 
the change of name. Pausanias 4. 28, 
3 f. gives the fullest account of these 
Pee but unfortunately spoils it 
y dating them to the 29th Olympiad 

in connexion with the second Messenian 
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war. It is uncritical to say (with 
Rawlinson) that the narrative of Pau- 
sanias is ‘‘a mere misrepresentation of 
the events here narrated,” for Hdt. 
neither here nor elsewhere narrates the 
expulsion of the Samians from Zankle 
by Anaxilas, which is attested by 
Thucydides, as also the change of name 
to Messene, which by Hat. is associated 
not with Anaxilas, but with Kadmos. 
If Anaxilas had anything to say to the 
change of name, it must have taken place 
before his death in 476 B.0., but Free- 
man (Note on ‘‘ Anaxilas and the naming 
of Messana”: Sicily, vol. ii. pp. 484 ff. ) 
suggests that Thucydides may be in 
error, and that the change of name may 
have been due to a body of Messenian 
exiles settled at Zankle after their ex- 
pulsion from the Peloponnesos about 457 
B.C. This hypothesis is quite consistent 
with Hdt.’s statements, but will require 
to be supplemented by the assumption 
that the Messenians were led by Kadmos, 
who must have laid down the tyranny at 
Kos at least a quarter of a century before. 

25. 1. Ger MuuroD Cp. c. 7 supra 
mpovauuaxnoovtas THs MiAnrov. 

3. peydda. His success had inter 
alia reopened the Aegean and Helles- 
pont to the Phoenicians, c. 28 infra. 
The evidence and strong tradition tend 
to saddle the Samians, and especially the 

_ Samian democracy, with the treachery 
at Lade, cp. c. 22 supra. Even so, it 
is difficult to avoid the suspicion of 
exaggeration in what follows (“ovvo. 
xth.). The sole salvation of Samos 

might seem to justify their conduct. The 
word €xAeuwkis is noticeable: it is active. 

7. &rxov. Cp. c. 28 supra rhv 6 Lay- 
KAnv axel. 

Tas pev . . Umrokupdoas, Tas Bt. . 
mpoonyayovro is not strictly gram- 
matical; the general form of the sentence 
(Kapinv éoxov) seems to require ras peév 
Tav ToNlwy ouoroyln KTewuevor Tas Ge 
avaykn mpocayayouevor. The introduc- 
tion of the adverb é@eXovriy transfers 
the action for the moment to the side 
of the Karians and leads to the substitu- 
tion of vroxudoas for xrewpevor (or some 
such word), but the subject of the 
main clause reasserting itself (ras 6é), 
the participial description of the action 
of the subject is raised, by a sort of 
logical compensation, to the dignity of a 
final verb (zpoonydyovro). At the same 
time this grammatical incoherence seems 
to betray a psychological confusion ; cp. 
c. 13 supra. Van Herwerden brackets 
TpoonyayovTo. 

26. 2. tas “Idvwv. Probably in the } 
main Milesian, bringing food supplies. 
Cp. 7. 147 mdota éx rod Idvrov ciraywya 
dexAdovra Tov “HAAjomovTov. OdKds, cp. 
L. & 8. sub v. and c. 17 supra. Bisaltes, 
son of Apollophanes, of Abydos, though 
an Asiatic (Greek), suggests, in his name, 
a Thracian connexion. Bicadrin, 7. 115. 

6. AecBlovs. The Aeolian Lesbians 
had deserted the Chians and Milesians 
at Lade, c. 14 supra. Under the Milesian 
adventurer they now reap their reward, 
in the temporary conquest (xaracrpopy 
c. 27 infra) of Chios. 
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pw cvvéBare ev Kotdovot Kareopévotor ths Xins yépns. tov’tav 
4 \ n A 

re 51) ehovevoe cuyvovs, Kal TOV NoTdY Xiwyv, ola 6) Kexako- 
a / Cae fal / 

pevov ek THS vavpayins, o lotiatos éywv rods AesBious érr- 
J a / ¢ expatnce, ex Ilodtyvns Ths Xiwy opudpevos. piréer S€ Kas 

/ i bay rr 4 \ A / DY 4 o 
mpoonuaiverv, evT ay méehhy peydda Kaka 7) OAL 1 COvei 

\ \ / \ / / 

frecOar’ Kal yap Xiowst Tpo TovT@Y onunia peyadra éyévero. 
/ > \ 

rodro mév ode réurrace és Aeddhovs yopov venriéwv éxatov dio 
s t \ podvot TOVTwY aTrevorTnaay, Tovs Sé OKT@® Te Kal éveviKovTA 
en \ ¢ \ trie 8 - a Na3 a / \ 

avTav Aouwos vroAaBav amHverke’ ToODTO Sé ev TH ToL TOV 
A / > / \ aA / \ 

avrov ToUTOY ypovory, OdLyor TpO THs vavpayins, TaLol ypaupaTa 
/ iA b) \ 

SSidacKopévoicr evérrece 1) OTéyN, WoTE aT ExaTOV Kal ElKocL 

smaldwov eis podvos amépuye. 

10. Ifodtxvys. The town of that 
mame in the Troad (Steph. B. sub »v. 

) Demetrius of Skepsis apud Strabonem, 
» 603, describes the place: recxfpes xwplov, 
in the vale of the Aisepos, on the left of 

ithe stream, below Palaiskepsis) seems 
rather far off, to serve as a basis for 
‘operations against Chios, but it would 

= doubtless have made an excellent bandits’ 
nest, and the words rfs Xiwy do not 

| prove that the Polichne here spoken of 
= was in Chios (rs Xins xwpns) but merely 

at it belonged to the Chians. From 
fs position the Idaean citadel seems to 

‘command the short land-route from the 
© Gulf of Adramytteion to the Propontis. 
“If the Chians had a stronghold on that 
‘route the Lesbians might have been 
‘Specially anxious to eradicate them. 
Now the Chians had been in occupation 
of Atarneus for upwards of fifty years, 1. 
60. There may, of course, have been a 

Polichne in Chios; if so, this passage 
contains the only notice of it: its situa- 
tion (as that of Kaukasa 5. 33, and that 
of ‘the Hollows’) remains undetermined. 

© Op. Dict. Geogr. i. p. 610. 
27. 1. bidder 8€ kas poo npatvev. The 
| chapter is significant as an illustration of 
‘the popular theology of the age which 

at. represents ; cp. c. 98 infra. Under 
idinary circumstances such ‘signs’ as 

are here recorded might rank as them- 
ives disasters: but has Hdt. forgotten 

the pk iniquity of the Chians (1. 160) 
that he here omits to point a moral? Cp. 
©. 91 infra. guide, 7. 10, 9. 122 et al. 
A we, cp. 1. 45. The omission of 
the subject before the verb is remarkable. 
_ A es Ae . The connexion be- 

en Ionian Chios and Delphi is observ- 
A choros of 100 was a double 

_ VOL, I * 

i; 

. 

a / / ¢ \ 

TavTa pév oft onunia o Oeds 

choros, or perhaps two chori, 50 being 
the normal number for a dithyrambic 
(Dionysiac) choros (cp. Dict. Antigq. s. v. 
CHORUS) : it was probably such a choros 
that wine-loving Dionysos-worshipping 
Chios sent to Delphi, and the sober god 
was not well pleased. Cp. 4. 79. 

7. ypappara. Cp. 5. 58. At the 
beginning of the fifth century there were 
public schools for boys, in which reading 
and writing were taught—perhaps for 
commercial purposes. But the Homeric 
poems would not have been neglected at 
Chios. The island is voleanic, and sub- 
ject to earthquakes, and the disaster here 
recorded may have been due to a natural 
cause, or simply to bad building. 

9. 6 Oeds. What god? The Aopds 
might have come from Apollo (Z/. 1. 
44 ff. etc.): the earthquake from Poseidon 
(7. 129): Athene was a warden of Chios 
(1. 160). But most probably the god 
here intended is Zeus, if any name is to 
be given. A monotheistic, or monistic, 
tendency is visible in the work of Hero- 
dotus (ep. especially 3. 108, 8. 13 and ec. 
98 infra). Influences from two different 
sources may have contributed to augment 
it: (1) The Persian religion, so far as 
understood by the Greeks (cp. 1. 131, 7. 
37) and even the Persian Monarchy 
(7. 56, 203). (2) The development of 
Greek science, and the search for one 
physical principle, as substance or cause 
of all things, which is characteristic of 
early Greek philosophy. (Cp. Zeller, 
Die Entwickelung des Monotheismus bet 
den Griechen in Vortriige u. Abhand- 
lungen, 1875, and Burnet, Harly Greek 
Philosophy (1892), pp. 119 ff.) This 
second influence would harmonise well 
enough with (8) the older notions of a 

U 
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/ \ \ la) e e la) mpoedete, peta O€ Tadta 1 vavpayin tmoraBodca és yovu Thy 
/ ” JES \ tal val mohw €Pare, emt O€ TH vavpayin éreyéveto “latiatos AecBlous 

7 / \ a rn ayov' Kexaxopevov b¢ Tov Xlov, Katactpodiy evTetéws abtov 
€TOLNTATO. 

b] na We Ait an Ev@edrev 6€ 0 “Iotiaios éorpateveto emt Oacov ayov “lévev 
\ > / / / / € / 5 J / Kab HioNeo? CES TepiKaTnuev@ € ol Oacov HAGE ayyedin 

¢ > I] n @s ot Poivixes avarrréovart éx ths Midnrov éml tHv addAnv lovinv. 
/ \ an / / 

mvOopevos Sé€ TadtTa Bacov péev amopOnrov Reimes, avTos Se és 
\ Aé 3 / BA n \ / > / 

Tv AéaBov nrelyero ayov tacav tiv otpatiyy. é« AéoBou 
\ / e n an / Tyee) 

dé Aipwaivovans ot THs oTpaTiAs Tépny SvaBaives, éx ToD Atapvéos 
¢ b) / \ a / la) of @S aunowv Tov oiTov Tov Te évOcdTev Kal Tov éx Kaixov trediov 
\ an an \ / rn 

tov Tov Muody. ev 6€ TovTOLoL Tolar yowplovas éTVyYaVE EV 
SEAN SRA Ilé \ a > Ine /: yf c 

prrayos avnp Ilépons otpatnyos otpatins obK ddjiyns’ 6s ob 
/ \ / a 

aToBavTt ovpBarov avtov te ‘lotuaiov Cwypin éhaBe Kal Tov 

oT paTov QUTOU TOV TAEM due pOecpe. 

@Oe. 

singular and fatal power behind the 
many gods (cp. 1. 91), which perhaps 
underlies the Herodotean (or popular) 
expressions xpjv, édee, Oeln rUXy and so 
on. Cp. Introduction, pp. exii. ff. 

10. és yévv. A metaphor from wrest- 
ling, suggested, perhaps, by vzro\aBoica, 
which need not be identical in sense 
with drodaBay just above. 
28. 1. Odcov. Rawlinson points out 

that the gold mines may have been the 
attraction, c. 46 infra, 2. 44. On the 
chronology, see Appendix VI. § 4. 

*Tdévav kal Atokéwy cvxvots. Jonians 
he had got from some of the vessels 
passing through the Bosporos (c. 5 
supra). The Lesbians were, of course, 
Aeolians (c. 8 supra). Other Ionian and 
Aeolian adventurers may have swelled 
his forces. Hdt. implies pretty plainly 
that Dorians he had none. 

6. “Arapvéos. xpos ris Muvolns 
AésBov avyrios, 1.160. The topography 
of the region is more fully implied 7. 42. 
For the richness of the Kaikos valley, in 
which the Attalid residence Pergamon was 
afterwards situated, cp. Strabo, 624 ad jin. 

7. tov otrov. The early harvest of 
493 B.C. 

9. “Apmayos. The sudden appear- 
ance of Harpagos, a Persian, in command 
of a large force in Aeolis is remarkable : 
not less remarkable, seeing that Har- 
pagos the. Mede had made himself a name 
in the same district half a century before, 
ep. 1. 162, 169. The operations and 

eSmypnbn b€ 0 ‘Ioriaios 
os éuadyovto ot “EXAnves totcu Uépaonos ev 7H Marjvy 

their issue may have been connected with 
the events described in c. 4 supra. 
Histiaios was playing, or was credited 
with playing, a double game. A favourite 
with the king, he was not a favourite with 
the king’s right-hand men, a Megabazos 
(5. 23), an Artaphrenes (6.1 e¢a/.). His- 
tiaios was prepared to serve in Susa if 
he might reign in Ionia. He preferred 
to do the king’s work with ‘“‘ plenty of 
Aeolians and Ionians,” rather than see 
it done by the Phoenicians and by the 
Viceroy at Sardes. Satraps and Persian 
generals were not always subservient to 
the wishes of the king. Histiaios might 
plot and perpetrate acts of hostility 
against the local authorities, and yet 
trust to making all good in the eyes of 
the central government. He may very | 
well have brought many of the maritime 
states round to his views by using the 
Phoenician scare (c. 8 supra). The 
Median and Persian grandees preferred 
the Phoenician interest, and were jealous 
of the great Greek tyrants. 

29. 2. Madfvy. The reading is doubt- 
ful, and the spot unknown, though Kie- 
pert’s map places it conjecturally on the 
Evenos, west of the Kaikos. Wesseling 
conjectured Kaplyy or Kapyyy from 
7. 42: but Rawlinson’s note may be 
thought to dispose of that. There was 
a place, at least in later times, on the 
coast, on the borders of Pergamos, called 
Perperine (cp. Ramsay, Asia Minor, 
pp. 13, 117). One MS. reads Meyadjvn, 
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Pit t , Lah ak i / ae / ris Atapveiridos NOPNS, Ol MEY TUVETTATAY ypovoV éTl TOXNXO?, 
¢ \ & ef £ Q A) 2 / cary / 
4 88 trros borepov oppnGeioa erimimrer Toicr “EXAno. TO TE 

A a ) fe \ / A . 

5) fpvov ths trmou TOUTO eyéveTo, Kal TeTpaupévoy TOV ‘EAXHVOV 
si ” , > 5) / Cues r, 7 

6 ‘loriates édrrifwy ovK amoreecOar bd Baciréos bia THY 
a ¢ 4) nv / f Py \ 2 f A ¢ 

Tapeodcav apaprada pirouyiny toujvde tid avaipéetar’ ws 
/ e \ > \ / 

deiyov te KkatedauBaveto vo avdpos Hépcew Kal os Katac- 
la) lg / fal 

peouevos Um avTov Euedre ovyKkevTnOnoecbat, Wepcida yAdooav 
\ ¢ ¢ a ec 7 

peTels KaTapnvuer ewuTov ws ein ‘lotuaios 0 Midnjowos. et pév 
/ Yi >? / \ / rn 

vuv, as eLwaypnOn, axOn ayouevos mapa Baciéa Aapetov, 6 Sé 
vy? x ” \ Oe Py / b) / 5) na / Sy eee > n \ 

odt dy érabe Kaxov ovdev Soxéew emol, amnKé T dv abTo THY 
fal a / / tA \ 

aitinv' vov Oé piv avTay te TovTwY elvexa Kal va pn Siadvyov 
> , \ rE / ak / ¢ > 84 

adtis péyas Tapa Baoies yevntat, Aptadpévns te 0 Yapdiov 
ar Na ot i \ COAG e > / Sit b) > i 5 
imapyos Kal 0 NaBav" Aprrayos, os amixeTo ayopuevos és Lapdus, 

fal a la) / / \ 

TO MeV AUTOV THA aVTOU TAVTH averTavpwoar, THY dé KEpadny 
/ a n 

TapiyevoavTes avnverxay Tapa Baovéa Aapeiov és odca. 
ral / la) \ > / n 

Aapeios 5é muGopevos Tavita Kai emalTinodpevos Tovs TadTa 
/ > \ a \ 

TowmoavTas OTe pv ov EdovTa avyyayov és dw THY éEwUTOD, THY ‘ ‘ 
kedaryy THY “‘Iotiaiov Novoavtds Te Kal TeptoTeihayTas ev 
? aN 6a ¢ bY 8 \ a e€ A \ llé 
éveteihato Oarrat @s avdpos peyaddws éwuT@ Te Kal Iléponot 

/ 

EVEPYETED. 
¢ A ld Ta pév tepi ‘lotiaiov ottw éovye. 

€ I / / \\ Mix: A 6 / bY4 - id b] / o Ilepcéwy yeumepicas mwept Midnrtov, To devtép@ etei ws avé- 

c \ \ \ 

0 O€ vaUTLKOS oTpaTosS 

rous, There is an anacoluthon pw* 7d two MaNivy. Might LIleprepyvy be the 
cTOua avrov. true reading? (Strabo, 607, has Ilep- 

See 2. 87. mepnvy}. Pliny 5. 32, nunc est Perperene 
civitas. The name may have been there 
long before the civitas.) 

3. xpdvov érl moAddv. This is more 
or less a formula, ep. 5. 119, c. 113 infra. 

5. épyov. viv nuérepov Epyov, 5. 1 
supra. 

7. drdofuxiny . . dvatpéerar, ‘ac- 
cepts as one’s own,’ ‘entertain’ (L. 
& S. sub v. B. Il. 2. with reff.), ‘‘ takes 
to himself.” Contr. Oyama, vikny avat- 
péecOa, cc. 36, 70, 103 infra. 

30. 2. 6 8€. dé in apodosi. Just below 
(dmrfjxe) the change of subject is obvious, 
rather than grammatical. Hat. is appa- 
rently excited by having a theory of his 
own (doxéew uot) to propound. Cp. 
notes cc. 12, 25 supra. 

6. © haBdy, ‘his captor.’ 
7. dverraipwoay. Having first ap- 
rently beheaded him, or at least put 
m to death somehow. The rapidity 

_ and suddenness with which Histiaios is 
___ bisected in the narrative is grimly humo- 

8. Tapixetoavres. 
The actives (dvecratpwoav xrd.) do not 

prove that Harpagos and Artaphrenes 
were themselves the immediate agents. 
The care with which ‘Benefactors’ (cp. 
c. 9 supra, 5. 11) were treated by the 
Persian king, is best illustrated in the 
story of Sandokes and Dareios, 7. 194. 

12. Hr pa The command comes 
suspiciously from the devout worshipper 
of Ormuzd. Though Hdt. asserts that 
it was a Persian practice to bury persons 
alive (7. 114), he is apparently not aware 
of the Persian objection to the burial of 
the dead (cp. 1. 140, 7. 100). But 
Dareios was tolerant of the religions of 
his various subjects, and may have 
directed that the remains of a Greek 
should be disposed of in accordance with 
the Greek rite: or the stricter canon of 
Masdaism may have been still in embryo. 
Cp. Perrot and Chipiez, Art in Persia, 
pp. 190 ff. (E. T. 1892). 

31. 2. xemeploas. Winter 494-3 Bo. 

30 

Io 

31 
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TAWTE, alpéeL EVTTETEWS TAS LHTOUS TAS Tpos TH NTELpw KELLéevas, 
Xiov cal MéoBov wai Tévedov. bxws 5€ AdBou Twa TOY vicwr, 
@s éxdoTny alpéovTes of BadpBapow éecaynvevov Tors avOporous. 
caynvevovot S¢ Tovde Tov Tpdmov' avyp avdpos drdpevos Tis 
xelpos ex Oaradoons ths Bopnins ért tHv voriny Sujxovor, Kab 
evretta Sua TaoNS Ths vHooV SvépyovTar éxOnpevovTes Tors avOpa- 
mous. atpeov dé kal tas év TH nrelpw modvas Tas “Ldbas Kata 
TAaUTA, TANY OUK éoayivevov Tors avOpwToUs’ ov yap old T 
nv. ew0adta Ilepoéwv oi otpatnyol ovK éevcayTo Tas amelhas 
Tas emnmeiAnoay Tolot "lwou otpatorredevopevoice evavtla odict. 
@s yap 61) éTEeKpaTncay TOV TON wY, TAaldds TE TOUS EVELOETTATOUS 

exdeyomevot é&étrauyvov Kal érolevy avTi civat évopyvas evvovyous 
kal TapVévovs Tas KaXNOTEVOVTAS avacTTacTOUS Tapa Baciréa’ 
TavTa Te 61 emrolevy Kal Tas ToALaS éverriumpacay avToiot ToicL 
ipoice. 

The story of the end of Histiaios has 
anticipated the strict chronological 
sequence. The date is to be concluded 
a parte post.: the éros below, c. 42, is 
certainly 493 B.c. as calculated backwards 
from Marathon: and there is no change 
of year between cc. 31 and 42.. Cp. 
Appendix VI. 

T® Sevtépw Erei. 
B.C. (cp. c. 28 supra). 

3. evmetréws. Chios, Lesbos, Tenedos 
taken ‘ without serious resistance.’ After 
Lade, Chios lacked the power, and Les- 
bos the will to resist. 

5. érayhvevoy tots avOpamrovs, ‘the 
inhabitants’ without regard to sex or 
age. Op. c. 23 supra. This statement 
is highly questionable.. Why should 
Lesbos have been ‘netted’ after the 
medism at Lade? ‘The clumsiness of 
the grammar even suggests that we have 
here the misapplication of a general rule, 
or hypothesis, not a genuine tradition of 
the particular cases in question. Van 
Herwerden, indeed, brackets dxws dé AdBor 
Twa Tov viowy and reads ws 6’ éxaornv 
kt. but ep. the similar construction, 
or want of construction, c. 12 supra. 
There are material objections to the 
statement. Stein, by no means given to 
picking holes in Hdt., remarks that, 
impossible as it might have been to 
apply the Sagene in lonia, it would have 
been still more impossible to apply it 
‘¢on the islands of the Aegean with their 

The spring of 493 

ef \ / + / lal \ 

oUT@ TE TO TpiTOY “IwvEes KaTEdovAOOnCAaY, TPATOV peV 
\ an n / 

dro Avday, dis dé émeEAs ToTe vo Iepoéwr. 

masses of mountains and multitudes of 
clefts” (gebirgigen und schluchtenreichen 
Inseln). This description in fact is 
perhaps one of the (Samian) exaggera- 
tions, of which there are several in Hdt. 
Cp. 3. 149, where Stein has unfortunately 
bracketed the word caynvetcayres. That 
the cay7vn should be described here, after 
having been taken for granted there, 
cannot prove that this passage was com- 
posed by the historian earlier than that, 
for—to say nothing of the writer's 
capacity or caprice—such inconsequences 
may arise from the nature of the sources, 
or from differences in the public, or 
audience (a Western audience would re- 
quire to have the Sagene explained). 

32. 1. otf otpatnyot. Unfortunately 
anonymous. Possibly Harpagos (ec. 30), 
Artaphrenes and Otanes (5. 123) may be 
included. 

Tas Grrevdds, c. 9 supra. The record 
of the threats might be based upon 
an inference from the acts here recorded. 

5. tas KadAtorevotoas. Chios has 
always been celebrated for the beauty of 
its women. Its fate on this occasion 
anticipated its sufferings in 1822 (Finlay, 
History of Greece (ed. Tozer), vi. 250-6). 

8. trd Avddv, cp. 1. 26. The 
Islanders, however, had not been con- 
quered by Kroisos, 1. 27. Nor is it 
certain that they were included in the 
first conquest of Ionia by the Persians, 
Kyros having no fleet, 1, 143. The 
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bd / b) / ¢ \ 

Amd 88 “lwvins araddNaccopmevos 0 vauTiKds oTpaTos Ta er’ 33 
, fal ¢ / vA 

dpistepa éomdéovte ToD “ENAnorovtou aipee Tavta’ Ta yap 
a a / rd , 9 , 

dart SeEvd adtotoe totoe Weépanoe trroyelpua Hv yeyovora Kar’ 
HIreLpov. 

, n ~*~ 

eiol Sé ai év tH Kvpdan aide tod ‘EXAnorovtov, 
a / ” 

Xepoovnads Te, ev TH TOALES auyval éverot, Kal IlépwOos Kat 5 
BS , pe e / \ S > / \ B / 

Ta reiyea Ta él Opnixns cal YruuBpin te cal BuCavtvov. 
c , } 

Bufdvtioe pév vuv Kal ot wépnBe Karyndoviot ov8 trépewav 
, / 

€TrimA€ovTas rovs Wolvixas, adn 
7 ? / \ 

OlLYOVTO amroXLTTOVTES TV 
\ Y / a 

odetépny éow és tov Kvfewov movtov, Kat évOadra modw 
MecapBpiny oixnoar. 

e \ / / / 

ot 66 Dolvixes Kataxatvcaytes tavTas 10 
\ , \ / fe b / / 

Tas yx@pas Tas KaTadexOeicas tpdrovtar éwi te Lpoxov- 
> E 

vncov xat “Aptrakny, mupi o€ Kal TavTas velpavrTes émNeov 

general statement, 1. 169 ad fin, is 
plainly questionable. The acquisition of 
Phoenicia by Kambyses (cp. 3. 19) and 
the conquest of Egypt had put ships at 
the disposal of the Great King. Samos 
was the first island that surrendered to 
the Persians, 3. 44, though the story in 
3. 120 ff. seems to imply that the Persian 
annexation was later, cp. 3. 139. The 
conquest, or more probably the surrender 
of Chios and of Lesbos, is not expressly 
recorded, but seems implied as an 
antecedent of the story of the Scythian 
expedition, cp. 4. 97, 138. They are 
not of sufficient importance to be 
separately nominated in the Behistun 
inscription, but they may perhaps be 
included in ‘Ionia’ or in ‘those which 
are of the sea’ (Kypros ?) col. i. § 6. 

33. 1. amakdAacodpevos. The date of 
these operations in the Hellespont falls 
in any case in 493 B.c., even if it should 
be thought that Chios, Lesbos, and 
Tenedos would have been reduced im- 
mediately after Lade, or at least after 
the fall of Miletos. 

2. Ta ml Se&id. No details have 
been given since the capture of Kymae 
(5. 123), for the battle at +Malene (c. 29 
supra) was subsequent to the advance 
of the Phoenicians (c. 28 supra). The 
revolt, started at Miletos, had spread to 
the ‘Hellespont’ as well as Aeolis, and 
as afterwards appears (cc. 43-45 infra), 
had given the Thracians and Macedon- 
lans an opportunity of recovering their 
independence, 
3. atrotot +. II. Not the Phoe- 
See The oe on the left are of 
course Kuropean (al év ry Evipwry infra). 
Whether Hat. could have Cmintcted : 
them correctly is doubtful ; ep. 7. 36. 

4, rod “EdAnomdvrov. This passage 
shows clearly that under the term 
‘Hellespont Hdt. includes all the waters 
between the Aegean and the Pontos. 
On occasion, however, he uses the term 
in a stricter sense. Cp. 5. 122, 4. 88. 

5. IlépwvGos, 5. 1. 
6. Ta él Opnikys, a common ex- 

pression in Thucydides, is an Gat 
Neyouevoy in Hdt. with a somewhat 
different sense. The following passage 
from the Periplus of Skylax, c. 67 (quoted 
by Baehr ad Joc.) is apposite: pera dé 
Thy Xeppivyncbv éort Opaxca relyn rdde° 
mp@rov Aevkh axrH, Teiploracis, “Hpd- 
kNeva, L'dvos, Davias, Néov retxos, UépivAos 
mots Kal Ayunv, Aapivov tetxos, Zndup- 
Bpla modus Kal yun (Miller, Geogr. 
Min. i. 56). The description added 
to Perinthos and Selymbria explains 
the special mention of them by Hdt. 
The Phoenicians on this occasion 
perhaps believed that they were re- 
covering and securing the water - way 
from which they had been excluded for 
generations. Yet their reluctance to 
pursue the Byzantine and Kalchedonian 
fugitives into the Pontos is observable. 
They simply make a clean sweep of the 
Hellespont, Propontis and Bosporos, 
working round from the European to 
the Asiatic side. 

Butavriov had joined the revolt, 
5. 103, and the expression there would 
cover the case of Kalchedon, and others. 

10. olkyoayv, ‘took up their abode 
in.’ 

On Mesambria cp. 4. 93 supra. Van 
H. reads ofxicay (sic). AB have wxnear, 
and ABO @dupBplyr. 

11. IIpoxdvvnrov Kal “Aprdkny, 4. 
14 supra. 
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5 5) \ ne / p) / \ ’ / a QUTLS €S TV €poovnaov eEaipnoovres TAS EMtNOLTTOVS TOY 
/ c/ / 

TONLWY, ooas TT POTEPOV TpoaayovTes ou kaTéoupay. émt 6é 
15 Kugixov ov0é errAwcav apynv' adrol yap Kutixnvol ére ™po- 

tepov Tov Dowikwv éomdoov éyeyoverav wrod Baciréki, OiBapei 
T® MeyaBafou oporoynoavtes tO ev Aackvrcin irdpyo. 

Tijs 0€ Xepoovicov mAnv Kapdins modos Tas GAdas rdcas 
> / id / 

evetpwcavto ot Doivixes. 
2 / \ a7, / / 
ETUPQAVVEVE b€ QAUTEWDV [LEX pl TOTE 

Mariadns 6 Kiwwvos tod Lrnoaydpew, etncapévov Ti apynv 
TavTnyv mpotepov Mirriddew Tod Kuyédov tpor@ Tovmoe. 

/ / \ / / 

5 AoXoyKor Opyixes tiv Xepoovncov ravrny. 
eiyov 

€ / 

ovros ay ot Aondoy- 
kot TueaOévTes TroAéu@ U7rO “ArpuvOiav és AerHovs erreprayay Tovs 

/ \ a / / 
Bacthéas rept Tod Trodépmou PNT OMEVovs. n Oe IlvOin ode 
b) > \ > / by \ / fal A BA 

avetNe OlKLOTHY érrayeo Cat eml THY “Y@pPHVY TOUTOV OS aV opeas 

15. Kvgtxov, like Samos, Lesbos, and 
probably other towns (Sigeion, e.g.) had 
made terms for itself, profiting perhaps 
by the jealousies of rival satraps. Cp. 
3. 120, 126. The Daskylean satrapy 
presumably corresponds to the rplros 
vouos, 38. 90. Cp. Thuc. 1. 129, and 
Arnold’s note tu Thue. 8. 5. 

16. OtBdpet. Apparently a brother of 
Bubares 5. 21. 

34. 1. Kapd{yns. Why was Kardia 
spared? Rawlinson says: ‘‘Cardia 
probably escaped at this time from its 
position deep in the gulf of Xeros.” 
The meaning of this enigmatical sentence 
appears to be that Kardia owed its 
immunity to its geographical position. 
This explanation seems hardly adequate. 
Blakesley supposes that Kardia was 
faithful to Persia and therefore escaped. 
The mention of Kardia in 7. 58 illus- 
trates its position, and that in 9. 115 
the subsequent hold of the Persians 
upon it. 

3. Mudriddns.  Miltiades, son of 
Kimon, son of Stesagoras, evacuated the 
Chersonese on the advance of the 
Phoenician navy: this is the clear state- 
ment of Hdt.; cp.c. 41 infra. Miltiades, 
son of Kypselos, is here mentioned for 
the first time: his patronymic suggests 
a tie with the Corinthian dynasty, 5. 92 
€, c. 128 infra. 

5. Addoyxor. Little more than a 
name. Steph. Byz. has it that they 
had their name from Dolonkos, a brother 
of Bithynos, z.c. they were one of the 
great group of cognate stems found on 
both sides of the Hellespont ; ep. Giseke, 
Thrakisch-Pelasgische Staémme, p. 11. 

6. *Aww@lev. Also Thracian bar- 
barians, cp. 9. 119, practising human 
sacrifice. Ainos, the town at the mouth 
of the Hebros (4. 90) described as a 
mods AloNts (7. 58), also bare the name 
of Apsinthos, and probably was on their 
territory, which lay north of the gulf of 
Melas, even as the Chersonese lay south. 
The form of the story which reverses the 
parts of the Dolonki and Apsinthii (see 
Blakesley note ad J.) deserves no credit. 

Ae\oots. If the Thracian Dolonki 
really consulted Delphi after the year 
560 B.c. it may have been for the pur- 
pose of obtaining, or encouraging, a 
Greek settlement to make head against 
the Apsinthii. The Athenians were al- 
ready nursing ideas of expansion in the 
north-east. According to Diog. L. 1. 2 
the idea was started by Solon. Peisis- 
tratos and his sons entertained similar 
views (cp. 5. 94, 95). One is tempted 
to refer the matter, which Corn. Nepos 
narrates of Miltiades son of Kimon (vita 
1), to Miltiades son of Kypselos, and‘to 
suppose that the application to Delphi 
emanated from the Athenians. Its 
transfer to the Dolonki would be an 
even better compliment to Miltiades and 
his house. According to another tradi- 
tion it was Miltiades who directed the 
Dolonki to Delphi to obtain a sanction 
for the commission to him. Schol. 
Aristeid. pag. 209 (Fr.). 

rovs BacAdas. That the Dolonki were 
under ‘kings’ would the better excuse 
the monarchy of Miltiades. 

8. avetde. The verses unfortunately 
are not preserved: but olxisrhy éwdrye- 
o#ai may have been one of the endings. 
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> f >? nr e nr lal ow aAN , , AY, . 

amibvtas é« TOD ipod mpaTos él Felina Karéon. loves 8é of 
\ egoyv\ \ / \ ~ : 

AdnroyKot Thy ipjv odov dia Poxéwy Te Kal Bowwrdv jicav’ Kai 
2 / Jes eS x 

odeas ws ovdels exddee, extparovtas é’ “AOnvéwy. ev 8€ Hat 
tal s \ \ a , "AOnynoe THviKadra eixe mev TO TAY Kpdtos Ileclictpatos, aTap 

/ ¢ y; 
éSuvdarevé ye cab Mirriadns 0 Kuwédou ev oikins teOpurmo- 

/ \ \ ? / Q b] > Ad A \ Ai y; , 

tpodov, Ta pev avéxalev am Aiaxod te Kal Aiylvns yeyovds, 
Ay / n 

ra S& veatepa “AOPnvaios, Piraiov rod Alavtos mradds yevopévou 
v4 a pe! 3 / "AO / ® ¢ M BS 

TP@TOU THS olKins TAVTNS nvaiov. ovtos 0 Midriddns Kart- 
ra / a a c y \ 1 

nuevos ev Tolar mpoOvpotoe Tolct éEwuTod, opéwy Tos AondédyxKous 
fol v b] A 

mapiovtas écOijTa ExovTas OvK éyywpinu Kal aiywas TpoceBoOcaTo 

eal cbt TpocedOovor emnyyeihato Kataywynv Kai Eeivia. ot O€ 
\ I ? > a / n \ Lae 

SeEamevor kal Eewviobévtes br avtod éFéhawov wav TO pwavTHLov, 
\ / an an A 

éxdyvartes dé edéovT0 avTOD TO Hew piv TreiPecOar. Mudrtiddea 

It was probably not in Delphi that Hdt. 
heard this story. 

10. riv tptv 68dv cannot be the 
road 7 viv A@nvatoa riv WvOidda wéurover 
Strabo, 422, if the Dolonki went out of 
their way (éxrpdrovra) to come by 
Athens. But van Herwerden regards 
the é« as ‘‘dittographia natum.” That 
the Dolonki, if they went to Delphi 
at all, went via Athens is possible, 
though Peisistratos was not on the best 
terms with the oracle. The Sacred Way 
may be the road to Eleusis, on which, 
in the Deme Lakiadai, was the family 
house of the Philaidai (Plutarch, Kimon, 
10, C. I. A. i. 179), although the Deme 
of their own name was near Brauron, 
and with it they presumably had at 
some time a local connexion. Thracians 
might very well be on the road to or 
from Brauron (as their port): the refer- 
ence to the Sacred Way may be due to the 
position of the family house in Hdt.’s 
time. There was nothing unusual in 
an Athenian’s having land and houses in 
more than one Deme (cp. Haussoullier, 
Vie municipale en Attique, p. 67). 

35. 2. thvixatra. ‘The adventure of 
Miltiades will fall during the first usurpa- 
tion of Peisistratos c, 559 B.c. Cp. 
Clinton, Fast. Heil. ii.8 p. 232, Toeppfer, 
Attisch. Geneal. p. 280. 

8. ®uvdereve. Lykurgos, son of 
Aristolaides, is represented, 1. 59, as 
leader of the Pediaei. Probably Milti- 
ades, son of Kypselos, was only second 
to him. Ata later time Isagoras, son 
of Tisandros, that is probably a man of 
the Philaid lineage, was leader of the 
faction. See 5, 66, and c. 128 infra. 

Midriddns. This Miltiades was not 
the first of the name (and lineage) if 
Pausanias was right in making a Miltiades 
Archon in 664 B.c., and again in 659 
B.0., Pausan. 4.. 23, 5, and 8. 389; 2% 
Cp. Clinton, #. H. ad ann. 

Kvuwédkov. This Kypselos was prob- 
ably a namesake and relative of the 
great Corinthian. Cp. c. 128 infra, and 
the analogous instance of the Athenian 
Kleisthenes, 5. 69. 
tpirmotpddov, ‘‘id quod dicere non 

potuisset nisi agros latos in campo plano 
gens possidebat,” Petersen, Quaestiones 
de Historia Gentium Atticarwm, p. 22. 
On the introduction of the 7é@puros 
cp. 4. 189. 

4. ra avéxabev, 5. 65. 
Aiakot, 5. 89. 
5. Atavros. Another tradition (Pau- 

san. 1. 85, 2) placed Philaios a step 
further from Aias, making him son of 
Eurysakes, the only son of Aias recog- 
nised by Sophokles (Petersen, Quaes- 
tiones etc., p. 18). 

8. alxpds. The carrying arms, and 
spears not least of all, would have been 
out of fashion by that time (Thue. 1. 6), 
not to say contrary to the Peisistratid 
police regulations! (Thue. 6. 56, 2). 
(The éforNola recorded ’A@. a. 15 is, 
however, dated to the (supposed) ‘third’ 
usurpation. This of course is quite differ- 
ent from the act of Hippias, recorded by 
Thue. 6. 58. Cp. Appendix IX.) 

11. atrod . . piv. éddovr0 requires a 
genitive (c. 18 supra, 5. 81), and ww is 
accusative before the infinitive i o7. 
obliqg. Just below ra should be réy but 
for attraction. 

On 
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be >] / / 7 ¢ / a 5 / / ne € akovoayTa TapavTixa emrevce 0 ovyos ola ayOopevoy Te TH 
/ > A \ e Ilevovotpatov apyn Kai BovrAouevov éxmodmv eivar. avtixa bé 

> / > / > / ‘ eorary €s Aeddovs, érreipnoopevos TO xpnoTHpLov et TroLoin Ta 
> a € / a mep avTov ot AoXoyKkot mpocedéovTo,  KeAEevovaens be Kal THs 

/ / \ ¢ ITu@ins, obtrw 61 Midrriddns 6 Kupérov, Odipmia avaparpnnas 
/ / / Tpotepov Tovtwy TeOpinme, TOTe maparaBov ’AOnvaiwv ravTa 

\ rX.6 / n / 54 e/ tad / Tov PovAopevoy petéyew Tov oroXov Errree Awa Tolar AodoryKovot, 
\ » \ é / 5 Kal Eoxe THY YOPNVY’ Kal pL Ot eTayayomevoL TUPAYVOY KaTETTH- 

¢ \ a s a 
gavTo. 0 O€ mpwTo pey amreTelyioce TOV ioOpov THs Xepoovycov 
> / / 

éx Kapoins moduos és Laxriny, iva pn éxorév odeas ot ’AWrivOt0e 
8 rE a} > / b] \ / 

nrecoOar éeoBadrovtes €s THY YOpND. 
/ \ tt Aue, Ave b \ \ a > la / c 

é& te Kal tpinxovta Tov icOuod* amo dé Tod icOuovd TovTov 7 

36 

\ 

Eliot O€ OUTOL TTAOLOL 

xe / ” a [pan $) bl 7 ys / \ 
10 Xepoovynoos €ow Tad éoTt cTadiwy EiKoot Kal TEeTPAaKOTLwY TO 
9 a 5) / i \ b) / a / ¢ / 
37 KOS. aTroTelyicas WY. TOV avyéva THS Xepoovycov o Midrtia- 

\ \ ’ / ie lal rn dns Kal tous ’ArnpwOious tpoT@ ToLovT@ @TdpEVvOS, TOY oLTOY 
/ n 

mpotowce étroreunoe Aaprpaxnvoics’ Kai piv of Aapayaxnvol 
NoynoavTes aipéovat Cwoypin. jv de 0 Mirriddns Kpolcw ro 

36. 2. “Oddparia dvapatpykas. Cp. c. 
103 infra. Such an event would prob- 
ably have been inscribed. Cp. Intro- 
duction, p. lx. 

3. mpdtepoy tovtwv, 560 B.c., the 
date of the first usurpation of Peisistratos 
was Ol. 55. If this was the date of the 
victory, the disgust of Miltiades with 
the success of his rival at home would 
have been all the keener. 

5. tUpavvoy KkateotyoavTo (sic). He 
is thus not to blame. He went as 
oikist; they made him tyrant during 
his life, and worshipped him after his 
death, c. 388 infra. kKkaréornoay (6) 
seems right. 

6. amerelxioe, This wall was sub- 
sequently restored by Perikles, Plutarch, 
Perikles, 19, and by Derkylidas, Xen. 
Hell. 3. 2, 10. 

7. Kap8(ns. Kardia being north, 
on the gulf of Melas, Paktya south, on 
the Propontis, E. of the closing to the 
Hellespont. Thither Alkibiades retired 
on his deposition after Notion. Xen. 
Hell. 1. 5, 17, epd. with Corn. Nepos 
Alc. c. 7. One of Alcibiades’ erections 
was Neonteichos. 

8. ordSio.. No one finds fault with 
these measurements. Had the land been 
measured for the Periklean Kleruchy 
in 447 B.c.? (On the date see Busolt, 
Gr. G. li. p. 586.) 

37, 2. rovovT». The Apsinthii had no 

boats apparently, or no hope of cireum- 
venting the wall. The oracle given to 
the Knidians would seem to condemn 
the work of Miltiades (1. 174 zupyoire). 
vv dowrdvy might be taken to 

imply that Miltiades had a number of 
enemies, if not a coalition, to contend 
with ; the Attic occupation of the Cherso- 
nese may well have excited the hostility 
of tribes and towns, on both sides the 
Hellespont. 

3. Aaparknvotor. On Lampsakos 
see 5. 117. At this time Lampsakos 
was perhaps already under the tyranny 
(cp. 4. 138). But if so, the tyrants 
were not so loyal to Lydia as afterwards 
to Persia. The enmity of Lampsakos to 
the Philaid dynasty in the Chersonese 
might not be unacceptable to Peisistratos 
and his successors. Cp. Thue. 6. 59, 3. 

4. Kpolow. How is the friendship 
of Kroisos for Miltiades son of Kypselos, 
for the contemporary head of the Alk- 
maionid family (cp. e. 125 infra) to say 
nothing of Solon (1. 29), to be reconciled 
with the Lydian king’s apparent ignor- 
ance of the condition of Athens, and 
that indeed shortly before his overthrow 
(1. 56, 59)? Miltiades, Kroisos, and 
the Alkmaionidae were all well thought 
of at Delphi. Not so, perhaps, Peisis- 
tratos: the inconsequence in Hdt. may 
be explained by a difference in the 
sources, but it remains an inconsequence. 
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n 3 / ae / > ¢ A rn , 

Avde év yvdun yeyovws’ mu@opevos av 0 Kpotcos radta, réwrer 5 

mponyopeve Totor Aaprpaxnvotos peteévat Midriadea’ ei 6 yur} 

odeas TiTvos TpoTrov ameivee éxtpiverv. Travamevov b€ TOV 

Aaprbaxnvev év tofot Aoyourt TO OédeL TO eros elvae TO ode 
daeidnoe 6 Kpoicos, mitvos tpotrov éxtpivery, woyis Kore wabev 

Tay tis mpesBuTépwv eime TO ov, OTL Titus povvn TdavTOV 
Sevdpéav éxxormeica BXactov ovdéva pete? GAA Trav@deOpos 
éEarrohAuta. Seicavtes @v of Aapapaxnvol Kpotcov Awcavtes 

pethxav Mirriddea. odTos pév 51) dua Kpotoor éexdevyes, wera 

Sé tehevTa arrats, THY apyny Te Kal Ta yYpHwaTa Tapadods 
Srncayopn TO Kipwvos aderdeod tradi opopnrtplov. 

/ € 
Kat Ob 

ral / ia) a 

TerevtTncavtt Xepoovncitat Cvovar @s vomos oikicTH, Kal ayava 

7. wlrvos tpérov. The old name of 
Lampsakos was Pityoéssa, changed by 
the Phokaian colonists to Lampsakos 
in honour of Lampsake, daughter of the 
king Mandron, who had saved them from 
her father’s treachery. After her death 
she was worshipped as a deity (ws deg 
Bvew), see Plutarch, de virt. mud. p. 255, 
who found the story in Charon of Lamp- 
sakos (Miller, Frag. Hist. Gr. i. p. 
33). No adult Lampsakene could have 
been at a loss for an explanation of the 
bitter jest of Kroisos: nor could Hdt. had 
he read—or remembered—the passage 
in Charon. With the phraseology of 
this passage cp. 5. 80. 

38. 2. dats, ‘without leaving male 
issue,’ cp. 5. 48. If Miltiades son of 
Kypselos had a daughter, she would 
have been élk\ypos, and might have 
been married to Stesagoras son of 
Kimon, the half-brother of Miltiades. 
There is, however, no mention of an 
émlx\npos in the case. This Stesagoras 
also dies amas, and is succeeded by his 
full brother Miltiades, named presumably 
after the Philaid, son of Kypselos. 
The question, however, arises whether 
Stesagoras (c. 34 supra) the stepfather 
of Miltiades, son of Kypselos, was not 
himself a Philaid? (cp. Petersen, Hist. 
gent. Attic. p. 25, Toepffer, Attische 
Genealogic, p. 280). In that case the 
tie between Stesagoras Kimonis and 
Miltiades Kypseli would haye been 
m7 and not merely matriarchal. 

e Kimonidae, so to speak, are after- 
wards recognised as Philaidae, which 
could hardly have been done simply 
under the arrangement described in the 
text, without strict descent or adoption. 

Adoption there may have been in any 
ease. But it is difficult to suppose that 
the Philaid Miltiades had no agnates : 
it was perhaps, however, remembered as 
remarkable that his nearest agnate was 
also his brother uterine though not 
paternal. In short, Stesagoras, father of 
Kimon, and Kypselos, father of Milti- 
ades, may have been full brothers, and 
the second marriage of N or M the 
mother of Miltiades Kypseli and of 
Kimon Stesagorae may have been a case 
of the Levirate, Kypselos and Stesagoras 
being themselves full brothers, though 
this fact is glossed over in the tradition 
of a later time under the influence of 
later law. In any case the stress laid 
upon the uterine tie is noticeable. Ideas 
and customs connected with the matri- 
archate died very hard at Athens ; cp. ec. 
131 infra, and M‘Lennan’s Kinship in 
Ancient Greece, which makes no use of 
this case (Studies in Anc. Hist. 1886, 
pp. 195 ff.). ‘ 
Tv apxqv Te Kal Ta XpypaTa may 

be taken as both limited to the Cher- 
sonese. 

4, Xeporovyctrar Qvovor. The present 
tense might merely be in continuation 
of éxpevyer’ TeXeura, yet it is probable 
that worship was still paid to the great 
oikist of the Chersonese at the date of 
Hdt.’s writing. It was presumably the 
Attic element which mainly supported 
the cult, revived, if not established, 
in the days of the Kimonian victories. 
Cp. Introduction, p. lxiv. 

os vépos olxurry. An instance of 
that Hero-worship which was the quint- 
essence of Hellenic religion. Cp. 5. 47, 
114, and for the oikist, Thue, 5. 11. 
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immicov Te kal yupviKov éruoraot, év TH Aaprraxnvav obdevi 
éyywerar aywviterOar. oréwouv dé éovTos mpos Aaprbaxnvods 
kal Yrncayopea KatéraBe arobavetv araiba, mrynyéevta THY 
Keparny Tehenel év TO MpuvtTavniw mpos avopos avTo“odoV peV 
TO OY Torepiov Oé Kal UTroPepporépov TH Epy@.  TeAEVTH- 
cavtos b& Kal Srnoayopew Tpor@ rode, evOadTa Mirriddea 
tov Kiwavos, Lrncayopew d€ TOU TeeuTHTAVTOS adEApEOY, KaTA- 

Naprpopevov Ta TpHnypara emt Xeprovijcov amoatérdovar Tpujpei 
ot Mewctotpatisa, of pw Kat év ’AOnvnot érolevy eb ws ov 
auverdootes OnOev Tod matpos [Kiuwvos| avtod tov Odvarov, Tov 
éym ey ANAM OYO oNpavew ws éyévero. Murriddys b€ azriKo- 
pevos és tiv Xepoovncov eixe Kat oiKkovs, Tov aodedbeov 

Lrncayopea Snradi éritywewv. of dé Xepoovncirar rvvOavo- 
pevor Tav’Ta ocvvEedexOnoayv amo Tacéwy TOY Todiwy of dvva- 
orTevovTes TavTobev, Koa Sé TTOAW aTLKOMEVOL WS TUAAVTINON- 
gomevor e0€Oncav vm avtov. Mudrriddns te 6) toyer THV 

/ / / / 
Xepoovncov, mevtakociouvs Pookwy emikovpovs, Kal yapéet 

‘Oddpou Tod Opnixav Bacidéos tHv Ovyarépa “Hynourvrnv. 

5. tmrmudy. Specially suitable in 
this case, cc. 35, 36 supra. 

ovdevl. These 
robbed the local festivals of all pan- 
Hellenic significance: cp. 1. 142, 144 
(also 5. 88, 72, and c. 81 w/fra); and 
contrast the rules of the Olympian 
Agon as stated 2. 160, 5. 22. 

6. modépov. Kroisos is no longer 
on the throne to stand by the Philaids. 
The death of Stesagoras is dated by 
Clinton, #. H. c. 515 B.c. 

9. TO Adyo . . TH Epyw. Not a usual 
formula with Hdt. Op. 7.155. (Thue. 
would perhaps have written Adyw pév 
avrouonrou épyw dé moNeutou Kr.) 

39. 4. Ta mpnypaTa, sc. THy apxyv TE 
kal Ta xpjuara, c. 38 1. 2 supra. 

5. ot Ileovrrpar(Sa. may be taken 
to indicate that Hipparchos was still 
alive. His death falls in 414 B.o. Cp. 5. 
55. The rapprochement between the 
Peisistratids and the Philaids, if correctly 
reported, looks like a new departure, 
and perhaps helps to explain the aliena- 
tion between the Philaids and. the 
Alkmaionidae. Kimon the father (nick- 
named Koalemos) had initiated this 
change during his exile. He was still 
alive in 524 B.o.if Clinton (with whom 
Duncker agrees) is right in dating his 
three Olympian victories, 532, 528, 524 
B.0. Op. c. 103 infra. It was not long 

excommunications 

after the arrival of Miltiades in the 
Chersonese that Hippias established a 
connexion with Hippoklos of Lampsakos, 
ep. 4. 138. The subsequent Philaid 
tradition was not unfavourable to the 
memory of the Peisistratids, as is obvious 
from the excursus in Thue. 6. 54-59 ; cp. 
note to yapén infra. 

6. Kipevos secl. Stein. 
Tov . . éyévero might be a later inser- 

tion, even if from the author’s hand. 
7. &v &Aw Adyo. This promise is 

fulfilled in-c. 103 infra, an indication 
by the way that the division into Books 
was not made by the author, much less 
that by Adyo. we can ever understand 
the existing divisions, cp. c. 19 supra, 
Introduction, § 2. 

10. twacéwv t. 7. Beside Kardia c. 
34, Paktya c. 86 supra, Hdt. mentions 
elsewhere Sestos 4, 143, Madytos 7. 33 
and Elaius c. 140 infra, as cities in the 
Chersonese: but this list is far from 
complete. Xen. Hell. 3. 2, 10 gives the 
number as eleven or twelve (in 398 B.c.). 
For a complete list, see Forbiger, Alt. 
Geogr. iii. 1079-1081. 

12. Yooxer, as in 3. 39 Ecxe racay Thy 
Dduov: ‘holds.’ 

18. émuxodpovs. The 500 mercenaries 
were presumably Thracians. Nothing 
is said of his ships here: five are 
mentioned c. 41 infra, and he may have 
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served in the fleet of Dareios with that 
number, 4. 137. 

yopéa. This was at least a second 
marriage, as his eldest son Metiochos 
was €& G\Ans c. 41 infra. 

Oloros might have been a chief among 
the Dolonki: there were many tribes 
of Thracians, and even the Dolonki had 
several ‘kings,’ c. 34 supra. This 
Hegesipyla, who has a Greek or Graecised 
name, was the mother of Kimon the 
vietor at the Eurymedon (cp. Plutarch, 
vit. Kim. 4), and perhaps, by a second 
marriage, the mother of Oloros the 
Athenian, father of Thucydides the 
historian ; Kimon who was Strategos in 
477 B.c. may have been born about 
508-7 B.c. The marriage of Miltiades 
and Hegesipyla might have taken place 
about the time of the expulsion of 
Hippias from Athens. Miltiades died 
about 488-7 B.c. Hegesipyla, then 
perhaps 35-40 years old, may have con- 
tracted a fresh marriage in the- same 
family. Thucydides the historian might 
have been the grandson of this lady, 
and her second husband, and quite old 
enough in 431 B.c. to form the design 
of recording the war which began in the 
spring of that year. He could not then 
however have been (pace Pamphila apud 
Aaul. Gell. 15. 23) forty years old (though 
he must have been at least thirty in 424 
B.C.), nor could he be identified with 
Thucydides the colleague of Pericles in 
the Samian war (Thue. 1. 117). That 
the historian was connected with the 
house of Kimon and with Thrace may 
be regarded as certain. Plutarch, J. c., 
Marcellinus, Suidas, et al. 

40. 1. otros krA. This chapter is a 
mass of cruces. The material difficulties 
are aggravated by ambiguities of expres- 
sion, and as in other like cases (ep. c. 57 
infra) it seems not unreasonable to sup- 
pose that Hdt. is reproducing traditions 
which did not present a lucid argument 
or Lan to his own mind. We are 
in fact in the presence of an obscure self- 
contradiction or a clumsy tautology. 
_ The central sentence of the chapter 
is clear enough. It states as a matter 
of fact that the nomad Scyths, having 
Teceived provocation from Dareios, ad- 
vanced as far as the Ohersonese, and 

that Miltiades fled before them. The 
Seyths afterwards retired, and Miltiades 
was restored by the Dolonki. Whether 
these statements are accurate is a further 
question : they are not obscure. 

Besides this clear statement of 
possible matters of fact, we have three 
sentences, two before and one after, of 
the utmost obscurity, in which vague 
and abstract terms are used (dA\a yae- 
TwTEepa—Tov KaradaBdvTrwy mpnyyudrov 
—rToTwy—Tatita—taGy Tore pw Kate- 
xovrwv). Difficult questions arise as 
to the significance of these terms, and as 
to their relations one to another. 

Any one reading the first sentence of 
the chapter would suppose that the words 
veworl wev e\ndUOee referred to the first 
advent of Miltiades in the Chersonese. 
So in fact Rawlinson in his translation 
understands the words. The question 
remains, to what events, or matters of 
fact, do the two phrases rOv karadaPév- 
Tuy (v. l. KxarexdvTwy PR, adopted by 
van Herwerden and Holder) rpnypdrwv 
and &\\a xaderwrepa yefer? Rawlinson 
takes rv KarexévTwy mpnyydrwr to refer 
to the advance of the Phoenician fleet 
(in 498 B.C.) and &\A\a yaderwrepa to 
the advance of the Scyths ; Hdt. wishing 
to say that, bad as might be what 
Miltiades experienced from the Phoe- 
nicians, it was not so bad as what he 
had experienced from the Scyths, “‘three 
(sic) years earlier.” According to this 
interpretation r&v KkarexdvTwy mpnyudarov 
and roUrwy and r&v rére pw karexdvTwr 
refer to one and the same event or series 
of events (flight from the Phoenicians), 
while d\\a xaderwrepa and raira refer 
to another series of events, that namely 
specified in the sentence ZxvOa yap. . 
ériow. The principal objections to this 
interpretation are three: (1) vewort is 
nonsense, or, as Rawlinson says, shows 
**a curious laxity of expression, or a 
curious forgetfulness of dates.” (2) The 
argument is inverted and well - nigh 
absurd. ‘ Miltiades had not been long 
in the Chersonese when something 
occurred worse than what (afterwards) 
happened to him, for, less than three 
years before being driven clean out by 
the Phoenicians, he had been obliged by 
the Scyths to retire for a time, but was 
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afterwards restored.’ (8) Grammati- 
cally, can r&v xarexdvtwv mpnyudrwv 
refer to a period subsequent to the date 
of karehduBave 5€ uw éOdvra adda x. ? 
If the text here were rév rére ww Karte- 
xovrwy, referring to péxpc tore c. 384 
supra, such a sense might be got into 
it, though even then we might expect 
KaTeNeAaPyKxee for kareAduBave, 1.e. KaTe- 
AehaByKee JE ww é€NOdvTa &AXAa THY TéTeE 
bly KaTexXovTMY TpnyLaTwY XaeTwrTEpa. 

As the text stands the first sentence of 
the chapter says that orever Miltiades had 
been long in the Chersonese he was over- 
taken by greater hardships than he ex- 
perienced before (deaths of his father, and 
brother, and the difficulties of succession). 
The text then went on to say, until 
Stein inserted mpé, that less than three 
years after his arrival he was expelled 
by the Scyths, and remained in exile 
(€pevye), how long it is not stated, until 
he was brought back by the Dolonki, 
only to be again driven out, less than 
three years afterwards, by the Phoe- 
nicians. The objections to this} in- 
terpretation are two: (1) the difficulty 
and indeed impossibility of making any 
rational chronology ; (2) the obvious 
intention of the author to supply in the 
last sentence tatra pmey 6) kT. an 
elucidation of the text preceding, and 
the consequent necessity to take the 
repeated rpirw érei as an identical date 
with the former tplrw éret. If we might 
omit the whole sentence tpirw pev yap 
ret rovTwy TKvbas expevyet, the difficulties 
would be solved, save that (1) veworl 
would remain a stumbling-block, and 
(2) the Scythian invasion would still 
be problematic. The sense would then 
run: ‘Before Miltiades had been long 
in the Chersonese he had a worse ex- 
perience than any (in Athens, Thrace, 
or Scythia) that befell him so far. For 
the Scyths invaded the Hellespont, and 
he had to retire and remained (many 
years, 510-4952) in exile, until the 
Dolonki restored him, two years before 
the advance of the Phoenicians.’ 

Feeling the grave objections to these 
interpretations we may follow Stein in 
understanding éAn\vOee and é\Oévra, in 

the light of karjyayov émicw below, as 
equivalent to caredndvGec end xarehObvra, 
and in inserting mpé, or at least inter- 
preting rpirw éret rovrwy as rplrw éret 
mporepov. We thus obtain a perfectly 
consistent and intelligible sense. veworl 
pev refers to his flight and restoration 
(rGv katadaBbyvTwy mpryudrwv and Taira) 
about 496-5 B.c. some two years or so 
before the advance of the Phoenicians 
(a\\a xarerdrepa and tay rére pw 
katexévTwy). The sense or argument 
then runs: Miltiades who was tyrant 
of the Chersonese (c. 34 supra) at this 
time had not been long there, having 
been restored to his tyranny after an 
exile (due to the Scythic incursion) only 
some two years before ; and he had now 
to evacuate the territory before the 
advancing Phoenicians, this time never 
to return. In spite of Cobet’s fatuwm 
est conjungere KaredduBave—rav KaTaha- 
Bovray (Mnemosyne, N.S. xii. p. 155), 
we therefore adhere to the reading of 
ABC (a) on sensible grounds. 

A further and material question 
remains, whether the Scyths really made 
their appearance on the Hellespont 
about the year 496 B.C. a year or two 
before the suppression of the Ionian 
revolt? If so, Miltiades, Sparta (cp. c. 
84 infra) the Greek rebels, all lost a 
grand opportunity. But this visit of the 
Scythians in their wrath is singularly 
tardy and ineffective; and Miltiades 
was the last man the Scyths should 
have penalised, if only they had known 
his account of the affair at the bridge, 
4. 187. Hence Blakesley’s suggestion 
deserves favour that the Scythians have 
been substituted for Thracians by the 
tradition, though we need not follow 
him in supposing that the Thracians 
who drave Miltiades out about 496 B.c. 
were the same who had just put an end 
to Aristagoras (497 B.c., cp. 5. 126). 
In any case the fortunes and acts of 
Miltiades between the Scythic expedition 
in 512 B.c. and his return to Athens 
in 498 B.c. are almost a blank. Cp. 
ce. 187 infra. 

41. 1. rore, 493 B.c. Cc. 33, 34 supra 
seem to imply that Byzantion, Chal- 
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kedon, Prokonnesos, Artake were visited 
by the Phoenicians before they completed 
the devastation of the Chersonese. 
Miltiades’ flight might here be supposed 
to have been postponed till after the 
return of the Phoenicians to the Helles- 
pont from the Bosporos. The mention 
of Tenedos, however, carries us back 
to c. 31, and makes it appear that the 
flight of Miltiades was upon the first 
approach of the Phoenicians from the 
south. His starting from Kardia 
(rather than Sestos, or one of the 
Hellespontine towns) supports that con- 
elusion. Op. the movement of Histiaios 
from Thasos, c. 28 supra. 

4. With the paratazis ep. 5. 108 supra. 
be ates: the nearest island. 
12 kth. Cp. 4, 187. The 

reason alleged may of course be a mere 
inference. The treatment of Metiochos 
iy Dareios does not make the story of 

iltiades’ supposed advice at the Danube 
any more probable. The captured 
fugitive is treated rather as a bene- 
factor, or benefactor’s son, ep. c. 30 
supra. Thereafter presumably Mestiochos 
‘medized.’ He may have been at 
Marathon in 490 8.c. or at Athens in 
480 B.c.—who knows? Anyway, his 

total disappearance from the Hellenic 
tradition is remarkable. The name is 
found afterwards in Athens in a modified 
form (Metichos), borne by one of the 
Periklean (?) architects, after whom one 
of the Dikasteria was named (cp. 
Pollux, Onomast. 8. 121): according 
to the comedians, a pluralist. Cp. 
Plutarch, Mor. 811, where Myrloxos is 
read, but Myrcyos would suit better. 

18. éyévero Kekoopéatar, The 
conjunction of the singular and plural 
is remarkable. 

19. dmruvéerat, Presumably before 
the end of the year 493 B.o. 

42. 1. rd ros rotro. Apparently, like 
the year of Thucydides, this is a 
campaigning year from spring to spring : 
cp. cc. 31, 43; 7d éros rodro here being 
the devrepov éros of oc. 31, or ‘year 
after’ the capture of Miletos, or, accord- 
ing to our reckoning, from spring of 
493 B.o. to spring of 492 B.o. Op. 
Appendix VI. 

2. totrwy vaguely for the events 
narrated ec. 31, 32, 38, 41. 

és veikos dépov, Cp. ra és dxerw 
pépovra 4. 90. 

748. On the omission of the name 
of Hekataios in this connexion, see 

- 5 

42 
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Appendix VI., Introduction, p. Ixvii. 
Two useful and pacific measures affect- 
ing the Ionians are ascribed to Arta- 
phrenes satrap of Sardes and dated to 
the year 493 B.o. (1) the institution of 
(commercial) treaties establishing d:xal 
(did oupBdrwv) throughout Ionia, and 
suppressing all private or local warfare 
and piracy. (For samples of such 
treaties elsewhere, later, see Hicks, 
Manual of Inscript. No. 31.) (2) A 
mew census and assessment of tribute, 
which Hdt. appears to say was still in 
existence and of force in his own day, 
and indeed at the time of writing 
(dtared€ovot). 

In regard to the first of these measures 
it is probable that such arrangements 
were already in force between at least 
some of the lonian cities, and perhaps 
between the states represented at Nau- 
kratis (cp. 2. 178, c. 21 supra). But the 
arrangement may have been revived and 
extended by Artaphrenes at this time. 
In any case the precedent would be 
welcome at Athens. In regard to the 
second measure, it is likely enough 
that a new assessment was made, after 
the reduction of Ionia, and the other 
revolted tributaries, Hdt. himself stating 
that they had been tributary previously 
for about the same amount (cp. 
3. 90). The further statement that 
this census was still in force gives rise 
to questions which can only be hypo- 
thetically solved. Blakesley took the 
statement as ‘‘decisively proving” the 
subjection of the Asiatic Hellenes to 
the king of Persia, at a time when the 
restoration of their liberty by Athe- 
nian arms was a favourite topic with 
Athenian orators. But did the unhappy 
Ionians then pay tribute twice over, to 
Persia and to Athens, at the same time? 
Grote maintains that no Greek city on 
the coast paid tribute to Persia between 
476 and 412 B.c., ep. Thue. 8. 5, 5, and 
explains this passage as meaning that 
the tribute was assessed, but not paid ! 
Rawlinson’s polemic against Grote is 
here conclusive: Hdt. could not have 
been ignorant whether tribute was paid 
or not, and would not have expressed 
himself as he has done, had he meant 

TAUTA 

that the claim was made but not 
recognised after 476 3B.c. Moreover 
Thue. 1. 138, though not referring 
strictly to Ionian cities, may be quoted 
against Grote. When Rawlinson goes 
on to date the emancipation of the 
Greek cities on the mainland as late 
as 449 B.c. and to connect it with a 
(fabulous) ‘‘ treaty of Cyprus” his view 
requires correction. The argument from 
the Athenian Tribute lists points to 
the conclusion that the Greek cities 
in Ionia and Karia remained subject 
and tributary to Persia till the battle 
of the Eurymedon in 465 B.c. The 
effect of that battle was the enlargement 
of the Ionian tribute, by the inclusion 
of many cities on the main, and the 
addition of the Karian region. Some 
ten years later, however, the crushin 
disaster on the island of Prosopitis le 
(as Duncker has made probable) to the 
transfer of the treasure from Delos to 
Athens for safety, and to the loss of a 
large number of the tributary cities on 
the Asiatic main, which passed back 
probably to the Persians. Under 
Perikles the Confederacy suffered dimi- 
nution in area, but many cities on the 
mainland continued to pay tribute to 
Athens down to the Peace of Nikias, 
and later (C, £ A. i. pp. 226 ff.). 
Whether this passage in Hdt. refers to 
the condition of the Ionian states before 
465 B.c. or after 454 3B.c., or both, is 
not quite clear, but it is on the whole 
more probable that it was written after 
the later date, and there would then 
never have been any need to revise it. 
In no case is the passage satisfactory, 
for it is not sufficiently explicit. Hdt. 
refers only to ‘the lJonians’; of 
Dorians, Aéolians, Karians he says 
nothing. The conduct and fortunes of 
the Dorians here as throughout the 
period are unnoticed. Even in regard 
to ‘the Ionians,’ he does not make it 
plain whether the islanders or any of 
them are included. He is only concerned 
to put on record the fact that payments 
were still being made on the assessment 
of Artaphrenes. (For the facts in 
regard to the Athenian tribute, Kohler, 
Abhand. der Berlin. Akademie, 1869; 
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Kirchhoff, Hermes, xi.; Busolt, Gr. G. 
ii. 405, 417, 499 ff.; Duncker, Gesch. 
d. Alt, viii. 214, 355). 

7. chéwy . . petptoas (PR) seems pre- 
ferable. The words ro’s . . orddua, 
though fully anticipated by 5. 53 supra, 
are not therefore to be deleted. 

43. 1. r@ apt. The spring of 492 
B.0., the midsummer of which=Ol. 72. 

Tay GAdhwv, ¢.g. Harpagos, c. 30 
supra. Otanes 5. 123. Cp. c. 9 supra 
and the anonymous strategi of cc. 6, 9 
etc. 

ek Bacidéos. Not by the satrap, 
Dareios directing the war, or at least 
appointing the commanders himself. 

ut the Persian commanders in Asia 
Minor can hardly have been actually 
cashiered ; possibly Mardonios was ap- 

inted commander-in-chief. The con- 
jecture that he superseded Artaphrenes 
as satrap in Sardis (P. Krumbholz, De 
Asiae min. satrap. p. 26) is not satis- 
factory. He is here named for the first 
time. His father, Gobryas, was one of 
the celebrated Seven, 3. 70, and Dareios 
apparently named one of his own sons 
after pact hush 

4. HAuklny véos. Thucydides calls 
Alkibiades véos at the age Of thirty, 5. 

TavTa 6é 

43, 2. Mardonios had only thirteen 
years and a few months to live (ep. 9. 
63, 64) when he received this command. 

yeyepnkas. Cp. 5. 116. 
6. év ry Kudtkly. Cp. c. 95 infra. 
10. roto. ph arodekopévoior. This 

passage has been taken to prove that 
Hdt. is here answering criticisms passed 
upon the story of the Debate as told by 
him 3. 80 ff., and that consequently 
that portion of his work was written 
and published before this passage 
(cp. A. Kirchhoff, Hntstehungszett, p. 
11). The proof is not conclusive, 
for in 3. 80 Hdt. remarks expressly 
that the speeches of Otanes and the 
others were regarded by some persons 
as incredible and unauthentic: he is 
answering the critics already there, 
and their critique need not have been 
directed against his own work in the first 
instance. ‘The remark there is, indeed, 
farther-reaching than the remark here > 
there he defends all the speeches, here 
he refers only to the bare thesis of 
Otanes. As far then as this point is 
concerned this passage might have been 
written before the passage in Bk. 3. 
Cp. Introduction, p. xciv. 

13. Sypoxparlas, The connexion 
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here posited between the political re- 
form of Mardonios for Ionia in 492 B.c., 
and the supposed programme of Otanes 
for Persia in 521 B.c., so far from lend- 
ing colour to the latter, reinforces the 
suspicion that Herodotus — who was 
not a Hallam or a Stubbs—has mis- 
understood the real or supposed action 
of Mardonios on this occasion. It is 
possible that the supposed ‘demo- 
cracies’ of Mardonios are little more 
than the ‘liberties of jurisdiction’ of 
Artaphrenes c. 42. It is, however, 
more probable that a further reform, 
perhaps dictated by the king and 
enforced by Mardonios, was made in 
the local government of Ionia. The 
monarchical city-governors may have 
been set aside in favour of elective 
magistrates, councils, and so forth. 
Oligarchy and the oligarchs were at 
this time anti-medic in Ionia (see c. 14 
supra). The democratic tyrannis had 
not shown itself perfectly trustworthy, 
at least in the case of Miletos, and the 
Persian satraps and generals may have 
been jealous of the city despots. It 
is, however, to be observed that the 
tyrannis is still found afterwards in the 
Greek cities subject to Persia (c. 25 
supra, 7. 98 f., 8. 182) and mdvras is 
plainly an exaggeration. Hdt. obvi- 
ously misconceives the act ascribed to 
Mardonios as well as its motive and 
results. From his own point of view 
his argument would have been stronger 
if Gobryas, not Otanes, had been the 
reputed advocate of democracy; but 
Gobryas and his house were probably 
too closely connected with the king to 
make that possible. 

15. xpfjpa moddsv. Cp. xphua mt. 
dpdiwy 4. 81, x. m. vedy Kal mefds orpa- 
Tos moAdds, Cp. modddv pev Kdpra mefov 
dua daybpevos moNddy 6€ vauTikdy supra, 
vague estimates which indicate the 

poverty of the genuine tradition, the 
lack of official records. 

17. “Epérpiav kal “A@fvas. It may 
fairly be doubted whether Athens and 
Eretria were as yet the ostensible or 
even the secret ‘objective’ of the 
Persian movements. Hippias was not 
with Mardonios. (Thrace and Macedon, 
which had evidently used the oppor- 
tunity of the Ionian revolt to throw off 
the Persian yoke, were likely to cost a 
campaign or two.) Cp. 7. 157. 

44, 2. mpdoxnpa (cp. 4. 167, in a 
different sense 5. 28). The account of 
the mpécxnua and the real intentions of 
the Persians recalls 7. 157, and em- 
phasises the anachronism. The king 
might very well meditate the reduc- 
tion of Thasos without issuing a carte- 
blanche for the conquest of Hellas or 
of Europe. In any case, Thasos was an 
obvious stepping-stone, if not the very 
next step, westwards. Its reduction 
had been already attempted if not ac- 
complished by Histiaios, and he had 
raised the blockade at the approach of 
the Phoenicians, c. 28 supra. 

5. MaxeSdvas. This summary ac- 
count of the reduction of Macedon is 
surprising in the light of the story above 
(5. 17-21) concerning the previous in- 
corporation of Macedon, in the days of 
Amyntas. Nothing has been said of 
any revolt or secession of Macedon in 
the interval: nothing is said of any 
heroism of Alexander on this occasion 
though he is now on the throne. It 
might be that with years Alexander 
had learnt wisdom, or changed his 
policy: but it may be that the story 
above is fictitious, or at least grossly 
exaggerated. See notes ad 1. 

6. évrds Makeddvev, i.e. east or 
Macedon. Hdt. writes here from the 
Asiatic or Persian point of view, geo- 
graphically: but this cannot be taken 
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to prove that he is drawing from an 
Asiatic source. The frontier of Macedon 
is not here exactly marked, but it looks 
as though it were advanced to the 
Strymon. Cp. c. 45 infra. 

1l. tpnXéws tepiétre, sc. avrovs. Cp. 
5. 1 supra. 

12. Aéyerar: by whom? Anyway Hdt. 
discredits the figures Ged, gah: 
These exacter estimates are not worth 
much more than the vaguer above; 
but might be taken to imply that 
the forces of Mardonios amounted to 
the regulation 600 vessels, and to 
a 200,000 men. Op. c. 95 infra, 7. 

16. véeww otk érirréaro. Cp. 8. 89. 
45. 2. év MaxeSovly. The E. frontier 

of Macedonia was formed by Dysoron, 
ep. 5. 17. The Bptyou are Phrygians, 
cp. 7. 73. The topographical indica- 
tions here do not admit of exact deter- 
mination. (Cp. Giseke, Thrakisch- 
Pelasgische Stémme, note 41.) 
ae abroy Tpwoparitover. This wound, 
if historic, might account for Mar- 
donios’s retirement at the end of the 
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campaign, which in the text seems to 
be ascribed to his ‘ disgraceful’ defeat. 
Cp. Appendix VI. § 3. 

10. aloxpas dywvicdpevos. That 
the fleet suffered severely in the storm 
off Athos may be regarded as certain. 
With that exception, which was hardly 
a disgrace, the expedition of 492 B.o. 
was a brilliant success. It had cost 
four or five campaigns to quell the 
Ionians and recover Miletos. One 
summer was sufficient for the conquest 
or recapture of Thrace and Macedon, 
and the addition of the wealthy Thasos 
to the empire. Hdt. with more justice 
elsewhere (7. 9 a) allows Mardonios to 
claim credit for the operations of this 
ear, which, as Hdt. himself acknow- 
edges (7. 108), were substantially 
successful. Such inconsequences in the 
record viewed as a whole illustrate the 
vitiated and ‘ pragmatic’ character of 
the author’s discrepant sources, and 
show that he himself was not careful 
to introduce a complete harmony, which 
could only have been attained by still 
more unscrupulous pragmatism. Op. 
Introduction, p. Lxxiii. 

x 
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Aevtépm Sé érei tovtay o Aapetos mpata pev Paclovs, 
duaBrnOevras bro THY aoTUYELTOVaY wS amoaTaTW pHYaVeaTO, 
méunpas ayyedov éxédevé oheas TO Telyos Tepiatpéew Kal Tas 
véas és “ABOSnpa Kopifew. of yap 6) Odorot, ola bd ‘lorialov 
te TOV Midnoiov rrodopKnbévtes Kal mpocddav éovaéwv peyahéwr, 

Expé@VTO TOioL YpHpmacl véas TE VaUTrHYyEvpEVOL WaKpas Kal TELYos 
tayuporepov trepiBadrropevot. 1% S€ mpocodos odu éylveto &x Te 
THS nTEelpov Kal ard TOV peTdrAXgOV" ex pév ye TOV éK LKaTTN- 
avAns TOY ypvoéwv peTdrNOV TO éritav byOéKOYTA TadaYTA 
Tpoonte, ex d€ TOV ev adTH Odow éddoow péev ToUTaY, cVYVa 

dé oUT@ wate TO éritrav Oacioicr odor KapTaY aTEdéot TPOOHLE 
amo Te THS Hrelpov Kal TOV peTadrAwY ETEOS ExdaTOU SinKOCLA 
TdravTa, OTe S€ TO TWAEloTOY TpocHAGE, TpLnKOcLa. Eidov Oe 
Kal QUTOS Ta MéTAAAA TADTA, Kal MaKP@® Hv av’Tav OopacioTaTa 

46. 1. Sevtépw rei, next year, 7.¢. 
491-0 B.C., cp. c. 42 supra. 

@aclovs. This need for fresh de- 
mands on Thasos after its surrender 
in the previous year is remarkable. 
Mardonios, or rather the fleet, incor- 
porates Thasos in the empire without 
striking a blow, and yet in the very 
next year the dismantling of the forti- 
fications, the surrender of the fleet, are 
demanded of the Thasians, as securities 
against their rebellion. Such a course 
of affairs is not, of course, impossible : 
but in view of the obvious fact that 
the story of Mardonios’s expedition 
in 492 B.c. (cc. 48-45) is apparently 
drawn from a single source, while the 
passage (cc. 46, 47) shows the marks of 
a wholly distinct origin, especially in 
the autobiographical and local details, 
it is fair to suspect that in the two 
passages on the treatment of Thasos 
we have two different accounts of one 
set of events to be dated 492 B.c., and 
that the annals of 491 B.c. only begin 
with c. 48. Cp. Appendix VI. § 4. 

2. daorvyeroves, perhaps Abdera, 
which was evidently loyal to the king. 
Cp. 7. 120, 8. 120. 

4, "AB8npa. The name is probably 
Phoenician. (Cp. Grassberger, Studien, 
p. 233.) There was a Carthaginian or 
Phoenician colony of the same name in 
Baetica. The Abdera in Thrace was, 
according to tradition, Hellenised from 
Klazomenae and recolonised by the 
Teians about 541 B.c., 1. 168. But 

the coins are of the Phoenician stan- 

dard, which points to the early ex- 
istence of a Phoenician emporium in 
situ. (Cp. Head, Hist. Num. p. 219.) 
The proximity of the Phoenicians in 
Thasos, and elsewhere, confirms the 
Phoenician character of the first settle- 
ment. 

“Iottalov, c. 28 supra, in 493 B.C. 
8. Lkarrnotdns. Thucydides the 

historian had, perhaps, a connexion 
with this place. Cp. Marcell. vit. §§ 
15-19, Thuc. 4. 104. Scaptesyle was 
not the only but the principal source of 
Thasian external revenue. 

1l. kapr@y aredéct, i.e. when free 
from the exactions of Persians—or of 
Athenians. At the time when Hadt. 
visited Thasos the island was presum- 
ably tributary to Athens. Cp. Thue. 
1. 100 f. 

13. tpinkéo.w.. The passage of 
Xerxes cost them 400 T., 7. 118. The 
highest assessment of Thasos in the 
Athenian tribute-lists amounts to 30 T., 
or apparently a tithe of the maximum 
revenue of the island. 

47. 1. e8ov 8 Kal airds. Thasos 
(which is at present a OTe of 
Egypt) has been little visited by modern 
travellers, but Mr. Bent conducted some 
excavations there (see J. H. S. vol. viii. 
1887), and Mr. Tozer more recently 
visited the island; see Islands of the 
Aegean, cc. xiv, xv. None of the in- 
scriptions found are as early as the time 
of Hat's visit (cp. 2. 44 and see Jacob’s 
Thasiaca, 1893, p. 24). 

2. Ta a tatra applies ap- 
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parently to the mines in the island of 
Thasos only. The passage proves of 
course a visit to Thasos, but un- 
fortunately does not enable us to date 
it: Hdt. can hardly have seen the 
island before the Athenian conquest in 
463 B.c., but might have been there 
any time during the next twenty years, 
erhaps on the voyage to the Pontos. 
p- Introduction, pp. xciii., xcv. f. The — 

Phoenicians are here again exalted at 
the expense of the Ionians. Op. 7. 23. 

3. Odcov. The Phoenician occu- 
pants of Thasos were from Tyre (2. 
44), and Hdt. dates the occupation 
five generations before the birth of 
Hellenic Herakles, a date based upon 
the genealogies, cp. 4. 147, 5. 59 f. 
The subsequent Hellenic colonists were 
Parians (Thue. 4. 104, 4). Their oekist 
was Telesikles, father of Archilochos the 
Iambist, Euseb. Praep. Ev. 5. 33, 6. 7 
(ed. Teubn. vol. i. pp. 261, 293), and 
the Parian occupation may be dated to 
the last quarter of the 8th century B.c. 

, Clinton, Fast. Hell. i. ad ann. 
720, and 708; and cp. 1.12. The 
old name of Thasos was said to be 
Aéria (cp. ‘Kalliste’ as the old name 
of Thera 4. 147 supra, which Thasos 
“the most beautiful island in the 
Aegean” (Tozer) would better have 
deserved). There was a town in Africa 
named @acta (Ptol. 4. 8, 3), and a 
district in vy named Thasie (Plin. 
6. 10, 5), and Hdt. says that in Tyre 
was a temple of ‘Thasian’ Herakles, 2. 
44. The name appears to be cognate 
to Tarsus (Oapods, Joseph. A. J. 1. 6), 
Tarshish, Tartessos, ct sim., and has 

presumably a Phoenician origin. The 
personification of ‘Thasos’ is, however, 
doubtless a Greek conceit. 

6. Aivipoy Kowtpov. The 
latter name (Kinira) still clings to the 
district, the former has disappeared 
(Tozer, op. c. p. 306). Mr. Tozer was 
unable to find Hdt.’s mountain, or the 
mines. But presumably further ex- 
ploration moult yield better results. 

7. Zapo8pylkns. Samothrace, reputed 
a colony of the Samians (cp. V. Rose, 
Aristoteles Pseud. pp. 523 f. tr. 5380) once 
upon a time in possession of ‘ Pelasgi’ 
(cp. 2. 51 and ce. 137 infra), lies E.-S.-E. 
of Thasos, and rises to a height of 5248 
ft., ep. Tozer, op. c. p. 346. 

8pos xT. Hdt.’s astonishment is 
too much for his grammar. Cp. ¢. 30 
supra. 

48. 1. pera 8€ Still in this same 
year 491 B.c. Op. c. 95 infra. 

Gmemetparo. Cp. Ilavoavins dé dre- 
meiparo T&v “EAjvwy ef tives é0édorev 
KT. 9. 21. Thucydides uses the active 
voice (cp. L. & S.). 

3. ‘EA\AdSa. Hellas includes islands, 
see infra, and cp. 1. 27. 

5. khpukas. It is characteristic of 
Hdt.’s methods that we learn nothing 
here of the wonderful story of the treat- 
ment of those Heralds at Sparta and 
Athens, which now follows, p 133 ff. 
It is hardly conceivable that the story 
should have been omitted here un- 
less the author had (1) already com- 
mitted it to writing, or (2) not yet 
acquired it. Part at least of the story 
of the pis TadOuBlov is obyiously later 

48 
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than 480 B.c. (cp. 7. 1387; Thue. 2. 67). 
Cp. es Valles Silat: 

6. méAdtas Tas TapaPartacclous taken 
literally must include Greek cities, and 
there were Ionians and Aeolians (what, 
no Dorians ?) in the command of Datis, 
c. 98 infra. Op. 7. 89-95. 

49, 2. moddol piv Hrepwtéwv. There 
is perhaps some exaggeration here. The 
Heralds may have been received in 
Thessaly, Boeotia (at Delphi?), at 
Argos, but there is a suspicious gene- 
rality about the assertion. 

4, ynovarar. Samos (c. 25 supra), 
Chios, Lesbos, Tenedos (c. 31 supra), 
Thasos (c. 47 swpra) have been accounted 
for. Probably we shall be safe in con- 
cluding that Lemnos, Imbros (Samo- 
thrace), Paros, imitated or anticipated 
the prudence of Thasos and Aigina. 
The inhabitants of Naxos (c. 96 infra) 
and Delos (c. 97 infra) hardly act like 
subjects secure of protection: but the 
account of Delos in particular is not 
free from suspicion, 

6. “A@nvaio. This appeal by Athens 
to Sparta in the summer of 491 B.C. 
against Aigina is a notable recog- 

nition by the Athenian Democracy of 
the Spartan Prostasia. If it was made 
on the suggestion of Themistokles, 
perhaps one of the Strategi elected 
in 490 B.c., it would have been of a 
piece with his action and policy ten 
years later. The story of Themistokles 
and Krios and ‘the Medism of the 
Aiginetans,” 8. 92, supports this hypo- 
thesis. But perhaps on this occasion 
Miltiades was the leading spirit. 

50. 2. KAcopévns 6°A. B. €. &. The 
elaborate description of Kleomenes here 
would appear to be due to one, or more, 
of three causes: (1) Hdt. preserves the 
superfluous detail from his source ; or 
(2) does not expect his narrative to be 
redd, or listened to, continuously ; or 
(8) wishes to add emphasis, and to 
heighten the effects of the king’s re- 
introduction. 

10. dredkavvdpevos. Cp. 5.94. The 
fact that Kleomenes retires from Aigina 
to return with the other king and 
claim the hostages (c. 73 infra) implies 
that he admitted the technical validity 
of the objection of Krios. The story 
not only ignores the law established 
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according to Hdt. 5. 75 about fifteen 
years, but is suspicious in itself, since 
there would be other ways of con- 
vincing the Aiginetans that the king 
was not acting wltra vires or without a 
commission, and it is not likely that 
Kleomenes made his appearance in 
Aigina absolutely alone. The story 
is hardly from an Athenian source. The 
stress laid upon the Athenian recog- 
nition of the Spartan mpooracia, the 
witticism of Kleomenes, are not points 
on which Athenian tradition would 
insist. Nor is it likely from the turn 
of expression (mpodovres tHv ‘ENdda) 
that the Aiginetans preserved the story 
of their own disgrace. Demaratos does 
not come well out of the story, or it 
might have been traced to that ‘ Per- 
gamene’ source, from which probably 
several of Hdt.’s anecdotes about Dem- 
aratos were derived. (Cp. c. 70 infra, 
Xenophon, Hell. 3. 1, 6, Pausanias 3. 
7, 7.) The most obvious hypothesis 
remaining is that the story is from 
Spartan sources, in the first or second 
degree : albeit a Delphic tradition seems 
also a possible authority. (Cp. cc. 66, 
75, 5. 89.) See Aare VIII. §§ 4, 5. 

51. 1. totrov tov xpdvov, z.c. during 
the absence of Kleomenes in Aigina, 
summer of 491 B.c. The narrative is, 
however, at once interrupted by an 
excursus upon the origin of dual 
royalty at Sparta, and is not resumed 
until c. 61 infra. 
An os 6 “Aplorwvos. Already 
ene 5. 75. 

2. SéBadre, 5. 96, ete. 
3. trodecrrépns. The inferior 

dignity, if not power, of the Prokleid 
house is here clearly asserted. That 
the two houses were descended from 
the twin sons of Aristodemos and 
Argeia may be regarded as an_aetio- 
logical fiction to account for the duality 
of the kingship at Sparta. According 
to universally received tradition the 
Spartans were Dorians, while their 

kings of both houses were Achaians. 
This tradition, like many others, looks 
like a legend to give the Dorian con- 
querors a better title to the soil. (Cp. 
1. 67, 68, 7. 159.) But in no: degree 
does it account for the dual kingship. 
Feeling a difficulty in believing that 
the Dorian invaders had no leaders or 
chieftains of their own stock, some 
modern critics have supposed that the 
royal houses were both Dorian and 
represented the fusion of two indepen- 
dent Dorian communities (so Duncker, 
G. des Alt. v.° 254). Against this view 
may be urged the objections that it 
involves the existence of a second 
Dorian settlement in Laconia, that it 
ignores the ‘Achaian’ claim of the ~ 
kings, and the undoubtedly Achaian, 
or at least prae-Dorian and anti- 
Dorian, elements in Spartan institu- 
tions and society. The most reasonable 
hypothesis seems to be that one of 
the royal houses was non-Dorian, and 
the other Dorian, and that in the dual 
kingship was preserved a monument 
of the compromise upon which the 
historic Spartan state was founded. 
No other theory so well explains the 
popularity of royalty at Sparta, its 
duality, its Achaian claim, and the 
constant feud of the houses. It was 
popular, for in it was represented the 
traditions and interests of a majority of 
the population. It was dual, because 
the Deeat house was not dethroned, 
though the Achaian house was re- 
cognised as ‘the elder.’ Dorian oli- 
garchs would not be anxious to 
aggrandise a monarch even of their 
own stock. The Achaian claim was 
half or more than half justified, though 
the kings of the ‘elder’ house may 
have been most conscious of it (cp. 5. 
72 supra). The Dorian house was 
absorbed into the Herakleid pedigree : 
the ‘twin’ theory, put forward to 
ee the duality of the kingship, 
effaced the alien origin of the ‘younger’ 
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/ A ¢ by TeTiunTar WadAov 7 Kupvabéveos. Aaxedaupoviol yap oporoyéovres 
b \ al / \ bd rn ovdevi TronTH AEyoucr avTov “Apiorodnpov Tov "Apioroudyou Tod 

/ a a KXeodaiov Tob “TAXov Bacirevovta ayayeiv obéas és rabrny 
\ 4 \ la) b / 3 ,’ b \ ? / al THY NoOpHV THY VOV ExTEATAaL, AX ov Tos “Apiorodnuov Taloas. 

\ \ / b] \ a rn peta O€ xpovovy ob TroAdOY ~Apiorodium Texely THY yuvaiKa, 
TH BA 5 7A / ‘ 0 / \ Pema. / e+ 7 ovvopa eivat Apyeimv’ Ovyatépa bé adtTHy Aéyouor eivat 

’ / n n n rn Avteciwvos tod Ticapevod tod Bepadvdpov rod IlodvveiKeos’ 
4 \ a / 

TavTnv on Texely Sidvpa, éemidovta d€ Tov “ApioToonpov Ta TéxvAa 
vovom TeNevTav. 

Nedoat Kata vopov Baciéa 
cacba. ovKwv on odeas 
opfolov Kal icwv éovTwr: 

house. If this theory is to be rejected, 
there will be something to be said 
for regarding the Achaian (7.e. non- 
Dorian) descent of both houses as 
historical. There is nothing strange in 
the belief that the Dorians were under 
non-Dorian leaders and kings: how many 
reigning houses at the present day 
are of the same stock as their subjects ? 
If it be said, the present state of 
Europe is the result of a long and 
complicated history, it may be answered 
that the Peloponnesos was highly 
civilised, and had a long history behind 
it, when the barbarous Dorian spearmen 
swept into the land, and overthrew 
government and culture. The term 
Achaian is used above without pre- 
judice: cp. 5. 72, 4. 147 ff. For 
modern literature on the subject, see 
Busolt, Gr. G. i.2546, K. F. Hermann’s 
Lehrbuch, i.® 158 ff. 

52. 2. héyovor.. One might suppose 
that Hdt. heard this story in Lake- 
daimon itself (cp. 38. 55), but the 
formula is an open one (cp. Introduction, 
§ 20), and its application here does 
not favour the assumption that Hdt. 
was the first prose author to commit 
the Lakedaimonian story to writing. 
The ‘Lakedaimonian’ tradition is the 
prose tradition which Hdt. may have 
read in a prose authority. We can 
hardly admit (vide Bihr, ad 1.) that 
Hdt. collected the various local tra- 
ditions about Lakonia, much less that 
all such traditions agreed in contra- 
dicting the ‘poets.’ Bahr remarks 
that the poetic version is followed by 
Pausan, 3.) 1; 5. 

Aaxedaymoviovs 8 tovs Tote éovtas Pov- 
TOV Taldwyv TOY mpeaBUTEpoV TroLN- 
éyew oKxoTepoy ErwvTar wate Kal 
ov duvapmévous b€ yvaval, Kal 

po TOUTOD, eTrELP@TAV THV TeKOVCAD. THY O€ Ove adTHY havat 

3. “YAXov, 
7. 204, 8. 131. 

4. viv unfortunately throws no light 
upon the date of Hdt.’s composition. 
Cp. Introduction, § 21. 

6. “Apye(nv. Argeia is no Dorian 
either, but of ‘Kadmeian’ lineage, 
Polyneikes being son of Oidipus, and 
so on back to Kadmos. Cp. 4. 147, 
5. 59, 60 supra. Her brother is Theras, 
eponym of Thera, 4. 147. 

8. émddvra, ‘lived to see.’ Cp. L. & 
S. sub v. émetdov, qu. Xen. Vect. 6, 
where, however, €¢ )u@v occurs. é7- 
Ldovra here seems to carry an acknow- 
ledgment of the twins as his sons. 

9. rods tére: ev Té\ev édvras (Stein) : 
but the authorities could not act without 
the commons: cp. c. 56 infra. Accord- 
ing to 4. 147, Theras émirporalny eixe. 

10. kata vépov. This vduos held 
good between brothers of the same 
house, cp. 5. 42, although, if Demaratos 
be made to speak truly to Xerxes 7. 3, 
it was subject to a curious qualification, 
which might often cut out the eldest- 
born. 

12. dpolwv kal towv. The first term 
refers rather to appearance or quality, 
the second to quantity or strength. But 
they have an odd effect used of infants, 
and a savour of the political jargon 
of Agora or Lesche. Van Herwerden 
would reverse the order of the words. 

kal mpd rovrov. A trausparent 
bit of rationalism, which should be 
illuminative of other less obvious in- 
stances. Wan Herwerden brackets it ; 
but Hdt. sometimes rationalises. 

13. airhyv. The case carries on the 

son of Herakles. Cp. 
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amopéev, aTopéovtas é méurew es AedrHovs érrecpnoopévous 
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/ \ / / a a 

appotepa Ta Traidia Hnynoacbat Bacidéas, Tiywav Sé waddov Tov 
/ \ \ & I ath n / b) a a \ 

yepaitepov. tHv pev On IlvOinv tadta ode avenretv, Toicr 8é 
Aaxedatpoviowss amopéovat ovdév Hocov bKxws éEcvpwor aitav 

\ / e / yy / A YA - tov mpcaRutepov, vrrolécOar avdpa Meconwov T@ ovvopua elvat 
Ilavitny* brobécGat Sé rodtov tov Iavitny tase totic. Aaxe- 

, \ an 

daupoviowct, dura~ar THY yelwwamévnv oKoTEepov TAY Taldwv 
mpotepov Aover Kal outifer’ Kal iy pev KaTa TavTAa haivnTtac 

>. a) \ \ la) v4 c \ / \ I 

aiel Trovevoa, Tovs O€ Trav eEEW Goov TL Kal SiCnvTaL Kat OéNovot 

eEeupety, nv S€ TAaVaTaL Kal éxelvn évaddaE Trotedoa, SfrAa ode 
écerOat ws ovdé éxeivn TrEov oOvdEer olde, ew AAANV TE TPaTréc Oat 

/ eqs 2 a yy \ > / \ \ a 
chéeas odov. evOatta db Tols XTaptujtas Kata Tas Tov Mec- 

/ e / / \ / an > / onviov vrobnkas gdvvAdEavtas thy pntépa tov ‘“Apiotodnpov 
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maldov NaBety KaTa Ta’TA Tiuaoay TOV TpOoTEpoyv Kal GlroLct 39 

AaBovras 

5€ TO Tratdloy TO TiYmdpevovy Tpds THs yewapevns ws eov mpoTeEpoy 
tpédew év TH Onwooi@: Kai ot ovvopa TeAHvar Kupuobévea, TO 
dé Ilpoxdéa. Ttovrouvs avdpwbévtas avrots Te adedpeods eovTas 

\ lal > 5) a n 7 b} / 

Kal NOUTPOLGL, OVK eloulav TOV elveKev epuXaccero. 

obliquity of the main sentence, other- 
wise we should have 7 6é ovdé a’ri én 
diaryiwoKew. 

14. elSviav . . Td Kadpta, ‘knowing 
perfectly well.” (1. 191 7d kdpra é7v- 
Govro, ‘they knew only too well.’) 
Cobet inserts od before Bovdopévyy. 

17. kedevey. The duality of the 
kingship is here referred to Delphic 
direction, as are the reforms of Lykurgos 
in 1, 65. Not Baowéas but dpyayéras 
was probably the Spartan term. Cp. 
the Rhetra, Plutarch, Lyc. 6, but the 
technical word would not fit the verse. 

18. ripav. Stein, following K. O. 
Miiller, suggests that the word in the 
oracle was yepalpew. (The verse might 
have ended: paddov 6 yepalrepoy éort 
yepalpev.) The word is found 5. 67 in 
the same sentence as riyudv: rd re Od) 
GXya ol Lixvibvior érluwy tov” Adpyorov kal 
on pds 7h wdbea atrod tparyiKotor xopotct 
eyépatpov . . . The honours of the 
Spartan kings also included yopol and 
Ovola: from the first. Cp. Thue. 5. 16 
of the restoration of Pleistoanax : Tovs 
Gpyolos xopots Kal Ovolais . . bomwep bre 

To mparov Aakedaluova xrifovres rods 
Baotéas kablorayvro. Delphi establishes 
the principle of the dual kingship, 
but leaves the question of primogeni- 
ture undecided. This was settled by 
a device and observation which, had it 
been sooner thought of, would equally 
have settled the major question of the 
sole succession! Thus the story well- 
nigh refutes itself. 

22. Ilavirnv. Of Panites the Messe- 
nian there seems to be no other mention. 
The Spartans have often to go outside 
their own ranks for good advice, cp. 9. 
9. Whether this ‘Messenian’ is to be 
considered a ‘ Dorian’ is not clear. 

25. rots 8é. de in apodosi. 
33. tpéhew év 7. 8. This tpod} goes 

beyond the rim enjoined ; and seems 
to involve separation from the mother. 
Was the Eurysthenid always thus 
brought up at Sparta, or whence the 
tradition? The total omission of the 
réle of Theras, Argeia’s brother, uncle 
and guardian of the twins, from this 
Spartan legend, is significant. Cp. 4. 
147 supra. 
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35 Néyouot Svaddpous elvar Tov mdvra xpovov Ths Cons adAnrovor, 
kal Tovs aro ToUTwY yevomévous HaavTws SiaTEréeLV. 

Tadra wev Aaxedaipovior Aéyovor pwodvor “EXjvav: rabe be 
Kata Ta Aeyoweva tm “EAAnvov éyo ypdbw, rovrovs Tods 
Awpiéov Baciiéas péype pev 81 Iepaoéos rod Aavdns, rob beod 
aTeOvTOS, KaTareyomévous dpOds bm ‘EAAjvav Kal amodeuk- 
vupévous ws elas “EXAnves: dn yap thvixatra és “EXAqvas 
ovToL érTéXeEoV. EheEa O€ péyps Iepoéos robdde elvexa, adv’ 

> b) / YA f. 

ovk avexabev étt éNaBov, OTL ovK ereotL err@vupin Llepoés ov- 
deula matpos Ovntod, waomep “Hpaxréo ’Auditpiov. 

35. Siapdpovs. Cp. Arist. Pol. 2. 9, 
30, 12719 cwrnplav évducfov rH modeu elvac 
TO oTaciagew Tos Bacthels. 

53. 1. tatra the preceding, tad the 
following. Cp. ratra, rdde, 5. 92 ad 
imit. Not that Hdt. is always so 
strict, cp. 5. 93 supra. 

2. Ta eydpeva tm “EAAHvav eyo 
ypado. Hdt. must not be understood 
to say that he is writing this account 
of the Egyptian origin of the Herakleids 
from oral tradition (cp. Introduction, 
pp. liv., lxxvi f.). It originated, per- 
haps, among Hellenes in Egypt, of 
whom some were Dorians, or quasi- 
Dorian. Cp. 2. 178. Yet reminiscences 
of old connexions with Egypt might 
have lived on through the Dorian in- 
vasion and conquest, and have at least 
reinforced or prepared the way for the 
speculations of the Greeks in Egypt 
under the 26th Dynasty. 

Between yea and rovrovs Blakesley 
suspects a lacuna, to be filled in with a 
complete genealogy, or catalogue of the 
kings, which would not be identical 
with the genealogies 7. 204, 8. 131. 
He also suspects that Hdt. followed 
Hekataios in this passage. (The 
yeveaoylat, cp. Miller, Frag. Hist. 
Gr. 1. p. 25.) 

3. Ilepoéos. Rawlinson remarks : 
‘Tt is strange that Hdt. should speak 
of Perseus as a king of the Dorians.”’ 
But Hdt. only speaks of Perseus as one 
of the ancestors of the kings of the 
Dorians. Hdt. is, however, verbally 
incorrect in saying that the Perseidae 
in their day were reckoned Hellenes, 
as the Hellenic name apparently first 
entered the Peloponnesos with the 
Dorians. Substantially he may be 
right: the Perseids were not ‘barbar- 
ians.’ Thucydides, however, has in 

HON Ov 

this matter stated the case more ac- 
curately, 1. 3. 

8. @vnrod. Zeus was the father of 
Perseus. The genealogy of his mother 
Danaé, daughter of Akrisios, whose 
forebears were Egyptians (cp. next c.) 
carried the Perseids back to Egypt. 
Hdt. only supplies certain links in this 
chain: Lynkeus and Danaos (2. 91) 
who establish a dynasty in Argos are 
ancestors of Perseus. Hdt. treats the 
Danaid legend, which connected Argos 
with Egypt, as notorious (cp. 2. 91, 
171, 182) and well he might, as there 
was not only an Epic Danais, but the 
dramatists popularised the legend, 
though the Supplices of Aischylos is 
our only trophy trom their labours on 
this theme. On the other side, neither 
does Hdt. exhibit the connexion be- 
tween Perseus and Herakles father of 
Hyllos. Amphitryon and Alkmene are 
both Perseids from Argos, one genera- 
tion removed from Perseus. The 
Hesiodic Shield of Herakles told the 
story. Herakles had to serve the 
Perseid Eurystheus, to whom succeeded 
the ‘Pelopid Atreus, the two being re- 
lated on the female side (cp. Thue. 1. 
9). Thus the Pelopids, too, were 
connected with the Perseids and Egypt. 
(Menelaos in Egypt, 2. 118.) The 
overthrow of the Pelopid dynasties 
by the Herakleids (with the help of 
their Dorian followers) is a return and 
a recovery, not merely because the Hera- 
kleids represent the elder branch of the 
Perseids, but because Herakles and 
Hyllos had claimed their rights and 
been worsted by the younger Perseid 
Eurystheus. (Consult particularly 
Grote: Part 1. c. 4, and Clinton, Fast. 
Heil. vol. i., especially the table on p. 
101.) The kings in Sparta were not 
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Kal tatdta pév vuv tept rovray eipyjcbo. 

merely of Perseid and Egyptian origin, 
but also through Argeia, mother of 
Eurysthenes and Prokles, have a further 
connexion with Thebes, and with the 
(Phoenician) Kadmeans. In fact, if it 
were not for the intervention of the 
(Hellenic) Zeus as father first of Perseus 
and then of Herakles, there would not 
be much to say for the Hellenic origin 
of the kings of the Dorians. 

9. 6p8@ Adyw. A phrase which like 
many others is popular and historical 
before it becomes scientific. Cp. c. 68 
infra. 

54. 2. 6 mapa Ilepoéwv Adyos A€yerar. 
We cannot be sure that these words 
mean more than that the Persian 
account was reported to Hdt. or found 
by him in his authorities. Cp. Intro- 
duction, p. xxix. 

3. Ileprets toy “Acoipios. The 
‘Persian’ view is that Perseus and his 
ancestors were ‘ Assyrians,’ and that he 
was the first of the family to ‘ become 
a Hellene.’ According to the ‘Persian’ 
legend given in 7. 150, Perses, the 
eponym of the Persians, was a son 
of Perseus, son of Danaé, and Andro- 
meda, daughter of Kepheus. Kepheus 
is the son of Belos (7. 61). Accord- 
ing to the genealogy in 1. 7, Belos 
is father of Ninos, and son of Alkaios 
son of Herakles. This Herakles would 
be the Asiatic or Tyrian Herakles 
not the Greek, 2, 44. The Syrian 
and Assyrian connexion is through 
Andromeda not Perseus, and the argu- 
ment in 7. 150 implies the Argive 
origin of Perseus, That is also the 
implication of the passage 7. 61. Ac- 
cording to the story here Perseus has 
nothing to say to Danaé or to Akrisios. 
That the kings or chieftains of the 

7 \ a/ 5 
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Dorians were really of ‘Assyrian’ or 
Egyptian descent is more improbable 
than that they were of non-Dorian 
origin. The ‘Egyptian’ hypothesis 
was the common Greek view; but 
the license of conjecture practised by 
the ‘Persians’ is an indication of 
the way in which these stories or 
genealogies originated or developed. 
The Egyptian origin of the Herakleids 
is, perhaps, largely a product of the 
attempt to connect the Greeks and their 
civilisation with the oldest and wisest 
folk of antiquity, of which we have 
other examples in the Dodona legend, 
and the Egyptian origin of the Hellenic 
nomenclature of the Deities, 2. 50, 54 ff. 
At the same time it should be re- 
cognised that not merely tradition but 
archaeology points to a real intercourse 
between Egypt and Greece, particularly 
Argos, long before the days of Psamatik 
I. (Cp. P. Gardner, New Chapters 
im Greek History, esp. cc. v., vii.) 
The Phoenicians may have been the 
carriers and go-betweens in a later 
‘middle age,’ but the probabilities now 
point more and more to a belief in early 
movements and intercourse between 
Europe and Egypt (cp. F. Petrie, J. 
ds 8. xii. 199 ff. 1891), though it 
is not at present credible that any 
Egyptian dynasty was established in 
Greece. So freely, in fact, were these 
obscure but real connexions handled by 
the contemporaries of Herodotus that 
Argos itself was made the ancestral 
home of the Danaids, whose advent 
there is consequently a return to their 
native land (Aischylos, Swpp. 15 ff.). 
Cp. Hdt. 1. 1, where Io is at home in 
Argos. Io is the mother of Epaphos 
(cp. 3. 27) from whom Aigyptos and 
Danaos are descended, 

Un 
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’ / \ ¢ , / /- \ / Aiyurriot kat 6 Te arobeEapevor EXaBov tas Awptéwv Baciryias, 
bY \ \ - To | adAolot yap Tepl avTa@y elipynrar, édcomev avTa: Ta O€ AdXoL ov 

/ / 

KaTENABOVTO, TOUTOY MYHUNY ToImoopaL. 
/ / \ / ra 

ryeped TE 6 TAbE TOICL 
Lal ~~) lal 

Baciiedor Xmaptujrar dedmoxacr, ipwotvas S00, Avos re Aaxe- 

2. tas Adpiéoy Bactrnlas. In 
Sparta, Argos, Messenia, and perhaps 
Corinth and Sikyon. 

8. Gddowr. Whether Hdt. here 
refers to poets, or to prose authors, or 
to both, in any case this passage might 
seem to indicate that one of the canons 
for his own work was to avoid repetition 
of stories which had already received 
literary treatment. Such a canon could 
not, however, be rigidly observed (ep. 
ce. 137 infra) and such an inference 
would be misleading, cp. Introduction, 
pp. lxxxiii f. The chief story here 
omitted is the legend of the expulsion 
and return of the Herakleids, cp. 9. 26. 
See Grote, Pt. 1. c. xvii. § 1 (vol. 1. 
440-452, ed. 1872). Busolt, i.2 205 
note ? for reff. That story had perhaps 
been treated in the Epic poem Azgimios ; 
but cp. Bergk, Lit. Gesch. i. 1006 f. and 
Bethe, in Pauly, &.-Z. i.° 963. 

56. 1. yépea. The notable passage 
which follows on the vyépea of the 
Spartan kings (cc. 56, 57, 58) can 
hardly be considered as complete or ac- 
curate, and might, perhaps, have been 
better arranged. It was, however, as 
the author has just asserted, the first 
essay upon the subject. The scheme in 
Hdt.’s mind apparently divided itself 
under the heads of privileges: (A) be- 
fore death, (B) after death. (A) is sub- 
divided into privileges, (1) in war, (2) 
in peace (van Herwerden would bracket 
Ta elpnvaia c. 57 infra as a gloss). (B) 
is not sub-classified. The most direct 
parallel to this passage is supplied by 
Xenophon, Rep. Laced. cc. xill., Xv. 

2. aptiATa, Seddxacr seems to 
imply that these yépea were of posi- 
tive institution (contrast dédora c. 58 
infra), the rather seeing that these 
‘Egyptians’ é\aBov ras Awpiéwy Baot- 
Aylas. Hdt. does not say that the 
rights and duties enumerated are a 
residuum surviving from a time when 
the king was much more powerful ; 
still less does he mean that these 
privileges have been but are not now 
given. The duplication of the king- 
ship may haye been accompanied, or 
followed, by not merely a de facto 
limitation and diminution of the royal 

power, but by an express contract, or 
Rhetra, on the subject. That the dual 
royalty was believed to have been of 
distinct institution seems implied in the 
pepe nee quoted ¢. 52 supra, from Thucy- 
ides, 5. 16, and, indeed, in the story 

given by Hdt. of its origin just above. 
The contractual basis of the Spartan 
kingships was attested by the menstrual 
oath, Xenoph. op. c. xv. 7 6 6é Spxos 
éoTl T@ ev Bacirel Kara Tods THs woews 
Kecmevous vouous Baciievew, TH O& mddeL 
éumedopxotvros éxelvov daotupédcKTov TH 
Bacirelay mapééev, 

ipwotvas S00. Do these specially 
concern 7d éumodguia, or concern them 
at all? Perhaps the &yos which is in- 
curred by any one thwarting the kings 
on the war-trail may be connected with 
their hieratic functions. Xen. op. c¢. 
xill. 2 represents the king as sacrificing 
to Zeus ayjrwp and to Athene, when 
going forth to war. 
How these two priesthoods were held, 

whether jointly or severally, and so 
forth, is unfortunately not stated. 
There was a special point no doubt in 
kings (dcoyeve’s* dtorpegets) being in- 
vested with priesthood of Zeus, who 
remained a Bacide’s even in democratic 
times and places. (Cp. Aristot. Pot. 
1. 2, 7, 1252>.) The Spartan kings 
in particular were, as Herakleids, his 
descendants, and Zeus was. their 
ancestor. ~The Herakleid kings of 
Macedon had a similar relation to 
the Bottiaean Zeus, and the Aeakid 
dynasty in Epiros to the Dodonaean 
(Preller, Griech. Mythologie, i.* 119). 
The relation of the Athamantidae to 
the Laphystian Zeus (7. 197), of the 
ancestors of Isagoras to the Karian 
Zeus (5. 66), and the remark of the 
Hellespontine to Xerxes (7. 56) may be 
compared. Add the satire on the 
‘Olympian’ Perikles Aristoph. Acharn. 
530 (which might partly insinuate a 
charge regni appetendt). 

Zeus Lakedaimon Preller (7.c.) fanci- 
fully explains as the god-king from 
whom the Lakedaimonian and Spartan 
Basileia was deduced ; Zeus Uranios 
as the king-god of the polity in the 
heavens. With the surname Lakedai- 
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mon Stein compares Zeds ’Ayauéurwvr, 
Z. Augidpaos, Z. Audixriwy, Z. ‘Hpaxdjjs, 
Z. Tpopsvis. There is a degree of 
localisation in the Aaxedaluwy which 
makes it, perhaps, unique. Whether 
the combination is a kenosis of Zeds or 
an apotheosis of Aakedaiuwy may be 
doubted. Is it possible that Zeds Aake- 
Saluwy was something more than an 
enchorial, that he was even a chthonian 
deity? The cult of Zeds Ovpdrios is 
attested by the weydda Ovpdvia of which 
celebration there is epigraphic evidence. 
See Preller, i.* p. 119 n., Wide, Lako- 
nische Kulte (1893), p. 2. Wide (op. 
cit. p. 23) remarks that (1) the cult of 
Zeus in Sparta is important, in the rest 
of lLakonia unimportant, primitive 
and even ‘chthonic’; (2) Zeus is 7a- 
tpgos of the Herakleids: and therefore 
Zeus was a chief god of the Dorians: 

_ anon sequitur, cp. Homer, J7. 16. 233 
et passim. 

Neither of these deities looks par- 
ticularly Dorian; if either, then Zevs 
Ovpdvios. Was that the priesthood of 
the inferior house ? 

3. Kal méAcpov . . évéxerOar. Hat. 
asserts that the kings could make 
war when and where they pleased, and 
that it was sacrilege for any Spartiate 
(Ephors, Gerusia, Apella) to stay it. 
It is not quite plain whether we are to 
understand that both kings acting 
together had this power, or that each 
acting separately possessed it. In 

_ either case the statement is hardly 
_ eredible. It is true that in 5. 49 ff. 

_ Hadt. tells a story implying that about 
500 b.c. Kleomenes might of his own 

accord have made war on the great 
King in the heart of Asia; and in 5. 
74 seems to imply that about 507 B.o. 
Kleomenes put in motion the whole 
Peloponnesian confederacy. But those 
stories cannot be taken as accurate 
representations, see notes ad il. On 
the other hand in 5. 64 Kleomenes is 
appointed to command in the Attic 
war. It is not to the king that 
Philippides applies in 490 B.0., c. 106 
infra (but consult note ad J.). The 
second Persian war is plainly not 
conducted on the royal initiative, still 
less the Peloponnesian wars after- 

wards. The appointment of com- 
manders-in-chief other than the kings 
implies the diminution of the royal 
authority and initiative. In 431 B.c. 
the king has not even a veto on the 
declaration of war (Thue. 1. 87). Yet 
there is probably some ground for the 
misstatement of Hdt. The fiction that 
the king or kings had full responsibility 
in all matters of warfare was probably a 
convenient survival, and coloured the 
stories though it may not have affected 
the action of the Spartans. The really 
sovran power of the king in the field 
(though even this had been invaded 
before Hdt.’s day, cp. 9. 76), which on 
a long campaign might really aggran- 
dise the royal power considerably (cp. 
Thue. 8. 5), coloured the representa- 
tion of the king’s power over the 
inception of the campaign. The 
modus operandi and similar points may 
have been in the main within the 
competence of the king on service, 
though considerable degrees of in- 
subordination were on record (ep. 9. 
53). In short, a fiction which may 
possibly have corresponded to the facts 
in the days when Sparta was waging 
almost annual wars with its next-door 
neighbours was perpetuated, for various 
reasons, into a time when the condi- 
tions and problems of Spartan warfare 
had become much larger and more 
complex, while the power of the kings 
had suffered diminution, directly and 
indirectly. It is hardly credible that 
the alliance with Kroisos was made by 
the king or kings of the day ; or even 
that the interference of the Spartans 
against the Peloponnesian tyrants (cp. 
5. 92) was undertaken on the royal 
initiative alone. Cp. Appendix VII. § 8. 

5. atrév. Bresler suspected a 
lacuna after avrév, Stein supplies re Kal 
7d yévos éxelvov or similar words, execra- 
tions being generally thus extended. 
Van Herwerden prefers re kal yévos 7d 
kelvov or better still re évayéa elvar Kal 
yévos 7d kelvov. Probably exile would 
be one of the results of the curse. 

otparevopévav. If the previous sen- 
tence is an over-statement of the royal 
ERE ll this sentence seems to 
o scant justice to the power of the 
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king when actually in the field. Cp. 
Thue. 5. 66, Xen. Rep. Lac. c. xiii. Hdt. 
still writes as though both kings went 
out to battle together, notwithstanding 
his own statement, 5. 75 supra. This 
observation convicts the whole essay of 
anachronism. 

6. €karov. Three hundred is the 
usual number. Cp. 7. 205, Thuc. 5. 
eee 

7. wpoPdrowr. The right to have 
an unlimited number of victims killed 
and to keep the skins and backs, may 
sometimes have been a temptation to 
excessive piety or procrastination (9. 
61). But it might on occasion serve a 
strategic purpose (c. 76 infra). Cp. 
Xen. op. ¢. xiii. 2-4. 

57. 2. Synporedns. At a state-sacrifice 
the kings take the chief seats, are 
helped first and to double portions, 
begin the libations, and have the skins 
of the victims as perquisites. The 
double portions were not, Xenophon 
informs us, a dimAdo.a KaTapdyoev 
GN’ va Kal dd Todde Tiujoar eExorev et 
Twa BovrowTo, Op. C. XV. 

6. veounvias. On the first and on 
the seventh days of every month each 
king was supplied, at the public ex- 
pense, with a full-grown victim to offer 
to Apollo, beside a bushel of barley- 
meal and a quart of wine (Laconian 
measure). The lLaconian measures 
were probably the same as the Aiginetan 
(cp. Hultsch, Metrologic”, p. 500). The 
first and seventh of the month were 

ot 6€ I1vOu0l etot Oeorrporros és Aeddods, 

sacred to Apollo. Cp. A. Mommsen, 
Chronologie, pp. 82 f., 90. 

9. mpoedplas. Cp. the anecdote c. 67 
mfra. 

11. 80. Xenophon, op. c. xy. 5, 
describes the Pythii as tent-comrades 
(cuoxyjvous) of the kings. As Hdt. 
states the number of Ilv@to appointed 
by each king, and explains their fune- 
tions, while he neither limits the 
mpogewor nor explains their functions, 
we are left to conclude that the Spartan 
Proxeni discharged the ordinary func- 
tions of Proxeni elsewhere but differed 
in the method of appointment; that 
their number was not fixed, and that 
the kings combined to appoint them. 
The treatment of ‘strangers’ (cp. 9. 
11) might be naturally a concern of the 
‘war-lords’ (8. 148, 5. 50). Cp. the 
jurisdiction of the wod¢uapxos at Athens 
and of the ‘Praetor’ at Rome. For 
instances of the Spartan pofevia abroad, 
cp. Thuc. 5. 48, 2; 6. 89, 2, Xen. Hell. 
6. 8, 4: two cases in which the zpo- 
éevla was hereditary, or quasi-hereditary, 
and dated from before the Persian war 
(cp. Meier, de Prowenia (1843), pp. 8 £.); 
two other cases, C. ZL. G. 18384 fi 
These representatives are not appointed 
by the kings apparently, and it is 
difficult to suppose that the kings had 
the actual appointment of the repre- 
sentatives of Athens, etc. in Sparta: 
they might, however, have had a 
formal congé d’élire. P. Monceaux, Les 
Proxénies Grecques (1886), pp. 9 ff. 
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suggests (in the light of some late 
analogies) that the Proweni nominated 
by the kings were extraordinary, to 
meet the cases of states who had no 
ordinary Proxenos in Sparta. Hdt. 
who visited Sparta (3. 55) ought to be 
a good authority on this point. 

Georpérot. The king, however, some- 
times went to Delphi in person if 
the story c. 76 infra be true. Van 
Herwerden brackets és Aeddovs ‘‘ ob 
structurae duritiem.” 

12. orredpevor p. tr. B. Ta 8. Perhaps 
only applied to warfare. Cp. Xenoph. 
op. ¢. xv. 4, 5. 

py} Goto. Sé If this passage, 
wn edModcr . dl6ocAac (or, rather, 
down to riaicfa), refers to the detrvov 
after a Quoin Snuoredyjs, it should be 
replaced above after the words ra 6ép- 
para. Standing where it now does it 
must be taken to refer to the citnois of 
the kings, shared by the Pythii, which 
should apparently have been restricted 
to warfare. But the Pythii may have 
messed with the king at the gudira. 

Forty-eight xoivixes went to the pé- 
Otwvos, 144 Kortdat, or 12 xdes, to the 
werphrns. These are here Aiginetan or 
Laconian measures, presumably. In 
425 B.c. at Sphakteria the blockaded 
Spartans were each allowed daily 2 
xolvixes of barley-meal and 2 xoréha of 
wine, with half the quantities for their 
servants (Thuc. 4. 16). But those 
were Attic measures, and larger than 
Laconian. Op. ’A@nv. mod. c. 10 with 
Sandys’ note, Ridgway, Origin of 
Currency, ete. p. 214. 

14. Surdhora, sc. 7 rotor ddXowot Sat- 
Tupdvect wavra including flesh. 

16. tas 8 pavrnlas. The hieratic 
characters of the kings reappears (cp. 
5. 90). 

17. potvouvs . . podtva. In conjunc- 
tion with the Gerusia the kings would 
share jurisdiction in other cases (cp. 
Aristot. Pol. 2. 9, 25, 1270»). This 
special jurisdiction apparently is con- 
nected with the Family (marriage of 
heiresses and adoptions). These 
questions might concern the kings, as 
heads of the highest families ; as ‘ war- 
lords’ they were interested in the 
‘cura viarum.’ Stein (followed by 
Gilbert, i.2 50) understands the phrase 
merely of settling boundary disputes. 
At Athens the archon presided in 
family suits, ’A@. zo. c. 56, which may 
have been detached from the jurisdic- 
tion of the Basileus. Van Herwerden 
for marpovxov would read rarpw.ovxou, 
after Roehl, on the strength of the 
Gortynian inscription, which can hardly 
prove that Hdt. used the word. (Per- 
haps Hdt. wrote wauovxou=mrapdyov. ) 
On the restriction qv ph wep 6 rarhp 
xtd. ep. Aristot. Pol. 2. 9, 15, 12704, 
and e. 130 infra. 

21. wap(tew. Certainly does not 
mean ‘to preside.’ The kings might 
be absent from the session. Whether 
they ever acted as chairmen, or might 
summon the Gerusia, does not appear. 

24. Sto. Thucydides in a celebrated 
passage (1. 20, 3) gives as an instance 
of pl a errors the belief that each of 
the kings of the Lakedaimonians had 
two votes, not one only, It has been 
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debated whether Thue. is consciously 
referring to this passage, and urged on 
behalf of Hdt. that he does not say 
that each king had two votes. This is 
true ; he does not: neither does he say, 
as Thucydides, that each king had only 
one vote. In short, Hdt. expresses 
himself obscurely, probably because his 
ideas were obscure upon the subject. 
His language here is capable of being 
harmonised with either the erroneous 
view, which Thucydides says was 
common, or the correct view, which 
Thucydides substitutes. Whether 
Thucydides had this particular passage 
of Hdt.’s work in view, or only the 
popular and widespread error, from 
which Hdt. had not emancipated him- 
self, and to which, by his ambiguous 
utterance here, he may have given 
further circulation, depends on_ the 
previous question whether Thucydides 
was acquainted with the work of 
Herodotus or not. If he was acquainted 
with the work of Hdt. he was probably 
referring to it, for it is significant that 
in the same passage (1. 20, 3) he 
corrects another supposed error which 
is certainly found in Hdt. 9. 53. (The 
‘previous question’ must here be re- 
served, but the weight of argument 
and evidence is in favour of believing 
that Thucydides was acquainted with 
Hdt.’s work.) 

tpl(rny 8 tiv éwuTdv. The ques- 
tion is whether Hdt. means that the 
Gerontes in question gave six votes in 
all, or four votes in all. ‘Two for each 
king and then each his own’: or ‘two 
for the two kings and then thirdly 
(and fourthly) each his own,’ The 

obscurity is perhaps due, at least in 
part, to Hdt.’s not contemplating sepa- 
rately the cases where one king was 
absent and where both kings were 
absent. Nor does he state whether the 
royal proxies gave the votes by direc- 
tion of the kings, as the kings would 
have voted, if present, or whether they 
were free to vote according to their own 
judgment. Nor does he state clearly 
whether each king was represented in. 
absentia by one or more than one relative. 

58. 1. ratta .. ré8e. Cp. c. 53 supra. 
SéoTar ék Tod Koivod THy Liraptin- 

téwv. Cp. c. 57 supra. 
2. twirées, Note that all Lakonia 

was lmmdouos (2). These immées are 
presumably genuine mounted couriers, 
not the so-called Hippeis, or 800 chosen 
Hoplites (Gilbert, St. Alt. i. 77 =i.? 81). 

4. éByta Kporéovot . . Karaprat- 
veoOar. Such extravagant signs of 
mourning were not in accordance with 
Hellenic sentiment and practice, or at 
least with the higher Athenian culture 
(cp. Pericles’ Fun. Or. Thue. 2. 45). 
It was an archaic or a ‘barbarous’ 
excess. Solon was credited with hay- 
ing restricted it by statute at Athens 
(Plutarch, Sol. 12), and in Plutarch’s 
own time and family a supreme self- 
control was to be observed in such 
matters, cp. Plut. Consol. ad Uxorem 
(Mor. 608 ff.). According to Plutarch 
even Lykurgos had limited these de- 
monstrations at Sparta: Jnstit. Lac. 18 
(Mor. 238), Vit. Lyc. 27. Cp. further : 
L. Schmidt, Die thik der Alten 
Griechen, ii. p. 114 f. and especially 
Bekker, Charicles, Excursus to the 
ninth scene. 
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17. wodéum. The death of a Spartan of debtors does not apply to the Perioiki 
king in warfare was a rarity, and the 

- failure to recover his body probably 
unique in the case of Leonidas. 
Plutarch, Agis 21, gives us to under- 
stand that the divinity which hedged a 
Spartan king was his security from the 
hands of the foeman: 6:6 kal mo\\Gv 
yeyovorav Aakedaimovlos aydévwy mpds 
“EXAnvas els pdvos dynpéOn mpd Tay 
PilirmixGv ddpare wAnyels mepl Acdxrpa 
KnreduBporos. Cp. Xen. Hell. 6. 4, 18 
and Biichsenschiitz’s note. Agesipolis 
died on foreign service in Macedonia. 
His body was preserved ‘in honey,’ 
brought back to Sparta and éruye rfjs 
Baoitk7s rapijs, Xen. Hell. 5. 3,19. So 
previously Agis éruxe ceuvorépas 7) kara 
évOpwrov tapas, ib. 3. 3, 1. KXenoph. 
Rep. Lac. ad fin. gives the reason for 
these honours: otx ws dv@pudmous adn’ 
Os Hpwas rovs . . Bacthels mporeriutKacw. 

19. otx torarat krA. The phrase- 
ology here is unsatisfactory. Stein 
explains dyoph as including everything 
that took place in the market-place, 
and dpxa:pectn as one particular case, 
viz. ‘electoral meeting’ (abstract for 
concrete). Kriiger pointed out that 
ob karloraras would be preferable, cp. 
Thue. 1.°31, 4; 8. 36, 6. Van Her- 
werden follows Kriiger and in addition 
alters dpxatpeoly into dpxal obde yepovoln. 
Verily, dpxapecin olf is rather 
strong : moreover the Apella at Sparta 
probably. did not sit. 

59. 3. Zaraprintréwv. This liberation 

apparently, much less to Helots, or it 
would be a better parallel to the re- 
mission of arrears of tribute by the 
Great King. The pseudo-Smerdis im- 
proved on this rule, 3. 67. At Sparta 
the effect would apparently be to restore 
the droueloves, for the time at least, to 
the class of 6ooto, and so recruit the 
Spartiate caste at the expense of the 
Perioiki. Whether the king released 
those in debt to the public by paying 
their debts, or by simple proclamation, 
does not appear: presumably the latter. 
How private citizens could be in debt 
to the king is not clear. Plato, Alkib. 
i. 123, mentions a BaowdsKds ddpos, dy 
Tédovow ol Aakedaiudvioe Tots Bactedat. 
This would presumably be a state- 
payment. Perhaps the private debts 
would be rent from the royal domains 
—in which case, however, we should 
expect it to be due, not from Spartiatae, 
but from Perioiki. It is conceivable 
that the Spartan kings were, unlike 
most other kings, money-lenders ; but 
the kAdpia (ra mapa rév ypewordy ypapu- 
pareta) mentioned by Plutarch (Agis 
13) do not appear to have belonged to 
the king, and in any case would prove 
little for the time of Hdt. 

60. 2. of kfipukes. The Talthybiadae. 
Cp. 7. 134. 

3. avAnral. Cp. Thuc. 5. 70 and 
Arnold’s note ad 7. 

payerpor. These chefs presumably 
attended to the gidlria, and would 
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> / bd / / \ aUANTHS TE AUANTEW YivETaL Kal payELpos paryelpov Kal KhpvE 
/ “ > \ / 5 KNPUKOS' Ov KaTa Rapmpopaviny émruTiOéwevor GAOL ohéas 

/ > \ 

TAPAKANLOVGL, ANNA KATA TA TaTpLa eTrLTEAEOVGL, 
n \ 

Tatra pév 67 otto ylverat. / \ 

ToTe O€ Tov Kreopuévea eovta 
év TH Alyiwn Kal Kowa tH “EANASL ayabd tpoepyatopuevov 6 
Anpapntos ouéBare, ove Aiyiwntéwy otro Kndopevos as pbdvep 
kal ayn XpEewpmevos. Kreopévns 8 voorncas am’ Aiyivns 
éBotreve tov Anudpntov radcoar ths Bacidyins, dia mpfhrypa 

/ > / > 2 aN 7 

Tovovoe emriBacw és avTov TroLetpmevos. 
> / \ / na / lal 

év Saraptn Kal ynpavts yuvaixas dvo maides ovK éylvovTo. 
"Aplotwve BacirevovTe 

\ Kab 
> \ / mN / 

ov yap cVVEYLYWOKETO AUTOS TOVTMY ElvaL alTLOS, yapéer TplTHY 

yuvaika: wmode 6 yapée. 

be more important personages than 
ordinary domestics. Perhaps they 
accompanied the armies in the field, 
cp. 9. 82. Whether they were free or 
servile does not clearly appear from 
these passages: Helotry too was heredi- 
tary. The passage may read to us 
almost like a jest or a parody (as 
if one said: ‘Kingship and cookery 
are hereditary arts’), but it is probably 
authentic and serious. In every society 
to a certain extent, in non-progressive 
societies and in societies obviously 
based on conquest and slave labour to 
a greater extent, crafts are and remain 
hereditary. The difference between 
Athens and Sparta, Sparta and Egypt, 
Egypt and India in these respects was 
one of degree not of kind. Some have 
asserted that there were ‘castes’ in 
early Greece (see Rawlinson, Herodotus, 
iii.2 265, n. to 5. 66), others have 
denied that there were castes in Egypt 
(Wiedemann, Herodots Zweites Buch, 
p- 573). There has probably nowhere 
been a system of Castes to compare 
with the Indian, so fully sanctioned by 
religion, and so firmly established by 
secular custom; but ancient civilisa- 
tions, based on war, slavery, blood, 
and religion, tended to stereotype 
classes, to give fixity to status, to limit 
contract, to eliminate individualism and 
competition. Of such societies in 
Greece Sparta was chief. 

5. Kara Aapmrpodwv(ny only applies to 
the xpuxes, and as a result in part of this 
inconsequence Hdt. involves himself in 
a grammatical obscurity, by an alterna- 
tion of subjects. Cp. c. 57 supra. The 
obscurity is not abolished by bracketing 
the words as a gloss with van H. 

cd ig f- lal 

jv ot piros tov Lraptintéwy avip, 

61. 1. rére, c. 50 supra = (summer) 
491 B.o. 

3. SréBade. diéBardre, c. 51 supra. 
O0dvw. PHdvos is primarily human, 

Hellenic, and civil, 7. 237. 
4, &yy is an emendation of Valck- 

enaer, and justified by P. dyayua and 
dyn of bad feeling seems to be used 
especially of divinities (cp. L. & S. 
sub vv.). 

6. trovedpevos, middle. 
was his tool, c. 65 infra. 

*Aplorwv.. Ariston, a contempor- 
ary of Anaxandrides and Kroisos, and 
presumably distinguished in the war 
with Tegea, 1. 67. Cp. c. 63 infra ad 

Leotychides 

Nn. 
7. Sto. Only, however, one at a 

time (c. 63 infra), and in this respect 
his conduct differed from the conduct of 
his colleague Anaxandrides, 5. 40, and 
was less offensive to Spartan feeling. 

9. @8¢e. _The story which follows 
reads like a variation on the true and 
authentic history of Beauty and the 
Beast (Eros and Psyche). The facts 
are redistributed to some extent, but 
the situations and motives are similar : 
(1) the transfiguration is accomplished 
in the person of Beauty herself. (2) 
The unxav7 by which Beauty is won is 
practised upon the husband not upon 
the father, c. 62. (38) Ariston (Astra- 
bakos) visits Beauty in disguise, c. 69 
infra. (4) The hostile elements are 
represented by the Ephors (cc. 63, 65), 
Leotychides and Kleomenes: but by a 
finely dramatic touch Ariston’s own 
words occasion the discomfiture of 
Beauty (c. 63). (5) Aphrodite is not 
the enemy but the friend of ‘ Beauty.’ 
On the group of myths cp. Cox, 
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“ / 7 5] a“ / ¢e , A 

TS TpocekceTO TOV acTav padioTa Oo Aplotwv. ToiTm TO 
> \ 25> 2 7A \ / a a b] s / 
avdpt eruryyaue caliaran, qyent) KahMory MaKp@ Tov ev LrapTy 

fal a > 

yuvarkov, Kal TadTa pévToe KaddioTn €& aicylorns yevomuérn. 
IA / \ nD) 2 A ¢ \ > A > / 
€ovcay yap mv TO eldos PAavPHY 7 Tpodds avThs, ola avOperav 

> / fal / \\ Py) dé » ee \ \ \ id rn 

te OAPiwy Ouyatépa Kal dvoeidéa eodoayv, mpos dé Kal dpdca 
\ / \ \ Ss > a rn 

Tovs yovéas cupdopry TO Eidos avTHs mToveupévous, TadTa Exacta 
e , / / \ val 

pabodoa éemidpaverar Toudde: efopee avTny ava Tacav Hpépnv 
> \ a ¢ / Sak \ 2. > A / / 
és TO THS “EXévyns ipov. TO 8’ gots ev TH Ocparvy Kadeomévy 
ov al / ¢ a 4 \ > / ¢ / / 

drepGe rod PowBniov ipod. Oxws dé éveixere 1) Tpopds, mpds TE 
Toyadpa tora Kal éMoceto Ty Oedy amarradEa THs Sucpopdins: 

\ bi \ Py / > / b] na ¢ a a tal lal 

TO Tadiov. Kal 7 Kote amiovan ék TOD (pod TH Tpod@e yvvaixa 
/ > a b] tal Nas / e/ / b] NéyeTar erihavivat, éripavetcay Sé érreipécOar pv 6 Te héper ev 
ra. ae / \ \ / ¢ / / \ \ n / 

TH ayKddy, Kal THY ppacat ws Traidiov dopéer, THY dé KEACDCAL 
ot déEar, THy Sé ov Pavar ameiphabat ydp of ek TOV yewapéevov 

\ > 7 \ \ / € a if b] / pndevt émidecevivar: thy 5€ tavT@s éwuTH Kerevew érrvdéEas. 
CA \ \ lal \ an / IQ / cf \ opacav dé THY yuvaixa Tepl ToANOD Troveumévny idécOat, oUT@ 2) 

\ \ , \ / \ \ pn n / Thy tpopov déEar TO Tratdiov: tiv S€ KaTa\pacav Tod TraLdiou 

re ares NE SR! thaw 

Mythology of the Aryan Nations, ed. 
1882, pp. 209 ff. Cp. Roscher, Lexicon, 
s.v. ASTRABAKOS. The above remarks 
and references are not intended to 
insinuate that the story of Ariston and 
his beautiful wife, the mother of 
Demaratos, is simply a myth or fable: 
the matter-of-fact element is probably 
the fundamental one in the story, but 
it has been fused and transfigured in a 
mythical atmosphere and is not sober 
history. That the transfiguration was 
the work of Hdt. is not likely: he 
gives the story as he heard it, though 
we need not suppose it to have lost in 
his telling. Possibly this story, or at 
least the latter part of it, the account 
of the birth of Demaratos, was put in 
evidence at the trial, cc. 65 f. infra. 

; Op. Introduction, pp. lxxxvi f. 
otros. His name is given below as 

Agetos son of Alkeides. 
14. 6ABlwv. An indication of social 

inequalities among Spartans already. 
17. ‘E aee then, was wor- 

shipped in pata, and as the goddess 
of Beauty. Op. 2. 112, and rv dedv 
just below. Hdt. identifies her with 
Aphrodite Urania, 7. c. This is prob- 
ably a late theory; due pérhaps to 
Homeric associations. The genuine 
Laconic Helena was, perhaps, more 
nearly akin to Artemis. Op. Wide, 

VOL. I 

\ \ C: ¢ My t a ? S 4 
Thy Kebarny eitat ws KadAdoTEVTEL TAaTEWY THY ev LrapTy 

Lakonische Kulte, pp. 340 ff. In a 
still older prae-Dorian (Arcadian) 
stage Helena was, perhaps, even a 
tree-spirit (Wide, op. cit. 348). Cp. 
Frazer, Golden Bough, i. 70 ff. 

Oeparvy. As Therapna was up 
a hill some two miles distant from 
Sparta on the left bank of the Eurotas, 
this daily pilgrimage showed consider- 
able devotion. No doubt the hill was 
one of the strongholds of the prae- 
Dorian population.  Ocepdmvn dé bvoua 
bev THe xXwplw yéyovev ard THs Aédeyos 
Ouyarpés, Meveddou 6€ éotw év airy vads, 
kal Mevédaov kal “ENévny évratda rapijva 
Aéyouot. (Pausan. 3. 19, 9). The hill 
was named the Menelaion, and Curtius 
(Pelopon. ii. 239) compares its position 
in regard to Sparta with the position of 
Janiculum in regard to Rome. The 
Phoibeion was on the right (west) bank 
of the river. 

18. ipod. Kriiger suspected, and van 
Herwerden removes, 

21. Aéyerai. Where would this Adyos 
or story of the Epiphany of the 
Madonna of Therapne more probably 
have been preserved than in the temple 
at Therapne itself? There Hdt. ma 
easily ave heard it (8. 55). e 
oes not quite believe it. Cp. 4, 184 

supra and Introduction, p. ciii., 
23. ob ddvat, to refuse. 

ng 
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yuvarkav. amo pev 1 Tabrns THs ipépyns weramecely TO cldos. 
yapéer dé On py &s yapou Bpnv darixouéevny "“Aryntos 6 ’Arxeldew, 

tov 6¢ Aplotava éxvite dpa 
THS Yuvacxos TavTHS 0 pws: unyavarar 61 ToLdde: adTos Te TH 
éralp@, TOD Hv % yun arn, brobéxerar Swrlvnv dbcew Tov 
éwuTov mavTwv &v, TO av avTos éxeivos EXnTat, Kal Tov éraipov 
EWUT@ exédeve @aatTws THY opoinv Sidovar: 6 bé ovdéev hoPnbels 
apdl TH yuvarki, opéwv éodcav nal Aplatwv yuvaixa, xatawvéet 
TavTa* éml TovTowor O€ SpKous éerHnAacav, peta S€ avTOS TE O 
"Aplotav ewxe TodTo, 6 Tu 5) Hv, TO elreTo TOV Keyndlov TOV 
"Aplotwvos o “Ayntos, Kal avtos THY opmolny Entéwv éperOar 
map’ éxelvov, evOadta 8) Tod éralpov tHv yuvaika émELpato 
amayecOat. 0 O& TAY ToUTOU povvoU Ta dAXa ébyn KaTaWécal: 
avayKatopevos pévTor TO Te OpKw Kal Ths amdtns TH Tapayoyh 
amt amdyerOat. ovTw pev 5) THY TpiTnY eonyayeTO yvuvaiKa 
0 ’Apictov, tiv Sevtépny arrotreuapapevos. ev O€ of xpove 
ehdooove Kal ov TANpwcaca Tors déKa phvas 1) yuvn ait TiKTeL 
TovTov 61 Tov Anuapntov. 
KaTnuevo peta TaV epopav e€ayyéArer Os of Tals yéyove. O O€ 

/ / € a > / ? 7 
Kat TtS Ol TMV OLKETEMYV EV OaKe@ 

28. perateoeiv, ‘a change befell.’ 
62. 12. dvaykafopevos. The absolute 

inviolability of the oath in its literal 
meaning was a first principle of morality 
in its semi-conscious or prae-philo- 
sophic days. But this respect for the 
letter generated violations of the spirit 
in two directions: (1) evasions of 
obligation by a technical conformity 
and a virtual breach of contract in a 
good or a bad cause. Cp. the stories of 
Etearchos and Themison, 4. 154, and of 
the Persians and Barkaeans, 4. 201 ; 
(2) observance of the oath, spite of all 
consequences foreseen and unforeseen, as 
in the story of Ariston and Agetos in 
this passage. It was such situations as 
these, in which Themison and Agetos 
found themselves in presence of a 
conflict of duties or obligations, which 
stimulated casuistry ; such casuistry 
the Hippolytos of Euripides, perplexed 
between his filial duty and the obliga- 
tion of his oath of secrecy, formulates in 
the much misunderstood line (Hippol. 
612) 4 yA@oo’ budpox’ m 5é pphy avi- 
pooros, Which earned for ieeae satire 
and censure, albeit Hippolytos in the 
play put away the temptation and con- 
cluded to abide by his oath: 657 f. 

el un yap Bpkos OeGv Apapxros npeOnv 
ovK dy mor’ toxov un ov rad’ é&evreiy 

marpl. 

In later times the philosophers showed 
themselves of the same mind as Hip- 
polytos: Quod enim ita iuratum est ut 
mens conciperet fieri oportere id ser- 
vandum est: quod aliter, id si non 
feceris, nullum periurium (Cicero, de 
Off. 8. 29, § 107). The difficulty arose, 
as L. Schmidt points out (Hthik der 
Alt. Griechen, 2. 8), partly from the 
failure of the pre-philosophic Greeks to 
distinguish between the obligation to 
speak the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth on oath (dd7@op- 
kev: Wevdopxety), and the obligation to 
act in a certain way after a promise rati- 
fied by an oath (evopxetv* émcopxew). See 
further the story of Glaukos, c. 86 infra. 

63. 3. rlxre.. The date of the birth of 
Demaratos might be about the year 541/2 
B.o. See note c. 65 infra. 

4, olxeréwy, cp. c. 187 infra. The king 
had domestic slaves, cp. c. 68 infra. 

éy Odkw KkatTnpéva pera tav épd- 
pov. Pausan. 3. 7, 7 telling this 
same anecdote says that Ariston was 
sitting with the Ephors év Bovdp. (It 
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emioTapevos Te TOY YpovoY TH AHydyeTo THY yuvalka Kal emt 
Saxtvrwv cupBardOpevos Tols phvas, ele arropocas “ovK dv 
eos ein. TodTo HKovoav pév of Efopor, mpiywa pévtow ovdéev 
éromnoavto TO Tapautixa. 0 O€ Trais niEeTO, Kal TH Aplotwve 
TO eipnuévoy peTeuere* Traida yap Tov Anudpnrov és Ta wdrduoTd 
oi évopice elvar. Anpudpntov S& avT@ ovvopa Beto bia Ode: 
mpotepoy tTovTwy tavdnuel Srraptiprar ‘Apictwv., ws avdph 

evdoxyuéovte. Sia mavtwv §) Tdv Baciléwv Tdv ev Yrdpty 
yevouevav, apnv emroincavto Taida yevéoOar. Sua TovTO pév ot 64 

7d ovvopa Anpdpnros éréOn- xpovou S& rpoiovtos Aplatav pév. 
améGave, Anuapntos 5é éoxe THY Bacidninv. ee dé, ws Eosxe, 
avarvota yevoueva Tadta Katatravaar Anpdpntov Tis BaciAnins 
dia Ta . . Kreopévet SteBd7j0n peyaddros mpotepov te 0 Anudpn- 5 
Tos aTayayav THv otpatinv e& “EXevoivos, Kal 5) Kal Tore én’ 
Aiywntéwv tovs pndicavtas dtaB8avtTos KyXeopéveos. 

‘Oppnbels @v arrotivucbat 6 Kreopévns cvvriberas Aevtvxidn 65 
to Mevapeos tod “Ayios, eovte oikins THs avths Anuapynre, ém 

_ in counting ten. 
_ touch of a kind much emphasised in 

_ some quarters as evidence of the truth 
_ and authenticity of a narrative. 

may be doubted whether the King and 
Ephors alone constituted a meeting.) 
The Ephors hear the king’s unfortunate 
remark, but although it is one of their 
special duties to maintain and guard 
the stock of Herakles in Sparta (ep. 5. 
39), and although all Sparta has been 
praying that Ariston may have a son 
to succeed him (see just below), they 
take no notice of the remark at the 
time. Credat Judaeus ! 

6. é@érl Saxridwv. Ariston, who 
appears, like a savage, to have had his 
arithmetic ‘at his fingers’ ends,’ may 
perhaps have become confused, as per- 
sons are apt to be who have a difficulty 

This fingering is a 

Cp. 4. 
98 supra. It is undoubtedly both 

_ humorous and artistic, but is it history ? 
Anyway, it is not calculated to raise 

_ our opinion of the king’s education. 
_ The count was complicated by his hay- 

ing to allow for the difference between 
_ calendar and lunar months: or perhaps 

his doubt arose from his not (at first) 
making the allowance. 

ll. 1é8¢. The desire of the Spartans, 
_ that Ariston should have a son, did not 
arise from there being otherwise no 
legitimate successor, as the sequel 

_ proves that there was another branch 

of the lesser house in Sparta, which 
was thus more fortunately circumstanced 
than the elder house (5. 89 supra). An 
act of the Apella seems involved (zav- 
Onmel Draprijrac . . aphy érojoavTo). 

To what cause the extraordinary fame 
and popularity of Ariston were due does 
not clearly appear. The victory over 
Tegea belonged to the early years of 
his reign, and his reign seems to have 
lasted about half-a-century (Clinton, 
Fast. Hell. ii. p. 258). Demaratos 
was king at the time of the expulsion 
of the Peisistratidae (5. 75 supra, and 
Pausanias, 38. 7, 7). 

64. 1. Sia Totro. 
‘* Louis le Désiré.” 

3. ee, cp. 5. 33 supra and Introduc- 
tion, p. exv. 

5. 8a ra... The lacuna was first 
indicated by Stein. Might we not 
avoid it by reading diére or dtd7e wh (cp. 
1. 44) KNeouéved? Van Herwerden sug- 
gests did rdde* Kyeopéve’ xrr. 

ampdtepov, 5.75 supra. About eighteen 
years before. 

6. rére, c. 51 supra. 
To these two grounds of complaint 

of Kleomenes against Demaratos must 
almost certainly be added a third, 
arising out of the conduct of Demaratos 
in and after the Argive war (see c. 82 
infra), which was much more recent. 

65. 2. "Aywos. Hdt., or his authority, 

Rawlinson cps. 
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@ KA Suan / / > \ / @ TE, Vv avTov KaTaoTnon Baoihéa avTl Anpapihrov, &perai of 
ér Aiywyras. 0 6& Aevruyidns fv éxOpos 76 Anpapireo 

5 pdduoTa yeyovws Sia mphypya Towvde: appooapévov Aevrv- 
/ / a xidew Ilepxarov tHv Xirwvos rob Anpappyévov Ovyarépa, 6 

Anpapntos émiBouvdevoas amoarepée, Aevtuyidea Tod ydpou, 
/ > Jama n 

pOdacas avtos tiv épkarov dprdcas Kal oxov yuvaina. Kata 
fal \ fal » > 

TovTo pev TO Aevtuyion 7 exOpn % és Tov Anpdpnrov éyeyovee, 
/ a 

10 ToTe 6€ €x THS Kreopéveos mpoOupuins o Aevtruyldns KaTopyyTac 

\ > c an 5 

15 JOGE pas OUK EWMUTOU [LLY ELVAL. 

66 

/ \ sy NN > / Anpuapnte, pas avrov ovK ixveouévas Bacihevew Yraptitéov 
? 3/ tal / / oux éovta tratoa ’Aptorwvos: peta O€ THY KaT@pociny édloxe, 

>) / ») a \ ” \ 95 mA / / e/ “3 / avacwlwv éxelvo TO Eros TO eitre Apiotwy TOTE OTE ob EENryYyELNE 
¢ yy: n ¢ nr 

0 olKéTns Tralda yeyovévat, 0 b€ cumBaropevos TOs phvas aTo- 
/ \ nr / 

TovTov 6» émiBarevav Tov p1- 
id / / \ 

patos o Aevtuytdns amépawe tov Anudpntoy ove é& “Apiotwvos 
/ / 

yeyovora ovTe ixveupévos Bacidevovta Lrdprys, Tovs épopous 
/ i t / / 

pedpTupas mapexopevos Keivous ob ToTE éTUyyYavoy TmapEdpot TE 
2/ \ b) / la) b] / 
E€OVTES KAL AKOVOAVTES TAVUTA Aptorovos. 

seems to have made a slip some- 
where, as in 8. 131, where the complete 
genealogy of Leotychides is given, not 
an Agis but an Agesilaos appears as 
the father of Menares. It is character- 
istic of our author to leave such incon- 
sistencies standing (cp. Introduction, p. 
lxxili.). Leotychides had to go back to 
Theopompos to find a sceptred ancestor, 
seven names separating the two. Only 
six names intervene between Theo- 
pompos and Demaratos. The reigns 
were longer than the generations. The 
same phenomenon recurs in the suc- 
cession of Archidamos to Leotychides, 
a generation (Zeuxidamos) dropping out 
between. Cp. c. 71 infra. 

5. appooapévov, middle, Cp. 5. 32 
supra. 

6. Ilépxadov, 7.¢. Iepixa)ov. 
Xtr@vos. Chilon probably grand- 

son of the sage (1. 59) and brother of 
Prinetades, father of Kleomenes’ mother 
(5. 41) (Stein). So the wife of Demara- 
tos was aunt of Kleomenes, 

8. aprécas. The forms of marriage 
by capture survived at Sparta, and had 
a disciplinary purpose for the young 
warriors. Cp. Plutarch, Lykurg. vit. 
15. Both the anthropological and the 
Spartan rationale of the institution are 
missed by K. O. Miiller, Dorians, ii.? 
278, and those who follow him. 
Leotychides seems to have converted 

/ 

TéNos O€ EovT@OY Tepl 

the form into a reality on this occasion, 
peradventure not without the lady’s 
goodwill. On the form of marriage, 
see M‘Lennan, Studies in Ancient 
History, cc. i.-iv. 

9. h exOpn Ff és tr. A. It is, asa 
rule, the injurer rather than the injured 
that never forgives. 

10. karépvutar. The karwpocin ap- 
parently marks the first stage in the 
judicial proceedings (dlwés); then 
follows the dmégacis (drddavers), with 
the papripa. How the court was con- 
stituted is not stated. Possibly by 
the Ephors, Gerusia, and the other 
king (Kleomenes in this case). Cp. 
Gilbert, Gr. Staatsalt. i.2 p. 62, note 2. 
The ‘decision to refer the question to 
Delphi may have proceeded from the 
Apella (€ofe Zraprinryot c. 66). 

13. tore, The proceedings against 
Demaratos fall into the year 491 B.c. 
(summer). He might be at least fifty 
years old at this time, as he was king 
in 511 B.c. Were the five ex-Ephors, 
who had been in office half-a-century 
before, produced as evidence of a 
remark of which they had made 
nothing at the time? And what 
would now be the ages of these Ephors ? 
The youngest would have been at least 
eighty. No wonder Leotychides did 
not succeed in convincing the court 
(dmépaive imperfect). 
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O.kA / zS ~ / b) , \ / \ 
avtav verxéwv, &doke ATAPTLNTHAL erTretpéa Oat TO VYPNHNoTHPLOV TO 

ev Aedhoior et ‘Apiotwvos ein traits 6 Anudpnros. > / \ 

avoltoTou oe 
/ / a an 

yevouevou €x Tpovoins THS Kreopéveos és tiv TvOinv, évOadra 
/ 

mpoorroréerat Kyeouévns KoBwva tov ’Apiotodpdytov, avdpa év 

Aerdoior Suvacrevovta péyrotov, 6 dé Ko8ov Iepiadrav hy 
/ \ 

mpopavtw avareiber Ta Kyeopévns éBovreTo DéyerOar réyeww. 
¢ o e TI af > / n fa) / ” N\G9) / ovTw on 1) Ludin érepwtevtoy trav Oeorporav éxpive pi) ’Apt- 

» / a 

etevos eivar Anudpntov traida. ¢ / / / 

VOTEPM [EVTOL KPOVM aVvaTrUCTA 
fa) / a 

éyéveto Tadta, kal KoBav te Epuye ex Ackdady rat IepiadrXa % 10 
Tpopavtis eTravabn THs TLULhs. 

Kara pev 5) Anuapyrov tv Katatavow ths Bacidnins 
ovTw éyéveTo, epuye SE Anpudpnros éx Sardpryns és Midous éx 
TOLOUVOE OVELOEOS. 

66. 4. mpovoins. It was on the sug- 
gestion of Kleomenes that the question 
of fact was referred to Delphi. Cp. 
mpobuulns c. 65 supra. 

5. mwpootrovéera. The intrigue of 
- Kleomenes, Kobon, and Perialla throws 
suggestive light upon the sources of 
oracular inspiration in some cases. It 
can hardly be assumed that every such 
case was discovered and exposed. The 
implication of the Prophetess implies 
that her utterance was articulate. Cp. 
5. 92 supra. 

6. Svvacretovtra. Cp. édvvdoreve co. 
35 supra. 

9. torépw xpdvw. It is to be re- 
gretted that the date is not more 
specific. It may be inferred that the 
exposure did not ensue till after the 
flight of Demaratos from Sparta, other- 
wise it would be difficult to explain 
why he was not reinstated : albeit the 
discovery that the ae was corrupt 
would not ipso facto have proved that 
Demaratos was legitimate. The exile 
of Kobon, the deposition of Perialla 

_ presumably synchronised with the ‘re- 
tirement’ of Kleomenes, c. 74 infra. 
If that preceded Marathon, then a 

_ fortiori must the flight of Demaratos 
have taken place before that event. 
But ep. Appendix VII. § 5. 

> 6%. 8. co How long after is not 
Stated. If, as is probable, the Spartan 
civil year began in the autumn (ep. 
Thue. 5. 86 for the year 421 B.c.), and 
if magistrates entered office at the be- 
nning of the year, the insult to 
emaratos could not be dated before 

the midsummer (July) 490 B.c. His 

\ n / \ / id 

peta THS PBaoidynins THY KaTadtravow o An- 

deposition may have taken place in the 
summer of 491 B.o. and his election to 
an office, not specified, may have taken 
place before the beginning of the new 
year. Was he Ephor? and managing 
the Festival? (cp. Plutarch, Agesilaos, 
29), or one of the five Bidiaei, whose 
function it was rods éml 7@ I\aranora 
Kadounévm Kat ddrNovs Tov eép7Bwy 
ayGvas riWévar, Pausan. 3. 11, 2 (231). 
(On the forms Bldex, Bidvo see Gilbert, 
Handbuch, i.2 28.) The yupvoradia 
were celebrated just after midsummer, 
ep. Thuc. 5. 82; Xen. Hell. 6. 4, 16. 
Leuktra was fought during the Festival 
(371 B.c.). Plutarch gives the day of 
the battle as the fifth of Hekatombaion 
(Agesilaos, 28), and the news was 
brought to Sparta during the Festival 
(ab. c. 29, Xen. 7. c.): 

Hesychius has: Tvpvommdia’ vor 
pev éopriy pact Drapriaricyy év 7 Tovs 
épHBous KUKX\w mepibety Tov év’Auukdaly 
Bwpdv, tirrovras ad\jAwvy Ta Vora, 
ratra 6 éorl wevd7. ev ayopa yap 
éopragfouct’ mnyal dé od ylvovra, adda 
mpocodo. xopav yeyuuvouévwy.  Suidas 
has: Tvpvoracdia, xopol éx maldwy év 
Lmrdpryn ris Aakxwvixis els Oeods tuvous 
ddovres, els Tiny Tv év Oupatats dzro- 
Oavévrwy Xrapriarav. The connexion 
with the powoyuaxlm in Thyreae (ep, 
1. 82) is probably factitious. Xeno- 
phon and Plutarch, 7/. s. ¢., place the 
scene in the theatre, as Herodotus 
infra. Pausanias 8. 11, 7 has: xopds 
6é obros 6 Té7ros (the Agora) kaXetra: mas 
bre €v rats yupvoradlais, éoprh dé et tis 
adn Kal al yupvoradlac did orovdys Aaxe- 
Saiovlos eloly, ev ra’rais ody of &pnBor 
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9 \ \ / joav pev 6 yupvortratoiat, 
/ \ an / € / 5 Oewpevou 6€ Tod Anpapyrov o Aevtuyidns yeyovws Hon Bacireds 

2 aN ? ay 53 / / \ aUTOS avT exelvou, TrEprpas Tov OepdmovTa eml yéAwTi Te Kal 
/ ] / \ / ¢ nl \ acOn eipwra Tov Anudpntov oxoiov te ein TO apyew pera Td 

68 €0ve 7H Avi Bodv, Odcas Sé THY pnTépa éxdrece. 

5 

10 

Bacinrevew. 
€ \ > / la) > / “2 0 O€ aGdyjoas TO émeipwTnuatt elme has avTos 

\ >? / HO a @ n be A \ / 5] fev audotepwv non memepnoba, Keivov dé ov, THY péevTOL é7rEL- 
/ / Ya 

10 p@Tnow tavTny ap—ev Aakedatpoviorcr 7) poupins KakoTnTos 7 

pupins evdarmovins. an \ TavTa o€ elas Kal KaTakaduipdpevos THLE 
> nan i > \ c rn J I 

€x TOU YenTpou és TA EwUTOD oikia, a’Tixa b& TapacKevacdpevos 
b) / A amukopevn 6€ 

“A \ b] \\ > \\ n f) an / 

TH pntpl eobels es Tas yelpas ol THV OTAAYYVOV KATLKETEVE, 

TOLLE AEYOV. (is 2 a Q a n Yi / 
® pnTep, Vewvy ce TOY TE AAAWV KATATTTOMLEVOS 

/ \ n / \ fa) 

iKeTEV@ Kal Tov épKelov Atos Todde Ppdcat por THY adnOeEinv, Tis 
s) \ \ > a / poev €otl mratnp opO@® oye. Aeutuxions pev yap ébn ev toicr 

/ / J / 3) a / > \ ef > rn 

velKeot NEywv KUEoVTaY GE EK TOV TpOTépov aVvOpos oUTw@ EdOeiv 
We) ie id \ \\ \ / / / Mf 

mapa “Apictwva: oi d€ Kal Tov waTaLoTEepoy Noyov NéyouTES pact 
> an \ n > / \ b] / AN > \ > / 

ae edGety Tapa TOV olKeTEWY TOY oVvopopPov, Kal Eme ExEtvOU 
s n 

elvau Traloa. 
5) / 9 / nr n b) fn > J 

éy@® oe OY peTEepyouar TOV Deady elTrely THAnOES* 

oUTE yap, €l TEP TeTOinKas TL TOV NEyouevaV, ovvn On TeETrOLN- 
Kas, meTa ToAAewy O€: 6 TE AOYOS ToAAOS ev Yrapty ws Api- 

xopovs lordat T®’Amod\Nwvt. There were 
evidently gymnastic and musical exer- 
cises, and the transactions were not 
confined to one spot. Xen. Hell. 6. 
4, 16 (yupvoradiav te otons Tis TedeEv- 
talas kal Tod dvdpixod xopod évdov dyTos) 
does not, however, prove absolutely 
that the Theatre was used only on the 
last day. Op. Appendix VII. § 5. 

5. 48n does not leave much inter- 
val between the deposition of Demaratos 
and the occasion described. 

7. AdoOy: wh w, ® warume vaira, 
Thy a&xpay Kkdumrwv | xdeUnv Te Toed Kal 
yérxwra kal AdoOnv, Anthol. 7.345. (Cp. 
J. H. H. Schmidt, Synonymik, 133.) 

10. puplys. Cp. mupln bys 2. 136, 
OGp.a puvplov 2. 148. 

kaxétytos. Op. 8. 109. With the 
formula, cp. dpxn KaxOv “E)Anol re kal 
BapBdpo.ot 5. 97 supra. It can hardly 
be said that the prophetic alternative 
of Demaratos was fulfilled. 

12. Oeftpov. This building may have 
been on the same site as the marble 
theatre, located by Pausan. 8. 14 to the 
east of the Agora. 

13. 7@ Al, sc. 7@ épxelw, god of 
the family and household. Demaratos 

had lost the priesthood of Zeds Aaxe- 
daluwvy or of Zeds Ovpdvios (ep. c.° 56 
supra) but he could still sacrifice in 
person to Zevs épxetos in his own avaA7%. 
(Cp. Preller, Gr. Mythologie, i.* 117.) 

Thv pntépa éxaddeoe. His mother, 
though not young, is still alive: this 
scene is not necromantic. ; 

68. 2. éo els ktA. Making her there- 
by partaker in the sacrifice (Zidopfer, cp. 
Stengel, in I. Miiller’s Handbuch, v. 3, 
§ 77), and accursed if she forsware 
herself. (Cp. Hermann, G7. <Antigg. 
Wesells 522.) 

3. roudde. Hdt. does not always 
introduce his speeches with such a 
qualification. p- ce. 12 supra, 86 
infra. 

5. 6p0@ Ady, c. 53 supra, ‘in truth.’ 
toto. velkeot. Cp. c. 66 supra. 
7. ot 8 wat. There were two stories 

about the birth of Demaratos, beside 
the view that he was the true son of 
Ariston. The paradrepos Adyos is a 
bit of rationalism, exercised upon the 
genuinely mythical touch contributed 
in the person of Astrobakos. Cp. note 
c. 61 supra. ‘ 
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/ \ a a 

oTMOVL OTEpua TaLooTroLov ovK evijy: Texely yap av of Kal Tas 
/ a » e \ én lal ” c \ b] / mpotépas yuvaixas. o pev On ToradTa édeye, 7 Sé apelBero 

, 2 a / #y tal 
Tocioe. “@ Tat, émeite pe AuTHOL peTépyeas eirely THY aXN- 

, A > \ , > / ef ee: p) / Geinv, Tay &s oe KaTeipnceTar T@ANOES. ds pe HydyeTo "Api- 
> c a \ / > \ nA 

OT@V €5 EWUTOU, VUKTL TpiTN ATO THS TpadTNS HOE por ddopwa 
m/ > / \ \ \ / \ ce eidopevov “Apiotwm, cuvevynbev bS€ Tos otepdvovs Tovs exe 

, \ tA \ \ \ > / \ \ na b] / éwol TepteTidee, Kal TO Mev olywxee, Ke SE peTa TadTa Api- 
/ ” 

atov. as € pe elde Eyovcay otepdvous, eipota Tis Ein por 6 
/ > \ \' > / b A e \ > ig / ? \ \ 

dovs: eya dé edapnv exetvov, o Sé ovK brredéxeTO. eyw O€ KaT- 
, / Soa\ > / n >? / 2 / / 

@pvupny PaLevyn AVTOV OU TrOLEELY KANMS ATrapVEomEvoV* OhiyD Yap. 
/ > A6 \ Oé P) an / \ / 

Tt TpoTepov ENovTa Kal cuvvevynbévTa Sodbvat por TOs oTEpavous. 
( Fs / / ¢ >) / An 

opéwy S€ pe KaTouvupévny oO Apiotov éwabe ws Oeiov ein To 
rf an \ J. =} / A 

Tpnyua. Kal TovTO pev of oTépavor ehdvnoay éovTes eK TOU 
/ lol \ a / lal / npwiov Tov Tapa tHat Bvpnou THoL avrcinor idpupévov, TO 

Qn \ Ni \ rn 

kanréovot “ActpoBaKov, TovTo dé of pavTves Tov adTov TodTOV 
Ca > / s ef 4S any rn e/ \ / 

Hpoa avaipeoy civat. ovTw @® Tal eyes TaY, doov TL Kal BovrEat 
/ n a / / E i? / 

mudecbar* 7 yap éK TOU Hpwos TovTOU yéyovas, Kat ToL TaTNP 
> > / Cre. x? , > / a \ / 

_€ott AotpoBakos 0 pws, 7 Apictwy: év yap oe TH vUKTL TaUTN 
2 / Aa / 4 / fee) / / avatpéopat. TH O€ cev pddoTa KaTaTToVTaL ot ExOpol, NéyovTeEs 
e ae es / 24 Sa ey Ants) vA / a @$ autos o Apictap, OTE aUT@ av HyyéerXOns yeyevnpévos, TONNOV 

/ / a \ / \ / akovovTay ov pyaeé ce EwuTOU eivat (TOV ypovoy yap, Tovs SéKa 
a / / / a / n n pias, ovdéxw éEnKew), aidpein TOV ToLlovTwY KeElvos TOUTO 

/ \ ta) améppiuye TO émos. TikTovot yap yuvaiKxes Kal évvedunva Kal 
na / a / \ \ We éeTTapnva, Kal ov Tacar Séxa phvas éxTeNoaca: éyw O€ ce w 

69. 4. dacpa, 8. 84. Cp. émidaveioa flogging for death. This was evidence 
5. 92 n supra, pavfva cc. 106, 185 
infra. 

11. dpéwy 8 krA. Note the validity 
of the asseyeration on oath. Cp. c. 868 
infra. 

13. mapa tyot. Demaratos and his 
mother were standing by the altar of 
Zeus Herkeios, just inside the gates of 
the courtyard. The stables und store- 
houses were probably hard by, with 
the chapel of Astrobakos, the patron of 
the Muleteers. Pausanias 3. 16, 6 
(249) tells us all we know on the ~ 
subject. It is evident that at some 
time the Agidae found room for Astro- 
bakos (or Astrabakos) among their 
ancestors, for the story goes that Astra- 
bekos and Alopekos, brothers in the 
fourth generation from Agis, found the 
fbavov of Artemis Orthia, which was 
worshipped at Lakedaimon by human 
sacrifices till Lykurgos substituted 

to Pausanias that the édavoy in Limnatis 
was the true avov brought by Orestes 
and Iphigeneia from Taurike. Cp. 4. 
103 supra. Astrabakos and Alopekos 
went out of their minds (rapedpdvncav) 
over the discovery. (Cp. 5. 85 supra.) 
The mythologists associate Alopekos 
with the fox, and Astrabakos with the 
sumpter-mule (do7pd8n), associations 
which might suggest that these heroes 
were probably not models of purity. 
Wide (Lakonische Kulte, p. 279) follows 
Benseler in explaining the name as= 
‘One riding on a mule-saddle,” and 
emphasises the resemblance between 
Astrabakos and Dionysos. 

22. rlerovor. eget ge de Septi- 
mestr. 1. p. 447, ed. Kiith. quoted by 
Rawlinson, iii. p. 458 is even wilder: 
tlkrew Kal émrdunva Kal éxrdunva Kat 
évvedunva Kal dexdunva cal évdexdunra, 
kal rovrwy Td oxrdunva ov mepryiver@at, 

69 
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70 

\ n / 

10 weyadwotl Kal yhv Te Kal Todas edwKe. 

328 HPOAOTOY VI 

Tai emtaunvov érexov. yyw dé Kal adTos 6 Aplotav od pera 
TOANOY Ypovoyv ws avoin TO eros éeKBddou TodTO. dyous be 
addous Tepl yevéoros THs cewuTod pn) Séxeo" TA yap adnbéotara 
TavTa aKnKoas. €« O€ dvopopRav aiT@ te Aevtvyldyn Kal rotor 
TavTa Néyover TikTovey ai yuvaixes maidas. % pev b) TadTa 
Eeye, 0 S€ uOopevds Te Ta éBovreTO Kal errdbva NaBev érropevero 
és “Haw, TO royw has as és Aerhods ypnoopevos TO YpnaTnplo 
mopeverat. Aaxedarpovior d€ imotomnbévtes Anudpyrov Spnope 
emruxerpéery edi@xov. Kat Kas éf0n és ZaxvvOov duaBas 6 
Anpdpntos é« ths "Hdsdos: érridvaBdvres Sé of Aaxedapovior 
avTov Te drTovTo Kal Tovs OepdrrovTas avTOU AmraLpéovTaL. peTa 
dé, ov yap é&edidocay avrov of ZaxtvO.o, évOcdrev Sva3aiver és 
Tyv “Acinvy mapa Bacirdéa Aapeiov. 6 dé tmedéEatd te adTov 

OUT@ amiKeTo &s THY 
‘Acinv Anpudpnros Kal tovavtn ypnodpevos Tbyn, dda Te Aaxe- 

70. 3. és°HAw. A remarkable indica- 
tion of the route followed by a Spartan 
in going to Delphi. Had Herodotus 
himself ever traversed this road? Cp. 
Introduction, pp. xciv f. 

4. Spnopo. Plutarch mentions a 
vouos madatos invoked against Agis IV. 
which ovk« ég rov ‘Hpaxdeliny éx yuvatkds 
d\dNodamhs TexvolcOar, Tov dé dmedOovra 
THs UBmdprns éml peroukicou@ mpos érépous 
amobvnckev Kedrever (Agis c. 11). It 
cannot have been rigidly enforced, as 
the case of Dorieus proves. But, if 
Demaratos was not son of Ariston, he 
was no Herakleid. Op. however c. 75 
infra. 

5. ZaxvvOov, 4. 195 supra. 
7. pera S€. The flight of Demaratos 

from Sparta seems to fall in the summer 
of 490 B.c. (or possibly in the year 
previous). The date of his arrival in 
Asia, of his reception by Dareios, is 
unfortunately obscure. From 7. 3 it 
might be argued that Demaratos pre- 
sented himself in Susa after Marathon, 
and after the revolt of Egypt, but 
before the death of Dareios, say about 
486 B.c. Ktesias seems to place his 
advent very shortly before the passage 
of the Hellespont (Gilmore, p. 155): 
if this indication were trustworthy it 
might be taken to refer simply to the 
moment (in 480 B.c.) when Demaratos 
may have come from Pergamos to join 
Xerxes at Abydos. But see next note. 

10. yfv te kal médvas: Idpyapuov mev 

éxotcav mpocédaBe (6 OlBpwv) Kal Tev- 
Opaviay kat ‘AXrloapvay, Gv Hipucbévns te 
kal IlpoxAjs hpxov of ard Anuapdrov rot 
Aakedaipovlov’ éxelyw 5 atrn 4 xapa 
OGpov éx Bacithéws €660n avtt ris émt 
Thv ‘“Ed\d6a cuorparelas (Xen. Hell. 
3. 1, 6). If Xenophon is right, the gift 
was not from Dareios, but from Xerxes, 
which, indeed, seems probable. Cp. 
the rewards to Histiaios and others 5. 
11 supra and the beneficia to Themi- 
stokles from Artaxerxes, Thuc. 1. 138. 
The Troad was an alternative to Lakonia, 
for if Xerxes had been victorious, pre- 
sumably Demaratos would have re- 
turned to Sparta as ‘Tyrant’ of Lake- 
daimon, perhaps as Satrap of Pelo- 
ponnese or of Hellas. Cp. the dream of 
Pausanias, 5. 32 supra. The Prokles 
above-mentioned took part in the ex- 
pedition of Kyros the younger and is 
described by Xenophon, Anab. 2. 1, 3 
IIpoxA7js 6 TevOpavlas dpxwv, yeyoras amd 
Anpuapdrov rod Adxwvos: and in 7. 8, 17 
as IIpoxAjjs é€ ‘ANtodpyns Kal TevOpavlas 6 
dad Anuapdrov, Pythias, the daughter 
of Aristotle, was married to a Prokles 
in this same family (the second of her 
three husbands) and had two sons by 
him, Prokles and Demaratos, who 
became pupils of Theophrastos (Sext. 
Emp. mp. pabnuarixods 258, Bekker, 
ed. 1842, p. 657). It is an obvious 
hypothesis that Hdt.’s anecdotes of 
Demaratos may in part be drawn from 
the family traditions at Pergamos. 
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Sarpoviorcs svyva Epyowct Te Kal yvopunot arroNapmpuvieis, ev b8 
> / fa) 57 Kal Odvurriada ot avedopuevos TeOpirrm tpocéBare, podvos 

rovTo TavTwv 6) TaY yevouévov Bacidéwv év Lawaptn TOlnoas. 

Aevtuxidns dé 6 Mevdpeos Anpwapyrov Katraravabévtos S1e- 
déEato tv Bacidninv, Kal of yiverar tats ZevEiSnuos, tov 81 
Kuvicxov pere&érepor Srraptinréwy éxddeov. obtos 6 LevElSnpos 

> > / \ / \ A \ 

ovx €Bacirevce Swaps: mpo Aevtvyidem yap TedevTa, NLTTOV 

maida “Apyidnuov. Aeutuyidns dé otepnOels ZevEsdnuov yapméer 
devtépny yuvaixa Evpvddunv thy éotcav Meviov aderdenv Avax- 
Topidew dé Ouyarépa, x THs of Epoev pev yiverar oddév, Ouyarnp 
dé Aaurite, tiv “Apxidnuwos 6 ZLevEdypou yapuées Sovtos aito@ 
Aevtuyiseo. 

12. atrodkapmpvvOels. Hitherto he has 
appeared in Hdt.’s narrative in an un- 
favourable light, cp. cc. 51, 61 supra. 
But in exile he appears to serve his 
country better. Cp. 7. 239 e¢ al. 

Hdt. becomes obscure over the ex- 
ploits of Demaratos. Does he mean to 
say that Demaratos was the only king 
of Sparta who ever won a chariot race 
at Olympia? Or does he mean to say 
that he was the only king who having 
won such a victory had it proclaimed 
in the name of the Lakedaimonians, 
not in hisown? (Cp. ec. 103 infra, and 
Thue. 5. 50.) There seems no possi- 
bility of dating exactly the victory of 
Demaratos (‘‘zwischen 510 u. 491,” 
H. Forster, Die Olympischen Sieger, p. 
11, or rather 508-492 B.c.=Ol. 68-72). 
The eyent may have been commemorated 
onaninscription. Cp. Introduction, pp. 
lviii ff. and lxxxii. The grammar of 
the passage is not strict, &\\a re dzro- 
NapumpuvGeis Kal mpocéBare is incon- 
sequent, and the duplication of re xal 
(Epyaot re kal yvwpyor) is clumsy. dda 

Te atronr. kal ToUTo . . mo.joas, 
’Od\upridda mpocéBare would be 
more correct. The grammatical incon- 
sequence is, however, Herodotean, cp. 
c. 74 infra mpocayuy Kal Fv. So 1. 85 
émippavouevos Kal érerdbuee, 3. 74 avrol 
bev pdpevot . . Kelvov 5 éxédevov. 

71. 3. Kuvicxov. The daughter of 
Archidamos was named Kyniska; she 
was the first woman that reared horses, 
and won a prize at Olympia (Pausan. 
8. 15, 1). 

5. "Apx(8npov. Archidamos  suc- 
ceeded his grandfather and father-in- 
law, though his own father never held 

od pev ovde Aevtuyidns Kateynpa ev Xmdpty, adda 

the sceptre : what of the supposed law, 
put into the mouth of Demaratos, 7. 3 ? 
That law, if it existed at all, would 
only apply to cases where there was a 
number of sons of a reigning king. 

6. Mevfov. Nothing is recorded of 
Menias and Diaktorides, brother and 
father of Eurydame, though they are 
mentioned here apparently as well- 
known persons. Hdt. presumably is 
drawing on his Spartan sources. The 
aunt was younger, as appears, than the 
nephew. On close marriages at Sparta, 
cp. 7. 239. 

From the passage it may be in- 
ferred that Archidamos was still alive 
when Hdt. wrote it. Leotychides 
died in 469 B.c., seenextc. Archidamos 
died in 428 B.c. (Thuc. 3.1, 89). It 
is quite obvious that Zeuxidamos must 
have been born before Leotychides 
became king in 491/0 B.o., for Archi- 
damos who succeeded in 469 B.o. 
(Duncker, viii. 134) was probably born 
about 499 B.c. Leotychides who may 
have been born about 550 8B.c., and was 
perhaps sixty years of age when he suc- 
ceeded Demaratos in 490 B.c., had a 
long life, and might well survive his son. 

8. Sévros. It was not a runaway 
match as Demaratos’ marriage had 
been c. 65 supra, but as it is hardly 
possible to suppose that the wedding 
of Archidamos and ADEE took place 
before 469 B.c., much less before 475 
B.C., the act here referred to must have 
been a Betrothal, not an Espousal: the 
formula rather suggests the latter, cp. 
c. 130 infra. 

72. 1. od pey od8% Krd., ‘ Leotychides 
reached old age, but not in Sparta,’ 

71 ~ 

72 
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Tiaw Toujvoe twa Anpuapyrp é&érice. 
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éotpatnynce Aakedat- 
/ > / 

povioics és Oeacarinv, wapedv bé of mavTa UTroyelpia Troumoacbat 
edwpoddKnae apyt ArOv: er atv bpm 6€ aArovs avToU é poooknoe apyuplov TodXov: er avTopwpw Oé ddovs av’rod év 

n / > / 5T@ oTpatomédo, émixaTHpwevos yeupios wrén apyuplov, ébuye éx 
/ ce \ / Lraprns tro Simacripiov uTayOeis, Kal Ta oikla of KaTecKadn’ 

4 \ / epuye O€ és Teyénv Kal érerevtnce ev ravrn. 
la] \ \ / / nr Tatra peév &1 éyévero ypovm tartepov' tote dé ds TH Kreo- 

/ oo ¢ / \ b] \ n Bévei ©@0n TO és Tov Anudpnrov mphypa, adtixa mapadkaBov 

2. tlow. Cp. c. 84 infra, ad fin. 
éotparnyynoe KTA. Rawlinson, iii.’ 

p. 455, dates this expedition 478 B.c. 
(i.e. in the same year as the expedi- 
tion of Pausanias to Kypros, Thuc. 
1. 94). Duncker, viii. 62, dates it two 
years later 476 3B.c., the year (= 477/6 
B.0.) that witnessed the separate organ- 
isation of the maritime Allies, and the 
victory of Eion (7. 107, Thue. 1. 98), 
and connects it with the efforts made by 
Sparta to retain or recover her prestige 
and position by working in the area of 
the Amphiktyonic League against the 
“Medizers’ (cp. 7. 218). The return 
of Leotychides, his trial and exile, 
Duncker dates spring 475 B.c. Busolt, 
Gr. G. ii. 353, agrees with Duncker’s 
date. (In ’A@. mod. c. 23 the formation 
of the League is dated to the year of 
Timosthenes, 478/7 B.c., perhaps a 
slight prochronism. ) 

6. td SkaorHpiov trayGels. Cp. 
Introduction, p. lxxxvi. Doubtless Hdt. 
had heard in Sparta the more or less 
official account of the judicial condem- 
nation of Leotychides; but was the 
story the truth, or the whole truth? 
It may fairly be doubted, both in the 
light of the story itself, and in the 
light of other similar stories, perhaps 
not less but more improbable. So much 
of Spartan history, especially of Sparta’s 
internal history, is made up of the dis- 
honour of her kings! Duncker has 
pointed out more fully and clearly than 
any one else the suspicions attaching 
to the stories of the end of Kleomenes, 
Leotychides, Pausanias, the great and 
ambitious kings of the fifth century, 
who aimed perhaps at ruling instead 
of merely reigning. A powerful king 
was more dangerous to the Dorian 
oligarchy than a weak king, and success 
in foreign warfare was best calculated 
to enhance a king’s power. If Leoty- 
chides had really ‘conquered Thessaly’ 
he might have been more formidable 

to Sparta than as victor of Mykale, 
especially with the other king a minor, 
and his guardian abroad. Leotychides 
was already (in 476 B.C.) a greybeard : 
but ambition and masterfulness no 
more than avarice decrease with years. 
The charge of corruption may have 
been justified, but Leotychides may 
still have been sacrificed as a dangerous 
politician. Hdt. does not go behind 
what he has been told: still less does 
he suspect any foul play in the death 
of Leotychides. It probably coincided 
with the confederation of Arkadia 
against Sparta, cp. 9. 35, and it was 
surely no accident that Tegea was 
the refuge of the Spartan exile (ep. 
c. 74 infra). The Persian war strained- 
the constitution of Sparta almost to 
bursting and collapse. Success and 
failure were alike fatal. Foreign com- 
mands were dangerous, not so much 
to the integrity of the individual 
Spartan, as to the conditions of the 
oligarchic régime at home. Leoty- 
chides and Pausanias, the victor of 
Mykale, the victor of Plataea, were too 
great for an oligarchic state: they 
went the way of Kleomenes. Spartan 
traditions never betrayed the Spartan 
government; a king is always at 
hand as a scape-goat (cp. 5. 49-51). 
If Leotychides really succumbed to 
a bribe, Themistokles and Athenian 
interests may have had something to 
say thereto. Duncker assigns the pro- 
posal of Themistokles to destroy the 
Peloponnesian fleet at Pagasae to the 
winter 476/5 3B.c. vol. vill. pp. 65 ff. 
Busolt, ii. 354 n., virtually endorses his 
combination. (One might be tempted 
to put it in 479 B.c., as the Pelopon- 
nesians came back from the Hellespont, 
ep. Thue. 1. 89-93.) 

73. 1. rére St carries back to the 
accession of Leotychides in 491 B.c., ¢. 
66 supra. avrika places the seizure of 
the Aiginetan hostages and their in- 

Piiiai cys: 
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ternment at Athens before the winter became of them; on these vital 
of 491/0 B.c. questions Hdt. apparently felt no 

4. audorépwy. Notwithstanding the curiosity. Cp. ¢. 87 infra and Appen- 
, vébuos 5.75 supra. Cp.c. 86 infra. It dix VIII. § 5. 
_ would be an evasion to say that the 74. 1. perd. How long after? Before 

OE TL cress Mpeg 

kings were not come é&ovecns orparcis. 
The Aiginetans at least regarded it as a 
hostile demonstration (é1’ av’rov’s) and 
eed to a force majeure. That the 
ings of Sparta should be sent by the 

government to hand over ten of the 
principal men of the Dorian oligarchy 
to Athens, a democracy, seems to show 
that the Spartans were by this time 
fully alive to the danger of a Persian 
invasion, the restoration of ‘tyrannies’ 
under Persian auspices, perhaps the 
establishment of the tyranny in Sparta 
itself, the revival of Argos, the re- 
appearance of the Phoenician in Thera 
and Kythera. Had not Sparta, if 
the story in 7. 133 be true, already 
thrown the Persian heralds into the 
Kaiadas? The action of Korinth at 
this juncture is not recorded at Sparta, 
nor at Athens: but it is safe to con- 
jecture that Korinth at this crisis was 

10. mrapaSfkyv. The word is not used 
haphazard, but smooths the way for 
the wondrous argument put into the 
mouth of Leotychides, c. 86 infra. 
How long these hostages remained in 
Athens, how they were treated, who 
had them in charge, what finally 

or after the battle of Marathon? If 
the exile of Demaratos fell into the 
year 490 B.c. July (cp. c. 69 supra) and 
occasioned the exposure of Kleomenes, 
his flight to Thessaly may have taken 
place before Marathon, and _ these 
domestic troubles may help to account 
for the inaction and inconsequence of 
the Spartans in September 490 B.c., ep. 
c. 106infra. The intrigue of Kleomenes 
in Arkadia, his restoration, insanity, 
and supposed suicide would follow, but 
surely not before the battle of Mara- 
thon. The way to Persia was barred 
to the conqueror of Argos by the start 
Demaratos had gained on him, and 
perchance by his part in the reception 
of the heralds of Dareios. What 
Demaratos (as Pausanias afterwards) 
hoped to effect from Susa, Kleomenes 
may have hoped to effect from Nonakris. 
The visit to Thessaly might have been 
connected with an idea of reviving 
the Amphiktyony against Sparta: but 
Kleomenes was discredited at Delphi. 
The old Arkadian League offered him 
the weapon, and Leotychides after- 
wards attempted to employ it again, 
c. 72 supra. 

5. 8pkovs. On the force of oaths, 
cp. ¢. 62 swpra. And on Styx as an 
bpxos, Homer, Od. 5. 185. 
mpordywv .. kal. . dy. 

supra. 
Cp. ec. 70 
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6. Novaxpw. Far to the north of 75. 2. éwt rotovuxtA. The words sup- 
Arkadia in the district of Azania (cp. 
c. 127 infra), the home of Arkadian in- 
dependence. There at the tomb of 
Aipytos, first king of the land, was 
perhaps the focus for a confederation 
(cp. Iliad 2. 603-614), which Kleomenes 
now sought to revive in an anti-Dorian 
and anti-Spartan interest. Cp. E. 
Curtius, Peloponnesos, i. p. 168, and 
History of Greece, K. T. ii. p. 205. 

9. Kal 8% Kal gore Toidvde mr. Hat. 
writes almost as if he had been in 
Nonakris, though the critical Néyerac 
(cp. 4. 184) may infect the whole 
sentence, and he by no means describes 
the waterfall of the Styx in adequate 
terms. Cp. the autopsy of Pausanias, 
8. 17, 5, 18. 2, and for modern refer- 
ences, Rawlinson, note ad 7. Add 
Wordsworth’s Greece, ed. Tozer, p. 384 ; 
Curtius, Peloponnesos, i. 195; Bursian, 
Geogr. v. Griechenland, ii. 202. Van 
Herwerden reforms the text by omittin 
modxw and 7d Drvyds Udwp first time, an 
inserting re after Aéyera. 

port the view that the royal institution 
at Sparta was based on a contract. Cp. 
c. 52 supra. 

4, airlka, He did not long survive 
his return. 

5. bropapyérepov. In 5. 42 supra 
he has been described as ov dpevipys 
axpowavys Te even before his accession. 

6. td okfrrpov. His badge of 
office. Cp. Iliad 2. 100-108. 

7. ™pootjkovtes, Cp. c. 57 supra 
(rods udduord odt . . mpoojKovTas). But 
is it credible that relatives could attach 
the king’s person, without intervention 
of Ephors or Gerusia ? 

Tov gvAakoy. This single helot, 
left to guard the mad king in the 
stocks, must have reported the con- 
versation, but not till all was over with 
Kleomenes. With some of the details, 
cp. the story of Hegesistratos 9. 37. (On 
the form @vAaxkos cp. L. & 8.) 

15. aréBave tedrrw toroirw. There 
was apparently no doubt anywhere 
entertained that Kleomenes died by his 
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own hand under the most horrible 
circumstances. Every one accepted the 
Spartan account of the facts, which 
was necessarily an official account, and 
the only one available. But it was 
generally felt that some signal explana- 
tion was necessary of the king’s fate. 
There are on record five rival hypotheses 
in explanation of the king’s end: the 
pan-Hellenic (Delphian), the Athenian, 
the Argive, the Spartan, the author’s 
own. Some of the conjectures betrayed 
local prejudices (as the Athenian, the 
Argive), though the majority of the 
Hellenes warsed that the unpardonable 

-sin of Kleomenes was his corruption of 
the pan-Hellenic centre of inspiration. 
Hdt., however, prefers a more exact 
and personal illustration of the lex 
talionis. Cp. c. 84 infra. Oddly 
enough, the Spartans took a purely 
natural view of cause and effect in this 
instance, c. 84 infra. Hdt. has left it 
to Pausanias 3. 4, 6 to point out that 
the five hypotheses are all reconcilable ; 
though the modern will be tempted to 
add that this harmony is far from 
proving the truth of any. 

17. ta wept A. It is not actually 
asserted that what was said was false: © 
even the truth may be told corruptly. 
It is obvious, however, that the 
posterity of Demaratos considered them- 
selves genuine Herakleids. Cp. c. 70 
supra. 
- -yevopeva om. Gomperz. 

18. és "Ekevoiva, 5. 74 supra. The 
circumstance of the sacrilege is not 
mentioned in that place. The Athenians 
had another dcéSnya to report of Kleo- 
menes (5. 72 supra). 

tay Gedy. Demeter and the Kora. 
19. as 8’ Apyetor.. The Argives may 

have assigned this cause for the doom of 
Kleomenes, but the story of the outrage 
which follows is not derived from Argive 
sources, and it is fair to remark that 
the assignment of these reasons to 
the Argives, the Athenians and ‘the 
majority of Hellenes,” might be a fair 

result of inference on Hdt.’s part to 
the probabilities, or proprieties, of the 
case. Cp. Introduction, pp. Ixxviii f. . 

76. 2. éme(re. The war between Sparta 
and Argos here narrated is unfortunately 
not dated by Hdt., who treats it merely 
as an episode in the biography of 
Kleomenes. Pausanias 3. 4, 1 places 
it immediately after the accession of 
Kleomenes (and Manso, Sparta, 1. i. 
303, li. 329, actually dated it to 519 
B.c. So too even Curtius, Gr. G. iii.6 
p- 889 and reff. ). 

It has been placed by others later, 
but still before the close of the sixth 
century ; about 510 B.c. (Smith, Dict. 
Biogr. s. v. CLEOMENES) or 506 B.0., 7.¢. 
between the retreat from EHleusis and 
the application of Aristagoras in Sparta. 

The formal and material arguments 
against the earlier and in favour of a 
later date, are numerous and strong: 
(1) The oracle associates the Argive 
war with the Ionian revolt and the 
capture of Miletos. This is a prima 
facie proof that the events were nearly 
synchronous, quite independent of the 
question whether the double- barrelled 
Pythian shot was a genuine prophecy. 
It is enough that before Hdt.’s time 
the capture of Miletos in 494 B.o. and 
the Argive war of Kleomenes were 
associated together at Delphi. Cp. ec. 
19 supra. (2) C. 500 B.c. Aristagoras 
urges the Spartan king udxas dvaBd)- 
NetOar mpds te Meoonviovs édvras ico- 
madéas kal’ Apxddas re kal’ Apyelous 5. 49 
supra, which would have been rather 
beside the mark if the king had just 
ut Argos hors de combat by a crushing 

Seeete (3) An impending war with 
Argos explains much better than a 
recent victory the refusal of the 
Spartans in 499 B.c. to assist the 
Ionians. Cp. the exactly parallel case 
half-a-century earlier, 1. 81 ff. 152. 
(4) The hypothesis that the defeat of 
Argos fell out about the same date as 
the capture of Miletos, 494 n.c., rather 
than ten or twenty years earlier, fits in 

20 

76 
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much better with what is recorded of 
the words and deeds of the Argives in 
481 B.o. (7. 148, 149), where they excuse 
their neutrality on the ground of their 
recent loss in the war with Kleomenes. 
(5) Sikyon and Aigina appear as allies 
of Sparta. Aigina joined 516 B.c., 
Sikyon in 506 3B.o. (Duncker, 7. ¢. infra 
as against Pausanias). Cp. Grote, iv. 
p- 10 n. ; Duncker, vii.® p. 72; Busolt, 
li, 48. Cp. Clinton, ii.? 517 note x, 
who does not date the war ‘‘about 510 
B.C.”’ as erroneously said (Smith, Dict. 
Biogr. i. 793), but the florwit of Telesilla, 
(cp. Clinton, ad ann.). 

maptiytas. The Spartan tradi- 
tion completely ignores assistance or 
allies; but c. 92 infra shows that 
Aigina and Sikyon at least took part 
in it, even if the cupydxwy orparid in 
Pausan. 3. 4, 1 is an error (Busolt, ii. 
49 n.°). Anyway, it is hardly to be 
supposed that this war was undertaken 
on the sole initiative of the king, or 
kings (c. 56 supra). The Delphic 
direction would weigh more with the 
Spartans generally (cp. 5. 63) than 
with Kleomenes, who knew how to 
procure such things. The strategy 
may have been of Kleomenes, the policy 
was Sparta’s. 

3. Aéyerar, cp. c. 74 supra. Hadt. 
does not write as though he had been 

_in Argos: his doubt, however, might 
be on the connexion of the river with 
the lake. The Stymphalis Limne is in 
N.E. Arkadia, under Mt. Kyllene, and 
empties through a katayvothra or sub- 
terranean channel: the drainage there 
is to the Gulf of Corinth. The river 
Erasinos issues from Mt. Chaon and 
flows into the Gulf of Argos, S.W. of 
the city. The distance between the 

two points may be some 25 or 30 miles 
E. as the crow flies, but not as the 
water flows. Diodorus 15. 49 gives it 
as 200 stades (= c. 23 miles), and 
Rawlinson note ad /. says this is 25 
miles short. It seems difficult to 
believe that the waters of the Erasinos 
really flow out of the lake of Stym- 
phalos, and it is noticeable that Hdt. 
by no means commits himself to that 
theory, generally prevalent in ancient 
and modern times. The Arkadian 
water with almost this single excep- 
tion finds its way westwards. Cp. 
Bursian, Geogr. v. Gr. ii. 186. 

7. atté, the river god. His 
daughters, Anton. Lib. 40 (‘* sonst 
unbekannt,”’ Schultz apud Roscher, 
Lexikon, sub v.), would be water- 
nymphs, like the Danaids. The saeri- 
fice was, perhaps, something less than 
a bull. Cp. c. 56 supra. 

éxadArépee. The diaSarnpia were un- 
favourable—-as when Pausanias did 
not choose to cross Asopos, 9. 36. 
That there were other reasons for the 
strategic action in each case is more 
than probable. If when Kleomenes 
reached the Erasinos there were from 
six to eight thousand Argive hoplites 
on the opposite bank, the ‘citizens’ 
who were ‘saved by the Erasinos’ were 
not all Argives. But cp. note infra. 

8. épn. Kleomenes had a Laconic 
tongue. Cp. 5. 72, c. 50 supra, 
Plutarch, Apophth. Lac. (Moralia, 223 
f.) and Appendix VII. § 7. 

It may be permissible to add that I 
well remember the late Rector of Lincoln 
College (Mark Pattison), in a conyersa- 
tion on ‘‘ Greek wit,” citing this jest as 
one of the best mots in the literature. 

11. TY Saddooy, presumably Poseidon. 
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Cp. rot 5 ért Awi Paddoons lepa péfor | 
ravipous Tauudhavas évooixdovr kvavoxalry, 
Od. 3. 5 f. The Erasinos lay to the 
S.W. of Argos, and Thyrea still further 
S. Nauplia, Tiryns, and Sepeia or 
Hesepeia to the S.E. The bottoms 
used on this occasion to cross the gulf 
of Argos were supplied in part from 
Sikyon and Aigina, c. 92 infra. They 
must have been summoned in good 
time, even if the galleys from Sikyon 
were run across the isthmos (cp. 
Thue. 3. 15, 8, 7. 8). It looks as if 
we had in this passage an imperfect 
and distorted tradition of a brilliant 
strategic combination, projected and 
carried out by Kleomenes, the demon- 
stration on the Erasinos being a feint 
to draw the Argives from the city. It 

_ was then perhaps an inversion of the 
lan pursued in 509 B.c. against Athens. 
p. 5. 63 supra. 
77. 3. peralxpiov, c. 112 infra. Near 

- enough to hear the herald, who, per- 
haps, on this occasion was marked out 
for the service by his loud voice (ce. 
60 supra). But see note on mpocn- 

. tpoBéovro. The Argives were 
not afraid of a pitched battle with the 

_ Spartans, they were afraid of a ruse, 
because the oracle had warned them 

_ that “‘when the female prevailed over 
the male, driving him out and getting 

of Argives, women in Argos 

would have to say: ‘dread wreathed 
serpent perished by spear o’ercome.’” 
4 Patkcdiva. The -apevOqxn és 

MéAnotovs has been given, c. 19 supra. 
9. GAN’ bérav «TA. It cannot be 

denied that this oracle is obscure 
enough “to be regarded as a genuine 
Pythian response” (see Rawlinson, 
note ad l.). Op. 7.111. It is obscure 

a enough to have been really prophetic ; 
in fact there have been many genuine 

prophecies less obscure. 
however, follow that ‘‘it is hopeless to 
attempt a rational explanation of this 
oracle’’: on the contrary, rational ex- 
planations are not far to seek. 

A. Favourable to Argos. She of 
Argos shall defeat and drive out him of 
Lakedaimon, but it will cost the Argive 
women dear: ‘twill be a Kadmean 
victory: posterity will account that 
day the ruin of Argive power. The 
only doubt that could arise would be: 
who was the female of Argos: but the 
goddess (Hera) supplies the answer. 

B. Unfavourable to Argos. Sparta 
(female) shall conquer Argos (male), (but 
see infra). The women of Argos shall 
make lamentation. Posterity will date 
the ruin of Argos from that day. The 
only obscurity left in this case lies in 
the word é&\doy. In neither case is 
it easy to see how the oracle should 
rouse a suspicion of a ruse or trick, 
though a trick was certainly per- 
petrated on the Argives. 

Taking either of these interpretations 
the oracle would be a remarkable pre- 
diction, and substantially consonant 
with the event. The first interpreta- 
tion, however, promises victory of a 
kind to Argos for which there is no 
room or justification in the narrative 
of Hdt., unless indeed the first lines be 
applied to the expulsion of Kleomenes 
by Hera (c. 82 infra), and form a sort 
of torepov mpérepov. The second inter- 
peaen leaves nothing to be desired 
ut an explanation of é&eAdoy, and even 

this might be found by referring 4 
Onrea to Hera, and quoting c. 82 infra, 
as above. The authenticity and genu- 
inely el one character of the response 
will then stand and fall with the credi- 
bility of the events narrated in c. 82infra. 
They are incredible, see notes ad 1. ¢. 

C. There is a third possible explana- 
tion of the oracle, which leaves no 

It does not, 

unr 

10 
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obscurity whatever. This explanation, 
however, involves the conclusion that 
for the truth, the whole truth, we 
must look elsewhere than to the story 
of the Argive war as told by Hdt. In 
this explanation the female of Argos 
becomes Telesilla the poetess, who, 
according to another tradition, with 
the women of Argos succeeded in 
driving Kleomenes out of the town, 
after he had defeated the men of Argos 
in a pitched battle. This story is 
indeed ‘‘incompatible with the state- 
ments of Herodotos,” but it does not 
follow that Grote is right in concluding 
that ‘‘the story probably grew up out 
of the oracle itself.” It is possible 
that the oracle grew up out of the 
story, and that the story was substan- 
tially true. So Clinton, Fast. Hell. 
ii? p. 21, 510 B.o., after quoting the 
authorities for the exploit of Telesilla 
(Plutarch, Virt. Mul. p. 245 D &, 
Pausanias 2. 20, 8), adds: ‘‘ Herodotus 
confirms the fact by recording the 
oracle to which it gave occasion.” The 
oracle is plainly a vaticiniwm post 
eventwm in Clinton’s opinion. That 
the traditions in Pausanias and Plutarch 
are from an Argive source (Sokrates of 
Argos), while the story in Hdt. is in 
the main Spartan, is a further sugges- 
tion of Duncker’s, which helps to ex- 
plain the discrepancies. The fact that 
Sokrates was a late author does not 
make it improbable that traditions 
preserved through him are primitive or 
early : every one now sees that we are 
largely indebted to the latest authors 
(Strabo, Pausanias, Plutarch e¢ ai.) for 
our knowledge of primitive and early 
traditions, legends, myths, customs, 
and historic facts. 

D. Two other interpretations suggest 
themselves as explaining the origin of 
the response—either of which gives a 
much clearer sense and application: 
(a) Assuming that 7 67\ea means Hera, 

and so Argos, the verses might refer to 
war between Argos and Epidauros, 
with which place the serpent was earl 
associated. Asklepios, if not himse 
actually a serpent, might be represented 
by a serpent. Cp. Head, Hist. Num. 
360, Mahly, Die Schlange im Mythus 
etc., p. 8. (6) Finally, it may be asked 
whether this oracle had originally any- 
thing to say to Argos and Hera, much 
less to Kleomenes or Telesilla, at all ? 
The gus was notoriously associated with 
Athene (4. 189 supra, ep. 8. 41, 55), and 
the victory of the female over the male 
was her victory (Erechtheus, Erich- 
thonios= Poseidon on the one side, and 
the dds or Spdxwy on the other), The 
transfer of this old enigma to Argos 
may have been facilitated by the 
Homeric use of the word ’Apyetou.. It is 
not unlikely that the Delphic versifiers 
had a stock of such ready-made riddles 
on hand. 

13. Sevds, though found in Hdt. 
coupled with cogés, in epic or oracular 
language must be taken in its older 
meaning ‘dread.’ 

égis. Stein interprets as the crest 
or symbol. of Argos, the enchorial 
hero ('Apyecpdvrns = dquoxrévos). Cp. 
Soph. Ant. 125, Eurip. Phoen. 1137. 
As Busolt remarks (Gr. G. i.? 214 n.) 
the proper crest of the city of Argos 
was the wolf, or wolf’s-head (cp. Head, 
Hist. Num. p. 366); but that would 
hardly be a reason against interpreting 
the é¢is here to stand for Argos, And it 
may be added that Sepeia, or Hesepeia, 
is another point of suggestion between 
the oracle and the event (o7y=6d¢is). 

déXuctos (a intensive), the better read- 
ing, may be taken as equivalent to the 
vulgate rpcéAcxros. 

14. tatra mavra seems vague. Op. 
mavra Tavra 5. 36 supra. 

16. mpoonpatvor. The signal may 
have been given by a horn or trumpet. 
Cp. L. & 8.7 sub v. onpualvw, I. 2. 
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78. 2. wapayy&AAe. How the rapdy- 
yehois in a Spartan army would be 
earried out is explained by Thucydides, 
5. 66. Cp. Xenoph. Rep. Laced. xii. 6. 

_ 4. ratra. According to another 
account, which well illustrates the 
' casuistry of swearing, Kleomenes fooled 
the Argives by a device more discredit- 
able to him than to them. Having 
agreed to a truce for seven days he 
attacked them on the third night 

(Plutarch, Apophth. Lac. Kleom. = Mor. 
223). Being reproached for a breach of 

aith he replied that the nights had 
not been included in the oath: d&ddws 
Te kal 6 re dy Kaxdv Tis moun Tovs mrode- 

_ Blovs rofro Kal apd Oeois Kal mapa dv- 
Oparos Sikns wimréprepov voulferbar—a 

ia easton which cuts at the root of 
, truces. See further, 4. 201 supra. 
The two stories are not strictly incom- 

_ patible, but either is enough to explain 
the event; and the Herodotean looks 
tather like a Spartan version devised to 
Beanie pr hee "s aa of faith. 
719. 1. atrop dy suggests 
that treachery too was at ote Srey 

VOL. I 
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could hardly have furnished him with 
the names of all the six thousand, or 
even the majority (7oA\@ 5é ru mAedvas), 
but they might have given fifty names. 
The herald, a sacred personage, was not 
necessarily privy to the deceit: unless 
he was sent in to call each one separately. 

4. &rowa. The tariff was not confined 
to the Peloponnesos, ep. 5. 77 supra. 

7. &ednPee. The passage is a curious 
anticipation of the story in Thucydides, 
Beside A7eh. 

80. 5. dvacrevdtas péya ele. The 
sudden conversion of this impious 
madman, who knew that oracles could 
be purchased, and afterwards bought 
one (c. 66 supra), had just forsworn him- 
self, had lied through the sacred lips 
of the herald, had committed sacrilege 
at Athens (5. 72 supra), at Eleusis (c. 
75 supra), and presently recommits it in 
the Heraion (c. 82 infra), who was 
indeed consciously committing one at 
this moment in firing a sacred grove, 
to a conviction of the fulfilment of 
rophecy, and a shaping of his con- 
aon thereto, would Ke more credible 

Z 
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if (1) there did not exist, outside Hero- 
dotus, a tradition of the Spartan king’s 
conduct on this occasion, more con- 
sonant with probability, and (2) if 
there were not forthcoming an obvious 
explanation of the silence of Hdt. and 
of the origin of the Herodotean story. 
The story here is ‘‘ the official Spartan ” 
(Duncker, vii.°75, Busolt, ii. 49 notes), 
or at any rate 1t is a pragmatic version, 
in which the facts have been manipu- 
lated in a way to suit Spartan interests 
and honour. Cp. notes on c. 82 infra. 

81. 2. amijke drievar. Cp. c. 62 supra 
ad fin. Why Kleomenes should have 
been in such a hurry to dismiss the 
army, before making an attempt on the 
city, keeping a picked thousand (dpr- 
gréas, poetical), more than enough for 
protection, and less than enough for a 
storm or a siege, is not adequately ex- 
plained even by the story which follows 
in c. 82, for the truth of which Hdt. 
declines to be responsible. 

3. 7rd “Hpatov. The temple of 
Argive Hera was not in the city, but 
situate some 45 stadia from Argos 
(cp. 1. 31) across the plain, eastwards, 
on the spur of the mountains. Cp. 
Strabo, 368; Pausan. 2. 17 ; Bursian, 
Geogr. Gr. ii. 47 ; Baedeker, Greece, p. 
253 ; and especially Waldstein, Hacava- 
tions at the Heraion of Argos, No. 1. 
(1892). The Heraion entered by Kleo- 
menes was burnt down in the summer 
of 423 B.c. (Thuc. 4. 183). The new 
temple was a little lower down the hill, 
but not enough to affect the measure- 
ments of distance. 

4, aanydpeve. The incident recalls 

the similar adventure on the Athenian 
Akropolis. Kleomenes had treated the 
Athenian lady with more courtesy than 
the Argive priest, 5. 72. But where 
was the priestess of Hera (1. 31) on this 
occasion ? 

82. 2. ot éx@pof. Kleomenes had 
enemies inSparta: who werethey? Were 
not Demaratos and his partisans among 
them? Cp. Appendix VII. §§ 5, 9. 

épdpovs. The king, even in the days 
of Kleomenes, is admittedly responsible 
(vrevOuvos) for the military conduct of 
affairs in the field: yet we are asked to 
believe that the Spartan king could 
still at this time decide questions of 
peace and war (c. 56 supra), i.e. of 
policy. It is, however, very doubtful 
whether the Ephors alone constituted 
the court, which was more probably 
composed. of the Gerusia, Ephors, and 
perhaps the other king. Cp. Pausanias 
3. 5, 2 (a propos his namesake, anno 403 
B.C.) Baowrel 5¢ To Aaxedamovlwy dt- 
KaoThpiov éxdOifov ol Te dvouasdpevor 
‘yépovres OKT Kal elkoow byTes apiOpdr, 
Kal ) T&v éepdpwv apxy, cdv dé avbrois Kal 
6 THs olklas Baoitheds THs érépas. Cp. 
Gilbert, Staatsalt. i.2 p. 60 and c. 85 
imfra. 

Swpodoxjoavta. Swpodoxia was the 
convenient hypothesis to explain all 
miscarriages of arms or of justice (ep. 
c. 72 supra); but judging by Kleomenes’ 
other acts he was capable of taking the 
gifts and Argos too. 

3. evmetéws, From a military point 
of view the criticism seems just. At 
least there was nothing earthly to 
excuse Kleomenes for omitting to make 
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"an attempt on the city, in the events 
as reported to Herodotus. 

13. 6 Qeds. 7 Oeds might have been 
expected, but cp. c. 27 supra. The 
dya\ua which Kleomenes saw was per- 
haps the d@ya\ua"Hpas apyator él xlovos 

' which Pausanias afterwards saw (2. 17, 
_ 5), and which apparently survived the 

conflagration of 423 B.c. 
14, Sépvye. From the emphasis 
_ which Hdt. lays on the statement it 
_ may be inferred that Kleomenes on his 
: return from the Argive campaign was 
' really brought to trial by Demaratos, 
_ or others, for failing to capture the 
city, and that the story of the portent 
in the Heraion was one of the pleas 
set up in defence, and helped to pro- 
cure, or to excuse, his acquittal. It 
‘may also be conjectured that the 
oracles above given (cc. 76, 77) did 
duty upon this occasion, and may even 
have been procured by Kleomenes for 

_the very purpose, perhaps through his 
friends, the atréuora advdpes, perhaps 

_ direct from Delphi. Hera had driven 
_ Kleomenes out by the flames of fire 
_ from her breast, but still he had won 
_& great victory, the fame of which 
_ would be on the lips of posterity, for 
_ yalour, not for guile. 
_ Inthe story of the Argive campaign 

_ we have, therefore, a more or less official 
_ account of the affair, and an explana- 
_ tion, satisfactory to the Spartan govern- 
_ tent and folk (mird re kal olxéra), of 
_ the failure to capture Argos after a 
Victory in the field. Those who cannot 

share the Spartan view of the veri- 
_ Similitude of the defence of Kleomenes, 
_ should be driven to the hypothesis of 
Owpodoxia, if there were no other alter- 

_ hative forthcoming. The Argive tradi- 
tion supplies one, according to which 

_ Kleomenes, as was to be expected, after 
his victory advanced against the city, 
but was repulsed by the valour of the 
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Argive women headed by Telesilla. : 
That this account in its turn contains 
exaggerations, is very likely: .the 
question however is whether it does 
not contain some matter of fact, ignored 
conveniently in the story told at Sparta. 
Women have taken part in military 
operations, especially defensive and 
slege operations, or street-fighting (ep. 
Thue. 3. 74), and it was on a similar 
occasion in Argos that Pyrrhos re- 
ceived a fatal blow at a woman’s hand, 
Plutarch, Pyrrh. 34. That Demaratos 
played a part in the Argive war, 
entered the town, and was obliged to 
retire, is also a point in the tradition 
which cannot be dismissed as im- 
probable (Plutarch, Virt. Mul. 4). It 
would have been a fresh ground of 
enmity between the kings, especially if 
Demaratos had reason to suspect that 
Kleomenes had deliberately left him in 
the lurch. The presence of Demaratos 
would be difficult to reconcile with the 
law recorded 5. 75 supra, and there dated 
c. 508 B.c. if the Argive war is correctly 
dated to 495/4 B.c. or to any year after 
the fiasco at Eleusis. But it is more 
than reasonable to auuppore that thelawis 
incorrectly dated, and that it was really 
assed, if ever formally passed, on this 

tater occasion, which should be inserted 
in the recital, c. 64 supra, ad fin. Cp. 
Appendix VII. § 10. That the Argive 
tradition is simply a product of Argive 
vanity in later times, as Manso suggests 
(Sparta, I. ii. pp. 292 ff.), moved thereto 
by the silence of Herodotus, is a con- 
Siete based on an imperfect apprecia- 
tion of the sources and methods of our 
author. Manso, indeed, argued that 
Telesilla and the women had the will to 
defend the city, but were not called upon 
to act, because a bribe did their business. 
That the action of the women was 
exaggerated, that it was put afterwards 
into an artificial relation to the ancient 
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festival of the Hybristika (Plutarch, 
Mor. 245), that there were still men left 
to defend the town—all that is likely 
enough. What is more improbable is 
that the Spartans after a great victory, 
and after an expectation of the total 
destruction of Argos, should have 
turned back without attempting the 
town. The matter is fully discussed 
by Duncker, vii. 72 ff., and his sugges- 
tions virtually accepted by Busolt, ii. 
48 ff. It should be remembered that 
Clinton, fasti, ad an. 510 B.c., and 
Thirlwall, Hist. ii. 291 ff., accept the 
(Argive) traditions as _ substantially 
true. On the actual losses of the 
Argives see next chapter. 

83. 1. avdpav (cp. 4.1 supra). Else- 
where incidentally Hdt. gives the exact 
number as 6000 (7. 148), Pausanias (3. 4, 
1) as under 5000. The later Argive 
tradition gave 7777, a number the 
absurdity but not the origin of which 
was perceived by Plutarch (Virt. Mul. 
4=Mor. 245). The last number may 
have been derived from sacral sources, 
in connexion with the ‘Hybristika,’ 
which was brought into artificial rela- 
tion to the exploit of the Argive 
women against the Spartans, and to 
the same ultimate source (in Semitic 
ritual) may be due the number seven in 
the truce of Kleomenes and the Argives, 
and in the day of the month (‘‘ the 
seventh,” Aristot. Pol. 8. 3, 7, 13034, 
Plutarch, 7. c.), on which the battle was 
fought, according to tradition. So 
Duncker. The most modest estimate is 
probably the truest, though Argos might 
probably have survived a loss of even 
6000 hoplites. Accurate estimates of 
the Argive citizens are for a later 
period. Cp. Beloch, Die Bevilkerung 
der Gr.-Rim. Welt, pp. 116 ff., Clinton, 
Fasti, ii.° p. 517. 

ot SotAo. This remarkable but 
brief notice of the Servile Interregnum 
at Argos can hardly be other than 
an exaggeration and misconception of 
the relations between (Dorian) Argos 
and the Perioiki (Orneatae, 8. 73) 
brought about by the great disaster 

‘on the seventh,’ and the consequent 
changes in the political constitution of 
the state (cp. Plutarch, Mor. 245). 
Tiryns (and Mykenae) may, perhaps, 
be regarded, by this time, as strong- 
holds of the non-Dorian elements in 
Argolis, (Busolt, Gr. G. i? 2133 
appears to regard them as ‘‘ originally” 
under Dorian dynasties, Tiryns how- 
ever soon becoming dependent on 
Argos, Mykenae not so.) The victory 
of Kleomenes had benefited these places 
directly or indirectly: they recovered 
independence. Though Argos was 
neutral in the Persian wars, Mykenae 
and Tiryns sent hoplites to Plataia, 9. 
28, and their names were inscribed on 
the rpixdpnvos bdis, 9. 81. Cp. Hicks, 
Manual, No. 12, Dittenberger, Sylloge, 
No. 1. But Argos was nursing her 
strength during her long neutrality: 
in the war which ensued, though Argos 
may have had hard work (uéys), yet 
Mykenae and Tiryns were practically 
annihilated (c. 468 B.c. Duncker, viii. 
123 n., 186. Busolt, ii.i371, 376 n., 377, 
440, separates, with great probability, 
the reduction of Tiryns from the reduc- 
tion of Mykenae, dating the latter ec. 
465 B.c.) The defeat in 494 B.c. may 
also have left its mark upon the inner 
constitution of Argos, and the ‘servile 
régime’ may betoken not merely the 
emancipation of the Perioiki (Aristot. 
8. 3, 7, 1303 4), but the enfranchisement 
of a goodly number in Argos itself, 
with the inevitable result of a develop- 
ment of democracy, which remained 
practically a permanent characteristic 
of Argos, whatever its relations to other 
centres in Argolis. Thus the victory 
of Sparta 494 B.c. was in the long 
run fatal to Spartan, to Dorian, to 
oligarchic interests in Argos, and Argos 
becomes thereafter a focus for the 
democratic propaganda and a centre for 
anti-Spartan intrigues in the Pelopon- 
nesos, the clearest, but by no means the 
only, glimpse of which we obtain, for a 
much later period, in Thue. 5. 27 ff. ve 
Busolt, Forschwngen (1880), pp. 75 
For rdvra ra rpyyuara cp. Thue. 2. 65, 4 
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, »\ ra) Xx \ 0 NS NA A bi @ \ / res yéevos ewv Duyareuvs at’ ApxKadins: odtos Tods SovdXous avéyvoce 

/ a / 

emiBécOar Totov deomotyot. €« TovTou 81) TodEuos ou Hv ert 
‘ , ? A \ / c a 

xXpovov suxvov, &s 6 dn mores of “Apryetou érexparnaar. 
? o / \ la) Apyeioe wév vuv Sia tTadra Kreopéved daci pwavévta atroneé- 

f) Re 5) \ de > A / > bS , \ > \ o8at Kaxds* avtTol d€ Yraptintat dace éx« Sapoviov pév ovdevos 
A in, 4 Ss 50 de ¢ / / > / pavnvat eomevea, LKUEnor dé omidjocavTad puv aKkpnToToTnY 
/ \ / a 

yevéoOar kal éx rovTov pavivar. XKiOas yap Tors vopdéas, 
/ n > lal lal 

emeite ht Aapetov éuBanreiv és tiv yopny, peta TadTa pepovévar 
/ / \ 

pu ticacOa, réurpavtas bé és Sardprnv cuppayiny Te Toéec Oar 
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Wn 

\ / € \ y SesioiN \ \ / Ni kai ouvrifecOar ws xpeov ein adtovs pev Tods LKvOas rapa 
Daow rorapoy Tteipav és THY Myduxnv écBarrdew, ohéas S€ rods 

/ 4 b] > / e / >? / \ Lraptintas Kerevew &e& “Edécou oppwpévovs dvaBalvew kat 
¥ > \ n / a 

eTELTa €S TwMUTO aTravTav. Kyeopévea S€ NéyovaL HKOVTMY TOV 
a ¢ / n 

Xcvbéwv ert radra opmiréew cdi pelovas, ouirdéovra Sé waddov 
nr e / a \ / a 4 

TOU iKveoméevov paleiy THY akpnToTOCinv Tap avTaV: é€K ToUTOU 

ll ill ek le n 

‘ 

_ there is hardly evidence to show. 

d€ pavavat pu vopifovor YraprTuprae. 

7. Puyadet’s. Of Phigaleia, on the 
S.W. of Arkadia, close to the borders 
of Messenia: a town renowned for 
the cult of the horse-headed Demeter, 
which drew Pausanias to visit the place 
(8. 42, 5), whither modern travellers 
are likely to be attracted by the 
beautiful ruins of the temple of Apollo 
Epikurios (at Bassae), the frieze of which 
may be seen in the British Museum. 
This Arkadian diviner is one of a class 
of adventurers, other specimens of which 
are seen in Tisamenos of Elis 9. 33, 
Hegesistratos 9. 37; Antichares of 
Eleon 5. 43; Kallias 5. 44. Whether 
his mission in Argolis had a political 
purpose, and was sanctioned by Sparta, 

84. 1. ’Apyetor . - gaor, All that 
_ the Argives need be supposed to have 
_ said is that the doom of Kleomenes 

was a punishment for the sacrilege 
i. against the hero Argos and his sanctu- 

ary, c. 75 supra. The story of the war 
(ce. 76-82) is not from Argive tradition. 
Whether Hdt. had even the Argive 
‘moral’ from an Argive source may be 
doubted: the Argive view of the case 
might be easily inferred. Cp. c. 75 
supra, and Introduction, pp. lxxviii f. 

2. atrol 8 Yraprifral dacr. The 
Spartans themselves saw nothing super- 
natural in the mania of Kleomenes: the 
miracle would have been, had he not 

” : / € bY) \ 
EK TE TOGOV, WS AVTOL 

gone out of his mind. It was a case of 
delirium tremens. On divine mania, 
cp. 4. 79, 5. 85 supra. 

4. XKi0as. This magnificent pro- 
gramme of a joint attack by civilised 
and uncivilised Europe upon the Asiatic 
despot surpassed even the combinations 
of an Aristagoras, cp. 5. 49 supra. The 
Scythian embassy appears to be dated 
soon after the retreat of Dareios. How 
little the Scyths could have known of 
Sparta, or of the state of Hellenic 
affairs, to appear in Sparta with such 
proposals! But that any such embassy 
took place, or that any such proposal 
was made, is an hypothesis hardly re- 
quiring discussion, albeit the idea of a 
raid on upper Asia is more appropriately 
fixed on Seathinn nomads than upon 
the astute Milesian. Scyths may have 
been seen from time to time in Sparta 
(cp. 4. 77 supra), yet the practice of 
hard drinking, and the synonym there- 
for, might have found their way to 
Sparta without a Scythian embassy. 
If Kleomenes had been an incurable 
drunkard for twenty ‘ht or so before 
his end, his great plans and achieve- 
ments, his fame and personality, become 
astonishing. It is at least possible 
that the Spartan assertion was a libel. 

13. & re téc0v. The Lxvdixh réois 
was not invented in Sparta, and the 
verb has been brought into a pragmatic 
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/ ? \ / / rn NEeyouot, emeav Cwpotrepov BovrAwvrar mueiv, “ émicKvOicov”’ Hé- 
youat. c/ \ a \ odtm 8 Smrapriprar ta rept Kreopévea réyovor éepob 

\ / / / c ie 
d€ doxéer Tiow TavTnv 6 Kreopévns Anuapynte éxrica. 

/ \ n TeXeuvtnoavtos dé Kreopuéveos ws ériOovto Airywirat, érepy- 
3 fd > / r Tov és Sardaprnv ayyédous KataBwcopévous Aevtvylbew mrept Toy 

év “AOnvnor ounpav éyopévov. Aaxedaipovior 6 diKacrnpLoy 
/ 7 iy cuvayaryovtes eyvwoav tepwRpicbar Aiywiras tro Aevtuyioeo, 

/ / / lal 

Kal pw KaTexpwav exdorov ayecbar és Aiywav artl Tov épv 
"AOnvnos éxopévay avdpar. / la) perdXrAovToV Oe ayew Tov Aiywnréwy 
tov Aevtuyidea, eié opt Oeacidns 0 Aewmpéreos, éwy év Sarapry 
SoKLLOS avnp, “Tt BovrevecOe trove, avdpes Aiywhrat; Tov 

Baciréa TOV Lraptintéwv ExSorov yevomevov id TOV TOMNTEOV 

dyew ; ef VOY opyn YpEe@pevor Eyvwoay oUTw LrapTiATaL, OKws eE 

relation to the supposed Scythian em- 
bassy, cp. Appendix VII. § 7. 

85. 1. reheutqoavros. The restoration 
and death of Kleomenes must be placed 
after Marathon. See Appendices VII. 
§ 6, VIII. § 5. But his exile may, per- 
haps, have taken place before Marathon. 
If the Aiginetans seized the earliest 
possible opportunity of remonstrating 
at Sparta, the trial of Leotychides, and 
his mission to Athens, might be dated 
still to the summer of 490 B.c. But 
the express date of Hdt. for these 
events, ‘after the death of Kleomenes,’ 
and even more the general perspective, 
and the difficulty of finding room for 
these affairs while the Persian fleet was 
already in the Aegean, make it more 
reasonable to suppose that Hdt. here 
unconsciously anticipates events. Cp. 
ce. 94 infra, and Appendices J/. ¢. 

3. Sixkacrhpiov. The composition 
of this dicaocrnpiov which sat in judg- 
ment on the king, it would be interest- 
ing to determine. The Ephors alone 
apparently had sat in judgment on 
Kleomenes (c. 82 supra, but cp. note ad 
i.), and in the present case the phrase 
6. cuvayayévres points to something 
more composite. Was the court made 
up of the Ephors and Gerontes ? (cp. 
5. 40 supra, with the addition of 
Leonidas ?). Or was the question, as 
the matter was an ‘international’ one, 
referred to a religious tribunal? Or 
was it a popular court, of the whole 
Apella maybe? (&dorov -yevouevov wd 
Tov mwodinréwyv). In any case the 
decision looks grossly unjust, for Leoty- 
chides had only performed a duty to 

Hellas, and probably under authority 
from the government, cp. cc. 49, 50 
supra. Had he too his enemies in 
Sparta, who were prepared to find or 
make an excuse for dethroning him? 
At best the decision looks like a 
political not a judicial one. That the 
Spartans should take hostages of the 
Aiginetans and hand them over to the 
Athenians as pledges for Aiginetan 
good behaviour, and then shortly after 
completely reverse their attitude and 
recover or attempt to recover the host- 
ages from Athens, unless something 
important had happened meanwhile, is 
not likely. Supposing the seizure of 
the hostages to have taken place in 
491/90 B.c., and the application for their 
restoration three or four years later, 
a great deal had happened, enough 
indeed fully to account for a complete 
reversal of policy at Sparta. Athens 
had defeated the Persian at Marathon, 
had assaulted Paros and the Kyklades, 
and was showing signs of self- 
aggrandizement. Sparta on the other 
hand had taken nothing by the 
repulse of the Barbarian, and had 
narrowly escaped a domestic reyolution. 
Egypt perhaps was in revolt ; Dareios 
was nearing his end; there was no im- 
mediate danger ofa return of the Persian. 
To set the Aiginetans free, to revive 
Dorian interests in the island, might 
seem, under altered circumstances, no 
bad stroke of policy. 

7. OcaclSys may have been one of 
the mpdteva. Cp. c. 57 supra. 

10. 8kws . ph . . epBddoor. 
Kriiger suggested ésSadeGor as more in 
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YoTEpNS py TL Uuiv, NY Ta’Ta TpHToNTE, TavddcOpoy KaKoV és 
4 > a na my xopnv éuBarwor. Tadta axovcarres oi Aliyiwwirat éoyovto 

an a ¢ / \ > / A THS aywyis, omoroyin dé éypnoavTo Toupde, ériomdpevov Aeutv- 
> / lal \ 

xidea €s “AOnvas arododvar Aiyiwwytnct trols avdpas. as 8é 
’ , y ‘S > \ -AO , > , \ / amixopevos Aevtuyidns és Tas nvas amattee Tv TapaOnKny, 

al / a) of S “A@nvaioe. mpodacias efrAxov ov Bovrdpuevor arrododvat, 
/ / a gavres dvo0 ohéas eovtas Bacidéas trrapabécbar Kal od SiKarodv 

Or ai ” Ook >? / > / \ > / TO ETEPW AvEV TOU ETEPOV aTrod.dovaL’ ov hapévoy Sé arrodaceLy 
a , an 

tav AOnvaiwy, édeEE ode Aevtvyidns rade. “& *AOnvaton, 
/ \ Grit 4 > / \ \ > / / 

moveeTe pev oxoTepa BovreoOe avtot: Kal yap atrodidovres TrovéeTeE 

86 

U1 

a) 

¢ \ \ > 8 dd Nea yd / / e tal / ’ ‘ 

O0la, KAL f1) ATTOOLOOVTES TA EVAVTLA TOUTMYV* OKOLOV MEVTOL Tbh EV 
a > / / / \ / / 

TH Xraptn ocvvnveryOn yeverOar Trepl mapaxatabyknns, Bovromat 
a al € a an ‘ 

ipiv cima. Réyouev pets of Xraptiprar yevécOar év 7H Aaxe- 
Py /, \ / \ \ > ’ 3 / lal ) / 

aim“ove KaTa TpLTHV Yyevenv THY am éuéo VAadKov *Enrixvdcos 
cal an \ v \ / ” ° / / \ 

maida’ TovTov Tov avopa papev Ta TE GANA TdYTA TeEpinKElY TH 
mata, Kal 51) Kal axovew aptota SiKatoovyns Tépt TaVTwY boot 

a / a 
mv Naxedaiwova todtToy Tov xpovoy oiKxeov. cuveveryOnvar Sé 
SD / e / 10 re By 5 M aN / > / 

ol €v Xpov@ ikveupévp TadE Réyowev. dvdpa Murnoroy amexo- 
a / - / 

éMeiy és Noyous mpoioyouevov 

accordance with this use of 3xws uj, and 
van Herwerden follows him. Cp. Good- 
win, Moods and Tenses, § 45, note 7; § 

+46, note 4, Madvig, Greek Syntax, § 124 b. 

clearly appear. 

13. dpodoyln. Whether this agree- 
ment was with Leotychides, or with 
the Spartan government, does not 

But it does not seem 
likely that the king was acting dvev rod 
kowov, cp. c. 50 supra. 

86. 2. mapabakny. Cp. c. 73 supra. 
The diplomatic attitude and reply of 
the Athenians has a Themistoklean in- 
enuity about it. Whether, if the other 
ing, Leonidas, had appeared to sup- 

Leotychides, the Athenians ont 
ave demanded a necromantic authority 

of Kleomenes, we are left to conjecture : 
but their statesmen would doubtless at 
this time have been equal to the occasion. 

6. Exefe . . ra5e. One hardly knows 
which more to admire in the speech of 
Leotychides at Athens, the perfection 
of the narrative or the inconsequence 
of the logic. The Athenians doubtless 

_ were charmed by the one, but easily 
evaded the other. It was not so easy 
for one Spartan to cajole 30,000 Athe- 
nians! (cp. 5. 97 supra). The story 
has a Delphian ring about it: and this 
moral tale is put into the mouth of a 

man who had helped to corrupt the 
Pythia, or profited by her corruption, c. 65 
supra, and who was afterwards caught 
tripping, as already narrated in c. 72. 

§ a1. 9. Van Herwerden reads rrapa07- 
kns here, and in ace. |. 28 infra, follow- 
ing Rsv and B?; ep. 1. 56 infra. 

ll. tplfrnv. ‘The third generation 
before Leotychides’ would be in the 
days of his grandfather Agesilaos (8. 
131) alias Agis (c. 65 supra), who 
might be contemporary with the kings 
Leon and Agesikles, 1. 65, ¢.e. about 
three quarters of a century before the 
date of the supposed delivery of this 
speech, or, in “ate words, about the 
ate of the end of the reign of Saree 

when things were going rather ill with 
the Ionians and Miletos, 1. 17. 

13. Sikatortyys, cp. case of Kadmos 
7. 164, and his father Skythes, c. 24 
supra. With ixvevpéva cp. lxveouévou c. 
84 swpra, and the adverb (bis) c. 65 supra. 

16. Zardprnv. A Milesian comes to 
Sparta rather than to Athens: the 
reign of Alyattes, eee, the period 
of the war with Miletos (623-613 B.c. 
cp. Meyer, Gesch. d. Alt. § 487), was 
not a time of security at Athens, coin- 
ciding, as it does, very nearly with the 
days of Kylon and Drakon, cp. 5. 71 
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/ v 
KELMLEVa EOTAL Tapa col aoa. av by por Kal Ta ypnwata déFat 
kal Tadde Ta ovpuBora adle rAaBodv: ds 8 dv eyav tadra 
> / / n 

aTatTén, TOUT@ amodovvaL. o pev 69 aro Midjrov HKeov Eeivos 
tooavta édeke, INatKos 6é edéEaTo THY TapaxaTabnKny emt TA 
eipnievo Oro. xXpovou dé Toddod SieAOovTos HAOov és Lardprnv 

/ na / n 

TovTOV TOU Tapaleuéevou TA YpHpwaTa ot Traides, EOovTes be és 
/ a 4 

Noyous TO Tave@m Kal aroderxvivtes TA cVpBora araiteoy Ta 
/ ec \ / b) lA / 

Xpnwata’ o O€ diwbéeTo avTUTrOKpWopeEVOS TOLAOE. (Meo) / 
OUTE EeLvN- 

\ na a rn 

Mal TO TPHywa ovTE we Trepipeper ovdeV EldévaL TOUTMY TOV LES 
Ul + / a revere, BovrAowat Te avayvnobels roveety av TO OlKaLoV: Kal 
\ > yf al r 

35 yap et éXaPov, opOas amododvar, Kal el ye apynv pn edaBor, 
/ a ¢ / / ? ¢ / 

vouotot Totot “EXAnvav NXpnoopar eS vpeas. 
? / 2 5) / a > \ n > 
avaBaddomat Kupocew és TETAPTOV [HVA ATO TOVOE. 

TavTa ov vpiv 
¢ \ \ ot pev 07 

Mirjovor cuppopny trounodpevor ATradAAdToOVTO WS aTrEaTEPNLEVOL 

Tov xpnuatov, [radKos S€ éropeveto és Aeddhovs ypnoopevos TO 

xXpnaTnplo. 
5) n \ SEN \ / 5), \ 
ETTELPOTWVTE de QUTOV TO XPNFTHPLOV El OPK@® Ta 

XpHpata Nnlantat, 7 IlvOin petépyetas Tovcide Toto erect" 

supra. But in any case Sparta would 
be a better treasury, and Ionians in 
Asia had not yet perhaps learnt to 
regard Athens as their metropolis. 

19. “Ed\Aé8a. The unity of Hellas, 
as to market and as to moral culture, 
is observable, as well as the inclusion 
of Ionia in the term. Cp. 1. 27, and 
Introduction, p. xxvi. 

20. émuklvSuvos, partly from the wars 
with the MERE cae! cp. 1. 17, partly 
perhaps from the tyrannis, 1. 20. 
Later again there were internal troubles 
in Miletos, cp. 5. 28 supra, and a good 
deal of landed property changed hands 
under the Parian arbitration, 5. 29 
supra; this was for two generations 
before the days of Leotychides. 

21. Sidr. Van Herwerden changes 
to 8rt. 

27. amoSosvat, infin. for imperat. 
Kiihner, Ausf. Gr. § 474, p. 588. 

§ B 1. 29. xpdvov trohdod, twenty-five 
or thirty years? Perhaps in the days of 
Menares, of Anaxandrides and Ariston ? 
Anyway, before the days of Leotychides 
himself. The words are of course only 
a phrase in the story-teller’s mouth. 

36. vopotor rT. “H., i.e. he would clear 
himself on oath. Cp. c. 67 supra, and 
Introduction, p. xxvi. 
§y 1.41. @reot. Possibly the whole 

story may have been preserved in a 
poetic form, from which these lines are 
a quotation. Anyway, the story of 
Glaukos, and the oracular response, 
preserved in it, or preserving it, ex- 
hibit Hellenic morality in a remarkable 
phase. The observation that death 
comes alike to the just and to the unjust 
has been made: likewise the observa- 
tion that the wicked man flourishes at 
times toa remarkable extent. But these 
observations, which perplex an indi- 
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a / 

bpKw vikhoar Kal YpnuaTa Anicoacbar. 
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vidualistic society, gave little trouble 
at Delphi in old days. The sanction of 

morality still rested firmly upon the idea 
of the family, and the need of gentile 
continuity. In this sanction the belief 
in another life is involved, for the 

maintenance of the family is relative 
to the maintenance of the ancestor- 

_ worship, and its corollaries. Still, the 
complete absence of any appeal to a 
future Heaven and Hell, or to the 
_ personal punishment of the unjust man 
_ in the other world, is significant of a 
E | Sian ae stage of thought, and 

perhaps a special charm for Hadt. 
_ who was no great admirer of the Samian 
_ plagiarist. See 4. 95 supra. 
451, trov Sivacbar. Could the ‘ inter- 

_ Nnality’ of righteousness, and the neces- 
_ Sity of the ‘ good will,’ be more strongly 
_ affirmed than in this ‘lively oracle’? 
The sequel is tremendous: Glaukos 
makes restitution, but is not forgiven: 

_ his posterity blotted out, and his name 
e a bye-word. The king proves 

toomuch! The Athenians hat alka 
‘made occasions for delay,’ whic 
betrayed their mind; if the will, not 
the act, was to be punished, they were 
already doomed ;—supposing, indeed, 

Sema A 9a 5 

; 

Ca 

> s > , i 5 
adianuatov Sodvar dixas TaV és "A@nvaiovs bBpicav OnBaiorcr 

that their case ran on all fours with the 
case of Glaukos, and that Leotychides 
was justified in assuming the réle of the 
Milesian depositor: a parallel, the ex- 
actitude of which they were intelligent 
enough to disown. It is obvious from 
what follows that Hdt. approves of the 
action of the Athenians, but was not 
going to throw away so delightful a 
story on mere critical grounds. 
ab 1.56. Van H. reads rapa6jxns. Cp. 

1. 9 supra. 
87. 2. ot 8t Atywirat mplv ctr. The 

position and method of narrating the 
events next recorded seem to show that 
Hdt., so far as he clearly conceived the 
dates at all, placed all the events nar- 
rated cc. 87-93 (with certain obvious ex- 
ceptions in cc. 90, 91) previous to the 
battle of Marathon. But this concep- 
tion is almost certainly a tissue of ana- 
chronisms. It has been indicated above 
that the death of Kleomenes is the point 
of departure, and that Kleomenes died 
after ere (cp. c. 85 supra), Con- 
siderable displacements have occurred 
apparently in the chronology of the 
wars between Athens and Aigina, on 
which see Appendix VIII. 

8. OnPaloror yapifdpevor, 5. 81 
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supra, c. 506 B.c. The terms here 
employed seem to put the Aiginetans 
wholly in the wrong. The story is 
probably of Attic origin. 

5. aducéeoOar. The implicit assump- 
tion here is certainly that the dévxta, of 
which the Aiginetans complain, is the 
refusal of the Athenians to restore the 
hostages. It would be a wonder that, 
if these hostages were in Athens, the 
Athenians did not exchange them for 
their own leading citizens captured in 
the Theoris. They probably did. Cp. 
Appendix VIII. § 5. 

6. mwevrernpls. The MSS. have zev- 
Tthpns. Schomann’s emendation is con- 
firmed by R. Van Herwerden corrects 
to mevraernpls. There was a temple of 
Athene on Sunion (Pausan. 1. 1 ad init.) 
and there may have been a quadrennial 
festival held there (vevixnka dé rpinper 
bev api\rAwuevos éml Dovvlw, Lysias, 21. 
5). That the Athenians had a quin- 
quereme at this date is incredible. The 
first quinquereme was not built at 
Athens until after the date of the 
"AOnvalwy modurela. Cp. op. cit. ed. 
Sandys, c. 46, p. 169 n. ov secl. Stein. 

88. 2. obKért dveBdAAOVTO, 5. 49. The 
wording here looks like an unconscious 
reference to the oracle there, and serves 
to bring the oracle down. Op. Appen- 
dix VIII. § 3. 

7) ov. Cp. Madvig, Gk. Syntax, 
§ 211 a, Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, 
§ 95, 2. 7d un od unx. would have been 
good Greek (cp. 5. 62 supra may unxave- 

wevor), but the article here must be 
taken with wav. Cp. 5. 49 supra, ava- 
BadAomar brroKpwéecOar. 

5. @€€\aocw. Wherefore was Niko- 
dromos exiled? Had he too aimed at 
tyranny? The road thereto might 
lead through demagogy and ‘ Atticism.’ 
His second offence, if not his first, was 
‘popular,’ cp. c. 91 infra. One could 
wish to have light on the relation of 
his policy to the treatment of the 
Attic prisoners, who had, however, 
been exchanged long before. Cp. Ap- 
pendix VIII. § 5. 

7. vate... kal. . és thy. Stein 
regards these words as referring to two 
different days. It is more likely that 
Hdt.’s grammar is clumsy than that the 
conspiracy was so much disjointed. You 
may name the day for a coup d état, 
but how can you say how long you will 
hold out afterwards? The Athenians 
were surely to be on the spot the very 
day of the democratic émeute. Such 
miscarriages are not uncommon. Cp. 
Thucyd. 4. 89 for a celebrated instance. 

89. 8. od yap érvxov kTA. This is an 
astounding statement, unless it is to be 
supposed that Athenian vessels were 
absent on foreign service just at the 
time when they were needed to assist 
Nikodromos. The only foreign services 
which could come into the reckoning, 
on any hypothesis, would be (1) the 
expedition to Ionia in 498 B.c. See 5. 
97, 99. (2) The expedition to Paros, ec. 
489 B.c., cc. 182 ff. infra. The latter 
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/ 
UoTepoy éyivero. 

case may be ruled out at once, for (1) 
Miltiades took seventy ships to Paros, 
(2) it is scarcely credible that the 
Corinthian gift to Athens was after 
Marathon. In regard to the earlier case, 
the argument is not so clear. The 
Aiginetans may very well have taken 
advantage of the absence of twenty 
Athenian ships in lIonia, and the 
Corinthians may have replaced the 
absent ships by an equivalent: but 
if so, the occasion was not the coup 
@ état of Nikodromos, unless we are pre- 

_ pared to take that event completely out 
of its connexion and sequence here. 
It is possible of course that the ana- 

_ chronisms in the text reach that extent, 
and that the support given to Niko- 
dromos had nothing to say to the 
seizure of the Athenian primores. In 
this case the conspiracy of Nikodromos 
would fall between 498-491 B.c. The 
seizure of the Theoris, and the ex- 

_ change of hostages, would fall after 
it Marathon. That hypothesis conflicts 
_ with the date indicated for the settle- 

_ ment of the Aiginetan exiles at Sunion, 
| ¢. 90 infra. 
_ ships were probably lent to Athens 
_ before Marathon (circ. 498 3B.c.) and 

_ Aigina. 

e survive 

_ Athens under Milti 
tokles. 

In fine, the Corinthian 

are here erroneously put into connexion 
with the democratic coup d’état at 

Cp. Appendix VIII. § 5. 
6. totrov tiv xpdévov. In 480 B.o. 

4 the Athenians and Corinthians are 
at ts ae (8. 61). 

will o 
The good- 

the Corinthians did not long 
the self Fro Mp ee a of 

es and Themis- 
As Miltiades took seventy 

b] la) \ & ¢ , evOedrev S€ oTOL Opww@pevor 
a \ \ TavTa pev $1) 

> / \ e / n Aiywntéov 6€ of raxyées éravactayTos Tod 

ships to Paros (c. 182 infra) the 
Corinthian gift must be dated before 
Marathon, at a time when the interest 
of Corinth lay in supporting Athens 
against Aigina (cep. 5. 75, 92 supra). 
The emphasis on the words here shows 
that there is a contrast in the attitude 
of Corinth to Athens at the time of 
writing. The Corinthian orator in 
Thucyd. 1. 41 (433 B.c.) is represented 
as taking credit for this gift; it was 
therefore an accepted fact at Athens, 
but Thucydides does not date it (i7ép 
Ta Mnécxa is (1) vague, (2) a gloss). 

7. mevtadpaxpovs, a merely nominal 
price (5 francs apiece, cp. Sluvews 5. 
77, and c. 79 supra). The law is a 
curious one, designed to protect Corin- 
thian commerce, or, perhaps, to kee 
some secrets of Corinthian ship-build- 
ing dark. So the Romans, before the 
second Punic war, had no notion how 
to construct a quinquereme: but a 
stranded Carthaginian vessel served 
them as a model (Polyb. 1. 20, 10- 
16, but cp. 1. 59, 8). The Corinthian 
law can hardly be supposed to have 
been quite so simple as Hdt. implies: 
but evidently there was some _pro- 
hibition, which was evaded by a 
technical conformity, or legal fiction. 

90. 2. ék&iSpqoKe, presumably mak- 
ing his way to Attica. One boat (a)otov) 
would not hold very many: possibly 
more than one boat-load was brought off. 

8. roto. KtA. Cp. Thuc. 2. 27 ék- 
mecovot dé rots Alyiwjras ol Aaxedardvioe 
&docav Oupéay olkety kal rhyv yhv véuer Oat. 

5. ebepdv re kal yoy, c. 42 supra. 
6. torepoy, ‘alter’—how long? The 

wm 

90 

\ / ce ietpne! 5] an > / vA an 

auv € of Kal adrot ex TaY Aiywntéwv elrrovTo, Totct 
‘9 nr / sae v : 

A@nvaior Sovwov oikhoar édocav. 
¥ / pes Bae \ > a we Aj / 
epepov TE Kal YOY TOUS Ev TH Vow ALyLWNTAaS. On 
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TOlOL ETLOTAOTPOLCL. 
¢ > 

ot épydoarro, 
\ € / c 

yvnvol éBdounKovTa, écow- 
\ > \ / TOUS avTovs Kal TpoTEpoY, 
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(v4 > nr / > / na , 
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Aiywihtat 

remark would hardly have been made 
if some considerable time had not been 
thought of between the escape of Niko- 
dromos and the settlement at Sunion. 
The one occurred before, the other 
perhaps after, the battle of Marathon, 
in the conception of Herodotus. But 
he perhaps misconceives the chrono- 
logical sequence of events, see Appendix 
VILL. §'5: 

91. 1. mayées, men of substance, 5. 30, 
77, some of them, perhaps, returned 
hostages. 

éravacrayros. The remark proves 
the presence of a democratic movement 
in Aigina under Athenian auspices. 
Herodotus appears to date the move- 
ment before Marathon, but it is difficult 
to reconcile such a conception with 
probability : see Appendix VIII. § 5. 

5. epOnoav. éxrecdvres. This cer- 
tainly appears to be a reference to the 
expulsion of the Aiginetans from their 
island by the Athenians in the first 
summer of the ‘ Peloponnesian’ war, 
B.c. 431, Thuc. 2. 27. As such it is 
among the latest allusions in the work 
of Hdt. How long after it occurred 
Hdt. wrote this passage does not 
appear, but it is obvious that Hdt. was 
not acquainted with the subsequent 
fate of the exiles in 424 B.c., Thue. 4. 
57. The whole chapter might be an 
insertion (aapevOjxn 7. 171, or mpoc- 

Oyxn 4. 80), and perhaps much more 
than the single chapter. At the time 
of the expulsion excuses may have been 
wanting against the Aiginetans, and 
this old story raked up. The dyos 
charges were much in evidence at the 
time, cp. Thuc. 1. 126, 128: but if 
this story had been in circulation before 
the outbreak of the war would not 
Thucydides have noticed it ? 

8. Berpoddpov, cc. 16 supra, 134 
infra. 

92. 2. vyvol €BdSopqKovra. Had the 
Aiginetans too just seventy ships? In 
480 B.c. they sent only eighteen to 
Artemision (8. 1) and thirty to Salamis 
(8. 46) though they had some others, 
4b. The seventy ships here look like 
the Athenian fleet, carelessly displaced. 
Cp. c. 89 supra. 

écow0éytes. This naval victory of 
the Athenians over the Aiginetans 
seems to be dated by Hdt. before 
Marathon, and indeed the very same 
year: an inconsequent and incredible 
arrangement. Op. Appendix VIII. § 5. 
In any case the Argives would hardly 
haye been in a position to give much 
assistance, even without a grievance 
against Aigina. Cp. c. 78 supra. 

7. Xuxvoviéwy. Sikyon had an old 
grudge against Argos, 5. 67 ff. All the 
more surprising is it to find Sikyon 
paying the fine, even heavily dis- 
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counted. Hdt. does not say how long 
it was owing. 

13. xtAtous, perhaps a round number, 
but a significant one at Argos. Cp. 
Thuc. 5. 67, 72. That a thousand 

_ Argives were prepared to volunteer for 

2 

E are more fully set forth. 

this service seems to show that the loss 
in the war with Kleomenes was exag- 
gerated, c. 83 supra. True, the Argive 
muster-roll had been recruited by the 
admission of the ‘slaves’ to the fran- 
chise, ibid. Yet it was hardly these 
new citizens who volunteered their 

' services to the Dorian oligarchs in 
Aigina for the war against Athens, nor 
was their general, Eurybates, of servile 
antecedents. The record plainly sup- 
ports the hypothesis that these events 
are ante-dated. 

14. The words bracketed are omitted 
in PR. Stein inserts the avjp. 

18. Ywddveos trod Aekedéos. This 
achievement of Sophanes is referred to 
in connexion with others, 9. 75, where 
the deeds and death of the Dekeleian 

93. 3. évikynoayv. This victory of the 
Aiginetans over the Athenians follows 
two defeats, one by sea and one on 

_ Jand (c. 72 supra), and if the recon- 
struction attempted in Appendix VIII. 
be correct, the Athenian disaster, here 
recorded, may have been the occasion 
for the psephism of Themistokles, 484-3 
B.c. Cp. Any. mon. c. 22; 7. 144. 

roiot, omitted by Holder and van 
Herwerden, following B= PR. 

94. 1. ovvirro. For the tense cp. 5. 
78. That war was in progress between 
Athens and Aigina in 491-0 B.c. is, as 
already shown, the reverse of probable. 
The narrative in this chapter joins on 
to the narrative in ec. 73 supra, not 
indeed in the intention of the author, 
but by the necessities of the case. The 
earlier stages of the great &@pn (7. 
145) had indeed been accomplished (5. 
82 supra), and there was warfare be- 
tween 498-491 B.c., but the extradition 
of the hostages reduced Aigina to 
quiescence, probably till after Marathon 
and Paros. Cp. ec. 87 supra, and Ap- 
pendix VIII. § 5. 

2. avapinvyrkovTos . PepvAo Oar. 
The expression is clumsy ; van Herwer- 
den brackets weuvjcdal mv ray’ APnvalwy. 
This memorialising has been going on for 
eight years, sce 5. 105 supra. Yet ac- 
cording to 7. 133, Dareios had just sent 
(c. 48 supra) heralds to Athens to demand 
earth and water, and his messengers 
have been cast into the Barathron: 
an outrage which here contributes 
nothing to his resentment ; presumably 
either because Hdt. when writing this 
passage knew nothing of the said out- 
rage, or had already related it, or 
blindly followed a source in which it 
was not recorded. The alternative 
would be to suppose that he deliber- 
ately suppressed it. On any supposi- 
tion a cruwremains. The Athenians are 
here even contrasted with the Hellenes 
who had refused earth and water. 

~ Oo 

94 
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the same fate as Eretria? How would 
that have suited Hippias, whose object 
was to rule Athens as a Persian de- 
pendency ? (5. 96 supra). 

95. 2. rd “AAnvov meSlov. Homer (if 
the passage be genuine—Z/. 6. 200 ff.) 

3. Ileoworparidéwv. This is the 
first mention of the Peisistratidae 
actually at Susa: the date of their 
appearance there is not given. Ten 
years before Hippias had been working 
in the same way (diaBd\d\wv) at Sardes, 
5. 96 supra. 

7. pdAatpws mpntavra, re male gesta, 
an exaggeration, and even misconcep- 
tion, cp. c. 45 supra. Whatever the 
reasons for relieving Mardonios of the 
command, his failure was not one of 
them. Perhaps he had been quite 
successful enough for the king’s plea- 
sure. An absolute Monarchy cannot 
afford, any more than an Oligarchy, 
‘an only General.’ 

9. Mysov. That the commander-in- 
chief in this expedition was a Mede, as 
were Mazares and Harpagos, who had 
effected the conquest of Ionia for Kyros, 
1. 157 ff., may help to account for the 
common Greek practice of speaking of 
the great struggle as the ‘Median’ 
affair, and their adversary as ‘the 
Mede.’ The Ionians associated their 
first reduction, the Athenians their 
first invasion, with a Mede. 

10. <8é> Stein suggests, van Her- 
werden approves. 

évretAdpevos. Was Athens to share 

in a punning humour sets Bellerophon 
roaming over the Aleian (Roman) plain. 
Strabo, 555, notices that the poet does 
not localise it, and elsewhere . (676) 
himself describes its position, though 
its historical associations do not carry 
him back beyond Alexander and 
Philotas. ‘‘Inland from Mallos is the 
famous Aleian plain” (Ramsay, Asia 
Minor, 385), watered by the Pyramos, 
which, however, has considerably 
changed its course since of old. 

3. twoddby . . was. The only figure 
given by Hdt. is 600 for the fleet. 
This number has already done duty 
for the barbarian fleet at Lade, ce. 9 
supra. Just doubled it gives the 
number of the fleet of Xerxes, 7. 89, 
minus seven. (The origin of that 
number may, however, be different, 
ep. Aischyl. Persae, 341 ff.) 

6. T@ TpoTépw Erei, c. 48 supra. The 
spring of 491 B.c. is referred to. 

10. 103 tod re ‘E. x. ris ©. The 
route of Mardonios two years before, 
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spiration of Mardonios). 

/ 
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c. 43 supra, and of the fleet of Xerxes 
in 480 B.c. (acting perhaps under in- 

The ‘short 
sea’ route of Datis and Artaphrenes 
made it convenient to embark the 
fighting men in Kilikia, whereas in 
493 B.c. the army had marched to the 

' Hellespont. It may be doubted whether 
the Persians in 490 B.c. had any large 
number of fighting ships with them, as 

! u distinguished from transports. 
é Zdpov, under Aiakes, c. 25 supra, 

and devoted to the Persian interest. 
_ Hippias may have been cheered by the 
_ prognostic to be drawn from the case of 
_ the Samian tyrant. 

infra. 

© 31. 
__. The short sea-route was commended 

11. "Ikdptov, sc. wé\aryos as in c. 96 

vacwy, sc. Tay Kux\ddwy as in 5. 30, 

_ not merely by these considerations, but 
by the need for rapidity, the easier 
commissariat, the presence of Hippias, 
and the ‘objective’ of the force. 

13. +O mporépw erei must be regarded 
as a lapsus calami, as the storm off 

_ Athos took place in the summer of 492 
B.0., ¢. 44 supra. Dobree suggested 
t@ Tpiry mpbrepov, but the supposition 
of a slip on Hdt.’s part is not unreason- 
able. e codices show no corruption, 
but the words occur eight lines above. 

96. 3. tév mpdérepov. Stein marks a 
lacuna, and suggests €radov im’ abray 

“avdpes 

évOatra to fill it; van MHerwerden 
preserves the text as it stands, and 
puts a comma after Ilépoa, taking the 
participle to agree with of Ndéou. The 
Persian motive for making for Naxos 
has already been stated. The two 
amendments are not mutually exclusive. 
Van Herwerden has spared of Ilépcat, 
but it is a question whether it should 
not go out. The reference is of course 
to the expedition of Aristagoras and 
Megabates, some ten years before, 5. 
30 ff. In visiting Naxos before Delos 
the Mede steered S.S.W. Rheneia and 
Delos are due north of Paros, which is 
due west of Naxos. 

6. tas &AAas vioous. C. 49 supra 
Hdt. has stated that all the islanders 
from whom earth and water were 
demanded surrendered to the king, 
summer of 491 B.c., including Aigina. 
Naxos may have been omitted, but 
hardly Paros, and some of the more 
important Kyklades. But Datis (guided 
by Hippias) may have visited the other 
islands to levy supplies, hostages, and 
contingents. oe ce. 99 infra. 

97. 1. év@. The men of Delos might 
have sighted the armada on its wa 
south to Naxos. They retreated sot 
to Tenos. 

5. ra8e. Was the pious respect of 
Datis for Delos quite independent of 
the influence of Hippias? The 
resurrection of Delos veh been one of 

a / 

TavTa 6€ ToijoavtTes éml Tas aAXNAaS VHGOUS. 

g 

5 

by 
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¢ / / 4 yy 0 > b / / tha rn ypol, TL hevyovTes olyecbe, obx éemuTHdea KaTayvovTes KaT eyed; 
>» \ \ \ op fee rv Ie / ey@ yap Kal avTos em TododTO ye hpovéw Kai por ex Bacidéos 
® 5) / > fol / ¢ / ade éméotadtat, ev TH yopn of dU0 Deol éyévovto, TavTny pndev 

/ / \ \ \ n civerOar, pare abTny THY YoOpNY parE TOS oiKHTOpAS avTHS. VOVv 
9 \ YA eo \ (~ / > rn \ \ n / » 
@MV Kab ATTLTE ETL TA UMETEPa QAUTWY KAL TV VYOOV véweo Ge. 

la \ > / lal lal TAVT@ fev ETTeKNpUKEVoaTO Tolar AnAlotor, peTa Oe ALBavwToOD 
/ a / Caer a Aa / Tplnkoola TadavTa KaTavnoas emi TOV Bapmov EOvpince. Aatts 

\ \ a / / na n pev On Tadta Toujoas érrhee Gua TH oTpaTe em THY Epérprav 
a cf NL TpPOTA, awa ayouevos Kal “lwvas nal Alodéas. \ \ nr 

peta O€ ToUTOV 

the ideas of Peisistratos (Thue. 3. 104, 
cp. 5. 63, 69 supra), and Hippias, ex- 
pelled from Athens by Delphi (5. 68 
supra), and abandoned by Sparta (5. 
93 supra), was not likely to overlook 
the use to be made of Delos, after his 
restoration. If there is any force in 
ayopeve here, it should mean that the 
speech was addressed to the men of 
Delos assembled. 

7. & Pacrréos O8e eréotadtar. The 
policy of the Persian Empire was 
tolerant towards the deities of the 
conquered, and there is no sign of 
iconoclasm, or of a religious propaganda 
under the Achaemenids. The opposite 
idea arose mainly from a misinterpreta- 
tion of the story of the pseudo-Smerdis 
in the light of the Behistun inscription 
(e.g. Rawlinson, Hdt. Appendix, Bk. 
iii. Essay ii. vol. ii? pp. 548 ff.). 
Evidences more recently discovered 
(the Kyreian inscriptions from Babylon, 
inscriptions of Kambyses and Dareios 
himself in Egypt) have led to a more 
correct estimate. (Cp. Ed. Meyer, 
Gesch. d. Alterth. i. p. 608.) The 
treatment of Delos (and Delphi) is 
more significant than the destruction 
of Athens, in this connexion. Even 
in regard to Athens the anecdotes 
show that there was no crusade against 
the gods of Greece. Cp. 7. 48, 8. 54, 
etc. 

Over and above this general policy of 
toleration the Asiatics would be at no 
loss to identify Apollo and Artemis 
with their own Sun and Moon divinities. 
The offering of Datis on the Delian 
altar would please all pious Ionians, 
and even a genuine act of devotion may 
have been not wholly devoid of a 
political purpose. . 

12. tpinkéoia = tddavTa, 300 TT. 
weight of frankincense would be in- 
credible, though that is what Hdt. 

seems to say, without specifying 
whether the talents are Attic or other: 
300 T. worth hardly less incredible. 
Hultsch, Métrologie?, p. 129 rational- 
ises the statement to the effect that in 
the sense of the Persian [Mede?] who 
made the offering, the 300 ‘ weights’ of 
frankincense, each of which amounted 
to (betrug) a shekel [7.e. light Baby- 
lonian shekel], might be regarded 
as equivalent in worth to so many 
shekels of gold, z.e. darics. ‘‘On this 
hypothesis the value of the offering 
amounted to exactly one Talent of 
silver.” Cp. Ridgway, Origin of 
Currency, p. 6. This may explain the 
origin of Hdt.’s blunder, but it does 
not cancel it. 

98. 3. mp@ta. Why the advance was 
made first on Eretria, why Euboea 
rather than the medizing Aigina was 
to be made the basis of operations 
against Attica, it is not easy to deter- 
mine. Perhaps the prejudices, or even 
the superstitions of Hippias, were con- 
sulted, he leading the Persians not 
merely to Marathon (c. 102 infra) but 
to Euboea, whence he had already 
‘returned’ once in triumph with his 
fatiherspeles Oils 
ing party in Eretria (ce. 100, 101 
infra) were already in communication 
with the Barbarians. Perhaps the 
advance on Euboea and the east coast 
was calculated to lull the alarms of the 
Peloponnesians and to retard their 
assistance; if so, the calculation was 
realised. The attack on Attica was 
made from the same side as if the 
Mede had advanced from Thrace and 
Macedon. Possibly the Aiginetans were 
expected to do something for the Per- 
sian, on the other side. 

kal” Iwvas kal AtoAéas. The Dorians, 
as usual, conspicuous by their absence. 
Cp. c. 32 supra. 

Perhaps the mediz- — 
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evOcdrev eEavayOévta Arjros éxw7On, ds édeyov Arjruo1, Kal 
° / a a 

TpOTa kal torata pméypt eued cevobeioa. 
lal / 

Kal TOUTO Mév KoU 
a / an 

Tépas avOperovot THY meANOVYT@V écecOaL KaKdV éhawe 0 Oeds. 

émt yap Aapeiov tod ‘Totdoreos wal BépEew tod Aapetov kab 

4. ds Beyow Andtor. The assertion 
is a double one: (1) that presently 
after the departure of Datis from Delos 
for Eretria, in the summer of 490 B.c. 
there was an earthquake ; (2) that the 
said earthquake was the first and last 
earthquake ever felt in Delos ‘down to 

_me (my visit).’ How much of this 
double assertion is given on the 

authority of the Delians is not quite 
clear. Did the Delians simply report 
- the earthquake, or did they assert, 

farther, that it was a unique experi- 
ence? In either case it is natural to 
interpret the passage as implying a 

yisit by Hdt. to Delos, some time before 
he actually wrote this passage (é\eyov 

.. wéxpe €ued). It is natural further to 
conclude that at the time of writing 
_ Hdt. had not heard of any other 
_ seismos before or since his visit, or he 

_ would probably have mentioned it. 
This statement, however, is not in- 
consistent with the occurrence of an 
_ earthquake subsequently to his visit, 
_ nor even perhaps quite strictly with his 
having heard tell of such an occurrence ; 

and he might even be contradicting 
such an assertion. Thucydides (2. 8) 
also reports an earthquake at Delos as 

_ occurring a little before the outbreak of 
war in 431 B.c., and perfectly unique 
in Hellenic history, and regarded, not 
without reason, as portentous: A7)os 

| €xivhOn ddl-yov mpd TovTwy, mpbrepoy obrw 
cecbeica add of “EXAnves uéuvnvra. édé- 
yeto 6 Kal é66xer él rots wéddovart ev7}- 
cecbat onujva. It is obviously im- 
‘possible to reconcile the statement of 
the Athenian with the statement of 
the ‘Thurian’ historian. Thucydides 
asserts of his own knowledge that a 
Unique earthquake took place just 
before the Peloponnesian war. If so, 
the earthquake reported by Hdt. as 

_ having taken place in the summer of 
490 B.c. never took place. Thucydides 

is obviously contradicting Hdt. It 
by no means follows that Thucydides 

s right. There may have been only 
one shaking of Delos. It may have 
occurred in 490 B.c. as reported by 
Hdt. Thucydides, writing or retouch- 
ing the history of the Archidamian 

VOL. I 

war some thirty years after its out- 
break, and doing all he could to 
magnify its importance and depreciate 
the glories of the wars against the 
barbarian, may with greater or less 
excuse have shifted the earthquake 
some sixty years down. There may 

in 

have been two earthquakes, one in 490 © 
B.c. and really unique at the date of 
Hdt.’s visit to the island, or interview 
with the ‘Delians,’ and still unique, 
so far as he knew, when he composed 
and when he revised his own work: 
the other in 431 B.c. but not unique, 
as Thucydides deliberately asserts. 
There may have been two or more 
earthquakes at Delos in the course of 
ages, though the island had a_ good 
repute for stability :—but perhaps every 
earthquake in the holy isle ought to have 
been unique, and was therefore unique, 
according to the local authorities. 
That Hdt. is actually contradicting the 
report of an earthquake in 431 B.c. 
afterwards taken up by Thucydides is 
the least plausible hypothesis ; still, as 
Hdt. reports events of that date, and 
later, his text here makes against the 
supposition that the report was true. 
Other possibilities are also not to be 
wholly excluded. There may have 
been an earthquake at some date un- 
ascertainable, previous to Hdt.’s visit 
to Delos, or to the composition of this 
assage, which Hdt. claims for the 
edian and Thucydides for the Pelo- 

ponnesian war. There may have been 
no earthquake at Delos at all. But on 
the whole it seems most probable that 
the earthquake occurred at the date 
given by Hdt., or at least before the 
Medic war, and that later pragmatism 
annexed it to the Peloponnesian. 

6. tépas . . &hawwe 6 Beds. Cp. In- 
troduction, pp. ex ff. 

7. @ém ydp «rd. It has been 
argued that this passage must have 
been written after the death of 
Artaxerxes Makrocheir in 425 Bo. 
(cp. Thuc. 4. 50). If so, this would 
be the latest reference in Hdt. to 
contemporary events, and the end of 
the sentence would certainly have to 
be taken as including the events of the 

2A 
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B) / n / n / fel Aprogépfew Tob Hépkew, tpiav touréwy émets yeveéwv, éyévero 
/ \ PAY / \ \ Trew Kaka TH Edad. 7) él elxoor Gras yeveds Tas pd 

/ / \ \ J \ lal “A 10 Aapeiov yevopevas, Ta pev amd Tov Ilepoéwv avTH yevopeva, Ta 
\ > >] > n n / n lal d€ am’ aitav THY Kopupal@y ep) Ths apXnS TOE LEOVTMV. 
> \\ 5S , \ na n rn oudev nv aevxes KivnOhvar Afjrov 7o mplv éodcav axlynrov. 

ef ouUT@ 
[xab 

eV XPNTUO IV yeypappévoy meph avThs dbe: 
ha ‘ an > / / lal 

Kwyow Kav Anrov akivntov tep éovcay.| 
/ \ Nee / lal a rn 

15 duvatas 6€ Kata “EAdda yhdooay TadTa Ta ovvopata, Aapeios 
épteins, HépEns aprios, AproképEns péyas apnios. TOUTOUS Lev 

07 Tovs Bacihéas Hb dv 6pOAs KaTa yrAdooay Ty oherépny 
“HAANVES KaANEOLED. 

Oi dé BapBapor ws amneipav ex ths Andov, tpocicyov mpos 

war in Greece 431-425 B.c. But the 
argument is inconclusive. If it were 
said: ‘During the reigns of George, 
William, and Victoria, England has 
made greater progress than during the 
twenty reigns previous’; such a re- 
mark would not imply that the present 
Queen’s reign was over (6 uh yévorro). 
Artaxerxes I. reigned for upwards of 
a generation,.coming to the throne 
probably about 464 B.c. (Duncker, viii. 
293). Hdt. might have written as he 
does here many years before the king 
was gathered to his fathers. The 
identification of reigns and generations 
should not be pressed in favour of the 
latest possible date, for it proves too 
much. Three generations with Hdt. 
make a hundred years (2. 142), but the 
three reigns here referred to, even if 
regarded as complete, fall short of the 
century (521-425). The identification 
of reigns and generations only shows 
how loose the chronological reference 
is. There is thus no necessity to 
conclude that this passage was written 
after 431 B.c. 

9. ekoot dAdas yeveds. Twenty 
generations = 666% years. If these be 
added to the date of the accession of 
Dareios (521 B.c.) they bring us to 1188 
B.C. ; if to the date of the birth of Dareios 
(551 B.c.) they bring us to 1218 B.c., 
in either case within measurable 
distance of the Trojan war, the aera 
of which according to Hdt. is about 
1250 B.c. (2. 145). Hdt. may be taken 
to say that since the days of Agamem- 
non Hellas had never had such cause of 
woe as ‘the last hundred years or so.’ 
It is strange to find Kyros omitted, 

to say nothing of the wars with the 
Mermnadae. The generation as distin- 
guished from the reign of Dareios would 
take us back nearly to the accession 
of Kroisos (Herodotus’ aera in Bk. 1), 
but the passage before us here is not 
scientific but rhetorical chronology, and 
it is labour lost to attempt to harmonise 
it with Hdt.’s other data. 

11. attay ta&v Kopudalov mepl tis 
apxfis todesedvTwv. These wor 
would apply to the circumstances of 
Hellas in 431 B.c. and following years, 
but they would have been justified by 
the events which followed the first 
rupture with Sparta (c. 461-451 B.c.), 
and at any rate must be taken to refer 
to them. 

12. ov8tv fv dexés. On ideal prin- 
ciples it would perhaps have been still 
more proper for this portent to have oc- 
curred two years or so earlier, before the 
Ionian revolt, before the affair of Naxos, 
if not, indeed, on the first appearance 
of Kyros in Western Asia in 546 B.C. 

Kal . . €otoav. These words are 
omitted in some of the best MSS. ABC 
(Ga): 

15. Stvarar. These etymological 
efforts are all unsuccessful, except per- 
haps that arta is an intensive particle. 
The modern etymologists, however, 
only agree in differing from Herodotus : 
see the valuable List of Proper. Names 
in Rawlinson, Herodotus, vol. iii.* pp. 
539 ff. Van Herwerden follows Wes- 
seling in regarding the passage as 
spurious, and removes it from the text. 

99. 1. ot 8 B. answers rodro pé, c. 98 
supra. 

mpos Tas vhorovs comes in here 
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Ne ae > 6 a de / / \ af / 
Tas vyoous, evUEevTEY OE OTPATLNY TE TrapedauPavoY Kal OfLNPOUS 

r / . 

TOY vnotwTéwy Taidas éAdpBavov. ws 6é MEplTACOVTES TAS 
/ \ 

vycous mporéaxov Kal €s Kapuotov, od yap 85 ode of Kaptortuor 
e / / ” 

ovTe ounpovs édidocayv ovte ehacayv éml Todas adoTtuyelToVas 5 
4 ra] ré BR 4 / \ -A@O / > n / otpateverVat, Neyovtes ‘Epétpidy re kal “AOnvas, évOadta Tovrous 

/ / \ a a 

emoAlopKeov Te Kal THY hv ohewv ExeLpor, és d Kal of Kapdtaruor 
a / 

mapéatncay és Tav Ilepcéwy tiv yvopnv. 
/ \ \ \ \ > Pa / > / 

Gavouevoe tThv atpatinv thy Ilepoixny emi ohéas éerimdéovcay 

"AOnvaiwr eédenOncav ohior BonBors yevéc Oar. "AOnvaios Sé odK 
> , \ > / > X \ / \ aTelTaVvTO THY eETTLKOUpinV, AANA TOUS TETPAKLTYLALOUS TOUS 

f fal e / / \ : 

KAnpovxéovtas Tov immoBotéwv Xadkidéwv rv yYopyyv, TovTous 5 
ode didode~ Tipwpors. 

again (cp. c. 96 swpra) a little clumsily 
after érl rhv "Epérpray mpGra in c. 98 
supra. The repetition mapedduBavoy 
and éA\duSavov is also somewhat awk- 
ward. But Hdt. must sometimes be 
allowed to nod. 

3. mepumdéovtes. A certain amount 
of time seems to have been consumed 
in this Periplus of the Kyklades. The 
first real resistance is experienced at 
Karystos in Euboea. The old Peisis- 
tratid connexion with the Kyklades 
may have counted for something in 
these delays. The conduct of the 
Karystians is in strong contrast to that 

_ of the Ionians and Aeolians, who served 
with the Persian fleet: but they too are 
_ reduced and ‘medize.’ Cp. 8. 66, 112. 
_ Their subjection to Athens (9. 105) 
_ would be at least partially justified 
_ thereby (cp. Thuc. 1. 98, and for the 

_ principle, Thuc. 6. 82, 83). 
_ 5. aorvyerovas. The Karystians 
were accounted Dryopes, not Lonians 

_ (Thue. 7. 57, 4), hence perhaps the 
choice of the term. 

100. 3.’A®nvatwv. The application of 
the Eretrians was peeanius y brought 
before the Ekklesia. According to the 
story given in this chapter the Eretrians 

_had only themselves to thank for their 
© mubsequent fate. Eretria was divided 

against itself. The Athenians, indeed, 
evacuated Euboea, and left it to its 
fate, but only at the express entreaty 
of a leading and loyal citizen of Eretria. 
Strangely enough, neither he nor his 

partisans, though foreseeing the in- 
-evitable, accompanied the Athenians in 
their retreat. The apologetic tendency 
of this story is patent. To have de- 
tached or left these 4000 hoplites, who 

tav dé ‘Epetpiéwy tv dpa ovdev trytes 

doubtless fought in their own Phylae 
at Marathon, for the support or defence 
of Eretria, would have been, at the 
time, an heroic counsel. Afterwards, it 
may have seemed as though more of a 
stand might have been made at Eretria. 
But this story supplies the raison suffi- 
sante for the withdrawal. Divided 
counsels, positive treachery, express 
and pressing authority fully justified 
the action. The complete omission of 
all notice of the advantage to Athens 
of these 4000 soldiers in Attica makes 
the story the more to be suspected (ep. 
Wecklein, Zradition der Perserkriege, 
p. 39). Perhaps the Athenians were 
justified politically and strategically in 
confining their own action to Attica, 
and the message to Sparta, c. 106 infra, 
betrays no bad conscience, but rather 
a hint that Sparta, if any one, was to 
blame for the loss of Eretria. From 
the Euboean point of view, would there 
have been much to choose between 
Sparta’s treatment of Athens, and the 
Athenian treatment of Eretria ? 

4, rods Terpaktoyxrlous: cp. 5. 77. 
6. ovdty tyres sc aauaeuds Boveupna 

del. Cobet. Eretria was of old favour- 
able to the Peisistratids (1. 62 and ec. 
98 supra). But the part taken in the 
Ionian revolt, 5. 99, and the obstinate 
defence of the city on this occasion, 
seem to show that Eretria by this time 
was for freedom. ‘The story here rather 
implies that there was but one true 
man in a rotten state. A passage 
in Xenophon, Hell. 3. 1, 6, suggests 
that the medizing party was at this 
time non-existent. The king had 
counted a single partisan, one Gongylos, 
in Eretria, but he was in exile, and 

"Epetpuées O€ muv- 100 
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+ \ / \ Bovrcvpa, of pererréwmrovro pev “AOnvatovs, edpdveov &e dupacias 
] / i \ \ an na idéas. ol pev yap ab’tav éBovnrevovro éxdurrely THY TomW és Te 
A a bY / 7 \ n axpa Tijs EuBoins, addou d& abrav iva Képdea mpoadexdpevor 

\ rn / mapa Tod Ilépcew oicecOar mpodooiny éoxevdtovro. abdv be 
/ ¢ / id 9 Ad / ¢ / 9% la) , / TOUT@Y ExaTepa ws eiye Atayivns 0 No@wvos, éov Tov "Eperpréov 

\ nN / a > Ta TpaTa, Ppater toto hxovor AOnvaiwy mavta ta Tapeovra 
/ / / opt TpHywaTa, MpooedéeTd Te amaddocecbal oheas és Thy 

/ Y. \ / a rn operepny, va py TpocaToAwvrar. of d¢ AOnvaior ratra Aicyivy 
4 

oupBovrevoavts TreiMovrar. Kal ovTo. pev dvasdvres és ‘Opwrrov 
yy / > / € NN / / / \ / eowlov adeas avrovs: ot bé Ilépaas mréovtes Katéryov Tas véas 

a "EB a UA \ Té \ Xi / \ Died THS Kpetpixhs xopns cata Téwevos cal Xorpéas cal Aiyihea, kara- 
t de la) \ / Sey, / 3 / \ oxovTes 0€ TaVTAa Ta Ywpia avTixa tamous Te é&eBddXovTO Kal 

/ n nan TapecKkevalovTo ws Tpocorcopevor Toiar éyOpotcr. of dé Eperpuées 
n VA la) : emreEeN Oey puev Kal pwayécacbat ovx érrovebvto BovAny, el kos 82 

duapvrdEavey Ta Teiyea, ToUToOV ods Tépr epere, eretre évixa pn) 

had met his reward. This Gongylos 
may have been to Eretria what Hippias 
was to Athens. But if Xenophon J. c. 
is accurate, the Gongylos there men- 
tioned as alive in 399 B.c. cannot have 
medized in 490 B.c., much less previ- 
ously. If Blakesley’s suggestion is 
correct, that the Gongylos of Xenophon 
is grandson of the Gongylos who first 
medized, then Xenophon has expressed 
himself very inaccurately. That indeed 
is not unlikely. Thucydides, 1. 126, 
mentions a Gongylos of Eretria as an 
internuntius between Pausanias and the 
great king in 477-6 B.c. This might 
be the original traitor, whom Xenophon 
has confounded with his son or grand- 
son. As he is not here named by 
Hdt. we may suppose that he had 
already fled to the Medes, and was 
perhaps now in the suite of Datis or 
of Pape 

7. Sipactas iSéas. It is providential 
that these Eretrians are finally to be 
quartered in the neighbourhood of a 
well 7d mapéxerar tpipaclas ldéas, c. 119 
infra. The criticism in this chapter is 
unsound. There are two parties in 
Eretria, the party for taking to the 
mountains, the party for surrender and 
medism. (There is, indeed, a third 
i6éa—the one righteous man, Aischines. ) 
The medizing party has its way, and yet 
the city instead of surrendering stands 
a siege, and that no make- believe, 
six days. Duncker, vii.’ 118 n., thinks 
that Hdt.’s source of information was 

the exiled Eretrians on the Tigris. 
But cp. note c. 119 infra. 

12. ta mpdra. Cp. 9. 77 and Kueh- 
ner, Ausf. Gr. § 362. 

101. 1. “Qpomdv: dréxec 62 pdduora 6 
’OQpwmros Tis Tay "Eperpiéwy wéddews Oaddc- 
ons meéTpov é&jkovra oradlous, Thuc. 8. 95, 
3. That was the new Eretria (Strabo, 
448). Oropos, the Attic port for Euboea, 
cp. Thue. 7. 28, 1, beyond the natural 
frontier of Attica, had been annexed, 
perhaps, at the time of the war with 
the Boeotians, 5. 77 supra, for it was 
not one of the demi (cp. 5. 74 supra). 
Cp. c. 108 infra. 

3. Téuevos, so the MSS. but, Vale- 
kenaer’s conjecture Tayutvas is to be 
referred. Cp. Strabo, 448 & 6é€ 77 
Hperpixn mods Fv Téuyvar mrnolov rob 
mop§u00. The other places probably 
dependent villages, cp. Baehr’s note. 

4. wrovs, the penultimate reference 
to the Persian cavalry, cp. c. 102 infra. 
If és ratra (PR) is not correct then 
karéoxov and xaracxyévres are used in 
different senses. 

7. @vika pr; ékdurety tiv mddvw. 
This decision might in itself explain 
the retreat of the Athenians: or the 
retreat of the Athenians might have 
necessitated this decision, without re- 
course to the hypothesis of treachery. 
In the case of Athens, indeed, the 
danger of treachery is used as an argu- . 
ment for risking an engagement, ec. 109 
infra. But then Athens was probably 
not in a position to stand a siege. 
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> Lal \ / lal \ fol 

éxhutrety THY Tod. MpocBorrs dé yivomévns KapTEpHs mpos TO 
a By Se ad ¢ / \ \ > / a \ 

relyos émimtTov émi && ruépas moddol pév aphotépav: th be 
¢ / ” , ¢4 , 

éBdoun EvpopBos te 0 ArXkiypdyou cal Diraypos 6 Kuvéou avdpes 
a a / tat an 

Tov aorav Soxtpor Tpodidodor Toior Ilépanov. of Sé écedOdvTes 
\ , fa) \ A 

és TY TOW TOUTO MEV TA ipa oUAHCaYTES evérpnoaY, aTroTLVD- 

pevor TOV ev Lapdict Kataxavbévtwv ip@v, TovTO 4é rods avOpo- 

Tous nvdpatrodicavto Kata tas Aapeiov évtonds. 
\ NV > 

Xecpwoduevoe O€ THY “Epétpiav Kal érriayovres odyas imepas 
- 3 A So Ai , , t \ \ / 
érAeov és ynv THY AtTTiKnY, KaTépyorTés Te TOANOV Kal SoKéovTES 

\' ? / 

tavta Tos AO@nvatovs trowumoew Ta Kal trols Epetpréas éroincav. 

Cp. 5. 64 supra. For six days resist- 
ance was maintained successfully in 
Eretria: then treachery handed over 
the city to the foe. Gongylos, who 
we may suppose was in the ranks 
of the Persians, may have acted on 
this occasion as go-between. The total 
destruction of Eretria and the captivity 
of the inhabitants (cp. c. 119 infra) 
might be thought to show that it was no 
part of the Persian policy, chiefly swayed 
erhaps by Hippias, to establish a 
ocal espe in Eretria: Gongylos had 
already received his reward, or was 
secure of it (Xenophon, J. c. supra). 
That the destruction of Eretria was a 
riots is probably a pragmatic exaggera- 
tion. (Cp. Introduction, p. cxv.) 
Eretria was restored on the old site 
(pace Strabo, 1. c. supra), but never 
recovered this blow; she sent seven 
galleys to Salamis, 8. 46, and less than 
600 hoplites to Plataia, 9.28. For sub- 
sequent history ep. Dict. of Geogr. sub 
voc., and on the coinage, B. Head, 
Hist. Num. yp. 305 ff. The site has 
been explored by the American School 
at Athens, and Strabo’s mistake refuted. 
Cp. American Journal of Archacology, 
“vii. (1891) 3, 4, and especially p. 241. 

12. drrotwipevor. Cp. 5. 102 supra. 
14. évrohds, c. 94 supra. The ‘com- 

mands’ are probably inferred from the 
results. Bursian’s inference, Geogr. ii. 
420, that the Persians fired only the 
temples and not the private houses is 
illegitimate. The private houses are 
to be understood, a majori. 

102. 1. émucxdvres. The motive for 
this delay we are left to conjecture ; 
need for recuperation after the 105088 at 

_ Eretria, desire to intrigue in Athens, the 
feebleness of Hippias, some further oper- 
ations (ep. ce. 118 infra), or what not ? 

cal jv yap 0 Mapadayv éritndedtatoy ywpiov tis “Artixhs 

2. és yfv t. “A. (Old) Eretria was 
much to the north or north-west of 
the Tetrapolis, Oropus was the nearest 
Attic post (cp. ¢. 101 supra). The 
promontory Kynosura would have to 
be rounded in order to reach the bay of 
Marathon. Old Eretria is placed on 
Kiepert’s map east of (new) Eretria, 
ep. Dict. of Geogr. sub voc. Bursian, 
Geogr. v. Griechenl. ii. 420, questions 
there having been any change of site. 

katépyovres is a difficulty; Karelp- 
yew is transitive, cp. 4. 49, 5. 63 supra. 
Stein has suggested taking it intransi- 
tively, in the sense hindrdngend, that 
is, ‘in hot haste’: but they do not 
seem to have been in any hurry. He 
has also suggested an emendation :. 
Karemelyovrés Te TOV TAbOV. KaTopyéovTeEs 
with Dietsch, or karayvéyres with 
Madvig would be preferable. (But cp. 
L. & S.) Van Herwerden reads, by 
conjecture, karndoyéorTes. 

3. movew tid te is strictly Hero- 
dotean. Cp. 1. 115, 3. 75, also moveiy 
ti7u4. 166 supra. 

4. kal qv yap KTA. Oropus was 
nearer Eretria, and also Rhamnos, not 
to mention other places. ‘The plain’ 
(cp. 1. 59), if not the Thriasian plain, 
was much better adapted to cavalry 
than the confined and marshy ground 
at Marathon, cfossed by stream -beds 
and commanded by hills and _ high- 
land. Hdt.’s statement makes it the 
more inconsequent that he should say 
nothing subsequently of the cavalry, 
and raises a doubt whether he had been 
over the ground. On some probable 
reasons for attacking Athens on this 
side, cp. ¢. 99 supra. 

Hippias had good reason to select 
the Tetrapolis, cp. 1. 62. Cp. further 
Appendix X. § 7. 

102 
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> ta) \ ’ / n > / an if 

Sevinmedoa Kal ayyoratw THs EKperpins, és TovTO ods KarnryéeTo 

103 ‘laains 6 levoverparov. 

éBonbeov Kal avtol és Tov Mapabdva. 
"AOnvaion 6€ os ervOovTo Tavra, 

Hryov 0€ odeas oTparnyor 
/ fal ¢ / rn 

déxa, TOV 0 SéKxaTos Hv Midriddns* tod Tov Tatépa Kipwva tov 
“2! / / lal 

LTncayopew KatéraBe duyeiv €E& “AOnvéwy Llevciotparov ov 
Un 

¢ / 
Imrqroxpareos. 

\ lol 4 

kal avt@ gevyovtt “Odvpmidda daverdéoOar Te- 
Q / / \ 4 \ \ / > / / > \ pinmt@ ouvéByn, Kal TavTny pev THY ViKnY avEdoMEvOY py TOUTO 
3 , name / n Bs ES \ rn eEeveixacOar To opopntpim aderpe@ Murriddn peta be TH 

103. 2. €BonPeov kal atrof. Would 
a psephism of the Ekklesia have been 
necessary to decide on this movement ? 
Cp. c. 100 supra. Not perhaps in 
the days when Hdt. was writing, at 
least if avroxparia had been previously 
voted to the Strategi; but in 490 B.c. 
the case was probably different. It 
may, however, be said that Hdt. does 
mot negative the possibility of a 
psephism on this occasion. It becomes, 
however, at once obvious that Hdt.’s 
account leaves details to be under- 
stood. 

fyyov . . otparnyol Séka. As the 
Polemarch too went to Marathon (c. 109 
infra), or rather to Probalinthos (ep. 
Appendix X. § 31), it appears that the 
city was left without any of its regular 
military officers. Hdt. indeed does not 
here use the words ol déka orparnyol, cp. 
c. 105 infra, but his main conception 
of the constitutional situation is ana- 
chronistic. The Polemarch was probably 
leading (jjye). See c. 109 infra. 

3. 6 S€karos savours of the Thucy- 
didean phrase déxaros avrés, meumros 
avrds et sim., and carries with it the 
suggestion of a technical superiority in 
the Strategos named over his colleagues. 
Cp. Hermann, Lehrbuch, 1. ii.® § 113, 
p- 648. That Miltiades possessed such 
a superiority de facto is the clear moral 
of the story of Marathon. Cp. Appen- 
dix X.§5. It is plain, however, that 
the story is coloured by the later con- 
stitutional practices of the Athenian 
state, as well as by other interests. 

Stein? interprets this passage to 
mean that Miltiades was the Jast, the 
order of the Strategi following the 
annual order of the Phylae (cp. ¢. 111 
infra), which they commanded and to 
which they belonged. (Cp. ’A@yv. rod. 
c. 22.) In this case Miltiades, accord- 
ing to Stein, commanded the Oineis, to 
which his Deme, Lakiadae, belonged, 
and this Phyle stood on the extreme 

left in the order of battle. But ep. 
c. 104 imfra, and Appendix X. § 23. 
Among the colleagues of Miltiades were 
Stesilaos (c. 114 infra), Aristeides 
(Plutarch, Arist. 5) and possibly even 
Themistokles. 

5. "Odvpridda. The dates of the 
three victories are probably Ol. 61, 62, 
63, or Ol. 62, 63, 64. Clinton prefers 
the latter (Ff. H. ii.* p. 232), Duncker 
the former, Gesch. d. Alterth. vi.° p. 
469. 

6. tauto éfevelkacbar, ‘gained the 
very same honour which had before 
been carried off by Miltiades” (R.). If 
this is what Hdt. meant to say he took 
an uncommonly roundabout way of 
saying it; and was it worth saying? 
Besides, there is nothing in the text 
to justify the ‘‘before.” Some have 
understood éfeveixacfac in the sense 
‘transferred’: the victory which he 
won he transferred to his brother, gave 
the honour to his brother, ep. rapadido? 
Tleoiorpdtw dvaxnpux@jvac just below. 
This gives a very good sense, but only 
by violence done to the verb. In any 
case the grammar of the passage is 
exceptionable, but to preserve the 
correct sense of é&evelkacOac one might 
take tavrynv pwev Thy vikny dvedduevov py 
as an accusativus pendens and repeat 
ouvéBn before 7@ xr. The sense of 
the passage would then run: xal atr@ 
gevyovTt "ONvupmidda dvehécbat rebpixre 
cuéBn Kal T@ dpuounrpiy ddekpeg TavTOd 
éfevelkacOar. Kimon won the victory, 
but Miltiades had the credit of it. 
(With raurd ep. robro, c. 105. 1. 3 infra.) 
The ‘national’ law of the Olympic 
meeting so far recognised the ‘munici- 
pal’ laws of the Greek states severally 
as to exclude from the honours of the 
dyowv citizens under dria. This at 
least was the case in the fourth century. 
Cp. Smith, Dict. of Antiquities*, 862 a. 
Hence Kimon ¢evywv and drimos could 
not have himself proclaimed victor. 
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borépn “Orvpridds tice abtioe trot wKdv wapadidot Levoe- 
oTpat@ avaxnpuxOjvar, Kal THv vikny Tapels TovT@ KaTHAOE emt 
Ta EwvTOD UrdacTrovecs. Kal july avEdopevoY That adThar larrovct 10 
adAnv “OdvpTiada KatéraBe arobaveiv ird Tay Llevovetpdrov 
mald@v, ovKéeTe TEepledovTos avTod Ilecovotpdtov' xrelvoucw de 

odTol piv KaTa TO TpUTavyLoy vuUKTOS UmeicavTes avdpas.  Té- 
Oartac Sé Kiwov mpo tod aoreos, répnv ths Sa Koirns 
kadeouévns 0d00° Katavtiov § avtod ai immor teOdhatar abrat ~ 5 

a / 

ai tpets Odvuprriddas avedopevat. érroinoav Oé Kat adXaw trot 
rn / 

non T@uTO TodTO Evayopew Adkavos, mréw Sé TovTéwy ovdapai. 
6 pev 52) pecBuTepos THV Taidov TH Kiwou Urncayopns jv 

a \ an / A 

THViKavTa Tapa TO TAaTp@ Midtiddy TpEepopevos ev TH Xepoovynce, 
¢ \ , ? > a rs > ? / bY bY 9 \ 
0 6€ vewrepos Tap avT@® Kipove év AOnvyot, oivopa éxywv aod 20 

& \ ovTos 67 104 
/ an 

av Tote 0 MuAtiddns feov ex ths Xepoovncouv Kal éxmehevyas 
/ 

durdoov Oavatoy éotpatnyee AOnvaiwv. da péev yap of Doivixes 
oN e > , / ” \. an > n 

avTov ot emidimdEavtes péypt “IuBpov mrepi moddod ézrovedvTO 

Tov olxicTéw THS Xepoovnoov Mirtiddew Midrtiddns. 

For a similar case ep. c. 70 supra, and 
Thue. 5. 50, 4. 

12. odxére mepiedvros adrod§ II. 
Peisistratos died in 428 B.c., Ol. 62 
began at midsummer of that year. 
On the date and event, cp. Appendix 
IX. §1. 

13. tb mpvtavqjiov. This term might 
have designated at one time or another 
three different buildings, on three 
different sides of the Akropolis: (1) The 
original town-hall, in Kydathenaion. 
(2) The Tholos, in the inner Kerameikos. 
(3) The new town-hall, on the north 
side of the Akropolis. Cp. Curtius, 
Stadtg. pp. Ixxxix. 51, 93, 244, 302. 
If Curtius is right in ascribing (3) to 
Demetrios of Phaleron (op. c. p. 244), 
it may be ruled out. It is doubtful 
whether the Tholos was called the 
Prytaneion by any early or correct 
authority. It would therefore appear 
that we must here understand (1). But 
the site of this Theseian Prytaneion 
(Thue. 2. 15, 3) is theoretical, and it 
is observable that Thucydides .c. 
pees fixing the position of the older 
temples leaves the position of the (older) 
town-hall caieiatiniad. 

14. mpd tod Uoreos «rd. reads 
like autopsy. The cemetery of the 
Philaids was close to Athens: mpos yap 
rats Mederlot ridais xadovpévars éorly év 
Kolt\y 7a Karotpeva Kiwdvia pvijpara 

(Marcellin. vit. Thue. 17). It is pretty 
obvious that there was an inscription 
on the tomb of this team of mares. 
Were they all killed at once, in order to 
be buried together ? 

17. Hvayépew. Evagoras, like Mil- 
tiades, had a memorial - chariot at 
Olympia, Pausan. 6. 10, 8, which Hdt. 
may have seen. 

18. Zrynovaydpys, named after his 
paternal grandfather in accord with 
custom, was plainly the elder son. 
Miltiades gets his name from the oikist 
of the Chersonese, cp. c. 34 supra. 

19. mwatpw, the dpuoujrpios ddeddeds 
of Kimon is mwdrpws to Kimon’s sons. 
marpddekpos would be a more correct 
term for the relationship. But cp. 
notes to cc. 34 ff. supra. If Kypselos 
f. of Miltiades had been full brother to 
Stesagoras f. of Kimon, Stesagoras the 
elder would haye been patruus (as well 
as stepfather) of Miltiades the otkist : 
this Miltiades would have had an 
agnatic kinship with Kimon his éuom7- 
Tpwos ddedgeds, and might therefore easily 
have been described as mdrpws to 
Stesagoras the younger. 

104. 2. Hkwv (c. 41 supra) éorpartyee 
eda again suggests, or at least 
would probably have suggested to 
readers in Hdt.’s own day, that Miltiades 
was commander-in-chief: though not, 
of course, that he was the only Strategos. 
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SAaPely Te Kal avayayeiv mapa Bacirdéa’ awa dé expuydvra Te 
TovTovs Kal amixopmevov és tiv éwutod SoxéovTd te elvar ev 
caTnpin On, TO evOedrév pw of eyOpol trodeEdpevor brrd BiKa- 
oTIpLov avTov ayayovTes édiw~ay Tupavvidos Ths év Kepoovicy. 
aropuyav bé Kal TovTovs otparnyos otra "AOnvalwv amedéy On, 

10 

105 

Io 

e \ ¢ \ an / 

aipelels vmod Tov Onmov. 
Kai mpara pev éovres ets ev TO doe: of oTpaTnyol amorépu- 

mover és Lardaprnv xnpuka tPevdiurmldnv "AOnvaiov pyev avbpa, 
Gros SE twepodpouny Te Kal TodTO pedeTavTa: TO On, WS AUTOS 

Te édeye tPevdummldns Kal “A@nvalovcr aaiyyedre, Tepl To 
5 HlapOéviov dpos 7O wrép Teyéns o Lav mepumimres’ Baocavra oe 
TO ovvoua ToD tDedimmiden tov Uava "AOnvatows Kededoar 
amrayyetnat, ds O TL EwUTOD ovdeulay erripereiny TrovedYTAaL eOVTOS 
evvoov “A@nvaiowct kal Today yevouevov adi dn Ypnoipov, Ta 
NY Y NS L 

ETL KAL EDOLMEVOV. 
\ na \ >) r / 

Kal Tavta pev AOnvaior, KkatactavTay ot 

€U NON TOV TT LT@V, TWLOTEV 7 trnbéa idpv Wise Hon PNYMaToOV, TLcTEvVaaVTES cival adnGéa ispicavTo tro 

7. ot €x@pol. The Peisistratid party 
can scarcely by itself at that time 
have been strong enough for such 
action. If we may suppose that the 
enemies who prosecuted him on this 
occasion were the same as those who 
prosecuted him, more successfully, on 
a later occasion, then this prosecution 
was the work of a circle or clique to 
which Xanthippos belonged, 7.e. pre- 
sumably the Alkmaionid party. Cp. 
c. 136 infra, and Appendix XI. 

Sukacrhpiov, ‘a jury-court.” The 
procedure on the second occasion was 
different,. cp. c. 186 «infra. The 
Chersonese was already regarded as 
"Arrixh yh (c. 140 infra), and a ypadi 
tupavvtdos, or the more general mpodoclas 
was known at least to the later Attic Law 
(cp. Meier and Schomann, Das Attische 
Process, 341 ff.). It is only remark- 
able that the procedure in this case is 
not by elcayyeda, and that the Areio- 
pagos has nothing to say to the matter. 
But such omissions in Hdt. are not 
surprising, nor can we be sure how far 
his report is discoloured by the analogies 
of the Reformed Judicature of Ephialtes. 
See ’A@np. mon. c. 25, Aristot. Pol. 2. 12, 
2, 12744. Is it possible that the d:xa- 
oTnp.ov in this case was the Areiopagos ? 
If so, among its services in the Persian 
wars (Aristot. Pol. 8. 4, 8, 18044, "AQ. 
mon. ¢. 23) would have to be reckoned 
its acquittal of Miltiades. 

10. alpebels imd rod Shpov, zc. by 

the Ekklesia, not merely by one of the 
Phylae. But this description is almost 
certainly an anachronism, though it may 
suit with the subsequent presentation 
of Miltiades as the 7yeuev among the 
Strategi at Marathon (’A@. od. c. 22. 
Cp. Appendix IX. § 13). The date of 
this election might be the spring of 
490 B.c., or he may have been Strategos 
more than one year in succession. 

105. 1. édvres ert &y TO Hore’. The 
mission of Philippides precedes the 
march to Marathon, which has already 
been specified, c. 103 supra, and neither 
grammatically nor materially is there 
any subsequent clause answering to the 
sentence introduced by mpaéra pév. 

ot otparnyol, ten, or more? includ- 
ing the Polemarch? On these points 
Hdt. leaves us in the dark. 

2. PeadurmlSynv. Prirrlinv R et 
scriptorum testimonia (Stein). Pidurmrldns 
must be right. The form is preserved 
by R, in Nepos, vit. Milt. 4, and in 
Pausan. 1. 28, 4, Pliny 7. 20, Solinus 
lc. infra c. 106. Aristophanes would 
never have made ‘Pheidippides’ the 
son of Strepsiades, if the name had 
been consecrated in the Athenian 
traditions of Marathon : moreover, the 
corruption from Philippides to Pheidip- 
pides, for the #uepodpduns, is easier to 
understand than the reverse. Op. 
further, Appendix X. § 3. The form 
pig bl is guaranteed by a RV 
against S (Holder), and by a variation 
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a > ; Tl \ ey: \ J2\ > \ / A bd / ™ axpoTroNt ilavos ipov, Kal avTov amo TavTnS THS ayyerins 
/ > / \ / KUL 

@ucinet ETTETELOLOL KAL Naprads t\NaCKOVTAL. 
lal lal e « 

id Tov otpatnyav 0 tPedirridns obtos, bte mép of kn Kal Tov 
lava pavivas, Sevtepaios éx Tod “AOnvalwy doreos Hv év Lrdprn, 
: / Si—eri \ ¥ y « 4 / 
amuxomevos O€ él Tovs apyovtas éAeye “@ Aaxedaipmovios, 

lal / a a 

"A@nvaior ipéwv Séovtat ocdice BonOhoar kal yn Twepudety modu 
tal / an 

apxaorarny ev totot EXdnou Sovroctvyn Tepimecodcay mpos 
> a / \ \ a ? / / > / \ 

avipav BapBapev: Kal yap viv “Epérpid te jvdpatrodiotat Kab 
ToL royipw 7 “EAXNAs yéyove acbeverrépn.” Oo pev by ode Ta 

Tore dé meupOels 106 

/ lal / 

evTeTarpéva amnyyedre, Totar O€ Eade pev Bonbéew “AOnvaioicr, . 
EN f > \ / ; / na > / advvata 5é oft HY TO TapauTixa Tovéew TadTa, ov BovAopévorct 

in Nepos, Milt. 4. L. & 8.7 do not 
recognise it. 

11. Ilavés ipdv, a cave on the north 
side of the Akropolis. Cp. Pausanias 
l.c. (Descriptio Arcis Ath. ed.? Jahn, p. 
37, and the passages there quoted). 
That Pan was unworshipped at Athens 

~ until after his epiphany to Philippides 
on Mt. Parthenion and the panic of 
the Persians at Marathon seems im- 
probable. Cp. ro\\ax7 <pév> (Naber) 
yevouévou oft Hin xpynoluov. The cult 
was perhaps revived after the god’s 
service at Marathon. On the connexion 
with Arkadia cp. 4. 203. Blakesley 
(notes 240-242) has some interesting 
conjectures, but he is wrong in taking 
Napras as an ‘illumination.’ In the 
grotto was a statue of Pan dedicated by 
Miltiades, with the following inscrip- 
tion by Simonides : 

_ tov tpaybrovy éué Ildva rov ’Apkdda rov 
kara Mydwy 

Tov wer APnvaluy orhoaro Miuriddys. 

(But ep. ae X. § 15, and Intro- 
_ duction, p. lxiv.) 
_ M. Breton (Athénes, 2 Ed. p. 186) 
has the remark: ‘‘Chr. Wordsworth 
i (Athens and Attica, ¢. xii.) prétend que 
_ cette statue orne aujourd’hui le vesti- 
_ bule de la bibliothéque de Cambridge.” 
_ But all that Wordsworth affirmed (op. 
_ cit. p. 69) is that the statue in the 
Bacto was eres that which was 
_ dedicated by Miltiades, and for which 
a Simonides wrote the inscription, and 

that now stands in the vestibule of the 
_ Public Library at Cambridge.” The 
statue in ag is doubtless that in 
the Fitzwilliam Museum. Clarke, xi. 
‘Tporatopépos, ‘discovered in a garden 
below the grotto of Pan at the foot 

of the Akropolis of Athens.” See 
Michaelis, Ancient Marbles in Great 
Britain, p. 246 (ed. Fennell, 1882). 

106. 1. tTdére 5é in contrast to radra ev 
karacradvrwy eb T. mp. just above, and 
antecedent to ére mrep just below. 

3. Sevtepatos on the next day, Ze. 
within twenty-four hours. Solinus 
(ed. Mommsen, pp. 26, 27) giving 
‘records’ for swiftness of foot, this 
one included, estimates the distance 
at 1240 stadia. The passage is taken 
from Pliny, 7. 20 (84), where the 
received text has MCXL stadia: one 
C has probably dropped out (ep. Plinit 
Nat. Hist. l.c. ed. Lemaire). 

4. rods U&pxovras, not the king, or 
kings alone, anyway, cp. c. 67 supra 
(but cp. 5. 49 supra, 9. 7). 

6. apxatotarny. The regular Athen- 
ian view, and doubtless just, cp. Thucyd. 
1. 2, 5. Athens was of immemorial 
antiquity, the absence of a (Dorian) 
conquest facilitating the assumption of 
‘autochthonism.’ 

8. 4 “EAAds, a remarkable instance 
of the ethical significance of this term 
‘Hellendom’ (making it nearly equi- 
valent to 7d ‘H\Anuxdy 8. 144). Cp. 
5. 49 supra, 7. 197. 

9. roto. St tade. It would be fal- 
lacious to argue from this passage that 
it was possible (constitutional) at this 
date dpovpay gpalvew without an ante- 
cedent vote of the Apella, authorising 
the policy. The exact moment for 
mobilisation or action may have been 
left to the authorities, now, as in much 
later days. Xen. Hell. 6. 5, 10 may 
be taken as an example of the normal 
procedure : rots Aaxedaimovlos éd6xer Bon- 
Onréov elvar (=Toicr b¢ €ade BonOéev) .' . 
ppovpday pev ol Epopor Epawov ’Aynol\aov 
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Aveww TOV vopov: Hv yap iarapévov Tod pnvos eivdrn, elvarn 6é 
ov« eEerevoecOar Epacay pun) od mijpeos edvTos TOD KUKAOU. 

Obrou pév vuv thy mavaédnvov ewevov. Totor be BapBapovot 
catnyéeto ‘lmains 6 Wevovrrparov és rov Mapabdva, ris Tapo- 
Nomevns vueros Ow idov rounvde: eddxee 6 ‘Immlns rH pntpl Th 
Ew@UTOD cvveuvnivar. cuveBddr¢eTo av ex TOU dvelpov KaTeNOwY 
és Tas “AOnvas Kal avacwcdpevos Thy apynv TeNeUTHCEW ev TH 
c a / 

EWUT OV ynpatos. 
> \ \ n / fal 

éx pev On THS Orvrtos cuveBdreTO TadrTa, Tore bé 
/ n \ \ KATHYEOMEVOS TOUTO meV Ta avdpatroba Ta é€E “Epetpins améBnce 

? \ a \ J / la) 
és THY vacov Tiv Ytupéwv, Kareopévnv b€ Aiyrelnv, tobto &é 

/ acy b) \\ rn \ ¢ 
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6 éxéXevev 7 mods ayetoOar. 
supra, Appendix VII. § 8. 

11. jv yap ktA. We must take this 
passage to mean that the Spartans could 
not start on the ninth, or any other 
day, till full moon (15th), and not that 
the full moon might have fallen on the 
ninth. Did this rule hold for all 
months, or only for this particular 
month? The ancients understood the 
rule as valid generally, cp. Pausan. 1. 
28, 4, Schol. Aristoph. Acharn. 84, 
Plutarch, Mor. 861. Stein confines the 
rule to the month Karneios, in which 
the festival lasted from 7th to 15th. 
It seems well-nigh incredible that the 
Spartans should have put up with such 
a hindrance to military operations every 
month. The limitation of the obstruc- 
tion to a single month makes it more 
possible to maintain with Grote, and 
against Rawlinson, the bona fides of 
the Spartans on this occasion. The 
great haste which they used when 
they started on the 15th points to the 
same conclusion. This argument of 
course assumes the truth of the tradi- 
tion, and that the action, or inaction, 
of the Spartans has not been rationalised, 
or religionised, by afterthought. Cp. 
Appendix VII. § 11 ad jinem. 

12. ph ov, cp. c. 88 supra. 
107. 1. roto. 8 BapBdpoicr KrA. ‘the 

night before Hippias, son of Peisistratos, 
conducted the barbarians to Marathon 

Cp. 5. 64 

eo of Ov éva 
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he had sight of a vision as follows.’ 
Cp. c. 102 supra, where Hippias has 
already led the barbarians to Marathon. 

3. @dkee 0 ‘Immlyns xrA. Whether 
Hippias had any such dream as that 
here ascribed to him; whether he 
coughed a tooth out on the sand of 
Marathon ; whether he conjectured that 
the latter misfortune was a fulfilment 
of the former visitation, and made 
known this depressing conjecture to 
those about him; these are questions 
which can be decided only on general 
grounds. The story is not inappro- 
priate to the reputation of Hippias for 
piety of a certain kind. Cp. 5. 93 supra. 
His brother Hipparchos was a dreamer 
too, 5. 56 supra, but the story reads 
rather like a bitter jest at the exiled 
despot’s expense. Cp. Appendix X. §3. 

7. rodro piv . . todro 8é. The re- 
cord here seems to represent Hippias not 
merely as guide, but as Field-Marshal 
of the Persian forces (7a dvdpdroda 
.. améBnoe. . Tas véas Sputfe obTos . . TOdS 
BapBdpous diéracce). It is important to 
observe that the ships were left riding 
at anchor, not drawn up on shore. 

8. Alydelny, v. 1. AlyiAccay PR, may 
be identified with the island lying 
almost directly between Styra, in 
Euboea, and Kynossema, by Marathon : 
although there is no ancient authority 
for the identification. 

14. éwovgero, ‘he caused diligent 
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search to be made for his tooth.’ Van 
' Herwerden improves the text by re- 
moving 7Tév ddévTwy?, Bygas and adrod. 
The sand (Wdmos) is observable: cp. 
Appendix X. §§ 9, 35. 

108. 2. repévet ‘Hpaxdéos. This is the 
Herakleion at Marathon presumably, 

-and not the Herakleion in Kynosargos, 
cc. 116 infra, 103 supra. The cult of 
Herakles at Marathon was accounted 
the oldest in Greece (Pausan. 1. 32, 4) 
and was perhaps a Phoenician importa- 
tion. Strictly speaking, this close was 
not at ‘Marathon,’ but near the modern 
Vrana, as Lolling appears to have 
proved (Mitth. des D. arch. Instituts, i. 
89 ff.). This determination of the site 
must govern our conception of the 
operations. See Appendix X. § 31. 

4. mévous, e.g. the war with Thebes 5. 
77 supra, where, however, their services 

_ are ignored. 
5. @8¢«. That the account of the 

origin of the alliance between Athens 
and Plataia should be introduced here, 
out of its natural and chronological 
relations, is remarkable, the more so 
as Hdt. has already narrated no less 
than three expeditions of Kleomenes 
; nto central Greece (5. 64, 72, 74 supra), 
to one of which this episode must 
be supposed to belong. This incon- 
sequence might be explained by the 
supposition that Hdt. had composed 
the of Marathon, this excwrsus 
ineluded, before composing the narra- 
_ tive in the fifth Book where it would 
_have come in more appropriately: in 
_that case, however, we might have 
expected a forward reference to this 
passage in the fifth Book. (There is a 
parallel case to such an omission in 

he story of the wivus TadOuBiov 7. 133 
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ff., epd. with 6. 48, 94.) Or the story 
of the Plataian alliance may have 
formed an integral portion of the 
(Attic) tradition about the battle of 
Marathon, and Hdt. may be keeping 
close to his sources. Or the explana- 
tion might be sought in the supposition 
that before Hdt. composed the story 
of Marathon special attention had been 
attracted to the case of Plataia and its 
relations to Athens, as in 431 B.c. 
(Thue. 2, ad init.). That this passage 
was written or revised after the de- 
struction of Plataia in 427 B.c. (Thue. 
3. 68) seems improbable. It might be 
a late insertion (by Hdt.’s own hand), 
though why in this case he did not 
insert it in its natural place in Bk. 5, 
is not very evident. 

7. Kyeopévet. Thuc. 8. 68, 2 
dates the alliance ninety-two years 
before the destruction in 427 B.c. That 

Grote, in 
an unanswerable note (vol. iii. p. 583, 
t. ii. ¢. xxxi.), has proved that this 
ate is highly improbable. It is not, 

however, necessary to suppose that 
Thucydides in this case committed 
a blunder. Let it be granted that 
a copyist added one A too many 
(MAAAATII for JVAAATII) in an uncial 
MS. of Thucydides, and the error is 
traced to the likeliest source. (This is 
the suggestion of the late Professor A. 
von Gutschmid, cp. Busolt, Die Lake- 
daimonier, i. 8307 n.) The date of the 
alliance is 509 B.c. if the application to 
Kleomenes was made on the occasion of 
his second expedition into Attica: ep. 
5. 72 supra. Hd. Meyer, Gesch. d. 
Alterth. ii. p. 780, § 478 n. (1893), 
reverts to the earlier date, but he does 
not explain what Kleomenes <and the 
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Lakedaimonians> were doing ‘ near the 
Isthmus’ in 519 B.o. 

13. tatra xrd. This critical re- 
mark is more in the style of an Athen- 
ian politician than in the style of our 
author. Cp. Introduction, p. evili. 
hv evvolny . . trav II. ‘objective’ 

genitive. Cp. ‘the fear of the Lord.’ 
15. cvverredtas, sc. rods APnvatous. 
17. toto. Sum8exa Oeotor. Cp. 2. 4. 

In Athens the Dodekatheon embraced 
Zeus and Hera, Poseidon and Demeter, 
Apollo and Artemis, Hephaistos and 
Athene, Ares and Aphrodite, Hermes 
and Hestia. At Olympia the list was 
otherwise composed. Op. Schomann, 
Gr. Alt. ii.® 135, who suggests that the 
number may have been suggested by 
the number of months in the year. 
This altar was erected by Peisistratos 
the younger. Cp. Thue. 6. 54,6. On 
the supposed copy of it in the Louvre, 
cp. K. O. Miiller, Ancient Art, § 96. 22 
(E T. p. 63), Overbeck, Gesch. d. Gr. 

258. The festival was Plastik, i.4 

be the victory recorded in 5. 77 supra, 

perhaps the Panathenaic, during which 
the procession halted at this altar, Xen. 
Hipp. 3. 2, A. Mommsen, Heort. p. 394. 

21. katadddgEavtes. On the practice 
of arbitration, cp. 5. 29. The waparu- 
xévres here is probably a mere phrase 
to cover ignorance, cp. maparuxovor 
supra. On the policy of Corinth ep. e. 
89 supra, 5. 92,93. It may be observed 
that the Corinthian orator in Thucy- — 
dides 1. 41 does not include this 
arbitration in the list of services to 
Athens. 

23. és B. rehéev. Cp. c. 53. 1. 6 supra. 
25. Ty paxy. This cannot possibly 

for (1) the circumstances are different, 
(2) it precedes the annexation of Hysiae, 
cp. 5. 74 supra. It therefore precedes 
the expedition of the Peloponnesians 
there recorded. 

109. 1. 8xa at yvSpar. This council 
of war is localised at Marathon. The 
question before the Strategi (for the 
Polemarch is ex hypothest not present) 
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jis whether to risk a battle or to act on 
ithe defensive. The previous question, 
‘whether to go out or to remain in the 
‘eity, must have been raised before the 
jmarch to Marathon, c. 103 supra; but 
of this point Hdt. takes virtually no 
account. Cp. case of Eretria, c. 101 

supra, and see Appendix X. § 26. 
3. trav 8 kal. Perhaps Aristeides 

and the gallant Stesilaos son of Thrasy- 
laos (cp. c. 105 supra), possibly even 
Themistokles, were among the four who 
supported the better judgment of Mil- 
tiades. ovupBddAeccy del. Stein. 

5. 6 TO Kvapw Aaxdv troepapxéev. 
_This incidental phrase cannot prove 
that the lot fad been introduced by 
Kleisthenes for the Archontate: at 
most it proves that the Polemarch was 
appointed by sortition, perhaps out of 
the college of nine Archons, after their 
election xeporovig. But the general 
assumption that Hdt. thought of the 
Archons as appointed in 490 B.c. as 
they were certainly appointed in 430 
B.C. KAjpw or Kvdum need not be gain- 
said. It is far more likely, however, 
that Hdt. should have been guilty of 
an anachronism in the constitutional 
history of Athens, than that the lot 
was introduced so early as is here im- 

_ plied. Is Hdt. such a high authority 
on political and constitutional perspec- 
_ tives? Are anachronisms so rare in his 

ages? Moreover, this matter of the 
lot is not what he is here mainly 
concerned about: at the time he is 
writing the Polemarch and the other 
_ Archons obtain office by sortition, but 
+S the Polemarch has ceased to be 6pué- 
nos roto. crparryoict: it is this fact, 

that in the days of Marathon the 
_ Polemarch was still a member of the 
_ college of commanders, not the cireum- 
_ Stance that he was already an officer 
_kvayeuvrés, which affects the story. 
What the exact position of the Pole- 
March was in 490 B.c. Hdt. does not 
clearly indicate, but he does not say 
that the Polemarch had merely a cast- 
ing vote in case of an equidecision 

among ten Strategi. 
was oudWndos tr. or. He voted there- 
fore on all occasions. He must have 
been consulted before the army left 
Athens (c. 103), before the mission of ~ 
Philippides (c. 105); and not merely 
at the eleventh hour. The Polemarch 
also fights on the right wing—nhay 
commands it (c. 111 infra). There is 
indeed only one supposition which 
fairly makes sense of the story of 
Marathon. In 490 B.c. the Polemarch 
was still commander-in-chief, and the 
Strategi formed his council of war. As 
commander-in-chief he led the right 
wing, the post of honour and danger in 
a Greek army. Miltiades probably was 
the intellectual author of the Athenian 
tactics at Marathon, but he was not 
oTparnyos avroxpadrwp, which is virtually 
the position assigned to him in the 
traditions of the Periklean age. It was 
Kallimachos not Miltiades who com- 
manded at Marathon. This theory, if 
correct, makes it more absurd than 
ever to suppose that the Polemarch was 
kvamevrds. On the question of the 
introduction of the lot see further: On 
the significance of the Lot and the date 
of its introduction at Athens in the 
Transactions of the Oxford Philological 
Society 1886/7. [Also J. W. Headlam, 
Election by Lot at Athens, Cambr. 
1891. ] 

This note so far has been left intact, 
as written years before the discovery of 
the treatise on the Athenian Polity, 
ascribed to Aristotle, which has the 
express statement for the date of 
Marathon : rods orparnyovs qpodvro Kara 
gpurds, €& éxdorns gudjs eva, ris dé 
amrdons oTpaTlias Nyeuwv Fv 6 mouapxos 
ce. 22. This statement was probably 
intended to clear up the obscurity in 
regard to the part played by the Pole- 
march in Hdt.’s account of the Mara- 
thonian affair, which may have per- 
plexed Athenian students in the fourth 
century B.C. as it has perplexed all 
modern students who have given any 
attention to it. It does not, however, 

The Polemarch 
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follow that the statement in the ’A@. 
mo. is based on historical testimony or 
tradition, as distinct from inference. 
The inference made in the nineteenth 
cent. P.c. may have been anticipated 
in the fourth cent. A.c. Cp. Appen- 
dices IX. § 18, X. § 5. 

8. @€@av seems to carry out the 
assumption that the Polemarch had 
not been present at the previous council 
or debate: and so do the terms of the 
speech which follows. 

7ra8e. This speech appears to be 
coloured by later ideas ; at least it may 
be doubted whether Miltiades would 
have shared the (later) popular view of 
the services of Harmodios and Aristo- 
geiton to the cause of liberty (cp. Thuc. 
6. 54, and the Lives, Marcell. § 2, 
Anonym. §1). The future augured for 
Athens may be thought unlikely before 
the event. There is, however, special 
point in the allusion. These Ge- 
phyraeans (5. 57 supra) were from 
Aphidna, like Kallimachos himself 
(Plutarch, Moral. 628), and in later times 
at least the Polemarch conducted the 
festival in their honour, ’A@. 7roX. c. 58. 
The argument of Miltiades seems rather 
belated, if first urged at Vrana. (Cp. 
the case of Eretria, cc. 100, 101 supra.) 
It does not belong to Hdt.’s method to 

inform his hearers (or readers) from 
what source he derived knowledge of 
this intimate conference. 
ever, rarely at a loss on these occasions, 
cp. 4. 1387, 5. 49 supra, 3. 80, etc., ete. 

év oot reappears in the appeal of 
Themistokles to Eurybiades, 8. 60. Cp. 
és aé, €x céo infra, and with é€€ ob éy. 
"AO. cp. modu apxaorarny, c. 106 supra. 

11. Aelrrover secl. Stein. 
14. mpéty. Is this prophecy or his- 

tory ? ; 
17. viv &pxopat dpdcwv. This in- 

formation might be useful for Hdt.’s 
public, but could hardly have been 
necessary from Miltiades to Kalli- 
machos. 

19. oradow. The justice of this ex- 
pectation (or reflection) is shown by 
the story of the shield, ec. 115, 121- 
124, and would in any case have been 
obvious in the light of Eretria, c. 101, 
Aigina, c. 49, and the state of parties 
in Athens itself. 

22. Ccdv Ta toa vesdvTwv, c. 11 supra. 
25. médis mpdtyH TOV év TH “HAAGEL: 

cp. mpwrn Tav ‘EXAnvidwy wodlwy supra. 
The unhistorical character of this speech 
is discovered by these phrases, which not 
only betray the influence of later days, 
but are out of keeping even with the 
hypothetical situation. On the eve of 

He is, how- _ 
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Marathon Kallimachos and Miltiades 
may have been discussing the questions 
whether to expect or to deliver an 
attack, and at what moment: but 

hardly the prospects of an Athenian 
” primacy. 
110. 3. of orparnyol . . waped(Socav, 
ep. c. 109 supra. There were four of 
them, and apparently the mputavyln 
came to each one of them, before it 
reached Miltiades. Each yielded the 

_ honour to Miltiades, yet he postpones 
the engagement until his own day 
comes round: an inexplicable incon- 
sequence on the showing of Hdt. Per- 
haps the real question with Miltiades, 

or rather with Kallimachos, was that 
the Athenians should deliver the attack, 
and not act merely on the defensive, 
rather than the question of delivering 
the attack on any particular day. To 
attack without waiting for the Spartans 
— unless some special circumstance 
arose to make an immediate attack 
advisable—might well have seemed an 

act of folly. Van Herwerden cuts the 
knot by inserting od before dexdpevos. 

4, wpvtavy{n. The word has been 
generally supposed in this passage to 
mean ‘the command-in-chief,’ cp. L. & 
S. sub v. where no parallel is adduced. 
Plutarch seems to have taken this view 

_ of the passage, see Aristeid.c. 5. If, 
_ however, the supreme command was 
_ really vested in the Polemarch, and the 
_ Strategi commanded each only a Phyle, 
_ some other meaning must be sought for 
_ mpuraynin, or the word is here used in- 
_ correctly. Whether Hdt. understood 
% its correct use is another question. 
__ In what sense, or senses, could there 
_ be a daily change in the mpuravyln of 

the Strategi, the jyeuovla of the Pole- 
_ march remaining intact ? 
__, In one sense rpvravela was the period 
during which the Bovdevral of each 
_ Phyle were, so to speak, in office, i.e. 
_ one-tenth of the year. That order was 
_ determined by lot. Did the order of 
_ the Phylae in battle follow the order of 
_ the phylic prytanies for the year? Did 

the mpuravevouca gud) for the time being 
hold the post of honour, with its 
Strategos, on the right wing, immedi- 
ately in touch with the Polemarch ? 
(So Rawlinson, cp. note infra.) Might - 
the Strategos be said to be mpuravedwy 
while his Phyle was rpuravevouca ? 

One great objection to that explana- 
tion may lie in the succeeding words 
ws aptOuéovro al pudal, but another ob- 
jection already lies in the clear indica- 
tion that the mpuraveia in the army 
changed every day. So also the 
Scholiast on Thuc. 4. 118 (qu. by 
Kriiger) has auépa Kad? ty eye tes 
éfovolavy, though the mpurdves men- 
tioned there are civil officials. If the 
apuravela on the field of battle changed 
day by day, it can hardly have been 
identical with, or dependent on, the 
allotted order of the buleutic prytanies 
for the year. 

It is not in itself improbable that 
there was a daily change in the order 
of the Phyles in battle-array, or some 
rotation of primacy, or dignity, among 
the phylic regiments, and their com- 
sianelonsy the supreme lead and com- 
mand of the Polemarch remaining un- 
affected. Such an arrangement obtained 
in the army of Alexander the Great, 
and would have been thoroughly in 
accord with Athenian spirit (cp. 5. 78 
supra). The term in Alexander’s army 
appears to have been 7yeuovla, applied 
whether to the regiment, or to its com- 
mander (cp. Arrian, Anabasis, 1. 14. 6, 
28. 3; 5. 138. 4). The mpuvravnln here 
may correspond to the *ynyuovla there, 
the former word being, perhaps, em- 
ployed in order to avoid clashing with 
the iyewovla of the Polemarch. 

If this explanation be adopted, it 
follows that, on the day of battle, 
Miltiades, with the tribe he commanded, 
stood on the right wing. What tribe 
did Miltiades command? What tribe 
stood right, on the day of Marathon? If 
Miltiades belonged to the deme Laki- 
adai, and if he was in command of his 
own Phyletai, the Oineis was the tribe 
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in question. The attempt (Lugebil, 
4. Geschichte d. Staatsverf. v. Athen, ii. 
§ 17) to show that, in the time of the 
ten Phylae, Lakiadai may have belonged 
to the Aiantis, is disproved by C.1.A. 
li. 868, p. 340, where that deme be- 
longs to the Oineis in Ol. 105. 1 = 360- 
59 B.c. From another inscription, 
C.I.A. i. 179, it appears that Lake- 
daimonios (grandson of Miltiades) be- 
longed to Lakiadai, 433-2 B.c. But, is 
it absolutely certain that Miltiades in 
490 B.c. must have been ‘settled’ in 
Lakiadai, or, even if so settled, could 
under no circumstances have com- 
manded any other Phyle? The Aiantis 
is recorded to have occupied the right 
wing, at the battle of Marathon, upon 
the authority of Aischylos apud Plu- 
tarch, Quaest. Conv. 1. 10 = Moral. 
628, cp. Appendix X. § 27. The 
Philaid Miltiades would have had 
special claims upon the Aiantis, named 
after his heroic ancestor: is it certain 
that he was not in command of that 
Phyle? (The deme, Philaidat, by the 
way, belonged to the <Aigeis.) Any- 
way, whatever Phyle Miltiades com- 
manded, whatever Phyle stood on the 
right wing, beside the Polemarch at 
Marathon, the word mpuravyln may 
have been used correctly here, even if 
Herodotus erroneously took it to mean 
‘supreme command.’ 
Whether, after the reform of the 

Polemarchia, the supremacy in the 
college of Strategi, in the absence of a 
special psephism or enactment, rotated 
daily, is a moot question, cp. Plutarch, 
l.c. supra, Diodoros 13. 97 (Arginusae), 
13. 106 (Aigos-potami). See further, 
Appendix IX. § 14. 

111. 3. fyéero . . €xew cannot mean 
merely that the Polemarch stood as 
extreme man upon the right wing. 
Perhaps he stood there, but in a posi- 
tion of supreme authority. Lugebil, 
op. cit. §§ 12 ff., has shown that such 
was the general rule in Greek armies, 
but his further argument to show that 
Hdt. clearly understood the Polemarch 

at Marathon to have been commander- 
in-chief is unacceptable: cp. previous 
note, and Appendix X. § 5. 

5. €eSéxovro as dpiWpéovro al dudal. 
Plutarch, Mor. 628, asserts that Kalli- 
machos belonged to the Aiantis, and 
assuming that the Polemarch’s Phyle 
stood beside the Polemarch, Stein® 
(1874) proposed to read al dda pvAal, 
following Valla’s ceterae tribus. This 
merges the Phyle in the Polemarch, 
and implies that the Aiantis stood on 
the right, and stood there irrespective 
of the wpuravela. Hdt. says ai gudat, 
i.e. the Phylae, without exception, 
stood from right to left ws dpiOuéovro: 
i.e. as generally understood ‘according 
to the allotted order for the succession 
of prytanies for the year,’ an order 
which changed every year. The Aiantis 
stood right as the mpuravevovca pvAq 
(so Rawlinson). Stein assuming that 
Miltiades was in command 
Oineis, and that déxatos means last 
(instead of first) puts Oineis next the 
Plataians. In that case Miltiades 
might have commanded or led the 
whole left wing, and we might find 
the mptravis on the left, and the jyeucv 
on the right. But this combination is 
not trustworthy, cp. c. 103 supra. 

Stein® (1882) now argues that, as 
Hdt. did not write ai d\\a gvdal, he 
must have been ignorant of the tradi- 
tion that the Aiantis was on the right 
wing. He regards the tradition as 
itself untrustworthy: but it has the 
authority of Aischylos, cp. note supra. 
As above pointed out it was a coinci- 
dence, or an omen, perhaps contrived, 
that the Aiantis (to which the neigh- 
bouring Demi and the Polemarch be- 
longed, and which Miltiades, perhaps, 
commanded) was on the right. 

Our conception of the actual order in 
which the Phylae, or tribes, stood on 
the day of battle, turns largely on the 
meaning of the words ws dpiOuéovro. 
Lugebil, op. cit. § 18, has argued that 
the words refer to the fixed and official 
order of the Phylae: the imperfect is 

of the — 
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4no bar to this interpretation, and the 
‘word dp:Ouety naturally suggests a fixed 
jlist; but surely it might equally refer 
‘to either order, the changing order of a 
 sortition, or the fixed order of the cata- 
logue. Either order would be perfectly 
‘consistent with a daily change in the 
Hyyeuovia or mpuraynln (see note above). 
‘The fixed order of the Phylae was 
Erechtheis, Aigeis, Pandionis, Leontis, 

_Akamantis, Oineis, Kekropis, Hippo- 
~thontis, Aiantis, Antiochis. (Cp. Ap- 

ndix IX. § 9 ad fin.) According to 
Plutarch, <Aristeid. 5, the Antiochis 
and the Leontis were in the centre. If 
the order of battle had followed not an 

allotted but the fixed order of the tribes, 
Leontis and Antiochis could not have 

stood together in the centre, or any- 
where. Lugebil discredits the whole 
anecdote as a mere fiction to illustrate 
the notorious rivalry of Themistokles 
and Aristeides: but the position of the 
two tribes would be intelligible on the 
hypothesis of sortition; the rivalry 

might have been illustrated without 
bringing the tribes into actual juxta- 
position. If the order was according 
to the catalogue, the following infer- 
ences are legitimate. Given Aiantis 

_(Miltiades) on the right, the tribes 
would have succeeded as follows: Antio- 

‘chis (under Aristeides), Erechtheis, 
igeis, Pandionis, Leontis (with The- 
istokles), Akamantis, Oineis (Mil- 

es!), Kekropis, Hippothontis. Given 
- Oineis (Miltiades) on the right, there 
follow Kekropis, Hippothontis, Ai- 
_antis (!), Antiochis (Aristeides), and so 
on, Leontis (Themistokles) being last 
i? ut one. Given Oineis on the extreme 

_ left, Kekropis will be extreme right, 
Ais a third, Antiochis fourth, Leontis 
eighth. : 
7, 8. dvaydvrev, cp. Avolas dydryouce 
5.119 supra. yap seclusit Stein. 
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mevtetnpior, The reference is prob- 
ably to the Panathenaia. Cp. c. 108 
supra. This was not the only honour 
done, in course of time, to the Pla- 
taians: on the walls of the Poikile 
Stoa they were recognisable, in the 
Marathonian fresco, by their Boeotian 
helmets, [Dem.] c. Meaer. 94. Op. 
Appendix X. § 20. It seems well-nigh 
inconceivable that this passage should 
have been written by Herodotus after 
the destruction of Plataia in 427 B.c. 
Cp. c. 108 supra. Whether Hdt. had 
himself heard the prayer at one of the 
festivals is not clear. Cp. c. 112 infra. 

11. éylvero ro.dvSe tr. This arrange- 
ment was hardly an accident. Though 
it explains and in a way justifies the 
retreat of the centre, we need not sup- 
pose that it was a fiction coined for 
the purpose, nor is it likely that the 
numbers of each Phyle varied very 
much. It is most natural to see in it 
a result deliberately courted by the 
Athenian contin ais in order to 
strengthen the wings, and dictated by 
the nature of the ground (Leake) or 
by other considerations. Cp. Appendix 
X. § 37. 

otparémedov, ‘army.’ Cp. 5.113 supra. 
13. é6Atyas, the usual depth was éml 

éxr#. The centre on this occasion may 
have been thinned down to three or 
four. The extra number thus set free 
were not, we may suppose, massed on 
the wings, but brought up to the front 
in the centre, so as to lengthen the line 
of battle, the order of the Phylae re- 
maining unbroken. Thus while the 
wings—perhaps three Phylae on the 
right and two Phylae with the Pla- 
taians on the left—were eight or more 
ranks deep, the five Phylae in the centre 
were, perhaps, only half as deep. But 
no account 1s made of light-armed men. 

112. 1, Sveréraxro, the completion of 
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the movement is marked by the preposi- 
tion as well as by the tense. The neuter 
construction is noticeable. Cp. mdvres 
éreTaxaTo 9. 33. 

2. Ta ohayia éylvero kadd, not as at 
Plataia, 9. 36. There is no delay im- 
plied in éyivero. 

arel(Onoav. Who gave the word of 
command? Probably Kallimachos. Cp. 
7. 122 arelOn vrd Réptew. 

4, TO peralypov, c. 77 supra. 
stades would be millia passuwm. 

6. wéyxv Stein joins with émédepoy 
on the strength of 8. 10 mdyxuv ogi 
pavinv émevelkayres, and understands it 
in the sense haud dubie. Cp. mayxu 
. . Armifov 4. 135 supra. (L. & S. take 
it with d6deOpinv, and the position of the 
words favours this. ) 

éAlyous is a relative term ; the army 
numbered 10,000 at least, as we must 
suppose. Cp. Appendix X. §§ 25, 26. 

7. Spduo. What the pace was it is 
of course impossible todetermine. That 
thousands of hoplites in full armour 
advanced the best part of a mile at a 
rapid run without breaking rank (a@péo. 
mpocéuiéav) seems incredible (cp. H. 
Delbriick, Die Perserkriege, pp. 55 ff.), 
whatever single athletes after special 
training and practice might have ac- 
complished. Yet this statement is 
apparently made thrice (ll. 3, 7, 10) in 
this chapter. A. Mommsen, Heortologie 
211, suggests an explanation. Hdt. 
witnessed the festival on Boedromion 
6, and was persuaded, or inferred, that 
Bondpouia méumrey was a commemora- 
tion of this charge. The history is an 
inference from the rite. On the other 
hand, that a rapid advance was one of 
the characteristic memories of Marathon 
need not be doubted (ep. Appendix X. 
§ 27), and dpéum might, perhaps, as a 
military term, be simply opposed to 
Bddnv, cp. 9. 57, and Arrian, Anab. 5. 

Eight 

16. 1 (Arrian’s usual] antitheton to Badny 
is amovdy, 3. 8, 1, 4. 28, 2, b. 14, 1). 

otre Urrmov. If this means that the 
Athenians had absolutely no cavalry, 
it can hardly be reconciled with the 
existence of the Solonian imzeis, or 
immdda tedodvres, with the alleged 
supply of two horsemen from each 
Naukraria (cp. 5. 71 supra), and with 
general probabilities. In the time of 
Herodotus the imze?s were the joy and 
boast of Athens, immortalised on the 
Parthenon frieze, glorified on the stage. 
Cp. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Aus 
Kydathen, p. 24, and on the number 
of the cavalry, Rawlinson n. ad J/., ’A@. 
mon. c. 24, Sandys’ note. But even at 
the best of times the Athenian cavalry ~ 
was not a very important arm of the 
service. In 511 B.c., 5. 63 supra, 
and again later (Thuc. 2. 22, 431 
B.C.) Athens relied on Thessalian horse- 
men. But under the tyrannis the 
native cavalry had probably been dis- 
couraged, for political reasons. The 
conjectures ascribed to the barbarian 
might fairly be taken to imply that 
they on their part had cavalry present, 
but no mention is made of it in the 
action by Hdt. See Appendix X. § 7. 

otte Tokeupdtwv. This want Athens — 
supplied apparently before the battle 
of Plataia, see 9. 60. 

10. mp@ro. péy ydp KrA. On the 
formula, cp. Introduction, p. civ. 

The Mydcxh éoOys would comprise a 
tall cap (which the king alone wore 
upright, cp. L. & S. sub v. 7iépa and 
add Arrian, Anab. 3. 25, 3), and loose 
trousers (cp. 5. 94 supra, 7. 61), out- 
landish articles of apparel, which might 
legitimately shock the taste, but could 
not damp the courage, of the Hellenes. 
Van Herwerden brackets xal rods dvdpas 
TavTny noOnuévous. 

The sentence mpGra dé. . dxodoa is 

ae > a Sia a 
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described by Rawlinson (i.® 'p. 78) as 
‘an indefensible statement,” and ad- 

~ mitted as evidence of an undue partial- 
ity towards the Athenians on the side 
of Hdt. Without denying the partial- 
ity, it may be suggested that this 
remark, or something like it, occurred 
in his Athenian sources, and is not to 
be put down to the historian in the 
first instance (cp. a converse case 5. 97). 
Rawlinson 7. c. gives a list of the in- 
stantiae contradictoriae. Cp. Appendix 
X. § 4. 

113. 2. xpévos toAdds. The phrase 
must be taken as decisive, though vague. 
The Athenians had no notion of re- 
presenting the battle of Marathon as a 

_ ®pboKpov pa Bpaxd (Plutarch, Mor. 862). 
- Appendix X. § 35. 

époar kal Ddxar, the flower of 
f the Asiatic army, posted, as was ap- 
_ parently usual with the Persians, in 
_ the centre (see Rawlinson, note ad 1.), 
pete: a different arrangement was 

adopted by Mardonios at Plataia, 9. 
_ $1. The disposition of the forces was 
F not impromptu or irregular. The 

battle is here represented as a pitched 

would have to be 
battle (érerdxaro). 

i. ‘Sakae’ 
“understood ‘ Seyths,’ not European but 
Asiatic. See Appendix I. § 8. Op. 7. 
64, where Asiatic Sakae are reckoned 
among the foot-soldiers. At Thermo- 
at the bg oe are Medes, 

ans, an Persians, 7 » 210, 211. 
5. perdyavay, ‘inland,’ cp. 4. 100 
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supra. Not of course the perdyara tech- 
nically so-called, which was separated 
from 7d mediov by Hymettos, and to 
reach which by the nearest way the fly- 
ing Athenians would have had to pass 
between Pentelikos and the sea. The 
expression seems to imply that the 
Athenian front was to the sea. Cp. 
1. 9 infra and Appendix X. §§ 34, 35. 

6. TO pev Terpappévov KTA. This 
manceuvre seems too intelligent and 
successful not to have been the result 
of design and preparation: the com- 
manders, or at least Kallimachos, Mil- 
tiades, and perhaps others, were fully 
prepared for the event. Cp. Appendix 
X. § 37. 

8. ra Képea, (8) omits dudédrepa, 
which is superfluous. For atreov infra 
van Herwerden suggests aylveov. 

114. 1. &v trotr ro mévo. It has 
been asserted that the main incidents 
of the battle as described by Herodotus 
are just those which were depicted in 
the Poikile Stoa (Stein, note ad 1.). 
The assertion is tempting, but hardiy 
accurate: see Appendix X. § 28. All 
the es in which this picture is 
mentioned in the ancient authorities 
are brought together by Overbeck, 
Antiken Schriftquellen, pp. 200 f., 210 
(hele 1868). 

cihews. It is unfortunate 
tht nothing more is known of him. 

Kuvéyetpos, brother of Aischylos. 
Pliny, V. H. 35, 57, speaks of him as 
one of the duces, ‘put from the silence of 

113 

Io 
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Hdt. and the other authorities we may 
conclude that he was not one of the 
Strategi. His name might have sug- 
gested the dog in ithe Stoa: but cp. 
c. 116 wfra. 

4. apdAaorwy. The plural is observ- 
able: cp. Z2. 15. 717 &pdacrov pera 
xepolv éxwv. A derivation is given 
by Eustathius, mapa 7d pw padlws 
praoba (Stephanus, ed. Didot, 2679). 

5. medéxet, presumably a battle-axe, 
or bill: if so, probably wielded by a 
Scyth (Saka): cp. 7. 65, 4. 5, though 
properly speaking the wé\exus seems not 
to have been a weapon of war, cp. 7. 135. 

115. 1. éwré. The ships had not been 
beached, c.107. The number is probably 
historical: that only seven ships were 
taken is an argument for the hypothesis 
that a good part of the Persian forces 
were already on board. It would take 
some time to re-embark many thousands, 
nay tens of thousands, of men, to say 
nothing of horses, etc., supposing the 
whole undiminished forces of the bar- 
barians had been on land, when the 
battle began. See Appendix X. §§ 34, 38. 
Cp. H. Droysen, Die Perserkriege, p. 65. 

3. vyoov, Aigleia, c. 107 supra. 
They would have to round Kynosura 
and go a little northwards to reach it. 

4. qmepvérdeov, imperfect. Even if 
they went all night it would have 
taken them at least till the following 
day to reach Phaleron. 
INT The statement is pre- 

sumably an inference from the move- 
ment itself. 
«=. €& VAdKpewvidéov pnxavis. Cp. 

c. 121 infra. 
7. éotor 48n ev tHoL vyvol. If these 

words are true, and the course of opera- 
tions hitherto has been correctly ren- 
dered by Hdt., it follows that the 
Persians did not begin to re-embark 

until after their defeat at Marathon, and 
that the shield-signal was not displayed 
until after their re-embarkation was 
accomplished. What object it could 
then have served it is difficult to 
imagine. But, if the re-embarkation 
of the host had already been begun, if, 
say, the cavalry had been re-shipped, 
and perhaps more; if the signal had 
been shown when a number of the 
Persians was aboard ; we can more easily 
understand the circumstances which 
determined the Athenian attack, the 
need for the hasty return to Athens, 
the comparatively slight losses, and 
other points which are otherwise ob- 
scure. See further, Appendix X. § 8. 

116. 1. meptérdeov, as just above. 
*A®nvato. 8€ Some would, how- 

ever, have been left on the battle-field 
to guard the bodies and the spoil. 
Plutarch, Arist. 5, tells us that Aris- 
teides [who could be trusted], with his 
Phyle, Akamantis, was detached for 
this service. (Perhaps some of the 
Plataians too remained.) The other 
nine tribes marched back to Athens, 
but not surely the same day. From 
Marathon to Athens would be a quick 
march of six to eight hours (26 miles). — 
Plutarch, Mor. 350, has this : Mariddns 
bev yap dpas és Mapaddva 77H borepalg 
THY paxny cvvawas Frey els ory meTa TIS 
oTparias vevicnkws, t.e. the battle was 
fought the day after Miltiades left 
Athens; and he returned, it might 
seem, on the same day as the battle. 
Rawlinson misunderstands this passage, 
taking it to mean that Miltiades re- 
turned to Athens the day after the 
battle. Even so, they would have 
arrived, we may be sure, long before 
the Persian fleet rounded Sunion. The 
Athenian forces could not have quitted 
Marathon until the Strategi were sure 

wet 
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bye / \ / 
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v / \ \ \ an / / > \ / 
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that the Persians had abandoned the 
hope of forcing the way to Athens from 
that side. Hence when the troops did 
march homewards there may have been 
need for expedition (Duncker, Abhand- 
lungen, p. 40). Cp. Appendix X. § 35. 

2. raxtora del. Valckenaer. 
4. &v Mapaddv, c. 108 supra. 
év Kuvocdpyel, 5. 63 supra. Pau- 

sanias, 1. 19, 3, mentions the Herakleion 
between the Olympieion, or rather the 
shrine and statue of Aphrodite & 
Kyros, and the Lykeion. E. Curtius 
places Kynosarges outside the Diomeian 
gate (Stadtgesch. von Athen, p. 21) on 
the skirts of Lykabettos. The exact 
position is uncertain: see Harrison, 
Mythology and Monuments, p. 216, 

_ where are also some suggestive remarks 
_ on the dog. (Was it not a totem 2) 

To Herodotus the coincidence here 
noted is supernatural, cp. 9. 101. Was 
it from Kynosarges that the dog came 

into the picture in the Stoa? Cp. Ap- 
_ pendix X. § 28, and c. 115 supra. 
5. trepawwpnPévres Padtpov, cp. 

_ brepatwpéecOar 4. 103. Here the word 
_ is metaphorical: ‘on the high sea off 
__ Phaleron.’ 
‘ 6. rére. At the time Hdt. is writ- 
_ ing Peiraieus had long taken the place 
_ of Phaleron, ep. 8..66, and 85. 
— dvokwxetorayres with van Herwerden. 
 ~dvoxwxevew (not to be confused with 

_ dvaxwketerv) ‘to stay.’ Cp. 7. 36, 9. 18, 
and L. & 8. sub v. 

«117. 1, &y Mapa del. Valckenaer. 

amréfavov. These figures are mir- 
acles of moderation compared with 
later exaggerations (see Rawlinson, note 
ad 1.), and have an authentic air, 
though the number of the barbarian 
dead is admittedly a round number 
(kara). Among the dead Cicero names 
Hippias, ad Att. 9. 10, 3: nefarius 
Hippias, Pisistrati filius, qui in Mara- 
thonia pugna cecidit, arma contra 
patriam ferens. This might be an 
inference from the disappearance of 
Hippias from the scene, as nothing 
more is recorded of him : or an exagge- 
ration of his slip on the sand (c. 107). 
Some tradition slew Datis: see next 
chapter. Cp. Appendix X. § 25. 

4, @Gpa. There is nothing wildly 
improbable in the story of Epizelos. 
Authentic cases are on record of total 
or partial blindness, consequent on 
visions (cp. Acta App. 9. 1-9). It 
is for the biographer to record such 
cases, and for the psychologist to ex- 
plain them. Aelian, V. H. 7. 38, says 
that Epizelos was depicted in the 
Poikile. The apparition which struck 
down his next comrade, according to 
the statement of Epizelos as reported to 
Hat. (but not in the Poikile: cp. c. 114 
supra) and here recorded by him, was 
of course a foe, and cannot have been 
taken for Marathon, Echetlos, Herakles, 
or Theseus, all of whom, with Athene, 
were represented in the Poikile as aid- 
ing the Athenians, Pausan. 1. 15. 

9. Hkovoo, It is a pity that Hdt. 

uw 
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/ > / > 2 Qn 
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/ / 
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\ \ n b) / an 
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/ J \ \ > / 
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has not specified his informant (cp. 4. 
76 supra, 9. 16), and likewise the time 
and place of hearing. The specification, 
such as it is, seems introduced not to 
guarantee but to excuse or even to dis- 
credit the story. Cp. Introduction, § 
22. The doubt, however, need only 
extend to the cause of the blindness. 
Cp. Appendix X. § 3. 

118. 1. Aadris. It is now the turn of 
Datis to dream. Ktesias indeed re- 
ports that Datis was slain at Marathon 
(Fragments, ed. Gilmore, § 49, ed. Baehr, 
18). Cp. Appendix X. § 30. Arta- 
phrenes certainly was not, 7. 74, and 
e. 119 infra. 

2. Mvux«éve, a little N.E. of Delos. 
3. od déyerat, an honesty or poverty 

in the tradition which is remarkable. 
thrnow énovéero, cp. émoéero orov- 

Shv modnv eEevpeiv, c. 107 supra. 
4. Gyatpa *Amddd\wvos Kexpvtw- 

pévoy. The substance was presumably 
wood, or bronze. 

6. aarlkato, plp. Cp. 6. 9 supra. 
7. émlow from Tenos, c. 97 supra. 
9. Afdvov 7rd OnBalwv. Delion in 

Boeotia is not opposite Chalkis, rather 
is it opposite Eretria: strictly speaking 
it is not opposite either, but opposite 
the coast between them, Thucyd. 4. 76, 
4 Ajdwov.. 7d ev TH Tavaypala mpos Ev- 
Boway rerpaypevov ’Améb\\wvos lepby. Hat. 
can scarcely have written this passage 

after the Athenian disaster at Delion 
in 424 B.c. Cp. Thue. 4. 89-101. 

11. ekoot, Therefore about 471/0 
B.c. at a time when the power and 
prestige of Thebes were eclipsed (ep.. 
B. V. Head, Coinage of Boeotia, p. 20). 

The story of this statue suggests that 
the Persians were not quite idle during 
the two unexplained delays recorded 
above, cc. 102, 110. 
Where Hdt. heard this story it is 

not easy to discover. Blakesley says 
‘‘obviously from Delos.” But would 
the Delians have confessed their wrong- 
ful detention of the statue? Is it 
certain that. Datis bade them restore 
it? As certain, perhaps, as that his 
action was determined by a dream. — 
The @eorpémiov was perhaps Delphic. — 
Justice and piety may perhaps have been 
the whole motive of this transaction, 
but one would like to know more about 
it. In 470 B.c. Delphi, or the friends 
of Delphi, may have been thinking that 
it was time something was done to re- 
vive the power and prestige of Thebes, 
as a make-weight to the growing power 
of Athens, and the Delian symmachy. 

119. 2. "Aolyv. From Mykonos they 
would have retraced their course across 
the Icarian to Samos, ep. c. 95 supra. 
Whether they landed at Ephesos, or 
sailed with the fleet to Kypros and 
Phoenicia cannot be determined. 
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8. "ApSéptxxa. Arderikka in Kissia, 
210 stades from Susa and 40 from an 
asphalt + salt + oil spring, should ad- 
mit of identification. (Cp. Appendix 
XIII. § 6.) The most successful at- 
tempt to localise it is that of Sir H. 
Rawlinson, quoted in Rawlinson, Hdé. 
iii.® p. 496 n. Strabo, 747, places the 
Eretrians on the upper Tigris, which 
would contradict Hdt. Hdt. perhaps 
contradicts himself: at least he places 
an Arderikka on the Euphrates, in 
upper Babylonia, 1. 185. There may 
of course have been two places of the 
same name. Rawlinson believes that 
Apollonius of Tyana conversed in the 
first century of our era with the de- 
scendants of these very Eretrians, and 
so forth (Philostr. Vit. Apoll. 1. 24 ff.), 
and Grote (iv. p. 50 n.), Rawlinson and 
others (apparently even Duncker, vii.° 

. 118) believe that Hdt. visited the 
retrians at Arderikka and saw the 

well here described. The expression 
ot cal wéxpe éuéo xrr. does not justify 
any such inference (cp. 4. 124, and Intro- 
duction, pp. liii., xev.), and Hdt. might 
have smelt petroleum and learnt its 
Persian name without going to Arde- 
rikka. If the description of this well, 
the method of drawing, and so on, had 
been beyond Hdt.’s resources, short of 

autopsy, how much of his work would 
never have been written! For a descrip- 
tion of a wonderful well which he really 
did see, an 4. 195 supra. 

11. yavAod. Cp. c. 17. 1. 5 supra. 
15. ro 8& E\avov. Van Herwerden 

marks a lacuna which he would fill 
cuvdayouot év aryyelo.s, TO of IL. kadéouor p. 
And just above after ravrns he would 
read d\Xo és dAXo. 

18. yA@ooav, z.e. Greek, but you 
might detect an Eretrian by his rhota- 
kismos (Plato, Kratyl. 484 c). Cp. G. 
Meyer, Gr. Gram.? § 228. 

120. 1. \Kov, before the arrival of the 
Persians, or the Athenians themselves, 
c. 116 swpra, so that the latter found 
the Spartans there already. So Plato, 
Menex. 240, says that the Spartans 
arrived the day after the battle. They 
consequently left Sparta the day before 
the battle. If they left on the day 
after the full moon, 2.¢. on the 15th, the 
battle was fought on the 16th. Plutarch, 
de Hdti. malig. 26 (Mor. 861), gives 6th 
of Boedromion as the day of the battle. 
Boeckh (Mondecyklen der Hellenen, § 15) 
has shown that the day of the annual 
Commemoration is substituted in this 
pene for the actual day of the battle. 
f the battle was fought on what was, 

or should have been, the 16th of Meta- 

un 

~ oO 
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geitnion this would be, according to our 
calendar, Sep. 11, 490 B.c. Butit is not 
credible that a force of 2000 heavy-armed 
men accomplished the march in three 
days (and two nights). Isokrates allows 
them three days and three nights for 
the 1200 stades (Panegyr. 97), which 
would bring them to Athens reraprato 
—a sufficiently wonderful performance. 
They might of course be ‘in Attica’ 
without being ‘in Athens.’ The battle 
then might have been on Boedr. 17= 
Sep. 12. But we cannot be quite sure 
on what day the Athenians returned to 
the city, nor consequently on what day 
the battle was fought. Op. Appendix X. 
§ 27. On the distance see c. 106 supra. 

3. torepor 88 a. Tr. o. That the 
Spartans were prepared to leave Athens 
to be destroyed, only feigning an excuse 
(c. 106), and then sent an army ata forced 
march, is unlikely. As the march, the 
arrival, and the visit to Marathon seem 
well attested, it follows that the re- 
ligious excuse on this occasion was 
genuine. Who commanded the Lake- 
daimonians, and whether there were Pelo- 
ponnesian supports to follow, we are left 
to conjecture. Cp. Appendix VII. § 11. 

5. @ejoavro, They were therefore 
still unburied. The Medes (Persians) 
were said to have been buried, but 
Pausanias (1. 32, 5) could not find any 
tomb or monument. The true Persians 

_ by the way would not have thanked 
the Athenians for burial; a point upon 
which Hdt. was not quite accurately 
informed (1. 140), ep. c. 30 supra. 

aivéovres: ea est enim profecto ju- 
cunda laus, quae ab iis proficiscitur, 
qui ipsi in laude vixerunt, Cicero ad 
Fam. 15. 6, 1. The Athenians were 
not likely to forget this alvos, and the 
tribute to an achievement, all their 
own (76 épyov airar). 

121. 1. Opa, c. 117 supra, 1. 93, etc. 

otk évBékopar tov Adyov, c. 115 
supra, cp. Introduction, § 22. On the 
Alkmaionidae and their family history 
cp. note to c. 125 infra. The logic of 
the historian is at fault in this passage. 
To prove that the Alkmaionidae were 
pucotipavvo. he relates the connexion of 
the family with Kroisos, the first bar- 
barian who reduced Hellenes to slavery, 
1. 6, and with Kleisthenes tyrant of 
Sikyon, and conveniently forgets the 
connexion and alliance with Peisistratos 
himself, 1. 60. This excursus on the 
Alkmaionidae has been suspected. Most 
editors regard c. 122 as spurious. 
Blakesley goes so far as to reject cc. 
121-124. 
for how explain the introduction of the 
sequel 125 ff. ? How explain the special _ 
peculiarities of c. 122? The passage 
may well be an addition (by Hdt. him- 
self), and in any case can have been no 
integral part of the Athenian tradition 
about the battle of Marathon. Cp. 
ses X. § 8. 

Kpeov(Sas. In 490 B.c. the head 
of the family was a Megakles, who 
in that year won a Pythian victory, 
celebrated in the shortest of Pindar’s 
Epinikia, Pyth. vii. 

If the ode was composed immediately y 
after the Pythian festival the absence 
of all reference to Marathon is intel- 
ligible. The ¢0évos to which the house 
was exposed is indeed indicated, but 
that feeling might be the cause not the 
effect of this suspicion. If the ode 
were composed in 489 B.c. (as Stein 
says), its silence would confirm the 
evil report. Cp. Appendix X. § 12. 

4. Kaddly wrk. The men here 
mentioned were members of the great 
house of the Kerykes. The pedigree 
and history may be found in Petersen, 
Historia Gentium Attic. pp. 34 ff. (1880). 
Cp. Boeckh, Staatshaushaltung, i.* pp. 

This is too much or too little, _ 
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peooTupavvol €ovTes. 

566 f. (1886). Dittenberger’s ‘muster- 
giltige Abhandlung’ in Hermes, xx. 
pp- 1 ff. (1885), now holds the field, 
ep. Toepffer, Attisch. Genealog. pp. 80 ff. 
(1889). The Archon at the time of the 
battle of Marathon was a Phainippos. 
Cp. Clinton, Fast. Hell. ad ann. 490 
B.c. Inthe time of Perikles (and Hdt.) 
the names of Kallias and Hipponikos 
were very prominent in Athens. About 
448 B.C., or perhaps even after the 
Thirty Years’ Truce, took place the 
abortive mission of Kallias, son of 
Hipponikos, to Susa (7. 151, ep. 
Duncker, Abhandlungen, pp. 87 ff.). 
His son Hipponikos was Strategos in 
426 B.c., Thuc. 3. 91. It may be 
doubted whether our author here has a 
clear view of the family pedigree ; but 
he gives the three names which occur 
most frequently and prominently in the 
family annals. Cp. Aristoph. Birds 
282. The Kallias here specified must 
of course be sought among the con- 
temporaries of Peisistratos. The allusion 

‘€ in any case is forced. Stein suggests 
_ that the A\éyos which the historian is dis- 
fi crediting was a family tradition in the 
house of the Kerykes. There were anec- 
_ dotes against the Kerykes themselves, 
_ Hesychius sub v, Aaxkémdovros (alia 
_ testim. apud Petersen, p. 40), but we 
if _ do not ascribe them to the Alkmaionids. 
+ 6. dkws II. éxrécor, twice, cp. 1. 

_ 64. The two expulsions of Peisistratos 
have been reduced to one, by Beloch, 

_ Rhein. Mus. xiv. 469 ff. (1890), Gr. 
_ Gesch. i. 328 (1893). Beloch defends 
_ Hat. 5. 95 for (1) the synchronism be- 

tween Alkaios and Peisistratos, (2) the 

‘ 
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implicit denial of any Attic war with 
Lesbos before Peisistratos. In any case 
the Kerykes may have repossessed 
themselves of the land again after the 
expulsion of Hippias (5. 65 supra). 

7. Sypootlov, sc. dovAov, or perhaps 
khpuxos, for there were xypuxes and 
Kypuxes. 

a@véerbar. The family were among 
the wealthiest in Athens. The immo- 
tpopia further attests it, c. 122. The 
fortune of Kallias Aaxkém\ouros was 
estimated at 200 talents. Hipponikos 
had 600 slaves in the silver mines 
(Xen. de vect. 4. 15). His wealth 
was proverbial (see cit. apud Petersen, 
p- 43). His son Kallias tertiws had 
the reputation of running through the 
family fortunes (see further, Petersen, 
op. cit. p. 44). Two of the weddings 
in this family were specially celebrated : 
the marriage of Kallias Lakkoplutos with 
Elpinike daughter of Miltiades (Plu- 
tarch, Kim. 4, cp. Petersen, op. c. p. 41), 
and the marriage of Hipparete (grand- 
daughter of that Kallias and daughter 
of the Strategos above mentioned) with 
Alkibiades (Plutarch, A/k. 8). 

122. 1. Koddlew. . avdpl. Schweig- 
hiiuser and Baehr defended this chap- 
ter. There is certainly nothing in the 
matter to discredit its authenticity, 
and the phraseology, though harsh, can 
be paralleled out of Herodotus, with one, 
or perhaps two, exceptions. But (1) 
the passage fails in some of the best 
MSS. (the Medicean, Florentine, and 
three others), in fact in one family of 
MSS. (=a). (2) Plutarch -(or the 
author of the de Malig. Hdti.) does not 

Kal ol 123 
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"Arkpwewvidar opotws 1) oddev acov tov’Trov Aoav pLooTupavvoL. 
Odpa Ov poe Kal ov mpociewar THY diaBod TovTOUS ye avadéEar 
aomioa, oltuves &evyov T€ TOV TavTa x povov TovS Tupavvous, éK 

Spnxyavis te THs TovTwy é£édurov Ieoirtparidae THv Tupavvloa, 
cab ovr Tas AOxjvas obTot hoav of éhevOepHaavres TOMA@ baAov 
H Tep “Appod.ds te kab’ Apiotoyelrav, ds eyo Kplva. of pev yap 
eEnypiacay Tovs Urrodol Tous Ievototpatidéwv Iamapyov arroxrel- 
vavTes, oVOE TL aAdov éravaav [rods Aovrods| TUpavvetovTas* 
"Arkpewvidar b& éudavéws jrevdépwaar, ci 5% obTol ye adnOéus 
hoav ot THY IvOiny avareicavtes mpoonmaivew AaKxedatpoviovot 
édevOepody tas "AOnvas, @s jot mpoTepov SednrwTaL. ada yap 
yy > / b) A 

tows TL emrypempopevor AOnvaiwy TO Siw mpoedidocay THY Ta- 
/ b) \ 9 9 

Tploa. ov ev OV ody opewy adAoL SoKimwrTepor ev ye AOnvatovce 
/ > ¢ an 

avopes ovd of waddov éTEeTLULWEaTO. 

appear to have read it in his text 
(Stein). Cp. op. cit. e%27. (8) The 
sense and grammar are complete without 
it: kal of Ax. c. 123 ad init. answering 
to the last sentence of c. 121 KadXlns 
te yap «Td. (4) Though Herodotean 
in phraseology, the style is abrupt and 
harsh, from the very multiplication of 
Herodotean turns: tTodro wey . . TotTo 
dé . . d&iov puvnunv exew . . dkpos . . 
dvehouevos . . e¢ al. and also from 
usages which are not Herodotean, ¢.g. 
TH Mporeheyueva . . Swpenv . . Epavepwn. 
(5) éNevOep&v is an exaggeration, or not 
properly justified in the context. ou 
. . €kelvyol re is incorrect. 

In the face of these arguments it can 
hardly be maintained that the passage 
is of Herodotean authorship. Nor is 
the forgery a clever one. Lucian would 
have written the passage better. 

It does not therefore follow that the 
matters of fact mentioned are untrue. 
The Olympian victories are likely 
enough even without the authority of 
the Scholiast on Aristophanes. The 
wedding of the daughters would have 
had more verisimilitude if the names of 
the chosen bridegrooms had been added. 

123. 2. opolws KrTA., 1.¢. ouolws TouTw 
h ovdév Focov rovrou, ‘just as much as, 
or even more than, this man.’ Van 
Herwerden suggests of <dA\o> ’AXk., 
a reading which might seem to involve 
Hdt. in the error of making Kallias 
an Alkmaionid. 

3. ob mpoolepar, cp. odK évdéKopuat, 
c. 121. The dAdyos has become a dtaBod\} 

ef > \ / aye it f > 

OUTW OVE OYOS alpéeL ava- 

in the light of the ‘misotyrannic’ tra- 
dition of the Alkmaionids. 

4, ébevyov r. 7. x. Their first exile 
was due to the dyos 5. 71, and dated 
before the tyranny. The family had 
subsequently been on good terms with 
Peisistratos for a time, 1.60. It might 
be argued that (a) a distinction is drawn 
between Peisistratos and ‘ the tyrants,’ 
(6) the tyrants are regarded not as a ~ 
series but as a clique or small dynasty 
(duvacreia édiywv avdpGv Thuc. 3. 62) of 
members of one family. 

7. éyo. Thucydides agrees in this 
judgment on its negative side, against 
the claims of Harmodios and Aristo- 
geiton 6. 54, but makes little account 
of the services of the Alkmaionids. Cp. 
Appendix IX. §§ 3, 4. 

9. rods Aoutrods del. Wesseling. 
12. ds pou mp. SeB4Awrtar, 5. 63 supra. 

Such references imply a reading public. _ 
124. 4. érerupéaro. The family had ~ 

been held high in honour, but hadalso § 
been in disgrace and banishment. Its 
members were not among thosecelebrated 
in connexion with Marathon, nor did 
that victory apparently do much for their 
renown. ‘hey or their partisans had 
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ideyOfjvar Ex ye av TovT@v aorrida él ToLovTH Oyo. 
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jpev yap aomis, kal TobTO ovK éoTL GdXws eirreiv: éyéveTo yap" ds 
pévtos Hv 0 avadéEas, ovK éyw Tpocwrépw eitreiy TovTwv. 

Oi dé "AAKkpewvidas joav pév kal ra avéxabev aprpol év 
thot A@nvyot, amd 6 'AXKpéwvos Kal adtis Meyaxdéos éyévovro 
kal Kapta NaprTpol. ToUTO pev yap “AAKpwéwv 0 Meryarréos 
toict éx Lapdiov Avdoict mapa Kpoicov amixveopévorct er) 7d 
xpnotnpiov TO év Aedhotor cupmrpyKtwp te éyiveto Kal cuvendp- 
Bave mpoOvpas, kat pv Kpotcos muOopevos tay Avddv tov és 

Ta ypnoTnpia PovreovTwy éwuTdy ED Trotéery peTaméuTeTaL és 
Lapdis, amixopevoy Sé dwpéerar ypvo@e Tov av Svyntar TO 
£ col / 3 / > / éwuTov cwpate é&eveixacOat écatra€. o 6€ “AXKpéwv mpos THY 

\ Seis / / ? / / SINAN 
Swpenv E€OUVUCaAV TOLAVTTYV TOLAOE eTLTNOEVT AS Tpoaepepe* evous 

a ‘dynasty’ at Athens, they would 
_ make a composition with less formidable 

rivals, or even with the foreign foe. 
Hdt.’s express judgment is largely dis- 
eredited by the facts which he has him- 

_ self preserved in regard to the relations 
of the Alkmaionidae to Kroisos, to 
Kleisthenes, to Peisistratos, to Delphi 
and to Sparta. If this passage is, in- 
deed, his, it may confirm our distrust 
of his political judgment. Cp. Intro- 
duction, § 22. 

Adyos aipéer, cp. 4. 127 supra. em 
rovottw Adyw comes in somewhat awk- 
wardly; Hdt.’s logic being at fault 
here may have corrupted his rhetoric. 

6. éyévero yap. H. Delbriick (Die 
Perserkriege, pp. 59 ff.) has proposed to 
eancel the whole shield episode: but 
it appears as one of the most posi- 
tively attested incidents of the Mara- 
thonian campaign. It must fairly be 
utilised in any attempted reconstruction 
or rationalisation of the whole story. 
See ae X. §§ 8, 34. 

; 7. © avadéEas. To have ascribed the 
_act of treachery to one of the relations 
_ or partisans of the Peisistratids still in 

_ Athens would surely have been very 
_ obvious, if the case against ‘the Alk- 

_ maionids’ had not been very strong. 
125. 1. “AAkpewvl(Sar. There follows 

__ herean excursus on the Alkmaionids, the 
_ oceasion of which may perhaps be found 

_ in the relationship of Perikles (c. 131 
_ infra) to the house. The proper repre- 
_ sentatives of the family in the time of 

_ Hdt. hardly sustained its old reputa- 
_ tion, and perhaps owed their continued 
importance chiefly to their marriage con- 
_nexions (through Agariste qnottier of 

Perikles, Dinomache wife of Kleinias, 
mother of Alkibiades, cp. 8. 17, Isodike, 
wife of Kimon). The sons of Alkmaion 
are less prominent in later story: the 
Euryptolemos son of Peisianax, who 
figures towards the close of the 
Peloponnesian war (Xen. Hell. 1. 4, 
19 etc.), was a member of the 
family. Cp. Petersen, Quaestiones pp. 
76 ff. The gold of Kroisos was not 
the beginning of the fortune of the 
family. Its members were already in- 
fluential at Delphi (here, and ep. 
Plutarch, Solon 11, ’A@. rod. c. 19), and 
already responsible for the Kylonian 
dyos 5. 71 supra. Relations between 
the Alkmaionids and the Mermnadae 
need be doubted as little as relations 
with Delphi, though their obvious 
significance is not realised by the story- 
teller, and the favours of Kroisos are 
made a comedy. The chronological 
data, however, are confused. On the 

avedéyOn § 

eal 

remoter origines of the house, see 
Toeptfer, Attisch. Geneal. 225 ff. 

3. “AdXkpéwv 6 Meyaxdéos. If Alk- | 
maion assisted Lydian envoys at Delphi 
they were sent by Alyattes (cp. 1. 25) 
rather than by Kroisos, for the marriage 
of Megakles and Agariste took place 
before Kroisos ascended the throne, 
circa 560 B.C. Kleisthenes of Sikyon 
died circa 570 B.c. If any member of 
the house supported Kroisos it was 
Megakles. The Marmor Pariwm dates 
the mission of Kroisos to Delphi 556 
B.C. But Kroisos may have sent more 
than once to Delphi surely. 

7. povredvrwy = ‘frequentium,’ ¢. 137 
infra. But ep. épolreov pynoripes c. 
126 infra. 

oO 

mi 
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a / \ / \ / nr nr Kava péyav Kab KoArrov Babdy KaTaduTopevos ToD KLO@VOS, 
/ \ WA > / KoOopvous re Tovs euplake evpuTaTous €ovTas vTrodnTdpeEVoS, HLE 

b \ \ / 
€S TOV Onoavpov és TOV of KATNYEOVTO. 

, \ \ 5 A 

€oTrETMY O€ &s oWpov 
Wnywatos mpOta pev mapécake rapa tas Kvi\pas Tod x puaod 
Oaov éy@peov of KoOopvor, mera Se Tov KdATOV TdVTA TANT apLEVvos 
[tod ypucod| Kab és tas tplxas THs Kepadhs SvaTdcas To 
Wiypatos kal dd\Ao AaBov és TO ordpa, eEMe ex TOD Oncavpov 
ELK@v péev poyis Tos KoOdpvous, mavTl bé TEM OLKWS [aAAOV F 
avOpor@: Tob TO Te otoma éBéBvoTo Kal mdvta éEdyKoTO. 
iddvta Sé Tov Kpotcov yéros éoffrOe, kal of rdvra te éxelva 

a \ OLo0e Kar T pos érepa Owpéerar ovK éXdoow éxelvor. 
cf \ 
OUT ev 

? / id Saf, cf o eTOVTNTE  OlKin av’TH peyddws, Kal 0 “AAKpéwv ovTOS oUTH 
TeOpurmotpopncas ‘Odupridda davapéctar. peta bé yeven dev- 

/ / / \ c TéEpn UVoTepov Krewobévns adriy o Lukvevios TUpavvos éEnexpe, 
cf an ) / an 7 / WOTE TONAM ovopacToTepny yevéoOar ev Tota. “EAnot 4 Tpo- 
TEpov HV. 

5 Avépém yiverar Ovyatnp tH odvoua tw *Ayaplorn. 

/ * \ n an lal 

Krerobévei yap T6 “Aptotavipov tod Muipwvos tod 
/ 

TAVTHV 
Qs ¢ / \ \ / nOedAnoe, “EXAjvav atravtev éEevpov Toy apictov, TOUT Yyu- 
vaika tmpocbeivat. Or / i) s/ \ n > > o 

ULTL@Y WY ECOVT@MY KAL VLKWY EV AUTOLOL 

16. Stamdcoas from dardoow. 
Tov Xpvood sec/. Stein. 
19. dv8pérw, The word is carefully 

chosen (not dvdpl). 
rod KTA.: ‘with his mouth stuffed 

full and his whole person swelled out.’ 
Was not this story a subject of pictorial 
representation, or genre-work of one 
kind or another ? 

21. trepa . . éxelvwv, Stein reads on 
the authority of the better codices ; but 
the better reading is supplied by B: 
erépotol uv Swpéerar ovK éAdoooct. But 
ep. Schweighauser, Lexicon, sub v. Swpé- 
eo Ba. 

23. teOpirmorpopyoas. As Blakesley 
ingeniously shows (note 281 ad /.) this 
Olympian victory was only with a pair. 
Cp. Pindar, Pyth. 7. 13.  Isokrates, 
de Big. 351, and cp. Rawlinson, iii.® p. 
500, n.8 

126. 1. yevey Sevtépy torepov involves 
a blunder somewhere. The wedding of 
Agariste must have taken place before 
the accession of Kroisos. See preceding 
chapter. The explanation of the blunder 
may be that the friendship of Alyattes 
eee Alkmaion (rpérn yeven) was suc- 
ceeded by the wedding of Megakles 
and Agariste (devrépn yevej), but the 
substitution of the name of Kroisos for 

Alyattes above has involved the ana- 
chronism here: 
latter story being from different sources. 

2. Kreobévns 6 Zikvdvios (5. 67 
supra) died before the accession of 
Kroisos. ttpavvos del. Kallenberg. 

4. yap. Grote regards this story as 
(mainly) a fiction invented on Epic 
lines, suggested by the wooing of 
Helena, e¢ sim. (vol. ii. 415 nz). 
Whether Hdt. or his source (“some 
ingenious Athenian’) is accountable 
Grote doesnot clearly say. Stein 
suggests that the story comes from a 
Pindaric poem. Cp. Kirchhoff, Hnt- 
stehungszeit, p. 43. If the poem was 
an Epinikion (cp. Pyth. 7), to judge by 
the existing samples the mythos must 
have been very freely articulated and 
transformed by Herodotus. Points in 
the story indicate an Italiote source, or 
at least an Italiote interest (cp. Zihlke, 
De Agaristes nuptiis, pp. 30 ff.) which 
would be sufficiently accounted for, if 
the story was first coined or circulated 
about the date of the founding of 
Thurii. z 

5. @vydrnp. Busolt (i. 494, i.? 666) 
thinks Kleisthenes had no son. 

7. “Odvprrlov. a 
Olympiad cannot be exactly determined, 

the former and the~_ 

The date of this 
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, ‘ - , , > / ov c / 
teOpinm@ o KrXewoOevns kijpuypa eroujocato, datis “EAN jvov 

émuTov aftot KrevrGéveos yauSpov yevécOar, iirew és éEnkooTiy 
/ > la) e / 

Hyeepnu ) Kal mpotepov és YKvdva, ws KupmaovtTos Kev béveos 

‘Tov yamov év éviavT@, amo Tis éEnxoorhs apEapévou ruépns. 
5 rn ¢ / 4 / > a 9 AN / ’ 

evOadta EXAnvav dco odict Te avtoicr Hoav Kal watpyn éEwy- 

K@wévol, epolteov pvnothpes: Toto Krecobévns kal Spopov kab 

Tadalotpny Toimodpevos em avT@ TovTm elye. amo pev O1) 127 
/ Sac 

Irarins HAGE Lpuwvdupidys 6 ‘Immoxpdteos LuBapirns, ds earl 

mreiotov 81 ydLOns els avjp armixeto (4) S& BWBapis Hepate 
TovTov Tov xYpovoy wadioTa), Kal Lepirns Adpacos ’Apdpios Tod 

_codod Aeyouévou mais. ovTor pév amd “Itadins HAOov, é« bé5 
tod KoArov Tod ‘loviov “Apudipynatos *Emictpodou ’Emiddurios: 
odtos O&€ é€x Tod ‘loviov KoArov. Aitwrds 8 7rAGe Titoppov Tod 
ec 4 a > / \ / > , > \ 
brreppuvtos te EXAnvas toys Kal dvyovtos avOpwrovs és Tas 
> \ rn > / /, / Qn / 5) \ 

ecyatias THs Aitwdidos yopns, TovTov Tov Titopyou adeddpeds 

= Oo 

Mays. 

It has been dated 576 B.c. and 572 B.c. 
(ep. Baehr, note ad /., Ziihlke, op. cit. 
p- 16), 7.e. Ol. 51 or 52. 

8. éroincaro, middle voice. Cp. 
1, 14 infra. 

ll. éviavro. The date fixed for the 
wedding would have been about Sep- 
tember 575 B.c. (571 B.c.). The suitors 
were to assemble ‘ within sixty days.’ 
Cp. 4. 98 supra. 

12. wykopévor used in a literal sense 
c. 125 supra, and here rather clumsily 
repeated. 

13. Spdpos. In 8. 74, if genuine, 
with a different sense. Anyway cp. 
c. 112 supra. 

14. ér atto rotrw, ‘on purpose.’ 
Toucapevos, Cp. érojoaro supra. 

127. 2. 7AVe. The list of candidates 
—if the Argive were omitted, see infra 
—would give just twelve suitors from 
various parts of the Hellenic world: 
from Peloponnese three, from the 
western main (Aitolia, Epidamnos, 
Molossi) three, from Italy two, from 
Athens two, from Thessaly one, from 
Euboea one, Corinth and Thebes are 
conspicuous by their absence, to say 
nothing of Sparta. The Jonians of Asia 
are unrepresented. The synchronisms 

_ are peculiar: the florwit of Sikyon under 
 Kleisthenes (of Argos under Pheidon), 
of Sybaris and of Eretria each and all 
coincide, ep. c. 21 supra. See further 

_ the notes on the particular names. 

amo d€ IleXorrovyjcov Deldwvos Tod “Apyeiwy Tupavvouv 

3. h St BvPapis Hxpafe. The acme 
of Sybaris might coincide with the 
revival of the Achaian and Jonian 
elements in the Peloponnese ; and there 
would be a special suitability in the 
Achaian towns of Italy sending repre- 
sentatives to Sikyon. Kroton, however, 
is not represented: perhaps naturally 
enough. Cp. c. 21 supra. Athenaeus 
xii. 541 preserves a (fictitious) embellish- 
ment to the effect that Smindyrides 
took a thousand fowlers and a thousand 
cooks with him on this occasion. 
Anecdotes illustrative of the luxury of 
Sybaris were afterwards attached to his 
name. (See Rawlinson, note ad 1., 
Ziihlke, op. c. p. 17.) 

4. ’Apipwos t. o., ‘ Amyris the sage.’ 
An Amyris is mentioned by Athenaeus 
xii. 520 (if the reading be correct) as 
a legate of the Sybarites to Delphi. 
Suidas (“Awupis palverat) says that 
Amyris alone understood the oracle 
foretelling the fall of Sybaris, sold all 
his property, and went to Pelopon- 
nesos. The Sybarites thought him 
mad. Afterwards (on the destruction 
of the city?) he was much admired. 
This would bring Amyris down to the 
close of the century. On Siris ep. 8. 62. 

7. Turdéppov. Later legend (Aelian, 
V. H. xii. 22) makes Titormos contem- 
een with Milon of Krotona : it cannot 
e said that Hdt. commits this ana- 

chronism, if it be an anachronism. 

~ ie) 
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a / 7 / n mats Aewxydys, Peldwvos 5€ tod Ta pétpa ToujoayTos IeXo- 
/ \ c / / \ ¢ / / 4 Tovynoiorct Kal UBpicavTos péyiora 61 “EAAjvov mdvrov, b¢ 

b] / \ ] / 

éEavaotycas tovs ‘Hrelwv daywvobéras avtos tov év ’Odvpariy 
a 

11. AewkqdSys. Miller, Dorier, i.? 
104, identifies with Lakedas a _pro- 
verbially effeminate Temenid of Argos 
(Plutarch, Mor. 89) and penultimate 
king: cp. Pausan. 2. 19, 2. 

mats ®. The appearance of a son 
of Pheidon among the suitors has been 
objected to on three grounds: (1) 
as an anachronism. Pheidon’s date 
has been put approximately from one 
to two centuries before Kleisthenes, the 
Olympiad referred to below being taken 
for the 8th=748 B.c., or the 28th=668 
B.c. Though some of the suitors were 
older than others (c. 128), none can 
have been so oldasthis! (2) The anti- 
Argive policy of Kleisthenes makes a 
suitor from Argos out of place (cp. 5. 67 
supra). (3) A Dorian suitor spoils the 
otherwise non-Dorian complexion of 
the list. Even if the anachronism 
were avoidable the argument remains 
against believing that a son of the 
Dorian despot of Argos was among the 
suitors of Agariste; but neither ana- 
chronism nor improbability proves the 
unauthenticity of the passage. Van 
Herwerden drops rats with RSV (= 8). 

DelSavos St Tod TA péTpa roLy- 
cavros ILedorovvyctou. Pheidon, 
‘who introduced a system of measures 
in the Peloponnesos,’ was despot of 
Argos and extended his power to 
Olympia, can be none other than the 
greatest of the Temenid kings. It is to 
be observed that Hdt. ascribes to Phei- 
don only the ‘measures’ ; Ephoros was 
the first to make him author of the 
‘ Aiginetan’ coinage. Cp. Busolt, Gr. 
G@. i. 143. Rawlinson admits a blunder 
on Hadt.’s part, but accepts the theory 
of there having been two Pheidons, a 
theory invented to avoid the anachron- 

ism (by Miiller, Aigineticorwm Liber, p. 
60). Butat that rate we shall want three 
or four Pheidons: see following note. 

Beloch, Gr. Gesch. i. 216 nu. (1893), 
suggests that the introduction of 
‘measures’ may have been ascribed to 
Pheidon, because there was in Argos a 
measure called a pheidon, Pollux, 10. 
179 (ed. Bekker, p. 448). Is it not 
much more probable that the measure 
was named after the man ? 

The plan of dropping the passage 

Peldwvos dé «rd. to save Hdt. from ana- 
chronism is a product of criticism in 
catremis; better at once rewrite the 
passage, dad 6é Il. rod ’Apyetou r. mais A. 
Peldwvos 6é dmbyovos ToU krA. But this 
too is desperate and unrecessary. If 
anything goes out, we must get rid of 
the whole passage from the first ®el- 
dwvos down to mais cal and read dé 6é 
IleXomovvjcov "Apiayros xrdA., not in 
order that we may save Hdt. from 
anachronism, but that we may reduce 
the suitors to a dozen, and be rid of 
the Dorian. But what reason can be 
shown for curing Hdt. of parapragmat- 
ism (cp. 5. 45), or where would the 
process begin and end ? ~ 

13. avros tov évy “Odvprly dyava 
€@ynxe. The determination of the Olym- 
piad of Pheidon is undoubtedly one of 
the most fascinating problems in Greek — 
chronology. Neither the evidence nor 
the argument can be here fully ex- 
hibited. It must suffice to say that 
(i) if the text of Hdt. be genuine, and the ed ee eee We eS ee 

statement correct, Pheidon would haye 
to be regarded as contemporary with 
Kleisthenes of Sikyon. His Olympiad 
would then fall into the sixth century. 
(Busolt has shown indeed that if 
Pheidon expelled the Hleian Agono- 
thetae, as Hdt. asserts, the Olympiad 
of Pheidon would fall subsequently to g 
Opi 15/2 Be Oa Gas |Gesciode- Gli 
n.) Some recent authorities (Trieber, 
Beloch) have declared for this date, and 
Beloch even brings Pheidon to the 
throne 585 B.c. (Busolt, 7. c.). This 
date practically rests upon the authority 
of Hdt. and in this connexion that 
authority. is almost worthless. One 
historical agreement might be adduced 
in its favour. If Pheidon belonged to 
the sixth century he might have been 
the first to coin money in Greece proper — ; ; 
(so Ridgway, Origin of Currency, p. 
215): but the evidence that Pheidon — 
coined money is also practically worth- 
less: (a) The Marmor Pariwm, which 
however dates Pheidon, and therefore 
his coinage, 895 B.C. ; 
apud) Strab. 376, who was probably the 
author of the combination originally. 
A combination is not necessarily wrong, 

(6) (Ephoros 

but against this one, the motives for — | 
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— / a ayava €Onke: TovTOU TE 5) Tats Kal "Apiavtos Aveovpyou ’Apkas 
nr \ > \ a] 

éx Tpamefodvtos, cat Afnv é« Ilaiov mods Aaddvns Evdo- 

which are transparent (cp. Busolt, Gr. 
G. i.1 145), may be set the great im- 
robability of the synchronism of Phei- 
on=Kleisthenes (= Periandros), to say 

nothing of having to date the institu- 
tion of the dyav by Pheidon intolerably 
late (cp. (iii) infra). 

(ii) s contrast to the clear state- 
ment by Hdt. and the inferences to 
be based thereon, there is a still 
clearer statement by Pausanias 6. 

_ 22, 2, according to which the Olym- 
iad of Pheidon is the 8th=748 B.c. 
his date has been very generally 

' accepted, even by critical historians, 
e.g. Clinton (F. H. ad ann.), Grote (ii. 
237), Duncker (Gesch. de Alterth. v.° 
547), Busolt (Die Lakedaimonier, i. 98 
tentatively, Gr. Gesch. i.1 145 decidedly), 
Holm (Gesch. Gr. i. 244 = Engl. Tr. 1. 
213), and others. But unfortunately 
Pausanias has marred his own authority 

~ by making Pheidon co-operate with the 
Pisaei, or Pisatae, instead of allowing 
him (as does Hdt.) to be his own 
Agonothetes (Hellanodikes). There is 
no so great USps in putting in the 
Pisatae for. the Eleians! Pausanias’ 
statement plainly rests on combina- 
tions, and apparently again on Ephoros 
(who in this matter is already dis- 
credited), for Ephoros made Pheidon 
6éxaros dwd Tyuévov. (Busolt, Gr. G. 
i.” 619, regards the 8th Ol. as a date 
excogitated subsequently to Ephoros, in 
connexion with the Argivo-Macedonian 
genealogies and legends. See further, 
(iv) infra.) 

(iii) By an emendation of Pausanias 
(usually attributed to Weissenborn, 
but now by Busolt, i.” 611 n.?, restored 
to our own Falconer) the 8th was 
converted into the 28th Olympiad 

_ =668 B.c. This date is adopted by 
 Curtius, Gr. G. i.6 215, as ‘‘the most 

_ probable hypothesis” (cp. p. 239 and 
_ the note on p. 660. Cp. Engl. Tr. i. 

235). It is a curious coincidence, any 
way, that Ol]. 28 was, according to 
tradition, celebrated by the Pisatae, 
not by the Eleians (cp. Clinton, Masti, 

It would be easy to 
understand the substitution of the 

 Pisatae for Pheidon in tradition, all 
_ the more seeing that the Olympiad of 
_ Pheidon was an Anolympiad (Pausan. 

l. c.). It may be, indeed, that the 

exact figure of the Olympiad of Pheidon 
is; unattainable (cp. Bury, Nemean 
Odes of Pindar, Appendix D, p. 256), 
but the Olympiad of Pheidon was cer- 
tainly the 28th or thereabouts, reckon- 
ing the Olympiads according to the 
conventional Anagraphe. For Mr. Bury 
(op. cit.) has made it probable that 
not only did Pheidon celebrate an 
Olympiad, but that he was the historic 
founder of the Agon: his Olympiad 

_ 

was virtually the first (pan-Hellenic) © 
celebration. This conclusion has an 
important bearing upon the approxi- 
mate date: it is an argument against 
lowering the date, so as to make Phei- 
don contemporary with Kleisthenes of 
Sikyon. The ascertained date for the 
first Pythian (pan-Hellenic) celebration 
is 585 B.c. But the Olympian had 
been of a surety in full swing a long 
time before that. The historical per- 
spective, the political situation in Pelo- 
ponnesos so far as ascertainable, favours 
the fixture of the Olympiad of Pheidon 
about the middle of the seventh cen- 
tury. (This is likewise the mature 
judgment of Busolt, Gr. G. i.? 623.) 
For conventional purposes Ol. 28 is 
the most suitable as the Olympiad of 
Pheidon. 

(iv) Some traditions tended to throw 
Pheidon back even before OJ. 8 and to 
make him contemporary with Lykurgos 
=Iphitos, or even earlier. These need 
not here be further discussed. Busolt 
in his masterly analysis of what may 
be called the stratification of traditions 
on this subject (Gir. G. i.? 612 ff.) has 
shown that these particular develop- 
ments belong to the Macedonian sonia, 
and are connected with the Helleno- 
Herakleid legend of the Macedonian 
house (cp. 5. 22 supra). The ancient 
authorities may be found conveniently 
in Clinton, Fasti, i. Appendix I. See 
further, Grote, Part It. c. iv. vol. ii. p. 
237, Ridgway, Origin of Currency and 
Weight Standards, pp. 211-215, Bury, 
Nemean Odes of Pindar, Appendix D. 
For further German literature, see 
Busolt, i.? 611 n.? 

15. "Atqv, of Azania, a district in 
N.-W. of Arkadia, cp. Curtius, Pelop. 
i. 885: nota pores name as Lenormant 
(La Grande-Créce, i. p, 282) takes it. 
The greater towns of Arkadia, Tegea, 
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piovos Tod SeEapévov te, ws oyos év "ApKadin réyerar, Tos 
Avookovpous oixiovct Kat amo Ttovrou Eewodoxéovtos mdvtas 
avOpémous, Kat ‘Helos ’Ovouacros ’Ayalov. obrou pev 8) é& 
autis LeNorovyncou 7AOor, é« d¢ “AOnvéwv amrikovTo Meryarréns 

20Te 0 "AXkpuéwvos tovTov Tod mapa Kpotcov amixopévov, Kab 
addos ‘Immoxdeldns Tucavdpov, droit Kal €ldei Tpopépov 
"A@nvaiwy. amd 88 “Epetpins avOetans todrov Tov  povov 
Avoavins: obros 8€ am EvBoins potvos. é« 8& Oeccarins 
Oe Tov LKorradéwv Avaxrtopidns Kpavydvios, é« 5¢ Moroacav 

128"ArXkov. Tocodrou perv eyévovTo of punorhpes. 
TOUT@Y &€s TiVY Tpoerpnuevnv jucpnv, 6 Krevobévns mpara pev Tas 
TatTpas Te avTaY aveTrUOeTO Kal yévos ExdorToU, peta be KaTéyov 

> / \ amlkopéevov oe 

eviauTov dueTeipaTo avTay Ths Te avopayabins Kal Ths dpyhs Kal 
5 mawdevotds Te Kal TpoTroV, Kal Evi ExdoTt@ iw és cuvovciny Kal 
cuvaTract, Kal és yupvdowd Te éEaywéwv door hoav avTav veo- 
TEpol, Kal TO ye péyLoTOV, ev TH ouVEcTin SveTTELpATO baov yap 
KaTELYE YXpovov avTovs, TodTOV TavTa érolee Kal dua e€elvte 
peyaorpeTréws. Kal dn Kov waddoTAa TOY pYnTTHPwV npécKoVTO 

1006 aw “AOnvéwy amuiypévor, Kal to’tw@y paddov ‘Im7oKdeldns 6 
Tucavdpov Kat Kat avdpayabinv éxpiveto Kal 6tt TO avéxabev 

129 rotow ev KopivOm Kuwedidnot jv mpoonkwov. ws d& 4 Kupin 
EYEVETO TOV HLEpewY THS TE KATAKAaLOS TOU yamov Kal exhac.os 

Mantinea, Orchomenos, are not repre- 
sented. 

16. @s Adyos év ~Apkadly éyerar. 
Hdt. does not believe this story, cp. 4. 
173 supra. Four stadii from the city 
of Kleitor was a temple of the Dioskuri 
(Pausan. 8. 21, 4), and their figures 
appear on fifth-century coins (J. H. S. 
vii. 102, Immerwahr, Kulte uw. Mythen 
Arkad. 229). 

19. “A@nvéwv. Megakles himself was 
the contemporary of Kroisos, c. 125 supra. 

21. Hippokleides son of Tisandros was 
probably a Philaid. Cp. next chapter. 
128. 3. adverd0ero. If an Epic poem 
was Hdt.’s main source for the story, 
probably Kleisthenes was represented 
as extracting from his visitors the in- 
formation given just above in the text, 
ce. 127. The subjects in which the 
suitors were tested (dvdparyabin, épy7, 
maldevots, Tpbmos) are characteristic. 

7. ovveotty. A curious word, 
specially used in the sense of ‘ boon- 
companionship.’ Stein suggests & 
TH suvorinos éreipaTo. . Van Her- 

werden approves of cuvectot (‘‘R op- 
time”): which Holder also adopts. 

8. mavra. St. suggests mdvra Te 
Taira: van H. reads mdvra émicriovs © 
after Madvig. 

9. "péokovro. Whom they pleased 
is not stated; it would be pleasant 
to believe that Agariste herself was 
consulted! Van Herwerden after Bekker 
inserts oi. 

10. ‘ImoxkAelSys. Hippokleides son 
of Tisandros is related to the Kypselidae 
of Corinth. At Athens his father is 
plainly contemporary with Kypselos 
father of Miltiades the Philaid, ec. 35 
supra. The inference is certainly 
tempting that Tisandros was a Philaid, 
and that the Philaidae had connexion 
with the Kypselids. The Kypselids 
traced themselves back to Kaineus the 
Lapith, 5. 92 supra. Lysidike the 
mother of Philaios was counted a 
descendant of Kaineus. Cp. Petersen, 
Hist. Gent. Attic. iv. 

129. 2. karakAlovos. Van Herwerden 
suggests kAlovos. 
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A / \ / A cavTod KXewoOéveos tov Kpivoe éx travtwv, Oicas Bods éExaTov 6 
- , ey: ) / \ a ‘KrevoOérns evexee avtovs te tos puvnorhpas Kal Luxvwviovs 

Nee ant \ / , st 
‘mavras. os O€ amo Seimvou éyivovto, of pynothpes epw elyov 

, A \ lal / \ o appt Te povatkyn Kal TO Aeyouévp és TO pécov. Tpoiovans Sé 
a / / \ \ 

‘Tis TOTLOS KAaTEY@Y TrOANOY TOUS aAXoUS Oo ‘ImoKAEldns éxérevoé 
e \ > \ > a > / / \ na > / (ol TOY aVANTHY avAoaL Eupenreinyv, TePopévou Sé Tod avAnTéw 

/ 7 e n \ lal 

\OPYNTATO. Kal K@S EWUTO pEV aApEecTas dpxéeTo, 6 Krevcbévns 
\ an 

S€ opéwy Srov TO TpHywa br@mreve. peta dé ervayov o ‘Irmo- 
/ / oF Is 4 > ta) > / \ 

KNELoNsS KX povov EKENEVTE TLVA TpatreCav égevetKal, E€ceNOovons dé 
n A \ > an > / 

Tis tparétns pata mev em avtis opyjcato MakowKa oynparia, 
” / \ / \ \ 

pera S€ adda AttiKd, TO TpiTov Sé THY Kepadjy épetoas él THY 
, Ps L > / L \ \ \ tpamefav Tolot okédeor éyerpovoynoe. Krevobévns O€ Ta pev 
nr / 

Tpata Kal Ta SevTEepa dpyeopévov, atrooTuyéwy yauBpov dv ot 
” / Q SE id Py \ / ” \ \ 3 / Ere yevéoOar “Imrokdeidea Sia THY TE Opynow Kal THY avaLdeiny, 

an / / an / 5 

KaTelye éwuTov, ov BovAopevos exparyhnvar és avTov: ws Sé Eide 
a / / 

Tolot oKéhect yElpovounoavTa, ovKEéTL KaTéxyeW SuVdpevos elie 
2? a / > / / ‘ \ / » e WeG 
@ tat Ticavdpov, amopynoao ye pev Tov yapov. 0 de ‘Imro- 

KNetdns UroNaBav elite “ ov hpovtts ‘Immokdetdn.” ard TovToV 
\ a) > / K Oé be \ / >/- 

péev Tovto ovowaterar, Krerobevns d€ oiynv trotnodpevos édeke 
\ na an a 

és pécov Tade. “ avdpes maidos THs euhs pvnotipes, eyo Kab 
a a / : 

Tavras bpéas érravéw Kal Tact duty, ei olov Te ely, YapLCoiwny ay, 
? / / / \ \ 

nr &a tpéwv éEaipetov atroKkpivey unTe Tovs AoLTrovs aTrodoKL- 
/ b b > \ tf Lid) nA if. / 4 pafov. add ov yap old Té Erte puns Trépt TapOEvov BovdevovTa 
rn / na 

Tact KATA VOoY TroLéeLY, TOloL pev Hew aTreAavVopévotot TODSE 
fo) \ / n 

TOU ydpov TddavToY apyupiou éExdoT@ Swpeny didwpe Ths aEvdctos 
a na an a / a 

elveca THs €& eued yhwat Kal THs €& olKkov arrodnuins, TO S€ 

5. pw clyov. Cp. Bekker, Chari- comic (the xépdaé?), On Greek dan- 
kles, 2nd Excursus to 6th scene. Kd. cing, see Guhl and Koner (E. T. pp. 272 
Goll, vol. ii. pp. 335 ff. ff.), Dict. of Antig., sub v. SALTATIO, 

6. TO Aeyopévw és TH péoov. Op. and Sittl, Die Gebarden der Gr. u. Rim. 
4. 97 supra yopn . 

| ¢. 130 infra. 
8. éypedefnv. A serious and un- 
eee strain: or the dance it- 
self (cp. L. & S.). Blakesley seems 
to be hypercritical in seeing a special 
offence to Kleisthenes in this tragic 
step, in the light of 5. 67 supra. 
Perhaps any very good dancing by a 

_ Eupatrid would ee been unseemly ; 
too professional. 

9. éwvTo piv dperras, cp. 4. 61 supra 
Bots éwurdv e&épe. 
«12, Aakwvind. Probably of a 
_ military kind, perhaps the -vpplxn, 

while the ’Arrixa were more distinctly 

VOL, I 

. és uw. pépw, and c. xiii. (1890). 
13. &dAa, 5. 32 supra. 
20. ob gpovtis ‘I. An expression 

that became proverbial. The phrase is 
anapaestic, and was used by Hermippos, 
ep. Suidas, s.v. 

130. 2. dvopaterar: hine igitur ori- 
nem cepit istud proverbium, Baehr. 
an H. condemns Stein’s conjecture 

voulferar. With the story of Hippo- 
kleides may be compared the oriental 
fable of The Dancing Peacock: on 
which see Appendix XLV. 

mounodpevos. Op. c. 126 supra, etc. 
8, Swpefv, c. 122 supra. Here as 

in e. 125 of course in its proper sense. 

20 

. 

uw 

130 
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10’AXxpéwvos Meyaxhés éyyud taida ri eu ’Ayaplorny voyou, — 
papévov é éyyvdobar Meyaxdéos éxextpoto | toto. A@nvaiwv.” 

0 yapos Knrevobévei. 
131 

How many talents the successful suitor 
received from the tyrant is unfortun- 
ately not stated. 

10. vépoirt rotor “AOnvalwyv. It is 
not quite clear what were the marriage 
laws of the Athenians in the year 570 
B.C. or thereabouts. The Solonian 
legislation may have been just enacted : 
but our knowledge of the domestic 
institutions of Athens is mainly for 
the fourth century, when much was 
ascribed to Solon which was of later 
institution, dating even after the 
Archonship of Eukleides. It is pos- 
sible that at the date of the wedding of 
Agariste kinship through the mother 
was still strongly recognised at Athens 
(cp. c. 103 supra). M‘Lennan even 
argues acutely that at Athens the 
system of female kinship regulated to 
some extent marriage after it had lost 
importance in regard to succession 
(Studies in Ancient History, New Ed. 
p- 223). It is remarkable that the 
name of Kleisthenes is transferred from 
the pnrpordrwp to the dvyarp.déos (5. 67, 
supra, cp. next chapter). By the strict 
letter of the later law Kleisthenes him- 
self would have been véos. (Cp. ’A@nv. 
mon. cc. 26, 42, Aristot. Pol. 3. 5, 8) 
12782.) On the other hand it can 
hardly be doubted that the Solonian 
legislation tended in the direction of 
the patria potestas, and probably to 
some extent damnified the position of 
women at Athens. In that case, per- 
haps, Kleisthenes was making some 
concession, on his daughter’s behalf, in 
conforming to the Attic marriage law 
of the day. He performs the éyy’nots, 
and he no doubt gave, with his 
daughter's hand, the indispensable 
dowry (mpolé). As, however, this speech 
is scarcely historic, but may be taken 
to represent Alkmaionid tradition 

_ about the middle of the fifth century 
B.c., the formula would necessarily 
suggest conformity to the growing 
strictness of the domestic institutions, 
though it Pe proves that the 
strict law above cited cannot have been 

HPOAOTOY VI 

> \ \ / a a) Appi peéev Kpiovos TOY pwnoTnpeY TocadTa éyévero Kal obTa@ 
] 

Ardkpeovidar ¢Bocbncav ava tiv “EXdSa. ‘ 
Z / / c a cavtov yiverar Kreobévns te 0 Tas puAds Kal THY Onwoxpatiny — 

/ 

TOUT@V O€ TUVOLKN- 

in force at the time of the wedding, 
Cp. Duncker, Hin angebliches Gesetz des 
Perikles, in his Abhandlungen, 1887. 
On Attic marriage and family law gener- 
ally: Texts—Petitus, Leges Atticae, f, 
Liber sextus (Parisiis 1635), Meursius, 
Themis Attica (ap. Gronoy. Thesaur. y. 
ed. 1699), Télfy, Corpus Juris Attici, ~ 
Lib. ii. (1868). For further Literature 
ep. Hermann’s Lehrbuch, 11. i.* pp. 1, 2. 
See also Smith, Dict. Antiqg. articles 
MATRIMONIUM in second and in third 
edd. (an interesting contrast). 

1l. éxextpwro 6 ydpos. N.B. the 
tense. Cp. 5. 78 supra. HE. Hruza, Die | 
Ehebegriindung nach attischem Recht 
(1892), proves that the terms éyyvavy, 
éyyvacbat denote acts constituting a ~ 
legitimate marriage-contract (§ 3), and 
argues, from their occurrence in this 
story, that they date back to Solon (7. — 
p. 44). Cp. further, op. cit. § 6. The 
éyyinots is a contract between the > 
father (or other xvpios) and the bride- — 
groom: for the yauos the presence of 
the bride is necessary. The formulae — 
used by Kleisthenes and Megakles are © 
observable. : 

131. 2. éBdcOnoav, ‘the name of Alk- 
maion’s sons was noised abroad wher- 
ever Hellenes inhabited.’ 

“EAAds, c. 106 supra. ; 
3. Kvdeodévns, 5. 69 supra. Did — 

Kleisthenes die without issue? Op. — 
next note. Whether he was the elder of 
the two sons it is not easy to determine. — 
The pedigree of the Alkmaionids as © 
given by Rawlinson, note ad /., is so far — 
misleading as it exhibits Perikles, Alki- — 
biades, e¢ aZ. as members of the clan. 
The proper genealogy of Perikles would — 
of course be reckoned warpédev. Cp. c. 
14 supra. He and his ancestors be- 
longed to the family of the Buzygai, 
a priestly house, connected with Eleusis. | 
See Petersen, Historia gent. Attic. pp. 
131 ff., Toepfier, Attisch. Geneal. pp. | 
136 f. On Xanthippos see further c¢. 
136 infra. That he was among the 
friends of Kleisthenes and the Alk- 
maionid party seems obvious. The bi 
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? / / Yj » a A@nvaioet KaTacTnTas, EYOV TO OVOMA amd TOD pNnTpPOTraTOpoOS 

a , @ / \ / 7 

Tod Swxvwviov: odros Te 5) yiverar Meyaxréu Kal ‘Inrtroxparns, 5 
NV A€ / / 

é€x O€ ‘Immoxpateos MeyaxXéns te dddos Kal ’Ayapiorn a\Xn amd 
fal Yr / > / yA \ 

Tis KXevrOéveos “Ayapiotns éyouca TO ovvopma: 4) cuvoiKioacd TE 
= rah Sea / \ » + ra 78 v bd aA ef 

Eaviinre te Apidpovos Kai éyxvos éodca cide div év TO Urrve, 
2o/ be / a \ b) ) / e / / 7 7 

edoxee O€ NéovTa TEKEly, Kal peT OAlyas Hpwépas TiKTEL Tlepuxréa 
— 

Eavbirre. 10 
\ \ N la a / Mera dé to &v Mapadam tpdua yevopevov Mirriddns, ral 132 

/ > / \ > / / a 7 

mpotepov evdokiéwy Tapa “AOnvatorct, ToTe padAdov avéeTo. 
/ / / \ / 

aitnoas dé véas EBOopnKovtTa Kal otpatinv te Kal xpHpata 
AO / > / LA 2 , , 5) aes 

nvatous, ov dpacas ods ew Hv emLoTpatevoetar yadpny, ada 
\ \ a Ba e 

as avtovs KaTtaTovTiely HV ol EmwvTaL: ETL yap YOpPHY ToLAvTHD 5 
Sh y \ > l y y Te n Twa a&ew O0ev ypuvooyv evTeTéws apPovoy oicovTary éyor 

i 

- 1037 (424 B.c.). 

TotavTa aitee Tas véas. 

of Perikles may be placed conjecturally 
about 493/2 B.c. (Duncker, viii. 245, ix. 
3). This suits well enough with the 
date of his political début (’A@. mon. c. 
27). That he was not the eldest son of 
Xanthippos may be inferred from the 
fact that he had a brother named 
Ariphron, after the grandfather. The 
forty years of Perikles’ primacy (quad- 
raginta annos praefuit Athenis, Cic. 
de Orat. 3. 138, cp. Plutarch, Perik. 16. 
2 recoapdxovra pev etn mpwrevwy), which 
would put his first appearance back at 
least to 469 zB.c. and his birth perhaps 
to 499 B.c., is artificial, rae Perit 
and scarcely consistent with the indica- 
tions in Plut. Perik. 7. If the first 
orpatnyia of Perikles is rightly dated 
to 462 B.c. (Duncker, viii. 247) it would 
support the later figure (493) as the 
date of his birth. 

6. Meyaxdéns. This Megakles was 
certainly ostrakised, ep. "AQ. mond. c. 22 
ed. Sandys ; but it seems unlikely that 
there was also a Megakles, son of Kleis- 

_ thenes, who met the same fate. 
8. &fw. The curious view in regard 

_ to the lioness and her cub reported 
by Hdt. 3. 108 might help to explain 
the dream and its interpretation. 

9. éovra. Stein quotes the ora- 
cular parody in Aristophanes, Knights, 

In this allusion to 
‘the Lion of the House of Xanthippos’ 
who can fail to find a key to the pro- 

_minence of the family stories of the 
 Alkmaionids in the whole context be- 
fore us? Perikles is nowhere else 
named by Hdt., and it is natural to 

"A@nvaior Sé Tovrowcr émraepOévtes 

suppose that special circumstances at 
the time when Hdt. was writing had 
emphasised the connexion of Peri- 
kles with the ‘accursed’ house (ep. 
5. 70 f. supra); but it is difficult to 
imagine that Perikles was dead (429 
B.C.) when this story was written. 
The whole passage, cc. 121-131, or 125- 
131, might very well be a mapevOyjxn 
made after 432 B.c. and before 428 B.c. 

132. 1. perd. How long after, Hdt. 
does not specify. The expedition to 
Paros can scarcely have taken place 
before the spring of 489 B.c. See 
Appendix XI. § 2. Miltiades was still 
Strategos, or perhaps re-elected in 489 
B.c. But this expedition is plainly a 
special commission. Cp. 5. 97 supra 
and note 4 infra. 
Leper We should rather have ex- 

pected vixny, cp. 4. 160 supra. 
3. €BSopqxovta. The whole fleet of 

Athens at this time. oF c. 89 supra. 
4, A®nvatovs. No doubt the ZHk- 

klesia, mediately or immediately. It 
is difficult to believe that Hdt. here 
gives us a full or correct account of the 
secret commission of Miltiades. What 
he represents as a freebooting adventure 
admits of being interpreted as a legiti- 
mate and well-designed act of policy. 
See Appendix XI. § 4. On his own 
showing the present would have been 
an appropriate place for a remark on 
the folly of the Athenians (ep. 1. 60, 5. 
97), but something kept him from it: 
unless the words rovro.ot éraepOévres con- 
vey a censure ; such exaltation usually 
preceding a fall, cp. 4. 130, 5. 91 supra, 
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Tapéoooay. 

odéas. 

> / apyatovu. 

8. For tmapéSocay Cobet 
édooar. 

133. 2. IIdpov (cp. Smith, Dict. Geogr. 
sub v. and Bent, Cyclades, c. xv). 
Paros, once only second to Naxos among 
the Kyklades (‘‘ traces of a vast popula- 
tion in former ages’’), doing a brisk 
trade in its choice marble (8. 57, 5. 62), 
on good terms with Miletos before the 
great revolt (5. 27, 28), regarded as the 
metropolis of Thasos (Thue. 4, 104, 4), 
was never more flourishing than in 
the days of Miltiades, and still in the 
days of Hdt. was paying 16 T. tribute 
to Athens (cp. C. Z. A. i. 284), 
‘twice as much as Naxos, Andros, and 
other larger islands” (Bent, Be 372). 
Paros presumably had profited by the 
fall of Naxos, and had made good terms 
with the Persians. It is likely enough 
that the Parians had taken part in 
the Marathonian campaign. Athenian 
tradition afterwards represented them 
as unpatriotic time-servers (8. 67, 
112). That Miltiades should have been 
angry with a Parian for reporting evil 
of him to Hydarnes, and should seek 
to avenge the insult on the whole 
community, is not very probable. Was 
the victor of Marathon, the hero of 
the Danube, so anxious to stand well 
with the Persians? Good political and 
military reasons can be found for the 
expedition to Paros. See Appendix 
XI. § 4. 

suggests 

HPOAOTOY 

TaparaBav 5é 6 Mirriddns tv orpatuyy bmd«e 
émt Ildpov, mpodpacw éyov as of Ldpvor uTnpEav mporepou 
oTparevopmevor tpinpeor és Mapabava kya TO Ilépon. 
pev 8 Tpdcxnua NOYoV Hv, atdp Twa Kab eyKoToV elye Tolot 

5 Ilaplovsr dua Avoaydpea tov Tisiew, éovta yévos Idpuov, d1a- 
Barovra pu mpos “Tddpvea tov Téponv. 
émdee 0 Midriddns Th otpatip érrodwopKee Llaplovs karevdnpévous 
€vTOS TelyeEos, Kal éomréumrav Knpuxca altee éxatov Taddavra, pas, 

HY py ov O@ot, OVK amravacTnocEW THY oTpaTtiny ply i) e&y 
ot dé Ildpior bxws pév te dSdcovaer Midrriddyn apytp.ov 

ovde duevoedvToO, of d€ OKws StabuAdEoveL THY TOAW TOTO é-m- 
yavavTo, dra Te emuppalomevor Kal TH pddiota eoKEe EKdOTOTE 
emipmaxov Tov TEelYEos, TODTO awa vuKTL eEnelpeTo SimAncLov TOD 

és pev 6) TocodTO ToD Adyou of mdvTes “EXAnves 
héyovor, TO évOedrey Oé€ avdrol Ildpiot yevéobar @de RAéyoucr. — 
Miariadn amopéovre édOeiv és Doyous aiypddotov yuvaika, 

VI 

TOUTO 

b] / 

amiKkomevos 6 em Hy 

. a re r . ~ 

pe ° < i me — . se ea al ee, Pe oe . ‘a 
mpdtepot. Stein suggests the addi- 

tion ddckins, cp. 4. 1 supra. 
6. Iléponv. How Lysagoras the | 

Parian came into relations with Hy- 
darnes is not stated. In regard to 
Hydarnes, it would perhaps be safe to 
infer that he was the commander of the | 
Immortals, cp. 7. 83 and passim, but 
especially c. 135. F 

8. ékarév. One hundred T. would 
have defrayed the expenses of the ex- | 
pedition, perhaps twice over. (Cp. | 
Appendix XI. § 6.) Miltiades may have 
demanded gold, c. 132 supra, though 
Hdt. here thinks only of silver (even 9 
if with Kriiger dpytpiov is removed). — 
It was just the amount which Sikyon 
had (according to Hdt.’s authorities) 
paid, not long before, to Argos for an 
offence, similar in kind, but surely less — 
in degree, c. 92 supra. 

134. 1. ot mavres “EdAnves. It can — 
hardly be supposed that more ismeant | 
by this expression than that Hdt. has — 
not met with any variant or contrary — 
tradition on the course of events so far. _ 
With what follows the case is different: | 
he gives, for some reason or other, a— 
local Parian tradition, and that tradi- — 
tion was at variance presumably with 
the ‘pan-Hellenic’ version. Butit had 
local colour, it had a Delphic reference, — 
it had a good moral in its favour. See 
further, Appendix XI. § 3. The local — 
Parian tradition only includes ce. 134, 
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éovoav pev Ilapiny yévos, ovvopa dé of elvar Tipody, eivar 8é 

brofakopov Tav YOovioy Oedv: TavTnv éModcav és div Mir- 

Tiddew cupBovrcdoal, ei Tept ToAXOD. Trovéeras Ildpov édely, TA 
av avtn wuTo0hrat, TadTa Tovey. peta Se TiIY pev TobécOa, 

/ \ na 

Tov S€ duvepyopevoy emt TOY KONwVOY TOY TPO THs TOoALOS edvTA 
Ye / / ¢ tal > / \ / 
épxos Oecuopopov Anuntpos vrrepOopeiv, od Suvduevov tas OvUpas 

a. / 

avoiéat, brepOopovta Sé iévau ert TO péyapov 6 te 8 TouncovTa 
/ lo) 

€vTOS, elTE KIVHTOYTA TL TOV akWHTwV cite 6 Te OH KOTE TPN- 
Eovta: mpos That Ovpnot te yevécOar Kal TpdKxate ppikns avdrov 
e / > / ra > \ ear / / \ \ 

treNOovens oricw THY avTHY odov tecOat, KaTAaPpwcKoVTa Sé THY 

Néyovet, Murriddns pév vuv pravpas éyov amétree Orica, 
ovTe ypnuata “A@nvatoice ayav ovte Ildpov mpocKktnadpevos, 
> \ / pay \ y i / \ / \ 

GNA TodlopKncas Te EE Kal eElKoot Huépas Kal Sni@cas TV 
. / \ / e Can Ci / n a \ vicov. Ldpior dé mu@opevor was 7 vmroldKopos THY Oeov Tim 

Maariaddn xatnyncato, Bovdopevot pv avtl tovTay TLuwpr- 
/ / b) 4 ¢/ ¢ / a 

cac0at, Oeorporrovs méumrovat és Aedgovs, ws ofeas jovyin Tis 

ToNopKins éaye Erewrrov O€ émEepnoopévous eb KATAYPHTwVTAL 
Thy wTotaKopoyv Tav Gedy thy éEnynoapévny Toto éyOpotor THs 

} 7 cA \ \ > BA / BA (oo > / 
Tatpioos addwouw Kal Ta és époeva yovov appnta ipa exdnvacay 

likely to come to grief in jumping the 
enclosure wall: but this is saving the 
letter to spoil the spirit of the rival 

135, and perhaps not every statement 
in them. 

5. x8ovlwy Gedv. Here apparently 
restricted to Demeter and Persephone, 
ep. 7.153. trofaxopov might be a sort 
of sub-deacon, ep. L. & S. sub v. Fdxopos. 

9. Berpoddpov A. Cp. c. 91 supra, 
5. 16 supra. Mr. Bent saw ‘‘certain 
doubtful ruins” which were shown as 
the remains of the temple of, Demeter, 
and had the Herodotean story (with 
some variants) from the lips of his 
Pariote cicerone, op. cit. pp. 381 f. 

Tas Oipas, the doors of the épxos. 
12. tyot Bipyot, the doors of the 

péyapov. 
mpdoxare, ‘forthwith.’ Cp. 8. 65, 135. 
14, of 8. A variant which should 

be local Parian, and accords better with 
the view that the injury was due to a 
jump and asprain. The Athenian tra- 
dition held that the injury was to the 
thigh, and Hdt., believing this to be 
the fact, has apparently introduced it 
just above as the better Parian tradi- 
tion. Cp. c. 136 infra. It would be easy 
to ‘reconcile’ the conflict of authorities. 
If Miltiades had been wounded in the 
thigh he would have been all the more 

traditions. 
135. 1. ddatpws exav, 

Cp. c. 94 supra. 
arérhee. Miltiades plainly raises 

the blockade solely in consequence of 
his accident, and without any further 
occasion. Moreover, the immediate re- 
ference to Delphi takes for granted the 
Hellenic loyalty, so to speak, of the 
Parians. That Paros would be still, at 
least nominally, subject to the great 
king is discreetly ignored. The twenty- 

aegrotans. 

six days look like hard fact. Cp. Ap- 
pendix XI. §§ 2, 6. 

8. tiv trofdkopov. In the pre- 
vious chapter she was a prisoner in the 
hands of Miltiades, captured presum- 
ably in raiding the island (dmdécas r. 
v.). But from the Response infra, it 
oe that Miltiades only captured a 
shade. 

9. dppyra ipd. Cp. adppyroe tpoup- 

5 

\ \ \ n € \ \ \ / an 

 aipacupy Tov pnpov orracOhvat: ot S€ avTov TO yovv TpooTTaical © 

135 

ylat 5. 83. On the distinction between . 
eénynoapévny, ‘instructed,’ and ékh- 
vacay, ‘exhibited,’ see Blakesley ad 1, 
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¢ \ / by Syd val a 1 6€ ILv0in ob« éa, paca od Tipobv elvar rhv aitinv 
, , \ a \ / rn Qn TovTwv, adda Selv yap Mudrriddea rerevtav pn) ed, pavivai ot 

a lal / 

TOV KAKOV KaTnYyEMOVA. Ilapiovss péev 69 Tadra % Tvbly 
4 > a \eeo / expnae> A@nvaios dé éx Ildpov Midriddea arovoorncavra eayov 

/ / 

€v oTOpacL ol TE GAXOL Kal pddioTa EdvOummos 6 ’Apidpovos, bs 
/ a fol Pavarouv irayayav iro Tov Shwov Murriddea édiwxe ths ’AOn- 

/ 

valwv amatns elveKer. Mirridons dé avros pev Tapewy ovi 
ameoyéeTo: Hy yap advvaTos wate onTop“evou Tod pNpod: Tpo- 
Kelmévou O€ avToD év KrivNn UmEpaTreNoyéovTo of Pirot, THs pans 
te THS é€v Mapaddv yevomévns tmodrda éerripepynpéevor Kal THY 
Anpvov aipeciwv, os Ekov Ajpvov te Kal tisdpuevos Tovs IleXa- 
ayous Trapédwxe “A@nvatoucr. 

11. Setv yap. Cp. 4.79 supra. And 
further, 7. 17 for a parallel or com- 
ment to the present case: ole és 7d 
perérretta oUTe és TO TapauTixka viv KaTa- 
mpottent amorpdimwy TO Xpedv yevecOar. 
To have punished the human agent 
after the event might be regarded as 
equivalent to attempting to prevent or 
avert its occurrence. On the formula, 
which here is adopted by, or from, 
Delphi, cp. Introduction, § 22, pp. 
exii ff. 

gavijvat. Rawlinson renders ‘‘she 
was sent”; Macaulay, ‘“‘she had ap- 
peared.” Stein points out the true 
meaning, viz. that a ddcua, apparition, 
in the shape of Timo, had misled Milti- 
ades. Cp. 4. 15 (where Delphi en- 
dorses the credentials of a ¢doua) and 
cc. 69, 117 supra for other pdopara. 
The subject is karnyepdva, cp. Karnyi)- 
gato supra. ‘tyewovis is the proper 
feminine of fyeudy, but is not used of 
persons, while 7yeudv7 is a divine title. 
(Cp. L. & S. sub vv.) 

136. 2. “A@nvaio. Hdt. recurs here 
obviously to Athenian tradition: the 
Parians would be no authorities on the 
story of the trial. 

3. ElavOurmos. We may infer from 
this passage that (1) Xanthippos was 

- supra, 

the accuser ; (2) the impeachment was 
dmarhoews Tod Shuov: cp. Meier and 
Schomann, Der Attische Process, p. 344. 
(It was a variety of the ypadi mpodoclas. 
At least such would have been its later 
title.) (8) The procedure was by an 
elcaryyerta (bd Tov Shpuov), cp. c. 104 

and the reference to Plato 
infra. 

6. onmopévov, cp. oaxedlcavrds TE 

/ a Tpooryevoevov Se TOV Oypwov avTa 

Tov pnpov Kal camévros infra. How his 
limb should have mortified from a 
sprain (oracOjva c. 134) it is not easy 

_ to understand, though the same difii- 
culty does not attend the case of Kam- 
byses (8. 66 éopaxédicé te 7d daréov Kal 
0 pnpos . . éodmn), who was wounded. 
Hence the significance of the Scholion = 
(quoted by Baehr, note to c. 134) to 
Aristid. p. 218, to the effect that Milti- 
ades was wounded in the thigh by © 
a dart, launched by an unseen hand, 
which struck him as he was besieging ~ 
Paros. Cp. C. Nepos, c. 7 (=Ephoros) 
aeger erat vulneribus, quae in oppug- 
nando oppido acceperat. Cp. Appendix 
XI. § 3. 

7. ot pido. It would be interest- 
ing to know their names. 
Nepos has: verba pro eo fecit frater 
elus Tisagoras, e. 7. His 
Stesagoras predeceased him, c. 38 supra. 
The omission of his service at the Istros 
is noticeable (cp. 4. 187 supra). That, 
however, was not a direct service to 
Athens, and had besides already done 
duty on a similar occasion perhaps, cp. 
c. 104 supra. His acquisition of Lem- 
nos might have been expected to have 
served also at the previous trial. It is 
just possible that the reference to it 
here is unhistorical, and introduced by 
Hdt. as a peg on which to hang the ~ 
story of the Athenian acquisition of 
Lemnos. Ed. Meyer, Forschungen, p. 
16, even suggests that it was, perhaps, 
Miltiades Cypseli who first acquired 
Lemnos (for Peisistratos), in which case 

the achievement can hardly have done 
duty at either trial of Miltiades Cimonis: — 
but the suggestion is unverifiable. 

Cornelius — 

brother 4 

ae LS ete 

a 
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KaTa THY amodvow Tov PBavatov, Enuimcavtos Sé KaTa THY 
by / / / / \ \ fa] 
adiciny tjevtykovta Taravtorot, Murriddns pév pera tadra 

/ ; a fa) a opaxeNicavtos Te TOU pnpod Kal carévTos TedevTa, TA Se 
/ ¢ lal a 

TevTnkovTa Tddavta e€ETLCE O Tals avTod Kier. 
a \ / ¢ / 

Ajjpvov 5 Mirriddns 0 Kipavos db érye. TeXacryol érretre 
> A -<) a c NBe / > 

ex THS “ArriKhs tro A@nvaiwv éEeBrAnOncay, elite av 5) SiKalos 
v AN . a \ > y , \ \ / ¢/ elite a0iK@S* TOUTO yap OvK exw hpdoal, TAY TA NEYomEVA, OTL 

¢ lal \ ee¢ ve / A / 

Exatatos pév 0 “Hynoavdpovu édnce év totct Noyout Aéywv adixws’ 
> , \ a) fal \ "AO / \ / \ / > a c \ 

erreite yap idety Tovs “AOnvatovs tiv yapny, THY ohict adToior rd 
\ ¢ \ lo) / a an n 

tov “Tunooov éovcav édocav Heracyoicr oixhoar picbdv Tod Teixyeos 
A \ \ > / / aN / / ¢ > a ean 

TOU Tepl TV AkKpOTrOALVY KOTE EANAAMEVOV, TAVTNV WS ideiy Tovs 
"AGO , > / 5 \ 4 5 / \ a nvatous e€epyacmévny ev, THY TpoTEpoy elvar KaKHV TE Kal TOD 

8 \ gs a 46 Wn Yee an a \ : of 

pndevos a€inv, NaBeiv POovoy te Kai ipepov Ths yhs, Kal ovTw 
2 i. > \ > / BY / ” / \ 
eEehavvety avTovs ovdeuiav addnv Tpodacuy TPOLOXOMLEVOUS TOUS 

/ a 

*AOnvaiovs. as O€ avtol “A@nvaior réyouct, Sixaiws é&eAacar. 

11... kara... kara. In slightly 
different senses: the first suggesting 
a result, the second a cause. Or, the 
two might be covered by the accusative 
of respect. Cp. Kihner, <Ausfihrl. 
Gramm. d. Gr. Spr. § 433, where this 
instance is not quoted. 

12. radavroisr. Grote, in a well- 
known passage (iv. pp. 53 ff., Pt. ii. 
¢. xxxvi.), has argued that the ypad) 
must have been tiwnrds and that the 
people, after the verdict of guilty, had 
no choice but to accept one of the 
alternatives. Meier and Schoémann, J. 
é. s., represent the ypadi mpodoclas as 
drlunros, regarding the death penalty 
as fixed, on the ground that mpodocia 
does not admit of degrees: but con- 
sidering the way the Athenians classi- 
fied homicide we may be sure they 
would have been able to discriminate 
high treason from treason felony! Plato, 
Gorg. 516, seems to suggest that Milti- 
ades only escaped by the casting vote 
of the Prytanis, if, indeed, that re- 
ference be historic, or referable to 
this occasion. Hdt. does not say that 
Miltiades could not have paid the fine 
had he lived. On the payment, cp. Plu- 
tarch’s Kimon 4, which explains where 
Kimon got the money. On the end of 
Miltiades, see further Appendix XI. § 6. 

137. 1. émelre. Cp. 8. 44, 1. 57. 
3. ok exw. A contrast to Heka- 

taios, who determined the question 
against Athens, This notice would 
not have been a good advertisement 

for the Ionian’s works at Athens, un- 
less, indeed, there were some good men 
anxious to rake up old sins and do 
penance therefor: a form of patriotism 
which the Greeks do not seem to have 
cultivated much. 

Ta Aeyopeva includes written author- 
ity (Hekataios &pyce év rotor ddyouse 
Aéywv) and oral tradition (ws dé avrot 
"AO. Néyovor), if, indeed, the latter ver- 
sion was not also in writing. Cp. In- 
troduction, § 20. 

5. émelre yap . . “A@nvatous. Prac- 
tically a quotation from Hekataios, and, 
as Blakesley remarks, dict avrotc: seems 
to show that Hekataios had the story 
from ‘ Pelasgian’ (Lemnian ?) sources. 

7. kore. The word can hardly be 
used with reference to the writer’s own 
day. It might almost seem as if the 
wall had been built long before the 
grant of land was made. Anyway the 
kore here marks a different epoch to 
the words rodrov rov xpévov infra. Ac- 
cording to Strabo, 401 (Hekataios ?), 
these Pelasgi came into Attica from 
Boeotia, driven forth by the invading 
Boeotians. The wall is named 70 Ile- 
Aaoyixdy retxos 5. 64 supra, but the 
better form was undoubtedly 7d Me- 
apyudy. Cp. Appendix IX. § 4. 

11. as 8. . "AOnvator Aéyouor., Ed. 
Meyer, Forschungen, 8, argues that 
there was no genuine Attic tradition in 
regard to the Pelasgiin Attica, and that 
we have in Hdt. merely an Attic reply 
to the charge of Hekataios. If Pelasgi 
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/ \ \ \ fal fal rn 

KaTouknpevous yap tous Ilekacyovs bro TH ‘Tunood, evbecirev 
a \ \ pouTav yap ale Tas operépas Ovyaré- 

\ \ to 2, at) iD) Joes \ ay / ~ > \ pas [Te Kal tovs tatdas| ém’ tdwp éml tiv "Evvedxpovvov’ ov yap 
3 n \ / / a 15 €lval TOUTOV TOY ypovoy ahict Kw ode TolaL aAXoLoL "EXAnOL 
ees, meee, NS) Re am 

oikéeras* Oxws b€ ENovey avrat, Tors IleXacyods td UBpios Te 

¢ / b] / / 

Oppwpévous adiKéew Tae. 

Kal oduywpins Budcbai odeas. 

were never in Attica, they could not 
have built the wall round the Akro- 
polis: who, then, did build it? Cer- 
tainly it was built in primitive prae- 
Hellenic, or proto-Hellenic, 7.e. ‘ Pelas- 
gic,’ times. The story of its building 
may be fabulous, and the comings and 
goings of the ‘ Pelasgi’ are more or less 
pragmatic: but has Meyer shown that 
the Pelasgi should be reduced to the 
rank of a merely regulative idea? The 
last word on the Pelasgian question is 
not yet spoken: cp. Mr. Arthur Evans’ 
forthcoming paper in J. H. S. 1895. 

14. “Evvedxpovvov. There is an 
anachronism in calling the source by 
this name. The older name (to which 
the present has reverted) was Kallirrhoé. 
It was only in the days of Peisistratos 
that the spot was walled in and re- 
named, Thucyd. 2. 15, 5. In regard 
to its exact topographic position there 
has long raged a notorious controversy. 
Herodotus in this passage plainly im- 
plies that Kallirrhoé, or rather Ennea- 
krunos, was outside the city (of old), 
and in the direction of Hymettos. As 
a general indication this site squares 
with the passage of Thucydides, where 
he is describing buildings and objects 
outside the old wéds, which term is ex- 
plained to mean 7 dxpémoNs Kat 7d bm’ 
aurny ampos vérov padiora TEeTpAaUpevor. 
The archaic Kallirrhoé, the sources of 
Enneakrunos, must therefore be sought 
outside the ancient city, to the south 
of the Akropolis, in proximity to the 
Olympieion (éyyis otoy Thuc. J. c.). 
These indications place Kallirrhoé im- 
plicitly on or near the Ilissos, and so 
Plato, Awioch. 364 expressly é&tdvre mor 
és Kuvécapyes kal yevouévy por Kata Tov 
"Thuodv . . Kvewlay opd roy ’Aéwxou 
Oéovra él Kadduppdnv ... But Pau- 
sanias 1. 14, 1 mentions Enneakrunos in 
the neighbourhood of an Odeion (cp. 8. 
6), apparently in his tour of the Agora, 
though in a passage riddled with liter- 
ary digressions, and full of small topo- 
graphical uncertainties. Hence an 
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Kal TadTa pévTor oft ovK amroypay 
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ToOLeelV, GANA TEAOS Kai ETrLBoUNEvVOVTAS érLYElpnaw pavivat ew 

apparent conflict of authority between 
Pausanias on the one part and Thucy- 
dides et al. on the other: was Ennea- 
krunos in the Agora, where Pausanias 
places it, or on the Ilissos, where 
Herodotus, Thucydides et al. place it? 
The following points are clear: there 
was a Kallirrhoé on the Ilissos, which 
Hdt. and Thue. identify with Ennea- 
krunos. There was a fountain (xpjv7) in 
the Agora, which Pausanias identifies 
with Enneakrunos. If there is any error 
here, it must be with Pausanias, not 
with Thucydides. The only possible 
reconciliation lies in the theory that 
there was a connexion between the 
springs on the Ilissos and the fountain 
in the Agora, a connexion established 
by Peisistratos, and that Thucydides is 
speaking of one end of the aqueduct, 
Pausanias of the other. Dr. Dorpfeld 
claims to have discovered the conduit 
im situ. See Harrison and Verrall, 
Mythology and Monuments, pp. 87-91, 
Curtius, Stadtgeschichte, pp. v, 87, 
etcs, “H: —Gardner in) J He Sa) xa 
pp. 189 ff. (1893), xiv. pp. 224 ff. 
(1894). re. . matdas del. Schaefer. 

ov yap . . olxéras. In the Homeric 
poems slavery is an established institu- 
tion. Does rodrov tiv xpévov refer 
to an age anterior to the Trojan 
war? Strabo (2. c. supra) dates it to 
the Boeotian invasion, 7.¢. after (60 
years after, Thuc. 1. 12) the Trojan 
war. Hdt. 4. 145 supports the view 
that the expulsion of the Pelasgi took 
place after the Trojan war. There is 
then an anachronism in this Athenian 
tradition, which seems to imply that 
there were no slaves in Greece, nearly a 
century after the Trojan war. On the 
other hand the recognition of a period 
when slavery was not, and the associa- 
tion of that period with the ‘Pelasgian’ 
type, are significant points in Attic 
tradition. It is to be noticed that the 
antithesis between Athenian and Pelas- _ 
ian is pronounced in both versions. — 
p. 8. 44, 1. 57. 
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avtopape. éwutods dé yevécOar Tocovt éxelvav avdpas dpel- 
vovas, b0@, Tapedy éwuTolct amoxteivat tovs IleNaoryovs, érrel 20 
opeas EXaBov ériBounevovtas, ovK eHerANoat, GARd cht T PO€LTreLy 

ex Ths ys eEcévar. Tovs dé odtw 5 exywpnoavras adda TE oYeElV 
xopia cal d cal Afjvov. éxetva pév 59 “Exatatos érefe, radra 
dé “AOnvatos Néyovot. of Sé IleXacyol obroe Afjvov tore veud- 138 
pevor Kal Bovdopevoe Tods “AOnvaiovs tipwpnoacbat, eb re é£er- 

oTdpevot Tas AOnvaiwy optas, TevTNKOVTEpoUS KTNTAapEVOL EAMOYNTAD 
"Apréusds ev Bpavpdvi ayovoas opti Tas TOv “AOnvaiwy yvuvatkas, 
evOedrev Sé dpTdacavtes TovTéwy TOoAAAS olyovTO aTroTEOVTES, Kai 5 

odeas és Afyuvoy ayayovtes Taddakas elyov. @s O€ TéxvaY adTat 
ai yuvatkes brreTAnTOnCaY, yYAOooay Te THY’ ATTLKiY Kal TpOTOUS 

21. addAd. Samothrake 2. 51, Im- 
bros 5. 26, Plakia and Skylake 1. 57. 

188. 1. rére. Cp. 5. 26. The story 
which follows looks like a reminis- 
cence of the customs of exogamy and 
marriage by capture misunderstood and 
transfigured in tradition. On its an- 
thropological bearings, cp. M‘Lennan’s 
Studies in Ancient History, ‘ Primitive 
Marriage,’ c. iv., Westermarck, History 
of Human Marriage, c. xvii. The 
suggestion that the motiv is obviously 
(offenbar) taken from the saga of Boreas 
and Oreithyia (Meyer, Forschungen, p. 
9) seems hardly adequate. 

3. tas “A@nvalwyv dprds. The 
number in Periklean Athens was legion. 
Cp. Xen. (?), de Rep. Ath. 3. 2, A. 
Mommsen, Heortologie (1864). 

mevTynkovtTépovs, open galleys. On 
the "form of the word cp. L. & S. 
sub v. 

4, "A@nvatwv. The statement im- 
plies (1) the synoikism, and so probably 
an anachronism; (2) the antiquity of 
the (Athenian) cult of Artemis in 
Brauron. It is thus inconsistent with 
the Athenian legend, as found in Euri- 
pides, Iphig. in Tauris, 1435 ff., which 
identifies the image at Brauron with 
the Tauric Artemis, and represents it as 
brought there by Orestes. (The Brau- 
ronian rite was Arctic if not Tauric !) 
It was, indeed, a pre-Hellenic cult, and 
likely enough ‘Pelasgian’ property: 
the ritual involving a dance in bear- 
skins. It was a rural festival, presum- 
ably instituted by a pastoral people: 
and if there were lions in Paionia in 
the days of Herodotus (7. 125) there 

may have been bears on Hymettos in 
‘Pelasgian’ times. In Hdt.’s time, 
perhaps since the time of Peisistratos, 
the Brauronian goddess had a sanctuary 
on the Akropolis, the remains of which 
are still visible: and it was in the Akro- 
polis that the Athenian girls were 
initiated ; probably yearly on the 16th 
of Munychion. This may have been 
the date of the rural festival in 
Brauron, which at any rate would be 
a Spring festival and in the sea-faring 
season, and‘ perhaps annual: but in 
later times at least it was only a 
mevretnpls. (Perhaps already so in 
Hdt.’s day: hence e& é&emisrdmevor Tas 
"AOnvalwy dpras with special signifi- 
cance.) Cp. A. Mommsen, Heortologie, 
pp. 403 ff.; Harrison, Mythology and 
Monuments, pp. 395 ff.; Lang, Myth 
and Ritual, i. 212 ff. (With the ritual 
described, Eurip. Jph. in Tauris, 1458 
ff., cp. the rite of the ‘Shrove-Tide 
Bear,’ Frazer, Golden Bough, i. 254.) 

6. maddakds. The legend seems 
to suggest one frequent origin, at once 
of domestic slavery and of polygamy. 
For the rest, the fate of the Attic 
mothers and their sons of course justi- 
fied the Athenian conquest of Lemnos ; 
and the case is an instance of the 
political utility of myths and legends. 

7. yA@ooay +r. *A. On the lan- 
guage of the Pelasgi 1. 57. But that 
the women carried to Lemnos spake 
‘Attic,’ looks anachronistic. The primi- 
tive Lemnian language may be repre- 
sented in the celebrated prehistoric in- 
age most conveniently accessible 
in Dr. Carl Pauli’s Vorgriechische In- 
schrift von Lemnos, Leipzig, 1886. 
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20. dua seems to imply that Thoas 
shared the common fate. Rawlinson, 
indeed, translates: ‘‘in the days of 
Thoas,” perhaps to reconcile Hdt. with 
the ordinary tradition, according to 
which Thoas was saved by his daughter 
Hypsipyle. Cp. Apoll. 1. 9,17. Thoas 
did not finally escape (Apoll. 3. 6, 4). 

21. Avpva. Blakesley ad 7. sug- 
gests another origin of the phrase: 
Ajvos was a name of the peyaddn Oeés, 
to whom virgins were sacrificed, so 
Steph. Byz. sub v. ‘‘apparently follow- 
ing Hekataios.” Is Hdt. here then 
consciously correcting the derivation 
given by Hekataios? On “EAAds, cp. 
ce. 106. 1. 8 supra. 

139. 4. Auywo. Drought and famine 
were common signs of divine dis- 
pleasure. Cp. 4. 151, 5. 82 supra. 

trevtrov. A theoria from ‘ Pelas- 
gic’ Lemnos to Delphi, and a Delphie 
response so much to the advantage of 
Athens, are suggestive traditions. The 
whole story is presumably from Athen- 
ian sources. The oracle had not been 
fulfilled—perhaps not even recorded— 
when WHekataios wrote the passage 
quoted c. 137 supra. The divine 
behest: "A@nvatoicr Slkas diddvat Tavras 
ras ay avrol "A@nvator dixdowor pro- 
videntially anticipates the practice of 
imperial Athens towards her Sym- 
machy. The phraseology and even the 
argument in this story smack of Attic 
jurisprudence: cp. émiBovdevovras . 
ér’ avropupy c. 137 supra, and its legal 
consequence. Political claims are also 
insinuated, ¢.g. dpxew (bis) c. 188 
supra. 
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14, mpds vérov todAdv, about 140 
miles. Rawlinson thinks a trireme 
might have achieved the voyage atrn- 
pepdv, but not Bopén dvéum. Mr. Tozer 
(Islands of the Aegean, p. 236) reports 
the interesting observation that with a 
north wind the current of the Helles- 
pont sets with great force towards 
Lemnos, but towards Imbros when the 
wind is 8. Still, one or other of the . 
terms would have been superfluous in 
the original situation, when syerépn 
stood for Attica: and Bopén dvéup has 
the more primitive look. 

140. 1. treot St kdpta moAdoior. About 
500 according to the ordinary computa- 
tion. The chronological and other re- 
lations between the Persian acquisition of 
Lemnos (5. 26 swpyra)and the ‘Athenian,’ 
are not stated, nor is the problem present 
to the mind of Hdt., the two stories 
being told in different connexions, and 
from different sources: but, if the 
voyage of Miltiades was subsequent to 
the visitation of Otanes, then it may 
have been from the Persians that Milti- 
ades wrested the island. But see 
infra. The case is a fresh illustration 
of the use made for political purposes 
of the mythical and legendary tradi- 
tions. Cp. c. 138. 1. 6 supra. 

3. trd *A@nvatoicr. Athenian 
vanity (Blakesley) represents the occu- 
ation of the Chersonese by the Phi- 

faids as done for Athens. But ep. 
ce. 36, 39 supra, and Appendix IV. § 9. 
Whatever the motive, the result was 
ractically as vanity might have desired. 

Peeitas this acquisition of Lemnos ‘ for 
the Athenians’ had already done duty 
at the first trial of Miltiades. But ep. 
ec, 104, 136 supra. It is impossible to 
follow Blakesley (note ad /.) in re- 
ferring the passage which he quotes 
from Charax (apud Steph. Byz. sub v. 
‘Hoaoria) to a surrender of the city of 
Hephaistia by Miltiades to the Athen- 
ians. Hdt. seems to imply that He- 

¢ / / / 

Hoarorsées poév vuv érreiPovto, 

phaistia surrendered and that Myrina 
afterwards stood a siege. Steph. Byz. 
drawing on Charax records that Myrina 
was besieged and captured and that 
Hephaistia then surrendered. By an 
emendation of Valckenaer’s, Hermon is 
made tyrant of Hephaistia and sur- 
renders it. The date of the annexation 
is to be placed during the Ionian revolt 
(pace Ed. Meyer, Forschungen, p. 16). 
Cp. 5. 26 supra. But the island of 
course passed again out of the control 
of Athens, or of Miltiades, cp. ¢. 31 
supra, and Lemnians served in the 
fleet of Xerxes, though the Athenian 
connexion was not without effect, cp. 
8.11. Later, the connexion with Lem- 
nos and Imbros became specially close. 
(Cp. Tozer, op. cit. pp. 237 f.) 

4, ’EXavtvros. On the extreme 
south-(west) point of the Chersonese. 
Strabo, 331, fr. 52 (ed. Teubn. ii. p. 
470): only about 40 stadia distant from 
Sigeion in the Troad. 

6. To xpynorhpiov. It was rather 
the drédnyus of their ancestors which 
should have been kept in mind. On 
dvamipynoKke Twa Tt, cp. L. & S. sub v. 

7. ‘“Hoatoriées . . Mupivaio. He- 
phaistia and Myrina were the two 
towns on the island, N. and W., the 
former named after the god to whom 
the volcanic Lemnos was sacred (ep. 
Zl. 1. 594). Myrina, however (the 
modern Kastro), ‘‘occupies a striking 
position which marks it out as the 
natural capital of the island” (Tozer, 
op. c. p. 240). The only remains of the 
town now, ‘‘asplendid piece of cyclopean 
masonry”? (ib. p. 246). The position of 
Hephaistia, Tozer observes p. 268, was 
convenient for commerce, but not defen- 
sively strong. It appears in the Athen- 
ian Tribute-lists to have paid nearly 
twice as much as Myrina (not to be 
confused with Myrina by Kyme). On 
the traditional volcanic claims of Lem- 
nos, consult Tozer, op. ¢. 

140 
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éxyov “A@nvaiot re kal Mirriddns. 

9. o'tw 8. The story of the ac- 
quisition of Lemnos by the Athenians 
is introduced by Hdt. with extra- 
ordinary skill, for an artistic purpose. 
(1) After the miserable end of the (re- 
puted) victor of Marathon these more 
heroic incidents restore tone and cheer 
to the narrative. (2) The story gives 
Hdt. an opportunity for a Parthian shot 
at Hekataios, to whom he has been a 
good deal more indebted in these Books 
than appears on the surface. (3) The 
story forms an absolute pause in the 
general course of the main history, and 
an emphatic break between the sixth 
and seventh Books as we have them. 

END OF VOL. I 

Prien dy R. & R. Crark, Limitep, Edinburgh 

As the whole work closes with a bio- 
graphical anecdote (9. 122) which serves 
at once to sum up the moral of the 
great war (Bks. 7, 8, 9) and to link the 
end with the beginning in the person 
of Kyros, so does Hdt. close this part 
of his work, the second of his three 
volumes, with a passage which em- 
phasises the superiority of truly Hellenic 
(Attic) culture over the cruelty and 
roughness of uncivilisation, to the de- 
scription of which so much of this 
volume has been devoted. If such 
things are accidental, they are accidents 
of genius. Cp. Introduction, § 3. 
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